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NEGRO SLAVEUY: PLAN FOU ITS ABOLITION.

Another of those meetings, for the Abolition of Negro Slavery,

which have already created so much excitement in our colonies, was

lately held at Norwich : when Lord Suffield stood forward, and after

vituperating the planters, and setting forth, most pathetically, all the

evils of slavery, proceeded to cite particular instances of peculiar cruelty

fc females, and concluded by alledging these alone to be a sufficient

"^bimd for the immediate interference of Government, and the instan-

taneous abolition of slavery. It is not my intention to question the

accuracy of the facts stated to have occurred, though it is difficult to

reconcile such charges with the reputed avarice of the planters, whose
property, depending upon the increase of their slaves, must necessarily

be endangered by severity to females, more especially in a state of

pregnancy ; calumnies such as these have been so frequently promul-

gated, and so frequently refuted, that it is quite unnecessary to vin-

dicate the large body of slave proprietors from any general inference in

the present case ; indeed it is altogether foreign from my purpose to

enter at all at this moment into the nature of slavery in our colonies

:

it exists, and its existence, in any form, is a sufficient argument for its

extinction : such at least is the doctrine of the Anti-Slavery Society,

and stated by them to be the general feeling of the British people ; and
truly, if any opinion can be drawn from the numerous petitions which
have been presented to Parliament upon this subject, we must all arrive

at the same conclusion. But, whilst this society has been busy in stir-

ring up the feelings of the public,and preparing all these petitions, it is

not a little singular that no system of negro amelioration, no system of

emancipation, either progressive or immediate, has ever emanated from
their body. Dark and distant hints have, indeed, been given by indi-

viduals—some have suggested task-work—some copyholds—and some,

more bold, instant manumission ; but no connected system has ever

been agreed upon, and I firmly believe the whole society to be as much
divided amongst themselves as to the true and proper course, as the

Reformers in England on the great question of Parliamentary Reform.

On one point, however, they appear to be unanimous—that the whole

onus of the experiment, whatever it may be, must rest upon the colo-

nists alone, without the shadow of security or indemnity for the conse-
\

quences of its failure ; and though some have admitted the right of

compensation, yet none have pointed out the manner of affording it.

M. M. New Series.—Vol. I. No. I. B
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This is neither just nor liberal, and we cannot be surprized that the colo-

nists should require some guarantee before they deliver themselves and
their properties to the wild and visionary schemes of speculative indi-

viduals. If the measure is a public measure, let its consequences rest

upon public responsibility. As a great national work, every one must
admit that it is worthy of the age in which we live, and of the country

which it is our pride to call our own ; but as it is a measure surrounded

with difficulties it must be approached with caution. That it is prac-

ticable I firmly believe, and if undertaken by the Government, and con-

ducted with temperance and prudence, it is perfectly reconcileable

with the interests of the planters, and the security of the islands. That
colonial property, unhampered by the continual agitation of this ques-

tion, retains its tair value in the estimation of European capitalists, is

evident from the facility with which, we are told, the Commissioners of

Hay ti have negociated a loan for their government, to pay the indemnity

agreed upon to the ancient proprietors of the island for the recognition

of its independence. This payment denotes the feeling entertained by
the blacks—that indemnity was due. Now this feeling, which has been
acted upon, after a long lapse of j^ears, by self-emancipated slaves,-

should be the ground-work of our own proceedings in the manumission
of our negroes, and, before we commence any operations, we should

seek an ample guarantee for the property of the planters and the safety

of the colonies. The one is blended with the other. The dominion of

Great Britain would fall with the annihilation of the whites : and the

possession of our West-India Islands is now become of paramount im-

portance. The establishment of so many new governments in the

American hemisphere has rendered them absolutely necessary for the

protection of our commerce and the extension of our trade. The
United States of America have long felt the inconveniency of having no
harbour subject to their flag in the European seas, and frequent intrigues

have been afloat to obtain one of the islands in the ]\Jediterranean, but

hitherto without success. The same difficulties would attend our

American connnerce, if we suffered ourselves to lose our Trans- Atlantic

possessions, either by the dissaftection of the whites, or the insurrection

of the slaves.

Experience has taught us the evils which arise from the present

mode of conducting this question. The blacks have been excited

to tumult, and the whites, no longer feeling the security of their pro-

perty, have resolved to vest no more where they are uncertain who may
reap. All confidence has been destroyed ; and though the markets are

favourable, and the prospects of future prices fair and cheering, yet

such is the panic arising from the injudicious and intemperate discus-

sions which are daily pressed upon the public, that estates are in vain

put to the hammer—no purchaser appears. In vain is application made
to the capitalist for the advance even of the necessary supplies. The
planter is referred to the speech of Mr. Buxton, or the pamphlet of Mr.
Cooper. To this lamentable pitch of ruin has the mistaken zeal of a
few, perhaps well-meaning individuals, brought the whole of our West-
India property ; and still unsatisfied, they continue to declaim, and yet
produce no settled plan for the completion of their object, no organized
systemfor its attenipt. It is in the absence of all other schemes, I ven-
ture to suggest one which, though it may at first appear gigantic and
chimerical, would be, I am persuaded, easy in its operation, and effec-
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tuiil in its result. It will relieve the planter from apprehension, and,

whilst it offers nothing immediate to the sla%e, if will eventually give

him liherty, after he has been rendered capable of appreciating its value,

by a knowledge of civilization and the blessings of religion.

1 ])r(>posc that commissioners should be appointed to value all colonial

property, the half of these commissioners to be nominated by the (Jovern-

jnent, the other by the respective legislatures of the different colonics

;

and it shall be imj)erative upon all colonists to dispose of their |)roperty to

(rovernment, at the valuation determined by these commissioners. To
effect this purchase. Government should guarantee the whole sum to be

paid in thirtj' years, by instalments, at intervals of three years, bearing

an interest of 4 per cent, till finally liquidated. To render the operation

more easy and profitable, the Government should avail itself of the

sinking fund to pay down one-sixth of the whole ; and, from the date of

this arrangement, agents should be appointed to receive the consign-

ments, at fixed salaries, instead of conmiissions ; and the whole proceeds

of all colonial produce should go annually to the credit of the Ciovern-

ment. The revenue would be considerably augmented by the measure

:

for all duties being remitted on the various imports, such an impulse

would thereby be given to the consumption of colonial produce, as

would always insure a fair price and a ready market, and thousands

would enjoy luxuries, and indeed necessaries (for sugar is but second

to salt), which now the}' scarcely dare dream of, by which the annual

return from the sale of colonial produce would so greatly exceed the

annual interest, and the sum laid by to meet the triennial instalment, as

to leave in the Exchequer a much more considerable sum than is now
raised in the shape of duty. By the adoption of such a scheme as this,

the Government would acquire the right of enforcing whatever mea-
sures it might desire, either for the immediate improvement, or the

ultimate emancipation of the slaves. The Anti-Slavery Society would
lose its venom, and the slaves themselves, no longer agitated and acted

upon by false liopes, but seeing their condition in the hands of Govern-
ment, would rest satisfied with the measures taken for the amelioration

of their lot, till they should be declared by law no longer slaves.

And the whole time thus employed in emancipating the negro race,

without violence and without injustice—without risk to the Government
-T-without ruin to the planters, and all the dreadful excesses of insur-

rection, would not exceed the period I have pointed out. A shorter

probation the negroes have no right to expect. To a life of labour they
have been born, and in that state, to which it has pleased (iod to call

them, they must be content to abide, till it shall please him, in his

mercy, to grant them a better. They must endure the same hardships

which fall to the share of all labouring communities, and let them re-

cognize in their fate the hand of a bountiful and all-seeing Providence

;

to their slaverj' they are indebted for the benefits of instruction and the

knowledge of the Christian redemption. It was the state of utter igno-

rance and savage stupidity in which the Africans were found in their

own country, that induced the whites to render them subservient to

their own speculative views of colonization in the West, whilst the

American Indians were absolved from slavery and labour of every kind

—doubtless there were peculiarities in the situation of each, which may
account for this apparent preference ; but it is not a little curious to

observe how the favoured race in North America has been almost

B 2
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wholly exterminated, whilst the descendants of the poor contemned

Africans are the pecifliar objects of our care. Let us still continue to

nurture and to cherish, without inflaming and exciting them. It is with

this view I call upon the Anti-Slavery Association to aid and assist in

their amelioration, their civilization, and their emancipation. I call

upon them to do So upon a basis at once just, honourable, and effectual.

Let us have no more idle declamation or heated invective. If the

planters are cruel and severe, let us put it out of their power to be so

any longer—^let us purchase the slaves, and silence the complaints

of the master when we relieve the sorrows of the servant.

The slave question has been preachedfor years, and though eyes may
have xvept, and hearts may have bled, no jmrse-strings have been unloosed ;

not such was the conduct of our forefathers, when the crusade was

preached to redeem the Christian from the Saracen. There was no

lack then of men or money ; but in those days men spoke by their

actions, and gave vent to their philanthropy in deeds, not words.

Let us now put the abolitionists to the test, and see what exertions

they will make, when it is proposed to purchase, not ravish the pro-

perty of the planter. I have shewn it to be possible, and I subjoin a

rough calculation, drawn indeed from uncertain data, but sufficient to

form some judgment of the operation of the measure.

I estimate the value of our colonies at £120,000,000 sterling:

—

Annual charge for interest i£:'4.,800,000

Charge to be paid to the Ex- 7 3 (3(X),000
chequer in lieu of duty . . )

Palance annually to meet the \ a ^cyn nnn
trienpial instalments , ;

^12,000,000

Amount of proceeds from
~

the annual Imports of;

colonial produce '

^12,000,000

^12,000,000

If this statement be in any way correct, the whole sum would be

paid in the time specified, without taking into consideration the annual

reductions of interest, which would remain a surplus in the Exchequer,

and enable the Chancellor to dimmish other taxes. Tlie fee would

eventually belong unencumbered to the nation, and remain at the dis-

posal of Parliament. Though the minor details of this scheme may
at first strike us as difficult, or insurmountable, a little reflection will

convince us that they are less complex than we have been led to

imagine. I shall refrain from entering more minutely into the inves-

tigation, as I might exceed the limits fairly allotted to one article in a

periodical journal, but conclude by observing, that if the laivful re-

demption of tlie negroes is undertaken with half the zeal and half the

energy which has been exercised in an unjust attempt to divest the

colonists of their property, the final issue will be gratifying to those

interested, and glorious to the nation ; and I recommend it to Mr.
Wilberforce, as his life has been devoted to the cause of suffering

humanity, to close his career in behalf of the slaves, by an act of

justice to their masters, and then he will have completed a work, which
will carry his name blest and honoured to posterity.
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LE'll'EIlS FROM Trili UNITED STATES OF NOKTII AMERICA.

No. I.

Ilnbils of the People—Inconsistency— Scraps of their Speech—Master

and Servant—Helps—Emigrants— Tricks in Trade.

Dear P.

—

The relationship of master and servant is absolutely un-

known here ; that relationship, I should say> which is understood in

Europe, and every where else, it may be, except in this part of North

America, where the word master is made use of, or the word servant.

I mean to speak freely of these haughty republicans, who, while

they keep about 1,500,000 of their fellow creatures in a state of pure

slavery, will not acknowledge the relationship of master and servant

among the free whites, and will not even make use of the word master,

except in the way mentioned hereafter, nor of the word servant, except

while speaking of a class—never while speaking of or to a member of

that class. They are, indeed, a very consistent people these Americans.

They abolish titles, and yet are fond of titles to a proverb. They
keep slaves, and yet are notorious for talking more and bragging more
about liberty and equality, than all the rest of the nations of all the

rest of the earth,—not excepting your's.* They publish a manifesto,

in which they appeal to the Governor of the Universe for the truth of

what they say, when they declare that " all men are created equal"

(they do not say born equal), and yet, while they are publishing that

manifesto, while they are putting it forth in the name of God himself,

their governor and judge, while they are making as much uproar about

liberty and equality, as if neither had ever been heard of or understood

at all before the United States of North America uprose from the

solitude of ages, among the rubbish and wreck of another world ; now
talking about their beloved country, as if it were, indeed, what a sorry

writer of theirs took the liberty of calling it some years ago, in the

simplicity of his heart—" the Home of the Free !" as if it were, indeed,

what most of their Fourth of July orators are in the habit of calling it,

now about once every year, a last refuge and hope, if not for the

universe—if not for the world—if not for all the nations thereof—at

least for Europe, afflicted Europe, and for a multitude of " empires

yet unborn"—if you please ; now rejecting from their very language,

or avoiding with especial carfe most of the words which imply either

subordination or inferiority, as if they could not bear so much as a

word in their way, if it smacked, I do not say of common servileness,

such as we have in Europe—I do not say of bondage without measure,

and without hope—hereditary bondage, but of inferiority : now claiming

to be thought a wise people, a great people, free from the chief pre-

judices of the age ; and yet, as I have said before, while they are doing

this, my dear P., and all this—a plague on their system of equality

I say, a plague on such liberty—they hold 1,500,000 of their fellow

creatures

—

all native-born Americans too—in a state of pure slavery; and

look upon those who have a drop of negro blood in their veins, or a

* In the New England circle, a part of the United States where slavery is not

permitted, and where black children are educated at the public charge, to be a coloured

man, or a mulatto, is to be of another caste, with which it is infamy for the white to

intei'marry, and a great reproach for a poor white man to associate. Even at free-

sdwols, the coloured and white poor children are kept asunder.
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shade of the negro race in their complexions, or a vestige of the negro

shape in their bodily structure, even though such individuals may be,

not only native-born Americans, but free native-born Americans—the

free children of other children, whose fathers were free—as if by
reason of that particular drop, or shade, or shape, they were accursed

for ever, and set apart and sealed for bondage, they and theirs—for

perfect real bondage too ; stamped in their foreheads with a mark
of inextinguishable inferiority, a mark which nothing would ever wash
away, nothing ever conceal—overshadowed with a sort of indestruc-

tible shadow—the everlasting hereditary shadow of subjection.

Every syllable of this, my dear P., whatever you may now think of

the matter, is true. The very name of master is done with here ; the

very word servant is rejected, or discarded rather, from the every

day language of this people. You never hear the multitude make
use of the words, except in the way of reproach, or derision, or sport

;

nor even a lawyer, if he can possibly avoid it before the sovereign people.

The children, to be sure, through a large part of New England, where
they are all educated, or may be, at the public charge, are in the

habit of calling their teachers Masters and Mistresses, not only while

speaking of them, but while speaking to them ; and I have heard a

country school-master, and a village attorney introduced here to each

other by their respective titles, much in the following way : " Master A. B.

here's lawyer C. D. ; lawyer C. D., that'ere's our new representa/ire

(longi) master A. B. ; youv'e heard o' him afore, I guess ?" llecollect, my
dear P. that every man here has a title of some sort, either corporal,

or squire, se-lect man, major, general, or deacon ; but, whatever it is,

the party is never spoken to without being called by it ; and here I

may as well mention a fact, which appears to have led many trau'ellers

into a mistake—a very natural one I admit. Go where they will,

throughout these United States, they find all the tavern-keepers,

whatever else they may be, either colonels or majors. Having observed

this, they take it for granted, either that colonels and majors are very

common—that " they grow on every bush," or that, in some way or

other, some sort of connexion or other is kept afoot between the mili-

tary office and that of the publican ; or perhaps they look upon these

people who " keep taverns" as the better sort of people in this country.

All this would be natural enough, and yet neither would be a correct

conclusion : for, although it is no very rare thing to see a real major
keeping a public-house, or a true colonel waiting at the door of his

own stable, with a pipe in his mouth, to see that your horse and
" baggage," or " pluiido;" as they call it in the west, are well taken

care of, while two or three of his handsome daughters arc laying the

cloth for you, very much as if you were a part of his family, or at

least of their neighbour's, whom they were able to see any day of the

week : it is altogether more common to fall in with, or, as the case

inay be, to fall out with colonels and majors, who have obtained a

title, nobody knows how—not in the militia, not in the regular army,
of that you may be very sure, but, forty-nine times out of fifty

in the way of trade ; either by dealing in horses, or keeping a shop, or

keeping a tavern, or keeping a store, and being surrounded by people
who caimot or will not remember the real name of a party, and for

that reason adopt a familiar way of speaking to them—a sort of cheek-
by-jowl method of expressing their ideas of good fellowship. " Here,
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you major—give us another glass o' toddy ; I say, you caw'nel, that's

your sort, now ; you don't think I'm gw'-y-in to pay that ere bill, now,

do you ?—You'll find yourself mistaken, 1 guess, if you do, that's all."

From what I have said, you will perceive that such titles are neither

titles by right nor titles by courtesy ; and as for titles by law, they

are out of the question, of course, among such downright, straight-

forward, orthodox republicans ; who, after unhorsing their courtly

patrician riders, with at least a shadow of right, if nothing more, to

keep them in the saddle, have permitted a mob of plebeian rough-

riders, without so much as a shadow of right or a shadow of law,* to

ride them whithersoever they will, under the shaj)e of esquires and

excellencies, honours, and so forths. But if they- are neither titles

by courtesy, nor titles by right, nor titles by law—what kind of titles

are they ? Titles of whim, I should say ; titles of rough good-

fellowship.

To go back—not only are the words master and servants avoided

with especial care by the very multitude of this country, but no other

words are adopted in their stead to express that relationship which is

understood by a contract between two parties, one of wliich -pays,

and the other works, or serves ; or between two parties, one of which

is wealthy, and the other destitute, or nearly so—nay, the relationship

itself, that which has generated the correlatives master and servant,

is literally unknown through a large part of these United States of

America ; and where the relationship itself exists, nobody ever thinks

of calling this parly a servant or the other party a master, except,

indeed, in a legal way, or where people are talking before third parties'

about the difficulty of getting good servants, or the cruelty of this

or that master to his apprentice or slave. In a word, no man here will

permit you to call him a servant, or the individual who keeps him or

employs him his master ; and the women are like the men ; they

acknowledge nobody for a master, nobody for a mistress. All their

contracts are made on a footing of perfect equality ; and, of course,

neither feels any sort of obligation towards the other, save such as might

be expected from any two people who have made a bargain together.

In a word, the United States of North America, all things considered,

are among the last places on earth for a man to go to, with a hope of

obtaining what you would call a good servant. Faithful enough they

are, and steady enough ; but there is no such thing as keeping a

native American, pay what you will, beyond a few weeks, or a few
months ; and I do not believe that, if j^ou were to traverse the whole
country, from north to south and from east to west, you would find

fifty native white Americans who have occupied the same place for

twenty years—I care not how that place may be called, if it appertain

to household affairs, or, I might say, to any- affairs approachmg the

duties of menial servitude.

A servant, male or female, who has either grown old in service, or

lived under one roof a whole generation, is hardly ever to be met with

in this country. I speak not of the English, who are very good ser-

vants ; nor of the Germans, who are capital for drudgery ; nor of the

Irish, who are ready to work themselves to death for joy, if they once

get a footing here, and are seldom good for any thing else—but I speak

* It were well to make the distinction.
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of the natives, the free white North American people. Nor, if you con-

sider the price of land here, the facilities of trade, the liigh rate of

wages, and the powerful temptiitions to marriage, will you wonder at all

this. Wliy should one class of people continue to serve another class, in

a state where, with a little foresight, and a twelvemonth's wages, they

may keep their chins above water without serving any body. I do not

mean without work, for they must work hard for a while, and fare hard

for two or three years, after they have become " proprietors," or set up

for themselves in trade; but I mean without working altogether, or

chiefly for the advantage of others.

A few material changes have occurred of late years, in the larger

commercial towns, jvhich have started up along the sea board of this

prodigious empire ; but in general, throughout all the country, the

employer, as they call the party paying, and the help,* or assistant, or

clerk, or man, or maid, as they call the party receiving pay, eat of the

very same food, out of the very same dish, at the very same table, and at

the very same hour. They sleep alike, they dress alike, and, in the very

presence of each other, laugh and talk alike. Authority and subjection,

power and obedience, are idle names ; the employer and the employed

are more like partners in the same trade or business, or members of the

same family, than like ajiy thing else. But for the ditference of age,

the employer being of course, in such a country, almost always the

elder of the two, no stranger, on seeing the servant with his master,

would be able to say " which was which."

Every farmer's boy, if unable to purchase an acre of land for himself

when he is free, begins the world by working out for somebody else, for

what are called " half wages, with leave to school,"—that is with leave

to go to school at one of the multitude of petty schools which are paid

for out of tlie public treasury, and are scattered all over the New Eng-

land States, and a part of the middle states, in such plenty, that for

about five or six months of the year in the country, and for the whole

year in the villages or towns, every child, whether black or white, ricli

or poor, may have schooling without pay ; or he begins the world by
working with some neighbouring established farmer at full wages, until

he has been able to save a few dollars, twenty or thirty, perhaps, not

more ; when he " pulls up stakes," pushes off into the " woods," or the
" Western Countrj'"—that coimtry which is forever to the west of a

yankee's habitation, be that habitation where it may—the other side of

where the sun sets, if you will, and after a while, becomes a " squat-

ter (a sort of unlawful intruderf upon territory unappropriated, so far

as appears belonging to " no body as no body knows of") and, after

another interval, a wretched farmer, and then, after another interval, a

great landed proprietor.

It is the ambition of this people to become freeholders—of any thing,

so it be a freehold in the language of law—of woods and waters, rocks

or mountains. They have caught the foolish desire from the poor

shipwrecked men of Europe, who, in the great convulsions of the age,

have been cast ashore in America; and who, after growing up, where the

* This word help is made use of only in a part of three or four states which run
together in two or three places ; and is there made use of only to describe a female

domestic, who is enipl«yed as much for weaving as foi- household atfairs.

f I say «>(/«;('/'»/ intruder, to distinguish the squatters of America from the lawful

intruders, who give one so much trouhh' in Europe.
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landed proprietor was a lord or something worse, and the cultivator of

the soil a serf, a boor, a peasant or a slave, cannot well separate, in

their ideas, the possession of earth from the possession of authority.

They arrive in the United States unprepared—come when they will, it

is unprepared ; and for a while they are half crazy with freedom—de-

lirious with new thought—wild about all that concerns the power of

confederated America

:

" They breathe her buoyant mountain atmosphere ;

And, tren)blin2 in their eyes, the Hghts appear

—

Those awful lights, which despots, tyrants dread.

When man goes forth in might, and lifts his head
Sublime in desperation ; when they hear

The song of trumpets bursting; on the e;ir,

T\\e shock of armies—and afar behold

Rebellion's crimson standard wide unroll'd ;

Wiicre slaves a^/2 men—are monarchs ; and their tread

Sounds like the resurrection of the dead."*

They must have soil of their own, forsooth—soil, whatever it be, and
wherever it lie, though it may not grow a buUrush or a thistle-root

;

for, according to all their experience, the proprietorship of land is the

proprietorship of power, if not of nobility.

It is ridiculous enough to w-atch the behaviour of those newly arrived,

before they have got reconciled to the taste of things. A Scotchman
keeps aloof, and says little or nothing about himself or his views,

political or religious. An Englishman is tearing his breeches after

game, because here no qualification is required. The Irishman is

talkative, on that very theme which he was not permitted to talk much
about before he had crossed the waters ; he is for overwhelming the

House of Hanover, without losing a day—and righting the wrongs of Ire-

land, without losing a breath. But all are after the possession of soil

;

and most are on tip-toe after the rights of their new citizenship, crazy
about the privileges of election. But all this wears off long before they
have become naturalized—finding that the possession of poor soil gives

a man little or no distinction over the very multitude here, for every
body may have it for the asking, in some parts of the country ; finding,

too, tJiat as every body has leave to carry a gun if he is fool enough,
and leave to fire it if he can find any thing to fire at—a very difficult

matter, of course, where game is not " preserved,"—there is no privilege

in carrying a gun over the shoulder ; and, above all, finding that a power
to vote is looked upon as a troublesome power, of no value except when
the right of it is denied or the value of it is questioned, he gets to look
upon all such matters with what he would have regarded, on his ar-

rival, as a sort of apathy, quite peculiar to the barbarians of the new
world.

Speculation here, in matters which concern the proprietorship of land,

is carried on I hardly know how, but in such a way that all parties are
cheated of course. I have known a score of ridiculous affairs like the
following, which occurred soon after the late war with your country.
It may not be true in detail, but, from what I myself have seen here> it

looks probable enough to me, and I dare say is substantially true.

* Battle of Niagara. By one of the American poets.

M. :M. AVu> Scries.—Yol.. I. No. 1. C
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A township of land was put up for sale at a crowded auction, so the

story goes, in the City of New York, the title warranted. Charts,

maps, plans, &c. &c. were passed about, " beautifully executed in a
superior style," and about three-quarters of the whole " township" was
marked off into " house lots." No time was allowed for inquiry ; and
people, taking it for a hoax, contented themselves with bidding half-a-

dollar for a house lot ! one dollar for a house lot ! two dollars, &c. <S:c.

by way of a frolic—the title being re-assured between every two bids.

Matters proceeded very well in this way, and house lots enough were
knocked off, in the course of an hour, to produce nearly four hundred
dollars. A speculator observing this, and having assured himself anew
about the title, left the auctioneer at work, and hurried off a special agent

to the place where the land was reported to lie—intending, if it should

prove worth his while, to buy up the whole township, lot by lot, of the

frolicksome purchasers, who after all might have been speculating to

advantage, he thought, while he was permitting a great prize to slip

through his fingers. The territory in dispute lay somewhere about fifty

or sixty miles north of the city. The agent rode express, knowing how
much would necessarily depend upon his getting back before any body
else, if the township were worth having. He arrived«in safety. Mat-
ters looked well : he found every part of the representation true ; the

land was not only somewhere, but actually on the spot where it had
been reported to be :—yet more, the title was perfect in every possible

way; no formality had been overlooked by the proprietor, who was
himself a man of the law. But, on further inquiry, as if such a capital

bargain were too good for such hap-hazard people without some draw-

back—the house lots were found to be not exactly where a purchaser

would have sought for them, perhaps ; and the rest of the township not

exactly where he might have wished, perhaps, for his own particular use ;

the former being laid out on the steep side of a rocky mountain, which
overhung a sort of greenish lake, and the latter being undir water—

a

sort of low territory.

By the way, one word more of these proprietor people before I throw

aside my pen—the farmers of North America are chiefly ambitious of

being large proprietors. They would sooner double the quantity of

their land, whatever might be the quality, than double the quantity of

their produce. They go on, hitching acre to acre, generation after

generation, without caring much about increasing the fertility of a
single square foot which they possess. It is not more corn that a real

North American labours for, it is only more earth. Men with a hun-
dred, yea, with five hundred acres of soil here, may not have, and in

fact seldom do have, a single acre under a good state of cultivation.

Farewell. When I have leisure, I shall give you a word or two more
on this or some other subject of the sort.

Yours heartily, A. B. C.

Boston, New Englaid, Oct. 1, 1825.
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ADVICE TO THE CLEKGY, BY THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.

My Beloved Brethren:—You are all fully sensible of the deep

and sincere interest I have ever felt for your temporal and everlasting

welfare. If a doubt of my sincerity or zeal should lurk in the mind

of any one of you, the proof I am now on the point of giving you will

remove it.

I would, if it were in my power, bestow on you all rectories, vicar-

ages, deaneries, prebendal stalls, and other fat places, and so provide,

in a great degree, for your temporal wants. Since it is not in my
power to do so, I must perform the next best office within the compass

of my means.

I will, my brethren, offer you a few short apothegms in verse, which,

if j^ou connnit to memory, may do much towards obtaining those tem-

poral blessings which I, alas ! cannot bestow.

I have preferred reducing the substance into poetry, since the essence

of it, by so doing, is better condensed, and perhaps more easily

remembered. Since the plan may seem uncommon to some among
you, it will be as well to offer you a few authorities, or prototypes,

which will effectually shield me from what you all know to be a crying

and heinous sin, well deserving clerical excommunication

—

innovation.

Solomon, of whom, I presume, you have all heard, has given to

the world a code of ethics in couplets, called by the learned, antithetic

parallelisms. Some other, perhaps Hellenistic Jews, followed his ex-

ample. Plutarch has also, in pithy prose, conveyed to posterity the

apothegmatic sayings collected in his time. Stobacus has done much of

the same nature, and deserves your attention, after your tithes have

been gathered in, and you have nothing to do. Macrobius indulged

liis fancy in that kind of writing. Julius Caesar, who, I think, would
have favoured pluralities had he been ordained in our church, has

preserved for our use many admirable sayings. Cervantes may be read

with advantage. Lord Bacon's apothegms, too, should be diligently

studied.

It may be said that these great men have given us knowledge, as

skilful chemists give us compounded essences.

Many, my brethren, have been the schemes proposed by men to

convey information with rapidity and certainty to others. Dean Swift

tells us of a celebrated projector, who was condensing the essence of

books into pills, which were to be taken in the morning fasting, and
which was to be persevered in for days, when the essence of their

contents would be conve3^ed to the brain. However admirable the for-

mer part of this plan may be, you will, I am sure, agree with me in

condemning the latter part as impracticable ; and if, to some extraor-

dinary persons, probably curates from the northern counties, not

impracticable from long habits, a cruel and grievous mode of giving

public instruction ; and so injurious to the agi-icultural and commercial

interests of the country, as to be unworthy of farther discussion.

Some men have been eminently successful in condensing the whole

substance of books into single paragraphs, which, you will admit, is very

superior to the system of pills and fasting. I should not have given

so decided an opinion on this point, if the fasting could have been

dispensed with, and the pills would have created an appetite and

improved the powers of digestion.

C 2
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Gray, in his " Memoria Technica," has done much towards the con-

densation of matter ; and as Sir Isaac Newton agreed with our learned

departed brother Barrow, in saying, that " poetry was a kind of inge-

nious nonsense," his metrical lines contain all that is useful in that

art, without those conceits and verbal inversions of which the remainder

consists. But his lines are only useful in desperate emergencies.

The next specimen I shall give of this happy art has been displayed

by that erratic genius, Byron. The world was agitated by " Malthus's

Dissertation on Population." Senates fearfully referred to the awful

subject. The wise began to devise methods for facilitating emigration.

The great critics discussed the subject with profound research, and

complicated calculation. The patriots and the benevolent were haunted

in their dreams by two dreadful hobgoblins : arithmetic ratio—a monster

with many heads and many limbs, from which grew others, that tripled

and quadrupled until it oppressed the land, and looked like a dread

chimera; the other was geometric ratio—a poor slow animal, that

vainly endeavoured to satisfy the appetite of the former by continual

offerings, but in vain. These terrible spectral dreams defied all medical

skill. Dr. Baillie himself declared, that until Malthus's book was burned,

refuted or explained, medicine could do no good. It is true he was

opposed by Mr. Abernethy, Avho pertinaciously affirmed, that the

stomach either was the seat of the disorder, or would become so, and

tlierefore ordered moderate doses of blue pill by anticipation. At
length, my beloved brethren, Byron claimed the gratitude of the

present, and of all future generations, by explaining the whole system

of the renowned Malthus, in the following lines :

—

"—his book's the eleventh conimandment,
Which says, ' Thou shalt not marry,' unless well."

This, my brethren, dispelled the gloom which had " gathered on the

faces of men," and proved Dr. Baillie's prognostic true, and stopped

the people from taking blue pill from Mr. Abernethy by anticipation.

Very lately our learned brother Dr. Bloomfield was raised to epis-

copal rank, as Bishop of Chester. You all know that he is renowned for

his knowledge of Greek, for his having been a Whig, and for his gal-

lantry in drinking the Lady Mayoress's health soon after his accession

to the rank of a Spiritual Peer. According to the custom of our Church,

he soon published a long, elaborate, learned and profound charge to

his clergy, which embraced all that could be said in the way of admo-

nition, expostulation, advice and exhortation. This charge proved to

mankind his fitness for the high office to which he had been called.

Fearing, from its length and profundity, that many would not extract

its luscious treasures, I have followed the example of BjTon, and offer

you a condensed and genuine essential compound extract of the whole,

in such lines as are readily committed to memory, and which you will,

I am convinced, receive as an indisputable proof of my zeal and affec-

tion for your welfare. The whole substance oi' this celebrated charge

is thus:

—

" Hunt not, fish not, shoot not,

Dance not, fiddle not, flute not

;

Be sure you have nothing to do with the Whigs,
But stay at home and feed your pigs

;

And, above all, I make it my particular desire,

That at least once a week you dine with the 'kquirc."
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AN (DLD gipsy: A VILLAGE SKETCH.*

We have few gipsies in our neighbourhood. In spite of our tempting

green lanes, our woody dells and heathy commons, the rogues don't

take to us. I am afraid that we are too civilized, too cautious ; that

our sheep-folds are too closely watched ; our barnyards too well

guarded; our geese and ducks too fastly penned; our chickens too

securely locked up ; our little pigs too safe in their sty ; our game too

scarce ; our laundresses too careful. In short, we are too little primi-

tive : we have a snug brood of vagabonds and poachers of our own,

to say nothing of their regular followers, constables and justices of the

peace :—we have stocks in the village, ^nd a treadnnll in the next

town ; and therefore we go gipsyless—a misfortune of which every

landscape painter, and every lover of that living landscape, the country,

can appreciate the extent. There is nothing under the sun that har-

monizes so well with nature, especially in her woodland recesses, as

that picturesque people, who are, so to say, the wild genus—the

pheasants and roebucks of the human race.

Sometimes, indeed, we used to see a gipsy procession passing along

the common, like an eastern caravan, men, women and children,

donkies and dogs ; and sometimes a patch of bare earth, strewed with

ashes and surrounded by scathed turf, on the broad green margin of

some cross road, would give token of a gipsy halt ; but a regular

gipsy encampment has always been so rare an event, that I was equally

surprised and delighted to meet with one in the course of my walks

last autumn, particularly as the party was of the most innocent de-

scription, quite free from those tall, dark, lean Spanish-looking men,

who it must be confessed, with all my predilection for the caste, are

rather startling to meet when alone in an unfrequented path ; and a

path more solitary than that into which the beauty of a bright October

morning had tempted me could not well be imagined.

Branching off from the high road, a little below our village runs a

wide green lane, bordered on either side by a row of young oaks and

beeches just within the hedge, forming an avenue, in which, on a

summer afternoon, you may see the squirrels disporting from tree to

tree, whilst the rooks, their fellow denizens, are wheeling in noisy circles

over their heads. The fields sink gently down on each side, so that,

being the bottom of a natural winding valley, and crossed by many
little rills and rivulets, the turf exhibits even in the driest summers
an emerald verdure. Scarcely any one passes the end of that lane

without wishing to turn into it ; but the way is in some sort dangerous

and difficult for foot passengers, because the brooklets which intersect

it are in many instances bridgeless, and in others bestridden by
planks so decayed, that it were rashness to pass them ; and the nature

of the ground, treacherous and boggy, and in many places as unstable

as water, rendering it for carriages wholly impracticable.

I however, who do not dislike a little difficulty where there is no

absolute danger, and who am moreover almost as familiar with the one

only safe track as the heifers who graze there, sometimes venture along

this seldom-trodden path, which terminates, at the end of a mile and
a-half, in a spot of singular beauty. The hills become abrupt and woody,

the cultivated enclosures cease, and the long narrow valley ends in

a little green, bordered on one side by a fine old park, whose mossy
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paling, overhung with thorns and hoUies, comes sweeping round it,

to meet the rich coppices which clothe the opposite acclivity. Just

under the high and irregular paling, shaded by the birches and

sycamores of the park, and by the venerable oaks which are scattered

iiTcgularly on the green, is a dark deep pool, whose broken banks,

crowned with fern and wreathed with briar and bramble, have an air

of wildness and grandeur that might have suited the pencil of Sal-

vator Rosa.

In this lonely place (for the mansion to which the park belonged

had long been uninhabited) I first saw our gipsies. They had pitched

their little tent under one of the oak trees, perhaps from a certain dim

sense of natural beauty, M^itch those who live with nature in the fields

are seldom totally without ; perhaps because the neighbourhood of the

coppices, and of the deserted hall, was favourable to the acquisition of

game, and of the little fuel which their hardy habits required. The
party consisted only of four—an old crone, in a tattered red cloak and

black bonnet, who was stooping over a kettle, of which the contents

were probably as savoury as that of Meg Merrilies, renowned in story ; a

pretty black-eyed girl, at work under the trees ; a sun-burnt urchin of

eight or nine, collecting sticks and dead leaves to feed their out-of-door

fire ; and a slender lad, two or three years older, who lay basking in

the sun with a couple of shabby dogs of the sort called mongrel, in all

the joy of idleness, whilst a grave patient donkey stood grazing hai*d-by.

It was a pretty picture, with its soft autumnal sky, its rich woodiness,

its sunshine, its verdure, the light smoke curling from the fire, and the

group disposed around it so harmless, poor outcasts ! and so happy

—

a beautiful picture I I stood gazing on it till I was half ashamed to

look longer, and came away half afraid that they should depart before

I could see them again.

This fear I soon found to be groundless. The old gipsy was a cele-

brated fortune-teller, and the post having been so long vacant, she could

not have brought her talents to a better market. The whole village

rang with the predictions of this modern Cassandra—unlike her Trojan

predecessor, inasmuch as her prophecies were never of evil. I myself

could not help admiring the real cleverness, the genuine gipsy tact

with which she adapted her foretellings to the age, the habits, and the

known desires and circumstances of her clients.

To our little pet Lizzy, for instance, a damsel of seven, she pre-

dicted a fairing ; to Joe Kirby, a youth of eleven, head batter of the

boys, a new cricket-ball ; to Joe's sister Lucy, a girl some three years

his senior, and just promoted to that ensign of womanhood a cap, she

promised a pink top-knot ; whilst, for Miss Sophia Matthews, our old-

maidish school-mistress, who wovild be heartily glad to be a girl again,

she foresaw one handsome husband, and for the smart widow Simmons,

two. These were the least of her triumphs. George Wlieeler, the

dashing young farmer of the hill-house, a gay sportsman, who scoffed

at fortune-tellers and matrimony, consulted her as to whose greyhound

would win the courser's cup at the beacon meeting ; to which she

replied, that she did not know to whom the dog would belong, but that

the winner of the cup would be a white greyhound, with one blue ear,

and a spot on its side, being an exact description of Mr. George
Wheeler's favourite Helen, who followed her master's steps like his

shadow, and was standing behind him at this very instant. This pre-
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diction gained our gipsy half-a-crown ; and master Welles—the thriving

thrifty yeoman of the lea—she managed to win sixpence from his hard

honest frugal hand, by a prophecy that his old brood mare, called

Blackfoot, should bring forth twins ; and Will the blacksmith, who was
known to court the tall nursemaid at the mill—she got a shilling from

Will, simply by assuring him that his wife should have the longest

coffin that ever was made in our wheelwright's shop. A most tempting
prediction ! ingeniously combining the prospect of winning and of

surviving the lady of his heart—a promise equally adapted to the hot

and cold fits of that ague, called love ; lightening the fetters of wedlock

;

uniting in a breath the bridegroom and the widower. W^ill was the best

pleased of all her customers, and enforced his suit with such vigour,

that he and the fair giantess were asked in church the next Sunday,

and married at the fortnight's end.

No wonder that all the world—that is to say, all our world—were
crazy to have their fortunes told—to enjoy the pleasure of hearing from
such undoubted authority, that what they wished to be should be.

Amongst the most eager to take a peep into futurity, was our pretty

maid Harriet, although her desire took the not unusual form of dis-

clamation,—" nothing should induce her to have her fortune told,

nothing upon earth !" " She never thought of the gipsy, not she !"

and to prove the fact, she said so at least twenty times a day. Now
Harriet's fortune seemed told already ; her destiny was fixed. She,
the belle of the village, was engaged to our village beau, Joel Brent

;

they were only waiting for a little more money to marry ; and as Joel

was already head carter to our head farmer, and had some prospect of
a bailiff's place, their union did not appear very distant. But Harriet,

besides being a beauty, was a coquette, and her affection for her be-

trothed did not interfere with certain flirtations which came in like

Isabella, " by-the-bye," and occasionally cast a shadow of coolness

between the lovers, which, however, Joel's cleverness and good humour
generally contrived to chase away. There had probably been a little

fracas in the present instance, for at the end of one of her daily pro-

fessions of unfaith in gipsies and their prediction?, she added, " that

none but fools did believe them ; that Joel had had his fortune told,

wanted to treat her to a prophecy—but she was not such a sim-

pleton."

About half an hour after the delivery of this speech, I happened, in

tying up a chrysanthemum, to go to our wood yard for a stick of proper
dimensions, and there, enclosed between the faggot pile and the coal-

shed, stood the gipsy, in the very act of palmistry, conning the lines

of fate in Harriet's hand. Never was a stronger contrast than that
between the old withered sybil, dark as an Egyptian, with bright laughing
eyes, and an expression of keen humour under all her affected solem-
nity, and our village beauty, tall, and plump, and fair, blooming as a rose,

and simple as a dove. She was listening too intently to see me, but
the fortune-teller did, and stopt so suddenly, that her attention was
awakened and the intruder discovered.

Harriet at first meditated a denial. She called up a pretty innocent
unconcerned look ; answered my silence (for I never spoke a word) by
muttering something about " coals for the parlour ;" and catching up
my new painted green watering-pot, instead of the coal-scuttle, began
filling it with all her might, to the unspeakable discomfiture of that
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useful utensil, on which the dingy dust stuck like birdlime—and of her

own clean apron, which exhibited a curious interchange of black and

green on a white ground. During the process of filling the watering-

pot, Harriet made divers signs to the gipsy to decamp. The old sybil,

however, budged not a foot, influenced probably by two reasons : one,

the hope of securing a customer in the new comer, whose appearance is

generally, I am afraid, the very reverse of dignified, rather merry than

wise ; the other, a genuine fear of passing through the yard-gate, on

the outside of which a much more imposing person, my grey-hound

Maj-flower, who has a sort of beadle instinct anent drunkards and

pilferers, and disorderly persons of all sorts, stood barking most

furiously.

This instinct is one of May's remarkable qualities. Dogs are all,

more or less, physiognomists, and commonly pretty determined aristo-

crats, fond of the fine and averse to the shabby, distinguishing, with a

nice accuracy, the master castes from the pariahs of the world. But

May's power of perception is another matter, more, as it were, moral.

She has no objection to honest rags ; can away with dirt, or age, or

ugliness, or any such accident, and, except just at home, makes no dis-

tinction between kitchen and parlour. Her intuition points entirely to

the race of people commonly called suspicious, on whom she pounces at

a glance. What a constable she would have made ! What a jewel of

a thief-taker ! Pity that those four feet should stand in the way of

her preferment ! she might have risen to be a Bow-street officer. As
it is we make the gift useful in a small way. In the matter of hiring

and marketing the whole \illage likes to consult May. Many a chap

has stared when she has been whistled up to give her opinion as to his

honesty ; and many a pig bargain has gone off on her veto. Our neigh-

bour, mine host of the Rose, used constantly to follow her judgment in

the selection of his lodgers. His house was never so orderly as when
under her government. At last he found out that she abhorred tip-

plers as well as thieves—indeed, she actually barked away three of his

best customers : and he left off appealing to her sagacity, since which

he has, at different times, lost three silver spoons and a leg of mutton.

With every one else jNIay is an oracle. Not only in the case of way-

farers and vagrants, but amongst our own people, her fancies are quite a

touchstone. A certain lame cobbler, for instance—May cannot abide

him, and I don't think he has had so much as a job of heel-piecing to do

since her dislike became public. She really took away his character.

Longer than I have taken to relate Mayflower's accomplishments

stood we, like the folks in the Critic, at a dead lock : May, who pro-

bably regarded the gipsy as a sort of rival, an interloper on her oracular

domain, barking with the voice of a lioness—the gipsy trying to per-

suade me into having my fortune told—and I endeavouring to prevail

bn May to let the gipsy pass. Both attempts were unsuccessful ; and

the fair consulter of destiny, who had by this time recovered from the

shame of her detection, extricated us from our dilemma by smuggling

the old woman away through the house.

Of course Harriet was exposed to some raillery, and a good deal of

questionmg about her future fate, as to which she presei-ved an obsti-

nate, but evidently satisfied silence. At the end of three days, how-

ever—my readers are, I hope, learned enough in gipsy lore to know
that, unless kept secret for three entire days, no prediction can come
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true—at the end of three days, when all the family except herself had
forgotten the story, our pretty souhrette, half bursting with the long

retention, took the opportunity of lacing on my new half-boots to reveal

the prophecy. " She was to see within the week, and this was Satur-

day, the young man, the real young man, whom she was to marry."
" Why, Harriet, you know poor Joel." " Joel, indeed ! the gipsy said

that the young man, the real young man, was to ride up to the house
drest in a dark great coat (and Joel never wore a great coat in his life

—

all the world knew that he wore smock-frocks and jackets), and mounted
on a white horse—and where should Joel get a white Jiorse ?" " Had
this real young man made his appearance yet ?" " No ; there had not

been a white horse past the place since Tuesday : so it must certainly

be to-day."

A good look-out did Harriet keep for white horses during this fateful

Saturday, and plenty did she see. It was the market-day at B., and
team after team came by with one, two, and three white horses ; cart

after cart, and gig after gig, each with a white steed ; Colonel M.'s

carriage, with its prancing pair—but still no horseman. At length one
appeared ; but he had a great coat whiter than the animal he rode

;

another, but he was old farmer Lewington, a married man ; a third, but

he was little Lord L., a school-boy, on his Arabian poney. Besides,

they all passed the house ; and as the day wore on, Harriet began,

alternately, to profess her old infidelity on the score of fortune-telling,

and to let out certain apprehensions that, if the gipsy did really possess

the power of foreseeing events, and no such iiorseman arrived, she

might possiblj' be unlucky enough to die an old maid—a case for

which, although the proper destiny of a coquette, our village beauty

seemed to entertain a very decided aversion.

At last, just at dusk, just a& Harriet, making believe to close our

casement shutters, was taking her last peep up the road, something
white appeared in the distance coming leisurely down the hill. Was it

really a horse ? Was it not rather Titus Strong's cow driving home to

milking ? A minute or two dissipated that fear : it certainly was a
horse, and as certainly it had a dark rider. Very slowly he descended
the hill, pausing most provokingly at the end of the village, as if about

to turn up the Vicarage-lane. He came on, however, and after another

short stop at the Rose, rode fidl up to bur little gate, and catching

Harriet's hand as she was opening the wicket, displayed to the half-

pleased, half-angry damsel the smiling triumphant face of her own Joel

Brent, equipped in a new great coat, and mounted on his master's

newly-purchased market nag. Oh, Joel ! Joel ! The gipsy ! the gipsy I

M.

SONG.

Some say 'tis hard to gain the heart

Of woman, tho' we seek it

;

Some say 'tis harder to impart
Sufficient warmth to keep it.

Yet when possession gives a chill,

And love begins to waver,

Some say retreat requires a skill.

Much harder a manoeuvre.

M. M. NexK Series.—Vol. I. No. 1. D
B. T.
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MIASMA OF THE MARSHES CONTIGUOUS TO THE MEDITEURANEAN.*

A MARSHY Strand extends along the Mediterranean, between the

rivers Serchio and Frigido, in the territory of Massa de Carrara, and

appears to be formed by the sands deposited by the Serchio and the

Arno in the gulf which formerly reached to the foot of the Ligurean

Appenines ; for the bottom of the marshes is formed of the same sand

as that of the coast, which increases yearly in breadth, by an alluvion of

four or five fathoms. This district comprizes three lakes, viz. Massa-

ciuccoli, Delia Torre et di Motrone, and de Petrotto, each of which has

a natural or artificial communication with the sea, into which they dis-

charge their superfluous waters. But as their level is lower than that of

the sea at high water, they were overflowed by the spring tides, or

whenever the libecciata (north-west wind) blew strongly. The mixture

of salt and fresh water in the lakes, slowly and seldom renewed during

summer, became corrupted, and infected the air. Tlie effects of the

cattiva aria are at present too well known to render it necessary to go

into any detail upon the miserable state to which the inhabitants in the

neighbourhood of these lakes were reduced. Suffice it to say, that they

were continually subject to diseases of the liver and spleen ; and that

the population was composed of languishing children, and sickly men
and women, though in the prime of life. Old age was unknown amongst

them. Such was the state of things before the year 1741, when a par-

tial attempt was made to purify the air. One of the principal causes of

the insalubrity of the air in similar situations as that described above

was known to the ancients, for Vitruvius, in his " Architecture," book

1st, chap, iv., says that no town should be built near a marsh, the level

of which was not above that of the sea. For in the case where

it was not so, the salt-water, driven by the tide or high winds,

had no means of flowing off afterwards. Silvius, Donat, P*ringle,

Boerhave, Monsignor Lancisi, and others, have more or less clearly

intimated that it is principally from those marshes in which there is a

mixture of fresh and sea-water, and in which this mixture remains for a

long time exposed to the summer sun, that arise the most deleterious

miasmata. Tliis opinion had, however, hitherto been supported by no
direct proof; for to ascertain with certainty that the insalubrity of the

air in the neighbourhood of marshes where a mixture of fresh and salt

water existed was caused by this mixture, it was necessary to permit

and hinder, successively, the communication between the fresh and sea

water, and thereby become assured that their separatioti was followed

by a purification of the air, and that their re-meeting was as certainly

accompanied by mephitic and pestilential exhalations. This experiment
has been tried in our days, with the most complete and almost unhoped-
for success. The following are the details :—In 1714, Gemignano
Rondelli, the engineer of Bologna, offei-ed to attempt separating the

water of the sea fn.m those of the lakes. In 1730, the celebrated

Eustache Manfredi made a similar proposal. In 1736, Bernardino

^ Substance of a Memoir upon the causes of the insalubrity of the air in the

neighbourhood of marshes in communication with the sea. Read at the Eoyal
Academy of Sciences, at Paris, by Mr. Gaetano Giorgini, Member of the Academy of

Lucca.
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Zendrini, mathematician to the llepubHc of Venice, invited to Lucca by
the government, insisted upon the necessity of erecting flood-gates near

the mouth of the Burlamacca ; these gates would be closed by the flow-

ing of the tides, or the force of the waves, when impelled by high

winds, and would be opened by the fresh waters of the marshes when
their level became higher than that of the sea. In 1740, the Republic

gave orders for the construction of this work, which was finished in

1741. The utility of the experiment was proved in the most ample and

satisfactory manner. The year after the construction of these flood-

gates, the dreadful maladies wliich had before desolated the population

of Viareggio, Massaciuccoli, Queisa, and the neighbourhood of the lakes

of Matrone and Perotto, had entirely disappeared. Since then the

population rapidly increased, and is at this moment in a state of pro-

gression. Viareggio has become a considerable town ; all suspicion of

the insalubrity of its air has disappeared, and it is now the favourite

summer residence of the wealth}^ families of Lucca, who come there to

bathe and breathe the sea air. But if any doubts had still remained of

the cause of this sudden amelioration, they were completely set at rest

by what took place in the summers of 1768 and 1769, when Viareggio,

and the parishes contiguous to the lakes of Massaciuccoli, were again

visited by epidemic maladies.

From the parish registers of Viareggio for these two years it resulted

that there were 170 deaths in a population of 1,130 souls, which is

nearly one in fifteen per j'ear, whilst in the following year, 1770, there

were but thirty-two deaths, that is one in forty. The cause of the

epidemic had been discovered and removed. During the years 1768

and 1769 the flood-gates, from being out of repair, had permitted the

entrance of the sea-water. On this being remedied the following year

the malady disappeared. In 1784 and 1783 a similar cause led to similar

results. In 1784 the number of sick in Viareggio, as stated in the

report made to government, was 1,200 in a population of 1,898 souls.

This epidemic was removed, like that of 1769, by repairing the flood-

gates. The inhabitants of Montignoso, near the marshes of Cinquale,

were reduced to such a deplorable state by the catfiva aria, that the

government of Lucca thought proper to compel them to quit their

habitations, and remove to anotlier part of the country during the sum-

mers of 1808 and the foUowmg years until 1812, when the completion

of a lock and flood-gates on the outlet of the Ciiiquale rendered this

extraordinary measure no longer necessary. Since that period the air

of Montignoso has become as salubrious as tliat of Viareggio. Similar

means to destroy the insalubrity of the air were adopted at Matrone in

1819, and at Tanfalo in 1821, and the results have been invariably

satisfactory.

TRANSLATION OF LATIN EPIGRAM.

Aeon and Leonille each of an eye bereft.

He of his right, the lovely damsel of her left.

Since both in grace and beauty \vith the Gods could vie :

Yield, yield, sweet boy, to her thy sole remaining eye.

Then blind, thou wilt "become the God of Love divine,

Then will thy sister as celestial Venus shine.

D 2
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tasso and his sister.

" Devant vous est Sorrente ; la, tlemeurait la soeur de TasRe, quand il vint en P6-

lerin demander h cette obscure amie, un asile contra I'injustice des Princes
:

ses

loneiies douleurs avaient presque egare sa raison ; il ne lui restait plus que du genie."

Corinne, vol. ii, p. 269.

She sat where, on each wind that sighed,

The citron's breath went by,

While the deep gold of eventide

Burn'd in th' Italian sky.

Her bower was one where day-light's close

Full oft sweet laughter found,

As thence the voice of childhood rose

To the high vineyards round.

But still and thoughtful, at her knee,

Her children stood that hour

—

Their bursts of song, and dancing glee,

Hush'd as by words of power.

With bright, fix'd, wondering eyes, that gaz'd

Up to their mother's face.

With brows through parting ringlets rais'd.

They stood in silent grace.

While she—yet something o'er her look

Of mournfulness was spread

—

Forth from a poet's magic book
The glorious numbers read :

The proud undying lay which pour'd

Its light on evil years

;

His of the gifted pen and sword,*

Thetriumph— and the tears.

She read of fair Erminia's flight,

Which Venice once might hear

Sung on her glittering seas, at night.

By many a gondolier :

Of Him she read, who broke the charm
That wrapt the myrtle grove,

,

Of Godfrey's deeds—of Tancred's arm.

That slew his Paynim-love.

Young cheeks around that bright page glow'd

;

Young holy hearts were stirr'd,

And the meek tears of woman flow'd

Fast o'er each burning word

;

And sounds of breeze, and fount, and leaf,

Came sweet each pause between.

When a strange voice of sudden grief

Burst on the gentle scene.

The mother turn'd—a way-worn man
In pilgrim-garb stood nigh.

Of stately mien, yet wild and wan,
Of proud, yet restless eye :

But drops, that would not stay for pride.

From that dark eye gush'd free,

As, pressing his pale brow, he cried—
" Forgotten, ev'n by thee !"

» It is hardly necessary to recall the well-known ItaUan saying, that " Tasso, with

his sword and pen, was superior to all men."
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" Am I so changM? — and )et, we two,

Oft hand in hand have play'd
;

This brow hath been all bath'd in dew,
From wreaths which thou hast made !

We have knelt down, and said one prayer,

And sang one vesper-strain
;

My thoughts are dim with clouds of care

—

Tell me those words again !

" Life hath been heavy on my head

;

I come, a stricken deer,

Bearing the heart, 'midst crowds that bled.

To bleed in stillness here !"

She gaz'd— till thoughts that long had slept

Shook all her thrilling frame,

—

She fell upon his neck, and wept.

And breath'd her Brother's name.

Her Brother's name ! — and who was He,
The weary one, th' unknown.

That came, the bitter world to Hee,

A stranger to his own ?

He was the Bard of gifts divine

To sway the hearts of men

—

He of the song for Salem's shrine,

He of the sword and pen !

F. H.

HECOLLECTIONS OF DR. I'ARR,*

Betiveen the Years 1818 and 1825.

While the memory of this wonderful man is yet fresli in the minds

of his friends and tlie public, no efforts will of course be spared to

snatch from obhvion every relic connected with his name : and we have

not so much to dread from the want of abundance of materials, as of

discrimination in the choice of those fittest to be selected.

A life of Dr. Parr is now in contemplation by Dr. John Johnson
of Birmingham, a gentleman equally calculated by ability and talent,

and his long habits of intimacy and friendship with the deceased, to

execute such a task. There is but one other person who, from de-

votedness of attachment and parity of pursuits, might have been
selected in preference : but he is gone before him ; and all that remains

for the surviving admirers of departed genius is, each to bring together

those scattered recollections, which, like rays collected in one focus,

may, when concentrated, throw some light upon a character, in which
the scholar, the philanthropist, and the humourist were equally blended.

• Every lover of learning, and all who possess sufficient moral taste, must feel

unusual pleasure in being made acquainted with the domestic habits and manners,
and the common tone of thought and conversation of those whom Providence has gifted

with intellectual faculties above their fellows. It is therefore gratifying to assure

our readers, that these recollections are derived from an authentic so\irce. The
leading peints are supported in " A Sketch of the Character of the late Doctor Parr,"

printed for private distribution, and written by Miss Emily Calcraft, the writer of a

short life of Lord Erskine, of which Dr. Parr spoke in terms of the highest approba-
tion ; and which, as well as the former tract, are specimens of a pure and forcible style

of English composition, not unworthy of the pens of the celebrated characters of which
they treat.

—

Edit.
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Living in the secluded village of Hatton, near Leamington, but in

the immediate neighbourhood of a well-frequented watering-place, it

was not by the idlers who dined in his company one day at an ordinary,

or who lounged over to Hatton, in order (in the modern silly phrase)
" to see a lion," that Dr. Parr was to be known or appreciated. The
great characteristic of Dr. Parr's conversation was originality, united to

an utter contempt of what might be the prevailing fashion of the day.

Habits of intercourse were necessary to distinguish his serious from his

jocose style : and in the presence of indifferent persons he would some-
times support an opinion or an argument " to make them stare," which
they would be very idly employed in setting down as his real dispassion-

ate sentiments.

It was in a visit to Leamington, during the summer of the year 1818,

that the author had the pleasure of being introduced to Dr. Parr—an

introduction which was followed by the advantage of his friendship and
society, whenever circumstances permitted it, up to the moment of his

lamented death. He was, at the time of first seeing him, in his

seventy-second year, with none of his activity or intellectual vivacity

impaired. In a recent publication he has been gratuitously presented

with " a lack-lustre eye." This must have been for the hackneyed
pleasure of quoting Shakspeare, for never was there anything so

unlike " lack-lustre " as the eyes of Dr. Parr. They possessed un-

common fire and expression for his time of life : and were of that fine

grey (more brilliant than blue, brown, or black,) that so often forms

the index to the features of uncommon genius. He held his head
a little on one side, in the Johnsonian manner ; his features were rather

agreeable than otherwise ; his wig not quite so large as has been
described, but still sufficient, with his grey bushy eye-brows, to give

a remarkable character to his face; his figure was middle-sized, not

much inclining to corpulence, and his clerical dress (which has been
so often compared to and mistaken for that of a bishop), was such

as he had a right to, as a prebend of St. Paul's.

The manner of Dr. Parr was at that time frank, cordial, and
somewhat boisterous. Sickness and sorrow aftenvards subdued it to

the mildest tone. An invitation to Hatton afforded an opportunity of

enjoying the rich treat of his conversation in his social hours ; and as

every thing must be interesting connected with the scene which his

talents and virtues so long adorned, we will prefix a short description of

the locale, before we arrive at the presiding genius of the place.

Hatton Parsonage, which rises modestly by the road-side, only

separated from it by a very small garden in front, consists, besides the

sleeping-rooms and offices, of three rooms on the ground floor, the

library, a little smoking-room, and the drawing-room, every article

of the furniture of which is now endeared by the remembrance of him
who made it the centre of social pleasure, enlivening it by his wisdom
and his wit. To the . ight of the fire-place was a massive Jauteuil, the

gift of one of his scholars, adorned with tapestry, and as inaccessible

as the books to anybody but the Doctor. Over his head were prints,

framed, and hung in a sort of order, called " the scholar's com-
partment." In the centre was Porson ; beneath him. Twining the

critic. To the right of Porson, Thomas Warton and Dr. Johnson

;

to the left, Gilbert Wakefield and Oliver Goldsmith. Alluding to

Dr. Johnson's epitaph on Goldsmith, the Doctor observed, smiling,
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there was '< a little mistake in the Latin of that." Then turning to the

portrait of Twining, " that was a clever fellow," he said, " a good

scholar, but a sad ugly dog. It is not necessary for a man to be

handsome, but I should be sorry to be as ugly as Twining I" Over

the chimney hung a painting of Dr. Parr, in his red doctor's hood, and

on his right and left — Horner, Esq. M.P., and Sir Samuel Romilly.

Beside this painting, a good bust and engraving of Dr. Parr ornamented

the sitting-room. Two views of Harrow (a place so intimately connected

with his earlier classical recollections), two views of Salisbury, and a fine

de^gn from an antique Neapolitan vase, formed nearly all the decoration

of this kind that the room exhibited. A footstool covered with cats in

tent-stitch, the needle-work done by one of the daughters of the late

Duchess of Gordon, formed an appropriate companion to the worked

elbow-chair, and was carefully prized by the Doctor. The library, which

was also the eating-room, was a spacious apartment, lined with books,

not splendidly bound, but, as Moore delightfully said, " looking like

books that could be made free with." In this, however, he would have

been woefully mistaken. The roses of Azor were not more jealously

guarded than the Doctor's books. No one durst touch them under pain

of death, unless the master offered them : and, as a convincing reason

for this prohibition, the Doctor, mentioned, when he formerly permitted

his guests the unbounded use of his library, curious passages, and even

engravings, had been cut out of his favourite books ! a species of un-

principled depredation to which nothing but the conscience of an

amateur could ever be reconciled. He would lend books himself,

liowever. I once saw a singular one, which a young lady was reading

at his recommendation—the life of George Psalmanzar. Not only

the library, but the landing-place of the first floor, and the passages

leading to the sleeping-rooms, were tapisses de livres. The quantity

thus accumulated was sometimes mentioned as one of the reasons for the

Doctor's unwillingness to quit Hatton, although a village of few resources,

from the difficulty he would have found in safely removing all his books.

At dinner the Doctor talked a great deal of Homer, and the

unabated " rapture with which he read him," and supported (but I

think sportively) Bryant's hypothesis, that the Iliad was not the work
of Homer, but that of several poets first collected by him ; but the novelty

of a first introduction,* and the variety of new objects, prevented the

author from giving such undivided attention to the Doctor's conversa-

tion as in subsequent opportunities : so that we shall here put down,
without farther particularizing dates, such remarks and opinions, given

at different times, as may be truly termed his " table-talk."

In the opinion of Dr. Parr, the five best writers of English style were :

Gray, the poet ; Uvedale Price, author of a Treatise upon Landscape
Gardening ; Dr. Shipley, Bishop of St. Asaph ; Dugald Stewart, and
Richard Brinsley Sheridan. Next to these, but at a long interval, he
placed John Home Tooke !

Of Gray he seemed to think it scarcely possible to speak with suffi-

• The author doubted whether a more distinct allusion would be consistent with

delicacy towards the unobtrusive merit that never in any way courted public admiration,

but it would be unpardonable here to omit to mention, that the second Mrs. Parr, who
at that time did the honours of his house, was in person, manners, and conduct
every thing calculated to do honour to her husband's choice, and gild the evening of

his days.
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cient enthusiasm. He said that his Elegy would live for ever ; that a great

deal of his Odes would live ; but then added, that there was a passage in

one of them which was nonsense. The author of this " notice" asking

him what it was ? he replied " I wo'n't tell -you ; most people think it very

fine." He blamed him freely for that ifldolence which prevented Gray,

with his vast powers of mind, from communicating a portion of his ex-

tensive knowledge in lectures. But it was as a scholar and a critic that,

in Dr. Parr's opinion, Gray soared beyond all possibility of competition.
" Wlien I read his observaUons. upon Plato," said the Doctor, " my first

impression was to exclaim, 'r^J^y. did I not write this ?' " he added, " that

Gray alone possessed the nfeife of avoiding the error into which all the

other commentators on Plato had fallen." There were no fine-spun

theories, no metaphysical nonsense in Gray. He considered Mason as

utterly unworthy to be his editor : that " he had not powers to compre-
hend the depth and extent of such a mind as Gray's, and, being no

scholar himself, had suppressed, from feeling of envy, some part of

Gray's various and extensive learning." But of Mr. Mathias's edition of

Gray he had the highest opinion. He said " it did his subject perfect

justice."

He had a high esteem for Mathias as a scholar (which name, I

suspect, conveyed from his lips greater praise than that of a genius),

and considered the following verses on Gray, in the " Pursuits of Litera-

ture," very striking.

" Go then, and view, since closed his cloistered day,

The self-supported, melancholy Gray,
Dark was his morn of life, and bleak the spring,

Without one fostering ray from Britain's king.

Granta's dull abbots cast a sidelong glance.

And Levite gownsmen hugg'd their ignorance

;

With his high spirit strove the master bard,

And was his own " exceeding great reward."

He finished by observing that, " had he known him, he should have
esteemed and honoured Gray, but that he could not have liked him."

The " Pursuits of Literature" reminds me of an anecdote of the

Doctor which he related of himself with great pleasure, and which
exhibited him in the exercise of his magnanimity, one of his favourite

virtues.

Every reader of that classic performance must remember the rather

ill-natured and (I think) unfounded attack upon the Doctor's " unpre-
sentability," which one of the notes contains. However opinions may
differ upon that subject, the note was certainly one most difficult for the

object of it to forgive, as directly attacking his personal peculiarities.

Dr. Parr, however, with the noble liberality of genius, overlooked what-
ever was offensive to himself in admiration of the writer's talents. To
use his own words, he wrote to him, introducing himself, and soliciting

his acquaintance " as an honour to learning." " We exchanged pre-

sents," continued the Doctor ; and I may conclude this anecdote with
remarking, that I do not doubt that the author, after this intercourse with
Dr. Parr, perceived the errors into which the most enlightened repoj-ters

may fall, who trust in their observation upon a great man to hearsay,

and the exaggerated statements of others. •*

Another writer for whom Dr. Parr had. a great esteem, was Mr.
Roscoe, author of the Life of Lorenzo dc Medici, and Life and Ponti-
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ficate of Leo the Tenth. It was on occasion of one of those works that

he said he wrote to Mr. Roscoe a letter of ten pages " full of criticism."*

Another occasion of displaying his magnanimity was in the case of

the late Lord Byron, whose introduction to him took place, according to

the description of a celebrated living poet, in the following manner.
• Dr. Parr, all heartiness and classical enthusiasm, advanced with ex-

tended hand to greet the young nobleman, whom he considered as

promising to be an equal honour to the cause of literature, learning, and
liberal sentiment. Lord Byron, instead of meeting his advances, drew
up stiffly, p?(< out his foot, as if describing an unapproachable circle, and
made no movement to receive the Doctor s proffered hand. The had

taste (to say ho more) of this behaviour in a young man, to the venera-

ble representative of the wit and learning of half a century, can only be

defended upon the plea of that morbid eccentricity, wliich at moments
transformed his Lordship from one of the most fascinating into one of

the most repulsive of men. Such was his reception of the advances of

the venerable Chancellor, when he went to take his seat in the House of

Peers, as related by Mr. Dallas. Be that as it may, Dr. Parr never suf-

ed this incident to bias his judgment in deciding upon his Lordship's

literary merits, to which (as far as mere genius goes) he was ever ready to

pay the tribute of the most unqualified praise ; and that not when he was
the loadstone of popular attractions, but in his exile, in his unpopularity.

The generous spirit of Parr seemed to rise at the slightest appearance of

persecution : I have heard him sa}', " Campbell is a poet : Byron, with

all his vices, is a poet ; but (as if recollecting himself) he is unamiable."

Such was the gentle censure that memory extorted from Dr. Parr If

Excepting that of Byron, Moore, and Campbell, Dr. Parr thought

little of the poetry of the present day : although he was the enthusiast

of that of an age gone b}', that of Pope, Young, Gray, Goldsmith,

Thomson, Beattie ; and used to say jocosely to the ladies, " The great

mischief Walter Scott does is to you women ; he has destroyed your

taste for poetry, exquisite, pure, moral poetry." Another time he said,

turning to a lady in company, " It is you women who have spoiled him,

and made him what he is.f His poetry is already forgotten. There was
that Marmion, about which such a fuss was made"—Here the lady in-

terposed in praise of the favourite poem of her favourite bard. " Nay,
nay," interrupted the Doctor, with affected ferocity, but real good-humour,
" If once you begin to cant about Walter Scott, I have done." He
observed that he had at once renounted the grander resources of poetic

liarmony, by chusing the octave measure. TTie purity of Dr. Pair's

* If there is error in any of these statements,- the author begs the subjects of them
to correct them, but with candour ; as they are repeated verbatim from the Doctor's
own mouth.

f One who had so frequently the advantage of hearing him, cannot be suspected of

having so little profited by that living lesson of liberality, as to intend by this anecdote
to cast additional shadow on the memory of an unfortunate nobleman, whose faults,

it is humbly hoped, were partly expiated by his toils and sufferings, and of whose
glorious end it might with trutJi be said, that " nothing in his life became him like the

leaving it." When, in the course of these scattered recollections, Misname, or that of

other distinguished persons occur with praise or blame, it must always be kept in mind
that they are mentioned chiefly with reference to Dr. Parr, and in order to illustrate

some of his sentiments or opinions.

i Admitting this, perhaps it will be remarked the ladies have not much to reproach

themselves.

M. M. Am' Series.—YoL. I. No. \. E
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classical taste, too, prevented the sparkling gaiety, faithful description,

and splendid imagerjr, that pervade the works of this admired poet,

atoning for the careless versification and simple antique phraseology.

From the works of Walter Scott we proceeded, by I know not what

metaphysical association of ideas, to those of The Great Unknown, to

which the Doctor was disposed to allow as little quarter. He called his

novels all " books taken out of other books." A visitor present said,

*' Oh, surely, sir, you will allow him merit in dialogue ?"

Dr. Parr. " No, sir : not in dialogue."* Lord Byron being mentioned

;

he burst into the following animated apostrophe :

" Byron ! the sorcerer ! he can do with me according to his will. If

it is to place me on the summit of a dizzy cliff; if it is to throw me head-

long into the abyss ; to transport me to Elysium, or to leave me alone

upon a desert isle, his power is the same. I wish Lord Byron had a

friend, or a servant, appointed to the office of the slave who was to

knock eveiy morning at the chamber-door of Philip of Macedon and
remind him he was mortal." In perusing these bursts, the reader must

ever bear in mind the peculiar character of Dr. Parr—that classical

enthusiasm and fire of sensibility and genius which nothing could tame
or quench, and that boldness which, " thinking no evil," never sought

safety in tame or modified expressions. The introduction to Moore, the

poet, displayed in its full light this peculiarity of the Doctor's. It

took place about the period of the beginning of these recollections. The
poet of freedom, of course, was animated and brilliant, and Dr. Parr de-

lighted with him. At parting, he presented him from his library with a
volume of poetry of one of the Latin authors of the middle ages, on

which Mr. Moore seemed to set a great value. Another time, he de-

sired his lady to join him in expressing her sense of his merit ; and, on

her hesitating, resumed, in his energetic manner, " She won't speak

;

but I'll tell you what she is: she is Jciscinated." He was unfeignedly

delighted with " The Fudge Family ;" yet seemed humorously to think

an apology necessary for reading it. " It is seldom," he observed (like

Parson Adams,) " that I read a modern work. No, no, I have all these

in my head," pointing to his classic library.

The habits of Dr. Parr were favourable both to long life and to

literary occupation. " I am a six o'clock man," he used to say, when
in the 76th year of his age. The precious time thus gained in the

morning was devoted to his books ; and the rest of the day to social

intercourse, and the various duties into which his time was divided. In
his engagements he was severely punctual, and justly exacted the same
punctuality in return. By this means he was enabled to transact a
prodigious variety of business—to keep up a constant intercourse of
good neighbourhood—and to give advice—good offices—or still more
important assistance to the numbers who looked up to him as their tem-
poral protector, or spiritual guide. He was adored by the poorer part

of his parishioners : being always equally attentive to admmister to their

wants, and to promote their innocent pleasures.

To be continued.

* It is observable, that although Dr. Parr cherished this distaste for the novels of
the Author of Waverley, it did not extend to the other Scotch novels ; I have seen in

his library Gait's " Ayrshire Legatees," with the words " presented to Dr. Parr hy
the very ingenious author," in the Doctor's own hand-writing ; and, what is more
remarkable, that very novel made free with the Doctor's habiliments, describing the
Presbyterian clergyman, Mr. Prtngle, as returning adorned with " a parish wig" from
kis excursion to London.
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CHANCERY.

A WORD on the Chancery—We are no Lawyers ; but not for that are

we to be barred of our riglit of inquiry. Of tliis all-griping court the

evils are confessed, enormous, desperate, almost " past man's cunning."

It is the deep and acknowledged interest, immediate or possible, of
every individual in the kingdom, above the condition of a pauper, to

contribute to their removal. LaAvyers alone are thought equal to the

task : but from them relief must be hopeless, and from equity' lawyers
the expectation of it is, besides, absurd. We say not this invidiously :

they live and fatten on the spoils of the victims, and will not, of course,

cut away the drop beneath the feet of themselves and their successors.

Let them not affect the improbable suicide. Nothing short of thorough
changes in the very constitution of the court will work any satisfactory

benefit ; and nothing but petty and unavailing modifications can we an-
ticipate from lawyers ; modifications—conceded, at first, to blind, or

perhaps to conciliate, but only, afterwards, to be querulously depre-
ciated or peremptorily scouted. Effectual remedy must come Ironi

other quarters—it must come from the public itself; they, and they
alone, can enforce the changes for wliich thousands groan. But in

spite of all that has been written and spoken, the public, generally, are
profoundly ignorant on the subject ; the whole business of equity ap-
pears to them enveloped in the thickest cfouds of professional obscurity.

Particulars, fresh and fresh, must be supplied ; general discussions

fail of making adequate impression—such discussions are, besides, pre-
mature. Information more complete, more minute, more tangible, is

demanded ; reiterated, persevering exposure is indispensable to awaken
any thing like potential interest. To aid and accelerate this exposure
is a leading object with us, and we have a confident hope of being able

to dart a few rays of light into the den of Cacus.
Let it be allowed, that the main cause of the intolerable delays of this

interminable court is at.ributable to multiplicity and incumbrance of
business. Is this incumbrance irreducible? Much of it, we affirm,

might be reduced by a little division of labour—much of it might be
removed by converting equity into law—and more, by rejecting all

cases that can be legally heard elsewhere.

Of the procrastinating causes, which spring from the machinery and
mystery of the court itself, few will make any inquiry, and fewer still

will listen to the necessary detail. With these we have no concern :

we leave them to the analogous sagacity of the common lawyer to

detect, or to the apostate and the briefless of their own courts to

betraj^ But there are others more obvious and intelligible, which may
bring home to the conviction of every reader of a paper or a magazine
the necessity, and, at the same time, the easy possibility of reform.
The court has as yet sat a very short period this season : but, short as
that period has been, it has already presented several cases that at

once will justify our affirmations and illustrate our views. We will

refer to three of them.

1. Moore v. Fitzgibbon. This was a case arising out of a divorce.

Two children, born before the divorce was accomplished, were given
by the mother to the adulterer. Moore is the legal parent—Fitzgibbon
the reputed natural one. The natural father seeks, by settling a sum
of money on the children, to make them wards of chancer^', and thui

E2
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secure possession of them : the legal father claims possession as matter

of right. With the motives of either party we have nothing to do

;

the single question for the court was, who was to have possession?

and the exclusive question for the public is, was this a case for the

Chancery Court? Could it not have been legally brought before

the common courts? Is it not a maxim of the common law, that

children born in wedlock are the children of the husband, except under

certain circumstances, which in this case were not pleaded ? If the

case was not excluded from the common courts, why was it carried to

the chancery, or entertained by a court so notoriously overwhelmed

with business ? Are not equity courts, by their very nature, intended

to supply the deficiencies of the common courts ? But what is the cus-

tomary course of the chancery ?—sweeping every thing within its own
net. The first inquiry for the court should surely be, is this a chancery

case ? If not, turn it at once out of court, and make counsel respon-

sible for the waste of time. But what was the conduct of the judge in

this particular case ? After a hearing for three days, of we know not

how many counsel, the court, with abundance of nice and elaborate

distinctions, declares possession is of right the legal parent's. In the

breast of no man breathing was the question susceptible of a doubt

;

not a lawyer, in or out of court, had any difference ^f opinion about the

matter. Well, but, at all events, the unlearned reader will say some
good is produced by this judgment of the court:—what good? Does
the judgment become a law ? Not a bit of it. But a precedent ? For
whom ?—for the present chancellor ? It may be so ; but no binding

precedent, even for him. If a similar case occurred, and the parties

were so ill-advised as to bring it before the same tribunal, what would
be the proceeding of the court, think we? Of course, the judge would
abide by the former decision, and forthwith dismiss the case. No ; let

not the experience of five-and-twenty years be lost upon us ; the argu-

ments would be again gone through—another three days be consumed
—another clear and subtle, but long-winded, exposition of reasons and
motives be given, and finally, perhaps, a similar decree be pronounced.

But even the present chancellor will not reign for ever ; and will his

judgment, his repeated judgment, stand a precedent for his successor ?

No such thing : no chancellor holds himself bound by his predecessor's

decisions. And this is the substantial iniquity of English equity.

Well ; but it may be said, would you constitute the decision of one

frail and fallible being a precedent for ever ? No : but we would have
that decision, if it be deemed a sound one, converted by the Legislature

into a law, and thenceforth administered as other laws are, in a law-

court, and before a jury. If equity be good for anything, it is good
to be transmuted into law. Legislative enactment should tread close

upon the heels of equity ; if should be constantly in pursuit, and ever

on the point of overtaking it. A process of exhaustion should be in

perpetual operation ; and thus, what is matter of equity this year,

might be good, honest, intelligible law the next. What is the use of
a judicial decision, unless it serve as a guide to the public, and be re-

garded by them as applicable to all similar cases ?

Of this case, we then affirm, it was one determinable by the common
courts, and, of course, to them it should have been referred—three days
would thus have been applicable to the harassed and legitimate suitors of

the court. If we are wrong—if the case was really new, and recognized
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neither by the common law nor by statute,—wliy, in the name of
common sense, should not some steps be taken to make a law, and
peremptorily settle the question ? Then it would no longer be a sub-

ject for wearisome discussion in courts of equity, and courts of law
would know what to do with it. Every man, as he ought, might then
be his own lawyer.

But there has yet been no opportunity^ Does any one believe an
opportunity will ever be seized, or willingly made ? When was a decree
of equity converted into statute law ? There is no want of charity

here ; the noble individual who presides has, at least, never shewn a
disposition to reduce the business of his court.

2. A case (the names of the parties have escaped us), where an
appeal is carried from the rolls to the vice-chancellor, and by him re-

scinded ; the rescindment is taken to the chancellor, who expresses
amazement at the interference of his vice, who, he declares, has no
authority but what emanates from him. Now, here is pretty confusion !

Lawyers complain they often know not what court to apply to^—and
well they may, when even the judges themselves seem ignorant of the

objects and limits of their jurisdiction. No house of business could
get on for a month, where the managers did not keep to their several

departments ; or an office make any despatch, where the clerks did not

distinctly understand their respective duties. But, in the complica-
tions of the cliancery, all seems left to chance. If new arrangements
are sometimes ordered, of late years, by a singular, but permanent
fatality, they invariably prove productive of fresh confusion. It is high
time the authorities of each court be defined by law. A division of the
labour of these courts has long been demanded, and the very variety

of business brought before them facilitiites division. Wards, bank-
rupts, lunatics—let these be appropriated to separate courts, each inde-

pendent of the yther, with one common appeal to the Lords. But
this will lessen the dignity of the chancellor—Not an atom, essen-
tially. He is oppressed with business—a state scarcely compatible with
dignity. He will still be the highest law officer of the country—speaker
of the upper house—member of the cabinet—diapenser of boundless
patronage—entitled to precedence, &c. &c. But such division will

prejudice the interests of counsel—Let them confine their labours to

particular courts, and be content—is the interest of a profession to be
put in competition with that of a community ?

3. A case of habeas occupies the court three days, necdum friiia.

A very simple case—a woman committed by a commission of bank-
ruptcy for refusing to answer interrogatories, applies for her habeas,

and applies to the chancer3\ What does the chancellor? Begins to

hear, as might be expected—entertains the application—all other

business, pressing though it be, is suspended—business, observe, which,

as affairs are constituted, can be considered no where else. Three
days are occupied, and at the breaking-up of the court, the judge
impotently complains of the case being brought before him, when every
one of the twelve judges were authorized to hear similar applications, and
were so authorized, he says, expressly to relieve himself. Then, why
was the case for a moment entertained? W^as not the fact as well

known on the first day as the third? Truly, it is all the very fondness

of dotage.

The court is a scene of confusion daily ; suitors present themselves
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in deBperation ; counsel out of the way ; solicitors not af hand, or

neglecting to deliver over briefs ; causes of long standing, after struggling

to the top of the list, driven to the bottom of it, and suitors thus mocked

of justice by the act of the very solicitors of the court ; unseemly

squabbles between judges and counsel; new orders given, revoked,

renewed, and disregarded—neither method, nor despatch, nor perse-

verance.

Well, well—but we have a commission sitting—sitting, perhaps, daily

;

sifting all these evils, and inventing remedies. Yes, of professed ad-

mirers and ex-professors. Nay, not wholly so ; there is Dr. Lushington,

a civilian, and opposition member—Dr. Lushington I

kitchiner's housekeeper's ledger for 1826.

He who admires not Dr. Kitchiner is a man to be condemned ; or, as

Shakspeare remarks, he

That hath not Cookery in his soul

Is fit for plots, conspiracies, and treasons.

As therefore every pious and well-regulated mind must admire the

science, it follows, by a just and logical deduction, that its great teacher

should be most particularly venerated.

It is in vain to tell us that Mrs. Glasse is a learned and profound autho-

rity. We yield to none in respect for the wisdom of our ancestors ; but

no feeling of deference could compel us to swallow their dishes. Mrs.

Glasse was very well for the days of George the Second, in the darkness

pf the eighteenth century. Your men in bag-wigs and red-heeled shoes,

«worded and beruffled, stiff with embroidery and shining in satin, might

have masticated the various abominations recorded in Mrs. Glasse's

pages : They never can be admitted inside the mouths of men dandified

by Nugee, and booted by Hoby. As for the Scottish cooks, Mr. M'lvor,

&c. &c. we hope there is no necessity of pointing out to the civilized

part of the empire that nothing can be expected from them. How, in

fact, could they have learned any thing of cookery in Scotland ? An
eminent physician, whose name occurs in the works of the late Samuel

Foote (Dr. Sligo), informs us, that they have no cabbages in Scotland

J)ut thistles, and these they rear in hotbeds. As we never have been

jn Scotland, nor well recollect ever having seen a cabbage, we do not

exactly know how true the Doctor's observation may be ; but the very

name the Scotch give to their country is damnatory—the Land of

Calces ! Their songs, too, are full of odious allusions to unheard-of diet.

Just think of a Duke (Argyle) writing a ditty in praise of bannocks of

barley meal! and recommending them to be eaten with a claymore—which,

in the language of the barbarians of the north, is, we understand, either a

pitchfork or a hanger. Without going any further into the subject, we
may therefore safely dismiss from our minds all consideration of Cale-

donian cookery.

Ireland is not at all a literary country, and it is not to be expected that

a great and comprehensive genius, fit for proper treatment of a powerful

subject, should spring up there. In fact we do not believe that a great

epic poet is likely to arise in that island. In about a thousand years, when
thty have tolerably exhausted the question of the infallibility of the Pope,
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the authenticity of Prince Hohenlohe's miracles, the propriety of dressing

a statue in tawdry ribbons, the peculiarity of Mr. Shiel's metaphors, or

Sir Harcourt Lee's tropes, and all the other highly important and
useful inquiries which at present occupy the mind of that talented and
well-judging country, they may find time to turn their thoughts to other

particulars. When we see a Milton arise among them, in about a hun-
di'ed years after we may look for the birth of an Irish Kitchiner. Mean-
while the Doctor must legislate for the three kingdoms.*

As for Mrs. Rundell nmch may be said, but v.e have not time now to

enter into a comparison, in the manner of Plutarch, between the gentle-

man and lady of the gridiron. In general, however, we may remark
that, with all possible feeling of a chivalrous devotion for the female sex,

we cannot compliment them on their knowledge of gastronomic philo-

sophy. It would take us too much time, and open up too wide a field of
ph3'siological and metaphysical science, to inquire into the causes of
this undeniable fact ; but a woman is by nature disqualified from com-
manding armies, writing tragedies, and dressing a dinner. This subject

is, we understand, to be discussed at some of our most eminent philo-

sophical societies ; whether at the cyder-cellar or the co-operatives, we
do not now recollect, and we feel therefore the less reluctance in pass-

ing it by here. We must observe, however, before we quit this sub-
ject, that Mrs. Rundell's dinners, as given at the end of her volume, are

most miserably scanty. We ourselves, who have a small appetite, have
frequently taken for luncheon by ourselves what she calls a dinner of
seven dishes. It must be a very unfortunate case to be asked to dine
with her ; and we recommend any person in that condition to provision

himself beforehand with a hundred of oysters, or a couple of pounds of
beef-steak, or some equally light refection, previous to encountering the
starvation of Mrs. R.'s table.

So far by way of a preface to the reader. We had no notion of
writing so much, but were led on gradually by the subject- To get
back to Kitchiner, we must frankly express our opinion that he is the
first genius of the age, or at all events ranks with the first : the au-
thor of Waverley, the Marquess La Place, the Duke of Wellington, Sir

Thomas Lawrence, Mr. William Wordsworth, Mr. Thomas Sj^ring, and
others the spirits of the age. He has been at every thing in the eating
world. He has taught us how to make the dishes ; then how to digest
them. He has furnished us with spectacles to see the savoury fare set

before us with the greatest advantage, and he has supplied us with jolly

songs to cheer our spirits after dinner is done. ^Vllat i-emains behind ?

Nothing, in fact, but to teach the best way of checking the accounts,
which are the most unsavoury part of a man's establishment, and giving
us such sundry good pieces of advice as to make the most of the proceeds
vhich the gods have placed in our hands. This he has done in this

book. He may now say, nunc opus exegi. There does not want a single

stone to the great pyramid of his fame.

He does not, in this economical work, lose sight for a moment of his

main object—eating ; and, like all good anhaeologists, begins with tlie

beginning.

* ' Launcelot Sturgeon,' the author of some admirable ' Essays on Good Living,'

must be minister of the home department. No man should have the effrontery to

furnish a dining-room without consulting him.

—
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Athenaus affirms, that cooks were the first kings of the earth ; and that

they obtained the sovereign power, by instituting set raeals, and dressing meat

to please every man's palate.

'Tis certain, the old patriarchs, who according to Sir Robert Filmer must

be reckoned kings and princes, were their own cooks ; and we are well assured,

6ne of their number derived a blessing to himself and his posterity b)' making

a savory hash, though he craftily imposed kid for venison.

The Greek commanders at the siege of Troy, who were likewise all royal

sovereigns, never presumed to set before their guests any kind of food, but

what was cooked by their own hands ; and Achilles was famous for broiling

beef-steaks.

In the infancy of the Roman republic, every citizen, from a dictator down
to the meanest plebeian, dressed his own victuals ; and one of their greatest

generals received the Samnite ambassadors in the room where he was boiling

turnips for his dinner. Altlioiigh they came to offer him a large sum of gold,

yet he did not think their message of so much consequence as to occasion

his pot to boil over.

These royal, patriarchal, or consular cooks never dressed above one dish

at a time, and in a very plain manner (whether of animal or vegetable food).

In process of time, when it became fashionable to multiply dishes, they

required assistants; and at length devolved this part of the kingship on their

ministers;—some modern princes indeed have endeavoured to restore it to its

pristine dignity : I do not mean Pope Julius, who made pudding pies, nor the

King in Rabelais, wiio cried green-sauce, because they were cooks by compid-

sion : but I mean the greatest prince of the age in which he lived, the Regent
of France ; who had a petite cuisine, to which he frequently retired to recreate

himself, in dressing a supper for his mistress and his friend."

Who need be ashamed to be a cook after these magnificent examples ?

Advice of all kinds follow : how to keep yom* accounts and your beer

from running over ; your creditors and your bread from growing crusty
;

your wine, or your entertainer, becoming sour. On the last of the to-

pics, viz. fretting your host, a thing fatal to the character of a diner-

out—take tlie following remarks :

" If you really wish toshow your love and respect for your old friends,—invite

them to come exactly at the same hour that they dine when at home.
The late hospitable Colonel Bosville had his dinner on the table exactly

two minutes before 5 o'clock—and no guest was admitted after that hour ; for

he was such a determined supporter of punctuality, that when his clock struck

five his porier locked the street-door, and laid the key at the head of the dinner

table—the time kept by the clock in the kitchen, the parlour, the drawing-

room, and the watch of the master, were minutely the same—that the dinner

was ready was not announced to the guests in the usual way—but when the

clocks struck— this superlative time-keeper himself declared to his guests

—

" Dinner waits."

His first covenant with his cook was, that the first time she was not punctual,

would be the last she should be under his patronage.

As a certificate of j'our intention to be punctual—you may send your friends

a similar billet to the following—which I have copied from No. 39 and page
202 of " The Somerset House Gazette."

" My Dear Sir,

The honor of your company is requested to dine with on F)-yday,

1824.

The specimens will be placed upon the table at five o'clock precisely, when
the business of the day will immediately commence.

I have the honor to be, my dear sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Secretakv.
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At the last General Meeting, it was unaniinotisly Resolved, that

1st. "An Invitation to ETA • BETA • PI • must be answered in writing, as
" soon as possible after it is received—within twenty-four hours, at latest."
reckoning from that on which it is dated j otherwise the Secretary will have the
profound regret to feel that the invitation has been definitively declined

2dly. The Secretary having re|)resented that the perfection of several of the
preparations is so exquisitely evanescent, that the delay of one minute after
their arrival at the meridian of concoction, will render them no longer worthy
men of taste.

Therefore, to ensure the punctual attendance of those illustrious gastro-
philists who on grand occasions are invited to join this high tribunal of
taste—for their own pleasure and the benefit of their country— it is irrevocably
resolved, ' That the Janitor be ordered not to admit any visitor, of whatever
eminence of appetite, after the hour which the Secretary shall have announced
that the specimens are ready.'

After such notice, one would suppose that only those imperfect beings who
have, somehow or other, been born san.i brain, snns bowels, and sans every
thing but mere legs and arms, will think of coming after the appointed hour—but those who are too stupid to understand the importance of the regular
performance of the restorative process as it relates to themselves, are seldom
very particular how they destroy the enjoyments of other—their want of the
cream of politeness arises from their lack of the inilk of hunii'.n kindness.
What can arguments avail you if nature has not furnished your auditor w itli

either sense or senses to understand them?—your only defence a^iinst such
gentlefolk is to tell them plainly that you dine " a la Bosvii.le."
The crazy creatures whom your eloquence cannot persuade to be punctual

for their own comfort sake, it is your duty to bar from destroying the comfort
of your other guests :—Let not the Innocent suffer for the Guilty !

BoiLEAu, the French satirist, has a shrewd observation on this subject.
" I have always been punctual at the hour of dinner," says the bard, " for I
knew, that all those whom I kept waiting at that provoking interval would
employ those unpleasant moments to sum up all my faults.— Boii.eau is indeed
a man of genius— a very honest man ;—but that dilatory and procrastinating
way he has got into would mar the virtues of an angel."

A man of genius ! it is impossible. Great as our respect is for the
French satirist, we give him up after that. He cannot have been a
man of any talent whatsoever, if he had no regard to the spoiling of a
dinner. We venture to say, that old Homer never was late in his life.

If he were, he could never have composed such poems as the Iliad and
Odyssey, which the unthinking are pleased to call fighting, but we could
demonstrate to be eating and drinking, poems.
But it is not fair to gut a little book, as if it were a great fish. We

shall therefore subjoin two poems of the economical school, and conclude
our brief review.

THE 'tis buts.

You ask me the secret by which we contrive

On an income so slender so fairly to thrive ?

Why the long and the short of the matter is this,

We take things as they come, and thus nought comes amiss.

My sons are no sluggards, my daughters no sluts.

And we still keep an eye to the main and 'Tis Bids.

Neighbour Squander's grand treat, 'tis but so much, he says,

And his wife's fine new gown, 'lis but so much she pays;
'Tisbut so much the fan, 'tis but so much the play.

His child's gewgaws, too,

—

'tis but that thrown away

;

But each 'tis but grows on, till they run on so fast,

That he finds 'tis but coming to want at tlie last.

M. M. New Series.—\oj.. I. No. 1. F
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Now something occurs, and he sajs like a ninny,

I'll buy it at once, for tl is but a guinea
;

And then something else, and he still is more willing,

For it is but a trifle, it is but a shilling :

—

Then it is but a penny, it is but a mite,

Till the 'tis buts at last sum up—ruin outright.

But for my part I ever th«se maxims would take,

That a little and little a micklc will make ;

Take care of the shillings, those vain wand'ring elves,

And the pounds, my good friend, will take care of themselves.

If you quarter the road, you avoid the great ruts.

And you'll run on quite smooth, if you mind the '/w buts.

Contentment's the object at which we should aim.

It is riches and power and honour and fame,

For our wants and our comforts in truth are but few,

And ne'er purchase that thing without which jou can do

And this maxim of maxims, most others out-cuts,

If you'd thrive, keep an eye to the main—and 'Tis Buts.

We fear that it would be hard to inculcate these excellent maxims or.

the tribe of bards in general ; far less make them practise the belly-

pinching advice of Mrs. Makeitdo—a name conceived in the spirit ol

John Bunyan.

How to make a Leg of Mutton, last a Week.

Of Eight Tooth Mutton, Tredway's* Boast,

Buy a Leg for your Sunday s Roast.

On Monday, You may eat it Cold,

As " the Cook's Oracle" has told :

With Salad and with Onion pickled

The dullest palate may be tickled.

Ou Tuesday, you may have a Hash
Without much ctre or eke mucli cash.

On Wcdncsdat/, teil your Cook to Broil it

;

And be careful not to spoil it

By Burning, Smoking, and such haps

As often fall to Steaks and Chops.

On Thursday, dress it how you please.

Consult your taste—your time and ease.

FryAay of course you have it Fried,

And order Betty to provide

Mash'd Potatoes good and plenty,

—

Such a meal will sure content ye.

On Saturday, the Meat being gone.

You dine upon the Marroiu Bone.

Dine upon a marrow-bone ! We must protest that we had much rather

not, and advise our readers to be of the same opinion. Let them not,

for example, be satisfied with this our marrow of the work of Kitchiner,

but proceed at once 1 1 the whole joint itself; and from perusing it they

will, we venture to say, rise up wiser and better men.

• A butcher, who has resided many years at the corner of Titchfield and Great

Mary-le-bone Streets.



51. CHATEAUNEUF's llEl'ORT ON VACCINATION.*

The mortality of children is much less at present, in France and in

its capital, than it was in the last century ; particularly, from the birth

to the age of five years. In the last half of the last century, and before

the introduction of vaccination, the deaths of children up to five years

of age were in the proportion of 50,579 in 100. Since the beginning

of the present century, and the introduction of vaccination, the propor-

tion of deaths in children of the same age (from the birth to five years

old) has been reduced to 37,855 in 100. As vaccination preserves

every year a certain number of children from the danger of dying of

the small-pox, this diminution of the mortality of children in the first

five years of infancy ought to be in part attributed to the action of

this preservative, and the effect of which would be considerably greater

were the practice to be more generally ado[)ted. But it is far from

being as general as it ought to be ; for, in the four departments, from

the returns of which we have made out new tables of mortality, the

number of children vaccinated since 1811 has only been equal to one

half the number born : throughout all France the proportion has not

risen above three-fifths ; and in the capital it has only amounted to a

seventh. It is extremely difficult to form an idea of the number of

children preserved by vaccination ; and, indeed, it never can be exactly

determined, from the total want of those tables which make known
what was in France before the revolution the amount of mortality,

age for age, as well as that caused by the small-pox : without such

information, we can only calculate problematically the question which

is the object of this memoir. To avoid the vagueness of theories, and
the errors resulting from reasoning thereon, it is necessary to confine

ourselves to one fact alone, which is now well established, namely, the

continual increase of births on the one hand, and the diminution of

deaths—the amount of the latter, so far from keeping pace with the

population, presents a falling off of 240,000 from what it would be,

according to the increased population, had the mortality been so great

as formerly. For instance, forty years ago in France, a greater number
of deaths took jjlace out of a population of 24,000,000, than there now
does out of a population of 30,000,000. In the year 1784, there died

in France 818,000 persons; and in the year 1824, the number of

deaths was only 760,000, whereas it ought, all proportions kept, to have

been a million. Although these advantages—the diminished mortality

amongst children, and the increase of population—evidently result in a

great measure from the beneficial effects of vaccination, yet it would
not be reasoning justly to attribute them exclusively to it ; for it must
be recollected that, about the period of its introduction into France,

a considerable change had begun to take place in the laws, manners,

and institutions of the country, in consequence of which, instruction

and civilization have made the most immense progress. It is therefore

* M. Benoiiton de Chateauneuf, having been requested by the Institute of Fiance

to investigate the subject of tlie influence of vaccination on population, has just com-
pleted his researches, and presented a memoir to the academy. This request of the

Institute evinces the importance they attach to the subject, and the high opinion they

entertain of M. Chateauneuf, who is already known to the public by several essays

and re»iearclies upon various statistical questions.
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but just to take into the account the combination of these last cir-

cumstances, and to appreciate the influence which they must have had,

conjointly with vaccination, upon the lives of children and the march

of population. The consequence of the ameliorated condition of the

industrious and labouring classes, has been not only an augmentation

of the population, but it has also led to an increase of the average

duration of life. The lists of mortality recently published all show,

that the number of individuals who attain to the age of sixty is much
greater now than it was formerly. The increase is in the proportion

of 25 in 100, instead of 141 in 100, for Paris; and 24^ in 100, instead

of 14f , for the rest of France. It may not be uninteresting to men-

tion, though not immediately attached to the subject of this memoir,

that in consequence of the prolongation of the average duration of life,

as found by the recent lists of mortality, all tontine and life insur-

ance societies, and in a word, all species of establishments speculating

upon the duration of man's existence, founded within the last ten

years, and which have based their calculations upon the tables of Messrs.

Devillard and Deparieux, must necessarily, from the increase in the average

duration of life that has taken place, find themselves under the impos-

sibility of fulfilling their engagements. Indeed, such has been the case

already with more than one of them. Amongst many interesting facts

stated in this memoir, the following are remarkable. Before a refor-

mation had been introduced into the Hotel Dieu, one fifth of the

patients died, a mortality nearly twice as great as that which took place

in the other hospitals in the kingdom. The deaths in the Hotel Dieu,

amounted every year to 3,000, which is something more than an eighth

of the whole number of deaths in Paris. At present, from the many
improvements and ameliorations that have been effected, the mortality

is not greater than one in seven. It was at the Hotel Dieu alone that

poor pregnant women went to lie-in : there, amidst a complication of

human misery and infection, 1,400 of these unfortunate women were

annually received. It often happened that one bed contained four of

them in the hours of labour. The mortality, as it may be well supposed,

was appalling, amounting in many instances to one-half the number.

At present, at an admirably conducted institution, called L'Hospice dc

la Maternite, there are about 3,000 pregnant women annually received,

of whom somewhat less than one in thirty perishes. From the reports

of the council of public health, printed every year, it incontestibly

appears, that the measures adopted by that administration to extinguish

syphilitic disease, have been most successful. During the last twenty-

five years it has diminished in the following progression. In 1800, one
in nine of the women of the town was infected.

In 1812 one in 2i
1817 one in 34
1819 one in 43
1820 one in .50

1821 one in 51

1822 one in 54

In those parts of Paris inhabited by the richer classes, one-sixth of
the children die the first year ; while, in the quarters occupied by the

poor, one third of the children die before the end of the year. Before
five years, more than one-half of the children of the poor perish ; while

the loss among those of the rich does not amount to one-third. In fine.
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at the end of ten years, one-third of the cliildrcn of the rich, and three-

fiftlis of the children of the poor, will have died.* It was calculated

former!}' that in France but a seventh of a generation, or fifteen persons

in a hundred, arrived at the age of sixty. At present the proportion

is twenty-four, and the general niortalit}', which was one in twenty-nine,

is now one in forty.

MORTALITY IN FRANCE.

In the last century (1780). In the present century (18^0).
In 100

" In ino

From the birth to .') years... 50,57 .'?7, 8.'>

to 10 10,09 !), fi2

to 20 9,90 8,33
to 30 14,94 12,50
to 40 19, H2 13, 3fi

to 50 21,46 17,14
to 00 31,10 25,08
to 70 45,92 41,99
to 80 73,46 65,48
to 90 88, 16 84, 76
tolOO ..., 100,00 100,00

ON THE DECLINE OF THE BRITISH DRAMA.

After all that has been, for some years past, said and written on the

decline of the British Drama, the cause of this degeneracy remains still

to be assigned. Critics have admitted and deplored, but have seldom
attempted to explain it ; and in the few brief inquiries which, from time
to time, they have been forced to make on this, one of the most in-

teresting subjects in our literature, they have been far from successful.

Nor is this failure matter of much surprise. It is always a difficult task

to trace and to explain the changes which occur in the taste and genius
of a people. And this difficulty lies not merely in discovering the

causes (which must always be many and complex), but also in assigning

to each its due share of importance. To perform this completely, and
with certainty, may be fairlj'^ pronounced impossible. The most that

can be done is, to point out some striking circumstances, which have an
indisputable influence on literature, though the precise amount of that

influence, and the manner and degree in which it is affected by other
kindred causes, cannot be wholly ascertained.

But the present condition of the drama amongst us appears the more
surprising, from the vast powers which have been exerted in other walks
of the imagination. The history of our poetry can furnish few periods

so remarkable for fertility, variety, and vigour as the last thirty years.

For more than a century preceding, the flights of the muse were con-
fined to the middle and lower regions. Her movements, though grace-
ful, were timid and measured. Once or twice some efforts were made
at those lofty and adventurous courses which marked the sublime and
daring spirit of former times ; but these attempts were not much ap-

* In the admirable parliamentary report on Benefit Societies, will be found
calculations on infant deatlis, and other similar matters of high importance, and to

which we shall allude hereafter.

—
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proved of, and were deemed too perilous to be often hazarded. For the

present age the glory was reserved of proving that the force, either of

language or of invention, does not, as has been pretended, become im-

paired in proportion to the progress of refinement ; and that a nation,

in the very highest state of luxury and civilization, can give birth to

productions which may vie with the most vigorous offsprings of her

youth. These extraordinary powers, applied to other kinds of poetry,

while in the drama so little has been achieved, have made some sup-

pose, that the faculties requisite for this species of writing do not exist

in the present race of poets ; and " the dearth of dramatic genius" is

an expression, which has become common in ordinary conversation.

This notion derives some-support from an opinion* which, strangely

enough, has found favour with some persons. It is supposed that, as

the world growls older, dramatic writing ought naturally to become
more easy and to advance in excellence. New relations, it is said, are

constantly arising, which create new sympathies among mankind. The
passions, though in all ages the same, are presented in new and multi-

plied situations. Not only do characters become more various, but the

same characters are oftener seen and more easily observed and known.
In short, human nature, the sphere of the drama, grows (it is alleged)

more extensive and diversified, more obvious and interesting ; and from
this it is thought not unfair to conclude, that dramatic poetry should

become every day less difficult, more alluring, and more successful.

They who adopt such a theory may find it difficult to reconcile the pre-

sent langour of the drama with any other supposition than that in our

island " dramatic genius has declined ;" and that when the whole gar-

den of nature is shooting up around us in luxuriant and multiplied

riches, we want the taste to cull, and the power to arrange its pror

ductions.

In the first place, this opinion seems to be contradicted by the Jads
in the literature of both ancient and modern times. After the age of

i^schylus, Euripides, and Sophocles, tragedy hardly lifted her head
in Greece ; and yet great progress was made in knowledge and civili-

zation after that period. Oratory, political science (such as the an-

cients possessed), and philosophy, were long in a state of constant itn-

provement. Commerce, wealth, population increased, and with these

the relations among men must have increased also in number and
variety. And what is material for our argument, the Greeks were con-

tinually enlarging their acquaintance with the rest of mankind.
In modern nations, with the single exceptiojj of Italy (for German

literature has not long left its cradle), the first efforts of the dramatic
muse have not been equalled in succeeding times. But the best days
of Italy were long past before her tragedy could be said to have found
a national poet ; and in its higher branches it can hardly be deemed to

have approached near to originality until almost the present age. For
many generations Spain cannot be said to have produced a tragic poet
able to shed even a glimmering light upon the dreary waste which has
succeeded to the splendid literature of her early days. In France,
from the age of Corneille to the present hour, the writers of the drama
have been rivetting upon themselves those fetters which a cold and
timid taste had imposed. While this restraint continues, improvement

* See the Quarterly Review, No. 57, p. 29, et seq.
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is hardly to be expected in their drama. The models upon which they

must work, if they work at all, are, in all probability, not to be ex-

ceeded in their kind of excellence. The pursuits in which art pre-

dominates o\'er nature must always have a point, beyond which, if there

be any improvement, it nmst be slow and difficult ; for though nature,

in respect to works of invention, is unbounded, the rules of art confine

the exercise of talent within the track of which they are the limits, and
of which it is natural that the first adventurers should have occupied

all the most rich and floAvery portions. Those who follow are obliged

to substitute ingenuity for that originality which their confined sphere

and later birth deny them. In this state of confinement French tragedy

has continued since its birth, and we must admit, that it therefore

does not afford us conclusive arguments in disproof of the opinion we
are canvassing, as we find in the literature of other nations in which
genius is not fettered by the same rules. At the same time, we do not

think it too much to presume that, unless there were something in the

advancement of civilization, not only not favourable to originality and
power in dramatic poetry, but decisively adverse to them, French
tragedy would have long since freed herself from the unnatural bondage
to which her early poets, in deference to a spurious and pedantic taste,

were forced to reduce her.

But when we look at home, and find the fate of the drama in other

nations illustrated in the history of our own ; when we contemplate the

splendid rise of tragedy in England—its early and wonderful elevation

—

its sudden fall—and its nearly prostrate condition for more than a cen-

tury and a half, instead of believing that its materials are more rich or

more easily wrought as a people advance in age, we are obliged to infer

that they are either less tractable or less abundant.

We believe the truth to be, that the resources of tragedy are greatest

in the early periods of civilization. When a people partake the con-

ditions both of savage and of civil life—when their rude habits and
fierce emotions are yet untamed by manners, and but feebly controlled

by laws—the characters of men are thrown into forms more vigorous,

more distinctly defined, and more fully developed than in any later

period of society. It is then that all the dark and tempestuous pas-

sions work without disguise. It is then, too, that the weaker and more
abject qualities are drawn out and exposed ; for the conflict between the

strong and the feeble equally displays the power of the one and the

weakness of the other : ambition and revenge—hatred, and envy, and
jealousy—the caprice of power, and the art of designing villany—must
wreak themselves upon some victims, and nmst shew, as they perform
their terrible feats, the agonies of avarice, the tremblings of cowardice,

the dupery of unsuspecting folly, the despair of ruined affections,

and the whole tribe of contemptible frailties and suffering virtues.

In a more improved state of society, the peculiarities of men are,

early in their growth, checked by the dread of shame, of censure, or of
punishment ; and either wholly vanish, or are so softened, that they
appear but seldom as life advances. But when a nation is young,
restraints upon inclination are few, and have little power. The humours
of the individual are allowed full sway ; and hence characters appear in

real life without that uniformity which they assume, when greater civili-

zation reduces them under the empire of manners. The condition of

men, as to their moral qualities, in these early times, has been com-
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pared to that of their persons, and to that freedom and looseness of

clothing, which enabled the painters and sculptors of the ancients to

exhibit the human frame with a force and an exactness rarely to be

fomid in modern works of art. In those ages, the poet, like the artist,

drew from what he saw, not from what he fancied ; and tragedy, which

deals with the passions, the emotions, and the distresses of mankind,

often had only to present these, its materials, as they had actually

appeared in real life.

But as society grows older—as commerce and literature, the two

grand agents of civilization, exert their force, the influence of manners

gradually weaken and at length subdues the tyranny of passions. In

the bulk of mankind, conmierce (we use the word in "its most extensive

meaning) directs to serious and to peaceful pursuits those fierce pro-

pensities, which would often spurn any other control than that of self-

interest ; and among those whose condition places them above laborious

occupation, literature performs nearly the same office. It conquers,

by softening the fiery spirits over which mere laws would have but

little power, or power maintained by perpetual struggles ; it gives the

emotions a new and harmless direction, by teaching men to turn from

the stormy excitements of active life, its hopes and fears, its perils

and successes, to the more gentle transports of the imagination. The
result of course is, that less of passion appears in the conduct, and,

indeed, that less of it exists in the character of a refined people ; or,

when it does exist, it usually lurks deep in the temper, glossed over by that

smooth and quiet surface which manners spread over the whole of society,

and is only occasionally heaved up when the mind is agitated by some
strongly exciting cause. In this condition of society, it is plain,

that the fancy of the poet must suppl}' him with much more, and ob-

servation with much less, of his materials than in an earlier age. And
this, we think, is one cause why the tragic drama of the present day
exhibits so much feebleness upon the one hand, and extravagance upon
the other. WTiile the poet draws from nature as he now sees her,

his imitation must share the weakness of the original ; and when he has

recourse to fancy, it is not easy for him always to observe the line which
separates vigour from wildness.

The old wTiters had another advantage over those of later times

:

they possessed a greater freedom and latitude in the choice of their

characters and fables : their works were given to a public little skilled

in history, and, indeed- for the greater part of them, nearly unac-

quainted with literature. Many of the remarkable persons and events

of antiquity are, probabh', from the prodigious diffusion of letters better

known to us, than they were to those who lived in places not far

distant, and at the same era. The same observation evidently applies

to those modern nations, such as England, in which the drama
flourished at a period, when the effect of the art of printing was not

yet to make literature common property to the people. Hence, the

range of fable is with us greatly narrowed. The most striking events

of past ages are familiar to us from history, or from having been repeat-

edly employed in poetry, on which we have often dwelt. Some have
thus lost their interest ; others their dignitj^ More modern events

become mean and unfit for poetry, because they are read and talked

of by multitudes of all classes ; and this character pervades still more
the occurrences of our own generation. A subject must be elevated
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above vulgar use, or it is unfit for tragic poetry. Themes, therefore,

wliicli to us are trite and common, had in early times a freshness, a

novelty, and a dignity, which nothing but another age of barbarism

could now restore. And the events of our own time, which, if intelli-

gence could now travel as slowl}-, and undergo in its passage as many
changes as among the Greeks and Romans, would furnish the grandest

subjects for poets of every class, are hindered from acquiring any ad-

dition of the marvellous, and even robbed of their proper meed of

wonder, by that most unpoeticul of all innovators—the Press.

In those rude jjcriods, also, when there was an air of wildness in

living characters, and when society, as it existed, presented the moral

qualities in their extremes, a poet might have proceeded pretty far

without being accused of transgressing truth and nature. His picture

miglit have been coloured highly, even for the times in which it was
exliibited, and still would not have seemed an improbable represen-

tation to the beholders. The severest taste, had it then existed, would
Jiave allowed more boldness in writers, than it will admit in a tamer
condition of society. The same causes which we have described as

giving scope and freedom to the imagination of tlie poet, produced in

his audience and readers a relish for his most daring conceptions.

Their own sj^mpathies, perhaps their own experience, attested the truth

or probability of his representations, and disarmed criticism if it ven-

tured to disapprove, by thus w'itnessing against the justness of its stric-

tures. All this nourished a fearlessness of censure, without the exist-

ence of which, to a certain degree, it is scarcely possible that genius

can produce any thing grand or powerful. While the mind pauses to

consider the possible fiat of the critic—while the judgment is balancing

on the propriety of a thought, which ought to be admitted or dismissed

on the first instant of its appearance, the imagination cools ; the happy
moment, with its train of splendid visions, passes away ; and when the

conceptions are recalled, only a few of them are to be found, and these

often languid or lifeless. But the di-ead of criticism is the necessary

result of that fastidiousness of taste, which grows up in an age of great

civilization, amidst a polished, extended and redundant literature, cir-

culated and become fiimiliar among an immense reading public. Such
a public not on\y judge more severely than those of an earlier age, but

judge according to a different standard: their sympathies and expe-

rience are widely dissimilar. We, of the present age, can conceive,

generall)^ that our ancestors, t«o or three hundred years ago, gave way
to more violent feelings than modern manners would allow ; were less

measured than ourselves in their language and conduct; and engaged
and succeeded in adventures, which no one in his senses would engage
in at the present day. But when we come to particulars, and read of

persons and incidents in the works of writers, who formed their notions

of character and probability upon an acquaintance with these times, we
forget our general notions, or are incapable of applying them ; we judge
according to the modes of acting and of thinking pre'.alent in our own
days ; and we pronounce the characters unnatural, and tlie fable too

marvellous for credible fiction. We cry down, as wild conceits, senti-

ments which, in the days they were written, did not perhaps exceed

>vhat was really felt and expressed, in situations similar to those in which

the poet introduced them. Because a thought seems to us strained and

pedantic, we think it could never have been natural ; forgetting that
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language and sentiment are then only natural, when tliey are suited to

the characters of human agents, as these are modified by society. In

short, we cannot imagine as spontaneous, in the minds of persons of

remote ages, what we never find » within ourselves, or among
those with whom we have been conversant. Hence, we believe chiefly,

it is that so many of the o]d English dramas are now excluded from the

stage. Hence, also, there cannot be a doubt, that if some of those

dramas which are now most popular, not excepting some even of Shak-

speare himself, consecrated though they are by the public worship, were
for the first time presented to a modern audience, they would fail, not-

withstanding all those beauties which are of no age or form of society.

And we believe that they would be censured most severely for

faults of imputed extravagance, where they are truest to human nature

—to human nature as it appeared to the poet, and in the form which it

assumed in his time.

Tliese, then, are some of the inevitable causes which increase

the difficulties of the tragic poet as society advances ; he finds

less of intense emotion—less of bold and peculiar character—less

of interesting and striking incident in what he knows of mankind.

In a word, he finds human nature less poetical as the world grows

older. If he recur to former times for his dramatis persona;, he
is likely to misconceive their character ; or, if he represent them faith-

fiilly, he is almost sure to offend a public to whom the habits of these

times are nearly unknown. His plots, to be interesting, must be his

own, or drawn from that scanty store which is not yet quite familiar to

the public ; and every thought and expression is the production of

one who trembles under the lash of a merciless criticism.

Some of these causes operate in England with peculiar force at the

present time ; but there are others which belong exclusively to the

age and the countrj-.

They whose part it is to trace the progress of literature, have often

had occasion to observe upon the revolution in the public taste which
has taken place within the last thirty or forty years, and which has not

been confined to England, although here its effects have been more
strongly marked than in other nations. Our literature, after having

been for more than a century laced into a formal and stately shape,

and taught to move with steps regulated by the strictest discipline,

suffered a sudden and violent reaction. Bursting from restraint, and
with a vigour unimpaired by this confinement, it indulged in sallies,

various, and sometimes irregular, but usually giving marks of a spirit

bold, original, and often sublime. Tired of the solemn—the didac-

tic—and the uniform—the public mind, even so early in the last

century as when Gray became popular in spite of criticism, imbibed
a craving appetite for strong emotion ; and poetry, which is as often

the creature as the guide of the public taste, soon took a corresponding
direction. Tlie political tempest which has since raged through Europe,
though it did not create, served materially to enhance and confirm this

peculiarity in the age ; and gave a likeness to many of those qualities,

both in characters and in events, which are found in the first periods of
civilization. But it was a faint resemblance : manners may degenerate,
but they cannot retrace their steps. The ferocities, the dangers, the
miseries, and the wonders which we have seen, produced, indeed, great
excitement in the minds of men ; but they occurred at a time when
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]iabits, opinions, and in!>titutions, conspired to mitigate their force, as

well as to arrest their progress, and to give them an influence on litera-

ture, very different from that which similar causes exert in an earlier

age. In former times, the poet and his readers not only lived in scenes

like those which he represented, but had little concej)tion or ambition

of a better state. Improvement was in the womb of I'uturity. The
things which they relished and admired in poetry (except only where
it dealed with superstition), were such as coincided with their notions

of probability, founded on their own experience. But superstition, at

the period of which we s|)eak, had not yet lost its hold of the popular

belief; and even when l)eings were introduced under its sanction, wiiich

had no existence in nature, they were made to speak and act as human
beings would have done ; and it was always neccssai^)' that the Influence

which they excitetl on human agents, should be in accordance with

what were then the usual feelings, habits, and characters of men. The
preternatural beings of Shaksj)eare—his Ariel, and his Cihost in Hamlet

—

j)roduced, upon the ])ersons with whom they ilealed in the drama, just

the result which the audience or the readers in Shaksj)eare's days

would have expected, had such beings appearetl in real life, and been

known to them by experience. My that test alone could they judge
the merits of any of the works of the imagination ; and, rude as their

taste may be called, it is probjdjle that no such works were ever long

popular among them which contained much that offended against their

knowledge or opinion of nature. But the taste lor the exhibition of

vehement feeling, and wild adventure, which has sprung up in our age,

and which, if not created, has been vastly heightened by the wonderful

and agitating events of these times, differs materially from the same
propensity among our forefathers. In us, it is acct)mpanied by liabits

and opinions which would revolt against that state of society to which
these themes relate. The events which assisted the growth of this

propensity in us soon passed away, and were such as we can neither

believe, nor wish, that we shall ever see repeated. They were sudden,

convulsive, unnatural movements in the body of society, that shocked
the spirit of the times ; so, likewise, the marvellous and the terrible,

for which the present generation have contracted a taste, belong to a
condition of society of which we could not brook the existence. And
our relish for these themes is not derived from the legitimate source

of pleasure in the elegant arts—asense of successful imitation—but arises

chiefly from intense mental excitement. Thej' are to the mind, what
ragouts and spiced meats are to a palate which has half lost its liking

for simple food.

The consequence of this is precisely what might have been expected,

in an age such as ours. There is a complete schism between the read-

ing and the playgoing public. Such an innovation in literature as we
have described, inasmuch as it unfetters genius, and gives scope to

bold and original conceptions, must, to that extent, be popular with all

classes. But since it is also largely productive of the marvellous and
the extravagant, of improbable fiction and passion pushed to excess

;

though it secures the applause of tlie majority, who praise because they

are pleased, and are pleased because they are agitated, it will not

meet the same fate among those whose minds are more reflecting and

cultivated, and in whom the imagination is habitually ruled by the

judgment. There is, therefore, a perpetual conflict waged by the

G 2
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critics—a small and subtle band against a mightj' host, who purchase,

and read, and, for a season, admire, in spite of all the precepts and

arguments, and, worse than these, the ridicule of their assailants. The
thirst for excitement is too strong for these remedies ; and though,

doubtless, they have done much, if not in effecting a cure, at least in

preventing an aggravation, it still remains. To say nothing of our poets,

it has been seen in the popularity of translations from the wildest effu-

sions of German romance, and of that whole school of writers, in which

Mrs. Radcliffe and Lewis were distinguished only by possessing more

talent and somewhat more zeal than its other disciples—a school which

still flourishes, though indeed with diminished strength, in a literature

to which belong the names of Edgeworth, and Burney, and Brunton : a

school, likewise, some of whose qualities, in deference to the spirit of

the times, have been admitted even into those wonderful works, which

have been sent forth twice a year with almost unbroken regularity, like

spells from a wizard's retreat, to astonish, to agitate, to enchant us, in

spite of all our rules and canons of criticism. But it is in the drama that

this appetite has exhibited its strongest symptoms, for it is there that

literature reflects, with most exactness, the prevailing taste of a people.

It was with us, too, that part of literature which suffered most severely

during the period when all the works of the imagination were wrought

in fetters. Dialogue became debate, or, what was worse, a series of

alternate lectures. The persons of the drama, instead of expressing

their own feelings, declaimed the sentiments, the opinions, and the

descriptions of the poet. IV.ssion was expelled from the stage, or it

became the subject of ornamented rhetoric, not of dramatic poetry.

The present generation, liowever, seem resolved to atone for the tame-

ness of those who went before them : we now find every thing on the

stage pushed to extremes. Our most popular performers are, in tragedy,

those who venture upon the most vehement and least usual methods of

delivery—who, as the phrase is, make most points in their acting ; and,

in comedy, those who heighten humour into buffoonery, and even sea-

son wit with grimace. Melodrames, a species of entertainment, at

which the audience are regaled with all that is wildest and least pro-

bable in fiction, and all that is most monsti'ous in character, garnished

with due quantities of flame, smoke, and noise, have grown up on the

ruins of the regular drama, have been of late years multiplied beyond
all former example, and are yearly increasing in number and extrava-

gance. Nor are they confined to what are termed the minor play-

houses of the metropolis, in which, by a most absurd and preposterous

restraint, the regular drama is prohibited. The managers of the great

national theatres, naturally enough, however it may be lamented, have
given way to the public taste, and granted admission to these ill-

favoured prodigies, which now, to our shame be it spoken, more than
share the empire of the stage with the legitimate progeny of Shakspeare.
When such things are rot merely applauded, but demanded by the many,
and decried only by the discerning few, the tragic poet has a difficult

part to perform—he must please the one, or liis play dies in its birth

—

—he must secure the approval of the other, or it will live but for a
season. It is in the very nature of a drama of wonder and excesses
that.its popularity is fleeting, because when curiosity is gratified, and
the freshness of novelty is worn off, the wonder vanishes, and there is

no quality left which can please on reflection. Writers have, therefore,
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adopted two modes in their attempts to secure success, both on the

stage and in the closet. They have made various and strenuous exer-

tions at copying the old English drama, which they find admired almost

to worship by the critics, and which, also, possessed a good deal of what

is at present loved by the multitude ; and they have draughted into

their pieces much of that machinery which has been found most suc-

cessful in the melodrame. Neither of these expedients, we believe, can

ever be successful. Hitherto they have failed, notwithstanding un-

doubted genius in some of those Avho have applied them. The imitators

of the ancient models, instead of studying their spirit, and applying it

(if that be possible) to an altered state of human existence, have en-

deavoured to write as the old dramatists actually wrote in their time.

They who work upon such a plan must encounter the difficulties which

we have before noticed; that they present characters and incidents

suited to the feelings, the habits, and the history of an early age, to a

people who cannot fully understand them, or judge how far they are

consistent with trutli and nature ; and that, drawing from a fancy un-

furnished by experience, these writers must often produce things which

are not copies of any originals that ever existed. Such j)roduction8

share the fate of meaner prodigies ; are admired by the multitude for so

much as they possess of what is vehement and surprising; are thus ad-

mired, however, only while they are new ; but, by the more discerning,

are decried as dramas, and are scarcely saved from neglect and oblivion

by the exquisite poetry which they often contain.

WTiat we have said will sufficiently explain wh^' some of the choicest

spirits of the age have not written for the drama. They were, naturally

enough, reluctant to try a species of composition in which profit and
applause are equally precarious. They turn from the risk of com-
promizing that fame of which, in other quarters, they felt themselves

the masters, by seeing condemned, in one night, and for ever, the work
of many an anxious hour, because, perchance, it wanted qualities, which
they could not impart to it without sacrificing a far higher and more
valuable renown. That dramatic talent exists among us, and in no
ordinary power, has been proved both by those who have, and by those

who have not written for the stage. That great genius, to whom we
before alluded, who reigns in our literature with a supremacy in which
he has never had a rival (no, not even before Byron was lost to

us), has given, in his numerous works, examples of almost every kind,

and of the highest degrees of dramatic excellence. Whether he deals

in " reason or fancy, the gay or the grave," in polished wit, in bursts of

humour, in deep and intense feeling, or in stormy and terrific emotion,

his characters are seldom other than such as nature herself would draw,

and, perhaps, has often drawn them. His failures in this part of the

poet's work, the chief test of great, creative, and original powers, are in

classes of persons which he appears to have introduced from utter care-

lessness, and in order to fill up some blanks in a long story, but which he
could have no temptation to introduce into a play. His plots, whatever
may be their faults in other respects, are essentially dramatic. The
stories are full of action, even when the materials are the simplest ; and
the qualities of his persons are elicited by circumstances which may
occasionally evince the carelessness of a bold, rapid, and confident

genius, but are, for the far greater part, natural, unexpected, and won-
derfully suited to illustrate the qualities they are designed to unfold.
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But his grandest triiunplis aie where he makes his persons speak.

Tliouglit, feeling, and passion have had no such interpreter since Shak-

speare. We do not think that sufficient justice has been always done to

the diction of this writer, which, with all its acknowledged faults, is, we
are convinced, one of the chief sources of that witchery which he exer-

cises with his readers. It is often careless and inaccurate, frequently

redundant, and sometimes, though very rarely, obscure. But let critics

and grammarians rail as they will, it possesses a union of strength, ease,

and harmony, which we verily believe is not equalled in English litera-

ture. In passages of high emotion that obscurity almost vanishes, which

nature seems to have decreed should attend the passage of such subtle

things as thought and emotion, through so gross a medium as language.

There is, then, in his diction, a clair-obscure, through which we per-

ceive the quiverings, the struggles, and the agonies of the human heart

brooding over its guilty purposes, and in its most torturing trials.

Some of the dramatic poems of Byron proved of what he was capable,

and, perhaps, gave eaiuiest of what he would at some time or other have

performed, in tragedy written to be acted, as well as to be read. But
it is unnecessary to appeal to the peculiar talents of individual writers.

We may safely pronounce, that an age fertile in the other kinds of higher

poetry, must likewise possess the requisites for dramatic composition.

Genius, within its proper range, is far from being restricted. Poetry is

an imitation, sometimes of art, but most usually of nature ; and tragedy

is onl}' a part of its province. The modes of imitation are different, but

the powers required for them are the same. It is quite consistent with

this, that us man is the creature of habit, and as poets are not exempted
from this general law, a writer may become so much used to one species

of Composition, as to work with restraint and difficulty in others. But
we may be assured, that the same powers « hich made him triumph in

his first career would have ensured him success in the other, had this

been the sphere in which those powers were first exerted.

We cannot help expressing here our regret, that a taste such as that

we have described, which has discouraged tragedy, and has almost

banished comedy from our drama, should be fostered and kept alive by
the absurd and needless confinement of the regular drama to our great

national theatres. It is natural that a community, in which the edu-

cated classes are so numerous and so much on the increase as ours,

should require places of public amusement to be multiplied. And it is

3 little hard upon such a community, that in all, except two, of the play-

houses, which their taste, or their caprice—but, at all events, which
their money supports, theu- amusements should be restricted. Since

the managers of these lesser houses arc not permitted to share legitimate

comedy and tragedy with their more favoured superiors, they are driven

to those very spectacles to which we have alluded, and which a vicious

taste only can relish. The consequence is, that by that mutual in-

fluence which literature and the public taste always exert upon each
other, the performances thus adapted to please the frequenters of the

theatre, confirm and inflame, and in some instances, perhaps, create the

propensities which they aie employed to please. The monopolists of

the greater houses are invaded in their turn, and forced upon endea-

vours, at great cost, to rival and excel their lesser brethren in this per-

version of the drama. The taste of the public is thus deprived of those

many means of amendment, which would arise from reflection and com-
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parison, exercised by more frequent representations of chaster produc-

tions. And tins monopoly is as mistaken as it is mischievous. The
two principal theatres, necessarily liolding out greater rewards of profit

and reputation, would always engross so much of existing talent, both
in writers and in performers, that they would afford far greater attrac-

tions than could be found elsewhere, and secure a constant, iair, and
rational preference. Nor is this all ; the scarcity ol' good performers is

beginning to be felt, by the managers as well as by the jjublic. The
number being small, and growing every day smaller : those who remain
are becoming, of course, enhanced in value, and set a price upon them-
selves so extravagant, that the utmost public patronage is said to pay
sometimes little more than the cost of their engagement. If the minor
theatres were allowed fair play, they would always furnish a selection

of performers, not, as at present, with their tastes corrupted, and their

habits of acting irretrievably depraved into rant and biiHoonery, but
improving, by repeated trials of their powers, in the good old sterling

comedies and tragedies of the British drama. Of all arts, that of an
actor requires, perhaps, the largest measure of gradual and patient pre-

paration. A debut at one of the two great houses is usually fatal to an
untutored adventurer. The provincial theatres used, therefore, to be the

schools of the art ; but now, as soon as a performer of tolerable merit

appears at any of these, he is at once bought up for the j)urpose of
being exhibited, as a first-rate, at one of the lesser houses of the me-
tropolis, at which he secmes better pajTnent for taking a lead in the

monstrous things enacted there, than he could obtain for more cre-

ditable performance in a secondary rank at the larger theatres. So that

before a provincial actor has time to force himself, by his own repu-

tation, upon the notice of the great ruling companies of the drama, he
is placed in a situation which, in a year or two, utterly unfits him for

farther elevation. The consequence of all this is, that not only the

sources are narrowed from which good actors can be supplied, ready
trained, to meet the public criticism, but they who still remain to us,

having fewer rivals, become more careless in their style of performance,
satisfied if they sufficiently please, for the hour, an audience not accus-
tomed to estimate their merits bj^ fair and ample comparison. It would
be easy to shew how this lias operated upon the most popular living

actors (especially in comedy) if space were left to us, or patience to our
readers. For the present we shall content ourselves with saying, that

much of the disinclination which exists among our best writers to cast

the desperate die, and seek to wrest the British drama from the shame
that is upon it, must be ascribed, partly to a fear of the perverted taste

engendered by those multitudes of monstrous productions which owe
their birth, in a great degree, to the sj'stem of monopoly, and partly to

the vicious change which has been perceptibly wrought in the acting of
almost all our second-rate, and not a few of our best performers.

n.
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Milton's annotators and commentators.

It is worthy the industry of the m£^n of taste and erudition to dis-

cover the origin, trace the progress, and illustrate the works of those

who have diffused round their countrj^ a Iialo of glory, formed from

" Thoughts that breathe and words that burn."

The various qualifications necessary to perform this task are seldom

concentrated in one man. This conclusion is arrived at, by examining the

labours of editors and commentators of past ages, and of the present

day. The annotations of each are tinctured with his prejudices, receive

a tone from his natural disposition, and refer to those acquirements

which he has chiefly studied. The cautious and enlightened reader of

any celebrated work, with the comments of various authors, will quickly

perceive the truth of this remark ; and, while avoiding the partiality or

pecuHarity of each, will cull from the many what will yield him the

most correct information.

These preliminary remarks are intended to prepare the mind of the

reader for some observations which, from their novelty, might otherwise

abruptly startle his existing opinions. If they should be perused by a

tyro in this kind of learning, they may warn him to think for himself,

and receive with caution the affirmations of men, Avhose opinions are

protected by the magic of a name, but not generally supported by the

voice of truth or the deductions of reason.

The comments on the poetical works of Milton, in Mr. Todd's excel-

lent edition, amount, on a moderate calculation, to tivelve or foiaieen

thousand ! almost as many as the number of lines the principal poems

consist of. The references in these remarks are to the Sacred Writings,

the poetical, oratorical, rhetorical, and historical productions of Greece

and Rome—to Saxon, Italian, and English poets, of every class and age,

up to the time of the protectorate of Cromwell. It is stated in tivo-thirdx

of these comments, that these various authors Milton " remembered—"was

obliged to—took from—icas indebted to—copied—imitated—had an eye

toxiiards—plainli/ borrmved /" until every thought and every beauty is said,

at least, to have had a prototype to which he was indebted. Even when
he describes the angels

—

" Who, in their course,

Melodious hymns about the sovran throne

Alternate all night long,"

he is said to have had in mind " the choral service ofcathedrals!"

Since these extraordinary declarations are supported by those who
are justly deemed illustrious for their works, it will be right to try the

soundness of the foundations on which they have built.

Milton, when he composed the Paradise Lost, was blind—
" In darkness, and with dangers compassM round,

And sol'tudc."

Wliile speaking, he trusts " unblamed," of the eternal " pure ethereal

stream" of light, he touchingly exclaims

—

" But thou

Revisil'st not tliese eyes, that roll in vain

To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn ;

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their orbs.

Or dim suffusion veil'd."
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It follows that Milton, who composed " his poetry chiefly in winter, and
on his waking in a morning," must have " copied, imitated, borrmved,"

&c. in nearly every line, all authors, ancient and modem, J'rom
memart/ / /

The absurdity of these declarations is evident ; it would be a work of
supererogation to seriously refute them by argument. If 3Iilton had
possessed the memory of Person tenfold doubled, he could not have used,

in the manner that has been calumniously affirmed, the works of those

who wrote before him. It would be illiberal to infer that this host of

annotators intended to depreciate the genius of Milton, when the whole
of them declare that he was not a plagiary, although in every separate

comment they, directly or indirectly, virtually charge him with pla-

giarism. I will give only one brief example of the system which I de-

precate, and leave our readers to decide, if the vanity of erudition and
the arrogance of pedantry have not been the latent motives for their

filling their pages with so much dusty lore.

In the Fourth Book of Paradise Lost, line 639, Eve thus replies to

Adam :

—

t< With thee conversing, I forget all time

;

All seasons and their change ; all please alike.

Sweet is the breath of morn, her rising sweet.

With chaiTii of earliest birds : pleasant the sun,

When first on this delightful land he spreads

His orient beams, on herb, tree, fruit and flower,

Glistering with dew."

Without even supposing that this beautiful combination of rural

imagery was connected in the mind of the poet, peculiarly susceptible

of such impressions, and the recollection rendered more intense from
his blindness, Hurd, Warton and Todd, commenting on the clause,
<' sweet is the breath of morn," unrelentingly affirm, that it was sha-

dowed out from a passage in the Danae of Euripides—that he also had
in view the eighth Idyllium of Theocritus, and that it has a prototype
in Drummond I Milton was deeply versed in Holy Writ, and had por-

tions from it read to him daily. I therefore humhJy presume, if he did
remember at the time he wrote these lines the words of any other
writer, that they were not those of Euripides, nor Theocritus, or Drum-
mond—but this passage from Ecclesiastes, xi.—7

:

" Traly the light (the morn) is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes
to behold the sun."

This example is chosen without taking the- trouble to select ; it

would not be difficult to choose an hundred more far-fetched and
absurd.

To what conclusion must we come if we admit that these literati are

correct ?—that Milton remembered with accuracy, and applied in everj'

line he dictated, some passage or passages trom all the celebrated and
many secondary w-riters of every age, country and language ; and that

lie has united in his works the beauties of them all. We leave those who,
under the guidance of these commentators, believe his imperishable

poems to be onl)' a wonderful piece of mosaic work, compiled from
memory, in the quiet and unenvied enjoyment of their opinion.

Milton contemplated, very early in life, a work on either " Alfred
or Adam :" " he was long chusing and began late ;" living in the hope
M. M. New Series.—Vol. I. No. L H
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that " by labour and intense study" he niiglit leave something so written

to aftertimes, " as they should not willingly let it die." Can it be sup-

posed that, possessing this intention, he tailed to consult every work

within his reach ? In his days, books did not teem from the press as

now ;
productions of merit were soon known to the comparatively (i:\v

literati ; and Milton, not only from inclination, but from his situation as

Latin Secretary to Cromwell, had ample opportunities of ascertaining

what works were published, and of obtaining them. Similarity of subject

will often excite corresponding ideas ; and perhaps no subject was more

likely to produce them than the fall and expulsion of our first parents.

Yet there are similarities so strong, and sometimes of a metiiphysicjil

character, which leave no doubts on the reflecting mind of their being

derived from a known source. I therefore coincide with the acute and

industrious compilers of the " Inquiry into the Origin of Paradise Lost,"

in the belief that, among the materials consulted for this great work,

were, the Adamo of Andreini—the poem by Cedmon the Saxon, La
Scena Tragica d'Adamo da Troilo Lancetta, Benacense—Du Bartas,

Strage de gli Innocenti of Marino, Angeleida del Sig. Erasmo Valva-

sone—and probably many more.* From these and other sources

he added to the number of his ideas, and afterwards used the combina-

tions of thoughts, forms of expression, and general information he had

thus accumulated, often without remembering or considering from

where he had derived them. This, on a far more limited scale, is what

we all do in the common intercourse of life, and in our writings ; for it

is one of the greatest means of education.

We find fewer observations on the Paradise Regained, and the clas-

sical references are not so numerous, because the epic is (to use Milton's

words) " brief and not diffuse," and the whole subject is far removed

from the tenor of thought among the poets of the heathen world.

a

THE FOURTH VOLUME OF THE ORLANDO FURIOSO,

Translated into English Verse, by William Stewart Rose.

We hail, with pleasure, the continuation of Mr. Rose's translation of

this great gothic poem. We do not use the word gothic in the sense it

usually bears, but to specify the model of the poem of Ariosto.

By Avay of preface to our remarks, we will say a few words on the

subject of the gothic model. The stream of superstition which came
with increasing tide from the classic ages, attended lay the visions and
diemons of the Platonists, was filled to overflowing by the tributary

streams of drear and horror-striking chimaeras from the gloomy regions

of the north. The western world, then sunk into comparative barbarism,

drank deeply of this full and turbid stream, brought through their

countries by the northern ravagers. To this accumulation was added,

the sublimer and spectral superstitions attending on the Christian faith.

From this dark and mighty mass, the prodigies and enchantments of the

gothic ages took their rise.

* The learned Mr. Walker lias quoted a very extraordinary passage (Chron. de

Monstrelat, vol. i. p. 39), which bears a stron<r resemblance tu the dialogue whicli

took place between 3IicliaeI and Satan diu'i'.ij the suspensian of vhe war in heaven.
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Surrounded by these seas of terror, minds, naturally susceptible and

poetical, had ample materials with which to indul';e their fancies.

Among the greatest of these writers was Ariosto. In addition to his

genius not being adapted to submit to the tranmiels of classic rules, that

method was not suited to the age in which he lived, and therefore

he wrote on the gothic model.

Spenser, in his celebrated letter to Sir Walter Raleigh, says, " that

the Fairy Queen kejjt her annual feast twelve days, upon which twelve

several days the occasions of the twelve several adventures happened,

which being undertaken by twelve several knights, arc in these twelve

books severally handled." Ariosto, in the structure of his poem, does

not, like Spenser, endeavour to combine the wildncss of the gothic with

the confinement of the classic, and so spoil both ; but with bolder flight

and better judgment adopts the simple gothic, and writes in that octave

stanza which may j)roperly be called the gothic metre. ^Ir. Rose, seeing

the absurdity of rendering a metre, so admirably adapted to the subject,

into heroic verse, as Iloole has done, with that taste and judgment so

conspicuous in his work, has translated in the original stanza.

However noble the heroic couplet may be, however well adapted to

the English language, it requires a subject less wild, a style less pointed,

than that of Ariosto. Byron, who loved to lead, and sometimes to drag, the

mind of his reader, as with a lasxn, felt that the heroic couplet would not

suit his purpose-, and in his " Harold" and " Juan" has wisely adopted the

octave stanza. It would have evinced timidity in Mr. Rose, if he had com-
posed his translation in another stanza than that which he has ; and we will

presently show, by our (juotations, that he has most skilfully prevented

the frequent repetition of similar sounds from dwelling on the ear. This

he has accomplished, by entering fully into the spirit of the polished

Ariosto, and giving to each line in the stanza that increasing force

which leads the reader on to the intended climax. That Ariosto did

thus, is evident; indeed, it appears to have been his darling object (in

which Byron has imitated him). To transfer this excellence into the

English translation, required no common talent, and much patient

industry. Mr. Rose has succeeded in accomplishing this dIfHcult task,

and the public taste will pronounce his reward, and place the chaplet on

his brow.

However wild, and almost offensively so, some parts of the Orlando
Furioso may be, as a whole it is in perfect harnion; , and proves how
carefully Ariosto, amid his most extravagant flights, attended to the gothic

structure of his poem. We need not descant on the language of Ariosto

;

he took sixteen years, after the publication of the first edition, to polish,

correct, and strengthen it, and has left a model which the Italians look

on with admiration.

One proof of the degree of intellectual power possessed by a writer,

is his keeping every character so distinct, that the reader never mis-

takes the conduct of one for that of another; in this, Ariosto v.as

super-eminent, and In this point ^Nlr. Rose has done ample justice to his

original. It was not the intention of Ariosto to describe the various feelings

and shades of affections and disposition of his various persons, as if he

were applying a mental thermometer or barometer to their souls, but to

touch, with a master's true and rapid pencil, their leading traits, and,

undei* their influences, lead them to their various exploits and occupa-

tions. Ariosto, like every true poet, loved and observed nature in all

H 2
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her boundless varieties, and has delineated, sometimes with the gloomy
force of Salvator, at other times with the glow and grandeur of Titian,

and often with the graceful and minute details of Claude, every scene

that was necessary to accompany or illustrate his subject. The author

of Letters from the North of Italy may be justly supposed to have appre-

ciated this leading beauty in his author. We will now give an example
of the skilful manner in which the translator has veiled the similarities in

the terminal sounds, and rendered into easy measure a very difficult

passage :

—

As he was customed in extremity,

He to his mouth applied the bugle's round

;

The wide world seemed to tremble, earth and sky.

As he in air discharged the horrid sound.

Such terror smote the dames, that bent to fly.

When in their ears the deafening horn was wound.
Not only they the gate unguarded left,

But from the circus reeled, of wit bereft.

As family, awaked in sudden wise.

Leaps from the windows and from lofty height.

Periling life and limb, when in surprise

They see, now near, the fire's encircling light.

Which had, while slumber sealed their heavy eyes.

By little and by little waxed at night:

Reckless of life, thus each, impelled by dread.

At sound of that appalling bugle fled.

Above, below, and here and there, the rout

Rise in confusion and attempt to fly.

At once, above a thousand swarm about

Each entrance, to c;ich other's lett, and lie

In heaps : from window these, or stage without.

Leap headlong ; in the press these smothered die.

Broken is many an arm, and many a head ;

And one lies crippled, and another dead.

In these stanzas the full import of the passages are, in great measure,

dependant on the pointed manner in which the concluding clause in each

is rendered, and which accords, in the translation, with the spirit or the

words of the original. The following is a beautiful stanza, combining

gracefulness of collocation, euphony of numbers, a perfect notion of the

scene, and that marked ending which the stanza alone would have

enabled Mr. Rose to convey to the English reader.

They from that cruel and ensanguined ground

To seaward, under all their canvass, bore ;

And having gained such offing, that the sound

Of that alarming horn was heard no more,

Unwonted shame inflicted such a wound.
That all a face of burning crimson wore.

One dares not eye the other, and they stand

With downcast looks, a mute and mournful band.

The following constitutes one of those perfect pictures which we
remember Mr. Rose to have spoken of in one of hia former volumes.
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Backed by Astol|)ho, and ascending slow,

The hippogn |)h throiiiih yielding aether flew ;

And next the rider stirred the courser so.

That in a thought he vanished out of view.

Thus with his pilot does the patron go.

Fearing the gale and rock, till he is through

The reefs ; then, liaving left the shore behind.

Hoists every sail, and shoots before the wind.

The following stanzas are well translated, and convey a very good idea

of the peculiarities of Ariosto's manner.

Already mighl'st thou hear how loudly ring

The hubbub and the din, from neighbouring farms.

Outcry and horn, and rustic trumpeting;

And faster sound of bells: with various arms.

By thousands, with spontoon, bow, spit, and sling,

Lo ! from the hills the rough militia swarms.

As many peasants from the vale below.

To make rude war u()on the madman go.

As beats the wave upon the salt-sea shore.

Sportive at first, which southern wind has stirred.

When the next, liigger than what went before.

And bigger than the second, breaks the third;

And the vext water waxes evermore,

And louder on the beach the surf is heard

:

The crowd, increasing so, the count assail.

And drop from mountain and ascend from dale.

We presume thai the various quotations fully upliold the liigh opinion

we have given of Mr. Rose's translation. He appears to us to possess a

thorough knowledge of his author, and to have entered fully into his

peculiar vein. It would be easy to point out rugged lines, and here and
there portions which would bear some further polishing ; but such
trumpery criticism we leave for those who consider it necessary to dis-

cover blemishes to display their shallow wit. We do not deal (and never

intend to sink so low) in petty detail ; it is sufficient for us to be con-

vinced, that a work, as a whole, is worthy of commendation, for no
human production was ever perfect.

THE RAT-TRAP—AN ANECDOTE IN THE LIFE OF CARDINAL CIBO.

" Knock out his brains—and then he wo'n't bite."

There were fourteen cardinals in the family of Cibo, most of them
now occupying distinguished places in the pages of Italian history;

but among the proudest of that name, and most adventurous, was
Claude Sansovino Cibo, " the terror of anarchy and misrule," who
governed as legate in the city of Ravenna, during the pontificate of
Innocent the Xlth.

This bold churchman, on his arrival in the Exarcate, to which he
had been sent from a know ledge of the fearlessness and decision of his

character, found its general affairs in such a state of disorganization,

as few rulers would have cared to encounter, far less been competent
to reform. That most disastrous of all the old expedients for raising-

money, a tampering with the standard of the circulating medium, had been
persisted in until the commerce of Romagna—even domestic—was
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nearly at a stand. The value of the currenc}' was not only far below

its nominal price, but, at tlie same time, so extremely irregular, that

it was a common device with the chevaliers of industry to throw down
gold in a tavern for the payment of their score, such as, if the reckoning

came to but a small sum in silver, the vintner would rather incur its

loss than take the risk of changing. If credit in an)- instance was given,

few traders cared to press an unwilling debtor ; for the thrust of a

stiletto %vas very apt to balance such accounts ; and impunity made
assassination so cheap, that the hired bravos declared they could not

earn a livelihood. Appeal to the law was {perfectly useless—every

offender was certain to escape : some from the danger which attended

giving evidence ; more, from the open, undisguised pati'onage of per-

sons in rank and place. When the arm of the magistrate was thus

found obviously too weak to afford protection, each man thought it

but reasonable that he should endeavour to protect himself; and, from

first resisting injuries, it was but a step to revenging them ; which, of

course, made the avenger, in his turn, the object of recrimination.

Riot, in short, plunder and bloodshed, walked abroad through all

Ravenna by open day ; and innumerable had been the lives lost, alike

from the toleration of these disorders, and in weak or tardy eiTorts to

repress them.

But, when Cardinal Sansovino was named to the post of legate, he

entered upon his office, fully determined—if his rule was to exhibit the

vices of a despotic system—that it should, at least, also exemj)lif3' the

advantages of one. Thenceforward, whatever might be the result, there

should no longer exist the hitherto common excuse for committing
violence—to wit, that he who did commit, and he who did not, were
alike, of necessity, compelled to endure it. He came to his govern-

ment surrounded by a guard—small as to numbers—but culled, not

merely from half the provinces of Italy, but from half the nations of the

globe. French, Germans, Surbzers, Poles, Hungarians, nay, even

Turks—so that they struck but heavily, and shunned no discipline—

•

found a welcome, and such pay as all the world else would not afford

them, in his ranks. Secure, then, in the obedience of these troops—who
w^ere few, but picked combatants, every single soldier—on the very day
after his accession, the legate summoned before him the whole local

magistracy of Ravenna ; and assuring them that, in all emergencies of

duty, where they might incur a risk, he would sustain them with the

power of government, even to the hazard of his life, pledged his honour
that they themselves should be held responsible, if violences were com-
mitted within their jurisdictions, and the oft'enders not brought forward
on his demand.
He who means to act, may use a threat for fashion's sake ; but it is

for form sake only, because he may be quite sure that nobody will

attend to it. Every new legate, for twenty years, had begun by making
the same professions as Sansovino ; and ended, by leaving things just

as they had been left by his predecessor. On the third day only of

the new governor's taking office, in spite of all his thunder, Paul Carlo
Altieri stabbed an officer, at high noon, upon the Corso, who threatened
him with arrest for debt ; and having committed this act with perfect

deliberation in the sight of two hundred persons, walked to his father's

j^alace, without thinking it necessary even to take sanctuary.

This time, however, for his sins, M, jiVlticri had miscalulated. Every
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change of system must have its proof—tliat is, its victim. lie was

seized by the municipal autliorities without delay. Tried ; and wlien no

other witnesses, out of two hundred Ravennae present, came forward,

three strangers—said to be tlie cardinal's own spies—appeared, and

proved the blow. Still all this proceeding was so contrary- to pn-ce-

dent, that people believed it was only meant to terrify. Even after

the verdict was found of " guilt} ," neither the culprit nor his friends

could be persuaded that there wa^ any chance of the law's being car-

ried into execution. When the sentence of the court was confirmed,

Altieri's family interposed, but less with intreaties than with broad

and insolent menaces. And though these, when the danger grew
urgent, were, at length, softened into prayers, yet it was easy to per-

ceive that, by the great proportion of the higher classes in Kavenna,

the new order of things was contemplated as equally incompreiiensible

and offensive.

The good people, however, who entertained these opinions, luxd still

to learn with whom it was they had to deal. Temperate, at first, in

spite of provocation ; patient, at last, under reiterated intreat}', though

perfectly unmoved by it ; there was conciliation—and a coffin—in every

sentence that the legate addressed to Altieri's mediators. The " long

impunity" which was urged as having encouraged the commission ot

similar crimes—rendered a " proof" the more imperative that " such

impunity" Mas at an end. The " rank of the offender" would shew
that the example was an impartial one ; and, therefore, it would operate

with increased effect. Aiiable, but perfectly inflexible—s])eaking no
daggers, however determined to use them—w hen one-half the influence

of Ravenna made common cause in Altieri's favour, the mere un-

wearied attention with which Sansovino heard their importunity, carried in

it the extinction of all hope. He explained the necessity—regretted

—

but Carlo Altieri must die. An address was sent express to the Pope
—but the day of execution came—and Carlo was hanged two hours

before the answer could arrive.

This act of severity, as might have been expected, led, at first, to

increased exasperation ; but the Governor had pri-pared even for a riot

at the scaffold, and met the danger by fresh edicts, which he carried

into operation, without mercy, against all classes. Two plots were
discovered against his life; and, in both, the conspirators were executed
to a man. In the last, having information of the attack (intended upon
him at the Opera-house), he went directly to the p'oint of danger ; stood

the conflict, cut his assailants to pieces, and the next moment appear-

ing in the theatre, gave the accustomed signal that the performance
should begin. Some persons, who affected what they called '• public

spirit," next made it a point of Jionour openly to brave his authority

;

but both life and honour, after one overt act of mischief, were found
so transitorj-, that few became proselytes to this example. The privi-

lege of " sanctuary " was one which could not well be violated

;

but even this the Cardinal contrived to render nearly nugatory ; for

parties of his guard loitered about the churches which possessed

this privilege, who detained, upon slight pretext, or no pretext at all,

any who a})proached the refuge in too great haste, or with daggers

drawn, or blood upon their garments, as not unfrequently was the usage.

Meanwhile, at the serious dilapidation of his own revenues, he in some
degree restored the value of the currency. It was seen that, iii all ap-
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peals, Pope Innocent steadily refused to interfere ; and the trading popula-

tion of Ravenna—a class necessarily hostile always to tumult and disor-

der—finding that there was, at last, a power in the state able to protect

them, took courage, and rallied round it. In a fierce insurrection, which
the Cardinal himself was accused of having promoted, and which certainly

did afford him the opportunity of at once striking a decisive blow against

his opponents, these men alone, fighting vigorously through the streets

of Ravenna, beat the best of the aristocratic faction, and, almost witJiout

the aid of the legate's troops, decided the day. The vengeance which
followed was sanguinary, for " banishment" was not upon the Cardinal's

list of punishments. He inflicted no torture—but his maxim was, Death

!

Not the sending his enemies (as he said) to plot against him, beyond the

reach of his power, or scope of his observation. A few of the insurgent

leaders were spared ; and these, which were but few, at no other inter-

cession than that of the citizens who had fought and vanquished them.
In time, the rest of the turbulent began to believe that the new viceroy

could bow their necks, and woidd do it—upon which discovery, they
very soon, at least as a body, became weary of the contest. They hated
their new ruler, most classes in Ravenna abundantly ; but they feared

him—and their affection was a boon with which he could dispense. All

he cared for was, that they should implicitly obey his dictates, or die

for the violation of them. They did obey ; and the executions began
gradually to fall off.

Now while this contest lasted, with the irregularities of the great

population of Ravenna, the Cardinal overlooked, as an evil of minor
magnitude, the hordes of professional desperadoes with which the city

was infested ; but, at length, the turn of these persons came to be
attacked, and fierce and obstinate was their resistance : for, with them,
it went beyond any question of mere change of system—it was resistance

or submission to a total loss of livelihood. Tlie gallies, the gibbet, and
the wheel, thinned their numbers. Under the new police, they could no
longer swagger, as they had been used to do, through the streets in

broad day ; and even their secret haunts, within the town, were in a
short time searched from night to night, and rendered impracticable.

But, though driven thus from the capital, strong bands, in defiance of
all exertion, continued long to maintain themselves in the suburbs and
adjoining villages, making the roads near hand, especially for traffic,

dangerous, or impassable. And it was against the last of these marauding
associations, a gang headed by the notorious Ludovico Pezzali, that the
Cardinal Sansovino struck that blow, which is still remembered in all the
ballads of central Italy, and which formed the subject of an adventure
yet more extraordinarj' and romantic than, even from his enterprizing

and chivalrous spirit, the times in whic^Ji he lived could have expected.
As mere common plunderers in the province, the Cardinal's love of

regularity would have made him anxious for Pezzali and his people's

(bodily) suspension ; but there were one or two other causes which
rendered him desirous of that event, in a very peculiar and solicitous

degree. They vvere the last body, these—that remained at all formi-

dable ; and freed from them—the nucleus for stragglers destroyed—the
country would be speedily at rest. Then their cruelty and insolence,

wherever outrages were committed, exceeded even the practice of
Italian robbers in general. And, moreover—this was the main consi-

deration—there were still unquiet spirits enough—though silent for the
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moment—in Ravenna ; in whose Iiands such men would aiways he a

dangerous implement, and w Ith whom the first fair opportunity was sure

to bring them into comnmnication. The local authorities of the pro\ ince

were tainted with the policy of the time—they desired the acquittance of
these outlaws, but they would have purchased their allegiance or their

absence. Sansovino disliked such a course : he did not need their aid

;

and he had, moreover, a natmal disposition to cleave such people to the

brisket, rather than capitulate with them. A fancy—for it could scarcely

be called a plan—presented itself to his imagination on this subject. It was
needlessly perilous; but the " terror of outlaws" was in sjiirit more than

half an outlaw, perhaps, himself. His fame, m ith what l-.ad been done
already, was ringing—and he knew it—through the Papal states. His
courage made him almost popular, even in llavenna, where men said

—

when they spoke of Sanso\ ino !
—" that it was not the monk's frock that

made the priest, nor the steel corslet tlie soldier." One single captain

Mas the confidant of his project. That officer would have remonstrated,

but was commanded to be silent and obey. And, on a dreary evening

in the month of February, which is the rainy season, and the most
cheerless of all the )ear m Italy, disguised in the garb of a country

curate, or priest, travelling, on foot, for his affairs, the Cardinal Legate

of Ravenna privately departed from his episcopal palace in the Piazza

Larga ; and, with no arms beyond a staff—unaccomjjanied and unat-

tended—took his way, through the meaner and less treq^uented streets,

towards the western gate of the city.

It is about six miles from Ravenna, to the Villa di Corvo, on the

same road that leads forward from thence to Forli ; and about midway
on this track, there stood, in Sansovino's time, an osterio. long infamous

from the character of the persons who kept it, known among the pea-

santry by the name of " La Trappola," or " the Rat Trap." Placed

apart, a few furlongs from the high road, which, at that point, sinks

into a deep and woody dell, all people of the locality preferred going

out of their way, to even passing near it ; and—for chance travellers

—

by day, it was easier for such to miss the house than find it, so bedded
as it was, looking from the level ground, in tangled, uncut, broom and

copse. But, from the brow of the height which the road reaches above,

when the legate looked downwards, alriiough through rain and darkness,

the glare of light which poured through its broken casements shewed the

situation of the hut at once ; while, even so far off, a strain of boisterous

revelry, trolled by rough voices, and eked out with the merciless

plucking of a guitar, mingled snatches of its music with the long loud

gusts, which, at intervals, swept hoarsely through the pine trees of the

forest.

Merrily, merrily rose the song !—a rude melody—fit to be heard,

and listened to in the forest and in the fell. Tlie strain was wild, but

not unmusical ; and the verse told of the trade of the singers, and the

condition of the time.

" Heavily" (it went), " heavily heaves the flood.

And patters loud the rain,

Tlie north wind howls throush the fir tree wood.

And darkness shrouds the plain.

The thunder peals on the mountain side,

The pale moon hides her ray

;

And the lightning's flash alone may" guide

The traveller on his wav.

.M. M. Ne.vo Series.—\oL. I. No. L" I
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But our steeds are blood, and our swords are good,

And the red wine sparkles clear

;

And a flask that's bright may kill a dim night,

So, we'll drink, and be merry here !"

The sky thickened, and the shower fell faster, as the cardinal,

descending from the eminence above, and drawing his cloak close

round him for easier passage more than for shelter, pressed through

brake and bush, directly towards the hostelry of " the Rat-Trap."

Once more, as he drew near, he paused for an instant—not that his

purpose ever wavered ; but—on a sudden, the sounds which had yet

spoken of revelry, seemed changed to tones of quarrel and contention.

This was the fact. While he yet listened, the tumult warmed ; oaths

were heard high, within the building—menaces—and tones of defiance

—

but all blended, confused, and indistinct. The next moment—it was in

the height of the quarrel—the legate struck with his staff upon the

threshold. A single " hush !" and a slight clink of swords—as though

the blow had been half retracted after the caution was given—followed ;

and in another second all was mute.

—

" You are early, signor !" exclaimed a storm of voices, as the door

flew open ; and the shout sounded as one of welcome ; but the first

glance that shewed a stranger discovered the error, and the congratula-

tors tumbled over one another for haste in starting to their feet or to

their weapons. In the next moment, as the figure of the visitor was

seen more plainly, all the alarm subsided into surprise. Fingers, every

where, slowly relaxed their gripe ; carbines dropped again into the repose

of the half cock ; and daggers, peeping from their sheaths, slid again

into concealment, The guests looked, with open eyes, first at the car-

dinal—then at the still open door—and then at one another—and then a

long burst of laughter—loud and simultaneous—shook the sides of the

assembly.

The apartment into which tlie legate thus unexpectedly intruded

himself, was of an aspect very considerably more singular than encourag-

ing. Occupying the full range, as regarded the ground floor, of the

whole habitation, this floor, speaking as to the capacity of three-fourths

of the " Trappola," formed the only one that it possessed ; for the flea

warrens which had once served for sleeping chambers, what time people

might have slept in the house, and not had their throats cut, were now
fallen into disuse and decay, and had originally been only so many sub-

divisions of a cock-loft raised over the stable. Facing the door, a huge
fire, such as men burn whose fuel costs them little, roared in a chimney
something dilapidated, but in which half a troop of horse might still

have managed to manoeuvre without much inconvenience. A massive

copper lamp, scowered from soot and grease perhaps in the previous

century, depended from the rafters by an iron chain, which, judging by
the rust upon it, neve- could have experienced the process of scowering
at all, and this beacon shed a flickering, wild, uncertain light,

chased almost to dissolution, every other moment, by the strong currents

of air, which poured, at all points of the compass, through the crevices

of the building. And round about, some seated upon low cork stools

;

some lying upon cloaks or sheep-skins, some upon the plain bare ground,
lounged from fifteen to twenty robust, ferocious looking persons, smok-
ing cigars, throwing dice, or furbishing their rusty swords and carbines

;

and swallowing, by time, large draughts of wine, or other intoxicating
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liquor, from horn cups, which lay scattered about the floor, or from their

goat-skin borachioi, which here, as well as in Spain, were the ordinary

wine flasks of the country.

They were habited, and appointed, singularly, these persons ; and
with an affectation rather of costume fitted for the characters they filled,

and trade they had to follow. Masses of dark and tangled un-combed
hair ; whiskers and mustachios trained to the fashion of some particular

robber executed twenty years before. Apparel rude, but picturesque ;

weapons to the teeth (more than any reasonable combatants could be
supposed ever to need use of) ; and here and there some costly

ornaments, the fruit of plunder, not yet forfeited at play or bartered

from necessity, garish and fantastical, as coupled with the coarser cir-

cumstances of the equipment. One gentleman, the proprietor of the

honest mansion, a beetle browed villain, stout and greasy, seemed with a

surly familiarity to play the host among the rest. Tliree or four dange-
rous looking dogs, lean and haggard, of the large, shaggy wolf-hound
breed, who had been roused from their slumbers by the fray before the

cardinal entered, curled round when his appearance quashed it, and
" addressed themselves again to sleep." One specimen only of the softer

sex, a middle aged female, slipshod, hardfeatured, and filthy, squatted

upon her heels at the side of the immense fire-place, preparing a heap of
poultry of various kinds for suj)per. And across the fire-place, from
the side where this poultry lay, reached a particularly conspicuous rob-

ber; in the act, just as the legate entered, of striking at two others who
opposed him—his right hand endowed with a long two edged sword,

while in his left—one eye squinting at his defence, and one upon the

lady—he held a plucked turkey up by the throat, which he shook, as

in terrorem at the rest of the party.

But loud was the laugh, and long continued, which the stranger's

presence excited ; so joyous, that all previous strife seemed by general

consent to be forgotten in it.

"A priest!—A priest!—Oh— ho, ho, ho !" cried the last mentioned
astonished and delighted person, still flourishing the sword in one hand
and the turkey in the other.

" A priest !—Whee-hee !" squeaked six other equally pleasantly dis-

posed individuals. But the idea was too facetious ; they relapsed again

into merriment.
" Nay, then," resumed the first speaker, " it is certain that Providence

watches over the wants of honest men in their necessity."

" Reverend father !" delivered the (cense) host, bowing to the very
earth, and brushing away the dust with his hat before the feet of the

cardinal, " by what fortune is it, both for j^ourself and us, that—well

provided no doubt to recompense a gorgeous entertainment—we have
the sanction of your company this night at the Trappola ?"

" Stand by Guiseppe, and let the holy gentleman come forward
!"

said a juvenile caitiff, who liad a profusion of cock's feathers stuck in

his hat, and sat amusing himself by whistling into the muzzle of a loaded

pistol.—" It is long since one of his cloth was of our company, and his

prayers shall bring down a very blessing on thy roof."

" An they might bring a new roof down altogether, or something to stop

the holes in this old one, it were not amiss," suggested a red-nosed robber ; and

as he looked upwards to illustrate the proposition, a drop of rain fell in his

eyej which again exceedingly excited the good merriment of the company.
I 2
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'' Silence 1" exclaimed he of the sword and turkey, who was no other

than Pezzali himself, " and let the reverend traveller approach ! for

—

peace be with him—he comes in time to end our difference. Holy
father !—but methinks his excellent sanctity seems surprised ?—Guiseppe,

shut the gate ! now out on thee for a host I hast no more manners but'

to stand with the latch in thy hand, as though a carrier were to take his

bridle cup with thee, and pass with a gee ho ! and a good morning ?

—

Reverend father—nay, quit thy pious ruminations—thou art not in the pul-

pit now, and so mayst speak thy mind and never lose thy calling. Come !

plain understandings make the best friends—ne'er stand amazed, or we
shall doubt thou wishest thou hadst gone on to the next inn—or even

abided in the forest I—Say now—speak out, and boldly—what dost thou

think of this good present company ?"

" My errand he^e, good friends," said Sansovino, " was a lawful one

—

but to seek shelter against the storm which threatened me, in common
with yourselves, or any who might be exposed to it. And you do ill to

demand from me the expression of opinions, which I have had small

means yet of accurately forming, and which, as far as I have formed

them, it might be uncivil, perhaps, for me to utter."

" Which is, in good terms, to profess that we look more like thieves

than confessors, every man of us ?" returned Pezzali.—" 1 ever kne^v j'our

churchman to be most straight laced in all opinions, and illiberal ! But
mark noAv—'that which thou hast never learned in thy convent—what it

is to hold power, and yet have mercy. Thou hast come among us at our

need, and we will deal with thee pitifully. Simplj^ therefore, the case

stands thus. Our host's son here—domestic in ordinary of all work to

this inn—lies ill in the stable yonder of a fever. This honest poor woman,
his mother, to whom heaven send a sweeter face, is the best scullion

that ever cased a rabbit ; but what then ? one pair of hands cannot

do all. Supper is toward—we have an enterprise of moment on hand

—

but in the meantime there is positively nobody to turn the spit ! and
we were just going to draw knives, to decide on whom that particular

duty should fall, when much luck—or surely a more sacred dispensa-

tion, drew thee hither to put an end to the difficulty,"

" Marry, and well falls it out that it did so," said the young thief of

the cock's feathers, winking on his neighbours, as Pezzali ceased—" for

after all, in spite of conscience—I doubt it must have come to dame
Griselda here to do the work else."

" To turn the spit for you ? to scour it in your ribs, villains, if I knew
which of you would raise his hand to make me do it," exclaimed the lady,

rising from her position of labour, and throwing the last bird of half a

farm yard coarsely picked upon the ground.—" May not the cauldron

and a cullis serve you for to night, now you have maimed my son among
you in your drunken riots ?"

" The cauldron might do well : but it is too small, mother," said a three-

fingered robber, more soothingly. " It were excellent an it were
rinsed out once a year ; but it is too little to serve so many."

" A lesser will boil you into spermaceti, rogues—make atomies of
you," returned the virago, " after you are hanged. Come, fool !" she
added, addressing Sansovino—" Priest as thou be, these shall give thanks
for thy office, that scorn It—and in the air too—the stoutest of them

—

before they die. See here ! A tithe goose I Ye have eaten many in your
time ! Dress one, and do penance for your gluttony—Come, I say, sit dowil."
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Tlie anger of dame Griselda was wont to furnish entertainment for the

band ; in lact, in all well constituted societies, there nmstbe some indi-

vidual to expose him or herself for the advantage of the rest ; and to

have seen a clergyman's gown torn to pieces by a kitchen wench, would

liave been as good, perhaps, as three or four murders, or the setting a

M'lvple village on fire.

One gentleman affected, with great solemnity, to interfere on the

stranger's behalf; and " would put it to Griselda's conscience if she

could stand by, and see the wearer of a cassock engaged in common
drudgery."

Another protested that—" with deference to Signor Diego," he took

a different view of the question ; he " saw no value in distinction of

persons ;" and thought that the Padre " ought to turn the spit—or be

turned upon it."

The young thief recollected to have heard—for which their hostess

was bound surely to persecute all monks—that a friar had denied her father

christian burial ; alledging that it would be impossible for any true

catholic ever to lie peaceably by the side of such a ruffian.

" And I am sure," added the proprietor of the red nose, " here is

Guiseppe himself^—I have heard a hundred times say that it was a curate

who married him ! For which—I am the last to do an act of Violence

—

but incontinently, if it were my case, I would comfort my sword with

the blood of an ecclesiastic of that rank before I died
."

" Come ! let this be ended," interrupted Pezzali, turning fiercely to the

cardinal, who still stood aloof. " This house, good father, has been the

cemetery of parish priests time out of mind—beware how you conduct

yourself within it. You have lighted upon us, by high chance, in pleasant,

jovial humour, when the worst, we shall think of perhaps, will be stripping

thee naked, and turning thee loose, by and by, tied upon an ass with thy

face to the tail, on the road to Ravenna. But presume one point upon

my good nature, or refuse any command that may be laid upon thee,

and it is but the work of a thought to cane thy body into motes, and

scatter it upon the wind that frets the forest."

There was a touch of whim and generosity amid all the sternness of

Sansovino's character. It would have cost him something to hang a

rogue, even for a heavy fault, who bore a peculiar courage, or uttered

an excellent jest, at the place of execution. And, in despite of some

rough practical jests which he suffered from the company, the affair

shewed so ludiciously—a cardinal turning a spit in a robber's hovel

—

roasting half a farm yard of geese at once, subject to an occasional re-

proof from the basting ladle—that he almost began to think he had pro-

vided too serious a termination. The wisest man however, who lives to

day, guesses ill at what may befall him to morrow ; and there were

matters to come which the cardinal little dreamed of, and which revived

the acerbity of his original resolution.

" Why, so !" said Pezzali, seeing the legate unstalled—" this looks like

getting towards supper ; for which there is scarce an hour, my friends,

altogether, let it be understood ; and so let each be prepared for our de-

parture. Meantime—nay look to the road, good reverend—listen and

turn, for our hostess is svidden. and she has her eye upon thee—let us

discourse a little of thy estate, and means—I have found as unpromising

cassocks reasonably well lined—no disparagement to yours."

*• Of mine own money," replied the legate, " I have but little, some
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twenty pauls at farthest, which whether you take or leave with me,

the diiference will be slight. A farther sum of sixty crowns, indeed, was

entrusted to me by a nobleman of Ravenna, to lay out in masses for the

soul of his brother deceased, at Forli ; but these I hold only in trust
—

".

" And praised be he who laid that trust upon thee, friend !" returned

Pezzali. " It is but three crowns apiece—little enough among so many

—

but nevertheless, deliver quickly !

"

" And have you no fear of the mere temporal consequences of such

violence?" again demanded the legate, as the speaker drew his sword;
" think ye that he at whose name ye all tremble—he that governs in Ra-

venna—will sleep while ye deal thus within his rule ?"

" Wlio rules in Ravenna !" returned Pezzali, with a smile, in which

contempt and bitter vindictiveness contended for the mastery. " Why
this is well ! And how should this ' violence' ever reach Ravenna, but

by our good courtesy—when we could chop a dotard like thee into crow's

meat, were there any thing to fear from such an event ? Hark in thine

ear, Sir priest !—It is a secret !—see that you tell it not, for you are

bound to keep council in confession. He who rules in Ravenna knows

all of thy condition at this instant that ever he can know ; and—if thy fate

is in our hands—as sure it seems to be—his doom is no less certain."

The mention of his own name in such a place was a spell to raise the

devil with. The legate knew it—and used it—because his was the very

spirit that success ever leads on to its own destruction. But he had not

anticipated the reply. Was he recognised then ?—He cast his eye round

the chamber

—

" Why dost thou fumble so within thy cassock, knave ? what hast thou

there ?" said a powerful man, who, under Pezzali, seemed to hold some
authority among the band.

No signal appeared. The cardinal drew forth his purse. His answer

mattered little—but there might be hope if it were possible only to defer

the coming explosion.
" Andof tlus, thou will make thy complaint to the legate ?"—said Pez-

zali—" that is, an we should suffer thee to live ?"

" How," returned Sansovino,—scarcely knowing what he said—" if I

pledge my oath to ye tliat I will not ?"

" Why, if thou didst take such an oath, Sansovino would dispense

thee from it," said Pezzali, half laughing, " for he is a churchman, and

may sell perjury by patent. But, sanctified rogue as thou art, and hap-

py in thy mere imbecility, which makes us commune witli rather than

nail thee to the wall. Swear only to deposit for me, within these four

<Jays—marry, for a breach of faith be sm-e thy life and goods, wert thou

hid in the bowels of the eartli, shall answer—three hundred crowns at

a place which I shall appoint—thou shalt live, and have leave to-morrow

to seek the legate—mark, only if he well deign to hear thee !"

" Is it not true then," said the legate, whose perplexity, if not his

apprehension, increased, every moment. " Is it not true then, that he
who asks for justice from Sansovino, may, as it is said abroad, always

have it at his hands ?"

" He who demanded blood might six hours since have had it,"

replied Pezzali ; " but, is it not written that he who strikes by the sword,

by the sword shall perish ? For his death—Sansovino's death—thou thy-

self shall give us absolution. The hand of the one lias too long already

pressed upon the many, this night his hour is come."
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The legate looked directly upon the countenance of the robber who
thus addressed him—there was malice in it—revenge, and triumph, but no
token of recognition. " The death of Sansovino's fixed !" he said, " it is

impossible."

" We tell thee of it," smiled the second robber in command. " Go

—

betray us—found thy fortune, it is made, if thou hast power to save thy
chief."

" But doth he not believe himself secure ?" demanded Sansovino.
" He does," returned the outlaw. " Pride ever thinks so—and at last

finds that it is mistaken. At this moment he plots against the lives of
those who before midnight will be the masters of his own destiny. He
dreams that he has conquered. That his name shall live with posterity.

The reformer of abuses— the punisher of crimes which no other mind
had dared but to enquire into. And yet, even now, death hangs over
him I—^pursues him in his palace—in his gardens—in his bed—it pur-

sues, and will be with him."

This threat quieted the cardinal's doubt almost as to present danger

:

but it glanced at a certain peril, though remote, of which he had no
conception. " Is the legate then now at Ravenna?" he demanded.

" He is at Ravenna," replied the outlaw. " And Anthio Altieri is at

Ravenna—and Ippolito di Marialva is at Ravenna—and Matteo Forelli

—

and how many others whom he lias disgraced and injured I—and soon

there will be more there, some to the accomplishment of their safety

and of their revenge."
" And what of them ?" said the seeming curate. " What seek they but

their ruin ? Have not lives enough already paid the forfeit of such rash

attempts ? The very guards that stand without the gate of Sansovino's

palace

—

" Are true—and what shall they aid him against the traitors that he
has within it ? Traitors who dare not take his life—thou says'st well—

-

but who have sold it. What ! it is impossible ? Cannot be ?—Thine own
eyes shall be thy judge—against the oath of tliy calling, thou shalt be

party to a worthy action. Thou shalt aid in freeing Ravenna from a

tyrant ; and see how he, whose cold word has been the death of so many,
will endure, when it comes to the trial, the sight of death himself! Give

me the bowl !" continued Pezzali, " and fill every man his cup !" dashing

his dagger as he spoke the words deep into the board that stood before

him. " A deed like ours deserves a worthy historian ; and fortune has

sent this clerk to-night to us to be the very he. Now—take the goblet

then I—nay, palter one moment, and I cleave thee to the chine. Thou
shalt go with us—in our company—to this very adventure. Thou shalt

bear the taper which lights us to Sansovino's chamber ; the torch which

fires his palace when our labour is complete. Come then ! Drink we, I

say every man, to the succes of our glorious undertaking !—To the blow

that delivers Ravenna from its heaviest pestilence—its curse !—and may
every future tyrant of Italy meet the same full measure and reward of

fortune which this night waits upon the legate Sansovino
!"

Every sword was unsheathed—every cup brimmed and raised to give

the health welcome. The cardinal comprehended little ; but, as he

again cast his eye round the chamber, he saw, betide what might,

his preparation was complete. " I drink," said he, as he took the

goblet, " since it must be so—to the blow which shall free Ravenna
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from its heaviest curse !—and may every future legate meet no fairer

fate than to-night waits upon the Cardinal Sansovino I

"

Scarcely were the words uttered, when a low knocking at the door

of the hut, as though conjured by the invocation, announced the ap-

proach of a new visitor.

" It is he whom we look for !" cried Pezzali, in triumph. The beetle-

browed host lifted the latch, and " you are welcome, signor I" burst

from every voice in the apartment, save from one. A cavalier richly-

dressed, entering without ceremony, threw off his mantle to answer the

salutation—and the same glance which shewed that cavalier the legate

of Ravenna seated by a robber's fire, and doing the office of a scullion,

shewed the legate of Ravenna his own high chamberlain in conspiracy

against him—the Count di Perugino.

One moment, as matters stood—it was victory or destruction—de-

cided between the parties. And the preparation which Sansovino's mind

had been receiving for some new oc^currence, saved him :—Perugino

concluded himself discovered—stood paralysed—and was lost.

The falcon eye of the legate, as he still held the untr'^>ted goblet to

his lips, again turned upon the bright blue flame which shone upon the

edge of the thicket, and assured him of his safety. Snatching a small

packet from the bosom of his cassock, he cast it into the huge fire

before which he had been toiling ; an explosion like the roar of a park

of cannon followed—the hut shook to its foundation, and the glare of

the blaze was as that of noon-day. In the next moment the trampling

was heard of many feet—it was but of a pace advance before doors

and windows of the hut were alike burst open. Two shots fired hastily

by the band—they scarcely knew at what—were answered by a volley

from the first file of a party of harquebusiers. In an instant every loop-

hole bristled with musquets, each pointed at an outlaw's head—almost

before it could begin the struggle was concluded, and the conquerors

had disarmed the vanquished and removed the dying:

Two shots only were fired by the robbers, so sudden and complete

was the surprise—one missing its mark, stretched the wretched female,

the drudge of the osteria, upon the ground ; the second, from Pezzali,

might have proved fatal to the cardinal, but that, at the moment Avhen

it was discharged, he had struck the pistol and the arm that held it on
one side. Still holding the goblet filled to drink his own destruction,

he snatched the red hat, the emblem of his dignity, from an attendant

—

and, still in his curates garb, among thieves and conspirators, he stood

forth the dreaded legate of Ravenna.
There was no triumph in his look ; or, if the token of such a feeling

ever crossed his countenance, it was only when his eye met that of the

trembling artd horror-stricken Peragino. " Seize t!:e traitor !" he cried,

to the officer who had commanded the ambuscade ; " guard him
—bind him—cut him to the bones, but look that he escape not !

—

Altieri—Torelle—ISIunalva, are in Ravenna I Pluck open his vest I

—

so, we have papers I—Gozze—Vanelle—Peralto—Domenechino—this

is well—but the time brooks no delaj." Turning to the robbers, and
pointing to the goblet—" we pledged each other in a health—^was it not
so ?" said he ;

" we drank a delivery to Ravenna from its curse ; success
to the enterprize on foot, and a completion to the fortunes of Cardinal

Sansovino !—Have then your wish I" continued the legate fiercely.
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" Calcagno !" the provost came forward—" liang these wretclies upon
the bouglis which aided your conceahuent ; and, within this hour, let

not a vestige of their accursed retreat be still remaining. Bring up my
horse I—and bear that goblet along—for it was filled to the fortune of

my successors in office, and it shall be placed among the archives of

our realm. Count Perugino ! last night you were my chamberlain

—

for to night, and a short while longer, Seignor Calcagno shall be yours.

Bonfoi !" continued the cardinal, addressing a Trench officer of his

guard familiarly, " run thou ever into danger if thou wouldst seek

security ; my rashness to night has saved my life. Midnight was tlie

hour for the execution of tliis notable plot ; it were a pity to disappoint

one soul concerned in it.—We will still reach Ravenna," cried the

legate—leaj)ing ui)on his horse, and signing to a squadron to follow

him—" in time for the event."

It was passed the tenth hour, dark, chill and stormy, when the

squadron turned their horses" heads from the ostcria of evil. . As they

climbed the rocky ascent that led from the deep glen to the high road

above, the cardinal rode foremost of the party, and no trooper there

shewed taller of his hands, or reined his steed more boldly. But when
they gained the height, there was gloom no longer, for Calcagno had
remained behind. A fierce red light glared on their dark equipments

—the hut was burning ; and some who looked back turned away from

another spectacle, which the blaze shewed in too much horror.

The next day's sun shone upon the blackened and distorted visages

of Pezzali and his associates ; and, on the ground where the osteria had
stood, a heap of ashes only remained. The bodies of the thieves were
left unguarded, for the spirit of their trade was broken ; they had no

friends left to steal them away. Centuries have passed, and their

crimes, if not their fate, have been forgotten ; but a patch of ground,

cleared as it were in the centre of close thickets, and almost arched

over by the elms which grow around it—is the spot on which their

favourite habitation stood, and is still known among the peasantry by
the appellation of " the hat-trap."

STANZAS TO AUTUMN.

Hail, fading groves, and leaves that withering fall

!

Ye soothe my gloomy soul and peace impart

:

Hail, fair autumnal days, that thus recall

The grief that pleases and yet wrings my heart

!

Wrapt in sad thoughts, with lingering steps I rove,

To watch the clouded sun's declining ray
'

Piercing wuh feeble light the darkened grove,

And gleaming o'er my solitary way.

Ah, yes ! when fainting nature seems to die,

And every object wears a mournful hue,

I think I hear a friend's expiring sigh.

While his last smile fades slowly from my view.

Though mourning, hope destroy'd, and prospects drear,

Prepar'd to quit a ht'e too full of pain

;

Still must I pay the tribute of a tear

To charms which soon will bloom for me in vain !

T.P.
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PHILOSOPHICAL, CHEMICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANIES.

Many naturalists have felt the inadequacy of the

adopted by Linn^us ; to supply which defect M. Bory

the following arrangement.

ihiorgaiiic denial, where each particle repre-

sents a complete body, and in which the

form, entirely adventitious, can only be an
inert agglomeration, subject to mechanical
laws, from which nothing resemblinp life,

and which could establish an individual,

can result. .

NaturaUa, cor-

pora cuncta ci-

catoris manu J
composita tel- v

leneni consti- \

tuentia. Lyn
Syst. Nat.

Ot-gmiized perhh- Vegetating
abln, where the
base, composed
of particles o-

beying laws of
assimilation, of
which motion
seems to he the
first principle.is

subject to speci-

fic forms, from
the complica-
tion of which
individuals u-
nite, enjoying
proportionally
the vegetative
and vital facul-

ties.

Vegetating
and liv

ing.

Successive
ly.

Simultane-
ously.

Zoology.—The researches of the Ameri-

can naturalists in the animal kingdom have

recently been attended with very great suc-

cess, and the following description of live

new aniiTials is abridged from the more sci-

entific account, in the last number of the

" Annals of the Lyceum of New York."
Chlamy]iIiorus truncatus.—This small

animal of the first class, denominated, in the

Indian language, richiciago, is a native of

Mendoza, in Chili. In its habits resembling

the mole, it lives for the most part under the

ground : its length is five inches and one-

fifth, and its back is covered with a shell

composed of a series of plates, of a square

rhomboidal or cubical form, which is loose

throughout, except along the spine of the

back and top of the head, and beneath

which it is reputed to carry its young ; the

whole surface of the body is covered with

fine silk-like hair, longer and finer than that

of the mole, but not so thick-set ; the hand

is so arranged, as to form a sharp-cutting in-

strument, somewhat scooped, five powerful

nails rising gradually one above the other,

the external being shortest and broadest

;

the hind legs are weak and short, the feet;

long and narrow, the sole lesembling con-

siderably the human foot, having a well de-

fined heel, which rests flat upon the ground,

and being arched in the middle, the toes

are separate, and the nails flattened horizon-

tally. This animal furnishes us witli an

example of organic structiu-e, if not unparal-

leled, at least not surpassed in the history

pf animnls ; it presents us with a new form

,

triple division of organized bodies

?t. Vincent has recently proposed

Ethereal kingdom. Particles invisible, even

to the highest degrees of magnifying
power, of unassignable forms, penettating,

displaying themselves to any of our sense*

only by certain of their qualities. (The
fluids devoid of weight, such as light, fite,

the electric, perhaps the magnetic fluid,

&c.)
Mineral kingdom. Particles of assignable

forms, or at least easily perceptible by
most of our senses, whether they are

found naturally aggregated in homoge-
neous or mixed masses, or dispersed and
concealed in the seat of nature, and serv-

. ing as a base for organized bodies. (Salts,

rocks, mineral substances, &c.)
Vegetal.le kingdom. Where each individual

insensible, always unconscious of its ex-
istence, entirely deprived of the locomo-
tive faculty, dies in the place where it

vegetated. (All that the botanists regard

as plants, excepting some of the class

Cryptogamia.

)

ByehiHliuiria. Where each individual devoid
of feeling developes itself, and grows like

the vegetables and minerals, up to the
instant when animated procreative par-
ticles diffuse the species in the place they
select. ( The antheodii, sponges, most of
thepolipi.)

Animril kingdom. Where each individual,

sensible, conscious of his existence, en-

dowed with the locomotive faculty,

chooses for his habitation the place suited

for his species. (Asterias, mollusea, the
animals with vertebra-, &c.)

and combines, in its external configuration,

a mechanical arrangement of parts, which
characterizes respectively the armadillo, the

sloth, and the mole.

Cephalopterus VampjTus (C Giorna of

Lesueur ?)—This enormous fish, taken near

the entrance of Delaware Bay by the crew of

a smack after a long and hazardous encoun-

ter, measured from the margin of the head to

the root of the tail, which was imarmed, ten

feet nine inches ; from the extremity of

one pectoral fin to that of the other, the

breadth, measuring along the line of the

belly, was sixteen feet ; measiu-ing across

the convexity of the back, eighteen feet

;

the mouth, which from corner to corner

was two feet nine inches in breadth, was *

nearly terminal, and not situated on the

imder side : in it there was no appearance

of a tongue ; there were two upper lips,

both destitute of teeth, and a single lower
lip, beset with small rough processes, re-

sembling those of a rasp, instead of teeth.

There was a vertical or arteal fin two feet

six inches long, twelve inches deep, and
two and a half inches thick in the middle,

whence it tapered towards the edges, which
were fringed before, with a radiated margin,
on each side of the mouth, projecting for-

wards. The weight of this fish was
supposed to be between four and five

tons.

Menobranchus.—This new genus of Ba-
tracian reptiles has been established by
Professor Harlan. The genera] character
of this is, bmnchise pertistent ; four-footed.
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four toes to each foot, clawless. Two spe-
cies have been discovered : M. latonilis

(the tritoii 1. of Say) and M. tetradactylus,

(the Protee tetradactyle of Lacepude).
Abranchus.—This genu--', like the former,

has been proposed l)y Harlan. General
character—destitute of branchiu' at all |)e-

riods of its existence ; four strong legs—five

toes to the posterior, four to the anterior

extremities ; the outer edge of tlic feet fim-
briated; two outer toes of tiie liind feet pal-

mated clawless. Tlie A. allcghaniensis is

the only species known.
Fanus Biiobites.—In the cabinet of the

Lyceum at New York there arc some fos-

sils from New Jersey, and the Catskills, la-

belled with the name biiobites ; they were
at lirst sli))posed to be remains analogous
to tlic tril'obites, but are at jjresent referred

to the Productus of Sowerby.
An instrument lias been invented and

used with success in France, for destroying
a stone in the bladder ; but as it is straight,

and consequently not adapted to the natu-
ral curve of the urethra, I\Ir. Grilhths, of

Bentinck Street, has been induced to turn

his attention to the subject, and he has con-
structed a small machine, by means of which
the calculus can be retained more firmly

than witli any forceps, wliile it is jjcrforated

by a drill whicli works in a curve, and
broken downi into fragments, small enough
to pass by the urethra, an operation, in the

case of a large calculus, sutticiently tedious,

but preferable to the dangerous one of li-

thotomy.
The latitude of Greenwich, as comjuitcd

by Professor Bessel, from the mean of a
great multitude of observations of ditfercnt

stars, is 31° 28'.38"-34.3-|-6' 6" being a quan-
tity so small that it may be neglected,

though it has not been precisely determined.
The mean error of each single observation
is± 0"*799. It is remarkable that this de-
termination of the latitude of Greenwich
agrees much better with Mr. Pond's former
computation, than with that wliichProfessor

Bessel has deduced from Bradley's obser-

vations. The former was 51° 28' 37" -95,

the latter 31° 28' 39" "60 ; the differences

being —0"-393 and -J-l"-257.

A meteoric stone, weighing sixteen pounds
seven ounces, fell at Nantgemory, in Mary-
land, February lOtli of last year. Over an
extent of about fifty miles square the ex-

plosion which preceded, and the whizzing
noise which accompanied its fall, was heard
by several persons ; the stone was buried in

the ground to the depth of twenty-two or

twenty-four inches.

M. Marcethas communicated to the Socie-

ty of Physic and Natural History at Geneva,
a series of experiments instituted by him,
which prove, most satisfactorily, that the

mineral and vegetable poisons produce as

deletereous effects on the vegetable as on the

animal kingdom : tlie experiments were
generally performed with plants of the

kidney bean, phascolus vulgaris, and a com-
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parison was always made witli a jilant

watered with spring water ; tlie conclusion

at whicli this eminent iiaturiili>t has arrived

is, tliat if jilants lie destitute of organs cor-

responding to the nerves of animals, they

are capable of being alTected by such poisons
as act upon the latter class, in a manner
analogous to that in wliich animals are

affected by them.
It may be readily ascertained in a moun-

tainous country, that the length of a flash

of lightning, during storms, fiuquently ex-

ceeds a league. This extraordinary length,

and the awful sound produced by the flash,

induces us to admit that the quantity of

electricity which forms it is incoiiiparubly

greater than that which may be accumulated
in the largest electric batteries : but we
cannot really judge of the intensity of elec-

tricity a<-euiiiuhitod on our conductors, and
on a thunder cloud, by the length of the

S|)ark. The electricity is retained on our
conductors by tlie jiressure of the air, the

spark only occurs when this pressure can
be overcome by the electricity. On the

contrary, the electricity is retained on a cloud
only by the resistance it affords to it as a
non-conducting body; and equally jiresscd as

it is by tiiis fluid, which surrounds it on
all sides, it should obey the slightest at-

tractive or repulsive force by wliicli it is

affected. We may therefore conceive, that

as soon as tlie electricity has formed a stra-

tum, no matter iiow attenuated so that it

be continuous, the flash may occur and pass

through considerable distances. The in-

tensity of the flash will be produced by the

quantity of electricity contained in the im-
mense stratum enveloping the cloud. If

the stratum be not continuous, which is

very possible in so l>ad a conductor as a
cloud, or if all the electricity spread over
tlie space occupied by the cloud have not
had time to disengage itself, so as to arrive at

the surface of the cloud, the discharge will

only be partial, and then the redoubled
peals of thunder will be easily understood.

It appears, impossible to M. Gay-Lussac,
according to these observations, that the
thickness of the electric stratum can ever

be any thing like so great on the surface of a
thunder cloud as on that of a solid con-
ductor ; for the repulsion of its molecules
woidd dissipate it in the air. He perceives

nothing to retain it but the resistance of

the air as a non-conductor, and tliat resis-

tance can^je but very small.

An American mineralogist has observed,

that globides of water and air were by no
means unfrequent in specimens of amethyst
which came under his eye ; many of these,

from the size of the globule or portion of

liquid, &c. were highly interesting, and
most of them were found among such as

had been rejected on account of being too
pale for good cabinet specimens.

S. Bizio, of Venice, having obtained by
precipitation the colouring matter of coffee,

has proved by numerous experiments,
K 2
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that neither water, ether, alcohol, nor the

alkahne sub-carbonates, have any effect on

this colour, which is green. Caustic i)Ot-

a?h turns it sky-blue, soda does not alter

it at all ; and no acid, with the exception of

the sulphuric oxalic, destroys the colour

entirely. By dissolving this substance in

acetic acid, a green tint is obtained the

-beauty of which is still greater.

To obtain the true ellipticity of the earth

has long been a scientific desideratum : it

is a problem which, during the whole of

the last century, occupied the attention of

every mathematician and philosopher.

Newton had estimated it at -^^q; La Place,

by applying his profound calculus to the

lunar motions, was led to conceive it soi st-

Each new measure of a degree on the

earth's surface afforded a different result.

Clairaut had given a formula, by which the

ellipticity of the earth was connected with

the centrifugal force at the equator ; and as

the latter can be determined by means of

the pendulum, the latter may be readily

deduced—to ascertam the force of gravity

at the equator, and its total diminution from

the pole to the equator, by observing the

time in which a given pendulum oscillates

in different latitudes, and thus to obtain

the numerical value of certain terms in

Clairaut's formula, has been the object of

Captain Sabine in his recent voyage. From
son:e thousands of observations made be-

tween the latitudes of 13*^ south and 80°

north latitude, he deduces, by calculation,

that the ellipticity of the earth is ^,V % ^^

the equatorial diameter : this, however, can

only be considered as a good approxima-

tion, to be hereafter modified when obser-

vations on the pendulum shall have been

made under these circumstances :— the

difference between Sir Isaac Newcon and

Captain Sabine is tV* It, between Cap-

tain S. and La Place is^^^-?^' y^^
A chronometer, the principle of which

consists hi the continual disi)lacement of

the centre of gravity of the arm of a lever,

has excited much interest in France. This

lever has the form of an arrow, \\hich is

capable of moving round a horizontal axis

fixed in the middle of a dial-plate divided

into twelve hours. This ingenious machine
has been ascribed by his countrymen to M.
Lenormand; it had previously been con-

structed in this country by an excellent ma-
thematical instrument maker, Mr. Schnial-

calder, who, with the modesty and candour
of real merit, did not palm u|)on the world,

as of his own invention, a piece of mecha-
nism, of which we believe him to have been

the first constructor, but which is described

in several old works upon mechanics.

PROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.
ROYAL SOCIETY.

The meetings of this society were re-

sumed on the 17th Noveniber, when a

paper was read, " On the Changes that

have taken place in some ancient Alloys of

Copper," by John Da\-y, m.d., f.r.s.; and
another, containing " Observations on the

apparent Positions and Distances of 4-68

doable and triple fixed Stars, made at tlie

Observatory at Passy, near Paris, in the

summer of 1825," by James South, f.r.s.

On the 2'ith a paper was read, " On the

Comparison and Adjustment of the new
Weights and Measures," by Ca])t. Kater,

r.R.s. On the 30th the society met for the

choice of officers for the ensuing year ; when
John Barrow, Esq., John Bostock, M.D.,

Sir Astley Pziston Cooper, Bart., Benjamin
Gompertz, Esq., Sir Abraliam Hume,Bart.,
Daniel Moore, Esq., Richa:d Earl ofMount
Edgecombe, Peter Mark Roget, m.d., and
James South, Esq., formed the list of the

new council.

At the anniversary dinner of the society,

Mr. Peel announced that his Majesty had
placed two annual medals, of the value of

fifty guineas each, at the disposal of the

council of the Royal Society, to be distri-

buted by them as rewards for scientific dis-

coveries. I'iie tvro Copley medals were
awarded to M. Arrago, the Astronomer-

Royal of France, and to Mr. Barlow, the

Professor of Mathematics in the Military

Academy at Woolwich. Both these me-
dals were gi\en for discoveries relating to

the variation of the magnetic needle.

BOYAL ACADEMY.
At the annual distribution of premiums

which took place on the 7th December,
the following students received prizes for

their performances.

Mr. Wood, the gold medal and the Dis-

courses of Reynolds and West, for an his-

torical painting, representing Joseph ex-

pounding the dreams of Pharaoh's chief

butler and baker. Mr. Deare, the gold

medal, with the same Discourses, fot a mo-
del of the death of Goliah, an astonishing

performance for a young man, abounding in

grace, vigour, and propriety of adtion. Mr.
Bassett, the gold medal and the same, for

a design for a national edifice adapted for

the Royal Academy, the Royal Society,

and the Society of Antiquarians. Mr.
Webster, a silver medal, with the Lectures
of Barry, Opie, and Fuseli, for the best co-

py of a " Virgin and Child," by Vandyke—
a performance which proves that this young
artist has appreciated all the peculiar me-
rits of his attractive original. Mr. Fan.
comt, a silver medal for the second best

copy. Mr. Wood, a silver medal, with
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the JvCCtures of Barry, Opie, and Fuseli,

for tlie best drawin;,' from the hfe. Mr.
Stour, a silver medal, for the second best

drawing. Mr. Deare, a silver medal, with

the Lectures of Barry, Opie, and Fuseli,

for the best model from the life. Mr. Lote,

a silver medal, for an architectural <lrawins

of St. Stephen's cluu-cli. 3Ir. Williams, a

silver medal, with the Lectures of Barry,

Opie, and Fuseli, for the best drawing from

the Laoeoon, a work equally correct and
energetic. Mr. Smith, a silver medal, for

the second best dra\Aing. 'Sit. Presbury,

a silver medal, for the thinl best. Mr.
Gallaghan, a silver medal, and the Lectures

of Barry, Opie, and Fuseli, for the best

model of the same group. Mr. Paiiormo,

a silver medal, for the second best model.

After Sir Thomas Lawrence had delivered

the medals, he made a few observations on

the subject of the distribution. I ti speak-

ing of the historical ])aintings, he alluded to

the case of one of the candidates (3Ir.

John Hayter),' whose ])icture far sur-

passed every other, and had been re-

jected solely in consequence of some in-

formality in regard to the regulations of

the Academy : the President spoke in high

terms of this picture, and said that the

Academy were sorry to be compelled to

reject a work which they would otherwise

have been proud of. Sir Thomas regretted

his inability on the present occasion to de-

liver a discourse on the Fine Arts. He
had returned from the continent only the

day before, and was wholly unprepared.

exact bisection of an image ; but a circum-

stance occurs in the formation of the image

in the telescope, which in some measure

compensates the inconvenience. The vi-

brations of the mercury in a longitudinal

trough occasion an elongated image of the

star in the direction of the wire, appearing

like a succession of stars, which become

smaller as they recede from the central un-

defined mass, exhibiting an ajtpearance like

beads threaded on the wire, which is ex-

tremely favourable to bisection." A letter

was read from Mr. II. Cornfield, a member
of the society, to Dr. Gregory, describing

an appearance noticed by him with a Gre-

gorian reflector, power 350 ; and by Mr.

J. Wallis, the lecturer on astronomy, with

a Newtonian telescope, power 100, in re-

ference to the occultation of .Saturn Oct.

.'iOth. A paper was next read, " On the

Determination. of Latitudes by Observa-

tions of .Azimuths and Altitudes alone,"

by M. Lattrow, Assoc. Ast. S<jc. Lastly,

tlierc was exhibited to the society a model

of one of the large refiecting telescopes,

made by .Mr. John Uamage, of Aberdeen ;

the reading of a descriptive i)aper, by Mr.

llamage, was also commenced.

LONDON ASTRONOMICAL SOCIF.TV.

On the 11th of November the society re-

sumed its sittings, when the President

called the attention of the members to the

remarkable circumstance of tlie appearance

of four comets during the recess, an oc-

currence unparalleled in the history of

astronomy. The last, M-hich had been the

object of anxious solicitude at every obser-

vatory, was discovered about July or Au-
gust last. This comet, better known by
the name of the Comet of Encke, the

President remarked, has now made thirteen

revolutions within the last forty years ; si.x

of which liave been observed by astrono-

mers. It was first seen in 1786, afterwards

in 1795, 1805, 1819, 1822, and in the pre-

sent year. It makes a complete revolution

in about 1207 days, or about tliree and a
half years. A paper was read, " On the

Latitude of the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich,'' by the Astronomer Royal:

the same paper includes some remarks on
observations upon the pole-star, and an
interesting circumstance, which is this :

—

" The undulation to which a mass of mer-
cury is liable, even with the greatest care,

is in itself considered unfavourable to the

• Mr. John Hayter did not attend, being seriously

ill, and has since tendered a certificate sipned by his

Medical Attendant, but which was presented too

late

—

EaUor.

HORTICIILTIRAL SOCIETY.

On the 16tli August the large silver me-
dal was presented to Mr. William Green-

shields, a corresponding member, for a roin-

munication " On the Culture of the Pine-

Apple," which is |)rinted in the Transac-

tions of the Society ; a paper was also read,

" On the Management of the Amaryllis

Vittata," by ^Nlr. John Brown, gardener to

Chandos Leigh, Es(i., F.ll.s. On the 4-th

October a paper was read, " On the Culti-

vation of the Pa«.-itlora Quadmngularis,"

by Mr. John Mitchelson ; and another,
" On the Means of obtaining an abundant

second Crop of Melons," by Mr. Charles

Harrison, f.h.s. ; and on November 1st

an account was read, of " An easy and

successful Method of destroying Wasps,"

also by Mr. Harrison.

LINN^EAN SOCIETY.

This society met on the 1st and 15th of

November, when the following paper wa<j

read: " Observations on the Unimi>reg-

nated Vegetable Ovulum ;' ' and on the

" Nature of the Female Flower in Coni-

fene and Cyadeae," by Robert Brown,
Esq., F.R.S,, F.L.9., &C.

F O R K I G N.

IRANCE.
Paris.—Proceedings of the Institute.

Among the innumerable communications to

the Academy of Sciences, the following

appear the most remarkable. M. Magen-

die, who has been travelling in the Pyrenees,

remarked, that cases of goitre and imbecility

are more rare than formerly, which he as-

cribes to the ameliorated condition of the
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inhabitants, the increase of wealth, the

wider cultivation of corn, and to the better

construction of the liouses. It was a re-

mark of the late M. Fabroni, that he never
met witii goitres in valleys formed by
granitic rocks, but only in those formed by
rocks containing magnesia. INI. Amjjert

communicated some electro-dynemic expe-

riments, to determine the value of tliat force,

and its application to the formula, represent-

ing the mutual action of the two elements

of voltaic conductors, as some new results

deduce:! from that formula.

Lyons.— Tiie Literary and Scientific Aca-
demy of this city has granted a prize to M.
Dittmart, a celebrated professor at Berlin,

for his researches in meteorology. M. Oza-
nam, a physician resident at Lyons, has

been honoured in a similar way, for his

communication relative to the preparation

of silk ; and M. Fortune Malbouche,of Paris,

fjr a memoir on the important commercial
question of taxes on the export and import

of goods. Poetry is making rapid advances

in this part of France, as the poetical prize

was warmly contested by numerous can-

didates.

Besanqon. fDoubs.J—The Academy of

Sciences, Belles-Lettres, and Arts lias pro-

posed the following question for theiirize of

1827 :
" During the last forty years, the

extraordinary manner in which all minds

have been agitated, must have had an irre-

sistible influence on the different branches of

literature. Wliat have been its effects at

the times when the form and the spirit of

government have undergone tiie most re-

markable changes ? Wliat will be its per-

manent results ?"

NETHERLANDS.

JSrusseb.—The Society of Physical and
Medical Sciences, which has been formed
only since July 1822, has already distin-

guished itself, by tlie ptiblication of many
learned memoirs. Dr. Laine, whose name
lias long been familiar to the medical world,
is elected perpetual secretary.

Utrcclit.—At the meeting of the Society

of Arts and Sciences, a gold medal was
voted to Messrs. Bennel and Van Wide-
Roelandsz, the authors of a paper on the

land, seas, straits, rivers, islands, &c. which
had been discovered by the Dutch ; al-

though in more modern maps the names
originally assigned them had been discard-

ed for foreign ones. A gold medal was
granted to M. V. Letting, for his commen-
tary on Herodotus, and a silver medal to

the author of a memoir on the influence

which the draining of the marshes in the
northern parts of Holland would have on
the health of the community.

MONTHLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN.

Observations on the Causes and Evils of
It'ar, its Unlawfulness; and the Means and
Certainty of its Extinction ; jji a Series of
Letters, addressed to a Friend, by Thomas
ThuusH, late Captain in the Royal JVavy.

Intended as an Apoloijy for wilhilrawiny

himselffrom the Naval Service.—This is a

pamphlet which has attracted some atten-

tion, and claims our notice. AVhen a man
acts up to the dictates of his conscience, he
commands respect, and, at least, a patient

hearing from an enlightened community.
We have read the work before us with

considerable interest, and will, as briefly

as possible, give our opinion of it and its

tendency.

No man, but one fitter for Bedlam than

civilized Society, will maintain the justice

or necessity of any kind of waifai'e but

that which is Defensive. Our limits for-

bid our entering upon the question, ' whe-
ther the last war was of that character or

not?' That England, like other nations,

has prosecuted many offensive wars, cannot

be doubted, and our Indian territories are

a standing proof of the fact having taken

place m our own days. Self preservation,

we all know, is one of the first laws of

nature. If an individual was dwelling on
some lonely spot, and knew that many
rapacious knaves lived near enough to

attack and plunder him, he would lie justi-

fied, by the laws of God and man, in pre-

paring for his defence. If he were attacked,

and saw that the marauders intended to

bum down his house and maltreat his

family, he would be called on to exert every

nerve to defend them ; and, if a skilful man,
he wouhl try and carry the contest from his

own dwelling to some distant and defensi-

ble spot. The situation of this individual

is the same as that of England. She is

surrounded by vast empires, containing

hundreds of thousands of warriors, and
great resources. The riders of these em-
pires, and their forefathers, have shewn
themselves desirous of conquest, and hun-
gry for more dominions. England is the

richest country in the world, and by her

constitution keeps autocrats in continual

apprehension of their subjects desiring some
change, which will diminish their power.

Her institutions, commercial influence, and
mechanical superiority, give her a great

ascendancy over these empires, and so cre-

ate their einy and jealousy. If slie were
not ever upon her guard, and if these

powerful neighbours were not conscious of

her vigour and means of defence, would they

not attack and subdue her, and then, per-

chance, like tigers, quarrel for her carcase ?

No man who is not in his dotage, can
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(loiiitt but such would be the case- If it

should be the will of Providence tliat

another scourge like Napoleon should come
into being, and deluge the earth with faction,

blood, and misery, it would only be com-
mon prudence to remove the arena as far

from our homes as possible. If all our

oiTicers were to demand their discharges, as

Captain Thrush has done, and all our sol-

diers and sailors were to declare their de-

termination to serve no longer, what would
become of England ? Let Captain Thrush
consider this point deeply, and see if lie can

justify the example he has set. His reason-

ing is not sound ; and, with pious feelings and
good intentions, we do not think that he

has acted the part of a patriot and a chris-

tian. He has quoted Scripture \cry freely,

and made it the ground-work of his rea-

soning ; but he has forgotten, that the cen-

turion Cornelius was a soldier, and has

not mentioned the admonitions to men of

the cohort to be contented with their wages,

and to do their duty. We all know that

the details of war are horrible, disgusting,

and demoralizing.

The excesses committed by soldiers of

every nation, when opportunities offer, are

almost incredible, excepting to those v.-ho

have witnessed thera. We could refer to

some Spanish pamphlets, on the excesses

of our own troops after capturing towns

from the French in Spain, which would
astonish some of those who suppose our

countrymen incapable of enormities. We
liave heard the Duke of Wellington con-

demned for his unrelenting severity on all

breaches of discipline, which tended to pan-

der to the natural recklessness anil ferocity of

armies ; but, with diffidence, we presume to

say, that, in so acting he proved his wis-

dom and added to his glory. He would be

a monster who would not rejoice if the

heavenly love of peace existed in every

bosom, and had extinguished the last

sparks of the desire for war. But that is

not the case ; so we must submit to the

necessity of existing circumstances, and
stand ready prepared to defend our religion,

our laws, our homes, and our families, and
all the blessings Providence has bestowed
on our country. All offensive wars for the

purposes of aggrandizement we deprecate,

and believe, that the terrible means of de-

struction by elastic vapour will be a means
of terminating the accursed game ; for no
men will bear to be swept by thousands

from the earth, by machines against \^•hich

no human valour and activity can avail.

The instances of infernal conduct and
appalling miseiy, quoted from various au-

thors by Captain Thrush, are very striking,

and should be read by all who love, or ra-

ther pretend to love (for we never knew
any who had seen much service that did

like it), the game of war.

Captain Thrush talks childishly when he
terms our great seminaries of learning,
" fighting and classical schools," and be-
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comes anile when lie writes, " Can we ex-
pect that the professed admirers of the
heroes of Homer, will be the sincere and
humble followers of Jesus?" We respect
the writer's conscientious actions, though
we think the foinidation on which he has
acted weak and ])rejudicial. His remarks
on that disgrace of a free countrj-, the im-
pressment of seamen, are worthy of conside-
ration. We only know one instance in which
it would be justifiable : a ship weakened by
battle, or some other cause, on a foreign sta-

tion—the ca|)tain having certain intelligence

of an enemy of equal size not far off, and
conscious that if he is captured it would
be highly injurious to his country, fulls in

with merchant shijis, lie might com|)lete
his complement of men by impressment, if

he could not induce them to volunteer for

a limited period. We have carried our re-
marks to an unusual length, the peculiarity
of the subject must be our excuse.

Sermons and Plans of Sermons on many
of the moat intjiorlant Texts of Scripture, hi/

the late Rev. Joskph IJi:nso.v. Parlx 1,

2, 3, and i.— This, as an elaborate and use-
ful work, is admirably calculated to assist the
divine in the compilation of his parochial
sermons. Although there appears no at-
tention to general arrangement, each sidv
jcct is clearly dcfinetl, and the different

parts systematically arranged, so as to lo-

gically lead to a conclusion, usually turned,
with much skill, to an admonitory " Appli-
cation." Mr. Benson has i)roved himself
to have been a scholar, and a man of great
retiection, as well as of great compass of
thought. The feelings exjiressed in these
volumes are pious and noble, and cannot
fail behig productive of good. The refe-

rences evince much patient industry, and
considerable acquaintance with the great
standard di\-ines. We have not space to
enter into a detailed examination of thi*
work ; but we must say, that we should
not be inclined to accord with him on the
subject of the "covenants." His opinion,
that there have been several co\-enants, is

the general one ; but some of our pro-
foundest writers, who Ijave carried convic-
tion to our own minds by the profundity
of their researches and closeness of argu-
ment, hold that there lias been but one
covenant, which, when broken by man, was
graciously renewed by the Almighty, with
those additions which he, as the Grantor,
pleased to annex. Christ came not to
abrogate the law, or Mosaic covenant, but
to fulfil it.

In the 4th Part, the remarks on the in-

termediate state, are sound and judicious,
but are not so full as they might have
been. *

In Part iii., p. 64, is an admirable por-
tion, on " what it is to be a disciple of

* The notes to a little work, lately published,

entitled " The Vision of Hades, or the Region in-

habited by the departed Spirits," have gone much
farther into this curious and intele^tinp sul)ject.
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Christ:" that entitled " Joy in heaven on

the repentance of a sinner," is equally

good. Much thought is displayed in the

part which treats of " the causes of hu-

man misery."

Jn part the second, the sermons on the

Beatitudes stiiiid high in the middle style

of composition, heing easy to be under-

stood, and expressed in well collocated and
pure language. This latter remark will ap-

ply to every jjart of these volumes, ex-

cepting tlie poetry, which we think not in

good taste. We will quote one passage on
" Mercy," as an example of the nature oi

the " Applications," as well as of the

writer's style, and general tone of feeling.

" And now, my Brethren, let me observe: if the

Gospel lays us uiitler so many and strong obligations

to mercy, where shall the unfeeling, unkind, and

cruel appear ? If compassion, mercy, forgiveness

of injuries, a kind and beneficent conduct towards

all, be necessary to a well-grounded hope of God's

favour, what must become of those who are insensi-

ble of the calamities of others, unmoved by their

cries, and inexorable to their entreaties ? Wliat must

become of the spiteful and malicious, of the inju-

rious opjiressor, who sees the anguish of his brother's

soul when he beseeches him, but wiU not hear?

What must be the end of the bloody persecutor ?

—

Let us, then, as the " elect," of God, as his " pecu-

liar people," put on " bowels of mercy."

Odes and Addresses 1o Great People.—
This is evidently the effusion of a man

~ overflowing with whimmcry, punnery, and

waggery, and who, not knowing what to do

witii it, has made a spicket of liis pen, and

let it run out into a duodecimo volume.

The civilized man differs from the savage

in the inmibei and variety of liis amuse-
ments, and in the regular distribution of

his time. In this civilized country, after

the sportsman lias bagged his braces, or

killed his fox, or perchance if he has cut

liis finger at his lathe, or made his hand

shake by deej) potations of claret, so as

to make his stroke at billiards uncertain,

he must have something to do, and we
think that he cannot do better than excite

merriment and good humour in his heart,

instead of the dire effects of ennui, by

reading such light and humorous produc-

tions as constitute the class to which these

Odes and Addresses belong—we mean Re-
jected Addresses, Horace in London, Bep-
po, &c. &c. We could not class this

little volume with the former, or the latter,

of the above-mentioned books, although it

is full of -H'it, and observation, and know-
ledge of things about to\vri and of things

in general. Yet we are not sure that we
have not laughed more while reading it,

than we did over the adniii-able parodies of

the Smiths, or the imp-like drollei-y of

Beppo. We must not say that it leaves

the lasting impression of the former, or con-

veys to us a conviction of the power possess-

ed by the writer of the latter. This wanton

truant against all legitimate measure is ca-

llable of greater things, and we hope soon

to be made to smile at his effusions.

The following on Mr. Elliston is,among
the best portions in tlie volinne.

Oh ! Great Lessee ! Great Manager ! Great Man !

Oh, Lord High Elliston ! Immortal Pan

Of all the pipes that play in Drury Lane

!

Macready's master ! Westminster's high Dane t

(As Galway Martin, in the House's walls,

Hamlet and Doctor Ireland justly calls 1)

Friend to the sweet and ever-smiling Spring

!

Magician of the lamp and prompter's ring !

Drury's Aladdin ! Whipper-in of Actors !

Kicker of rebel-preface-malefactors

!

Glass-blowers' corrector ! King of the cheque-

taker !

At once Great Leamington and Winston-maker

!

Dramatic bolter of plain Bunns and Cakes !

In silken huse the most reformed of Rakes !

Oil, Lord High Elliston ! lend mean ear !

(Poole is away, and Williams shall keep clear)

While I, in little slips of prose, not verse.

Thy splendid course, as pattern-work, rehearse I

The Ode to the Great Unknown is

wiitten with much the same spirit as the

author of the Sketch Book appears to have

felt, when in a state of febrile excitement

to ascertain who the " stout gentleman

could be."

" Thou Great Unknown !

I do not mean Eternity, nor Death,

That vast incog

!

For I suppose thou hast a living breath,

Howbeit we know not from whose lungs-'tis blown,

Thou nran of fog !

Parent of many children—child of none !

Nobody's son

!

Nobody's daughter—but a parent still

!

Still but an ostrich parent of a batch

Of o({>han eggs,—left to the world to hatch.

Superlative Nil

!

A vox and nothing more,—^yet not Vauxhall

;

A head in papers, yet without a curl

!

Not the Invisible Girl

!

No hand—but a hand-writing on a wall—

A poinilar nonenity.

Still called the same,—without identity ;

A lark, heard out of sight,

—

A nothing shin'd upon,—invisibly bright,

' Dark with excess of light
!'

Constable's literary John-a-nokes—

Tin: real Scottish wizard—and not witch.

Nobody—in a niche

;

Every one's hoax

!

May be Sir Walter Scott—

Perhaps not

!

Why dost thou so conceal and puzzle curious folks ?

Thou,—whom the second-sighted never saw.

The Master Fiction of fictitious history !

Chief Nong tong paw !

No mister in the world—and yet all mystery !

The " tricksy spirit" of a Scotch Cock Lane

—

A novel Junius puzzling the world's brain

—

A man of Magic—yet no talisman

!

A man of clair obscure—not he o' the moon !

A star—at noon.

A non descriptus in a caravan,

A private—of no corps—a northern light

In a dark lantern,—Bogie in a crape—

A figure—but no shape

;

A vizor—and no knight

;

The real abstract hero of the age ;

The staple Stranger of the stage

;

A Some One made in every man's presumption,

Frankenstein's monster—but instinct with gimip-

tion

:
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Aiiotlicr strange state-captive in the north,

Constable-guanlcd in an iron mask

—

Still let me ask,

llast tliou no silver platter,

No door-plate, or no card—or some cuch matter.

To scrawl a name upon, and then cast forth ?

Thou Scottish Bannccide, feeding the hunger
Of Curiosity with airy gammon !

Thou mystery-monger.

Dealing it out like middle cut of salmon.

That people buy, and can't make head or tail of it

;

(Howbeit that \i\\'a.\e never hurts the sale of it !)

Thou chief of authors mystic and aUstractica!,

That lay their proper bodies on the shelf

—

Keeping thyself so truly to thyself,

Thou Zimmerman made practical !

Thou secret fountain of a Scottish style,

That, like the Nile,

Ilideth its source wherever it is bred.

But still keeps disemboguing

(Not disembroguing)

Thro' such broad sandy mouths without a head !

Thou disembodied author—not yet dead,

—

The whole world's literary Absentee !

Ah ! wherefore hast thou fled.

Thou learned Nemo—wise to a degree,

Anonymous L L. D. !

Laconics, or ihc Bcxt Words of tiie Sest
Authors, No. 1.— Every I'l-ieiid to the ilif-

fusion of information will think well of

this publication. Tlie first niniiber, now
before ns, is neatly printed, at a very mo-
derate price, and contains a judieious se-

lection of short and pithy extracts, from
many of the great standard writers of tliis

country, and Krance, with a few classical

quotations. We sincerely recommend the

publication, as well calculated to amuse
during an idle hour, to take u]) and read
and tlirow down again, and to be one of the

petted favourites of the drawing-room table.

The selection is so judicious, that it may
be safely given to the youth of both sexes
as a book to amuse and instruct.

We do not observe among the authors
enumerated, from which the extracts are

to be made, the names of Hooker, Bar-
row, Skelton, Tucker, Raleigh, Mi! ton's

Prose-Works, or tlie Notes to the Philo-

patris Varvicensis. We recommend the

industrious and tasteful editor to consult

the former for a sentence on prayer, the

second for the progress of Christianity,

the third for much of the didactic spirit

transfused into a justlt/ pupular novel ; the

fourth, for matter on various subjects, the
passions, fashion, &c. ; the fifth contains

much that should be extracted ; the sixth

is a mine of jewels—among them the letter

to Uiodate ; the Phiiopatris Varvicensis

contains one of the finest pass.iges ever

penned, both in sentiment and style, on
the condemnation of a criminal \yho had
been previously punished by the laws of

his country. The works of Chamfort
should have been referred to, particularly his

opinions of men and manners.
We think it necessary to give a few

extracts, as specimens of the style in which
the editor of this work has completed his

task.

M. M. New Series, Vor.. I No. 1.

" He that will' give himself to all manner of ways
to get money, may be rich ; so he that lets fly all he
Itnows or thinks, may by chance be satirically witty.

Honesty sometimes keeps a man from growing rich,

and civility from being witty.

—

Selden.

" Prejudice may be conside'/ed as a continual false

medium of viewing things, for prejudiced persons
not only never speak well, but also never think well
of those whom they dislike, and the whole character
and conduct is considered with an eye to that parti-

cular thing which offends them Hiitler.

" In civilized society, external advantages make
us more respected. A man with a good coat upon
his back meets with a better reception than he who
has a bad one. Vou may analyze this, and say,
what is there in it 1 But that will avail you nothing,
for it is part of a general ^yslclIl. Pound St. Paul's
church mto atoms, ami consider any single atom ; it

is, to be sure, good for nothing ; but put all these
atoms together, and you have St. Paul's church.
So it is with human felicity, which is made up of
many ingredients, each of which may be shown to
be very insignificant Jnhtijum.

" People may be taken in once, who imagine that

an author is greater in private life than other men.
Uncommon parts require uncommon opportunities
for their exert ion.

—

Ji'lin^nm.

" There Is nothing makes a man suspect much,
more than to know little ; and. therefore, men should
remedy suspicion by procuring to know more, and
not to keep their suspicions iu smother."

The Virifner's, Brewer's, Spirit Jifer-

chant's, and Licensed Victualler's Guide—
This apjiears to be a very useful book,
written by a practical man, and containing
not only directions for making wines uird

potable liquors of uU kinds, but much
information on the histoi-y of wines and
an abstract of the Excise Laws ; an inge-
nious essay on the " Saccharometer," Laws
relating to Innkeepers, directions for cel-

laring, )<;c. &c. The style of the work is

far fi-om being of a common stamp.

The Literary Souvenir.—Mr. Alaric
Watts, the editor, ha,s shewn considerable
taste and judgment in the selection con-
tained in this attractive volume. We
know the difficulty of collecting so much
matter ; and can fully enter into the delicate

situation of an editor, on his receiving
tales or poems from some celebrated writer,

obviously inferior to the general run of their

productions. Among the first-class speci-

mens in tliis collection we should place

the " Lovers' Quarrels." " The Wreck,"
by Mrs. Hemans, is admirable ; the tale

is well told, and the versification is pure
and powerful. The " Loss of the Salda-

nah," by the late Thomas Sheriilan,

Esq., is the only piece of modern poetry
on a similar subject that will bear to

be compared with it. The " North-
wester" is also very good ; the " Rivals

"

is a well-told tale, with more of origina-

lity in the connexion than is often met
with. The " Two Pictures" may be con-
sidered as being well told and well written

;

yet the impression left on the mind is far

from pleasing, and not well adapted to the

publication. " May-Flowers of Life" is
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the best of tlie editor's contributions. The
" Deserter" is a striking tale, rendered
more interesting by its being founded on
fact. There are many others of considera-
ble merit—among them some simple poems
by Clare, and some which are not wortliy
of insertion, jNIi-. Watts may improve the
whole volume. The prose portion is su-
perior to the poetical, although, two or
three pieces of the poetry are of a high
stAmp. The engravings are very beauti-
ful, yet we hope that all the subjects
in the next volume, will equal several in this

one.

The Literary Album.— If this volume
only contained Montgomery's " Questions
and Answers," it shoidd be in the bands
of every poet, and every lover of poetry.
It is, to our taste, one of the most extra-
ordinary short poems in the English lan-

guage : tlie finest is Montgomery's " Com-
mon Lot." Lord Dillon's contribution is

worth ten thousand of his " Sir Richard
Maltravers," and removes him from the
black-list to which that work deservedly
condemned liim. This volume is intended
for the young, the innocent, the gay

—

what right then ha^e the Stanzas by Lord
Byron to Lady Caroline Lamb in the
collection? Does the editor think tiie

present generation is wholly blinded by
the brilliancy of a name? If he docs
he is mistaken. It is the common error
of those who do not mingle with the world,
to suppose that a name has the power of
transmuting bad poetry hito good : it is a
mistake, let what is really good appear,
make it known, and name will be vox et

prcEterca nihil. Mr. Maturin'spoem on the
Duke of Wellington is the best wc ever
read on that renowned warrior. Lord Por-
chcster has also a poem, written with facility

and good taste. Many more might be enu-
merated if our space wold pemiit it. The
engravings and typography are not so costly
as those in the " Souvenir," but are credi-

table and deserve commendation.

Forget-Mc-Xot.—Another volume similar

in structure to the two preceduig. The
" Ever;ing Prayer" by Mrs. Hemans, is

touchingly beautiful, and full of thought and
taste. " Ua More" is interesting and well
described. There are many contributions
of great merit among the number; but it

will bear being raised several degrees, as
well as the others. The frontispiece from
Westall's Contemplation, 's quite beautiful,

and the other engravings superior. We hope
next vear to have all subjects, not dining-
tJibles, &c.

All ^infvmn in Greece, .Jr., hri II. LvT-
TOV Bi'i.WER, Esq.—These lively letters

are evidently the production of a joung, ta-

lented, and enthusiastic man, on whoso
mind every uncommon object appears to

have created some degree of astonishment.
We have so few impartial accounts of the
state of Greece, that tiiese letters are of
value, since they contain much of what the

writer saw, and are interspersed with de-

scriptions of Eccner)', which prove him to

have both poetical and pictorial feeling.

There is rather a forced attempt at shrewd-
ness and witticism, as if the writer con-

ceived it to be fashionable, or necessary, to

attempt that «hich his friend Mr. Sheri-

dan, to whom he dedicates his book, pos-

sesses by nature—we might say inherits.

His remarks on the admniistration of Sir

Thomas Maitland are boyish, and shew a
sad degree of ignorance, or of misinformation

on the nature of his government. If Mr.
BuUver had inquired into the state of the

inhabitants, on Sir Thomas Maitland's ap-

pointment, he would have found them to

have been in the daily practice of forgerj-,

perjury, and chicanery of every description,

and their mercantile character at a very

low ebb. The laws he instituted were
such as he saw would progressively im-
prove their moral state, and add to their

credit. The improvement produced by
his system, has so elevated the inhabitants,

that the same off-hand command would
not suit them now. Sir Frederick Adam
has continued his system, without his pre-

decessor's eccentric deportment- We are

not prejudiced, and so admit, that fools

and knaves were always in danger of Sir

Thomas Maitland's anger; and that even a
person he disliked, with or without a rea-

son, would have been «ise to have kept
out of liis way ; but he was not " an abc-

minable tyrant," but a frugal, ethcient com-
mander, to whom the inhabitants of the

Seven Islands owe a great deal, and will

hereafter own, with gratitude, the benefi-

cial results of his decision and laws.

Mirror of Months.—Those v\hq are

pleased with highly-finished pictures, will"

be gratified with the contents of this vo-

lume. It is evidently written by a minute
observer, and a person somewhat acquaint-

ed with the manners of the great world.

The playful hits at many distinguished in

the beau-monde, arc gentlemanly and haji-

py. It classes with Miss Mitford's Mi-
lage Sketches, and in the estimation of

some will be considered superior to tluit

popular work.

Brady's Varieties of Literature—Tlie

late industrious author of the Clavis Calen-
daria was not likely to leave behind him
any work which was not well worthy of

notice. The present volume will be found
a very curious an^ amusing collection of

Proverbs, Miscellanea, Names of Places,

Curious Derivations, &c. It is well

adapted, either to be thrown on the table

of the drawing-room, to be made the com-
panion of a journey, or the playtliing of a
man of letters, or the after-dinner enter-

tainment of the solilcire. We will indulge

ourselves with the following quotation :

—

" Burutan's Ass,—Curidan supposed a hungiy ass,

or ail ass equally hungry and thirsty, placed between
two bi'.slieJs of oals, or a bushel of oats aad a vessel of
water, taih being equidKlar.t ficm liiqt : he tfccu in-
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quired what the !tsi would do. If it was answered, he

would remain there till starved to death, it brought the

laugh on his side,since that evideiitlyappcared absurd.

If it were answered that the ass would both eat and

drink in that situation, ' then (t-ried he) Wi« mm hat

free will; or of two equal attractions, one is greater

than the other.' Hence Buridan's ass became |)ro-

verbial among the schoolmen, and at length pro-

verbial."

Weskyann : a Selection of the mnatlinpor-

tant Passages in the Writings of the lute

Rev. J. Wksi.ey, a.ji., anamjed to form
a complete liodi/ ofOivinili/ ; with a Portrait

and jBioffraphical S/ietcfi —Even the caus-

tic ridicule of Wurburton luis not diminish-

the fame of tliis good and zealous servant

of the Ciiristian faith. We are far too
liberal, and we hope enli!];htencrl, to suffer,

for a single moment, our private opinions

on matters of faith and Ciiureh discipline

to sway our judgment. This is a cheap,

well selected and arranged manual, for all

who profess the same o])inions as AVeslej',

and the best compiUtion e.vtant for those

who wish to make tlicmselves acquainted

with his system of divinity. The shades of

difference between his opinions and the

tenets of our church have been so often

discussed, that we decline touching on the

subject, being well assured that the faith-

ful followers of both will not find the roads

far distant at their termination. So much
has been said, lately, on the treatment of

animals, that we cannot forbear quoting the

following opinions of Wesley on their ex-

isting in a future state.

*' Nothing can be more express ; away with vulgar

prejudices, and let the word of Go<l take place.

They shall be delivered from the bondage of corrup-

tion, into glorious liberty ;" even a measure, ac-

cording as they are capable, of " the liberty of the

children of God."—" The following blessing shall

take place, not only on the children of men, but on
every creature according to its capacity ; God shall

wipe away all tears from their eyes. And there shall

be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying

;

neither shall there be any more pain ; for the former

things are passed away."—"The whole brute creation

will then, undoubtedly, be restored, not only to the

vigour, strength, and swiftness which they had at

their creation, but to a far higher degree of each

than they ever enjoyed. They will be restored, not

only to that measure of understanding which they

had in Paradise, but to a degree of it as much
higher thanjthat, as the understanding of an ele-

phant is beyond that of a worm. And whatever

affections they had in the garden of God, will be

restored with vast increase ; being exalted and re-

fined, in a manner which we ourselves are now not

able to comprehend."

The reader who wishes to enter farther

into this curious subject, should read the
whole of this es.^ay : refer to Butler's Ana-
logy, and the first volume of Annaline, or

Motive-hunting, where the philosophical ar-

guments are stated.

A Legacy for Young Toadies, consisting of
Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose andVerse, by

the late Mrs. Baruaci-d—The posthu-

mous publication of tliis volume reflects

credit on Miss Lucy Aikin, who has pre-

fixed a well-written preface. Good bookc
for persons of the age of thirteen to seven-
teen are .scarce, therefore this little collec-
tion is valuable. Its chief excellencies arc,

elegance in the composition, justness of
sentiment, and variety of subject. The
chapter on ' Female Studies ' should be
read by cverj- mother ai;d cveiy teacher,
since it is fraught with the wisdom of expe-
rience, and touched by the hand of taste.

The ' Vision of Fashion ' is amusing, the
' Allegory of Slcej) ' instructive, and the
' Essay on Friendship ' worthy of any pen.
We shall indulge in an extract or two
from it.

" With regard to the choice of friends, there if

little to say : for a friend was never chosen. A
secret sympathy—the attraction of a thousand name-
less qualities—a charm in the expression of coun-
tenance, even in the voice, or the mamier—a simila-

rity of circumstances; these are the things that
begin attachment, which '.s fostered by being in a
situation which gives occasion for frequent inter-

course; and this dejiends upon chance. Re.'uon and
prudence have, however, muchto do in restraining

our choice of improper or dangerous friends. They
are improper, if our line of life and pursuits are so
totally different as to make it improbable, we shall

long keep up an intimacy, at least without sacri-

ficing to it Connexions of duty : they are dangerous
if they are in any respect vicious."

We cannot forbear quoting the following
paragraph.

" Friends are most easily acquired in youth, but
they are likewise most easily lost : the petulance and
impetuosity of that age, the eager competitions and
rivaUhips of an active life, and more especially the

various changes in rank and fortune, connexions,

party, opinions, or local situation, burst asunder

or silently untwist the far greater part of those

friendships which, in the w4rmth of youthful

attachment, we had fondly promised ourselves

should be indissoluble.

" Happy is he to whom, in the maturer season of

life, there remains one tried and constant friend

:

their affection, mellowed by the hand of time,

endeared by the recollection of enjoyments, toils,

and even sufieiings shared togetlicr, becomes the

balm, the consolation, and the treasure of life.

.Such a friendship is inestimable, and should be pre-

served with the utmost care ; for it is utterly impos-

sible for any art ever to transfer to another the eflect

of all those accunuilMed associations which endear

to us the friend of our early years."

Letters on Plntomohgy, intended for the

Amusement and Instruction of Young Per-
sons, and to facilitate their acquiring a
Knowledge ofthe JVatural History of Insects.

— This is an excellent compilation from all

the principal works on the subject, and
admirably adapted for the amusement and
instruction of the young, and those of ma-
turer years. The instincts, liabits, saga-

city, forms, and structure of various iiisect.5

are given with clearness and fidelity. This

little work so happily combines amusing
detail with scientific information, that it

may be termed a valuable addition to the

library for education, and shnuld be intro-

duced into schools as a class-book, as the

style is remarkablv pure ;ind well coUo-

L -2
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cated. Tlie coloured engravings are the

best we ever saw in a work of this nature,

and are worth, at least, three out of the

five shillings demanded for this neat vo-

lume.

Mathematics for Practical Men, being a

Common-Place Booh of Principles, Theo-

rems, Rules, and Tables in Various De-
partments of Pure and Mixed Mathematics,

with their most useful Applications, especial-

ly to the Pursuits of Survei/ors, Architects,

Mechanics and Civil Engineers, hij Olin-

THus Grkgorv, i.l.d.—This book fairly

fulfils what the title promises, and we can

safely recommend it for general purposes.

The type is clear, the engravings good, and

the price moderate.

The Anti-Lancet, or Physicians and Doc-

tors Reviewed. Part 2.—In the days of our

grandfathers, the majority of physicians

were, it is well-known, arrant humbugs.

There were some exceptions to the rule ;

among them Boerhaave, Sydenham, Rad-

cliffe, &c. All the greater portion per-

formed was, to dress gravely, use a gold-

headed cane, and prescribe one, t\^o, or

three spoonsfiill of a mixture, composed of

three hundred and more ingredients of va-

rious kinds, and from different countries.

Our forefathers were as partial to individuals

of this ignorant tribe as peo])le are of the

present day, without ten degrees more

reason. We do not mean to say that,

within these last forty years improve-

ments have not been made ; that clinical

lectm-ing has not been more general ; that

the inductive system of philosophy has

not been more practised, and the pa-

thology and diagnostics of diseases more

accurately laid down : but still much of

tlie mystery of the old humbugs is che-

rished by the doctors of the college. We
could name some high and noble spirits

who have boldly declared the age to be

rising above such jjroceedings, and whose

works bear ample testimony of their supe-

rior knowledge of the doctrine and treat-

ment of diseases. While surgery has at-

tained to a great height, medicine has been

struggling through darkness and dirt, and

is scarcely yet clear of the slough into which

it was plunged. Its degraded state has

given rise to a race of men termed " me-

dico-chirurgical," that is, men possessed

of skill as operating surgeons, and of all

the knowledge professe 1 by mere physi-

cians. We see the slow, but progressive

steps, made by the professors of the art of

healing, and hope before the rising genera-

tion has grown gray, that the remaining

mystery still lurking among physicians,

may be cleared away by the sun of science

and the light of truth. The work before

us will attract attention for a time, but we
fear that the style is not adapted to gain a

permanent footing, and so attiiiu the end

proposed by the writer or writers. The
good taste of the commonalty will not

uphold language quite so sweeping and per-

sonal as the following :

—

" Such is the esprit du corps of the medical pro-

fession, that it would see the half of maDkind
blind, diseased, and at the devil, rather than it should

escape from Uieii trammels."

The writer thus moderately speaks of

the profession and of himself:

—

" I am no college doctor, hut have myself spent

thousands, as you are doing, to fee and follow their

useless prescriptions. I have learned a conviction of
the fallacy of all they do; and that the present

medical profession is the greatest imposture, hum-
bug, and nuisance upon earth, fostering and rivet-

ting disease instead of curing it, and deteriorating

the bodily and mental faculties of mankind. This
is the consequence of the means they employ—their

bleeding, opium, mercury and bark."

This writer affirms that all diseases, great

and small, are to be eradicated, and life

prolonged, by " vegetable regenerators."

The works of Mr. Stevenson, Sir Wm.
Adams, Messrs. Ware, Ilewston, Ward-
rop, Saunders, and Travers, on diseases

of the organs of sight, he considers as " all

my eye," and deems them liable to cure

by the " vegetable regenerators." We
cannot see our way clear enougli on tliis

subject to enter into it, so we leave the

writer of the Anti-Lancet to the profession,

with the belief that he will be well scarified

and blistered, and may think himself well

off if he is not obliged to leave the North
Crescent, to take a leaden pill or two at

Chalk -farm, unless he polishes his mode of

address to the fierce fee-line species.

A Sketch of Ancient Geography, com-

piledfmm the best Authorities, and arranged

after the Manner of the Abbe Guultier's

Modern Geography. By a Lady, for the

Use of her own Family—This little work
reflects great credit on the compiler, since

it not only gives a succinct account of the

places, but also a brief detail of the liisto-

rical circumstance for which each is cele-

brated, and of the productions of the

eountiy, &c., thus:

—

" Thasos receivetl its name from Thasos, the son

of Ag^nor, wh<^ settled here when he despaired of

finding his sister Europa. Its wine was imiversalty

esteemed, and its marble quarries were also in great

repute, as well as its mmes of gold and silver."

The quantity of the classical names is

marked, and the appendix contains a bio-

graphical dictionary of gods, goddesses,

heroes, &c. Jupiter has been deprived of

his Egyptian descent, which the writer

would do well to add to the next edition. We
consider it well adapted for girls' schools,

and a very fair substitute for Butler's Sketch

of Ancient and Modern Geography.

FOREIGN LITERATURE, &c.

RUSSIA.

Pravda o pogare Moskvi.—This jiutheu-

tic memoir of the burning of Moscow, by

the Count Rostoptchinn, is fidl of curious

arid interesting matter, which, perhaps, no
one but the author could have made known.
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Future liistoilans must apply to it for infor-

mution on tliat terrific event. Tlie present

work is a translation from the l-'ieneh, by

Alexandre Volkof, and is only valuable

from its being an additional means of dif-

fusing a knowledge on the subject, since

the style is not considered worthy of the

original.

GERMANY.

Dcr Norwegische Storthing im Johre.—
This work consists of an historical exposi-

tion of the Diet of Norway, to which is

atlixed two authentic and official documents,

both of them more valuable than the tirst

portion of this important work. The first

of these documents is the " statutes of the

university of Christiana," the other " the

constitution of the kingdom." M. Stef-

fens, the author of this work, is a Norwe-
gian resident at Berlin, and a distinguished

professor at the university of Breslau.

Patriotism, and a laudable spirit of inquirj-,

induced him to revisit his native countr)',

and acquaint himself with the proceedings

of the Diet since the political changes which
commenced in 181 i. He details, with

clearness and precision, the important mat-

ters which were discussed, with uncom-
mon dignity, profundity and unanimity at

the sittings in 1824, and shews, that the

illustrious members of this assembly have

sternly performed their dnt)', and rendered

incalculable service to their country. M.
Steffens gives no opinion on the royal and
other propositions submitted to the Diet,

but contents himself with reporting the

substance of them : the professor, at a

Prussian university, may be compelled,

from prudential motives, to withhold his

opinion on the acts of kings. This work is

an important addition to the annals of

Norway.
Gustav Adolph der Grosse, Kl'mig von

Schweden. E'm HisloricJies Genlilde—By
Louis de Rango, a captain in the Prussian

ser\ice. Awell written narrative of the deeds

of this noble scion of Gustavus Vasa must
be acceptable to the world : the interest of

such a work is greatly enhanced by its ne-

cessarily embracing much relating to the

able Oxenstiern, who was at once the friend

and minister of Gusta\iis Adolphus. The
leading traits in the character of this mo-
narch render him a pleasing subject for the

liistorian, as he was pious, brave, and no-
ble, possessing imcommon t;dents, both
in the field and in the cabinet. Captain

Rango seems to love and admire his hero,

and has consequently written his book in a

lively and vigorous style. He might have
rendered his work more complete by con-

sulting the archives of Vienna, Munich,
Wolfenbuttel, Dresden, Weimar—which
contain many inedited documents, that, in

all human probability, would have illus-

trated many portions of the history. The
labyrinthine politics of Richelieu require

more research and more stern examination

than Captain Rango lias bestowed on them ;

indeed, this part of the work is inferior to

tlie narrative. Notwitlistiinding, the work
is instructive, amusing, and faithful to his-

toric truth.

ITALY.

. AforismiMedlco-filitsofici suUa ScieiKn dt:lla

Vita, e Iliflessioni criliclir sullii tcoria dcW In-

Jlammazionc, S(c.—Austrians may try, with
unrelenting hands, to smother the genius of

Italy, but will never be able to do more
than stop her aspinitions for a season. Tlie

Italians are unable to ]>rint their oiiinions

on points of ])olicy, and so tiieir active

spirits are tunied into the channels of

science, lliis woik of Giusejjpe Agostino
Amoretti is of conse(|ucnce, since it is a
bold innovation on systems of medicine

—

a science behind the age in every country
in Europe.

Surinsegnamcnlo dcUeArti Mccaniche, ^e.
—Whatever is atteni])ted for the benefit of
those afflicted with natural deafiiess, and
who are consequently dumb, demands at-

tention and respect. We are not capable

of passing an o])inion on the merits of fiis

work, and therefore content ourselves with
saying, that it is inten<led to benefit the

afflicted, and increase, by mechanical con-
trivances, the means of instructing tlie

dumb. No man need desire greater fame
than to stand in the class \jjth Sicard and
his disciples.

FllANCE.

De la Religion cnnsideree dans sa Source,
ses Formes et ses Uevclnppemens

; par Ben-
JAJiiN Co.NSTANT. Tome ii.

Every page of this work is stamped with
the love of tnith, justice, and humanity.
Wc do not profess, in so short a paragraph
as the limits of our review, to offer an opi-
nion on the results of the long and laborious
reflections of the able author ; to presume
to pass an opinion, it would be necessary
to enter into profound research, and to oc-
cupy weeks in the examination. From all

\ve have learnt, it appears that this work
has excited the attention of the clerg)', and
thinking men of France, and must do good,
by agitating subjects of vital consequence to
the religious opinions of individuals, and the
power and influence of the clergy. The
noble love of liberty predominant in the
character of Constant lead us to hope, that
his work will tend to free and uphold the
church of Christ from the bond.ige and so-
phistry of Jesuits and knaves.

De tAdministration de la Justice et de
V Ordre Judiciaire en France. Par M. M.
D'EvRAUD.—This is considered, in France,
a well arranged and important work. Consi-
dering the imperfect condition of the legal

courts of that country, and the want of
experience in all public debates and exa.
mlnations, we may hail such a work with
more than ordinary pleasiu-e, since it is only
by such appeals that the public mind is

roused to demand improvement in these
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proceedings. The first volume is dedicated

to theoretical views. The second is prac-

tical, and discusses criminal and ci^-il le-

gislation. The third treats rfe l' Organiza-

tion Judiciaire, and a general summaiy of

the whole work.
Conyrcs de Panama. Par M.de Pkadt.—

No event of modern days is fraught with

more perspective results than tliis cele-

brated congress, in which America, having

founded her own freedom on an indestructi-

ble foundation, guarantees, by iier conduct, a

similar blessing to her southern sister—thus

shaking the iron thrones of despotism and

intolerance to their very foundations. The
objects of this congress were of incalculable

importance, and some of the points of in-

tense difficulty for republican legislators to

meddle with. The chief feature was, a

public declaration of the justness of tlieir

cause, and a consequent solemn and per-

petual league between the northern and

southern states of the western world against

the despotism of Spain. The points on

religion were lightly handled, and skilfully

disposed of. The question on slavery

touched the interests of these republicans,

and they blundered in tlieir statements,

were inconsistent in their reasonings, and,

with the ensign of liberty abo\e their heads,

and the cry of liberty on their tongues, de-

clared, that the possession of slaves was to

be permitted. We are no raving wwnMmwsio/i-

ists, but we are indignant at such inconsistent

hypocrisy, and feel contempt for the Ameri-

cans on this one point. It is like a festering

gangi-ene on the bosom of health and vigour,

disgusting to behold, and carrying death in

its aspect, unless it be removed. M. de

Pradt has felt the grandeur of his subject,

and allowed it to carry him away in the full

tide of eloquence, vvliich adds a charm to

his important and interesting book.

CEuvrts Choisics de Stanislas, roi de Po-
logne. Due d<: Lorraine, Sec, prccSdces d'une

Notice hi^torique. ParMme. de St.Ouen.
^The life of Stanislas Leszczinski is a true

romance, of which there are more in tliis

world than is dreamt of in the philosophy

of romance-readers. The reverses of for-

tune endured by this extraordinary man are

known, and so need no notice here. As a
king, a warrior, and a statesman, he is

worthy of being made a subject for some
able historian ; and affords an example of

jirivate worth not to be neglected, since

examples are more productive of good than

precepts. Let liim he contemplated, after

years of anxiety and toil, the rulcrof a petty

state—the protector, the father, and sup-

porter of the children of tlie monarch who
dethroned him, and the idol of his people

—

and his magnanimity must cherish our bet-

ter feelings. Read his colloquy between an

European and an inhabitant of an unknown
island, and his mental vigour and justness

of feeling will be highly appreciated. His
observations on Poland, and " Coup-d'cnil

sur la Russie," are po\\'erful and profound.

ISIadanie de St. Ouen has made a judt'cious

epitome of his voluminous works, which is

much esteemed in France.

La Famille Noire, ou la Traitc et VEscla-

vage, par Mme. Sophie Dain.—All mo-
derate discussion on this subject, wliich at

the same time defends the s!a\e, and does

not, in theorj' or practice, tend to injure

the proprietor of Indian estates, deserves

to be commended ; we therefore an-

nounce with pleasure the appearance of

this work among the polite circles of Paris.

The attractive and fer\id st)Ic will com-
mand notice, and, ^^•e hope, make prose-

lytes to the cause of gradual, systematic,

just and judicious measures for the aboli-

tion of slaverj-.

MONTHLY THEATRICAL REVIEW.

COVENT GARDEN.

A comedy, a tragi-comedy, and two

afterpieces, one in two acts and the other

in one, have been brought out within the

last few weeks in rapid succession at tliis

theatre.

The first, " Love's Victory,''" or A School

for Pride," is a lively, and, we may very

truly add, a sterling comecy, from the pen

of Mr. Hyde, already favourably kno\\ii to

the lovers of the drama by his tragedy of

"Alphonsus." The design of the comedy

is equally laudable and simple ; it is to shew

how very foolish it is for a young lady to

forswear marriage, for no other reason than

because she is too proud to be a wife, and

to teacli all hapless lovers \\ho may be

doomed to a courtship of such a being,

that to " oppose pride to pride " is to ensure

a " victory." The heroine of the drama,

the Princess Diana, heiress to the rich

duchy of Barcelona, declares to her father

and her numerous suitors, that she will live

and die a free maiden. Don Cesar, the most
ardent of her adorers, by the advice and
assistance of her secretary Perin (wlio has

a mistress and an ally in her maid of

honour. Donna Floretta) finally subdues

her philosophy. She discovers that she is,

after all, but a woman, M'ith all a woman's
nature—confesses her passion, and sub-

mits tobe—manied. This excellent comedy
belongs rather to the theatrical occurrences

of a former month, and we are therefore

the more brief in its analysis. It was well

got up. Miss Lacy played the Princess

with great vigour and feeling : C. Kcmble
was, as lie almost always is, an admirable

lover. Jones, as an honest, plotting .secre-

tan' of the Princess, who aids all the
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schemes of Don Cesar, was full of spiritcit

banter ; and Mr. Farren made tlie most of

his wretched part—the blemish of the

piece—a silly, garrulous, amorous, scorned
old man, who, with his servant, endowed
with the most ravenous " pest of hunger "

we ever witnessed on the stage, will, we
trust, be banished from the drama they dis-

figiu'e, before its reappearance after the

holidays.

Another piece in five acts, called " TVit-

Three Strangers," has been produced at

this theatre. It is called " a play " ui

tl>e bills, by which term, doubtless, is usu-
ally meant something neither tragedy nor
comedy, but like the ceiitaiu's of aucient
fable—a coin])ound of two things of most
opposite natures. The union in the pre-

sent case was not ha])py, though the drama
is a composition which displays no ordiuary

power. It is founded on the " German's
Tale," one of a collection of stories pub-
lished some years ago by the Misses Lee,
and the groundwork of Lord Byron's
dramatic poom of Werner. I'he plot dif-

fers little from that of the original tale, or

from Lord Cyron's version of it. Kruitz-
ner, son of the Count Seigen'lorf, whose un-
appeasable anger he has excited by a course
of disgraceful extravagance, and by a clan-

destine marriage, lias been for many years

an exile from the parental home. His
eldest son was given up at an early age to

the old Count, to be educated as his heir.

The play opens when Kruitzner (who lias

assumed that name to conceal his rank),

is sojourning, with his wife Josephine, in

great poverty, in the decayed wing of au
ancient palace, granted him as a temporar)'

residence by tlie intendant of a nobleman,
its owner. Kruitzner is aware that he is

pursued by the Baron Stralenlieint, a pow-
erful noble, wlio seeks to deprive him and
his son of their inheritance. A violent

storm has laid the whole country under
water, and three strangers arrive at the

village where the palace is situated in which
Kruitzner has obtained a temporary refuge.

One of the strangers is the Baron Stralen-

heini; the other two have just saved him
from drowning, and rescued a casket con-

taining some valuable property. One of

these last is a Hungarian ; the other is

donrad, Kruitzner's eldest son. Both are

unknown to the Baron, wlio however be-

comes apprized of the identity oi Kruitzner,

and despatches a messenger to Olmutz
for a military force to arrest him. The
messenger is compelled by the floods to re-

turn, and this alfords the intended victim

leisure to take measures for his immediate
flight. In the mean time Kruitzner, by an

accident, discovers a spring-door, and
moving along a secret passage, finds him-
self in a chamber where the Baron, alone,

is sleeping in a chair, with a large quantity

of gold, and the open despatclies containing

the order for Kruitzner's arrest, lying on a

table before liira. Kruitzner forbears to

kill the Baron : but he seizes some rouleaux
of gold, to aid him in his escape from this

mortal foe. He retires, and in a subse-

quent scene meets his son, whom he re-

cognizes, and informs of their common
danger. Conrad apprizes him that the

fact of a theft having been committed has
trans])ired, and that suspicion has fallen on
the Himfrarian, who has disappeared, and
is pursued. Kruitzner, more in shame and
scorn than in compunction, confesses Lis

crime to his son, who leaves him, and soon
after returns introducing the Hungarian,
who obtains shelter in the apartments of
Kruitzner. He is put to sleep in a cham-
ber adjoining the secret passage. All is

ready for Kruitzner's escai)e, when Conrad
enters, informs hiui that the Baron has
been murdered, and urges his father to in-

stant flight, to avoid the effect of tlie sus-

picions that must immediately light on liim.

The Hungarian is sought for, but has de-
parted—no one can tell how or whither ;

and the fourth act closes with the flight of

Kruitzner and his wife. In the fifth act

Kruitzner appciirs as the Count Seiyendorf,

in the castle of his fathers, surrounded with
all the splendours of a feudiil noble. He
orders a solemn mass to be celebrated for

the repose of the Baron Stralenheim ,- is

horrified at finding, in the crowd that

throngs the chapel, the Hungarian, and
issues orders for his seizure. While he is

in converse with Conrad, urging the de-
livery of the Hungarian to justice as the

Baron's murderer, from which Conrad en-
deavours to dissuade him, the Hungarian
suddenly enters accompaiiie<I by a monk,
and charges Cairad with the murder.
After some high words, during which Con-
rad confesses his guilt and offers his sword
to the Hungarian—the curtain drops upon
tlic group.

Such is the plot of this piece, which with
all its defects shews decided marks of ge-

nius. A want of incident, and a conclusion

unsatisfactory, even beyond the wonted
darkness of German fable, are its chief

defects ; and it must be added that there

is in the original story but little room for

diversity of character, though there is some
scope for strong and deep emotion The
part of Conrad is far from successful. He
wants the bold and decisive villany that in

the original tale, and in Lord Byron's Wer-
ner, atones in some sort for the unnatural

compound of qualities which make up his

unaccountable character. There is, how-
ever, one considerable improvement upon
Lord Byron's version ; the scene in the.

Baron's chamber is acted, not related ; and
it certiiinly presents a situation that cannot,

and that ought rot to be spared. The pas-

sage in which the father and son recognize

each other, when the former confesses to

the latter that he has stooped to the com-
mission of a theft, and the concluding scene,

in which Kruitzner discovers that he is the

tktlier of an assassin, tire wrought up with
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great power, and gives scope to Mr.Warde
and Mr. C. Kemblc for some vigorous

acting. Josephine, the v\ife of Kruilzner,

gave Mrs. Cliattcrley but little to do, and
that little not quite within her line. Coo-
per went through the part of the Hungarian
with great discretion ; but one or two lighter

characters, which are introduced no doubt
to ease the galleries of their Iiorrors, do
littlefor the piece. On the whole it pos-

sesses consideiable attractions, and is sus-

ceptible of much improvement, vvliich it

will probably receive. Some of the scenes

are exceedingly beautiful.

We have not space to analyze two plea-

sant trifles, one in two acts, taken from
the French, called " Twas I ,-" and ano-
ther " The Scaj)e-Goat," a veiy lively one-
act piece, in vvliich Mr Farren is exhibited

as a plagued old tutor. This liouse has
continued to attract very cro^^'ded au-

diences ; but tlie absence of Young is felt

severely.

Mr. Serle has ajjpeared several times in

Hamlet. Pie possesses, in a very eminent
degree, taste, judgment, and feeling ; but
lie lias not yet evinced the powers requisite

for pourtraying the stronger passsions. But
he may ripen. He has made some depar-
tures from established usages in his ])er-

formance of Hamlet : for instance, in the

scene with the Queen, the pictures, instead

of being held in his liand, are fixed in the

pannel, or hung on the wall of the apart-

ment—this change is questionable ; but
hi other points his alterations are improve-
ments. The scene with Opheliti, in which
//a»iZt>< desires her to "go to a nunnery,"
was admirable. We cannot lielp thinlving

tliat Mr. Serle, by a little training, may
overcome those deficiencies in liis voice

under which he sometimes labours rather

too ai)parently. He is too good a ]ier-

former to he spared, and the ditliculty of

filling with a due portion of sound a large

theatre, is not as great as is sometimes
imagined.

DRIRY LANE.

The ruler of this establishment lias re-

tired for a season (and we trust sincerely it

will be a short one) from the cares of go-
vernment, but he has yielded the reins to

faithful and able hands. No great exer-

tions have been yet made to satiate the rage

of the times for new jiieces ; but the

managers have not been idle—3Iiss Kelly,

Dowtoii, and lately Liston, are among the

established campaigners who have been
added to the corps, and earnest has been
already given, that in comedy, at least, old

Drury will fight a tough battle with lier

neighbouring and fr/i'miUable rival. ]VIuch

dramatic cant (it is tlie most provoking

kind of cant we know.) has been exi)ended

upon an experiment of Miss Kelly to give

a new reading of Liiilij Teazle. This part

lias been hitherto jjcrformed by actresses

who, in their respective days, were fine

ladies upon the stage. Mrs. Abington led

the way, and from her time to the present
Ladii Teazle has been a woman of fashion.

But Miss Kelly finds in the play, that, ac-

cording to Sir Peter Teazle's own confes-

sion (and surely there can be no better au-
thority), 'twas little more than "six months
since his lady made him the happiest of
men ;" she finds that he has been "just half

a year on the stool of repentance,"—that
his lady was " the daughter of a poor coun-
tiy squire," that the old gentleman found
her " sitting at her tambour, in a linen

gown, a bunch of keys by her side and
her hair combed smoothly over aroll ;" MisS'
Kelly, in sJiort, discovers that Lady Teazle
had but a few short montlis to learn all

that could fit her, and unlearn all that could
unfit her for a lady of fashion, and natural-

ly enough concludes, that it is no offence

to the genius of Sheridan to give to his he-
roine something of that air of rusticity, of
^^•hich, if "he were a living being, it would
be almost a miracle were she wholly divest-

ed. Yet for this a certain herd of critics

liave sonnded an alarm, as if the very cita-

del of dramatic taste were stormed, and
truth and nature were rudely violated by

—

Miss Kelly ! There is something that

sounds like a solecism in these last words;
and we sincerely hope that this now match-
less actress—matchless where native cha-

racter breaks from restraint and triumphs
over vice and art, as in that scene in the
library, the chef-d' ceiivre of Sheridan, will

again try whether there is enough of taste

in the town to overcome the established

dogmas of a bigotted and unreasoning cri-

ticism.

Towards the end of last month Mrs.
Inchbald's three-act drama of the Midnight
Hour was brought out as an opera, and
under the new title of " The Wager " the

music was composed and selected by Mr.
T. Cooke, and has considerable merit.

There was no other material alteration in

the piece, but it derived great attraction

from Miss Kelly's Flora.

Another opera has been presented at

this theatre, entitled Leocadea. The story

is taken from Cervantes, but the drama has

been performed with considerable success

at Paris, we believe at the Italian Opera
tliere. However the plot may suit a fo- i

reign audience, tliere has been generally a ,

reluctance to admitting such subjects upon
\

the British stage : although we think some
splendid exceptions might be cited, and
some good reasons given for tlie allowance

of these themes, under judicious manage-
ment, in the drama. Leocadea, the heroine,

four years before the piece is sup]iosed to

open, has been met alone by a company of

intoxicated cavaliers, when she is mistaken
for a frail fair-one known to a companion
of theirs,—is pursued, seized, forced to a
neighbouring chateau, and dishonoured.

She escapes, at the risk of drowning, on the

night of her ruin—thenceforward lives in
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retirecnent—coiiirivos to conceal lier shame
—and givf.'s Itirth to a boy, named Felix,

who is reared tiy a peasant woinnn of the

neighliourhood. Her brother, Philippo, at

the beginning of tlie piece, appears as a sol-

•iier of fortune, a cadet in a regiment of

which Don Carlos, enamoured of Leocadea,

is colonel, and in which Don Fernando,
wlio is upon the point of manying Leonora,
the sister of Don Carlos, is captain. This
marriage, we must observe, has little more
to do witli the storj' than to give occasion

to mucii amusing lamentation by Brancha
(niece to the alcade of tlie village which is

the scene of the drama), on finding that she
r:annot share the happiness she sees prepared
for another, and be married too. She is ath-

anced to Philippo, but her uncle accidentally

learns the relationship of the hoyFelix to Leo-
vadea, and forbids the union of her brother

with his niece. This relationship is still fur-

ther confirmed by a burst of matenial fond-

ness, which Miss Kelly gives, we need not
say how powerfully, on hearing that the child

has fallen into a river. Philippo, who has
learned the story of his sister's wrongs in

a short but pathetic dialogue, in whicji it

appears that slie does not know the person
of her undoer, is induced, by the mistake of

a picture, to fix the crime upon Fernando,

who has just married the sister oi Don
Carlos. He sends Fernando a challenge

in a letter ; it is read by Don Carlos, wlio

kindly enough resolves to fight liis brother-

in-law's quarrel, rather than allow gall to be
sipped in the honey-moon. In the mean
time Leocitdeu rushes, to prevent the duel,

into the residence of Don Carlos, where
the jiew-niarrii'd pair have taken up their

abode ; she recognizes the apartments in

which lier ruin was accomplished ; Don
Carlos, wlio on the night of the debauch liad

not seen her person, finds that he had been
the guilty perpetrator of Leocadea's wrongs,
and the piece closes by his making an
atonement in marriage.

The whole interest of the drama is sus-
tained by Leocadea, and a more ])OwerfulIy

affecting scene has been seldom witnessed
on the stage than that with which it closes.

Miss Kelly's acting in it is above all praise ;

and whatever may be thought of the plot, iu

reading or from description, we cannot con-
ceive how its representation, with such
acting, can excite any of those unpleasant
feelings which usually arise from the ap-
pearance upon the stage of a female sup-
posed to have met the lot oi Leocalea.

The music, by Aubcr, adapted by Mr.
Linus, has great sweetness, and there is a
recitative, in the second act, which is given
with much eflFcct by Horn.

" A militarj' divertissement," in one act
(which should be termed a ballet) in which
the dance never ceases for an instant,

called ' The Camp," lias been got up under
Mr. and Mrs. Noble. It is, like every
thing of which these accomplished dancers
have the direction or execution, admirable
in its way.

Tlie company of this establishment are
yet weak in tragedy. A Mr. Priest luts

made a debut as Shylock. His voice re-

quires much management ; his syllables

strike too shortly and hardly on the ear

;

but he is an at'tor of promise. His last

scene and his exit were more than respect-

able.

NEW MUSIC.

Tiie Melot/raphicon. 2ls. Clcmeidi and
Co., find Lindsaij.— 'I'he title of this work
is too voluminous to give at length, as it

comprizes a description of its uses and pro-
perties, wliicli wc shall embody in oui- no-
tice. The book, as its name implies, is a
vocabulary of musical bars or phrases, some
selected, but most of them original, di\ided
into 16 classes of 12 each, and so contrived

that any one bar of class A, will dovetail on
with any phrase of class B, forming a pleas-

ing succession of melody ; of course eveiy 2
bars may be varied in 144. different ways,
and the (changes in a song of 16 or 32 bars

will be endless. So far the idea is not per-

fectly new, as the ISIyriorama, and several

amusing toys of the same description, de-

pend on a like principle ; but'the execution
is so very sii^)crior, and the metrical part

exhibits so much ingenuity, that it may be
almost entitled to the claim of originality.

The most useful and novel part of the work
is its division in I- j>arts, corresponding with

31. M. Xew Series, Vol. I. No.l.

the first and second iambic, the anapaestic,

and the trochaic measures, those species of

poetiy which are most commonly adapted
to musical composition ; so that any poet
(presuming that he is not a sufficient musi-
cian to compose an original melody), on as-

certaining what is the peculiar metre, turns

to that part of the volume, and writing in al-

phabetical succession bis selection of bars,

will find a complete air, with a conclud-
ing symphony and piano-forte accompani-
ment : he wOl then place the words under-
neath the melody ; and the first verse of the

song will be complete ; of course, all the

succeeding verses must be arranged to the

same air. The author professes that the

work is not addressed to the profession,

but to that large majority of amateurs, who
either want leisure or inclination to make
themselves acquainted «ith theory and
composition, but who iievertheless have a

taste for poetry and music. We may say

more : for to the musician who is no poet it

M
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will be as useful, as to the poet wlio is un-

skilled in the mysteries of sweet sounds. It

is on the whole a most useful, ingenious and

elegant work, and will, we are sure, be-

come a favourite in every musical family.

" Farewell the lastfond Hope that cluytg,"

from LUla. G. Wei'gl ; adapted bi/ B. Li-

vius, Esq. Is. 6d. Gouldiiig and D'Al-
maine.—This elegant and pathetic little air

in G minor was sung by Miss Paton, with

that simplicity that ought to be its prevailing

feature, and was to us the most pteasing

air in the opera ; it possesses a good deal

of originality without being labooi-ed.
'^ It is the Lady ofKienast Tower." Bal-

lad, sung by Miss Love, in Ditto. 2s. Do.
—A very effective and pleasing little song,

in the old ballad style. The legend has

been ably poetized by Planche, and the

tout ensemble is well aidapted for a chamber
air.

" TheDai/ in the East is appearing." Ca-
vatina, sung by Miss Paton, in Ditto, \s.6d.

Ditto.—There is an effort at originality in

this song, which, as all efforts do in matters

of taste and feeling, has Tailed in effect.

Some of the passages are sweet and playful,

but if we ever allow ourselves to be led

away by them for a moment, we are sure

to be startled by some crudity, some strain-

ing after novelty, which instantly destroys

the train of ideas : the odd mixture of trip-

lets wth the common time is borrowed
from Weber. The second soprano of the

canon, in the Freischiitz, has precisely the

same movement- We are sorry that it is

necessary to accuse so respectable a house

as Messrs. Goulding and Co. of careless-

ness, but there are a very great number of

inaccuracies in the printing of this piece.
" Ere thou wert false." Canzonet, sung by

Miss Stephens, composed by Sola. Is. 6d.

Paine and Hophins.—Perhaps if Mr. Sola

had said compiled, instead of composed, we
should have been more inclined to have
given credit to him ; be this as it may, the

song is very lively and elegant, in the Polo-

naise style, and rather in the manner of

Rossini ; we think it will be a favourite.
" When Laura hides her blushing Cheek."

Ballad, G. A. Hodson. Is. Paine and Hop-
kins. " Never will I love." Ballad, Do. Is.

Ditto.—If we could possibly find two bars

together, in either of these songs, to which
Mr. Hodson had any thing like a claim,

we should be happy to notice so eventful a

circumstance. That not being the case, we
must be silent—perhaps it is for the best : in

some cases, silence is mercy. Query : is

the acting partner in the house of Messrs.

Paine and Co. any thing of a musician ?

"Beauty, siveet endearing treasure." Bal-
lad, J. J. Jones, Mus. Bac. Oxon. \s. 6d.

Paine and Hopkins.—A pleasing and ele-

gant air ; the subject not very original, but
treated in a masterly manner. The few
ornaments that have been introduced ai'e

chaste and appropriate, with the exception

of the fourth bar of the symphony, which

is awkward and rnide : the song will rank
very respectably, thotigh we cannot say that

it bears any strong tnices of a graduate in

the science.
" How Roses came Red." Duetto, com-

posed by C. Horn. 2s. Wm. Home.—

A

very good duet in the old style, composed,
as we should imagine, for a tenor and bass,

though both the parts, as published, are in

the treble cleff. It is quite a rarity no\v-a-

days to meet with a figured bass ; we greet

It as we would an old acquaintance ; the

composition is generally in the imitative

style, and, by its general effect, brings to

our mind " Bibo," and all the bijoux of the

olden time. We thank Mr. Horn for the
pleasiu-e he has procured us by the reminis-

cence .

" Adieu, Marir.ett-)." Ballad, sung by

Mr. Horn in the Wedding Present. C. F.
Horn. 2s. Wm. Hume.— A very pretty

little light simple ballad in f time, without
any pretensions but of being simple and
natural, both of which it will amply fulfil.

PIANO- KOUTE.
Exercisesfor the Piano- Forte, by Ckas.

H. Rink ; edited by J. Clark. 10s. 6rf.

Goulding.—This work is curious on several

accounts, first as being the production of

the great German organist and contrapun-
tist, and secondly as the only introductory

work of instruction written expressly for

two or more pupils in the same family, and
consisting almost entirely of duets- His
idea of the advantage of beginners practis-

ing with another |>erson, in order to keep
them steady in time, was very probably the
origin of that branch of Logier's system, for

this work has been long known on the con-

nent, though the English edition has but
lately made its appearance. The exercises,

both on time and fingering, are good ; the
duets beautiful, and well calculated to im-
prove the taste of a tyro in the art.

Three Rondos for the Piano-Forte ; Op.
57. J. Moschelles. 6s. Goulding and D'Al-
maine.— These three brilliant rondos are

composed expressly for the publisher, on
themes, in the German operatta " Die
Wiener in Berlin." The first is more
practicable than either of the latter : the
subjects are elegant ; the second, which
commences about lialf way down the second
page, particularly so. The second rondo
is as beautiful as scientific ; the third is

extravagantly wild, and the theme is in a
style which we cannot consider appropriate

to the instrument ; but they are all compo-
sitions of a very high order, in point of

merit, and are too difficult for any person
properly to appreciate without devoting

more time to them than we are able to do.

Thirteenth Fantasie, in which is intro-

duced the popular air, the Wealth of the

Cottage. (Op. 134.) Ferd. Ries. Gould,
ing and D Almaine. — The introductory
movement in G minor is highly spirited

and characteristic : a passage very similar

to one in the Freischiitz is made use of at
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the top of th« second jwige ; towards the

end of the introduction, the subject of a

inarch which occurs in the subsequent part

of the lesson is introduced in the b.iss

with great effect. Tlie theme is, in our
opinion, ill chosen ; it is a tritiing and com-
mon-place air by Reeve from Paul and
Virginia ; but tlie four variations are such
as might be expected from the composer,
original and beautiful : after the fourth, Air.

Ries introduces a march, which, by-the-bye,

is, note for note, the quick movement in

Braham's quartetto, " Mild as the Moon-
beams ;" surely the source ouglit to liave

been acknowledged from which it was bor-

rowed. The lesson is wound up in a very
masterly manner by a re-introduction of

the first movement, and forms altogether a
very finished composition, almost of the

first class.

Variations on a Theme in the Opera of
Cenerentola, by Don Mathew Ferrers. Is. 6d.

Paine ami Hopkins.—The variations are

simple and well constructed, and tlie theme
pleasing. Compared witli tlie last pieces

we have been noticing, tliis lesson is com-
paratively easy ; indeed, with tlie exception

of tlie last . variation, we might say posi-

tively so. The name of the composer
strikes us as completely English ; how does

he happen to answer the title of Don ? we
trust it is not a ruse of the publishers.

FLUTE.
A First Concretino for the Flute, intro-

ducing the favourite airs, " Le Portrait

charmant," " C'est I'Amour," and"Le Petit

Tambour," by C. Nicholson, is. T. Lind-

say. A Second do. do., introducing " The
Maid of Lodi," and " Fra ianti attgoscie,"

is. These are the two first numbers of a set

of twelve, which, when completed, will form
a standard work for the instrument of the
gi'catest merit. 'I'lie flute, wliicli is princi-

pal throughout, though brilliant and in the
style of a concerto, is not difiicult, and the
pianoforte accompaniment easy and effec-

tive. In or<ler to give as much variety as
possible, the composer lias generally intro-

duced three popular airs into each piece ; an
andante with embellishments, an air with
variations, and a rondo britlante. The two
specimens before us are exquisite, and if

the author continues as he has begun, tb«
sale of tlie work must be immense.
A second Melangefrom Der Frcischiitz,

including the Polacca, Adagio, Hunting Cho-
rus, and Finale. Composed and arranged by
T. Lyndsay. is. Lyndsay.—A Third ditto,

including Vie first movement of the Uferlure,
" Through the Forests," Drinking Song,
Laughing Chorus, and Waltz. Do. do.—These are very elegant arrangements,
and contain a gSod deal of original matter,
which is well interwoven with the original

subjects. The piano-forte, which is obligato,

is by Cuiier, Mus. Bac; uiid proceeding as
it does from two persons who thoroughly
understand their instruments, the taut en-

semble cannot fail to be pleasing.

FourthMclange,from IlCrociato inEk/ytk),

T. Lindsay. 3s.—Tlie same character tliat

we have bestowed on the last two numbers
will suftice.namely.that the selection is good
and the arrangement excellent.

PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS,

Patents granted.

To Augustus Count de la Garde, of St.

James's-square, Pall Mall, for a certain

improved machinery for breaking or pre-

paring hemp, flax, and other fibrous ma-
terials—Sealed '2ith November—6 montlis

for enrolment.

To Joseph Eve, of Liverpool, engineer,

for his invention of an improved steam
engine—21th November—6 months.
To Henry King, of Norfolk-street, Com-

mercial-road, and WOliam Kingston, of

Portsmouth Dock Yard, for improved fids

for topmasts, bowsprits, and all other

masts and spars to which the use of the fid

18 applied—26th November—6 months.
To Richard Jones Tomlinson, of Bristol,

gentleman, for an improved frame-work for

bedsteads and other purposes—26th No-
vember—6 montlis.

To Marc Lariviere, of Princes-sqnare,

Kennington, Surrey, machinist, for a cer-

tain apparatus to be applied to stamps, fly

presses, or other presses for perforating

metal plat(!S, and 'for the application of

such fierforated metal plates to various useful

purposes—gSth November— 6 months.
To William Pope, of Ball Alley, Lom-

bard-street, mathematician, for certain im-
provements on wheeled carriages — 3d
December—6 months.
To William Pope, of Ball Alley, Lom-

bard-street, mathematician, for certain im-
provements in making, mixing, compound-
ing, improving, or altering the article of soap
—5d December—6 months.
To Henry Berry, of Abchurch-lane,

merchant, for securing volatile or other
fluids, and concrete or other substances, in

various descriptions of bottles and vessels—3d December—6 months.
To Ezekiel Edmonds, of Bradford,

Wilts, clothier, for improvements on ma-
chines for scribbling and carding sheep's

wool, cotton, or any fibrous articles re-

quiring such process—3d December — 6
months.
To John Beever, of Manchester, for an

improved gun-barrel—3d December— 6
mgiitlis.
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To Edmund Liiscoiiibe, of E.ist Stone-

liouse, Devon, for a metliod of manufac-
turing or preparing an oil or oils extracted

from certain vegetable substances, and the

application thereof to gas-light and other

purposes—6th December—6 months.
To John Phillips Beavan, of Clifford-

street, Middlesex, for an invention of a

cement for building and other purposes

—

7th December—6 months.
To Francis Halliday, of Ham, Surrey,

Esquire, for certain improvements iii machi-
nery to be acted upon by steam—9th De-
cember—6 months.
To Josepli Chesseborough Dyer, of

Manchester, for certain improvements in

machinery for making wire cards for carding

woollen, cotton, tow, and other fibrous

substances of the like nature, and also cer-

tain improvements onaniachine for shaving

and preparing leather used in making such
cards—9th December—6 months.
To Robert Addanis, of Tiieresa Terrace,

Hammersmith, for liis method of propel-

ling or moving carriages of various descrip-

tions on turnpike, rail, or other roads—14th

December—6 months.
To Matthew Ferris, of Longford, Mid-

dlesex, for liis improvements on presses or

machinery for printing cotton and other

fabrics—I4th December— (J months.
To James Ashwcll Tabor, of Jewin-

street, Cripplegate, for liaving discovered

means for i:idicating the depth of water in

ships and vessels— llth December—

2

months.

A List of the Patents, which, hacimj been

yianled in January 1812, ivill expire in

the present ifuiith of Januariy, viz.

13. To Robert Webster, of Mount-fields,
Slirewsbmy, Salop, for aw improved portable

vtangle.

13. To William Nicholson, of Blooms-
bury-square, Bliddlesex, for an improved
method of suspending tlie bodies of carriages.

15. To Jasper A. Kelly, of Kentish-
town, Bliddlesex, for improvements iyi the

construction of arches in buildings, and other

erections.

- 20. To John Taylor, jun., of Chesterfield,

Derbyshire, for a machine for preparing
wicksfor dip candles.

20. To John Raflield, of Eilward-strcet,
Middlesex, for an apparatus to attach to

fire-stoves for removing cinders and ashes

withoiil diffusing their dust in rooms.

20. To Jacob Zink, of Glove-road, Mid-
dlesex, for manufacturing improved British

verdcgris.—See our 33d vol. p. 4-75.

20. To George White, of Worthing,
Sussex, for an improved method ofpreveTitina

accidentsfrom carriages.

20. To Andrew Patten, of Hulme, in

Lancashire, and Charles Hankinson, of
Hale, in Clieshire, for improving tli<;

tanning of leather, by the use of pyroligneous

or wood acid.— See our 31th vol. p. 4i)l.

23. To George Dodd, of Vauxhall-place,
Sun'ey, for the application of steam and
machinery, to heat and move wines, beer, 8fc.

in cellars, stores, cjx.— See our 33d vol.

p. 457.

23. To John Beale, of Chad's-row, Mid-
dlesex, for a macliine to cut trunnds or'

spi/es, c^c.

23. To William Onions, of Paulton, So-
merset, for a new engine to be wrought by
steam, or other poivcr.

23. To Richard RoA\land, of Bristol,

Somerset, for improving ship's steering

wheels, binnacles, and compasses, and light-

ing the same and the cabin with one lamp or
candle, and for preserving candles in hot

climates.

23. To George Babb, of Bordesley,
Warwickshire, for neiv methods of mailing

files, plane-irons, fire-irons, ^'c-

25. To John Browne, of Mile-end, Mid-
dlesex, for an improved pocket.

28. To Joseph Cartvvright, of Arimdel-
street, Middlesex, for a material whereof
to 7nahe spoons.

28. I'o Marc J. Brunei, of Chelsea, for

improvements on saw-mills.

28. To Philip Chell, of Birmingham,
Warwickshire, for improvements in giving
vwtion to machitiery, and in raising water,.

28. To Charles Grole, of Leicester-place,

Middlesex, for improvements in musical in-

struments, actuated by friction on metallic

substances.

28. To Allen Taylor, of Barking, Essex,"
for an engine for grinding corn, and other

purposes.

WORKS IN THE PRESS, AND NEW PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS IN THE PRESS.
The collected Works o*" Dr. Edward

Reynolds, with a memoir of the Author,
by A. Chaloner, Esq. F.R. S., are an-
nounced for publication, in 6 vols. 8vo.

Bernard Barton has in the press a vo-
lume of Devotional Verses.
The Domestic Preacher ; or Short Dis-

courses from the MSS. of some eminent
Ministers, is announced for publication.

Sketche* of Portuguese Manners, Cos-

tume, and Character (with engravings) are
announced for speedy publication.

A volume of Sermons by tlie late Dr.
Doddridge, is announced as in the press.
The author of " Lasting Impressions"

announces The Peerless Peer, or the For-
tunes of Orlando.

TJie Fourth Part of I\Ir. Bellamy's
Translation of the Bible, is nearly read}'.

Barnard Trollope, Esq., has a volume of
poems nearly ready for publication.
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Tlie Life of oiir Saviour Jesus Christ,

by Question and Answer, adapted tt, the

c-oinprehension of young persons, and in-

tended as a class-book for sci)ools, or a

reading-book for families ; by a Layman ;

is announced for speedy ))ublication.

The Story of Isabel, by tlie author of
" The Favourite of Nature," will be jmb-

lished in a few days.

The Memoirs of the Margravine of

Anspacli will be ready iu a few days.

Mr. Walter, one of the Librarians of

the British Museum, is preparing for pub-
lication a translation of Niebbur's His-
tory of Rome.

Mr. George Cruiksliank has just finished

a series of etchings, for the illustration of

a second volume of " German Popular

Stories."

Hours at Home, by IVIrs. Cornwell Baron
Wilson,are announced for i)ublication in 8vo.

Early in February will be ])ubli^bed,

Part I. of a Catalogue of Old Books for

1826, comprizing various collections re-

cently purchased in S])ain, Italy, France,

Germany, and Holland ; combining nu-

merous specimens of the early printers,

among which are many lexicons, grammars,

bibles, and singular works, with copi)er

and wood engravings, not hitherto de-

scribed by bibliographers ; a few early books

printed on vellum, some ricli illuminated

missals, valuable liistorical works in various

languages, including many on Northern
literature ; a fine collection of books of

prints, useful and rare classics : as also

Editio Principes, works from tlie Aldine

and Elzevir presses, and a valuable collec-

tion of works in the English language.

A Digest of the Evidence taken before

the Select Committees of the two Houses
of Parliament appointed to inquire into

the State of Ireland, is preparing for the

press, in two volumes 8vo., accompanied
by historical and explanatory notes.

The Rev. Jerome Alley has in the press,

Vindiciae Christianse : or, a Comparative
Estimate of the Genius and Tendency of

the Greek, the Hindu, the Mahometan,
and the Christian religions.

Early in January will be published,
" The Prospect " and other poems, in a
pocket volume.
We understand that the author of

" Tales of the O'Hara Family " is engaged
on a historical novel.

A Quarterly Journal will shortly be

commenced at Chepstow, entitled " Oes
Lyfr Cymreig," the Welsh Chronicle,

and Arcliaiological and Bibliographical

Journal : forming a museum of rare,

valuable, and interesting tracts, MSS.
and other communications and papers

which are not generally known, illustrative

of the eai'ly history, antiquities, and bard-

ism of Wales and the Marches; inter-

spersed with critical and glossarial notes and
, inquiries. The first number will appear in

March.

The Rev. Alfred Bishop, of Ring\N'oo<i,

will shortly publish " Christian Memorials
of the Nineteenth Centurj- ; or, Select

Evangelical Biograjiby for the last twenty-
five years."

The Rev. T. II. Home is preparing for

publication, a new edition of his manual,
entitled " Deism refuted, or, plain Reasons
for being a Christian," being an analysis of

the first volume of his '' Introduction to

the critical Study of the Scriptures."

The Rev. R. Hoblyn will shortly publish

a Translation of the first Georgic of Virgil,

with notes and explanations.

In a few days will be published, The
Father's Guide in the selection of a school

for his son : being a short acfount of all the

schools in England from which scholars

have a claim to fellowships, scholarships,

exhibitions, or other honours and Emolu-
ments in the two Universities ; by a Mem-
ber of the University of Cambridge.

The first number of a new monthly v.ork

of some originality of pretention, entitled

the " Time-Piece," wil appear on the 1st

of March.
A volume of " Early Metrical Tales,"

including the History of .Sir Egeir, Sir

Gryme, and Sir Gray Steel, is in the press.

The prospectus of a new work by M.
Ciampi, entitled Italia in Pollonia, has been
published at I-'lorenee. It is llie result of

the residence of the author at Warsaw, and
of his particular occupations in Italy as a
corresponding member of the Royal Com-
mission of PuMie Instruction in the King-
dom of Poland ; and it will contain a histo-

ry of all the religious, political, and scien-

tific relations existing between the two
countries.

Messrs. Fusi and Stella, of Milan, con-
tinue the publication of Popular Histori-

cal Abridgments. Among those which they
have lately put forth, are, The History of

the Russian Empire, in six small volumes,
by the Chevalier Compagnori, already well

known by several valuable works ; The
Histor)' of the Crusades, in two volumes,
by M. Bertolotti; The History of Portu-
gal, in two volumes, by the same author;
and The History of Holland, in three

volumes, by Leonard Sanvitali. The work
now amounts to a hundred and fifteen

volumes.
The Rev. R. W. Hamilton, one of the

Vice-Presidents of the Leeds Philosophical

and Literarj' Society, has nearly ready for

publication an Essay on Craniology.

The Miscellanist of Literature, for 1826,
selected from the best books of the past

year, will be ready for publication towards
the close of the month.
The first number of Bolster's Quarterly

Magazine will appear in London, Edin-
burgh, and Dublin, on the 1st of February.

Dr. Annott is preparing for publication

a work entitled " Medical Physics."

In the course of the month will be pub-
lished a second edition of the Remains and
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Memoir of the late Rev. Charles Wolfe,

author of the Poem on the Burial of Sir

John Moore, by tlie Rev. J. A. Russel.

The Rev. T. M \\ , President of Wy-
mondley College, is preparing for the press

a continuation of his Studies in History,

inoneSvo. vol., which will contain " Ele-

ments of the History of Philosophy and

Science," from the earliest authentic re-

cords to the commencement of the eigh-

teenth century.

A new historical novel, entitled Henry
the Fourth, is just ready for publication.

Mr. J. H. Wiffen announces The Spa-

nish Anthology, being a translation of the

choicest specimens of the Spanish Poets,

with their biographical notices, hi one vol.,

uniform with the works of Gorcilasso.

Mr. Alaric A. Watts has in the press,

Lyrics of the Heart, with other Poems.

Sketches selected from the Note-Book
of the late Charles Hamilton, Esq., byT.
K. Hervey, author of Australia, are an-

nounced for speedy publication.

The Travellers, or Adventures on the

Continent, in three vols, post 8vo., is

preparing for publication.

Mr. William Robert Whatton (of Man-
chester) has nearly ready for the press an

important work, entitled, Lancastrenses II-

lustres, or Historical and Biographical

Memoirs of Illustrious Natives of the Pa-

latine County of Lancaster, with Genealo-

gical and Heraldic Observations.

Woodstock : a Tale of the Long Par-

liament ; by the author of " Waverly,"
" Tales of the Crusaders," &c., will be

published on the 25th of January.

Two new parUamentary works are an-

nounced for annual publication, entitled,

Reports of the Parliamentary Proceedings

of the last Session, systematically arranged

and criticised.—Also, Abstracts of all the

important Papers presented during the

session.

Mr. Bowles has in the press, a Reply

to the last pamphlet of Mr. Roscoe ; and

also some observations on the last Quarter-

ly Review, relative to Pope, both of which

will shortly make their appearance.

The third volume of the Works of

Canova, in Sculpture and Modelling, en-

graved in outline by Henry Moses, has

been for some time in preparation. It will

consist of six double parts, each containing

ten engravings, with descriptions from the

Italian of the Countess Albrizzi. The first

part is announced to appear in January,

and a part regularly on every succeeding

month, until completed.

The third and fourth parts of Lord

Northwick's Selection of Ancient Coins,

drawn by Del Frate, a distinguished pupil

of Canova, and engraved by Henry Moses,

will also soon be ready. The descriptions

are by Dr. Noehden.

Two volumes of the History of Painting

in Italy, frOm the period of the Revival of

the Fine Arts, to the end of the Eighteenth

Century, translated from the original Italian

of the Abbate Luigi Lanzi, by Thomas
Roscoe, Esq., will speedily be pubhshed;
and five volumes demy 8vo. will complete
the work.

Sir Walter Scott's Life of Buonaparte
will probably be ready for publication about
the end of next autumn.

N. T. Carrington, author of The Banks
of Tamar, has in the press, Dartmoor, a

descriptive poem.

LIST OF NEW WORKS.
BIBLIOGUAPHr.

A Catalogue of an extensive Collection

of Books; comprizing many valuable works
inDivinity, Classics, and general Literature.

By T. Stevenson. Cambridge. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Catalogue of a miscellaneous Collec-

tion of Books, ancient and modern, in the

various departments of Literature. By J.

Heaton. Leeds.
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown,

and Green's Catalogue of Old Books, Part

I. for 1826.

Bibhotheca Selectissima, a Catalogue of

Books printed in the fifteenth century. 5s.

BlOGRAl'HY.

Memoirs of Jane Taylor. 2 vols. cr.

8vo. 16s.

Mary Queen of Scots ; her Persecutions,

Sufferings, and Trials, from her Birth till

her Death. 7s. 6d.

A General and Heraldic Dictionary of

the Peerage and Baronetage of the United
Kingdom, for the Year 1826. By J. Burke,

Esq. Bvo. jei. 4s.

Autobiographical Memoirs of Ferdinand

Fi'anck. In a pocket volume. 4s.

The Remains of John Briggs, late Edi-

tor of the Lonsdale Magazine. 12mo. 7s.

6d.

The Life of Erasmus, with historical

Remarks on the state of Literature between

the Tenth and Sixteenth Centuries. By
C. Butler, Esq. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

CLASSICS.

P. Virgilii Maronis Bucoliea ; contain-

ing an Ordo and interlineal Translation ac-

companying the Text ; a treatise on Latin

Versification ; and references to a Scanning

Table. By P. A. Nuttall, lld.

DBAMA.
Love's Victory, or a School for Pride

;

a comedy, in five acts. By George Hyde.
8vo. 3s. 6d.

Shakspeare's Plays, in one very small

pocket volume, printed by Corrall, and em-
bellished wth a vignette of " Shakspeare

between Tragedy and Comedy," and a por-

trait by Stothard. .£1. Is. or, illustrated

with 38 engravings, £2. 2s.

Another Edition, with 38 engravings,

principally from designs by Stothard, in

9 extremely small volumes.

Sylla, a tragedy, in five acts, from the

French of M. Josy. By H. Brandreth,

Juu. Esq. A.M. 3s. 6d.
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The Three Strangers ; a pliiy, in five

acts, as performed at the Theatre lloyal

Covent-Garden. By Harriet Lee.
EDUCATION.

A Gaelic Dictionary, in Two Parts : 1.

Gaehc and English ; 2. English and Gae-
lic. By R. A. Armstrong, a.m. Ito. £3.
1.3s. 6d.

Elements of Stenography, an essay on
the principles of that ingenious and valua-

ble Art. By J- Bennett, author of Short-

hand Explained, and Short-hand Exercises.

12mo. 2s.

The Complete Governess : a system of

Female Education equally adapted for j)ul>-

lic establishments and private families, on a

plan entirely new. 10s. 6d.

Mant's Rhymes for Ellen. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

FINE ARTS.

A Panoramic View of Liverpool, on two
sheets drawing colombier. .i'l. lis. 6d.

Tlie Progress of Cant, drawn and etched

by the Author of " Odes and Addresses

to Great Peoiilo." Large sheet. 7s. 6d.

Part I. of an original series of designs,

entitled The Union Sliaksjieare. Intended

to illustrate the.plays of the immortid Bard,

by the 'imitcd talents of the most eminent
painters and engravers.

Half a Dozen Hints on Picturesque

Domestic Architecture : in a series of de-

signs for gate lodges, gamekeepers' cottages,

and other rural residences. By T. F.

Hunt. 4to. 15s. ; or .£!. Is. India proofs.

HISTORY.
' A History of the Roman Emperors,
from the Accession of Augustus to the

Fall of the last Constantine. By C. Elton,

Esq. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Greece in 1825: being the Journals of

James Emerson, Esq., Count Pecchio, and
W. H. Humphreys, Esq. 2 vols, post 8vo.

18s.

The History of the Reformation of the

Church of England during the Reign of

Henry the Eighth. By Henry Soames,
M. A. 2 vols. 8vo. .£1. 10s.

English Stories, third series : illustrating

the progress of the Reformation under the

Tudor Princes. By Maria Hack. 12mo.
78.

Parti., containing 10 plates, of a Cliro-

nological Series of Ancient Baptismal
Fonts, engraved by R. Roberts, from
Drawings by Mr. Francis Simpson, Jim., of

Stamford, Lincolnshire, with letter-press

descriptions. Imperial 8vo. 10s. or proofs,

demy 4to. 16s.

Rirington's Annual Register for 1824'.

8vo. 18s.

LAW.

Statutes at Large. Vol. 10. 4to. £2.
Espinasse on the Bankrupt Law. Royal

8vo. 12s.

Gregg on the Bankrupt Act. 8vo. 6s.

Leigh and Dalzell on Conversion of

Property. Royal 8vo. £\. 12s.

Freeman's Common Law. Royal 8vo.

PetersdorlV's Abridgment of (,'oinmon

Law Reports. lloyal 8vo. vol. .3.

£\. U.S. 6d.

MEniriNx.

A Review of the different Modern Ope-
rations performed on the Eyes. By Wil-

liam Cleoburey. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

A Practical Treatise on the Arterial

System. By T. Turner. 8vo. 8s.

The Anatomy of the Foetal Brain ; with
a comparative exposition of its structure in

Animals. By F. Tiedemann. Translated

from the French of A. J. L. Jourdan, by
W. Bennett, m.d. To which are added,

some late Observations on the influence of

the Sanguineous System over the develop-

ment of the Nervous System in general.

8vo. 12s.

Researches into the Nature and Treat-

ment of Dropsy in tlie Brain, Chest, Ab-
domen, Ovarium, and Skin. By J. Ayre,

M.D. 8vo. 8s.

Part I. of a Series of JNIyographical

I'lates on a peculiar construction, contain-

ing the muscles of the anterior and posterior

parts of the thigh, leg, and foot. By E. W.
Tuson. Folio, 12s. plain, 18s. coloured.

Sketches of the most prevalent Diseases

of India, coinjirizing a treatise on the epi-

demic Cholera of the East, &c. 8vo. 18s.

Original Experiments and Practical Ob-
servations on Hydrophobia and Canine
Madness. By R. White, Esq. Surgeon, of

Brighton. Hvo. 7s. 6d.

A Letter to Sir .-Xstley Cooper, Bart.,

F.R.s. Surgeon to the King, &c. &c. on cer-

fciin proceedings connected with the esta-

blishment of an anatomical and surgical

school at Guy's Hospital. By J. H. Green,
F.R.s. 3s.

Johnson's Further Observations on the

Leech. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

MISCELLANIES.

Laconics : or the Best Words of the Best
Authors. Part III. With portraits of Ad-
dison, Pope, Johnson, Franklin, and Gold-
smith. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

Janus : or the Edinburgh Literary Al-
manack. Post 8vo. 12s.

The Domestic Account-Book, designed

upon a new and simple plan, for entering

the various items of daily expenditure un-
der their respective heads. Fcap. fol. 9s.

A'arieties of Literature : being selections

from the PortfoUo of the late John Brady,
Esq. the Author of the " Clavis Calenda-
ria." Post 8vo. 8s.

No. I. of the Weekly Journal of Science

and the Arts. 6s.

The Beauties of Sheridan, consisting of

selections from his Poems, Dramas, and
Speeches. By A. Howard. In one vol.

royal 32mo. 2s. 6d.

Statements respecting the Profits of

Mining in England, considered in relation

to the prospects of Mining in Mexico. In
a letter to Thomas Fowell Buxton, Esq.
M.P. By J. Taylor. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Influence of Interest and Prejudice
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upon Proceedings in Parliament, stated and
illustrated by.wliat has been done in mat-

ters relative to education, religion, the

poor, the corn laws, joint-stock companies,

the Bank of England, banking companies,

and taxes. 8vo. 7s.

A Practical Treatise on Life Assurance,

in v.-hichthe statutes and judicial decisions

affecting unincorporated joint-stock com-
panies, &c. &c. are fully considered and
explained. By F. Blayney, author of a

Treatise on Life Annuities.

NATURAL PHII.OSOrnY.

Colquitt's Essays on Geologj'and Astro-

nomy. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Twelve Lectures oa select Subjects in

Natural Philosophy. By John Jackson.

12mo. 7s.

NOVELS, ROMANCES, &C.

Stories for Christmas Week. 2 vols.

12mo. 14.^.

November Nights, a serie.s of tales, &c.

By the Author of Warreuiana. 8vo.

10s. 6d.

The Discarded Son. 5 vols. 12mo. 30s.

Mirror of the Months. PostSvo. 8s. 6d.

Granby. A Novel. 3 vols, post 8vo.

27s.

Christmas Tales for 1825. ]2mo. 7s.

To be continued annually.

A Legacy for Yoinig Ladies, consisting

of miscellaneous pieces in prose and verse.

By the late Mrs. Barbauld. r2mo. 7s. Gd.

The New Doll, or Grandmamma's Gift,

with six plates. Half-hound. 4.s.

A Wreath from the Emerald Isle : a

New Year's Gift for 1826. 5s. in a case.

Hebrew Tales, .selected and translated

from ancient Hebvew works. Foolscap

8vo. 7s. 6d.

. T4ie Subaltern : originally published in

Blackwood's Mugazip.c. 12mo. 7s.

rOETKV.

Julia, or the Pilgrim, a fragment ;

v.ith other (loems.

Poetic Hours, consisting of poems, ori-

sjinal and translated, stanzas for music, &c.

)kc. By G. F. Richardson. Post 8vo. 8s.

The Sa^^our, a poem, founded on the

Rev. Samuel Wesley's Life of our blessed

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. By a

("lergyrtian. 12mo. 7s.

. The Fomth Volume of Mr. Rose's

Translation of the Orlando Furicso. Poit
8vo. 9s. Gd.

The Seven First Cantos of the Messiali.

By F. T. Klopstock. Translated into

English verse. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Songs of Scotland, ancient and
modern, illustrated with notes, a critical

introduction, and characters of the most
eminent writers of Scotland. By A. Cun-
ningham. In 4 vols, post 8vo. £\. 16s.

THEOLOGY.
Gurney's Essays on Christianity. 8vo.

10s. 6d. . .

The Domestic Preachers. 2 vols. 12mo.
8s.

Suspirium Sanctarum, or Holy Breath-

ings ; a series of prayers for every day in

the month. By a Lady. 8vo. 8s.

Wluitely's Essays on Religion. 7s.

The Book of Churches and Sects ; or,

the opinions of all denominations of Chris-

tians differing from the Church of England
traced to their source. By the Rev. T.

C. Boone. 8vo. 14s.

Essays on the Evidences, Doctrines,

and Practical Operation of Christianity.

By J. J. Gurney. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Sermons of the late Rev. John .lortin,

D. D. Archdeacon of London, Rector of

St. Dunstan in the East, and Vicar of

Kensington. Abridged by the Rev. G.
Whittaker, M.A. formerly of Brasen-nose

College, in Oxford. 3 vols. 8vo.

Christian's Retirement, or Spiritual Ex- ,

ercises of the Heart. 12mo. Gs.

Sermons, by the Rev. W. Carus WilsoOf

M.A. Vol. II. 12mo. 5s.

Tracts, by the Rev. W. Carus Wilson,

M.A. 12mo. 2s.

Ministerial Zeal ; a sermon, by the Rev.

W. Cams Wilson, m.a. Is.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

The Mission to Siam and Hue, the Ca-
pital of Cochin China, in the years 1821-2.

From the Journal of the late George Fin-

layson, Esq. ; with a Memoir of the ,\u-

thor, by Sir T. S. Raffles, f.r.s. 8vo,

15s.

An Autumn in Greece : and, Greece to

the Close of 1825. The former by H.
L. Bulwer, Esq.; the latter by a Resident

\vith the Greeks, recently arrived. 8vo.

10». 6d. .

VARIETIES, LITERAHY AND MISCELLANEOUS.

From the odium whi*h the proceedings

of some miprincipled specuh tors have cast

upon all joint stock companies, some most

respectable associations, such as were cal-

culated to be most beneficial to the com-

munity, have suffered materially. One of

these is the Thames Arch-\vay Company,

of- the- success of which, from the abilities

of Mr. Brunei, the engineer, no rational

doubt can be entertaiHed. Of the nature

of his design, and manner of proceeding

an ample account has already been given in

this journal; but whatever maybe thought

of the merit of the design, the following

one, whieh was submitted to the company
in question, may be thought worthy of in-

sertion. It is, to put down by means of

strong coffers, a grooved stone tunnel

through the river. The proposed tunnel is

be 5»uilt of key- stones, four feet tliick, in a
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j;un-barrol form, twcnty-soveii fi-ot witlo in

tliu cleiir; a l)iick Kiiii-l>aiivl drain tinrc

feet wide and nine ijiclios tlii<l<, inside the

tunnel, is to he carried in tiie same diriHtion

as tlic tunnel from the centre to the rise,

where it m'wt go throu.v;!), and from thence

be made oi>;hteeii iiiehes thick to the drift-

way, whieli must he sunk lower lowaids

the" shaft, to give it a proper current. The
interior of the ti'.nnel is a matter of fancy ;

a foot-p ith on the one side of double the

width, or one in the centre, and the car-

riages to |)a,ss on each side, raised about ten

inches al)0vc the carriage-way, may answer

every purpose, and save considerable ex-

pense. The tunnel to be lighted with gas.

The top of the tunnel, on this i)lan, will be

on the average about five feet under the bed

of the river, in some places more, in others

not so much ; and the whole will occupy a

space of about forty feet in the river, which

will be little or no obstruction to the navi-

gation. Estimating the length of the car-

riage-way at 11S3 feet in tlie tunnel, from

the end of the tunnel to the surface on the

south si(lc I2i feet, on the north side 93

feet, making the whole line of carriage-way

1,398 feet; the expense of completing the

works will he about £1->2,000.

While atteni|)ts are making in England

to naturalize the rein-deer, buffalo, cha-

mois and wapeti, the attention of the French

has been turned to more useful objects,

the improvement of their breed of horses

by the importation of English ones—a traffic

which occasions horse-stealing to be car-

ried to its present unexampled extent ; and

to the advancement of their manufactures,

by introducing goats from Cashmere and

sheep from this country : the conscfpiences

of this last may be remote, but it is worthy

of remark, that when, in the latter part of

the fourteenth century, the Spanish wool

began to be held in estimation for its supe-

rior qualities, it was in consequence of

being improved, by crossing the breed of

native sheep with English ones from Glou-
cestershire. These sheep are said to have

been sent from England, as part of the

marriage portion of the Princess Catherine,

daughter of John of Gaunt, who was
betrothed to Henry III. of Castile in 1389,

and married to him some years afterwards.

This operation of crossing the Spanish with

English sheep succeeded so well, that it

was repeated during the reign of Edward
IV. of England: but it was not for more
than a century afterwards that Spanish

wool acquired that decided superiority over

the wool of other nations which it still

maintains.

A composition, to which the incongruous

name of Mosaic gold has been affixed, has

recently been manufactured in this coun-

try; its ingredients are as yet unknown,
but the effects produced by the mixture

have never been equalled, except by gold

itself. In weight alone it is inferior to this

metal ; it a^lmits of a higher polish, and ra-

M. M. N,'>v Smfs.—Vo^. I. No. 1.

sists, in an cqunl di-grec, the action of the

atmospliere and moisture ; its price, how-

ever, is extremely low, not exceeding, we
believe, twopence |ier ounce in the ingot. A
public company has been itistitnted for tlic

uianufactining of articles of this composi-

tion, of which his M:ijesty ba> o.dercd a

large quantity for the cn.btlli.-hmcnt of

Windsor Castle- In this age of ex!rava-

giiTit piety, it may be interesting to learn,

that a ))assage in tlie book of Ezni, viii. 27,

wherein " cop])er as |)recious us gold" is

mentioned, induced an enthusiastic iiniivi-

duul of the name of Hamilton to com-

mence, about twenty years ago, n course

of experiments which were terminated by

this singular discovery, almost realizing the

pJchymist's reverie of the transmutation of

metals.

7\aces of a Primitive Tongue.—The
names of the sun and the moon, in nearly

100 different languages, are rciluced, byM.
Adolphe Pictet, by analogies, to forty- nine

roots, nearly all common to the two lumina-

ries; that is to say, with some exceptions, tlie

same root which designates the sun in a

ccrtahi number of languages, serves to in-

dicate the moon in a certain number of

otJicr dialects. 'J'lie exceptions are re-

ducible to four cr five ; but it is remarkable

that the roots s—1 and I—n, with n vowel

between the consonants, arc of this number.

Among all the names of the moon, not one

has been found wliich could be triiced to

the root s—1, and not one of the names of

the sun which belonged to the root I — n.

This community of roots in the i»oint of

view relating to general athnity, is amply

explained by supposing that the names
common to the two luminaries are derived

from more general roots, wliich express

^rtain qualities or characters Cfiually com-
mon to both. Hence it would apjiear that

the general affinity of tongues is not a chi-

mera, TtwA that analogies so striking cannot

be die work of chance.

FOREIGN.
FRANCE.

In a garden at Vnlogne Manche, in

France, an ancient sarcophagus \\a» re-

cently discovered. It contained a skeleton

which, on exposure to the air, crumbled
into dust, but not before a piece of silver

was observed in its mouth, which induces

a belief that the person must have been a

companion of Csesar in his conquest of

Gaul. It is about the size of a son, and
bears on one side the inscription IM E S,

I M P, and on the other U I C, GAL;
there was a silver case at the feet of tlie

skeleton a foot long, and eight inches deep,

containing a hundred and fifty coins or

medals, in bronze, silver and gold. They
have tlie effigies of Csesar, Pompey, Mithri-

dates, Cleopatra, Philip of Macedon,
Hannibal, Scipio, Sylla Africanus, Cres-

sus, fx. For a great nuinhsr of years

N
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past Roman antiqiiities have l)ccn found
iiboiit Vulogne, in the parish of Meaume,
wliieh seems to streiiKthcn tlie opinion that

that site succeeded Ciieoatonum, the ca-

pital of tlie Unelli, where Ciesar had a

camp, of wliich he speaks in his Commen-
taries.

NETHERLANDS.
According to a report presented to the

Government in 181 4-, there were then

700,000 paupers living scattered about,which
in a po|iulation of 5,0(X),000 is more than

]2-U)0ths, or one in eight. At the end of

1823 there were, besides 31,(00 paupers,

l)etwee7i seven and SOO poor-houses at tlie

charge of the government, and 12 work-
houses, in which more than 7,000 were em-
ployed ; but the Kysteni of colonization

has succeeded so well, that very soon there

will be no more occasion for tlios'e work-
houses. There arc already ten colonies, of

which eight are in the northern provinces,

and two in the southern ; they contain

6,000 houses, and Ixnucen 4 and 5,000
persons, who have already brought a great

deal of land muler cultivation. In gene-

ral the colonies have succeeded beyond ex-

pectation ; they have both schools aiul

churches, and present an n)>peanincc of

contentment.
DEN'MAKK.

The royal library at Copenhagen con-

tains a considerable colled ion of manu-
scripts in the oriental languages, brought

from the East by the celebrated Niebuhr,

and by other travellers and Danish con-

suls, who have resided for a longer or

shorter liu'e in Afiica and Asia. These
treasures were inuch augn;t'i:ted by the de-

cease of the illustrious clian.berlain, De
Suhm, who liad ]>i;r<hastd at a great ex-

pesne all the Aral>ie nianuscrijits in the pos-

session of the learned orientalist Reiske,

of Gottingen, and whose superb and vast

library has latdy been added to that of the

King. From ten of the ])rinciial of these

precious manuscripts, and from others of

minor value. Dr. Rasmusser, the profes-

sor of oriental languages, has derived the

materials for a work \\ bich he has just

published.

RU.«srA.

The number of children who die annually

in Russia, amounts to about one-fourth of

the whole number of deaths in the empire,

and the ceremonies which take place at

their baptism are considered as the cause.

Tlie niiked infant is dipped three times suc-

cessively into a basin of cold water, from

which it emerges shivering, and with the

body entirely blue, from the effect cf the

cold ; cholics, frequently fatrd, ensue from

this deplorable baptism. Among the niible

and more enlightened classes, warm wiiter

is now introduced; but neither physiei;ins

nor philosophers will easily peisuade the

lower classes thus to depart from the usage

of their ancestors. A })crson who was pre-

sent at the immersion of a newly born in-

fant venturing to remonstrate, it was re-

jilied, " would God jiermit his creatures to

receive any ill from such an act? you sec

that tlie baby does not even cry ;" and
the poor innocent, who doid-tlcss was un-

able to do so, died a few days afterwards

from a violent eholic.

The object of tlie Armenian school,

which was founded at Moscow by Messrs.

La/arelt, is the improvement of young
per>oiis, and cfiu'cially of young Ainic-

niiins, in the higher sciences, and in the

cricntid hmgupges. Since the year ISU!,

the schi cl has sent forth sixty-two \n\\ iis.

Thcie are now seventv-tiuee.

POLITICAL APPOINTMENTS.

J. J. de H. Larpent, Esq., to l)e H's Majesty's

Consul .It Antwerp .nuil dtpcnclcncics ; datetl luth
Novti"nl>er. .

'

.

A. H. Aikin. Esfj., to be His M.ijesty's Consul at

Arcliangtl and its dependencies ; dated 111 Nov.
J. Anncsley, Esq,, to he Ills Majesty's Consul for

the Province of Catalonia, to resiile at Barcelona;
dated 2(i Nov,
Right Hon, John Lord Ponsonby, to be His Ma-

jesty's Envoy Fxtr.nonlinnry r.nd Miir'ster rienipn-

tintiary to I'lie Uniti-d I'ltninces cf the liio de It

Piala; dated 24 Dec.
.Mcx. Cockburn. Esq.. to be His Majesty's L'nvi.y

Extraordinary and Pknipolentiary to the HqiuM c

of Colombia ; date^l 24 Dec.
Charles Mackenzie, Esq. to be His Majesty's Con-

sul-General in Hayti, to reside at Port-au-Prince,
dated 27 Dec.

ARMY PROMOTIONS.

4 De. Gif.—Lt. G. W. Story, from Dfi F., Lt. by
purch., V. Shore prom., i?(i (At. Corn. C. W. Web-
ster, from 12 L. Dr., I,t. by piirch., v. Wemvss prom.,
17 Nov. Com. W. M. Owen, fri; n 1 Drs., Lt. by
purch., V. Stamer prom. 1 Dec.

5 Dr. Gil Com. J. L. Hampton, Lt. by purch.,
V. Ramsay prom., 10 Dec. C. Stewart, Corn, by
purch., V. Hampton, 10 Dec.
6 Di: Cii.—Corn. J. R. Hay, Lt. by purch., v.

Harvey prom., ,3 Dec. G. A. K. Heathcote, Com. by
purch., V. Hay. 3 Dec.

7 Dr. Gil Cora. H. C. D.iniell (and adj.), Lt. v.

Doyiie prom., 19 Nov. Corn. E. R. Butler, Lt., v.

Penefather prom., 20 Nov. Surg. A. Blake, from
."i K., surg., v. J. Rose, who ret., 13 Oct.

6 Dr Corn. W. C. Shepnard, from Cape Corps
Cav., Lt. by purch., v. Dovvn prom., 10 Nov. Tr.
Serj. Maj. G. Dickson, Qu. Mast., v. Kerr dec.,

»4 Nov.

3 L. Dr C. W. M. Haiders, Corn.,by purch., v.

Phillips prom., 10 Nov.
11 L. Dr Corn. F. R. H. Lawrie, Lt. by purch., v.

Bishoji prom., 1.! Oct. T. H. Pearson, Corn, by
purch., v. Astley who ret., 11 Mar. C, A. Lew.s,
Corn, by purch., v. Lawrie, 13 Oct.

12 L. Dr F. A. Hyde, Corn, by purch., v. Web-
ster prom, in 4 Dr. Gu., 17 Nov.

13 L. Dr Com. D. T. Cunyngeham, Lt. v. Mac-
kenzie dec. 5 June 24. Serj. Maj. B. Macmahon,
Rid. Mast, to <-'av. Depot, Maidstone, Corn., v.

Cunyngeham. 10 Nov. 25.

14 L. Di-.—Corn. A. G. Duff, Lt. by purch., v.

Musgrave prom., Ut Dec.
Ki'L. Dr.—Corn. W. V. Jillard, Lt. by purdi., v.

Macmahon prom., 1(1 Nov—Corn. J. P. Seward, Lt.

by purch., v. Cureton prom.. 17 Nov. D. Bmges,
Goru. by puich., v. Seward, 17 Nov«
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17 L. IV. — Mai. O. I.ord Binf;hiin. from h. yi.

m.-vj., V. WiUiiiBtDi), who ixcli., rcr. ililT. 1 Dec.

.As. SorR. .S. Ilolinci;, from li. p., Ass. Surg., v. Lo-

liincr, wlio cxch.. 1 Dec.
OM.it. F. Oil Br. Maj. B. Lord Ilotham. from h.

p.. I,t. .-jnd CapU, v. W. Kortwright who cxcli.,

1(1 Nov.
1 F. (;«.—Brev. Col. A. I^rd P.illmin Maj. by

punli. V. .lonos, wlio ret. I,t. and ("apt. P. Clarke,

taiit. and LU Col., by purch., v. Lord Saltoun. Ens,

and I,t. O. Johnstone, Lt. and Capt. by pure. v.

Clarke. Kns. J. W. .lodrcll, from (r2 F.. Ens. and
M. by pnrch.. v. Johnstone. C.ipt. K. V. Vernon,
adj., V. Clarke prom., all 17 Nov. Lt. W. <). Stan-

ley. Lt. and Capt. by purch., v. Tinling prom. 10

Dec. J. Dixon, Kns. and Lt. by purch., v. Stanley,

10 Dec. .

1 F.—Ejis. B. Kerr. Lt. bv purch.. v. Matthias

prom.. 10 Nov. C. Ford, Ens. by purch.. v. Kerr,

1!) Nov.
5 F—As. Surg. A, Hamilton, from 3!tF., ."^urg. v.

niake app. to 7 Dr. Gu.. 20 Oct—Surg. C. W.iring,

from 39 F. .Surg., v. Hamilton, who exch.. 1 Dec.
() F.—Lt. C. D. Allen from h. p. <M F. Lt. v. P.

D. Holme who exch.. 17 Nov. Lt. W. Dunne from
U. p. 2."i F. Lt.. V. W. .Scott who exch., 17 Nov.
. 7 F.— Lt. Hon. C. D. Blayncy. from Rif. Brig.,

Ll.. V. Ramsden. who exch..' !» Nov. As. Surg. W.
Dill.iu from.'} n. Vet Bat.. As. Surg., 1 Dec.

a F.—W. Chearnley. Ens. by purch., v. Newlim
prom., 2(> Nov. Ens. J. Byron, Lt. by purch., v.

Dirom prom, 17 Dec.
10. F.—Ens. W. N. Thomas. Lt. by pirch v. Day-

rell prom., II) Nov. G. Wright, Ems. by purch., v.

Tiiomas 10 Nov.
12 F.—Ens. J. .M. Russell, from Rl. Vet. Bt.. Ens..

7 ApriL
15 F.—Lt. tL Clinton, from h. p. 17 F.. Lt.. v. F.

D. Radford who exch. 17 Nov. Lt. C. Dniry from
h. p. 21 L. Dr., Lt. paying dift'., v. Clinton app. to
2.1 F., I Dec. . .

1 i F.—Hosp. As. J. M. Drysdale, As. Surg., v.
AloCandcr, who resigns. 10 Nov,

17 F.—Ha?. As. J. Fraser. .Vs. Surg.. ». Martin-
dale jn'om.. 10 Nov.
. I!) F.— Lt. G. B. Gr,ive-„ from h. p. .M F., Lt. v.

D. W. A. Douglas who exch.,rcc. did'.. 10 Nov. W.
Bcrnartl. Ens., v. Robinson prom., 17 Nov. Ens. A.
G. Moirhead Lt. by i)urch., v. Berkeley prom.. 3
Dec. G. Williamson Ens. by purch., v. Moorhead,
,T Dec. J. Mills Ens. by jiurch., v. I'oore prom.
3 Doc.

21 F.—Capt. C. Campbell Maj. by purch., v. Tho-
mas prom. Lt. J. C. I'eddic Capt. by purch., v.

Campbell. 2d Lt. J. G. Beet. 1st Lt. by purch., v.

I'eddie. A. Webber, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Beet ; all

2(i Nov.
22 F.—n. R. Smith, Ens. by purch., v. Gough

prom. 3 Nov.
23 F.—Capt. W. Fenwick, from h. p., Capt. v. W.

R.'utoul, who exch.. rec.diif., 17 Nov. Lt. II. Clin-
ton, iVom l.i F.. Lt., v. H. J. Cotter, who rets, upon
h. p. 21. L. Dr., recilitr.. 1 Dec.

Hi F Ens. J. Robinson Lt. by purch., v. Dar-
roch iirom., lil Nov. Hon. C. iPreston, Ens. by
purch.. v. Robinson prom., Ill Nov.

2.) F Lt. C. F. Sweeny, from 4;) F.. Lt., v. Small
prom.. 23 Nov. Lt. J. J. Pounrten from h. p. 42 F.,
Lt.. V. Smart app. to .52 F.. 24 Nov.

2ii K.— Lt. A. Macdonald, from h. p. 92 F., Lt., v.
G. Sinclair, who exch., 24 Nov.

•Zl F Lt. H. Dcertes, Capt. by purch., v. M'Ni-
vcn, app. (10 F., 10 Nov.

.30 F. Wright, Ens., v. B.ittley dec, 17 Nov.
Ens. G. Mansell, Lt. by purch., v. Steuart prom.,
1 Dec. W. H. Mounsey, Ens. by purch., v. ISIansel
prom., 1 Dec.
32 F.—Capt. J. Palk, from h. p., Capt. v. T. J.

Baines, who exch. rcc. diff., 1 Dec.
33 F. Fiske, Ens. by purch., v. Greene app.

2!) F., 27 Oct. Lt. A. Robertson, from Ceyl. R.,
Lt., V. Whannell prom. 17 Nov.
34 F.—Ens. A. Houston, Lt. by pureh., v. .Sweny

prom., 10 Nov. Lt. Hon. G. Upton, from h. p.,
Lt., V. C. Tinling, who exch., rec. dilT.. 24 Nov.
En.s. R. H. Milner, Lt. by purch., v. Harford prom.
I^ Dec. A. Home, Ens. by purch., v. Houston prom.,
I!) Nov. R. H. Wel«lcr, Ens. by purch., v. Mil-
ner prom., 3 Dec.

.
.!.'> F.—T. Christmas, Ens. by purch., v. Cumber-

land prom. <Ki F., 20 Nov.
.3f> F.—Hosp. As. J. Mair, As. Surg., v. Hamilton

prom. 5 F., 10 Nov Hosp. As. R^ M. Davics, As.
surg., 24 Nov. Surg. A. Hamilton, from 5 F.,
Surg,, V. Waring, who exch., 1 Dec.
a F.—Ens. C. K. Macdonald, Lt. by purch., v.

Hogarth ptom., 2C, Nov. A. Campbell, En». by
purch., v. Macilonald. 2r> Nov.
43 F.— Lt. J. B. B. Esicourt, Capt. by purch., t.

Hopkins prom., S Nov. Ens. S r II. J. Fletcher,

Lt. by niirch., v. Estcourt, .1 Nov. W. Bell, Ens.

by purch., v. Fletcher, .'i Nov.
4.-, F.—H.wp. As. (;. T.iwcr, .\<. Surg., v. Camp-

KHI, whose app. has not taken place 10 Nov.
4^ F.—Ens. P. Legh from h. p. <il F. Ei\s. v. F.

W. M.irtin. who exch. 17 Nov. Lt. G. Tarwell,
fr.im h. p.. Lt.. v. M.adigan app. tju. Mast., 24
Nov. Ens. F. Ingram. Lt. by purch. v. II. Stuart

prom.. 3 Dec. J. Davies, Ens. by purch.. v. In-

gram 3 Dec. Lt. J. Madigan Qxx. Mist., v. Bar-
foot, wlio rets, upon h. p., 24 Nov. Paym. J. Grant,
from 110 F. Paym. v. .Vnderson who exch. 24 Nov.

40 F.—Lt. K. M.)rris Capt., v. Johnston dee.,

I Dec. Ens. W. Browne Lt. v. Morris, 1 Dec.
A. Danicll Ens., v. Browne 1 Dec.

.I.) F.—Hosp. As. J. Connell As. Surg., v. Maclcin
prom.. 10 Nov. Ens. E. B. Philipi>s Lt. by purch..
V. Carpenter prom.. 17 Nov. J. St. C. Doyle. Ens.
by purch. v. Philipps 17 Nov.

.V. F.—Ens. B. H. Cuml)crland Lt. I>y purch.. v.

Mackay, who ret. 1.3 Oct. U. Bowles En*, by
purch..' v. Cumberland. 13 Oct.

.^7 F.—(apt. II. Wellinan, from 1 Rl. Vet Bn.,
Capt. B Apr.

.IN K.—Ens. J. B. Maim Lt by purch., v. Steven-
son prom.. 17 Nov, J. Kinlock. Ens. liy purch., v.

Mann prom. 17 Nov.
H'.l F.—Capt. H. I). Courtaync from h. p., Capt.,

v. J. Doran. who exch.. 24 Nov. G. N. Harwood,
Ens. bv i>urch.. v. Cockoll prom, in 14 F. 3 Nov.
m Fi—2d. Ll. J. T. Evans Lt by purch.. v. Ilt-s-

lop prom.. 1 Dec. E. Chambers 2d Lt. by purch.,
V. Evans 1 Dec.

C>2 F.—F. Leckv Ens. by purch.. v. Jodrcll app.
to 1 F. (iu.. 17 Nov. I.t .1. H. Anstruther from
h. p., Lt, V. J. Mansell. who exch.. rec. ditf.. 10

Nov. Ens. E. B,agot, Lt. by purch., v. Brooke
prom.. In Dec.

(;4 F.—Ens. J. Draiwr. Lt. by purch., v. Brown
prom., 10 Nov. C. S. Barker, Ens. by purch., v.

Draper prom.. 19 Nov. Ens. T. Kenyon, Lt by
purch., v. Mair prom, in 99 F.. 24 Nov.

6(1 F.—Capt. W. Burke from h. p. 7 Gar. Bat,
Capt. v. T. MolTatt who exch., rcc. diff,. 1 Dec.
Ens. T. L. Goldie. Lt by purch. v. Gould prom.,
10 Dec. Ens. C. Herbert, from 93 F. Eiis. v. Gol-
die 10 Dec.

70 F.—Ens. M. B. G. Reett, Lt. by purch., v.

Laing prom.. 19 Nov. C. TroUope, Ei'is. by purch.,
v. Reed prom. 19 Nov.

72 F Maj. W. L. Maberly, from h. p. Maj., v.

F. Brownlow who exch. , rec. diff.. 10 Nov. Ca|>t.

G. Hall. Maj. by purch.. v. Middleton prom. 19
Nov, Lt T. A. Blair Capt by purch., v. Hall.
19 Nov. Ens. T. J. Ncill, Lt. by purch., v. Blair
prora.. 19 Nov. T. H. Duthie, Ens. by purch.. v.

Neill. 19 Nov.
73 F.—Ens. A. L. T. Widdrini;ton Lt by purch..

v. Wigley prom. 2(i Nov. F. Dumaresq, Ens. by
purch., V. Widdrington prom. 17 Dec.

74 F.-^C. Purcell, Ens. by purch., v. Brown app.
to Capt- Cor. Cav., 10 Nov.—Lt. R. Davics, from
h. p. Ill F., P.-'ym.. v. Hass.ird dec.. 1 Dec.

77 F.—Lt. j'. Corfield, Capt. v. Jeffrey, dec.. 9
Nov. Lt A. Buchan. from 91 F.. Capt.. v. Piggott
dec. 10 Nov. Ens. A. Dillon, from 93 F., Lt v.

Corfield, prom. 17 Nov.
(ill K—Capt T. W. O. M'Niven, from 29 F.,

Capt. v. Butler prom., 19 Nov.
«1 F.—H. S. Jones, Ens. by purch., v. Hope

prom., 27 Oct
C7 F.—Ens. W. Smyth, Lt, v. Irvine dec., 10

Nov. C. F. Parkinson, Ens., v. Smyth, 10 Nov.
R. Dudley, Ens. by purch., v. Doyle prom., 13
Nov.
R9 F.—Lt. A. Stuart, Capt v. Cannon killed in

action, S Mar. Lt. A. S. H. .-\plin. Capt, v. Rose
ditto, 9 Mar. Ens. W. Olpherts, Lt., v. Stuart. (!

Mar. Ens. C. Arrow, Lt. v. Aplin 2 Mar. E. S.
Miles, Ens., v. Olpherts, 10 Nov. G. H. Lavard,
Ens.. V. Arrow, 11 Nov. Paym. J. J. Anderson,
from 40 F., Paym., v. Grant, who exch.. 24 Nov.

ftO F.—Hosp. As. F. C. Huthwaite, As. Surg., 10
Nov.

91 F.—Ens. R. W. Foskey, Lt,. v. Robeson dec,
10 Sept D. Cahill, Ens., v, Foskey. 10 Nov. Ens.
D. Williamson, Lt. v. Buchau prom, in 77 F-, '7
Nov. N.Kane, Ens., v. Williamson, 17 Nov.
. 92 F.—Ens. A. D. Morrison, from h. p.. Ens., v,

A.Shaw, who exch., 24 Nov.
93 F. -Ens. J. Crowe Lt by purch.. v. M'Nichol,

piom. 19 Nov., C. Herbert, Ens. by purch. V.

N 2
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t'rjwc, l!l Nov. .1. II. Smith, Kis., v. DiUtn
prom, in 77 V.. 17 Nov. Lt. C. W. Hill, from h. p.

at F., Lt., V. T. Stewart who excli., 1 Utc. Surg.

I'. M'Lachlan. from J W.I.K., Surg., v. O. Maiin,

wlio vets, upon h. p. 1 Dec. F. A. Goul len, Ens.

by piirch., v. Herbert app. to WJ V.. Itl Der.

94 F.—Lt. R. A. Coatcs from h. p. fid F.. Lt., v.

F. (;. Kengh, who exch.. la Nov. Ens. J.W. Ran-
dnlph Lt. by purch. v. Gilliei ap,i. to (i Dis.. 1?

Nov. H. Bathurst, Ens. by purcli., v. Randolph,

17 Nov.
K, F.— I losp. As. .1. A. Ore, A .. Sur^., If) Nov.
id) F.—Ens. W. Hope, fro;ii ill F., Lt. by purch.,

T. Story app. 0. Dr. Gils. 27 Oct.

!« F.—Lt. E. Hunter, from h. p. fiO F., Lt., 17

Nov.
fin F.—Brev. Maj. J. Johnston, Maj. by purch.. v.

DiHlgin who ret.. 17 Nov. Lt. I'. Mair, from 64

F., (apt. by purch.. v. Johnson. 17 Nov.
2 W.I. lipgt.—S. J. Hill. En;, v. Watson, dec.,

10 Nov. Lt. W. Morgan, from h. p. 37 F. Lt. v.

J. Manby, who exch. 17 Nov. As. .Surg, to forces

T. I'rosser, Surg., t. M'Lachlan app. to !« F.. 1 Dec.

Cupe Cur. fCni'.;—Ens. G. S. Brown, from 74 F.,

Com. by purch., v. Sheppard piom. in U Drs., 10

Nov.
R.Afr.Col. Cor.—K. Miller, Ens., v. Hartley dec.,

24 Nov. As. Surg. W. Fergusson, Surg., v. Stewart
prom.. 24 Nov. Hosp. As. J. Cahill, .\s. Surg., v.

Fergusson, 24 Nov. •

Hifii^ B;-i>.— Lt. C. Ram.sden, from 7 F. 1st Lf.,

V. Blayncy, who exch.. it Nov. 2d Lt. T. S. Beck-
with, 1st Lt. by purch., v. Byrne prom., 1(1 Nov.
D. H. Mackinnon. 2d Lt. by purch., v. Bcckwith,

in Nov. Lt. \V. S. R. Norcott, adj., v. Byrne
prom., 10 Nov. Capt. R. Ferguson, from h. p.,

Capt., paying dlff., v. E. Coxon, who exch., 17

Nov.
R. Reg. Artil Capt. and Br. MaJ. T. Paterson,

Mai., v^ Unett ret. 2d Capt. C. Cruttenden, Capt.,

V. VatcrsQD. 2d Capt. E. Sheppard, from h. p., 2d
Capt., V. Cruttenden. nil 5 Nov. 2d Capt. V. W.
Lawlor, from h. p., 2d Caiit., v. Steel ret. on h. p.,

6 Nov.
Chafliiin tofitrcrx.—Hey. J. Hudson, 2.'i Nov.
Birtvl Capt. Hon. F. C. Stanhope, 78 F., Maj.

in .Anny, 27 May. Capt. \V. K. Rams, 51 F., Maj.
in Army, 17 Nov. J. F. Fulton, late Maj. !I2 F.,

Lt. Col. on Continent of Europe only, 24 Nov.
Corn. B. M'Mahon, 13 L. Dr., Lt., 1 Dec.

Stnff.—iir. Maj. G. A. Eliot, Oil F., Maj. of brig.

to forces in Lower Canadii, v. Shakletou dec, 29
Sept.

Hni.j,il<il Sf-'iT.—StalT-Surg. W. Barry, Dep. \n-

siiect. Hosps., V. Inglis dec., 10 Nov. Surg. D.
Barry, from h. p., Surg, to forces v. Baillie who
rets, upon h. p., 10 Nov. .Surg. A. Stewart, from R.
Afr. Col. Co., Surg, to forces, v. Barry prom., 24

Nov.

—

To he Assist. Sur;.'s. to fnyces. As. Surg. J.

M'.\ndrew, from h. p. «4 !•'., v. Hosp. As. Leslie, who
res., 10 Nov. Gar.-mateS. Taylor, v. Brisbane app.
to 74 E., 10 Nov. Hos)). mate J. C. Barker, v.

O'Reilly dec., 24 Nov. Hosp. mate B. de St. Croix,
v.Prosscr, prom. . 1 Dec.—To he Hosp. Assist, toforces.

J. Macrionald, v. Duncanson, app. to 4!l F. G. For-
r<^t, V. Dartnell app. to 41 F. M. Rvan, v. Wil-
kins app. to Ceyl. Re^t. T. Beavan, \ . bobson app.

to ;i9 F. ti. J. Myde, V. W. H. Cr.iwford, whose
a^ip. has not taken place ; all 10 Nov. J. Thomson,
V. Morgan app. to 05 F., 24 Nov. M. J. Bramley, v.

Smith app. to '.*.) F., 24 Nov. M. Bardin, v. O'Brien
app. to 21) F., 24 Nov. J. Sidey, v. Campbell prom.
1 Dec. W. Stewart, v. Mair piom. in :)!» F, 1 Dec.
E. Greatrex, v. Connell app. to .W F., 1 Dec. V. Ro-
bertson, V. Drysdale app. to 10 F.; 1 Dec. D. A.
Macleod v. Oie app. to 05 F., 1 Dec. A. Duncan, v

.

Tower app. to 4.) F., 1 Dec.
Vniittiiched Maj. C. Middleton, from 72 P., Lt.

Col. of Inf. by purcli.. v. W. Xene, who rets., !> Nov.
Brev. Lt.. Col. H. Thomas, from 21 F., Lt. Col. of
Inf. by purch.. 20 Nov.

—

To be Mnjs. of Inf. bu pwrh.
Capt. J. V. Hopkins from 43 F.. v. G. W. Unett,
who rets., 5 Nov. Capt. J A. Butler, from Wi F..
19 Nov. Capt. W. F. Tinlingf from 1 V. Gu. 10
Dec.—To be Oipts. of Inf. p;/ purch. Lt. E. M. Wig-
ley, from 73 i\ Lt. R. Doyne. from 7 Dr. Gds. Lt.
G. Mathias. from 1 F. Lt. J. Laing. from 70 F. Lt.
T. Eastwood, from 44 F. Lt. D. M'Nicol, from 93.

F. Lt. Hon. H, M. Upton, from 1 Life Gds. Lt. W
E. Sweny, from 34 F. Lt. A. Charabre. from 7 F-
Lt. D. Darroch, from 24 F. Lt. W. Timson, from
51 F. Lt. G. Brown, from 04 F.; till 19 Nov.
Lt. C. B. Berkeley, from 91 F. Lt. C. Harford,
from 34 F. Lt. J. S. Doyle, from 11 F. Lt. H.
Stuart, from 46 F. Lt J. W. Harvey, from 6 Dr.
Gu. Lt. R. Willington, from 25 F. ; alt 3 Dec. Lt-
W. H. L. Brooke, from 4 Dr. Gu. Lt. G. N. Ram-
say, from 5 Dr. Gu. Lt. C. Musgrave, from 14 L
Dr. Lt F. A. Gould, from 66 F. Lt. E. P. Brooke*
from 62 F. Lt. H. W. B. Portman, firom 7 L. Dr. !

all 10 Dec. Lt J. Haggarstone, from 83 F., and Lt.
A. Dixon, from H F., 17 Dec— To be hieuts. of Inf.
bypureh Ens. E. Newton, from 8 F.. 2(i Nov.
Com. J. E. Alexander, from 13 L. Drs., 26 Nov.
Ens. P. Logh, from 40 F. Ens. R. F. Pwre, from
19 F. 2d Lt. G. Mason, fromOti F.; all 3 Dec Ens.
P. La P. Trench, from 06 F., 17 Dec To be Etis.

by purch—G. W. Tireman, 26 Nov. J. M. Graham,
10 Dec.

Alliiived to dispose of their half-pay.—Maj. J. F.
Bland (Lt. Col.), 10? F. Capt T. W. Poppleton
(Maj.), 12 F. Capt W. Girod, 101 F. CJipt. Sir J.
Clarke, 15 F. Capt. W. Clarke, 1 F. Capt. W. H.
Hamilton. 11 Gar. Bat. Capt C. French, unat-
tached. Capt. A. Dashwood, ditto. Capt. Vi. Hop-
son, Gar. Bat Capt A. G. Douglas, Nov. Scotia
Fenc. Capt. J. R. Drew, 105 F. Capt G. Wood,
82 F. Capt. G. Herbert, 25 F., all 19 Nov Lt. J.

W. Disney, 2 Gar. Bat. Lt J. G. Green 2 Dr. Gu.
Ens. H. Hickman, 03 F. Lt Col. N. Cockbuni,
ret. list 4 R. Vet Bat. : nff26 Nov Lt W. Walker.
Hi L. Drs. Capt F. Maclean, Bourb. Regt. C.ipt.

D. Bowman, 91 F. Capt. T. Shawe (Br. Maj.), 6
Gar. Bat. C.ipt. J. Macm.imara. 9 F. Lt W. Era-
ser. 83 F. Lt. E. Heard, IdO F. Capt. R. H.
Maunsell (Maj.), 39 F. Capt R. Carter, Sicil.

Regt; all 3 Doc—Maj. J. S. Hawkshaw (Lt Col.),
91 F. Capt. W. Barney (M.ij.), 89 F. Capt. T. S.

Barrett. 37 F. Capt. T. Jones. 32 F. Capt. J. All-
man. 48 F. Capt. J. M'Killigin. Shefl'. Regt Capt.
G. Earl of Belfast, 1 Dr. Ens. J. B. Johnson 8 Gar.
Bat. ; all 10 Dec—Capt. T. Lloyd, '.Ki F. Capt. J.
Bridge (Br. Maj.). 03 F. Lt W. Proctor, tit) F. ; all

17 Dec

rOLITICAL OCCURRENCES, S:c.

The greatest nRitation and alarm have
prevailed in the City, occasioned hy com-
mercial embarrassments and failures, which
have spread themselves over the cotuitry.

The banking firm of Sir Peter Pole, Bart.,

Thornton, Free, Down, ai d Scott, have
been compelled to suspend their payments

;

the house was among the most consider-

able in London, the firm being agents for

no less than forty-seven provincial banks. It

was soon understood that a great competition

existed among the other London bankers to

obtain the connexions of the fallen establish-

ment. The agency for some of the Scotch

banks, in particular, is said to be extremely

valuable. The failm-e of the banking con-
cern of Sir Peter Pole and Co. was fol-

lowed by a still greater blow to public con-

fidence, in the stoppage of the respectable

house of Messrs. Williams, Williams, ]5ur-

gess and Williams, of Birchin Lane ; about
seventeen country banks kept their accounts
with Messrs. Williams, the stoppage of whose
house occasioned a suspension of the pay-
ments of the banking-house of Sir Claude
Scott, Williams, and Co., of Holies Street

;

there is a family connexion between these

houses It is impossible to picture the distress

and despondency produced by the embarrass-

ment of these lirmo ; every banking-house
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ill the City w.i-; l)(3siof»i.>!l I)y crowds eager to

Srivc tiicir pruin'ity ; this ii;ituiMlly iiitMVUsc'.l

th^' evil, iiriil nil cjiifidcrice was (It'stroyod :

Cor suvurul days tof,'othi'r, a nun nii},'ht liave

had setuiritic's to tlic anioinit of ^'aU,001) in

his ('liest without hciii^ a!)lc' to raise £M
upon thcMi. Tlie Bank Directors resorted

to the measure of advaiK'in;j; tlii; rate of dis-

(• )ii'it from foiu- to five per cent. The ef-

fects of t!io dreadful situation of the London
l)aakers soon he;^an to manife-it themselves
upon the provincial establishments : either

a partner or a re))resentative of ahnost every

country bank arrived in the metropolis to

watch the course of events, and to send olf

supplies. It soon became known that two
more banking-liouses of great respect;ibility

h id been compelled to close their doors :

tliose of Messrs. Sikes, Snaith and Co.,

and Messrs. Everett, Walkers, Maltby,

Ellis and Co.; both these were in Mansion-
house Street. The circumstance of Mr.
Everett bein^ tlie Receiver-general for the

county of Middlesex, always afforded a high

degi'ee of credit to the latter house : twelve

country banks drew on Messrs. Everett

and Co. As these two failures became
known, the agitation and bustle became
greater in the City ; the Royal Exchange
was tlironged long before the customary
hour, and all tlie streets in which the bank-
ing-liouses are situated Wv're crowded to

sucli a dagree, as to make it necessary to

call in tlie aid of the police. The Bank
Directors now gave \\~ay, uj)onapoiiit upon
which they had hitherto resisted all applica-

tion> that of lending money upon the se-

curity of Gjvernment stock, or Bank stock,

and large sums were advanced on sucli

securities, particularly to country bankers.

In the Discou:it-o!tice the labour of the

clerks was doubled, and their number con-
siderably increased. With all the exer-

tions of those in the five and ten-pound note

ortice, it became necessary, in some cases,

to re-issue notes wiiich had been brought
in. The drain of notes and specie for the

country banks became prodigious ; it was
a))parent that the Bank of England was,

for the moment, called upon to supply

nearly the whole of the circulation in small

notes of the country banks. The efforts

made to relieve the country left London
in a state of destitution, wliicli probidily

greatly contributed to bring on the town
failures. The expedient was adopted of call-

ing a meeting at the Mansion-house, at

which the Lord Mayor presided. At this

meeting resolutions were adopted, asserting
" tliat the embarrassments and difficulties

under which the circulation of the country

at present labours, are mainly attributable

to a general panic for which there are no
reasonable grounds ; that the meeting has

the fullest confidence in the means and sub-

stance of the banking establishments of the

capital and the country ; that having the

firmest confidence in the stability of the

public credit of the country, the meeting

declares its determination to support it to

the utmost." Tiie City bcciime restored to

comparative tranrpiillity, but the west end
was alarmed by tlie failure of the banking-

house of Sir Walter Stirling, .Stirling and
IIod>ell, in tiic Strand. Sir Walter Stirling

was visible to his customers, and assured

them, that though the iiouse had been un-

able to withstand the |)anic, 20,«. in the

l)ound would be ])aid, and would Ifave a
great surplus. Tlie alarm in the City re-

vived, and the anxiety for money was a»

great as ever; this at one period was so pres-

sing as almost to drain the Bank of the c;ish

and notes in its possession ; the demand for

gold Wius principally for country emergen-
cies, where tlic pcojile will look at nothing

else : evciiBank paper they gaze at with sus-

piscion, so sick are they of paper money.
Tiie Bank have been in a manner com-
pelled to the issue of the old one and two
pound notes ; they are of the date of the

years 1818 and 1821, being part of the

stock in the Bank jirejiared at the time
notes of that description were withdrawn,
not being wanted for distribution. It is

not apprehended, even by the creditors of

the suspended firms, that much eventual

loss will be sustained—that is, if bankrupt-
cies are avoided, and if proper time is given

for rendering the securities which the houses
may hold into ciish : but if, to effect the lat-

ter, undue haste is resorted to,' the most
ruinous sacrifices must be the consequence.
Sir Claude Scott and Co. resumed their

payments after a few days' stopp.ige, and
Messrs. Williams and Co. have promised to

do the same this month; it is expected that

most of the other houses that ban clo-ed are

endeavouring to follow their cxam|)le.

Advices have been received by Iiis Ma-
jesty's government of the death of the
Emperor Alexiinder. He is said, in the

Etoile French paper, to liave long had a
disorder in his leg, and it is supposed that

the humours may Rave ascended and caus-

ed his death. The present Emjieror, the

Grand Duke Constairtirre, was born on
the 8th May 1 779.

The Buenos Ayres papers to tl>e 7th

September, contain the speech of the Pre'-

sident of the four provinces of Upper Peru,

on the opening of the Assembly of Depu-
ties ; and an account of some distur-

bances in the province of St. Juan. Nei-
ther of these events are of much impor-

tance to the general state of affairs. Tlie

political organization of Upper Peru was to

be expected as a natural consequence of tlie

success of Bolivar's arms ; while regular

order and good government cannot for some
time be expected in several of the inland

provinces of the Rio de la Plata union,

where a civil condition bordering on bar-

barism has hitherto prevailed; and where,

conseqaently, the people are not as yet pre-

pared to reap all the advantages which
their bretliren on the coast derive from free

institutions and political independence.
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TtcpiiWics ayrpear to multiply in South

Anx'rica, l)iit it is nioro by a separation of

iiicnibors of old bodies than by an accession

oi' new ones. Upper Pern, havinp; liad a

free choice left it by the povernments of

I'eru and La Plata, each liopinfr no doubt

that the upper Peruvians wo\dd decide in

its favour,- has given both the slip, and Iiave

set up for themslves as an independent

poweV.
Letters from Madrid state tliat the new

Spanish minister is busy in undoing all that

vas done by liis predecessor. The persons

Arrested by order of 2ea are set at liberty

by the order of the Duke of lufantado;

iind the persons banished from the court

imder the former are recalled by the latter.

The Conservative Junta, whose operations

were supposed to he paralyzed by the late

change in the cabinet, has resumed its sit-

tings.

Concurring accounts from India state

that there seems no probable, at least no
di^finite ho.^e of a termination to the hosti-

lities with the Burmans. A pretended ne-

gotiator is said to have been despatched by

the court of Ava, to amuse Sir A. Cam))bell

with projwsals of peace, and to have disap-

5)oared suddenly when he found th-it the

^season itself was likely to accomplish the

real end of his mission, by c\itting short the

inarch of the British General from Prome
to Umincrapoora.

Tlio Brussels papers contain n notice of

the alTiiirs of the diet of IIu!igary calculatefl

to attract some attention. It a[)pears that

this diet, which was o))cned with so much
pomp, instead of proceeding with the expe-

ilitiou the Emperor re(pnred of them to

tiie vote of supplies, begiin to discuss the

infringements upon their constitutional

liijhts, and embodied llie substance of their

complaints in an address to the Emperor.

The address received an angry and rather

thi-eatening answer, esjiccially recommend-
ing them to inoceed to the grant of the

sn)>i>lies. This was followed by a second

resolution of the diet, not granting tlie suji-

j'.lies, but expoimding more fully the gi-ounds

upon which tliey had urged their first com-
plaints. As Hungary was supposed to be

one of the parts of the Austrian empire

most attached to the sovereign, these pro-

ceedings have given rise to many sj)ecida-

tions ill Germany.
The I'rench papers mention the death of

General Foy, the distinguished opposition

leader in the Chamber of Deputies. So

great was liis popularity, tluit at the last

election, when the liberal opposition was
reduced from 140 or 150 to 17 or 18 mem-
bers, he was chosen for three jdaces.

It is stated in theCon.stitutionneI,tliat the

gross amount of subscriptions already re-

ceived for General Foy's family extends to

433,185 francs, or about .£17,323 sterling.

A still later accoimt states it at .£"20,000.

Ever)' lover of constitutional freedom and

the liberty of the press, will be rejoiced

to liear that the Courier Franc;ais and

the Constitutionnel, French newspapers,

\>Tiich have been proceeded against in

the Cnur Royale at Paris, for the al-

ledged tendency of their articles to cast

a slur upon religion, liave been aetpiit-

ted. The Courier Frangais observes, that

the sentence of the Cour Boyale will be cf

the greatest benefit to Catholics, not merely

in France, but in every otiier ccnnitry, by

shewing that it is not the Catholic religion,

but the vile alloy which it was attempted

to mix up with it, which is dangerous to

society.

MONTHLY MEDICAL REPORT.

TitF. unusual mildness of the weather during the last month, lias prevented the np-

rearance of those severe cases of bronchial intiammation wMch are wont to shew them-

selves at this season of the year. In no former period, ))erliiips. was the metiojiolis ever

so free from fog in the month of December, ; and of all the exciting causes of broricliilis

(subacute and chronic), none can be imagined so iioweifid, and no one, in jioint of fact,

is so universally found to operate as inhalation of air loaded with this kind of condensed

moisture. The cases of cough and expectoration which have occurred in the reixirter's

practice have been numerous indeed (as they always must be in this variable climate);

but they have uniformly yielded to mild remedies, or, at farthest, to the loss of eight

ounces of blood from the arm.

It liiis occurred to tlie reporter to witness, during the same period, a very large num-
ber of cases exhibiting the following eluiracters :— The patient complains, in tlie first

instance, of rheumatic and wandering pains alTecting the shoulders, back, and chest.

Tiiese arc succeeded by a seiuse of tightness or coimlnrlion across the cliest and pit of

the stomach, with dithculty, or ratlier a sense of weight, in drawing a full breath. If

the comjilaint be suffered to proceed, there follow ))aliiitation and head-aehe. With all

this ajiparent disturbance of the resjiiratory organs, there is little or no cough, and no

exi'ectoration whatever, The appetite is good, and the sleep undisturbed. From the
' uniform effects of the remedies employed, the reporter is satisfied that these symptoms
are altogether the result of simpk constipation. The colon becomes torpid and inac-

tive, and partly by mechanical distention, and jiarlly by nervous sympathy, so disturbs

the diaphragm in its functions, as to give rise to tlie unpleasant and; ajipareatly, alarming
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symptoms wliicli have been (iescril)etl. Tlio kind of ajwriciit medicine necessary for tlie

cure of tlie coni|)laint varies, of course, willi the constitution of the jxiticnt, and the

l)revious duration of urgent symptoms. Calomel is the most elTectual, hut care should

be taken in its administration at tliis season of the year, lest the >;ums Hiotrid become
unexpectedly affected. The well-known black dose is pcrluips, after all, the most efl'cc-

tual remedy which can he given.

Having now mentioned two ailments of a mild kind whicli Iiave distinguished -Jic last

month, the reporter proceeds to the notice of another of a much more formidable cha-

ructer, winch has lately excited considerable atlei.tion in the upjier as well as the .in-

ferior classes of society— typhus fever. It has been very general, very severe, ai.«',

unfortunately, it must be added, unusually fatal during the last montli. 'I'yphns fever

is one of those diseases whose prevalence is peculiarly atlectcd by states of the utuio-

sphere, and no doubt can be entertained that the warmth and moisture of the air,

which has been the daily theme of friendly conversation since the setting in of Dcctm-
ber, have been particularly favourable to the development of typhoid fever. 'ITie ad-
missions into the Fever Ilosjiital liave been, and still continue to be, veiy nunieruus

;

and the reporter, at a late visit, noticed ujany cases of uiuisual severity. It is scarcely

to be supposed, after the numerous allusions to fever which liave recently nj)]><'are(l irt

this IMaga/iiie, that any of its reiidcrs can be in doubt as to the real sense cf the term
tiii'hus ; but as a clear understanding of exjiressions in ccmn'.on use is highly dcyirullc,

ami as the reporter ai>pears now fur the first time in the i>ages of the Monii;i.y
Magazini;, he may, ])erhaps, be indulged with leave to state, in a few words, the notion

which he attaches to the terms ////>// 1/.? and tt/phoid (ever.

Several circumstances arc cmivdied in tlie phrase tj/jdiiis fever. It is not a. simple or
elementary term, but it involves three or four scfiorntc i;otions. In the rn>t place, by
typhus fever, is meant a fever running a lem/llieiud cour.-e, hardly ever less than twenty-
one days. This is the exclimcc sense in which the term was ujcd by Sjuivages in his

excellent NosoliHjia Mclhcdica. In the second place, there is attached to the term
typhus the notion of a fever, attended with symptoms of depressed nervous power and
great depravatiun, no less than diminution of secretions. Thiidly, by the term t>/phi:s

j%t)er is understood a fever which, in whatever way it may have (rigiiiatcd, is capable,

at some period of its progress, and under circumstances favourable to such an event, of
propagating itself by contiifiion. Such is the com))lex term typhus, and it is only by
viewing it in this extended manner, that a just notion of the term c;in ever be formed.

Typhus may be, of course, either of a milder or severer sort— (t_vi)hus iiiitlor and yravinr

of Dr. CuUen). That which has prevailed lately is the typhus mitior : and a case of the

kind whicli the reporter was engaged in examining, on the very day when he assumed tlie

duties in which he is now engaged, terminated fatally, so late as the thirty-filth day of-

the disease. In this case deafness occurred from an early period, disproving (as far as a
single instance can go) the notion entertained by the old physicians, tiiat deafness was a
favourable sign in fevers.

On the ICth of last month (November) tlic reporter was called ujjon to visit a young
German who, in a state of high mental excitement, swallowed above three drachms of

pure powdered opium. The coroner's inquest upon the body was biiefly noticed in tlie

Morning Chronicle of Saturday, November 19. The following particulars of the cas^e

may perhaps be worthy of being placed iijion record :

—
'I'he ))oison was taken at seven

o'clock in the afternoon, and medical assistance was obtained at eight. The ordinary
means of discharging the contents of the stomach liaving failed, partly through the
obstinate resistiuicc of the patient, and partly through the paralyzing influence of the
opiiun; the stomach pump was put into operation soon after nine o'clock, by Mr. Cor-
bett of Titchborne-street, Haymarket, with most comjilete and admirable effect. In
about a quarter of an hour the whole of the opium appeared to have been removed, but,

to ensure the complete clearance of tlie stomach, the operation was continued for five or
six minutes longer. No dithculty whatever occmred in any part of the process. It is

to be regretted, however, that the mischief had already been done. While the pumj> was
in operation, hunied on, probably, by the previous violent stniggles of tlie patient, the
symptoms of oppressed braiii manifested themselves. The breathing became stertorous,

the pupils of the eyes strongly contracted, and the counten.ince cadaverous. The able

physician who had now assumed the management of the case (and whose temporary
absence the reporter had stipplied), directed, with great judgment, a vein to be opened.

As this did not yield the due quantity of blood, the temporal artery was divided, from
which dark-cohvrrd blond issued. Cold art'usion was next liberally applied, and every
possible effort made to support the system by coffee and other availai)le supjilies, but
they were veiy iuelfectual, and the death of tlie young man was momentarily expected.

He did not expire, however, until seven o'clock the following nioriiing, twehe boms
after the jioison luul been taken. It was highly satisfactory to find, upon examination of

the body after death, that no opium remained in the stomach, and that no injury what-
ever had been done, by the pump, to the very delicate mucous membrane of that organ.

8, Upper Jojm-strcet, Gulden-square, Dec. 2], 1825. Gzoxge Gkegouv, y..D.
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

Cotton Wool.—No alteration in prioes: the market continues extremely dull in conse-

quence of the recent ftiilurcs in the manufncturinjj^ towns of Lancafhire, &c.

Sugar.—The market is in a niont fle|)rcsscd state, both aniouf!: ihe exporters and the

grocers; so that we quote incur i)ricc-einTeut the highest prices, asked or obtained,

without any appearance of amendment.
Coffee.—The same may be said of this article, there being little or no demand for

exportation or home consumption.

Rum, Brandy and Hollandx.—Very little doincf in the market in Rum; the reduction

of duty on this article, on tlic oth instant, prevent buyers from ])urchasinrj. Brandy ratlier

advanced in price for Cogniacs ; but Hollands Geneva continues low at our quotations of

2s. per gallon in bond.

Spices.—The market is greatly depressed, owing to the scarcity of money ; and
Nutmegs are full Is. per lb. now undel' our prices stated: the san;e may be said of all

other kinds of spices.

Teas.—The trade has experienced a great depression ; Boheas have been sold from i<!.

to 5d. per lb. under the sale price, and all other sorts in the like proy^ortion.

Tobacco—The late speculations in this article have caused the chief of the imports

from America to come to this coimtry. The stock in London is estimated at 27,20()hhds.,

and in consequence of the few export orders, and trilling demand from the trade,

prices are expected lower. The quantity delivered last month was about 150 hhds. for

exportation, and 3.J0 hhds. for home consumption.
Oil.—There is a reduction of £\. \Gs io £2. per tun in the price of this article, and

Olive Oil is also on the decline.

Irixh Prmnnions are extremely dull, and little or no business doing in Beef, Pork,

Butter or Bacon.
Hemp, Flax, and Tallow.— In these articles no alteration of prices has taken place,

but the nuu'ket continues dull.

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

With respect to the common routine of country affairs and of culture, nothing of

novelty presents, a usual case with the jncsent season of the year. 'J'lie state of the

weather has been the most prominent topic with our correspondents. Considerable da-

miige, from high winds and hail-storms, lias occurred in some parts of the country, and

dining the last two or three weeks so much rain has fallen, that the low and heavy lands

havel)ecome saturated, or rather deluged, and the ))lough has been nearly at a stand.

This, however, has not alfected the high and dryer grounds, where culture has jiroceeded

with little interrui>tion, and, in general, the spring tilths are sutfu-ienti)- forward. The
Museasonahle warmth and su])erahmidant moisture has had an unfavourable effect on
lualth, in the most exposed districts ; but within the last two days a favourable cliange

has taken place ; and who can tell but a hard winter may ensue, and 'Mr. Col)bett may
be right for once, although generally the most unfortunate of modern ))rophets ! On tlie

sound lands, the cattle and shcc]) are yet abroad, in abundant grass keep, or the latter

hurdled on turni|is ; but where this advantage has been im])rovidently aimed at, on lands

of an opiiosite description, the consequence has, or assuredly will be, injuiious to tlie

stock: not only in regard to their health, but to their improvement in condition, which

never can result from food, the substance and nutriment of which is entirely washed out

;

on the contrary, this kind of keej) and time, are entirely thrown away. The homestall

and winter early quarters are the only and really profitable plan in the case, though cus-

tom and ])rejudice, and a left-handed \iew. of interest, even yet, and after so long and
ainmally reiterated warnings, stand in the way. This too just reproof most unaccount-
ably applies, in an especial manner, to the famous county of Kent, where the periodical

retting, and destruction of thousands of sheep, and the well-pointed ridicule of our Con-
tinental competitors, have hitherto failed to work a cure ! The common tuniips, how-
ever, improved by warm and moist weather, are yet unsubstantial food, and spend very
quickly ; and the chief dependance for the spring must lie in that most excellent root,

tlie rutabar/a or Swede ; never cultivated to a sufficient extent, and on the mangel trvrzel,

a root indeed of inferior quality, but vast in production : these, too, economized by tlie

abundance of grass, hay, and winter green crops. In the great cattle counties, however,
and where stall-feeding is practised to a great extent, there is some api)rehensions of a
defective spring supply, and the import of oil-cake has of late been perhajjs beyond pre-

cedent. We have long entertained a suspicion, on practical grounds, that the juofft and.

loss of oil-cake feeding has not yet been submitted to the ordeal of a strict Debtor and
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Creditor calculation. The wlieats continue to look well, and are sufficiently thick

planted on all well-managed soils. Of all other crops, the report is equally favounible.

Potatoes, although by no means a good cro]), whether in respect of quantity per acre or

quality, are now habitually cultivated to such an extent, that no defect of supjily is ap-

prehended, nor is there any noticeable advance of price ; the chief apprehension is on the

score of a want of good seed for future |)lantirig. The supply of barley, from the im-

port, has not been considerable enough to affect the price ; nor has the quality been

equal to the delicacy of hand requisite for our English markets ; thence fine malting or

grinding samples are, and will be, in request : but within these few days the foreign sup-

ply has increased. On \\o\>%, nothing worth reporting. In our wool trade, a certain

mystification has for some time prevailed, which puts it completely out of our power even

to offer a conjecture. Oats, perhajjs, one of the most defective crops of late years ; of

inferior consequence indeed, since this country seldom grows enough for its consumption.

As to fruit, we stand in the same predicament, without an equally good apology, the

orchards of America, France, Guernsey and Jersey, supplying our tables with apples

and pears. It ought not to be omitted, that the manyel wurzel, with its other advan-

tages, has re-introdiiced the good old-fashioned practice of storing roots ; expense, if in

the field, considerably under 20s. per acre. An autumnal reduction has at length taken

place in the price of ])rovisions : in cattle and sheep, both store and fat, prime stores yet

fetch a high price. Tlie gi-eat jilcnty of acorns has also contributed to reduce the price

of pork and bacon. The metropolitan cattle-show, chronologically, the 2Gth, was most

numerously attended, and that not only by the regular professional men, but by those

of another, which has always been a notable and acknowledged profession in this coun-

try; these last succeeded in dealing advantageously with two customers, abstracting

from the pockets of one, notes to the amount of i.200, from those of another £\(iO, not

to mention minor bargains. Good horses, nominally reduced in price, are still worth

any price, but the breeders are on the alert. The largest importations of cart-horses

from the Continent ever known, have lately taken place, being extraordinarily profitable
;

and it seems equally extraordinary, that cows have been, thus far, overlooked. The late

commercial distress in London, purely the result of excessive prosjjcrity, overtrading,

speculation and swindling, has been inevitably, and still will be, sc\erely felt throughout

the country; with this, in some degi-ee, countervailing advantage, that as it results from

storms in the natural atmosphere, the atmosphere of country currency may haply be

purified. There can be no solid objection to country paper currency, presupposing its

due solidity. Our letters, and indeed personal observation, fully confirm our former

reports, in our old scries, of a general amendment in the wages and condition of the farming

labourers ; at the same time we were, and are still, sensible of the existence of too much
of the old leven of poverty and misery, in certain poor districts ; and of the baneful

influence of select vestries, of which we have had some actual experience. And wc fully

agree with our respectable Correspondent, C. W., of the vicinity of Chipping Norton,

Oxfordshire, on this subject.

Smithfield.—Beef, is. to 5s. -k/.—Mutton, 3s. to 5s. 4</.—Veal, 4s. 6rf. to 5s. 6d.

—

Pork, 4s. to 5s. 6d.—Dairy Pork, 6s.—Bath Bacon, 5s. to 5'. 4<1.—Irish, is. 8d. to

4s. 10(/.—Pickled Pork, 50s. per cwt.—Raw Fat, 2s. 7^(f. per stone.

Com Exchange.—Vihea.t, 45s. to 72s.—Barley, 30s. to 4««.— Oats, 25j. to 34s.—
London loaf of fine Bread, 41b. lOrf.—Hay, 70s, to 105s.— Clover ditto, 80s. to )20s.—
Straw, 36s. to 45.

.

Coals in the Pool, 38s. 6d, to 42s.

Middlesex, I6lh December 1825.

Alphabetical List of Bankruptcies, announced between, tlw 23d of October ami the

]9th of November 1825; extractedfrom the London Gazettes.

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSED^ED. AUnond, R. Abington, grocer. [Miller, Somerset;

Crown, L.S.mderland, shipbuilder. ..""k "fo^^^ "^1"'
^'''^tf"'^' i, , -i ,„^

Darke, E. Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire, coal- Akebo. J.R. pe.Bank-buildings, merchant. _J. and

merchant ^* Pearce, St. Swrthms-lane

Dennis, R. Bradney, Lincoln, timber-merchant Ashton. S. Birmingham, iron-founder and chap-

Giles, W. Hexton, Middlesex, dealer and chapman ™an. fClarke and Co. Chancer>-lane ; and Tyn-

Jacobs, E. Windsor, dealer in jeweUery , df" <^g Rawlins, Birmingham

Jarv is, J. Brompton, uilor Ashby, R. b. Lombard-street, engraver. [Cottle,

McMurdie, W. and W. C. Pout, Epping, stationers .
AldermanDury

ck k „, ™!,),c
Turner, E. Howarth-cross, Lancasliire, corn-factor ^stley, R. and E. Hickman, Shrewsbury-, smiths.

Wade, J. S. Aldsburph, brickniaker nt^^'^'^S'
Burtonupon-Trent

Wheeihouse, W. Norwich, linen-draper Barker P. Cambridge, grocer. [Tate and Johnson.

Wolff.A.M. King's-aims-yard, merchant ,. '^J!I'*''J, i", .
^^ d i -i- i wo, ri-^

x> A xix^DTTn'rr'Tr-c r-ri.: - Tvr„.,tl, lOO T Barber, M.Morton Banks, York, malster. [Lee,BANKRUPTCIES. [ Hus Monthl99.] j^^^^. andBattyeand Co. Chancery-lane
Solicitors' Names are m Parentheses. Baker, S. Wood-street, Cheapside, victualler.

Anderson, C. Lawrence Pountney Hill-place, flour- [Rushberry, Carthusian-street

factor. [Fisher, Queen-street, Cheapside Bennattav, H. Ho« ford-buildings, Fenchchurch-5t.

M. M. Ntw Series.— ^'ol. L- No. 1. O
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street, merchant. [HIniJmarBh, Crescent, Jewln-

Bennett, R. Duckenfielil, scrivener. [Smith, Man-
chester ; and Capes, Gray's-inn

Bentham, C. J. Tabernacle-row, pickle-dealer.

[Lewis, London-street, Fitzroy-square
Bird, T.Liverpool, broker. [Fisher, Liverpool;
and Chester, Staple-inn

Blaikband, B. Gnosall, Staffordshire, grocer. [Stan-

ley, Ne^vport; and Hemingand Baxter, Gray's-inn

Blomiield, J. Fleet-market, innkeeper. [Russen,

Crown-court, Aldersgate-street

Booty, M. Nodehill, Isle of Wight, wine-merchant

[Griffiths, Newport ; and Anderlon and Williams,

Quality-court, Chancery-lane
Braddock, J. Macclesfield, silk-manufacturer.

[Giimsditch and Hope, Macclesfield; Bell and
Brodrick, Bow Church-yard

Brewster, T. Thundridge, Hertford miller. [Bond,

Ware; and Weymouth, Chancery-lane
Brealy, Oakewrod, Lauciushire, flannel manufac-

turer. [Baker, Rochdale; and Hurd and John-

son, Temple
Britten, W. jun., Northampton, leather-seller.

[Howes, Norlluunpton ; and Jeyes, Chancery-

lane „ ,

Buckley, J. Manchester, cotton-manufacturer.

[Booth, Manchester ; Hurd and Johnson, Temple
Carmichael, J. Birmingham, dealer. [Jones, Size-

lane
Cather, W . Liverpool, merchant. [Crump, Liver-

pool ; and Battye and Co., Chancery-lane

Chaffin, C. Wootten-imder-Edge, Gloucestershire,

clothier. [Bryan and Brettan, Bristol ; and Bour-

dillon and Hewitt, Bread-street, Cheapside

Chambers, A. H. sen., and A. H. f:hambers, jun..

New Bond-street, bankers. [A. Beckett, Golden-

square
Childrens, C. C. Brighton, builder. [Bennett,

Tokenhouse-yard
Cook, H. Witney, Oxford, glover. [Westall, Wit-
ney ; and Helden, Clement's-inn

Coleman, W. Essex-street, victualler. [Rushbury,
Carthusian-street

Cooper, R. Gloucester, grocer. [Mathews, Glou-

cester ; and A'Beckett, Golden-square
Cotterill, G. G. Peter's-lane, St. John-street, pro-

vision-merchant. [Nind and CotterUl, Throg-
morton-street

Cranch, W. G. Monkwell-street, feather-merchant.

[Badeley, Leman-street
Crown, L. Monkwearmouth Shore, Durham, ship-

builder. [Holmeand Co., New-inn
Crook, J. C. Watling-street, cotton-yam-manufac-

turer. [Van Sandau and Tyndale, Dowgate-hill

CuUier, W. London-wall, harness-maker. [Rich-

ardson , Cheapside ,„ ,

CuUier, J. Islmgton-green, baker. [Robinson, Wal-
brook

Daniel, J. Newgate-street, fringe-manufacturer.

[Clare and Dickmson, Old Jewry
Davis, M. J. Thanet-place, Strand, boot-maker.

[CoUyer, Lyon's-inn
Damant, W. Sudbury, Imen-draper. [Jones, size-lane

Dawkins, J. Southampton, tailor. [Bryant, South-

ampton ; and Slade and Jones, John-street, Bed-

ford-row
Davies, H. and R. Hampton, Bishop Hereford,

corn-dealers. [Gough, Hereford; and Robinson,

Walbrook
Deacon, T. Trowbridge, clothier. [Temple, John-

street, America-square
Death, J. Woodstock-street, tailor. [Hird, Ber-

wick-street, Soho
Deudney, T. Regent-place, Brighton, coal-mer-

chant. [Brough, Shoreditch
Denton, W. Canterbury, slater. [Lewis, Canter-

bury ; and Graham and Galsworthy, Symond's-inn
Dobson, J. and W. B. Huddersfield, bankers.

[Battye and Hesp, Huddersfield ; and Jaques and
Battye, Coleman-street

Done, W. Talkoth-hill, Stafford, ribbon-manufac-
turer. [Whitlow, Manchester; and Willis and Co.,

Tokenhouse-yard
Douglas, R. W. G. West Hainpnett, coach -pro-

prietor. [Dally, Clifford's-inn

Dowding, C. Stepney-causeway, cooper. [Overton
and Coombe, Tokenhouse-yard

Drake, F. New-street, Covent-garden, baker.

[Fawcett, Jervin-street

Dyer, i. and J. Swayne. Gravel-lane, woolstaplers.

Dawes and Chatfield, Angel-court, Throgmorton-

Early, H. and T. Minories, wholesale-slopsellers.

[Knight and Fyson, Basinghall-street

Edmeack, K. T. Atkins and G. Tyrrell, Maid-

stone, bankers. [Sudamore and Wildes, Maid-
stone; and Wides, Lincoln's-lnn

Edwards, C. Cambridge, money-scrivener. [Coe,
Hatton-garden

Elford, Sir W. bart., J. Tincomb, and J. W. Clarke,
Plymouth, bankers. [Tink, Devonport ; Church,
Great James-street, Bedford-row

Elliott, T. Nottingham, cabinet-maker. [Feam-
head, Nottingham ; Webb and Dolphin, Bir-

mingham ; and Hurd and Johnson, Temple
Etheredge, P. B. Norwich, manufacturer. [Barnard,
Norwich ; and Smith, Gray's-inn

Fisher, J. Taunton, Somerset, draper and tea-

dealer. [Chester, Staple-inn
Finden, J. Upper Johnstreet, Fitzroy-square,

architect. [Henson and Duncan, Bouverie-street
Field, J. Lambeth-road, victualler. [Henson and
Duncan, Bouverie-street

Fiestal, A. Great Surrey-street, Blackfriars-road,
merchant. [Jay and Bales, Grayte-inn

Fisher, R. Low Heskctt, CuniDcrland, draper.
[Dohinson, Carlisle ; and fielders, Clement*s-iiin

Ford, W. F.xeter, nurseryman. [C. Brutton, Exeter;
and R. BnitUm, Old Broad-street

Franklin, J. Chatham, stage-coach-master. [Clare
and Dickinson, Old Jewry ; and Southgate and
Rich, Graveseiid

Fruer, S. Upjier Fountain-place, City-road, builder.

[Clarkson, Essex-street, Strand
Garlick, T. Fleet-market, undertaker. [Parton,
Bow Church-yard

Gardner, J. jun. Swallwell, Durham, victualler.

[Wilson, Newcastle; and Dunn, Princes-street,

Bank
Gay, J. Quadrant, Regent-street, engraver. [Sarel

and Sou, Berkeley-square
Giberne, Ann, and Sophia, New Bond-street, mil-

liners. [A'Beckett, Golden-square
Gibbon, A. W. F. and R. Old City-chambers, mer-

chants. [Ogle, Clement's-inn, Lombard-street
Graham, J. jun. Brigham, Cumberland, innkeeper.
[Fisher and Son, Cockersmouth ; and Fisher, Wai-
ling-street

Gregory, T. B. Drummond-street, Euston-square
painter and glazier. [Bostock, George-street,
Mansion-house

Grosvenor, W. L. sen. E. Chater, W. L. Grosvenor,
jun., and C. Rutt, Comhill, stationers. [Fellows,
Rickmansworth, Herts ; and Gregson and Fonne-
reau. Angel-court, Throgmorton-street

Gye, J. Walbrook, wholesale-stalioner. [Clarke,
Gray's-inn

Gye, H. Bath, stationer. [Jay and Byles, Gray's-inn
Habgood, W. St. John-street, Clerkenwell, grocer.
[Partington, Change-alley

Harrop, T. Manchester, merchant. [Kay, Man-
chester

Hansen, J. Clare-street, linen-draper. [Minchin,
Gray's-inn

Harwood, W. G., Crown-street, Soho, grocer.
[Hardwick, Lawrence-lane

Harris, J. Norwich, bombasin-dresser. [Park'nson
and Stall', Norwich ;[and Poole and Co., Gray's-iun

Harrison, T. Fleet-market, victualler. [Harmer,
Hatton-garden

Harker, J. C. Old Bond-street, jeweller. [Young,
Poland-street

Hickman, E. Lombard-street, bill-broker. [Robin-
son and Hine, Charter House-square

Hig^s, N. Duke's-row, Pimlico, brewer. [Florance,
Finsbury-square

Higgs, N. and R. Hobbs, Duke's-row, Pimlico,
brewers. [Turner, Percy-street, Bedford-square

Houghton, J. and S. Trueman, Radford, Notting-
ham, machine-makers and lace-manufacturers.
[Williams, Nottingham ; and Capes, Gray's-inn

Hobbs, R. Duke's-row, Pimlico, brewer. [Florance,
Finsbury-square

Hopkins, J. Tooley-street, currier. [Sandon, Duns-
ter-court. Mincing-lane

Hope, T. Lawrence-lane, merchant. [Rymer and
Norris, Manchester ; and Norris, Bedford-row

Horsfall, W. Wakefield, York, spirit-merchant.
[Stringer, Horbury ; and Battye and Co., Chan-
cery-lane

Horn, J. Liverpool, block and pump-maker. [Hinde,
Liver^iool ; and Chester, Staple-inn

Hooton, R. and W. Wilkes, Birmingham, iron-
founders. [Farrid, Surrey-street, Strand

Hughes, W. Slill-wall, Poplar, shipbuilder. [Hutch-
inson, Crown-court, Throgmorton-street

Hughes, G. Bodedwin, Anglesea, shopkeeper.
[Uoose, Alnlwch ; and Clarke and Co., Chancery-
lane

Jackson, J. H. Ritson, Derbyshire, rope-maker.
[Patterson and Pell, Old Broad-street
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Jarrlt, O. Bath, hatter. fMackay, Bath ; and Fisher,

Queen-street, Cheapsidc
Jarvis, J. Brompton, tailor. [Tanner, Baslnghall-

street

Johnson, r,. and H. H. New Bond-street, seal and
copperplate engravers. [Heywood, Bristol; and
Bounlilion and Hewitt, Breacl-street

Kay, T. Hulme, Manchester, shopkeeper. [Pick-
ford, Manchester ; and Milne and Parry, Temple.

Keily, J. .St. James's-street, milliner. [Cooke and
Hunter, Clement'sinn

Kenworthy, R. and J. Bunnell, Liverpool, mer-
chants. [Radclift'e and Co., Liverpool ; and Ad-
lington and Co., Bedford-row

King, W. Upper Park-place, Regent's-park, car-

penter and builder. [Sheeter, Millbaiik-street,

vVestmiiister
Knife, J. jun. Harp-aUey, broker. [Richardson,
Cheapside

Knight, E. and J. Wilkinson, Orcat Haston, York,
worsted-spinners. [Ward, Leeds ; and Robinson

• and Son, Essex-street, .Strand

Knight, A. Maldon, and of Soirth Minster, Essex,
tailor. [Crowder and Maynard, Lothbury

Knowden, D. Store-street, draper. [Gates, Ca-
teaton-street

Knowles, L. L. Knowles, jun., and S. H. Knowles,
Gomersall, York, merchants. [Carr, Oomersall

;

and Evans and Shearman, Ilalton-garden

Lake, J. Broad-street, Golden-siiuare, tailor. [Jager,
King's-place, Commercial-road

Lee, W. Charing-cross, hosier. [Pearce's-street, St.

Swithin's-lane
Lewis, R. Newport, Monmouth, tallow-chandler.

[Protheroand Phillips, Newport; and Piatt, New
Boswell-court

Lewis, .1. and M. Ecroyd, Ilaggate, L.anrash ire,

cotton-spinners. [Huril and Johnson, Temple
Lingham, T. Tower-hill, wine-merchant. [James,

Bucklersbury
Lund, J. Dotton, Lancaster, sizer and factor. [Dew-
hurst, Blackburn ; and Blakelock and Plowman,
Serjeant's-inn

M.anfield,W. sen., Bristol, baker. [Rossers,Gray"s-inn

Maidlow, J. Portland-town, Regent's-park, builder.

[Carlow, High-street, Mary-le-bone
ALaltby, T. and H. Buckland, Gutter-lane, lacc-

merchant. (Pearce's, St. Swithin's-lane

McCrum, J. and E. Ainsworth, Liverpool, common-
brewers. [Norris, Liverpool ; and Chester, Staple-

inn
McGuekin, H. Upper St. Martin's-lane, wine-mer-
chant. [Whittington, Dean-street, Finsbury-
square

Meazies, J. Charles-street, Manchester-square, tailor.

[Hallet and Henderson, Northumberland-street,
Mary-le-bone

Milligan, T. Hanway-street, haberdasher. [Smith
and Buckerfield, Red lion-square

M lines, J. St. Katherine's-wharf, Tower, wharfinger.
[Rixon, Jewr>'-street.

MiUward, J. and J. G. Lynch, Upper Tliames-
street, dealers and chapmen. [Eastham, Law-
rence-lane

Morton, A. .\. Rodick, C. Morton, and E. L. Ro-
dick, Wellingborough, Northampton, bankers.
[Hodson and Burnham, Wellingborough; and
Hodson, St. John-street-road

Monks, T. Upper Clapton, bleacher. [Willett,
Essex-street, Strand

Morris, D. F. Robinson, and E. Watson, Liverpool,
tar and turpentine-distillers. [Crump, Liverpool

;

and Battyeand Co., Chancery-lane
Norland, H. Dean-street, Soho, wme-merchant.
[Hopkins, Dean-street, Soho

Morris, J. jun., Oxford-street, wine-merchant. [Hill,
Welbeck-street

Morice, O. and W. L. Lohr, Norwich, and Milk-
street, manufacturers. [Taylor, Featherstone-
buildings

Murgatroyd, J. Halifax, dealer. [Thompson,
Halifax ; and Wiggleworth and Riilsdale, Gray's-
iim

Murray, C. Bath, hardwareman. [Hodgson, Bath;
and .Smith, Wardrobe-terrace, Doctors-commons.

Newton, J. Trowbridge, Wilts, chair-maker.
[Livetts, Bristol ; and Poole and Co., Gray's-lnn

Nias, B. !NL Berner's-street, upholsterer. [Saunders
and Bailey, Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square

Nicholas, J. and J. jun., Leatherhead, common-
brewers. [Walter, Kingston-upon-Thames ; and
Chester, Newington-butts

Nutting, J. High Holbom, umbrella-manufacturer.
[Courteen, Lothbury

)chsiOchsenbein, H. Hegent-street, silk-mercer. [Yallop,
Suftblk-street, Pall-mall

Olivant, J. and W. Cooper, Queen-stroet, Cheap-

side, warehousemen. [Watson and Broughton'
Falcon-square

Oliver, W. Hamilton-place, Battle-bridge, builder.

[Green and Ashurst, Sambrook-court
Oliver, J. M. Bishopsgate-street, shoemaker. [Score,

Tokenhouse-yara
Osbaldeston, E. Hertford, grocer. [Tate and John-
son, Copthall-buildings

Osbom, G. sen., R. Howes, C. Smith, and G. Os-
born, jun., Northampton, banker*. [Jeyes,

Northampton; and Jeyes, Chancery-lane
Pagan, J. Norwich, draper. [Shatton, Shoreditch
Parker, J. and J. Manchester, cotton-manufacturers.
[Law and Coates, Manchester ; and AdIingtoD and
Co., Bedford-row

Peacock, J. Blackfriars-road, grocer. [Parlington,
Change-alley

Pearce, J. Church-passage, Guildhall, warehouse-
man. [Robinson, Walbrook

Peace, J. Silkstone, \'o\V., fancy-cloth-manufac-
turer. [Stephenson's, Holmforth ; and Battyeand
Co., Chancery-lane

Phillips, T. a'ld J. Fencliurch-street, boot and shoe-

makers. [NindandCotterill, Throgmorton-street
Phillips, F. and W. Cutforth, GoUlsmith-street,
Wood-street, warehousemen. [Phipps, Weavcrs'-
hall

Pinnbc, R. Emsworth, sheepsalesman. [Padwick,
Havant; and Bromley, Gray's-inn

Priddy, T. Uxbridge, victualler. [Hindmarsh,
Crescent, Jewen-strect

Purchas, T Old Bond-street, wine-merchant. [Hen-
son and Duncan, Bouverie-street

Rally, N. di T. Suffolk-lane, merchant. [Wilks,
Finsbury-place

Ratcliffe, A. East .Stonehouse, Devon, siiirit-mer-

chant. [Chapman, Devonport ; and Taylor,
Clements-inn

Redjjath, C. J. Dcptford, ironmonger. [Tanner,
New Basinghall-slreet

Richards, Ci. St. Martin's-lane, watch-dealer. [Nidiol-
son, Percy-street, Bedford-square

Rockley, J. Thatched-house-court, St. James's, up-
holder. [Harris .and Tyas, Norfolk-street, Stran<l

Rowbotham, Macclesfield, silk-manufacturer. [Bell

and Broderip, Bow-church-yard
Rumboll, F. H. Walcott, coa<-h-maker. [Hodgson,
Bath ; and Hughes, Clifford's inn

Savery, F. Bristol, insurance-broker. [Gordon, Old
Broad-street

Scott, C. Constantinc, Cornwall, scrivener. [Car-
dale and Co., Gray's-inn

Scraidt, J. Sallcourt, Comhill, bill-broker. [Birch
and Garth, Winchester-street

Seward, R. Newnham, Gloucester, coal-master.

[Scott and Son, Mildred's-court, poultry
Semers, C. Liverpool, broker. [Houghton, Liver-

pool ; and Adliijgton and Co., Bedfotd-row
Shaw, J. Gower-street, and of Heme-place, Dul-
wich, coal-merchant. [Dickins and Davison,
Queen-streef

Shaw, D. Upper Seymour-street, Mary-le-bone,
baker. [Aubry, Took's-court

Shea, H. Dowgate-hill, merchant. [Barrow and
Vincent, Basinghall-street

Sheppard, J. Frome Selwood, Somerset, clothier.

[Miller, Frome Selwood; and Hartley, New
Bridge-street

Shew, J. Theobald's-road, broker. [Smith and Buck-
erfield, Red lion-square

Sidwell, S. Shepton-mallett, innholder. [Crad-

dock, Shepton-mallett ; and Berkely, Lincohi's-

um
Shorbrock, J. Over Darwen, Lancaster, grocer.

[Nevill and Eccles, Blackburn ; and Milne and
Parry, Temple

Smith, J. Bristol, cabinet-maker. [Rush and Pri-

deaux, Bristol; and Holme and Co., New-inn
Smith, W. Broad-street, Ratcliff, plumber. [Bad-

deley, Leman-street
Smith, W. and T. Richards, Manchester, tailor.

[Kay, Manchester ; and Capes, Gray's-inn

Smith, F. Catherine-street, strand, oilman. [Har-
rison, Walbrook-buUdings

Sotheby, S. Wellington-street, Strand, auctioneer.

[Hurd and Johnson, Temple
Stephens, S. St. Michaels-aUey, Comhill, coffee-

house-keeper. [Lang, Fenchuich-street

Stewart, W. Pall-mall, commercial-agent. [Knight,

Kensington ; and Popkin, Dean-street, Soho
Stratton, H. Stratford, wine-merchant. [Kearsley

andSpurr, Lothbury
Swain, T. South Collingham, miller. [Hodgkmson,
Newark-upon-Trent ; Hall and Brownley, New
Boswell-court

Sweet, A. Bitton, coal-dealer. [Wasborough,- Bris-

tol ; and Clabon, Mark-lane

O 2
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Sykcs, L. and T. Bury, Bucklersbury, warehouse-

men.;' [Burra and Neild, King-street, Cheapside.

Theotialifs, J. Cambridge, carfjenter and builder

[Jabram, Cambridge; and Smith and Smith, Hat-

ton-garden
Thomson, L. Birmingham, bookseller. [Hawkms,
Birmingham ; and Norton and Chaplin, Gray's-imi

Thorp, W. Great Carlisle-street, Lisson-grove,

builder. [Carton, High street, Mary-le-bone

Todd, C. Upper Lisson-street, coal-merchant

rVounger, John-street, America-souare

Tovey, W. and G. Jeapes, Peckham, budders.

[Overton and Coombe, Tokenhouse-yard
Towerson, T. Todholes, Cumberland, miller.

[Walker, Whitehaven ; and Heldeis, Clement's-imi

Toovey, Watford, Herts, corn-dealer. [Grover and

Stuart, Bedford-row
Triggs, H.Solicitor's-row, Hampstead-road, copper-

plate printer. [Dacie, Throgmorton-street

Turner, R. London-road, blacking-maker. [Jay

and Bales, Gray's-inn
Turner, W. Cheapside, printer, dealer and chapman,

fLoxley, Fry, and Thorn, Cheapside

Tucker, E. Mlddleton-street, Clcrkcnwell, quill-

merchant. [Van Sanden and Tyndale, Dowgate-

Varley, T. Stanmgley, and Calverley, York, cloth-

manufacturer. [Lee, Leeds ; Battye and Co.,

Chancery-lane
, n„ « . , j

Watts, G. Nottingham, frame-smith. [Enfield and
Son, Nottingham ; and Holme and Co., New-inn

Walker, J. Kennington-common, school-master.

[Van Sandah and Tiudale, Dowgate-hill

Watson, T. W. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant.

[Amott, West-street, Finsbury-square
Webb, W. Salisbury-street, wine and brandy-mer-

chant. Lock, Ai-undel-street

White, J. Isleworth, school-master. [Young,
Poland-street

Whitford, S. St. Philip and Jacob, Gloucester,

victualler. [Pallin, Bristol; and Poole and Co.,
Gray's-inn

Wooster, J. K. Middle-row, straw-hat-manufacturer.
[Rooke, Charles-street, Covent-gardcn

Yorston, G. Tottenham-court-road, cheesemonger.
[Coleman, Tysoe-street, Spafields.

DIVIDENDS.
ACLAND, T. sen., Greenwich,
Nov. 26

Ashwell, J. Nottingham, Dec. 22

Atherton, T. and J. Dunn, Liver-
pool, Dec. 19

Aubert, N. B. Lloyd's Coffee-

house, Dec. .31

Barnes, W. Richurdby, Cumber-
land, Jan. I'J

Batters, J. Southampton, Feb. 22
Bedford, C. Manchester, Dec. 28
Beesley, F. St. John, Bedwardine,

Dec. 26
Berrow, Jane, Allensraore, Here-
ford, Dec. 24

Benelli, J. B. Quadrant, Regent-
street, Dec. 20

Beasley, J. Houndsditch, Jan. 14

Beesley, F. F. St. John, Bedwar-
dine, Jan. 10

Blood, E. E. L. and T. Hunter,
Aldersgate-street, Dec. 24

Bridges, J. and J. Dew, Bristol,

Jan. 17
Brooman, J. Margate, Jan 13
Brown, S. Oxford-street, Dec. 22
Brown, P. Scarborough, Dec. 21

Burraston, W. Worcester, Jan. 10

Auckland, T. Langley, Bucks,
Jan. 14

Burn, J. Lothbury, Dec. 20
Butraston, W. Worcester, Dec. 26
Butler, J. Milk-street, Dec 26
Butler, J. Whitchurch, Jan. 14

.

Cannon, J. Liverpool, Dec. 20
Chambers, E. and Co., CoUump-

ton, Devon, Jan. 4
Chasteney, W. Bunwell, Norfolk,

Jan. 4
Cheetham, D. Stockport, Dec. 20
Clarkson, J. Gracechurch-street,

Dec. 10
Clark, G.B. New Shoreham, Jan.7
Coe, W. Darkhouse-lane, Dec. 20
Compton, W. Binningham, Jan. 4
Coppard, J. sen.. Lower Mitcham,

Surrey, Jan. 21
Crish, C. and J. Harris, Bristol,

Dec. 29
Crosfield, E. M. Liverpool, Jan. 13
Croker, C. Crayford, Kent, Dec.l3
Davies, S. Great Surrey-street,

Blackfriars, Dec. 31
Davison, J. Gutter-lane, Dec. 10
Davies, G. Haverfordwest, Jan. 7
Davison, J. St. George's-ciicus,

Jan. 7
Dixon, F. and E. Fisher, Green-

wich, Dec. 24
Duncan, J. Trafalgar-square,

Stepney, Jan. 7
Edmans, J. Warwick-lane, Lon-
don, Jan. 10

Erwood, W. and R. Crofts, Tur-
ners-square, Hoxton, and Dis-
taff-lane, Jan. 28

Eveleigh, F. and S. Union-street,
Soutnwaik, Jan. 7

Forsaith, S. Shoreditch, Dec. 31

Frampton, G. Weymouth, Jan. 9
Freeman, T. and H. H. Jones,
Worcester, Dec. 26, Jan. 10

Garside, T. Stockport, Jan 4

Gibson, J. South-street, Finsbury-
square, Dec. 24

Gilbert, J. A. George-lane, Bo-
tolph-lane, Jan. 7

Glover, D. Gutter-lane, Jan. 3
Goodwin, J. Holt, Dec. 24
Gough, E. Sedgeley, Stafford,

Dec. 27
Grant, C. Cushion-court, Jan. 14

Greening, W. Hampstead, Jan. 7
Gregson, W. Kingston-upon-Hull,

Jan. 10
Guth, J. jun., Shad Thames, Dec.

24
Gwynne, W. Denton, Sussex, Dec.

20
Hanbury, S. formerly of Catea-

ton-street, Jan 4
Hatfield, H. Abingdon-street, Gos-

well-street-road, Dec. 31

Hague, G. Kingston-upou-HuU,
Jan. 10

Haigh, B. and E. Whiteley, Leeds,
Dec. 15

Harding, R. Bristol, Dec. 15

Hattersley, M. Bilton with Har-
rowgate, \ ork, Dec. 20

Hart, G. Church-street, Deptford,
and W. Pittock, Dartford, Dec.
20

Hasluck, R. Philadelphia, North
America, Jan. 2

Hatton, R. and J. Jackson, sen.,

Poulton-with-Feamhead, Dec.
28

Heath, W. Lower-street, Isling-

ton, Jan. 14

Hodson, J. Liverpool, Jan. 18
Hodge, H. Wilkes's-place, Hox-

ton, Dec. 17
Holland, L. H. Coventry, Dec. 12
Horsley, J. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Dec. 28

Howell, J. Cheltenham, Dec. 19
Hurry, J. Liverpool, Jan. 9
Jay, J. Regent-street, Jan. 7
Kaye, W. and J. Dyche, Man-

chester, Dec. 2
Ketland, T. and J. Adams, Bir-
mingham, Jan. 4

Kitchen, R. and J. Amery, Liver-
pool, Jan. 2

Leeming, R. Hatton-court,
Threadneedle-street, Dec. 3.—17

Lyney, J. jun.. Lime-house, Jan. 7
McKenzie, J. Manchester, Dec. 14
Marsh, W. and Co., Bemer's-

street, Jan 7
Magnell, J. Manchester, Dec. 28
Middleton, T. Maiden-lane, Bat-

tle-bridge, Dec. 31
Millard, J. Cheapside, Dec. 20
Millward, R. Longnor, Dec. 21

Bristol, Dec. 17
W. Llanelly, Brecon,

Moore, J.

Morgan,
Dec. 23

Moreton, J. Manchester, Jan. 4
Newcomb, R. Cannon-street, Jan.

7
Oldacres, W. Lea Grange, Leices-

ter, Dec. 27
Pearson, C. ISrentford, Dec. 13
Pearson, C. Grosvenor-place, Dec.
20

Peet, G. and J. Peet, Gutter-lane,
Jan. 10

Pine, T. and E. Davis, Maidstone,
Dec. 31

Preston, W. Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, Dec. 26

Prodgers, E. Ludlow, Dec. 22
PuUan, R. Leeds, Jan. 3
Ridgway, J. Macclesfield, Dec. 28
Roberts, T. A. Croyden, Jan 7
Robson, G. Ueorge-yard, Lom-
bard-street, Dec. 7—17

Ronaldson, J. J. Broad-street-
place, Dec. 31

Sanderson, W.W. and J. Nicholas-
lane, Dec. 20

Sampson, J. H. Sculcoates, Jan. 11

Sargant, W. Sheffield, Jan. 14
Scott, W. Pall-mall, Dec. 17
Selfe, J. Downton, Wilts, Dec. 28
Shepherd, W. Sloane-terrace, Dec.

16
Simpson, R. Crown-court, Thread-

needle-street, Jan. 3
Smith, W. and J. Atkinson, jun.,
Aldermanbury, Dec. 17

Spencer, J. M. Chipping Wy-
combe, Bucks, Dec. 20

Storr, J. Ratley, York, Jan. 3
Threflall, J. Liverpool, Jan. 23
Tode, G. P. Regent-street, Jan. 7
Tonge, G. W. B. East-India
Chambers, Dec. 20

Townsend, D. and T. WUton,
Wilts, Dec. 28

Turton, W. and T. Penn, West
Bromwich, Stafford, Dec. 20

Vade, W. Newington-causeway,
Dec. 17

Wakeford, J. W. Bolton-le-Moors,
Dec. 20

Walsh, J. Norwich, Dec 20
Westwood, J. Leominster, Here-

ford, Dec. 22
Wheatley, E. Leicester-square,

Dec. 17—24
Williams, Mary, Old Bailey,

Dec. 31
Wilson, R. Pontefract, Dec. 20
Woodcock, T. Lastingham, York-

shire, Jan. 3
Worthington, J. Manchester, Jan.

10
Wren, T. London-wall, Jan. 3
Wynne, G. Stafford, Dec. 19
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GIOVANNI MARIA LINQUITI.

Sept. 17. — Giovanni Maria Linquiti,

Director of the Royal Asylum for the In-

sane at Aversa. He was born at Mulfitta

in 1774, and was very early disting^uished

by his learning. He at first studied the law,

but soon left it for a monastic life in the

convent of the Serviti. Obliged, however,
by political events, to lay aside his religious

habit and assume that of a secular priest,

he was received as a friend in the house of

Berio, Marquis of Salsa, in whose library

he had an opportunity of extending the

sphere of his knowledge, especially in what
relates to the physical and moral natiure of

man, of which an irrefragable proof was
given by the first volume of his Hicherche

sull Alsenzeone Mentalc. " But the origin

of his great reputation," remarks the edi-

tor of The Milan Ga:^ette, " is to be diited

from the time of his being appointed .to di-

rect the Royal Asylum at Aversa." Lin-

quiti was one of the first who perceived

that insanity, a disease pecnliar to the rea-

soning animal, man, having its origin in

reason, never entirely departs from that

origin ; that the ins-ane are not so in every

thing, or at all times ; that we can and
ought to try to restore their reason by rea-

son ; and that the chief, if not the only me-
dicine in an hospital for the insane, is the

luminous intelligence of the person who
directs it. The principle which guided
Linquiti in the treatment of lunatics was
founded on their education. He began by
considering them as sane, took care that

every one should follow the usual exercise

of his art and condition, and established

his new system of cure on the basis of occu-

pation and amusement — occupation, for

the versatility of the ideas of the maniacs ;

and amusement, against the fixed ideas of

the melancholy. The results of this me-
tliod were so successfid, that our new esta-

blishments of this description soon became
celebrated throughout Europe. " The health

of Chevalier Linquiti had been on the de-

cline from 1815 to his death. Dr. Vulpes,
the physician of the establishment, recited

the merits of the deceased : the whole body
of the insane, who were present, were
plunged in sorrow, as if they had lost their

reason a second time."

GENERAI, MAXIMILIAN SEBASTIAN FOY.

Nov. 28.—At his residence, in the Rue
de la Chaussee d'Antin, Paris, aged 30,

of an aneurism of the heart. General Maxi-
milian Sebastian Foy. This officer was
educated for the bar, but, on the breaking

out of the Revolution, he entered the ar-

tillery, in which he was rapidly promoted.
From tlie first campaigns of the Revolution
to the battle of Waterloo, he was in inces-

sant action, and frequently distinguished

himself. He was wounded in Moreau's

retreat, at the battle of Orthes, and at Wa-
terloo. His activity in Sjiain was well

known to many officers of the English ar-

my. Though his fate was bound up with

the military profession, he refused, pre-

viously to the expedition to Egypt, tlie aj)-

pointment of aide-de-camp to Buonaparte,

whose views he seems to have suspected;

and he also o])posed Napoleon's elevation

to the supreme i)ower. It is related of the

general that, after one of Buonaparte's vic-

tories, he was at a dunier of the officers

;

when, upon " the health of the cm])eror"

having been given, he alone declined drink-

ing it. In vain was he pressed on tlic

point. " I am not thirsty," said he. By
Buonaparte's abdication he lost a marshal's

baton ; but his military promotion, which

then ceased, was compensated by popular

honours and distinctions, which he could

not have attained or enjoyed under the im-

perial government. Since his first admis-

sion to the Chamber of Deputies in 1819,

he has been one of its most prominent ora-

tors ; and in the last session he was, witli-

out exception, the most powerful opponent

of the ministiy. Being one of the few mem-
bers gifted with the talent of extempora-

neous speaking, he was enabled to make
or to repel attacks with promptitude and ef-

fect. The disease of which he died, and

from which he had long suffered, did not

prevent his following his occupations ; but,

for the last eight days, the heart had un-

dergone so considerable an enlargement,

that he was unable to breath except he lay

on his back. On opening the body after

death, the heart was found twice as volu-

minous as in the natural state, soft, and

gorged with coagulated blood, which it had

no longer strength to put into circulation.

Mirabeau, it will be recollected, according

to the report of Cabanis, likewise sunk un-

der a disease of the heart, augmented by

the fatigue of the tribune and the cares and

anxieties inseparable from business. The
general has left a widow and five young

children; but so strongly has the public

feeling been excited in their favour, that

a subscription, amounting to more than

^20,000, has been raised for their sup-

port. Portraits of the general have been

engraved, medals have been struck in his

honour, and a public monument' is to be

erected to his memory. His obsequies

were celebrated, on the third day after his

death, at Notre Dame de Lorretto. An
immense crowd assembled at the residence

of the general ; deputies, generals, and

oflncers of all ranks thronged the apartment.=.

When the body was brought down into the

yard of the hotel, eight young persons pre-

sented themselves to caiTy it on their

shoulders into the chuich. After divine
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service, the same persons again carried the

corpse. Shortly after, the crowd made way,

to allow the children of the general, con-

ducted by his domestics, to pass tlirough

them. The procession moved in the fol-

lowhig order :—A detachment of troops of

the line in two platoons ; a platoon of chas-

seurs of the National Guard ; the mourning

coach (drawn by two horses), in which was
an officer ; afterwards followed nearly 6,000

persons ; a platoon of troops of the line

at the head of the equipages, among ^^'hich

were the carriages of the Duke of Orleans,

M. de Chateaubriand, Generals Sebastian!,

Excelmans, &c. Messrs. Casimir, Per-

rier, and Ternaux pronounced severally a

discourse over the tomb of the deceased.

Twelve National Guards spontaneously at-

tended the funeral.

DUCHESS OF ROTLANn.

Nov. 29.—Suddenly, at Belvoir Castle,

Her Grace Elizabeth Howard, Duchess of

Rutland. This illustrious lady \^as tlie

daughter of Frederick, the late Earl of Car-

lisle, by Caroline, daughter of Granvill Le-
veson, the first Marquess of Stafford. She
was born on the 12th of No\ember 1780,

and married to His Grace the Duke of

Rutland on the 22d of Ai)ril 1799. Tlie

immediate cause of her grace's death was
an obstruction in the bowels, which resisted

all the remedies employed for its removal.

On Friday, three days before she died, slie

was gay and cheerful in the midst of her

family, and rode on horseback over the ex-

tensive farm and plantations at Belvoir. On
Saturday evening, for the first time, slie

complained of being seriously ill. At two,

on Sunday morning, the family-surgeon

was summoned to her grace's apartment

;

and, as she was thought to be in an ex-

tremely dangerous state, expresses were
immediately sent olf for Sir Henrj' Halford,

and other physicians, in various directions.

Drs. Wilson, Pennington, and Arnold
promptly arrived ; but Sir Henry Halford

did not reach the. Castle till five o'clock on
Tuesday morning, when the hand of death

was already on the duchess ; and, at half-

past eleven in tlie forenoon of that day,

she expired. Her grace, whose self-pos-

session was remarkable, was fully aware of

the imminence of her danger ; and the for-

titude with which slie bore her acute suf-

ferings, and viewed her approaching fate,

was in the highest degree affecting. Tlie

duke never quitted her bed-side till she had
ceased to breathe. In earl/ life she lost

four children—three sons and one daughter

;

but she has left seven (three boys and four

girls) to the care of their afflicted father.

In a beautifully-drawn character of her
grace, published apparently with the sanc-
tion of tlie family, it is stated that " in this

distiiiguishcd lady were united the attrac-

tive softness of the most perfect grace and
beauty, with a vigour of understanding and
a cleitrnesB of intellect seldom equalled in

either sex. Her taste was pure and refined ;

she excelled in eveiy female uccom])lish-

ment, and, by her o\\m spontaneous efforts,

she, midst gaiety and pleasure, had stored

her mind with much solid knowledge. Her
piety was fer\'ent, simple, and unaffected :

her mind was early imbued \\ith a deep
sense of religion, which was confirmed l)y

reflection, even in the joyous days of youth-
ful happiness. In her, this feeling was not
(as is often the case) the offspring of mis-

fortune or suffering ; but it enabled her to

bear the heavy afflictions by which her early

wedded life was chequered, with a resigna-

tion and patient fortitude rarely to be found

in a 5'outhful female mind, and derived only

from an unbounded confidence in the wis-

dom and mercy of an all-wise Providence."

From the commencement of Belvoir Castle

(twenty-five years ago), the duchess had
been the presiding genius of the place : un-

der her ausjiices the groinids, the villages,

the roads, assumed a new and improved
character. Her grace was an eminent prac-

tical agriculturist, occupied a farm of more
than 800 acres, ])lanted timber and other

trees extensively, and was frequently com-
plimented with premiums from different

agricultural societies- About eight years

ago she had com])lcted in detail very beau-

tiful designs for an entrance to Hyde Park-

corner, and for the embellishment of the

Parks. Her taste and talent directed the

designer for the proposed quay on the north

bank of the Thames ; and she entered with

ardour and enthusiasm into various plans

for the im])rovement of London and West-
minster. She had also taken much pains

ill the formation of a plan for a royal palace,

suited to a sovereign of the British empire,

and which it was proposed to place in a
situation uniting all the advantages of

health, convenience, and magnificence. The
loss of such a woman, in private or in pub-
lic life, will not easily be repaired. Her
gi-ace's remains were, on the 9th of Decem-
l)cr, deposited in the family-vault of the

Rutland family, in the parish church of

Bottesford, where a long race of her noble

husband's ancestors and relatives repose.

The funeral procession, in which were forty-

six of his grace's tenants in full mourning,

left Belvoir Castle at ten o'clock ; and, pro-

ceeding through Redmile, Leicestershire,

and Elton, Nottinghamshire, arrived at

Bottesford about one. It was followed by
a long line of carriages and other vehicles.

Two of the caj-riages in the procession were
occupied by the immediate family ; one by
the Earl of Carlisle and his brother, and
the other by the brothers of her grace. The
duke joined the procession at the Rectory.

The cotfln, which was understood to weigh
nearly 8 cwt. , was covered with crimson
velvet, and a brass plate, and bore the fol-

lowing inscription :
—" Elizabeth, Duchess

of Rutland, second daughter of Frederick,

Earl of Carlisle, k. g., bom 13th Novem-
ber 1780; died 29th November 1825."
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AI.EXANT>F.n, EMTEROR OF UU!-SIA.

Dec. 1.—At Tafcanrop, on tlie sea of

Azoph, liis Imperial Majesty Alexander,

Emperor of all the llussias. Tlie accounts

respecting the sudden demise of tliis sove-

reign were, up to the time of preparing this

sheet for the i)ress, deficient in detail and

contradictory in substance ; some rcjire-

senting him to have died on tlie 1st, and

others on the 3d of December; some attri-

buting his death to a general decay of na-

ture—some to an attack of erysipelas—some
to putrid fever— and others to assassina-

tion. At present all that we can offer is a

brief record of (latcs and facts. Alexander,

the deceased emi)eror, was the eldest son

of Paid I., i)y his second wife, Soiiiiia D«)-

rothea Augusta Maria Fu'dorowna, of Wir-

tembcrg Stutgard. He was born on the

22d of Decendjcr 1777; and bis edui'ation

was conducted by the celebrated M. de In

Ilarpe, under the immediate su])erinten-

dence of the Empress Catherine. He mar-

ried the Princess of Hesse Baden, Eliza-

beth Alexiowna, on the 9th of October

1793. He succeeded to tlie throne on the

death of his father, by assassination, in the

year 1801; was proclaimed on the '21th of

March, and crowned at Moscow on the

27th of the following September, On liis

accession to the throne, be particularly dis-

tinguished himsfelf by liberating criminals

and debtors, pardoning deserters, lowering

taxes, abolishing the censorship of the

pr<;ss, and various other popular acts. His
earliest care, also, was to ])ut an end to the

war which then existed between Russia and
England. For some time he jneservcd

peace both with England and France ; and
he endeavoured, though unsuccessfully, to

act as mediator between those powers after

the termination of the short peace of

Amiens. In the year 1804, the murder
(or, as some term it, the military execu-

tion) of the Duke d'Enghien by Buona-
parte, excited the indignation of the empe-
ror, who, after presenting an energetic re-

monstrance by his ambassador, against a
" violation of the law of nations, as arbi-

trary as it was public," withdrew his mi-

nister from Paris; and, in 1805, he entered

into a treaty of alliance, offensive and de-

fensive, with England, Austria, and Swe-
den, to check the devastating extension of

Frencli dominion. Acting upon this treaty,

the emperor hastened to lead his troops

into Austria, where, however, he arrived

only in time to see the capital fall into the

hands of the French. He then retreated,

with the remnant of the Austrian army, to

Berlin, where he resolved to await the ar-

rival of the French army ; but, on the de-

feat of the Austrians at the battle of Auster-

litz, he returned to St. Petersburg, leaving

the greater part of liis forces on the fron-

tiers of Germany. In 1806, when called

upon by the court of Berlin, notwithstand-

ing Prussia had formerly declined joining in

tlie general league, to which Alexander

was a partisan, he again took up arms in

bdialf of that jiower—but again was only

in time to witness the triumph of Buona-
jiarte. In the spring of 1807, the emperor
joined his army, ^^llic^l bad retreated be-

yond the Vistula, and withstood the French

with great bravery ; but, having been dc-

fc^ited in the battle of Friedland, he re-

treated beyond the Nienicn, where, on an

interview with Buonaparte, lie agreed to

the preliminaries of the peace signed at

Tilsit on the Htli of July 1807. In coiise-

(|uence, as it is believed, of a secret arti-

cle in that treaty, he, n))on the time of

our attack upon Denmark, declared war
against ICngland, and soon afterwards

against Sweden. With Sweden bis con-

test lasted two years, and terminated in tlie

cession of Finland to Russia. During the

hostilities which still subsisted between
FYance and England, he continued his ad-

herence to the former power, and dismissed

from his dominions all the German minis-

ters and agents. In the year 1808 he had

another interview with Buonaparte at Er-

furth ; the parties plighting their faith and

friendship to each other. The time, how-
ever, soon arrived when be was to see

how ill-judged his friendshi]) had been ; and
he was forced to defend himself in his own
dominions, with no other ally than England,

agiiinst Buonai)arte, who led 5(j0,000

choice troops against him, joined with those

kings who had formerly been his allies, and
whom he had formerly assisted. But Buo-
naparte's ambitious projects were defeated.

The Russians, on their evacuation of Mos-
cow, destroyed, by burning that city, the

only means of subsistence which the

French could expect during the winter;

and thence ensued the annihilation of that

vast army. The emperor, now apparently

animated with a spirit of vengeance against

the invader of the Russian dominions, pur->

sued him with unremitting vigour, and even
published a description of his person, as

though he had been a common felon. Buo-
naparte, it will be recollected, effected his

escape in a single sledge. Tlie French,

however, suffered him to levy new armies,

and to lead them into Germany, in the

year 1813. On the 13th of March in that

year, the Emperor Alexander and the

King of Prussia proclaimed the dissolution

of the Confederacy of the Rhine. After

having been worsted at the battles of Lut-

zen and Bautzen, they agreed to an armis-

tice ; during which the Russians were
joined by General Moreau, who soon after-

wards fell, by a random shot, before Dres-

den. After various success, the great bat-

tle of Leipsic, fought on the 16th, 17th,

and 18th of October, completed the deli-

verance of Germany. Early in 1814 the

allied monarchs crossed the Rhine ; on the

30th of March their army besieged Paris,

and forced it to capitulate ; and, on the

following day, the Emperor Alexander and
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the King of Prussia entered that capital,

amidst cries of " Vive k Rot ! Vivent les

Bourbons /" and Buonaparte now signed

his first abdication. On the landing of

Louis XVIII. in France, the emperor
hastened to meet him, and conducted him
to Paris, which he entered on the 4th of

May ; a treaty of peace was signed at Pa-
ris on the 30th of the same month ; and,

on the 1st of June, the emperor left France
for London, where his reception was of the

most cordial and magnificent description.

He returned to St. Petersburg on the 25th
of July. On the 25th of September he en-

tered Vienna, where he attended the con-
gress of sovereigns, and remained imtil the

end of October. The ratification of the
acts of congress was signed on the 9th of

Febriiaiy 1815. In the course of the same
year, the emperor was acknowledged King
of Poland, having previously entered into

a treaty of peace with Persia. The escape
of Buonaparte from Elba changed the ap-
parent security of Europe into confusion.

Great preparations were in consequence
made by the Emperor of Russia—prena-
rations which were terminated only by the
arrival of the news of the victory of Water-
loo. Alexander immediately set out for

the French capitiil, where he arrived three
days after the entry of Louis XVIII.
Thence he proceeded to Brussels to view
the field of Waterloo ; and, after a short
stay, he returned to St. Petersburg, which
he entered amidst universal acclamations.
From that period until his death, the em-
peror's policy appears to have been alto-

gether pacific : he lias attended several

congresses, and been almost incessantly

moving from one part of the Continent
to another; but, although his force was
large, and there have not been wanting, at

different times, pretexts which a warlike
prince might have seized for purposes of
hostility, particularly against the Turkish
government, he has terminated his mortal
career without any deviation from those
peaceful principles which were agreed upon
by all the great powers in the year 1815.
The Emperor Alexander's successor was

his next brother, the Grand Duke Con-
stantine Coesarovitch, who was bom on the

8th of May 1779, and married, on the 26th

of February 1796, Julia, Princess of Saxe

Cobourg, sister to his Royal Highness the

Prince of Saxe Cobourg. This marriage

was dissolved by an imperial ukase, dated

April 2, 1820 ; and the Grand Duke mar-
ried, secondly. May 24-, 1820, Jane, bom
Countess of Grudzinska, and created

Princess of Lowicz. By neither of these

marriages has this prince any issue ; and if

there were any by the latter, it is against

the law of the Russian empire, as the lady

was a subject, that they should succeed to

the crown. Constantine is savage and
martial in his charac'"or, and brave even to

rashness. He distinguished himself under

Suvaroff, and under his late imperial bro-

ther, whom he accompanied in all his cam-
paigns of 1812, 1813, and 1814-. He was
first created Military Governor, then Ge-
neralissimo, and finally Viceroy of Poland.

He is said to have conciliated the .iffection

of that nation in an eminent degree ; and
in Russia he has a strong party of the nobi-

lity in his favour.

REAR-ADMIRAL BIN'GHAM.

Dec. 10.—Joseph Bingham, Esq., a

Rcar-Admiral in His Majesty's Navy,
This officer was on the point of proceeding

to the East-Indies, as commander in chief

of his Majesty's ships on that station. He
had just completed his arrangements in

London previous to his departure for

Portsmouth, where he was to hoist his

flag on board the Warspite, when, in con-
sequence of getting wet through, lie was
seized, on the 2d of December, with a
sudden attack of erysipelas, which, not-

withstanding his previous state of perfect

health, baffled the skill of his physicians,

and terminated fatally on the 10th. Rear-
Admiral Bingham had uninterniptedly

served unto the conclusion of the wai',

and was esteemed a most correct and zea-

lous officer. In private life he was beloved

for his integrity, sincerity, and domestic
\irtues.

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS.

The Rev. F. Palmer, L.L. B., rector of Alcester,

Wai-wickshire, lias been appointed Stinogate for

the granting Marriage Licences within the Diocese
of Worcester.

The Rev. T. Kennion, B. A., to the Perpetual
Curacy of Harrowgate.

The Rev. J. Daves, A. M., to the Rectory of
Over Warton.

The Rev. B. Pope, to the Vicarage of Oxbome,
St. George, WUts.
The Rev. H. Wetherell, B. D., has been collated

one of the Prebends of Hereford Cathedral.

The Rev. G. H. Curtois, M.A., to the Rectory of

East Burkwith, Lincolnshire.

The Rev. G. Powell, M. A., to the Perpetual

Curacy of St. Mary's, Thetford.

The Rev. E. Wilton, M. A., to the Curacy of
C'hrist's-church, North Bradley, Wilts.

The Rev. W. Cooke, A. lyf., to the office of Por-
tionist, in the Church of Bromyard.

The Rev. J. Sauraarez, to the Rectory of Hay-
gate, "i'orkshire.

The Rev. J. W. Peters, M. A., to the Vicarage of
Langford , Oxford and Berks.

The Rev. T. Chevallier, to the Vicarage of St.

Andrew the Great.

The Rev. J. Case, M. A., to the Vicarage of Me-
theringham, Lincolnshire.
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INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, IN AND NKAH LONDON.

CHRONOLOOy.

November 18 Carlile was liberated from Dor-

thcster gaol, after an lm|>risonmcnt of six years,

without any fine being paid, or any bail required.

13.—The Old Bailey Sessions concluded, when the

Recorder passed sentence of death on seventeen

;

eight were sentencetl to transportation for life ; three

for fourteen years ; thirty-six for seven years ; and

several to various terms of imprisonment, hard-

labour, whipping, &c
21.—A deputation, consisting of the Churchw.ir-

dens and other inhabitants of St.Jamcs, t'lerkenwell,

waited on the Rev. Mr. Dillon, chaplain to the Lord

Mayor, at the Mansion House,^ to present to him

the Bishop of London's license to perform the third

additional service with a sermon, in theif~parish

church. This appointment, we believe, is the first

under the Act of Parliament (53 Geo. III). The
reverend gentleman will, we understand, commence
the new service on the first Sunday of the new
year.

23.—The silk trade was thrown into a state of the

greatest confusion by the sudden and unexpected

act of the Government, the lowering the import

duty on thrown silk from 7s Cd to 5s per lb. The
throwsters are much dissatisfied, and allege they

cannot compete with foreign-thrown at the lower

duty, while the alteration is satisfactory to the

manufacturer. The present difference between .'Is

on foreign-thrown and 3d on raw, leaving 4s 9d

protection, is said by the throwsters to be altogether

insufficient.

— A Special Petty Sessions was held at the Ses-

sions House, Newington, upon the subject of the

nuisance of Camberwell and Peckham fairs, when

the magistrates, after hearing evidence, decided that

there was not before them any evidence to sliew that

a right existed for these fairs, and that they there-

fore felt it to be their duty to require the lord of the

manor to enter into recognizances.

24.—A general meeting of the members of the

Western Literary and Scientific Institution was

held at the Freemason's Hall, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the report of the provi-

sional committee, and the laws proposed for the

regulation of the institution : T. Campbell, Esq.,

in the chair. The secretary read the report, from

which it appeared the subscribers amounted to up-

wards of 300. Donations of books had been re-

ceived, one from Mr. P. Moore, M.P., of 150

volumes; Mr. Drummond presented f50. The
laws of the Society were then read and adopted, and

a subsciption opened for a building fund.

30 The St. Andrew's Festival of the corporation

of the Scottish Hospital was celebrated by a dinner

at the City of London Tavern. His Royal High-

ness the Duke of Clarence and St. Andrews in the

chair. The company, though not so numerous as it

frequently has been, was highly respectable ; and

the contributions, though not very satisfactory', d'd

not fall short of the usual average of this half-yearly

collection. The objects of the charity are as une-

quivocally laudable as its affairs are confessedly well-'

managed. Poor or disti'essed Scotchmen, who in

London camiot obtain a settlement, and who of

course caimot apply for parish support, are by its

funds either relieved by small contributions, or, if

they choose to return home, are provided with a free

passage.

Dec. 2 The members of the London Mechanic's

Inttitution ceie'jrated their second annivers;iry by

M.M. New Senes—\OL. I. No. 1.

a dinner at the Crown and Anchor, which was at-

tended by His Royal Highness the Duke of .Sussex

(who presided!, Mv. Brougham, M.I'., Mr. Denir.an,

M.P., the Hon. Mr. Alwrerombie, M.P., Mr. Alder-

man Wood, M.P., Dr. Biikbeck, and the other

principal officers of the institution, and about six

hundred members.
— The King's scholars of \\ estminster gave th<ir

annual representation of a Latin come<ly; it was on
this occasion the Andrian of 1 erence.

5.—A meeting, for the fonnation of a Mechanic's

Institute, was held at Hammersmith.
6 The members of the Western Literary and

Scientific Institution assembled at the rooms of the

Society of British Artists, in Sullblk Street, for

the purpi^e of electing twenty-four members to fonn

'

a committee of management, in the place of the

provisional committee, that had been previously

appointed, pro tempore, to conduct the affairs of the

society.

8 The rector and parishioners of St. Olavcs,-

Hart Street, held a vestry meeting for the purpose

of receiving the report of the tythe committee, on

the subject of their contest as to the demand of two

shillings and sixpence in the pound tithes. The

'

parishioners ofl'ered^fl,(120 per annum, exclusive of

surplice fees, which the doctor agreetl to accept,

provided that they can settle with the bishop the

sum to be paid to his successor.

17-—The Duke of Buckingham was convicted at

Mr. Lloyd's office, Winchester, in two penalties and

costs, incurred in consequence of his christian and'

surname not being painted on his waggons, as ra-

quirol by the statute.

20 The King held a privy council, when it was

agreed that the Parliament should be further pro-

rogued from the 5th of January to Tiuirsday the 2J

February, then to meet for the dispatch of business.

The Recorder afterwards made his report of the

convicts capitally convicted at the October Sessions,

when Richard William Jasper, for forging an accep-

tance to a bill of exchange, William Henry Austin,

a letter-sorter, for secreting and stealing ^ letter,

and John Edmonds, for horse-stealing, were ordered

for execution on Tuesday the 27th December.

A day school for the education of the children of

poor British subjects has lately been established in

Paris, under the patronage of Lord and Lady

Granville.

The whole of the materials of the houses, guard-

room, and lodge to the lower mews. Charing Cross,

were sold by auction, to be pulled down, to make
way for the grand new street, to be constructed from

Charing Cross to the British Museum, Great

Jtussel Street.

The Enterprize Steam Packet arrived in safety at

the Cape of Good Hope on the 12th of October,

after a passage o£^7 days.

MARRIAGES.
E. Packe, esq., to Jane Sarah, daughter of— Gil-

lausfield, esq., M. P., of Birstall-house.

J. C. Wright, esq., son of S. Wright, esq., of

Mapperly, Notts, to Theodosia, daughter of T.Den-

man, esq., M. P.

R. Bethell, esq.. Middle Temple, to EUenor Mary,

daughterofR. Abraham, esq.

A. Barclay, esq., to Isabella, daughter of \".

Crulman, esq.

T. Kent, esq. of Berks, to Lucy, widow of Major

Murray.

The Hev. B. Yound, B. A., of Watling, .Sussex,

to E. Susanna, daKgiiter '^f J. H.lloway, esq.

P
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S. Grimaldi, esq., to Mary Ann, daughter of T.

[Jan.

G. Knapp, esq.

The Rev. W. Lonsdale, B. A., to Jane, daughter

of J. Power, Esq.

G. Tappen, esq., to Mary Ann Elizabeth, daughter

of T. Watson, esq.

Baron Lorentz, to Miss Mills, daughter of the

late J. Mills, esq., of Jamaica.

E. H. .Stacey, esq., to Eliza Frances, daughter of

the late William Edwards, esq., of Carmarthen.

Lord Headley, to Miss Mathews.

S. P. Vincent, esq., to Elizabeth Mary, daughter

of the late D. Wiliiams, esq., of Pool-house, Car-

marthen.

S. G. Smith, esq., of his JIajesty's Dock-yard at

Sheeniess, to Ann, daughter of the late J. Serle,

esq.

Lieut. F. Sewell, R. N., to Margaret, daughter

of Mr. Sewell, of Newlands, Carlisle.

— Forster, esq. R. E., to Mary Ami, daughter of

the late 11. Cctton, esq. of Great Berwick.

At Mortlake, William Edward, son of the late R.

Gilpin, esq., of Jamaica, to Marianne, daughter of

the late William Gilpin, esq., of East-Sheen.

E. G. Langdon, esq., to Mary, daughter of the late

D. Hughes, esq., of Nunny.
The Rev. G. Strmger, to Mary Frances, daughter

of the late J. Coulson, esq. of Hull.

A. R. Sutherland, M. D., to Maria, daughter of

H. L. Thomas, esq.

iicut. H. Roebuck, R. N., to Elizabeth, daughter

of T. Chappel, esq.

J. Harris, esq., to Fanny ,daughter ofF. Daniell,esq.

N. Smith, esq., to Mary Ann, daughter of T. Ba-

con, esq. of Padworth-house, Berks.

J. A. Manning, esq., to Augusta Mary, daughter

of the late General Sk C. Shipley.

Haslar Capron, esq. of the Middle Temple, to

Frances Georgiana, daughter of Sir F.iL Ommaney,
M. P.

The Rev. D. H. F. Hatton, of Weldon, to the

Lady Louisa Greville.

The Rev. W. S. Gilly, RL A., rector of North

Tambr idge, Essex, to Jane Charlotte Mary, daughter

of Major Colberg.

Major H. G. Broke, to Frederlca Sophia, daughter

of J. Murei esq.

DEATHS.
The Hon. R. Hare, 78.

Lieut. Col. Riddell.

Rev G. Patch.
• J. C. Adams, esq., of Welton, and C'harwelton, IC.

Isaac Vaughan, esq., 77.

William James, esq., 76.

Elizabeth, wife of J. M. Grunwood, esq.

Elizabeth Ann, relict of the late B. Way, esq., 78.

Mrs. Ann Whittaker, of Kensmgton, 82.

Julia Ann, daughter of the Hon. W. Shirley.

At Harrow, W. A. Douglas, son of Major-general

Douglas.

W. C, son of J. Vaughan, esq., of Enfield.

Mrs. Lenox, late of Halifax, relict of Capt. G.

Lenox, 03.

At All-Cannings rectory, Matilda Gertrude,

daughter of the Rev. T. A. Methuen, 13.

Capt. J. H. Carter, R. N.

At Nottinghill, E. Evans, esq., 83.

At Clapham, Sarah, relict of the lale W. Cotte-

reU, esq., 78.

E. Calvert, esq.

Mrs. Vernon, widow of General Vernon.

Louisa, daughter of S. Atkinson, esq.

Mary, wife of the Rev. R. Grant, 74.

' The Dowager Lady Smith, relict of Sir Michael

Smith, bart.

Lady Eyre, relict of the late Chief Justice Eyre, 7(i.

M. Surtees, esq.

Lady Arabella Harvey.

Mrs. G. Grceme.

At Chertsey, W. Soane, esq., 82.

Edward Cockett, esq., 29.

Capt. H. Wheadon, R. N., 6!l.

General A. Campbell, Lieut.-governor of Fort

Augustus, fi7.

At Harrow, Catherine, wife of the Rev. Mark
Drury.

James, son of J. Harker, esq., of Sherborne.

J. J. B. Turner, esq., son of the Rev. J., rector of

Hagley, Worcestershire.

Rear-Admiral Bingham
Edward, son of J. G. Scott, esq.

W. Ogilvie, esq., of Westhall.

The Dowager Marchioness of Bath, 91.

R. Vincent, esq., 48th regt.

W. Lloyd, esq., of the Royal-Horse Guards, 19-

J. Benbow, esq.

MARRIAGES ABROAD.
At Naples, Sir J. Carnegie, of Southesk, bart, to

Charlotte, daughter of the Rev. D. Lyons, of

Harapstead-courU

At Fredericks-town, New Brunswick, C. Vavasour,

esq., to Maria, daughter of E. Grosvenor, esq.

At Calcutta, W. R. Fitzgerald, esq., to Sarah,

daughter of the late R. Fulcher, esq.

C. R. Barwell, esq., to Ellen, daughter of the late

R. Fulcher, esq.

At Madras, J. Walker, esq., to Margaret Somer-

ville, daughter of W. Allen, esq., of Leith.

At Lisbon, O. H. Sampayo, esq., to Christiana,

daughter of J. Goold, esq.

At Bombay, Capt. B. Seton, son of the late Sir A.

Seton, bart., to Miss J. Elphinstone.

At Madras, H. C. Cotton, esq., to Miss Brodie,

sister to W. Brodie, esq., of Brodie, in Morayshire,

Scotland.

DEATHS ABROAD.

At Halifax, Nova Scotia, Eliza Rosina, daughter

of J.W. Tapp, esq., 21.

At Jamaica, the Rev. D. G. Hague ; also, Mrs.

Hague ; James, son of the late J. Bigsby, esq.

At Kingston, C. Grant, esq., 34 ; A. Fears, esq.

;

T. Quin, esq., late of Hatfield, Herts, 38.

In France, B. Troughton, esq.

At Paris, the Dowager Countess of Gosford.

The Honourable M. Brown, brother of tlie Earl

of Kenmare; W. F. F. Rumbold, son of Sir W.
Rumbold, bart.

At Nantz, Col. Byrne, late of the Austrian Ser-

vice in France ; Commander T. Wells, R. N.

At Naples, the celebrated Qiovaimi Marie Lin-

quiti. Director of the Royal Asylum for the Insane

of Aversa, whose name is so honourably known
throughout Europe, 31.

At Florence, Mrs. Powlett, wife of Col. H. Powlett.

At Valparaiso, Harriet, wife of CapU Maling,

R. N.
At Madrid, G. R. Chimiery, esq.

At his palace in Vienna, His Serene Highness

Duke Charles Eugene of Lorraine, the last branch

of the illustrious house of Lorraine.

At Bencoolen, Lieut.W. Rolfe, R. N.

AtMeerut, Lieut. W. Beveridge.

At Masulipatam, Capt. F. Best.

W. Small, esq., purser of the General Kyd.

At Kamptee, near Nagpore, 22, Ensign T. White.

At Arcot, Lieut. G.Cheape; Mary AnnCathcart,

wife of A. Bruce, esq.

At Montreal, in Canada, Ellen, wife of J. Stan-

field, esq.
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MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURllENCES;

WITH THE MAnnlACJCS AND DEATHS.

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM.

A new Presbyterian CMapel was opened lately at

Bishopwearmouth. An appropriate sermon was

preached by tlie Uev. D. Dewar, LL.D., of Glas-

gow ; after tlie service a collection was made, which

amounted to ,£77- "s- Ud.

The Museum of the Literary and Philosophical

.Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne was lately opened

for the public inspection of subscribers.

The Dean of Durham has determined on having

that part of the cathedral which has for some time

been in a dilapidated state put into complete repair

in the ensuing spring, and the pinnacle rebuilt.

A public meeting was held lately at Newcastle, to

take into consideration Captain Brown's plans for

erecting a suspension bridge across the mouth of the

river Tyne, from North to South Shields, a dis-

tance, including the two wijigs or side arches, of

l,8tl0feet; the centre span will be 11 J feet above the

highest tides, which will allow ships of 4U0 tons bur-

then to pass below it under all sail. The expense

will be about £lOO,i)00.

Mari-ied.'i Capt. Barnes, of Botchardby, to Miss
Rothwell—At Ford, the Rev. G. Gibb, to Miss H.
Rae—The Rev. D. Douglas, of Hamslcrley, to Miss
Ami Fopling, of Ktherley—At Durham, Mr. T.
C'oulston, of Landcaster, to Miss Ann t'roskell.

Diecl.2 At Durham, Ann Matilda, daughter of the
late G. Fielding, esq., of Starforth-hall, York—30,
Mr. G. Swinburne.

CUMDEULAND AND WESTMORLAND.
AInrrierf.] At Whitehaven, S.Wood, esq. to Jane,

daughter ot A. Moore, esq,

Died.'i At Carlisle, CO, T. Benson, esq. He has
bequeathed the interest of i,'5,0(Xl to the poor of Car-
lisle—At Caldewbeck, 80, T. JeH'erson, esq.

YORKSHIRE.
The Wemerian Society held their first meeting

for the season on the 19th of November. .'V very in-

teresting paper was re.id by H. Witham, esq., on the

discovery of live cockles in the peat moss on a farm

which, for many centuries, has been named Cockles-

bury. The cockles are found in considerable num-
bers, and appear to be the common species of our

sandy shores—cardium edule.

At a meeting of the Directing Committee of the

Aire and Calder Navigation Company, held lately at

Wakefield, it was determined that measures should

be immediately taken for continuing forward the

new navigation between Goole and Nottingley to

Leeds and Wakefield, so as to admit vessels of one
hundred tons burthen to come up to both these

towns ; and a notice was given, that an application

would be made to Parliament during the next ses-

sion for an act to carry this highly beneficial project

Into effect.

An alarming fire broke out lately in the ship-yard

of S. S. Walton, esq., Hull.

Married.'] At York, S.Younge, jun. esq., of Shef-
field, to Miss C. Kearsley.—Mr. J. A. Cattle, to Miss
Lightfoot, of Ea,singw6ld—J. Spencer, jun. esq. to
Miss M. H. Phipps—At Long Preston, J. Unthank,
esq. to Jane, daughter of J. Parkington, esq., of
Workington—At Horton, R. Goodwin, esq., of Glas-
gow, to Miss J. Taylor—-At Cottingham, T.Whit-
taker, esq., of Howden, to Miss M. Gee—At Addle,
the Rev. W. Andrew, to Miss E. H. Hardcastle, of
Wakefield—At .Selby, Mr. G. Sayner, to Mrs. Reeves
—S.S.Byron, esq., of Scarborough, to Elizabeth,
daughter of T. Chandler, esq., of West Ayton—At
Kaslby, Lieut. Col. H. Lane, to the Hon. Harriet

Frances Dundas—At Ripley, T. Houseman, of

Sprucety.hall, to Ann, daugnter of G. Dickinson,

esq., of Butter-hill.

Died.] At Claverley, Gi), Miss E. Fregleton—B.
Beverley, esq., of Thorp, Grassington— The Rev.
W. Warrener, of Leeds—f>2, Elizabeth, wife of S.

Bhodes, esq., of Leeds—At Scarlwrough, the Rev.
H. Kelly, vicar of Bishop-burton—At Settle, the
Rev.. T. Carr, M. A Katharine, daughter of S.

Burstal, esq., of Hessic.

LANCASHIRE.
It is intended to make application to Parliament,

during the next session, for an act to form a new
line of road from Manchester to Wakefield, by way
of Ashton-under-Line, Staley Bridge, Saddleworth,

and Holmforth, according to a survey now making
by an eminent surveyor.

Mr. Kay, of Preston, hasuivented a new mode of

spinning flax by machinery, by which he is enabled

to spin 2110 yam without difficulty, from an inferior

description of flax, and with very little hackling.

Married.] At Liverpool, Captain Forsyth, to Miss
Modgkinson ; T. Jevons, esq. to Mary Ann, daughter
of \\. Roscoeley—.\t Manchester, Mr. H. Binns, of
Rippondens, to Mi.ss M. Ridehaigh : Mr. R. Riley,
jun. to Betsey, daughter of J. Rostron, esq., of EiJcii-
wood, near Bury. Mr. J. Mabbot, to Sarah, daugh-
ter of J. Barker, esq., of Todmondcn, Yorkshire

—

At Caton, near Lancaster, J. Kill, esi)., of Ulvcr-
stone, to Isabella, daughter of S. Gregson, esq., of
Lancaster.

Died.] At Liverpool, 35, W. A. Hamilton, esq.;
Lieut. Col. Bennet, 32d regt.—At Manchester, 24,
Eliza, wife of Mr. J. Nadir.—At Preston, 19, ."Vnn,

daughter of R. Buxton— .\t Lancaster, Mary, daugh-
ter of S. Bower, esq.— Mrs. Ilargreavc-s, relict of J.
Ilargre.ives, tsq., of Siiringfielil-flall-The Rev. Mr,
Goodwill, curate of Old Church, Wigan—15, Mr. W.
Jackson, of Woodplumpton.

CHESHIRE.
November 19, the arch of the new bridge over th«

Mersey, near Stockport, v;,as completed.

Married.] At Chester, the Rev. E. Duncombe,
to Susan, dauchter of the late Rev. C. Mainwaring,
of Oteley-park—At Alderley, R. Phillips, esq., of
Heybridee, to Letitia, daughter of W. Hibbert, esq..

of Hare hill

Died.'] At Ashton, C. Lechmere, son of Capt. G.
RusseL

DERBYSHIRE.
Married.] At Duflield, S. Evans, esq., of Derby,

to Miss WoUaston, of Duffield.

Died.] In Derby, 80, D. P. Coke, esq 84, R.
Blurton, esq., of Nobut, near Uttoxeter.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
Married.] At Nottingham, \. Stevenson, esq., of

Melrose, Roxburghshire, to Elb.abeth, daughter of
the late J. Moss, esq., of Damick, near Melrose;
Mr. S. Nunn, of Bury, to Miss Parker—At Kirkton,
W. CuUen, esq., of Carluke, to Jacobina Steuart,
daughter of the late C. Hamilton, esq., ofFairhohn
and Kirkton, Lanarkshire.

Died.] At Nottingham, T. Eveson, esq. ; 79,W.
Webster, esq.—81, H. Hollings, esq.—.\t Walling-
weUs, the lady of Sir T. W. White, bart.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Married.] At Ingham, Mr. R. Goodman, of King-

stead, Norfolk, to Miss Brown—Mr. H. Teverson,
jun., of Kedington, to Alice Sarah, daughter of J.

Silverstone, ofDepden.

Died.] At Belvoir-castle, the most noble Elizabeth
Duchess of Rutland—The Rev. J. Applebee, pre-
bendary of Lincoln—16, Justina, daughter of C.
White, esq.—Mr. G. Webster, of Glinton—At Win-
terton, Eliza, daughter of the Rev. W. Harrison

—

At Spalding, W. Wright—At Butterwick, Mrs. Han-
son, wife of Mr. R.Hanson; Mr. W. Hanson, her
son, and Mrs. W. Hanson, his wife.

P 2
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I.EICEETF.a AND RUTLANDSHIRE.
^h rlarmlnf; fire broke out lately at Bunghurs',

oil the premises of Mr. D. Wright, flax-dresser, the

buildings on which were entirely destroyed.

MnrnerfJ, AV. Curtis, esq., of Leicester, to Char-

lotte, daughter of the Rev. J. H. D'Avenant, of

Ham, Wilts.

llt-th'] Sarah, wife of R. Brookhouso, Leiceftcr—

The Rev. T. Norris, rector of Hardy—(III, J. N. Fry,

t.ouRhborou.n^h-fields—'i-l, Sophia, wife of T. Need-
ham, of Hinkley— Vt Barrow-upcn-Sioar, G3, Dr. T.

Parkinson, late of Leicester.

STAFFORDSHIttE.
A few weeks since, some miners employed at the

Rough Hills Colliery, <Usco' ered in a piece of iron-

stone, at a depth of l.id feet from the surface, a

small toad, which lived about three weeks after, and

grew to nearly double its size when first released

from its confined cell. The creature was put into

water and not fed, and therefore is supposed to have

died of want.

Married.'^ M Sanrton, ,T. S. Wortlev, esq., M.P.,

to Ladv Georgiana Ryder, third daughter of the Earl

of Hariowby—At Swimmerton, J. Bamford, esq., of
^» inslow, Cheshire, to Ann, daughter of the late

Mr. ,T. Mosedale.

IVerl.'] The Rev. T. Shaw, head master of the

free grammar-school of Stafford—.\t Whitmore, !K1,

K. Mainwaring, esq 1)5, Mrs. Darwell, relict of the

late Rev. J. Darwell, of Walsall.

WAUWICKSHIRE.
A medicinal spring has lately been discovered at

Willoughby, near the Four Crosses Inn, which is

now submitted to Sir H. Davy for the purpose of

being analyzed ; it is supposed to contain a mixture

of magnesia, sulphur, iron, and saline particles.

Mr. B. Cook, of Birmingham, has recently ob-

tained a patent for an invention by which the strain

is taken oft" the cable of vessels at anchor, rendering

them more secure; which is effected by applying a

simple piece of mechanism that will give great elas-

ticity to the cable.

A tablet has been lately placed in .St. 'Martin's-

Church, Birmingham, to the memory of R. Prat-

chett, gentleman, ns a grateful acknowledgment of

extensive public services rendered by him to the

parish of Birmingham duringa space of thirty years.

Died.'] At Birmingham, 50, .T. Underbill, esq

;

Mary, wife of R. Astley, esq At Coventry, Edith,
wife of Mr. W. Flavell—At Alcester, 51, Miss
thatterley.

SIinOPSHIRE.

Some workmen employed lately in taking off the

old thatchfrom a farm-house at the Lyth, near Con-

dover, on the estate of E. W. S. Owen, esq., dis-

covered twenty gold coins of the reigns of James I.

and Charles II., all in a perfect state of preservation.

In taking down the old Alms Houses in St. Mary's

Parish, Shrewsbury, a considerable number of coins

were found between the joists and floor in one of the
' habitations—they were chiefly shillings, coined in

the reigns of Elizabeth and Charles.

A meeting was held lately at Shrewsbury for the

purpose of forming an Association of ladies in aid of

theijunday School Society in Ireland. The meeting

was attended most respectably ; and £'ib were im-

mediately deposited in the hands if the treasurer by
the ladies assembled.

JWajrieri.] At Pontesbury, W. Griffith, esq. to
Miss B. M. Tipton, of Plealey—At Madeley, the
Rev. E. P. Owen, vicar of Wellington, to Miss Dar-
by, daughter of the late S. Darby, esq., of Cole-
Tjrook-dale.

Died.'] The Rev. T.Stedman, vicar of St. Chad's,

Shrewsbury—Ann, relict of J. Cooke, esq., of Halle-
fields, Macclesfield—Mrs. Cartwright, relict of W.
Cart vright, esq., of Wellington—J. Powell, esq., of
Plecsgxvaen, near Oswestry—Maria, d ughter of J.

Hutchings, esq., of i^udlow.

WORCESTER.
A meeting was held lately at Kidderminster, to

which Mr. Cropper, of Liverpool, was invited, to

explain his views by which slavery may be abolished

in the West-Indies, by the competition of free la-

bour ; wlten a large and highly respectable committee
was formed to adopt such measures as might appear

most eligible for the abolition of slavery, consistent

with a due regard to the interests of all parties.

A very elegant piece of plate, of the value of 150

guineas, provided by the subscription of one guinea

each of 150 gentlemen educated at Silver-street Aca-

demy, Worcester, is to be presented to J. Simpson,
LL.D., so long the master of that highly respectable

establishment, as a testimony of their regard and
esteem.

Married.'] N. Hartland, esq., of Evesham, to
Eliza, daughter of Dr. Dixon, of Grove-villa, Wor-
cester—F. H. Williams, esq., of Colnbrook-park,
Monmouthshire, to Elizabeth Ann Pakington,
daughter of the late W. Russell, esq., of Powick-
court.

Died.] The Rev. Dr. Wlngfield, prebendary of
Worcester Cathedral; (i5, Mr. E. Passey, of Lud-
low; J. Piatt, esq. ; .58, J. Newman, M.D; 84, Mrs.
C. Wall, daughter of the late Dr. Wall; 24, Emma,
wife of Mr. T. Chalk—71, the Rev. J. Plumptree,
D.D, dean of Gloucester, and vicar of Stone and
Wichenford^O, Jane, wife of J. Hooman, esq., of
France, near Kidderminster.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
An apple, called the Gerraaine, which measured

twelve inches round one way and twelve inches and

three-quarters another, weighing fifteen ounces, was

gathered lately in a gentleman's garden near Here-

ford. It was one of a second crop from the same

tree ; the first of which was an abundant one, and

was gathered in July. Thetree again partially blos-

somed, and produced seventeen very fine apples.

Died.'] At Cusop, near Hay, two widows, whose
united ages amounted to 194 years—81, Catherine,
widow of W. Dauncey, esq., of Brinsop-court

—

Elizabeth, wife of the Rev. J.Williams, rector of
St. Devereux and Wormbridge—At Ledbury, Jane
Worrall, daughter of the Rev. J. Watts.

GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTH.
Lately the Lord Bishop of Gloucester laid the

foundation stone of the new church to be erected in

Suffolksquare, Cheltenham.

A very commodious market-house has recently

been erected in the borough of Berkeley, and was

opened for the use of the public on the 20th of

November.
Marrird.'] At Bristol, R. Elwcs, esq., of Stoke-

park, Suffolk, to Catherine, daughter of I. Elton,

esq., of Stapleton-house ; Mr. T- Britton, to Susan,
daughter of the Rev. R. Davies, of Wrington; Cap-
tain C. H. Thomas, to Isabella, daughter of Mr. G.
King ; R. F. Fitzherbert, esq. to M. K. S. E. Simp-
son, daughter of the late J. K. U. A. Simpson, esq.,

formerly of Mercy-hall, Kent—At Clifton, E. Mar-
tin, esq., son of the Rev. Dr. Martin, of Dublin, to
Elizabeth, daughter of the late R. Zouch, esq.;

Captain Royds, 52d regt, to Georgiana, daughter of
L. Peel, esq., late of Ardwick—At Cheltenham, G.
B. Robinson, esq., eldest son of Sir G. A. Robinson,
barU, to Louisa, daughter of the late Maj. Gen.
Douglas—At Abergavenny, Mr. J. Symes, of War-
minster, to Margaret, daughter of the late Captain
Groves, 3d. royal vet. bat.

Died.'] At Bristol, Miss E. P. Pprague, daughter
of the late Rev. D. Sprague; Miss M. Green; 60,

R. Pinckney, esq.; Mr. J. Cripps; at the Spa, 81,

Mrs. Oakeley, relict of J. Oakeley, esq., of Oakeley-
house, Salop—At Cheltenham, 23, Mrs. MacLeod,
relict of Captain D. Macleod ; 51, Caroline, relict

of J. Towe, esq., of Snydale-hall, Yorkshire; Char-
lotte, daughter of Admiral R. Montague; .34, Mrs.
Edouart—At Tewkesbury, CO, Sarah, relict of Mr.
.1. Lords; W. Barnard, esq., of WMte-fields—At
Stonehouse, 40, the Rev. J. R.rricr; Savah, wifu

of Major Woobridge, R. M.— Thr lady of E. Maxeu,
esq., of Clifton—72, Mr. J. S. Woolletl, of Mon-
raooth—79, W. Phelps, of Puckrup—The lady of
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'. Cist, fs-i., nf Wormiiicton-Rrangc—At Coombe-
liouBC, .M;iry, wU'uolC. liillhousc, esij.

OXl'ORDSHIKE.

Mnrrieif.'] 3- Iladland, esq., of fhattercot-hall, to

Miss Jenkins—E. A. Bale, esq. to Miss K. Bush, both

of Witney.

/);,W.] At Oxford, Sir E. Hitchings—At Merton,

ll'.c Ilev. J. L. Heyes, B.D.

BUCKS AND BERKS.

The little town of .Staines has followeil the ex-

ample set by the London Literary and Scientific

Institution. A public meeting was held there on

Thursday last for the establishment of a public 11-

' hrary for the use of the inhabitants of the town.

The plan was highly approved of; and after some

discussion, a day of meeting was appointed, at

which a committee of management will be elected,

and regulations entered into.

Dial. At AVindsor, (i2. Miss Branch—At Cook-

liam, Elizabeth, relict of the late F. Taylor, esq., of

Featherstone-buildings, Holborn— At West Wi-

combe, 1()«, J. llawes—Mr. Herbert, of Karrmgdon,

Berks—32, Ann, wife of Mr. Cheney, of Aylesbury—

At Reading, 7(i, R. Torlington, esq.

HERTFORD AND BEDFORD.
.\ new line of road at Wadesmill was opcnetl to

the public for the first time on Saturday the 3d of

December.
In searching the records of the Borough of Hert-

ford lately, a document was founil, affixed to which

was the mark of a mayor of that town, in the reign

of Elizabeth, who was incapable of writing his

name.

Marriei}.'] B. Kemble, esq. to Hester, daughter of

the late T. Kemble, esq., of Gobions—At Bedford,
Mr. R. Sharp, of Goldington, to Miss C. Palmer-
Richard, son of II. Smith, esq., of Peckham-house,
Surrey, to Mary, daughter of E.R. Williamson, es(i.

Died.'] At Hertford, 87, J. Smith, esq.—At ilcr-

ton, the Rev. J. L. Heyes, B.D.—.\t Rickmans-
worth, .34, Mary Ann, wife of T. B. Weedon, esq.

—

At Hitching, Ann, widow of D. Brown, esq.

NORTHAMPTON.
The twelfth anniversary meeting of the Oundle

and Thrapston Branch Bible Society was held lately

at Oundle and Thrapston ; and a report of the pro-

ceeilings of the last year was read.

Married.'] ('. B. White, esq., of Peterborough, to

Miss M. Collier—W. Griffin, esq., of Eye, near Pe-
terborough, to Miss Whitehead, daughter of W.
Whitehead, esq., of Werrington.

Died.] At Peterborough, 70, Mrs. Bate, relict of
D. Bate, esq., late of Ailesworth ; 8-3, Mrs. Pratt

—

At Eye, ^ti, Mrs. Moore, relict of C. Moore, esq

—

At West Haddon, 81), Mrs. M. Lovell; 70, Mrs. Lo-
dington, relict of the Rev. J. Lodington, vicar of
Oundle—At Sulgrave, 17, Jane, daughter of the late

Rev. W. Harding; 77, the Rev. L. Powis, rector of
Thorpe Achurdi, and vicar of Towcester—At Kib-
worth, 83, the Rev. T. Thomas, B. D., rector of
Isham ; 23, Lieut. J. V. Robinson, R. A., son of the
Rev. W. V. Robinson, of Grafton Underwood ; Rev.
M. Lamb, rector of Lydon—At Maidfovd, the Rev.
S. White, M. A.—At Wardington, near Banbury, J.

M. Wardle, esq.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
The sum of .£1,000 has been presented lately to

King's-collegeby a ci-devant member of that society,

which has been appropriated to a fund for keeping

the chapel iu repair.

A hare wa.s shot lately on the estate of H. P. Stan-

ley, esq., of Paxton-hall, nearly milk white, which
weighed nearly ten pounds, and measured a yard and

two inches in length.

Professor Dobree has bequeathed his valuable

manuscripts and printed books, containmg manu-
script notes, to the University of Cambridge; and

one thousand volumes to Trinity College.

Marr'icd.] At Huntingdon, J. II. Edwards, esq..

of Solihull, W.nrwickshlre, to Miss Stafford—At Wal-
soken, near Wisbeach, Mr. W. Southwell, to Miss
M. Goward.

Dird.] At lluntingilon, 71, Mrs. Maule, relict of
H. Maule, es<i At Thorney, 7(), Mr. J. Pears; "li,

G. Milner, esq., of Combirton—At Whittlesey, M,
Mr. S. Chapman—.\t Wisbeach, 57, Mr. J. Palmer.

NORFOLK.
The fourth annual general meeting of the Norfolk

and Norwich Literary Institution was held on Satur-

day the 2-2d of October, at the Society's Rooms, in

the Haymarket, Norwich. The high sheriff of the

county of Norfolk took the chair as president, and

congratulated the society on the steady progress it had

made during the past year. In addition to the usual

business of the meeting, the following distinguished

members were, on the motion of E. Wodehouse,

esq., M.P., appointed vice-presidents: The Hon.

Col. Wodehouse, M.P., lieutenant of the county;

the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Norwich; the

Right Hon. Lord Suffield; the Right Hon. and Rev.

Lord Bayuing ; the very Rev. the Dean of Norwich

;

T. W. Coke, esq., M.P.; W. Smith, esq., M.P.; R.

II. Gumey, esq., M.P.; T. F. Buxton, esq., M.P.
The following were ap]>ointed members of the com-
mittee : Rev. C. N. Wodehouse ; Rev. — Carter

;

E. Barron, esq.; J. Chambers, esq.; R. Morgan^

esq.; Dr. Evans; and Mr. S. Wilkin.

.\ meeting of the owners and occupiers of land fai

this county was held lately at the Angel-inn, Nor-

wich, to take into consideration the expediency of

forming an association for the protection of agricul-

ture. When it was resolved that the association

be then formed; several other resolutions were then

put and carried.

The second general meeting of the Norwich and

NorfolkLawLibrary was held lately at the Guildhall,

when the report and regulations, drawn up by the

committee appointed for that purpose, were read;

and after considerable discussion, and some modifica-

tions had taken place, the regulations drawn up by

the committee were adopted.

3/flrrierf.] At Kimberley, Mr. E. Ball, of Bur-
well, to Ann, daughter of the late Mr. Cadywold—.\t

Redenhall, G. Wilson, esq., of the Temple, to Eliza-

beth, widow of F. F. North, of Rougham—At V'ar-

mouth, Lieut. J. White, R.N., to Miss E. Briggs;
Capt. E. Richmond, to Mrs. Woolstone, of Gorle-
ston—At Permountergate, Mathias, son of the late

J. V. Mathias, esq., of Stanhoe-hall, to Henrietta,
daughter of W. Hering, esq.—At Hackford next
Keepham, the Rev. P. Francis, M.A., of Foulsham-
parsonage, to Eliza, daughter of G. Lloyd, esq.—At
Fakenham, W. Steel, esq. to Mary Ann, daughter of
the late W. Dunham, esq., of Thorpeland-haU.

Died.'] At Yarmouth, 72, D. Tolmi, esq. ; Capt.
Spears, R.N: Mrs. Bracy; 21, Miss Tapp, daughter
of J. W. Tapp, esq. of Halifax; J. Laws, esq.—At
Wymondham, Mrs. F. Troughton, daughter of the
late T. Troughton, esq; 81, Mr. J. J. Vince—At
Swaffham, 47, Judith, relict of W. Wright, esq. ; 83,

Rev. R. Deane, rector of West Harling—At Lyim,
!!4, Elizabeth, relict of Mr. E. Muggridge—At
Thorpe, 71, Mary, wife of S. Parkinson, esq.; R.
Duifield, of East Dereham.

SUFFOLK.
The first meeting of the governors atKi stibscribers

of the Suffolk General Hospital was held lately,

when Drs. Smith and Lynn were elected physicians;

Mr. G. Creed and Mr. C. Smith, surgeons ; and Mr.

Momemont, house-surgeon and secretary.

Married.'] P. Baylis, esq. to Mary Ann, daughter
of Mr. C. Clubbe, of Yaxley—At Thurston, Mr. ».
Harvey, of Fornhara, to Elizabeth, daughter of Mr.
J. Jennings—Mr. Long of Halesworth, to Mary,
daughter of C. Dodd, esq., of Shelfanger—Mr. T.
KitSiiner, of West-row, Mildenhall, to Susan Bur-
wich, second daughter of the Rev. J. B. Sams, of
Bury St. Edmonds.

D'led.] At B>irv St. Edmonds, Charles, sou of Dr.

Malkin—AtGrcdtBa.toD, 66, theRev.N.Oxman; 86,
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J. Scurlin, gent., of Homlngsheath—At Clavdon, 67,

Mrs. Edwards; 76, Mrs. Ann Gcxklanl, of Botesdale

—At Framlingham, IH, Elizabeth, daughter of the

Rev. L. Hill—69, Mr. R. Goodchild, of Higham,
near Gazelev—J. Murray, esq., of Dalham—J. Fel-

gate, esq., o'f Bawdsey—66, J. AJvis, esq., of Bury—
26, Elizabeth, wife of W. Isaacson, esq.—."Vt Kettle-

buston. 72, L. Bloss, esq.—21, John, second son of
A. H. Steward, esq., of Stoke-park—85, F. Harrison,

gent.

ESSEX.
C. C. Western, esq., M.P., has sent a donation of

rare exotic seeds to the Colchester Botanical Society.

Married.^ R. Gore, esq., of Waltharnstow, to

Augusta, daughter of the late T. Maples, esq., of
Thome, ^'o^kshire—Capt. W. H. Haslefoot, of
Borehara, to Mrs. Hinde.

Dtfd.] 92, Mrs. Pattison, relict of the late J. Pat-

tison, esq., of Maldon—John, son of J. Harrington,

«sq., of Doggetts, near Rochford—G!l, the Rev. J.

Applebee, prebenilar^' of Lincoln, and rector of East
Thorpe—At Calaton, Raleigh-vicarage, Mrs. Petmy,
of Castle Carj'—Miss Ann Tanner—ixi, Sarah Tho-
mas, wife of J. H. Harrison, esq., of Copford-hall.

KENT.
Di>(f.] Mary, wife of Dr. Rowlands, of the royal

dock-yard, Chatham-—Eliza, daughter of H. Hay-
ward, esq., ofThometon; 10, S. Beetson, esq., of
Thometon.

SUSSEX.
A short time since, Mr. Turner, of Horsham,

caught in his mill-pond a pike weighing fifteen

pounds, in the stomach of which was found a king's-

fisher, which, from the state of its plumage, could

not have been long gorged.

Married.'] At Brighton, R.Tidswell, esq., of Kira-
bolton, to Mrs. Shrapnell; Capt. J. W. Roberts,
R.N., to Miss F. Sarjant ; Lieut. Roche, R.N., to
Caroline, daughter of the late A. Robinson, M.D.,
of Broadwater : E. Parry, esq. to Catherine Harriet,
daughter of E. Isaac, esq. ; the Rev. R. Mont-
gomery, to Miss J. VValker—At Broachwater, the
Rev. L. J. Whyley, vicar of Eaton-bray, Bedford-
shhe, to Jane, daughter of — Morrali, esq., of
Worthing—At Lancing, Lieut. J. F. Thompson,
1{. N., to Sarah Ann, daughter of the late A. Robin-
son, M. D., of Broadwater.

Died.~} At Wpolheding, 7J, Lady R. Spencer—At
Winchelsea, 72, Francis, wife of H. Powell, esq
At HartiDg, 82, J. Postlethwaite, esq At Rodmill,
49, the Rev. W. Gubbins, M.A.

HANTS.
An alarmmg fire broke out lately at Mr. .^slett's

coacli-maimfacfory, Southampton, which was en-

tirely destroyed, and several of the adjoining houses

much injured. We regret to add that the engines

and leathern hoses were in an inefficient condition.

Many labourmg people who had assembled refused

to assist ui saving the property without being paid

for their trouble! A subscription was soon after

opened for the relief of the distressed and industrious

proprietor, and which was commenced by a magni-
ficent donation of fifty pounds from Mr. Fleming,
and of twenty-five and twenty pounds from Mr.
llottcn, Mr. Bcckford, Mr. Atherly, &c. &c

Married.] At Southampton, Capt. J. Andeison,
H.N., to Elizabeth, danghter of the late J. Brett,
iDsq—At Rosehill, Col. R. Thackerav, R.E., to the
Right Hon. Lady E. Carnegie, daughter of the Earl
of Northtsk.

Died.] .At Southampton, II. Soper, esq.; 6!',

Capt. E. Bird; 75, J. Collins, cs<j 70, the Rev. G.
Richards, rector of Farliugto.i—At Portsmouth,
•Louisa Harriet, wife of Sir G. Garrett.

WILTS.
A fire broke out lately on Hill-farm, near La\ing-

ton, which consumed upwards of one hundred head
of poultry, twenty quarters of barley, twenty-five

acres of barley-straw, a cottage, and a variety of
husbandry implements.

Morried.] At Shrcwton, H. F. Tovey, esq., of
Maddington, to Martha, daughter of C. H. Wans-
"brough, esq., of Shrcwton-house; T. O. Stephens,

esq., of Salisbury, to Harriet, daughter of J. Wans-
brough, esq., of Shrewton-lodge

—

At Bradford, Mr.
Turner, of Freshford, to Emily, daughter of —
Adye, esq.—W. F. Brodribb, esq., of Warminster,
to Maria Louisa, daughter of — Jackson, esq., Ca-
rey-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields—At East Grinsted,
the Rev. J. Stratton, M.A., vicar of Halstow, KeDt>
to Susanna, daughter of the late Sir. W. Head.

Died.] At Cakie, 85, Hannah, Dowager Lady
Forrester.

SOMERSET.

There have been lately presented to the Somer-
raerset and Taunton Institution, by John Quantock,

esq., three sepulchral stones brought from the ruins

of Thebes. They consist of one sculptured stone,

one painted, and one inscribed with hieroglyphical

characters. The figures appear to represent the

worship of Osiris. There are two compartments on
the sculptured stone ; in the upper the Egyptian

god, Osiris, is naked, sitting in a chair, with a cap

like a mitre on his head, with two horns ; he holds

a rod in his left hand, in his right a whip with three

thongs. There is an altar before hiin, on which is

placed a vase, and over it hangs the lotus. A figure

stands before him with a staff hi his right hand,

something like a crutch; in his left, which is hang-

ing downwards, is an hieroglyphic. This is said to

be the symbol of Typhon the brother of Osiris ; he
appears as if addressing the god. The lower com-
partment seems to represent Isis with an attendant.

This stone has a piece broken ofi' from the right-

liand comer, and, from the appearance of the adjoin-

ingjparts, it would seem that some figure had occu-

pied the space. The painted stone contains a repre-

sentation of Qsiris under another form ; in this figure

the head is that of a hawk, Osiris being sometimes

represented with the head of that bird, which, by its

quick and piercing eyes, is an emblem of the sun,

of which Osiris was the symbol; the head in this

has the cap also similar to the mitre; he is in a stand-

ing posture, clothed, with both hands before him ; the

bended rod and whip, and crutched staff, being held in

the right hand of the figure spoken of above. There
are two female figures, one behind the other, and
an altar similar to that on the sculptured stone, with

a vase or urn upon it ; and there are considerable

patches of hieroglj-phical writing on both stones;

the third is wholly inscribed with hiert^lyphical

characters.

At two meetings lately holdcn, one in the parish

of Ashcolt, the other at Glastonbury, W. Dickinson,

esq., M.P., in the chair, it was resolved to apply to

Parliament, during the next session, for an act to

make a tumpike-road from Langport across King's

Sedgmoor towards Bristol. It is also in contempla-

tion to make a new line of road from Langport
through Kingsbury Episcopi to Crewkeme, for

which an act of Parliament has been passed.

It was unanimously resolved, ata respectable meet-

ing lately held at Glastonbury, that £l(i,(itiObe im-

mediately raised, in shares of £25 each, for the pur-

pose of cutting a canal (to be called the Glastonbury

and Highbridge Canal), by which vessels of 50 tons

burthen will be brought into the vale of Glaston-

bury.

Mrm-ied.] At Bath, J. Ormond. esq., of Belmont,
to Elizabeth, daughter of the late.\. Church, esq., of
Twickenham; R.D.Mitchell, esq., of Windsor, to
Mary, daughter of J. Fox, M. D., of Wood-cot-
tage, Cornwall—At Swanswick, the Ilcv. E.W. Caul-
field, to Ann, daughter of the late J. Pybus, esq.,

—

.\t Wells, the Rev. T. B. Coney, rector of Chedvoy,
to Jane, daughter of J. P. Todway, es(i., M.P. ; W.
Marshall, esq., of Chew Magna, toElizabeth, daugh-
ter of R. B. Dowliiig, esq.

Died.] At Bath, Mrs. Clifton; 3(1, Ann, relict of
T. Barrow, esq ; Eliza, wife of S. RoUeston, esq. :

47, J.F.Hurrell, esq. ; Elizabeth Gorden, daughter of
J. Roden, esf(. : Mrs. Ackland, relict of D. Ackland,
esq., of BouJstoii, Pembroke ; 68, R. Pinckney, esq.
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—At Banwell, 98, Mrs. Betty Oresley, descendeil

from a long uninterrupted line of ancestors, the first

of whom came over to this country ill the service

and attached to tlie court of King William the

Conqueror, and was subsequently a<lvanced to a

baronetage, from whom descended the present family

of Sir Roger Greslcy, of Drakelow, in the parish of

Church Gresley, Derbyshire.

DORSET.
Mai-n'ed.] At Southstoke, J. Edwards, esq., of

Greenfields, Montgomeryshire, to Mrs. Herbert, of

Dolevorgan—At Watford, J. H. Thorpe, esq. to

Miss E. Woodman.
Died.] Elizabeth, relict of the Rev. J. Bryell—

At Bridport, 50, Charlotte, daughter of J. (iundry,

esq.; the Rev. J. MieU, of Wimbonie; 80, W.
Phelps, esq., of Pubkrupt.

DEVONSHIRE.
A meeting was lately held at Barnstaple, for the

purpose of establishing a committee in aid of the

Society for building Churches and Chapels. .\ com-

mittee was formed, and books opened at both the

banks in Barnstaple to receive contributions.

The foundation-stone was laid, near Litchdon, of

a manufactory for British lace, under the superin-

tendance of Mr. Symons of Barnstaple.

A meeting was lately held for the purpose of esta-

blishing a Mendicity Society at Plymouth and De-

vonport.

.\ fine vein of coal has lately been discovered on

the estate called Saltern, near the Bideford turnpike,

belonging to L. W. Buck, esq., of Daddon-house.

Married. At Harberton, C. jVnthony, esq., of
Clifton, to Thoniasin, daughter of the late E.
Browne, esq., of Blakennore ; Capt. Groves, R.N.,
to Miss Harrington—At Tavistock, R. Tucker, esq.

to Fanny, daughter of J. Moore, esq., of Wick-
house, Tavistock—At Hatherbigh, J. Isbell, M.D.,
F.L.S., of Stonehouse, to Mary, daughter of the
late J. Veale, esq., of Passaford—At DawUsh, i.

Mayhew, esq., of Umberleigh-house, near Barn-
staple, to Mrs. Matterlau, widow of the late Lieut.

Matterlau, R.N.—J. S.Bartlett, esq., of Torquay,
to Catherine, daughter of the late J. Robinson, esq.,

of Vaplewick, Nottingham.

Died. At Colyton, 40, — Sampson, esq—At Ap-
pledore, Mrs. Irwin—At Taunton, Mrs. Dansey, re-

lict of Col. Dansey ; Frances Lewis, wife of the Rev.
J. Clarke, rector of Clayhidou—At Pilton, Mrs.
Tallin—At Plymouth, J. Gullet, esq. ; Mr. G. Wat-
son, of the Britannia—At Devonport, Lieut. Mc-
Carthy, R.N.

CORNWALL.
Married.'] At Wadebridge, Mr. J. C. Brown, of

Bodien, Egloshayle, to Lydia, daughter of the late

J. Hosking, esq., of Ludgran.

Died.J At Pendennis-castle, Mr. Gates, R.M.,
barrack-master of that garrison. To his example
and histruction the original developeraent of Opie's
genius is to be unquestionably attributed—In Truro,
81, C. Potts, esq .\t Broadleigh, Tamerton, J. D.
Wynter, M. D.—At Penzance, 14, Mary Aim, daugh-
ter of Capt. Tregerthen.

WALES,

The Carmarthen Agricultural Society last week
held their first anniversary competitory meeting at

a field near Llanwlich ; fourteen ploughs started, and

the improvement in their management since last

year vias quite evident.

A public meeting was held at Milford lately, for

the purpose of establishing an Episcopal Floating

Chapel Society for the Port of Milford. The society

was established under the patronage ef the Bishop

of St. David's ; Sir J. Owen, bart., M. P. appointed
president. J. H. Allen, esq., M. P., W. H. Scour-

field, esq., M. P., vice-presidents; the Rev. T. Bug-
•toke, chairman of the committee ; J. Williams, esq.,

treasurer ; and Capt. S. Byers, secretary.

Afarn'ed.] At Llandedwen, Lieut. Col. Clapham,
to Ellen Elizabeth, daughter of T. P. J. Parry, esq.,
of Madryn

—

\t Anglesea, Capt. A. Anderson, to
Mary Margaret, daughter of J. II. Hampton, esq.,
of Henlys—J. M. Richards, esq., of Roath-hall,

near Cardiff, to .Arabella, daughter of T. Calle)-,
esq., of Burderop-park, Wilts—At Pembrey, J. Mor-
ris, esq., of Pantyrathro, Carmarthenshire, to Eliza-
beth, daughter of 1). Williams, esq., of I'cnyliedd

—

At Llandegfan, H.Pringle, es<). of Beaumaris, Angle-
sea, to Meriel Eliza, daughter ofB. Sparrow, esq.,

of Leamington—J. Edwarils, esq., of Greenfield,
Montgomeryshire, to Mrs. Herbert, of Dolevorgan.

Died.] At Haverfordwest, Mrs. Meares, relict of
the late G. Meares, esq., of Hook—.\t Evlenstock-
hall, Denbighshire, Sir J. Kvans, knt.—At Gors, 112,

near Holyhead, ^lrs. Pritchard—.At Kidwelly, W,
J. Harris, esq—.\t Cardiff, IKJ, the Rev. P. Edwards.

SCOTLAND.
Mr. Fellows, of Ryegate, Surrey, has presented

Mr. Leslie, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the

University of Edinburgh, with the sum of £v!00, for

the purpose of extending the physical cabinet belong-

ing to his class. This gentleman has also placed at the

professor's disposal A'/J., to be distributed as prb»s
for the two best Essays on Comets, open to all stu-

dents who have attended the University at any time
during the last ten years. The following prizes from
the same liberal source, are to be awarded annually

at the close of the session. For the best Essay on any
given subject £20., with a gold medal, value £lu.,

and for the second best i£20. with a silver medal.

Married.'] .\t Edinburgh, Lieut. S. W. Oldham,
R. N., to Miss J. Rankm ; J. Camegie, esq., to
Miss A. Playfair ; J. Failey, esq., to Miss J. Smith;
the Rev. A. Ferguson, Tobermory, to Miss C. Mc-
Donald, Dariroch, Mull— P. Campbell, esq., to
Isabella, daughter of G. Malcolm, esq., of Hull—At
Inverness, W. McDowall Grant, esq., to the Hon.
Miss E. Eraser-At Kinlock, C. Guthrie, esq. jun.,
of Taybank, to Margaret, daughter of G. Kinlock—.M.'Torbanehill, the Rev. J. Monilaw, of Aman,
to Isabella Luke, daughter of the late J. Smellie,
esq., of Torbanehill

Died.] .At Edinburgh, 82, William Skirving, esq.,
late of Plewland-hill, Haddingtonshire. This gen-
tleman was a lineal descendant of John Skirving of
Plewland-hill, who was standard-bearer of Keith
Earl Marishall, and saved the banner-roll of the
family of Earl Marishall at the battle of Flodden
Field. This singular relic remained in the family
for several ages, and, within these few years, was
presented by the deceased to the Faculty of Advo-
cates, in whose library it still remains ; John Keir,
esq., of Ledgers, Surrey; Mrs. C. O. Henderson ;

38, Mary, daughter of Lieut. Col. Leatham ; Mrs.
Douglas Dickson of Hartree, widow of A. Douglas,
esq. ; J. Fuller, esq., M. D. ; Malcolm Alexander,
son of M. Stewart, esq. ; J. Pattison, esq. ; "0, Mrs.
C. Robirison ; 70, T. Neilson, esq. ; Mrs. Marianne
Cidalie Van Hoogwerff, widow of W. Stewart, esq.

—

Capt. P. Campbell, ->f Barcalduie; Wilhelmina,
daughter of the late H. Hathorn, esq., of Castlewigg
—At Nenthom, W. Roy, esq., of Nenthom, and
his daughter Isabella—At Cornhill, Aberdeen, Mr.
H. Baker, relict of the late AV. Baker, esq., of Font-
hill Bishop, AVilts—At Leith, Mr. AV. Knox, author
of the Songs of Israel ; The Lonely Hearth

;

The Harp of Zion ; A Visit to Dublin ; Marianne,
or the AAidower's Daughter ; and a great variety of
contributions in the Edinburgh Magazine and other
publications—David, son of the late A. Fairlie, esq.,

of Dunferline ; Janet Calderwood, widow of D.
Gordon, esq 74, J. McFarlane, esq., of Balevill.

IRELAND.
The men employed by the Mining Company of

Ireland in working the slate quarries of Cloney-

brien. County Tipperary, on removing an immense
heap of stones, a large flag-stone was found at the

bottom ; on removing it, and digging, a human skele-

ton of extraordinary size was discovered under-

neath. There has been for years a story told by the

country-people, that a King of Leinster was mur-
dered on that spot ; and, as is usual, a heap of stones

was created by each person throwing one as he passed
by.

Dr. Brady has erected a shot-factorv at Baly-

corris, over one of the shafts of the Mining Com-
pany of Ireland, which will save the country for

that article between thirty and forty thousand,

pounds annually.
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LIEUT. GENERAL SIR RICHARD CHURCH S PERSONAL NARRATIVE
OF THE REVOLUTION AT PALERMO, IN THE YEAR 1820.

Having succeeded in establishing order and tranquillity throughout

the extensive provinces of Apulia, I was ordered to assume the com-
mand of the 9th military division in Sicily ; my head-quarters were to

be in Palermo, and the provinces included in the Val di Mazzara were
to form the division, in the command of which I succeeded Lieut.

General the Prince of Cuto. I was given at the same time to under-

stand, that I should have the general command of the troops in Sicily in

the event of the resignation or death of the Capt. General Bourcard,

whose age and infirmities made both these cases imminent. My
removal to Sicily formed a part of a new system of administration for

that kingdom, at the head of which was placed His Exc. Lieut. General
Naselli, Secretary of State, and Minister of the Interior and Marine, as

Luogotenente-generale in Sicily, an important post, and in every

respect equivalent to that of viceroy. The Chevaher de Tliomasis

occupied the first civil situation, and I was to hold the chief military

command. In consequence of these arrangements His Royal Highness
the Hereditar}^ Prince returned, in May, to Naples, which General

Naselli left for Palermo in the second week of the month of June.

In the mean time orders were sent to the head-quarters of the 6th

military division at Lecce, commanding me to repair instantly to Sicily :

and these orders were followed by others indicating my route through

Naples. Wliilst these dispositions were carrying into effect, the general

orders announced the death of His Exc. the Capt. General Bourcard,

which took place in the latter end of May or earl)^ in June.

In detailing events connected with revolutions, the most trivial cir-

cumstances M'ill be found important, when scrutinized by military

men, aware of the chain which not only unites military with political

theories, but upon which rests their successful development when re-

duced to practice. The late revolutions in Naples and Sicily (leaving

Spain out of the question) have fully proved how little reliance can be

placed on such military bodies, who, having lost all sense of subordination,

consider the oath of a sectary more binding than their allegiance.

Anxious, on assuming the command at Palermo, to take foreign troops

M.M. \y^rc ,SV/7>.?.—Vol. LNn. 2. " Q
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of my own division with me, I stated in my letters to the Government
that I preferred any command whatever, keeping the troops of my
own inspection and command with me, to the highest appointment
without them. I knew how firmly I might rely upon their fidelity,

courage, and conduct, and how little could be expected from
the troops then in Sicily : and the result has too fatally proved the

truth of my opinion. After some ineffectual negociations about taking

these troops to Sicily, and assurances that every thing would be ar-

ranged to my satisfaction in Naples, I left Lecce on the 11th of June,
and joined, at Bari, Prince Zurlo, the intendant of that province,

and proceeded with him to Naples ; at the same time I gave over
arrangements of the 6th military division to Prince Maresciallo Lu-
perano. At Naples, I found fresh difficulties respecting the chief com-
mand in Sicily—difficulties which had never been even hinted before,

for the death of the Capt. General Bourcard had removed the only

impediment ever mentioned to me. Objections were made to the re-

moval of Lieut. General the Prince Scaletta, who commanded the 7th

military division. I received, however, a promise that the command
should be arranged to my satisfaction. But I failed in carrying the point

which I deemed most material to the good of the royal service and to

my own honour—permission to take the foreign troops with me ; of my
own division, which, by the king's decree, belonged to my command
and inspection, I was not allowed to take a single detachment. It will

be seen how little the troops in Sicily merited the confidence of their

conmiander, but it must be remembered that they were not the foreign

troops. During my fortnight's stay at Naples, symptoms of approaching

disturbances shewed themselves at Salerno, and in that province. I

soon after received my definitive orders to repair to Palermo, in order

to take, provisionally, the command of the 9th, with a discretionary

power over the 7th and 8th military divisions, and the right of acting

as commander-in-chief till I should be finally confirmed in that post, on
the appointment of Prince Scaletta to a diplomatic situation, which
it was intended to give him immediately.

I sailed from Naples, in the Sirena frigate, appointed for that purpose,

on the night of the 2d of July. On the same day the Hereditary
Prince arrived from Palermo on board of a Neapolitan line-of-battle

ship ; and the Government received the account of the famous desertion

from Nola of the two subaltern officers and 130 soldiers of the regiment
of cavalry stationed there. On this morning the general took leave of
the ministers, at a council which was held to deliberate on that deser-

tion, and the probability of its being the forerunner of serious disasters

;

and, in the afternoon, of the captain-general. Owing to the King's being
embarked, and at a distance in the bay of Naples, and the Sirena being
ordered off immediately, I did not see his Majesty before I sailed.

The Sirena arrived at Palermo on the 5th, at about two o'clock in the

afternoon. Before she came to anchor. Brig. General Coglitore, and the

staff officers of .the garrison of Palermo, came on board to wait on me;
and I immediately landed, and went to pay my respects to His Exc.
General Naselli, the viceroy. No quarters having been provided for

me, I took lodgings at the hotel Gran Bretagna, in the Piazza Marina. On
tlie 6th I sent a copy of my instructions to the viceroy, through whom
they were communicated to the different military departments in Sicily.

On the afternoon of the 7th, Lieut, General Prince Cuto gave over the
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command of the 9th miHtary division ; and on the 6th I assumed the

temporary command of the troops in Sicily, clogged as it was with

various difficulties, owing to several senior officers being still in Sicily,

and holding various commands.
The mornings of the 9th and 10th were occupied in receiving the

heads of departments and the officers of the different coq)s, and in the

everlasting detail of receiving and signing papers relative to important

branches o? service ; the afternoons in the tedious but necessary

etiquette of receiving and paying numberless visits. On account of

the approaching anniversary of Santa Rosalia,- and the hard duty of the

garrison, all inspections of troops were necessarily postponed until the

first day after the festival—the only one, perhaps, in Europe which

consumes five entire days.

The force in Palermo was quite insufficient for the garrison of thjit

city, and the discipline of the troops was lax. No military system what-

ever had for several years existed in Palermo—no public place of parade,

and no regular mode of transmitting orders ; the officers always dressed

in plain clothes, and were scattered in their different lodgings in and out

of the town, at a great distance one from the other ; in short, nothing

like military regularity was to be seen in Palermo. The spirit of insubor-

dination reigned in several of the corps, and all of them were in some
degree infected with the contagion of the sect of Carbonari ; nay, some
corps were almost exclusively composed of that sect.

The general officers, staff, regiments, and corps in Palermo were as

follow, and their numerical strength could not certainly amount to

above 2,500 men, including the detachments in the neighbourhood of

Palermo.

Maresciallo di Campo Pastore, commanding a brigade; Brigadier

Coglitore, commanding the town and province; Maresciallo O'Farris,

head of the staff; Lieut. General La Grua, commanding the fort of

Castel a Mare (in the town of Palermo) ; Lieut. Colonel Lecca, head
of the staff of the 9th military division.

A recapitulation of the other officers of the staff and departments
would be superfluous.

The corps were as under :

Royal Artillery in Palermo and the division, and detached, 1 batta-

lion ; Regiment of Light Infantry of the Guards, 2 batts. ; the Queen's

Regiment, 2 batts. 12 comps. ; Foreign Fusileers, 1 batt. -4 comps. ;

Veterans, 1 batt. ; Cavalry of the Guard, 1 regt. of 1 batt.

The numerical strength of the active troops may be thus laid down :

Guards, 8 comps., or about 500 effectives.

Queen's Regiment, 12 comps., about 800
Foreign Fusileers » 350
Cavalry (mounted) 180

Total 1,830

The Veterans and Artillery occupied Castel a Mare, the mole, and

the arsenal. Tlie characters of these corps may be briefly sketched

:

The non-commissioned officers and many of the soldiers of the guards

were more deeply infected with a spirit of revolution than even the troops

of the line—the soldiers were chiefly Sicilian ; but the officers, with the

exception of a ^e\v, were unexceptionable. The Queen's Regiment had

recently arrived from the camp of Sessa : this whole corps, privates and

Q2
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officers, were of the sect of Carbonari! The battahon of Foreign

Fusileers was commanded by an excellent officer (who had distinguished

himself in Apulia under ray orders) ; the officers and non-commissioned

officers were foreigners, the privates chiefly Neapolitans. This was the

corps on which I placed most reliance ; it was little, if at all, infected

with those Carbonari principles, from which none of the other corps, even

in Sicily, were free.

I was determined, as soon as decorum to my predecessors per-

mitted, and as soon as the festival was over, to reform the military sj^s-

tem in Sicily. The officers and soldiers were aware of the changes

which I meant to introduce, and which would have been in every re-

spect advantageous to them. INIeanwhile I diminished the daily duty

of the troops, by taking off a number of superfluous guards and order-

lie^—a sure sign of the little attention paid to the essential points

of military arrangement and discipline.

Finding that the corps, not only in Palermo but generally throughout

the island, were considerably weakened by numerous detachments scat-

tered in every direction, I gave an order for the immediate recall of

all such detachments, except where a positive necessity required their

presence for some immediate service. In this manner the troops would

have been considerably reinforced at the head-quarters of every corps,

merely by the reunion of the outstanding detachments ; and this was

but a pre}Hiratory measure to concentrating in Palermo, if possible, a

force of 5,000 effective men : contingents for which I meant to have

drawn from Messina, Syracuse, and Trappani, in the following pro-

portions :

Messina , 600 men.

Trappani 300
Syracuse 300

1,200.

To these reinforcements I hoped to add the Foreign Brigade, which had

been promised me by His Exc. the Capt. General Prince Nugent ; but

this corps was not to arrive until the latter end ofthe month of September,

for it seems no troops could be spared from Naples imtil after the fes-

tival of Piede Grotta, when it is customary to have a military parade.

This brigade consisted of a battalion of foreign grenadiers, the Mace-
donian Chasseurs, and the foreign cavalry (troops which ought to have

accompanied me to Sicily) ; but previous to receiving this reinforce-

ment the battalion of Foreign Fusileers was ordered to Naples, to be

present at the parade of Piede Grotta. In fact, my plan for uniting a

force of 5,000 men in Palermo might have been carried into effect to-

wards the middle of the month of October, and not before, and this only

in the event of no change taking place in the military dispositions of the

government at Naples.

In the mean time, Palermo continued with its trifling garrison ; with

a paltry crumbling fijrt ; unprovided with an ounce of provision ; and
commanded by an officer senior in rank to the general commanding
the troops, (to whom, however, it was understood he was to report,

and did report.) '

Palermo had no local troops, except a few straggling remnants of

former corps, now reduced to about a company, and the troop of cavalry

belonging to the senate. It was not in ray power to add additional
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strength or respectability to such forces, m the few days during whicli

I held the command.
When I left Naples, the first movements towards a revolution had

taken place, and I found the public spirit in Sicily in a state of the

greatest fermentation. Universal discontent prevailed, arnd the lower

orders of the people, especially, were inflamed to a violent degree of

animosity against the Government : nor were there wanting in Sicily

disciples of the Carbonari. By these incendiaries much had been done

to rouse the populace to that pitch of fury which they soon reached

in Palermo. Great pains were taken by these demagogues to make the

people believe that I was to be the instrument of violent persecution

against them ; that I was the promoter of the conscription, and that I

was about to shoot and hang the Sicilians, as I was said to have done

in Apulia. Many of the military in Palermo deceived the people by

these representations, and it was with them that the project of revolt

originated. They prepared to co-operate with their fellow-sectaries in

the kingdom of Naples ; but they forgot the probability that the 67a-

lians would go beyond their views, by endeavouring to separate them-

selves entirely from the dominion of Naples.

Every thing in Palermo, and throughout Sicily, wore the aspect of

approaching commotions—all eyes were turned towards Naples ; yet

from thence no official news arrived of the result of the insurrection of

Avellino, &c. until the despatches came in, announcing the change of

the Government, and the orders to promulgate in Sicily the King's

acceptance of a constitution for the kingdom of the Two Sicilies. These

important despatches arrived on the evening of the 14th of July. Pre-

vious to the arrival of the despatches, the public received information

through the channel of an English vessel (belonging to Mr. Fawkes),

that the government of Naples was treating with the rebels, and that

the constitution had been promised, with other details : no more, how-

ever, was known to the government in Sicily, than what it received by

this unofficial channel, until the morning of the 14th, when the viceroy

received a telegraphic despatch. The nature of this despatch made
me suspect that it came from the rebels, whom I knew to be in

possession of Salerno, and the communications through which the

telegraphic posts were established : we augured from it the pro-

bability that the rebels were surrounded with difficulties, and wanted

to create co-operation in Sicily, by misleading the authorities in Palermo ;

at all events, I agreed perfectly in opinion with the viceroy, that he

could not and ought not to act upon it. Shortly after the viceroy

shewed me another telegraphic despatch, quite contrary to '.he first.

This despatch suppressing the former altogether, seemed to the vice-

roy and to myself a satisfactory proof that no advantages of importance

had been gained over the King's troops by the insm-rectionary risings

in the provinces of Salerno, &c. and in Principato ; in fact, the result

of our conference v/as, that there was a strong reason for hoping that

the Government had quite or nearly suppressed the insurrection.

Here it may not be amiss to remark that, according to the instruc-

tions of the general commanding the troops in Sicily, no movement
whatever of the troops in large or small detachments, nor any other

military disposition, could be carried into execution without the appro-

bation of the viceroy, who was in fact the real commander-in-chief.

Hence arose a multitude of delays, counter-orders, and the long train
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of evils resulting from the interference of incompetent persons. In

the critical state of affairs, I made it a point of duty to confer generally

twice a day with the viceroy, and to take his commands upon all affairs

relative to the movements of the troops. At one of these conferences,

on either thciOth or the lltli of the month, I informed his excellency

that I intended to reinforce the troops at Palermo, by a battalion of

the 9th Light Infantry from the garrison at Trappani—the nearest gar-

rison capable of furnishing a small reinforcement ; and that this move-
ment was connected with the plan of concentrating an effective force

in Palermo. I was anxious to receive the reinforcement from Trap-
pani as soon as possible, in order to diminisli the heavy duty,

and to augment the numbers of the garrison during the festival of Santa.

Rosalia, when the public tranquillity might be exposed. My project,

however, was overruled ; and I was requested by the viceroy to sus-

pend all military movements until after the festival, as both the viceroy

and the Chevalier de Thomasis thought that the arrival of troops would
alarm and provoke the populace. This opinion, most opposite to my
own, prevailed, and the battalion was not called in from Trappani. The
arrival of this battalion would, perhaps, not have prevented what hap-

pened : but the circumstance is mentioned to shew how the chief mili-

tary authority was fettered, by the decrees of persons not overwise in

military calculations. The Chevalier de Thomasis is celebrated for ex-
traordinary talents ; it has been, however, remarked, that he is also

one of those profound persons, who at times shuffle off important

business with a mauvais bon mot.

• On the night of the 11th the viceroy, anxious to have official infor-

mation from Naples, suddenly sent off on that service the Sirena fri-

gate, of whose departure I knew nothing until an hour before she sailed:

thus depriving himself of the only ship of war at Palermo.
From the 11th to the evening of the 14>th no news arrived from

Naples, and this silence created alternate hopes and fears, according to

the wishes of the dift'erent parties.

The days and nights from the 11th to the 14th were fully occupied
by the ceremonies of the festival, the preparations for which had com-
menced before my arrival in Sicily. The crowded state of Palermo
(even if no political events had been connected with it) required all the

precautions in the power of the Government and the police, to maintain
public tranquillity. What the arrangements were on the part of the

senate, the civil magistrates of the city best know ; the military dis-

positions were such as the strength of the garrison would allow, of
which one-half was on permanent duty daily, and the other (with the

exception of a few men from each corps allowed to see the fire-works

at night, according to established custom) ordered to remain in their

quarters, where each corps had as strong a reserve or picquet as its

strength allowed, under arms, ready to turn out in an instant upon any
emergency. Besides these dispositions, I appointed to each corps
its particular alarm post; on repairing to which, in the event of the
garrison being obliged to form under arms, the whole of the troops
would have in an instant found themselves formed in order of battle,

and ready to act against either the town or country. As Palermo had
no local troops whatever (save the fevf already mentioned), all the mili-

tary duties fell to the lot of the regulars, and in such a manner, that the
diflerent guards might be looked upon as lost in the event of a popular
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rising, unless they abandoned their respective posts, and retired upon

their regiments in the general order of battle. Neglect (which miglit

be almost termed systematic) of all precautionary measures, had pre-

vailed throughout tlie kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and more particu-

larly in Palermo. The fort of Castel a Mare, the only shelter provided

for its garrison, was in a dilapidated state, and without an ounce of

provisions ; and was thus rendered rather a trap to ensure, than a retreat

to prevent its capture. Moreover, the troops had to guard 3,000 galley

slaves, whose principal prison was in the Cassero, the great street of

Palermo.

The arsenal was also in the centre of the town, and only defended

by a slight pallisade, such as would be thrown round a field-park of

artillery in a campaign.

It was difficult, with a small garrison of 2,000 men, for the most part

disaffected, and with many such obstacles as the above, to fix upon an

advantageous order of battle, in the event of a revolt. Nor did the pro-

tection of the viceroy seem to me unimportant, as I had good reason

to imagine that his excellency would probably not consent to abandon

the town until that measure had become impracticable; yet, in the event

of a crisis, nothing but his departure could have saved the troops, sup-

posing them all steady to their colours, and that theii- colours had not

been changed.

Three principal objects occupied my attention ; and in my order of
" ralliement" for the troops I kept them all in view, namely:— 1st, a

position from whence I could overawe the town, and not be subject to

an attack from the inhabitants in a bad position, or to be fired upon

from the houses, except at a considerable distance, which was well

flanked, and in which I could make use of musquetry, artillery and

cavalry :—2d, a position open to the country for retreat, if necessary ;

and capable of some defence against the country, in the event of the

peasantry attacking the rear of the troops :—3d, a position preserving

my communication with the sea, and holding three gates of the town.

Any one acquainted with the topography of Palermo, will imme-
diately recognize this position of my order of battle, communicated to

the generals and commanding officers of regiments by the following

outline :—The right of the infantry was at the King's palace ; and in the

square which it protects behind the palace, in the open space towards the

country, was formed the cavalry, in column of half squadrons ; the centre

outside the town, formed of the infantry, was to occupy the line (with

small intervals) between the palace and the fort of Castel ii Mare,

which formed the left of the position. In this manner the troops would

have been masters of the principal streets of Palermo without being

obliged to enter them ; of three of the gates of the town ; and of the

forts, with their communications open with the sea and the country,

with other advantages of importance in such a critical state.

Thus I had, as far as lay in my power, made preparations for defence,

in the case of a revolt at Palermo, before the intelligence arrived of the

overthrow of the King's government at Naples. But in the bloody and

frightful scenes by which most popular tumults are marked, all mutual

dependence is in a moment lost, when once the numerical strength of

the populace is unchained ; the friends of the morning become the mortal

enemies of the afternoon ; revenge, rapine and riot alone command; and

every dark passion is exasperated to madness ; while the sacred names
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of freedom and patriotism are polluted by the furious vociferations of
incendiary demagogues, and their misguided but terrible multitudes.

Many have witnessed the commencement and progress of a revolu-

tion, but few the singularity of two revolutions in the same day I

Those, however, who were at Palermo on the night of the 13th of July
1820, and the 16th and 17th of the same month, and who liavc escaped
from the tragedies of the Sicilian capital, will have that singularity im-

pressed on their memoiy for a long time.

During the interval between the 11th and 14th, whilst everyone
seemed occupied by the various scenes of the festival, I received a

communication from the viceroy, informing me of secret meetings and
dinners of the non-commissioned officers of some of the corps in the
garrison, and of the proposals of some individuals of these parties to

create disturbance ; these were meetings of the Carbonari, of whom
there were many besides the military in Palermo. In fact, a general

impatience prevailed amongst the greater part of the officers and soldiers

to declare themselves in the way that part of the army had done in

Naples. I hoped, however, that the consideration of there being a
small corps of Neapolitans in Sicily, would have prevented proceedings

of this nature. My calculations were wrong ; and it was afterwards

discovered, that a regiment had determined to revolt on the 11th at

midnight, beat to arms, and seize the person of the viceroy. A bat-

talion of another regiment was actually under arms, and was proceed-
ing to attack their officers, whom they had determined to murder.
This measure was likewise proposed to the Foreign Fusileers, and by
them refused ; but so close was the secret kept, that it was not com-
municated to me until some time after the revolt of the populace.

Some hints that a plot was in agitation amongst the troops were com-
municated b)' me to the commanding-officer of one of the regiments,

who endeavoured to refute them by reasoning upon the inutility and
danger of such a project.

In this manner, between suspicions and apprehensions on the one side,

and hopes and preparations on the other, the evening of the 14th at last

arrived, and put an end to any farther doubt as to the result of the

insurrection in the kingdom of Naples. It had triumphed ; and the

King had been obliged to grant such conditions as the insurgents chose

to dictate.

The despatches likewise brought the news of General Nugent's de-

parture from Naples, the final decrees of the King's acceptance of the

Constitution of Spain, and the appointment of the Hereditary Prince to

be vicar general of the kingdom, with the alter ego of General Pepe as

commander-in-chief, and of General Carakosa as miiiister of war. To
the viceroy in Sicily was transmitted the royal order for proclaiming

the Constitution of Spain in Palermo.

About seven o'clock on that evening I had just mounted on horse-

back for the first time since my arrival in Sicily (my horses not liaving

yet arrived from Naples), with Major Francia, the commanding officer

of the Foreign Fusileers. We were proceeding to ride out of the town
to select a suitable position for exercising troops, when I received a

note from the viceroy, requesting me to come to him without delay.

I accordingly went, and about eight o'clock in the evening arrived at his

excellency's house, where I found the despatches from Naples already

divulged ; and also learnt that tlie crew of the boat .which brouglit the^
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had been allowed to land, and to parade the streets of Palermo with the

tri-coloured cockade in their hats. In a few moments a great part of

the populace was distinguished by the same cockade, the adoption of

which rapidly spread through Palermo, before it was officially comnm-
nicated to the public that the despatches fi-om Naples brought " the

orders for the proclamation of the Spanish Constitution."

In the meantime I remained in conference with the viceroy, both

rejoicing over the supposed termination of the insurrection in Naples ; and

he determined on carrying the orders he had received into execution, as

the only measure which might, perlraps, preserve the public tranquillity ;

since no demonstration in favour of the King, and ofa better system, could

be perceived in any quarter whatever—three-fourths of the troops, and
nearly the whole population, with the exception, perhaps, of some few

nobles and officers, being decidedly Carbonari. To support the King's

government, as it was before the arrival of the news from Naples, was
impossible—to attempt it, madness. It was necessary to take imme-
diate resolution : and the viceroy ordered the instantaneous publication

of the proclamations received from Naples.

My first act was the tender of my resignation to the viceroy, wlio

refused it; begging me not to abandon him in so critical a position, until

the approaching arrival of his successor. General Fardella, who had been
named by the revolutionary government; but to unite in supporting the

King's interest, until greater light was thrown upon the state of affairs.

At eleven o'clock at night it was reported to me, that several officers

and many soldiers had been seen with the new cockade ; upon which I

re-assembled the commanding officers, and ordered them, under pain of

their personal responsibility, not to allow any officer or soldier to wear
any other than the King's cockade, until the viceroy had given lii« orders

to him in writing to communicate to the troops ; who, although anxious

for tlie new cockade, were thus kept within the bounds of discipline,

but not until the general commanding had been obliged to use hi*

authority with several officers.

By this time the populace liad added to their cockades a fourth

colour, yellow, for " The Independence of Sicily I"' which was now
heard in the streets, together with " The Constitution of Spain

!"

Upon this I again went to the viceroy, informed him of the new cockade,

and begged his orders ; he said he had no means of preventing such a

proceeding, and that he could not give any orders about it. This, and
what had happened to Capt. General Nugent at Naples, placed matters

in such a light as to render it almost impossible for me to leave the

command till my successor arrived ; and induced me, with the hope of

securing the King's cause and the Sicilians, and the few troops that

seemed well-disposed, to comply with the viceroy's request, that I

v/ould retain the command until my successor, whose nomination was
already known in Sicily, had arrived. After an interesting conversation

of above an hour with General Coglitore, I returned to my lodgings, and
after midnight again assembled the general and many of the field-officers ;

I took their opinions upon various subjects unnecessary to be here related,

and the}^ left me at about two o'clock in the morning, all and every one of

them thunderstruck at the prospect of affairs, and indifferent to every

thing but their own safety. I desired Marshal O'Farris, the chief of

the staff in Sicily, to go to the viceroy at six o'clock in the morning, and

bring me his excellency's definitive orders in xxriting ; and at three
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o'clock I retired to rest, the town being perfectly tranquil, as it was the

only night without public spectacle during the festival.

Early on the morning of the 15th, Marshal O'Farris brought me the

viceroy's definitive command in writing, to announce to the troops the

King's acceptance of the Constitution of Spain, with orders that the

troops should immediately adopt the tri-coloured cockade—the same, it

was specified, as his Majesty and the Royal Family at Naples wore.

Upon the receipt of these decisive commands, I issued a general order,

announcing to the troops the King's acceptance of a constitution, and
the viceroy's commands to assume the national cockade ; thanking

them for their conduct, warning them of the necessity for a con-

tinuation of their strict discipline, and, finally, informing them that I

only awaited the necessary orders to quit the command. Had I said

more, the Carbonari, who abounded among the troops, would have given

out that I was leaving them to join the Sicilians : for any thing in such

moments answers the purpose of factious demagogues, and the views of

party spirit ; in fact. Marshal O'Farris, and other generals, told me that

I had spoken too plainly about going away. The staiF-ofiicers having

taken the liberty of giving out the general order without this last clause,

I sent an aide-de-camp to Marshal O'Farris to recall the orders fn-

stantli/, in order to add that paii. As my aide-de-camp passed to the

Marshal's house in an open carriage, several voices cried, " That white

plume shall be trampled on the ground to-night." Upon discovering

that Marshal O'Farris had kept back the latter partof the order, I instantly

recalled all the orders given out, that the article immediately relating

to myself might be added ; having previously, in company with Mar-
shal O'Farris, repaired to the viceroy, who read and approved the

order, which was finally transmitted to the different corps, and carried

into execution at about ten o'clock in the morning.

On the 15th the Sicilians had adopted a. yelloijo 7-ibbon, worn at the

breast, as their badge of independence—instead of the four-coloured

cockade, which remained in the hat. The troops were quiet and
regular the whole of the morning, and the populace immense—the

patroles and guards attentive, and the 07ili/ guard not strengthened was
my own.

In the forenoon, the general commanding, and all the general officers

in Palermo, together with a great part of the Sicilian nobility, accom-
panied the viceroy to church, where the customary grand service for

the festival of Santa Rosalia was celebrated. The viceroy was escorted

by a strong guard of cavalry, and received at the church-door by a
guard of honour from the infantry of the guards. The ceremony lasted

until between one and two o'clock ; the crowd in the church was con-

siderable, and the cries of " Viva Santa Rosalia /" " Viva Vlndepen-
denza /" " Viva la Constituzione di Spagna /" and " Viva la Trap-
pa !" were often vociferated during the service, both by those within

and those without the cathedral. The viceroy in returning to his

house was followed by the populace, reiterating these cries ; but I re-

turned with Marshal O'Farris to my lodgings without molestation.

At three o'clock Marshal O'Farris received from me his evening
orders and left me—the streets of Palermo being still quiet, though
crowded.
From three to five o'clock I received a few visits, dined with the

officers of my family, and remained in the house till the hour for going
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to tlie senatorial palace, according to established custom, to witness the

procession and fire-works, which usually conclude the festival of

Santa Rosalia, on which occasion the king or viceroy is always present,

with the principal authorities and nobility of Palermo. At the palace I

found a ievf nobles, and not many officers—the viceroy's court, and
that of the senate, &c. forming the chief part of the assembly. ITie

procession passed under the windows, followed by immense crowds,

crj'ing " Viva Santa linsalia," " Viva FIndcpendenza ;" and the scene wan
most noisy. Fire-works in the square of the senatorial palace suc-

ceeded, and then a pause of a quarter of an hour, the people having
mostly gone into the Cassero. The society in the palace seemed ill at

ease ; the viceroy still remained, and conversed with me at intervals

about the affairs at Naples—another boat having arrived that evening
with more detailed despatches from the new government.
At about half-past eleven o'clock a great shouting was lieard imme-

diately under the windows, and the square was filled with people follow-

ing a procession, headed by a numerous party of non-conmiissioned

officers and soldiers of different regiments, chiefly the Guards and
Queen's, decorated with their insignia as Carbonari, exciting the mob
to riot, and shouting with them " Viva VIndepeiidenza di Sicilia .'"

" Viva la Liberta c Viva Robespierre!" The viceroy called me to

witness this scandalous scene, and said ; " Observe the infamous conduct
of those soldiers, mischief will certainly happen ;" to which I answered,
" that orders had been given to keep the troops in their quarters, and
that I hoped they would be induced to return there. " As soon as the

square was free from the procession of the Carbonari, soldiers and popu-
lace, who all passed into the Cassero, the viceroy returned home escorted

by his guard of cavalry. Most of the military officers, and even the staff",

who ought to have remained with the general conmianding, had also re-

tired, and Brigadier-General Coglitore, the commandant of Palermo, was
the only officer of rank with me. In a few moments after the departure

of the viceroy, the procession of the Carbonari, soldiers, and mob passed
again under the windows, stopping there, and renewing with increased

violence their former shouts, to the terror of the ladies present. They
then proceeded slowly, obliging the people in the houses to shout out

with them, and returned under the windows, and after repeating
the same scene, passed on to the Cassero, towards the King's palace.

The square was now cleared, and all eyes seemed fixed on me.
In a few moments I had determined in my own mind that violent mea-

sures could not be resorted to (at least in the first instance)—the military

having been the principal instigators of the riot ; and as the great object

was to restore order without bloodshed, it would be ill-judged to com-
promise the small garrison with the immense population of Palermo and
the neighbouring towns, intoxicated with ideas of religion, liberty, and

Jestivity. The patroles and guards on duty were sufficient to restore order,

if this could be done by gentle means ; if not, the only feasible measure
was the formation of the whole garrison in order of battle on the general

alarm post. It was doubtful whether the troops could be depended on ;

but the hostile employment of them was the last resource, for blood being
once shed in such a critical position, no one could foretel the end of the

tragedy. The sympathy of the soldiers with the populace was already

evident, from the fraternal processions of the military Carbonari, many
of whom were Sicilians. It was also necessary to receive the viceiov's

R 2
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commands before I gave any military disposition whatever. All these

reflections, and rrtany more, passed through my mind with the rapidity

of lightning, and I determined to risk nothing but my own person ia

the effort for re-establishing order. The present seemed to me to be
one of those occasions where it was the duty of the general-in-chief to

present himself to the riotous soldiers, and to endeavour, by a sudden
appearance amongst them, to bring them to a sense of their duty ; at

the same time I well knew that, not being of their sect, I incurred great

personal danger from the soldiery, and perhaps still more from an im-
mense populace, in tlie delirium of dreams about independence and
wine.

The town was brilliantly illuminated, and the mass of people in the
streets almost inconceivable. Determined, in spite of all personal risk,

to attempt the restoration of order, I left the senate-house, and, in de«

scending the gallery, told General Coglitore that I meant to go into the

Cassero, and order the military to retire to their quarters. General Co-
glitore seemed alarmed at this communication, and mentioned the danger
of doing so (the momentary feeling of something nearly akin to con-
tempt, which this reply produced in my mind, was unjust—for Coglitore

is worthy, and a brave man ; he knew the nature of a Palemiitan mob,
and, perhaps, other circumstances which he could not disclose). On
my answering, " It cannot be helped ; it is my duty to go," Coglitore re-

peated his observation ; and I silently and leisurely walked down into the

square, attended, besides General Coglitore, by my two aides-tle-canip,

Lieuts. Quandel and De Nitis, both brave and excellent young men.
General Coglitore's carriage, an open landau, was in the square, where
it remained at my request ; the footman, however, left the carriage,

and followed his master. In this manner the party walked gently into

the great street, the Cassero, and, turning to the left, took the direc-

tion of the King's palace, which the riotous military party had before

taken. When my companions and myself, on entering the Cassero, were
observed by the populace, the cries of " Viva FIndependenza, became
boisterous. I proceeded regularly on towards my object, and the

people crowded round me as I advanced ; but still with some degree
of respect, repeating, however, the cries of " Independenza /" The pro-

cession of the military and populace was still proceeding through the

Cassero, stopping at every ten or twelve paces, and shouting out as

already desciibed. From all the windows people were waving hand-
kerchiefs to them. Towards these fanatics I was now gently approach-
ing, followed by numbers of people, when a priest accosted me in a most
impertinent manner, and desired me to cry " Viva l'IndejKndgnza !"

making use, at the same time, of violent gestures. To this man I merely
said, " AUontanateva Signore"—" go away," and kept walking quickly

on ; the officers and the general interfering to keep the priest from
farther impertinence. At length I overtook the non-commissioned
officers and soldiers already described. Here a moment's silence en-
sued, and when I accosted a non-commissioned officer, the man seemed
astonished and was i espectful ; this was the only one of the group of
non-commissioned officers who paid any attention to what I was saying i

the rest (all decorated with the Carbonari insignia) continued shouting
and acting as they had done before. I, therefore, desired this non-
commissioned officer to tell his comrades not to make so much noise—

^

to conduct themselves with more regularity, and as soon as they had
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got to the end of the street to return to their several quarters, out of

which they had come without leave. 1 added, tliat I had no objection

to their sharing in the general joy, on the last night of the Feast of

Santa Rosalia, but that the manner in which they were acting might

lead to some disturbance, which I wished to prevent for their sakes,

as much as for the public tran(juillity. In the meantime the others had
recommenced moving on, and this man, anxious, followed his comrades,

leaving me amidst the crowds which had closed round me while 1 was
addressing the soldiers. I found my attempt had failed, and the noise

of the soldiers and mob was such, that no other voices could be heard

:

I, however, continued to penetrate farther into the crowd, and to follow

the military rioters to the end of the street ; but I was so violently

pushed by the people, that my efforts would have soon been quite use-

less, if not fatal to my small party : we, therefore, turned quietly

round, to walk down the street again towards the square of the senate-

house, where the carriage was left. The crowd now closed ujion us, and
the priest already mentioned, who had never left us, in the most menacing
and insolent manner threatened me with death, if 1 did not cry out

Viva rIndependenza /" He used, at the same time, the most frantic ges-

tures, and seemed quite maddened with rage ; he was accompanied by
a mob, seemingly quite under his command, chiefly young men, all

of whom reiterated the priest's menaces ; the shouts of " Mori Scele-

ratof Mori, mori! Fuori Tirannijiiori, fuori, J'liori !" became tremen-

dous, and a cry of " Kill them, kill them !" was vociferated throughout

the street.

These fanatics were so delighted with having secured their victims,

that they lost time in insults before they proceeded to blows ; in fact,

the crowd was such, that they could hardly move their arms, and every
person seemed swept along with it. General Coglitore, a Sicilian, and
my aides-de-camp, kept the mob from me as much as possible, and ex-

postulated with them without using violence. The servant of General
Coglitore more than once threw his arms round the furious priest, and
prevented his striking me ; but the mob threatened this brave fellow,

and extricateij the priest from his hands. The mob became every
instant more furious, and the cries of " Mori, mori /" more violent ; and
the priest, still farther to inflame his fanatical followers, cried out to me,
" Ah ! Scelerato, per quanto ci aveto Jatto stentare per questo /"

During the whole of this scene, I walked leisurely through the street

(rather diminishing my pace than otherwise), never condescending to

take farther notice of the priest or his companions, than occasionally

saying to him, " Adagio ! Piano! Cadati, a cosaj'ate .? Andati," S^c.

I was pondering in my mind on the means of extricating myself and
my companions from so critical a position, in which one false step was
an instantaneous and barbarous death. At times I felt tempted to

draw my sword (upon the hilt of which I held my hand), and, at least,

sacrifice the priest to my just fury ; but I recollected that blood once spilt,

and that uselessly, the consequences might be most dreadful, not only for

myself and my party (whom I considered already lost), but, perhaps, for

the whole population : I therefore kept my temper, and for a considerable

distance the imposing manner and sangji-oidof our small party protected

it from the brutal violence of the mob. In this manner, we proceeded
along the street a considerable way, until nearly arrived at the square of

the senate-house, the priest again violently insisting upon my crying,
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" Viva I'Independenza ! Viva la Liberia !" and again telling nie I should

die if I did not. My aides-de-camp, and General Coglitore, more than

ever alarmed for my life, urged me to content the mob, and cry " viva

rIndependenza /" to which I only said, " Jamais ! pas un mot."

All this time I was revolving in my mind how to extricate the party

from the hands of the populace. To stop and harangue them was to be
immediately murdered : to go into a house would have produced the

same effect, and the pillage of my retreat by the populace. The senate-

house occurred to me, but I remembered that there was still in it

a number of ladies. As the carriage was close at hand, to mount into

it, if possible, and start the horses at full gallop, seemed the only

plausible plan of escape. In the meantime, as we approached the

senate-house, the mob became more furious and proceeded to blows, of

which both my officers and myself received several, and from that to

display their daggers, and their decided intention of shedding blood.

The party, however, had now fortunately arrived near the carriage ; the

doors of the carriage were opened instantly by the servant, and the

horses' heads were providentially turned towards the street that leads

from the senate-house towards the country through the St. Antonio
gate. In an instant the party sprang into this open carriage, a number
of the mob mounting in every direction, and assailing us with various

weapons and with enormous stones. In this scuffle the brave servant of

General Coglitore, who was behind the carriage, was thrown to the

ground, and has never since been heard of. Thus assaulted, I received

a stunning blow on the head and shoulders, and General Coglitore

a wound with a dagger, aimed at me, and to which the motion of the

carriage gave another direction. Though the coachman's whip was torn

from his hands, the horses were at full gallop, being frightened by the

assault of the mob. The aides-de-camp, with drawn swords, beat off

those who endeavoured to approach the traces, and the two generals,

standing up in the carriage, directed its movements according to the

progress of our pursuers, and kept its back from being occupied. After

the second assault, the assassins mounted twice on the carriage, which
they overtook, notwithstanding the speed of the horses. In their third

and fourth attempts they were not so successful, and contented them-
selves with discharging into the carriage immense stones, some of which
were twice the size of a man's head. After a pursuit of about a mile,

the mob ceased to follow the carriage, which had now gained the

country on the side of the St. Antonio gate. Here the carriage stopped

a moment. I proposed driving to my lodging by back streets, and there

protecting myself by my guard, till troops could come to my protection.

General Coglitore would not listen to this proposal, which he represented

to be certain death, as the populace would undoubtedly arrive at my lodg-

ings before me, and be there waiting for me ; he added, that no reliance

could be placed on the protection of the troops, after what they had ex-

perienced when surrounded by the populace. In fact, our party, whilst

pursued by the mob, passed several guards, and patroles of cavalry and
infantry, not one of which made the least effort for our protection. Nay,
one patrole of cavalry nearly rode over us, in forcing their way through
the mob, and left their general in the hands of the populace. General
Coglitore then proposed driving to the house of one of his sisters in the

suburbs, there to change our clothes, and put ourselves in communica-
tion with the viceroy? and the commander of the troops. This scheme
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I rejected as being more impracticable than the other, for the mob
would have suspected where we had gone, and would have stormed the

house ; nor could I think of endangering the safety of General Cog-
litore's relation on my account : the event proved the justice of my
objection to this house, as the mob actually went there. We deter-

mined, as time was precious, to drive down to the shore, about half

a mile from Palermo, and from thence endeavour to proceed by water
to the other side of the town, where the troops were quartered. We
accordingly drove along the beach, until the carriage, by General Co-
glitore's orders, stopped at a small house opposite to the battery " del

Sacramento ;" here we entered the house, where we found a soldier of

the corps of Veterans, and his wife.

(General Coglitore determined on going to his sister's house in the

suburbs, and told me that he would send from thence clothes for us to

disguise ourselves, and in this way get to the viceroy's, or to the Mole,
or some other military position. He also proposed sending or going to

General Naselli, in order that military dispositions might be made for

escorting me back to the town, or protecting my embarkation and dis-

embarkation if I returned to the town by water. He then shook hands
with me, and assuring me that I might rely upon him, drove ott". From that

moment nothing more was seen of him ; but, by subsequent accounts, it

appears that he was obliged to conceal himself for several days.

In the meantime myself and my two aides-de-camp remained above
an hour and a half in expectation of succour, either by land or water,

but none arrived. W^e now thought some accident must have happened
to General Coglitore. We accepted Lieutenant de Nitis's offer to dress

himself in the uniform of the soldier of local artillery, and thus endea-
vour to get to the habitation of the viceroy. Lieutenant de Nitis, on
entering the town, found crowds of people, and many now armed with

muskets in the Piazza della Marina, and round the General's lodgings,

and grouped in various directions—all intent on my capture ; and, as he
passed by the back streets, he was narrowly examined by the by-

standers. At the viceroy's he found General Pastore (the next in

command to me), to whom and to the viceroy he explained my critical

situation, and demanded the aid of the troops.

General Pastore saw the attack on me from the senate-house window,
where he remained very quietly until he went to the general-in-chiefs

lodgings, and ordered the guard there to let the mob in to plunder my
house. The viceroy informed Lieutenant de Nitis that he had already

heard of the attempt to murder me from General Coglitore's coachman,
whom his own master, being himselfwounded and concealed, had sent, and
that he had immediately ordered a gun-boat to go to the battery where
I was, and to convey me forthwith to Trappani. He desired Lieutenant

de Nitis to go to Marshal Staiti, commanding the navy, to hurry off the

boat, and go in it himself, bearing the orders for me to go to Trappani.

Why this measure was adopted in preference to military dispositions, and
why I was ordered to Trappani, the viceroy can best explain. Mean-
while dawn was approaching, and people passing between Palermo and
the Bagaria. As it was necessary to get into the battery opposite the

place of concealment before daylight, Lieutenant Quandel and myself

passed from the house across the road, and entered the battery, which
was merely enclosed with a loop-holed wall and open-railed gate, without

so much as a lock : the artilleryman, already mentioned, remained in
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the battery as our sentinel, and repeatedly tried to induce one of

the boats fishing off the shore to pull in ; but not one would ap-

proach, as the order of the Sanita, or health-office, was in force all along

the coast. It was now broad daylight, and nothing appeared from
Palermo : concealment in the battery appeared impossible, and leaving

it, out of the question. Convinced that death would be our fate in

the battery, we awaited it with tranquillity; resolved, however, to sell

our Uves as dearly as possible. Awful as the moment was, we could

hardly refrain from smiling at the contrast of our full grand costume
with our actual situation. Every now and then a boat appeared
approaching the battery ; hope was raised for an instant, but the

boat passed along the coast, and the prospect seemed darker than
ever. In this state we remained for a couple of hours. At length a

person was introduced into the battery by the artillerj'man ; it was
an officer of the name of Marotti, sent by General Naselli to inform

me that a gun-boat might be every moment expected, and that his excel-

lency's orders were for me instantly to go in her to Trappani. This
officer was in plain clothes, and after delivering his commission, and
stating the difficulty he had in piercing the crowd to get out of the

town, he left us, saying he would hasten the boat if she had not already

left Palermo.

As the day advanced, our position in the battery became still more
critical, and we saw through the loopholes numbers of people passing

it constantly ; many shouting, singing, and relating the events of tlie

night, and M'ondering what had become of the general—threats against

whom seemed to be the burthen of each conversation. Through the

same loopholes, those that passed might also have looked into the bat-

tery, as there was no ditch. At length a number of boys and young
men, seemingly in search of me, came down to the battery, and lingered

during some ten minutes round it, looking in every direction, except into

the battery—shouting, and expressing their anxiety to know where
I might be found ; while a group of people remained between them and
Palermo, evidently waiting some signal from the young men to approach:

yet, it never occurred to these stupid bloodhounds to look through the

loopholes, and we avoided observation by frequently shifting our places,

or sitting down : thus we remained until six o'clock in the morning,
having spent about three hours in the batter}^, and half that time in the

opposite house. The surrounding groups giving up, perhaps, the hope
of finding me, had returned with great noise towards Palermo ; when,
at length, a large boat appeared at a distance, rowing towards the shore,

and, as it approached, appeared evidently to be the promised gun-boat.

In the meantime, numbers of people appeared again along the road
from Palermo, watching the motions of the boat, and it was now doubtful
whether we could embark before the arrival of the group. At this

moment the officer sent by General Naselli returned to the batterj-, and
pointed to the boat as the one he expected. It was still at some dis-

tance off, and the moment critical ; in that instant, Providence directed
towards the battery a little fishing-boat, rowed by one man, which
landed exactly on the rocks at the foot of the scarp of the battery : we
sprang over the parapet upon the rocks underneath, and, in a moment,
were in the little boat, to the terror of the poor fisherman, whom we
obliged to row off to the gun-boat, which we reached, just as numbers of
people collected on the shore near the spot whence we had just escaped,

( To be continued.)
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THE YOUNG OIPSY: A VILLAGE SKETCH.
No. II.

The weather continuing fine and dry, I did not fail to revisit my
gipsy encampment, wliich became more picturesque every day in tlie

bright sungleams and lengtiiening siiadow s of a most brilliant autumn.

A slight frost had strewed the green lane with the light yellow leaves

of the elm—those leaves on whose yielding crispness it is so pleasant to

tread, and which it is so much pleasanter to watch whistling along,

" thin dancers upon air," in the fresh October breeze ; whilst the red-

dened beech, and spotted sycamore, and the rich oaks dropping with

acorns, tlieir foliage just edging into its deep orange brown, added all

the magic of colour to the original beauty of the scenery. It was un-

doubtedly the prettiest walk in the neighbourhood, and the one which 1

frequented the most.

Ever since the adventure of May, the old fortune-teller and I un-

derstood each other perfectly. She knew that I was no client, no

patient, no customer (which is the fittest name lor a goosecap who goes

to a gipsy to ask what is to befall her) : but she also knew that I was

no enemy either to her or her profession ; for, after all, if jK-ople choose

to amuse themselves by being simpletons, it is no part of their neigh-

bours' business to hinder them. I, on my side, liked the old gipsy

exceedingly ; I liked both her and her good-humour, and had a real

respect for her cleverness. We always interchanged a smile and a nod,

meet where we might. May, too, had become accustomed to the

whole party. The gift of a bone from the cauldron—a bare bone—your

well-fed dog likes nothing so well as such a windfall, and if stolen, the

relish is higher—a bare bone brought about that reconciliation. I am
sorry to accuse May of accepting a bribe, but such was the fact. She
now looked at the fortune-teller with great complacency, would let the

boys stroke her long neck, and in her turn would condescend to frolic

with their shabby curs, who, trained to a cat-like caution and mistrust

of their superiors, were as much alarmed at her advances as if a lioness

had offered herself as their play-fellow. There wa.s no escaping her

civility, however, so they submitted to their fate, and really seemed
astonished to find themselves alive when the gambol was over. One of

them, who, from a tail turned over his back like a squirrel, and an
amazingly squab nose, had certainl}' some mixture of the pug in his

composition, took a great fancy to her when his fright was past : which
she repaid hy the sort of scornful kindness, the despotic protection pro-

per to her as a beauty, and a favourite, and a high-blooded greyhound
—always a most proud and stately creature. The poor little mongrel
used regularly to come jumping to meet her, and she as regularly turned

him over and over and over, and round and round and round, like a

tetotum. He liked it, apparently, for he never failed to come and
court the tossing whenever she went near him.

The person most interesting to me of tlie whole party was the young
girl. She vras remai'kably pretty, and of the peculiar prettiness %vhich

is so frequently found amongst that singular people. Her face re-

sembled those which Sir Joshua has often painted—rosy, round,

and bright, set in such a profusion of dark curls, lighted by such eyes,

and such a smile ! and she smiled whenever you looked at her—she
could not help it. Her figure was light and small, of low stature, and
M. .M. Nciv Series.—Xo l . I. No. 2. S
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with an air ot" gix-at j'outlifiilncss. In her dress slie was, for a gipsy,

surprisingly tid3^ For tlie most part, that ambulatory race have a

preference for rags, as forming their most appropriate wardrobe, being

a part of their tools of trade, their insignia of office. I do not imagine

that Harriet's friend, the fortune-teller, would have exchanged her

stained tattered cloak for the thickest and brightest red cardinal that

ever came out of a woollen-draper's shop. And she would have been
a loser if she had. Take away that mysterious mantle, and a great part

of her reputation would go too. There is much virtue in an old cloak.

I question if the simplest of her clients, even Harriet herself, would
have consulted her in a new one. But the young girl was tidy ; not

only accurately clean, and with clothes neatly and nicely adjusted to

her trim little form, but with the rents darned, and the holes patched,

in a way that I should be glad to see equalled by our own villagers.

Her manners were quite as ungipsy-like as her apparel, and so was
her conversation ; for I could not help talking to her, and was much
pleased with her frankness and innocence, and the directness and sim-

plicity of her answers. She was not the least shy ; on the contrary, there

was a straight-forward look, a fixing her sweet eyes full of pleasure and
reliance right u})on you, which, in the description, might seem almost

too assured, but which, in reality, no more resembled vulgar assurance

tiian did the kindred artlessness of Shakspeare's Miranda. It seems
strange to liken a gipsy girl to that loveliest creation of genius ; but I

never saw that innocent gaze without being sure that just with such a

look of pleased attention, of affectionate curiosity, did the island prin-

cess listen to Ferdinand.

All that she knew of her little storj' she told without scruple, in a

young liquid voice, and with a little curtsy between every answer that

became her extremely. " Her name," she said, " was Fanny. She
had no father or mother ; they were dead ; and she and her brothers

lived with her grandmother. They lived always out of doors, sometimes
in one place—sometimes in another ; but she should like always to

live under that oak-tree, it was so pleasant. Her grandmother was
very good to them all, only rather particular. She loved her very

much; and she loved Dick (her eldest brother), though he was a sad

unlucky boy, to be sure. She was afraid he would come to some bad
end"

—

And, indeed, Dick at that moment seemed in imminent danger of

verifying his sister's prediction. He had been trying for a gleaning of

nuts amongst ihe tall hazels on the top of a bank, which, flanked by a

deep ditch, separated the coppice from the green. We had heard him
for the last five minutes smashing and crashing away at a prodigious

rate, swinging himself from stalk to stalk, and tugging and climbing like

a sailor or a monkey ; and now, at the very instant of Fanny's uttering

this prophecy, having missed a particularly venturesome grasp, he was
impelled forward by the rebound of the branches, and fell into the ditch

witli a tremendous report, bringing half the nuttery after him, and
giving us all the notion that he had broken his neck. His time, how-
ever, was not yet come ; he was on his feet again in half a minute, and
in another half minute we again heard him rustling amongst the hazel

boughs ; and Fanny and I went on with our talk, which the fright and
scolding, consequent on this accident, had interrupted. My readers

are of course aware, that ivher any one meets with a fall, the ap-

i
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proved medicament of the most aft'ectionate relatives is a good dose of

scolding.
" She liked Dick," she continued, " in spite of his unluckiness—he

was so quick and good-humoured ; but the person she loved most was her

youngest brother, Willy. Willy was the best boy in the world, he

would do any thing she told him (indeed the poor child was in the very

act of picking up acorns, imder her inspection, to sell, as I afterwards

found, in the village), and never got into mischief, or told a lie in his

life ; she had had the care of him ever since he was born, and she

wished she could get hhn a place." I5y this time the little boy had

crept towards us, and, still collecting the acorns in his small brown

hands, had turned up his keen intelligent face, and was listening with

great interest to our conver.^ation. " A place !" said I, nmch surprised.

" Yes," replied she firmly, " a place. 'Twould be a fine thing for my
poor Willy to have a house over him in the cold winter nights." And
with a grave tenderness, that might have iKseemed a young mother,

she stooped her head over the boy and kissed him. " But you sleep

out of doors in the cold winter nights, Fanny ?"—" Me ! oh, I

don't mind it, and sometimes we creep into a barn. But poor Willy I if

I could but get Willy a place, my lady I"

This " my lady," the first gipsy word that Fanny had uttered, lost all

that it would have had of unpleasing in the generosity and aftectionate-

ness of the motive. I could not help promising to recommend her

Willy, although I could not hold out any very strong hopes of success,

and we parted, Fanny following me, with thanks upon thanks, almost to

tlie end of the lane.

Two days after I again saw my pretty gipsy ; she was standing by the

side of our gate, too modest even to enter the court, waiting for my
coming out to speak to me. I brought her into the hall, and was
almost equall}' delighted to see her, and to hear her news ; lor although

I had most faithfully performed my promise, b}' mentioning master Willy

to every body likely to want a seivant of his qualifications, I had seen
enough in the course of my canvass to convince me that a gipsy boy of
eight years old would be a difficult protege to provide for.

Fanny's errand relieved my perplexity. She came to tell me that

Willy had gotten a place—" That "Thomas Lamb, my lord's head game-
keeper, had hired him to tend his horse and his cow, and serve the pigs,

and feed the dogs, and dig the garden, and clean the shoes and knives,

and run errands—in short, to be man of all work. Willy was gone that

very morning. He had cried to part with her, and she had almost cried

herself, she should miss him so : he was like her own child. But then
it was such a great place ; and Thomas Lamb seemed such a kind
master—talked of new clothing him, and meant him to wear shoes and
stockings, and was very kind indeed. But poor Willy had cried sadly
at leaving her,"—and the sweet matronly elder sister fairly cried too.

I comforted her all I could, first by praises of Thomas Lamb, who
happened to be of my acquaintance, and was indeed the very master
whom, had I had the choice, I would have selected for Willy ; and
secondly, by the gift of some unconsidered trifles, which one should
have been ashamed to offer to any one who had ever had a house over
her head, but which the pretty gipsy girl received with transport,
especially some working materials of the commonest sort. Poor Fanny
had never known the luxury of a thimble before ; it was as new to her

S 2
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finger as shoes and stockings were likely to be to Willy's feet. She
forgot her sorrows, and tripped home to her oak-tree the happiest of

the happy.

Thomas Lamb, Willy's new master, was, as I have said, of my ac-

quaintance. He was a remarkably fine young man, and as well-man-

nered as those of his calling usually are. Generally speaking, there are

no persons, excepting real gentlemen, so gentlemanly as game-keepers.

They keep good company. The beautiful and gi-aceful creatures whom
they at once preserve and pursue, and the equally noble and generous

animals whom they train, are their principal associates ; and even by
their masters they are regarded rather as companions than as servants.

They attend them in their sports more as guides and leaders than as

followers, pursuing a common recreation with equal enjoyment, and
often with superior skill. Gamekeepers are almost always well-behaved,

and Thomas Lamb was eminently so. He had quite the look of a man
of fashion ; the person, the carriage, the air. His figure was tall and
striking ; his features delicately carved, with a paleness of complexion,

arid a slight appearance of ill health that added to their elegance.

In short, he was exactly what the ladies would have called interest-

ing in a gentleman ; and the gentleness of his voice and manner,

and the constant propriety of his deportment, tended to confirm the

impression.

Luckily for him, however, this, delicacy and refinement lay chiefly

on the surface. His constitution, habits, and temper, were much
better fitted to his situation, much hardier and heartier than they

appeared to be. He was still a bachelor, and lived by himself in a

cottage, almost as lonely as if it had been placed in a desert island.

It stood in the centre of his preserves, in the midst of a wilderness

of coppice and woodland, accessible only by a narrow winding path,

and at least a mile from the nearest habitation. Wlien you had
threaded the labyrinth, and were fairly arrived in Thomas's dominion,

it was a pretty territory. A low thatched cottage, very irregularly

built, with a porch before the door, and a vine half-covering the case-

ments ; a garden a good deal neglected, (Thomas Lamb's four-footed

subjects, the hares, took care to eat up all his flowers : hares are

animals of taste, and are particularly fond of pinks and carnations,

the rogues !) an orchard and a meadow, completed the demesne.

There was, also, a commodious dog-kennel, and a stable, of which the

outside was completely covered with the trophies of Thomas's industry

—

kites, jackdaws, magpies, hawks, crows, and owls, nailed by the wings, dis-

plai/ed, as they say in heraldrjr, against the wall, with polecats, weazels,

stoats, and hedgehogs figuring at their side, a perfect menagerie of dead

game-killers.*

But the prettiest part of this woodland cottage was the real living

game that flitted about it, as tame as barn-door fowls ;
partridges flock-

ing to be fed, as if there were not a dog, or a gun, or a man in the

world ; pheasants, glorious creatures ! coming at a call ; hares, almost

* Foxes, the destruction of which is so great an object in a pheasant preserve,

never are displayed, especially if there be a pack of hounds in the neighbourhood.

That odious part of a gamekeeper's occupation is as quietly and unostentatiously per-

formed as any operation of gunnery can be. Lords of manors will even affect to

])reserve foxes—Heaven forgive them !—^jast as an unpopular ministry is sure to talk

<rf protecting the liberty of the subject.
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as fearless as Cowper's, that would stand and let you look at them ;

would let you approach quite near, before they raised one (juivering ear

and darted off; and that even then, when the instinct of timidity was
aroused, would turn at a safe distance to look again. Poor, pretty

things ! What a pity it seemed to kill them !

Such was to be Willy's future habitation. The day after he entered upon

his place, I had an opportunity of ottering my double congratulations

to the master on his new servant, to the servant on his new master.

Wliilst taking my usual walk, I found Tiiomas Laml), Dick, Willy, and
Fanny, about half-way up the lane, engaged in the animating sport of

unearthing a weazel, which one of the gipsy dogs had followed into

a hole by the ditch side. The boys shewed great sportsmanship on
this occasion ; and so did their poor curs, who, with their whole bodies

inserted into diff"erent branches of the burrow, and nothing visible but

their tails (the one, the long puggish brush of which I have already made
mention, the other a terrier-like stamp, that maintained an incessant

wag), continued to dig and scratch, throwing out showers of earth, and
whining with impatience and eagerness. Every now and then, when
quite gasping and exhausted, they came out for a moment's air ; whilst

the boys, took their turn, poking with a long stick, or loosening the

ground with their hands, and Thomas st6od by, superintending and
encouraging both dog and boy, and occasionally cutting a root or

a bramble that impeded their progress. Fanny, also, entered into the

pursuit with great interest, droppmg here and there a word of advice,

as nobody can help doing when they see others in perplexity. In spite

of all these aids, the mining operation proceeded so slowly, that the

experienced keeper sent off" his new attendant for a spade to dig out

the vermin, and I pursued my walk.

After this encounter, it so happened that I never went near the gipsy

tent without meeting Thomas Lamb—sometimes on foot, sometimes on
his poney ; now with a gun, and now without ; but always loitering

near the oak tree, and always, as it seemed, reluctant to be seen. It

was very unlike Thomas's usual manner to seem ashamed of being

caught in any place, or in any company : but so it was. Did he go to

the ancient sybil to get his fortune told ? or was Fanny the attraction ?

A very short time solved the quer}'.

One night, towards the end of the month, the keeper presented

himself at our house on justice business. He wanted a summons for

some poachers who had been committing depredations in the preserve.

Thomas was a great favourite : he was, of course, immediately ad-

mitted, his examination taken, and his request complied with. " But
how," said the magistrate, looking up from the summons which he was
signing, " how can you expect, Thomas, to keep j'our pheasants, when
that gipsy boy with his finders has pitched his tent just in the midst

of your best coppices, killing more pheasants than half the poachers in

the country ?"—" Why, as to the gipsy, sir," replied Thomas, <' Fanny
is as good a girl

—
" " I was not talking of Fanny," interrupted the man

of warrants, smiling,—" as good a girl," pursued Thomas—" A very

pretty girl !" ejaculated his worhip,—" as good a girl," resumed Thomas,
" as ever trod the earth !"—" A sweet pretty creature, certainly," was
again the provoking reply. " Ah, sir, if you could but hear how her

"little brother talks of her!"—" Why, Thomas, this gipsy has made an
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impression."—" Ah, sir I she is such a good girl !" and the next day

they were married.

It was a measure to set every tongue in the village a wagging ; for

Thomas, besides his personal good gifts, was well to do in the world

—

my lord's head keeper, and prime favourite. He might have pretended

to any farmer's daughter in the parish : every body cried out against

the match. It was rather a bold measure, certainly ; but I think it will

end well. They are, beyond a doubt, the handsomest couple in these

parts ; and as the fortune-teller and her eldest grandson have had the

good sense to decamp, and Fanny, besides being the most grateful and

affectionate creature on earth, turns out clever and docile, and comports

herself just as if she had lived in a house all her days : there are some

hopes that in process of time her sin of gipsyism may be forgiven, and

Mrs. Lamb be considered as visitable, at least by her next neighbours,

the wives of the shoemaker and the parish clerk. At present, I am
sorry to say that those worthy persons have sent both Thomas and her

to Coventry—a misfortune which they endure with singular resignation.

M.

hecollections of dr. parr,

Bettveen the Years 1818 and 1823.

(Continued from p. 26.)

Many people have heard of the festivities, in honour of May, observed

at Hatton Parsonage, and promoted by the Doctor, who was a great

lover of old times and old customs, with primitive festivity.

London, April 22, 1822.
" Dear — : I cannot attend our Maypole festivity, as I once wished, upon

Tuesday the twenty-first of May ; but I have fixed upon Whitsun-Tuesday, the

twenty-eightli of May, and upon that day I expect you to perform your promise

of joining in our village festivities, and dining with me, at one o'clock, at the

parsonage. Our dinner is early, that the young people may go to the dance.

With my best compliments and best wishes, &c.
" I am, dear — Your very faithful and obedient servant, S. Parr."

The Doctor, in his full dress and wig, was incessantly moving up and

down, to see that every body was satisfied—alternately introducing

ladies and gentlemen to each other, and exchanging a kind and good-

humoured word with his young parishioners. The former class, after

having for a short time sanctioned the festivities by their presence, soon

retired to tea in the library ; and after their departure the real life and
fun began, and the villagers continued (as Sir Felix Friendly says) as

merry as " good cheer, strong beer, and the pipe and tabor could make
them."*
He had many friends and acquaintances, both among the residents

and visitors ; and few of distinction among the latter description were
not anxious for the acquaintance of Dr. Parr. When Lady Byron came
into the neighbourhood, the Doctor visited her, and was much pleased

with the knowledge and various acquirement her Ladyship possessed.

Lady Byron being ( to use the phrase employed on the occasion) " up to

every subject the Doctor could converse upon." Some idea of the variety

• There was a celebration again in 1823, but not so numerously attended.
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of employments (not all, it must be owned, equally material) which he

made for himself, may be formed by the following extract from his

correspondence :

—

" Hatton, May \'2th, 1823.
" My numerous and important avocations make it indispensably necessary

for me to be severely punctual. I wished to go over to you, but I am sorry to

say that I have not in this week one single day at my conmiand, and the various

sorts of business in which I am now engaged, are of the highest importance.

To-morrow I nnist attend my neighbours at the May-pole. I, to-day, expect

a friend who travels fifty-six miles to help me in the catalogue, and must leave

me early on Saturday for his Sunday duty. Most provokingly, I must give up

the catalogue on Thursday, and attend the Archdeacon's visitation at Stratford
;

and this duty breaks in upon the time which I meant to employ with my friend

about the books. My mind is grievously oppressed. On Monday next I must
go upon business, to sec Caroline and her husband in Worcestershire. There

is not an hour in this week which I can call my own ; and this morning I have

been writing three letters upon a perplexing question of law.

"With every good wish, I remain most truly your's, S. Parr."

The " catalogue" to which the Doctor so often alludes in this letter,

was that of his vast library, which he began, partly to divert his mind,

after a heavy and irreparable loss ;* but, as he advanced in the task, it

became so much more complicated than he expected, that, instead of

the amusement, it was rather the fatigue of the two last years of

his life. His mind became hurried and agitated ; he grew nervously

anxious to complete it before his memory should fail him, as (to use his

own energetic expression) " no bookseller, no author, no scholar could

do it, if he himself died before it was finished."

A letter in June, the same year, affectingly adverts to the state of

his mind.
" Hatton, June 2, \%2Z.

" I returned on Thursday night. On Friday and Saturday I had to answer

seventeen letters ; I have more on my hands, and am in the bustle of prepara-

tion for a tour to Cambridge, on account of my impaired health and ruffled

spirits. I come back in three weeks, and w ill certainly attend as, &c.
" I beg my best respects, &c., and have the honour to be your faithful well-

wisher and obedient servant, S. Parr."

The Doctor's voluminous correspondence was one of the pleasures

and torments of his life. He once told me he had been sorting the

letters of a single family,f and bade me guess their amount.

I said, " about fifty."

" Fifty !" cried tlie Doctor ; « eight thousand I"

It must be recollected that this included the letters of three gene-

rations of writers ; but still I suspect some error in the calculation.

The Doctor said that his correspondence, exclusive of franked letters,

cost him annually sixty pounds !

To Cambridge the Doctor went, in hopes to banish the remembrance

of his dear pupil, companion, and friend. He visited Margate, Rams-
gate, and other places on the coast, and returned, apparently mended in

health, from his tour. But from that time may be dated a gradual

breaking up, and he never enjoyed again the heartfelt happiness he had

known formerlj^

To the aged, the death of one who stood at once in a friendly, and

* The deatli of the Rev. John Bartlam. f The Sheridan famiJy.
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almost filial, light, is an evil that admits neither of alleviation nor cure.

A degree of secm-ity is inspired by the comparative youth of the object

deplored, which adds all the suddenness of an unexpected shock to the

bitterness of inevitable separation. To see the prop rudely removed

from under him that he eNpectcd to smooth and support his own down-

ward path—to follow to the grave the being whom he had expected to

close his own eyes—these are the sorrows that throw forward their dark

shadow in the vale of descending years, and whisper the sufferer to

prepare for that resting-place where alone sorrow shall be no more.

During the summer of 1823, the author of this imperfect sketch

often saw Dr. Parr, in the intervals of his different excursions for the

benefit of his spirits and health. He had even, it is said, some thouglits

of extending them to Paris ;* but this idea, upon mature reflection, was

given up.

Calling at Leamington one day, the discourse turned upon the anti-

quities of the neighbourhood. The Doctor, who was well versed in, and

fond of, county history and antiquities, observed that there were several

remains of monasteries and nunneries in that neighbourhood, where

stone coffins and other relics of antiquity were dug up. He then turned

the discourse to Kenilworth, and pronounced a most animated philippic

upon " that villain Leicester." He had been just reading Miss Aikin's

" Memoirs of the Court of Queen Elizabeth," and blamed her for not

distinctly expressing a conviction of Anne Boleyn's innocence, of which

lie said there was not the smallest doubt to be entertained upon reasonable

grounds. " But there, you see," he added, " the presbyterian peeped out."

He then turned the conversation (as he often did) on the friends and

companions of that glorious time, which boasted so many wits and

geniuses, now no more ! He said, that he never feared Dr. Johnson in

argumentjf Richard Brinsley Sheridan, or even Edmund Burke. " The
only man I feared, he added, was Charles James Fox ! when he argued,

I felt my inferiority."

As the loud dictatorial tone of Johnson, and the imperious over-

bearing temper of Burke, may have impressed on the minds of many
a higher opinion of their powers of trimuphing in argument, than the

mild, unassuming character of Mr. Fox, this tribute, from the highest

authority, to his possession of those faculties in their utmost extent,

which he " bore so meekly," was deemed worthy of insertion.*******
" Nothing," said Dr. Parr, " in the course of my clerical duty, is so

painful to me as to perform the funeral of the lovely and the young.

To promote the union of youth and beauty was equally his delight.

Indeed, " a pretty girl"—the Doctor's favourite phrase, was one that,

in his opinion, seemed to possess a great portion of attraction.

In the evening it was proposed to amuse him with cards. The Doc-
tor mused a little, and then consented, saying—" Can you play all-

fours ?" " No." " Q^n you play put ?" " No." " What can you

* One of the Doctor's hindrances on tliis occasion was liis wig, wliicli he could
neither persuade himself to expose to the remark of an ignorant and conceited popu-
lace, or to alter or give up.

•|- As an instance of the Doctor's love of this " keen encounter of the wits"—in his

occasional visits to a family with whom he was familiar, he used to say, " do ask Dr.
—while I am here—I love to hold an argument with liim.

"
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play then ?"—" Can you play piquet ?"—" A little, Sir ;" and to -pitjuet

we went.

In the course of the evening the Doctor cried out, " Have you read

Sardanapalus ?"—" Yes, Sir."—" Right, and you couldn't sleep a wink

after it ?"—" No."—" Right, right, now don't say a word more about it

to-night." The memory of that fine poem seemed to act like a spell of

horrible fascination upon him.

Among his detached opinions, I only remember his asserting that

night, that the subject of Churchill's poem, " The Ghost," was 7iot the

famous Cock-lane Ghost. He named what it was, which I regret to

have forgotten.

He next adverted to the prosecution that was then going on about
" Cain," and said it would only increase its notoriety ; he then added
these awful and memorable words : " Indeed, no body ever could define

what blasphemy was. For my part, I never heard a man blaspheme

but one, and that was—Baretti !" He described him as " a villanous

looking fellow, like a murderer ;" and said he was once in company with

him after the trial in which Baretti very narrowly escaped by a verdict

of manslaughter. Notwithstanding the presence of a churchman, Ba-

retti began indecorously ridiculing the superstitions of his own country ;

next, religious worship in general ; and lastly, denied the existence of a

Supreme Being.

Dr. Parr, having meditated his plan of attack, appeared (waving all

professional privileges) most ready for free and fair discussion.

" Mr. Baretti," he said, " I will go upon your own ground—I will

give up a particular revelation to God's own people—I will admit (for

the sake of argument) that the Christian religion is unfounded :—I give

up all religions, all churches. You see, Mr. Baretti, I make pretty

large concessions for a churchman. But, Sir, in civilized society there

must be some, restraint—there is such—there does exist a being who
has power over you—a person whom you must look up to—whom you
must reverence—whom you must fear I" He paused ; and when ex-

pectation was wound up to the highest, resumed, in a voice of thunder—" It is the hangman I it is the hangman, ]Mr. Baretti. \^^len you have

got rid of all religious responsibility, jou still must stand in awe and
tremble before him!" This, to one who had but just escaped the rope

of the executioner, was, to be sure, a thrust not to be parried.

I have heard Dr. Parr speak in high terms of Dr. Middleton, author

of the " Life of Cicero." Indeed, where there was merit, no difference in

political or religious creeds could damp the full flow of his praise. Yet
was he the farthest in the world from a blameable indifference. Mys-
terious subjects of a religious nature he approached with a holy awe.

He lamented dissent, though he did not think it a sufficient reason for

producing uncharitableness between men and brethren. To those who
could hardly comprehend such exalted toleration, he alone appeared

deficient in zeal. But let us recollect that similar spirits wrote treatises

on the " indifference" of the mild Melancthon—and be satisfied.

Of the celebrated Tom Sheridan, of convivial memory, he used to

say, that when a pupil under his care, he was able to teach him the

meaning of every word in the English language, saving one little mono-
syllable—and that single monosyllable was " no !"

Of his grandfather, Thomas Sheridan, father of Richard Brinsley, he
retained a most affectionate remembrance. To an old friend he said,

M. M. Nexi} Series,—\oi.. I. No. 2. T
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" you remember his fine eye—his fine erect carriage—and then the

gentleman—the perfect gentleman !—Johnson used him very ill ; but

Johnson was humbly born, and Sheridan was a man of high family.

I was once delighted to hear Sheridan and Johnson arguing. Johnson

thundered and lightened, and rained, and hailed, and poured. Sheridan,

after hearing him in perfect calmness, repeated to him quietly the

arguments and very words he had made use of, simply divested of the
" bow-wow manner" of Dr. Johnson. Their futility was then apparent

;

and Sheridan, who knew that it was only in the consciousness of the

plenitude of his strength that the Doctor would now and then thus
" talk for victory," concluded, by saying,—"1 have repeated to you,.

Doctor, your very words : how can you, who are such a master of argu-

ment, condescend to make use of such a» these ?"

Speaking of Fox and Sheridan, he said Richard Brinsley Sheridan's
" penetration was unecjualled in matters of business," but that Charles-

Fox was in those things " a mere baby"—" A mere baby," he re-

peated, " but I liked him the better for it." Of Georgiana, Duchess of

Devonshire, he said, " Ah! there was a sweet, polite, amiable creature

—wit, without the least tincture of bitterness."

This year (1824) the doctor was in his 78th year. He spoke with

perfect clearness, distinctness, and recollection of mind, on subjects of

life and literature. The " New Monthlj' Magazine" for April, being,

on the table. Dr. Parr (to whom it was quite a novelty) seized on it with

a kind of " Johnson-like" avidity, continued reading it for half an hour,

and expressed himself much pleased with the first article—" Spirits of

the Age ;" said the Magazine was " in an odd style, but interesting ;"

and asked many questions about it, as if inclined to take it in.

Towards the end of this year Dr. Parr became very feeble, and could

not get in and out of his carriage without the greatest difficulty. Five

years before he had had a very severe attack of illness, which had only

been subdued by the combination of friendliness and medical skill in

the highest degree united. For a time the danger was imminent. To
use his own energetic expression in describing it, " For three days it

was death—death—death !" Symptoms of the same kind had occa-

sionally returned, and distress of mind added to their acuteness. In

the celebration this year of his birth-day of 77,* Dr. Parr had given a

touching instance that the memory of his lost friends, however sus-

pended, was never absent from his mind. Three empty chairs were set

to mark the accustomed place of three friends, who were wont to be

welcome guests at that hospitable board, but who had all, within the

preceding year, been snatched away by death.

It was on Sunday, January 1825, on which day he performed duty at

his parish church, (which he munificently embellished) that Dr. Parr was
seized with a shivering and faintness, the precursor of the illness from

which he was to rise no more. After church, the funeral of one of his

parishioners took place : the Doctor performed the burial service : the

place was damji and the day cold, and on the conclusion of the duty the.

Doctor complained of faintness, and of being completely chilled.

During his illness. Dr. Parr was constantly attended by those faith-

ful friends and able medical practitioners. Doctor Middleton, of

Jan. 26, 18-i4.
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Leamington, and Doctor John Johnstone, of Birmingham ; also by Mr.
Jones, surgeon, of Leamington.

The interest his situation excited in the neiglibourhood was intense,

and the number of inquiries from distinguished and titled visitants

shewed how general was the regard his great talents and virtues excited.

As the author was not present at any of this period, it is deemed proper

to leave to his future biographer the minuter details of a time, that can
never be remembered by all who loved Dr. Parr but with the deepest
emotions of sorrow.

On Sunday, the 6th of March 1825, at six o'clock in the evening,

Dr. Parr breathed his last. It is remarkable that this truly Christian

pastor was seized with his mortal illness while performing his parochial

duties on the Sabbath day ;and that on the same sacred day the faithful

servant wae at length called away from a life of pain to await the award
of his Lord and Master.

Thus have I accomplished the task I proposed to myself, of giving an
abstract and brief summary of the character of Dr. Parr. He has been
often, but erroneously, compared to Dr. Johnson : those two great

luminaries differed in almost every point. Dr. Johnson was a Tory,

Dr. Parr was a Whig. Dr. Johnson chiefly distinguished himself by his

contributions to original literature ; Dr. Parr by the variety and immen-
sity of his acquired erudition. The preface by which Dr. Johnson esta-

blished his fame in that species of composition, was in the living lan-

guage, and upon the greatest poet of Britain ; the celebrated preface

of Dr. Parr is in a dead language, and was less valued on account of the

author's name annexed to it, than for the beauty of the diction and the im-

portance of the political sentiments it conveyed.* The piety of Dr. John-
son bordered on superstition ; the religion of Dr. Parr was enlightened by
toleration. The mind of Dr. Johnson, great and benevolent as it was,

yet was constitutionally tinged with a morbid melancholy ; that of Dr.
Parr was naturally cheerful to excess, and his disposition friendly, so-

cial, and expansive. Lastl}^ Dr. Johnson only once attempted the lask

of education, and soon relinquished the profession in disgust: while the

brightest days of Dr. Parr's life were devoted to the duties of instruc-

tion ; and from his hands have issued some of the most eminent wits,

scholars, and divines of the age.

A reputation for unrivalled excellence, in any one department, is sel-

dom obtained but at the expense of some abatement in the other qua-
lities of the possessor. In Dr. Parr, the flime of his erudition was sup-

posed to supersede the necessity of other attainments, and " like

Aaron's serpent swallowed up the rest." But Dr. Parr was by no
means a mere scholar, and there was no branch of knowledge (music,

perhaps, excepted) of which he was ignorant, or towards which he was
indifferent. He was well versed in history, local and general—fond of

antiquities—^liis judgment in English style was unrivalled ; and some
observations he made upon French, shewed him a critic in that language.

That he placed his chief pride in his profound attainments in the dead
languages is not surprising, as there lay, indubitably, his tower of strength.

• The notes contained in the second volume of the Philopatris Varvicensis will (if

nothing else remains) carrj- his name down to posterity with honour. Some of the

purest and most eloquent specimens of style, and tlie noblest sentiments are to be
found in them, and a mass of erudition not easily equalled

—
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He was not unwilling to be flattered on the subject. A letter written,

to be shewn to him, prefaced a classical question with the words, " if

you cannot answer my query, apply to that giant of learning Dr. Parr,

and he will certainly resolve it." The passage being shewn to Dr. Parr,

he smiled at the words " giant of learning," and seemed pleased with

the writer. On being requested by an admirer of his to lend his famous

Spital sermon, he replied carelessly, that he had not a single copy by
him, and that he set little value on that, or any of his English com-

positions. It is much to be regretted that he did not, while his faculties

were still in their strength, rear another durable monument to his own
fame in those languages of which he was so zealous a cultivator.

About six years ago he hinted at such a project to the writer, who
understood him that he was then about to publish ; on asking what it

was, he replied, " a book full of Latin and Greek," and then changed

the conversation. Mis'clearness in dictation was wonderful to the last.

His memory was equally admirable. He could digest a whole paragraph

or inscription of his own composing in his head, and dictate it currently

to an amanuensis without hesitating at a syllable. Almost his last effort

in that way, was dictating the inscription to the memory of his friend

Thomas Sheridan, a. m., to be put upon the monument erected to him
in the church of St. Peter, near Margate. A few more recollections,

for which it was difficult to find the exact place before, shall be offered

as the}' occur, in the order that appears most natural.*

He was fond of the society of youth—liberal of his advice, and would

intreat when he might have commanded. He has said to a young writer

whose attempts he overlooked, " there may be reason in what you say,

but don't put the expression I object to—pray, don't :" such was his for-

bearance with the occasional slowness of ignorance. But, to be a scholar

was certainly a first-rate recommendation to his favour, and he had
frequently characters of that description on a visit to him. Sometimes
he would introduce an old pupil, or a person he was famiUar with, in

a whimsical manner.
Fac-similes of the Doctor's hand-writing (which was not unlike the

Greek character) have been seen. It may not be unamusing to the

reader to learn, that this crampt hand was written with the most beautiful

pens, and the greatest succession of them that could be seen in a library.

The author would omit a distinguishing characteristic of Dr. Parr

not to add, that, however brightly burnt in him the love of genius and
classical enthusiasm, private worth was still more strongly the subject

of his regard. He has pronounced in the author's presence, some of his

warmest eulogiums on a venerable person—highly gifted, indeed, in qua-
lities of the heart, but totally deficient in those attainments on which
the Doctor was supposed to set so great a value. Of a lady he said,

" she suffers from pain and infirmity so much, that life, considered in

itself, is a burthen to her—but she is happy—for she has patience,

she has sweet temper, and she has piety."

No event of a public nature affected Dr. Parr, in his latter years, so

much as the lamenied and unexpected death of the amiable Princess
Charlotte. He felt it as a national calamity. He felt it as the extinc-

tion of a light that shone pre-eminently bright among the lovely and the

' He composed an inscription for the momimcntai pillar, erected by W. Chambev-
layne, Esq., in the park, at AVcstoa Grove, to the memory of Fox.

—
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good. So unaftected was the earnestness of his public Kpirit, that his

dearest friend, on communicating to him the contents of the letters

and papers that arrived with the news, did not, at first, inform him oi'

the full extent of the fatal truth. The Doctor received the first news
like one stunned, but after a pause he inquired, " and the child ?"

When told the extent of the national bereavement, his feelings seemed
of the acutest description, and he was some hours recovering any degree

of serenity. The two distinctive qualities of Dr. Parr's mind, which he
preserved to the last, were, a literary enthusiasm, and an ardent sen-

sibility, which seldom preserve their fires so long unimpaired ; but if

these were often a source of exquisite delight to him, they were often,

doubtless, the cause of many sorrows. Manifold and severe had been
liis domestic trials, and if his cheerfulness, and quick relish of all the

pleasures of social life, enabled him apparently to bear up against them,

it must still be remembered,

—

" The heart that is soonest awake to the flowers.

Is always the first to be touched by the thorns."

Such was Dr. Parr. Wliether it is best for the wise and good thus to live

among their fellow-citizens, participating in their pains, and sharing in their

pleasures, keeping vice in awe, and virtue in countenance, by the check,

and by the animation of their presence—or to shut themselves up from
mankind as from contagion, depriving society of the influence of their

example, and leaving the vacant space to be filled by the idle and the

vicious—is a question which the reader, according to his preconceived

opinions and practice, will determine. Doctor Parr was the last relic

ofa former and a distinguished age ; and if his epitaph were to consist

only of two words, expressive of the two leading principles of his life,

they might be thus summed—" in politics, liberty ; in religion, tole-

ration." His character cannot be better concluded, than in the em-
phatic words he addressed to the author in the year 1819:—" I am
now seventy-two years old, and I can safely say, that through the

course of my long life, I have never, in a single instance, deceived man
or woman."

THE WARNING.

Trust not to Love ! shun the treacherous boy.
Whoso pinion fair is ever spread for flight.

And gaze not on the witching smiles ofjoy.

Which beam for ever from his e3'es of light

;

For in that radiant glance, so sweet and coy.

Lurk deadliest spells th' enamoured heart to blight,

Infelt, the soul's high freedom to destroy,

And plunge it in his slavery's darkest night.

Then scorn the boy, and shun his wreathy chain ;

For Beauty's magic wove the fatal flowers.

Culled by her hand from heavenly field and plain.

And twined in Cytherea's fairest bowers.

O, who in such weak bondage would complain,

When Heaven's gigantic fabric round him towers !

And high to soar through being's boundless reign.

All nature calls his soul's immortal powers.
Where wrapt in gloom her dazzling glories he,

To meet in splendour hio aspiring eye I .

L.P.
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A wykehamite's revenge against adams's antiquities.*

The late learned and acute M. Dutens, in devoting so much inge-

nuity to vindicate the title of the ancients to many of what we deem
modern inventions, seems, amidst his abtruse researches, to have over-

looked a claim peculiarly fortified by the texts of ancient writers.

Few objects in the present day attract more attention from men of

rank and opulence than their carriages ; which surely would not be

thus esteemed if they were not objects of the highest importance.

The ancients, therefore, will stand higher than ever, if proved not

merely to have possessed all the equipages which form so great a por-

tion of our national glory, but to have bestowed upon them names,

differing from ours only in termination.

We will then boldly produce our authorities ; and though the great

Dutch and German critics usually strengthen their conjectures by bar-

barously torturing words and sentences—cramping, expanding, or per-

verting them into shapes, which the authors, were they to revive, would

never recognize—we will translate literally every passage that we adduce.

Our regret at mortifying the antiquarians is overbalanced by the

prospect of ensuring triumph to our fashionable whips, who will find

their emulation of coachmen sanctioned by great examples, and those

pursuits which the wise men of modern days regard as evidences of a

feeble intellect, proved to have been the occupation of the mightiest

spirits of yore. Indeed they will not fail to perceive, that as the

heroes and statesmen, of Rome were charioteers, so by an inverted argu-

ment the charioteers of England must be heroes and statesmen.

We proceed to our proofs, taking the carriages in the natural order

of their importance.

For the early origin of the patrician phaeton we have the authority

of Ovid, who says, in his pathetic way :

—

Metam :
"1 " At phaeton

Lib. ii, line 319. f " Volvitur in praeceps !"

" But the phaeton is overturned !"

and a little before :

—

Metam : \ " fuit huic animis aequalis et annis.

Lib. ij line 750.J " Sole satus phaeton."

" There was a jih'deton equally dashing and equally old,

" That drew its birth from the sun."

The Sun was, perhaps, a famous inn.

For the existence of the Sociable we have an unexceptionable witness.

Pliny the naturalist, a writer, not like the poet whom we have just

quoted, somewhat addicted to fiction, but a plain matter-of-fact man,

has the following words :

—

Lib. xvi.—42. " Abies sociabilis glutino."

This passage has been long misunderstood, from the omission of a
comma before the last letter of " abies,"f which should be thus

written :

—

" Abie's sociabilis glutino."

* Few Wykehamites have forgot the agony of hearing :
" senior part of the 5th up

to books!" and desperately begging round for tlie loan of this essential -but evasive

book.

t The Romans had most of their manuscripts copied by slaves. Atticus derived

much of his immense wealth from the literary labours of slaves whom he kept for

that purpose.
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" Abie's Sociable (clone over) with glue, or (I should rather be in-

clined by the context to say) varnish." Abie was probably an eminent
Roman coachmaker, the leader of his tribe. Seneca, an author whose
strict morality would surely have hindered him from making any asser-

tion without sufficient proof, in speaking of the great powers and attri-

butes of man, expressly says :

—

" Natura nos sociabiles facit."

" Nature makes us sociab/es."

Now, though nature in this degenerate age is far from being thus

bountiful ; and though sociables, instead of being spontaneously pro-

duced, are to be acquired only by paying large sums ; yet, that among
the Romans such things daily occurred is surely no difficult pill for

those antiquarians to swallow, who have already acquiesced in more
incredible tales. When we thus learn the extraordinary abundance of

Sociables in ancient times, we cannot help regretting that the Whip Club
was not instituted in the golden age. Had Providence accelerated the

birth of this great body-corporate by a few thousands of years, its vital

warmth would never have been cliilled by the cold selfishness of trades-

men, invariably wishing their accounts to be settled.

Horace's allusion to the curricle :

—

" Sunt quos curricula pulvcreni Olynipicum Collegisse juvat."

" There are some who like to kick up a dust in a curricle"

is too well known to require any further remark.

We now come to the Tandem : in support of which we have, in one of

Cicero's orations, a passage long misunderstood, but easily explained by

the circumstances under which it was written.

Orat : 1 " Coecina utrum noluit tandem, an non

pro Coec. J " potuit accedere?"

It would seem that the Ccecina here mentioned was one of those

characters common to every age, who had rather seem averse to an

expensive enjoyment, than own their inability to support its expense.

He had been accustomed in his prosperity to drive about the Campus
Martins in a dashing tandem, which, upon the ruin of his fortunes, he

contracted into a gig (lowering the springs and selling the leader, as

appears from the concordant testimony of several authors). He then

went about everywhere haranguing on the extreme danger of tandems,

and on the innumerable accidents which he saw in the daily papers.

Our orator, who knew well all the springs of the human heart, in that

rich vein of ridicule so peculiarly his own, challenges him thus directly

and openly

:

" Coecina utruin noluit tandem, an non potuit accedere?"

" Had Coecina any real objection to a tandem, or was he unable to ^o it ?"

Lastly, we find the humble Sulki/ mentioned by no less a person than

Virgil

:

iEneid, ? " turn longo limite Sulcus

Lib. ii, 1. 697. S " dat lucem."

" Then in a long track the SulJci/ gives light."

It appears from this, that the sulkies of that period had lamps, from

which they, like every thing modern, have since degenerated.
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We should never have known the existence among the Greeks of

what are so unceremoniously called modern carriages, had we not acci-

dentally met with a testimony which, according to the received rules of

conjectural criticism, is quite conclusive. In poring over an invaluable

Greek author, whose name and subject are as yet undiscovered, we
found among the fragments, subjoined at the end, the word Tra^ayiyvmrci.

And here we cannot sufficiently eulogize the practice of adding to the

works of an author those scraps of sentences which have been rescued

from decayed manuscripts. Captious persons have objected that they

are often reduced to so few successive words, as to render the discovery

of their meaning utterly hopeless. But this, in reality, is one of their

chief merits, for the very mystei-iousness of the text affords peculiar

scope to the ingenuity of the scholiast, who justly holds that he is en-

titled to supply the deficiencies, in the proportion of three conjectural

words of his own to one surviving word of the author. Nor is even the

hiatus of half a page any bar, as, provided there remain a few words,

nothing is more easy than to complete the whole by conjecture. Upon
this principle we shall explain Tra^ayiyvmoi. We think it probable that

the whole is a dialogue in the manner of Lucian ; and we are justified

in supposing it to take place between a physician and his patient, since

the sons of j^sculapius have in all ages been peculiarly exposed to the

brunt of satire. We must further observe that, owing to the ancient

practice of making all the letters of a MS. closely consecutive, without

any interval to mark the end of each word, four distinct words, Tra^a,

yiy, VYiT, ot have been run into one.

The patient, it seems, is recommended by his physician to try sea-

bathing. He, probably, replies, " ttcu ;" " where ? " And the physician,

perhaps, answers, " 'cv l.cvvio);" at " Sunium" (Sunium having been the

Brighton of ancient Greece, as is implied by Homer's caUiug it •'
l,ouvicv,

om^cv A9>ivwv," " Sunium, the end of Athens," that is, of the Athenian
season). The patient possibly asks what conveyances there are to

Sunium ? The doctor, who seems to have been a wag, answers,

"srafa yiy, v»t ot
;"—" Barrow (sc.wheelbarrow), gig, neat hoy ;" there-

by clearly establishing the existence of these three vehicles. It may be
objected that the word <^apa is " parrovv :" but why may not these dis-

courses, evidently vulgarisms, by the physician suggesting to a sick

man such a thing as a ho}', have used tt for S, as the Welch do p or b,

and as they did in the days of Shakspeare (witness Fluellin's expres-

sion of " Alexander the Pig," &c.) Should grammarians contend that

TTa^ayiyvrjToi, if any thing, must be a misprint for ^a^ayiyvr,rai, the third

person singular, present tense, passive or mede voice of Tra^ayiyvo/xai,

we can only answer that, until they strike out of their reading as much
information as we have from ours, we must be permitted to adhere to

our own. Having thus proved that the ancients were acquainted with

our private carriages, are we to imagine that they were destitute of

public conveyances ? By no means. Many years ago, a mere boy
(to the shame of all gi'own scholars be it spoken), by mere acuteness of

penetration, discovered that

" Caesar ivit in Galliam sunima dilijrentla"

meant
" Cassar went into Gaul on the top of the diligence."
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Unfortunately this youth's talent for vehicular investigation was,

through a spirit of jealousy or bigotted ignorance, checked with birchen

activity by the pedants of that time and place. And yet what could be

more natural than that Caesar, a general on active service, should take

the mail as the cheapest and the quickest mode of going safely to Gaul ?

It would, perhaps, have been beneath Caesar to have gone to Ostia

in the basket of a safety coach. But we may appeal to every unpreju-

diced person whether Caesar, a man so famed for his combined expe-

dition and prudence, would have missed the opportunity of going a

thousand miles by the mail, when, as being on the public service, he

would be carried for nothing.

But the remembrance of our Etonian predecessor in boohing Caesar,

being paradoxically^oo-gerf for his diligence (a catastrophe fully authen-

ticated by Mr. Joseph Miller), suddenly reminds the writers of this

able article of the chance of magisterial eyes, whose inspection is mys-
teriously intimated to the guilty, by the awful breathing behind being

thrown over this contraband employment of toy-time (not, alas ! a time

destined to the toys of childhood, or the tcying of youth). Had he not,

perhaps, better own that he has not been translating with the same
seriousness as the learned Etonian ? and to extenuate this contraband

employment of evening hours ('' un delit contre les droits de gabelle" ) ; a

judge loves good well enough to tolerate bad jokes, by owning that he

has attempted to ridicule that thirst of notoriety which prompts unre-

sisted critics to torture a defenceless passage into shapes and meanings

the most unmerited, estimating the intrepidity of their attacks by the

violence which they do the author, and the success of their efforts by
the distance which they establish between the new reading and the

received opinion ?

THE OPENING SPEECH IN ATHALIE.

Ahner.—I come to worship the eternal God,
And in his holy temple celebrate

The awful day when, from Mount Sinai's height.

The everlasting law in thunder spake.

How changed the times !—In days of glory past.

Soon as the sacred trumpet's welcome sound
Announced the holy festival begun.

Then through the gorgeous temple's opened gates

Poured with their offerings countless multitudes;

And all in order at the holy altar

Gave with glad hearts the first-fruits of their fields,

A grateful sacrifice to nature's God

;

While scarcely could the numerous priests receive

The rich oblations lavishly bestowed.

An impious woman's ill directed power.

With darkness has obscured these glorious days.

And few are now the trembling worshippers

Who dare retrace the image of the past

:

The rest forgetful of their God remain.

Or boldly impious bow the knee to Baal,

And, sharing in his mysteries of guilt,

Blaspheme the name their forefathers invoked.
L.P.
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LEAVES TORN OUT OF A COMMON-PI.ACE BOOK.

Colonies.—Colonies have been compared to young birds, whrch, while

they have need of a parent's help, acknowledge a parent's supremacy

;

and take Aving as soon as they have the means of providing for them-

selves. This separation, which would necessarily follow under any

circumstances, is usually hastened by the conduct of the mother coun-

try : for the interest of the colony is almost always sacrificed either to

her own or to that of one of her earlier offsetts. Tlius England ex-

cluded the West-India Islands from buying timber and provisions in

America, that they might be compelled to purchase these in her own
dearer and more distant markets ; thus Botany Bay was checked in

the establishment of a whale-fishery, lest it should interfere with that

of Hudson's Bay, &c. But if the analogy to which I have alluded in

the beginning of this leaf stands good in the first separation, it does

not in the after relations of the parties ; and the difference is as striking

in the end as the resemblance is in the beginning : for though a

pohtical disunion takes place between the parent state and her children,

kindly relations will generally revive and continue between them as

between members of the same family among men, arising out of com-
munity of race and community of habits. This we see strongly exem-
plified in the conduct of England and

America, which preserves her predilection for England, as England

does in the main towards America, notwithstanding all the circumstances

that have occurred to alienate them ; for dating from our first separation,

the odisse quern heseris, that grand origin of enmity will, I fear, apply to

both. But in one respect, the ground for hatred is strongest on the

part of America, because she has been treated not with anger only, but

with contempt. Yet her principal commerce is driven into our ports,

and the English stranger receives a warmer welcome in the United

States than the inhabitants of any other country in the world. This

stranger, usually uninformed, and the slave of prejudices, often sees

every thing in a perverse point of view, and repays this hospitality with

censure, or with ridicule, ignorant that everj' country has its modes of

robbery ; and that men steal land m America as they steal the more
convenient assets of purses and pocket-handkerchiefs in England ; he

goes into the remotest settlements, which are the scenes of such rob-

bery, and forms his notions of Americans from what he has seen of

squatters and bacfc-ivoodsnien ; with no more justice than an American
would form his notions of Englishmen from the inhabitants of Dyot-
street or St. Giles's. It is no matter—the next Englishman who goes

among the Americans is as kindly received. It is the same with their

public and private conduct towards us. They quarrel, often unreason-

ably, with our political regulations, but continue to trade with us.

They complain, more justly, of the conduct of individuals, yet continue

to entertain them. In the same way the principal traffic of England
is with America, and (excluding the highest circles of English society)

no foreigner is so kindly received in England as an American. Nay,
even in the very highest, we have seen instances of success in some
Americans, such as no Italian, French, German, or Spaniard, unin-

vested with diplomatic honours, has, in our recollection, ever achieved.

This continuance of friendly relations, which seems incidental to two
countries so situated with respect to each other, has, however, led
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some of our political writers to generalize too much upon this subject.

They say—" act so by your colonics, that when the hour of separation

comes—as come it must—friendship may succeed to love, and habits,

formed by old association, be necessarily continued." Tliey complain

especially of the violation of this principle in our mode of acting towards

what is generally considered as our most important ultramarine posses-

sion, and ascribe this to its having been governed by the narrow and

selfish maxims which characterize every description of corporation. I do

not consider this as a fair view of the system of policy pursued by us in.

Infiia. A periodical writer (whose cry is echoed by many) thinks

that the India Company, in preventing the permanent settlement of

English colonists in Hindostan, &c., is exclusively actuated by a sus-

picion that colonizing the country upon the same principle upon which

others are colonized, would lead to its speedier emancipation ; con-

tending that, though this fear might probably be verified, India, after

emancipating herself, would still preserve the same sort of commercial

relations with us that America does at present ; whereas, should India

emancipate herself from England under the present system of things,

she would emancipate herself ivhollt/, and for ever.

In reasoning, however, respecting India, it does not appear very

rational to apply an abstract ])rinciple (however true) to a dominion

which has been ibundcd, perhaps necessarily, upon a system foreign to

all received notions of colonial policy. We have a handful of Euro-

peans situated in the midst of millions, entertaining notions the most

opposite to our own upon all subjects, and sensible, to the inost morbid

degree, upon every point connected with their religious prejudices.

The Company, however, by confining the European population to such

numbers as could be made responsible for their actions, have succeeded

in making the conquerors respect the prejudices of the conquered ; and

we have retained possession of an immense tract of country, aggran-

dizing ourselves (justly or unjustly, politicly or impoliticly) in a way
that, considering things prospectively, would have appeared absolutely

impossible. Now what would probably have been the consequences of

the reverse of such a system ? For I think every one will admit such a

case admitted no medium, and that England must have pursued either

a domineering or a conciliatory system of policy. If she pursued a domi-

neering system, had she the power to enforce it in a country so distant,

so much more extensive, and so much more thickly peopled than her

own ? And if she could not successfully pursue a domineering, would

it not have been as difficult to pursue a conciliatory system, under the cir-

cumstances which are supposed, in contending for a grant of a permanent

settlement to our Indian colonists ? All people are attached to their own

customs, and the English are not, perhaps, more so than others. But

they certainly are more intolerant of the customs of others than any

people under the sun. Who is there, then, but must anticipate the dan-

ger likely to result from India being inhabited by European numbers,

too great to be controlled by their own colonial government, and too

few to control the natives, whose prejudices they would be sure toi

insult ! If the grave inditer of the paper in the Quarterly Review can

speak without reprobation, and in a vein of pleasantry—Heaven help

him I—about squirting an engine-full of veal-broth over a mob of Hin-

doos, by way of depriving them of their privileges of caste, and of thus

driving them within the pale of Christianitv, might not we anticipate

U 3
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the execution of so dangerous a practical joke from some facetious per-

son of his character I What a field would there not be opened for fools

or fanatics ? And would not the inevitable consequences, be not only a
separation of India from England, but the destruction of the English

settlers in India themselves ?

That the English power in India rests upon too artificial a foundation

for us to believe it can ever be secured, is true ; but it may be doubted
whether all the evil consequences will result from its destruction which
have been prognosticated by natives or foreigners ; of whom the last

believe that India is to England what South America was to Spain

—

the source of all her riches and prosperity. Certainly the loss of any
large colony, supplying such means for the employment of English capi-

tal and industry, and furnishing such a nursery for her marine, must, in

its many consequences, be severely felt ; but these consequences are

mostly indirect, and little immediate loss would foUow to the nation.

For what is the fiscal profit derived from provinces whose revenues are

mortgaged, or whose resources are anticipated ? Or what is the present

commercial gain acquired from the exports of manufactures, to a people

who, for the most part, feed upon a pittance of rice, and clothe them-
selves with a wrapper of their own flimsy cottons ?

In speculating upon the way in which India may be lost to us, so

many sources of danger present themselves—such as some imprudent
act of a governor-in-chief or that of some Indian department, as a league

among the native powers, ^c. 8fc. S^c,—that foresight is distracted by
the variety of the perils which threaten our dominion. It may, how-
ever, be truly observed, that a great part of those whose eyes are

opened to the probable risk which hangs over it, more especially on
the Continent, seem to play the part of the Dutchman, who is said to

look leeward for the foul weather which is brewing.

Russia is the quarter where they expect the storm to gather, and
whence clouds of Cossacks are to issue, and cry havoc ! in the heart

of Hindostan ; yet, measured by the scale of common sense, what can

be more chimerical than this alarm ? It is said, indeed, that the court

of St. Petersburg has entertained such projects, which would, of course,

be popular with all its Tartar hordes. Such projects were, also, enter-

tained by the Empress Catherine against China ; but it is one thing

to strike out, and another to mature and execute such romantic schemes.

How, if India can be conquered by a swarm of light cavalry, is an army
of Cossacks to be provisioned, and safely conveyed amid mountainous and
hostile tracks ? If Russia cannot safely send a diplomatic agent through
her provinces bordering upon Persia, without an escort of 1,000 men
and cannon, as we know is the case, would she risk her militia of

irregular horse in Persia itself, which they must traverse, in order to

reach India, upon the faith of any treaty which could be concluded with

such an enemy ? Indeed, the safety of such a force could never be
provided for by any thing short of the previous conquest of Persia—for

supposing the two governments to be actuated by the best intentions

towards each other, ^^hat warrantry could there be for a corresponding
confidence upon the part of the governed ? An army of Cossacks
could never be adequately provisioned in its march by either power. It

would, therefore, necessarily be compelled to take what was not given,

and the consequences are obvious.

Few causes of,apprehension, indeed, appear to us more extravagant
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than those which are entertained, with respect to Russia, both in Eng-
land and in France. Such a gigantic, but unwieldy power, may be
most formidable when attacked, but if she is not supported by readier

resources than her own, can hardly be dangerous in aggressive and
distant warfare. Even her late defensive and offensive operations

(though these, owing to concurrent circumstances, were such as to

a superficial observer might give an extravagant notion of her power)
will lower such an opinion, if it be dispassionately considered ; for, ob-

serve, what an accumulation of circumstances was in favour of Russia,

and yet how little she profited by them, while, as yet, fortified only by
her own resources. A cabinet war had, by the rashness of Buonaparte,

been converted into a national one. The whole population of a martial

and united people had been provoked, and the invaders, composed of

various nations, and consequently distrustful of one another, possessed

only the ground which they occupied. In this position, under that

infatuation which prevents men from looking dangers in the face, which
are too obvious and too terrible to be closely considered, these invaders

suffered the Russians to amuse them with the prospect of peace, till

the nets were closed about them, and the hunters were already in their

front, flanks, and rear. Under such desperate circumstances, aggravated

by the horrors of a climate new to them, but to which their enemies
were accustomed to contend, the French commenced their retreat and
fled ;

" bootless home and weather-beaten back," yet, flying as they did,

without order, weapons, or provisions, what military advantages were
achieved over them ? The Russians, though in their own country, and with

their own Cossacks to purvey for them in following their enemies,

suffered yet more severely than their enemies themselves ; when, in the

latter part of their march, two good squadrons of dragoons, supported

by a brigade of infantry, might, as it is confessed, have trampled them
into dust. It is true that the Russians, when strengthened by the de-

fection of those who had made a main-part of the French armies—when
supplied by a foreign commissariat, and supported by foreign money and
supplies—hunted home, and brought to bay, the enemy which had
bearded him in his den ; but it is not the question—what may be done
by brave, active, and intelligent semi-barbarians, when set in motion,

and assisted by civilized nations ?—the question is, what an]empire com-
posed of such materials can do by its own unassisted efforts ? This ex-

periment has been tried.

" Potuit qua; plurima virtus,

Esse,fuit: Toto certatum at corpore regni."

Among the striking circumstances attending the return of the French
armies, whether moral, military, or political, a fact seems to deserve

notice, which has not been commented on by those who have inves-

tigated and detailed all the other and minutest occurrences of this

memorable f%ht. Wliat I mean is the confirmation of the opinion of
Machiavel, of the general inutility of

• Fortified Places.—Buonaparte took, as is well known, the precaution of
garrisoning those which lay on his line of march, and which promised
either to assure his conquests or his retreat. The result is well known
These can hardly be said to have arrested the advance of his pursuers.

Tlie places were observed or besieged by an inferior description of

force ; while the chosen troops of the coalesced nations followed up the
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chace, and all these strong places were mastered by the conquerors at

their leisure. It will be, j)erhaps, said, that a single instance cannot

fairly be adduced, in support of a doctrine which has been rejected

by the world, from the time of its promulgation down to the present

moment. But I contend that this is not a single instance, and what-

ever stress may be laid on such universal practice, in opposition to

Machiavel's theory, the result of that practice, if unsuccessful, makes

strongly in support of his arguments. Now let us see what this has

been, taking a retrospect of the revolutionary warfare concluded by the

restoration of the Bourbons. In the first campaign of this, the Duke of

Brunswick easily mastered or masqued the fortified places between the

frontier from which he advanced and Paris, from reaching to which

he was certainly not prevented by any of these impediments. But

I proceed to more striking illustrations. I recollect that when the

tables were turned, and Dumourier had overrun Flanders (a fact which

was then explained by his superiority of numbers), it was predicted that

he was to be arrested in his career by Maestricht and Breda. Breda,

however, instantly capitulated, and (what may serve as a specimen of

the excuses with which governors will varnish their conduct when they

want to capitulate) another town was as lightly yielded up, whose com-

mandant justified his surrender by the deficiency of butter. In fine,

Dumourier had nearly threaded the obstacles which blocked his passage,

and was only driven back by the superior forces which the allies poured

in upon his wasted army, when the torrent of invasion was for the

second time rolled back from the French frontier, and the revolutionary

armies once more inundated Flanders. It was now said, in the true

spirit, Oh ! Flanders, denuded as it has been of strong places, by the

folly of the Emperor Joseph, is easily occupied ; but we shall see

whether these marauders will not be arrested by the fortified cities of

Holland. These fortified cities fell, almost, at the sound of the trum-

pets of the conqueror, and Holland was overrun as if it had been an

open country. Germany, notwithstanding her fortresses on the Rhine,

suffered the same fate. Magdebourg, and the strong places of Prussia,

fell, in consequence of the battle of Jena, without even firing a shot

;

and in Italy, after the defeat of Wurmser, Mantua and the fortified

towns upon the Po were surrendered by a single stroke of the pen.

The war in Spain exhibits the same results. Buonaparte, by treachery,

or force, quickly possessed himself of all the strong holds in Catalonia,

or elsewhere ; and the only place which made any opposition to him,

was the open town of Saragossa.* Of what avail were these fortresses,

afterwards in the possession of that distinguished conqueror, and in

a war in which they promised to be pre-eminently advantageous ? Did

they guarantee to him the possession of any part of the country which

was not commanded by their cannon, or did they materially arrest the

advance of the combined armies which finally drove him out of Spain ?

To pass to the concluding act of that drama, of which we#Fere so long

the trembling spectators : how short was the last act, and how sudden

the catastrophe ! Of what avail was the triple band of fortresses on

the Flemish frontier, or those which guarded the heart of France ?

* Taragoiia held out many weeks, and might have lield out much longer. The
present Sir Edward Codrington protracted the capture of the place by his skill and

gallantrj". The guns of the Blake destroyed thousands of the besiegers. This instance,

and that of Cadiz, by no means militate against the above.

—

Edit.
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Their surrender to the victorious enemy was the immediate, or con-

sequential result of the single battle of Waterloo.

I throw these observations out, not as absolutely decisive of the great

question agitated, but as a proof that even Machiavel's military opinions

are not to be treated with that rash contempt, which is often indulged

by those who attach a greater importance to his political maxims. I am
inclined, however, to think, that a very sweeping and erroneous judgment
has been pronounced upon (to be continued.)

TO SARAH.

I'm free again—as light as air !

Lady, adieu to ihee !

Thou certainly hast had thy share

Of empire over me.

No, no, 'tis vain; with all thy art.

Thou never canst regain a heart

Thou hast taught to be free:

Thy pride hath lost it, and mine own
For ever will thy love disown.

To boast that thou hadst power to use.

To mould me to thy will,

Command, then dare me to refuse
;

Despise, then love thee still

:

To say that I was at thy beck.

My every thought was in thy check
Which bound me by a spell

:

To tell me this, nor ever fear

It might be more than I could bear.

Oh, lady, thou dost know me not ;

But of myself I know,
I'd sooner find my life-blood stop.

Than crouch to woman so.

No ! thus I could not humbly bend.

To save my very dearest friend,

Or crush my bitterest foe.

What, through our course of love, hast seen.

To class me with a thing so mean ?

No matter : that thou thinkest so

Is quite enough for me.
Enough to bid me ne'er bestow

Another thought -on thee.

Yet do not think I ever thought
Thy love could be too dearly bought

;

Oh no ! for on my knee
I'd almost sue to call thee mine,
If 'twas not for that pride of thine.

Lady, I owe thee more than's due
To woman for her love

;

It would be humbleness to sue
To that which will not move :

No, thus I would not spend my life.

Playing the slave to gain a wife.

Suppose her e'er so true
;

rd sooner be a dog to bay
The moon, and bark my time away.

B. T.
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THE LONDON UNIVERSITY.

The London University advances, and we rejoice at it. We rejoice

at it, not because monopolies are incompatible with improvements,
though that would be reason enough for us, had it indeed any thing to

do with the case ; but because we regard it as another, and a most im-
portant step in the progress of more general cultivation. It is not be-

cause this institution tends to break up the exclusions of our venerable
universities that we rejoice, for it really has no such tendency—it

enters even into no sort of competition with them—it will produce
f :holars equally accomplished—it will produce them in greater num-
bers—and will assuredly promote more effectively the love of learning

itself! but it proposes to sap none of the foundations of their magni-
ficence, it is grasping at none of their privileges, nor will it labour to

seduce any of their admirers. We rejoice, then, not because a blow
may seem to be struck at their superiorities, but because it throws open
the approaches of a loftier and more inspiring edL.ui'on, to persons to

whurn such education has hitherto been inaccessible.

The London University has no object, as a literary institution, but
the communication of knowledge. Oxford and Cambridge are no
longer thought of as places eminently possessed of the means of per-

fecting education, but as places where, unhappily, young men must
reside a certain term to qualify for certain appointments. They are the

destined portals through which all must pass to the service of the

church. They are, besides, greatly to their glory, finishing establish-

ments for the nobility—the fashionable receptacles for the sons of the

wealthy, and as many as blindly and absurdly ape the customs of the

higher and wealthier classes of society. To the London University

none will go who do not go to learn—none will go, we know, to qualify

—none will go for distinction's sake—and none will go because their

friends know no where else, for three or four years, to bestow them.
Education, we repeat, is not the purpose of the old universities, and

certainly instruction cannot be said to be the business of them. The
real purpose is residence ; and the greater part shew their sense of the

irksome duty, by making the tedious days fly rapidly onward, on a round
of oblivious amusements. In the meanwhile, instruction is going on xn

the forms of it, and, to a certain extent, is always to be had there.

But you may do as you please : if you have no particular ardour for

study, it will not be forced upon you ; nobody will seduce you into it,

and scarcely will any thing remind you of it. Though you never glance

at a book, you are not out of your place : you pay your fees, and are

welcome. You assume the costume, and are one of them. You are

required to attend a daily lecture or two—attend personally, that is,

but mentally, as you please ; or, if you enrol yourself in the privileged

class—one that has multiplied prodigiously of late years, you may, in

the meanwhile, three times out of four, if you like, be following the
hounds. We are n(.t speaking adventurously ; this distinguished class

has a claim, by the statutes, to privileges ; and privileges, every body
knows, are never entrenched upon—are never lessened in practice.

But what is to be done with young men who will not read ? Dis-
miss them : what have such persons to do with universities, if univer-

sities be really destined for study, but to interrupt its peaceable pur-
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suits ? Nay, it will be said, you expect too much of us ; we offer the
means of instruction ; tutors are ready to give it ; encouragements are
held out ; we can do no more ; and, indeed, we have no more to do
with it. It is this very indifference of which we complain. But young
men may as well, for themselves, idle here as elsewhere ; and we, in

the meanwhile, are benefited. The institution prospers ; crowds flock

to us ; able men aie thus amply remunerated ; and thousands around
are supported by the liberal expenditure. It is this very spirit of the

world, so evidently taking possession of you, and so foreign from the

original views of your establishments, that is changing their respec-

table character, and precipitating their destruction.

If the universities did not exercise exclusive privileges, undoubtedly,

they would have a right to do as they please—yes, even to the making
their once learned groves, bear-gardens, and their noble halls as many
hells. But, so long as they do possess exclusive privileges ; so long as

some must pass through them, they are institutions of public interest,

and are properly amenable to public inquiry. To many of us, it is not
perfectly optional whether we send our sons or not. If it were, we
should have no good ground of complaint ; and certainly, iew with any
regard for the morals or the intellects of their offspring would send
them. They were destined, originally, to supply the church ; and essen-

tially they are still ecclesiastical. The bishops will receive no can-

ditates but from their hands. But, though the due supply of the church
was thus the main object, the clergy, by their superior acquirements
at first, got into their hands the education of the nobility, and by pre-

scription have kept it. These institutions have thus drawn the pride

of society on their side ; the great still send their sons, and thousands,

who can ill encounter the modern expense of competition, think the son's

residence a feather in the cap of the family, and sacrifice their common
comforts on the shrine of fashion. It is this mania that is fast ruining

the universities as places of education. It is this indiscriminate admis-
sion, or rather, this sofferance of those who have no concern with
learning, that has made these once calm and peaceful seats of medita-
tion, the scenes of initiation into the worst extremes of profligacy. It

is useless to talk of discipline, where 2,000 idle striplings are assem-
bled ; restraints, be they what they will, must be quickly broken
through ; amusements for mere occupation will be sought and found ;

expense augments—vice prevails—debauchery, gaming, drinking, waste-
ful habits are confirmed—emulation is roused. Those who have money
at command take the lead, and those who have not cannot resist seduc-
tion, and plunge irretrievably into debt.

Parents are to blame, it may be said. No such thing. How many
young men are there, heirs—entailed heirs of large estates—just of
age—coming into instant possession ;—others, members of wealthy
families—all with the ready means of raising supplies on future expec-
tations. What can parents or guardians do in these cases ? Nothing.
But what are caputs and tutors to do ? Dismiss them. Wliat, because
men are rich ? No, because they are not students ; because the ex-
pensive and the profligate are not reading-men, and yours is a place
for learning, and nothing else—destined first to educate the clergy,

and next to give the benefits of a sound and religious education to as

many as desire it ; and not to present a convenient pandemonium for

idle and profligate opulence.

M.M. New Series.~-Woh. I. No. 2. X
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""^The encouragement given to the residence of wealthy spendthrifts
degrades the universities, and brings learning into contempt. But do
we not, every year, hear of miracles of cleverness—wranglers and
medallists of incomparable attainments ? Yes, yes ; there will, of
course, be a succession of men of respectable acquirements. There are
very comfortable aj)pointments. There must be fellows, tutors, mas-
ters. These are prizes for which there will always be competent can-
didates. There will be competent candidates enough, even without
any particular exertions on the part of the rulers ; and the credit of
the establishments must, at all events, be maintained to a certain point.

But, beyond this point—this indispenasble supply, learning is not the
occupation of the place, nor is it held in its wonted respect. It is,

therefore, not the place where we should look for those who have ad-
vanced the farthest in any department of knowledge. It is not the
place where we shall find the latest improvements, or the highest dis-

coveries taught or even known. Notoriously it does not keep pace with
the researches of the times. The same books are read till they are

read no where else. Changes in the course of study are never made
till very shame forces them. Books which are beginning everj'where
else to be abandoned by intelligent people, are the very books which
are there beginning to be introduced. They are steadily half a cen-
tury in the rear of the foremost spirits of the age.

Can any thing better shew the inertness of these ancient establish-

ments than, for instance, the favourite object of study at Cambridge

—

their inflexibility—their incapability, we mean, of accommodating them-
selves to the changes of the times. Mathematics are the sole test of
acquirement—the only scale by which exertion is graduated. It was
so in the days when admission to a bachelor's degree was not the wel-
come signal for idleness, and then judiciously enough. As a prepara-

tory study, as strengthening the power of concentrating our intellectual

force, it is of incomparable utility. But mathematics still constitute the

criterion ; when circumstances have entirely changed—when there is

no reading for a master's degree—when none study mathematics at all,

but such as are aiming at college appointments—and when nine out of

ten, oftentimes, it must be from want of stimulus, from the absence of

all encouragement whatever, do absolutely nothing. These are indu-

bitable facts. A few are worked up to fill the responsible and profitable

offices with some propriety and acquirement ; and the great mass are

suffered to run their own wild career. There can be but one cause,

that so very small a proportion distinguish themselves. One motive only
operates—the hope of early employment, and of distant preferment.
The greater part wish for neither, whatever their friends may do, and
refuse the required labour. No other pursuit is marked out for them,
nor any adequate stimulus provided. But how can any thing effectual

t)e done? How—what is the destination of the greater numbers ? To
be country-gentlemen, landlords, magistrates, legislators. Can no useful

and appropriate study be found for them ? Think of economics, mo-
dern languages, history, laws, legislation, finance, agricultural-chemis-
try, &c. But no tutors can be competent to embrace such a variety of
objects. Then let more be employed ; and as the classics and mathe-
matics are already taught by separate tutors, let others be appointed for

other branches of study. If the universities themselves will not supply
them, let them look elsewhere for assistance ; to their eternal discredit,
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such assistance would be found abundantly in every considerable town

in England.

The universities, indeed, are said to lament the neglect of study, and

attributing all as they do to the want of adequate authority, have ap-

plied to the legislature for an extension of power. They are altogether

wrong. Their lamentations are misplaced, and there is no want of

power. The neglect of study is their own fault ; they either do not

find sufficient material, or do not encourage the use of it. Tiiey re-

quire no additional power ; for they have already the irresponsible righ

of expulsion for disobedience of orders. No, the evil originates in their

vanity and their avarice. Their pride is gratified by the sons of the

great being, even thus—such is the fact—nominally placed under their

guidance, and their cupidity by the gain being proportionate to their

numbers.
We have granted, that where young men of large fortunes, or large

expectations are assembled together, and left to themselves, extrava-

gance, profligacy, rioting, &c. will inevitably follow. But the fault, we
repeat, is with the universities themselves. Let them insist on a course

of study, suited to the varying inclinations, if possible, to the powers,

the views and destinies of the students ; let this course be a severe one,

and severely enforced ; let it be such as will occupy them. This alone

will check, or rather will put a stop to the career of profligacy : want
of occupation is at the root of it.

Let none sleep out of college, or neglect attendance on lectures ; let

the gates be closed early, and no strangers admitted after ; let cooks be

dismissed, and gyps and servants excluded, when the gates are closed

;

and if these laws, strict though they be, be not obeyed, rusticate, or at

once expel. The place is a place of education, be it remembered. But
then it will be said, young men of the age at which they now come to

the university, and prematured, too, as young men are now-a-days,

will not submit to such restrictions. Then, we say again, dismiss them.

But then the universities will be empty. They will not. You have the

exclusive privilege of providing for the church, and you have yourselves

valuable appointments, that will together always fill your colleges re-

spectably. But, then, there will be no place for noble and wealthy

families to finish the education of their sons, if we leave them thus

destitute. It is because you do not educate them, but suffer them to

set you and )^our regulations and your studies at nought, that brings

about the deplorable, but single alternative of educate or expel. Let
the wealthy and the noble take care of themselves. But, again, if so

desperate a remedy be applied, we bruig back the university to—what ?

The days of their glory, when they were scenes of calm study, and
unambitious pursuits—when the world and its ostentation and passion

for display were excluded—when learning and acquirement were the

sources of distinction—when rank and fortune were held in subordinate

estimation—and men studied from the love of knowledge, and a desire

to extend the bounds of it.

But we are forgetting the London University—the subject we set out

with contemplating. The miserable declension of those elder seats of

learning, turned us irresistibly from our main object. We remember
one of them in its better, not in its best days ; and as our remembrances
rose full and gloomy, we felt our youthful affections oo strongly re-

X 2
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viving and clinging to them, to abandon them to their too probable fate,

without one warning word.
' Turn we then for a few minutes to our first object. What is antici-

pated from this new and threatening institution ? Is it to exhibit

a model, and prove the paragon of learned establishments ? Is there no

lurking expectation that its example must force a reformation in those

ancient fabrics ? Not at all. It will neither imitate them, nor can it

hope to be imitated by them. They have pre-occupied the clergy and

the wealthy, and it neither expects nor wishes to rob them of one
^ mother's son of them.' For whom then is it destined ? For those who
are panting for the means of gaining that very instruction, which is sup-

posed always to be gained at our old universities—for the opportunities

of learning the best and amplest sources of information, and of being

directed by skilful guides, where most shortly, securely, certainly to

slake the sacred thirst ; and whom the intolerable expense of those

corrupted establishments must exclude, and their growing degeneracy

might well deter—not gentlemen of family and fortune, but men who
are destined for inferior, but still respectable and responsible stations

—

stations, which a superior education will enable them to fill with more

credit to themselves and efficiency to the public, or to their private

employers. It is, in short, for thousands, who are thirsting for know-

ledge, and against whom there is no reason upon earth why the foun-

tains of knowledge should be closed. Whether they make a good or

a bad use of it will primarily affect themselves ; a good use will un-

questionably benefit society ; and as to any bad use that may be made
of it, it will be time enough to think about that matter when the bale-

ful tendencies become visible.

But objections are starting up on every side : one affects an interest

in the success, but wonders how reasonable people can be so visionary,

as to suppose an institution of this kind can be managed by joint-stock

conductors ; or, how it can be imagined some hundreds of young people

are to be assembled, and kept in any sort of subordination, where there

exists no real and acknowledged authority, and where no discipline can

be enforced. Let us not be startled at the phantoms, and we shall soon

be able to lay them. In the first place, it may be safely concluded

—

though some will be sent by parents as they are sent to schools, and so

may attend reluctantly, the greater part will attend from a desire to

learn—learning will be their object, and employment, we may be sure,

will keep them orderly. In the next place, though professors and

tutors may have less direct authority than is possessed in public insti-

tutions, the general management need not, and will not leave them-

selves without the power of expulsion ; and we shall trust, with full

confidence, to the excited ingenuity of the teachers for the discovery

of adequate stimulus to stir the emulation of their pupils, and keep

them occupied. Besides, there will thei-e be no voluntary idlers ; and

parents, who find their sons more disposed to loiter than labour, will

at once remove them : why should they keep them there an hour when
they are doing no good?—there are no degrees—no necessities—no

urging desirabilities—no fashion to detain them.

But another objector expostulates in a tone of more severity :—of

what utility is the learning this class of persons are likely to acquire

—

of what use are languages, theories, sciences, to tliose who are destined
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to spend their days, perhaps, in offices ? The satisfaction which know-

ledge gives : that alone is enough to those who desire it, and is answer

enough. But such superiority will only disgust them with tlicir des-

tinies ; it will make them conceited, ambitious, presumptuous ; it will

give them a hankering after gentility. Nonsense ; look to facts ; how
many of the connexions of the first houses in the city have, of late

years, received not merely the education of gentlemen, but even that

of Cambridge or Oxford ; and yet are found to stick to the desk, and

pursue the business of accumulation with the plodding diligence of the

most unenlightened and unlicked ? How many are there in our public

offices, who are distinguishing themselves in the ranks of literature, and

yet were never charged with neglect of duty—at least, not beyond their

less-informed compeers ?

But there lurks under this objection what is the real basis of it, an

alarming apprehension, tliat more scholars will be made—more accom-

plished persons, than the lick-spittles of power consider safe for secur-

ing the ascendency of aristocratic dominion. This apprehension, how-

ever, is of too invidious a cast to be openly or immediately avowed

;

and their fears are veiled under an aflFected concern for literature and

its professors, while they foretell not of scholars, but of authors, multi-

plied beyond all readable bounds, to their own ruin—to the confusion

of publishers and readers—and, too probably, to the disturbance, or

even, ultimately, the " subversion of social order." It is sufficient to

reply, if scribblers multiply beyond the demand, as the phrase is, the

evil will eventually cure itself. The public need neither buy nor read

;

and writers, whose books are neither bought nor read, will soon cease

to write. Smile, as we will, at the cacoethes scribendi, the conviction is

strong upon us, that the numbers who spontaneously " rush into print"

are small indeed. The labour of composition requires generally, we
believe, a stronger stimulus than mere vanity.

But these are trifles ; objections of far more formidable strength are

yet behind. Religion is absolutely shut out of this new institution

;

and the names of the council, and of those who are known to have been

most active in originating and propelling it, give but too much reason

to fear it will prove a hot-bed of radicals. One at a time. The Lon-
don University will have nothing to do with the subject of religion.

True ; but is it, then, we ask, necessarj' it should ? Will the students

be left without the means of spiritual instruction ? Will they not be

with their parents ? Will they not still be under their care and con-

trol, and not of the professors, by far the greater share of their time ?

Are there no churches, no pastors, no sermons, no prayers ? Is access

to all tliese to be suddenly shut against them ? If religion be not to

form a subject of instruction, it is for good reasons—reasons well under-

stood, and which, we believe, are generally considered as sound. Re-
ligion will not, indeed, be taught, but then it will not be professed to

be taught ; and thus, no fond parent will be led to suppose his own
anxieties are superseded by the promised exertions of others. But
shall this well-considered omission stamp degradation on the establish-

ment, or warrant a suspicion of irreligion ? Surely not. Look to the

practice of our public universities. How is religion taught there

—

there, too, where young men are supposed to suffer long absences from

parental superintendance and domestic praj^er ? We will state the fact

;

and we appeal for the correctness of our statement to the knowledge of
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the very persons who are ringing these alarms in our ears. Prayers

are reaa twice a day, at which attendance, on one class of students, is

enforced to the number of eight or ten times a week ; the absence of

another class generally is connived at, or, at least, overlooked ; but of

that we do not complain : for so hurried and unseemly is the whole

performance, so manifestly irksome to both readers and kneelers, that

absence is better than attendance. Once a week, also, a small portion

of the gospels in Greek is construed, and lectured upon philologically

—

not theologically, and that is no great evil ; but not even morally, or

with any view to practical and personal amendment, that the writer,

at least, ever witnessed or heard of. Besides all this, those who are

destined for the church, are required by some bishops to produce cer-

tificates of five-and-twenty, or even fifty attendances on the Norrisian

professor of divinity—we are speaking of Cambridge ; but how these

lectures are attended to, let those, who read newspapers and novels

under the screen of their caps—no small proportion—let these persons

tell us. But, finally, all students are supposed to be present at St. Mary's

once at least on the Sunday, where the empty benches, except on extraor-

dinary occasions, will tell the result. This, then, is the way in which religion

is inculcated in our pubhc universities : religion, we know, is said to be

taught, but we see it is not. In the London University it will neither

be taught, nor will it be said to be taught ; and, for our part, we prefer

the entire absence to the simulation of it. PVko are deceived ? Oxford

and Cambridge are religious establishments : the London University is

not a religious establishment. Of course there are sound religion and

sobriety ; and here must be stark atheism and vicious morals. When
will names give place to things ?

Though wearying our readers, we must find space for a line or two

on the charge of radicalism. The council of twenty-four presents us

with a list of names, many of whom are eminent for talent in various

ways, but no politicians; and others, it is true, political leaders, but

chiefly, with one or two exceptions, Whig leaders, and those more dis-

tinguished for love of letters than for borough influence. Now, those

who believe Wliigs would ever prove Reformers, in the wild sense of

the term, we mean, and not executive Tories, must hood-wink their

political vision most deplorably. We are neither Tories nor Wliigs,

no, nor even Radicals ; but we can respect virtue and talent, meet

them where we will. We believe neither Whigs nor Tories to be all

stoics ; nor Radicals all rogues : but we are sure that the conflicts of

contending parties are eliciting the sparks of truth and wisdom daily ;

and we are willing to share their illumination, strike them out who will.

Politics, at all events, will not be taught, nor rebellion be organized.

The publicity of the institution will guarantee the country from harm.

ON A FADED VIOLET.

The bloom and freshness which the morning dew

Oft' spangled o'er thy leaves of deepest blue,

Is pass'd for ever, ever fled awa)-,

But until thou dost finally decay.

Thy sweet perfume will not remove

—

I'd liken thee to love.
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Aye, love !—that love which is conipcll'd to die.

When after it has long been treasur'd right,

And told to fill and occupy the heart.

Then most abruptly bid depart.

'Tis not that selfish love which man
Can cherish in his heart, and fan

To very madness—and remove at pleasure ;

Oh, no ! I mean that unmatched treasure

Sad adversity alone can prove

The value of 'tis woman's love.

An ever constant, pure, and steady flame.

Most sweetly bright. Yet ever bright the same ;

A passion, man's ungovernable will.

Alone, hath power to check, or chill

:

And then, indeed, day after day.

By slow degrees 'twill fade away.

Until its strength and freshness will decrease.

And with its hope, its bloom and life will cease.

And oft and often sighing through a tear,

Confess the sweet remembrance doubly dear

;

But not the recollection that will hold

Its empire in the heart when all is cold.

B. T.

MR. martin's picture OF THE DELUGE.

Many painters of celebrity have exerted their talents to the utmost,

and displayed all their professional skill in attempting to delineate this

terrifically sublime occurrence. The picture by Annibal Carrachi con-

tains several passages of great power of feeling, but the general concep-

tion falls so far beneath the subject, that his work appears to be a repre-

sentation of an inundation, unaccompanied by the terrors of tempest and
universal horror. His work contains some absurdities of so striking a

character as to destroy the effect, and excite in the mind of the spectator

feelings of derision. Nicolo Poussin has confined his representation of

it more to the portraying of the mental effects on the miserable people

than to the war of elements. West selected the time when the waters

were subsiding and the dove was first sent from the ark, and made his

picture speak to the feelings by the introduction of a few simple and
striking objects, adopted with taste and disposed with judgment.

Martin, with becoming confidence in his own extraordinary powers,

has boldly chosen a moment in the dread catastrophe when the whole

fabric of the world seems shtiken to its deepest foundations ; when all the

laws of nature seem bursting into confusion ; and the dwellers on earth

assembled on their last retreat, and there pursued with irresistible fury

by the tempest of the Eternal's wrath.

No man has ever ' dared aspire thus high ' in this department of art.

The picture is beyond all petty criticism. The spectator of real taste

and comprehensive judgment will consider the mighty conception. The
connoisseur, possessed of these qualifications, will add his praise of the
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knowledge evinced in the execution, arid must adtnire it for decision,

and attention to those minutiae which the great never neglect, whether
in painting or in writing. It will be left to those of confined understand-
ing, and contemptible taste, to chatter about bits and touches, and call

in question the merits of this sublimely conceived picture. We shall not
enter into comparisons between this and any other work of Martin's.

The subject is more sublime, and he has been called upon for greater
exertions, and has shown himself capable of producing them.
We will try and briefly describe the picture. In the sky, towards the

left, is seen gleaming through the dreadful gloom the sun, the moon, and
a blazing comet. In the distance near the centre is a point on which the

ark is supposed to rest, around, above, and below which the mingled ele-

ments are raging with destructive fury, but obeying the Almighty's
mandate to keep beyond its limits. The left of the picture consists of
the upper portion of an Andean range of mountains, rising to fifteen thou-

sand feet, the line beneath to ten thousand feet, the next beneath it to

four thousand. These are covered with vast multitudes of the human
and animal creation, mingled indiscriminately, and all in confusion and
dismay. Beneath them are seen drowning hills, and thousands of living

things washing away into the gulfbeneath. Beyond the tremendous surges

of the raging ocean, curling their foaming heads and threatning to dash into

fragments the mountain chain which opposes them, and engulph it and
the millions crowded on it beneath the boiling eddies. Above mountains
are bursting, avalanches rolling down, torrents rushing, and enormous
masses of rocks falling amid the multitudes. Some are hurrying towards

caves for shelter, while those within are hastening out to avoid being

whelmed in waters breaking forth from the rocks within. Among the

multitude are some in sullen and inactive despair, surrounded by their

families, with wolves howling around ; others appear mad with despair,

and blaspheme, and many are being pressed, or are plunging headlong
into the waves below.

The colouring is more subdued than is usual with Martin, and great

attention has been paid to light and shadow, which is broad, massed and
awfully grand. The knowledge of chiaro oscuro is profound, conse-

quently the effect is powerful. We must regret, that the picture was
not at least three times as large as it is. Notwithstanding, it is an im-
perishable monument of genius, for when time has destroyed the frail

material, the memory of it will continue in the records of art.

TO LEILA.

Our white sail to the breeze is spread.

The deep blue ocean smiles ;

The sky is studded over head
With thousand fleecy isles ;

And every isle a world of bliss,

Where we might scorn the ills of this.

Our white sail shivers to the breeze

—

Come, Leila, to the deep

—

A solitude is on the seas,

"And Hope our helm shall keep

;

The sun, the waves, the fresh bright-air,

The power of Love await us there

!

Hastings, 1825.
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THOUGHTS OV THE BISHOPS OF SEVERAL DIOCESES HAVIMC DECLARED

THEin DETERMINATION NOT TO ADMIT INTO THE CHURCH MEN
WHO HAVE NOT TA'-'EN A DEGREE AT EITHER OF THE ENGLISH

UNIVERSITIES.

In this enlightened age, it is difficult to believe that men of episcopal

rank, who have attained a period of life when the judgment should be

mature, would publish to the world such a declaration as that which

introduces these remarks.

When the means of obtaining instruction were limited, and when the

mass of the community was easily imposed on by the fanatic or the fool,

there might have been some reason for adhering to a system which,

though not sanctioned by law, is left to the discretion of prelates.

At this period education is to be obtained with facility ; and the mass oi'

the people is so well informed, that even the lowest dissenter must
have considerable knowledge and address, to conmiand even the tem-

porary attention of a congregation.

What is the object to be gained by preventing willing and capable men,
with unblemished reputations, from becoming ministers of the gospel ?

The advantages to the public of allowing such men to enter holy orders

are many, and some ofthem shall presently be enumerated.

Formerly the education received at college was less than that at present

given at a common classical academj', and youths had finished their

studies at an university at an age when they now have scarcely begun
them. What college boasts of having instructed Seeker within its

walls ? He w as an archbishop, renowned for his piety and learning.

In r.-hat lecture-room at Oxford or Cambridge did Warburton gain his

erudition, and knowledge of argument? He was a man revered for his

learning, and for his support of the church. It would be an easy task to fill

columns with the names of men celebrated for their learning and piety,

who never studied at an university ; and man)', whose works now form

the most approved manuals for students in divinity, were not church-

men. It is far from the intention of the writer of these cursory obser-

vations to deprecate the universities : they are the first in the world,

and afford every advantage to the resident desirous of instruction or

information, and, with few exceptions, are as well regulated as they can

be expected to be, by men who have seen little of the world, and

know but little of the great principles of command, and have had

few opportunities of reading from the great book of human nature. It

is utter anility to suppose that such knowledge is to be gained by
sauntering through the courts of a college, conversing with boys, or

poring over the pages of Euclid or Homer. i

Let us for a moment compare the qualifications of a young man
fresh from the university, and one who comes at a certain period of

life to obtain ordination without ever liaving been within a college walls.

We will not select as a specimen of the generality, one who has led the

same life as men in the army and navy, with regard to women, wine, and

amusements, with far greater opportunities of indulging in excess, and

far more license, when culpable—for tiiey have no one who can sternly

demand an account of their conduct, except when discovered by a dean

or a tutor.

M.M. .Veil) Series.—Vol. I. No. 2. Y
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The former, at the age of twenty-three, l)eiiig destined by his friends

for the church, without having been able to choose for himself, pos-

sesses a competent knov/ledge of Latin and Greek, and has attended

some divinitj'^ lectures, and attained a little knowledge of the superficies

of theology ; is regular in his conduct, and gentlemanly in his demeanour.

His studies at that early period of life have necessarily occupied the

greater portion of his attention, and left him but little time to study his

fellow man. He receives ordination, and goes to his cure, a mere boy
in that species of information which is as valuable in the long run as

what he possesses. To this spot he is usually fixed for a considerable

period, and too olVen the effects of his deficiency in manly knowledge
mar the good which his clerical duties might have produced.

The latter example we may justly suppose to be a man approaching

the middle period of life, when his judgment is ripe, and his knowledge
of other professions, and of the world, has enabled him to discover that

for which he is by nature and habit best adapted. Nothing need be
said of his sufficiency in learning, for his examiners would have the

opportunity of deciding on this point, ar.d Le Icrows, from the very

circumstance of his not having studied at on university, that he will be

more closely interrogated. iTie testimonial^ p-^ his character, of his

life and conversation, must be satisfactory. Lot us suppose him to have
served his country, in the army or in the navy, w ith credit and gallantry :

his years increase, and he reflects more ; he dislikes the toil and
parade, and is shocked at the madness of man in playing such a blood-

fraught game, and disgusted with all the ferocity and vice that ever has

and ever will accompany the details of war. We have a just right to

suppose him a man capable of serious reflection, and who, from examin-
ing his own mind, discovers that he would be placed more congenially

to his nature, if he were tcc:!hii!g the arts of peace, rather than prac-

tising those of war. He i.--c."e:; hir, profession, •.etlres for a season from

the world, acquires the pcrtioi: of kr.ov>ledge requisite to pass his exa-

mination with collegians before the bisliop's chaplain, or the prelate him-
self. This man, in addition to his classical qualifications, has chosen the

profession of the church, on conviction that it is better suited to him
than any other : this the collegian has not done, for his friends had
determined for him before he knew tlie difference between any two
professions. The one has, by his intercourse with the world, learnt much
of human nature ; he knows the passions that agitate the heart ; the

sins that most easily beset it ; he has seen human misery, and knows
the causes which produced it, and the consequences to which it leads,

far better tlian a mere stripling from a college. His habits and expe-
rience have taught him how to govern the minds of men, without the

^ appearance of commanding them. He has learnt the manner by which
men are conciliated ; and experience has taught him how to conduct
himself to the ignorant, the insolent, and the perverse. He has attained

that general knowledge of the affairs of the world which proves most
useful among the low er classes, since it begets confidence and respect.

Yet, this is the man who is not to be allowed to enter the church, unless

he will go to an university to live among boys, and be dictated to by-

younger and inferior men ; to be even liable to their punishments luul

impositions, and be compelled to spend a sum annually which he, most
probably, cannot afford. If he is a married man, all these obstacles are
increased tenfold. The only argument that ever has been offt-red in
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support of tliis illiberal kind of exclusion is, " the Ktudent at college

has expended a considerable sum on his education, and is entitled to

some interest for his money. " He would have spent a similar sum else-

where, and, at that early period of life, received no return. But it is no

argument, and no one who was not bigotted, or a natural-i)orn fool,

would advance it as such. What has the public to do with such a

reason, for preventing good, capable, and experienced men from becom-
ing their pastors ? It will not be said that the navy and army are pro-

fligate schools for divines : for any man who knows any thing of the

w^orld, and will speak the truth, will avow, that the youthful indiscre-

tions, the impropriety of language, and the excesses of the table at

colleges, are far greater than those practised or allowed at a naval or

a military mess. In after life, the clergy, as a body, are not more
honourable in their dealings, or more worthy of respect, than the mem-
bers of these professions. If any man has a doubt on this point, let him
go to the King's-Bench, or the Fleet Prison, iftnd see the proportion

the clergy bear to these professions, considering their comparative

numbers ; let him go to every tradesman he knows, and inquire if

he would more willingly give credit to the clergy than to officers.

Let him go into the villages where they dwell, and ascertain if their

conduct is as much approved of as that of the clergy, and he will not

find a distinction in favour of either, if his inquiries are on an extended
scale.

Lastly : let the question be fairly put to any congregation in Eng-
land, and the qualifications of botli candidates stated ; and so en-

lightened are the people, that thej' would not object to an honourable

capable man, who had chosen the church tor his profession, becoming
their pastor, because he had served his country in the fleet or the field.

Has there been one instance of such a man as is here described having

disgraced the church—having had his living sequestered—and his charac-

ter, as a man of honour and a gentleman, called in question ?

The illiberality of these episcopal manifestos, which have »o support

from the canons of the church, have been condemned, and will meet
with becoming public censure. Are they aimed against the middle

classes of the community, who have hailed with joy the establishment

of a great university in London, where their sons can obtain as high,

and perchance more useful, information ae at Oxford or Cambridge,
and be still under their roofs and their guidance ? When this great

college is once established, our enlightened legislators will not permit

this manifesto of the Bishops to aft'ect it, since they will lay the truth

at the foot of the throne, and we are sure, that from the Monarch a

charter will be given without hesitation, which will place the students

on an equality with the graduates of other universities. /

FniLO-J^jCC LESIJE.

Y 2
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THE PALACK OF l.OVK.

Froia the Ninth Cuntn of the Ilcnriude.

The description of the Palace of Love, with which the ninth Canto of

the Henbiade opens, is one of the most celebrated passages of the original

xvork • so much so, indeed, as to make it hazardous to attempt to do it justice

in another language. But this is a difficulty attending all translations,

and exists almost in proportion witli the delicacy and idiomatic expres-

sion of the original thought. The French language, though in our ideas

but little equal to either the dignity or variety of the epic, is confessedly

unsurpassed in gracefulness, delicacy, and, to use an untranslatable word,

lournure. The reader will find, in a note which the translator has appended, a

more particular exemplification of this.

It may be right to add, that the allegorical personifications of Love and his

Court have no reference to the Heathen Deities ; but (as throughout the ma-

chinery of the Henriade) are, as it were, individual incarnations of the Passions.

The translator has been obliged to transpose and abridge the description of

Discord, to avoid trenching upon the main subject of the poem—in the plot

of which she bcai's a prominent part.

i-

Far in the East, among those sunny seas,

Where clust'ring rise the favour'd Cyclades,

A palace old, yet time-respected, stands ;

Its first foundations were by Nature's hands

Deep-laid—and Art, improving on her plan,

Adorned the dwelling to the taste of man.

There, in those favoured fields, the How'ring myrtle

Blossoms unnipt by frosts ; the delicate turtle

Murmurs her mui.*ic to the breeze, which brings

Of Flora's sweets the sweetest offerings.

The ever-teeming earth spontaneous yields

Pomona's fruits, and Ceres' golden fields;

It knows no labour ; nor the dull delay

Which northern seasons wait : the God of Day
O'er his own realm, with chosen bounty, showers

His ripening rays, alike on fruits and flowers j

Commingling thus, in all their charms, together

The gentle spring and radiant summer-weather !

II.

Here Man is placed, as though but to enjoy

Those peaceful pleasures which can never cloy ;

As in the world's young days, when Eden's shade

For everlasting love, and rest, seeni'd made ;

When Nature's bounty feasted every sense,

And made her crowning present—Innocence.

Alas I alas ! man, born of woman, never

Can know that gift again
—

'tis gone for ever !

But here, it seem'd as there were gathered all

The blessings he can taste of since the Fall.

Sounds of sweet music, swelling, seem'd to float

On ev'ry breeze ; its soft luxurious note

Shed a deep sense of equal luxury,

Of equal softness, from its melody

—

A sweet, yet heavy, languidness, which stole

Over the senses—may I add, the soul ? ._ -»
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III.

Tlic voices of a thousand lovers sing

The charms oi" tlicir fair mistresses, who bring

Songs in return for those in which their name
Is sung in lays of honour to their shame !

And, ev'ry day, their forehead wreath'd with flower.'i.

They crowd into the temple, where, for hours,

They worship their fair Master ; and implore

New means of conquest, charms unknown heforc.

To attract, to win, to ctniquer, and to rule

—

Too ready pupils in too lax a school

!

And who, then, is this Master Deity?
Who thus, in troops, across the Eastern sea,

Guided by flatt'ring, ever-smiling Hope,
Draws to his worship all within the scope

Of the wide rainbow's arch ?—O ! none but Love,

Supreme o'er men below, o'er gods above.

Can gather thus togetiier at his shrine,

Gods turned to mortals, mortals made divine 1

IV.

See, on the green and flow'r-paved meadows, near

His sacred temple, half-clad nymphs appear,

Moving in soft harmonious unison

With their voice-music ; while the gentle tone

Fills, and with sweetness satisfies, the ear

Of soft voluptuous Ease ; who calmly, here.

On the cool bed of deep soft grass, reposes

—

A bank her pillow, and her curtains roses :

There, by her side, in lip-closed silence sit

Love-Mysteries,—and, o'er against them, Wit
Applied to those small courtesies, which shew.

Beneath the galliard phrase, the heart below ;

Repaid so oft by that delicious laughter

Which, softened almost to a smile, comes after,

And still fore-runs, an April sigh—so bright,

So full of sparkling and yet softened light.

Of gaiety and sweetness, both together,

That the enthralled sense almost doubts whether

Love's own real sighing smile be so enchanting.

—

But here both sisters sit—here nought is wanting

To woo and win ; here Pleasure, here Desire,

Unite ill kindling that soft-breathing fire.

Of such seductive force, that it hath power

E'en over Love himself, in his own bower !*

Such is the lovely entrance to these halls,

So much renown'd; but ere within theii- walls

Our step has far advanced,—Heavens ! what a scene !

Who from without could guess what the within had been ?

No more does Pleasure, with her lovely train.

Breathe her soft songs—No !—Disappointment, Pain,

Imprudence, Fear, Satiety, Disgust,

And rabid Anger, Rage, and dark Distrust

"• See note at the end.
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Usurp the place where Happiness should dwell.

And make Love's Heav'ii the entrance to Love's Hell !

Here gloomy Jealousy, the livid-eyed,

Follows Suspicion as his trusty guide

;

Hatred and Envy seek the way before,

Their daggers dripping with envenom'd gore
;

And Malice, with her smile of hidden wrath,

Urges them onward on their murd'rous path.

Repentance follow's—now, as aye, too late
;

Tracking, not hindering, the wheels of Fate

—

And, from her fickle bosom breathing sighs.

Casts on the ground her sad and tear-swoln eyes.

VI.
I

Lo I Discord comes !—she seeks her brother's throne ;

Her cause is his, and his cause is her own ! t

Lo I Discord comes !—the soft crowd in the porch
Leaves her free passage ; for her blazing torch

Scatters its flames around her; her attire (

Torn, soiled, and blood-stained, and her eyes on fire i

With Hell's own fearful, awful element,

—

i

She seems almost to be a demon sent

By him who feeds those scorching fires,—the raven
^

Which hither flies as to its proper haven.

Yes, 'tis too true !

—
'tis here, alas, the home,

\

Whither foul Discord is aye sure to come ;

—

\

When the sad cup is brimming to be quaffed
j

With Love's most deadly drugs

—

she gives the draught I

Its crowning drop of poison'd bitterness,
j

Of wrath and hatred, added to distress;

—

j

She makes the heart, too ready to receive him,
|

Ache, and grow bad, like all those which believe him. :

VII. ;

1

'Tis here, surrounded by this dreadful train !

(For every pleasure has its fellow-pain),
j

That Love has chosen his eternal rest

—

1

That dangerous infant, who, at once tiie best,
]

The softest, cruellest of Deities,

Sways with his little hand the destinies

Of all the sea-girt globe ; and, with a smile

Unvarying, bids the Fiends of War one while.

And then the Spirits of Peace, ravage and bless

The world with misery— with happiness !

And, spreading ev'ry where his treach'rous art,

Gives life to all the earth, and reigns in ev'ry heart.

High on a splendid throne, whose glitt'ring gems
Are chosen from the proudest diadems,

He sits—contemplating his evil deeds,

Exulting o'er the quiv'ring heart, which bleeds

And breaks through him,—and trampling at his feet

The noblest hearts, the haughtiest heads, which meet
In one unsparing ruin at his throne :

Proud of his power—far, far more often shewn
In bad than good—he gratifies his sight

With evils he has wrought -- his pride, his chief delight

!
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Note.—Much as it will be to my disadvantage to place the beautiful original

of this passage [Sect. HI. and IV.] in immediate opposition with the English

version, I cannot resist giving my readers the gratification of recalling to

their memory those exquisite verses. I have, in the translation, been driven

for refuge into periphrasis and paraphrase; and, even with every aid from

that license, I am perfectly conscious how very unequal the imitation is to

the original. Superior as I conceive our language to be in energy and sub-

Hmitv, the French possesses a delicacy which we may ever despair of reaching.

What word have we, for instance, which can give the meaning of " volup-

te ?"
—"Voluptuousness" has, with us, so much admixture of vicious grossness,

as to be wholly unfit to be given as a synonymc—especially in the sense in

which it is used in the following passage. The ease, also, of running into

personification, which the use of the articles of gender gives the French,

must have been felt as most awkward and shackling by any who have at-

tempted to translate their poetry. This facility is also taken advantage of

by some of their prose writers, with a skill which renders it exceedingly

difficult for a translator to avoid the equally unfortunate extremes of fustian

and pathos, of grossness and common-place. Those of my readers who the

most understand and taste the delicacies of language, will be the most ready to

make allowances for the difficulty of transfusing into a foreign tongue the

spirit of the following passage :

—

" On entend, pour tout bruit, des concerts cnchantcurs,

Dont la molle harmonie inspire les langueurs.

Les voix de inille amans, les chants de leurs maitresses,

Qui celebrent leur bonte, et vantent leurs faiblesses.

Chaque jour, on les voit, le front pare de fleurs,

De leur aimable maitre employer les favours,

Et dans I'art dangereux de plaire, et de seduire,

Dans son temple, a I'envi s'empresser de s'lnstrnire.

La flatteuse Espcrance, au front toujours serein,

A I'autel de I'Amour les conduit par la main.

Pres du temple sacre, les Graces denii-nues,

Accordent a leurs voix leurs danses ingenues.

La molle Volupte sur un lit de gazons,

Satisfaite et tranquille, ecoute leurs chansons.

On voit a ses cotes le Mystere en silence,

Le Sourire enchanteur, les Soins, la Complaisance,

Les Plaisirs amoureux, et les tendres Desirs,

Plus doux, plus seduisans encore que les Plaisirs."

Heniiade, Chant, ix.

My translation is here any thing but close ; but it would be vain to seek for

the ease and grace of the original. 2.

MORNING.

As wanes the night before the morning beam,

As from my spirit fades the shadowy dream,

So Lord, in mercy pour thy light divine

O'er my soul's darker night

;

And while its rays eternal brightly shine,

Let error's fading visions take their flight.

As o'er the waking world the star of day.

In dawning splendour sheds his vital ray.

Then in noon's radiance blazes, and at last.

In beauty meets his close

:

So in thy glory let my course he past,

There find, 'mid Faith's bright clouds, a sweet repose.

L.P.
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THE AUSTRIANS IN ITALY.
Mi/an.

No one can write the name of Milan, as a date, without feelings of min-

gled sorrow and indignation for its present condition and disgrace. It is not

an iron yoke which it endures—it is a leaden one—oppression, without

usefulness or strength. Austrian soldiers literally posted in every street,

—

one cannot make a step without being reminded both of the foreign rule

and the liatred in which it is held. The tyrants will not trust the slaves

beyond the length of a bayonet. The sword of justice, or rather of its

deceitful spectre, is converted into a hussar's sabre. Her bandage is

used only for the execution of the victim, not for the decision of the

judge.
. .

.

The Huns have made another irruption into Italy ; but, this time they

have no Attila for their chief. What, indeed, has Francis of Austria in

common with any one possessing courage, though the physical ferocity of

a barbarian ; talent, though the craft and instinct of an unlettered savage ?

" Oh, thou head of the Wrongheads ;" thou worthy representative of

the thick-lipped, thick-witted house of Hapsburg ! You who have de-

clared war against all enlightenment, all letters, and have expressed your

desire to have none but animal slaves, by what title have you sent your

locusts over this fair land, to bleach it, not (would it were !) with their

bones, but with their pipe-clayed uniforms ? Is it by that of inheritance ?

No ; for your fathers could not keep footing within it. Is it by that of

community of origin, and manners, and language? No. Is it even by
the robber-right of conquest ? No : for your myimidons have been
beaten wherever they have dared to shew their flat noses. Lodi, Rivoli,

Areola, Marengo, are the triumphs in virtue of which you hold posses-

sion of the country ; slaughter, defeat, disgrace have been the attendants

of Austrian arms in Italy ; and, as it would seem, for these very causes

is she given up to these hordes, who l>ad all the will, but, heretofore,

not the power, of banditti.

It is quite natural that the Austrians should be bitterly hated ; but I

am surprised at the loudness and freedom with which that hatred is

expressed. There is no man in Italy, of whatever rank or description,

who mentions, or hears mentioned, the Austrians Avithout a curse.

Tliey have, indeed, a way of pronouncing the very word Tedeschi which
bi'eathes hatred. In France, men shun expressing their political opinions :

a look, a shrug, a cutting sneer, are all that they will allow themselves

before strangers, to express their contempt of their rulers ; but nothing,

no spies, no police, no kidnapping, no imprisonment can repress the

feelings of the Italians, with reference to the existing government. It

commonly first finds vent in expressions of regret for Napoleon. Ndt
only was his government in the strongest contrast to that of the present

rulers, but in Italy he was always opposed to them as a general, and the

mention of his triumphs is that of their humiliation and defeat. At
Lodi, for instance, the postillion stopped the carriage to ask us if we
would not go round to see the bridge (it is about a mile out of the road),
" the bridge," he added, " where Napoleon beat the Austrians !" One of
my companions said, " We are Englishmen, we are not Napoleonists ;" to

which he replied, " That is the very reason;—all the English go to see

the bridge." Nothing, indeed, can be truer, than that our countrymen
are fast throwing off their prejudices with regard to Buonaparte. Ten
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years ago, a very great majority, even of liberal and enlighteneil men,
regarded him very nearly as that monster of crime which it had so long

been the endeavours of our government to represent him. His strong

enmity and endeavours against England ; tlie injury which they for a

time occasioned us, and the narrow escape which we had from their

ultimate success, had, coupled with the natural effect of long years of

contention, heated our minds on this subject to a degree of absurdity,

to which we now can scarcely look back without astonishment. Napo-
leon himself was aware of this ; and repeatedly, in the conversations which
have been lately published to the world, he foretels, that as the English

become acquainted with the countries that were under his government,
their opinions of him will undergo a great change. Never was there a

prophecy so speedy in its accomplishment. Men who go abroad with all

the old feelings on this subject, return almost as staunch Napoleonists

as any ex-officer of the army of the Loire, and this, too, among men of

all parties. The Tories admire him for the energy, the strength, and
(under favour) the arbitrary haughtiness of his government. The
Liberaux are inclined towards him, as being " the child and champion
of. the revolution"—the sovereign chosen by the people, and above all

for his decided, enlightened, and expanded views and measures in every
thing not immediately affecting the interests of his individual power. In
commerce and statistics, his plans and institutions were to the utmost
degree broad, liberal, and unrestricted ; in the destruction of old abuses

and absurdities, retained either from corrupt interest or silly prescrip-

tion ; in the creation almost, rather than the establishment, of works and
measures of public utility and advancement, he made the friends of
liberty for a while overlook the despotism which the)' almost covered, if

they did not excuse. The more intimate knowledge, too, which we.

have lately acquired of his heart, as well as of his mind, and the^pecuHarj

miion of the milder affections with his gigantic genius, have' much;
attracted and softened every one with regard to him ; and in Italy,

above all, we are inclined to view his qualities with respect, and to look

but slightly on his failings. In Italy he had more scope for that vastness

and rapidity of improvement which in him were almost magical; in Italy

the advance of that improvement was less neutralized and checked by
the counteracting interests of the autocrat ; and, in Italy, above all, he
has been succeeded by a rule in contrast to his in every thing but its

being arbitrary ; blind and retrograde, bigotted and barren, it is the dark
ground which throws into brilliant relief the colossal figure of his genius.*

The bridge of Lodi is one of the thousand instances of the embellish-

ing and exalting power of moral associations upon ph3'sical objects. It

is a long, narrow, flat bridge, built of wood, with a balustrade resem-
bling a common railing. The stream is here of some width and conside-

rable rapidity, but neither in these nor in any other respects at all

peculiarly remarkable ; yet, who could walk along this bridge without
the loftiest and most stirring sensations ? To the inhabitant of a distant

country, the very feeling that he is at last on a spot stamped by fame,
whether of glory or of art, and of which he has heard during all his life

—

this feeling in itself is much. But Lodi has deeper cause of ihterest than
attach to most celebrated spots ; still more to those celebrated only for

* The Edit not hold himself responsible for these opinions.

M. M. Nevi Series.— Woh. I. No. 2. Z
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slaughter, or, if the w ord be prettier, for victory. Locli was almost the

earliest victory of that great captain, who afterwards carried his arms
over fom--fifths of the civilized world. It was in connection with Lodi,

that that name almost first became celebrated, which afterwards rose to

a fame greater, perhaps, than ever attached to one appellation : at

Lodi was one of the greatest displays of his personal courage, his

decision, and his impetuosity.

As we passed along it, we saw two Austrian officers lounging over the

balustrades, after the approved manner of all " captains who dwell in

country quarters ;" and I could not help contrasting in my mind their

easy and nonchalant manner, with what must have been that of their

countrymen and comrades on the same spot some five-and-twenty years

before. Conflict, and carnage, and dreadful wounds, and death, were
then on every inch of this quiet and common-looking spot. The river,

which now flowed so peacefully, then bore with it the bodies of dead
men, and of more unhappy live ones, still struggling in the agony of

occasional "hope and prevailing despair. And here were these Austrians

now, who for their souls could not then have advanced one yard of the

passage, strolling as quietly and unconcernedly along, as if nothing

extraordinary or remarkable had ever happened there. I wonder the

natural pride of a soldier did not induce them to chuse some other place

for their morning walk.

But the town of Milan itself has abundance of objects to remind its

inhabitants of the difference between the present and the former dynasty.

Every thing that is grand, or beautiful, or useful, ask when it was done :

<' during Napoleon's time," is the universal answer. The Simplon road

alone would be enough to immortalize any man who had not such nobler

claims to immortality. Tliis gigantic work would, of old, have been
esteemed one of the wonders of the world : it is one of the most
stupendous conquests of man over nature, and is, perhaps, the wor-

thiest physical monument which exists to its founder's fame. To the

Milanese, it is a gift of inestimable value : it renders their town the great

gate to Italy : it draws strangers thither, not merely from the conve-

nience of the passage, but to see the wonders of its formation : with

many travellers, it is not a means, but an end. Milan, before, was, as

I may say, comparatively insulated, equally ill adapted to commercial and
to general intercourse. Now, on the contrary, it has every capability, if

the government would allow them plaj', of easy and speedy communica-
tion; and in despite of the narrow and vexatious impediments (of which
I shall speak by-and-bye) which that government throws in the way, it

has considerably advanced in population, commerce, and civilization. It

is not an exaggeration, or the mere swelling of a sentence, to attribute

this, in great measure, to the formation of the Simplon road. The
passage of the Alps was formerly a matter of tediousness and difficulty,

and very frequently of danger ; in winter it was quite impassable ; and
even in the fair season, the numberless delays and vexations, attending

crossing the mountains at this pass, sent nearly every body by the other

far more circuitous but somewhat easier route. Now there is a road

very little more difficult than that from London to Salt-Hill ; not quite

so flat, certainly ; but, seriously, and without exaggeration, an English

mail-coach would trot up it the whole way, without ever checking the

horses' speed, and down it without putting on the drag chain. As it is,

with the inferior horses, and rude tackle of the country, the whole
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passage is performed in nine liours : and this road, wliich appeared to

me very nearly equal to the finest road, as to surf'aec, I ever saw in my life

(I allude to Mr. Telford's new road through Wales), is continued the whole
way to Milan, a distance of seventy miles. It was, as is well known, to

have been terminated by a triumphal arch, which was but just com-
menced at the period of Napoleon's abdication. This would have been
one of the finest specimens of modern architectural art any where to be
seen in Europe. It would have possessed, in the first place, great ad-

vantages of situation, being on the edge of the fine plain, as it may almost

be termed, on the outskirts of Milan—the Piazza iCArme ; and, both in

design and sculpture, it would have been well worthy of any situation in

which it could be placed. The piers, if I may so call them, of the arch,

are raised to about the height of fifteen or twenty feet, and covered over
at the top to preserve them from the rain ; they are surrounded by a
boarded enclosure, within which are nearly all the various parts of the

structure in a state ready to be put up ; the large blocks of stone are

squared out, and chiselled into form, and the reliefs are nearly all of
them finished. The beauty and perfection of these last went far to con-
firm me in the opinion I have long been nearly holding ; the eqality,

namely, of modern to ancient art. These adnnrable pieces of sculpture

possess all the spirit and freedom of the one, with the delicacy and
correctness of the other. By a very aj)propriate choice, the granite of
the Simplon mountain has been selected for a great part of the stronger
portions of this work ; all of these had not arrived at the time of Napo-
leon's downfall, and, since then, no more have been brought. In
descending the Simplon, we saw one of them lying by the road side ; it

had been mounted on a carriage made for the purpose, and was just

ready for transport, when the news of the abdication put a stop to all

further progress in the work ; it, therefore, remained where it was, and
has ever since Iain there ; the wooden carriage has rotted from under it,

and it has now sunken to the ground : truly, in that " stone," there is a
" sermon

!"

The triumphal arch having thus not been raised, the road up to it

has not been finally completed, and now branches off in another direc-

tion into the town, about a mile from the gates. The Austrian govern-
ment, however, I was told, has at last determined to complete the
work ; the arch is to be finished, and the statue of the Emperor of
Austria is to be placed at the top ! Why is it not also put upon the
Marengo arch on the other side of the town ?*

But In grandeur of ornament, as well as grandeur of utility, Napoleon
was the benefactor of Milan. The cathedral, which had remained
unfinished for nearly three hundred years, was completed by his orders

;

but, as a work of art, I confess I can in no degree admire this comple-
tion ; It is one of the few instances of bad taste in public works under-
taken under the reign of Bonaparte. It is true, the small part that was
built of the original structure, in some degree cramped the architect as
to the further design ; but he could have chastened it as he proceeded,
instead of making It, as he has done, more ornamented, even to taw-
driness. In the first place, the prescription of long and milversal habit

* In like manner the Bourbons have taken downi the statue of Napoleon from the
pillar in the Place Vendome, and placed tlie white flag, and a huge ^i\(\e& fleur-de-lis

in its place. The white flag and the lily at Austerlitz !
" cdu fait epi^rumme."

Z 2
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makes snow-white marble appear out of keeping with gothic architec-

tin"e. It is true, there is no original or natural reason why this species

of stone should not be used in this species of building, but none of

the gothic buildings which we so justly venerate and admire, are of

so gay a material ; a portion of their grandeur, perhaps, consists in

their gloom, and it is disagreeable, if not revolting, to our ideas and eyes,

at least to mine, thus to see a gothic cathedral, as it were, white-

washed. But besides this, the church at Milan is disfigured by all the

vices with which the enemies of gothic architecture reproach it : it is

minute in all its parts, even to microscopic littleness ; it is florid, even to

being frippery, and has none of that general vastness and soaring height

which throw an awe into the soul that the earth-loving squareness of

Grecian buildings never can excite.

Neither do I think that the amphitheatre, of which so much has been
said, redounds much to the credit of Napoleon's taste. Napoleon, upon
occasion, affected the ancient, in a manner unworthy of a mind so free

from the influence of prejudice and 'prestige. That extreme and minute
love for every thing classical, which is so fashionable and so common
with a certain calibre of understanding, is seldom to be found in a mind
of vigorous discernment and sound deduction. The swarm of exaggera-

tions and flat lies with which the ancient accounts, both Grecian and
Roman, of themselves and their doings abound, is calculated, with

them, to excite the predisposition the other way. And even when their

great glories in some cases, and their extraordinary advancement in

many respects, are fully admitted and considered, our utter and
measureless superiority to them in all things is sufficient cause why we
should not play the apes to their customs. But Napoleon, in many
instances, shewed this disposition : the similarity, in some points,

between his story and that of Caesar, and, perhaps, the Roman-like

extension, through his means, of French glory and power, may have

instigated this taste, and rendered it gratifying to him to play the

ancient Emperor ; but still, I cannot help thinking that founding a thea-

tre for ancient games was not worthy his taste and mind : in the miserable

state of the arts of life in the classical days, they might be very well ;

but to say nothing of the races of Roman chariots in modern Lombardy,
what are we to think of the exhibition of Naumachia—a few cock-boats

spluttering a'^out in an oval puddle ? There is something, in all this,

not only pedantic, but affected and unreal. Let us have, even in our

public sporti^, something which has purpose and meaning, which is

consonant with our age and country, with our habits and our wants.

As a work, however, the amphitheatre well merits attention. It has

scats for 34,000 people, a fact which surprised me extremely ; for my
eye, unaccustomed, probably, to a similar formation, would certainly

never have led me to giiess even nearly half that number. The build-

ing, also, for the reception of the public authorities, is handsome and in

good classical taste. A saloon within it is very remarkable for a painted

border, in imitation of relief, which is done in a style really wonderful.

It is scarcely possible to believe, even when you are told, that j'ou are

gazing upon a flat surface.

But these are only " shews ;" " bread," or the means to obtain bread,

was still more the gift of Napoleon's government to Milan, than Avorks

of public decoration. Milan differs from nearly every town in Italy,

by its striking and extreme superiority in every thing that concerns
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what are called, in broad terms, the arts of life. It is in many points a
French town ; and, as such, excels tenfold the dirty and beggarly cities,

of which the boastful Italians have so unworthily exalted the fame. In

the Papal states, in particular, every thing is stagnant, and stagnant

at a point of almost incredible barbarism and darkness. Whatever
might be the justice of the act of depriving the Pope of his temporal

power, the benefit which it was to Italy, is undoubted and extreme.

The priestly government has wisdom enough to know, that anj' en-

lightenment or advancement on the part of the people, must infallibly

and very speedily end in its subversion, ^\^^en a stranger wonders at

the absence of the most common and universal improvements, and ex-

claims against the unaccountable blindness of the government in not

introducing it, he is wrong. It is true policy and sound reasoning,

which induce an arbitrary and oppressive government to admit of no
innovation whatever. It is astonishing how nearly connected one step

of mental advancement is with another. Degrees of improvement are

rapidly successive, ^\^lat appears at first to be, and what truly is, only a
statistical and domestic measure, becomes, in fact, a point gained against

the principles of despotism and anti-civilization. Facility of communica-
tion, mechanical ingenuity, increase of trade, and consequently of inter-

course,—all these things tend to expand and sharpen the mind, and
speedily to improve the political capabilities of a people. Thence is it

that, in the Roman states, intercourse is impeded rather than promoted :

the mechanics have no atom of ingenuity, and commerce does not exist.

Tlie people are taxed, and re-taxed, and taxed again. The priestly

Charybdis is a wide-spreading vortex, which draws in all the rich things

of the earth, and all the substance of the people. Poverty and alms-
asking are the characteristics of those who are governed by these Chris-

tian ministers. They are hungry, and ye feed them not—naked, and
ye clothe them not—sick, and ye do not visit them. In literal truth,

ye are clothed in purple and fine linen, and fare sumptuously every
day, while the beggar with open sores is dying of hunger at your gate

!

And this is the model which the Austrian governments in Italy ap-
pear to have before their eyes !—on this, their acts would seem to shew
they mould their conduct. In taxes they are literal churchmen : at

every gate of their walled towns a tythe of every thing is taken from
the countr)^-people, as they bring their produce to the market ; and
this in addition to the imposts paid in money, which are to the last

degree heavy and severe. The reason for this grinding taxation is

made quite clear by the chests of scudi which are continually being
sent oft" to Germany, not only from the Milanese, which is directly

subject to Austria, but by the Grand Duke of Tuscany, the Duchess
of Parma (Maria Louisa), and the Duke of Modena, who also is an
Austrian nobleman. These funds, it is said, are immediately vested
in land ; for their owners know too well the ticklish tenure of their

power, and have seen too often, of late years, the sudden fall of much
more stable dynasties, not (to use a vulgar phrase) " to lay by some-
thing for a rainy day." And thus it is that these strangers in feeling

and interests, as well as in blood, to the people over whom they
govern, drain this abundant country of its wealth to store up property
in their own more congenial home. Thus it is that the dwellers in these

fertile plains are starving in the midst of proverbial plenty.

—

Sic vos

non vobis.
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I am truly grieved to find that Maria Louisa is foremost in this race

of rapacity. Tlie tliick German blood has been irreclaimable in her.

She seems to forget that she was the wife, and is the widow of great-

ness ; and to assimilate herself to her own stupid, and evil-hearted race.

The Parmesan is the beau, or i-ather the laidciir ideal of Austrian

government in Italy. The vexatious impediments to internal intercourse,

the mean and petty exactions to which it is subject, seem to be in noble

emulation with those in the Pontifical states : and, in one respect,

these exactions are more severely felt, for a large proportion of their

produce is sent out of the country. The clouds suck the vivifying

moisture from the earth, and then sail on to other lands before they let

fall their showers. The Modenese is similarly circumstanced ; and the

country about Massa and Carrara is almost a burlesque upon the

system. This principality belongs to the mother of the Duke of
Modena, an old -woman of eighty, who resides entirely at Vienna, and
has her Italian revenues sent to her there. The consequence is, that

her territory resembles the estate of Castle Rackrent : every thing

shews neglect and rapid decay. The road across these states, though
part of one of the principal lines of road in Italy, is very, very nearly

impassable. The frontiers are duly marked by the change.

In the Milanese itself, matters are not quite in this state ; but if they

do not throw these physical impediments in the way of intercourse^

they amply make up for it by rules, regulations, passports, tariffs, carte

di sicurezza, and other such gear, which render it an affair of some time

and excessive trouble, either to get into or out of their dominions. In

persons who travel merely for their pleasure, this is of comparatively

slender importance ; but, strange to say, merchants are still more
vexatiously visited than travellers of any other description. It is

scarcely to be credited, indeed, that merchants are allowed to remain

only fourteen days in Milan, to sell and buy their goods, and settle all

their affairs ! The inquisitorial minuteness of their police, also, is

something which is really ruinous. The English do not feel it much,
for they are not suspected of travelling with political views, though

even they, upon occasion, are made to know what sort of a government

it is they are under. For instance, when we entered the Austrian

territory (at Sesto Calende), the courier of the friend with whom I

was travelling, had not his passport en regie : he was, therefore, as it

was natural to expect, not permitted to proceed ; but when we arrived

at Milan, and my friend applied for a passport for the man again to join

him, it was with the greatest difficulty and entreaty that this was
granted, without his being sent back to Berne, as we had come from
Switzerland I But, with the French, they are particularly suspicious and
strict. Several refugee officers are known to be in Italy, and are sus-

pected of carbonaroism, and all similar iniquities. A French gentle-

man whom I met, told me that he had been sent for to the police, and
subjected to the minutest examination. Among other queries, they

asked him who his father was? whether he had a mother? and whether
he was married ? of what religion he was ? and whether he was a Bo-
tiapatiist ?

Every now and then, persons suspected of holding obnoxious opinions

disappear. They vanish from among their friends, who dare not say a
word concerning them, even though they know tliat they are in the state

dungeons ; and this occurs with regard even to some of the highest
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families in Milan. The press I will not say is held in bondage, for there

^is no press at all, except that under the immediate control of the govern-

ment ; and no foreign newspaper is allowed,except the Journal des Dehats.

In Tuscany, the Grand Duke seems to think that some safety-valve of

speech may be tolerated; at least he is comparatively careless of every

thing except the money which he sends to Austria. When his minister

reports that such and such things have been said by the people, his

answer is, " Do they pay ?" and when he is told that they do, he replies,

" Very well ; then, let them talk."

If I were, like the man in the foiry-tale, to be Sultan of Italy for a

day, I would use my power in establishing half-a-dozen English stage-

coaches. This may appear merely jesting ; but I do not tliink a more

serious benefit could be conferred upon the country. The want of com-

munication is the great preventive to the trade of this land of corn and

wine and oil : the want of communication keeps every thing stagnant, if

not decaying—motionless, if not retrogi-ade ; the want of connnunication

keeps a people, united by natural position, by religion, and (above all)

by language, subdivided into petty portions, each powerless of itself;

and incapable of serious exertion or resistance. Like the bulls in the

fable, they are separated, and are consequently easy prey.

I was once expressing mj^ surprise to a very intelligent Italian, that u

country so abounding in natural gifts was so contemptible in respect to

external commerce. I instanced, as an example, the article of wine.

" You have," I said, " much finer grapes than any that exist in France

;

you have much greater facilities for transport by sea, and j'Ct j'ou allow

the French to supply nearly all Europe with wine. With proper skill

and energ3% you ought to prevent their selling a barrel out of their own
country." My Italian answered me but too satisfactorilj-. " In the first

place," he said, " there can be no general enterprize where there is no

general country ; we are all isolated and divided, and consequently all

rivals instead of allies ; but, above all, how can commerce exist in a
country where there is a frontier every ten leagues ? Every state has its

own custom-house and commercial regulations ; how can trade be carried

on, where there is a fresh search, and fresh duties half-a-dozen times in

the course of a journey of a couple of hundred miles?* In the time of

the Empire, a single passport and a single permit would carrj- you from

Rome to Amsterdam ; but now they Mill not take you the distance of a

morning's drive. How would you have commercial enterprize, commer-
cial success, exist here ?" What could I answer to this ? I could only

sigh and be silent.

The splitting of Italy, especially the north of Italy, into petty king-

doms, duchies and principalities, is equally curious and lamentable. The
causes, however, appear to me to be simple. At the general restora-

tions., incident upon the fall of Napoleon and of all his new dynasties and
institutions, if a weak legitimate wanted back dominions which a strong

legitimate had acquired and wished to keep, the expedient was an in-

demnity, and the indemnity was always found—in Italj'. It was as if

every square of Dido's bull's-skin was emblematic of a separate state,

* To arrive at Florence, which is little more than that distance from the Alps, you
must pass the states of the Piedmontese, the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom, the

Parmesan, the Modeiiese, the Papal dominions, and lastly, Tuscany ! From Leghorn
to Genoa, about 150 miles, you change states five times

!
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ready to be parcelled out among the hungry claimants. For instance, at

the peace of Luneville, it suited the French to make a Spanish princess,

who was Duchess of Parma, the sovereign of Tuscany under the title of
Queen of Etruria. Subsequently, when Napoleon united Tuscany to the

Empire, the new King and Queen were sent to the right-about.* When,
therefore, every man was to have his mare again, the Austrian younger
brother became Grand Duke, and Madame Etruria wanted, as she could

not get to Florence, to go back to Parma. But, no ; Parma was needed as

smart-money for Maria Louisa ; therefore Lucca was devised as a pro-

visional indemnity for the Ex-Queen during the Ex-Empress's life, when
she is again to be Duchess of Parma, and Lucca is to revert to Tuscany !

Thus is the fairest portion of the earth " curiously cut" like the sleeves

of Catherine's gown, while the inhabitants are no more regarded in tlie

transfer than so many herds of black cattle. It is " carved like an apple-

tart," " Here's snip, and whip, and cut, and slish, and slash." " A mon-
strous cantle" is taken for one, " a huge half-moon" is partitioned out for

the other ; and thus the land is blessed with all the advantages both of

autocracy and oligarchy ; the hydra is one, but is not indivisible.

Before I conclude, I cannot but notice a point which struck me lately

with mingled feelings of ridicule and disgust. It is quite a matter of

form, but the contrast is ineifably absurd : in the letter which the Em-
peror of Austria wrote to the Conclave to advise them how to chuse a

Pope (which advice I am exceedingly happy that they disregarded), he,

or rather his minister, in speaking of him, used the expression of // cuor

di Cesare ! " The heart of Caesar" under the ribs of Francis the

Heavy-Witted

!

" Imperial Cicsar, dead and turned to clay,"

is, indeed, put to " base uses," if even his name be suffered to descend

to such a thing as this. Truly there would be " magic in a name,"
if the appellation of Kaiser could give one atom of il cuor di Cesare to

the Austrian emperor. His soldiers are called kaiserliclis ; but wliat

have they in common with the legions which passed the Rubicon ? It

is true, they have passed it ; but it was to take quiet and unopposed
possession of a country out of which they have repeatedly been beaten

tvith disg7-ace. Italians, Italians, why do you forget that ? 2.

NIGHT.

Darkness and clouds o'ershade the land and sea

;

Night reigns in solemn gloom,

And Nature's noiseless slumber seems to be
The silence of the tomb.

But lo ! arrayed in glory's mildest beam,
The rising Moon's soft radiance shines supreme.

So in deep shadow slept the guilty world.

Till Mercy's guiding light

Shone forth, and, from her throne of glory hurled.

Sin fled to darker nij;ht

:

While still through life's dark scene the constant ray

Leads to the brightness of the coming day. L.P.

• Or ratliev tlie Queen Regent, and her son ; for, I believe, the king was by that

time dead.
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PHILOSOPHICAL, CHEMICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANIES.

ZooLOor.—In our last number we com-
municated, from the annals of the Lyceum
of Natural History of New York, the dis-

covery of sevei-dl new species of Batracian

reptiles. Professor Silliman, in liis Ame-
rican Journal of Science and Arts, has

augmented the number by the following :

—

1. Rana flaviviridis ; 2. Rana seapularis;

3. Rana utricularius ; 4. Rana lialecina;

5. Rana melanota ; 6. Hyla crucialis, from a

deep crucial groove on the back of the neck.

As there is nothing very remarkable in the

habits and appearance of these reptiles, to

distinguish them from others of their re-

spective genera which are better knowTi,

we conceive that this enumeration will

suffice.

Snakes. — Double-headed snakes have

always been regarded by naturalists as ob-

jects of great curiosity, l-'rom the size

which these reptiles liave attained, and the

agility with wliicli they perform all their

functions, they have frequently been con-

sidered as a distinct race, and perfect in

their kind. The late Count Lacepede,
liowever, with the sagacity for which he
was so eminently distinguished, decides

the whole class of the production to be

anomalies. In confirmation of his opinion

the following curious circumstances may
be adduced: during the year 1823 a fe-

male snake, of the species of coluber con-

strictor of Linnaeus, Lo Lien of Lacepede,

vulgo black snake or runner, was killed

about six miles west of the Genesee river

(United States), together with her whole
brood of young ones, amounting to one
hundred and twenty; of these three were
monsters : one with two distinct heads, one
with a double head and only three eyes,

and one with a double skull, furnished with
three eyes and a single lower jaw—this last

had two bodies. Here is an example of

the monstrosity of three individuals be-
longing to a litter of serpents, and that mon-
strosity conspicuous in the twofold forma-

tion of the head. It might hence be in-

ferred from analogy, that all serpents of

tills irregular constitution are also mon-
sters ; but the inference deducible from the

following facts may be considered as de-

cisive on the subject. A serpent was
taken lately on the Black River, near the

Lake Ontario, with three heads. A two-
headed snake, four inches and three-quar-

ters in length, was found on one of the

Fejee Islands a few years back : it bad two
pairs of jaws, two pairs of eyes, and two
complete and separate heads, of the same
size, and very symmetrically formed. From
the anterior termination of the dorsal ridge

the body branched forward into two equal

and regular, but short necks, connected by
an intervening membrane and continuous
skin beneath- Francis. Red! has left a very

M.M. New Series.-^yoi.. I. No. 2.

particular account of one caught near Pisai

on the bank of the Arno ; it lived, when
taken, from January to February, and when
life was departing, the right head appeared

to die seven hours before the left. Aldro-

vandus had one in his cabinet at Bologna

;

and there is another in tlie Royal Museum
at Paris. George Edwards, in his His-

tory of Birds, mentions an English serpent

that had been brought to him with two dis-

tinct heads ; and describes another speci-

men from Barbadoes. Hence it appears

that two-lieadcd snakes have been found in

the West-Indian and Polynesian Isles, in

Great Britain, in Italy, and in the State of

New York, from which it may naturally be
inferred that they are individuals of dif-

ferent species, and, probably, of different

genera, as it is not likely that the two-

headed snakes of remote situations on the

continents, and more distant localities on
the islands, were the issue of the North
American or New York black snake—

a

conclusion fatal to the supposition that

these singular productions constitute a race

of their own, and propagate their species in

regular succession.

American Antiguities.—The remains of

the wonderful structuies in the neighbour-

liood of the Ohio have attracted, although

the ;ura of their foundation has eluded, anti-

quarian research. Some articles have re-

cently been discovered, and are far from

being unworthy of description in this place.

One was a perfect vessel, apparently com-
posed of pounded shells and clay ; it would
hold about two quarts, was handsomely

proportioned, nearly the shape of a large

cocoa-nut, and had four neat handles,

placed near the brim opposite to each

other ; it was found in the bank on an is-

land in the Ohio river, near Belpre. Arrow-
heads of flint, and what, from their size,

must have been used for spear heads, of the

same material, are found in ploughing the

fields, scattered all over the bottom-lands ;

stone hatchets, and stone pestles, for pound-

ing com, are also common. On the beach

near the mouth of the Muskingum, a cu-

rious ornament was discovered, which,

from the neatness of the workmanship,

must have belonged to some distinguished

personage among the ancient race of in-

habitants ; it is made of white marble, it»

form a circle, about three inches in diameter;

the outer edge is about one inch in thick-

ness, with a narrow rim ; the sides are

deeply concave, and in the centre is a hole

about half an inch in diameter ; it is beau-

tifully finished, and so smooth, as to give

rise to a belief that it was once very richly

polished. Ancient mounds, some circular,

others oval, are frequent all over the county

of Washington; some are constructed of

stone, and sonic of earth ; others arc coru-

2 A
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posed of both stones and earth ; and on
the heads of Jonathan's Creek, in Morgan
county, there are some whose bases are

formed of well-burnt bricks, of about four

or five inches square. There were found
Ijdnp; on the bricks, charcoal, cinders, and
bits of calcined bones, and above them the

superstructure of earth composing the body
of the mound ; evidently shewing that the

dead had been here reduced to ashes, after

the manner of several ancient nations, and
that the mound of earth had been erected

over the remains, to peqietuate the memory
of some companion or friend.

Useful to Gardeners.—The following

method of driving worms, caterpillars, and
all other sorts of insects from trees, has

lately been practised in America with sin-

gular success -. bore a hole into the trunk

of the tree as far as the heart, fill this

hole with sulphur, and place in it a well-

fitted plug ; a tree of from four to eight inches

in diameter requires a hole large enough to

admit the little finger, and in the same
proportion for larger or smaller trees. This
will usually drive the insects away in the

course of forty-eight hoiu-s, but uniformly

succeeds, perhaps sometimes after a longer

time.

American Coals.—The scarcity, if not
total want in America, of coal, having been
a frequent cause of complaint, led to a
more close examination of the mineral pro-

ductions of that quarter of the globe, and
finally to the discovery of such an im-

mense formation of anthracite in Pensyl-

vania, as will render this state the most
productive in the Union. The coal-beds

are situated in hills from 300 to 600 feet

above the level of the rivers and canals, and
the strata being inclined at a pretty high

angle from the horizon, may all be wrought
by subterranean canals going from the

rivers, made navigable by dams, and being
worked every where above the water-level

at little or no expense ; the whole field

may, at the same time, be drained effec-

tually. As soon as a good method of

smelting iron -ore wth the anthracite can
be contrived, this will become one of the

greatest iron countries on the globe, from
its having so much fine magnetic iron,

and the natural state of the combustible
rendering it capable of producing a very
strong heat, without any preparation of

working, or adulterating with any mixture
injurious to the making of iron : these cir-

cumstances constitute so many advantages
as are scarcely to be met with in any one
locality as yet known.

Italian Antiquities.—Antiquarian con-
jecture has been much employed lately

concerning a very large number of flattened

leaden bullets, which have been discovered
by persons digging near the ruined walls of

a very ancient town in the southern part
of Italy. It is supposed that they were
missiles employed by the army of Han-
nibal, who, in Itis expedition into Italy,

is known to have besieged the place in

question.

Sound.—The velocity of sound, accord-
ing to Derham, is ] 111 "78 feet in a second
of time. Arago estimated it at 1086, and
others again at 1150. Recent experiments
have led to the conclusion that 1110 is a
nearer approximation ; or that sound moves
at the rate of one mile in 4 7-9 seconds, or
during 5 5-9 beats of the pulse of a person
in good health, estimating 70 pulsations to

a minute. If t= the interval of time be-
tween the flash of a gun or of lightning being
seen and the corresponding report being
heard, 370 t = the distance in yards of the
sounding body from the observer. If t =•

time elapsed during the fall of a stone or
other heavy body, and till the sound of its

striking against the bottom reaches the ear,

d^the distance fallen, the height of the

building, depth of the well, &c^

d= 1110t—.54-5 (V'7I42ti-28t -(-1232100' —1110).

Improved Hydrostatic Press.—Next to

the steam-engine, Bramah's hydrostatic

press has proved the most generally useful

mechanical invention of modern times

;

but, valuable as this instrument is, it has,

when applied in the ordinary manner to

certain purposes, an imperfection, which
consists in the great variation in the power
necessary to work the press at different

periods of the operation, in consequence of

the variable resistance of the materials un-
der pressure at the different states of com-
pression. In any hydro-mechanical press

the power is proportional to the quantity

of water injected at a stroke of the pump
multiplied into the resistance : therefore,

when the resistance is small, the quantity

of water injected at a stroke should be in-

creased, in order that the power necessary

to work the press may be as uniform as

possible, which is the object of a patent

lately obtained by Mr. Fuller, in conjunction

with Messrs. Bramah. It is effected by mak-
ing the wheels by which motion is com-
municated to the cranks working the pumps
of unequal diameter ; and if the consequent

difference of the velocities of the cranks be
made small enough, a given power may be

made capable of producing any assignable

degree of pressure at the completion of the

time when the smaller wheel has gained

half a revolution on the larger wheel. It

is obvious that the number of revolutions

to produce this effect must be greater, the

smaller the difference between the veloci-

ties of the wheel is made.
Animal Heat.—From numerous obser-

vations on the temperature of man and
other animals, made in England, Ceylon,

and during a voyage to India, by Dr. Davy,
he has confirmed and established the fol-

lowing results :—that the temperature of

man increases in passing from a cold, or

even temperate climate, into one that is

warm—that the temperature of the inha-

bitants of warm climates is permanently
higher than the temperature of those of
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mild—that if the standard temperature of

man, in a temperate climate, be about 98°

(which he considers the nearest approxi-

mation to the truth), in a hot climate it

will be higher, varying with atmospheric

variation from 98-5° to 101°, and that the

temperature of different races of mankind,

Coeteris paribus, is very much alike ; that

the temperature of birds is the liighest

—

that of the mammalia is the next—that of

theamphibia, fishers, and certain insects next

in degree—and lowest of all that of the mol-
hisca, Crustacea, and worms : that as there

appears to be a decided connexion between
the quantity of oxygen consumed by an

animal and the animal's heat, there is good
reason to consider the two in the relation

of cause and effect.

Suspension Bridges.—Suspension bridges

made of hide ropes, and which were found

exactly as they now exist by the Spaniards

when they first occupied the country three

centuries ago, are to be met with in Ame-
rica. There is one over the river Maypo,
at no great distance from the city of Sant-

iago, the capital of Chili, which bears a
remarkable similarity, even in minute par-

ticulars, to those of iron witli which we
are now so familiar in this country. This
does not, however, derogate from the claims

of Captain Brown to the most important
application of principles with which every
person was acquainted, but no one turned

to account, till the sagacity and perseve-

rance of this gentleman taught us their

use.

Rail-roads.— It is generally considered,

that the day's work of a horse on a rail-

road will be about seven times and a half

that of the same animal on a turnpike-

road.

Preservation of Zoological Specimens

from the depredations of Insects.— Put rec-

tified oil of turpentine in a bladder, the

mouth of which is firmly tied with a waxed
string, and nothing more is necessary than
to place the bladder thus prepared in the

box with the birds, or to tie it to the pe-

destal on which the birds are perched in a
case. For large cases of birds, a pig's or
a sheep's bladder is sufficient ; for middle-
sized cases, a lamb's or a rabbit's bladder
will do ; and for a small one, we may use a
rat's bladder. The turpentine evidently

penetrates through the bladder, as it fills

the case with its strong smell. This method
of preserving zoological specimens has been
most successfully employed, to a great ex-
tent, in the museum in the University of
Edinburgh.

Greenlan'l.—Sir Charles Giesecke, who
spent eight years in Greenland, has put it

beyond all doubt that a part of the east

coast of West Greenland was formerly in-

habited by Europeans. Early history in-

forms us that it was colonized by Norwe-
gians from Iceland : the colony appears to
have been considemble, and to have ex-
tended BCMlhward to latitude 65'^ or 66'.
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The destruction of the settlers is supposed
to have been produced by inundations, &;c.

Falling Stars.—According to the obser-

vations of Dr. Brandes, of Breslau, and his

friends, it would seem that the most fre-

quent direction of falling stars is the oppo-
site of that of the earth in its orbit.

Minerals.—Two new minerals, to which
the names of herschelite and phillipsite are

given, have been brought by Mr. Herschel
from Aci Reale, in Sicily.

Palestine.—From the observations of

Professor Hall, Dr. Clarke, and other
naturalists, it appears that Palestine is

principally composed of secondary lime-

stone intermingled with trajj-rocks.

Zoology.—Balls which have much re-

semblance to those of hair formed in the

stomachs of oxen, have been found on the

shores of the Mediterranean, and ap])ear to

be produced by the agglomeration of the

leaves of zostera marina in tlie stomach of

certain fishes.

Prussian Universities.—The number of

students in the six Prussian universities of

Berlin, Bonn, Ilalle, Wittemberg, Bre-
slau, Greifswald, and Konigsberg, amount-
ed in 18-21 to 3,4.63.

Platinum Strings for Musical Instru-

ments.— It was proposed some time ago, in

the Musical Gazette of Leipzig, to employ
platina strings instead of copper, steel, or

brass ones. This metal being more elastic

and more extensible than any other hitherto

employed in the manufacture of strings, it

is obvious that strings made of it would not
only give a fuller sound, but would also

have the advantage of keeping free from
rust, and the inconvenience of breaking,

as this metal is not induenced by hu-
midity.

Collimator.—The invention of the colli-

mator by Captain Kater may be considered

as forming a new era in astronomy ; and it

is satisfactory to know that accounts have

been received from various observatories

realizing the expectations that were origi-

nally formed concerning this admirable in-

strument.

Flying Fish in the Channel.—On the 23d
of August last, with light winds from the

E.N.E., inclinable to a calm, a rather large

shoal of what is commonly called the Jlying-

fish (Exocaetus of Linnaeus) was seen off

Portland.

Method of curing Smoky Chimnies.—
This method is simply to contract the vent

as soon as possible, then gradually to widen
it for four or five feet, and then again to

contract it to the usual dimensions, and
carry it up in any direction. No register

grates are necessary.

Mineral Waters of Windsor.—The fol-

lowing is an analysis of the mineral waters

from the two springs discovered last year

in Windsor Great Park. The specific gra-

vity of the stronger water=I010'l; that of

the weaker lOO?-?. Of the former, one

pint measure (holding one pound avoirdu-

2 A 2
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poise of distilled water at 60°) afforded, on
«'vai)oi'ation, 88 grains of dry saline residue.

As the contents of these waters almost

exactly resemble each other in quality, it

will only be necessary to specify the sub-

stances present in a pint of the stronger

water, viz.

Grains. Grains.
Sulphuric acid Xi-m I Soda 10-52

Muriatic acid 21'II0 | Lime 1'25

Carbonic acid W!IH\
Magnesia 21-23

|

88*0

From the successive separation of the sa-

line contents during the evaporation of the

water, they appear to be arranged as fol-

lows, forming the solid contents of a pint of

water, viz.

Grains. Crains.
SulphateofmagncsiaSS.d

I

Sulphate of lime- 3-t)

Muriate of magnesia 24v'i I Carbonate of soda 2'4

Common salt <)•.)]

Sulphate of soda lO-e
|

83-0

Mummies.—From a most ingenious in-

vestigation of an Egyptian mummy. Dr.
Granville has elucidated the processes em-
ployed by the ancient embalmers; and in

his work on the subject they are stated

as follows :
—

" A. Immediately after death the body
was committed to the care of the em-
balmers, when, in the majority of cases,

the viscera of the abdomen, either wholly
or partially, were forthwith removed ; in

some cases through an incision on the one
side of the abdomen, as stated by He-
rodotus, and as jjroved by some of the

mummies examined ; and in otliers through
the anus.

" B. The liead was emptied, in all in-

stances, of its contents, either through the

nostrils, by breaking through the superior

nasal bones, or through one of tne orbits,

the eyes being previously taken out, and
artificial ones substituted in their place

after the operation. The cavity of the

cranium was repeatedly washed out by in-

jections with some fluid, which had not
only the power of bringing away every
vestige of the substance of the brain, but
even of the enveloping membranes of it.

Yet the liquid could not have been of a
corrosive nature, else the tentorium, or

that membranous floor which supports the

brain, must have disappeared with the

meninges ; whereas it is still in existence,
and does not appear to have been in the
least injured. A small quantity of hot
liquid resin was then injected into the
cranium.
" C. The next step taken in the embalming

process was to cover the body with quick-
lime for a few hours, and after to rub the
surface of it with a blunt knife, or some
such instrument as woidd most effectually

assist in removing the cuticle. The scalp,

however, does not appear to have been
touched ; and care was taken, also, not to

expose the root of the nails to the action of
the alkali, as it was intended that these
should remain in all cases.

" D. The operation of removing the
cuticle being accomplished, the body was
immersed in a capacious vessel, contain-

ing a liquefied mixture of wax and resin, the
former predominating; and some sort of

bituminous substance being added, not, V,

however, essential to the process. In this

situation the body was suffered to remain
a certain number of days over a gentle fire,

with the avowed intention of allowing the

liquefied mixture to penetrate the inner-

most and minutest structure ; nor can there
exist any doubt but that on this part of the

embalming process depended not only its

great preservative power, but also its va-

rious degrees of perfection.
" E. When the body was taken out of

the warm li(juid mixture, every part of it

must have been in a very soft and supple
condition, wholly unsusceptible of putre-
faction. The next steps, therefore, to be
taken, with a view to convert it into a per-

fect mummy, must have been those which,
had they been taken before that part of the

process which has been just described,

would have exposed the body to inevitable

putrefaction, in a climate like that of

Egypt, namely, the tanning of the integu-

ments, and the exposing of their surface to

the preservative action of certain salts (na-

tron in particulai'). The body was then
partially dried, and lastly the bandages,
previously steeped in a solution of tannin,

were applied, some lumps of myrrh, resin,

and bitumen having been previously tluust
into the abdomen."

PROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

At the anniversary meeting, held on St.

Andrew's Day, Sir H. Davy was elected

P.'-esident ; Messrs. Brande and Herschell,

Secretaries ; and Mr. D. Gilbert, Trea-
surer (these elections were not mentioned
in our last report). The president then,

upon the occasion of announcing the award
of the Copley medals to Messrs. Arago and
Barlow, for their discoveries in magnetism,

delivered an eloquent address, in which he
gave an historical sketch of the progress of

the science of magnetism, from the earliest

periods to the present time.

Dec. 8.—A paper was read entitled. Ad-
ditional Proofs of Source of Animal Heat
being in the Nerves; by Sir E- Home;
and on the 1 5th, was read the Croonian
Lecture, On the Structure of Muscular
Fibre. On the 22d, two papers, by Dr.

,

J. Davy, F. R. s. were read : On the Poi-
I

son of the Common Toad ; and on the i

\mi
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Heart of Animals belonging to the genus

Rana.
The society then adjourned over the

Christmas vacation.

GEOI-OGICAL SOCIETY.

Nov. -t.—A ])aper was read, entitled,

An Account of some Geological Speci-

mens, collected by Ca])!. P. P. King, in

his survey of the Coasts of Australia ; and
by Robert Brown, Esq., on the shores of

the Gulf of Carpentaria, during the voyage

of Capt. Flinders ; by W. H. Pittoii, M. d.,

V. p. G. s., &c.

LINNiEAN SOCIETY.

Dec 6.—Read a continuation of a sys-

tematic catalogue of the Australian Birds,

in the collection of the society ; by N. A.
Vigors, Esq., f. l. s., and T. Horsfield,

M. D., F. L. s. The portion read at this

^ meeting included a great part of the

family Psittacidoe, sub-families, Plyctolo-

phina and Palceconiia.

Dec. 20.—The reading of the above
catalogue was continued : read also de-

scriptions of some new species of birds,

belonging to the genus Phytoloma Gmell,

Indicator Vieill ; and Cussorius Latham
;

by Mr. B. Leadbetter, r. L. s.

IIOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GaEAT BRITAIN
AND IHELAND.

The society resumed its meetings on
Nov. 5, H. T. Colebrooke, Esq., Direc-

tor, in the chair ; when, after tlie minutes

of the last meeting had been read and con-

firmed, several donations were presented

for the Libraiy and for the Museum.
Cesar Moreau, Esq. was admitted a mem-
ber ; and a paper, by Mr. Colebrooke, on
the Valley of the Settlej River, in the

ilimalaya Mountains, from the journal of

Capt. A. Gerard, with remarks, was be-

gun. The journal is very interesting ; it

describes several attempts to penetrate

into Chinese Tart;iry, which were unsuc-
cessful, as the travellers were not able to

prevail upon the Tartars to allow of their

further progress in that direction.—On the

19th November, H. T. Colebrooke, Esq.
in the chair ; Dr. J. Hare, jun., m. d.,

and W. Holmes, Esq. were elected mem-
bers of the society. The reading of Mr.
Colebrooke's paper, on the Himalaya
Mountains, was continued.

Dec. 3.—The society met this day, the

Rt. Hon. C. W. W. Wynn, president, in

the chair. The president communicated
a letter by H. R. H. the Duke of Or-
leans, expressing satisfaction at having been
chosen an honorary member of the society.

Several donations were presented ; and Sir

W. Betham, R. M. Moore, Esq., G.
Parkhouse, Esq., and C. Woodmas, Esq.
were elected members. Dr. W. Gesenius,

professor of Oriental Literature at Halle,

and M. S. Julien, were elected foreign

members of the society. Mr. Colebrooke's

paper, on the Himalaya Mountains, was
concluded, and the reading of a paper, by
J. F. Davis, Esq., being extracts from the

Peking Gazettes, for I8s?4-, \va.s begun.

On the 17th Dec, H. T. Colebrooke,
Esq. in the chair ; several donations were
presented ; and the reading of Mr. Davis's
translations frotn the Peking Gazettes was
continued.

NORTHERN' INSTITLTTION, INVrRNESS.

At a meeting held, Sc|)t. IGth, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected honoraiy
members: SirJ. ?.IacGrigor, Knt., f.r.s.,

&c. ; Dr. Traill, of Liverpool ; Dr. T.
Thompson, professor of chemistry, Uni-
versity of Glasgow ; Dr. Uro, of the An-
dersonian Institiitc of Glasgow ; R. Jame-
son, Esq., professor of Natural History,

University of Edinburgh ; D. Brewster,
Esq., LL.D., &c., and several correspond-
ing and ordinary members.
The papers read were. An Original Let-

ter of Simon, Lord Eraser, of Lovat ; com-
municated by J. Anderson, Esq., w.s.

;

Evidence respecting a sudden Commotion
of Loch Ness, about the time of the Lis-

bon earthquake in \lito, from Mrs. Grant,
of Duthill ; Notice of a Subterranean Pus-
sage, lately discovered in Glen Shiel, by
Mr. MacTavish ; Remarks, by the secre-

tar)', on an Ancient Custom-House Seal,

of the conjoined Burghs of Inverness and
Cromarty, supposed to be of the age be-

tween Alexander II. and Robert III. ;

a paper from 3Ir. Eraser, Croyard, on
the Sections lately made, by order of Mr.
Fraser, of Lovat, of a Vitrified Fort, on his

property, was laid on the table ; but the

reading was postponed till next meeting.

ASTRONOMCAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Dec 9. The president informed the so-

ciety that when he had the honour of an-
nouncing, at their last meeting, the extra-

ordinar)' occurrence of the appearance of
four comets in the short space of as many
months, he was little aware that he might
at that time have added a fifth to the num-
ber. This last comet appeared, from the
account stated in the public journals, to

have been discovered by M. Pons at the
beginning of the last month ; but as it had
considerable south declination, and was ad-
vancing also to the southward, and at the
same time appeared very faint, it probably
would not be seen in this countrj'. Al-
though the appearance of so many comets
in one year had been mentioned as a re-

markable phenomenon, he would not \vish

to be understood as supposing that such a
circumstance had never previously occur-
red, nor was likely to occur again. The
fact was, that from the great attention which
had been paid by astronomers to the dis-

covery of these bodies within these few
years, and the interest excited by the in-

vestigation of the laws by which they were
governed, a more than ordinary diligence
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had been employed in searching for them,
and there was every reason to beheve that

if tliere were more labourers in the field a
still richer harvest would ensue, from which
there might fairly be expected some addi-

tional light on the laws and constitution of

the universe.

The reading of the description of the

large reflecting telescope and frame, made
by Mr. John Ramage'of Aberdeen, was
terminated. Mr. Kamage exliibited to the

society, besides a neat model of the tube

and apparatus, two speculums, one of fif-

teen inches diameter, belonging to the tele-

scope described ; and another of tvveny-one

inches diameter, and fifty-four feet focus.

There was next read a paper on the sub-

ject of parallaxes, taking tiie word in an
enlarged sense, by ]\I. Littrow ; after

which, a Memoir on different points relating

to the Theory of the Perturbations of the

Planets, expounded in the Mecanique Ce-
leste, by M. Plana, Astronomer Royal at

Turin, and an associate of this society.

WERNERIAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

This society met for the winter 1825-6
(its eighteenth session) on the 19th of

November last. Mr. H. Witham, of Lar-
tington, read a notice of the occurrence of

the common cockle, cardium editk, in

a living state in fresh-water ditches, at

Cocklesbury, in Yorkshire, at the distance

of forty miles from the sea, and greatly

above its present level. Specimens of the

shells, from which he liad on the spot ex-

tracted tlie living animal, were exhibited by
him ; these shells diil not differ in the

slightest degree from those of the cockle

which inhabits oiu' sandy sea-shores.

The animal, however, mentioned by Mr.
Witham, had something less of the salt

taste or fishy flavour than the cockles sold

in our markets. A Memoir, by Mr. D.
Don, librarian of the Linuiean Society,
" On tlie Classification of the Genera
Gnaphalium and Xerantheinum, of Lin-
naeus," was next laid before the meeting.

There was then read the first part of

Mr. T. Buchanan's Sketch of the compa-
rative Anatomy of the Organ of Hearing,
containing remarks on the structure of the

ear in the Shark Tribe, illustrated by se-

veral specimens ; also a communication
by Mr. Blackadder, regarding the exist-

ence of a hard rock of Conglomerate
in the midst of the large gravel beds near
Edinburgh ; and Professor Jameson gave
an account of a Table of Colours arranged
for Naturalists by the Kev. Lansdown
GuUding, of St. Vincent's, intended as sup-
plementary to Mr. Syme's Treatise on
Colours.

3d. Dec. The secretary read Dr. T. S.

TraiU's account oftheanatomy of the Trum-
peter Bird, Psophia Crepitans- Dr. R. E.
Grant communicated some notices of the
" Habits of Tritonia Arborescens," particu-

J«rly th« power possessed by that molluscous

animal of producing a peculiar and very au-

dible sound ; and the Doctor exhibited at

the same time specimens which had been
kept alive and active for more than three

weeks, in a jar filled with sea water, the

water having been occasionally renewed.
Professor Jameson commmiicated some
remarks " On the Existence of many Mi-
neral Substances in very minute Portions

in the Ocean and in the Atmosphere."
At the same meeting the following gen-

tlemen were elected oflfice-bearers of the

Society for the following year : R. JamC"
son, Esq., President. R. Bald, Esq. ; Sir

W. Jardine, Bart. ; Dr. R. Graham ; and
Rev. Dr. A. Brunton, Vice-presidents.

A. G. Ellis, Esq., Treasurer; P. Neill,

Esq., Secretary; P. Syme, Esq., Painter}

and J. Wilson, Esq., Librarian. The fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected of the

council : W. Drysdale, Esq. ; G. Innes,

Esq. ; Dr. R. Knox ; G. A. W. Arnott,

Esq. ; Dr. A. Coventry ; J. Stark, Esq. }

Dr. R. E. Grant ; and Dr. J. Boggie.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
At a general meeting of this society, held

Nov. 28th, the following office-bearers were
elected for the ensuing year : Sir W. Scott,

Bart., president; Vice-presidents: Rt.

Hon. Lord Chief Baron ; Dr. T. C. Hope ;

Lord Glenlee ; Professor Russell. Dr.

Brewster, general secretarj'; T. Allan, Esq.,

treasurer ; J. Skene,Esq.,curator of the mu-
seum.

—

Physical Class : A. Irving, Esq.,

president; J. Robinson, Esq., secretary.

Counsellors : Sir W. Arbuthnot, Bart. ;

J. Jardine, Esq. ; Dr. Horne ; Sir W.
Forbes, Bart. ; Professor Wallace ; Dr. E.
Turner.

—

Literary Class : H. M 'Kenzic,

Esq., president ; P. F. Tytler, Esq., secre-

tary : Counsellors : Sir W. Hamilton, Bart,

Rev. Dr. Lee; Rt. Hon. Lord Advo-
cate; Sir H. Jardine; Sir J. Hay, Bart.;

Dr. Hibbert.

FOREIGN.

FRANCE.

Paris.—At a sitting of the Academy of

Sciences, M. Lenoir, the younger, pre-

sented, in the name of his father and him-
self, a memoir concerning some new in-

struments which he had constructed, and
of which some were submitted for inspec-

tion ; one of them, on which he laid much
stress, was called " A Levelling Circle."

Messrs. Prony and Navier, who were or-

dered to examine them, have not as yet

made their report. M. Bitterlin applied

for information as to obtaining a reward for

the manufacture of perfect flint glass, in

which he had succeeded. A report was
made by M. M. Thouars and Labillardiere

on a Memoir of M. Gaudichaud concerning

the Cycas Circinalis. This singular tree,

which has a strong analogy to the sago-

palm, and abounds in the Molucca Islands

and in New Ireland, can be classed neither
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among the monocotyledones nor dicotyle-

dones. Its reproductive force is astonisli-

ingly great; the pulp of the fruit has an
agreeable, but a very astringent, flavour, and
affords a good spirituous liquor; it likewise

yields a sediment resembling sago. The
kernel, when taken without precaution, is

a strong emetic ; when boiled it is plea-

sant and nutritious : the female tree se-

cretes a large quantity of gum, in its proper-

ties very similar to gum-dragon. M. Ma-
thieu de Montmorency has been elected

member of the French Academy in the

place of the late M. iJigot de Preameneu.
Arras.—It is highly creditable to the

Royal Society of this city to have proposed
for the subject of one of their prizes for the

last year—" The law of Nature and of Na-
tions violated by the Barbary States, to the
disgrace of Christendom." The success-

ful candidate was M. A. Moufle, whose
poem was honoured with the gold medal.

RUSSIA.

St. Petershurgh.—The institution for the

deaf and dumb, which was founded by the

Empress Mother in 1806, is meeting with
well - deserved patronage ; its revenues
amount to 31,000 rubles per annum; and
some members of very eminent families are

to be found among its inmates.

POLAND.
Warsaw.—A meeting of the members

of the university of this city was held on the

1st of October last, to celebrate the anni-

versary of its foundation. An interc8tin|(

paper connected with Polish literature, and
another on a metaphysical question, was
submitted to the assembly, together with
the annual report, from w'hich it appears

that during the last year 660 students were
on the books of the establishment, viz. 21
in theology, .379 in law, 120 in medicine, 55
in philosophy, and 129 in the fine arts, while

in every department of science the most
strenuous exertions were made, and are

making to place this institution on a level

with the most distinguished seminaries of

which Europe can boast.

From an exhibition of tlie produce of

Polish industr)', which took place at the

same time, it apjjcars that great jirogress

has been made in the manufacture of cloth

and kerseymeres of a superior quality, to-

gether w^ith that of carpets, as also philo-

sophical instruments, and various orna-

mental articles of dress.

ITALY.

Turin Rot/al Socieh/ of Agriculture.—
Among the communications to this so-

ciety at its last meeting, the following are

worthy of notice : The Marquis de Lascaris

presented two models of bridges of iron

wire ; many specimens of flax prepared

without being steeped, and of paper which
had been prepared from the ligneous

parts of this plant ; and Mr. Bonafous ex-

plained a simple and cheap method of ex-

tracting more, and better, oil from the fruit

of the olive than by the orduiary processes.

MONTHLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN.

Tbb Life of Erasmus, with Historical

Remarks on the State of Literature, between

the Tenth and Sixteenth Centuries, bj/ C.

Butler, Esq., of Lincoln's-Lm. — The
learned and able author of this work had
long contemplated a life of Erasmus. It

does not appear that he has fulfilled the

task in so complete a manner as he wished.

We have not his "Reminiscences" at hand,

in which work he has expressed his inten-

tion ; but we have before us the minutes of

a conversation held some years ago with
him, which will answer our purpose as \vell.

We use them without scruple, since the

words of the learned and the good are trea-

sures which should be stored up, and dif-

fused as opportunities offer.

It will be seen from the following, that

Mr. Butler has only given a comprehensive
outline of the great work he desired to ex-

ecute, and which we sincerely regret he
has not added, as a crown, to his useful

and erudite compositions.

In the conversation alluded to, he pro-

posed the Life of Erasmus as a work of

consequence and much wanted. The plan

of the work to be similar to that of the

Abbe Barthelemy's ' Voyage >du Jeune
Anacharsis,' and to contain a liistorj- of

Erasmus and his times. The traveller was
to start from Dantzic, or Prague, cross the

Vistula, correspond with Baron Lasco, the

Pole, who purchased his library ; visit the

Hans Towns, which opened a way to a dis-

sertation on the Hanseatic Confederation,

and the literary and commercial state of that

part of Europe. So great a scope would
have permitted of the introduction of the

controversies of the doctors of the Sorbonne

—remarks on Buxtorf, and notices of some
of the councils. The Medici would have
formed a prominent feature, and the ques-

tion be discussed, if the Illumines of Ger-

many were jacobins or not ; and which ex-

amination would lead to researches relating

to the ' Secret Tribunal' in Germany, of

which but little is known. The history of

algebra and the rise of literature, &c. The
learned ^vriter thought, that the labour of

five hours a-day for ten years would com-
plete the work !—Alas, how few there are

possessed of the erudition necessary to exe-

cute so great a task ! how few have means
and leisure ! These reflections make us
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regret that Mr. Butler has not fulfilled his

noble scheme.

The present volume is like the sketch of

some great artist, who had conceived a

work, which none were willing or capable

of continuing, and so, lest the general con-

ception should be lost, sketched the outline,

and left it for some future historian to

fulfil.

The work of M. de Burigny, referred to

by Mr. Butler, is written on a plan bearing

some affinity to that so ably drawn by Mr.

Butler. The title of the work is, " Vie
d'Erasme; dans laquelle on trouvera I'his-

toire de plusieurs hommes celebres, avec

lesquels il a ete liaison ; I'analyse critique

de ses ouvrages, et I'examen impartial de

ses sentimens en matieres de religion."

Mr. Butler passes the highest encomium
on this work in the following words :

" The
title of M. de Biirigni's work promises

much, and the work performs all that the

title promises."

Mr. Butler, in this book, has given

another proof of the great extent, variety,

and profundity of his erudition, and, we
may be permitted to add, of his exactness

and taste. There also pervades it the most
noble liberality of sentiment on matters of

religion, which pleased us the more be-

cause It is shewn by a member of the Ro-
man Catholic persuasion. Mr. Butler has,

in several other works, shewn great powers

of condensing information into a naiTow
compass, and has eminently succeeded in

this volume ; although he is evidently con-

strained, and seems every now and then

like a generous steed fretting at the curb,

which restrains his wish to push fartlier and

faster a-field.

In the remarks on the celebrated con-

troversy of the " Heavenly Witnesses,"

1 John, c. 5. V. 7., Mr. Butler lias mention-

ed the promise made by Erasmus, to insert

in subsequent editions of the New Testa-

ment the doubtful verse, if any Greek
MS. could be found, in which it formed

a part of the text. The Codex Montforti-

anus was produced Niitli the verse in the

text. On this Erasmus inserted the verse.

Much stress has been laid on this point

:

but the present profoundly leiirned and well

intentioned Bishop of Peterborough has

called in question the genuineness of thisM S.

now in the library of Trinity College, and
considers it as having been written after the

invention of printing by the supporters of the

authenticity and genuineness of the verse, to

ensure the insertion of it, in the third and
future editions of Erasmus' Testament, and
not to be a MS. worthy of consideration,

since it is a modem transcript wth the

verse introduced. Mr. Butler has not stated

this objection of Bishop Marsh. Why did

the writer of the able article on this sub-

ject, in the Quarterly Review, published in

December 1825, omit to mention this

striking circumstance ? In that article, the

Bishop of Peterborough"* part in the con-

troversy is kept too much in the back-
ground. We know that there exists more
jealousy of his talents and erudition, than is

consistent with justice and liberaHty.

Mr. Butler's Life of Erasmus M'ill

always be valuable as a book of reference,

and is even, as a brief and rapid sketch, a
highly interesting composition, which must
please the man of letters and the general

reader. If so, what might we not have
found, if he had fulfilled the whole of his

original plan ?

Papers on Naval Architecture and other

Subjects connected with Nrwal Science, No.
I.— To be continued half-yearly. Conducted

by Wm. Morgan and Augustin Creuze.
Naval Architects, ^'c. S^c. — Among the

most important sciences to England, is

Naval Architecture, and the theory and
practice of Naval Tactique on philosophical

and experimental principles. The time of

peace is the period when these sciences

can be best cultivated, and when the ex-

perience gained by practical men during

war can be examined and used by the phi-

losopher. It has been said with truth, that

the government of England have never

entered on philosophical investigation for

the public good, with that zeal and earnest-

ness wliicli become a rich and powerful

kingdom. Two or three attempts to find

a passage between the continents in the

frozen ocean, and two or three trials with

corvettes, are but poor specimens of zeal in

ten years of profound peace. The genius,

and thirst for knowledge in some indivi-

duals have led them to make advances on
subjects which were within reach of their

means ; but the great expense attendant on
naval experiments will always prove a bar

to the discoveries which may be made by
individual enterprize.

We consider the publication before us

as one of great national importance in a

maritime country, and worthy of the sup-

port, not only of the government, and of

the naval service, but also of the mercan-

tile world, and of the nation. It would
be deceptive and presumptuous in us to

pretend to a capability of analyzing a work
of this uncommon and abstruse nature ; we
shall therefore enter generally on the sub-

ject, and with much diffidence otfer some
remarks on parts of this first number.

That the conductors of this publication

are highly educated and capable mtn, no

doubt can be entertained by any one who
will peruse its well-written pages, marked
by the moderation and unassuming charac-

ter of philosophical research and discussion.

We regret that the conductors have not

enriched their first number with a more
minute account of the history of the sci-

ences of which they intend to treat. The
advertisement and introductory remarks are

well written, but evince a little timidity, as

if they were fearful of driving away their

readers by the appearance of historical re-

search and iniimte detail. The futuie niim-
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bers will, wo trust, remedy what appears to

us an omission, not arising from want of

ability, but from tlie cause we have assign-

ed. To trace the structure of the ships

of England, from the earliest period of

which any knowledge exists, to the present

day, would form a curious paper. We will,

en passant, quote from Sir Walter Raleigh's

letter to ' Prince Henry touching tiie

model of a ship,' the opinion of that ex-

traordinary man. " A ship of six hundred
tons will carry as good ordnance as a ship

of twelve hundred tons ; and where the

greater hath double her ordnance, the less

will turn her broadside twice before the

great ship can wind once, and so no advan-

tage in that overplus of guns"—This theory

would we think be found wretchedly defec-

tive in practice. Tlie Hyacinth would liave

, but a poor chance of success against the
' Brandywyn. Our limits will not permit us

/ to quote more of this curious letter, which
contiiins some sensible observations, and
some embryo ideas which time has moulded
into forms.

JMere naval men have done very little

towards advancing the science of their pro-

fession, whether as relates to the construc-

tion of the hull, or the causes on which the

tactique depends. It is ciurious, " that (as

Messrs. Morgan and Creuze remark) the

knowledge of the theory of naval architec-

ture has been less in England than in many
other parts of Europe," when she is, witli-

out doubt, the greatest maritime power that

has ever existed. The names of the prin-

cipal writers on the structure of ships are

given in the " Introductory Remarks." We
must obsen-e that the science of scaman-
slti)) owes many obligations to Churchmen.
Paul Iloste a Jesuit, wrote a thick folio,

illustrated with plates, in ^^•llich he treats

largely on " Breaking the Line." Clarke, a
Scotch clergyman, followed and copied him
in the science of naval architecture : Dr.
Inman is pre-eminent.

Many instances of lamentable ignorance

among men in situations of consequence,
could be enumerated. We must indulge

ourselves in relating one which happened
some years since, in the Medway. A
two-decker, the Vigo (unless our memory
deceives us), was to be launched. A sand
bank, either previously existed, or had
formed during the time she was on the
stocks in the river on a line with her stem.
The officer who had the direction of launch-
ing this seventyrfour gun ship, took it into

his pericranium, that she possessed the

singular faculty of hopping like a frog, and
would certainly hop over this sand bank, if

her ways were cut so short as to let her
stem fall rapidly into the water, which

1
would be followed with a corresponding
plunge of her bow when it fell from the

frays, while the impetus she had attained

Would carry her stern, raised by the plung-
ing of the bow, over the sand ! There were
Biany present, some mere youngsters, who
M.M. New Series.—Vol. 1. No. 2-.

did not think that se\'cnty-four gim ships

were bom with the frog-like faculty of leap-

ing, and suspected that the new ship

would repose exactly on the middle of the

bank. We need hardly remark, that the

se\'enty-four had no such ))ropensity, and
was impelled by this profound manceuvre on
to the middle of the sand, and so broke her

back, or was r.itherwhat is termed liigged,

her symmetry destroyed, her value dimi-

nished a third, and her solidity greatly im-
paired.

There never was a period wlien the naral

men of England were more roused to

study the theory of their profession than at

this moment : and there never was a time

when our ministers were more imperiously

called on to improve the structure of every
class of ships. We say this, bectiuse the

charm is destroyed—the spell is broken

—

and we have met with a naval power, our
equal in skill, and gallant, as far as tliey

have been tried in battle at a certain dis-

tance. Wliat they will prove muzzle to

muzzle, and man to man, is more tlian any
one can dare to prognosticate.

The Americans have a finer diameter of

vessel in every class, from the schooner tothe

two-decker, than \\e have. We are bound
at least to keep pace with them.—The con-

sequence has been woeful to England.

They, from this superiority, captureil with

few exceptions every vessel of a corres-

ponding cla>;s which they fought with, from

the Dominica, so desperately defended by

the gallant Baratti, to the Java, so well

fought by Lambert and his able and valiant

lieutenant. The combatants in these oases

were of the same classes. The Dominica
was one hundred tons less than her enemy,
and with a much smaller complement of

men—but she was rated as mounting four-

teen guns—the American not so many

—

but the vessel was larger, better constructed,

and with artillery of a more useful and
heavier calibre, though not so many in

number, the skill being equal the superio-

rity of the American in stmeture, size, and
quality of armament, cost us the life of as

gallant a yomig seamen as ever lived, and

a sad sacrifice of men. We say nothing of

the vessel, for if all such disgracefiU tools

were heaped together and bumr, we would

hasten to enjoy the spectacle. The same
remark will apply to all the other vessels

captured, we might not have lost honour

—

but we have told the world that we are

not invincible. The action during the

night between our sloop of war the Little

Belt and the President, an enormous fri-

gate, in which the latter was roughly hand-

led, led our seamen to despise the enemy ;

a weak and destructive practice, since it

leads to relaxation of discipline, and other

evils. When this action was mentioned, it

ought to have been accompanied mth the

narration of a night action which took

place some years ago in the North Seas,

between H.M.S. A 1, of thirty-

2 B
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hw guns, and an American Corvette, in

wliicli ths former, as much superior to

the latter as tlie President to the Little

Belt, was sorely mauled, and we believe

returned to port to refit, that would have

taught our seamen to suspend their judg-

ments. Since that time more attention has

been paid in our navy to tlie use of the

guns. Before, the practice was shamefully

neglected ; and, unless we greatly err, one

ot our sloops of war was taken by an Ame-
rican entirely owing to want of practice in

this grand point. The allowance of pow-
der and shot for purposes of practice is ut-

terly contemptible and useless, and loudly

calls for an increase of at least tenfold.

It is perfect idiotism to affirm, tliat actual

firing is not necessary, and that going

through the manoeuvres is equally beneficial

—no )'.a\'al men would uphold such sense-

less gabble, and one and all loudly com-
plain of the trumpery restrictions on the

use of powder fur the purposes of practice.

It is a sin against tiie nation; it is a jiiece

of barbarity against the commanders. But
we must return to the book more immedi-
ately before us.

Tlie various subjects handled in the work
before us are all of importance. The paper
" On determining the centre of gravity of

a ship," will we hope be renewed ; for the

point cannot be too deeply inculcated,

since the utility is great. The article " On
the stowage of ships" is clear and masterly,

and ennces both a practical and philoso-

phical knowledge of the subject; and we
regret that we have not space enough to

quote 1, 2, and 3, on the stability—roll-

ing, and pitching of ships. We remember
a new frigate, the Havannah, coming out of

riymouth Sound, being nearly capsized by
a puff from off the heights of Mount Edge-
combe. It was said that a scientific expe-

riment had been made with her halhst, which

was stowed up the sides of the orlop deck !

!

The doctrine of the " resistance of fluids"

is yet in too much obscurity to be made
very practicably applicable to naval science.

The work before us contains an elaborate

paper on the subject ; but the ingenuous
writer does not conceal the difficulty of the

subject or the uncertainly of the results

for practical purposes. The future numbers
will, we hope, embrace further enquiries

into tills abstruse subject. Among the

j)ractical ])ai)ers, tiiose on the " raking of

ship's masts," and on the " timber used
for the masts of ships/' and on the " sta-

bility of flouting bodies," demand atten-

tion.

The account of the experimental cruises

of the Orestes, Cliampion. and Pylades,

is very impartially given. The Cliampion
was constructed by Captain Hay£S, and
may be «steeraed a little superior, as a man
of war, to the Orestes, constructed under

the direction of Doctor Inman, and both

these vessels far superior in capacity and
fivery qualification to the Pylades, built

under the direction of Sir R. Seppings,
sui'veyor of the navy.

It will be seen by the following quotation
how impartially the merits of these vessels

are stated ; at the same time it may be
observed that some of the defects of the
Champion were capable of being remedied,
since they were consequences arising from
a consumption of weight in the shape of

stores which might have been supplied'by
water. After stating that " the Champion
had greater capacity than the Orestes, and
the Orestes than the Pylades," that the
capacity of the former arose from the
fidness of the after body, which required
all her ballast to be stowed aft to keep her
in trim, and which weakened her structure,

&c., they thus conclude :
—

" In rolling they were all considered easy. In

pitching, the Orestes and Champion were easy and
dry ; the Pylades easy, but not so di7 as the other

two. The Orestes and Champion were nearly equal

in stability ; the Pylades had not so much as either

of these two, but was not at all deficient in conipa-

rison with other ships. But the peculiarity of the

Champion's construction materially afl'ected the per-

manence of her stability ; she required her ballast to

be stowed aft, consequently its centre of gravity was
much higher than it would otherwise have been

;

and as the consumable parts of the stores were dimi-

nished, this had a proiwrtionally greater effect in

raising the centre of gravity of the system, and
therefore diminishing the stability. On the whole,

then, the greater fullness of the after body of the

Champion was certainly a considerable fault in her

construction ; in the Pylades, the stowage and ac-

commodations were small; and the Orestes might
probabiy have been improved had her bow been

rather finer."

During the first cruize the Orestes and
Pylades carried lee helms ; much is said on
this subject, and we will offer a few cursory

remarks on it. A vessel, when upright in

the water, has the fluid passing equally on
both bows. Suppose her under sail on the

starboard tack, the larboard bow is deeply

immersed in the water, while the starboard

is proportionally raised out of it : hence
it is evident that the fluid is pressing on a
greater portion of the larboard, or lee bow,
than on the starboard, or weather bow,
and so must have a powerful tendency to

turn the vessel's head to the wind, to

prevent which it is necessary to counteract

that influence of the fluid by the helm.

The v.eather quarter being also raised, adds

to this tendency, which is not proper-

tionally counteracted by the immersion of

the lee quarter, owing to the eddy water,

&c. A fine and seamanlike adjustment of

the levers (for such the sails are virtually)

will make most ships, if in tolerable trim,

steer without difficulty. Perhaps a minute
attention to the structure of the bow wovdd
lead to very beneficial results on this point.

The only unphilosophical action apparent

during the cruises of these sliips, was that

of overdressing the Champion. There is a

maximum in caiTying sail, beyond which
tlie.velocity is retarded in proportion ^ the
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hull is plunged docpcr into the resisting fluid.

Some of llic naval instructions on this

point arc disgiaceful to science and com-
mon sense. We must now close our

remarks on this important and interesting

vohnne, witli a hojjc that cvci-y naval man,
and every merchant master mariner will

study it and the sequent numhers, if they

•evince equal ahility and ciindour.

The Misses M'ilmshurst's Tabular System

of Instruction in the grammatical jmrts of
iliF, English, lialiun, and French Tongues.—
Children, for centuries, have suffered such
wrongs in the mode of instructing them,

that we look with pleasure on every attempt

to facilitiite their attaining initiatory know-
ledge. Those complex curses, the Eton,

Westminster, and Winchester grammars,
arc still obstinately and unrelentingly re-

tained in use, as if they were means of

giving power to the preceptor to Hagellate

the unhappy victims destined to go through

the purgatorial course. Of this we arc

certain, that more men have been disgusted

by the ruggedncss of the paths by which
they have been led to the fields of learning,

than have endeavoured to reap a harvest

after the toilsome and cruel culture so

barbarously forced on them.

The mode of instruction proposed by
these ladies must be well understood by the

teaclicrs, then no doubt can be entertained

of its facilitating the progress of the learner.

The rules for ascertaining the genders of

French substantives are clearly and briefly

drawn up, and constitute the best portion

of their system. We trust that they will

in their future labours, study to avoid

complexity and numerous references to

other works. The grammar, exercises, &c.
of Duvergcr may be consulted by them
with advantage. We trust that success

will attend their meritorious endeavours to

save the young from much toil, unjust

punishment, and misery.

November Niyltls.—This is e\idently the

production of a young aspirant in the re-

public of belles-lettres. Any old forlorn

bachelor who feels himself lonely during
these long winter evenings, and longs for a
blooming lovely young bride to cheer him
and to keep him warm during the night,

has only to read the tale on that subject in

this volume, and thank his stars that he
is not sueh a Benedict. Tiiis young author,

liaving ability, must study more, polish liis

compositions more carefully, and aim at

higher game, and then, we think, that he
will produce a work which will gain him
more permanent credit than this not un-
successful attempt.

My Tliought Booh. J. P. Thomas.—
This is, without doubt, the work of a
man whose mind is vigorous and capa-

cious, and who has improved his na-

.tural faculties by study and reflection.

The leading characteristics of the book
are clearness of conception, a terse and
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well-formed style, ncitlier loaded with or-

nament nor inelegantly bold, an unflinching

expression of opinions, which a less pow-
erful understanding would have concealed,

and an evident determination to put the

stamp of liberality on all his sentiments.

We do not think that all of them bear

that mark, particularly those on the diffu-

sion of information among the lower orders.

The paracniph is too long for quotiition,

but the amount of it is the maxim of the

French philosopher, " travailler sans rai-

soinier." In reply to this, we will sunply

ask, " who can prove vicious conduct to

be a consequence of knowledge?"
If scientific knowledge and general infor-

mation !\re duly accompanied with religious

instruction, who will dare to prognosticate

an age of discontent, insubordination, and
the levelling of distinctions ? Knowledge
is a tremendous weapon, and may be

abused; then let our spiritual guides be

more active, and teach those committed to

their charge to use not abuse the great— the

powerful gift of knowledge. If evil ensues

from what is now so rai)idly advancing, re-

tribution would be justly dealt out to their.

On the subject of tythes our author is

not so philosophical and moderate as be-

comes a reasoner. What right has he to call

that institution commandeil by God to his

servant Moses, the " offspring of Anti-

christ" ? There are many excellent obser-

vations mingled with his opinions, and
some which, though not new, deserve

consideration, particularly the plan of

making tythes redeemable. If he had con-

sidered that originally the proprietor of an
estate left the ])ropcrty to another, who
perhaps had no claim to it, with the pro-

viso that one-tenth should be paid to any
set of men, no matter who, he mui?t have
said— the receiver of this estate 'has no
right to grumble because he has not the

whole. The tenants who ci.ltivate the soil

pay a less rent if the land is subject to this

tax, and so they have no right to be dis-

contented. The purchaser jiays a ]>ropor-

tionally less price for the estate subject to

tj-thes, and so he has no right to complain.

The fact is this, the faAners are, seven out

of ten, fond of money, and without consi-

dering what is just, grumble at paying to a

man who has no ob\nous right to what he
has virtually contracted to pay, and for

which he is indemnified by a lower rental.

Since the feeling is general and the evil

great, the system should be altered ; but
it is a momentous question, and must not

be handled by the hotheaded or the igno-

rant. To render them redeemable by an
exchange of land, made under sworn sur-

veyors and men with regular salaries, might
in time effect this desirable end.

We must indulge oiu-selves in a few
quotations.

" It was the opinion of Spinoza, that thexmiverse

is God. How can tlie object of a will be the will of

itself? How can an accomplishment be the power

2 B 2
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of accomplishing f How can an act of volition be

the seat of volition ? How can the effect be th?

cause ? How can the thing govenied be the power

to govern ?

"

This Socratic mode of reasoning is ad-

mirable and conclusive, and is evidently a

favourite with Mr. Thomas. We disagree

with him about Gibbon ; he misquoted, and
devested his misquotatiuns to a had purpose :

—he was not a noble lorer of truth. The
following is open to objection :

" When we have the choice of two modes of con-

duct, each being proper and consistent, we should

adopt that mode by which we shall offend none, in

preference to that by which we shall offend some
and please some."

Suppose we counteract the bad, who
cares for their offence being declared ? It

^vould be felt whether declared or not.

The following is a bold opinion, and though
some may smile, there are more things in

this world than enter into our philosophy.

What philosopher hesitates in believing in

the future existence of animals ? Butler

did not, Wesley did not, we may therefore

tolerate this :

—

" I doubt much whether botanical existences are

so low as generally imagined. I doubt much whether

they have not a higher degree of sensation than what

is commonly attributed to them. They are charac-

terised by several of the most decisive marks of

animal existence. They are susceptible of nourish-

ment, refreshment, and sleep, and of heat and

cold. They have sexual distinctions. The com-

panionship of their sexes produces progeny ; they

have a vascular system. Thc-y physically per-

spire : some of them to a greater degree than even

the human body. And the comus masoubes throws

off within twenty-four hours a quantity of perspira-

tion equal in weight, as it is saiii, to that of the

entire shrub. Tlie helianthus annuus throws out

sixteen times the quantity of perspiration which the

frame of man emits. The sensitive plant retreats

from the touch, from the delicacy of its nerves.

What is this hut timiditr/f"

Perhaps some chemical cause produces

this. The subjects handled in this volume
are of every department in science and
literature, from Spinoza to Bartholemew
fair, from Raphael and Murillo, of which
latter, by-the-bye, he does not know as much
as might be expected. He may doubt,

when wc tell him that we do not know
twenty genuine pictures of that great

master in England, and that three of

Marshal Soult's are very questionable as

to their authenticity, though without doubt
very fine pictures, and those by a master

who was allied to this great artist by name
and style. IMr. Norton, in Soho Square,

has one authentic picture of great beauty

in his possession, which, with the excep-

tion of a small octagon gem in the gallery

of Mr. Reinagle arc the only two we know
in the market.

Mr. Thomas has given a very interesting

account of Elizabeth Haywood, a giil

with powers of calculating not surpass-

ed by George Bidder or the American
boy. He has interspersed his pages with

allegory, and ornamented them with short

essays worthy of the Tatler or Spectator.

In short, this is an amusing, instructive,

and curious voliune, but some of the
opinions must be read with great caution
particularly by the young.

A Srief Sketch of the Histonj of the pre-
sent Situation of the Valdenses in Piemont,
commonly called Vaudois. Sy Hugh Dyke
AcLAND, Esq.—No subject of deeper in-

terest has been agitated in the present day
than the state of this remnant of the Pri-

mitive Apostolic Church. The conduct of
Mr. Acland, the Rev. Mr. Gilly, and their

companions, in penetrating into tlie re-

cesses of the central Alps, and reviving the
recollection of these pious, simple, and
persecuted people, exceeds all praise. The
pamphlet before us is a brief and clearly

written sketch of their history and present
condition, and may be considered as an
admirable supplement to Blr. Gilly's more
detailed and attractive ;'olurae. That work,
Mr. Acland's Pamphlet, and the well-

drawn up abstract of them in the Quar-
terly Review of last December, have made
the subject so generally known, that we
consider it superfluous to enter into detail.

Should any of our readers not have yet
read either this pamphlet or Mr. Gilly's

work, we must envy them, for more in-

teresting and spirit-stirring books were
never written. Every emotion, from com-
passion to burning indignation—from asto-

nishment to fixed attention—from enthu-
siastic wishes to calm reflection, succeed
each other ; and he who begins to read
will not leave the pages unless necessity

compels him.

Tliese people are, without a doubt, the

remnant—the lacerated fragment of the

primitive church of Christ, who have been
hunted, amid their snow-clad mountains,
from age to age, with hell-hound ferocity

and fantastic tortures, and are not yet de-
stroyed !— who have, amid persecutions

and desolations, worse than Hyder Ali and
his savage son ever wreaked on the inhabi-

fcmts of the Carnatic, held the faith of

Christ, and lived in such purity, as to raise

them above the level of humanity, and
pomt them out as bright examples of apos-

tolic simplicity to surrounding nations.

The ways of Providence are past our
limited penetration ; but the reflecting may
think, that by this poor and miserable hand,
so wondiously ])reser\'ed, some great end
is to be produced—perhaps to scatter the

benighting cloud which veils their perse-

cutors, and to spread a mental and heavenly

light among those who have dashed their

little ones on the stones, and shed their

blood like water about their flaming hearths,

and on their desolated fields, thus proving

the genuineness of their faith and the purity

of their doctrine. We dare not trust our-

selves to enter farther on tJie subject, or we
should soon exceed our prescribed limits,

and willingly fill every remaining page.

Reader, if you are ignorant of the historv
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of this pGoi)l(', study it; Gilly, Aclaiid, or

at least llie abstract in the Qiiiirtcily Re-
view, are within your rcacli.

Leisure Moments. By Barnard Trol-
LOPE, Esq.—Tliis vohime bears the impres-

sion of having been written by a man
possessing many refined and amiable feel-

ings, and is far from being deficient in

poetical spirit. It contiiins specimens of

almost every kind of verse, from the blank

to the lyric, and every kind, evincing con-

siderable facility, and much variety of

thought—which is often elevated, oftener

tender, and sometimes playfully anacreon-

tic, and sometimes eccentric and wilfully

idle. The volume commences with an

Elegy on General Bowes, who was killed

and buried, with all his gallant men, in a

fort which he stormed. We quote it as a

fair example of the author's talents, and
unless we are mistaken, every reader of

taste will agree with us, in placing it among
the most successful and originally touched
monodies of our language. The six last

lines of the second stanza contain only one
.«, and their euphony is uncommonly
striking and ajjpropriate.

'Twas in a distant, foreign laud,

No friend was nigh,

To watch thy noble breast expand
With its last sigh :

None but thy country's foe were near.

Who dealt the wound

;

No living comrade lent an ear

To catch the sound.

Ami though itbless'd the sacred name
Of one—long loved.

Whoso faith, far o'er the dark blue main
Had oft been proved,

None echo'd it !—the bleak wind bore
It from thy clay

Cold form, and with the battle-roar

It died away.

None sooth'd the agonizing smart,

That must have press'd

Most hca\7 on thy faithful heart.

Ere 'twas at rest

;

None, when thy soul had ta'en its fliglit

To Him on high.

E'en clos'd to an eternal night

Thy fading eye.

For none suri'iv'd thee ! all knew well

Their leader's cry ;

And, rallying round, none liv'd to tell

Where thou didst die

!

All gained with thee the rampart height-
All with thee fell

!

And there all found with thee that night

A grave as well.

They buried thee as thou didst fall.

By foe siurrounded

;

The funeral shot obey'd the call

Their trumpet sounded ;

The death-tuned drum raourn'd o'er thy bier

—

The note was brief ;

Thy grave then clos'd—and not one tear

Bespoke their grief.

But many since have wept—and some
Do mourn thee still,

Whose tears in time may dry—save ouc.

Hers never will

;

No outward shew proclaims aroulul

Her inward rricf.

Deep in the heart corrodes the wouml.

Beyond relief !

The " Parent's Lamentation," excejit-

ing the fourth stanza, whidi is a specimen

of unpardonable negligence both in versi-

fication iiiid thoupfit, is natural, pathetic,

and t;istelully written.

Ves, thou art gone ! in all thy IjIoohi,

By slow ilegrecs, I've seen thee sink ;

/Vnd, smiling, thou hast met thy doom.

Though bitter was the cup to driuk.

Vet cold in death as now thou art.

Still on thy features dwells a smile—

A balm to heal my sorrowing heart,

A ray of comfort to beguile.

Mourn not for me, it sccsns to say ;

Oh, why that dismal look !—so wild ?

Despair and sorrow cha.se away—
Thou hast an angel for a child.

Ves ! yes, 'tis so, thou art at rest.

Embodied with a cherub's form.

Ami Heav'n itself allows 'tis blest.

With such an angel to adorn.

But yet, my child, ) liop'<l to save.

To prop and rear thy drooping head.

That thou mights; see me in my grave,

.And mouni and weep for me instead.

But, since 'tis otherwise, 'twere vain

To murmur 'gainst the ^ad decree

;

Though never can I smile again

—

Till on the eve of joining thee.

" St;inzas for Jlusic, addressed to Lady
J ," are spirited and good.

The ])oem on " Napoleon on Board the

Rellerophon" contains several fine passages,

and sonic uncommon cond)inations of ideii.«,

and has a peculiiirity in the stnicture of the

verse which may find wanner admirers

than we are of it. AVe have neither time

jior inclination to i>iik out faults and hold

them up to the public eye, though we arc

injustice bound to say, that there ure many
in the vohime, but most of them the con-

sequence of their idleness; v.hicli in the

present age is almost a crime. Mr. Trol-

lopehas, by this production, proved himself

to be capable of taking higher flights, and of

earning his station among the leading

poets of the day. To effect this he must
not write so much on the tender passion,

or ring the changes on tears and sighs quite

so often, but select some fine subject, and

then remember that no man has produced

what is worthy of being preserved, but by

diligence, thought and revision. Of this

we think him capable, since the higher

subjects in the volume are the best, and
the Elegy to the gallant General Bowes
sufficient to secure him from being placed

among the mere versifiers of the day.

We conclude our remarks \vith the fol-

lowing neatly written anacreontic.

" On seeing a Bee rest on a Ladi/'s Face."
" 'Twas surely nothing strange to see

.\n epicure in sweets—a Be?

Rest on thy dimpled smile

—

The rose so templing scem'd to blow,

Mid blended with such lilies too,

That i:uturc bid it rest awhile."
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Janus, or the Edinburgh LiteraryAlmanack-

—This is a stout volume of between four

and five hundred pages, consisting of a

compilation in verse and prose, of a great

variety of subjects. It ranks with the

leading magazines of the day, but does not

excel them in the quality of the prose

compositions, and is rather inferior to them

in the poetical department. The article

entitled, " Thoi'.ghts on Bores" is caustic,

amusing, and instructive. The " Essence

of Opera" is pungent, and laughter-stir-

ring. " A Preface that may serve all

modern Works of Imagination" demands

high commendation. The story of " Daniel

Cathie, Tobacconist," would not dishonour

the fame of Gait. "The Bohemian Garden-

er" is sutBciently romantic for any lady in

the land : and many others deserve notice.

We can safely recommend the volume as

an amusing one, happily varied with matter

grave, gay, and instructive.

The Subaltern.—The chapters of which

this volume consists were published suc-

cessively in Blackwood's Miigazine. They
cany on every page the stamp of truth,

and are therefore very valuable as docu-

ments. The incidents are interesting and

exciting. The volume has a still higher

claim to consideration ; it is virtually that

kind of delineation of the human mind,

when placed in peculiar circumstances,

which is calculated to enlarge the sphere of

our knowledge of mankind. The soldier

will peruse it with pleasure, as narrating

scenes to which he has been familiar : the

civilian cannot fail feeling interested, by

being thus introduced to scenes and emo-

tions so wholly new to him ; the philoso-

pher will study it as a curious record. We
know of no work which gives so intelligi-

ble a detail of war as this. Our limits

forbid our indulging any extracts of sieges

and battles, for they are too long, and we
are not so tasteless and cold-blooded as

to mangle the descriptions of a writer. We
consider the following as a very curious

fact ;

—

Whilst the British army occupied its position

along the Spanish bank of the Bidassoa, a vast

number of desertions took place ; insomuch as to

cause a serious diminution of its strength.

The author attributes these desertions,

" entirely to the operation of superstitious

terror on the minds of the men, who were

placed slnghj near the bodies of the slain,

as sentinels," and thus speaks of it ;

—
That both soldiers and sailors are frequently

superstitious, every person knows ; nor can it be

pleasant for the strongest-minded among them to

spend two or three hours of a stirmy night beside a

mangled and half-devoured carcase ; indeed I have

been myself, more than once, remonstrated with,

for desiring as brave a fellow as any in the corps, to

keep guard near one of his fallen comrades. " I

don't care for living men," said the soldier; "but,

for God's sake, sir, don't keep me beside him ;" and

wherever I could yield to the remonstrance, I in-

variably did so. My own opinion, therefore, was,

that many t>f our sentries became so overpowered by

superstition, that they could not keep their ground.

They knew, however, tliat if they returned to the

piquet, a severe pimishment awaited them : and

hence they went over to the enemy, rather than en-

dure the misery of a diseased imagination.

As a proof that my notions were correct, it was

remarked, that the army had no sooner descended

from the mountains, and taken up a position which

required a chain of double sentinels to be renewed,

than desertion in a very great degree ceased.

We know that superstitious feelings are

seldom wholly banished from the mind.

The " Book of Fate" has been stereo-

typed ; this fact speaks volumes. A few

years ago, the whole crew of an eighty

gun ship, consisting of between six and

seven hundred men, were kept in awe and

feverish excitement by a ghost, which was
eventually proved to be an attenuated tailor.

We again assure our readers, that this

volume will amply indemnify them for the

trouble of perusing it.

Beauties of the Modern Poets. By D.

Carey.—Every book which is intended to

diffuse information among the people, will

always have our commendation. Few,
com))aratively speaking, can afford to pur-

chase, or have the means of obtaining, the

works of modern poets ; for a considerable

price must be demanded for their volumes,

to enable the pidilisher to indenmify him-

self for the purchase of the MS. and the

outlay of capital. This is a judicious and

copious selection, well calculated to ex-

tend the knowledge of the poetical produc-

tions of the day. We miss Hoggarth's

Cassandra, one of the finest odes in the

English language—parts of Montgomery's
" World before the Flood," and extracts

from Miss Porden's "Coeur de Lion ;" both

these poems are ornaments to our coun-

try ; the latter has been unaccountably

neglected by the public.

Matilda, a Tale of the Day.— It is gene-

rally reported that Lord Normanby is the

writer of this volume. If such had not

been the case, the i)reface, the style, and

the general stamp of the work would have

proved it to have been composed by a

gentleman. The facility in the weaving of

the dramatic texture of the work, and the

distmctions so clearly marked in the cha-

racters, without those forced and violent

contrasts, which are criteria of weakness,

place it among the first of the works of its

class. We cannot say that this class is

very high, but his lordship has compassed

what he intended ; he has written a volume

well calculated to beguile the tediousness

and progress of the traveller's way, and

converted a dull and lonely evening into

one of interest and amusement.

Before Lord Normanby can take his

rank among the higher class wTiters of the

age, he must consider, that his subject

must be df a high character, and one
which will enable him to delineate the

manners and customs of some age, or some
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foreign nation^ mid to pourtray persons of

high or uncommon clmracters—interspers-

ing the whole with descriptions out of the

usual line, and giving solidity to the wliole

by thoughts and reflections, skilfully intro-

duced, and always keeping in mind the

necessity of maintaining unbroken the dra-

matic web—so as to make the whole a

continuous chain of cause and effect. We
have made these remarks, because "Matilda"

is interspersed with thoughts and observa-

tions, wiiich reflect great credit on the

wTiter's abilities and feelings.

Poetic Hours. By G. F. Richardson.—
The poems of Mr. Richardson have been

sedulously noticed in almost every periodi-

cal work, and every newspaper of conse-

quence ; so there remains but little for us

to say about them. They are above me-
diocrity, and appear to have been carefully

revised. The poem called the " Storm"
is in many parts very powerful, and con-

vinces us, that we may expect composi-

tions from him of no ordinary character.

Mr. Richardson's translations are not so

good as they might be. The translation of

Horace's Ode to Pyrrha, is a failure ; that

may be forgiven, as all who have tried,

including Milton, have failed.

" Cui flavara religas comam.
Simplex munditiis ?"

Mr. R. renders

—

" O I say for whom, seductive girl.

Your golden locks you gentbj curl ?"

For whom with simple elegance do you
your golden tresses bind ? is the translation

we should give the words, and therefore

condemn such tasteless rhymes as Mr.
Richardson's. The translation of Ana-
creon's orders " To the Painter," is much
better.

A Complete System of Punctuation, Sfc.

Sfc. By Charles James Addison.—

A

concise, clearly written, and useful little

book on the subject. It would have
approached nearer to perfection, if some
fine examples of correct punctuation had
been introduced from Sherlock, Pearson,

Hooker and others of that stamp, as ex-

amples.

The Prospect, and other Poems. By
Edward Moxon'.—We do not remember
to have seen any poems by a child of

twelve years old which were worthy of

notice, since the days of Romney Robinson,
excepting these. Edward Moxon says of

himself, that he is " unlettered," self-

taught ; compelled to labour " from morn-
ing until evening in laborious employment;"
and could only indulge in his favourite

recreation on Sunday morning, or during
the still more solemn hours of midnight

!

Who could have the heart to censure, even
if censure were deserved, after such a
declaration as this? Who woidd suppose
the following lines, firom the " Prospect,"

to have been \vritten by an unlettered hoy 9
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The next, a nuuld'oliig crowd, tumultuous pour.

Discordant as the deep when tempests roar

;

With eager steps the path they wary sweeji.

With eyes uprais'd to yonder haughty steep,

Whrrtc sides repulsive hundreds climb in vain.

With beating breast ambitious power to gain.

Heedless, in sordid thought they moving throng,

r.'o charm but gain can e'er their steps prolong.

AVhere yonder overwhelming city stands.

Rich witli tile teeming spoil of foreign land>,

'Tis there they gather 'midst incessant broil.

With schemes prolific, ne'er remitting toil.

By riches lured, they leave the calm domain.

In danger search afar the watery plain ;

With sails unfurl'd, they ply the earth around.

To Chilian shores where richest ore isfound ;

The earth unbosom for its costly mould,
The greatest bane of life— its glittering gold.

To rougher dimes the;/ take their uuiywarfl Jiigbt

,

To northern seast where broodn the mhte night.

Whottpreadu her wings across the cheerless nmiu.

Where Spring forgets to lead her jovial trains

Whcr<' milder Hummer hardly shotes herfare.

Or casts a gleam on Lapland's hardy race."

llie lines following the above are

equally good.

This youth cannot remain long in ob-
scurity. We liope that lie will not be
induced to leave the certain gain of steady

labour in some profession, for the precari-

ous remuneration to be obtained in the

literary «orld. Poetry and poverty ore

seldom disunited. The " riches of the

mind," in this age, are hardly sufficient to

keep body and soul together ; even to offer

them in exchange for more substantial coin

exposes the trader in such commodity to

disappointment, insult, sarcasm and neg-

lect. We reverence real ability, but advise

no one to trust to mere literar\' occupation
;

since penury and misery are its seldom
failing attendants.

FOREIGN LITERATURE, &c.

De Historic iVaturalis inJaponia Statu,

J^c. By G. T. SlEBOLD, M.D., Batavia.

— Since the days of the illustrious Phun-
berg, who was physician to the embassy of

their High Mightinesses to Japan, the na-
tural history of that coimtry has been much
neglected. Tilsing never performed his pro-

mise to produce a work on the subject.

Kursensteui, De Langsdorf, and Golo\Tiin,

the most recent writers on Japan, have
hardly touched on the subject. Baron
Wurmb has spoken of some fossils in the

Memoirs of the Society of Batavia. Under
the auspices of the Baron Vander Capellen,

Dr. Siebold has been enabled to establish

a Medical College ; and by his prudence has
obtained admission into the city of Nanga-
saki, and is now holding a coirespondence
with the Emperor's physician and other
Japanese savans. The present discoveries

do not appear to exceed ten maminiferous
animals : three birds, two amphibious ani-

mals, twenty-three crustaceous, and two
lepedopterous insects. This work is to be
published annually, and to contain descrip-
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tions of every objent worthy the attention

of naturalists.

UUSSIA.

A Selection of Anecdotes of Peter the

Great.—This is considered a correct and

useful work, illuminating many obscurities

in that era of Russia. We are glad that such

a work has appeared, for Voltaire has only

written an historical novel on the subject.

We have heard that a celebrated English

Admiral has the history of this extraordi-

nary man in hand, and from which much in-

formation is expected.

. An abridged History ofRussian Literature,

hy Nicolas Gretch.—This is a very pro-

found and able work, which must have cost

the writer great toil and anxiety. He has

divided the Essay into two periods : the

first comprizes the history of literature

from the origin of the empire to tlie reign

of Peter, i. e. from the ninth to the seven-

teenth century : tlic second period em-
braces the period to our own times. The
tliree sections allotted to each jieriod are

commenced by a picture of the civil and

political state of the country ; and gives a

succinct, biographical, and bibliographical

accounts of the most remarkable writers

and their works of each era. This history

of the progress of literature and civiliza-

tion of Russia, is rendered highly interest-

ing by the lucidness of the arrangement, and

the philosophical explanation of the causes

which at one time have retarded, and at

another accelerated, the progress of letters

and art.

DENMARK'.

Symholce ad Geof/raphiam mcdii avi exMo-
nmnentis Islandices—Edidit Ericus CliRls-

TiANUs Weri.auif.—This is a translation,

with the Icelandic on the opjjosite page,

from two small MSS. in the library- of Co-

penhagen ; one written in the thirteenth,

the other in the fourteenth century. The
one is very curious, as affording a very

succhict idea of the geographical knowledge

then existing, in the jounial of ])i!grims going

from Norway to Rome, via Germany, and

then to Jerusalem. The \^riter mentions

all the churches, convents, and depositories

of relics on the route ; and gives a descrip-

tion of tlie Holy City and its environs. The
other MS. gives a minute description of the

city and drawing of it as it then existed.

M.Werloutr has added an engraving, to give

an idea of the state of engraving at that

period ; he has also enriched this curious

work with many erudite notes.

ITALY.

Difensa della Filosofia — Ajibrozio

Balbi.— Balbi, indignant .it the debasing

wishes of the head of the house of Haps-
burg, has openly defended philosophyagainst

the despicable barbarians who have declared

in his country that " Philosophy is contrary

to religion and virtue !
!" A knowledge of

the Omniscient's laws relating to this world

contrary to religion and virtue ! Can the

Hapsliurgians say more ? He would have

the words engraved on the bigot's tomb.

Signor Balbi liiis eloquently shewn how
greatly true piety and virtue are assisted by

the mind being elevated by a knowledge of
" the ways of God to men !"

SPAIN.

Teoria della Lectura, by Valli'.jo.—
The Spaniards are an able people, and, if

left to themselves, will soon be distinguish-

ed in the paths of literature and science.

This is a philosophical, ingenious, and use-

ful initiatory book ; and as children are in

seven instances out of nine, maltreated

when they are beginning to be taught, we
hope that some humane person will trans-

late it. The child is first taught the simple

sounds ; an easy thing, for the vowels con-

sist of a regular scale—a, the most open ;

e, less so ; i, still less so, and gradually closer

—until u is sounded with the lips almost

closed. Tlie modifications of each sound

are next taught, and a sentence of six ivords

comprizing them all, and in itself amusing,

is repeated to the child, who soon learns it.

Then the brat is taught to undo the words,

pronounce each syllable, and to vse correctly

the organs ofsound. We have kno\\n Frencli

persons taught by this metliod to pronoinice
" church," as well as a bishop, irhich as

often and as correctly as a bungler at St.

Stephens—and such, as clearly as a pedant,

who has his hack phrase " such is the

case." We have not limits to enter fidly

into this system ; but recommend it, as it

will save many an urchin from unmerited

cuffs, and many a ))arent from that cur.se of

humanity— irritation

!

LOW COUNTRIES.

Pesearches on the Changes produced on

the Physical Condition of Countries hy the

Destruction of Forests.— Ai.EX. Moreau
DE JoNNES.—The King of Holland held an

opinion opposed to that of our author, and

a time-serving courtier wished to induce the

Academy to refuse the reward for this ad-

mirable treatise ; but the king discovered it,

and of course sanctioned the decision. The
Academy ordered it to be printed.—Kings

may be, and ought to be, as well informed as

other people ; but for a monarch to be sup-

posed mean enough to deprive a philosopher

of his reward, is so great an insult that we
liope the courtier is in disgrace.—To natu-

ralists and other men of science, this must

be a curious book. In warm climates trees

are necessary to afford shade and imbibe

moisture, and prevent by covering it too

great evaporation from the soil. Since the

trees in Palestine have been felled, the pro-

duce has been verj' small. Too great a

number, with morass beneath, is destruc-

tion ; Surinam, Golfo, Trieste, the forests

on the coasts of Africa, and the Indian

isles, are proofs of this.

FRANCE.
Our limits will not permit us to notice as

vi-e wish the History of Sardinia ; the

Congress of Chatillori ; and other works

;

we shall, therefore, postpone the mention of

them to the next number.
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king's theatre.
The opening of the Opera-House took

place last month, but, in the absence of

most of the principal subscribers, the sea-

son cannot be said to have really com-
menced. One opera only has been per-

formed hitherto

—

R Crodato in Egitto,

and Velluti, a.s last year, performs the part

of Armando. We admire his talentB, his

taste, his scientific method—but we are not

partial to soprano voices, and his, to our ears,

has great imperfections. Curioni has re-

sumed his part of Adriano, and we have
obsenred a great improvement both in his

action and singing. La prima donna is at

present a Signora Bonini, whose talent, if

not of the first rate, is still valuable. She
is a pupil of Velluti, and has acted formerly

the part of Palmide with him, and she

certainly performs it witli great ease and
exactness. Their duet in the second act

]» a beautiful performance, and is always
encored. The part of Felicia has devolved

on Signora Cornega, whose voice is not
powerful enough to be heard with advan-

tage in that vast Louse, ami this deficiency

does not appear to be corupensated by any
great personal qualifications. Sigiior De-
cile, wko appeared on this stage two or

three years ago, is returned, and he per-

forms the part of Octadino ,- he is a good
musician, but he wants the spirit and ac-

tivity of his predecessor Remorini.
The new ballet-master, M. D'Eg^'Ule,

has not yet produced any grand ballet ; but
one is announced, the title of which /'La

Naix.inncf: de J'dnusJ promises an Elysiaa

felicity io our ainateurs.

DnUKY LAN'E.

We are very warm lovers of die " Regu-
lar Drama." It is even part ofourhigli
Eunctions scrupulously to watch its pro-

gress, and to register with uncourtly ex-

ictness, and visit with such chastisement as

to us may seem meet, every false step or nn-
gracefiil movement. But we own—we
eare not who knows it— there Is one little

interval in the year, during whicli we are

disposed to give managers and playars their

koUdiiys. Let what will happen, we can-
not choose to he much out of humour
during the reign of Harlequin and Colum-
bine. We remember their lineal and un-
broken descent from the earliest gambols*
of the gay Roman youth ; we cannot forget

our own throbs of expectation, and gazings

of wonder, and hearty roarings of delight,

which we owed to them in times and in

company that we shall never sea again

;

and during their short annual visit, we must
be permitted to lay aside (at least for the

greater p&rt of the time we sit in judgment)

* The Fabulte AteV.anv.

JVf-M. New Series.—Yoi.. I. No.

the frozen visage and galled pen of criti-

cism.

We shall not, therefore, attempt a formal
analysis of the drolleries for which Dniry-
Lane was tiiis season indebted to Mr. Vf.

Barrymorc. As to the preliminary plot,

we would be sufficiently deterred from
revealing all its secrets by a mere dread of
the royal giants, who will doubtless continue

to exercise their nightly rule long after the

betrayal of the intrigues of their court
would be published in print to the world.

Be it enough to say, that the name of the
piece is Harlequin Jack of all Trades ;

that a King of Hearts of most appalling

stature, and witli a crowned head of di-

mensions prodigious even for the gigantic

wearer, makes love, after the fashion of kings
in pantomime, to an ugly black ogress as-

suming to be Queen of Clubs ; that tlie

lover, like all other lovers, has his rirals ;

and that after a variety of evolutions and
revolutions, and ingresses and egresses,

strides tliat outdo the performance of the
seven-leagued lioots, and sawings of the air

with anus that resemble the furled sails of
a windmill (on all which mattei-s we beg
to be excused beinpt more particular)—
presto Jack ! the Genius of Good Luck
appears—giants shrink into the size of
ordinarj' men, and Harkquih, Columbine,
Pantaloon ainJ Clown begin their vagaries.

A great deal of what follows partakes of
the BrobcKgnag character of the commence-
ment, blended, however (and for the most
part very successfully), by way of contrast,

with some things of Lilliputian iittleness.

Thus Pan'nlonn and Clown pursue the'u:

fugitives to a house of no uncommon size,

which is in an instant changed to an edifice

of enormous height, out of which issues, to
the hr\rror of the trembling pair, a woman,
considerably taller and quite as lusty as
Gog and JIagog put together, who tra-

verses the stage witii a candle in her hand.
At tlie moment of her departure, popi

—

the huge mansion dwindles into a baby-
house, and out limps a little creature no
bigger tiiau a baby, who takes her rounds
ki like manner, and retires. The same
character is maintained by the introduction

of a prodigious jar oi Hunt's Blacking, some
eight or nine feet high, which Clown un-
corks, and from which he draws what
seemed to us (but we do not vouch for tlie

goodness of our eyes and memories) to be
a printer's devil, shrunk to the size of a
quart bottle. The chief attraction, how-
ever, of the piece, arises from the feats of a
gentleman, styled in the bills, appropriately
enough, // Diavolo Antonio, a rope vauiter

(it should be rope- flyer), from Turin. His
powers are extraordinary^—we had almost
»aid terrific—in their way; and he seems -o
much at horns in the air that we reajly

2 C
'
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think he looks out of ,liis element after he

has descended. Tliere is some exquisite

panoramic scenery by Rol)erts and Stan-

field ;
part of it represents a ship, and her

adventures through a storm, from . her

launch at Dover (exliibited with the Strictest

regard to all the localities), until she is

towed into a continental sea-port. Several

views of Ijondon are also given with great

effect. The overture by T. Cooke, is very

good : as to the music tliroughout the

piece, it would be absurd to say any thing

about it more than that it was better than

sucli things are usually. This theatre has

lately had almost a constant succession of

bumper houses.

. A farce called " Wool- Gatltering
,"

written expressly for Liston, and with the

design of exhibiting him as an absent Man,

has been well received. Its fun is all of

the broadest kind, sometimes excessively

laughable, and sometimes vastly vajjicL

With Liston it is upon the whole very

amusing ; without him it would be a vciy

dubious affair. The following is a fair sam-
ple of its structure : Wander (Liston) is

presented with a candle to light him to

bed. He falls into a fit of musing, and
walks off with the lighted candle thrust,

like a walking- stick, under his arm.

COVENT GARDEN.
Who does not know the history of Beau-

ty and the Beast ? Whosoever is so la-

mentably ignorant of faiiy lore, has no
business either with seeing or reading of

pantomimes. As we now write only for

tliose who arc well versed in such essential

points in the education of youth, we shall

not detail the fu'st half of the wonders of

Harlequin and the Magic Rose ; or, JJeaulii

and the Beast. The second name of Mr.
Farley's pantomime discloses its parentage

;

and we need merely say, that we are intro-

duced to the sufferings of poor Prince

Beast, by the speech of Ugalina the en-

chantress, \\\\Q comes to uiterrupt the

orgies of a set of black monkey-like devils,

that have been dancing and singing for

some time with great agility and persever-

ance. Among them, Turlebrook (Mr. E.
Parsloe) distinguishes himself by walking
and hopping on his hands, and at last sup-
porting his wliole frame in a horizontal

position upon one arm, round which he
wheels as round an axis. Through the

agency of the Genii of the Rose (who has
a very laudable and mortal hatred of Uga-
lina), Prince Azor (the Beast) becomes
Harlequin, Selima (Beauty) changes to
Columbine, and her father and his servant
are transformed into Pantalon and Clown.
All the parties, Iiaving come in a few se-

conds from Persia, begin their new opera-
tions at Dover. Harlequin's first exploit

is the turning of a hamper of wine into a
wine-cellar. Pantaloon tumbles in, and is

picked up with his body so saturated with
iKOken bottles, that some time is occupied

in extracting the fragments. He recovers,

however, is subsequently wrapped in blan-

kets, and i)ut, to sooth his wounds, into a

hot bath— to(? hot it is ' presumed, as he
roars for cold water. He is gi-atified to

his hearts content by the instant change of

the ai)])ariitus into a shower bath, which,

we must suppose, deluges him most un-

mercifully. One of the most amusing
things in the piece is the change of the

Living Skeleton, by a draught of turtle-soup,

into an Alderman of enormous capacity

(in a certain region), intended of course to

represent a noted city knight, distinguished

alike for his rolundily and his good-humour.
But vi'e must end our history of trans-

formations—not, liovvever, before we record

the cutting off of a woman's head, cap and
all—the thrusting of it into a head of cab-

bage, and the change, forthwith, of the

said head (of cabbage, we mean) into a

cauliflower. It would be a waste of words
to praise the scenery of a piece at Covent-
Garden Theatre : it is enough to say that

INIessrs. Grieve, Luppino, and Pugh sus-

tained their own reputation and that of the

house. There is a Panoramic-Aerial-
Voi/age—(the length of the name is, we
suppose, typical of the great distance which
the spectators are presumed to travel)—in

which we are made to see views of

Constantinople, St. Petersburg!! and Am-
sterdam ; tiie latter place by moonlight. All

this is admirably executed, as are the

scenes representing Covent-Garden-Market
at Night, and Bartholomew- Fair.

There has been no new piece at this

theatre. Neither of the plays of which we
gave an accoiuit last month has been since

presented, tliough we were led to expect

the re-appearance of both from the bills.

We have had, however, a revival (as it has

been somewhat whimsically called) of Mrs.
Centlivre's comedy, " A Bold Stroke for a

Wife." This was the play concerning

which, before its first presentation, Wilks
the comedian predicted that " the play

would be damned, and the authoress

would be damned too for writing it." It

is no very favourable specimen of the dra-

matic powers of this lady, the success of

whose pieces was said to have made Con-
grev^ in disgust, cease writing for the

stage. The pleasantries of its dialogue are

chiefly gross indecencies, and the humour
of its characters and incidents is broad farce.

Its representation of Quakers may have
been true a century ago, when it was
written, but at this day it is extravagant

caricature. Still the admirable acting of

Mr. C. Kemble, as Colonel Feignwell, has

given the jiiece considerable attraction.

A Mr. C. Bland (from the Liverpool

Theatre) has been added as a vocalist to

the Covent Garden company. His name,
and the recollections associated with it

—

he is the son of Mrs. Bland, so long and
so deservedly a favourite with the public

—

would have insursd him in any case an
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indulgent reception ; but lie lias claims of

his own wliich will secure him a continu-

ance of the approbation with which his tirst

efforts in the metropolis were greeted. His
voice is clear, though, as yet, not powerlul

:

his style of singing is in a great measure

free from the absurd affectations with which

modern vocalists, in spite of the delightful

example and splendid success of Miss
Stephens, hide their melodies in order to

fix attention on themselves ; and lie excels

in the rare accomplishment of singing so,

that the words are not suffocated in the

music. When will it become the rule and
not the exception with singers, so to aiticu •

late, as to make their hearers know that

poetry is a part of the song ?

There was a new adventurer in .Maj-beth ;

his first attempt was not so successful ax

to warnint a second.

3Ir. Sorle, we are happy to find, is no

proselyte to the coxcombical pretensions of

certain first-rate performers, who, having

gained a reputation, refuse to play second-

rate parts. The consequence is, that he is-

rising surely, and not slowly, in the public

estimation.

Miss Paton, Mr. Thillips, Mr. Braliam,

and Miss Stephens, are anncninced as

engaged at this theatre.

XKVV :ul .SIC.

VOCAL.

The Psalms, Te Deum and Jubilate. By
W. H. Cuthr, Mus. Bac, Oxon. 7s.

Lindsay.—This collection of Psalms pro-

fesses to have been composed and selected

for the use of Quebec Chapel, and is very
similar to many other collections of the

same sort. There are a number of original

tunes by INIr. Cutler himself, which are all

of them respectable, and none particularly

fine. St. Helens is perhaps the best of the

number. The selection of old tunes is

invariably good, and the arrangemeiit of

several slow airs as Iiynnis, is performed
with more judgment than many that we
have met with. . If 'Sit. Cutler had res-

trained himself to publishing the Psalms,

all had been well ; they contain not much
to increase, and nothing to injure his rei)u-

tation : but we cannot conceive what
could induce him to lay such a vile compo-
sition as the Te Deum and Jubilate before

the public. I\Iost of our English graduates
have produced a service which they have
endeavoured to make their chef d'autre of

vocal composition, and our Catiiedral books
contain specimens in this style, exhibiting

the finest class of church haimonies, with
noble examples both of simple counterj)oint

and fugue, which would do honour to the
music of any age or any countrj-. But Mr.
Cutler seems determined to set at defiance
all the laws of the science—and to prove
his superiority to every ordinance which his

predecessors had laid down for their regu-
lation. The composition of this scrnce is

of the simplest order ; not one fugue point,

not a response, not even a syncoi)ated note

to be found. Mr. Cutler must really have
taken some trouble to find opportunities for

the various oddities with which he has
favoured us—by way of specimen of what
we might expect, he has given us consecu-
tives in the two first notes. We will in-

stance two or three of the most glaring

errors in harmony : to those which relate

either to taste or judgment, we will be
merciful by our silence. " The goodly

fellowship," consecutive fifths
—" Thou art

the King of Glory," &c. octaves between
the extreme parts—" Of the Father," oc-

taves between alto and bass—" Lord have
mercy," dominant seventh resolved up-

wards on a tonic pedale—" Upon us"— hid-

den fifths in the tenor, &:c. &c. ; the unison
passages are likewise strangely jumbled
with a few notes in hannony. Were we to

try the music on a keyed instrument, we
should detect many other inaccuracies

;

those above named were selected merely
by glancing the eye over it. Can this be
the Mr. Cutler who published some time
since that beautiful anthem in score ? Alas !

what a falling off from the hojics of earlier

days. We trust, if this gentle castigation

should meet his eye, that it will produce
the intended etfect, and stimulate him to

more exertion : we know he is capable of

better things.
" My dulcet Lute." Simf/. J. Barnetl.

2s. Cramer, Addimn, aiul Beak.
" Fair Evening Star." do. do. ls.6d.do.
'' 77ie Ruined Harem" do. dn. 2s. do.

" TheJtwcloJ'Giamchid." do. ilo. 'is. do.

We know no composer of the day whose
talent for invention more depends on the

nature of the poetiy on which he is employed
than Mr. Barnett : we rejoice to see it, and
still more to see it patronized : it gives

hope of a return to that of clden time,

when poets were musicians, and sense and
sound went haad-in-hund. We congratu-

lated Mr. B. on the fair authoress who at

present writes for him ; some of her stanzas

breathe a soul of poesy, which must in-

spire the composer—they appear to have
done so in the present instance. AVe do net
think Mr. B. has ever been more fortunate

in the light or tender styles than in tliose

four songs. The second is particularly

simple, and the " Ruined Harem" exhibits

all the pathos we might expect from the

subject. The harmonies and rccom; ani-

ments are sufficiently scientific uithuut
being recherche ; the composer always ma-
nages, by availing himself of liis harmonic

2 C 2
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resources, to avoid the monotony whicb
is generally the concomitant of the ballad

style, where several stanzas aic repeated to

the same melody.
PIANO-FOHTE.

Scherzo and Russian Rondo for the Pia-

no-forte. J. N. Hummel. 3s. GovJding

and Co.

Aria con Variazione and Hungarian Ron-

do. Do. 3s. 6d. I/O.

La contemplazionc and Brilliant Hondo.

Do. 3s. 6d. Do.
These are three of the most original,

beautiful, and highly-finished works that

have appeared in this country for some
time ; they are master-pieces of a mighty

master. The andante, with variations, is one

of the sweetest com])Ositions of the class,

if not the sweetest that we have ever met
with. The subject is a perfect bijnu, a

gem of the highest water. La contemph-

zione is a very elegant larghetto, and //

Scherzo the xexj soul of whim and elegant

frolic ; it is to our sorrow only three pages in

length. The three rondos are all excellent,

though of different degrees of merit ; the

Rondo Brillante will rank the first, and
afterwards the Hongroise and Russe. The
whole of these lessons are printed in the

most correct manner, and at a materially

less price tlian the other editions, of which
there are one foreign and another English.

Giovinetto Cavalier, ivith variations for

tin Piano-forte. By Thomas Valentine.

3s. Gouldiny andD Alniaine.— It would be

unfair to form any thing like a comparison

between one of Hummel's beauties, and a

lesson evidently intended for juvenile prac-

tice. Mr. Valentme's variations, if not

particularly . elegant, are brilliant, and will

form a very pleasing and useful lesson for

youthful practitioners : were we to particu-

larize any part in preference to another, it

would be the .3d variation in triplets, which

is very effective.

Zilti, Zitti, Tii'me favori de Rossini

an'ange en Ronlcuu pour le Piano-forte.

Par Camille Plei/el. Is. Cocks and Co.—
This air has been so frequently adapted

before, that it requires a composer of no
ordinary talent to strike out any new ideas

on the subject. This, however, Mr.
Pleyel has fully accomplished ; his digres-

sions from the theme are constructed in

an original and masterly manner, and assi-

milate completely with the original matter.

The flute accompaniment is Ifrilliant, but

not overpowering.

Introduction and Rondo on " Di piacer

7?»i haha il cor." C. PleyeL With flute

accompaniment. 4*. Cocki and Co.—Tins
composition should have classed under the

same head as the last : the same cl>aracter

will nearly apply to both.

Melange on Popular Airs,from the Opera

of the Mason, by Auber. Arranged by Ca-
mille PleyeL 3s. Cocks and Co.—This
opera is quite unknown in England, but

from the specimens Mr. Pleyel has afforded

lis, we trust shortly to be better acquainted

v.ith it. Not being acquainted with the

original airs, we are not able to say how far

the arranger has deviated from' them or

what original matter he has introdueed ;

but the general effect is excellent, the

subjects well contrasted, and the airs un-
doubtedly beautiful.
" Giovinette chefate," from II Don Gio-

vanni, arranged as a Rondo. By Pixis. 4s.

Cocks and Co.— This lesson is of a higher

class than either of the former, more scien-

tifically worked up, and much more difficult

of execution. The composer has treated

his subject in a very skilful manner: the

introduction gradually leads into the air,

which modulates from G, through a variety

of keys, introducing snatches of the original

melody, until the whole winds up with a
highly effective coda.

" Why are you wandering here, Ipray ?"

arranged with variationsfor the Piano-forte.

By J. Nathan. 4i. i^e«/i(7».— Tliis is the

first comj)osition for the piano-forte, of any
moment, by Mr. Nathan, that we have met
witli; and it demonstrates evidently that it

was not from any want of ability that we
liave not been earlier acquainted witli liis

])owers as a piano-forte composer. Tlie

xariations, eight in numbci', aiQ brilliant

imd elegant, but \<c thiidv there is rather u
want of contr<i.st between them, 'llie fifth

variation is difficult, and indeed the whole
of them require a tolerable sluire of execu-

tion, but the piece is sufliciently long to

bear the omission of any which may be ob-

noxious, and indeed would be advantaged

by a little curtnilment.

H. Bishop'sfavourite Airs, " Little Love,"

and "I'm, yes, I read it in those Eyes,"
arranged as a Duet. By C. Sykes. Ss.

Goulding and D'Almaine.—With the ex-

ception of about a page of introductory

matter, which gradually introduces the sub-

ject, the remainder of this duet is a close

adaptation of the subject for four hands,

without any extraneous matter ; it can.

therefore claim but little merit as a compo-
sition, but is pleasingly arranged.
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PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS,

Patents t/raiiled.

To John McCurily, Esq., of Cecil-

street, Strand, for improvements in gene-

rating steam—Sealed 27th December; 6
months.
To Jiinics Ogston and James Thomas

Bell, of Davies-street, Berkeley-square,

watchmakers, for improvements in tlie

construction of watclies— Gtli January; 2
months.
To Richard Evans, of Bread-street, and

Queen's-street, Cheapside, coffee merchant,

for imi>rovements in distillation—7th Ja-

imary ; 6 months.
To Henry Houldsworth the younger,

of Manchester, for improvements in ma-
chinery for giving tlie taking up or winding

on motion to sjjooIs or Iwbbins and tubes,

or other instruments, on wliich the roving

or thread is wound, in roving, spinninif,

and twisting machines— IGth Januarj'; 6

months.
To Benjamin Newmarch, Esq., of Chel-

tenham, for invention of an improved
method of exploding fire-arms;— 16th Ja-

nuary; 6 months.
To John Rotliwell, of INIancliester, tape-

manufacturer, for an improved heald or

harness for weaving junposcs— IGth Ja-

nuary; 2 months.

To Henrj' Anthony Keymans, of Wani-
ford-court, Throgmorton-street, for im-
provements in Morka for inland navigation
— 16th Januai-y ; 6 months.

To John Frederick Smith, Esq., of

Dunston Hall, Chesterfield, for imjjrove-

ments in the process of drawing, roving,

spinning, and doubling wool, cotton, and
other fibrous substances—19th Jaimury ; 6
months.
To William Whitfield, of Birmingham,

for improvements in manufacturing haniUes

for saucepans, kettles, &c.— 19th January;

6 months.
To Benjamin Cook, of Birmingliain, for

improvements in hinges of various descrip-

tions—19th January; 6 months.

To Abraham Robert Lorent, of Gotten-
bm^h, for a method of applying steam
without pressure to pans, boilers, coppers,

&c., in order to p/'oducc vanous tempera-
tures of heat in the processes of boiling,

distilling, &c., and also to produce power
— 19th January; 6 months.
To Sir Robert Sepi).'ngs, surveyor of

our navy, of Somerset House, for an
improved construction of made masts and
made bows))rit.s— 19tli January; 2 nioiitlis.

To Robert Stejjhenson, of Bridge Town,
for Ills invention of axletrees to remedy llie

extra friction on curves to waggons, &:c.,

to be used on rail-roads, trainways, and
other public roads—23d Jan. ; 6 months.

A List (if Patents, which, fm>

lied in February 1812, will

of February, viz

i List of Patents, which, fmving been

t/ran'.ed in February 1812, will expire in

tlie present MonUi of February, viz. .

-t. To John Leberecht Steinhouser, of
Piccadilly, for an improvement applicable

to Jirescrectu, tnusic-stunds or reading
desks, and candelobras.

4. Samuel Roberts, of Sheffleld, for

a method of nuihinrj bowls or wnsh-bnsons

of metal, tnuch more elt^ant and useful than
have hitherto been und.

6. Robert Goswell Giles, of London,
for a cap or cowl to prevent smoke being

driven down chimnies with the wind.

6. William Palmer, of Blackfriars'-road,

for revolving roller wheels to facilitate the

draught of curriafjes.

8. Jeremiah Steele, of Livei"pool, for a
new diililling apparatus.

8. Robert Dickinson, of Great Queen-
street, and Henry Maudslay, of Lambeth,
for a process of sweetening water and other
liquids applicable to other purposes.

19. Thomas Figgins, of Portsmouth,
for a palanquin couch.

19. George Dellond, St. Paul's Clmrch
Yard, for an improved method of lighting

the binnacle compass in ships.

27. Louis Honore Henry Germain Con-
stant, of Blandford-street, for a new me-
thod of refining sugars.

27. Francis Purden, of Litchfield, for an
improved horse-boot, for the preservation of
round and the restoration of contracted

hoofs.

WORKS IN THE PRESS, AND NEW PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS IN THE FRESS.

A collection of French poetry is about to

be published in volumes, entitled Poets
of the Nineteenth Century.

Cameleon Sketches, by the author of

the Promenade round Dorking, will be
ready early in the ensuing month.

Sir John Byerly is said to be preparing

for the press an exteiisive work, entitled,

The Life and Times of Napoleon.

The Rev. J. Roquet has in tlie press a
Critical Examination of the Seventeenth
Article of the Chiu-ch of England.
New editions of Moore's Life of Sheri-

dan, and Matilda, a Tale of the Day, are

just ready.

Mr. Alexander Barclay, lately and for

twenty-one years resident in Jamaica, lias

in the press a Practical View of the jiresent

State of Slavery in tlie West Indie?, with
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many particulars illustrative of the actual

condition of the Negroes in Jiiinaicn.

A Practical Grammar of the French

Language, illustrated by copious examples

and exercises, selected from the most ap-

proved French writers. By J. Rowbotham,
author of a German Grammar, &c.

A Picturesque Tour in Spain, Portugal,

ftud along the Coast of Africa, from Tangiers

to Tetuan. By J. Taylor, Knight of the

Royal Order of the Legion of Honour, and

one of the authors of the " Voyage. Pitto-

resque dans 1' Ancienne France," will spee-

dily be published in parts.—To be com-
prised in twenty-two parts, each containing

five engravings, with letter-press descrip-

tions.

Dr. John Mason Goode, F.R.S. has a

new work in the press, entitled Tlie Book
of Nature ; being a succession of Lectures

formerly delivered at the Surrey Institu-

tion. The work will be comprized in three

vols. 8vo.

An historical Sketch of the Life of Alex-

ander I. Emperor of Russia, is on the eve

of publication.

The Misses Porter's Talcs round a

Winter Hearth, will be published in a few

days.

The author of the Two Rectors, will

shortly publish a new work, entitled The
Convert.

An historical romance, entitled De
Foix; or. Sketches of the Manners iind

Customs of the Fourteenth Century, is an-

nounced for publication.

Mr. Thomas Keith has in the press a

System of Geography, on an entirely new
plan.

" Junius proved to be Burke, with an

outline of his Biography," will speedily be

published.

Firmin Didot is printing a French trans-

lation of the Poems of Michael Angelo.

Chandos Leigh has ia the press, Epis-

tles to a Friend in Town, and other Poems.

Laconics ; or, the Best Words of the

Best Authors, noticed in our last, will be

completed in twelve monthly parts, with

sixty portraits.

A Catalogue of Engi'avcd British Por-

traits, from the earliest period, is in the

press.

Ten Years' Adventures of a Young
Rifleman, in the French and English Ar-

mies, during the War in Spain and Portu-

gal, are announced for early publication.

Miss Benger is preparing for tlie press, a

History of Henry the Fourth of France.

A quarto volume on Ictlyology is pre-

paring for speedy publication.

Mr. Bowles's Reply to Mr. Roscoe and

the Quarterly Review, will be entitled

Lessons in Criticism.

One of the autliors of The Rejected

Addresses has nearly ready for publica-

»ion a novel entitled Brambietyc House;

and The Last Man, a romance, by

the author of Frankenstein, is just forth-

coming.

Dr. Lyall is said to be about publishing

Memoirs of the Life and Reign of the late

Emperor Alexander L of Russia.

A Political and IMilitary Life of Napo-

leon Bonaparte is now publishing in num-
bers in Paris.

Mr. Lodge is preparing a new Editiotii

of his Illustrations of British History,

Biography, and Manners, from original

letters and papers preserved in the College

of Arms, and in the noble families of Howard
and Cecil.

The long-expected Memoirs of the Rival

Houses of York and Lancaster, from the

pen of Miss Roberts, are in the press.

A fourth edition of Dr. Dibdin's Intro-

duction to the Knowledge of rare and va-

luable Editions of the Greek and Latin

Classics, is nearly ready for ]>ublication.

The work is entirely re-written, and will

extend to two large octavo volumes.

A new edition of Mr. James's Naval

History of the late War, is nearly ready for

delivery, with an accession of fresh mate-

rials communicated by Naval Officers of

Rank, and the acquisition of Diagrams of

the principal Actions.

Sir William Dugdale's Life, Diary, and

Correspondence are announced, under the

supervision of William Hamper, Esq., from

the original MSS. in the possession of

the present representative of the family, W.
S. Dugdale, E.sq. M.P.
A second series of Mr. Ellis's Collection

of Historical Letters from Maiuiscri))ts in

the British Museum, of which I\Ir. E.

possesses the othcial custody, is aiuiounced

for publication.

Mr. Singer announces a republication of

the History of King Richard the Third,

from the original Manuscripts of Sir George

Buck. The work is intended to form one

volume in octavo, printed uniformly with

IVIr. Singer's edition of the Life and Me-
moirs of Cardinal Wolsey, by his gentleman-

usher George Cavendish, of which work a

second edition is announced, in one large

octavo volume.
Recollections of a Pedestrian, by the

author of The Journal of an Exile, in

three vols, post 8vo.

Greece Vindicated, being the results of

observations made during a visit to the Mo-
rea and Hydra in 1823. To which is added

an examination of the journals of Messrs.

Pecchio, Emerson, and Humphreys. By
Count Alerino Palmer.

The Tourist's Grammar ; or, Rules re-

lating to the Scenery and Antiquities inci-

dent to Travellers. By the Rev. T. D.
Fosbroke, M.A.F.A.S.

Dr. Donnegan has just completed in one
vol. 8vo. his Greek and English Lexicon,

upon the plan of Schneider's very popular

German and Greek Lexicon.
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Traditions and Recollections, douiestif,

clerical, and literary ; in which are inclnded

Letters of Distinguished Characters. Ijy

the Rev. R. Pohvhclc. In two vols. 8vo.
• In the course of the present month
will be published Dartmoor, a descrip-

tive poem, by N. F. Carrington, author

of " the Banks of Tanior ;" with eight

vignettes and four views, illustrative of

the scenery. His Majesty has been
pleased to direct his name to be placed at

the head of the subscription list.

LIST OF NKW WORKS.

moGRAriiv.

The Annual Biography and Obiluarj-

for the j'ear 1826. 8vo. ]5s.

Literary and Miscellaneous Memoirs.
By J. Cradock, Esq., ma., f.s.a. 8vo.

Memoirs of the Margravine of Anspuch,
written by herself. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.

Memoirs of the Countess De Genlis.

Vols. 7 and 8, completing the work. ICs.

French, 14s.

Jones's Life of Bishop II.ill. 8vo. 14s.

CLASSICS.

Young's XenophoHtis Memorabilia,
Greek and I^atin, with notes. 8vo. 8s.

Doefing's Horace. 8vo. 18s.

Platonis Republica. Bvo. I5s.

Corpus Poetarum. Fasc. II. containing

Propertius and Ovidius. Med. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

EDLCATIOK.

A Dictionary of English Synonj-mes.
By the Rev. J. Piatt 5s. boards, or
5s. 6d. bound.

The Geography of the Globe. By J.
Olding Butler. 4s. 6tl.

Thoughts on Academical Instruction in

England. 8vo. 5s.

Whitehead's Spanish Grammar. 12mo.
7s. 6d.

Pliillips's Latin Exercise-book. 12mo.
2s. 6d.

The Jewish Gleaner, or Anecdotes and
Miscellaneous Pieces. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

A View of the System and Merits of

the East-Indian College at Haileyburj-.

By R. Grant, Esq. 3s. 6d.

The Edinburgh Geographical and His-
torical Atlas. No. I. 2s. 6<1.

A Key to the Italian Language and
Conversation. By J. Marcone. 18mo.
2s. 6d.

Poole's Essay on Education. 12mo,
7s. 6d.

] IXE AIIT.S.

Beauties of Claude Lorraine. 4to. Co-
lombier. 36s.

Gems of Art. Vol. I. 4to. £6. Gs.

Hunt's Hints on Architecture. 4to. los.

Specimens of Ancient Decorations from
Pompeii. By J. Goldicutt, Architect.

Imp. 8vo. £2. 85. proofs in 4to. ^4. 4s.

Disquisitions upon the painted Greek

Vases and their probable Cormexion with
the Shows of the Eleusinian Mysteries.
By J. Christie. 4to. £2. 2s.

The Portable Diorama; consisting of
romantic, grand, and picturesque Scenery;
with the ncpcssar)' apparatus for producing
the various effects of sunrise, sunset, moon-
light, the appearance and disappearance of
clouds, the rainbow, &c., on the principle

of the Diorama in Regent's Park : accom-
jianied with an entirely new Work, illu.s-

trated with plates, entitled. The Ama-
teur's Assistant, or a series of instructions
in sketching from nature. By J. Clark.

IIISTORV.

The Reign of Terror; a collection of
authentic narratives of the horrorfe com-
mitted by the revolutionary government
of France, inider Murat and Robespierre.
Written by Eye-witnesses. 2 vols. Svo. 24s.
A Histon,' of the French Revolution.

From the French of F. A. Miguet. 2 vols.

Svo. 25s.

The History and Antiquities of Ecton,
in thecoimtyof Northampton. By J. Cole.
Svo. 4s.

The Co\-entry Pageants and Mysteries.
By T. Sharp. '4to. £3. 3s. large paper,
^6. Gs.

MISCELLANIES.

The Co-operative Magazine. No. I. 6s.

Laconics. Part IV. ISmo. 2s. 6d. with
Portraits of Shakspeare, Massinger, Ben
Johnson, Dryden, and Congreve.

- A General Map of India. In two large

sheets. 1.5s.

The Gardener's Magazine, conducted by
J. C Loudon, F. I., s., &c. Svo. No. I.

2s. 6d.

The Theorj- of the Infantn,' Movements.
Bv Capt. Baron Suaso. 3 vols. 8vo»
£2. 2s.

Letters on Fashionable Amusementa.
18mo. 2s. fKl.

The Cambrian Excursion. ISmo- 2s. 6d.

Notes on the present Condition of the

Negroes in Jamaica. By H. T. de 1:^

Beche, Esq., f.r.s., &c. Svo. 3s.

Elements of Mechanical Philosophy, for

the use of Students ; suited to the capaci-

ties of Mechanics. By W. Marratt, m.a.

Member of the Literary and Philosophical

Society, New-York. Svo. 7s 6d.

Everj' Man's Book for 1826 (to be con-

tinued annually) ; comprizing remarkable
Days in the Year, new Acts of Parlia.^

ment, &:c. Crown Svo. Is. 6d.

MEDICINE.

An Essay on the Application of Lunar
Caustic, in the Cure of certain Wounds and
Ulcers. By J. Higginbottom. Svo. Gs. Cd.

Medical Essays. By Marshall Hall, m d.

Svo. 4s.

Middleton on Consumption. Svo. 4s.

NOVELS, TALE?, &C.

Eustace Fitz- Richard, a tale of the
Barons' Wars. 4 vols. 12mo. 24s.
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Tlie Naval Sketch-book, or Service

Afloat and Ashore. By an Officer of Rank.

2 vols, post 8vo. IBs.

The Abbot of Moatserrat ; a romance.

2 vols. 12mo. 10s. 6(1.

German Popular Stories. Vol. II. 12mo.

28.

Sephora ; a Hebrew tale. 2 vols. 8vo.

Hs.
Jamicson's Knight of the Dove. is.

Montville, a novfl. 3 vols. r2rao.

16s. 6d.

Obstinacy, a tale. 12nio.

The Rebel, a tale. 2 vols. 12rao-. 14s.

NATUUAr, insTORy.

An Introduction to Entomology, or Ele-

ments of the Natural History of Insects,

with plates. By W. Kirby, m. a., f. r.

andL. s. Rector of Barham, andW. Spence,

Esq.,r. u s. Vols. III. and IV.

The Phenomonist. No. I. Is.

POETRY.

Rhyming Reminiscences, in Comical

Couplets. By G. Grin, Esq. 18rao. .3s. 6d.

The Punster's Pocket-book. By B.

Blackmantle, Esq. Small 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Prospect, and other Poems. By
E. Moxon. Fsp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Scliimmelpenninck's authorized Version

of the Psalms. 12mo. 7s.

The Sabbatli Muse. 12mo. 2s. 6d.

[Fkb.

Selections from the Masquerade. Ss. Od.

Wiffen'B translation of Tasso's Jeru-

salem Delivered. 3 vols. 42s.

POLITICS.

Letters to a Friend, on the Roman Ca-

tholic Question, the State of Ireland, and

the Merits of Constitutional Religious DL*-

tinctions. By E. A. Kendall, Esq., f.s.a-

8vo. Parts I. II. and III. ^1. 169.

THEOLOGY.

Holden on the Christian Sabbatli. 8vo.

12s.

Theology of the Puritans. 18mo. 3s. 6d.

Self-E.\amination. Fsp. 8vo. 3s.

Letters on the Church. By an Episco-

palian. 8vo. 7s.

Causes of the Slow Progress of Christian

Tnith : a Discourse delivered before the

Western Unitarian Society, in the Conigre

Meeting-house, Trowbridge, Wilts, on
Wednesday, July 13, 1825. By R. Asp-
land. 12mo. Is.

Two Sennons, preached in the Chapel

in Lewin's Mead, Bristol, on Sunday,

Oct. 16, 1825:— 1. On the Future State

of the Righteous:—2. On Numbering our

Days. I5y R. Aspland. 8vo. 2s.

Horse Sabbaticaj, or an Attempt to cor-

rect certain Superstitious and Vulgar Errors

respecting the Sabbath. By G. Higgins,

Esq., of Skellow Grange, near Doncaster.

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS.

Effects of Water on Flowers.— It is well

T<novvn and painfully felt by the lovers of

flowers, that they begin to fade after having

been kept twenty-four hours in water

:

some few may retain their original beauty

longer, by frequently substituting fresh wa-
ter ; but all the most furegaceous (such as

the poppy and one or two otiiers excepted)

may be completely restored by the use of

hot water. For this purpose, place the

flowers in scalding water, deep enough to

cover about one-third of the length of the

stem, and by the time the water is become
cold, the flowers will have become erect and
fresh ; then cut the ends and put them into

cold water.

Silk Worm in Prussia.—Signer Boizani,

an Itai'iaii at Berlin, has undertaken to re-

vive th.e culture of silk-worms in Prussia,

where it has been abandoned since the reign

of Frederick the Second. The king has pro-

vided him with some rooms in the Hotel
des Invalides, and he has been permitted, for

a. small consideration, the use of the mul-
berry trees in the garden of that establish-

ment. Signor Boizani has piocured winders
from India, and has great reason to be sa-

tisfied with this year's result.

In the excavations lately made in the

differents parts of London, several memo-
oials of ancient days have been found- A few

days ago, as some workmen were digging

near the foundation of the new Trinity

Church, they discovered a Roman vase of a

very peculiar form. Shortly afterwards the

pick-axe struck against a vase, which could

not be accurately ascertained, as it was un-

fortunately dashed to pieces ; but it was
judged tliat it was about four feet in height.

The first specimen has been added to the

collection of Mr. Gwilt, the architect and
antiquary, who has formed a small mu-
seum of the various Roman antiquities

which have been recently discovered in the

Borougli of Southwark, by the labourers

employed in digging the sewers near his

own house in Union-street, in which many
Roman vessels were found. Among them
was a vessel bearing some resemblance to a

gallon stoiie bottle ; the aperture is perfo-

rated with small holes, and it is evidently

adapted as a sort of watering-pot. It is

conjectured that the utensil is the Roman
situlus. A Samian cup, and several speci-

mens of Samian ware, were found near the

same spot.

Libraries in Germany.—The German li.

braries surpass in number and richness,

those of any other country of Europe. The
library of Vienna contains 30,000 volumes

;

that of Dresden 220,000 ; that of Munich
4*1,000; that of Breslau 160,000 : that of
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Gottingen 300,000. It is calculated that

150 public libraries contain 3, 133,080 print-

ed volumes, besides manuscripts and pam-
phlets.

Lusus Natura:—Buboo Nundo Como
Ta^ore is in possession of a Braliminee

Bull, that is certainly as singular a lusus

natuHE as can be well conceived. He is

from Benares, about six years old, of a mid-

dling size, and of a dark colour. A little

below the line of the two liorus, which are

of the usual size, a third projects from the

forehead, about four and a half inches from

the base, and of the same colour and con-

sistence as those placed laterally. A little

below this central horn there is an eye,

which, although small, appears to have its

pupil and tunica conjunctiva. The eye being

situated length -ways, between the nose and

the horn, it is difficult to determine which

is the upper or lower eye-lid ; and it ap-

pears as if there were no ditference in the

structure. The orbicularis palpetrarum

muscle is large and powerful ; and from

*^*>- there being no cilia, or eye-hishes, is in a

state of frequent contraction. The eye ap-

pears acutely sensible ; but whether en-

dowed with the power of vision, has not

been ascertained. The luchrj-mal parts of

the eye must exist to a certain degree, as a

flow of tears is evident.

Remarkable appearance in a Lake.—On
the 19th July ]824», after a storm of a lake

in the districts of Lucca, the waters of it

became as if soap had been dissolved in

them, or lime slaked in them. They con-

tinued in this state the whole of the 20th of

July; but on the 21st an incredible number
of fishes of various sizes appeared on the

surface, which were buried in order to pre-

vent the occurrence of any contagious dis-

ease.

Comparative Population.—The following

curious statistical account is given in the

Cassel Almanack for the year 1826.—The
100 most populous cities on the Globe

are4—Jeddo, in Japan 1,680,000 inhabi-

tants ; Pekinl,500,000 ; London l,27i,000

;

Hans Ischen 1,100,000; Calcutta 900,000

;

Madras 817,000 ; Nankin 800,000 ; Congo
Ischen 800,000; Paris 717,000; Werst
Chani 600,000 ; Constantinople 597,800 ;

Benares 530,000; Kio 520,726; Su Is-

chen 500,000 ; Houng Ischen 500,000 ; &c.

&c. The fortieth on the list is Berlin, con-

taining 193,000, and the last Bristol 87,800.

Among the 100 cities, three contain a mil-

lion ; nine firom half a million to one mil-

lion; twenty-three from 200,000 to 500,000;

fifty-six from 100 to 200,000 ; six from 87
to 100,000, Of these 100 cities, fifty-

eight are in Asia, and thirty-two in Eu-
rope ; of which four are in Germany, four

in France, five in Italy, eight in England,

three in Spain, five in Africa, and five in

America.
Mr. Ramage's Telescope.—Mr. Ramage
M.M. New Series.—Vol. I. No. 2.

the optician, of Aberdeen, has arrived in

town, and brought with him his large re-

flecting telescope, which is to be fixed in

the Greenwich Obsen-atory, where it is

shortly to be exhibited to men of science.

It is much smaller than the great reflecting

telescope of Hcrchel ; but its power is con-

siderably greater. The machinery of Her-
chel's telescope is extremely complicated,

and requires the strength of two men to re-

gulate its movements. All the motions in

Ramage's tclescoiie are produced in the

simplest manner, by means of a few cords ;

yet it is perfectly steady and free from tre-

mor, and may be managed by the observer

without an assistant, almost as easily as a
three foot achromatic telescope. This is a
great advantage, as the observer can place

the tube in any position for vision better

than any assistant. When the observer is

in the galler)', he is able to keep the object

a long time in view, as the telescope may
sweep backwards and fonvards ten degrees,

and he may elevate or depress it with one
hand, by means of a winch at the side. The
speculasare much clearer, finer in the polish,

and more accurate in their form, than those

of any other glass. Mr. Ilamage has not en-

trusted the important part of die workman-
ship to others, but has executed with his

own hands the more delicate portions of

this admirable monument of his skill.

Haberdashers.—The Haberdashers, who
were anciently called Milliners, or Milain-

ers, on account of their deaUng in articles

imported from Milan, were incorporated in-

to a company in the year 1447 ; but it is

probable that their number was not great,

since in the reign of Henry VI. there were
not more than a dozen haberdasher's shops
in the whole city. How much they must
have increased during the reign of Elizabeth

may be inferred from the complaints made
against them, that the whole street from
Westminster was crowded with them, and
that their shops made so " gay an appear-

ance as to seduce persons to extra\~agant

expenditure." The business of the haber-

dasher was not, however, confined to tlie

lighter articles of a lady's wardrobe as at

present, but extended to the sale of arti-

cles in cutlery, turnery, pottery, tin ware,

glass, &c., which contributed to that " gay
appearance" which the haberdasher's shops
are said to have made in the reign of our
maiden queen.

Westminster Improvements.— The only

two houses which abutted on that ancient
site called the Sanctuary, at the upper end
of Princes-street, are at length levelled

with the ground. Workmen are also now
employed in preparing the foundation of the

intended new Parliamentary Mews, by lin-

ing the excavations with lime in order to

insure its dryness and durability. It is un-
derstood that, in addition to the improsve-

ments no^v proceeding, there will soon be
2 D
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built another new square facing the northern

side of the Abbey, and corresponding in

some degree witii the fine enclosure which

runs parallel with the entrance to tlie Ses-

sions House. The houses at present in

Gardner's Lane, together with many now
standing in King-street, are likewise to be

pulled down.
The i)u)ling do\^Tl of the Old Kmg's

Mews walls fronting Pall-Mall-east has

been completed, and the old houses, sad-

dler's shop, public house, &c. are being

levelled to the earth. About half the'Mews

area, that portion next to St. INIartin's

Lane, has been enclosed within wooden
fencing, for the temporary accommodation

of the military, &c. The improvements

preparatory to making the grand opening

from the Haymarket to St. Martin's Churcli,

will proceed fortliv\ath.

Citij Lihrcmj, Sec —It is the intention of

some liberal members of the Corporation of

London, to propose to have a Museum or

depository for such antiquities or interest-

ing remains as may be found in the City

added to the Library which the Corporation

are-.now forming. Many valuable antiqui-

ties, Roman pavements, urns, &c. have
been dug up in the course of excavations for

the city works, and the new Library will be

the most perfect of any relating to the City

and its historj-.

" Grub Street," says Pennant, "has long

been proverbial for the residence of authors

of the less fortunate tribe, and the trite and
illiberal jest of the more favoured." This
character it seems to have obtained so far

back as during the Protectorate of Crom-
well : it then abounded with mean and old

houses, which were let out in lodgings at

low rents, in many instances to persons

whose occupation was publishing anony-

mously what were then deemed libellous or

treasonable works. It was here that honest

John Fox composed the greater part of his

IMartyrology ; and it is generally believed

that John Speed wTote his Chronicle, and
Daniel de Foe several of his publications, in

the much abused Grub Street, and Milton

himself lived close in its vicinity.

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS OF EMINENT PERSONS.

StAJOR-GENERAL SIR DAVID OCHTERLONY.

July 15. — This distinguished officer,

born Feb. 12, 1758, was the eldest son of

David Ochtcrlony, of Boston, New Eng-

land. His paternal great grandfather,

Alexander Ochterlony, was Laird of Pet-

forthy, in the county of Angus. When
eighteen he went to India as a cadet ; was
appointed ensign on the Bengal establish-

ment in February 1778 ; and became lieu-

tenant in September following.—His regi-

ment (the 24.th N.I.) formed part of the

reinforcement sent from Bengal under

Col. Pearse to Madras, in consequence of

the irruption of Hyder Ali into the Car-

natic, and the total defeat of Col. Baillie,

in the Guntoor ciicar. The detachment

marched along the sea-coast 1,100 miles,

and joined the force assembled under Lieut-

Gen. Sir Eyre Coote on the Choultry

plain.—The campaigns which succeeded

were most arduous. Cuddalore, captured

by the French General Duchemin in 1782,

was besieged by Major- General Stuart in

June 1783. A sally was made by the

French troops upon the Bengal sepoys

(including the 2-lth regiment) whilst in the

trenches, who received the attack on the

point of the bayonet, and finally repulsed

the assailants. The testimony of Gen.

Stuart to the conduct of his troops is of the

warmest kind :
" Notliing, I believe, in

history, ever exceeded the lieroism and

coolness of this army in general." Lieut.

Ochterlony here was desperately wounded
and taken prisoner.—After the death of

Hyder, in 1782, he was restored to liberty

;

and in January 1783 the Bengal troops

returned to Calcutta, the detachment
liaring been reduced from upwards of 5,000
men to less than 2,000. The Governor-
General (Hastings) visited these brave
troops at their encampment at Ghyretty,

and in the order which lie issued on that

occasion, dated January 25^1785, he paid the

warmest tribute to their courage and conduct.

The services of Lieut. Ochterlony were
rewarded with the staff appointment of

judge advocate general of one of the divi-

sions of the army, a post which he retained

many years. In January 1796 he rose to

the rank of captain, and in April ISOO to

that of major. In 1803 he was appointed

lieut. -colonel, and with his regiment, the

12th N. I., was employed in the operations

under General (afterwardy Lord) Lake.
In the aiTangemcnts for disconcerting the

great Mahratta confederacy to expel tlie

British, and acquire an ascendency by the

possession of the person of Shah Alum, the

nominal sovereign of Delhi, Lieut.-Col.

Ochterlony was attached to the grand army
under General Lake as adjutant-general.

He was consequently present at the aflfair at

Coel, 29th August ; the assault of Ally-

ghur, 4th September ; and the great battle

of Delhi, 11th September; which restored

the descendant of the Moghul emperors,

and exalted the character and prowess of

tlie British army in the estimation of the

native powers.— Lieut.-Col- Ochterlony
was then nominated resident at the Court
of Delhi. Next year he sustained, with
Lieut.-Col. Burn, a desperate attempt of

the Mahrattas under Holkar to recover

possession of Delhi ; and also had to con-
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trol a restless and discontented populace.

For this well-performed service lie obtiined

(October 24., 1801) the Governor's " ear-

nest tluuiks and untiuidified approbation."

—

Peace being completely re-established in

this quarter, Lieut.- Col. Ochterlony was

ai)pointed to the conmiand of Alluti:ibad,

in which he remained until the Nepaul

war called him into more active service.

He had teen promoted to a colonelcy in

January 1812, and was made a major-ge-

neral in June 181k The only part of the

plan for the invasion of the Ne])aulese terri-

tories completely successful was that en-

trusted to Gen. Ochterlony. He was
destined, however, to gain still brighter

distinctions in this war. Although a treaty

had been signed by the nijah's ileputies, the

rajaJi refused to ratify it, and the British

troops again took the field : the chief com-
inaiid was now given to Major- Gen. Och-
terlony. The succeeding ojierations are

still the theme of applause amongst military

men : the passage of the great Saul forest,

without the loss of a man—the turning of

the celebrated Cheeriaghautee ])ass, by a

rugged, precipitous, and frightful country,

not unaptly compared to the Aljis and Py-
rennees—and the total defeat of the enemy
in a desperate action on the heights of

Muckwanpore, which induced the Ne-
paulese rajah to accept with joy the very
conditions which a few weeks previously

he had rejected with disdain. Tlie treaty,

which had been signed 2d September 1815,

was ratified March 4, 1816. These services

were liberally rewarded. The General was
created, April 1815, a Knight Commander
of the Bath (one of the first Company's
officers wiio received that honour) ; in No-
vember 18)5, lie was raised to the dignity

of a baronet; the East-India Company
granted him a ])ension of .£1,000 per anmmi

;

in December 1816, he was created a Knight
Grand Cross of the Bath ; and in February
1817, he had the honour to receive the

thanks of both Houses of Parliament. The
Prince Regent was likewise pleased to

grant him certain honourable armorial aug-
mentations,* " in consideration of his

highly distinguished services during thirty-

nine years." Nor were the Indian princes
backward in testifying their admiration of
Sir David's talents.

In the great Mahratta and Pindarry war
of 1817 and 1818, Sir David had a principal

command; the superintendence of the
fiftli division, under the immediate orders of

Brigadier Arnold, to whom he soon trans-

ferred the command in order to assume

* " On an embattled chief, hvo banners in saltier,

the one of the Mahratta states, inscribed ' Delhi •/

the other of the states of ' Nepaul,' inscribed Nepaul

;

the staves broken and encircled by a wreath of laurel

;

—with this motto to the arms ; viz. ' Pnulentia et

Animo:' the crest, viz. out of an eastern crown,
inscribed ' Nepaul,' an arm issuant, the hand
grasping a baton of command entwined by an olive-

bwDch.''

the difficult office of settling the distracted

province of Uajpootana, for which purpose

he was invested with large discretionary

powers. In December 1817 he concluded

a treaty with the Patau chief. Ameer Khan,
and gained over all the petty chiefs in this

quarter to the British interest. In April

1818, he was appointed resident at Ilaj-

|)Ootana, with the command of the troops.

In December, the same year, he was again

appointed to the residentship of Delhi, with

Jeypore annexed, and the command of tlic

third division of the grand army. He was
afterwards entrusted with the superintend-

ence of the affairs of Central India, as resi-

dent and political agent in Mahva and Uaj-

pootana. Towards the latter end of 1824.,

the political disscntions in the state of Jey-
pore obliged Sir David Ochterlony to take

the field, but an adjustment of affairs took

place.

His health, after nearly fifty years of un-
interrupted ser\'ice, at length became im-
paired, and he was constrained, in June
1825, to resign his political office, with the

intention of proceeding to Calcutta, and
afterwards to England. He went, for

change of air, to Meerut, where he died on
the 15th July. Sir David was never mar-
ried : the title is not, however, extinct, but

limited to Charles Metcalfe Ochterlony,

Esq., son of Roderick Peregrine Ochter-
lony, Esq. , deceased.

M. DAVID.

December 29.—This artist who had lonj?

stood at the head of the French school of

l)ainting, of which he may be regarded as

the restorer, if not the founder, died at Brus-

sels, the seat of his exile since the re-estab-

lishment of the Bourbon government. To
M. David, the art is greatly indebted ; al-

though, in this country, his talents were
estimated far less highly than in France.

At the period v.iien the development of

his powers commenced, the genius of the

French painters had fallen into the worst

possible direction. The style of the Italian

school, transmitted by Poussin and Lesueur,

had been abandoned ; and, under the idea

of returning to nature, they had adopted a

petty affected representation of nature,

which possessed neither the graceful, of

which they were in search—nor the ideal or

the grand, which they had voluntarily re-

nounced. David repaired to Rome : there

his mind was influenced by the two-fold

impression which it received from the nu-

merous, grand, and exact productions of the

Italian school, and from the statues of the

ancients—so chaste, so correct, so simply

beautiful. Thus impressed, he struck into

a new course, and produced his picture of

Andromache, which, by many, is regarded

as one of his master-pieces. His painting

had then something of the Italian gravity

and simplicity, and his pure and lofty de-

sign, like that of the ancients, had not at-

2 D 2
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fained that ideal perfection, bordering upon

the stiffness of statuary, which he acquired

Rt a later period. In his next picture,

Belisarius, the composition is simple and

grand, the design chaste, the expression

true, the colouring sedate—the entire cha-

racter of the production bearing a great re-

semblance to Poussin, with more correct-

ness and arrangement than that artist

usually displays. In tracing liis course

fi-om hia Belisarius to his Rape of the

Sabines, the influence of the Italian school

will be seen gradually to diminish, and the

taste for ancient design to become stronger,

so as at last to settle into academic correct-

ness. In bis Horatii, wliich may perhaps

be regarded as the production that marks

the zenith of his talents, there is the same
grandeur, the same severity of composition

and expression, the same sobriety in the

execution ; but, without yet ceasing to be

natural, the disposition of the subject is seen

to incline towards the sterility of bus-relief.

In the Rape of the Sabines, one amongst
the most admired and most deser\'ing of

admiration of M. David's pictures, it is seen

that his dra«-ing has become altogether

academic, and the attitudes betray a too

great fondness for the display of beautiful

forms. His Socrates is grandly conceived ;

his Brutus is full of beautiful details ; his

Thermopylae, and the many other works

that have signalized his pencil, are marked
with all the touches of a great master; but,

by those who love tlie simple and the true,

and are fearful of style when it becomes sys-

tematic, the first works of RI. David will be

esteemed as his master-pieces.

David was a great favourite of Buona-
parte's. The conqueror of Austerlitz is

said to have advanced two steps towards

the artist in his painting-room, and, taking

oflF his hat, to have exclaimed " Sir, I salute

you!" Under the protection of his great

friend, David was allowed, as a special mark
of distinction, to occupy the corner wing of

the old palace, from which every man of

genius and science entitled to reside there

had been removed. Buonaparte always

consulted him in tlie arrangement of his

paintings and statues : and all the govern-

ment costumes were from his designs.

David had many pupils, and was not with-

out adherents; but, from the sanguinary

part which he had taken in the revolution,

he was shunned by the great and the good,

and seemed to lead the life of a proscribed

exile in the very centre of the gayest city in

Europe.
David, it will be recollected, painted the

Coronation of Buonaparte, in conformity

with the instructions of his master. It was
not that picture, however, which was exhib-

ited in Pall Mall, between three and foiu-

years ago. On the restoration of the Bour-
bons, the expatriated painter retired to

Brussels ; and there he finished what he

considered to be an improved and height-

ened copy of the original painting. That
painting was exhibited in London, where,
from various circumstances, it naturally at-

tracted much notice, and excited much
criticism. Buonaparte, Josephine, the Car-

dinal Caprara,and two or three other figures,

were universally allowed to be fine; but
the remaining cluster of two hundred and
ten people gave the painting the air of a

crowded stage, on which the leading actors

concentrated attention, whilst the sur-

rounding mutes had not grace enough to

be even naturally atfectcd.

David, when he went into exile, an-

nounced to his pupils that he was about to

change his style, and that he would send
them from the Netherlands a specimen of

the true manner of colouring. Critics con-
sider him to have fulfilled this promise in

his Mars and Venus, which has been exhib-

ited with his Belisarius, Horatii, Brutus,
Rape of the Sabines, &c. "Mars, overcome
with fatigue, is stretched on a couch

;

Venus, who has risen to make room for

him, has one hand resting upon him, while
with the other she is placing a crown on
his head, which she is to bestow on condi-

tion that he quits the pursuit of arms. Mars
consents, and presents his sword as a token
of his sincerity. The graces are hastening

to disencumber the god of his armour;
Love is unloosing his sandal ; and every
attempt is making to render his return to

the field impossible." The disposition of

the scene is clever ; but the arrangement
is too studied : Mars is grand ; but Venus
wants voluptuousness of character : the

graces smile disagreeably, and the figure of

Love is ill-contrived and ill placed. The
redeeming virtue of the picture is in its

colouring, which is more brilliant in this

than in any of David's former productions :

so brilliant, indeed, that the spectator is

obliged to pause a moment, that he may
habituate his eye to the glare of the mingled
hues.

We are unacquainted \vith M. David's
age ; but, at his death, he was considerably

more than seventy. M. Odevaere, one of

his disciples and friends, has published in

the Brussels' Oracle a pompous and in-

flated eulogy upon the deceased. It thus
concludes:—" Let Brussel be proud in

retaining the ashes of David. I propose
to beg his family to leave the remains of

him who was our master and friend to us,

to open immediately a subscription to raise

a monument to him in one of our principal

churches, and to have a funeral procession.

There shall be executed a mass and re-

quiem, with a grand orchestra; and, in

order to render this ceremony worthy of its

object, I propose to invite hither the artists,

and the friends of the arts, from all parts of
the kingdom, and from the neighbouring
countries."—A subscription was accord-
ingly opene<l, and a committee was ap-
pointed to regulate the funeral ceremony.
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and to provide for the erection of a mau-
soleum.

BEBTIE GBEATHEED, ESQ.

Jan. 16.— Bertie Greatheed, Esq. of

Guy's CliflF, in the county of Wanvick, was
the son of Samuel Greatheed, Esq. by Lady
Mary Bertie, daughter of Peregrine, second

Duke of Ancaster. In the earlier part of

his life, this gentleman was distinguished by
his taste in literature, and, at all periods,

literary society constituted one of the chief

sources of his enjoyment. At Florence, in

the year 1785, he was a member of a well-

known select colerie, consisting of Mr.
Parsons, Mrs. Piozzi, the Cavalier Pinda-

monte (since styled " the Italian Gray"),
Lady Millar, Mr. Merry, &c. a society

which, although subsequently exposed to

much mortification by falling under the lash

of Mr. Gilford's powerful and unsparing

satire, in his " Baviad and Mseviad," un-
doubtedly possessed genius, much elegance

of taste, and considerable poetical talent.

In the year 1788, Mr. Greatheed pro-

duced a tragedy entitled " The Regent."
It was brought out at Drury Lane-theatre,

supported by the powers of John Kemble
and Mrs. Siddons ; but the circumstances
of the time were against its full success.

Its very title proved injurious : it appeared
during the illness of the late King, when
party politics ran high, and tlie public mind
was much agitated by discussions respecting

the Regency. The play, however, possessed
some very striking scenes : it was favour-

ably received ; and, if not of the highest

order, its merits were such as to have in-

sured it, under more favourable auspices, a
considerable nm.
Here it may not be improper to mention,

that Mr. Greatheed's affection for the

drama was not extinguished by the lapse of

years : even up to a recent period, its un-
rivalled omament,Mrs. Siddons—who, it is

not a little remarkable, had been, at a very
early period of her life, an attendant upon
his mother—was a frequent and ever-wel-
come guest at his seat at Guy's Cliff. There,
indeed, the hospitable owner was endeared
to an extensive circle of friends by the
amiability of his manners, his love of lite-

rature and the arts, and the integrity of his

mind.
Mr. Greatheed had one son who died

abroad : many circumstances concurred to

render the affliction of his father peculiarly

poignant upon this event. Mr. Greatheed,
jun. possessed the most distinguished

talents as a gentleman artist. Being at

Paris, during the brief domination of Buo-
naparte, he was much struck by the unri-

valled specimens of art which then enriched
and adorned the public institutions of that

capital, and he earnestly solicited permission
to take copies of some of the paintings.

This, under the erroneous supposition that
he was an English artist by profession,

was at first refused ; but subsequently, on
the strongrepresentation tliat he was a man
of fortune and consequence in his own
country, travelling for his amusement, per-
mission was granted. On the completion
of Mr. Greatheed's labours, Napoleon paid
at once the highest compliment to their

success, and exliibited a specimen of that

capricious tyranny, which some of the wor-
shippers of his memory seem desirous of
forgetting that he ever exercised. He
ordered the copies to be brought before
him ; and, upon examination, he pro-
nounced their merit to be too great for tliem

to be suffered to go out of France. They
consequently remained in that country
during the lifetime of their author ; but, on
Mr. Greatheed, jun.'s decease. Napoleon,
with a returning portion of right feeling,

immediately forwarded these memorials of
a departed son's talents to his deeply
afflicted father.—Mr. Greatheed, jun. had
married in France ; and he left one daugh-
ter, since united (in March 1823) to the
Hon. Captain Percy, son of the Earl of
Beverley.

Although die habits of Mr. Greatheed
became more retired from the period of
his domestic affliction, the kindness of his

disposition, and the benevolence of his

heart remained unimpaired. The occu-
pation and amusement of his latter years
were to improve his romantic and pictu-

resque residence—a spot which old Leland
described as " the abode of pleasure, a
place meet for the Muses," and Dugdale,

—

as " a place of so great delight, that to one
who desireth a retired life, either for his

devotions or study, the like is hardly to be
found." Mr. Greatheed always evinced
the warmest interest for the prosperity of
the neighbouring Spa of Leamington, where
he possessed considerable property, and he
kindly permitted \-isitors to see the curio-
sities of Guy's Cliff—a spot immortalized
in tradition by the great Earl of Warwick,
and, on many accounts, an object of interest

and admiration. Amongst the monuments
of the younger Mr. Greatheed's genius to
be seen there, was a portrait of Buonaparte,
esteemed an admirable likeness ; and an
original composition, the subject from Spen-
ser's " Cave of Despair" :

—

•• Ere long they came where that same wicked wight
His dwelling has, low in a hollow cave.

Far underneath a craggy cliff ypight,

Darls, doleful, dreary, like a greedy grave.
On top whereof aye dwelt the ghastly owl.
Shrieking his baleful note, which ever drave
Far from that haunt all other cheerful fowl

;

And all about it wandering ghosts did wail and howL
And all about, old stocks and stubs of trees.

Whereon nor fruit nor leaf was ever seen.

Did hang upon the ragged, rocky knees •
On which had many wretches hanged been.

Whose carcases were scattered on the green,

And thrown about the cliffs."

-'

* Knowet, a Scotticism.
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Tlie fearful fidelity with which this full

and impressive description is transferred to

canvas, requires to be seen to be duly ap-

preciated. A visitor, by whom it was
examined last summer, exclaimed " It is

Spenser's conception realized!"—An in-

teresting object near Guy's Cliff, and in

view of the house, is a monumental pillar,

erected by Mr. Greatheed upon Blacklow
Hill, the spot where the unfortunate Piers

Gaveston, favourite of Edward II., after

having been successively a prisoner in the

castles of Deddington and Warwick, was
beheaded by a Welch executioner. The
hiscription commemorative of the event

was composed by the celebrated Dr. Parr
who was a well-known visitor at Guy's
Cliff.

As recently as the year 1819, Mr.
Greatheed derived a large accession of for-

tune from the unexpected death of Mr. Col-

year, son of Lord Milsington, who died at

Rome, in consequence of wounds received

in an encounter with Italian Banditti.-''

Mr. Greatheed was, in his political prin-

ciples, the early, ardent, and consistent

friend of civil and religious freedom ; but,

although repeatedly solicited to represent

his county town in ParUament, he inva-

riably declined the honour, preferring the
pleasures of a private life to the anxieties

and temptations of a public one.—His last

illness was only of a few days' duration.

He died at Guy's Cliff, on the IGth of

January, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.

By a luimerous circle of friends and de-
pendents his loss is deeply felt ; and, by his

death, some of the most distinguished per-

sons in the county are in mourning.

* Thomas Charles Colyear, the present Earl of
Portmore, Viscount Milsington, &c. married in

17!)3 Mary Elizabeth Bertie, only child of Brown-
low, fifth Dxike of Ancaster ; by whom he had a son,
Brownlow Charles, who, on the death of his uncle
the Duke, in liil)9, came to his vast personal pro-
perty. This was the fortune to which Mr. Great-
heed succeeded on the death of Mr. Colyear, as

above stated.

POLITICAL OCCURRENCES, &c.

The anticipations which had been enter-

tained of a deficit in the quarter's revenue

have been more than realized—according

to the official document which has been
published, its actual amount is ^£1,100,000.

The total number of failures of country

banks up to Christmas was sixty-one, of

which five had recommenced business, and
ten have appeared in the gazette as bank-
rupts. There have failed in London six

banking-houses, of which some have re-

opened. So great a number v.ithin so short

a period (for the crisis has not lasted more
than three weeks) has not occurred before

since the first introduction of banking.

The silk throwsters of Hertfordshire

have begim to discharge their hands, and
there cannot be any doubt that the example
will be followed by those concerned in the

manufacture, if the present system is per-

severed in. The protecting duty of thirty

per cent., which will take place on the 1st

of July, is inadequate for its object, and
will only operate to encourage smuggling ;

there are at present persons in France who
undertake to deliver the article in England
free from the duty, taking upon themselves
the whole risk, for a premium of 10, or
even 7i per cent. : the apprehension that it

will be impossible in these circumstances
for our manufactiuers to compete with
foreigners, has induced numbers, as soon as

their warp was completed, to desist from
working. This dismissal of hands must ne-
cessarily become general in all the branches
connected with the manufacture.

The first message of Mr. Adams to Con-
gress appears in the American papers ; it is

of considerable length: he announces his hav-
ing accepted the invitation of the new demo-

cracies to send ministers on the part of the

United States to Panama, who will share

in the proceedings of the Republican Con-
gress. The finances of the Republic are in

the most Hourishing state ; the expense of

their government is little more than a mil-

lion and a half sterling, including the civil,

military, and naval dejjartments ; the whole
debt is about 18 millions. The sum set

apart for the redemption of the debt,

amounts to t3 of the whole, and to f of

the ordinary expense of the government.

Advices have been received from Cal-

cutta to the end of August. Sir Alexander
Campbell's head-quarters were still at

Prome. The mortality among the troops

continued unabated ; the rainy season and
the partial inundation of the country had
greatly increased the epidemic. The troops

had also sustained considerable loss, from
the incessant attacks made upon them by
the Burmese ; these attacks had increased

in boldness, scarcely a day passing without
some skirmish : the enemy always mak€
their approaches under cover of the woods
and jungles, annoying the troops without
giving them an opportunity of chastising

their dastardy assailants.

By his Majesty's ship Lively, arrived at

Plymouth, from Vera Cruz, the impor-

tant intelligence has been received of the

surrender of the castle St. Juan de UUoa
to the Mexicans : this event took place on
the 17th of November.
The French papers contain the answer of

the Emperor of Austria to the represen-

tations of the diet of Hungary. The de-

termined language and bold resolutions of

the Hungarian States have produced their

effect at Vienna, and the Austrian cou>>-
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cillors of tlie King of Hungary, have, in

consequence, thought it prudent to remove
their alarms by soothing exi)lanations, or to

satisfy their wishes by timely concessions.

The Emperor's address seems to increase

in gentleness, in proportion as his children

aggravate their complaints ; and in his

rescrii)t he accumulates epithets of ten-

derness, to make them forget tiie reproofs

of authority.
—

" Venerable, worthy, illus-

trious, excellent, distinguished, and pru-

dent, as well as very dear and faithful States-

General of our Kingdom of Hungary," is

the mode in which he propitiates indulgent

attention to a speech, which may be consi-

dered as an apology for his former menaces,

or a retractation of his former demands.

He assures them that he intended no attack

on their constitution, that he will certainly

convoke a diet every three years ; and that,

even if they wish a meeting before the ex-

piry of the first triennial term, he will

comply with their petition to that effect.

In conclusion, he begs them to attend to

the objects of the imperial message, res-

pecting supplies, which they had postponed
till after the adjustment of their rights.

As the Emperor could not condescend to

soften his language without some other

ostensible reason than the defiance of his

subjects, he has found a pretext for the

change in the meditating interference of

his brother, the Archduke Palatine. Tlie

States- General have voted thanks to his

Imperial Highness for his kind otiices, but
have not voted themselves satisfied with

the Emperor's explanations. It is said,

that they are nowdiscussing another ad-

dress with fresh demands.
The Crown, which has aiTived at Liver-

pool from Calcutta, brings accounts that a

dreadful mortality raged there when she

sailed. The cholera morbus was carrying

oflf the natives in great numbers, and though
the Europeans were not so much subject

to the attacks of this disorder, many of

them had also fallen its victims.

The death of the Emperor Alexander
has been followed by consequences little to

have been anticipated, and by no means
easy in the present state of our information

to explain satisfactorily. Oaths of alle-

giance were taken in the first instance by
Nicholas, as well as by the guards and a
senate, to Constantine, as Alexander's na-

tural heir. Constantine, however, still

remained absent from the capital, and Ni-

cholas assumed the crown, which he had
already recognized by oath to be his bro-

ther's right. Some of the soldiery hesi-

tated to acknowledge Nicliolas for their

sovereign, without the previous permission

obtained of Constantine, to wliom their

oaths of allegiance had been so lately

made ; in these circumstances, the Em-
press-Mother ordered the guards to fire on
the regiment that adiiered to Constantine,

and, after the loss of some hundreds of lives,

the refractory were quelled, and Nicholas
proclaimed Emperor of Russia.

Subsequent arrivals from St. Petersburgh,
contain a series of official documents re-

lative to these proceedings : they are,

1. A jireliminary notice in the Imperial
Gazette, asserting the declaration of Con-
stantine, that he would resolutely adhere
to his former abdication of the crown of
Russia, and stating the formal accession

of Nicholas.

2. A long manifesto from the Emperor,
explaining his motives for acknowledging
Constantine in the first instance, and for

subsequently consenting to assume the
crown himself. This manifesto recites the
former correspondence between Alexander
and Constantine, in 1822 and 182.3, and
the manifesto of the late Emperor, founded
upon it, bearing date in August 1823

;

whereby his Imperial Majesty Alexander
establishes the succession of his brother
Nicholas, to the exclusion of the natui-al

heir.

3. A letter from Constantine to the
late Emperor, expressive of his desire to
abdicate the right of succession, stating

that he "does not lay claim to the spirit,

the abilities, or the strength which would
be required to exercise the high dignity,"

attaching eventually to his right of pri-

mogeniture, and declaring himself satisfied

with private life.

4. Alexander's answer, accepting the

above surrender.

5. A manifesto by Alexander, in con-
formity to the preceding arrangement, set-

tling the crown on Nicholas, but not to be
then made public.

6. A letter, dated the 26th of last No-
vember, from Constantine to the Empress-
Mother, referring to his former abdication,

and confirming it.

7. and last. A letter from Constantine
to the Emperor Nicholas, of the same date

and tenour as the preceding.

MONTHLY MEDICAL REPORT.

It is generally admitted among medical men, that the notions prevalent in the world
regarding the healthiness of what is called seasonable weather are very unfounded. Frost
and snow are, no doubt, quite in season at Christmas : yet to very many families Christ-

mas proves also a season of sickness and suffering. The reason of this is not, perhaps,

at first sight, very apparent, but it involves an important principle in pathology, viz.—
the induence ofpermanent cold upon the animal economy. It is admitted on all hands,
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that one of the most powerful and direct tonics or strengthenere of the human frame

which we possess, is the temporary application of cold in the form of the sea bath, or

the shower bath ; but the very essence of this is, that the period of its operation is short.

The difference in the effects of temporary and of permanent cold upon the animal

economy is inconceivably great, and it is doubtless from want of proper attention to

this circumstance that those erroneous notions have crept into the public mind to which

allusion has just been made. The latter, or the permanent reduction of atmospheric

temperature, weakens the energies of the nervous system ;—the incessant demand for

animal heat depresses the vital powers: while, on the other hand, the contraction of

the vessels upon the surfece of the body forces the mass of blood upon internal parts,

in quantity greater than they are well able to sustain. Hence arise the two kinds or

classes of disease which present themselves at this season of the year—the chronic, and
the acute; both of which have been observed during the last month, though certainly

not to so great an extent nor in sucli extreme intensity as have been witnessed in former

years. The depressed condition of the nervous power has been strikingly manifested

in the prevalence among children of chorea, a disease which it has been too much the

fashion to associate with irregular states of the stomach and bowels. A more extended

survey of the disordered conditions of the body would shew, that the deranged functions

of these parts are but one in the series of effects, which permanent cold or some other

general source of debility gives rise to. In no disease is the value of a tonic system of

treatment more unequivocally manifested than in chorea; and its agency is easily ex-

plained in the simple pathological principle now laid down. Dyspeptic ailments have

also been very general : they have had their origin in a general want of tone through-

out the nervous 'system. Their appropiiate treatment is the daily use of some aromatic

aperient, such as the infusion of cascarilla and rhubarb, preceded by an ipecacuanha

vomit.

Jaundice has prevailed to an unusual degree during the last month, and that it has

been one of the varied effects of permanent cold, the reporter cannot entertain a doubt.

It has uniformly been attended with anorexia, and other marks of atony of the stomach.

It is gradually yielding in several cases to the influence of time and of the milder wea-

ther which has now set in (January 22d), and has appeared to be very little, if at all,

under the control of medicine.

Winter coughs, and asthmas, as they are commonly called, constitute, of course, the

great bulk of the cases of disease which have been lately met with. The tongue has

usually been very clean, and the inflammatory symptoms slight. Nevertheless, the

loss ofa small quantity of blood (eight or ten ounces), merely to restore the balance of

circulation, has been pretty generally required. With this help, antimonial diapho-

retics, with an anodyne at bed-time, speedily and very effectually administer to the re-

lief of the patient.

The reporter, in his capacity of physician to the Small-Pox Hospital, has had his

attention directed, in an especial manner, to that disease ; and he thinks he shall be

performing an acceptable service by offering a brief sketch of the history of small-pox,

as it has occurred in London dming the year 1825. This terrible malady, the scourge

of our ancestors, the minister of death, to whom it Mas thought that Jenner had given

the death-blow, has made its appearance in London, this last year, decidedly as an

epidemic. The deaths by small-pox in 1825, as reported in the bills of mortality, are

1,299 whereas the average of the four preceding years was but 653. At the Small-Pox
Hospital, the admissions during the year 1285 were 419, being considerably more than

double the average number of admissions in the last five and twenty years, and ap-

proaching very nearly the number admitted in 1796, when small-pox was supposed to

be more general and more fatal in London than in any former period. The influence

of vaccination, however, in lessening the general mortality of this epidemic, was great

and most unequivocal ; the deaths according to the bills of mortality are not more

than one-third of those in 1796, and consequently the disorder has occasioned but very

little public anxiety. In no town in the world, perhaps, is the proportion of vaccinated

children so large as in London. The reason is obvious :—the contagion of small-pox,

which only visits country towns occasionally, is always present in London, seeking

whom it may devour, and consequently the incentives to exertion on the part of parents

are here much greater than in the country. But besides this, the facilities of obtaining

the vaccine lymph arevry great in London, and the trouble to parents therefore very

slight—while no expense whatever is incurred by those to whom expense is an object.

During the months of July, August and September, small-pox was very fatal all over

London, and at that period many vaccinated persons took the disease. Of those ad-

mitted into the Small-Pox Hospital, one third had previously had the cow-pox. In

almost all these cases, where tiie evidence of the preceding vaccination was complete,

the subsequent disease was modified, that is, cut short in its progress, and rendered

milder in its character. Thirty of them had it so very mild, that it was rather chicken-

pox than small-pox, and would, without doubt, have been so designated thirty years

aigo, before vaccination was kno^vn. In about an equal number of cases the diseane
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was unmodified and severe, and in several instances fatal; but tlie evidence of vacci-
nation was here, for the most part, very defective, and the friends of tlve patient had, not
"unfrequently, doubts in their own minds as to the reality of tlie presumed vaccination.

Upon tlie whole, the evidence wliich the hospital-records of 1 825 presented was com-
I)lete, as to the positive benefits of vaccination. It is a most striking and im))ortant
fact, that while small-pox was thus spreading its contagion in all parts of London, the
antidote kept pace with the bane. 400.3 persons were vaccinated at the Small- Pox
Hospital alone during the course of 1825, being about one fifth of the total numbers
bom in London', and exceedingly above 600—the greatest number hitherto on the books
of the establishment. This fact appears to the reporter to be quite decisive in favor of
vaccination. The applications for vaccination would not thus have increased, unless
the public were satisfied with tlie kivd and degree of protection which that process
gives against the most formidalile of all disease.

The reporter has been thus minute in detailing the occurrences of the last year in

reference to vaccination, because the subject always excites public interest, and deserv-
edly so, whether regard be had to national credit or individual satcty. lie has only to
add, that since the setting in of the December frosts small-pox has ceased to exist as

an epidemic. Measles has made its appearance within the last fortnight, and will pro-
bably have gained a sulTicient lieight, previous to his next communication, to justify the
reporter in alluding particularly to it. George Guegory, M. D.

8, Upper John Street, Golden Square, January 22, 1826.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

Cotton.—The public sales have thrown a great damp on tlie market ; 699 bales fair

Surats sold at 5id, being a farthing under the market prices, and some private purchases

are nearly at tlie same decline ; about 200 Pcrnams have sold at about 1 2rf : generally the

Cotton market is very heavy, and the accounts from Liverjjool are equally unfavourable.

Sugar.—The market has been uncommonly unfavourable. We quote our reduction

at Is. on all description of Muscovados ; browii Jamaicas 60s.—the other browns at same
price, without a demand. The refiners have evinced an increasing disposition to effect

sales ; brown lumps 80s. ; the wholesale purchasers have considerable parcels of fine goods
at low prices— several sales of crushed have been effected.

—

Molasses, 29s. to 29s. 6d.—
In Foreign and East-India Sugars, there are no sales by private contract.

Coffee—At public sale, Demerara and Berbice Coffee sold heavily and rather lower;
Jamaica ordinary Coffee maintains the late advance. By private contract, fine ordinary

and Brazil has sold at 57s. and good St. Domingo, 68s. At public sale 1907 bags

sold at good prices ; ordinary Samarang at 52s. to 53s
; pale Cheribon at 5-1*. to 58s.

per cwt.

Rum, Brandy, and Hollands.— Tiie alteration of the laws continues to interrupt trade ;

the rectifiers were stopped from using Rum and raw sjiirits at the same time ; they are

obliged to go through tlie process separately. The demand for Rum, -which met with
the interruption we have stated, is again rather renving ; under proofs may be quoted at

2s. 3d. to 2s. id. per gallon. Brandy is held with much firmness for higher prices, but
they have not yet been realized. Hollands Geneva is also held firmly, on account of the

frost preventing further supplies.

Irish Provisions are at nominal quotations, die weather having set in severely is favour-

able for Butter.

Tobacco.—At public sales, about 200 hogsheads sold ; ordinary Virginia at 4rf. to

4^'/. per lb. ; Leaf od. to 6d. The foreign buyers in the market have not made any
purchases.

Tallow and Hemp—The market for Tallow is improving ; the nearest price to day is

S7s.—Hemp .£93. 10s. per ton.

Course ofForeign Exchange.—Amsterdam, 12.8.—Rotterdam, 12. 9.— Antwerp, 12.9.

—Hambuig, .37. 4.—Altonii, 37. 5.— Paris, 25. 40.— Bourdeaux, 25. 65.—Berlin, 7. 0.—
Fi-ankfort on the Main, ex mo. 155.— Petersburg, 9J—Vienna, 10. 20.—Trieste, 10,

20 Madrid, 36*.— Cadiz, .36i.—Barcelona 35.—Seville, 35f.— Gibraltar, 31.—
Leghorn, 48^.— Genoa, 43j—Naples, 39i.—Palermo, 120.—Lisbon, 51.— Oporto, 51*.

Rio Janario, 45i.—Bahia, 48.—Buenos Ayres, 43?. — Dublin, 9 per cent.—Cork, 9 per

cent.

BuUion peroz.—Foreign Gold, ^3. 17s. 6</.— Silver in bars, standard, 5s. O^d.

M.M. New Seiie.<:—\OL. I. No. 2 2 E
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MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.
The late frost, during its continuance, put an entire stop to all field operations, ren-

dering ample amends to tlie fyrnier by the benefits it conferred in desiccating and render-

ing the soil fiiiible, and in the destruction of the oca of inscctile vermin. There is,

however, a counteracting, but ever to be apprehended evil in the destruction which frost

necessarily produces in the common turnip, and which, in the present season, may be

expected in the extreme degree, from the loose aiid wate]-y state of that root, the conse-

quence of a long series of wet weather. In fact, the turnips have been throughout a

washy and unsubstantial food, affording very little nourishment to the stock kept u))OU

them; and as a rider to this disadvantage, those feeders who have reserved their turnips

will in all jirubability tind they have kept them to feed the liost. Strcdis now will

indeed prove a golden crop. All the oj)erations of husbandry which were in a commendable
state of forwardness, are now resumed, and the culture of the early spring crops will soon
commence.

The short interval of frost was fdled np with foddering cattle wliicli liad been kept
abroad to the end of the year, threshing corn, carting manure u]ion the land, and
working on the highways. Straw is somewhat below an average (juaiitity, but Jias per-

haps been raised above that mark, by the superior produce of autumnal grass, which has

supported all sorts of live stock to so late a period of the season. Store and fat stock are

lov.cr in jirice, as well as corn, not altogether, probably, in consequence of the late liuan-

cial pressures in the country.

The wool trade is still in a de])ressed state, to be attributed, it is said, to enormous im-
portations, which however can have no reference to loiiy wool. Hops seem almost a

forgotten article with our correspondents. House-lainb has been long since out of

quotation, though still supplied in small quantities. The import of barley has hitherto

liad smjiU eficct on the ])rice ; but it is said the importers hold it for a market. Good
horses, of the saddle and quick draught kind, have had no decline in i)ri('e, but the great

and uncommon import of cart stock from Belgium has considerably reduced the price of

that species.

The country, equally with the metropolis, is gradually recovering from the effects of

that alarm occasioned by a suspension both of money payments and of credit, tlie original

cause of which, beyond all doubt, subsisted in the excitement of high commercial pros-

perity to overtrading and speculation. We cannot obtain unalloyed good ; and if the warn-

ing, which ought to spring from this tcmporaiy evil, be properly and generally taken, the

balance at last will be on the profit side of the national account. This we know is not

the doctrine of a certain dashing and double xx copious i)olitical, and politico-econo-

mical AT-Ai.l., who lays such hea\-y loads on poor and generally guiltless currency, dealing

in nought but future distress and miseiy, and equitable adjustments— God-wot ! amid the

full-tlowing stream of national prosperity and plenty. But his auguries are mere annun-
ciations from the (light of birds and of words

—

verba ventosa.

The farming interest in the country has experienced far less of the late pressure than

the manufacturing. The former had a very good year in the last, and have been generally

able to hold their corn, an advantage indeed to the countiy, as well as to themselves. A
great green crop of wheat on the ground, with thus far a most favourable aspect, may
produce another abundant harvest. The labourers in some poor counties, and indeed

ijome others, are still idling and starving on the roads, and too many others poaching.

This unfortunate class has been iiardly used, moi'e especially in the dear and piping times

of agriculture ; but what is to be said, when a body of labourers is superninnerary, and
thence necessarily themselves, through competition, run down the price of their own
labour? As to the extra labour required by scientific farming, the generality of farmers
will never be induced to employ it, whatever promise might lie in the result.

There seems to be no great or general apjirehension of much ultimate loss in the coun-

try from the failure of the banks, however numerous ; and where men of straw, from their

readiness to give credit with their paper, have been trusted, their creditors ought to be
so inqxntial as to acknowledge their share of the blame. The Scotch banking system is

^'auntcd, no doubt with great justice ; but the best of all systems subsists in the solidity

and integrity of the firm.

The agricultural interest is all on the qui vice, in preparation for the ensuing parlia-

mentary campaign ; but, as the report goes, the opposite party have yet taken few or no
nut-door stejis ; and it is presumed, the free-trade party in Parliarnent will not venture to

go the lengtli of their principles, without the sanction of numerous petitions from the
manufacturiiig and commercial classes.

Smilhjield.—Beef, 4s. to bs. arf.— Mutton, 3s. lOs. to 5(1.—Veal, 4s. 6d. to 5s. 8d.—
Pork, is. 4(/. to 6s. 6(/.—Raw Fat, 2s. 9rf.

Corn Exchange.—Wheat, 50s. to 75s.—Barley, 38s. to 4Gs.— Oats, 24«. to ."3s.

—

London loiif of fine Bread, 41b. , lOi/.— Hay, 65s. to 110s.— Clover ditto, 80s. to I25s.

—

ijtraw, o4:.. C(/. to-i^ris.

Middlesex, 23d Jnmii.ri/, 1826.
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POLITICAL APPOINTMIiNTS.

C. Baiiklicnd, Ksii., lo be Sccrdary to Ui« Ma-
jesty's Legiitiiiii to the United Stales of North
America ; dated 7 Jaiu W2i>-

T. 'rupper, Ks(|., to lie His Majesty's Consul in

the Duchy of Courland. to reside at Riga; dated

14 Jan.

A. I.. Miilvneux, Esi]., to Ijcllis Majesty'* Coneut
ill the State of Georgia, to reside at Savannah;
dated 14 Jan.

<i. Salkcld, lOsq., to belli* Majesty's Cnuiul at

New Orleans ; dated 14 Jan.

ARMY PROMOTIONS.

P

1 Li/' Gu Com. and snb-Lt. H. Vyncr, I.t. h^
urch., V. Upton, prom., ii. Nov. Kns. lion. (J.W.

•". Kinnaird, from IW 1-'., Com. and sub-Lt. by
purch., V, Vyner, 24 Nov.

2 Life Om Corn, and snb-Lt. E. O. Howard, I.t.

by purdi., v. Smith prom. lion. C. F. Ucrkeley.
Corn, and sub-L^. by purch. v. Howard. G. C,

Mostyn, Corn, and sub-Lt. by purch. v. Cunyng-
haiiie, who ret ; nil 21) Oct.

1 Dr. Gu A. llandley. Corn, by purch., v.

Elwes, prom., 22 Doc.
4 Dr. Gu I'aym. A. C. Dr.awwater, from M F.,

payin. v. 11. DIocinfield, who ret. on h. p. 25 L. Dr.,

. 21) Dec.
5 Dr. Gu.—Lt. R. S. Streatfield, from h. p., Lt.,

V. E. Barrington, who cxch., rev. dill'., 12 Dec.
Cor. J. Brjnncr, Lt. bv purch.. v. Wcslenra prom.,
:41 Dec c:. J. Radclytfe, Com. by purch., v. Bry-
incr prom., ;)1 Dec.

7 Dr. Gu Lt. II. S. Hodges, CapU by jiurch., v.

Robinson, prom. Cora. J. Osborne, Lt. by purch.,

V. Hodges. T. Atkinson, Corn, by purdi., v. Da-
niel, proin.; «// 7- Jan.

1 Di- J. S. Pitman, Com. by purch., v. Owen
prom, in 4 Dr. Uu., I Dei.

»/—Capt. B. Whichcote, Maj. by purch., v.

Madox prom., 31 Dec. Capt. C. St. J. Kancourt,
from 93 F., Cajit. by purch., v. WhicJicotc, 31 Dec.

4 L. Di- Capt. A. W. Bisliop, from li. p., ('apt.,

V. \V. lleyden, wlioexch., rec. dirt'., 22 Dec. Lt. E.

Newton, from !(F., Lt., v. Cox, wlioexch., Ij Dec.
Com. J. A. Henderscm, Lt. by purdi, v. Smith
jirgm., 31 Dec. C. Cumberledge, Com. by purch.,
V. Henderson, 31 Dec.

7 L. !>/•—Corn. J. J. Wliite, LL by purch., v.

Portman prom., 22 Dec. L. H. Batb.urst, Corn, liy

jiurch., V. \S'liytc prom., i'J Dec. Corn. \V. Eil-

wards, Lt.,v. Lord .\. Paget dec, 5 Jan. C.Tower,
Com. by purch., v. Edwards, 5 Jan.

1(1 L. Dr C, J. \\ hyte. Com. by purch., v. Ni-
cholson, prom., 14 Jan.

12 L. Ih- Lt. F. Bame, from h. p., Lt., v. H.
E. D. B. Sidley, who exch., rec.dift"., K Dec. Hosp.
As. H. J. Jemmett, As. Surg., v. Egan i>rom. in

(iO F., 13 Dec. 2d Lt.E.Vandeleur, from UO F., Lt. by
Jiurch. , v. Harrington prom., 5 Jan.

14 L. Dr Corii. G. Uooke, Lt. by purch., v.

Gilpin prom., 24 Dec C. Barton, Corn, ny purch.,
V. Dutt'proin., 10 Dec

!."> L. Dr Com. and Lt. G. Lowson (rid. inast.^.,

r:mk of Lt., 13 Apr. Capt. R. C. O'Donnell, Maj.
by purch., v. Philips prom., 14 Jan. Lt. C. Philips,
Capt. by purch., v. O'Donnel, 14 Jan.

Caldatrriwi F. Gu Ens. and Lt. C. M. Hay, Lt.

and Capt. by purch., v. Lord Hotham prom., 24
Dec. J. H. Pringle, Ens. and Lt. by purch., v. Hay,
24 Dec

3 F. Gu ^V. C. Burton, Ens. and Lt., 5 Jan.
1 K—Capt. A. S. Taylor, from h. p. 22 F., Capt.,

\. C. Hendrick. wlio exch., 22 Dec
4 F.—Ens. J. Ward, from 1 R.V.B., Ens., 7 Apr.
5 F.—Capt. A. Champain, from 75 F. Capt., v.

Beltoii, who ret. on h. p., rec difF., 2li Dec. .

G'F—Lt. S. M'Queen, from h. p. 17 F., Lt. v. A.
.Smith, who exch., 22 Dec. Ens. R. Curteis, Lt.

by purch., v. Browne prom., 31 Dec. J. Lumley,
Ens. by purch., v. Curteis, 31 Dec
8 K—\V. L. Worthington, Ens. by purch.. v.

Byron, 17. Dec. Lt. Hon. S. Hawke, from h. p.,

Lt., v. F. W. Vieth, who exch. rec dilf., 2t» Dec.
U F.—Lt. E. Newton, from h. p., LI., paying diff.

to h. p. fund, 8 Dec. Lt. D. L. Cox, from 4 L. Dr.,

Lt., v. Newton, who exch., 15 Dec.
11 F.— Lt. E. Moore, Adj., v. Doyle prom., 15

Dec. Ens. J. Stuart, Lt. by purch., v. Doyle
prom., 15 Dec. J. Tobin, Ens. by purch., v. Stuart
prom., 28 Dec E. L. Woolley, Ens. by purch., v.

kyreapp. toSGF., 29 Dec
12 F.—Ens. H. W. Adams, Lt. by purch., v.

Donald prom. 31 Dec. W. Douglas, Ens. by purch.,
V. Adams, 31 Dec

13 F Lt. D. Humphrys, fromli. p. 99 F., Lt., v.

J. Kcmple, who exch., 10 Jan.
14 F.—Ens. J. Lord Elpliinstoiic, from h. p., 52 F.,

Ens., V M. H. Grant, who exch., (1 Dec I!o«p.

As. H. L. Stuart, As. Surg., v. G. Evtrs, who ret. on
h. p., l.> Dec.

15 F.—Maj. A. F. Macintosh, Lt. Col. by purch.,
V. Davidson, who ret., 15 Dec. Brev. NIaj. VV.

Gricrson, Maj. by purch., v. Macintosh, 15 Dec.
Ens. L. Tollcmache, Lt« by purch., v. Drury prom.,
14 Jan. T. Rose, Ens. by purch., v. 'i'ollmiaclir,

14 Jan. Ll. 1'. Bannister, Capt- by purch., v. Gricr-

soii proin., 15 Dec.
l(i F.— Hosp. As. N. W. Giffney, \s. Surg., v.

Tighe, app. to 22 F., 8 Dec.
Ill F.—Capt. J. Doran, Maj. by purch., v. Car-

michael prom., 14 Jan.
19 F.—Ens. C. C. Hay, Lt. by purch., v. Graves

prom., 24 Dec C. Vi. Clarke, Ens. by purch., v.

Hay prom., 24 Dec
20 F.—Capt. J. \V. Stuart, from h. p., Capt.,

paying dfl., V. White app. to 32 F., 15 Dec. Fu».
W. Child, from li? F., Ens.. v.Wybrants, who excli..

17 May. EiK. T. It. Furlong, Ll. bv purch.
Smith prom, in 93 F., 5 Jan. .A. Uoddam, Ens. by
imrch., V . Forlmig prom., 5 Jan.

21 F. Johnson, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Spear-
man prom., 7. Jan. 11. Brade, 2u Lt. by purcn., v.

Anstruther prom, in 113 F., 8 Jan.
22 F.—As. Surg. J. L. Tighe, from Ifi F, As.

Surg., V. Ingh.iin app. to 3 Dr. Gu.. U Dec
2-i F.—Kns. and Adj I). Riley, rank of I.t., 15 Dec

Lt. R. C. Smyth, from R. Staff' Corps, Lt., v.

L'Estr.mgeprom., 22 Dec.
25 F.—Ens. W. O'Connor, Lt. by purch., v. Wll-

linglon prom., 22 Dec. E. Irving, Ens. by jmrch.,
V. O'Connor, 22 Dec.

27 F.—Ens. G. .\. Dumford, Lt. by purch., v.

Knox who ret., 15 Dec.—2d Lt. S. E. Goodman,
from n< F., Km., v. Freame proin. in 77 F., 14

Dec W. Butler, Ens. by purch., v. Dumford proin.,

15 Dec.
32 F.—Ens. .\. G. Slacke, Lt., v. Wayinouth

prom, in 92 F.,B Dec. Scrj. Maj. (i. Oke, Aclj. with
rank of Ens., v. MiKire who res. adjtcy. only, 8 Dec.
Capt. J.White, from 20 F., Capt., v. S.H. Lawrence,
who ret. on h. p. rec. dift'. 15 Dec.

34 F.—Capt. W. Locker, from h. p. 8 L. Dr.,

Capt., v. Hovendon, who exch., rec. dill"., 15 De<".

Cant. .\. Goldsmid, from h. p. Ml F., Capt., v. W.
Baker, who exch., rec dilT., 22 Dec Hasp. As. C
Bell, .\s. Surg., v. Orton proin., 22 Dec

;i5 F.—Surg. T. Pressor, from 2d W. L Regt.,
Surg., V. "^'I'nro prom, to staff', 5 Jan.

3ii F Ens. W. G. Eyre, from 11 F., Kns., v. Cress
prom, in 49 F., 2!l L)ec.

37 F.—Ens. E. B. Eraser, Lt. by purch., v. Free-
man prom., 15 Dec Ens. R. S. Ord, from 54 F.,

Ens., V. Eraser, l(i Dec Ens. S. R. J. Maisliam,
prom. 4U F., Ens., v. Guinness prom, ui 41 F., l(j

Dec
39 F.—Lt. C. Sturt, Capt. by purch., v. Cox, whi>

ret. Ens. H. B. Hall, Lt. by purch., v. Sturt. W.
V. Moore, Etis. by purch., v. Hall ; all 15 Dec. Lt.
C. Reynolds, Capt., v. Carthev/ dec. Eas. G. Slee-

raan, Lt., v. Reynolds. A. Berkeley. Eus. by purch.,
v. Sleeman ; all 5 Jan.

411 F.—J. B. Oliver, Ens. by purch., v. Marshaiii
app. to 37 F., l(j Dec.

41 F.—Lt. L. Versturme, from h. p. 1 Huss. *•'..

Germ. Leg., Lt., v. Harrison app. to 75 F., 7 Dec.
Ens. A Guinness, from 37 F., Lt., v. Read, who ret.,

K) Dec.
42 F.—Capt. R. Brereton, from h. p. 3 W. I. R.,

Capt., V. A. Fraser, who exch., 8 Dec
45 F'.—Lt. J. Reid, .\i\}., v. Potts, who res. Adjtcy

only, 11) June.
Hi F.—Capt. A. Clarke, Maj. by purch., v. Wallis

who ret., 15 Dec. Lt. A. G. Parker, Capt. by purch.,
\. Clarke, 15 Dec.
47 F.—Lt. J. Hutchinson, Capt., v. Forbes dec.

Ens. E. M. Frome, Lt., v. Hutchinson. 11. Bristow,
Ens., V. Frome; till 2 Apr.

4.S F.—Capt. H. Sluurt, from b. p., C?pl., v. F.
^Mlinan, who exch., 15 Dec. Ens. — Mackworth,
Lt. by purch., v. S-.veeiiy, "Pp. to 25 F., 8 Dcl.
Ens. J. 1 lio:!rsoii, from (i2 F„ Eos., v. M-ck»vorth,

^ E -.i
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8 Dec. Lt. M. Morphett, AilJ., v. Weston prom.,
\a Dec. Hosp. As. A. Essoii, As. Surg., v. Fenton
dec, 5 Jan.

49 F Ens.W. J. Croas, from 36 F., Lt. by purch.,

V. Pillichodyprom. in 41 F., 1 Dec.
SI F.—Ens. T. St. L. Irving, Lt. by purch., v.

Timson prom., 19 Nov. J. Auldjo, Ens. by purclu,

V. Irvbig, 19 Nov.
53 F.—Ens. J. R. Currie, Lt. by purch., v. Hal-

cott prom., 7 Jan. E. Wigley, Ens. by purch., v.

Currie, 7 Jan. Capt. J. Stewart, from h. p., Capt.,

V. G. Carpenter, who exch., rec. diff., 29 Dec. T.
H. Western, Ens., v. Rowcroft, dism. serv., 2 Jan.

64 F.—E. W. Dixon, Ens. by purch., v. Orde app
to 37 F., 15 Dec. Ens. J. B. Dodd, Lt. by purch.,

V. Potts prom., 31 Dec. F. W. Johnson, Ens. by
purch., v. Dodd prom., 31 Dec.

57 F.—Hosp. As. J. Heunen, As. Surg., 29 Dec.
59 F.—Ens. J. Peacockej Lt. by purch., v. Chi-

chester prom., 24 Nov. A. Hartford, Ens. by purch.,

V. Peacocke, 24 Nov.
fid F.—Maj. H. Fitzgerald, Lt. Col. by purch., v.

Galiffe, who ret. Capt. W. Pearse, Maj. by purch.,

V. I. Thum, who ret. Capt. H. H. Manners. Maj.
by purch., v. Fitzgerald; n«25Dec. W.Anderson,
2d Lt. by purch., v. Goodman app. to 27 F., 14 Dec.
J. W. Cross, 2d Lt. by purch., 12 Dec. 2d Lt. E.

Vandeleur, from R. Artil., 2d Lt., 29 Dec. Lt. G.
F. Greaves, Capt. by purch., v. Pearse prom., 25 Dec.
Lt. R. P. Tempest, Capt. by purch., v. Manners
prom., 25 Dec. Lt. J. Campbell, Capt. by purch.,

V. Keal, who ret., 2(i Dec. 2d Lt. J. S. Wilford, 1st

Lt. by purch., v. Greaves, 25 Dec. 2d Lt. W. B.

Neynoe, 1st Lt. by purch., v. Tempest, 25 Dec. 2d
Lt. F. Marlton, 1st Lt. by parch., v. Campbell, 26
Dec. J. Bell, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Wilford, 25 Dec.
C. H. Churchill, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Neynoe, 26

Dec. R. L. Orlebar, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Marlton,

27 Dec.
CI F'.—Lt. A. M'Leod, Capt. by purch., v. Giles

promoted in 97 F. Ens. R. Blunt, Lt. by purch., v.

M'Leod. H. Cosby, Ens. by purch., v. Blunt; all

31 Dec.
62 F.—Capt. E. P. Brooke, from h. p., Capt, v.

W. Johnstone, who exch., rec. diff., 12 Dec. Ens.

N. Kane, from 91 F., Ens., v. Bagot prom., 10 Dec.
P.LeCouteur, En. by purch., v. Thompson, app.

to4B F., 8 Dec.
64 F.—E. Wright. Ens. by purch, v. Kenyon

prom., 24 Nov. Capt. S. W. L. Stretton, from h.p.,

Cai)t., v. J. Girdlestone, who exch., rec. diff., 29 Dec.
Capt. J. Ralston, from h. p. 25 L. Dr., Paym., v.

Drawwater, app. to 4 Dr. Gu., 29 Dec.

C5 F.—Capt. R. J. Maclean, Maj. by purch., v.

Clutterbuck, who ret., 15 Dec. Lt. W. Snow, Capt.

by purch., v. Maclean prom., 15 Dec.

66 F.—Ens. C. D.Bailey, from h. p. 64 F., Ens.,

V. G. Newsome, whose app. has not taken place, 15

Dec. Ens. J. P. Velley, from h. p.. En ., v. A. de
Fountain, who exch., fee. diff., 29 Dec.

67 F.—Ens. S. W. Wybrants, from 20 F., Ens., v.

Child, who exch., 17 May.
GO F.—Capt. F. Glover, from h. p., Capt., v. J. N.

Reade, who exch., rec. diff. 5 Jan.

71 F.—Ens. J. Barry, Lt. by purch., v. Stewart
prom., 14 Jan. J. H. Craik, Ens. by purch., v.

Barry, 14 Jan.
72 F Ens. J. M. Garthshore, Lt. by purch., v.

Woollcombe prom, in fn F., 24 Dec. Ens. R. Bail-

lie, from 73 F., Ens. v. Garthshore, 24 Dec.

73 F.—H. B. Harvey, Ens. by purch., v. Baillie,

app. to 72 F., 24 Dec.
74 F.—J. Stewart, Ens. by purch., v. Hawthorne,

who ret., 22 Dec.
75 F.—Maj. Lord C. S. Churdiill, from h.p., Maj.,

V. H. Stewart, who exch., rec. diff., 3 Dec. Capt.

A. Chambre, from h. p. Capt., paying diff., v.

Champain. app. to 5 F., 29 Dec.

76 F.—Lt. P. le P. Trench, from h. p., Lt., v. E.

K. Champion, who exch.. rec. diff.. 29 Dec.

77 F.—Ens. W. H. Freame, from 27 F., Lt., v.

Wilkinson dec, 14 Dec.
70 F.—As. Surg, to forces W. Grant, As. Surg., 29

Dec.
fid F.—Lt. E. Every, from h. p. Lt., v. A. Gruc-

ber, who exch., rec diff., 22 Dec. Hosp. As. R.

Johnston, As. Surg., 29 Doc.

83 F.—2d Lt. R. Anstruther, fiom 21 F., Lt. by
purch., v. Haggerstone prom., 29 Dec.

85 F.—Hon. C. S. Clements, Ens. by purch., v.

Taylor prom . . 8 Dec
86 F.—R. Mayne, Ens. by purch. v. French, prom.,

22 Dec. Hosp. As. W. Sinclair, As. Surg., v. Ewing,

whose app. has not taken place, 29 Dec.

«7 K.—Br. Lt. Col. T. H. Blair, Lt. Col., v.

Browne dec., 6 Jv-nc. Capt. W. S. Gully, Maj., v.

Blair 6 June. Lt. E. Waller. Capt., v. Gully, H
June. Ens. J. Thomas, Lt. v. Waller. 11 Nov. J.

Storey, Ens., v. Thom.is. 11 Nov.
88 F.—H. Onslow, Ens. by purch., v. Kinnaird,

app. to 1 Life Gk. 24, Nov.
89 F.— Lt, A. B. Taylor, Capt., v. Redmond dec.

Ens. T. Prendergast, Lt.. v. Taylor. J. Graham,
from Vol. 54 F.. Ens., v. Prendergast ; all 22 Apr.

Wp F.—Lt. W. Woollcombe, from 72 F., Capt. by
purch., v. Holmes prom., 24 Dec.

91 F.—Lt. J. J. Snodgrass, from 38 F., Capt., v.
O'Doherty, dism. serv., 22 Dec.
92 F.—Capt. J. Davem, from h. p. 88 P., Capt.,

v. S. Waymouth, who exch., 22 Dec. Hosp. As. M.
Baillie, As. Surg^ 5 Jan.
93 F—Lt. J. Arthur, Capt. by purch.. v. White,

who ret. Ens. G. Druramond, Lt. by purch.. v.
Arthur. F. A. Blachford, Ens. by purch., v. Drum-
mond; off 8 Dec. Lt. C. .Smith, from 2(1 F.. Capt.
by purch., v. Franconrt, app. to (! Dr., 31 Dec.

94 F.— Lt. C. Gascoyne, Capt. by purch.. v. Bacon
prom. 31 Dec. Ens. S. A. G. Osborne, Lt., by
purch., V. Gascoyne, 31 Dec.

97 F.—Capt. R. Giles, from 61 F., Maj. by purch.,
V. Paterson prom., 31 Dec.

1 fV. I. Regt. — W. Edie, Ens. by purch., v.
Stroude prom., 14 Jan.
2 >r. 1. Regt Lt. R. Clarke, Capt., v. Suther-

land app. to 33 F. Ens. J. Macdonnell, Lt., v. Jes-

6op dec. J. Allen, Ens., v. Macdonnell ; all 8 Dec.
Ens. A. Tomkins, Lt. by purch.. v. Glover prom.
24 Dec. Staff As. Surg. J. Richardson, Surg., v.

Prosser app. to 35 F., 5 Jan. C. J. Goulden, Ens.
by purch., v. Tomkins prom., 24 Dec.

CV'wt Regt.—Lt. J. Mainwaring, Capt., v. Camp-
bell dec, 18 June. 2d Lt. C. Warburton, 1st Lt..

V. Mainwaring. 18 June. J. F. G. Braybrooke, 2d
LU, V. Warburton, 22 Dec.
Cape Corps (Inf.).—Cayit. W. Bush, from h. p. 22

L. Dr., Capt., v. A. Briggs, whose app. has not
taken place, 15 Dec.
R. Afr. Col. Corps.—Er\3. W. P. Godwin Lt.. v.

Stapleton dec, 8 Dec. E. Waring, Ens. by purch.,
V. Godwin. 8 Dec. Ens. E. Hawkni.-i, Lt., v. Oxley
dec, 22 Dec. C. W. Murray, Ens, v. Hawkins, 22
Dec.

Rifle Bt-lg Hosp. As. M. J. Bramley, As. Surg..,

5 Jan.
R. Regt. Artil.—\y. G. C. Caffin, 2d Lt., 16 Dec.

J. Sinclair, 2d Lt.. 16 Dec
Corps of Suppers niid Millers.—^2d Capt. E. Matson,

of Corps of Engineers, Adj., v. Jones, who res.

Adjtcy.. 14 Jan.
iireuef.—Dep. Insps. J. Strachan and J. Forbes,

Inspects, of Hospitals, both 27 May. Maj. C. Bar-
ton. 2 L. Gu.. Lt. Col. in army, 26 Dec. Lt. G.
D. Drummond, Gar. Adj. at Chatham. Capt. while
so employed. 22 Dec Capt. C. C. Michell, Prof, of
Fortif. at Mil. Ac. at Woolwich, Maj. in army, 5
Jan.

Hospital Staff—To be Surgs. to forces. Staff Surg.
J. Simpson, v. Hughes, wlio ret. on h. p., 22 Dec.
As. Surg. W. Monro, from 35 F., v. Sharpe dec, 5
Jan. Staff As. Snrg. M. Sweeny, 5 Jan

—

To be
Apoth. to forces. Staff As. Surg. J. F. Pink. v.

Montgomery, who ret. on h. p., 5 Jan.

—

To be Assist.

Siti-gs. tofrees. Hosp. As, A. Gibson, v. Grant app.
to 79 F., 29 Dec. Hosp. Mate J. Geddes v. Teevaii
dec, 22 Dec. Hosp. As. J. H. Walsh, v. Allen dec,
5 Jan. Hosp. As. P. Campbell, v. Richardson
prom, in 2 W. I. Regt., 5 Jan

—

To be Hosp. Assists,

to forces, W. G. Byrne, v. Thomson app. to 64 F:^,

8 Dec J. S. Chapman, v. Bulteel app. to 94 F.. 15
Dec. T. Atkinson, V. Taylor prom. R. Battersby,
T. Huthwaite app. to f(i F. A. Wood. v. Fraser
app. to 17 F. C. Dick, v. Barkerprom. ; all 22 Dec.
J. Robertson, v. Barker prom. G. Buslie. v. Wil-
liamson dec. J. Boog, v. Patterson dec. ; all '29 Dec.
J. Crichton. v. Miller prom, in R. Afr. Col. Corps,
27 Dec. C. Brown, v. Cahill prom, in ditto, 27 Dec.
J. M'Gregor, v. Davis prom, in 39 F., 5 Jan. J.

Casement, v. Giffney app. to l(i F. , 5 Jan.
Unattached.—To be Lt. Cu/s. of Inf. by purch.

Brev. Maj. B. Lord Hotham, from Coldstr. F. Gu.,
24 Dec. Mai. .1. Paterson, from 9? F. 31 Dec. Maj.
H. Madox, ifrom 6 Dr.. 31 Dec. Maj. J. Carmi-
chael, from 18 F.. 14 Jan. Maj. F. C. Phillips.

from 15 L. Dr., 14 Jan To be Majors of Inf. bv
pvrch. Capt. S. Holmes, from 90 F., 24 Dec Capt.
J. Brooksbank, from 26 F., 24 Dec. Capt. A. Ba-
con, from 94 F., 31 Dec. Capt. W. H. Robinson,
from 7 Dr. Gu., 7 Jan

—

Tu be Capts. of Inf. htj

purch. Lt. R. T. Gilpin from 14 L. Dr.. v. J. K.
Mu.sgravc, whose .npp. has not taken place. Ll. J.
B. Graves, from 19 F. Lt. W. S. Uiclmrdson. from
55 F. Lt. J. A. Forbes, from 92 F. Lt. P. Cheape,
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from 311 K. I.t. F. Clover, from 2 W. I. n.; all

24 Dec. Lt. Hon. G. A. Drowne, from (i F. I.t. VV.

C. Smith, from 1 Ur. Gu. I.t. F. Westenra, from .)

Or. Gil. Lt. II. n. Carr, from 44 F. I.t. C. H.
Pott.s. from 54 F. Lt. W. Donald, from 12 F. I.t.

J. .S. .Smith from 4 L. Dr.; all 31 Dec. Lt. M. C.
Mallcott, from M F., 7 Jan. I.t. W. Stewart, from
71 F., 14 Jan. Lt. C. Drury, from 1.5 F., 14 Jan
To Ik lAi-nts. (./ Inf. by purch. Ens. G. D. Griffiths,

from 2.5 F.. 24 Dec. 2cl Lt. J. R. Heylanil, from
C'eyl. Regt.. 7 Jan. 2<l Lt. L. A. Spearman, from
21 F., 7 Jan. Ens. T. W. Stroud, from 1 India
Regt., 14 Jan. Corn. C. H. Nicht-ison, from 10 L.
Dr.. 14 Jan.

—

Td Iw K>is. h;i piirdi. T. K. Holmes,
24 Dec. G. A. Malcolm, 31 Dec. (). PhililK. 31
Dec. U. 11. Creagh, 7 Jan. W. T. Tinnc, 14 Jan.
E. Noel, 14 Jan. J. Bates, 14 Jan. W. T. Daunt,
21 Jan.
Allowed to dispose of their hnlf-pny.—Lt. C'ol. R.

Pelly, .50 F. Maj. C. M. St. Paul. 1 Prov. Bat. of
militia. M.ij. Hon. W. Collyear (Bt. Lt. Col.), 2(1

L. Dr. Capt. J. Hicks, 1(1 F. Capt. E. Temple, 1

Prov. Bat. of militia. Capt. W. J. Brasier, 7 Gar.

Bat. Capt. C. E. Blnl. ,17 F. Capt. H. Brereton,
4 F. Lt. P. Abercromby, late M R. V. Bat. Ens. J.
Simkins. 34 F., nil >4 Dec. Lt. Col. C. dc Saluberry,
Canad. Voltiguers. I.t. Col. J. F. de liiirgh, imat-
tached. Maj. J. Burrows, .57 F. Capt. J. I.. !\Iac-
donald, 25 F. Cai)t. W. J. Bethell, li« F. Capi.
J. Smith, 10 F. Capt. W. Black 4 Ceyl. Rcfi.
Capt. T. Patcrson, <)7 F. Cant. W. Galbraitli. It.

Irish Artil. Capt. J. Bird, 07 F. Ens. C.Grant, !I4

F. Cor. R. Millett 2« L. Dr. ; nil 31 Dec. Maj. L.
Holland (brev. col.), 134 F. Lt. G. Erratt, 24 F.
Lt. B. A. Crumpe, 1(W F. Corn. S. A. H. Lucas, !t

I.. Dr. Capt. J. H. Powell (brev. maj.), 1(13 F. ; nil

7 Jan. Lt. Col. C. Dashwood, 4 \V. 1. Regt. Lt.
Col. C. Plenderleath. 4I( F. Capt. W. A. Oliver,
Scotch Brig. Capt. M'N. Morgan. i>7 F. Lt. J. W.
Everett. H5 F. Lt. II. Proctor, (14 F. Ens. J. Hum-
phreys 15 F. Com. C. S. .Smith, 2 Dr. Ens. G. G.
Robinson, H F. ; nil 14 Jan.
Ens. J. L. Macdonnell. h. p. 2.5 F., has been per-

mitted to ret. from service, 21 Jan.
Ens. R. Whalley, 27 F., has been superseded, 16

Dec.

Alphabetical List of Bankruptcies, announced between the 2ith of December 1825, and
the 2\st of January 1826; extracted from the London Gazcltas.

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.
CONWAY, J. Upper Stamford-street, builder
Ell'or<l, Sir W. bart., J. Tingcombe, J. and \V.

Clarke, Plymouth, bankers
Hobs, R. Duke's-row, Pimlico, brewer
Higgs, N. Duke's-row, Pimlico, brewer
Lewis, H. Newport, Monmouth, tallow-chandler
Morton, A., A. Rodrick, C. Morton, and E. L, Rod-

rick, Wellingborough, bankers

BANKRUPTCIES. [Tliis Month 218.]
Solicitors' Names are in Parentheses.

ADKINS, W. C'Gvcntr>-, tibbon-manufacturcr.
[Long and Austen, Gray's-inn

Ainlcy, J. Barkesland, Halifax, Yorkshire, inn-
keejier and victualler. [Walker, Lincoln's-um-
fields ; and L. and E. N. Alexander, Halifax

Akers, J. Arlington-street, Clerkenwell, broker.
[Selby, St. John-street-road

Aldred, J. Over Darwen, Lancaster, iron-founder
[Milne and Parry, Temple

Allen, E. Preston, dealer. [Milne and Parry, Temple
Applegath, A. Stamford-street, printer. [Bastock,

George-street, Mansion-house
Archer, J. Judd-street, Brunswick-square, tailor.
[E. Atkinson, Tokenhouse-y.ird

AtKinson, E. Morpeth, Northumberland, tanner.
[Charlton, Morpeth; Forster, Newcastle; anct
Leadbitter, Bucklersbury

Barber, J. Kings-row, Mile-end. [Bean, Took's-
court, Cursitor-street

Barlow, S. and Barlow S. jun.. Old Broad-street,
merchants. [Williams and Co., New Square,
Lincoln's-inn

Bayles, J. J. Leeds, commission-agent. [Lee, Leeds

;

and Battye and (^o.. Chancery-lane
Best, J. Kidderminster, maltster. fBaylis, Kidder-
minster; and Collins, Great Knight-rider-street

Bean, J. C. Leeds, builder. [Cole,6lackfriar's-road
Beard, P. King's-stanley, near .Stroud, clothier.
[Gatty, Angel-court, Throgmorton-street

Bernard, J. Gravesend, pawnbroker. [Swain and
Co., Old Jewry

Blaymires, J. and Slater, J. Halifax, coach-makers.
[Wiglesworth and Ridsdale, Grav's-inn-square

;

and Wiglesworth and Parker, Halifax
Blake, J. Mere, Wilts, draper. [Hardwick, Law-
rence-lane

Bottomley, H. Sheepridge, Yorkshire, shawl-manu-
facturer. [Fenton, .\ustin-friars

Bnimeld, T., G. F. Crumeld, and J. W. Brumeld,
Swinton, manufacturers of earthenware. [New-
man, Barnsley ; and Stoke and Dawson, New I3os-
well -court

Bradley, J. Great Queen-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields,
dealer in shop-fixtures. [Sutclift'e, New Bridge-
street, Blackfriars

Broughton, C. D. and J. J. Gamett, Nantwich,
bankers. [Eddleston and Elwood, Nantwich;
and Wildes, Li 'coln's-inn-fields

Bray, J. Hudrtersfield, woolstapler. [Clarke, Richards
and Co., Chancery-lane

Bratt, S. Macclesfield, silk-throwster. [Warrand,
Bucklersbury

Brittam, R. Birmingham, pocket-book lock-maker.
[Whateley, Birmmgham ; and Swain and Co.,
Frederick's-place, f )ld Jewry

Brown, A. and M. Hull, straw-hat-manufacturers.
[Jones and Howard, Mincing-lane

Browne, J. Landogo, Monmouth, |).aprr-maker.
[Bevan and Britlan, Bristol ; and Bourdillon and
Hewitt, Cheapside

Calvert, G. .and W. H. Beeston, Manchester, corn-
merchants. [Chester, Staple-inn

Cammack, W. Coppice-row, Clerkenwell, timber-
merchant. [Clift, Holbom-court

Camplin, H. Goldsmith-street, silk-manufacturer.
[James, Bucklersbury

Cartledge, J. Brow-bridge, Yorkshire, merchant,
rwalker. Exchequer-offices, and Lincoln's-inrt.
fields

Cavenagh, N. W. Browne, and 11. Browne, Bath
and Bristol, bankers. [Adlington, Gregory, and
Faulkner, Bedford-row

Charlton, T. Quadrant, Westminster, goldandsilver
laceman. [Tooke, Holbom-court

Christie, J. America-square, ale-merchant. [Hill,
Chancery-laue

Clarke, W. F. Collins, and J. Thorn, Springfield
Upper Clapton, bleachers. [Watson and Brough-
ton, Falcon-square

Clark, .\. Jermvn-street, carj'cnter. [Stevens and
Wood, Little .St. Thomas Apostle

Clajton, O. Oxendon-strect, Haymarket, coal-mer-
chant. [Bright, Burton-street, Burton-crescent

Clementson, J. Angel-court, St. Martin's-legrand,
silver-caster. [Fairthome and Co., King-street,
Cheapside

Constantine, A. Bolton, Lancashire, shopkeeper.
[.Vdlingtonand Co., B«lford-row

Cooke, X Wood-street, Cheapside, hosier. [Stevens,
Hatton-garden

Cooke, J. Coventry', ribbon-manufacturer. [Hamett,
Northumberland-street, Strand

Cooper, J. and J. Reader, Strood, Kent, wool-
staplers. [Flaxney, Bedford-row

Cooper, J. Pentonville, ironmonger. [Rice and
Reynolds, Great Marlborough-street

Coote, W. St. Ives, corn-merchant. [Day, St.
Ives ; and Long and Austen, Gray's-inn

Corbet, A. Friday-street, City, merchant. [Bour-
dillon and Hewitt, Broad-street, Cheapside

Coverdale, G., Stokesley, 'S'orkshire, linen-manu-
facturer. [Hall, Serjea'nt's-inn, Fleet-street

Cricket, S. and R. A., and S. H. Ruffel, Chelmsford,
bankers. [Humphrys and Porter, King's-arms-
yard, Coleman-street

Cross, G. jun., Clare-market, butcher. [Burton,
Queen-street, Bloomsbury

Cubbidge, W. West Wycombe, Bucks, paper-
maker. [Fox, Austin-friars

Daniel, J. Lime-street, provision-merchant. [David-
son, Bread-street

Day, W. T. S. and H. F. Norwich, bankers.
[Taylor and Co., Featherstone-buildings

Davis, A. and G. Howell, Cheltenham, plumbers.
[Packwood and Lovesy, Cheltenham ; and King,
Hatton-garden
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Davklgc, J. and J. navirtge, Jun. Bristol, timber-

merchants. [Day, Bristol : and Taylor, Clement s-

inn
Dirltinson, AV. Lad-lane, silliman. [Birkett and

On. Cloak-Ian2
Dixcee, J. Newman-street, Oxford-street, picture-

dealer. [Benton, Union-street

Dodson, J. and R. Beeston, York, woolstaplers.

[Walker and Coalthurst, New-iini

Dore, W. Bath, imikeeper. [Jay and Blades,

Gray's-inn
D'Orville, A. M. Leicester-square, dealer m dresses.

[Spyer, Broad-strect-lwildings

Dutton, J. Tottenham-court-road, linen-draper.

[Oreen and Ashurst, Sambrook-court, Basinghall-

Eady, G. Bromley, Kent, coach-master. [Sherwin,

Great James-street, Bedford-row
Edenborough, J., T. Chittenden and J. Bartlett,

Queen-street,Cheapside, warehousemen. [1 illeard,

Old Jewry
Edwcumbe, S. Tewkesbury, cahinet-makcj. [Goodin,

sen., Tewkesbury ; and Jtnkins and Abbott,

New-inn
Edmonds, W. Harrow-road, wheelwright. [Hooper,

Old Burlington street

Elford, .Sir W. bart., J. Tingcombe, and J. W.
Ciarke, Plymouth, bankers. [Tink, Devonporf,

and Kenset, Bedford-row ; or Church, Great

James-street, Bedford-row
Fairburn. J. Hindon, Wiltshire, victualler. [Lind-

sell, Holljorn-court, Grav's-inn

Finch, W. I-akenham, Norwich, innkeeper. [Smith

and Co., Verulum-buildinKS, Gray's-inn ; and Bar-

nard, St. Andrew's, Norn'ich
Flaction, F. Berwick-street, St. James's, jeweller.

[Young, Poland-street, Oxford street

Fletcher. J. Abingdon, Berkshire, carpet-manufac-

turer. [Nelson, Essex-street, Strand ; and
Gr.aham, Abingdon

Ford, W. Stockbridge-teiTace, Vauxhall-road, coal-

merchant. [Giles, Clement's-inn, Strand

Garsh, D. Upper Rock-gardens, Brighton, and

Tabernacle-square, Finsbui?, silk-mercer. [Dunn
and Wordsworth, Threadncedle-slreet

Gibson, R.H. Tokenhouse-yard, merchant. [Far-

tington, Change-alley
Gibbins, J. and R. Eaton, Swansea, bankers. [Ber-

rington and Jenkins, Swansea : and Hulme and

Co., New-inn
Gibbins, J., W.AV. Smith, and W. Goode, Birming-

ham, bankers. [Hemming and Co., Gray's-inn-

place
Gillwrt, T. Tavistock-street, coal-merchant. [Far-

ris, .Surrey-street, Strand
Goodale, W. Derbv. silk-throwster. [Swcttenhand

and Andrew, \Virksworth; and Roberts, Ex-
chequer-ofhces

Gregory, J. Brighton, lodging-house-keeper. [Bum
and Durrant, King's-stfeet, Cheapside

Groves, W. Worthing, Sussex, cabinet-maker.

[Hillier and Lewis, Middle Temi>le-lane

Groves, J. Gun-street, Spital-street, carpenter and
builder. [Mr. Philipe, Myddle on-street, Clerken-

well
Groves, D. Norton-street, Marj'-le-bone, grocer.

[Addison, Verulum-bnildings, (iray's-inn

Habgf>od, J. .inn., Macclesfield, silk-manufacturer.

[Berkett and Co., Cloak-lane
Hall, W. Clcment's-lane, Lombard-street, merchant.

[Farris, Surrey-street, Str.and

Hammond, C. Brigliton, victualler. [Faithful,

Brighton ; and Faithful, Birchin-lane
Hardy, D. Brislon, Norfolk, bombazine-manufac-

turer. [Ransom, Holt; and Poole and Co.,

Gray's-inn
Harding, S. Oxford-street, jeweller. [Phillips, Bed-

ford-street, Co\ ent-garden
Harvey, R. A. Cntoft, and E. Hill, Wertwell, Nor-

folk, millers. [Reynold .and Co., Norwich, and
New Bridge-street, Blackfriars

Haswell, C. P. IJarnsbury-row, Islington, carpenter.

[Kaye and Whittaker, Dyer's-buildings
Hastings, T. Blackfriar's-road, silversmith. [Rich-
ardson, Cheapside

Hemming, W.Thatcham, raoney-sctivcner. [Ewing-
ton. Poultry

Herring, C. Strand, fringe-maker. [Selby, St.

John-street-roail
Hethcrington, D. King-street, Cheapside, ware-
houseman. [Berkett and Co., Cloak-lane

lliggin, H. Norwich, manufacturer. [Barnard,
Norwich ; and Smith, Verulam-buildings, Gray's-
inn

Hill, L. L.ambourn, Berks, grocer. [Goddard,
' Ba.singhall-slreot

Hill, J., .and J. Wisbech, St. Peter's Isle of Ely,

Cambridge, bankers. [Glrdlcstone and Co., VVis-

bech ; and Wing, Caroline-place, Guildford-street

Hobson, S. and O. Marshall, Crescent. Minones,
corn-factors. [Fairthorne and Co., King-street,

Clicapside
Hodgskin, Brompton, Kent, grocer. [Noy and Co.,

John-street, .\merica-square, and Tower-street

HoUick, E., T. Nash, W. Searle, and T. Nash
jun., Cambridge, bankers. [Nash and Wood,
Royston. Herts: and Allen, Clifford's-inn

Horey, J. C. King-Edward-street, Mile-end New
Town, sugar-jefiner. [PuUen and Son, Fore-

street

Horton, S. and H. Horton, Kidderminster, iron-

mongers. [Gregory, Clement's-inn
Houlden, J. Bristol, carpenter. [Day, Bristol; and
Taylor, Clement's-inn

Houldsworth, S. Royton, Lancashire, cotton-manu-
facturer. [Law arid Coates, Manchester ; Baker,
Rochdale; and Adlington and Co., Beilford-row

Howard, D. Leeds, worsted-spinner. [Nichols and
Harr, Leeds; and Biakelock, .Serjeant's-inn

H;ibbard, W. jun., Whitelion-court, Cornhill, mer-
diant. [Steel and Nicol Queen-street, Cheapside

Hubbard, E. and W. H. Alexander, Norwieli, ma-
nufacturers. [Parkinson and Staff, Norwich; and
Taylor and Roscoe, Temple

Hutchinson, G. J., and H. and T. Place, Stockton-
upon-Tees. Durham, bankers. [Herst, North-
allerton ; and Hall, Serjeant's-inn

Ingeiow, W. and W. Iloston, Lincoln, bankers.
[Hojikins, Boston; and Stocker and Dawson.
New Boswell-court, Lincoln's-inn

Inkersole, J. St. Ncots, corn-dealer. [Day, St.

Neots ; and Forbes, Ely-place
Inkersole T. St. Neots, grocer, [Day, St. Neots;
and Forbes, Ely-place

James, W. Bath, tallow-chandler. [Gaby, Bath ;

and Adlington ai,d Co., Bedford-row
Jenkins, C. H. Peckham, builder. [Barber, Chan-
cery-lane

Johnson. E. and E. and T. Manley, Whitehaven,
sugar-refiners. [Perry, Wiiitehaven; and Cleii-

nell. Staple-inn
Johnson, E., \. Adamson, and J. Hope,Whitehaven,

bankers. [Hodgson and Son, Whitehaven; ami
Falcon, Temple

Johnson, II. Liveqiool, grocer. [Parkinson and
Culcheth, Liverpool; anci AViilett, Essex-street

Joll, H. Iladlow-street, Burton-crescent, carpenter.
[Stevens and Wood, Little St. Thomas Apostle

K-rr, J. and J. .Spear, Tooley-strect, grocers. [Tate
and Johnson, Copthall-buildings

Kershaw, J., J. Tomlinson and R. .\. Fuller,
Manchester, machine-makers. [Chajiman, Man-
chester ; and .'\ppleby and Charnock, Gray's-inn-
square

Lamb, W. M. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant.
[Donkin and Stable, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; and
Meggison and Poole, Gray's-inn

Latham, J. Liveqiool. grocer. [Woods, Liverpool;
and Blackstock and Bunce, Temple

Lewis, B. Tunbridge-wells, baker. [Stone and
Bremridge, AValbrook-buildings

Lewis, J. Sheffield, linen-draper. [Thompson,
Sheffield : and Battye and Co., Chancery-lane

Levi, W., J. and J. G. Levi, late of Bridgetown,
Barbadoes, merchants. [Darke and Michael, Red-
lion-stpiare

Lockey, A. Thatcham, miller. [Drew and Sons,
Berriiondsey-street

Loniax, J. Hoghton, Lancaster, calico-printer.
[Milne and Parry, Temple; and Neville and Eccles,
Blackburn

Mann, A.. C. Church-street, Spitalfields, silk-manu-
facturer. [Cranch, Union-street, Broad-street

Maynaid, R. Menheniott, Cornwall, tanner. [.Sole,

Devonport ; and Sole, .Mdermanbury
May, J., J. Wyborn, W. White, and J. Mercer,
Deal, bankers. [Noakes, Sandwich ; and Hall,
Serjea!it's-iim

May, J., and J. Mercer, Deal, money-scriveners,
[Leith, Deal ; and Alexanders, Carey-street

,Meickleham, J. .S., and R. Bess, Devonshire-street,
Mary-le-bone, upholsterer.-^. [Knight, High-
street, Kensington ; and Popkin, Dean-street,
Soho

Messiter, N. Frome, Selwood, Somerset, banker.
[Rotton and Bush, Frome ; and Ellis and Black-
more, Gray's-inn

IMilclium, J. Oxford-street, grocer. [Tate and
Johnston, Cojithall-buildiiigs

Mills, C;. Wood-street, Cheapside, silk-m.imif.ic-

[turer. I Fisher and Spencer, Walbrook-buildings
Monsoii, II. and J. Tucker, Cobourg-slreet, St.
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Pancras, carpenters. [SutcUfTc, New Brlilgc-etrcet

Moore, R. St. lieorge the Martyr, boutliwark,
ilcalcr. [C'Dllyer, Lyon's-iiin

Morris, J. J. Niay's-builclings, merchant. [Karris,
Surrey-stroot

Morton, A., A. Uoduck, and C. Morton, VVellinir-

boioiigli, banlvers. [Hodson anil Ilurnhani, Wel-
lingborougli ; and Hodson, St. Jolni-strcet-road

Morgan, A. Cliorlton-row, I,anca.ster, joiner. [Jack-
fon, Manchester ; and Adlinglon and Co., Bed-
ford row

Morrey, S. New Bond-street, linen-draper. [Hurst,
Milk-.stieet

Mowl)iay, S. Richmond, and J. Mowbray, Leeds,
linen-manufaclurers. [Grange, Leeds ; and King,
Hatton-g.irden

Mullins, \\. Beverley, linen-draper. [Shepherd,
Beverley ; and Taylor, (iray's-inn-square

Oliver, \V. liarton-upon-Irwcll, Lancaster, victual-

ler. [Booth, Manchester; and Hurd and John-
son, 'reniple

Pass, \V. Cuitain-road, dyer. [Mayhew, Chancery-
lane

Passman, J. Kins's-arms-yard, Coleman-street.AVare-
houseinan. [Booth, Manchester ; and Hurd and
J(»lmson, King's-bench-walk, Temple

I'cck, li. How, corn-factor. [Ashby and Goodman,
Tokenhonse-yard

I'errin, VV. Chatham, grocer. [Amory and Coles,
Throgmr)rton-street

Pewters, K. Bristol, iKwt anil shoe-maker. [Bevan
and liriltan, Bristol ; and Bouulillon and Hewitt,
Bread-street, Cheapside

Pliillips, M. CuUem-street, merchant. [Hutchison,
Crown-court, Threadnet-<Ue-street

"

I'ickering, H. Burrows, Coventry, ribbon-dresser.

[ rrou;;hton and Lea, Coventry; and Long and
Austin, Gray's-inn

Piper, T. and G. Dewdney, Dorking, bankers,
[Dendyand Morphett, Breams-bnilduifjs, Chan-
cery-lane

Porter, S. North Lopham, Norfolk, banker.
fUrettingham, Dess and Nelson, Milhnan-strect,
Bedford-row

Potts, H. M. Liverpool, cooper. [Avlson, Liver-
pool ; and Wheeler, John-street, Bedford-row

Pring, J. Bristol, leather-factor. [Bevan and Brit-

tan, Bristol ; and Bourdillou and Hewitt, Bread-
street, Chcai)side

Pyke, W. Bristol, dealer. [Thomas, Bristol ; and
Jeyes, Chancery-lane

Uenwich, M. Newcastle-upon-Tvne, linen-draper.
[Armstrong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; and Con-
stable and Kyrk, Symond's-inn

Richardson, J. Reigate, grocer. [Addison, Veni-
lam-buildings, Gray's-inn

Rigby, J. Preston, grocer. [Hinde, Liverpool ; and
Chester, .Staple-inn

Rix, K., G. J. Gorham, and W. Inkevsole, St.
Neots, Huntingdon, bankers. [Day, St. Neots;
and Forbes, Ely-place

Robine, F. Regent-street, jeweller. [Nicholson,
Percy-street, Bedford-square

Robinson, W. B. Kingsland, apothecary. [Jen-
nings and Bolton, Temple

Rossiter, W.Misterton, dealer. [Govctt, Taunton ;

and Peachey, Salisbui^-squarc
Rothwell, J. Upper Clapton, tavern-keeper. [Robin-
son, Walbrook

Rowley, W. Regent-street, tavern-keeper. [Stevens
and Wood, Little St. Thomas Apcstle

Ryder, A. Budge-row, warehouseman. [Shearman
and Freeman, Guildford-street

Ryland, R. and W., Savage-gardens, corn-factors.
[Dr\iceand Sons, Billiter-square

Sadler, G. and J. Firth, Great Guilford-street, seed-
crushers. [Copeland, Gray's-inn-square

Sadler, J. Bow-lane, warehouseman. [Bourdillon
and Hewitt, Bread-street

Sard, J. and J. Smither, St, MaTtin's-lane, woollen-
.draiiers. [Robinson and Hine, Charter-house-
square

Sayer, C. and G. Gardiner, Great Tower-street,
grocer^. [Paterson and Peile, Old Broad-street

Scott, M. Pall-mall, dealer and chapwoman. [Tan-
ner, New Basinghall street

Searle, J. and S. B. Searle, Saffron Walden,
bankers. [.Sweet and Co., Basinghall-street

Shaw, J. E. Gwynn's-buildings, City-road, paper-
hanger. [Farris, Surrey-street

.Shave, R. Graces-alley, Wellclose-square linen-
draper. [Hardwick. Lawrence-lane

Sharp, G. Took's-court, Cursitor-street, jeweller.
[Reeves, Ely-place

Sharp, J. B. Exchangc-buildlrgs, broker. [Robin-
sim, AValbrook

Sheaf, C. Harrlnpton-hiU, Worcester, miller.

[Wh.itely, Birmingham ; and Swain and Co.,
Frc<lerick's-place, Old Jewry

Shcppard, H., i'rome, Selwoo<l, Somerset, clothier.

[Mc-ssitcr, Frome ; anil Williams, Redlion-s(|uare
Sheppard, J. Ciainslxiroiigh Lincoln, corn-factor.

[Hodgkinson, Newark-upon-Trcnt ; and Hall ami
Brownley, New Boswell-court. Carey-street

Shoolbrcd, A., and 1). Stuart, Jermyn-street, tailors.

[Freameand Best, Temple
Sikes, W., H. Sikes, and T. Wilkinson, City.

bankers. [Long and Austen, Holborn-court
Skelton, E. B. and M. M. Skelton, and ¥.. Skel-

ton, Southanq)ton, stationers. [Bl.anchard, South-
am.pton ; and Roe, Temple-chamtx'rs

Smallbone, J. High-street, Bl<K>msbury, auctioneer,
[Carlow, High-street, Mary-le-bone

Smith, T. Chelsea, builder. [Freeman and Heath-
cote, Cole.nan-street

Smith, T. W. Fenchurch-street, watch-maker.
[Shcppard and Co., Cloak-lane

Smith, J. Mimk Weannouth, Shore, Durham,
victualler. [Smart, Sunderland ; and Swain and
Co.. Old Frederick's-place, Old Jewry

Smith, W. Lombard-street, hatter. [Gregory,
Ciement's-inn

Smith, W. King-street, Seven-dials, printer. [May-
hew, Chancery-lane

Somers, J. Oxford-street, porkman. [Harrison,
Walbrook-buililings

Sparrow, T., and W. Nickisson, Newcastle-under-
Lync, bankers. [Ward, Newcastle; and Wil-
liams and White, Lincr)brs-inn, Old-sijuarc

Squire, M. and H. Edwards, Norwich, merchants.
[Barnard, .\orwich ; and Smith, Gray's-inn

Stansficlil, J. Halifax, reetl-maker. [.\lexander,

Halifax ; and \\ alker, Lincoln's-inn-fields

Stevens, E. P. Ilackney-road. stock-broker. [Gatty
and Co., ,\ng«.l-cjurt. Throgmorion-street

Stocking. C. Patemosler-row, bookseller. [White,
Great St. Helen's

SutcliflTe, R. Manchester, merchant. [Morris and
Gouldcn, Maiichester ; and .Adlington and Co.,
Bedford-row

Thorjie, T. Bedford-street, bookseller. [Swain and
Co., Frederick's-place. OKI Jewry

Thompson, J. Smeatcm, cattle-dealer. [Argill and
Maddison, Whitechanel-road

Thick, T., and E. Lake, Quadrant, Regent-street,
grocers. [Adams, Gray's-inn-square

Touniier, N. J. Haymarket, coflee-house-keeper.
[Mills, Hatton-garden

Turner, J. Chester, architect. [Hindo, Liverpool

;

and Chester, Staple-inn
Walker, R. Oxford-street, butcher. [Woodward,
Cleobury ; and Appleby and Chamock, Gray's-
inn-square

Waller, M. Gutter-lane, Northampton-square, ware-
houseman. [Sweet and Co., Basinghall-street

Wardale, F. AUhallow's-lane. mustard-manufac-
turer. [.Sweet and Co., Basinghall-street

W'arren, J. Monkwell-street, bricklayer. [Oriel and
Leader, W'crmwovjd street ; and Bruce, Clemcnl's-
inn

Wass, W. Nottingham, grocer. [Wise and Ed-
dowcs, Nottingham; and Gregory, Clement's-
inn

Watkins, T. W. R. Hereford, scrivener. [Jay,
Hereford ; and Piatt, New Boswell-court

Watson, J. Wellington. Northumberland, iron-
founder. [Carr and Jobling, Newcastle ; and
Stedman. Birchin-lane

Waugh, E. A. Ironmonger-lane, cloth-factor. [Jay
and Byles, Gray*s-inn-])lace

Webb. W. Great Distaff-lane, carpenter. [Millard
and Son, Cordwainer's-hall

Weissenborn, E. A. and H. Weissenbom, Vpper
HoUoway, boarding and lodging-house-keepers.
[Chuter, Water-lane, Blackfriars

Weller, G. Birmingham, laceman. [Parton, Oow-
church-yard

Wells, J. W^ Cambridge-terrace. Islington. [Robin-
son. Half-moon-street, Piccadilly

Wells T. sen.. Union-street Southwark, hat-manu-
facturer. [Williams, Broad-couit, Walbrwik

Wentworth, G. AS". R. Chaloner. T. Rishworth, T.
Rishworth, .iun., and J. Hartley, ^"ork, bankers.
[Lee. Wakefield ; Wood and Overton, York ; and
Stocker and Dawson, New- Boswell-court

W'estell. J. Aswaldtwisle, Lancaster, cotton-manu-
facturer. [Carr and Robinson, Blackburn; and
Wilson. Greville- street

Whittaker, C. P. Strand, coal-merchant. [Wiggley,
Essex-street

Wicks. J. Worthing, ale-lwewer. [Hutchinson,
CrowTi-court, Thrcadneedle-strcet
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Wilkie, O. Edmonton, farmer. [Clare and Co.,
Frederick's-place, Old Jewry

Wilson, A. M. Cambridge-heath, timber-merchant.
[Vines, Banner-square

Wilkinson W. and W. G. Gill, Hol'iorn-bridge.

woollen-drapers. [JayaudByles Gray's-inn-ptace

Wright, J. High-groves, Saddleworth, woollen-

manufacturer. [Gibbon, AshtOD-under-Line; and
Battye and Co., Chancerv-lane

Wright, W. Wakefield, innKeeper. [Taylor. Wake-
field ; and Adlington and Co., Bedford-row

Zeller, G. J. Charles-street, Covent-garden. copper-
plate-printer. [Deynam, Newman-street, Oxjford-
strcet

ANGER, E. George and Blue-
boar-yard, Jan. 14

Aikens, W. Chipping, Norton,
Jan. 23

Atkins, S. Great Portland-street,
Jan. 21

Argent, J. Church-row, Bethnal-
green-road, Jan. 21

Ashcroft, T. Liverpool, Feb. 28
Aspinall, Liverpool, Feb. C
Ball, N. T. St. Stephen's, Bam-
well, Feb. U
Barker, J. Clare-market, Jan. 28
Hatger. H. New-road, .St. George's,

Middlesex Jan. 2(1. and Feb. 4
Batger.W. New-road, St. George's,

Middlesex, Feb. 4
Bennett, J. M. Broseley. Jan. 17
Benelli, J. B. Quadrant, Regent-

street. Jan. 2!)

Bentley. J. and J. Beck, Comhill,
Feb. 14

Brooks. R. Oldham, Lancaster,
Feb. 1

Bromley, J. Circus-street, New-
road, Jan. 21

Brown, J. Austin-friars, Feb. 7
Buckle. T. Leeds Feb. 8
Bush, J. Bishop-Stortford, Jan. 14
Cato, W..W. Little, and W. Irv-

ing, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Jan.
2.5

Clarke, J. Montreal Jan. 10
Clarke, J. Leeds, Feb. 8
t'larkson, J. Cracechurch-street,

Feb. 4
CoUens, J. and F. Nicholas-lane,
Jan. 21

CoUey. B. Poscnall, Salop Jan. 17
Corbett, B. O. Friday-street Feb. 4
Cowdroy, W. Gorton, Jan. 2.5

Croaker. C. Cravford, Jan. 14

Cuthbert. A., T. Brooke, and G.
R. Cuthbert, Gutter-lane. Jan.28

Davies. J. Mitcheldean, Jan 23
Dickinson, J. Dewsburv, York,
Jan. 31

0ighton. G. Rochester, Jan. 31

nobell, J. Cranbrook. Feb. 11

Drake. J. Shoreditch Jan. 24
Evill. L. Walcot. Feb. 1.5

Farrington, P.Wood-street. Feb. II

For.s.aith, S. S. Hackney, Jan. 24
I'liller. R. Reigate. Feb. 4

Gardiner, G. St. John-street, Jan.
24

Carside, T. Stockport. Jan. 23
Carside, T. Stockport, Feb.

DIVIDENDS.
Gilbert, J. A. George-lane, Bo-

tolph-lane, Jan. 17
Glover. J. Leeds, Feb. 8
Goodwin, J. Holt, Worcester, Jan.

21
Green J. Birmingh<am, Jan. 24
Hale, C. Egham, Jan. 28
Hales. E. Newark-upon-Trent,
Jan. 18

Hammond. V. Ludlow, Jan. 31

Harland, J. Bedford-street, Tot-
tenham-court-road, Jan. 28

Holland H. L. Coventry, Feb. 21
Hulley. C. Lancaster, Feb. Kj
Hunter, D. Size-lane, Jan. 28
Huntress, W. Halifax. Jan. 2.5

Ingliam, J. Aldgate Jan. 17
Ingletharp, W. Portman-mews,
Feb. 11

James. J. and W. Seddon, Liver-
pool, Feb. 15

Jameson W. York. Jan. 24
Jay, G. and T. Ward, Burlington-

gardens, Feb. 1

1

Johnson, T. Heanor, Derby, Feb.
14

Jones, W. H. Croydon, Feb. 7
Jones, S. Peter-church, Hereford,

Jan. 21
Jones, J. Mallwyd, Jan. 2(>

King, C. Cranbrook, Kent, Jan. 21
Lawrence, C. Drury-lane, Feb. 11

Langston, E. Manchester, Feb. 1.5

Latham, T. D. and J. Parry, De-
vonshire-square, Feb. 11

Lawton, R. Bottoms-within-
Staley, Chester, Feb. 18

Leach, J. Manchester, Feb. 1

Lowes, W. Liverpool, Jan. 27
McLeod, J. Comhill, Jan. 21
Major, Blundell and Co., Holbom-

bridge, Feb. 14
Manifold, J. Kendal, Jan. 23
Marfitt, R. Pickering, York, Jan.

24
Maude, W. and E. Otley, Jan. 2fi

Moon, F. Mirfield, ^'ork, Feb. 11

Morgan, G. ^L Queenhithe, Jan.

4

Newell, R. Hereford, Jan. 28
Newell, R. Hereford. Feb. 18
Nicholson, F. Manchester, Feb. 6
Parfitt, T. Bristol, Jan. 14

Parkes, T. Fenchurch-street, Jan.

3J
Pearce, W. Oreston Jan. 16
Penaluna, W. Helston, Jan. 24
Penny, G. and H. Thompson,

Mincing-lane, Feb. 4

Pettit, R. College-hill, Feb. U
Pigram J. and T. R. Maidstone,

Feb. 11

Proctor, J.Wardour-street, Feb. 11
Rackh.am, J. Strand, Jan. 21
Roper, F. Haymarket, Feb. 11
Runcom, P.R. Manchester, Feb. G
Salisbury. A. Windsor, and D.
Salisbury, Nottingham, Feb. 10

Scholefield, R.M. Bradford, Feb. 8
Shaw, W. Thomhill, Leeds, Jan.
2«

Shackle, J. Milk-sheet, Feb. 11
Sharp, G. Leeds, Feb. 1(!

Sinister, J. and Co., Birmingham,
Jan. 20

Smith, W. and J. Atkinson, J. O.
Aldermanbury, Jan. 28

Smith. G. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Jan. 17

Smith, J. Bosbury, Jan. 30
Smith, G. Watling-street, Jan. 24
Smith, G. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Feb. 27

Smith, E. Birmingham, Feb. 3
Stirling, T. Commercial-road,
Feb 4

Stuart. R. E. Portsmouth, Feb. 8
Sutcliffe, W. Halifax, Feb. 8
Tamer. W. Kent-road, Jan. 17
Telford, J. and W. Arundell,

Liverpool, Jan. 28
Thomson, P. and C. A. Tom's-
colTee-house, Comhill, Feb. 11

Thomis, W.L. Brighton.' Feb. 11

Thorpe. J. sen., Cheade, Cheshire,
Feb. 7

T\irney, J. Sedgebrooke, and W.
Bates Halifax, Feb. 8

Vale. T. Leg-alley, Long-acre,
Feb. 11

Vile, W. Deal, Feb. 20
Weaver. T. Abingdon. Jan. 30
Werminck, J. G. Plymouth, Jan.

25
West, J. Little Newport-street,

Jan. 21
Westlake, J. Ringwood, Feb. 23
Wharton, T. Finsbury-place-
south, Jan. 14

Whitney, W. late of Ludlow,
Jan. 30

Wilson, J. Leeds, Feb. 16
Williams, J. Birmingham, Jan. £0
Winkles, R. and ft. Colebrook-
row, Islington, Jan. 17

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS.

The Rev. C. Benson is appointed Canon and Pre-

bendary of the Cathedral of Worcester.

The Rev. R. Musgrave, to the Rectory of Comp-
ton Basset, Wilts.

The Rev. E. J. W. Valpy, to the Rectory of Stan-

ford Dmgley, Berks.

The Rev. H. Butterfield, A.M., to the Rectory- of

Brockdish.

The Rev. W. Birkelt, M.A., to a Chaplainry on

the Establishment of the E.-l. Company in Bengal.

The Rev. C. B. Rawbones, B.C.L., to hold by dis-

pensation the Vicarage of Buckland, Berks, with the

Vicarage of Coughton, Warwick.

The Rev. G. Taunton, B.D., to the Rectory of

Str.itfordtonv.

The Rev. W. Swete, M.A., to the Vicarage of

Lenham, Kent.

The Rev. W. Dalby, Clerk, M.A., to the Vicarage

of Warminster.

The Hon. and Rev. E. Rice, D.D., to the Deanery

of Gloucester.

The Rev. J. Davison, B.D., to the Canonry or

Prebendary of Worcester.

The Rev. C. T. Collins, M.A., to the Rectory of

Timsbury, Hants.

The Rev. J. King, to the Vicarage of Henley-

upon-Thames.
The Rev. W. Greenhill, B.D., to the Rectory of

Farnham, Essex.

The Rev. F. C. Mussingberd, M.A. to the united
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Rectory of South Ormsby, with KeUby, Driby,

and the Vicarage of Calceby annexed, Lincoln-

«hire-

The Rev. Dr. Williams, to tlie Vicarage of

Bradford Abba-s, with tlie Rectory of Clifton May-
banlc annexed, Dorset.

The Rev. R. Huyshe, to the Vicarage of East

Crolier.

The Rev. R. Pole, A.B., to the Rectory of Shev-

cocli, otherwise .Sheviake, Cornwall.

The Rev. W. Scarborough, D..\., to the Lecture-

ahip and Perpetual C;uracy of Market llarborough.

The Rev. Dr. Coppanl, to the Rectory of Fam-
borough, Hants.

The Rev. A. Duncan, to the church and parish of

Coylton, in the I'resbytety of Ayr.

The Rev. P. Candler, B.A., to the Rectory of

I.elheringsett, Norfolk.

The Hev. H. Mackenzie, to the church and pari»h

of Clync.

The Rev. C. Gordon, to the church and parish of

.\S8ynt.

The Rev. J. Homer, M..\., to the Rectory of

South Preston, Lincolnshire.

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGE.S, AND DEATHS, l.V AND NEAR LONDON.

CHRONOLOGY.
Dec. 21.—A meeting of the Anti-Slavery Society

was held at the Freemason's Tavern for the purpose

of petitioning Parliament to adopt measures for the

abolition of Slavery in the British Colonies. The
meeting was very numerously attended by both
sexes. Mr. Wilberforce having taken the chair, the
meeting was addressed by Sir James Mackintosh,
Mr. Brougham, Mr. Deraiian, Mr. Gumcy, 4:c. ; and
resolutions correspondent with the object of the
meeting were adopted.

22.—A deputation of gentlemen concerned in tlie

silk trade, consisting of some of the principal rib-

bon-manufacturers of Coventry, and silk-throwsters

from various parts of England, had an interview

with some of the Ministers, at the house of Lord
Liverpool, on the subject of the law respecting fo-

reign importations, which wiU come into operation

in July next. Besides Lord Liverpool, there were
present the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Hus-
kisson, Mr. Grant, and Mr. Herries.

27.—William Henry Austin, a letter-sorter at the

General Post Office, for stealing a letter contaming
a .-£5 bank-note ! William Jasper, for forging an ac-

ceptance to a bUl of exchange; and John Edmonds,
for horse-stealing, were executed at the Old Bailey

pursuant to their sentence.

28.—A meeting of Agriculturists from various

parts of the kingdom, who had come to London
for the Smithfield cattle show, took place at the
Vork Hotel, Brighton, to consider of the steps ne-

cessary to meet the question likely to be agitated in

the ensuing Session of Parliament, resjweting the
alteration in the Com Laws.

3a—Workmen were marking out a fence for en-

closing the Achilles in Hyde-park ; the enclosure is

to be about forty feet from the iron railings now
standing ; a path is to be made round the fence, and
the public will see the statue at a proper dis-

tance.

31—The following are the aggregate averages
which regulate foreign importation, and which ap-

peared in the Gazette of the 31st of December :—
Wheat, ftls. 4d. ; Barley, 41s. 2d. ; Oats, 26s. fid.

;

Rye, 44s. Id. ; Beans, 45s. 9d. ; Pease, 48s. lOd.

The ports, in consequence, arc shut against the im-
portation of foreign pease, and continue open for

foreign barley for the next six weeks.

Jan. 3—A vestry-meeting of the inhabitants of

St. Giles's-without, Cripplegate, took place, for the

purpose of taking into consideration a letter which
had been written to them by their vicar, Mr.

Holmes, respecting his tythes. A committee was
appointed to wait on the Dean and Chapter of St.

Paul's, to ascertain the extent of their demand, and
to learn whether they would agree to go to Parlia-

ment on the subject.

M.M. New Series.—\ou I. No. 2,

5.—The patent shot-manufactory of Messrs. Wal-
ker and Parker, on the south side of the Thames,
opposite Surrey-street, was destroyed by fire.

— Both Houses of Parliament were prorogued, by
virtue of the Royal Commission, to Thursday the

2d of February next ; Parliament is upon that day
to be holden and to sit for the despatch of businew.

Ki—This morning Mary Caen, convicted of the
murder of Maurice Fitzgerald, was executed in the
front of Newgate pursuant to her sentence.

— A meeting was held of the inhabitants of St.

Mathew, Bcthnal-green, in the parish church, for

the purpose of taking into consideration the alarm-
ingly distressed state of the silk-weavers. It was
stated that there were between eight and nine hun-
dred persons in the workhouse ; that the out pen-
sioners exceeded l,2(.«i; and that the latter num-
ber cost the parish a sum of A')2U weekly. A peti-

tion to the Board of Trade was adopted.

17—The Old Bailey Sessions concluded, when the
Recorder passed sentence of death on twenty-two,

one to be transported for life, six for fourteen years,

and thirty-eight for seven years, and several to va-

rious terms of imprisonment, hard labour, ic. The
sessions were then adjourned to the IGth of Fe-

bruary'.

The steam-vessel Enterprize, bound to India, was
spoken with on the 25th of October, 34 3IP south lat.

28 east long., by a merchant ship arrived from
Penang.

An expedition has been sent lately, byorder of the

Government at Singapore, for the purpose of tak-

ing formal possession of several adjacent islands

ceded to the English by the late treaty with the Sul-

tan of Singapore.

Capt. H. Bumey has been appointed as Envoy of

the Governor-general, to proceed on a mission to

Siam, should a fit opportunity offer for opening a

negociation with the people of that country, ex-

tremely jealous of any intercourse with foreigners,

and therefore difficult of access.

Christenings and burials within the City of Lon-
don and bills of mortality, from Dec. 14 1824, to

Dec. 1.3 1825 ;—Christened in the i>7 parishes within

the walls, 975 ; Buried, 1,110. Christened in the 17

parishes without the walls, 4,749; Buried, 3,949.

Christened in the 29 out-parishes in Middlesex and
Surrey, 15,693; Buried, ll,fl06. Christened in the

10 parishes in the Citj' and Liberties of Westmin-
ster, 4,117 ; buried, 4,0G2. Total of diseases, 20,672

;

total of casualties, 354. Christened, males, 12,915;

females, 12,719—in all, 25,634. Buried, males,

10,825; females, 10,201—in all, 21,026. Whereof
have died under two years of age, 6,419; between

two and five, 2,061 ; five and ten, K67 ; ten and
twenty, 877; twenty and thirty, 1,485; thirty and
forty, 1,698; forty and fiftv, 1,C91 ; fifty and sixty,

2 F
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1,"46; sixty and seventy, 1,772; seventy and eighty

I.SCIJ; eighty and ninety, &>% ninety aiid a hundred,

78 : a hundred, 1 ; a htmdred and one, I. Increased

in the burials this year, 781. There have been exe-

cuted within the billi of mortality, 14 ; only four

have been reported as such.

A cnrious list of payments on foreign loans,

mining shares, and other undertakings during the

last year, states them to amount to the sura of

£17,582,773.

For the purpose of encouraging the growth of

wool in the Isle of Malta, Government, by a Trea-

sury order, permits its importation duty free.

Another order allows the importation ofundyed

thrown silk at a duty of 2s. Cd. per lb. less than is

imposed on the same article dyed.

T. S. Caldwell, Esq., of the Temple, has been

appointed one of the police magistrates of Union-

hall, in theroomof L. B.Allen, Esq., resigned.

A Treasury order has been issued, permitting to-

bacco to be warehoused five years witlwut addi-

tional rent, and ordering the duty to be charged on

the weight actually delivered from the warehouse.

The followii'g works, which will probably not call

from the county rates a less sum than ^lud.dilli, are

at present in agitation in the county of Middlesex,

viz. an entirely new prison at Tothill-fields ; an en-

tirely new house of correction, either for women or

vagrants ; an enlargement of the present new prison

of Clerkenwell, and a better adaptation of the

chapel at the present house of correction to the pur-

poses of divine worsliip.

MARRIAGES.
Col. Sir R. Arbuthnot, K.C.B., to Harriet, daugh-

ter of the late T. Smith, esq., of Castleton-hall,

Rochdale, Lancashire.

At Camberwell, the Rev. S. Robins, M.A., to

Eliz.ibeth, daughter of T. Holland, esq.

R. Smith, esq., of Buckdcn, Hants, to Mary,

daughter of R. Edwards, esq.

The Rev. R. Harvey, M.A., to Louisa, daughter

of J. R. Best, esq., of Barbadoes.

F. E. J. Valpy, M.A., to Eliza, daughter of J.

Pullen, esq.

The Rev. D. H. F. Hatton, of Weldon, Nor-

thamptonshire, to Lady Louisa Greville.

A. L. Whitmore, esq., to Julia Maria, daughter of

the Rev. W. E. Fitz Thomas.

Lieut. R. C. Bowden, R.N., to Jane, daughter

of the late Rev. J. Stanley, Vicar of Ormskirk.

N. 'Wanostrocht, esq., to Elizabeth, daughter of

R. Heale, esq.

The Rev.A^'. Mitchell, of Bombay, to Ann, daugh-

ter of the late T. Holmes, esq.

S. Benton, esq., of Manchester, to Miss E. Wor-

thington.

C. Bankhead, esq., to Maria Horatio, daughter of

Sir J. D. Paul, hart.

W. Scruton, esq., of Durham, to Mary Ann,

daughter of C. Spearman, esq., of Hornley.

H. Beet, esq., to Elizabeth, daughter of W. Up-

ton, esq.

W. H. Harford, esq., to Emily, daughter of J..

King, esq.

W. Morgan, esq., of Neuth, Glamorganshire, to

Sarah Adelaide, daughter of the Ute T. Brown, esq.

DEATHS.
At Hampton Court Palace, 79, T. Fauquier.

Mary, wife of VV. Undeishell, esq.

71, the lady of E. Backer, esq., of Somptfaig,

Sussex.

74. R. Holt, esq.

At Hammersmith, J. Cowper, esq.

The Rev. J. Hooper, A.M., of Hoxton.

7.'), R. Griffiths, esq.

The lady of W. M. Lamb, esq.

Gi, S. Parlies, esq., F.L.S., &c.. Author of the
" Chemical Catechism."

At Tooting, J. Wilson, esq.

70. J. Tasker, esq.

Betty, wife of S. Edwards, esq.

Susan, daughter of the late Rev. W. Bradley, of

Coleford.

H. Giles, esq., of Earbonrne.

T. Downing, esq.

Mrs. Southard, relict of G. Southard, esq., cf

Toules.

N. Atcheson, esq.

Mr. J. T. Serres, the marine artist. He was of

an ancient family in France, and cousin of the pre-

sent DuTie de Serres of the French court, and the

husband of the soi-disant Princess Olive of Cum-
berland.

Mary Ann, wife of— Watts, esq.

27, T. E. Coffin, esq.

Mary Sophia, daughter of L. Chambers, esq., o^

Morden, Surrey.

Mrs. Swiney, of Lambeth.

Miss C. Winter, of Foley-place.

In Old Millman-street, Mrs. Lawes.

5fi, R. Ferris, esq.

Mr. Bengough, formerly of Drury-lane Theatre.

II. Field, esq.

Lady Vincent, relict of the late Sir Francis Vin-

cent, bart.

R. L. Price, esq., son of Sir R. Price, bart.

Major W. Collins.

Louisa, wife of T. Spooner, esq.

68, G. PhiUips, of South Lambelh.

At Blackheath, Miss Dart.

Captain Adams, R.N.
At Lambeth, (>2, A. Fulton, esq.

C.5, W. Cornell, esq.

At Camberwell, Judith, relict of the late J. Read,
esq.

At Mildenhall, Ifi, Charlotte Augusta, daughter
of Sir George Denys, bart.

At Norwood, 72, J. H. Short, esq.

At Richmond, Sir D. Dundaa.

MARRIAGES ABROAD.
At Paris, G. W. Lcfure, M. D., to Frederics,

daughter of Col. C. Eraser.

E. T. Downes, esq., to Clara France.?, daughter

of the Rev. E. Forster, Chaplain to the British

Embassy.

At ^evty, C. Denis, son of Rodolph du Thow,
to Frances Amelia, daughter of the late T; Rundell,

esq., of Bath.

At Bombay, Aima Maria, daughter of the late S.

Treasure, esq., to Capt. C. St. John Grant.

At Buenos Ayres, R. F. Pousett, esq., to Anna,

daughter of W. F. March, of .Southampton.

At Jamaica, J. A. Sawyers, esq., of Whittingham,

Flint River, to Miss J. Petgmve.

At .\lexandria, C. Joyce, esq., to Caroline, daugh-

ter of R. Thurbum, esq.

DEATHS ABROAD.
At Avignon, the Hon Mrs. Long, wife of Capt.Long.

At St. Omers, J. Harcourt, esq., of Well-hall, Kent.

At Corfu, 29, R. B. Catty, esq.

At Lisbon, G. Gould, esq.

At Guernsey, 83, P. Stephens, esq.

At Brussels, the celebrated artist, Mr. David

:

Eleanor, wife of J. T. Newbolt, M.D.

At Berbice, 27, T. D. Bumidge, esq.

At Halifax, Nova Scotia, Lady Mitchell, widow

of the late Admiral Sir A. Mitchell.

At Jamaica, Capt. De Crespigny, R.N.
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At Poit-aurPrince, 20, Mademoiselle .Celio Pctlon,

daughter of the late president of Uayti.

At Montseirat, the Hon. T. Hill, Member of His

Majesty's ('ouncil, and Chief Judge of the Colony.

At Calaitta, G. Proctor, esq.

At Bombay, Col. Cowpcr.

On the Arracan River, J. Coclirane, esq., M.D.

At Panlang, Capt. P. Forbes.
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At Meerut, Sir David Ochterlony.

C'apt. W. Heude, Author of a " Journey over

Land from India."

.\t Ramree, Ensign G. Pilgrim.

At sea, J. Hay, estj., of the lI.C.'s service.

At Malta, I. James, esq.

At the Hague, Lieut. General Baron Charles de

Beutie.

MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES;
WITH THE MAimiAGES AND U1:ATHS.

NORTHUJIBERI.AND AND DURIIA.M.

The number of colliers cleared coastwise at the

port of Sunderland in the year ending .5th of January

H)2a inclusive, was 8,Ilij, being an increase of 2(j()

on the former year. 7'he receipt duties for the same

year amount to £(i5,3ti(l. 1-ls. 7d., being au increase of

£3,8113. 14s. ad. on tlie former year.

The Durham Agric-ultural Society held their an-

nual cattle show on .Saturday the 24th of December,

when the usual prices were a<l;u(lged.

A most brilliant piece of sliiniug yeHow pyrites,

with very fine argillaceous substance imbedded, appa-

rently some organic remains, resembling much one

of the lumbar vertebra? of the spine of the human
species, has been found lately by Mr. T. O. Blackett,

land surveyor of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in a heap

of iron-stone, lymg at the mouth of an old stiiple,

which some miners are now re-sinking. The outer

coaling bears a fibrous impression, and appears re-

marltably porous ; on submitting a small piece to tire

action of the blow-pipe, a blue dead flame was pro-

duced, without tlie strong sulphureous vapour wliich

generally arises from pyrites, and was easily reduced

to a powder, from which Mr. B. obtained a most

beautiful prussiate of iron.

In a yard, at Bishop-Wearmouth, between two

and three feet below the surface of the ground, a

human skeleton was found, wliich had been interred

in a double posture. In the fold, formed by the hip

and thigh-bones, a piece of woolkn-cloth was found,

which had the appearance of having been part of

a flannel petticoat ; a fr.acture was observed in one

of the arm bones : the teeth were perfectly sound,

and a very fine set.

Married.^ Capt. W. Hodgon, to Sarah, daughter
of W. Cauogan, esq. of Bruckbum Priory—The
Rev. W. Hawks, qf Gateshead, to .Anna Eliza,

daughter of J. Croser, esq., of Kentnn-lodge—At
Stockton, G. Skinner, esq. to Hanna. daughter of
the late J. Walker, esq.—The Rev. J. Birkett, M.A.,
of Haydon-bridge, to Susanna ^Villiams, daugliter

of the Rev. W. Jackson, of Hatton, Warwickshire.

Dieil.'i At Newcastle-upon-Tyne, S3, W. Batson,
esq.; (il, the Rev. T. Wood, M. A At Durham,
R. Kirton, esq. ; 7**, W'. Clavering, esq.—.\t West-
lodge, Darlington, 81, Ann, wife of J. Backhouse,
esqT, sen.—At Slyford, J. W. Bacon, esq At Mid-
dleton, the lady of E. W. H. .Schenby, esq.—At .Sun-

derland, 00, G. Fenwick, esq., of High-ford.

CDMEERLAND AND WESTMORLAND.
Married.'} At Whitehaven, B. Sproule, esq.,

R.N., to Miss Taylor—At St. Bee's, the Rev
Greenhow, of Riddings, near Threlkeld, to Miss E.
Irwin—At Bolton-le-Sands, Mr. J. Gaskill, bone-
setter, to Miss Taylor, sister of his late- wife, who
was interred about three weeks ago; behaving, in

the short space of sL\ mouths, had three living and
two dead wives.

Died.] At Knorrr.n, 40, Q.Blackbum, esq.—.\t Car-
lisle, 26, R. Henderson, esq. ; tifl, R. Shaw, esq—.\t

Dalemain, near Penrith, tti, E. Hasell, esq—At
Laithes, 03, H. Dixon, esq—.\t Maryport, 81, Mrs.
M. Brown; Sarah, daughter of the late Captain
Marrs.

YORKSHIRE.
A meeting was convened at the Guildliall, \'ork.

on Monday the 2()th of Decemljcr, on the subject of

West-India shivery, the Lord Mayor in the chair,

when it was resolved U> petition Parliament during

the next ssssion for theemanoipation of slaves.

Mnrrietl.'] Tlie Rev. J. .\rmsU-ong, of Thirsk, to

Miss Thomson—At Knaresbro', J. Clayton, esq. to

Fr.-inrei, daughter of the late E. Richardson, esq.—
At Hull, J. Crawford, esq., of North-shields, to

Jane, only daiighter of \V. Leveth, esq—At N'ork,

J. t). Hogg, esq., of .Manchester, to .Maria, daughter
of T. Newcombc, esq.

DW.] At Nether Langwith, James, son of C.

Uollins, esq.—At Axminstcr, theRev II. llaynan, of
W ilton—At Beverly, Lord Arthur Paget.—At Hare-
wood-house, Harriet, daughter of N. Fenwick, esq.,

of Ue<lford-court.

LANCASHIRE.
The underwriters of Liverpind have presente<l

Captain Bibby with a superb silver vase, bearing the

follov.ing inscription:—" Presented to Capt. Rolit.

Bibby, of the barque Caroline, by th3 I'nderwritcrs

of Liverpool, iu testimony of their approbation of

the real and humanity displayed by him in s.iving

part of the crew of the lI.C.'s ship Kent, destroyed

by fire in 182j."

A public dinner was given at Chorlsy, on the 'ilh

ofJanuary, toN. Brownliill, esq., when an elegant

silver cpergne and stand, with a fjw smaller articles,

for a dinner service, of the value in the whole of

201) guineas, were presented to him. The following

inscription is engraved on the epcrgne;—" As a

testimony of public gr.-it'.tude and esteem, this

epergne and stand, with a small service of plate,

are prcsente<l to Mr. N. BrownhiU, by his friends

and fellow townsmen, as a token of their approba-

tion of his long, judicious and efficient services,

executed with zeal and integrity, on behalf cf the

inhabitants of Chorley, of which their improved

roads and highwa)*s are evident proof, 182j."

A seam of coal has been discovered at the depth of

about 130 yards, at the point of land near Overton,

a few hundred yards northw^ard of GlassOii-dock.

Mairied.'i .\t Slanchester, W. Har)ier, esq. to

Eliza, daughter of the late J. Pershouse, esq., of
Bridgnorth; the Rev. T. C. Holland, to Miss Rob-
berds — At Preston, W. St. Clare, esq., M. D.,

to Sarah, daughter of S. Horrocks, esq., M.P.—At
Ashton-under-Lyne, — Earle, esq. to Sarah, daugh-
ter of the late J. Wvch, esq.—At Rochdale, J. White-
head, esq., of Denshaw, to Elizabeth, daughter of
the late J. Radcliffe, esq., of Bowkhouse.

DieH.l At r.Ianchester, J. White, esq.. Author of
the " New Century of Inventions."—Harriet, wife
of R. H. Thorpe, esq .\t Liverpool, Sir W. Bar-
ton. Knt At Ulverstone, 29, 1. Mason, esq—At
Clithero, the Rev. R. Heath.

CHESHIRE.
An elegant and powerful organ has lately been

erected by Messrs. Renn and Boston, of Manchester,

in AU Saint's Chapel, Marple. It is an elegant piece

of workmanship, of a liglit gothic construction,

twelve feet hig'i, eight feet in front, and six feet

deep.

Married.^ At Chester, R. H. Barnston, esq. to

Selina, daughter of W. M. Thackeray, M.D.
2 F2
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DERBYSHIRE.
A carpenter, employed lately in repairing the roof

of a very old cottage at South Normanton, found

about twenty pieces of old silver coin : many of them
weigh half an ounce each, and were coined in the

reign of Elizabeth—a few of them appear more
ancient.

The first anniversary meeting of the Wesleyan

Methodist Juvenile Missionary Society for the Derby
Circuit, was held on Monday the 2Cth of December,

at the King-street Chajiel, Derby.

A numerous and most respectable meeting took

place at the Derbyshire County Hall, January 12,

to consider the propriety of petitioning Parliament
" to mitigate, without delay, and to extinguish

Slavery' gradually, but at the earliest period, con-

sistent with the welfare of the slaves, the safety of

the colonists, and the interests of the nation.'* His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire moved the resolu-

tions, which were seconded by the Hon. Francis

Curzon, and other distinguished persons of the

coimty.

Married.'] At Dovebridge, W. Minors, esq., of

Eaton, to Ann, daughter of G. Bull, esq.

Died.'] At Derby, H. B. Woolley, esq., of Sum-
merfield-housej near Birmingham—At Wavertree,
Anne, relict of W. Bamford, esq., of Bamford—At
Chesterfield, Mrs. Howes.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
Mar>-ied.'] At Nottingham, T. P. Morris, esq., of

Warwick, to Miss J. Dale; Mr. W. Eyre, to Fran-
ces, daughter of B. Rushland,! gent., of Long Claw-
son—At Mansfield, Mr. G. Long, to Miss Rogers.

Died.] At Nottingham, — Birch, esq.—At Ker-
sall, 74, Ann, relict of the late H. Atherton, esq.

—

711, J. Blount, gent., of Rumpstone; 75, Mrs. S.
Pearson, relict of the late Rev. E. Pearson, D.D.,
of Rumpstone.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
A meeting, convened by the High Sheriff of the

County, was held lately at Lincoln, on the subject of

the Com Laws. It was attended by the members
and principal land-owners of the county ; several

resolutions were passed for the formation of district

societies, and to petition Parliament to prevent the

importation of foreign corn.

Married.] At West Ashb^', near Horiicastle, the
Rev. C. Thorold, rector of Ludborough. near Louth,
to Mary, daughter of A. Soulby, esq., of West .\sh-

by-house—At Timl)erland, the Rev. C. Holmes, to
Mrs. M. Ward.

LEICESTER AND RUTLANDSHIRE.

The spire of St George's Church, Derby, was

completed on the last day of the old year. The
height of the spire, from the ground Ime to the top

of the stone-work, is 173 feet G inches, and to the

top of the vane 181 feet 4 inches ; the highest in the

town with the exception of St Marj''s. The founda-

tion stone was laid on the 29th of August 1823.

The gates on the different roads to and from

Leicester were let last year at the following sums :

—

Harborough and Loughborough Road—^pwden
Gate, £749; Oadby Gate, £(i88; Granby Gate,

£l,100; Belgrave Gate, £l,371; Loughborough
Gate, £1,231—Total, £5,139. Hinckley and Nar-

borough Road, £1,499; Milton Road, £997. KS-;

Ashby-de-la-Zouch Road, £l,0& ; AVanlip Road,

£62; Welford Road, £980; Ayleston Road, £.180;

—Grand total, £10,320. ICs. It is intended, not-

withstanding, to raise the tolls on most of the said

roads after the 4th of April next.

Married.] At Loughborough, J. Parker, esq., of
Worcester, to Harriet, daughter of W. Pagit, esq.

—At Ravenstone, the Rev. J. Oliver, rector of
Sweepstone, to Elizabeth, daughter of the late R.
CressweWj—At Leicester, W. Freer, esq. to Elizabeth,
daughter of T. Wood, esci- : the Rev. J. Owen, of

Tamworth, to Elizabeth, daughter of the late R.
Teed, esq., of Lancaster-court, London; Mr. Viner;
to Miss Sternberg—At Pilton, the Rev. J. M. Ewen,
of Suffolk, to Louisa, daughter of Capt. B.James.

Died.] At Monk's Risborough, Eleanor, daughter
of the Rev. Z. Brooke, vicar of Great Hoimead,
Herts; N. Cheselden, esq., of Manton—At Bark-
ston, 66, the Rev. J. S. Wagstaffe; M. Daily, esq.,
of Syston.

STAFFORDSHIRE.
At a meeting of the proprietors of the Trent and

Mersey Canal, held lately at Stafford, it was resolved

that the attempt to form a branch canal from Stone
to Buswick and Stafford should be relinquished.

Married.] At Newcastle-under-Lyme, W. Dunn,
esq. to Miss M. Adams; A. Lingard, esq., of Heaton
Norris, to Martha, daughter of T. Marsland, esq.,
of Holly-vale.

Died.] 77, Mr. J. Lakin, sen., of Hall-end, near
Tamworth—At the Deanery, Litchfield, 80, Mrs.
Woodhouse, wife of the Verv Rev. the Dean of that
Cathedral.

WARWICKSHIRE.
The late Miss Sheldon, of Sheldon, who died on

the 16th of December, has left the following muni-
ficent bequests to different charities in Birmingham :

£1,000 to the Hospital, £1,000 to the Dispensary,

£1,(100 to the Blue-coat School, £l,000 to the So-
ciety for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and the

interest of £1,000 for ten poor women who attend
the regular worship at St. Philip's Church.
At a general meeting of the proprietors of the

Worcester and Birmingham Canal, held lately at

Birmingham, it was recommended to cut a branch,
of about four miles in length, from Humbledon to

Upton Sandsbury (the expense of which would not
exceed £W,tm). The termination of the Une would
be on the turnpike-road from Worcester to Alcester.

The committee were empowered to apply to Parlia-

ment for an act to carry it into execution.

Married.] — Morris, esq., of Harwick, to Miss
J. Dale; W. Barton, esq., of Allesley, to Anna,
daughter of R. Miller, esq., of Duncntt, Salop.

Died.] Jane, widow of S. Ashton, esq., of Row-
ington-hall. At Honington-haU, 72, G. Townsend,
esc)—At Sheldon, 5.5, Miss M. Sheldon—At Lea-
mington, Martha, dangliter of H. Cooper, gent.

SHROPSHIRE.
The North Shropshire Yeomanry Cavalry gave a

dinner lately to their Lieut. Colonel, the Hon. T.
Kenyon, to which the mayor and several friends

were also invited ; after the cloth was drawn, and
the usual toasts drank. Major Mytton presented to

Colonel Kenyon a handsome piece of plate, consist-

ing of a silver coffee-pot, with its stand, spirit lamp,
&c., the gift of the Oswestry Squadron of North
Shropshire Yeomanjy Cavalry, as a testimony of

the high regard in which they held him as an offi-

cer, as a private gentleman, and a neighbour.

Married.] The Rev. F. Hiff, of Shrewsbury, to
Miss S. Cheyne.

Died.] 43, Emma, wife of the Rev. E. Bathu,
vicar of Meoli Brace.—53, T. Green, esq., of Stoke-
house, near Ludlow— At Oswestry, FraiKes, daugh-
ter of the late W. Roberts, esq.

WORCESTER.
The late W. Weaver, esq., of Tything, near Wor-

cester, bequeathed ;e2(Ki to the Worcester Infirmary,

and jCHk) to the Worcester Female Asylum.

A new line of road is forming, by which the brook

at Norton, near Worcester, on the London road,

will be avoided. The Bromyard turnpike-gate at

.St. John's is to be taken dowtj and the road im-

proved.

At a quarterly meeting of the Governors of the

Worcester Infirmary, on Friday the 30th of Decem-
ber, a memorial was presented, unanimously signed

by the medical officers of the establishment, stating

the disadvantages they experience in their practice.
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in consequence of the Infinnary not affording those

accommodations which are necessary to the proper

classification of their patients, and stating the evils

which arise from the want of that arrangement, and

proposing such an addition to the present building

as would enable them properly to classify their pa-

tients. The necessity of the measure was admitted

by the governors present.

Married.^ R. Parish, esq., of Stourbridge, to
Charlotte, daughter of I. Borrow, esq., of Waltham-
cross—At Kidderminster, J. Jones, an. of London,
to Ann, daughter of T. Jones, escj., of Kidder-
minster.

HEKEFORDSHinE.
A gentleman shooting lately near Hereford found

an animal, undoubtedly of the hare species (just

killed by a stoat), measuring only four inches and a

half from the nose to the end of the tail, having two

distinct carcases ; the one possessing perfect con-

struction, with liver, lights, heart, &c. ; the other

contained two entrails only, and it had four hind

legs and two fore ones.

The Rev. C. Jones, M.A., vicar of Wormbley,

presented, on Christmas Day, to his church, a hand-

some communion cup and cover.

The smallest pair of scissors probably ever made
are now in the possession of Mr. K. Imber, cutler,

Hereford. They are only three-twentieths of an

inch in length, each part about the thickness of a

horse hair, firmly riveted, and they open and shut

freely. They are in a common-sized stocking needle,

drilled hollow, of which the head screws off. The
whole is contained in a neat ivory case, with a silver

top. They were manufactured by Mr. Imber's fa-

ther, who is seventy years of age.

Married.'] At Eardisley, the Rev. G. Coke, A. M.,
rector of Aylton, to Ann Elizabeth, daughter of the
late Rev. J. Hodgson.

Died.] At Holnu, G3, E. Bulmer, esq.

GLOUCESTER AND MONMOL'TH.
The Annual December Meeting of the Forest of

Dean and Chepstow District Agricultural Society

was held at the Branfort Arms, Chepstow, for the

show of stock, &c., when the usual premiums were

awarded.

Mr. Wallis, in his lecture given at the Western

Literary and Scientific Institution in London, re-

marked that the great rise of the tide in the Bristol

Channel and the Severn, was, obviously, caused

by the projecting land of Devonshire and Cornwall.

A new peal of eight bells have been erected in the

parish church of Oakford, near Bampton, the gift

of the Rev. J. Parkin, the rector.

Married.] At Painswick, the Rev. G. C. Hay-
ward, of Avening, to Sarah Elizabeth, daughter of
G. Wathen, esq., of Lower-grange, near Stroud;
R. D'Oyly, esq., to Anne, daughter of the late Rev.
W. James, rector of Evenload, Worcester, and »f
Pitchcomb; — Pocock, esq., of Hope-house, Aber-
gavenny, to Mary, daughter of D. Rees, esq., of
Derby; G. Withers, esq., of Tetbury, to Miss
Mathews of Sopworth— At Cheltenham, J. B.
Brady, esq., to Jane Harriet, daughter of the late
Sir Rupert George, bart ; Captain Goodiff to Char-
lotte, daughter of the late Major General Sir C?.

Holmes, K. C. B. ; S. Baylis. esq., of Gravel-hill,
near Rodborough, to Sarah, daughter of W. Rud-
der, esq., of Edge-house, near Painswick—At Mal-
pas, H. 11. Sneyd, esq., of Ravenhill, near Belfast,
to Soby Rebecca, daughter of T. C. Dod, esq., of
Edge, Cheshire; the Rev. T. Watkins, vicar of
Minety, to Mrs. Pipon, relict of T. Pipon, esq., of
Winchester—At Dodington, the Hon. A. Thelluson,
to Caroline Amia Maria, daughter of Sir C. B.
Codrington, bart.

Died.] W. Brice, esq., of Bristol—At Clifton-
wood, the Rev. J. Cockaine—At Clifton, Mrs Ste-
vens, relict of Col. Stevens—69, Martha, wife of the
,Rev. T. Nash. D. D., of Fortharapton—Sophia,
wife of E. Macben, esq., of Whitemead—74, The
Rev. N. Poyntz, rector of Tonnarton—C. Hinton,
esq., of Daglingworth—73, C. Herbert, esq., of
.*bcrgavenny—13, Harriet PriscUla, daughter of T.

Hardwicke, esq., of Tytherington—At Newport,
8.'1, Rebecca, relict of W. P. Williams, esq., of Her-
mons-hill, Haverford-wcst—At Wtstbury-upon-
'J rim, R. Llewillin, esq.—At Gloucester, G5, A.
Ellis, esq.—At Cheltenham, Major Unett.

BUCKS AND BERKS.
The toBTi of Newbury has lately been lighted with

gas.—At a meeting of the trustees of the turnpike-

road, held lately at Maidenhead, the accounts for

building the New Chapel-Bridge were audited, and

Mr. Clifford, of Great Marlow, who built the bridge,

was presented with a handsome silver tankard, Ijear-

ing an appropriate inscription, by Mr. Busby the

architect, in testimony of his approbation of the

manner in which the above undertaking, and the

mason's work of the New Chapel of St. Andrew and
St. Mary Magdalen, had been executed by Mr.
Clifford.

A handsome piece of plate was lately presented

to the Rev. W. Morgan, B. D., of the New Chapel
of St. Mary Magdalen, Maidenhead, and late curate

of Su N icholas's, Worcester, as a token of respect

and esteem.

At a meeting of the inhabitants of .\ylesbury,

held lately at the County-hall, the report of the

committee appointe<l to consider the details of the

proposed bill for lighting and watching the town,
was read by Mr. Ball.

Marrifd.] At Marcham, the Rev. W. Buckland,
D. D. to Mar)', daughter of B. Morland, esq., of
ShcepRtead-hoiise, near Abingdon— .\t Stoke, T.
Galagun, esq., to Elizabeth Ordridge, daughter of R.
Bromley, esq., of Stoke-villa—R. Comins, esq., of
Fifielil Wick, to .Sarah, daughter of T. Stone, esq.,
of Fifield—J. Aram, esq., of Chilwell, to Mrs. E.
Wood.

Oieil.] Jane, the wife of T. R. Harman, esq., of
Sindlesham-lodge—At Amersham, the Rev. Dr.
Drake—U, T. Smith, esq., of Reading—Ho, At the
vicarage. Winkleigh, the Rev. J. Cliff—18, Francis,
son of G. Gray, esq., of Newbury.

HERTFORD AND BEDFORD.
The late Wm. Wiltshire, esq., of Hitchen, has

bequeathed £liN) to the British and Foreign Bible

Society, which has been paid duty free.

Married.] The Hon. and Rev. W. Thelluson, of
Aldenham, to Lucy, third daughter of E. R. Pratt,
esq., of Ryston-house, Norfolk—At Bedford, C. J.
Greatrix, esq., of Eccleshall, Suffordshire, to
Catherine Augusta, daughter of the late T. Bur-
nell, esq. ; The Rev. P. La Trobe, to Mary Louisa,
daughter of the Rt. Rev. F. W. Foster—.\t Ches-
hunt, R. Parish, esq., of Stourbridge, to Charlotte,
daughter of J. Borrow, esq., of Waltham-cross.

Died.] Eleanor, daughter of the Rev. L. Brooke,
vicar of Great Hormead—Mrs. Calvart, relict of E.
Calvart, esq., of Albury-halL

NORTHA.MPTON.
The Amicable Preservative Society held their six-

teenth anniversary meeting at Northampton, on the

2tith of Dec, when an elegant inchased silver cup
was presented to Mr. Wm. Law, the secretary, as a
testimonial of gratitude for his valuable and dis-

interested services.

Died.] At Peterborough, 43, J. "W. Cole, esq.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
The independent freeholders of the county of

Huntingdon gave a public dinner, at the George
Hotel, to their noble representative. Lord John
RusseU, " for the purpose of expressing their ap-

probation of his conduct in Parliament, and for his

general services."

Married.] At Curdsworth, W. Addison, esq., of
Soham, to .\nn, daughter of T. Fox, esq., of New-
lands—At Chippenham, J. S. Tharp, esq. to Anna
Maria, daughter of the late Major-gen. Gent The
Rev. J. C. Ward, of Soham, to Miss Johnson.

Diet!.] Mrs. Pearson, relict of the Rev. Dr. Pear-
son—J. Buckby, esq., of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge.
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NORFOLK.

A meeting of the committee appointed to forward

the erection of a bridge across the .Sutton Washway,

was held at Lynn, on the lOlh of Dec, to receive

tenders for executing the work; that offered by

Banks and Joliffe was ap,iro\ed of by the cora-

' mittee.

W. E. L. Bulever, esq., of Heydon-hall, has lately

been presented by his tenants with a handsome

piece of plate, value 5110 guineas, as a testimony of
'

their respect and esteem for his disinterested gene-

rosity during the late agiicuUural distresses.

MarrM.'^ At South Crcake, Mr. R. R. Coggs, of

Whissousett, to Sarah, daughter of G. C.' tiraver,

gent At Yarmouth, Capt. C. Pearson, R- N., of

St. .lames's-place, London, to Maria, daughter of

the late J. Sayers, esq., of Yarmoutli.

Din/.] At Thorpe, 7fi, W. Parkinson, esq—At
Thelton, Mrs. Havers, relict of the late T. Havers,

esq., of Thelton-hall—At Vavniouth. 2!l, Ann, wife

of Capt. W. Hammond—At Tittleshall, 'iD, the Rev.

D. Haste; 8(i, E. Chittock, gent.—The Rev. R.

Forby, of Fincham—At Diss, B. Fincham, esq.—J.

Amis, esq., M. D., of Catfield—At Needham-
market, ill, Hannah, relict of .1. Ward, esq., of

Tarson-hall—Mrs. Browne, wife of J. Browne, esq.,

of Fomcett— Ilesther. U5, relict of the late J. Di.\on,

esq., of Norwich.

SUFFOLK.
Marrinl.'] At Trimlv, G. K. Burke, esq., of Pim-

lico, to Maria, daughter of the late \V. Last, esq.,

of Grimston-hall.

Die<l.'\ At Mildenhall, Ri, Charlotte Aijgusta,

daughter of Sir G. Denys, bart.—82, Mrs. Moseley,

relict of the Rev. R. Moseley, late rector of Drink-

stone— (i!), Mrs. E. Ray, wifeof the Rev. J. M. Ray,
of Sudburv—At Stoke by Nagland,2(i, Charles, son

of the late Rev. T. Bolton, of Nedging.

KSSEX.

Married.'] At Walthamstow, the Rev. R. Ward,
M. A., of Thetford, to Ann, daughter of the late J.

Umphelley, esq At Dunmow, J. JL Wilson, esq.,

of Fitz John's, to CharlotteJulia, daughter of G.

Wade, esq Lieut. C. .Scott, R. N., to Isabella,

(laughter of the Rev. T. Roberts, of Chelms-
ford.

Diprf.] C2, Sarah, wifeof Sir J. Tyrell, b.irt., of

Boreham-hall—7(1, Ladv Vincent, relict of the late

Sir V. Vincent, bart., 'of Dibden-hall—At Great
Chcsterford, J. Sampson, esq.—The Rev. R.

Michell, D. D., rector of Fryerning, &c.

KENT.

The astonishing number of turkeys and other

poultry, brought mto Dover from France during

the ten days prior to Christmas-day, is computed at

. upwards of twelve tons' weight.

Married.'} F. Hacker, esq., of Canterbury, to

Elizabeth, d.iughter of the late W. Wildey, esq., of
Portsea, Hants—At Benncndcn, the Rev. W. M. S.

Marriott, rector of Horsmonden, to Julia, daughter
of T. L. Hodges, esq., of llem.stead-placc—At Lew-
isham,— Shirley, esq., of the lodge, Kinfare, to

Elizabeth Jane, daughter of the late T. Britton,
esq., of Forrest-hill.

Dieil.'] At Dover, the Rev. E. Winthoi-p, M. A.,

late vicar of Darent—At Canterbury, T. Dashwood,
esq G. Brookes, esq., of SI. Mary Cray—At Ke-
vington, 8(1, J. Berens, esq.—.Vt Tonbridge-wells,
Major C. Denshire. ^

SUSSEX.
St. George's Chapel, on the East-cliff, Brighton,

was consecrated on the .'iOth of Dec, by the Bishop

of Chichester, after which an aiprcpriate discourse

was delivered by the Rev. Mr. Sivewriglit.

The workmen employed lately in making the

road from the top of Edward-street to Rottingdean,

dug up the remains of a human skeleton. The
under-jaw was quite perfect, yfHh a fine set of teeth.

Nearly twenty of these skeletons have been found

within the short distance of 100 yards ; in all proba-

bility they are the slain of some battle in feudal

times.

Died.] At Hastings, 17, Charlotte Ann, daughter
of H. Partridge, esq., of Hockham; 13, W. Kearsy,
son of R. Kirby, esq. ; M, Mrs. Wildman, relict of
the late J. Wildman, esq., of Chilham-castle—.\t

Brighton, Louisa, daughter of the late C. D. Ger-
rard, esq., of Lamer-park, Herts ; Henry Martyn,
son of the Rev. C. J. Houre, rector of (Jodstone,
Surrey.

HANTS.
Married.] At Christ-church, Chas. Wallcott, esq.,

R.N., to Elizaljeth, daughter of the late J. .Slomon,
esq., of Wick-house—At Worcester, near Winches-
ter, the Hon. and Rev. A. P. Percival, to Charlotte
Ann, daughter of the Hon. and Rev. A. G. Legge

—

The Rev. T. Watkms, of Winchester, to Mrs. Pi-
pon.

Died.]IH, Capt. Seward, R.N.—At Southampton,
Mrs. Kelly ; Mary Frances, sister of Sir H. Rich,
bart—At Winchester, 18, Newdimte, son of the Rev.
N. Poyntz, of Tormarton, Gloucestershir*—The
Rev. A. Radclia'e, vicar of Titchfield, Hants—At
Hinton Admiral, near Christchurcli, Mrs.Wyndham,
wife of the Rev. Dr. Wyndham, LL.D.—19, Louisa,
daughter of J. Barge, esq., of Broughton.

WILTS.
Mairifd.] At South Marston, E.I. Pinegar, esq. to

Ruth, daughter of W. Pinegar, esq.—At Tilshead,
R. Coleman, esq. to Martha, daughter of R. Norris,
esq.^At Malmsbury, J. Bethil, esi)., of Highhurst-
house, near Croydon, Surrey, to Elizabeth, daughter
of the late D. Smith, esq.

Died.] At Salisbury, Anna M.iria, daughter of the
late F. Powell, esq., of llurdcott-house^/.'J, the Rev.
G. G. Hayter, rector of Compton, Bassett—At
Downton, Jane, relict of the late R. Hooper, esci-,

of Pewsey—At Swindon, 43, Susamiah, daughter of
the late W. Bradford, esq.

SOMERSET.
The first meeting of the Literary and Philosophical

Association took place, at the Bath Institution, on

Monday the 2Cth of December. A member read a

very interesting essay, embracing the geological his-

tory and chemical analysis of the waters of the dif-

ferent springs, with which the City of Bath is sup-

plieil, for diet and other domestic purposes.

The new Church, of Ashwick was consecrated and

opened for divine service, by the Lord Bishop of

Bath and Wells, on Tuesday lo;h of January.

The Taunton market-tolls were let on the 20th
of Dec, for .£l,'.(:o, and £:w for the pig market;
the market-house and institution are let for ±'KI5.

Married.] .M Bath, R. Phillips, esq., of the Inner
Temple, to Ann, dauglitcr of the late Rev. E. Grime,
D.D., of Marstoii-bigot; T. Farrar, esq., of Somer-
set-house, London, to Mary, d.iughter of the late S.

Hartley, esq., of Widcombe; J. U. Tripp, esq. to
Sarah Caroline, daughter of the late J. (J. Tripp,
e-q.—The Rev. T.E. Pipon, B. A., of Knapp-hill-
house, near '\^'ells, to Jane Mary, daughter of W.
Dumares, esq., of Pelham-place, Hants—J. New-
port, esq. of Weils, to Jliss Salmon, daughter of the
late Rev. — Salmon—At Goathmst,—Sylvester, esq.

of Huntspill, to M.ss Parsons, daughter of the Rev.
H. Parsons.
• Died.] At Bath, C. Clifton, esq. ! 75, G. Lye, esq.

;

Frances Mary Elizabeth, relict of H. A. Corbet, esq.,

of Vuysj-maengwyn, Merionethshire: 81, J. R. Mil-
ler, esq. ; J. W. Allien, esq. ; 77, Capt. Colquett,
n. N. ; Mary, daughter of the Rev. S. James of
Saltford-house—At Bridgewater, IMrs. Dawes, wife
of the Rev. — Dawes, rector of Weston-zoyland—At
Marston-house, 27, Viscoimt Dungar\'on—At Wells,
Capt. Porch—At Clifton, (iS, .Mien Dalzell, esq.—
Cot. Vorke—19, Henry, son of the Rev. H. Sains-

bury, rector of Beckington—At Shcpton Mallett,

Mrs.B. Coombm— At North Petherton—Strong, esq.

DORSET.
Wcstbury Church, which has been newly pewcd

and repaired, was re-opened on New-Vear's-day.

Married.] At Wyke Church, T. Payn, esq. to
iVIaria Purvis, daughter of the Rev. Br. Dupr^, of
We^Tnoutn.

Died.] At Whatcombe-house, Elizabeth Marga-
retta, wife of E. M. Pleydell, esq At Dorchester,
J. B. Harvey, esq.—Sophia, wife of E. Machem.
esq., of W hitemead—At Liltlebudy, 20, the Rev.
G. H. Roberts.
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UEVONSIIIBE.

Married.'] At Sidmouth, S. II. A. Marsh, esq. to

n. S. Marnian, daiij!'iter of the late J. Marnian, esq.

—At Taunton, A. Sebtliorpc, esq., of Ouildforif,

Surrey, to Frances Mary, daughter of J. I'inchard,

esq.—At Hatherleifih, J. Day, esq., to Charlotte,

daughter of the late G. Boughton, esq., of Reed-
houso—The Rev. R. riapson, of Exmoulh, to Miss
E. Colsott—At Plymouth, Capt. ('. M. I'olga, to

Miss J. Spear—At Ringinore, near Teignmoulh, H.
Smith, esq., of South Lambeth, to Fannv, daughter
of G. Smith, esq., of Tcign Villa, Shaldon—.\t

Berry-harbour, t'ol. II. S. Scott, C. B., to Mary,
daughter of J. D. Bassett, esq., of Watermouth.

Died.'] 88, Mr. A. Jenkins, author of the " His-
tory of Exeter"—At Topshani, Bti, Mrs. S. Bent—At
Axminster, the Itev. H. Havman, B. A.—The Rev.
J. Clyff, vicar of Winkleigh—At Toniuay, IH, J.A.
Bishop, esq At Taunton, ."..I, the Rev. R. P. Allen

;

J. K. Boveth, esq.—.\t Exeter, Hannah Sophia,
widow of the late J. Chapman, esq., R. N—At
Plymouth, 17, J. Julian, esq At Barnstaple, Sarah,
widow of Caiit. Lowerthy—At Cholwell-house, near
Tavistock, T. Cornish, esq—At Sidmouth, 21,

N. H. Monkhouse, esq 7"> J- Durcli, esq., of
Bishops-hull, near Taunton.

COIINWAI.I..

MnrrU-d.'] At Phillack, W. \Villett, esq. to Mary,
daughter of the Rev. J. C. Millett, of PinpoU—At
Cuhert, J. P. Magor, esq., of Redruth, to Miss Fur-
nis.

Died.'] fi,1, Susanna, relict of the late C. Samways,
esq., of Fowey—At Launceston, Mrs. Lethbridge,
wife of C. Lethbridge, esq.

WALES.

Dec. 22d, a fire broke out in the oul-buildings be-

longing to the vicarage-house of Ruabon, Denbigh-

shire, which were entirely destroyed, together with

five cows, two carriages, iS:c.

Married.'] At Beaumauris, H. Pringle, esq., to
Amelia Eliza, daughter of Major Sparrow, of Leam-
ington—-At Freyshop, Pembrokeshire,—Pocock, jun.
esq., of Bristol, to Mary, daughter of D. Rees, esq.,

of Derby—D. Jones, esq. of Cheapside, Merthvr
Tidvell, to Miss Herbert.

Died.] W. H. Thomas, esq., of Langhame, Car-
marthenshire—Frances Mary Elizabeth, relict of
H. A. Corbet, esq., of Yuysmaengwyn, Merioneth-
shire—At Sterling-park, near Carmarthen, .'Id, Jane,
wife of H. Lawrence, esq., M. D SU, R. M. Wil-
liams, esq., of Carmarthen—ft', Mrs. Pope—At
Cashelldu, near Lampeter, Cardiganshire, T.
Hughes, esq.

. SCOTLAND.
Dec. 2fi. During the last fort;jight there has not

been a single debtor in the jail of Dumfries, a cir-

cumstance that never occun*ed before in the memory
of the oldest inhabitants of that town. During the

last six years, the highest number of commitments
for debt was twenty ; the lowest two : and the

average about seven.

The Dunfermline Mechanics' Institution was
opened lately, with an introductory lecture, by the

Rev. Mr. Fergus, who has engaged to give twelve

lectures on the general principle of Natural Philo-

sophy and Chemistry. About 4()0 mechanics and
others were present.

A public dinner was given on Wednesday, the 4th

of January, at the Swan Hotel, Ross, by the inha-

bitants of that town and ntighbourhood, to the

several Ross Bankers, to testify the confidence felt

in the banking establishments of the town, and the

respect felt towards the bankers themselves.

At a general meeting of the society for promoting

the useful arts in Scotland, held on the 7th of

January, the Rt. Hon. the Lord Provost in the

chair, the following prizes were adjudged :—To Mr.

David Whitelaw, watchmaker, a gold medal, for his

Improved Compensation Pendulum and Clock : a

gold medal to Professor Wallace, for his Eidograph,

for copying, reducing, and enlarging Plans: a silver

medal to Mr. Shiellt, for his Triangle for directing

the Jet of Fire Engines.

Forty years since there was only one iron-foundry

In Glasgow, which nielteil from one to two tons

a week. There are now twenty-three foundries in

(Jlasgow and its vicinity, that will melt nearly

.i(Ki tonsof metal a week, for making cast-iron goods,

exclusive of the castings that are brought into Glas-

gow from other foundries.

The sub-committee on the improvements in Edin-

burgh had a meeting at the Council-chamber, on

Thursday the 5th of January, to report on the plans

for opening communication from the High-street to

the west and south ; tliey were highly approved of,

and Messrs. Burn and Hamilton instructed to pre-

pare estimates in two different views.

Married.] At Edinburgh, F. Grove, esq., R. N.,
to Emily, daughter of the late G. L're. esq.—G.
Fife, esq. to Eliza, daughter of the late Major D.
Robertson ; G. Hill, c-sq. to Catherine, daughter of
J. Burke, esq. ; J. B. Smith, esq., to .Mice, claughter

of the late Capt. J. Brown, of North Shields—At
Leith, G. Goodlet, es(|., to Mary, daughter of J.

Hay, esq.—.\l Dundee, W. Keith, esq., cf Aber-
deen, to .Mary, daughter of the late G. Croom, esq.,

of Montrost—.\l Arnprior, T. Downic, esq.,of Glas-
gow, to Jane, daughter of J. Cassels, esq., of .\rn-

priors—.\t Libbcrton, Mr. J. Clezy, to Mar\', daugh-
ter of Mr. J. Steele—At the Islc-of-Man, Vv. Lcecc,
esq., to Margaret, daughter of the late J. Smith,
esq., of Liverpool.

Died.] At Kermetpans, J. Stein, esq—At Mill-

hill, Musselburgh, .\. Campbell, esq.—At Dundee,
theRe^•. D. Davidson, D.I).—At Ross, 51, VV. Webb,
esq., M.D.

—

'.Vl, Margaret Elphinstone, wife of .A. .S.

Crawford, esq., of Morningside—T. Perkins, esq., of
Caple-court, Herefordshire—At l.arUrt, the Rev.
Dr. Knox—At Louisficld, near Duddingstone, L.
Cauvin, esq.—At Kirkaldy, Elizabeth Carthrae,
wife of C. .Arthur, esq.—.At Dumfermline, Margaret
Fisher, wife of .A. Hunt, esq—-At Clarin, R. Low,
esq 54, Mrs. E. M. Roy, daughter of the late J.

Drummond, escj., of Boness—At Duuninald, P.
Arkley, esq.—.Ann, wife of T. Purvis, esq., of Loch-
end—At Edinburgh, M.arian, daughter of G. Dun-
lop, esq. ; Mrs. Scott, relict of the late A. Scott,

esq., of Synton ; Major-gen. G. Johnstone ; the
Rev. Mr. i^milie; W. Lawrie, esq.

IRELAND.
Dec. 2G. A most afflicting calamity happened at

the Augustinian Friary Chapel, which being crowded

to excess, some women began to complain of the

pressure, when a sudden p.-mic seized the congrega-

tion that the gallery was giving way, and, in the

frantic rush to escape, a great many persons were

killed, and upwards of one hundred persons are now

suft'ering from broken arms, legs, ribs, &c.

Dec. 27. Owing to the hea\'y fall of snow and rain,

the lower parts of the town of Carlow and its neigh-

bourhood were placed in a state of extreme distress,

by the sudden and frightful inundation; it did con-

siderable damage—part of Burrin-bridge, the usual

passage for the day and mail-coaches, gave way.

Dec. 29. A public dinner was given to Mr. Daw-

son, by his constituents at Londonderry.

Jan. 7. Upwards of fifty head of cattle were washed

on shore at Ballymacaw, supposed to be part of the

cargo of some vessel which foundered at sea. It is

said that some of the carcases were stiU warm when
discovered.

Maried.] In Dublin, E. Jenkins, esq., of Dun-
dalk, to Mary Camac, daughter of the late A. R.
Camac Newburgh, esq., of Ballyhease, in the

County of Cavan—.At Portafiery, R. Jenkins, esq.,

to -Vmelia, daughter of Capt. W. Swatridge.

Died.] At Dublin, the Dowager Baroness Ross-
more; J. Moore, esq., father of Thomas Moore,
esq., the poet; Major Baddeley—At the Deanery-
house, Clogher, the very Rev. Dean Bagwell—.Vt
Killyloo, Capt. J. B. Babington—At Rosseul, county
Donegal—lOS, A. Sheals. His wife is still living

healthy and strong, and near the same age ; then:

descendants are numerous, and their fourth genera-

tion approaching maturity.
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LIEUT. GENERAL SIR RICHARD CHURCh's PERSONAL NARRATIVE
OF THE REVOLUTION AT PALERMO, IN THE YEAR 1820.

( Cmiduded from ;>. 128.

)

I FOUND Lieut, de Nitis who had been in disguise to tlie viceroy, and

who communicated the viceroy's command for me to go immediately

to "trappani, where I should find fartlier orders. He informed me
that the populace, now mostly provided with fire-arms, surrounded my
lodgings, while other parties were searching for me in every direction ;

he represented the shameful apathy of the troops, who seemed quite in-

different to what was going on, and reported having communicated to

Major General Pastore, whom he found at the viceroy's, the critical

position of the Lieut. General commanding. Upon this information I

ordered the boat to stand a little off from the town, and then to take the

direction of Monte Pellcgrino, a promontory near Palermo ; this gun-

boat was commanded by a Sicilian jnlota named Natale La Rocca, and
the crew consisted of two and twenty seamen, of whom about fifteen

were on board : she was armed with a long twelve-pounder and had a few

muskets and sabres ; fortunately, as will be seen hereafter, both the

commander and sailors were of Trappani. As Lieut. Quandel and my-
self were still in full uniform, we changed our military coats for seamen's

jackets. The boat, having stood out from the shore sufficiently to deceive

the people as to her direction, changed her route and gained the coast,

close under Monte Pellegrino ; as, however, the health-office had es-

tablished a cordon along the coast, no landing could be effected, except

at particidar stations ; it was, therefore, necessary to remove to near one
of these stations, where the gun-boat anchored probably about 1 1 o'clock,

in the forenoon. A variety of reflections had already passed through my
mind, on the little dependence to be placed on the few troops in Palermo,

and on the inutility of leading troops now belonging to a government
which I refused to act with. No party had declared for the King, or

called for the old constitution of Sicily, or that of 1812 ; all had proceed-

ed from popular fury and the instigation of fanatical Carbonari, both.

Sicilians and Neapolitans. The lower orders had roared out for the con-

stitution of Spain ; the troops sj^mpathized with their comrades in the

kingdom of Naples ; but, singularly enough, seemed for the moment united

with the Palermitan populace, and the violence of tfie torrent was such
M.M. Nexv Scries.— Vol. I. No. 3. 2 G
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that every thing must yield or be swept away by it. It was evident

that the viceroy's orders to me to go instantly to Trappani arose from the

conviction in his mind, that my presence would have incensed the popu-

lace to further acts of violence, and that the troops either would not or

could not defend me and the other authorities from being massacred.

These and many other reflections crowded into my mind, and though

I had determined not to serve the revolutionary Government beyond

what I deemed my duty to the King's cause required, I still thought that

my presence in Palermo might assist in restoring order, and determined

to attempt returning there. I therefore wrote to the viceroy, stating my
intention to land that evening about dark, or sooner if possible, at his

house, which was on the Marina, and protected at all times by a strong

guard of cavalry and infantry. I wrote at the same time to Marshal

O'Farris, Chief of the Staff, directing him to assemble the general officers

in the viceroy's house at night, to concert measui-es and receive orders.

When I wrote these letters I was ignorant of what had occurred after

I quitted Palermo, of the state of the troops, or of any of the measures

taken to restore order. I only knew that the populace, unopposed by the

troops, were seeking me in every direction, with the determination of

effecting my murder.

As it was out of my power to disembark without its being immediately

known, I sent my letters for Palermo by a sailor, who landed at one of

the health-office posts, three or four miles from the town. In order

not to attract suspicion at this place (as our captain pretended to belong

to the Cordon of the Sanita), the gun-boat kept standing in and out for

some time. The captain then proposed to me to go into the small

harbour of Sferra-Cavallo, a little farther along the coast, but about the

same distance from Palermo by land. This proposition was agreed to,

and the gun-boat anchored in this port a short distance from the

shore : at this place there was a custom-house, military guard, and

a health-office, and a good many inhabitants. It was about twelve

o'clock when the gun-boat anchored in this place ; the captain went

on shore and shortly after returned, alarmed at the conversation of

the people of the village, who seemed to suspect that he had some object

in view ; they had been talking over the disturbances in Palermo, and

wondering what had become of the General. He, however, was deter-

mined to await here the return of the courier sent to Palermo ; at length

several men, waving handkerchiefs from an unfrequented part of the

shore, were recognized as sailors of the gun-boat, and the captain went

on shore, and in a quarter of an hour returned with them on board. One
of these was the sailor whom I had despatched to Palermo ; he brought

me a verbal order not to remain an instant where I was, but to go off

immediately to Trappani. This was the fourth time I ha^ received

tills order, but still I could not persuade myself to obey it : I deter-

mined to write again to the viceroy to remonstrate, and prepared another

letter. In the mean time, the sailors arrived from Palermo, and stated that

they had with difficulty escaped with their lives, being accused by the

populace of having received me on board ; that the mob had attacked

the inn where I lodged, killed and wounded some soldiers of the

guard, searched the house for me, plundered it, und, returning after a

short time in increased numbers, burnt every thing belonging to me in

, the square of the Marina, amidst repeated shouts of " Viva Vlndepen-

jlenza" and furious threats against my" person—robbed every individual,
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and amongst others several English gentlemen in the inn—menaced the

inn-keeper with death, and searched in every direction for my servants

in order to kill them ;—that others had broken open the public offices

and burnt all the Government papers, and lighted fires in all the streets,

in which they were consuming every thing belonging to the Government,

and committing excesses of all sorts. Notwithstanding the orders of the

viceroy, and the representation of my officers, and of the captain and crew

of the gun-boat, I still wished to return to Palermo in the hope of

re-establishing order. I, therefore, again wrote to the viceroy, and to

various general and other officers to this effect, and with great difficulty

prevailed on the same sailor to take my letters to Palermo. The captain

of the gun-boat and two sailors accompanied liim on shore, but to our

surprise returned, after remaining on shore nearly an hour, accompanied

by three other sailors belonging to the crew. The captain related to me
that lie had been accused by the people of waiting to embark " un Ca-

valiere un Generate" and that perceiving he should be arrested and the

boat taken possession of, on three more of his seamen arriving from

Palermo, he had hastened into the little boat and rowed off with all

speed. My surprise was increased by observing that the crew, without

asking me a single question, began to get up their anchor and prepare to

put to sea. A discussion ensued between me and the captain and sailors

of the gun-boat, b}' whom in this moment I thought myself betrayed:

one of the officers gave me to understand that he thought so also ; the

other, on the contrary, seemed to approve the conduct of the boat's crew,

and said in French that they were right—that as he had been in the

town in the morning, he could easily conjecture what had happened
afterwards, both from the fury of the populace, and the apathy (or

something worse) of the troops ; and that he knew the orders of General

Naselli, as he had received them and delivered them to me. In the

mean time the boat was under weigh, and the wind strong and fair for

Trappani. All my attempts to persuade the captain and crew to return

towards Palermo were unavailing—they were deaf to orders, expostu-

lations, and threats. I then begged to remain on the coast to receive an

answer to the last letters which I had written to the viceroy : I perceived

that the sailor to whom I had delivered them was returned on board the

gmi-boat; and, on questioning him what he had done with the letters, he
seemed confounded, and said that he had delivered them. This was
impossible : but as the time had been too short for a communication with

Palermo, on my demanding the answers he took out of his pocket three

letters, which proved to be the very same which I had myself written.

This circumstance seemed fully to confirm the suspicion of treachery

:

I now lost all command ofmj- temper, and reproached the sailor Avith his

infamous conduct ; the man, not the least discomposed, answered coolly

that his feet were sore and that he could not walk, and then went,to
,

another part of the vessel. It was now about six o'clock in the evening,

the wind strong, and the boat sailing swiftly along the coast. The
conviction of being betrayed had now possessed nriy mind ; I expressed

my ideas by a glance to my aides-de-camp, and seizing the captain of the

boat by the collar, I cried, " Traitors, why give yourselves the trouble to

go to sea with us ? I know your intentions ; we are but three ; execute

here your perfidious designs—throw us into the sea at once and go no
farther—what do you fear?" I concluded this address with a volley of op-

probrious epithets, and exhausted by my rage, I sunk down en the seat

2 G 2
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in the stern of the boat, and remained without uttering a word, with my
hand on my sword, and my eyes fixed on the sailors.

The officers vainly endeavoured to change the resolution of the boat-

men, and remained constantly near me ready to repel any attack. A
death-like silence continued for full a quarter of an hour ; till the cap-

tain, somewhat recovered from the surprise into which my menaces and

furious manner had thrown him, at last approached me trembling and

pale as death; in an instant he threw himself at my feet, and said in

a faint but persuasive tone, " I am not a traitor, General : I am your

best friend ; I am a man of honour ; I have lived for many years on the

bread of the English and that of my sovereign, non sono Traditore

Excellenza, sono vostro amico." He then called together the sailors who

had just come from Palermo, and desired them to relate the scenes they

had witnessed : which they detailed at full length, and added, that the fort

of Castel a Mare, the only post of some little strength in Palermo, had

been given up to the populace by the troops in consequence of an order

from the viceroy, from whom the populace en masse had forced it ; that

they had thus obtained ten or twelve thousand stand of arms and artillery,

and that they M'ere committing every sort of excess. I then asked what

the troops were about : to which the sailors replied, that they were on

the side of the populace, with the exception of a few ; that these few

were quietly fixed in their quarters, and that many of the military, with

the emblems of Carbonari displayed, were parading the streets with the

armed mob. The captain then assured me that he had received fresh

orders to proceed instantly to Trappani, and not to remain on any

account another moment on the coast; that he dared not disobey, as

he valued the lives of all on board ; that his hurry and violence in getting

up the anchor, and his disregard to my expostulations, proceeded

from the absolute necessity of going to Trappani. He concluded by

saying, " I can give you no better proof of fidelity than the assurance

that I and the crew have left our wives and families in Palermo, in

danger of being massacred, in order to obey your orders and save your

life !" The man burst into tears, and it was impossible not to read

fidelity in his expressive countenance, and in those of several of the

sailors, who, by every variation of features and gestures, corroborated

what the captain said. I then called the sailor whom I had sent to

Palermo, and asked him why he did not return there with the letters I

had given him ; he replied, that he had risked his life the first time, and

dared not go again—that his going was useless, but that he took the

letters and went on shore, not knowing how to refuse my request. He
then said that, when he arrived in Palermo, he found the viceroy's

house surrounded by the armed populace, that with great difficulty he

got into it, and informed his Excellency that a seaman of the gun-boat

No. 5, had a secret communication to make to him ; upon which

General Naselli went into a back room, into which he was called ; that

he gave the letters to him while the mob was violently crying out for

various concessions: that the viceroy, taking him to a corner of the room,

ordered him to go back as fast as possible to the boat, and tell General

Church his situation : that it was impossible for him to write, but that

his orders were that he should sail instantly for Trappani, nor remain

where he was a moment longer : the viceroy then left him. Passing

through the crowd, he went to the mole to General Staite the com-

yjiandant of the navy, from whom he received similar orders for the gun-
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boat to leave the coast instantly for Trappani. The other sailors then

came forward, saying, that they had with difficulty saved themselves

from the populace 'in Palermo, and were determined not to go back
there. They all then together entreated me to trust their fidelity, and
swore to defend me at the expense of their lives. Night was fast

approaching and the wind strong, the boat had run along the coast for

several miles in the direction of Trappani, and there was no alternative;

a general silence again prevailed ; each was absorbed in his own reflec-

tions, which were no doubt gloomy enough.

At length addressing myself to the officers, I said, " Forced as we are

by orders and circumstances to go to Trappani, on arriving there it is my
intention to take a battalion from thence, and march direct to Palermo."

One of the officers who seemed more acquainted xvith the real state of
tlmigs than the other, replied, " General, it is useless to think any more of

the troops, there is no confidence to be placed in them ; they would have
given you up to the populace had you been in Palermo, with the exception

of the foreign battalion and a small portion of the guards

—

all, all the

rest are with the populace. I was questioned by an officer of the

Queen's Regiment where the general was, but I refused to tell him."

On my asking why he refused to tell, he replied, " he had sufficient

reasons." This was the regiment which had intended to revolt on the

night of the 11th (composed, for the greater part if not entirely, of
Carbonari). The conversation now dwelt upon the hopes that the state

of Palermo might not be so bad as was represented, and that the
arrival of troops from Trappani might assist in restoring order if those in

Palermo were not already overpowered, and, if faithful to their duty,

they had seized positions or retreated into the country towards Trappani,
where, however, the soldiers were probably not better disposed.

I now assured the captain and crew that I confided in their fidelity,

and that they should be handsomely rewarded if they behaved well.

The joy of the captain and his men was immediately expressed in their

countenances and by their thanks, and a system was adopted for

regulating their proceedings during the voyage, in the event of meeting
difficulties or enemies.

I proposed that I and my officers should have our rations of bread and
wine, the only provisions on board, in the same proportion as the sailors,

for neither myself nor the officers had any money about us, being in full

dress, unprovided, when we were driven out of Palermo. Fuil confidence

was thus given to the crew, and all parties seemed content'with each other.

Tlie wind was still fair ; at midnight we stretched ourselves in various

directions in the boat and sunk into repose. Tlie next day the wind was
contrary, blowing off the shore ; by several tacks off and on, the boat
arrived at Trappani about eight o'clock in the evening of Monday the

17th. It was now dusk, the anchor was cast in the mouth of the harbour,

and I immediately sent a letter to the commandant of Trappani, Briga-=

dier General Anfossi, and to the commandant of the regiment in garrison

there, Colonel Flugi, to come on board the gmi-boat forthwith to receive

important communications from the head-quarters. The captain went to

the health-office and was immediately admitted to communicate with the

town : to the local authorities he still gave himself out as cruising by
order of the Sanita. In haif-an-hour the officers sent for arrived; their

surprise was considerable on finding me on beard, for they had heard of

the revolt at Palermo and (he attempt to massacre mc. I inmiedi-
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ately informed them of my intention of marching to Palermo with

Colonel Flugi and a battalion of his regiment. To this proposition,

both these officers replied, that the utmost force which could be spared

consisted of 250 men, and that the whole garrison was in an insu-

bordinate state—the soldiers loudly declaring, they would all desert the

moment they were outside the gates of Trappani ; and that there were
also several detachments of Sicilian recruits (levies of the new con-

scription) whom they were obliged to guard as prisoners. They further

added, they had received an order by telegraph to send a battalion to

Palermo, but that, after mature deliberation, they found themselves

obliged to answer, that the order could not be complied with in con-

sequence of the state of the garrison. Iwas easily persuaded of the truth

of this declaration ; and aware that the officers of the troops in Trappani

(the 9th Light Regt.) were chiefly Carbonari, I concluded of course

that all subordination was lost. I inquired into the state of the popu-
lation, and learnt that it was in a ferment, the sect of Carbonari having

made considerable progress, and officers of the garrison having taken out

of prison without orders several galley-slaves (malefactors) who were Car-

bonari—and given them the direction of the populace, and admitted two
of them to the Vendita* of the officers, with whom they sat in council, de-

corated with the insignia of their sect! These malefactors were some of

the wretches whom I had arrested in the province of Lecce, and whose
crimes were of a criminal as well as a political nature, some of them having

many murders to answer for, and whom the misguided clemency of the Go-
vernment had exiled to the island of Favignana, whence they had found

their way to Trappani; all vowing vengeance against me, and fomenting a

similar spirit amongst the population and garrison. It was evident from

this state of things that nothing was to be done in Trappani; no reinforce-

ment to be drawn from it for Palermo, and no object to be gained by
remaining—my utmost wishes not going beyond the re-establishment

of order in Palermo. I had no idea of taking the command of Trappani

for the revolutionary Government of Naples, nor of serving it in any

way whatever. While I was considering the next steps to take, these

officers returned on shore, and sent on board some provisions, a change

of clothes and some money for me and my companions, and a small

supply of provisions for the crew. They then returned to us, and

Col. Flugi informed me that my position was not safe in the harbour,

that there was a disposition on the part of the inhabitants to seize

the boat, as they suspected that she contained a person of consequence

(from the governor and commandant of the troops having gone on

board), that they were actually thronging in arms and in gi^at numbers

to the Marina gate, and that he was obliged to reinforce the guard

there and shut the gate to prevent the people coming down to the

Marina. The governor now returned to the town, taking my last

orders. Col. Flugi said, the people had imagined that the minister.

Marquis Ferreri, was in the boat, and that they had determined to

massacre him ; that a courier had arrived from Palermo, bringing

orders (of what import he knew not), and that another courier had

left Trappani immed 'ately for other places along the coast. He then

advised me not to prolong my stay at Trappani, as it was probable that

I might be arrested if I remained any longer. To this discourse I

was quite indifferent, knowing that the circumstances were perfectly as

* Vendita means club or society during its sitting for the transaction of business.
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Col. Flugi had stated : I also saw no small anxiety on tlie Colonel's

part to get rid of his visitor, and therefore took my leave, desiring him
to return to Trappani and preserve order, and leaving him in doubt
where I meant to go alter quitting the port of Trappani.

The gun-boat now immediately got under weigh and stood out of the

port, it being about eleven at night. The captain was desired to take

the direction of Marsala, and the wind was perfectly fair for that port.

As Marsala was by land not farther from Palermo than Trappani, I

determined to go there, find out the real state of things in Palermo, and
there make up my mind as to my own proceedings. Knowing that

at Marsala there was an English gentleman (Mr. Wodehouse), univer-

sally beloved and respected, I hoped to provide myself and the crew
with every thing necessary for our hazardous voyage ; I was further

encouraged in this resolution by the description the sailors gave of the

residence of Mr. Wodehouse, which was out of the town of Marsala,
and contiguous to the port—a situation combining secresy and security by
its being an inclosed building immediately on the beach, where numbers
of boats and men (belonging to this gentleman) were always ready for

any service that might be required. Leaving Trappani, the boat made
good progress, the wind being strong and favourable. Between Trap-
pani and Marsala there are dangerous shoals near the coast, and several

small islands, amongst which there is a passage for boats, about ten or
twelve feet wide ; even this passage is very shallow, and though seamen
well acquainted with the coast often take it, as saving several miles, it is

exceedingly dangerous in the night, especially with a strong wind.
As the gun-boat approached these shoals, a question arose between the
captain and crew about the proprietj' of attempting the passage ; most
were against it—the captain was for attempting it, and the question was
referred to me. It now appeared that only one man in the boat was
acquainted with the passage, and beseemed confident of getting through
it ; I decided instantly on the attempt, and the helm directed the gun-
boat to the passage, the length of which seemed about three quarters of
a mile. The night was tolerably clear, though cloudy at intervals, and
the wind strong ; the boat proceeded rapidly, though the waves broke on
the rocks and shoals on each side of the little channel ; once the boat
struck for a moment, and once it was necessary to unship the rudder:
no farther inconvenience occurred, and the sailors complimented the
pilot on his skill with a loud shout. Few eyes were closed that night

;

at about ten o'clock in the morning the gun-boat anchored in the harbour
of Marsala, exactly opposite the residence of Mr. Wodehouse. The
captain immediately went to the health-office ; the general and his com-
panions were stated to be an Englishman and some Neapolitans with
him. Wliilst the captain was absent at the health-office, Mr. Wodehouse
came alongside the gun-boat, out of curiosity, to learn the news from
Palermo, and I took the opportunity of speaking to him in English,
without, however, discovering myself. Mr. Wodehouse invited me and
my companions to his house, and it was settled that as soon as the boat
was out of quarantine the whole party should instantly go there.

Mr. Wodehouse then left the gun-boat, which, in an hour afterwards,

or before the captain's return from the health-office, was released from
quarantine. As Mr. Wodehouse's residence was about half a mile from
the town, we immediately landed and went there ; I then took an
opportunity of discovering myself to Mr. Wodehouse, from whom I
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received the most hospitable reception. I told him, however, that if

he tliought my presence might, at the moment or afterwards, be detri-

mental to him—from the state of Palermo and the approaching distur-

bances—I begged him to say so without hesitation, and I would
immediately re-embark and sail from Marsala. To this proposition

Mr. Wodehouse would not listen ; he said (with tlie confidence of a

heart conscious of benevolent acts), " the people of Marsala have too

many obligations to me to offend me ; but, were there evil spirits amongst
them likely to create a riot, and insult my house while you were in it, I

know how to defend it, and have a sufficient number ofmy workmen and
boatmen at hand to defy the whole population ; but I am not under any
apprehension on that score ; besides, the people of Mai'sala need not

know that you are here. I knew you were not what you represented

yourselves to be in the boat
;
your boots and your general manner gave

me to understand that there was mystery in the case, and I awaited till

you chose to reveal the seci-et, as it was not my business to pry into it."

In fact, our grotesque appearance in our long boots and sailors jackets

evidently indicated military men of some sort.,

Mr. Wodehouse stated, that they had heard various reports of the

affair at Palermo ; among others, that the populace had murdered me,
and that the troops had not taken any part in the scenes of revolt and
riot either to preserve order or other^vise. He said, that Marsala was
quiet, and beigged me to take refreshment and remain at least that night

at his house : in short, this admirable man offered himself unlimitedly in

every way that he could be of use. My mind was, in the mean time,

riveted to the affairs of Palermo, and I still longed to be there, in spite of

every order and circumstance, though for what purpose I could hardly

explain to myself, after the manner in which I had been treated by
the populace and abandoned by the military. In the mean time, I

accepted Mr. Wodehouse's hospitality, and his offer to provide the crew
of the gun-boat with provisions and wine for several days ; which he

Smediately ordered to be got ready. I then sent for the commanding
icer of a Neapolitan gun-boat which v/as in the port, and finding that

I Qould confide in him, I told him who I was, and desired him immediately

to furnish the gun-boat with thirty or forty rounds of ammunition

for the twelve-pounder, and ball cartridge for the muskets on board

:

tlii^ order was immediately complied with. I proposed to this officer to

join me with his gun-boat, but this he declined, on account of his being

in the service of the Marsala health-office. I requested Mr. Wode-
house to send for the English vice-consul, in order to find out from him
the real state of Marsala, and what news had been received there ;

and he was accordingly sent for. As he was considered trustworthy,

I made myself known, and, relying on his honour, requested lie would

go back to Marsala and return in an hour ; but sooner if any news
of importance required its being immediately communicated. The
consul, however, before he left me, said, that there was a considerable

degree of fermentation in Marsala, and that a courier had arrived

there from Palermo with orders' " to follow in every respect the wishes

of the people." He assured me that he would let me know imme-
diately if any thing took place, or if it was known in Marsala who was
arrived in the gun-boat.

The whole party, inclusive of the captain of the gun-boat, were now
quietly sitting down to an excellent dinner with their generous hoet,'
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when three boats were descried entering the j)ort. A messenger was
immediately sent to these boats to find out wlience tliey canie, and
what news they brought, it being now about four o'clock in the af'ter-

p- noon ; the messenger returned with an account of" the revolt ia

fc Palermo, from whence, he said, the boats had escaj)ed. The passengers

^m in the boats reported that all was confusion and firing in Palermo, that

^K the galley-slaves had been liberated from prison, and that the troops

^P were fighting with the populace. The news of the troops being engaged
^^with the people acted like a spell upon me; I determined instantly

^Bto attempt to get back to Palermo, and to oblige the commander of

^B the troops at Trappani to send a portion, however small and bad, of
^P the garrison as fast as possible towards the capital. I trusted that the

r troops in Palermo had either maintained themselves in some position

within or withoutside the town, and at the worst had retreated towards
Trappani ; in fact, I felt some slight grounds for hope, and forgetting

the indifference of the troops towards my person . when left to the
mercy of the mob, I resolved instantly to depart from jMixrsala for

Trappani and Palermo. The party now at my suggestion sprang up
from table ; and all the generous interposition of Mr. Wodehouse
to change my resolution and detain liis guests was lost upon me ; for

Palermo alone occupied all my thoughts. Mr. Wodehouse finding every
effort to detain me vain, insisted on my waiting until the provisions

preparing for the boat's crew were ready. His request was rejected,

and he then ordered the wine, bread, &c. that was ready, to be put
on board the boat, and obliging me to receive a suppl}^ of money and
linen, he with great reluctance consented to the departure of his guests ;

nor even then would he let me go until he had concerted with me
the means of secret communication in the event of ni}' wanting farther
assistance. In fact, nothing can be said that would give an adequate
idea of the conduct of Mr. Wodehouse upon this occasion ; both my-
self and my companions left, with a deep sense of gratitude and ad-
miration, this hospitable roof. We hastened to our gun-boat and spread
our sails in an instant, leaving behind the greater part of the provision
prepared for us by the kind Mr. Wodehouse, and amongst other things
the half of an ox, that he had dressed for us as scon as he had
discovered my first idea of only remaining a few hours in Marsala.
The wind had changed and was now fair for Trappani ; the boat left

the harbour of Marsala %vith all her sails set, whilst the populaticJn
of that town came crowding towards the beach out of curiosity to

discover who was on board her. Tliis curiositj' was excited by the
ill-timed etiquette of the vice-consul, who was retui-ning in his carriage
to make a formal visit to the General.

. The sea was agitated by a favourable breeze, and the party in the
gun-boat, refreshed by their recent cheer, and sanguine in hopes that
never were to be realized, seemed to have banished care for a moment.
The passage from Marsala to Trappani was longer than was expected,
owing to a change in the wind and to our being unable in consequence
to go through the passage among the shoals. The boat, however,
arrived at Trappani about ten o'clock at night, and cast anchor in the
entrance of the harbour. I immediately wrote to the governor of

^ Trappani, General Anfossi, ordering him to make every efibrt to send
off a battalion to Palermo ; and to Colonel Flugi, desiring he would take

Ui^on himself the command of this battalion, composed of select men.
M.M. A^ca; Smw—Vot. I. No. 3. 2H
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I desired the colonel to proceed cautiously, gaining information as he
went, and I informed him that, upon his arrival at Palermo, or effecting

his junction with the troops there, he should have the command of a
brigade. Lieutenant Quandel (my aide-de-camp) was despatched with

the captain of the gun-boat to the health-office, to communicate with

the military authorities of the town ; but unfortunately the gates were
shut and the health-office closed, and the sentinels refused to call their

officers or their non-commissioned officers : after infinite labour, however,

an under director of the health-office made his appearance at a window,
and the captain of the gun-boat having informed him who he was, was
desired to go away instantly if he valued his life. This director even
refused to receive any communication whatever, or receive the letters

brought by the aide-de-camp, insisting that he should go out of the port

irnmediately with his gun-boat. All the eloquence of the captain and
the aide-de-camp was lost on this inflexible person, who finally assured

them both, that if the boat did not go out of the port immediately, he
would order the guard of the health-office to fire on it. He then shut

the window violently and retired ; but the boat, however, remained
another quarter of an hour in vain. This was the only place where
communication could be had with the town. Lieutenant Quandel and
the captain then rowed to several other parts of the Marina, endeavour-

ing to communicate with a guard, but without success—being menaced
every where to be fired on. They spoke hov/ever to one sentinel, and
endeavoured to prevail on him to call the officer or non-commissioned

officer of the guard, which he refused. This man informed them, that

on that day there had been considerable confusion in the town, owing
to the desertion of fifty soldiers of the garrison with arms and baggage ;

that as many more had been sent after the deserters ; but that, as yet,

no tidings had been heard of either the fugitives or the pursuers.

Unable to effect the object of their commission, or to communicate
in any way with the town, the boat's crew returned to the gun-boat, and
related to me the impossibility of communicating with the garrison

before the morning. This intelligence mortified me extremely ; to

remain until the morning, and thus to lose much valuable time, was out

of the question : I therefore sent the boat and the same officers round

the harbour, to try if any of the people of the small vessels in the port

would receive the letters, but all refused. -They tried the coral fisher-

men (numbers of boats being at that moment in the act of fishing coral

near the mouth of the harbour of Trappani) : but these men said they

were going away from Trappani, and should not return for a week to

the town. They then tried a large vessel at anchor in the port, on

approaching which they were hailed in English. As the officers in the

boat did not understand English, they immediately returned to the gun-

boat with the jo)rful intelligence of having discovered an English vessel

;

on which I went myself immediately, in the small boat, to this vessel

;

but on arriving alongside of her she proved to be an American ! Still

I flattered myself that the trifling favour would be granted, of receiving

two Iftters on board, addressed to the governor of Trappani, and of

delivering them next morning, as soon as the gates were opened, at the

health-office. The captain of the American vessel being called by the

sailor on watch, immediately appeared on deck. I requested him tQ

receive and deliver the letters. I, of course, did not say who I wa&;

but that the letters were written by officers on board the Neapolitan

gim-boat No. 5, and addressed to the military authorities of Trappani

;
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that the gates being shut, I could not, at that hour, deliver them
myself at the health-office ; that the gun-boat was obliged to sail that

night for Palermo, and tliat she came from Marsala. The American
captain, having received from me assurance that he was not in danger

of quarantine, or of other disagreeable consequences, if he received and
transmitted the letters, immediately took them, and promised, on his

honour, to deliver them himself, at daylight next morning, into the
governor's hands (but he betra)'ed the trust placed in hin), and 7iever

delivered the letters). After thanking him for his politeness, I returned
to the gun-boat, which I ordered to put to sea instantly, flattering myself
that we had found a means of certain connnunication with the garrison.

We hastened the getting up of the anchor, and in a quarter of an hour
the gun-boat was above a mile from the port of Trappani on its way to

Palermo. As the boat proceeded, various plans were discussed for the
operations that might still take place, in the event of the troops having
made head against the populace, or retreated out of the town ; in fact,

no part oi' the night was allotted to sleep, each mind being too much
occupied with its own r>.iiections ; besides that, as morning approached,
it was necessary to keep a look-out, as we were now forced to consider
ourselves on an enemy's coast. The gun-boat kept close to the shore,
in order to see if, at any time, troops were moving in any direction : as,

forgetting every thing but the troops, I was, at every hazard, and in

spite of every order, determined to join them wherever I found them.
No political question was allowed to interfere with this resolution,, but I
was equally determined to leave them the moment I had placed them
in safety.

At about twelve o'clock the gun-boat had reached St. Vito, a low
point, distant from Trappani twenty or twenty-five miles, behind which
they discovered, at anchor, three gun-boats and an armed boat. This
discovery indicated the unfortunate issue of affairs in Palermo, or a
naval detachment sent in pursuit of me by the populace ; at all events,
it was necessary to reconnoitre them and know who they were, and why
there, before the gun-boat put herself in their power by going to

leeward of them. The captain of the gun-boat immediately took alarm,
and requested me to allow him to take in sail and remain where he was
to windward, until he ascertained satisfactorily what these boats were.
His proposition was immediately adopted, the gun-boat remaining to

windward of the point : the captain added, that " if the gun-boats con-
tained friends, it was their business to send a small boat to us to say so,

and that their not doing so gave great room for suspicion." It

was now determined to call a fishing-boat, and send in her, to the flotilla

of gun-boats, one of the sailors in whom most confidence was placed,
to find out the circumstances of the other boats. This man was imme-
diately sent towards them with orders to make certain signals, indicating

enemies or friends. The fishing-boat went off, and in about twenty
minutes she was observed returning, with a signal that the boats were
friends. The messenger on his return said that the boats were Sici-

lian and Neapolitan gun-boats, which had fled from Palermo, and that

they were going to Trappani, under the command of Captain
I now sent Lieutenant Quandel to the commander of the strange gun-
boats, to beg him to come off to our boat, as there was an officer of rank
in it who wished to speak to him ; this mission he executed with address.

He avoided saying who was on board the gun-boat, and after great delay
2 H 2
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persuaded the captain of the flotilla to accompany him. He found the

boats at anchor close to the shore near the tower of St. Vito, the

greater part of the crev/s on shore in a state of the greatest confusion.

As soon as the commandant arrived alongside the gun-boat, wishing to

question him without being overheard by all the sailors of my own boat,

I was going to step into his boat, but my own captain and some of the

sailors immediately remonstrated, saying, " remain Avith us, excellenza ;

it is better the commandant should come into our boat, we can give him
some wine, and you may talk to him as much as you please without our

hearing you, as we can all go forward." This faithful man at the same
time gave me a look, which I Immediately comprehended. The com-
mandant of the strange boats then entered ours ; he seemed a man out

of his senses, and exhausted with fatigue and anxiety ; he was soon

however refreshed by a goblet of Mr. Wodehouse's excellent wine, and

then seemed more at his ease ; his name was ; he refused to

eat, saying that he was too much agitated. I now begged him to describe

the scenes at Palermo ; he informed me in a few words, " that all was

lost I (the literal translation of his words ;)* thht the galley slaves had

been all liberated ; that the gun-boats had fired on the prisons of the

mole until their ammunition was expended, and until they were obliged

to retire from the coast ; and finally, that the viceroy had, with diffi-

culty, escaped on board the corvette II Tartaro, and had sailed for

Naples ; and that he and his boats were without ammunition or provision,

and were going to Trappani." I had already made known to this officer,

who I was when he came on board the gun-boat where I was ; and

I now recommended him to join me with his three gun-boats, and

proceed together to Naples, or look again into Palei-mo, if he thought

that possible. He declined the first proposition Immediately; and

with regard to the second, said that the Palermitans had armed a

number of boats, and that it was Impossible to remain on that coast

without "falling, inevitably, into their hands. There was something

evidently labouring In this man's mind, besides the disasters of

Palermo : he said " these were times in which every man must think

for himself, and nobody could either give or receive advice." He then

told the captain of my boat, " that his boat was under his orders ;" to

which Captain La Rocca immediately replied, " I tms under your orders

before I left Palermo, from thence I have been sent on a particular ser-

vice by His Excellency General Naselli, and by General Staiti (com-

mandant of the marine), and I can obey no orders but theirs, or his

excellency's the general's, who is embarked in my boat, and I will answer

for his safety with my life." The other shev*-ed discontent at this reply,

and taking leave of me, got Into his small boat to return to his gun-boats.

'' I do not like the manner of that man," said La Rocca as the other

rowed off".

The sailors nov/ began to converse about the gun-boats, which, they

observed, had got up their anchors, and v/ere sailing cut of tlie^little

port of St. Vito : " they are almost all Palermitans !" said they ;
" we

are much better without them !" " the sooner they leave us tlie better !"

In the mean time the commandant had rejoined his boats, and they were

all formed together, as if receiving orders or communicating with one

another.

* That the troops, after two days siding with the mob, had fallen out, fought with

the populace, and were all prisoners.
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Having now clearly ascertained the state of Palermo, I became natu-

rally apprehensive for the safety of the troops whom I had ordered to

march from Trappani, not doubting but the American captain had
delivered my letters; I therefore determined to endeavour to recall

them, by sending orders to that effect, by land, to Trappani, if I could

find some person to undertake this commission. The fishing-boat, that

had been already employed to communicate with the gun-boats, was
still near, and it was resolved to propose it to one of the fishermen, who
agreed, and I immediately wrote letters to the Governor General

Anfossi, and to Colonel Flugi, commanding the 9th light regiTnent in

that garrison. In order to insure the fidelity of the courier, I promis ed

him six ducats for each letter, to be paid by the ofHeers to whom t he

letters were addressed, on his delivering them, either at Trappani, or

on the road between it and St. Vito. The letters ordered the imme-
diate return of the troops to Trappani, and the courier was ordered to

take the road upon which he was most likely to meet the troops, and in

the event of meeting them, to give one of the letters to the commanding
officer, and go on with the other to Trappani. I then gave the fisherman

a couple of dollars, and the man went off in his boat. In the mean time

it was perceived that the three gun-boats v/ere gently approaching in line ;

a feeling of uneasiness began to manifest itself among our crew. One
of my aides-de-camp immediately desired the captain to row our boat

out of the line of the others. I felt a conviction that the approach of

the gun-boats was with treacherous motives. The sailors of my boat

readily rowed a little out of the way. It was now observed, that the

sailors of the other gun-boats had called the fisherman (who was charged

with the letters) on board their boats, and had taken the letters from

him, abusing him by words and blovvs ; they were seen to open the

letters and then throw them, either into the fishing-boat in that state,

or into the sea, and they were still advancing towards our boat, in a

iTMinner that indicated hostility. My sailors had now seized their oars,

and muttered to one another the word " tradimento " (treachery) ; the

three gun-boats v.ere not more than forty yards from mine ; in which
• the alarm v.'as general, on perceiving a considerable uproar and appear-

ance of mutiny onboard the others, who now hailed us to stop (fermarsi)

or they would fire. This threat was accompanied by a torrent of abuse

and imprecations, and among others, " that if the boat did not imme-
diately come to them, they would cut in pieces every body on board."

^Jever was the fidelity and courage of men ' put to a severer trial than

that of my captain and sailors. They were Sicilians, and on the point

of being attacked by their countrymen, who had a frightful superiority,

in number and artillery, and it might easily be conceived by these brave

men, that no blame could be attached to them if they surrendered to sach

a superior force. Their reflections might have also suggested to them,

that if they declined a combat and gave up the general, the business would
there end, and he alone be the sufferer. In fact, they might have found

endless pretences for joining their countrymen. It was an awful mo-
ment for myself and mj' companions ; nor was any time to be lost, as

the boats of the enemies (for so they might now be termed) were
pressing close on us. " Sonb scelerati, traditori, carbonari, Palerme-

tani," was the general cry from the faithful Trappani men : " rely on
our faith and courage, they shall cut us to pieces before we abandon

you ; they are traitors, villains and assasins ! we have better hearts than
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they, and God is with us !" My countenance must have shewed my
full confidence in these brave fellows, who by this time had seized their

oars, and were rowing with all their might out of the line of fire. A
system of defence was now adopted, and everj^ one took his post ; the

sailors of my boat, perceiving that entire reliance was placed in them,
cheered loudl} at everj^ stroke of their oars, and defied the three boats

with shouts. To the menaces of the Palermitans they answered with
insults, and every infamous epithet that Sicilian wit and rage could
invent, and the threats on the other side were certainly of the most
merciless nature. I stood up on the stern seat facing the Palermitan
boats, and watching the movement of their guns, directing the helms-
man of my own boat, so as to keep her, as much as possible, out of the

line of fire of all the three boats by whom she was pursued. The
officers and myself had each a sabre and a couple of muskets near us;

four men, besides La Rocca and the officers, assisted in putting our
gun (a twelve-pounder) into a position for action, while the others assi-

duously worked at the oars. The boat v/as soon in a fighting state, and
every one on board seemed really anxious for the combat, however
unequal between one boat and three, or rather four, as there was an
armed boat in company, with those from Palermo.

It v/as nearly calm when this scene first commenced, but the wind
now sprung up, and the sailors again cheering, hoisted their sails in an
instant, and soon gained on their pursuers ; the sailors assured me that

their boat sailed better than any in Sicily, and that none of those fol-

lowing could come near her. The Palermitans pursued with all the

velocity that sailing and rowing together could give, for more than

three hours ; at the end of which time, considerable wavering was
observed among their boats, while that of La Rocca got at. length

beyond the reach of their fire. The Trappani boatmen at my request

gave up rowing, and kept under easy sail, and by my orders the boat

stood directly out to sea, keeping the course most contrary to either

Palermo or Trappani, and quite off the coast. This I did to deceive the

captains of the other boats, who could not v'^k themselves out to sea, as

they were in want of provisions ; a fact ascertained when they commu-
nicated with me. The cause of their not firing their artillery was, their

having but two or three rounds of ammunition for cannon on board after

leaving Palermo, from whence they had fled without being able to

replace the shot they had fired away there. The pursuit still lasted,

but in an undecided manner, my boat waiting the approach of the others

when they appeared to advance sufficiently beyond the line, to give a

prospect of contending with one or two at a time. At last all gave up
the pursuit and returned to the coast, no doubt greatly enraged at the

fidelity and courage of their ov/n countrymen, who preferred risking their

lives to betraying their trust.

This danger being removed, the captain prudently proposed to con-

tinue the same course till night concealed from our enemies the direc-

tion the boat might afterwards take. This proposition was readily

agreed to, as the minds of the mariners were possessed with an idea

that some treason would still be attempted during the night on the part

of the Palermitan gun-boats, in the event of their knowing the direction

the boat had taken, and the wind not being favourable, or there bemg
but little of it.

This was on the 19th, and as soon as night had set in, the wea-
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ther being fine with but little wind, and the crew having taken refresh-

ment and an additional quantity of excellent I\Iarsala wine, part of the

supply of Mr. Wodehouse, I allowed them a few hours' repose before I

acquainted them with my intention of going directly to Naples. Every
individual in the boat had need of rei)0se, and the wine and mutual con-

gratulations having made the crew rather loquacious, it was not a

moment to acquaint them with what steps were next to be taken. The
direction of the boat, however, was kept from the coast, and she made
but little way for want of wind. After the crew had described those sailors

in the Palermitan boats whom they knew, and represented them as muti-

nous and dangerous characters, and I had repeatedly thanked the

captain and his brave men for their fidelity, assuring them at the same
time that their conduct would not be unrewarded, the exultation and
happiness of these brave fellows broke out in loud cheering, and gra-

dually subsided into less violent joy ; which was succeeded by singing

national sea songs, not altogether devoid of melody, and highly gratify-

ing to the feelings of those whose lives had been saved by their courage.

As soon as the songs ceased, perfect silence reigned, not only in the

boat, but on the surface of the deep, nor could aught be seen by the

faint moonlight but sea and sky, and the little boat with her adven-

turous inmates now, with few exceptions, insensible to fatigue or

danger.

Shortly after midnight the wind sprung up, and I informed the cap-

tain that it was my intention to go straight to Naples. The mention
of Naples roused the attention of the sailors, who joined their com-
mander 'in objecting to this; nor were the reasons which these poor
men gave, bad, and though I combated them, they made their due
impression on my mind. I knew that going to Naples was flying into

the lion's mouth ; but the conviction that it vias my duty to go, and a
wish that the scenes of Palermo might soon be put an end to, for the

sake of humanity, were powerful counterbalancing motives ; I had other

reasons, and chiefly relating to the interests of the sovereign whom I

served ; and having nothing to reproach myself with, I felt no appre-
hension whatever from the malice of my private or political enemies ; I

therefore overruled all the prayers of the sailors, who were rendered
almost desperate by the idea of going to Naples ; the captain in particu-

cular stating that " he would readily lose his life for me, but that he
could not go to Naples." He said that his orders were to go to Trap-
pani, but that he would gladly take me to IMalta, where, he added,
they would all be safe ; at Naples, he said, they would be in the hands
of worse enemies than even those of Palermo. INIy promises, and the
persuasions of my officers, at last conquered the repugnance in the cap-
tain and his crew, and the order was immediately given to steer for

Naples. The 20th, 21st and 22d, were occupied in this tedious

voyage ; the wind was generally baffling ; when the weather was calm,

the oars were incessantly plied ; and I laboured as hard as the brave
sailors, whose attention and kindness to me cannot be described.

The boat arrived at Naples at six o'clock in the morning of the 23d
of July, and passing close to an English sloop of war, entered the mole.

Here I was doomed to sulFer a persecution as dangerous as that of
Palermo, but more wearying from its length, and more exasperating
from its being authorized by the existing government. " The sect of the
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Carbonari, aided by a portion of the troops which had deserted, and the

armed rabble, had overturned the government ; a faction ruled the

country ; the king and prince were prisoners in their palace, and
the tri-coloured flag waved over the fortresses and palaces of Naples,

and the flag of each vendita or club was displayed in the streets.

Our boat entered the mole with the king's colours flying: it was
soon boarded by officers of the port and of the navy, and the king's

colours struck by them ; it was then taken possession of by various

armed boats. An immense mob was collected on the mole, exceedingly

attentive to every thing going on in the port, and apparently directing

all the movements there ; an awning over the boat (the sun being

exceedingly powerful) kept the persons in her from being easily seen by
those on the mole, which was a fortunate circumstance. In an hour

Major Staiti, aide-de-camp, as he styled himself, to the commander-in-
chief (General Pepe), came with orders to confine me in the Castello

deirOvo, to which place I was immediately conveyed by water, accom-
panied by my aides-de-camp, one of whom, on landing in the castle,

was taken from me ; but the other refused to leave me. No charge was
preferred against me. In this vile prison I remained a month, when
my liberty was offered me on my parole of honour, in writing, to appear

before a commission of the government tvhenever I tvas called upon.

Such liberty I spurned, and accompanied my refusal with expressions of.

my indignation against the authors of such a disgraceful proceeding;

and this at a moment when the country was said to be governed con-

stitutionally, and when, according to that constitution (the constitution

of Spain) no individual, not even a lazzaroni, could be kept four and
twenty hours in confinement without being made acquainted officially

with the accusation preferred against him ; yet a lieutenant-general who
had acted as commander-in-chief, was imprisoned for a length of time

without being made acquainted with the reasons for his confinement,

and then, as a matter of favour, and not of right and justice, the soi-

disant constitutional government, or rather the Carbonari, offered me
liberty on conditions which no man, who had nothing to reproach him-

self with, could have accepted. R. C.

SONG.

Yes, sing— yes, speak, and show me more,
How faultless and how pure thou art.

And teach me—what I feared before

—

I cannot tear thee from my heart.

Yes ; this one glance, this one last hour.
And we shall never meet again,

—

This joy at least is in my power,
Though it may cost an age of pain :

Though these blest moments cannot last,

And add but to mj' weight of care.

And, when for ever they are past,

The future can but bring despair

!

L. S. C.
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Bosfon, A'ew England, Oct. 8, 1825.

Let me give you a hurried sketch of this beautiful town—or city

rather, for now they call it a city, the " Emporium " of the wliole

Yankee territory. It is no longer a town ; for, within the last five or

six years, the people, growing weary of their old-fashioned ways, of

that popular form which made the municipal government of their sturdy

forefathers, about fifty years ago, so formidable, have changed the

vulgar title of a town, for that of a city,* and the hearty republican

sway for that of a more aristocratical shape—to say the least of it—if

not ot a more kingly shape : much good may it do them I But, for my
own part, if I were a native New-Englander, I do not say Bostonian,

but merely a iiative, so to speak, of the New-England or stout Yankee
territory, I would not exchange—I would not forego a tittle—I would

not give up a letter of that name—I would keep it for ever, the name of

a place, which, while it was heard of as a " little town of Massachusetts

Bay," nothing more—uprose and withstood all tlie power of Great
Britain, for the truth-sake ; no, I would not give up a letter of that

characteristic name, for all the profits and privileges of city government,

if they were multiplied forty times over.

It was not the city of Boston, that blazed up,—up to the very skies, and
shot forth, over all North America, like a new pillar of fire—lighting the

whole of that vast country to warfare and fierce rebellion, fifty years ago,

about a small tax on a few bits of paper ; contending at sucli peril, and
braving the might of the whole British empire, about some half-under-

stood principle of taxation, associated with some other half-understood

principle of representation—both of which are well enough understood

now, to be sure ;—it was not the city of Boston, it was the toxvn of

Boston, the fortress and hope of the whole confederacjs the hardy,

brave nursling of Massachusetts Bay. There I do not charge me with

confusion of metaphor ; I hate allegory—one metaphor stuck to, for

half a page ; and I am getting rather fond of the style which I meet
with here,f a style which authorizes me to compare whatever I like

—

a city, for example, to a rocket, a beacon, £r pillar of light, a something
with power to judge for itself, a fortress, a hope, and a babe, or nurs-

ling—a sort of infant Hercules ; and, what is more, all in the same breath,

all in the same paragraph.

Boston is delightfully situated, occupying two or three broad eleva-

tions, that slope away on every side, even to the water's edge, while the

chief is crowned with a heavy sort of a top-heavy structure, which,

under the name of a state house, or stadt house—for, of a truth, it is

about one half Dutch— overlooks, not only the entire town, but all the

• The commoners of England are proud enough, sometimes, to forego a title

;

the commoners of America, \vith all their disregard for a name, are not. I have
heard of no Mr. Cokes here.—A. B. C.

f The style of which our friend speaks here, though partly Irish and partly Ameri-
can, is not properly of the north, any where. It is met with, to be sure, in the north,
but is never indigenous there, while, in the south, it is ; in the south, where people
are poets and orators by birth-right—always ready for a metaphor, which, when it

escapes, and escape it will, if you approach them, goes off like a flash of electricity.

And why not ? If one metaphor be good, why not more ? 'WTio would complain of a
cake made all of spice, or of all-spice ?—X. X.
M. M. Nexv Series.—Vol. I. No. 3. 2 1
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neighbourhood—a neighbourhood of country such as I never met with

before—so beautiful was it, so crowded with variety, woods, waters,

villages, country seats: a neighbourhood of water, such-as I never hope

to meet with again—so full of activity, so bright, and so cheerful

—

brido-es on every side, water on every side, a fort here and a fort there,

and a multitude of ships moving away, like huge birds, in every direc-

tion, over the still, shining deep, half in the blue sea, half in the blue

air* a neighbourhood of houses, roof below roof, street below street,

spreading away like an amphitheatre, all open to the sea and sky.

It contains, they tell me, somewhere about fifty or sixty thousand

souls—they are not very positive •,—they are not, but / am : for I took it

into my head, after making a few separate inquiries, all of which were

answered in such a way as to puzzle me " not a few"—(one saying from

forty to forty-five ; another, from forty-five to fifty ; a third, from fifty

to fifty-five, and so forth and so forth)—to inquire of a population table,

which was got up under authority of congress for the year 1810; by

which table, I discovered that, fourteen years ago, the population of

Boston did not exceed 33,250 : of course—but no, I will not say of

course,—but I do not believe the population exceeds 40, or 45,000, now

;

yet, looking to the average rate of increase here, throughout the whole

country, a rate which has no parallel in the history of empires, whatever

it may have in the history of cities, I should be Mailing to estimate the

population of Boston, while I am writing, at somewhere about, say from

40, to 45,000. But why their large over-estimate ? why ! because, in

the first place, we are all prone to exaggeration—it is a part of man's

nature ; no time, no suffering, no humiliation will destroy the propen-

sity. After j^ears of hardship, and watchful regard for truth, it will

betray itself—exaggeration, that is, in every act of his life—whether

important or trivial, absurd or wise—^but never so uniformly perhaps, or

so preposterously, as where he has occasion to speak of himself, or of

that which, in any way, no matter how, concerns himself. Let a man
walk a doubtful given distance, within a doubtful given time—say about

five miles, in about fifty or sixty minutes ; if he be one of a thousand for

truth, remarkable for a tender, scrupulous regard for it, he will say

(such is the very nature of the beast)—he will say that he walked about

five or six miles, in about forty or fifty minutes. And what if he do,

would he not speak the truth? Certainly he would. And if another—B.

should begin where he left off, and say that A. walked (if A.'s own word

were to be taken for the matter) six or seven miles, in thirty or forty

» We know little of North American poetry, here : allow me to give you another

brief passage, in proof. It is extracted from a nule, iiTcgular, imfinished affair, called

the " Conquest of Peru," where the " coming of the first ship " is recorded. You
will perceive why it occurs to me—our friend's letter is worthy of it.

" Up from the sea it rose, the wonderful

!

Away upon the still horizon, where the air

Was like a shadowy lustre, «here tlie blue

Was purest, brightest, there appeared, O, God !

The spirit of the ocean ! All his wings were out

!

His li.ng bright hair streamed forth upon the sky !

In thunder he arose ! Clouds burnt around him,

And o'er the wave, and through the rolling smoke,

Rushing in light, he came— ploughing it up

—

***** and as we fled.

Thundered again through all our echoing hills." X. X. >
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minutes—would it not be truej also ? To be sure, it would, for the man,
A. did aver that he walked

—

either six or seven miles, in thirty or forty

minutes. You perceive now, a very good reason for the growth of a

Yankee city. A. tells B. that it contains about from forty to forty-five

thousand people ; A. knows the truth, and speaks the truth ; B. takes up
the story, and says that he heard A. declare that Boston, the city of,

contains about—either forty-five or fifty thousand, he forgets which—both

speak true ; C. avers that A. told B. (who told him, C.) that the population

was—either fifty or fifty-five thousand, he forgets which—all speak true ;

and yet, up goes the number, five thousand or so, at a bid.* You might
make a scale of this very fact, my dear P., by which the moral sense of

anybody might be graduated. Ask him how far he has ever been able

to jump. If he should say, up to his neck or chin—he forgets which ;

or from A. to B. or C.—he forgets which ; make him jump, and measure
it : guineas to farthings, my dear fellow, that you find hira always a peg
or two short of the shortest measure. But, in the second place, to go
back a page, there is yet another reason for such an over-estimate ;

and a very good reason, too. The larger the town, the larger the peoi)le

every where. To the Londoner, especially if he abide west of Temple
Bar, every other part of the British empire is the country—the people

thereof, country people. To his view, the Edinburgh critic, the

Manchester weaver, the Bath fashionable, the Birmingham hard-ware
dealer, and the Dublin upper-sort, are all pretty much of a piece—mere
country-folks, foi-eigners, provincials, to be regarded with dismay, if

they appear in his path : so is it here. The people of Boston are very
absolute—very ; they give the law to tlie country people for two or

three hundred miles about, in all matters of taste, literature, fashion,

&c. &c. Nobody ventures to wear a hat, or make a bow—to sport a
ribbon, or give a party—but after the Boston way ; that is, nobody
within the circle of New England. So with books, and so with every
sort of style. But in books, their authority spreads over the whole
Union, with a power which admits of no dispute, while, in other matters,

nobody hears of it, after he approaches the neighbourhood of New
York, or Philadelphia, Richmond, or Charleston, or Baltimore ; that is,

in the matter of taste or fashion, of taste in dress, or fashion of be-
haviour. The literature of Boston, partly because Harvard University
is near it (only three miles off), the chief university of the new world,

which is crowded with universities and colleges of one sort or another,

and partly because the North American Review is published here,

stands very high ; but I cannot say as much for the dress or fashion of
the people : both are disregarded by the Southerners—one party follow-

ing whatever is British, while pretending to judge for themselves ; the

other party following whatever is French, or about one quarter French
and three quarters British, while pretending to especial care in report-

ing the fashions of London. The people of Boston are altogether
English—English in their habits, in their speech, in their dress, in

every thing ; wliile those of the South—of New Orleans, for example,

• Very much as a London baker will grow a leg of mutton, for a large family.

They require a leg, say, of twelve pounds. He goes to the butcher, not for a leg of
twelve, but for one of six or eight, say—if he be one of a score ; that, he exchanges
for another (after he gets home) of six pounds and a half, or eight pounds and a half,

as the case may be ; that, for another, weighing half a pound, or a pound more ; that,

for another ; and so on, till the leg has srown to the proper size.—X. X.
2 12
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are, if not altogether French, as like the French as any other people
could be. So is it, all the way along, from the north to the south. If

you travel toward the north, you find the people more and more
decidedly British, or English rather, at every step ; and if you travel

toward the south, you find them, if not more and more French, at every
step, at least more and more unlike the true English.

But again : there is yet another capital reason for the over-estimate

of which I spoke. The more wonderful the increase hitherto, the
greater the likelihood of increase hereafter. The reputation of thriving

has made people thrive, before to-day; and, if people, why not large

towns, or cities, or empires ? The reputation of wealth is wealth.

But, in addition to all these, which I take to be admirable reasons, I

should observe that, as the people here have not been officially counted
since 1810 (I believe), and as the city which they occupy is connected
with half a score of little towns—^by bridges, or highways thickly

planted with large trees and large houses, thereby furnishing a very

good opportunity for exaggeration, with little or no opportunity for

detecting it, every thing to justify a bouncer, and almost every tiling

to excuse it : we must not be over-hard with such of tliem as believe

that, of a truth, Boston does hold from sixty to seventy thousand inha-

bitants.

The town is wealthy—so wealthy, indeed, that a large part of the

capital, with which the great business of New York is carried on,

belongs, they do say here, to the Boston people. I have no doubt of the

fact ; for the merchants of Boston were charactei-ized for their wealth

half a century ago ; and they are, to this day, remarkable for good faith,

enterpfize, and caution. You would be struck, at every step, with the

appearance of the streets and wharves, the houses and churches. The
streets are very narrow and very crooked for this part of our earth,

being but a little wider and a little straighter than the average of wide and
straight thoroughfares of London ; but one or two entire streets, and half

a score of quarter streets, are built of a superb granite, which, as they

burn wood here, and little or no coal,* except in a very few of the

counting-houses, on a very few of the wharves, will continue bright for an

age, in this clear, cold, brilliant atmosphere ; the wharves and warehouses
will abide a comparison with your—I was going to say, with your great

India docks ; but I will say with your Liverpool docks, whatever you
may say in reply : the churches are often very beautiful, and a few of

the houses, particularly a few that are perched about, near the top of

that liill on which the state-house above-mentioned is built, are—it is

not saying too much of them—a sort of palaces. They would be so

regarded with you—they would be so looked upon, if they stood near

the Regent's Park. They are solid stone too, not grey plaster ; real,

not counterfeit. N.B. The Boston madeira is the best in the world, the

port of America is good for nothing : they do not know how to make it,

here.

A word or two, now, of the national character. I was in company,
two nights ago, with a literary man, who, after visiting every part of

Europe, has returned with a deep and settled persuasion (what is your

* They are beginning to burn coal now, in some parts of the country ; at Wash-
ington (the seat of the federal government) in Baltimore and at Philadelphia, where
gi-ates begin to appear in parlours ; and at Pittsburg, a great manufacturing place for

America, Coal is found wherever it is looked for, now.—X. X.
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idea ?) that, one day or other, Great Britain will confederate with the

two Americas, for the preservation of the rest of the world. We spoke

freely together ; and I will repeat a portion of what he said, if you
please—I can do it nearly word for word, I think ; for his quiet way
and great good sense had a singular effect upon me. We touched upon

the character of his countrymen as a people, their vanity, &c. &c.
" I do not deny," said he, " that my countrymen believe themselves to

be the most enlightened people on earth. And why should I, my dear

sir? I should like to know what people do not believe as much of them-
selves ? Do not every people—the British ? the French ? the Chinese ?

And after all, perhaps—perhaps, I say, for I would not speak positively

in such a case, whatever I—I—" " Whatever you might think," said I.

*' Yes, whatever I might think," he replied, with a bow—"^perhaps

it may be truer of my countrymen, after all, taking the whole mass
together, much truer of them, as a people, than it would be of any other

people, as a people, under heaven—perhaps, I say." " Indeed !"

" Yes ; for, to tell you the truth, I am greatly inclined to believe—not-

withstanding the superiority of this or that nation of Europe, in this or

that particular class of society, over any class whatever to be met with

in our part of the world—that, as a tvhole, taken together, our people,

the people of the United States of America, are the most enlightened

people of our earth." " Pray, do you meen to exclude the native blacks ?"

" To be sure I do—^but while I say this, I cannot forbear to add, sir,

that the more I have seen of Europe, and particularly of that proud
country, the mother of this—(a prouder country, I fear)—the less inclined

am I to regard this truth—for, to me, it is a truth—as a matter incapa-

ble of dispute. My countrymen are superficially acquainted with every
thing, profoundly with nothing, or, at any rate, with very few things

;

though we have able, very able physicians, capital divines, and a host

of pretty good lawyers, who stick to the chief absurdities of British law,

with a pertinacity which would be thought ridiculous before the judges
of Westminster Hall—behaving as the lawyers of the mother country
behave, pleading as they plead, quoting their words for authority, and
copying, with a most unworthy temper, the every-day legislation of
their every-day nisi-prius courts. My remark is true, nevertheless

—

true, when applied, in a general way, to the character of our people.

They know a little of every thing, and but a little of any thing. I have
met with a multitude of men, sir, in Europe—in the heart of Great
Britain—every where—at every step, sir—men who, while they were pro-

foundly acquainted with some one thing, were profoundly ignorant

of every thing else—of matters too, which appeared to be inseparably

connected with, nay even to make a part of the very science, a
deep knowledge whereof was their chief pride. Such a thing is

never heard of, here. A medical man, or a lawyer, in this country,

sir, is obliged to prepare himself, in every way, for every thing that

is ever likely to occur in the whole sweep of medicine or law. A
man who is called a doctor must bleed, cup, draw teeth, compound,
or be able to compound every sort of drug, and prepare every sort of
herb. He will practise, therefore, not only as a physician, but as a
surgeon, a tooth-drawer, a bleeder, a midwife and apothecary ; and so,

too, with a lawyer : he must prepare himself to practise in the equity

courts, in the admiralty courts, in the common law courts, and in those,

that correspond with almost every sort of court, over sea ; and not only

this, but he must be prepared to practise, now && cui attorney, now as
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a conveyancer, now as a solicitor, now as a special pleader, and now
as an advocate or barrister.*

" In a few of the larger American cities they are beginning to separate

into classes, of themselves, under the natural operation of that law,

which indicates a division of labour as the true source of wealth, if not

of excellence,f and the only protitable kind of monopoly for a crowded
population.

" In some parts of the country, a few of these broader distinctions,

which are multiplying every day, now, have become rather decided.

In Philadelphia, for example, the surgeon, apothecary, tooth-drawer,

dentist and bleeder seldom or never interfere with the physician, or with

each other ; while, at New York, the higher class of lawyers, the coun-

sellors a^ law,J begin to hold themselves rather aloof, when they fall in

the way of a mere attorney, who, in his turn, looks rather compassion-

ately at the mere conveyancer, who, generally speaking, is an every-

day magistrate in our country, with little or no knowledge of the law,

and with just wit enough to copy a neutralized § English precedent.
" So, too, it would be no easy matter to find a native-born white Ame-

rican, or, in this part of the coimtrjs a native-born coloured American,
though you were to search the streets and highways, unable to read, write,

and cipher ; and go where j^ou may, through these twenty-four confe-

derated Republics, you will find a newspaper, of some sort or other,

lying about ; and perhaps two or three more circulating through the

neighbourhood. You will observe, that, by neighbotirhood here, is meant
a large township ; and, by a large township, what, in other parts of the

earth, would make a pretty respectable kingdom ; but who will say

much for newspaper reading—I do not say here, but any where ? It is

indeed, I believe, tliough better than no reading at all, the idlest of all

reading. You never know the truth, till you have wasted whole

days in the search—read volumes and volumes of untruth, and you
are not half certain, at last. If you rvill read newspapers, therefore,

why, the older they are, the better—you may correct the lies of a two-

year-old-paper by the facts which have come to light, since it appeared.

Plain truth is hardly ever met with, in newspapers ; nobody ever yet

became well acquainted with any thing, by the study of newspapers

—

profoundly acquainted with any thing, I should say. It may qualify

men for talking well, to be sure, but will it, for thinking well ? Hence it is

that, upon every subject save that of his trade, business, or occupation,

perhaps, the American trader, mechanic, or farmer, will talk better than

your Englishman of the same class.

" But tlien, who would think of putting our husbandmen, our manu-
factm-ers, and our mechanics, altogether, as a body, in comparison with

* Yes, and be acquainted with English law of all sorts, and of all ages ; and after

that, with the modified English law of the Federal Association, with all the varieties

wliich appear in tlie law of the twenty-four several Republics—with Frencii law,

and with Spanish law !—X.X.
f By this very " division of labour," the public are spunged, as they never could be,

if such division at laio aud hy law were not established; barristers, attorneys, &c.

&c., now play into each other's hands.—X. X.

I Counsellors at law are known at New York, and here, and in tlie Supreme
Court of the United States, where the chief men of the wliole country are admitted

now, as " counsellors 0H(/ attorneys." It is the highest legal rank below that of a

judge—the rank of counsellor at law, that is.—A B.C.
§ Qy. or naturalized?— yi. X.
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English husbandmen, English manufacturers, and English mechanics ?

I, tor one, should consider it presumptuous, although we have produced

a multitude of mechanics, who would be thought highly of, any where,

in the pride of any age ; a multitude of merchants, who are thought

liighly of, in every part of the world; with a multitude of farmers, who,

if they are not altogether so good as the English farmer, in tliis or tliat

particular part of his trade, are quite his equal, if not something more,

in a variety of matters which do not belong to the culture of the earth.

Many of our people know that we are inferior to parts of the British,

when compared with them, class for class, in the way of trade ; but,

while they know this, they console themselves with an idea, that a
superiority in the manufacturing or mechanical arts, or in scholarship,

is rather equivocal proof, in our age, of true national prosperity ; and
that, after all, English husbandry, English manufacturing power, &c. &c.,

arc inapplicable to the lands of America and to the liabits of the people ;

and so it appears : for, hitherto, most of tliose who have undertalien

to apply the one or the other, in this neighbourhood, having to employ
our American labourers while they were encountering our American
prejudices, at every step, have generally come out, as we say here, at

the little end of the horn."* So much for the testimony of our native.

To conclude, my dear P., what your Doctor Johnson, with more wit

than justice, I believe, said of the Scotch, may, with a show of greater

justice, be said of the American people—those of the north, I mean.
Their knowledge is not like the knowledge of any other people ; their

learning, their intelligence, their wealth, are not like the learning, or

intelligence, or wealth of any other people ; ivhalever they have, is more
equally distributed ; they have a mouthful of every thing—a bellyful,

perhaps—but no superfluity. It would be a very difficult matter to say,

therefore, whether the Americans are or are not, as they are charged
with believing themselves to be, the most enlightened people on earth

—as a people. The sum of their intelligence we perceive to be lUf-

ferently distributed over the whole territory ; and it may or may not
be greater than that, which has been less equally distributed among the
people of other countries—the people together, high and low, rich and
poor, of other countries.

The Americans do believe in their superiority to every other people,

as a people—Granted. So do the British, and so do every other
people. The very Laplander brags of the peculiar privileges that abide
with him ; while the poor African rejoices that God hath not made him,
as the buckra manf is made—of the shape and colour of the Evil Spirit.

Your's heartily, A. B. C.

* The manufactures of the coimtry arc increasing, however, at a prodigious rate.

Already are they supplying the whole of the Confederacy with a multitude of things,

which, not more than eight or ten years ago, were ntoa^s imported. Labour is high
in America; but \vater, fuel, and steam, with every sort of machinery, are dog cheap.
—X. X.
+ The buckra man is the white man :—here, the master; there, tlie Devil of the poor

negro.

•«* The handwriting of our excellent Transatlantic correspondent vras so new to us,

that we regret having, in a former letter, read sorry for saraj-writer, page 5 ; perfect

real for perpetual, page 6; them for him, and lotu lerritorij (speaking of land under
water) for law territory ; and request our readers to place these accidental mis-readings
to our account and not to his.
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FAMILIAUITIES.

Now I.

Jest Books.

Few books have been more generally read, and none less rightfully

characterized, than those that are known to the risible muscles of
mankind under the denomination of Jest Books. The wise (whose wis-

dom is at best but a morbid ignorance of folly) excommunicate them as

the unsightly missals of the fool ; the grave as scions of prophane
merriment : the dull revile, because in them they can perceive no
particle of their own nature ; and intellect itself confesses only to a
tingle in the ear, and an electric acknowledgment on the lip. Yet,

from the musty cell of the monk to the perfumed presence of majesty
—from the camp to the pulpit—from the thriving mart to the meagre
hovel—the Jester's natural right of passport is secretly admitted. It has

even been found in ladies' reticules, pressing between its sympathizing
leaves the torn and rumpled billets-doux of passion, and might reason-

ably serve as a thing to swear upon, in some courts of law and equity.

I trust, therefore, I am not compromising the aristoci'atic dignity of

human affections, in confessing a compassionate veneration for these

outcasts of literature—these old and wandering books, which, like

Isaac of York in the romance of " Ivanhoe," are spurned by Saxon and
by Norman, by Christian, Turk and Infidel, and are doomed to leave a
portion of their wealth in whatever hand may be stretched out to

demand it. Nay, I have knowm many a princely wit whose sole revenue

has been wrung from this persecuted race—many a fat volume whichj

properly bound and gilt, has passed for an alderman in a common-
council of readers, that has fed purely from the crumbs that fall from

these itinerant banquets. And why, because its name be humble, should

man debar himself of the companionship of a jest-book ? For who, on
finding gold, " good substantial gold"—who would fling it down again, be-

cause contained in the skin of a despised animal? Since the soul of Py-
thagoras was supposed to have once animated a kidney-bean—may not

the subtle spirits of wit also inhabit places, too obscure for dullness to find

out, and too humble for taxation (which is another name for criticism)

when discovered ? Let us follow them in their gipsy freaks, and wan-
derings, and disguisings, and we shall find a bright track of merriment
wheresoever they have been. If there are two or three more ragged and
mischievous than the rest, they are but as a bad verse in poetry, which
makes the surrounding feet travel more harmoniously. What virtue is

in your true jest ! What love ofmusic and of mirth ! What holiday-making

for the heart, sides, cheeks, lips and ears ! (to sum up in the monosyllabic

conciseness of Dr. Francis Moore.) I have known many a stagnant com-
pany set in sparkling motion by a stray joke skimming over its surface, like

the " duck and drake" of a rambling school-boy, or the scudding wing of

a swallow that brings its summer along with it. I have seen many a

Christmas block refuse to burn, till the warmth of a meteoric jest has

set it suddenly alight, and it has kindled and glowed with animation.

And many a kindly and familiar tongue has hung in torpid sullenness,

like the clapper of St. Paul's bell (if it has one), till the stirring breath

of one adventurous jest has made it quick and susceptible as an

aspen-leaf.
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I love these books, not merely for the good things which they contain
—the sparks from many fires—but for themselves. They present a
finer picture of society than dramatist ever grouped. Let us suppose
every jest a human being (and this, taking the good with the bad, is

paying a compliment to mj'self and my fellow-creatures ). Observe how
promiscuously they are linked together—how the " physician" pairs off

with the '" gi-ave-digger," and the " libertine" with the "nun." Observe,
too, that the order of succession is not regulated by intrinsic excellence,

but by external fitness—the vulgar taking precedence of the polite.

Mark how this poor, pointless joke is reported to have been spoken, to

ears "innocent of the knowledge," by lips which, like the little girl's in

the fairy tale, uttered only pearls and diamonds ; w hile, on the other
hand, this gem of precious price is affirmed to have been dug from a soil,

that never yielded any thing but its native clay. We find however this

inconformity : that the distinct tendency of the jest may be ascertained

from the head under which it ranges ; while the tendencies of human
action are a secret even unto those who pretend to have " j)lucked out
the heart of its mystery."

And what is the vain-glory which, on every side, meets the eye of phi-

losophy, but " a jest's prosperity ?' ^^'hat are the tomes of chronology,

and illuminated MSS ? What the stupendous piles of books whereof
men have built their Babel—have formed too often, instead of a temple
and a citadel for the mind, a dungeon and a labyrinth ? The gossamer
lightness of a jest shall outweigh many folios. And what are the records

of martial deed and knightly achievement—the escutcheon of the noble,

and the dubious readings of the learned—the tropes of the astrologer

and the dreams of the metaj)h3sician ? These are but as crude conceits

in the jest-book of Time. Poetry has long been known for a jest—albeit,

a glorious one. Can the scenes of Sliakspeare be regarded but as a
series of the best jests in the world, whether they be of laughter or of

tears ? What a touching pathos is in Hamlet's recollection of " poor
Yorick"—"I knew him, Horatio; njelloxv (>f infinite jest!" Itmaj'yetbe
submitted, as a point of inquiry, to the phrenologist, whether the skull of
old Jack Falstaff, or that of Napoleon, presents the most infallible evidence
of the spirit of true jesting. Who shall claim to be installed as Prince
of all the Jesters, when such opposing qualifications alike centre in a cap
and bells? But the historj' of all genius lies between a jest and a moral.

The tombstone itself is but a melancholy jest-book ; and the chiselled

cherub that surmounts it, a hard-featured Glomus. Do the ruins of
Thebes present a les* tangible jest than the notions of the waiting-maid
of an English lady of rank, whom a French traveller described as saun-
tering carelessly among them, in a blue silk spencer, and with an um-
brella in her hand ? Or rather, do they not stare us in the face, and im-

press us with the same trite reflection, as the finis of a delightful book,

while we are reading the last line of it?—3Ien toil, slay, think, feel,

live and die in jest—"poison in jest." Who, then, that shall reflect on
these things, but must inwardly feel the truth cf what rare Ben declared of

old—not merely that " life is a jest," but that " all things show it I"

M. M. ScK Series.—YoL. I. No. 3. 2 K
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on capital punishment.

The frequent recurrence of those horrible exhibitions which, under

the character of law and justice, disgrace our country and its code,

must awaken the most painful considerations in the mind of every

reflecting and feeling member of the community. Our attention is the

more particularly called to this subject, since the establishment of the

winter assize in the metropolis and the home circuit. It was at this

joyful anniversary of our creed, that we were wont to relieve the mis-

fortunes of our fellow-creatures ; and forgetting, in our ecstacy at our

own redemption, the distinction which man had drawn between vice and
virtue, we did not omit the cell of the criminal in those equal practices

of beneficence and charity which we were accustomed to exercise at this

season, as a small token of the love and gratitude we feel towards our

Saviour for the grace he has bestowed upon us in this world, and the

salvation we hope, through his blood, to enjoy in the next. The sword of

the avenger was sheathed, and all the kindlier impulses of our hearts

were set in motion, to encourage us in acts of brotherly affection one

towards another, so that mankind might be united in the bond ofpeace and

in righteousness of life. It is however an awful reflection, that this festi-

val of our Lord can no longer be kept holy, and that the lightnings of

the law must flash forth, even during this period of repose, which had
for so many ages been devoted to purposes of love and good-will towards

men. Under these afflicting circumstances, it naturally suggests itself

to our thoughts ; first, whether this punishment of death, which has so

multiplied itself in our land, be any punishment to the criminal or not,

rather conveying a stigma on his relations than any material chastise-

ment upon himself? and, secondly, if held to be punishment to the

guilty, it is not too severe, partaking more of the sanguinary character

of Paganism than the merciful precepts of Christianity ?

That capital punishment has no effect in preventing crime, its fre-

quency too palpably declares ; and if any judgment can be formed from

the general conduct of those who suffer, we must, I fear, conclude, that

the greater number regard death with the same indifference they had

regarded life ; and, indeed, there is too much reason to believe, that

those who enjoy none of the benefits and blessings and luxuries of the

world, but whose life has been one continued round of misery and mis-

fortune, consider any change which gives a termination to their present

sufferings rather as a haven of rest, than a point whence they are to

proceed to the dread reckoning of their stewardship. I am not confining

myself, in this remark, to the vicious alone, or to those who, having no

belief in a future state, blindly rush into eternity as the speediest relief

to the soiTOws and calamities of the world. There are many, very

many, with the liveliest faith in Christ's blood, who would willingly and
unprepared lay down their lives, and meet death as the happy issue of

their afflictions, trusting to the mercy of God for the full and free pardon

of their sins, rather than prolong their existence to expiate their offences

by prayer and penitence ; if this be the case, can we be surprised, that

men who have forft ited the esteem of man, and have no faith in a
Redeemer's blood—no hope in a Creator's mercy—should carelessly rush

upon their fate ? The punishment of death, rendered less terrific by the

chances of escape, offers nothing to check the criminal in his career—
the crime which may lead him to the scaffold, gives temporary relief to
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his necessities, or supplies the means of indulgence in those sensuui

gratifications whicii form the only happiness a depraved appetite can
imagine: where, then, is the sting of death to the habitual sinner, to the
man born and nurtured in the walks of infamy ? To him life is only
valuable so long as he can enjoy it. The means of enjoyment of liim-

self lie does not possess, but is ready to procure them by the perpetra-
tion of any crimes, however odious or atrocious ; the consequence of
the crime is unheeded altogether—the chance of escape is as great as
tlie chance of detection. But suppose the law triumphant and the cri-

minal convicted : the sentence of death is entirely disregarded, and the
execution itself, as it is attended with little personal pain, is scarcely
more regarded than the sentence ; we daily witness the hardihood with
which the greatest offenders meet their doom, leaving to their com-
panions in infamy an example of the same callousness in death they
had exhibited in life. By this hardihood in meeting death that impres-
sion which was intended to be conveyed by public execution is

weakened and destroyed, and the last hour of the guilty becomes more
pernicious to society than their long career of open infamy and detected
crime.

We now proceed to examine by what riglit man disposes of the
life of his fellow-man. If want, if ignorance, if brutal ferocity unre-
strained by morality or religion, if avarice, if lust, if every evil passion
which pervades our fallen nature, if our infirmities or our necessities

are alike insufficient to extenuate or excuse the shedding of blood, how
can we reconcile to ourselves the formal sentence of the law, delivered
without heat or passion or necessity to justify it? The Mosaic law gave
blood for blood ; but the Saviour of the world, when he suffered upon the
cross, introduced a milder and more heavenly doctrine, and forgiveness
of injuries became the standing principle of the Christian's creed—judge
not, lest ye be judged—judgment belongeth to the Lord. It will possi-

bly be attempted to justify the punishment of death, by an appeal to the
well-being of society ; but is there no other mode of withdrawing a crimi-

nal from society than by hurrying him from life ? If we are so struck
with horror at the enormity of his offences, that we fear contamination
from his existence, is it charitable, is it Christian, to throw him at

once upon his justification before his God? True, that God is a God of
mercy, fortunately for the unhappy convict, or otherwise how dreadful

would be his fate ! forced by the unforgiving cruelty, falsely called jus-

tice, of an earthly tribunal, to appear, with all his crimes yet fresh in

the record of the angel's book, before the judgment-seat of Heaven .!

From the tenor of his life he can expect no mercy ; he has offended

God—he has denied his son—and yet we, the creatures of an hour,

ourselves guilty and unprepared, daily imploring mercy and for-

giveness, and knowing the wretched state of this man's soul, precipitate

him from life into death, and, as we fear and believe, into damnation also.

Can this be our practice, and yet do we believe our religion to be that

of Christ, and our law to be founded upon the spirit of his doctrines ? If

punishment by death can neither be reconciled by its influence on the
criminal, or the religion we profess, still less can it be justified by civil

polity. The first object of all laws is the melioration of that community
which they are enacted to control. Now, it will be difficult to point out
how the spectators of a public execution can be in any way benefited by
a spectacle so disgusting, so harassing to the feelings of the timid and

2 K 2
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humane, and at the same time so little heeded by the callous and pro-

fane, whose conduct it is more particularly intended to influence and
correct. It is too notorious, with what anxiety the lower orders await

these horrible exhibitions, and the crowds which assemble to witness

the last struggles of a convicted felon ; the more detestable his offence

or atrocious his crime, in the same ratio increases the craving desire,

the disordered appetite of the multitude. Do they execrate, or do they

sympathize with, the culprit? The conduct of the criminal, and not the

crime, directs the balance ; the hardened, misnamed the brave—the reso-

lute and not the penitent—receives the shouts of the surrounding

throng, and thus the tribute due to valour is debased, and given to the

wretch careless of his God, his country, his fellow-creatures and him-

self; but this is only one of the numerous evils which have arisen to

society from the misapplication of the term coui'age, considered by
many as the only virtue man need possess, and a redeeming quality for

every other vice or failing of our nature.

The records of the police will testify abundantly, that these public

executions, M'hich are to alarm the incipient culprit and terrify the old

and practised offender, fail greatly of their purpose, and afford ample
opportunity to the petty pilferer, who, beginning his career, undisturbed

either by conscience or example, on this grand era of some companion'&

fate, proceeds from one degi"ee of guilt to another, till, qualified by his

own prowess, he arrives at the same sad mockery of punishment, and
concludes his life with all the pageantry of guilt.

Whilst the punishment of death is thus ineffectual upon the obdurate

and callous, it falls with disproportionate severity upon those who have
been betrayed into the commission of crime by weakness, by want, by
intemperance, or by extravagance : many a convict has perished upon
the scaffold, whose future life, if it had been spared, would have abun-

dantly atoned for his past offences.

The good and feeling heart of the excellent Secretary for the Home
Department has already prompted him to direct his attention to the

unhappy state of untried prisoners, and under his auspices the winter

assize was established, tliat those who had been unjustly imprisoned

might be released from the horrors of confinement, and restored to

society and their friends. The principle was truly honourable and hu-
mane, though it has multiplied the daj^s of blood, and desecrated the

season of thankfulness and joy by the presence of the executioner. It is

to be hoped that the same spirit of humanity will again examine the

pages of our penal code, and directing its course upon a wider range,

expunge in many places, if it cannot altogether obliterate, the word death

from its enactments ; so that when it is our fate to witness the last dread
infliction of man's judgment, we may approach it, not with callousness

and indifference, but with undivided feelings of indignation at the crime
—of respect for the laws and awe for the punishment.

I have written thus much, not with the idea that I have said one hun-
dredth part of what the subject will admit, but solely with the view of

directing the attention of the public to this important question, that it

may awaken their feelings, and induce them to exert their energies for

the abolition of this fatal blot from our records. We have seen how
triumphant have been their efforts upon other occasions, and the same
success will attend them upon this, if they persevere with industry and
resolution.

> I
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THE ART OF GETTING INTO DEBT.

An ingenious French writer, who conceals his own name under the

general appellation ot" Un Homme comme ilfaut, has WTitten a treatise on
the art of getting into debt. Nothing can be more satisfactory tlian the

precepts which he lays down ; his reasoning is conclusive, his examples
are striking, and, in short, for all practical purposes in his own country,
" I'Art de Jaire des Defies" is a book which no gentleman of expensive

habits and slender means ought to be ^vithout. But the objection that

we cannot help feeling to the work is, that it professes to systematize that

which is above any such restriction. To get into debt requires qualities

which instruction or study can never supply. True genius scorns the

help of dull precepts ; and the adepts in the noble science of gulling the

credulous are always prepared

" To snatch a grace beyond the reach of art."

This fondness for reducing things to a system is, however, a common
fault with our lively neighbours, and constitutes one of the main points

of difference in the character of the two nations. The greater part of
an Englishman's follies arise from his determination to follow no model

;

in his utmost absurdity he insists upon being an original fool—" None
but himself shall be his parallel ;" and your real unsophisticated John
Bull feels no reproach so bitterly as that of being a mimic of other men
—no matter whether in good or in evil. This feeling it is that makes
our countrymen wear wigs and cocked-hats and long-tailed coats in

Africa, or broadcloth gaiters on the Boulevards in the dog-days ; and
while in the East-Indies the very natives are melting in muslin, the

Company's Servants button their red coats up to their chins, nourish

heads of hair as big as a grenadier's cap, and boot themselves as reso-.

lately as if the fii-st object of their existence was to make their

bodies air and water-proof. At home, the eccentricity of private per-

sons is beyond all conijxirison ; and from Lord Liverpool's velvet great-

coat and loose pantaloons (with the Order of the Garter occasionally

fastened round one leg), to the cocked-hat and ribbons of the late Billy.

Waters, every man has a fashion of his own. Tlie contrary of this feeling,

makes the Frenchman a lover of systems. He is naturally gregarious ui:

his tastes and his pleasures. Fashion, in the metropolis of France, is a
goddess at whose shrine every one bows ; and although among her
worshippers there may be many fanatics, there are no dissenters.

Every thing is a la mode ; and what has been found to be, or (which is.

the same thing) is thought to be good, every body must adopt. A joke

of Potier's, or a grimace of Brunet's, must be received universally

—

,

the man who does not know them knows nothing, and he who does not
laugh at them is a heretic, and is excommunicated accordingly. This,

it is that makes the ladies in Paris at this moment wear all their clothes

and ornaments a la Jocko—this made every man a soldier under the
Emperor, and makes almost every man a hypocrite under the Bourbons ;

and, to carry the matter to a more serious point, this made the great

majority of the nation rush into the horrors and excesses of the Revo-
lution, and do such deeds as the whole history of the world cannot shew
the like of. That instance of their love of system which is most to our

present purpose is to be found in VArt de Faire des Dettes.
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The author, aware that many short-sighted people would rail against

him for the supposed mischievous tendency of his work, boldly appeals in

the very outset from the judgment of such persons, and places his claim

to the attention of the French public on the utility of the art which he pro-

poses to teach. He says, that the human intellect has begun its march, and,

that the great interest of society properly maintained, every thing else

must go right ; and then, with an a plomb which would not disgrace a

Chancellor of the Exchequer, he says, " the art of contracting debts

and never paying them is one of the elements of social order." There is

no denying this ; and perhaps all the objections we have to make to the

work arise rather out of the state of society in England, tlian apply to

that of France. There are some principles, however, of universal truth,

in which, like the last, we cordially concur with him. For instance, when
he says—" M. J. B. Say, the celebrated political economist, has demon-
strated that the people of a state are divided into they tvho consume and
they who produce: therefore," to every one who produces, society owes the

equivalent of that which is produced." He proves afterwards, in a man-
ner so obvious that it is not necessary to refer to it, that every man
who is the cause of production, has the same title as the man who
actually produces, although he does nothing of his own proper labour.

So far we are of the same opinion—so far the caS^e of the French

Homme comme il faut and of our own run, as the lawyers say, on all-

fours. But when the author proceeds to lay down certain physical and

natural qualifications for his pupil, without which he earnestly cautions

no man to attempt getting into debt—there we differ from him en-

tirely, and are so far from believing any such qualifications to be neces-

sary, that we think they would, on some occasions, stand in the way of

the artist. Still these propositions are entitled to respect, as well for

their own validity (in France), as for the amiable manner in which they

are laid down.
" L'homme comme ilfaut" says he, " who is not worth a penny, must

be richly endowed by nature." Property has been hitherto defined by

the laws in a very unsatisfactory manner, and its extent is, in fact,

much greater than has been imagined. The jurisconsults will tell you

that they divide property into moveable and immoveable : hence all those

contemptible prejudices by which the worth of a man is estimated

according to the greater or lesser number of his acres, the splendour of

his establishments and appointments, the amount of his money, and so

forth ; and hence it is that esteem, and credit, and education, and all

the qualities which really distinguish mankind, are made the very hum-
ble servants of weights and measures and a broker's catalogue.

Nothing can be more incomplete than this theory. The fact is, that,

independently of these elements of property, which, it may be admitted,

are entitled to certain consideration, there are others of more real and

incontestable merit : for example

—

From thirty to forty years of age.

A stature of from five feet five to six feet.

Thirty-two white teeth.

An iron constitution.

An appetite of bronze.

A strong back and a heavy hand.

Ample and thick whiskers.

And a calf of six inches in diameter.
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These, I apprehend, are articles of good soHd property—property, too,

which is subject to none of the disadvantages attaching to all others

;

subject to no taxes, and defying, by their very nature, any attempt at

seizure or confiscation.

Tliis property, the author apprehends, may be estimated at 32,000

francs, upon a very moderate calculation ; and he adds, fairly enough,

that there are many peers of France, and old marchionesses, who would

be glad to buy them at a much higher rate. The education of an

Homme comme iljhut is estimated at 68,000 francs ; and his temper, for

the management of which some sensible, but obvious, directions are

laid down, is supposed to be worth 100,000—the total thus making a

capital of 200,000 francs, the interest of which amounts annually to

10,000 francs.

Now this, to the comprehension of an Englishman, is but a sorry con-

clusion. Ten thousand francs—four hundred pounds a year—this, only,

to be the result of so much ingenuity, so many natural qualifications,

so many excellent accomplishments, as are necessary to furnish forth a
real Homme comme il faui ! It may do very well for Paris : but here in

London, a banker's clerk, or one of the subaltern scribes in a govern-

ment-office, can achieve more without once coming within reach of the

statutes. Make it four thousand pounds a year, and it may be worth a
man's while : but even then, one who knew his business would not give

a-fig for the qualifications.

It must be confessed that in England we do things upon a grand
scale, and the extent of credit is among the most striking of the proofs

which abound of our national superiority. Our tradesmen are men of

more liberal minds—our Hommes comme il faut have more enlarged

ideas. The good easy author of the " Art of getting into Debt,"
although he has gainecf some reputation in his own country, would stare

and blush at his old-fashioned notions if he should come here. What
would he say to a j^outhful breeches-maker, without sixpence in the

world, keeping horses and equipage, losing thousands at play, enter-

taining noblemen, ruining tradespeople, and, in short, doing all that sixty

years ago could be expected from a prince of the blood ? What would
he say to a banker's clerk keeping two mistresses at once, and an
establishment for each ?—to a peddling stock-broker having running
horses—to an attorney living like a Nabob for half a-dozen years, and
being allowed to walk off with £30,000 of other people's money in his

pocket ? What could he say, when he was told that all these people
had managed, during the whole of their several careers, to keep out of
the reach of the criminal laws ? He could say nothing : he must go
home, and, having burnt his book, he must hang himself, or retire to

La Trappe.
If, however, he fell in our way, we should like, from the respect we

have for ingenious persons, and a little from the pride which is so com-
mon to an Englishman with regard to the social institutions of his

own country, to walk with him through some of the fashionable streets,

and show him a few of the curiosities, in this particular branch of science,
which they contain. We should like to show him some of those " per-

sons of wit and honour about town," whose lives are an illustration of
the sj'stem of ci'edit which prevails universally, and a direct contradic-

tion of the narrow ideas which he entertains. For instance, we would
point out to him, as examples of great luck, a tavern-keeper, who by a
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well-timed fire paid all his debts, and put more money in his pocket
than he could ever have dreamed of realizing, even in his honest calling

;

and of a gentleman, who (although he had no other property in the
world than the clothes he wore, a shaving-caSe, and a brace, of pistols)

came into a good suppl}' of ready cash, by way of indemnity, for his loss

at the same fire. We should then wish to give him a glimpse of the
rules of the King's Bench ; let him see a little how prisoners live there

;

shew him " captain, and colonel, and knight in arms," dining with as
much splendour as tl^e richest noblemen in the land, and often with
much more—the expenses being all paid by the laborious tradesmen,
who, as these gentlemen wisely think, cannot be better employed than
in supporting persons who reflect so much honour on their country.
When he had recovered a little from the astounding effect of these

spectacles, we would give him a notion of the effect of our Insolvency
Acts, and of Commissions of Bankruptcy. He, fancying (as the French
litterateurs, big and little, do fancy themselves very knowing on the
subject of English institutions) that he knew the meaning of these two
powerful contrivances, would tell us so ; he would tell us that they
were wise measures, in a great commercial country like ours ; that as

men can neither foresee nor avoid the vicissitudes of fortune, it is just

and wise that they should be released from debts which misfortune may
have heaped upon them, on condition of their dividing, to the utter-

most farthing, all that they possess among their creditors. And then
we shoidd triumph over him, as civilly as we could, by telling him that

he knew nothing about the matter. We would give him the name of
an Englishman living in France, with one splendid establishment in the

Rue Pigale and another at Versailles, who, having been engaged in bill

transactions to an immense amomit, obtained his discharge under the

Insolvency Act ; and j-et, although he Avas supposed to have given up
every farthing he possessed, now lives upon the interest of a hundred
thousand pounds sterling, which he lodged in the French funds.

With respect to bankruptcies, we could tell him of the tight-rope

dancer who appeared in the gazette as a dealer in chalk ; of the thea-

trical manager, who, whimsically enough, called himself a music-seller

;

of the captain, who was a coach-maker ; and of the attorney, who figured

as an ironmonger ; all of whom obtained their certificates, and went on
a thousand times more prosperously than before. Tlie last instance was,
for the impudence and success of it, the most curious. The principal

actor was an attorney, who had more creditors than clients ; and, pos-

sessing the personal qualifications enumerated by our French friend, had
succeeded in gulling the easy tradesmen at the west end of the town
for some time. Foreseeing, like a prudent man as he was, that this

must come to an end, he took a small shop in a remote village, near a
shooting box which he rented (and for which, of course, he never paid),

had his name written in small letters over the door, and made his game-
keeper's wife live in it—he, in the meantime, leading a roaring life in

London, spending as much money as a duke, and all without even pos-

sessing a hundred pounds. When things were ripe, he appeared in the

gazette as an ironmonger, and was declared bankrupt. The affair was
managed so snugly and rapidly, that he had his certificate before his

creditors knew any thing at all about it ; and when they complained to

the Lord Chancellor, the attorney beat them all, by proving that he
had once personally sold a frying-pan to an old woman.
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The sequel of this gentleman's history, as far as it has gone—it would

be premature to anticipate its final termination—is also curious. Attc-r

his bankruptcy he went into Yorkshire with a worthy confederate, for

the purpose of cheating the dealers at the Spring fairs out of as many
horses as might be practicable. It happened, unluckily, that the con-

federate not being discreet, nor having had the advantage of a legal

education—led on perhaps by his zeal—committed a felony by mistake,

and was, in consequence, lodged in gaol, to be tried at the next assizes.

The dealer whom he had robbed, being a Yorkshireman, knew that he

should get little personal good by hanging both or either of these ad-

venturers: a compromise was entered into, by which the dealer, receiving

a sum of money, agreed not to appear at the assizes; and the two

friends were discharged. The attorney's luck, which never forsook him,

led him to make the acquaintance of the dealer, who was as honest a

man as himself, and who had besides a young wife. At this juncture

the dealer died of brandy and apoplexy ; the attorney proposed to marry

his widow—and within three weeks he was the lord and master of all

the defunct's wealth—his live and dead stock, including the lady ; and

he now figures away in London, once more a gentleman, and, for the first

time in his life, possessed of certain means.

NAPLES DAY-BUEAK.

Soft and refreshing as the dewj showers

Which gently fall on fragrant flowers,

So breaks the dawn o'er Naples' lovely scene.

And spreads o'er all around her charm serene.

E'en on the ocean-shore the light waves sound,

Sweetly as fountains on their pebbly ground ;

And near the city's base, as silent flow

As sylvan streams where no rude breezes blow.

With mind enrapt in ecstacy sublime.

Oft have I stood, nor marked the passing time

;

While lost to every thought, desire, or care,

I breathed the sweetness of that balmy air.

So deep the charm that o'er my senses stole.

It seemed to free from earth my prisoned soul

—

To raise it joyful to the realms of light.

As spirit pure in its unbounded flight.

But, ah ! too strong was Passion's thralling chain.

Which bound the unwilling soul to earth again :

And cold the heart which Nature's charms could fire.

Yet not one thought of Him who made, inspire

!

Alas ! while seemed my soul to bathe in light.

Some faithful Christian in his dungeon's night.

Loaded with chains, and suflFering for his God,

Yet meekly bending to the chastening rod,

—

His was the soul which truly took the way
To the full light of Heaven's eternal day. L. P.

M. M. New Serifs.—Vol. I. No. 3. 2 L
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE MINES AND THE PROVINCE OF MINAS GERAES
IN THE EMPIRE OF BRAZIL, INCLUDING A VIEW OF THE MANNER
OF MINING METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES : BY A MINE PRO-
PRIETOR.

Discovery ofthe Province ofMinas Geraes.

Brazil was discovered by the Portuguese in the year 1493, but it

was not till the year 1349 they began to colonize it. They founded the

first Povoa9ao* to the south of Bahia, in the place where the town of

8t. Vicente now stands. Here they constructed some houses of wood
felled in the adjacent forests, and sowed the different seeds they had
brought with them from Ein'ope. They next began more minutely to

observe the country they inhabited, and in the course of this survey soon

encountered the natives, with whom they at first found some difficulty

in communicating ; but by degrees the savages became familiar, and
finally submitted to the labours of cultivation imposed on them by the

Portuguese.

In the course of time, these agricultural settlers obtained an order

from the court of Lisbon to employ the natives as their slaves. The
consequence was, that the latter, finding themselves harder worked, and
uncompensated for their labour, began to desert their taskmasters,

whom they now naturally looked upon in the light of enemies.

Almost every day a Iresh cargo of Portuguese adventurers of both

sexes was disembarked at St. Vicente, and they all eagerly availed

themselves of the royal permission to keep slaves. This originated a

war between the colonists and the savages, who, inferior in arms, though

superior in numbers, retired to the eastern part of the province, where
they expected to be secure, by the asperity of the mountains of Manti-

gueiro, which served them as a barrier. But the insatiable avidity and
ambition of their enemies pursued them thither so closely, that they

vi'ere obliged to withdraw as far off as possible to escape their restless

persecutors, mIio were unable to remain any length of time in the forests,

being obliged to carry all their provisions on their backs. However, the

sons of these Portuguese, early accustomed to hunting, began to pene-

trate farther through the forests ; and living on game and on the escu-

lent roots which abound in the country, they passed indifferently two
or three months in the woods. The plundering of the Indians becoming
every day more difficult for them, they resolved to explore all the

recesses of so extensive a region, and, bj"^ chance, came to the place

which has ever since preserved the name they gave it of Hatatnx, derived

from the great many lumps of gold, in the shape of potatoes, they found
there at the surface of the earth. Highly gratified at this discovery,

each took as much gold as he could carry, and they proceeded as quickly

as possible with their precious burthen out of the forest, directing their

* I have been obliged to preserve the original names of divisions of territory, as they
wU be frequently met wiih in the course of tlie work. The foUov.-ing is an explanation
of them : a ])ro\ ince is divided iiito several Comarca<<, or sub-provinces ; each Comarca
is composed of several Povoacoens, or parishes. A parish has generally a villa or two
in its limits, and it is in those villas that the judges or magistrates reside. Besides
those villas the Povoaqad includes several Jiilgados, or small towns, and a great many
villages, called Arraih.
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course in a right line through almost impassable ways and deep rivers,

till they arrived at St. Vicente victorious over all their fatigues ; having

had the precaution to notch the trees on their route, to serve them as

guides whenever they should tliink jiroper to revisit t!ie Batatas.

The sensation created at St. Vicente on the return of those who
produced the goklen fruits of tlieir discoveries may be easily conceived ;

the rumour resounded to Lisbon and spread over all Portugal, and, as

niiglit be expected, its results were numerous emigrations of Portuguese

adventurers, greedy to become rich in a short time.

It was in the month of March 1G63—a month when the rains cease

in that part of Brazil—tliat three Bandeiras* of Portuguese and Bra-

zilians penetrated through the forests, all of them directing their steps

towards the Batatas : here, in a friendly and fraternal manner, they sub-

divided themselves into miners, and fellers of wood for agricultural

purposes and building of cottages. Every thing was in common, and

the great abundance of gold was a sufficient guarantee for their mutual

good faith.

The relations with St. Vicente were increased by means of the Ban-

deiras, who were continually entering the forest and returnijig to the

town v,fith gold. Such was the origin of the Pova(,ao of Minas, and of

the opening of the road of St. Vicente through tliat province.

Not much time elapsed ere the investigating genius of the Paulistasj-

discovered other Lavras.X Tlie second was that of Ribciras do Carmo,

in the following manner.

A Bandeira, which entered the forest on its way to the Batatas, pur-

suing a herd of wild boars, lost their way, which led to the discovery of

a village of savages called Carijo.% (an Indian nation they were hitherto

ignorant of, being only acquainted with that named Lingoa grralj; as

the Bandeira was composed of but few men, they did not venture to

pursue those Indians, and turning round the mountain of Ititayo, they

arrived at the foot of that termed Villa Rica, on the spot known by the

name of Antonio Dias, where the captain of the Bandeira, Antonio Dias

Camargo, falling extremely ill, it was divided into two parties, ore of

which proceeded to Batatas to give an account of what had happened,

the other remaining to watch over the valuable life of the sick chief.

The restless Paulistas' spirit did not permit the men of this latter party to

remain inactive ; they made researches all around them, and soon dis-

covered gold in the valley on the edge of which they were, which is

still called the valley of Antonio Dias ; they likewise discovered the vale

of Ribeirao do Carmo, where they met with a great quantity of gold, as

well as in the quarter of Oiro preto, <SL'C. Their good fortune was soon

known at St. Vicente, and fresh Bandeiras proceeded to the newly found

places, which they preferred to that of Batatas, where the increasing

numbers had begun to cause some confusion. The locality of Ribeiras

do Carmo was more inviting from its richness, its climate, and fronl

* When several men, under the coraraand of a chief selected by themselves, set out

on some investigating expedition, the party is called a Bandeira ; thus they say a Ban-

deira of forty or fifty men.

f Paulistas, a name given to those daring adventurers who sought after gold. The

pro\-ince of St. Vicente is now called the province of St. Paulo, liaving changed its name

when the governor-general removed to the town of St. Paulo.

{ Places where gold is extracted are called Lavras.

2 L 2
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being more open : and the settlers there augmented so much that, a

short time after, it was called by the King of Portugal—" the noble

town of Ribeirao do Carmo."*
Bandeiras were now so numerous that in less than three years the

settlement of Antonio Dias became an important Povoa^ao ; it was the

same with that of Oiro preto, and both so much extended as to reach

each other, and to be united into a single Povoacao mider the name of

Villa Rica. The population dispersed in those forests was very consi-

derable ; there were also a great many Lavras, but some of them, of

course, were richer than others, and these abounded most in adven-
turers ; this, as it was easy to foresee, originated dissensions, which
chiefly began on the part of the Portuguese, who despised those Bra-

zilians to whom they were indebted for the sources of their profit.

This contempt, which, by a sort of tacit convention, all the Portuguese
joined in, increased the natural ill-will between the two people, and
could not long remain unevinced by actions. At the period in question

the Brazilian youth were very numerous, for the population was already

in the second generation : the intrigues increased, the parties divided,

and at last came to an open rupture ; they fought in several places, but

the action which ensured victory to the Paulistas, took place on the

spot which to this day is called Victoria (in the Comarca of Rio das

MoiiesJ, where the Portuguese had fortified themselves in a stone-built

house protected by a ditch and drawbridge ; they were completely van-

quished, and the slaughter amongst them was terrible. Their bodies

were cast into the river which flows near Casa Forte, and thenceforth

took the name of Rio das Mortes (river of the dead).

The leader-in-chief of the Paulistas was named Vianna, who, after

this victory, expressly forbade the Portuguese the entrance of

Minas. The name of Imboabaf was every where held in detestation

and horror. The Paulistas being thus in open revolt, it became neces-

sary to take some measures against them. An account of the affair was
transmitted to the court of Lisbon, and the king immediately returned

orders to the governor of Rio de Saneiro to put an end to those disor-

ders. The governor assembled a council of burgesses, who decided

that the whole matter should be entrusted to Garcia Rodrigues Paz

Leme.J The governor then invested him with full powers, and he
immediately commenced his functions by opening a road from his

fazonda (farm), situated on the banks of the Paralyba twenty leagues

from Rio de Saneiro, to Ribkroa do Carmo ; this road is sixty leagues

in length.

Garcia appeared in the province of Minas Geraes, and with him the

establishment of good order ; he kept the Paulistas in awe of the con-

* Don Jolin I., King of Portugal, in his marriage with the Princess Marianna of

Austria, created a bishop in the province of Mina, giving liim the title of Bishop of
Blarianna, and granting to that town the immunities of a city. It is the city of

Marianna with an episcopal see.

f An appellation first given by tlie Indians to the original colonists, and which the
Brazilians of St. Paulo a.terwards applied to the ambitious Portuguese.

\ This is the Brazilian who went to Lisbon at the king's invitation, who desired to see

him. He presented the monai-ch with a dessert of his country's fruits in a service of
massive gold, which is stilMn the king of Portugal's palace. The sovereign observed to

him, on his taking leave, that he went away without asking any thing. " What has he
to ask who came to give ?" replied the fearless Garcia. The king was very liberal in

bestowing honours on him.
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stituted authorities, gave new entrance to the Portuguese, consolidated

his measures, mside a division of the lands fit for mining, and retired,

covered with honour, to Rio de Janeiro, where he received from the

governor the most public demonstrations of gratitude. In consequence

of the representations of the governor to the court of Lisbon, the pro-

vince of Minas Geraes was annexed to that of Rio de Janeiro, and

Garcia was appointed Goarda Mor Geral de todas as minas e das agoas

mineraes, or Chief Inspector-General of all the mines and mineral waters

(waters used in mining).

Amongst the attributes of this office is that of naming and suspending

the Goardas Mores of districts—a sort of justices of peace with the gold

miners. These magistrates are empowered to grant the virgin lands for

mining to whoever chooses to apply for tliem—also the waters used in

mining, and to verify the mensuration when any doubt exists in regard

to the limits : their decisions arc valid if tlie parties concur ; if not, they

appeal to the Superintendente do siro (superintendent of gold) who is the

auditor of the Comarca.
Goardas Mores were named for all the existing districts, and for those

they newly created, and each miner was obliged to keep within his own
boundary ; the Goardas Mores assuring the crown's right of a fifth of each

discovery (as that of possession was assured to individuals), and the

power of granting new lands to persons rich enough to mine them.

Thus there are persons who have twenty, thirty, and more daltas—each

datta comprizing above three hundred quadi-atic cubits.

Garcia proposed a regulation which was approved of by the court of

Lisbon, and differed very little from what I have stated. Fresh disco-

veries of gold were made daily, but they only mined when it was in

great quantities and easy to obtain ; and as gold appeared in all parts,

the district was called Minas Geraes, after the name of the province, the

capital of which is Villa Rica, lately changed into that of the imperial

city of Oiro preto by the emperor when he was proclaimed.

The colony of Indians, Carijos, above-mentioned, soon ceased to

exist, by the captivity of some and the dispersion of others ; it is now
the village of Gueluz, and contains no Indians.

A Bandeira of adventurers, hunters of savages, came to Rio Bom
Successo, where they found the influx of a river into that of the Fanado,
rolling in a bed of gold. At the sight of this treasure, and the proxi-

mity they supposed of Baliia, they proceeded across the forest to the

north, and at the expiration of thirty days reached that city, when they

presented to the viceroy the gold they had brought, requesting him to

furnish them with men for the purpose of digging those very rich mines.

A numerous party accordingly set out from Bahia for Minas Novas, fol-

lowed with considerable difficulty by two others, carrying on their

shoulders all the necessary iron tools, provisions, gunpowder and ball for

hunting, &c. In less than a year its population was increased to four

hundred persons ; the viceroy then called it Villa do Bom Successo, and
the king confirmed the colony with this name. With much labour they

transported there a foundery, also dies for coining money at Minas
Novas, which began to work in 1728, and continued for a long time.

In the year 1734, a Bandeira that had left the Lavra where Villa do

Principe now is, to hunt the Porez Indians, arrived at the river Fanado,

and beheld the Povoa9ao of Minas Novas. The mutual surprise was
extreme ; and the people of Minas Novas were not a Uttle delighted at
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findjng they were so near another Povoa9ao, having judged the nearest
to be that of Bahia, a hundred and eighty leagues distant ; Villa do
Principe being only forty, and Villa Rica eighty.

The people of the province petitioned the court of Lisbon, that it

might be annexed to Minas Geraes and not to Bahia ; this the viceroy
opposed, but the king decided in favour of the petitioners, and thus the
existing province was formed by the union of Geraes and Novas. A
law ordered that all the extracted gold should be melted down, the
crown's profit being the right of coining and of alloy : another law im-
posed on each miner a contribution, in tlie shape of a poll-tax or capita-

tion of six hundred rees* per month for themselves and slaves. This
decree continued for some time, though its execution was difficult,

owing to the delays in collecting the money. The king, Don Joseph I.,

at length abolished it, and substituted another after the following

manner :

—

He ordered four founderies of gold to be established in the capitals

of each Comarca, each directed by an intendant and a fiscal (attornej') ;

their duty was to receive all the gold of those who would melt it, to

weigh it in the owner's presence, to take the fifth part for the crown,
and to form the remainder into bars, which were stamped and delivered

to the proprietor of the precious metal. Now, as the gold in dust
was current, like money, at twelve hundred rees for two drachms,
and that in bars, at fifteen hundred rees, there was not a sensible loss,

particularly when the gold was very pure and amounted to sixteen

hundred rees ; but, generally, the rate of gold in bars increased or di-

minished according to its quality, that in dust being always at twelve

hundred rees. The gold was not allowed to be sent out of the province

in dust ; to this end, four gates, or barriers, were erected on the four

highways that led to Rio, St. Paulo, and Bahia (that to St. Paulo had
two), at which guards were placed ; now, as the province supplied

scarcely any of its own wants, since the cultivation was trifling and
majiufactories forbidden, every thing was purchased at the seaports

with gold bars. But the proprietors were obliged to reduce these bars

into coined money in the said seaports where there were mints, as the

law in question prevented the coining of money in Minas Geraes, and
even its circulation in commerce. Thus there was only gold in dust,

gold bars, and some provincial silver. The mint at Minas Novas was
suppressed.

This system lasted till the year 1808, when the King, Don John the

VI,, arrived with his court at Brazil, where his ministry entirely ruined

the mining, as will be shewn.

It is well known that, in countries where the disgraceful and de-

testable practice of slavery exists, the free men never work except

to become masters of slaves, and from that moment they mostly abandon
themselves to the completest idleness. The ministry, instead of pro-

moting an emigration to those countries which had increased the na-

tional industry, particularly on that favourable occasion when Europe
was in a complete conflagration from the general war which then pre-

vailed, surcharged, by an additional tax of more than 20,000 rees, the

importation of slaves from the coast of Africa into Minas Geraes and
Goyaz.

A hundred rees are equivalent to seven-pence English money.— Translator.
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This measure, which otherwise would have been praiseworthy could

substitutes have been found for tiiu slaves, was so fatal to the miners,

that most of them turned to agricultural pursuits, and mining conse-

quently decreased; besides, the opening of the Hraziliaii ports to

foreigners giving acti\ ity to trade, and to the cultivation of cotton,

indigo, tobacco, coffee, &c., the profits accruing from commerce began

to be superior to those from mining, wliich requires a very considerable

capital, while the operations of husbandry demand little expense.

The King's ministers, finding the produce of the crown's fifth rapidly

decreasing, instead of investigating the real cause, attributed it at

once to smuggling, against which they employed means in their judg-

ment efficacious, but which only brought matters to the verge of ruin.

A law forbade the circulation of gold ; whoever possessed an ounce
was required to melt it, and whoever had less to exchange it for some
small notes which bore a value of from 37^ rees to 600 rees. In a short

time the province was inundated with forged paper-money ; the people

were ruined, and the notes fell into such discredit that 100,000 rees

were not worth 100 rees.

All this highly disgusted the miners, and the cabinet, in its profound

wisdom, decreed it proper to endeavour to calm their irritation by a

royal law, which ordained, that whoever had a mine management of

twelve slaves should not be liable to be arrested for debt. The law,

similar to another of the King Don Joseph in favour of the miners who
had thirty slaves, seemed to encourage them ; but as it was encouraging

them at the expense of their creditors, it failed to produce the intended

effect. The government, obstinately infatuated, persisted in its error,

and, in 1818, enlarged this extensive privilege to those who had but

one slave ; as if determined to select and collect all the persons of bad
faith for the management of mines. The deterioratmg results proved the

fallacy and folly of the ministry's expectations.

The revenue of the King's fifth was almost reduced to a nonentity

;

but the government, instead of penetrating into the cause, or perceiving

that in the whole province there were not sixty miners each having fifty

slaves in effective activity, without which, gold could not be obtained

and the fifth thus raised, persevered in attributing the deficiency to

smuggling. Precautions were redoubled ; additional gaai-ds were placed

at a great expense throughout the province ; patroles were constantly on

the alert, harassing and annoying the people in every possible way,

but all without producing any advantage.

At last, in 1819, the government resolved to create an administration,

with a numerous assortment of agents, clerks, &c., for the purchase of

gold in dust. The object was to buy the gold of the miners, as the

smugglers did ; this measure was put into execution, notwithstanding its

opposition to the law which created and maintained the mints ; so that

two diametrically opposite laws directed the remains of the falling

mining system. Tlie second law, however, augmented the value of

gold at the rate of its quality, the best being paid 1400 rees for two

drachms ; but the revolution which in 1820 took place in the province

caused, as in the rest of Brazil, a provisional government to be es-

tablished there, which abolished this last law, and made another, raising

the value of gold to 1500 rees, as its general value, and giving in ex-

change for it coined gold, silver, and copper : it prohibited the entrance

and circulation in the province of the Brazilian bank-notes, and re-
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established, through all the Povoa^aons, houses for the exchange of gold,

similar to those which had been created in 1808 for issuing notes.

Such is the existing system for the small quantity of gold which is now
dug from the mines.

Those determinations of government, though unconfirmed by any

law or decree, subsist in their full force. It must be observed, that

the mints are unemployed, owing to the want of gold for melting.

On the Lavras, and the manner of obtaining them.

When a person knew where gold was to be found, he applied to the

Goarda Mor (guard-major) of the district, to grant him lands at the

place indicated. The Goarda Mor had to verify by his books that

those lands had not been gi-anted to any other individual ; he then

proceeded to the cession of the spot, marking with stone boundaries

what he accorded, and referring to rivers, mountains, rocks, and other

natural circumstances. This survey being finished, he gave a patent to

the person, by whicli he could possess, mine, or sell the mineral lands

in question. He also granted waters, for which he gave titles that deter-

mined the plan of the river or of the valley, from whence the occupier

might conduct aqueducts for digging his lands. These patents are often

as valuable as those of the Lavras, as without water there is no mining.

Nothing could prevent these concessions, even when the ground was the

property of cultivators, since the miner, if he chose, might, for the

benefit of his Lavra, destroy the culture of the adjoining proprietor,

provided he reimbursed him for the consequent losses.

If a miner draws water from another's neighbouring aqueduct, he is

responsible for the loss of water he causes him. A miner who has once

used his waters for washing his Lavras is no more master of them

;

any other can ask for the dormentes and vasantes ;* the Goarda Mor can

make out a fresh title to them, and the new proprietor sell, give, and
make use of them, as if they had been originally granted him. As soon

as the Goarda Mor has surveyed the first datta for the person who has

discovered some, he is bound by the law to survey another, contiguous

to the first, for the crown, to give notice of it to the superintendent, and
deliver him the title for selling it by public auction, and the product is

poured into the coffers of the fifth.

By a decree of 1817, the right of granting lands and waters was

withdrawn from the goardas mores, but they retained all their other

privileges.

Extent of the Province—its Rivers—Mountains—Metallic Pr-oduciions—
Povoacoens, Sfc.

Tlie province of Minas Geraes is three hundred leagues long, from

north to south, two hundred and sixty from east to west, and is capable

of being extended on both sides, so as gradually to civilize the Boteciidos,

anthropophagi who inhabit the extensive forests that surround the

province, particularly in the east.

It has two cities, Marianna, the residence of the bishop, and the

imperial city of Oiro ptrto, where the civil, militarj', and judicial autho-

rities reside, and waere the exchequer is established.

It is divided into five Comarias, which are Oiro preto, Rio das Velhas,

* The waters that flow during the night are ca]\ed dormentes, fmdvasaMes means
those that are stiperabundant.
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Rio das Mortes, Serro do Frio, and Pyrncatu do Principe. The capital

of the first is Giro jrreto, tlie second Vil/e do Sabara, the tliird .SV. ,/oao

del Ret/, the fourth Ville do Principe, and of the fifth J'il/a do Pyracaiu.

Each of them has the following Povoacoens and villas.

Villa do Oiro pieto

— de Marianna.

Arraildc Goarapirang.n. —
— de La-mi. —
— de Itaverava.

— de Xopoto. —
— de Antonio Pereira. —
— da Poniba.

— da Catapreta. —
— de St. AnnadosFer- —

ros.

J do Inficionado —

Comarca do Oiropreto.

Arrail da Caxoeira do
po.

do Oiro Branco.

do St. Antonio da
Casa Branca,

da Soliedade.

das Congonhas do
Cainpo.

da Paraypelia.

da Ztabira do Cam-
po.

do Zta-Tiayo.

Arrail do Callainbao.

— do Barra do Bacal-

hao.

de St. Bartholomeo.
da Passage.

de St. Sebastio.

de Caniargo.

do Sumidouro.
da Ponte Nova.
do Forquim.
da Prata.

The Comarca do Rio das Velhas has the following Povoacoens.

Villa do Sabarabussee. Arrail do Vclho. Arrail de St. Caetano.
— do Cacthe.
— do Pitaiigui.

Zulgado do Corvello.

Arrail de Sta. Lusia.

— da Lappa.
— de Mucaubas.
— de Mathosinhos.
— da Guinta do Sumi-

douro.

— das Sette Allagoas.

— da Matheus Lerae.

— do Batatal
— dosNapozos.
— de Sta. Netta.
— de Sto. Antonio do

Rio A baixo.

do Rio do Pedras.

da St. Vicente Fer-

rer.

da Piedade dos Ge-
raes.

das Contendas.
do IMorroVermelho.
do Bromao.
do Congonhas do

Sabara.

de Cattas Alias.

de Sta. Barbara.

de St. Miguel.

de Coxaes.
dc Barra eBrumado.

do Broniadinho.

da Habyra de niatto

dcntro.

do Bom Fim.
do Claudio.

da Allagoa Santa,

do Curral del Rev.
da Contage das ab-

bobrax.

de St. Joao do Mor-
ro Grande,

da Apareinda.

da Capella Nova do
Bety.

The Comarca of Rio das Mortes has the following Povoacoens.

Villa de St. Joao del Rey
— de St. Jose del Rey
— de Gueluz.
— de Barbauna.
— de St. Carlos de Ta^

mandua.
— de Tacuhy.
— da Campanba.
— de Baependy.

Arrail da Barabuhy.
— das Lavras do Funil

Arrail dos Prados.
— dos Alhos Dagoa.
— de Mathosinhos de

Longonhos.
— de Mathosinhos da

Villa.

— do Chapco d'Uros.
— de St. Thome das

Letras.
— do Curro.

Arrail dos Zlheos.
— das Carrancas.

de Sto. Antonio,
de Sta. Anna de Sa-

pucahij.

de Poizo Alegre.

de Poizo Alto,

de Tagoary.

da Serra.

do Mandu
- de St. Gon9alla.

The Comarca of Serro has the following Povoacoens.

Villa do Principe. Arrail da Concuicao do ^Arrail do Zta-panhua-ean-
— do Bom Successo de Serro Frio. ga.

Minas Novas. — do Ztambe. - - -

— do Cejuw. — do Morro do Caspar
Tulgado da Barra do Rio Soares,

dos Velhas.
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do Rio Manyo.
de Rio Preto.

da Parauna.

do Rio Manfo.
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An-ail do Arasualiy. Arrail do Siicurugu. Arrail do Milho Verde.

— da Serha de Franca. — de St. Domingos. — dosCorregos.

da Piedade. ' — de Toscayaz. — do Giro Fine.

_ da Chapade. — do Rio Pardo. — da Gar^a.

— de St.Joao Baptista. — dasFormigas. — de Formigas.

cIo Agoa Siija. — dos Morrinhos. — da Capella.

— da Zta-cambira.

The Comarca do Pyracatu do Principe.

Villa do Pyracatu. Julgado d'Araxas. Arrail da Carinhanha.

Julcado de St. RuniaG. Arrail de Fariiiha Podra. — dc Santa Maria.

Arrail do Brejo Grande. — do Salgado.

The Comarca of Rio de St. Francisco, which belonged to Pemam-
buco has been annexed to the province of Minas Geraes, but as there

is no mining in it I shall pass it over.

The entire population of the whole province amounts to a million

of inhabitants—white, black, civilized aborigines, and mongrels of all

these colours. But it chiefly abounds in white people, being the pro-

vince which received the greatest number of European emigrants, who

preferred it to all the others from its producing the most gold, and

on account of its excellent climate. It is watered by the rivers of

St. Francisco, das Velhas, Pardo, Preto, Zuguitinhonha, Arasuahy, Pa-

rauna, Turro, da Malta, do Peixe, dos Fcrros, Vermelho, Dace, Ztamar-

andimba, Faniado, Abacihe, Andaya, Para, Gabara, Bromado, Tonque-

arande, Capijvarij, CapijvariJ-grande, Verde, Bacpendi, Negro, das

Isiortes, Parahyba, Parahybuna, Guarapyzanga, Itacamhirosii, Gallinas,

Vacaria, Carandahy, Pomba, Xopoto, Bacalhao, Pyracatu, Terros, Alberto

a<roarij, Paraipeba, and St. Matheiis, Besides the above there are many
mers of a second order, also a number of smaller streams and rivulets,

difficult and unnecessary to enumerate. They all have their source in

the province I am speaking of, which is the most elevated in Brazil, and

in which the Rio da Prata rises. Very few of them are navigable

without hydraulic works ; that of St. Francisco is very favourable to

navigation above the fall of Paulo Aftbnso.* Most of their beds are

rich in gold, but especially those that originate in the high mountains

and chains of mountains : their riches increase in proportion to the

smoothness of their waters, because, where they run rapidly they cannot

deposit the gold they bring from the mountains in the plain. Gold is

continually drawn from the rivers in cascalho ; f but the mining of the

rivers is too expensive to be undertaken by a private individual, since as it

depends on the shifting of the beds of the waters during the dry season, it

is necessary to employ great capitals, which exceed the means of the

capitalists of the province. % Hence it is that this sort of mining is

generally relinquished, as the place attempted has very frequently less

cascalho than was supposed. Sometimes the rivers change their course,

as already observed, in subterranean places, where cascalho and large

pieces of wood have been found ; and this particularly in the vicinity of

There is a great fall from the mouth of this large river, which is 1080 yards (bracas)

perpendicularly high.

f Cascalho is the deposit that takes place in the beds of rivers, and is formed of

vegetable substances and stones, that roll from the mountains with the river, which,

forming a compact and agglomated matter, assume a hard consistence.

\ There are not three miners in the whole province who possess 200,000 crusados

(^ISjllC. 18s ) in money ; and not twenty who have this amount in goods.
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Rio das Velhas : such changes cause much alarm amongst the miners who
are there.

That gold of the rivers comes down from the mountains is beyond all

doubt; but a remarkable circumstance is, that very often the gold of the

mountains where the river-; originate is of a bad alloy, while on the

contrary, that found in the cascalho of the rivers is of good alloy. *

( To be continued.)

THE king's troops IN INDIA.

f

Breathe the words East-India Company, and the sudden impulse is

to marvel at its enormous power, and the next to execrate its blood-

stained usurpation. Yet when we cool again, and calmly trace the

history of its course, all seems, if not inevitable, certainly the natural

results of the principles which we see governing the world—passion for

accumulation, or rather, resolute pursuit of gain and gratification, thirst

for distinction, and lust of dominion. If we are to cast blame, then,

it must be upon those compelling instincts, that more or less rouse into

activity the energies of every human being. Singularly has fortune

favoured the Company, and sedulously have they embraced her favours

:

but what healthy and vigorous person will not strive to make the most
of favourable :ircumstances ? Riches are sure of the world's respect,

and conquest has ever enchained its admiration. Wealth and command
then, to the farthest scope of his abilities, will cverj- individual ener-

getically pursue, or indolently sigh for. Natural as is the love of
power, education, too, strengthens the longing—not education in the

narrow and absurd sense of the term, but what alone is the real, per-

vading, operating education; that, we mean, infused by the example of all

around us at home and abroad. Of what authority are words likely to

be, when the practice of the very teacher himself is perpetually counter-

acting them ? Renounce the pomps and vanities of this wicked world
is the pious and precious precept, which every body undertakes, and
nobody remembers to perform. The parent carefully instils it, the

teacher is scouted who neglects it; and yet obviously, if not confessedly,

no use is made of it by young or old. WTiat is it that dictates and per-

petuates this—nonsense we shall not abstractly term it—but, this incul-

cation of a maxim long since stript of all authority ? Proceeds it from
the blunders of ignorance, or the treacheries of artifice ?—or from such
conviction as painfully, but imperatively, bids us warn the youthful

navigator to shun the rock ourselves have split upon ? Neither the one
nor the other ; it is the mere process of habit. The precept, coupled
with many others of corresponding import, has constituted, for ages,

what is considered the moral part of education ; and we tread on in the

same beaten path, without troubling ourselves to ascertain whether the

instruction it conveys be practised, understood, or even applicable. At
the best, it proceeds from an unreasoning respect for w hat we vaguely
believe has the sanction of our religion. We have been taught, that

that religion enjoins us to renounce the world—that is, perhaps, if we

* The alloy of gold is various according to the various metals it is mineralized

vvith ; a law exists by \\hieli it is regulated in the different jjarts of the province.

t Remarks on the exclusion of officers of his Majesty's service from the Staff of the

Iiniian army, &c. By a King's Officer. T. and G. Underwood, Fleet-street, 1836. .

2 M 2
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ever think of defining the meaning, to profess our contempt for it, and
at an age when we know nothing about the matter, we make no difficulty

of doing so. In the same way we learn to stigmatize ambition and
glory as unbefiting the disciples of Christ—of course we are all by
birth-right his disciples—and in the same ignorance we do so, and think

of the lesson no more. We do so, perhaps, through life also at stated

seasons, on certain occasions, and in set formularies; but steadily and
studiously in every other period and pursuit of our lives, we cleave and
cling to that same world with all the ardour of devoted attachment.

To renounce it, in the letter or the spirit of the injunction, never

seriously occupies the thoughts for a moment : on the contrary, we
passionately desire the accommodations it affords, and heartily applaud

and indefatigably pursue the means of securing them. We toil for

wealth, we grasp at honors, we love distinction ; our children see that

we do, and with the certainty of a law of nature, follow the same career.

One day out of seven, and at one place, they hear the language of

renunciation ; all other days, and in all other places, they behold the

practice and perseverance of grasping cupidity.

With these principles of action kneaded into the very frame of our

being singly from our childhood, can it be thought they will not operate

upon us collectively ? What man, with power thrown into his hands, is

found to resign it; and what body of men are observed to stick at any
thing calculated not only to advance individual interests, but to augment
the power of the confederacy ? WTiat conqueror ever checked his ca-

reer, till the combined resentment of his foes or the obstructions of

nature arrested it? or what possessor of power ever failed of suc-

cessors to clutch the inheritance ? In short, if advantage be attainable,

we are all of us eager to grasp it ; and if advantage be once attained, we
are all of us resolute enough too in retaining it. The single individual

may shudder at the commission of crime, and perhaps relax his hold

;

but numbers, dividing the scandal, and countenancing each other, will

scarcely hesitate by fraud or force to secure their gripe. Should them-

selves be withheld by any lurking misgivings, there will be no want of

ready instruments ; agents they will have, and agents we know fling from

them the burden of moral responsibility, confident of approbation in the

event of success. Should, again the scene of action be remote, and
the agent be invested with military authority, the very investment is a

stimulus to the pursuit of glory so natural to command, and so ap-

plauded by the world : he takes the field ; he is victorious ; the benefit

redounds to the employer ; the agent sins with impunity, and the prin-

cipal smiles forgiveness. Can we discover here the traces of the Com-
pany's career ? Then we discern the natural consequences of the

principles so deeply instilled into us all. They have done no more than

others in the same circumstances would have done ; nor dare we inflict

on them the full severities of reprobation, so justly their due. We can
only question the wisdom of their measures, and warn them of the

perils that surround them. Their empire is the terrible result of blood,

treachery and oppression, beyond the recorded abominations perhaps of
any age of the world. To retrace their steps is impossible, or at least

must be regarded as impi'acticable. Power is in their hands, and it is

their business now to husband it wisely : their present measures
however, are any thing but wise. Sovereign power does not strengthen

in proportion to its extension : it weakens as it expands. It is the cir-
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cling ripple of the waves lessening at each undulation as it recedes

from the centre of agitation. Yet in spite of this well-ascertained truth,

they are even now, and at the deepest hazard, straining at farther con-

quests. Disclaimers are idle ; from the very beginning of their suc-

cesses the same disclaimers have been made—but facts belie them. If

conquests had indeed been " thrust upon them", at any hour they

might have flung them back to their prostrate foes. But what then are

they to do ? Forthwith make peace on the best terms they are able and
shun wars for the future ; contract rather than enlarge their boundaries

;

conciliate their subjects, and let the ponderous sceptre fall gently on
them ; encourage European colonists ; eniancipate the half-caste ; pre-

serve a steady dignity ; throw the veil of reserve over their weakness,

not expose their necessities—and certainly not, as they are now doing,

borrow of the native princes.

But, above all, they must strengthen their military force : all depends
on the demonstration of arms. Commercial gain was their original

object ; that is become a secondary consideration. Gain is still the sole

object, but not commercial ; it is now territorial gain—contributions

exacted by the law of conquest, and enforceable only by arms. The
army then is the single instrument by which alone their power can be
exerted, and their purpose accomplished. To the improvement and
efficiency then of the instrument ought the full force of their abilities to

be directed. Not that the importance of this matter has escaped them ;

but we may be allowed to wonder at the little wisdom they exhibit in

the management of this delicate agency. Of what real consequence is

the civil department compared with the military ? Yet we see these

departments actually reversed in the scale of superiority. To keep
military establishments in subordination to the civil, in governments of
some regularity and legitimacy, is all very well ; but to attempt the

same thing, or rather to keep them distinct from each other, in the

realms of usurpation, is the grossest mistake that ever was made by
calculating animals. Every possible encouragement should be given

;

every excitement to the activity of the profession should be furnished

—

emolument, place, power, precedency, liberally bestowed, and in a
growing ratio, upon the soldier. But what is the fact in India ?

The writer is the master, and the cadet the servant. The officer is cast

in humble subserviency at the feet of the greatness of the civil

executive.

The bulk of the Company's army consists of the material of the

country, officered solely by their own servants. Wonderfully faithful

have been these Indian troops ; but still occasions are liable to arise that

must shake both their fidelity and the confidence of their masters. A
natural leaning to the native princes may be supposed still to lurk

among them : and any hour almost may tempt them suddenly to desert

their colours, or turn them against their employers. To provide against

these perilous events, a portion of the King's troops are lent them—
British troops, both officers and men. On these a perfect reliance may
be placed ; these may, at any time, be armed against the restive sepoy,

as recently we have seen them.
These troops, these praetorian bands, it will of course be supposed,

are munificently dealt with. On them all the security—if security there

can be—of the Company's dominion depends. No gratification, in their

power to bestow, is of course withheld. They are nobly remunerated,
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and all offices of trust, or peculiar delicacy, or even of superior emolu-
ment are of course distributed among them. If any actual competition
of interests could be supposed to arise between the Company's and
King's officer, favour would of course lean to the latter. Will the
English world, who know so little of foreign proceedings, will they
believe that the very reverse is the fact ? The very reverse, however, is

the fact. The officer of the line, who at home looks down with contempt
upon the domestic and constitutional forces of his country, as soon as he
arrives in India, must in his turn succumb to the supremacy of the
Company's officer. He is at once of an inferior order. The truth is, the
Company regard the King's troops with jealousy, and instinctively so.

They would gladly have nothing to do with them, but their presence
and protection are indispensable ; and there is too little of the spirit of
magnanimity about them to make a virtue of necessity, and treat them
with liberality. Tliough depressing their own officer, though resolving
to keep him in subjection, and casting all advantages into the civil scale,

towards the King's officer they shew besides a grudging and a tyrannous
disposition. The monopoly- of Leadenhall Street appears at every turn;

The Company have not the disposal of the King's commissions, and
they will patronize none but their own proteges.

It is not at all our present intention to dwell upon the impolicy of this

inferiority in the circumstances of the military to the civil department

;

but rather to exhibit the degradations in the condition of the borrowed
forces of the King, which, after all, the Companj' must confess to be the
elite of their army, and the real prop of their power.
At each presidency, the principal military officer, by the terms of the

charter, must be a King's general, and command the Company's forces.

This is an exception to the ruling principle; but, even in this case,

observe the prevalence of the monopolizing spirit. Should a vacancy
occur, a Company's officer, and not the next senior King's officer, is, as a
matter of course, appointed, till the successor arrives. In certain sta-

tions, the troops have allowances for quarters and mess, under the name
of tentage, half-tentage, batta, &c.—but we have no need of technical

terms in garrisons, and at all stations south of Allahabad, these allow-

ances are partly reduced, or entirely withdrawn. Now these disad-

vantageous stations usually, we say not in every case, designedly fall to

King's troops. For consigning these forces to the garrisons there maybe
very good reasons, but none for making them, particularly Fort William,
the most unfavourable position in India; no very good reasons, or at

least no very generous ones for so commonly, not to say so exclusively,*

planting them in the new allowance stations ; and certainly none for

placing them in a worse condition with respect to allowances generally

than the Company's own officers. Yet the truth is, that even where the

stations are the same, the Company's officer has the advantage.
At home, a regimental captain, with the brevet-rank of major has two

shillings a day over his captain's pay ; and a lieutenant of seven years,

standing has an extra allowance of one shilling a day ; but no sooner does
the King lease them out to the Company than they are docked of these
privileges, on the pretence, that no such custom prevails in the Com-
pany's troops, and they cannot make distinctions. Not make distinc-

tions ! Then why not give the same extra allowances to their own
officers, rather than deteriorate the condition of those, who come good

» Gliaripoor, Danapoor, Berhampoor.
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and disciplined soldiers, and on whose skill, valour, and fidelity the Com-
pany know they must in the lonj;; run depend for political existeiice?

—

deteriorate them too, when they come into a country where all their

habits must be changed, where their health is perilled, their expenses

augmented, and opportunities for advancement lessened rather than

increase d !

. Not make distinctions I Why there are nothing hut distinctions. To
what office of trust and emolument not in the direct line of the service

does the King's officer succeed ? To what staff appointment is he

entitled ? Here and there, by special favour or special interest, such an

office is obtained, but that is all. The truth is, and we appeal to the

Calcutta Directory, the latest we have seen, 1822, that while 539 of the

Company's officers were on the staff, only 21 of the King's were so

placed. But, consider how much more numerous are the Company's

officers in India than the King's. Take then the difference propor-

tionally, and you will find that one out of three of the Company's

officers were in possession of staff employments, while of the King's only

one out of seventeen w^-re so favoured. But are there not sound reasons

for preferring the Company's officers for such situations, without recurring

to the invidious imputation now ascribed ? For a staff employment, is

not an intimate acquaintance with the regulations of the Indian army
indispensable, and where would you look for such familiarity but among
the Company's officers ? Is not, again, great knowledge of the languages

of the country equally indispensable for the efficient discharge of staff

and other employments alluded to ; and who but the Company's officers

are so qualified ? Doubtless such knowledge is indispensable ; but why,

we ask, why is it to be thus unceremoniously concluded that the King's

officer can never be on equal terms in these respects with the Com-
pany's ? What deep-hidden mysteries, what inextricable intricacies do

these regulations involve, or what peculiar intractabilities exist in the

languages, that none but a Company's officer can grapple with them ?

But the King's officer has not been educated for the service. And has

the Cadet? Not one in fifty ever cast his eyes upon these recondite

regulations ; not one in fifty knows a syllable of the languages before he
quits his paternal shores : or, if we are wrong, what necessity was there

for Dr. Gilchrist's proposal the other day in the Court of Proprietors, to

feather the unfledged cadets with a little oriental plumage before tl>eir

flight ? Or if the languages of the countrj' be so indispensable as the

rejection of King's officers for the supposed want of them implies ;

why was not the proposal promptly and handsomely adopted, but
malignantly to defeat the hoary and learned proposer's desire of a job,

or to give the directors an opportunity, by and bye, of magnanimously
taking credit to themselves for introducing the very same measure ?

Fas est ab hoste dooeri but not so to confess the obligation.

. But any deficiency in these respects must soon be abundantly supplied

by residence in the country. The King's officer goes out with no
prospect of remaining, and so can scarcely be expected to supply it.

How can that be ? On calculating the service of no less than fifty-three

rfigiments, we find the average duration to be twentyyears*, and how much

• Nay the average is higher; twenty years is the average of the regiment, but how
many otficers exchange to remain in the country ? to remain, because, disadvantageous as

is the nature of tlie sei-vice, it is better than to return, as they are pretty sure of doing,

to half-pay and iialf-starvation.
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is this short of the usual period of service of the Company's servants ?

If the cadet then will soon qualify himself for office, because he is

looking forward to a residence of twenty-two years, what is there to

prevent the King's officer, who we see must have the very same expec-

tation, from learning the languages, but despair of benefiting by the

acquisition ? The fact, however, is, the King's officers of the same
standing shew no very remarkable inferiority in this respect to the Com-
pany's. But still it will be urged, does not the Company's officer enter

the service with an understanding, that he and his compeers are entitled

to fill staff employments ; and on the other hand, does not the King's

officer equally kno^v that he has no such privilege, and little chance by
custom or courtesy of obtaining such advantage ? Each party goes with

a perfect foresight that their destinies are not the same. The King's

officer incurs the risk and disadvantage voluntarily, and with a full

knowledge of the case, and on his own head fall the consequences.

Where is the injustice ? It may be partly so ; but to describe one fact

and to misrepresent another, is not to justify the practice. It is true

that the Company's officer starts with this privilege and the King's

without it. It is true also, that the Company's officer goes by choice,

but not that the King's officer goes a voluntary victim. Numbers are

eager to sell or exchange on the first rumour of banishment to India—

a

fact that speaks the contrary, trumpet-tongued. But were the case

otherwise, who but a Company's officer is hardy enough to regard the

practice as equitable, or treat the consequences with indifference ?

Nor is this the sum of the disadvantages attending the King's officer.

He is liable to be mulct on his pay also by the state of the currency.

His services are paid in rupees estimated at 2s. T^d., but if he remit to

England, the same rupee sinks at once to Is. lOd.—and even on his

death, remittances made to the war-office, the proceeds of his effects are

rated by the one-and-tenpenny rupee.

Such then is the general state of the King's officers in the India ser-

vice. They are regarded with jealousy, as mercenaries rather than

protectors, as a degraded caste ; excluded almost entirely from offices

of trust and emolument ; stript of pecuniary advantages enjoyed at

home ; in peace, thrust into cheerless and unaccommodated garrisons,

or relegated to unprivileged stations ; in war exposed to all the severer

and more perilous service ; and finally, when, after the exhaustions of

twenty years, with nothing but the withering prospect of half-pay,

should any wish to procure engagements among the native princes, not

only deprived of the opportmiity of even thus improving their circum-

stances, but unfeelingly and peremptorily driven from the country.

Common humanity, if not a sense of self-interest, would place the two
services on the same footing—would assimilate the pay and allowances,

and promptly make up the difference between the half-pay of the one,

and the retiring pension of the other. As it is, a captain in the Com-
pany's service at the end of twenty-two years retires on £180 per annum ;

the King's, after nearly the same, or the very same period, on £127.
If the Company has had the service, in God's name, let no mean and
petty jealousy interfere to preclude common justice. Can the Govern-
ment at home be clear of all blame, for not securing these advantages,

when it lends its troops to the Company ?

Thus far have we directed our strictures to the treatment of the King's
officer, rather than to the Kmg's troops generally—treatment so marked,
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and 60 degrading, that it can spring from nothing but that Bpirit of

monopoly, inseparable, we suppose, from the very constitution of the

Company—from that jealous assertion of superiority which, though

conscious of its imbecility, affects independence and indifference, and
will at all events acknowledge no obligation. Advert we now, then,

for a few minutes, to the condition of the soldier. He, of course,
" shares the degradation of his superior : No such thing. The soldier and
the officer, in the equitable eyes of the Company, are very differently esti-

mated. The officer cannot step out of the line of regimental appoint-

ment without occupying that which might have been possessed by one
of their own servants, and the intent of the Company is, of course, to

appropriate all profitable offices, high and low. Of the common soldier

there is no jealousy j he comes into no competition with the European
servants of the Company, and can deprive none of emolument ; there-

fore he may be, and in his own opinion he is, liberally treated ; he is

not thrust below the sepoy ; he does not sink below the level of his

station at home; if -he gain no solid advantage, in his own estimate, per-

haps, he loses none ; and the colour of his skin, besides, elevates him
somewhat above his swarthy comrades ; to his coarser conceptions, his

state is considerably amended ; the habits of an Indian barrack differ

widely from an English one. At home, he has iV'w hours at his own
free control : occupation is sedulously provided for him, in exercise,

or guard, in polishing his arms, and attending to his dress and appear-

ance ; his very diet is vigilantly regulated, and his health and vigour

thus wisely secured ; drunkenness is severely and pretty successluUy

checked. But once in India, and the scene entirely shifts : he is almost

his own master ; and not only so, but the master of three or four slaves ;

he is at once an idler and a gentleman ; he has neither to sweep his

room, nor make his bed, nor clean his shoes, nor cook his dinner, nor

even to shave himself; for the execution of all these labours, the mise-

rable wretches of the country are at his beck ; and he himself, if he
clean his firelock and brush his scarlet, has no more to do but lounge

in the barrack-yard, and drink himself into a fever ; for the accomplish-

ment of which he is amply and generously supplied. What are the

consequences of this want of emplo}^inent, and abundance of ardent

spirits ? Such as might well be anticipated, but such as, unhappily,

destructive as they are, have forced on hitherto no efficient remedies,

nor scarcely any palliatives. On their morals the very worst. Observe
the progress, not merely probable, but actual : first, appear small neg-

lects and inattentions ; by degrees more serious ones—slovenliness in

dress, absence from parade or from guard, affrays with the natives,

stealing and selling necessaries, robberies, abuse and violence towards

non-commissioned officers, insolence towards their commanders, and
finally, desertion, mutiny and murder. On his health, the effect of

indolence and excess is equally fatal : in the absence of all employment,
time soon begins to hang heavy on the young soldier ; the heat of the

climate is adverse to voluntary occupation of a laborious or violent kind,

and games of amusement present little temptation except for money or

spirits ; he sleeps away his hours to relieve the intolerable state of

ennui ; though averse at first to drinking, with some misgiving of its

more than usually baleful effects in a hot climate, he soon requires

excitement ; he imitates or yields to the importunities of his comrades,

and his taste and thirst for spirits become at last insatiable ; his vigour

and activity fail—he loses the sense of shame, and with it the pride of

M. M. Nnv Series.—YOh. I. No. 3. 2 N
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soldiership; he advances in the gradations of intemperance, and his

constitution gradually sinks ; his time is now spent pretty equally

between the guard-room and the congee-house (solitary cells) and the

hospital ; and finally, too often closes his cai'eer in a state of raving

madness, emphatically termed the " horrors." The numbers that ter-

minate their rapid course in this horrible manner, are, to a stranger,

incredible : we should like to see the returns of the army published. " I

do not hesitate to declare," says the officer whose pamphlet on this

subject is referred to at the head of this article, " that not tens, but

hundreds are the instances, which have passed before my own eyes, in

the regiment to which I belonged. The very frequency, too, of the pla-

cards in the streets, at a// times, advertising for recruits for India, indi-

cate pretty plainly some extraordinary drain."

Are scenes such as these to be contemplated with indolence, or suf-

fered to proceed without an effort to remove them ? Are consequences

such as these to be witnessed, above all, by a trading company? Why,
every one of these soldiers costs at least £100 before he reaches Fort

William ; and as little concern is taken to preserve the expensive instru-

ment, as if the prime-cost, to say nothing of his daily subsistence, had

not amounted to a hundred farthings. Fifty per cent, on the whole

expense of the Company's European forces might be saved by a little

practical wisdom in the management. We acquit the Company of all

oblique views in this matter ; they merely, but knowingljs neglect : no

responsibility they imagine rests on them—they belong not to them.

Short-sighted policy I Folly first or last recoils on its own head ; let

them look to it. The Burmese campaigns have proved how little these

enervated troops are capable of sustaining fatigue, or resisting disease

and how shall they be able to meet the hardier and bolder natives of the

North, who are plainly gathering their strength for a more formidable

attack than any that has yet been encountered ?

SONG.
Go—for I feel thy looks are changed.

And it would grieve my heart

To find thy tenderness estranged,

And th.Tt we coldly part;

Ah ! leave me then at once, and fly,

Ere doubt is turned to certaintj'.

Few, very few, have been the hours

My soul has known of peace

;

Unwelcome is the cloud that lowers

And bids that sunshine cease

—

But Hope's bright colours soon decay.

And pass, hke Iris-hues, away

!

Go—not a word, a look of mine
Shall make thee linger : yet

I would not, in thj' faith's decline,

Thy early truth forget;

I V, ould not learn fi'om thee the tale,

That words are air, and vows are frail.

Yes—it may be, when far removed,
The voice of memory

May yet remind thee how we loved

—

And its reproving sigh

May all thy former heart renew,

I priz'd so well, and thought so true. L. S. C.
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A BLOODY DEED, AND DESPERATELY DESrATClIED.

Sliukespcure.— Richard III.

It was on one of those bright dancing days of autumn, in the year
, that at dawn of morning I quitted a small hamlet on (he Italian

side of the Splugen, and having ascended its pass, struck off into that

singular mountainous district, well known as the chain of the Haute and
Basse Engadine, girt in on the one side by the mountains of the (Irisons,

and on the other by its romantic brethren of the ^'alteline. It was one
of those bracing, cheerful, sunny mornings, so in unison with the feelings

of home and country and clime, that the enthusiasm of a young and
ardent memory conferred a new and delightful character on a scene,

sufficiently impressive in itself to seciu'c an abstracted and engrossing

admiration. I had just left behind me the land of romance, and was on the

threshold of liberty and freedom; and Nature seemed tome to proclaim

thatfor her also there was an elasticity of spirit, denied toher influencesand

operations in more southern latitutlcs. There undoubtedly exists some
secret and inexplicable union between her and the social institutions

of man. In what manner her powers are influential and connnunicable

I cannot pi'etend to explain ; but the fact is abundantly perceptible, as

operating on the genius and character of different nations, so as to

admit of no dispute. I was not alone benefited on this occasion by the

spirit-stirring feeling of such atmospheric emotions. IMy honest com-
panion Sebastian, who had acted as my guide the last iew days, and
was thus working a passage back to his own loved mountains, partook

enthusiastically of my sensations. This man was a native of one of the

villages in the neighbourhood of Altorff, and consequently a German
Switzer. He had been detiiined in Italy from various causes for a long

period, and his gratitude on once more breathing his native air,

and scaling his native hills, and gazing on the bright blue sky wliich

canopied the utmost range of the Engadine, was, indeed, eloquent and
expressive. It was my good or ill-fortune to be associated for some
considerable time, in 181—, with the advanced guard of the Austrian army,

under the orders of General G— 1. You, who are a military man,
and had in some measure prepared me for the belle tenue of the German
soldiery, may well imagine the effect the premier coup-d'teil produced—
the effect of a bod}- of these men, amounting to 30,000, marching eight in

line, in order of battle. I shall never forget the impression. There
they were, on one of those straight, broad, majestic military roads, with
which Napoleon had embellished, not only France, but whersoever his

influence and interests extended. Their white uniforms and polished

arms gleamed in the sun-beams ; there fras the muscular stature and
the precision of discipline, and the mechanical regularity of c umns
evolutioning independently in so vast a mass, and so comparatively a
confined space, that I could not contemplate this moving camp without
astonishment and admiration. A nearer association quickly dissipated

all my preconceived notions of these men. The precise regularity of
their discipline and tenue I could easily trace to characteristic, or

rather disiplined apathy, and a callous instinct of technical subordina-

tion. Their morale, if such it may be called, depended on an organized
servility of mind and body ; and there was an heaviness—an inaction in

their every movement—a dull listlessness in their every loo^, which stamp-
ed them as mere animal organs of a system of long and secure tyranny.

2 N 2
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Now Sebastian was a German in physique ; he had all the muscle and
preponderance which a broad chest, compact limbs and a just height
can promise—but there ended the German. The activity of body,
and the lightness of heart, and the open sunny brow, and the intelligent

eye, where the whole man nestled—the downright honesty and indepen-
dence of this good creature, all proclaimed he was an heir of liberty,

and a child of Switzerland ; and yet it is the custom to call these men
mercenaries. It is surely an invidious and misapplied designation.
Did these men act as mercenaries on the 10th of August 1793? Did they
act as mercenaries in April 1815?—and how many other occasions could
I enumerate ! But I have already digressed too far. I thought it right,

however, you should have some esqidsse of Sebastian. // avait servi,

of course, which a huge sabre-cut on his left cheek sufficiently intimated

:

but he was unlike your Frenchman, who takes care to acquaint you with
this important fact in the first three words he utters, accompained with
an insolent comment of superiority over every other service in the world

;

Sebastian's allusion to his military career was modestly elicited in

the detail of some facts upon which I was questioning him. He had
risen to be corporal in the young Guard ; but he delicately abstained
fi-om good report or evil report of the service, which in all probability
he had been compelled to embrace, as a conscript and a foreigner. We
were traversing a border country, though perhaps not in the strict geo-
graphical sense. However, nature in this instance had perpetuated the
extension of the border line beyond the precribed limits of human
polity. The wild, uncultivated, lone character of the scenery confirmed
her chart. Even the language of these wilds had nothing in common
with a national origin ; it was a barbarous melange of the Venetian
fatois with low German—the German of poor Sebastian; not one
sentence of which could I comprehend. Fortunately for me he spoke
Italian well, so that was the medium of our communication. My great
object, I should tell you, was to cross the country to Coire, which is the
capital of the Grisons. I had formed my arrangements so as to desend
into the Grisons by evening, and had marked out the baths of A—u

—

as my resting-place for the night. Sebastian had some years before
traversed this line of country. I could perceive, as we advanced, he
was ill at ease. " Ah, Signer," he remarked, " ce I'aria gentile, ce il cielo

ci sono le montagne—ma veramente tutto questo non e la Svizzera." In the
course of conversation he confirmed what I had before heard of the bad
and suspicious character of this district. The relaxation of the system
adopted in the French police, and every were exercised when and where
the influence of France extended, had produced corresponding bad effects.

I mention this now, from a very remarkable circumstance, which has only
lately been made public, in regard to the police and the morale of a coun-
try, hitherto deemed integral, and unsullied on such points. In the very
year of which I am now treating, one of the magistrates of the canton of
Lucerne* (it has since been ascertained) was murdered, on his road,
home from the capital; and it. is only very recently this fact was detected,
and has since been traced to an organized band of ruffians, the centre
and nucleus of whose haunts have been tracked to this very district

;

and through the inc'dental medium of the recent investigations,
they have been completely detected, and I believe are in a course of
annihilation. It is a curious, and I may say authentic commentary of

* See the curious process now under investigation, and lately traiis.'orred to the
Canton of Zurich.
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my ta!t?. We have often compared notes and feelings in our different

journeys through some of the finest scenery in Europe. You were
always as enthusiastic for the Pyrenees as I was for the Abruzzi, or the

wild sea range of the Garganus. Fortunately there is a variety of beauty

in this eldest-born mountain majesty of nature, sufficient to satisfy the

tastes, the caprices, or the peculiar bent of individual enthusiasm. The
tract of country I am now writing of was certainly eminent in romantic

interest, and wonderfully calculated to engender emotions of sublimity

and rapturous thought. We had been gradually trending to the north-

west, and leaving the higher range of the Engadine, when suddenly our

path struck into a narrow rocky defile, at the bottom of which thun-

dered the Inn, in deafening echoes, as it bounded over successive falls

in pursuit of its regular channel. The continuity of this pass, and the

nature of it, if it lessened the general interest of the landscape, con-

centrated in itself a depth of scenery, which was of a character to

engross the entire soul. Tlie soft blue mountains of Italy were no
longer discernible. We had exchanged the green velvet sward of the

Engadine for the rocky, toilsome passage of a defile, which as we ad-

vanced, seemed to perplex us, in its aspect, its windings, and fearful

phantasms. It would seem that we were shut up, as it were, with

nature in one of the strong-holds of her birthright, and under the

spell of one of her wildest moods. The sun had passed the meridian,

and we could only attest his influence in the dim light and swarthy
shadow of the perspective before us. The double chain of rocks that

form this unique tableau appear never-ending—a perpetuity of deso-

lation : abrupt angles succeeding rapidly one the other, and ravine upon
ravine, exercising the patience of the traveller, until the restlessness

and variety of the scene communicated their feverish impulses to his mind.
These guardian boundaries of this glen are of a prodigous height, and
in some parts their sides so wonderfully smooth and precipitate, that it

would seem the polish of human ingenuity, did not their colossal propor-

tions at once convince you of how little avail would be the efforts of man,
in such a chaos of sublimity. Sometimes rearing their bare points in all

the naked majesty of independence ; sometimes studded with the droop-
ing larch, imploring mercy of their ruggedness, they impend over the

passing pilgrim in a threatening manner, while their peaks almost meet
in gigantic fellowship. As we traversed from one side to the other, we
crossed bridges, thrown as it were by some magic power over the con-
founding and incalculable depth below, where rushed and roared rapidly

the dark and stormy Ina, in faint and mournful echo to the astonished

ear. It was close to one of these alpine bridges, under which two
successive falls swept along to their destination, and at its further ex-
tremity where an abrupt elbow of this perplexing labyrinth opened to view
the vales of the Grisons, and the distant mountain of the Selvieta, that

I observed a rude stone, upon which a short but fearful legend had beea
inscribed, but now half effaced.

" A turban carved in coarsest stone,

A pillar with rank weeds o'ergrown

—

Whereon can now be scarcely read
The koran verse that mourns the dead

—

Point out the spot where Hassan fell,

A victim in that lonely dell."

Giaour.—Lord Bt/ron.

The confiding victim in this instance, it seems, had been hurled off
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his horse into the black abyss beneath, by his treacherous guide. I

leaned over the frail wooden parapet. No struggle to paralyse tlie hands,

no cry of agony to smite the ear of guilt ; one liorror-striken glance

perhaps reflected back on his murderer's visage, would surely settle there

in all the gloom, and with all the freshness, and all the dreadful perpe-

tuity of the doomed and wandering Cain. The baths of A a—

,

wliere we arrived at sunset, stand romantically alone in one of the sylvan

dells which branch out of the main valley of L . I could get no ac-

commodation here, so hurried forward to the Valteline frontier hamlet of

F—r. At the extremity of this vale, which as you proceed shrinks within

itself, and abundant as it is with fine timber, the twilight dimness of

the hour gave it the appearance of a forest we were traversing. The
distance we had yet to perform was a league and a half, and wearied as

I was with the day's march, I was willing enough to indulge those

sinister fancies which fatigue, disappointment and the gloominess of the

night concur so naturally to engender. The moon had risen, but the

mountain gusts of the autumnal eve congregated the clouds in heavy

masses. Sometimes we were in utter darkness, and perplexed with in-

certitude at such intervals as to our progress. Sometimes the moon rode

triumphantly in the heavens, clear and beautiful, as though nothing had

power to disturb the calm serenity of her virgin brow ; and then a darker

shadow revelled under the ancient cork-trees which intercepted our

path, and the surrounding mountains were enveloped in a darker mantle,

their towering crests alone illumined by the radiant flood of light, which

reposed on the outline of the horizon, and along the gurgling rivulet it

rippled and danced, as well pleased with the ever-changing silvery smile

of her own features. In such hours as this, is there music in every sound,

and beauty in every object; the mind concentrates into itself all its rich

resources ; it soars superior to the cold abandonment which is all around

;

the solitude is enriched with a glowing portraiture, and all the nobler

aspirations of devotion, and all the kindlier emotions of the poor human

heart, the frank impulses of generous enthusiasm, the sacred chivalry

of love, the deep sigh of repentance, the wildest visions of hope, start

into a beautiful reality under such auspices and at such hours ; the white

and dazzling hours which chequer so rarely the dark calendar of man's

pilgrimage to the world of spirits. I was roused out of myself by

Sebastian pointing out a light that gleamed dimly at some short distance.

We both hailed it as a prelude to the termination of our labours. It was

a rude, vast, rambling sort of tenement, flanked by a small court-yard, at

the threshold of which was an outhouse filled with fuel and lumber. The

moon shone bright into this almost roofless habitation, and full on the

features of a low swarthy man, who had not remarked my entrance, and

was employed in sharpening a lai-ge couteau de chasse. At the sound of

my voice he raised a piercing pair of gray ferret eyes, which scowled at

me from under his beetle brow. His face was deadly pale ; his long and

matted hair framed suitably a set of gaunt features. 'There was a deter-

mination in the manner, however, with which his lean muscular arm

grasped still closer his couteau on my abrupt accostal. On understanding

at length the purport of it, the shade which had gathered over his pale

countenance passed oif, and pointing with his lean hand to the house,

he disappeared at once. You may imagine that such a being, under such

circumstances, gave us no very flattering idea of his associates. An old

woman, however, by her unwelcome information soon erased all memory
of this uncouth Cerberus. The hamlet of F— was yet far distant, and
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tlierc was no prospect of a better lodging for the niglit tlian her osleria

afforded. We had no resource tlien, and, fairly worn out with hunger
and fatigue, I gladly followed the beldame through a spacious stone
entrance hall, from whence various passages diverged, into one of the
latter; and, after a short pause, halted at the foot of a drop ladder, by
which I was requested to precede my hostess into my apartment for the
night. This apartment in no way corresponded to its mode of entrance.
It had evidently formed part of one of those chateaux so common in

the middle ages to frontier countries and mountainous districts, where
every feudal lord was independent in the fastnesses of his own strong
hold. Many of these yet exist in the loftier range of the Grisons, and
I had passed the ruins of more, beetling amidst the rocky defiles of the
Haute Engadine. They seem to be the last link of that heavy chain of
despotism which so lojig enslaved tlie moral energies of a whole people

;

the last visible memorial of those ages of darkness and ruin, to which
themselves are now hastening. It was a long narrow and lofty saloon
into which we entered. A straw mattress lay at the further end, which
with a chair or two of faded fanciful embroidery and an old table, was
the sole furniture. There was that damp, charnel-house smell, which so
well indicates the empire of desertion and neglect ; the candle flickered

in the dank vapour, which seemed to resent this invasion of its habitual

gloom ; the voice sounded hollow and unearthly ; the foot clanked un-
seemly on the black oaken floor. The walls were rudely wainscoted, but,
from the remnants of some tattered hangings, appeared originally to
have been tapestried. A rude stone abutment at the extremity had
filled up an old bay window, in which were cut two narrow loop-holes, sub-
stituted for windows. " It will be quite a different thing, Signor, when
the fire is kindled," said my departing hostess. I gazed at the carved
lofty frontal and yawning vacancy of the hearth ; my anticipations of
cheerfulness and warmth from such a quarter were not so sanguine, and
in a moment I was left in darkness, to my own reflexions. I cannot say
how long I remained a tenant of one of the old arm-chairs, half musing,
half dozing before the cheerless fire-place, but I remember being startled

by a steady ray of light bursting close upon me, and which on inspection
I found proceeded from a sliding pannel-door on one side of me, wliich
had been imperfectly closed. I pushed it back, and found myself in a
small apartment, flooded with the moonlight, and promising from con-
trast all that comfort and snugness, which had long since deserted the
saloon. The same close smell indeed pervaded it, but not the same air

of total abandonment. It was clothed with faded green hangings, and a
bed of similar furniture occupied a great portion of it ; it seemed origi-

nally to have served as an oratory, for in one corner there was a stone
table surmounted by a cross, an empty niche for the patron saint, and
an iron bracket and chain, from which a lamp had been suspended. The
curtains were carefully closed around the bed, and the light streaming
through a deep-set oriel window, of which the rude transept of stone-
work alone remained, fell upon an open missal and a crucifix on its seat

;

and hard by on the floor lay a lamp, which from the dusky stain around
had been overthrown hastily. I unclosed the curtains—and whether
from the force of a heated imagination, or the peculiar effect and influ-

ence of the light and shadow, or the accidental arrangement of the bed-
clothes, it was as though a corpse was huddled together under that

coverlid. It was the work of a moment to destroy this horrible surmise,
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by laying the couch open to view ; and it was only with a different,

though by no means lessened feeling of disgust, that I perceived one

dark continuous mass of blood, which had spread itself over the entire

sheets. The pillow alone was fresh, and heightened the sickening con-

trast—but on displacing this, the under part was literally clotted with

some of the human hair stiffened in the gore. I turned away, sick at

heart, carefully closing the pannel after me ; and before I had time to

reflect on my future movements a young girl had brought candles,

lighted some wood in the grate, and was preparing my bed. In a few
minutes appeared Sebastian, with my omelette and a bottle of wine ; and,

with as much carelessness as I could assume, I questioned him respect-

ing the state of affairs below. " Non dubitate, Signor," was his reply ;

" there is a fine blazing fire in the kitchen, and a noble one it is—and
our only inmates the old landlady and her servant girl."—" What then

has become of that sinister-looking fellow with the couteau 9
"—" Oh,

Signor, he is gone home to F— , where he lives, and is only occasionally

employed here out of charity. Non dubitate," he added, his kind open
brow lighting up, and apparently all the kinder for the fire and the food

of the cucina. I beckoned him to follov/ me, and at once shewed him
the cause of my uneasiness. The poor fellow turned away instinctively,

but after a pause, his eye glancing on the open missal and crucifix. " Ah !

Signor, sara una povera morta nelle doglie del parto !
" I then slowly dis-

placed the pillow, and held the light to the offending part—the palpable

evidences of guilt. The effect was like lightning on poor Sebastian ; his

face and form alike M'ere white and still as marble. " Veramente, Signor,

questo e troppo orrible !
" and he rushed from the oratory. The girl soon

made her appeai'ance to remove my almost untasted supper. Uninten-

tionally offering her a glass of wine, she pushed it from her with a rude

hasty gesture, which escaped neither of us. It had been agreed between
us that we should separate no more, and Sebastian having intimated his

intention of sleeping in my chamber, the girl withdrew, and shortly aia

uniform stillness reigned throughout the old chateau. It was now late,

and the moon would set in half an hour ; we debated whether we should

quietly attempt to reach F—, or retrace our steps to A— . We had
ample ground for suspicion, but nothing like proof to declare those sus-

picions as a ground for our departure at this unseasonable hour ; nay, we
deemed it wiser to keep the secret of cur horrible discovery in the very

scene of its action, as any intimation of our dark knowledge of such a

crime (if crime there had been) could only hasten the catastrophe

;

the dmouement of which appeared entirelj- at the option and in the

power of our mysterious hosts, (for such there must have been), though,

we communicated only with the old beldame and her servant. It was
clear if any evil was intended, and if the character of the people to

whom we conceived ourselves committed was such as we had reason to

expect—it was clear we were in their toils ; the hasty disappearance of

the ruffian of the outhouse, the time which had elapsed, and the conse-

quent means of collecting his associates, would baffle any attempt of

effectual escape at this crisis, and we accordingly agreed to await the

issue where we v, ere, than hasten, by any overt act of suspicion and
distrust, the violent solution of an affair on less defensible ground. I

had a brace of pistols with me and a sv,'ord-stick, and having pnmed the

former, and laid the sword upon the table, I proceeded to pledge Sebas-

tian on the prospect of holding out till morning, supplied as we. were.
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ill our Btatt" of siege, witli fire and candle, a double portion of the latter

having been surreptitiously procured from the kitchen by the faithful

Swiss. He hastily, however, seized the wooden cup and wine jug, and

poured their contents into the grate, reminding nie of the unusual re-

luctance and denial of the servant to partake of them. It occurred to

me next to secure the only perceptible mode of ascent to the saloon, by

drawing up the drop-ladder ; but on examination we had been anticipated

in our designs by some one, for it had disappeared, and we were fairly

prisoners of war. As there was no room now for further debate or

hesitation, Sebastian stretched his full and brawny length against the

door by way of an eflectual barrier ; and then, poor fellow, with a pistol

in his grasp, urged me to sleep, while he watched. The very idea

of sleep was out of the question for me, and wrapping my plaid around

me, I sat mechanically watching the embers, in no very enviable state of

mind. Good God ! what an eternity of time did the succeeding hour

appear, to my restless, feverish, conjuring brain. At one time I endea-

voured to explain aAva)'' appearances ; at another the fearful spectacle of

the adjoining room at once dissipated every shadow of doubt; and I

was possessed with the racking reality, that I was not only breathing

the tainted air of murder, but probably was marked out as the next

victim on the same altar ; then succeeded the dear and desperate conflict

of life and death. I balanced nicely the calculation of numbers against

the singleness of our righteous cause ; the daring carelessness of these

men of blood, hardened and emboldened by a long career of successful

crime, against the security of our position, and the wariness of awakened
caution ; the determined character of our resolves, the interested unity

of our fellowship, and that host in himself, Sebastian—a match for a
multitude in courage and constancy, with our local superiority. I re-

member often examining the priming of my pistol on that eventful

night, and bending the blade of my sword nearly double, to prove its

staunchness and right metal. I imagined the advance of the enemy,
and arranged exactly where I should smite him with the sword, and
what position I should take up to use my pistol close and effectually,

sharpening the edge of the flint mechanically ; in short, such and a

thousand similar refle.ctions and plans occupied my restless thoughts,

while my honest companion was sleeping tranquilly, occasionally dis-

turbing the profound stillness by his hard and fitful breathing. I think

it might have been an hour after midnight, when I was roused from a
waking doze by a shrill whistle echoing through the apartment, and
then followed the tramp of horses ; I placed my ear to the loop-hole,

and so accurate is the instinct of every sense connected with self-pre-

servation, that I could distinguish the different paces, and counted at

short intervals the tramp of five horsemen who halted in the court-yard,

but without dismounting. Presently there was a gleam of light shot

awthart the intense gloom of the morning, and a low indistinct parley

was held with some one at the door of the house. The words " siamo
tardt' reached my ear ; and on a repetition of " Jra poco, fra poco"
they wheeled about, and I caught them in a line as they defiled singly

through the gate, from my loop-hole. There they were four of them,
muffled in long cloaks, and the last with a led horse ; while a strange man
whom we had not before seen, earned a lantern, and with him another

muffled horseman, who had evidently just dismounted ; these two last

follo'wed the cavalcade out of the court, and in an instant they were out

M. M. New Series Vol. I. No. 3. 2 O
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of sight. Sebastian was at my side during this reconnoisance. " They

are gone to the stable, Signor," and again for a long interval we were

all eyes and ears for the result of this arrival. Anon the shutting of a

distant door reached us, the loud echo resounding through the long and

lone passages of the building. Anon the noise of coming feet, and the

suppressed whisperings of confused voices. We cocked our pistols.

" Could I, Signor, but secure the ladder 1
" were the last words I heard

from poor Sebastian. In a second he had rushed out—in less than

another there was a heavy fall, with the report of a pistol—then a faint,

low moan,and********
W.H.

THE CRUSADER S SONG.

" Remember the holy sepulchre."

Forget the land which gave ye birth;

Forget the womb that bore ye;

Forget each much lov'd spot of earth ;

Forget each dream of glory ;

Forget the friends that by your side.

Stood firm as rocks unbroken

;

Forget the late affianc'il bride.

And every dear love token ;

Forget the hope that, in each breast,

Cilow'd like smould'ring ember

;

But still the holy sepulchre.

Remember, oh ! remember

!

Remember all the vows ye've sworn

At holy Becket's altar ;

Remember all the ills ye've borne-
Have borne, and did not falter ;

Remember every laurell'd field

Which saw the crescent waving ;

Remember too when forc'd to yield,

'Gainst numbers vainly straining ;

Remember these, remember too.

The cause ye strive for, ever

;

The cross—the holy sepulchre

—

Forget —forget them never 1

By him who, in that sepulchre.

Was laid in death's cold keeping

;

By her who bore—who rear'd him—her

AVho by that cross sat weeping;

By those whose blood so oft has cried
" Revenge ! for souls unshriv'n ;"

By those whose sacred precepts guide

The path to yonder heaven ;

—

From youth to age, from morn to eve,

Worn spring-tide to December;
The holy sepulchre of Christ,

Remember, oh ! remember !

H.N.,
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LEAVES TORN OUT OF A COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

Machiavel as a Politician.—I believe that the great cause of this is,

that (to use a homely, but most significant expression) the greatest

part of his readers do not knoiv what he ivould be at ; or, if they arrive

at the most probable conclusion which seems to be furnished by his

writings, as taken all together, find that as unsatisfactory as uncertainty

itself. For it is surely less satisfactory to follow one advocate who makes
the best of whatever cause he undertakes, wiiether he be influenced

by avarice or ambition, than one whom we know to be in earnest,

though he should even be fanatical and extravagant in the support of
that which he maintains. We ought certainly to attend to the doctrine,

and not to the character of him who inculcates it ; but such is not

the general disposition of mankind. Moreover Machiavel is deficient

in that quality which they most appreciate ; to wit, in apparent con-

sistency, which is necessarily the great idol of the multitude, for few
among them can take distinctions. Perseverance of opinion appears to

them to be indicative of manly character under all charges of circum-

stances, and they worship it, because they find in it some protection

for their ignorance, and think they know where to have them who are

possessed of it. In short the}'^ do not like a man who fences some
times in cart and sometimes in tierce.

These are no doubt the motives which weigh with the multitude

;

but ought they so to weigh even with them ? Even admitting the justice

of the motives (as far as they can be deemed admissible) by which the

judgments of mankind are actuated, Machiavel is inconsistent : granted,

on a general view of his works. But is he inconsistent in his separate

works ? No " Then read his separate works as those of separate authors

—

decide upon each as such." This appears to be the obvious answer to

the objections I have supposed.

Where shall we find such a treasure of political wisdom, where
shall we find, as in his commentaries upon Livy, such original thinking?

and where, uninspired prophecies which have been so fully verified,

Notwithstanding all the singular modifications and changes which society

has, since his period, undergone ?

Read his History of Florence, and say if there can be a finer model
of that severe and simple style at which he aimed. The substratum
of thought and sentiment, which runs through it, is but what we expect
from such a statesman : but no one can anticipate that charm which
arises from pure unornamental diction, and mere propriety and consis-

tency of parts. There is the description of a tempest which visited

Florence, in this work, which conveys the most vivid and precise idea of a
storm which we ever received. Yet there is not an epithet employed
which could be spared : the merits of the description consist in the

apparent accuracy of the picture—to read it is to witness it. Judging
him b}'^ the short specimens he has given us of his powers, and making
a due allowance for the taste of his age, Machiavel would probably have
been as distinguished as a dramatic author, as he was as a political

writer and an historian. Nay, I cannot but rate him highly as a

poet, if deep feeling, expressed in strong and picturesque language, con-

stitute poetry. Take as an example his CapUolo upon Occasion, or, as

we should term her, Fortune.

2 2
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" Chi cei tu, che non par donna mortale ?

Di tantagrazia il del, t'adorna e dola !

I'erche non posi ? Perche a'piedi hai I'ale?

lo son rOccasione, a pochi nota
;

E la cagion, che senpre mi travagli,

E, perch' io tengo un pie sopra una rdta^

Volar non e, che al mio correr s'agguagli

;

E pero Tale a'piedi mi mantengo,
Accio nel corse mio ciascuno abbagli.

Gli sparsi miei copei dinangi io tengo

;

Con essi mi ricopro il petto e'l volto,

Perch' nn non mi conosca quando vengo.

Dietro del capo ogni copel mi e tolto ;

Onde in van si affatica un, se gli avviene
Ch' io I'abbia trapassato, o s' io mi volto.

Dimmi; chi e colei, che teco viene?
E Penitenza ; e pero nota e intendi

;

Chi non sa prender voce, costei ritiene.

E tu, mentre parlando il tempo spendi,

Occiipato da molti pensieri vani,

Gia non t'avvedi lasso e non comprendi
Com' io ti gon' fuggita dalle mani.

" Who art thou that no mortal dame appearest.

So graced by Heaven ? Why rest'st not on thy heeV
•

\
Say, why and wherefore thou those pinions wearest

!

'•' ' Occasion, that to few myself reveal

Am I J repose from motion have I none.
Because my foot is planted on a wheel.

There is no flight which overtakes my run ;

And therefore wings upon my feet I wear.
That my swift course may dazzle every one.

- Dishevelled, from my forehead hangs my h:iir

O'er face and breast, lest any me discern

For what I am when I to him repair.

Behind my head is every ringlet shorn :

Whence each to take me struggles fruitlessly,

If I outstrip him in the course, or turn.

Say who is that who come? alone with thee?
'Tis penitence; and, mark, the wight must wend.

Accompanied by her, who misses me ;

And thou, who dost thy time thus idly spend.
Like one who, in vain thoughts indulging, stands

Thou do'st not see, alas I nor comprehend,
I, while I speak, am vanished from thy bands—

"

It is not, however, as a poet that Machiavel most shines. Verse was
with him only tlie amusement of an idle hour, and Is princiiially worth
our consideration, as showing of how energetic a description were even
the relaxations of this marvellous man.
To return to his moral and political speculations ; it is curious to

observe how many of these, besides that which I have cited respecting
fortified places, will not upon examination appear lightly founded
though vulgarly considered as paradoxical. There is none which has
been more objected to, for instance : yet there is no opinion, I believe,

more unimpeachable, than thrat which he has advanced upon the indeli-

bility of national character. What has, I think principally led to a
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dissent from Machiavel's proposition respecting this, is our not making
surticient allowance for inherent

Cotitradiclums in National Character,—Wliich lead us to believe in a
change of what has suffered no change. These present a most curious

field for observation, though they are too much neglected by overseers

of national manners, who are proverbial for generalizing in their des-

criptions. These inconsistencies appear to arise out of a conflict, be-
tween the natural disposition, and religious or political circumstances

of a people. But in whatever they originate, nothing is at first sight

so inexplicable as some of these contradictions.

We may observe these illustrated in

The Turk.—He is the oppressor of the conquered, and the bigoted

enemy and persecutor of Christian, Jew and Pagan. He is either the

servile executioner of a tyrant, or the factious incendiary who burns

his neighbour's house, in order to vent the resentment which he bears to

his sovereign. View him on another side, and what a different picture

does he not offer ? He appears the personification of charity : he is the

kindest of task-masters. He frees his man-slave when he has served him
for seven years, and his woman slave that has borne him a man child.

This benevolence extends itself to animals. You may gee him purchasing

meat and carrying it to a sick dog—a beast which his law stigmatizes

as impure—or buying little birds of a boy, that he may restore them to

liberty.

Not only does national character exhibit these anomalies in the

aggregate, but the same contradictions will be found in it with respect

to that single quality, with which it seems to be most deeply impressed.

We universally acknowledge the politeness of

—

The Frenchman.—Yet who more frequently departs from the essential

rules of good breeding ?

An English nobleman, who had some French gentlemen staying with
him at his house in the country, carried them over to Oxford ; here
they dined at an inn, and their entertainer, who was conversant with

their tastes, asked an adventurer to meet them, who had established

himself as a fencing-master in the university. This man (who was,

I believe, by birth a Persian), had been a mamelouke, and had borne
arms in many Asiatic and European wars. During dinner, the con-
versation having turned upon his adventures, it came out, that he had
been at a certain period in the service of Kouli Khan, when one of

the Frenchmen exclaimed, " Ah ! vous avez servi sous Kmili Khan.
Vans avez du done vous trouver au massacre de Delhi. lyitcs-vons, un
pen comme cela est allc." All the others joined clamorously in this

request, and the Persian, after remaining for an instant, like one over-

whelmed, exclaimed, " Messieurs, cest un songe affreux que je voudrais

oublier a jamais." The next morning the Persian called upon the

nobleman, who had known him when he was an undergraduate, and
said, " my lord, I have now lived in this university for ten years, with

boys and men, and yet never had the question asked me which you
heard put to me yesterday."

The same sort of inconsistency which is manifest in his neighbour, is

no less conspicuous in

The Englishman ; though with him it takes a very diiFerent shape

and colouring. We pique ourselves on being free from fanaticism, yet

upon certain points we are only exceeded in fanaticism by the pupils

of Jesuits and inquisitors. We lay claim to strong sense, and to the.

character of a thinking people, yet touch one sense, and we rave like
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madmen, who are sound of intellect for the most part, but who live

under some preposterous illusion, which renders them, as to one point,

the maddest of the mad.
The truth of Machiavel's maxim respecting the indelibility of na-

tional character is strikingly illustrated in our conduct M-ith respect to

Catholic Emancipation. Years have now passed away since the absurd
and wicked invention commonly called Titus Oates plot, with regard
to which (take what historian's account of it we may), we can
safely assert that, with the single exception of the proceedings against

the supposed violators of the sacred images at Athens, no nation has
ever exhibited a specimen of such besotted folly, and crying injustice

as England did on that memorable occasion. On account of this ima-
ginary plot were the Catholics deprived of those privileges, from
which their descendants are to this day excluded. Some few years after,

a fire broke out in a baker's shop, and the greatest part of London was
reduced to ashes. Here again, recur to what historian we will, we
shall find all agreed in ascribing the misfortune to accident, and in

asserting that there was no evidence adduced in support of the mon-
strous declaration of the parliament, attributing the conflagaration to

the Catholics. We shall find all agreed in laughing at so inexplicable,

and so preposterous a charge ; yet is this charge recorded in the votes

of the House of Commons, and inscribed by authority upon a com-
memorative column, erected in the heart of our metropolis. Now
about a century after this, we have this same metropolis set on fire,

avowedly by Protestants, in hatred the of Catholics I !

!

We are now too civilized to burn or destroy; but mark the same
spirit, however modified by circumstances, in all its fullness of incon-

sistency. The commons of England had hitherto been the represen-

tatives of national prejudice ; but the peers have lately played their

part in this tragi-comedy. The commons pass a bill restoring the

catholics to those rights of which they have been so unjustly deprived,

and for excluding them from which there is no longer the excuse of

policy, and the lords in their zeal for the Church of England, fling it

indignantly over their bar ; the same lords, spiritual and tmiporal, who
had lately passed an act for giving full toleration to a sect which denied

the divhiity of the god whom they worshipped ! !

!

Some of the more reasonable will however say, we do not oppose this

question on religious, but on political grounds. Let us, then, simply

consider it on the simple grounds of expediency. All political writers

are af^reed, that there is no medium between full toleration and per-

secution. Either of these may, in certain circumstances, be a wise

principal of administration, and we are not at all prepared to impugn

the policy of Cromwell, when he bruised the Irish with a rod of iron,

and established among them his domineering system of government.

But to re-establish such a system, every one must allow to be impos-

sible. Circumstances have changed, and we have departed too widely

from this road to be able to retrace our steps; yet we would now seek

some by-way which good statesman never trod, that miserable track

which Machiavel has so justly stigmatised under the name of la via

del mezzo. We have given the Irish catholic freeholder the right of

voting at elections; but we will not let him be represented by the

catholic gentleman. That is, we have given him all the essential powers

of delegation ; have enabled him to choose the most profligatejjrotestant

member who will submit to be his instrument, and such instruments
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are, heaven knows, too easily obtained, yet we refuse him the choice

of one of his own persuasion, whose natural influence would render

him less likely to be the tool of his constituents. Thus ungraciously

and perversely giving what we have given in a manner unsatisfactory

to the lower catholic population, and offensive to those who would

have been least likely to abuse our favours.

The same inconsistency of conduct is as striking though less mis-

chievous in our treatment of

Protestant Dissenters. Every one of common information, knows

that the test act is virtually repealed by the law renewed from year

to year, which indemnifies all persons for having exectited certain offices

without having taken the sacrament according to the form of the Church

of England ; and that under the protection of this annual act, dis-

senters fill offices in corporations, and sit in parliament and in the

cabinet. Here again we grant the right, yet give the receiver an

excuse for ingratitude, by our ungracious mode of conferring it.

\V. S. R.

THE DEATH-BED.

'TwAS the soft season of departing da}',

And the light breezes with their fragrant breath

Gave double sweetness to the eve of May,
And waved in wanton sport tlie woodbine wreath.

That shaded a low casement, where the ray

Of western glory, entering, stole beneath
The blossomed branches, and upon the bed
Of death, a bright and trembling radiance shed

;

And gave a touching and unearthly grace

To features that retained much loveliness,

Although imprinted with the mournful trace

Of that deep grief, no language could express ;

Whose withering touch had early from her face

Stol'n the sweet smiles—yet you might aptly guess
What they had been, by the angelic air,

That, e'en in life's last struggles, lingered there.

And there was beauty on that faded brow,
Which, though her mortal sufferings might impair.

They could not banish—and its tintless snow,
Was well contrasted by the raven hair.

That fell in negligent, disordered flow.

O'er the pale cheek so exquisitely fair

—

On which one fluttered, hectic spot alone.

Told that it was not formed of Parian stone.

One white and wasted hand of faultless mould.
Pillowed her cheek, the other lifelessly

Rested beside her, damp, relaxed and cold

;

The book of holy writ lay open nigh,

As it had fallen from her powerless hold,

And the dim glances of her failing eye •

Appeared attracted by the sinking sun.

Whose earthly race, like her's, was almost run.

Who would have deemed the form so calm and still.

That in such pulseless languor rested now.
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Had tremiblcd with the agitating thrill

Of stern conflicting pangs, and felt the glow

Of vivid hope, and the alternate chill,

Of freezing doubts?—and lastly learnt to know
The certainty of all her wildest fears

Scarce dared to ioiage—was too great for tears.

Slje had been one who had too deeply loved

An earthly object, and on this false die.

Like a rash gamester, staked her all, and proved

The blindness, yea, the utter vanity

Of those too ardent feelings, which had moved
Her to exalt in secret rivalry

; 'Gainst heaven itself, the idol who possessed

The unreserved devotion of her breast.

He failed her—as all mortal trusts will fail

Those whose reliance is so fondly placed

On them, as her's was. One light, envious talc,

Heard from unworthy lips, in sooth, effaced

The love o_f years:—as the first wanton gale

Destroys the characters unwisely traced

On treacherous sand, and as its breath sweeps o'er.

They fade before it, and return no more.

The truth came o'er her like a sudden blow.

That crushes into numbness every sense.

Even of its smart ; and tears refused to flow,

rf In the keen agony and pangs intense

That followed this irremediable woe.

Her heart grew cold ; and though she tore froni thence

His worshipped image, yet the bitter strife

Sapped the internal principles of life.

From day to day she faded, like some flower

On which untimely blights are withering shed ;

.

Whose bosom meets tthe sunbeam and the shower.

Reckless of both—the charm of life had fled, ,

She felt, for ever—yet in that dark hour.

The day-spring from on high had visited

Her long benighted spirit, and the dew
Of peace descended—Peace divine and true.

Yea, the dense mists that had obscured her sight

Vanished beneath its influence ; and her soul,

In the first dawn of that celestial light.

Beheld the clouds of mortal sorows roll

For ever fl-om her, and the stormy night

Of earthly passions in their vain control.

Bound her no longer, and her closing eyes

Looked through the shades of death and endless extasies.

A. S.

To the Editor of tlie Monthly Magazine.

Sir:—You have been imposed on by somebody who has used my name
without my authority. I never wrote the letter of " Advice to the Clergy,"

published in your Magazine of January. Sydney Smith.

The Editor, in justice to his contributor, is bound to say, that the above only

positively applies to the prose paragraphs. The admirable witty lines which

conclude that article are to be attributed to. anybody the reader pleases.

Perhaps Mr. Smith may hereafter charitably acknowledge them.
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Eviii)oralion.— Ftom havinjj attentively

consi<lcied the theory of evaporation, Mr.

^

Trcdgolfl has been led to consider the

annexed formulic as correct. Let T=thc
general temperature, t= temperature of

evaporating surface at its ultimate depres-

sion, \v=\veight of vai)our in grains, that

would saturate a cubic foot of air at the

t€ni])erature t ; a=evaporation per minute

from a surface of one foot when w=l,
f=height of the barometer ; e=evaporatioii

in grains that produces a depression of one

degree of temperature; x=the tempera-

ture of the point of depression.

w=5600 (^-^ - 550?^) and

5600 a C -;

—

-—^ = E or the
U50+t iM+\y

evaporation of a surface one foot square in

grains per minute. As t is only the tem-

perature of the evaporating surface, tiic

general temperature will be T=t .

—

Taylor's Journal.

Fossih.—From the last memoirs of the

Geological Society we find that a stratum

•containing a number of fossil trees has

been exposed by the action of the sea on
the east and west sides of the town of

Cromer, in Norfolk. This stratum is com-
posed of lamiine of clay, sand, and vege-

table matter, and is about four feet in thick-

ness ; in it the trunks were found standing

as thickly as is usual in woods, the stumps
being firmly rooted in what appears to be

the soil in wliich they grew. They are in-

variably broken off above u foot and a half

from the base. "The stem and branches

lie scattered horizontally, and among them
are thin layers of decomposed leaves, but

no fruit or seed vessels. The species of

timber appear to be chiefly of the pine

tree, with occasional specimens of elm and
oak ; they are flattened by the pressiu'e of

the overlying alluvial strata. Also in the

mouth of the Char, in Dorsetshire, there

have recently been noticed traces of a sub-

marine forest. Upon a flat of some extent,

stretching into the sea in front of the beach,

only visible at low water, and composed of

lias, patches of a blue clay show them-
selves, imbedding pieces of blackened wood
lying horizontally, similar in appearance to

those usually met with in sub-marine
forests ; some of tliem are large, but the

greater number must have been derived

from small trees ; mixed with these are a

feu' hazel-nuts, and abundant remains of

plants—chiefl}' such as are found in marshy
grounds.

Meteorites.—From Dr. Chladni's cata-

logue of meteorites, inserted in the last

number of the Philosophical Magazine, it

appears that the first stone, of which the

M.M. New Series—Vol. 1. No. 3.

time of the fall can be indicated with any
degree of certainty, fell about 14-78 B.C.,

in Crete, on the Cyheline mountain, was
considered as the symbol of Cybele, and was
that with wliich Pythagoras was initiated

into the mysteries of tlie Ida;i Dactj'Ii.

The only m<uis of iron containing nickel,

and crystallized in octahedrons, whose fall

may be considered as historically proved, is

that which fell near Ilradschina, in the pro-

viwc of Agram, in 1751.

Longevity.—The following instances of

longevity are well authenticated, and are

curious exceptions to the general law of

human life.

Xmr. Agr.
177(j Thomas Dobson 139

IJU.', Mary Cameron- -139

1732 William Leyland 140

Countess of Des-
mond l-li)

1771) James Jands - • - 140

1778 Swarling(amonk)14i
1773 Charles M'Finlay 14;)

17.17 John KthnRham 144

17«i Evan Williams- 14.')

17<i(j ThomasWinsloe 14ti

1772 J. C. nrakenlxjrgUr,
l(s02 William Mead --UK
l(i4f) James Drammc 141*

17(jl) Francis Confl -150
1542 Thos. Newman- - 152

liao James Bowels - 152
Ilenr\ West -152

y™r. Age.
175!l Don Cameron -l.To

17(j(j John Delasomer l.io

(ieorge King 130

1767 John Taylor - • - i;iO

1774 William Beattie 13o

177H John Watson l:to

17W1 Rot)ert M'Bride l;)o

William Kills 1:J0

I7M Kliza Taylor--
177.> Peter Ciardcn

17(il K'iza Merchant
1772 Mrs. Keith
17K7 Francis Angc- -

1777 John Brookey
1714 Jane Harrison
175!) James Shemc
17(IJI Catherine Noon 13/

1771 Margaret Foster I.K

177c John Mariat VM l(i35 Thomas I'arr 155

1772 J. rtichardson - -137 , 17ti2 .\ I'olish l'ea!,.-»ntl5»

17!I3 J. Robertson 137 17(17 Jos. Surrington \W,

1757 William Sharnley l.W IlitiH \\' illiam KdwardslfiO
17(Jj J. M'Dononuh - l.W 17(11) Henry' Jenkins - -H)2

I771) — Fairbrother - 133 1 1710 Louisa Truxo - -I7U

1772 Mrs. Clura 1381

persons have died of

years :

I

lt'18 Ann Smallwood llfi

1H18 Alex. Campbell. .117
1 1822 A Female Slave
1 (Jamaica) 120

T. Gilbert 12U
1822 J. Woods 122
1818 David Ferguson 124

1
1822 Thady Doorley 130
1821 Margaret Darby

a Dlack) 130
1822 Lucretia Stewart 130
laiy Roger H.EUistonUO
1824 Nancy Lawrence

(a black) 140
1820 Solomon Nibet- 143

The following aged
late

1821 Cato Overing (a

black) 110

1823 Ellen Tate 110
Mrs. Ormesby -110
Mr. J. Larling*- -Uo

1«(I8 Col. J. Stewart-. Ill

182(1 Bridget Byrne -111
1822 Joseph Mills 111

1823 J. Mackenzie 111

1821 Ann M'Rae 112

18-i2 Samuel Welch
(anAmerican)t 112

1818 Thomas Botwell 113

William Napier 113

1823 A Woman in Fin-
land 115

The following aged persons were living in

the several years set against their re-

spective names :

11121 A widow, named 1 1818 .\t Charleston, a
Miller, at Lynn 107 Negro 118

1823 John Macdonald 108 1823 A Female at Ca-
1818 J. Dorman, Stra- 1 labria 125

bane, Ireland - -109 ' 1819 H. Francisco, an
1020 AtAdria, inLom- ( American 130

bardv, a Catho- ' 1819 At Lake Cham-
lie Priest 110

I

plain, a Ger-
1823 Peter Grant, a | man 135

Highlander 110 1821 At Freesneen,
1821 .\t BaUvTagget, I Wcevre Nerdera,

Mich. Brenuan 112 a Female 155

1822 Fcl.Buckley.Esq.ns I

* He left 130 children and giand-children.

t His father w.-.s near 9(1, l-.is mother 100, a bister

lOOi and a brother upwards of 90,

2 P
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Mudulus of Cuhesion.— The results which
Mr. B. Bevan lias obtained witli regard to

the modulus of cohesion, or tlie length in

feet of any prismatic substance, required to

break its cohesion or tear it asunder, are

arranged in the following table.

Feet.
Writing paper,
foolscap 8,(HI0

Brown wrapping
paper, tl>in C.71W

Bent grass (holcus) 79.IHIO

Whalebone 14,(HW
Bricks (FennyStrat-

fordl 070
Ditto (Leighton).- 144
Ice 30(1

Leicestershire slate 7j3U0

Feet.

Tanned cow's skin lo,250
Do. calf's do. 5,(l.)(]

Do. horse's do. 7,illiO

Do. cordovan 3,720
Do. sheep's do. 5,(i00

Untanued horse do. ti,yijij

Old harness of 30
years 5,tHKi

Hempen twine- • 7.'i,0O0

Catgut some years
old 23,00(1

Garden matting . •27,onu

Modulus nf Elasticity.—The following are

the results obtained by the same gentle-

man as to the modulus of elasticity.
Feet.

I

Feet.
Bteel n,3i:0,0(i0 Lignum vita • 1,850,000
Bar iron 0,0f)0,(««) Teak wood 4,7(10,1100

Ditto «,4.')0,OIIO
I

Yew 2,220,000
' Whalebone 1,(H)(',ihw

Cane 1,4(KI,IHI0

Glxsstube 4,44ii,(i(iO

Ice (i,(jOO,000

Limestone,
— Linton, Buck 2,4l.'0,000

— Ketton l.f^OO.OOO
— Jettemor • 62."),(iOO

Kyegate C21,(KI0

Yellow pine • • !),1.")(I,(«K)

Ditto 11,1!4( 1,(1(10

Finland deal • (i,(i(i(i,(«i(l

Mahogany 7,.''>('(l,(l()(j

Rosewood 3,()(io,(N!0

Oak, dry S,l(io,(HiO

Fir bottom • \ 7,4(iii,0(:0

2.') years old- j fi,Oli(l,(»00

Petersburg deal (),0{l(i,(H>.l , ^ _

Lance wood . .'>,1(KI,(Kk) Yorkshire pav-
Willow (;,2(NI,(HKI ing 1,,'!20,(100

Oak 4,3:';!i,0(«l Coik 3,300
."^alin wood 2,200,000 , Slate, Leicester-
Lincolnshire bog shire 7,800,006
oak 1,710,000'

Condensed Wuod.—In this age of inven-
tions, one of the most singidar is that ofcon-
densed wood, for which a gentleman * has
recently obtained a patent. His id«i is to

pass the ])lanks, which are to be cut with
parallel surfaces, throuirh several i)iiirs of

rollers, the distance between each pair pro-

gressively diminishing, so that the sap or

other moisture will be forced out of the

pores of the wood at the ends and sides of

the jilank, which will be grad'.ially com-
pres^ed and rendered more solid without
disturbing the grain, thus producing an im-
provement in the qiudity of wood where
durability and hardness are objects to be
obtained.

Rockets.—The general employment of

the rocket as an instrument of war has led

to some researches as to its original inven-

tor. Wnether or not the Greek fire is to

be regarded as ot tiiis class, may admit of

some doubt ; but in the celebrated manu-
script of .Mai'cus Gnecus, there are instruc-

tions for the composition of gunpowder,
wildfire, and rockets. In a work attributed

to All)ert the Great, which appeared in the
thirteenth ccntui')', the same directions r.re

repeated. Roger Bacon appears to ha\e
been acquainted with someihing of the sort

;

but as neither he, nor Marcus, nor Albert,

have spoken of cannon, it maybe concluded
that the destructive engines of war, the sub-
ject of their allusions, were in effect rockets,

which correspond exactly to their descrip-

tions. In 1379 and 1380, the Paduans em-

* Mr. Attley is, we believe, the name.

jiloyed military roi'kets to set fire to the

town of Mestre, and the Venetians against

the tower IJelli' Bebe, part of the outworks
of Chiogia. These occurrences took place

almost under the eyes of the historians who
relate them. In 1449 Dunois used them
against Pont-Audemcr, which he was be-

sieging, and while its defenders were ex-

tinguishing tlie conflagration these missiles

had occasioned, the French troojis carried

tlie place. In the archives of the town of

Orleans it is found that previous to this,

viz. during the siege of Orleans in 1428,

various sums of money had been expended
in the purchase of materials proper for the

composition of rockets. In a manuscript
which in 1.5G1 was considered as old,

rockets are described with great minute-
ness. It is recommended that the cases

Bhould be maile of iron plate, and subse-

quently varnislied to preserve them from
rust. Louis Collado, a chief engineer of

j

Charles V., employed them against cavalrt/,-

and to enlighten the outworks of besieged

places prior to 138G ; he recommends that

to increase their range, and render them
more destructive, the length of their tubes

should be increased, and petards affixed to

the end of them. The Barbary powers
even used them in naval engagements, and
the Asiatics have been long acquainted with

them. The invention consequently of Sir W.
Congreve has been long known, and in what
particular he can lay claim to originiility it

is difficult to say. The success which at-

tended the employment of this destructive

weapon by the British troops during the

last war, has led to its adoption by the

continental powers, and innuiiierable expe-

riments u])on it have been made in different

))<irts of Europe. As the object is to ob-

tain from the materials composing the

rocket the greatest quantity of gas in a

given time and volume, it has been pro-

posed to substitute chlorate of potash for

saltpetre, and to introduce into the cxi)lo-

sive charge some of the fulminating jiow-

ders, with the i)roi)erties of which chemis-

try has recently made us acquainted.

—

Revue Enci/clap.

Yellow Fevcr.-^It has been remarked
that, in the city of Charlestown, in form
an oval, lying east and west, situated at the

confluence of the rivers, possessing 30,000
inhabitants, of whom one-third, at least,

arc blacks, and divided into four equal parts

by the spacious streets, running in the

direction of the cardinal points, the mor-
tality from the j"ellow fe\ er is in the fol-

lowing proportions :—One per cent, in the

south-east quarter ; three per cent, in the

north-west ; four per cent, in the south-

east, and five per cent, in the north-east

;

at the very point where the land advances
from tlie east into the united streams, the

mortality was six per cent., while on the

other shore of each of the rivers there

occurred no instance of death from the

yellow fever, even in an island at a small
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distance to the cast of tlie city, nenr the

place wlicre tlio disease was most fatal. The
blacks, ronniii!,' about one-third of the popu-

lation, lost oidy one-half ])cr cent. ; the

Frencli, one ; the Germans, one anda-half

;

the Diitcii, two ; the Americans, three

;

^.' the English, four. Men of u sanguine tem-

perament were most in danger, for they

lost one-tentli : l>iiious jieojjle only one-

fiftieth. The mortality was one-half less

among women than among men.
Cranic/iH/;/— Dr. Patterson, of Calcutta,

has observed, tiiat the skulls of Hindoos
are to those of Europeans as two to three;

or that tlic head of an European of fifteen

years is eqn-il in size to that of an Hindoo
of thirty. If the size of the head indicate

a corresponding intellectual capacity, it

may now be conceived how 20,(X)0 Euro-
peans have in subjection 1,000,(J(X),000 of

L Asiatics.

B< Indian Medicine.—The dried and ))ul-

T verized root of the gigantic asclespia fur-

nishes to the inhabitants of Bengal, and it

is presun)cd it would be equally erticacious

in Eiiro|)e, a powerful remedy for. cuta-

neous and gTandular diseases, for leprosy,

rheumatism, ru))turcs, &c. The doses in

which it is daily exhibited are of ten grains.

Zduhyy.—The ornithoryncus, platipous,

is oviparous, and frecpiently found in New
South Wales. Two or three of these sin-

gular animals are preserved in Paris, where
the observation has been verified, that the

spurs on the hind legs of the male, who alone

is armed with them, are hollow, and com-
municate with a bag in which a poison is se-

creted, which, infused into the wound they
may inflict, occasions a swelling, accompa-
nied with extreme pain, but death does not
ensue.

Poland.—The number of institutions for

public instruction in Poland, amounted in

1821 to 1206, and the students to -tS.STl ;

so that the number Of students and degree
of civilization in this country, were to the

same in Germany as one to two, since from
the census taken in the latter country in

1817, the number of students was to the

population as one to .'5,.532, whereas in

Poland it is as one to 7,273.
Siatistics. — Yvom the census taken in

Prague in 1823, it appears that that city

contains 107,325 inliabitants, of whom
86,494 are Christians, 7,308 Jev/s, 1,085
occupy the ancient citadel, and 12,350 are

military. In the librarv of the university

are 1.3,000 volumes.
Telescopes—The use of telescopes of

high power has frequently been considered
ai3 indispensable for accuracy in astrono-
mical instruments. From observations,

however, recently made by Captain Kater,

I

it has been found that with a pow er of sixty

! there cannot be an error of one-eighth of a
second, so far, at least, as vision is con-

I cerned. The cause of the uncertain, per-
' haps we might say capricious, performance

^

of reflecting telescopes, which has lately

engaged the attention of the same gentle-
man, seems not to liave eluded his sagacity,

and of his verj' ingenious remarks on
this subject we shall give some account in

a future number.
Haja Erinaceits.—In the American Jour-

nal of Science, a description is given by iMr.

Mitchill of a fish, on which he lias be-

stowed the name of llaja Erinaecus - the
hedgehog-ray. It is taken in the .\tlantic

near New- York, and has this specific

character :—a tail, b?;iring two dorsal lins,

with the vestige of a third at the extre-

mity ; thickly aculeated on the sides,

though destitute of the spines called stings ;

having a pale brown prickly skin, over
which dark brown spots are distributed ;

and having also a patch of about twenty
spines on each wing or flai), which, while
the wings or flaps are extended and lie flat,

are concealed or covered by the skin, but
when the wings or flaps are' coutrac ted,

come forth and are erected like the claws
of a cat, when they are capable of arresting

or tearing soft objects presented to them.
Venire.—The population of A'enice, which

amounted in 1787 to 118,000, has now de-
creased to 1(X),(XK), of whom one-third are
destitute of sulHcient means of support.
The ancient nobles, who drew part of their

enormous revenues from the places they
held in the rci>ublic, are broken down by
tile taxes and by the exjiense of maintaining
their palaces, while all the working classes

can obtain no employment. Venice wan
an artificial creation, and can never recover
her ancient splendour, unless, under an en-
lightened administration, she become a free

])ort, which would render her a dcjiot for

the productions of every neighbouring state.

2\mds.—Tlie popidar belief in the ve-
nomous nature of the toad, though of great
antiquity, has been rejected as a vulgar

prejudice by modern naturalists—decidedly
so by Cuvier ; but like many other long-
received and prevalent opinions, it is a true
one, and the denial of it by philosophers
has resulted from superficial examination.
Dr. Davy has communicated to the Royal
Society that he found the venomous matter
to be contained in follicles, chiefly in

the cutis vera, and about the head and
shoulders, but also distributed generally

over the body, and even in the extremities.

On the application of pressure, this fluid

exudes, or even spurts out to a considerable
distance. It is extremely acrid when ap-
plied to the tongue, resembling the extract

of aconite in this respect, and it even acts

upon the hands. Though more acrid than
the poison of the most venomous serpents,

it produces no ill effect on being introduced
into the circulation : a chicken inoculated
with it was not affected.

Population.—It appears from the public

registers, that during the seven vears from
1817 to 1823, 3,458,965 males, and
3,246,813 females were bom in France :

these two numbers being to each other ax

2 P 2
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eighteen to fifteen ; the numher of males
bom exceeded that of females by one fif-

teenth. To ascertain if climate influenced

this proportion, tliirtj- of the most soutliern

departments of France were considered

separately, and for the same period : the

same proportion was the result ;
proving

that, at least, in no sensible degree did the

superiority in the number of birtlis of males
over that of females depend upon the cli-

mate. During the year 1824 there were
28,812 births, 22,612 deatlis, and 7,C20
marriages in Paris.

Difference of Z,oru/itude of London and
Paris.—From a series of observations re-

cently made by desire of the French Govern-
ment, and sanctioned by the Board of

Longitude in England, by Mr. Herschel,

Captain Sabine, and two French officers,

the difference of longitude between the

two observatories of Greenwich and Paris

is estimated at 9'2",6, which determination

is not likely to require a correction exceed-

ing -^ of a second, and very unlikely to

want one of twice that amount.
McAdamized Rjiids.—The system of

road-making, which bears very improperly
the name of Mr. McAdam, has recently

been introduced into France ; the prefect

of the department of tlie I^oiret, has pro-

mulgated a circular, in which he strongly

recommends this manner of composing

roads as likely to be of the highest benefit

to the country.

Fall of Aerolites.—Three stones fell in

the lower part of the commune of Be-
nalzo, twenty-one miles distant from the
town of Cento, in the province of Ferrara,
between nine and ten o'clock, p.m., on the
15th of January 1824.. A bright light and
loud explosion accompanied the fall of

tliese visitors to our planet-

—

Bulletin dea
Sciences.

Hydrophobia.—The numerous cases of f
hydrophobia which have recently occurred,
have called the particular attention of me-
dical men to this dreadful malady, and we
find from the Re\iie Encyclopedique, that

the genista tinctoria has been found most
efficacious. Dr. Destrez at VaiUy, and
Dr. Chabanou at Uges, have employed it

with great success, as Dr. Marochetti,

who observed it to be thus used by a -..

simple Russian peasant, formerly did in the • 1
south of Europe. '

Suspension JBridgt at Paris.—The sus-

pension-bridge opposite the hospital of the

invalids at Paris, which was commenced at

the beginning of August 182'1', is expected

to be completed in the summer of the cur-

rent year. The length of the chains, from
the bottom of the pits in which their ends
are sunk, exceeds BOD Parisian feet—the

road-way is 467 feet.

PROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.
ROTAI, SOCIETY.

The following papers were read on the

12t!i January:
—" Observations on the Heat

of July 1825, together with some Remarks
on sensible Cold," by W. Heberden, m.d.,

F.R.s. ; " Account of a series of Observa-

tions to determine the difference of Longi-

tude between the national Observatories of

Greenwich and Paris," by J. F. W. Hers-
chel, Esq., Sec. R.S., communicated by the

Board of Longitude.

Jan. 19.—" On the Cambridge Transit

Instrument," in a supplement to a former

paper, by Robert Woodhouse, Esq., m.a.,

F.R.3., Plumian Professor of Astronomy in

the Universit}' of Cambridge ;
" On the

Magnetic Influence of the Solar Rays," by

S. H. Christie, Esq., m.a., F.R.s.

26th.—" On the Barometer," by J. F.

Daniell, Esq., r.R.s.

LINN^AN SOCIETY.

Jan. 17th.—A paper was read " On some
Cornish Species of the genus Labrus," by
Mr. Jonathan Couch, r.L.s. Among the

species noted were Labrus Julis; Tinea

(common Wrasse); Cornubiensis (Gold-

sinny) ; Microstoma (Corkwring) ; Trima-

culatus; Comber; Perca Inermis.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN'

AND IRELAND.

A general meeting of the society was
held on the 7th of Januarj-, when the Most
Noble the Marquess of Hastings, vice-pa-

tron of the society, an^-l the Prince de Po-
lignac, junbassador from France to Great
Britain, a foreign member of the society,

honoured the meetuig with their presence,

and inspected the society's house. Pro-
fessor Bopp, of Berlin, another foreign

member of the society, also attended the

meeting.

The Marquess of Hastings presided

;

and the Director, H. T- Colebrooke, Esq.,

officiated to conduct the business. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and
confirmed. Several donations were then
presented, and the reading of Mr. Davis's
" Extracts from Pekin Gazettes for 1824

"

concluded.

Jan. 21st.—At the meeting of the society

this day, H. T. Colebrooke, Esq., Director,

in the chair, the minutes of the last meet-

ing being read and confirmed, several dona-

tions were ])resented, and the reading of

a paper, by Captain James Delamaine, en-

titled, " Of the Strawacs, or Laity of the

Jains," was commenced.
The second part of the first volume of
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the traiisiictions of tlie society was publish-

cU tills (lay, and copies were distributed to

the members.

MEDICO-BOTANirAL SOl'IHTY OF LONDON.

This society Iield its aimivcrsary on the

16th January, when the following officers

and council were elected for the present

year:—Vice-Presidents, William Thomas
Brande, Esq.; Sir Astley Coo])er, Bart.,

F.R.s. ; Sir Alex. Chriclitoi}, f.r.s. ; .Sir

William Franklin, f.r.s. ; Edward Thomas
Munro, md. ; John Ayrton Paris, ji.d.,

F.n.s. Treasurer, Henry Drummond, F2sq.,

F.s.A. Secretaiy, Richard iNIorris, Esq.,

F.l..t. Director, John Frost, Esq., f.s.a.

Auditor of accounts, William Newman,
Esq. Council, the President, Vice-Pre-

sidents, and other officers ; together with

Thomas Gibbs, Esq., f.ii .s. ; Theodore
imtittfUntl, il.D.', M.ii.A.^ , 'I'Umiijjs Jones,

K Esq. ; George H. Roe, ji.d. ; Johv. Gor-
don Smith, M.D. ; Milliam Yarrell,

F.I.S.

The gold medal of the society was award-
ed to Matthew Curling Friend, Esq., Lieut.

R.N. and F.R.S., for his communications re-

specting certain articles of Materia Medica
used in Africa; and the silver medal to

James Hunter, Esq., f.h.s.

GF,OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Nov. 1 8th, 1825.—A notice was read

respecting the appearance of " Fossil Tim-
ber on the Norfolk coast," by Richard
Taylor, Esq., of Norwich. An extract of

a letter from the Right Hon. Earl Comp-
ton, F.G.S., to the President, was read, " On
the discovery of Granite with green Felspar,

found in excavations at Tivoli." In exca-
vations made during the spring of 1825 at

Tivoli, on the spot where the villa of Man-
lius Vopiscus stood, fragments of granite

were discovered, the felspar of which is of a
green colour, exactly resembling that which
is called amazonian stone. As this rock
was never before known to be among those

employed by the ancients, it becomes a cu-
rious point to ascertain whence they de-
rived it, since the modem localities of the

amazonian stone are confined to Siberia

and the continent of America. As Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics appear on the original

surface of some of these fragments. Lord
Compton supposes the green granite to have
been found, though a very rare substance,

in Egypt.

A paper was also read, entitled, " No-
tice of traces of a Submarine Forest at

Charmouth, Dorset," by H. T. De la

Beche, Esq., f.r.s., g.s., &e. A circum-

stance, seeming to indicate the existence of

the remains of a submarine forest near the

mouth of the Char, was lately pointed out

to M. De la Beche by ]Miss Maiy Anning.

Dec. 2.—A paper, entitled, " Remarks
on the Geology of Jamaica," by H. T. De

la Beche, Esq., r.a.i., was read in i)art,&c.
A paper was also read, entitled, " An .\c-
couiit of an nndescribed Fossil Animal,
from the Yorkshire Coal-field," by John
Atkinson, f.l.s., and Edward .Sanderson
George, f.l.s.

Dec. IG.—A paper was read, " On the
Chalk and Sands beneath it (usually termed
green sand), in the vicinity of Lyme Re-
gis," by H. T. De la Bciiie, Esq., r.o.s.

A paper was also read, entitled, " A Geo-
logical Sketch of part of the West of .Sussex
and the North-east of Hant«, &:c.," by R.
J. Murchison, Esq., f.g.s., &c.
And on 6th Jan. 1826, tlie reading of

IVL De la Bechc's jiaper " On the Geology
of Jamaica" was continued.

FOREIGN.
rRANCE.

Paris.—Proceedings of die Institute.

At the last meeting of Hie Acadeuiy of
Sciences, a communication wa.s received
from M. De Gregori, relative to the recent
progress of vaccination in I'iedmont. In
^0 the vaccinations amounted to .i2,2.5.'>,

1824. to 68,4o2; tlie annual number
of bir?Ks may be estimated at 116,900.
The Kiii^^f Sardinia has highly distin.
guished thoN^ whose zeal has ])rincipally

contributed to these fortunate events. M.
Dumeril has been elected to the chair of
zoology for reptiles and fish, vacant by tlic

death of M. De Lacepede, whom M. De
Blainiille has been chosen to succeed as
member of the academy in the section of
anatomy and zoology. 31. Poisson read a
memoir, entitled, " Solution of a Problem
relative to Terrestrial Magnetism;'' on
which occasion M. De la Place offered
some observ-dtions on different elements of
the actual state of the earth, which it would
be important to determine at present, to
serve as a point of departure for the obser-
A-ations of future Jiges, viz. 1. Terrestrial
magnetism. 2. The pressure of the at-
mosphere. 3. The actual temperature of
the globe. He required the academy to
nominate a committee for this purpose,
when M. De la Place himself, Messrs Ara-
go, Poisson, Thenard, Guy-Lussac, Fourier
and Dulong, were appointed to draw up
pre\-iously an outline of the experiments.

Atiierunim.—The proceedings at the re-

opening of this institution disappointed the
auditors ; with the exception of a discourse
by M. B. Constant, of which indeed it is

impossible to .speak in sufficiently high
terms, every other commimication seems
to have fallen below mediocrity.

PRUSSIA.

Berlin.—At the last meeting of the Aca-
demy of Sciences of this city, M. Jacler,
the author of an excellent work, entitled
Chronologie Mathcmatique, recently pub-
lished, comrauiiicated a memoir on the year
of the birth of Jesus Christ, and examined
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with much ability every circumstance which
lias been handed down to us connected

with the star of the Magi. M. Link pre-

sented an outline ol' a new system of plants.

GERMANT.
Gottingen.—In an excellent memoir, on

the sources from which Suetonius the his-

torian drew his information, read to the

Royal Society of Gottingen by Dr. Soeltl,

it is concluded, that the work of Suetonius

may be relied on— that in the life of Julius

Caesar, for example, he cites as his autho-

rity Tamisius Geoninus the historian ; the

edicts of Bibulus, the discourses of Curio.

[March,

Moreover, it is evident tVat he employed

the letters of Cicero and those of Ccesar to

the senate, and that he borrowed from Vel-

leius Paterculus. Dr. Soeltl further re-

marks, that the oral tradition commences
with Nero ; the memoirs of this prince are

only once cited. After this, written docu-

ments are no longer mentioned, the biogra-

phical notices are shorter, as if the histo-

rian did not wish to enlarge upon facts of

recent occurrence and universally known.
Here he is his own authority, and he seems

to have been as careful in the narration of

contemporary facts, as he was in the selec-

tion of his ancient documents.

MONTHLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN.

A Key to the Booh of Pialnn, h;/ the

Riw. Thos. Bova.—Every attempt to illus-

trate the structure of the Sacred Volume
deserves attention. The writer of this

book is the author of a work, entitled,

" Tactica Sacra;" it is now before us;

but we do not deem it necessary to speak

of it particulariy, as the " Key to the

Psalms" appears a recapitulation of that

system of composition, which the learned

author considers as constituting a consider,

able portion of the Testaments, and con-

sequently adapts to the Psalms. Mr.

Boys emphutically cautions all periodical

writers of '" th-c responsiliiiity which they

will incur, if, in dealing with a sutiject of

such importance, they betray injustice,

prejudice, or e\en carelessness." We are

pleased at his warning, because it shows

that he is in earnest, and courts examina-

tion. We shall never purposely be guilty

of injustice ; let our pages tell the world if

we are prejudiced ; and ^ve would not be

wilfully careless. We must not suppose,

that in a limited periodical work, it is pos-

sible to enter fully and deeply into so ab-

struse a subject as the structure of Hebr.io

verse ; or discuss with minuteness of detail

the merits of a discovery which he claims.

some of the fundamental characteristics" of

the structuie of the com|)usition of the

Bible are mentioned. The younger Bux-
torf is considered by the Bishop of Lime-
rick (Dr. Jebb), to have given the "tech-

nical basis" of the system of Lowth : Scho-

ettgen followed Buxtorf, and stated \\ith

some accuracy the laws of Ilelirew paralle-

lism treated by Lowth. Whether Buxtorf

was aware of what Azarias had written

we do not presume to say— examinations,

pursued hy erudite men, of a similar subject

might lead to similar results. It is liighly

probable that Schoettgen was not acquaint-

ed with what Buxtorf had published.

Lowth acknowledges no obligation from

Buxtorf and Schoettgen. Mr. Boys re-

marks, that " he does not conceal his obli-

gation" to Azarias ; he should have been

more explicit on this jjoint, and given the

reference to his readers, lest any uiference

unfavourable to the prelate should be de-

duced from this remark. Lovv'th, in his

nineteenth lecture, quotes the Rabbi's

words, which are :

—

" Without doubt the sacred songs have measures

and proportions, but these do not consist in the

number of the syllables perfect or imperfect, accord-

ing to the form of modern verse ; but in the num-

To facilitate our labour, we shall give a very \ ber of things, and of the parts of things; that is, the

brief outline of what has been effected in

this branch of learning, previous to the pub-

licaiions of IMr. Boys, and then offer our

opinion on his claims to additional discove-

ries.

Josephus appears to be the earliest writer

who bas spoken of the poetry of his coxm-

try, and Mr. Boys mentions him, and gives

an example of his using one of the parallels

or " correspondencies." O^igen was, with-

out doubt, aware, that many parts of the

Scripture were written under certain r ules
;

but his fancy led him to su])pose, that the

Greek measiu-es were to be foinid in Scrip-

ture, and so he rather confused than eluci-

dated the subject. Rabbi Azarias pub-

lished at Mantua in 1754 " Meor Ena-

jim"—The Light of the Eyes—" in which

subject and the predicate, and their adjuncts, in

every sentence and proposition. Thus a phrase,

containing two parts of a proposition, consists of

two measures; add another containing four, and

they become four measures : another again, con-

taining three parts of a proposition, consists of three

measures ; add to it another of the like, and you

have six measures ; for you are not to number the

wwds or syllallcs, but the sentences."

There is no doubt, as will be seen in the

sequel, that this si)ecification of Rabbi

Azarias opened the way to that knowledge

which Lowth attained—and possesses the

germ of what Mr. Boys claims as his dis-

covery ; for the latter clause is exemplified

by the tabular view in the Tactica Sacra,

and by the examples in the work under

examination. Lowth, as Mr^ Boys says,
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s-

has not concealed Jiis obligation : \vc do
not find any acknowledpULMit of that due
by Mr. Boys to the llabbi, ivhieli seems
to be nearli/ as gi-eat as that owed by the

prelate. Both have followed up the inves-

tigation with ardour; but tlie veil of the

mystery was jiartially undrawn. Tiie Life

of Addison has brought forward another,

and a new claimant of no mean renown

—

clanim ac veneral)ile nomen

—

IVIii.tok—
who has used the Epanndos, and other pecu-
liarities of Hebrew poetry, the writer thus
quotes from his works :

—
" Or if occasion shall lead to imitate those mag-

niflck odes and hymns, wherein I'indarus and Cal-

limachus are in most things worthy, some others in

their frame judicious, in their matter most and end
faulty."

'* But those frequent songs throughout the taw and
propht^ts beyond all these, not in their divine argu-

ment atone, but in the very critical art and vomposi-

tiitn, may be easily made appear over alt hinds of
lyriek poesy to be incomparable" .' !—Preface B. IL
Of the Reason of Church Government."

He is stated by tlie same author to have
anticipated, " even that ripe and titsteful

scholar. Dr. Jebb," in the discovery of the

cnoKus, and gives INIilton's ojiinion of the

Apocalypse of St. John as the proof.

'* Tlie majestia inutpe of a higli and stately tra-

ge<ty, situtting up, and intermingling her solemn

scenes and acts witti a sevttn-fold chorus of Iiallelujahs.

and harping symphunics."

Bishop Jebb in his " Sacred Liteniture"

—a work which must ever I'e esteemed an
ornament to the age in which it was writ-

ten, is the last writer, ])revious to Mr.
Boys, who has treated of Hebrew i>oetry.

The following parallels are clearly proved
to exist :—that termed by Lowth " Si/no-

7iimous," more correctly by Dr. Jebb, " Coij-

nate ;" by a critic quoted by Home, " Gra-
datioiuil Paralleliim—" and by us, " Pro-
gressire Cognate Pundkls," and which last

a|)pellation we think will be found on exa-

mination the most comin-ehensive and pre-

cise, because the force progressively in-

creases in each successive clause, and in

sense is closely allied ; thus:

—

" S ell ye Jehovah while he may be/o««d.

Call ye upon him, while he is near;

Let the tvicked man forsake his tvay,

And the unrighteous man his tliougliis.

And let him return to Jehovah, and he will com-

passionate him.

And unto our God, for he abounduth in forgive-

ness-'^

Apfain,—
" Thou Shalt not be afraid for the terror by night

;

Nor for the arrow that flieth by day

;

Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness

;

Nor for the destruction that wasteth by noon-day."

This latter quotation Mr. Boys thinks
an example of the alternate parallelism :

certainly the first and tliird, and the second
and fourth lines have an athnity ; but we
are not quite prepared to say, that we
deem any quatrain thus constructed as a
pure example of the alternate parallel. We

slmll now give one or two which we con-
sider pure, and almost unintelligible, unless
the lines arc read alternately ;

—

" Grant me the place of this threshing-floor,

And I will build an altar therein unto the Lord ;

Thou shiM grant it to me for the full jn-ice

;

And the plague shall be staid from the people

;

The following we consider an irrefutable

example of the alternate structure, and
when so read, gives a clearer view of the
meaning of this wonderfid ode, which
j)roves, at once, the tradition of the promised
avenger, and the actual fulfilment of that
promise in the coming of Christ.

Chorus,

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel

!

First Semi-Chorus,

For He hath visited (his people;)

Second Semi-Chorus,
And hath effected redemption for his people

:

Fii-st Semi-C/iorus,

And he hath rancd up an horn of salvation for us.

In the house of David his servant

;

Serond Scnii-Chorus.

As He promised by the mouth of his saints,

His prophets, from the beginning

:

First Semi-Cliorus,

Salvation fro.n our enemies

;

Even from the hand of all who hate us

:

Second Seiiii-Chorus,

To perform mercy toward our fathers

;

And to remember his holy covenant

;

The oath which he sware unto Abraham «ur father

;

Of giving us without fear, deliveretl from the hands
of our enemies.

To serve him, in holiness and righteousness.
Before him, all the days of our life.

First Semi-Chtrus,
And thou, babe, shalt be calU'.1 a prophet of the

Most High

;

For thou shalt go before the face of the Lord,
To prepare his ways

:

Second Semi-Ctu>rus.

Of giving knowledge of salvation to his people.

By remission of their sins ;

First Semi-Chorus,

Through the tender mercies of our God ;

Whereby the dawning from high hath visited us.

To shme on those who sit down in darkness and tlse

shadow of death.

Second Semi-Chorus,

Of guiding our feet in the way of peace.

The antithetic parallel couplet is of very
common occurrence.

" The memory of the just is a blessing

;

But the name of the wicked shall rot."

The degrees of antithesis. Dr. Jebb ob-
serves, are various, " from an exact con-
tr.iposition of word to word, singulars to
singulars," &c., do\ni to general disparity
and something of contrariety in the two
propositions.

The constructive paralleis are often inter-

mingled with others, and add force and va-
riety to the structure. The reader will

perceive at a glance, the precise similarity,

of construction to the very parts of speech,
in the following quotation from the " Sacred
Literature."
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" The law of Jehovah is perfect, converting the

soul;

Tlie testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise

the simple

;

The precepu of Jehovah arc right, rejoicing tlie

heart;

The commandment of Jehovah is clear, enlighten-

ing the eyes," &c.

Bishop Jebb was the first who discovered

the introverted parallels : a discovei^ of

such importance, that it may be termed a

master-hey to the obscurities of the sacred

volume.
'

It is a literaiy diamond of inesti-

mable value, which cannot be sufficiently

jiraised—we say nothing of reward—we
should have preferred the honour of the

discovery to the wealth of Golconda. This

parallel is so constmcted, that whatever

may be the number of the lines, the first is

parallel to the last, the second to the lust

but one, the third to the antepenultimate, and

so on.

1. " And it shall come to pass on that day ;

3. The great trumpet shall be sounded :

5. And those shall come, who were perishing in

the land of Assyria ;

C And who were dispersed in the land of

Egypt;

4. And they shall bow themselves down before

Jehovah ;

2. In the holy mountam in Jerusalem."

Our limits will not permit us to enter

farther into this noble subject : we refer

the reader to Lowth, Jebb, Home, &c.,

for illustrations of the Quatrain, stanzas

of various lengths, and all the varieties of

the Hebrew parallels. We must now en-

deavour to point out the degree of claim

due to jNIr. Boys for discoveries in the

same line. IMr. Boys lays claim to the

discovery of "parallels <f the first order,"

wliich we imderstand, from the introduc-

tion of the Tactica Sacra, to be, reducing

whole epistles, or psalms, or chapters, to

one introverted parallelism, making all

other parallelisms the " second order."

This is a great claim, and may be termed

an extended view of the discovery of Dr.

Jebb. Kennicott, Archbishop Newton,
and Jebb, had recommended the mode of

printing adopted by Mr. Boys.
" The stanzas or paragraphs should be so ranged,

as, by typographical indentures, to make the paral-

lelism of line with line, however remote from each

other, at once apparent to the eye."

Bishop Jebb thus gives three verses of

the I.35th Psalm:—
1. " The idols of the heathen are silver and gold

:

2. The work of men's hand ;

3. They have mouths, but they speak not

;

4. They have eyes, but they see not

;

5. They have ears, but they hear not

;

C Neither is there any bre ith in their mouths

;

7. They who make them arc like unto them :

8. So are all they who put their trust in them."

" The parallelisms here marked out, will, it is

presumed, be found accurate. 1. Idolatrous hea-

then: fi. Those who put their trust in idols 2. The
fabrication : 7. The fabricators.—3. Mouths without

articulation : ti. Mouths without breath—4. Kycs

without vision : o. Ears which hear not."

The learned prelate adds,
" Perhaps it may be no unreasonable conjecture,

that this, and similar instances of obviotti though ex-

tended parallelism, may have been provided, anions

otiicr purposes, as so many nwiftds and forms, b;/

means of which, shape and consistency may hereafter

be given to passages, at present, if not wholly unin-

telligible, at least, ' liard to be understood.' "

3Ir. Boys has certainly followed up this

conjecture ; we are, therefore, sur])rised at

not finding in his works the acknowledg-
ment in due form. It is true, that he says

in page 8, of " Tactica Sacra,"

" / am not going to show, though this I would un-

dertake to do, tfiat many long passages consist of a
succession of parallelisms

:

—sometfiing to that ^ect
has been already advanced by others .'"

And in page 5-t of the introduction to

the work under review, he says :
—

" In referring to the more delicate task of sub-

division, ' Sacred Literature' is the work to which

our attention is naturally directed ; a work to which .

we are particularly indebted, for exhibiting with so

much originality, power and conviction, the Impor-

tant doctrine of the introverted parallelism."

Unless we are much mistaken, the reader,

whose object is truth and justice, will ac-

cord with us, after reading the above quo-
tation from Dr. Jebb, that Mr. Boys has

not fully acknowledged the instruction lie

received from the prelate, and that Mr.
Boys cannot justly lay claim to the dis-

covery, but has only laboiu'cd with some
degree of success in establishing the truth

of the conjectures of Dr. Jebb. We do
not on any account wish to depreciate Mr.
Boys' industry or learning ; but he might

accuse us of " carelessness," if we acknow-
ledged the validity of his claim to tliis dis-

covery. We think that Mr. Boys has, with

sincerity and zeal for our religion, endea-

voured to establish his system ; but we also

think, that his zeal has led him beyond
those limits wliich arc stenily philosopliical.

He appears to us to have overlooked that

kind of structure called E))anodistic, and
which Dr. Jebb has so ably illustrated, and
to have sometimes mistaken that structure

for the introverted parallelism.

Every well -arranged composition corres-

ponds (in the sense in which this word is

used by IMr. Boys) in the different parts of

its subject, certainly not in so marked a

manner as many portions of the sacred

writings, but so completely as to be ca-

pable of a somewhat similar analysis. We
think that one of Sherlock's discourses

—

one of Pearson's dissertations on the

clauses, of the Creed—or a sermon of Bi-

shop Bull would be found capable, or verj'

nearly so, of being divided into " this pa-
rallelism of the first order."

In i)age 90, Psalm Ixxxviii should not

have been written in eight paragraphs of

prose ; it comjiletely prevents the beauty of

the structure from being perceived. The
first paragraph is an alternate quatrain .—
verses 3 and l are in the jiroqressive ax/nale

jjaralitls :.— the ath is an alternate ^iwiirain :
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the 6tli a perfect climax :—the 7th arc

progressive parallels, and epaiioflistic :

—

the 8th is a triplet :—the 9th is a climax,

having an affinity to the epanodos of the

7th verse :—the 10th, 11th, anil 12th verses

arc progressive parallels:—the 13th con-

stitutes an epanodos to them, and verse 2

:

—and verse \^, to 6:—the 15tli and 16th

form a quatrain :—the 1 7th forms the climax

to this quatrain ; as the Gth \xtsc to the

former quatrain ; and has a resj)onsive affi-

nity to verse 7 : —the 18th verse is a pro-

gressive ; and, as a climax, conveys a deep

idea of loneliness a)i(l destitution.

The learned must he ])leased and in-

structed by Mr. Boys' book, and he has

doubtless done something in the great

work ; but he has ovcr-nited his labour, for

which we are really sori-y. He has, we
think, erred in taste in two illustrations :

we admire familiar illustration, but cannot

tolerate that such a subject should be illus-

trated by partners, balls, and coiintr;/ dances,

and think that his book might be rendered

clearer to conmion understanding tlian it is
;

and more dignified l)y the omission of re-

ward to any student \\\\& succeeds in an in-

vestigation of the examples pointed out.

The Natural History of the Bible, ^-c. &-c.,

bg Th.^ddeus Mason- Harris, d.i).—The
information contained in this volume is

most valualile to those viho arc pursuing

the highest course of human study— the

study of the sacred records. The Phys ica

Sacra of Seheuclizer, Bochart, Calmet,

Forskal, and others, were the sources to

which the inquirer usually applied for in-

formation, and often, even from these,

eame away dissatisfied. Valmont Bo-
maire's Diet. d'Hist. Nat., and the inci-

dental notices of animals, insects and vege-

tables afforded by travellers, sometimes
I'epaid the industrious inquirer for his re-

searches. The work before us is diligently

compiled from the best sources, and con-
tains a com])endium of much that !ias'5&en

accumulated since science commenced her
march. Tliere appears to be a moderate
and manly tone continued throughout the

volume, in all the discussions ; and a very
impartial statement of the clashing opi-

nions of various writers, and these often

analyzed with acumen, or summed uj) with
care. The article on the fly is admirable ;

yet it might have been brought nearer to

perfection by a minuter account of the struc-

ture of the insect, and the i)h)-siological

peculiarities Of the oreb-zeebub, &c. We
find in the preface some opinions with
^vhich we by no means accord. It is there

stated, that the wlinle was unknown in the

East ; and that the unicorn " is known to be
a fabulous animal." We will merely remark
onthe latter, that it is said not to be very

uncommon among the Thibetian moun-
tains. On the former we have much to

say. The physiological remarks on the

whale, under the head of Dragon, are not
very scientific ; but. as w« have in • ouf
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portfolio an excellent treatise on the struc-

ture of this creature, we shall not enter into

this branch of the subject, lest we should

trench on the information contained in that

]\IS., which we destine to ornament some
pages in the next number. If the whale is

not noif hnown in the Mediterranean, it is

not a reason upon which any one can justly

conclude that it never was known.
We have seen, not far from the island of

Alboran,two yellow grampuses, andut which
two shot were fired. Our author, under

the he;id of whale, has quoted uU the errors

which have emanated from men who were
not wise enough to be silent on a subject

of which they knew nothing—from the dis-

cussion en the incapacity of the whale to

swallow Jonah, to the possibility of the

shark permitting the prophet to escape the

chcvaux-dc'-frize of his teeth, and then

having its most powerful digestive func-

tions suspended for the required time,

while Jonah was kept alive, in an unna-
tural state, in the fish's stomach—from
these absurdities to the suggestion that

])nor Jonah was scii-sick in the hold of a
tight little vessel called the Whale. A tnice

to railler)'— Providence never wastes its

means : by the haiul of God alone many
ends are produced by one means. Of all

the high gratifications enjoyed by a sincere

inquirer after tnith, not one, in our opi-

nion, exceeds that which is derived from

finding the sacred text supported by the

light of natural science ; it is the noblest

triumph of philosoj)hy, and does great

tilings towards elevating the mind and
im])roving the heart.

If our author had examined " Memoires
des Jesuites, publie par M. I'Abbe Gro-
sier," tome 1. art. ix. he would have
learnt that Jonah was received, no* into

the belly, but into the caiity of the whale.

This cavity is situated in the lower part

of the throat, and is composed of a long

thick intestine, large enough to admit a
man into it \nt\\ ease : tlie creature, some-
times, receives one or two of its young
into this eavit}' in time of danger ! ! This
cavity is a great reservoir of air, from which
the lungs are inflated, and the air is con-
stantly renewed ; for when the creature

blows up the sea in breathing, it inspires

a fresh supjjly of air. Thus Jonah might
have been preserved in safety from the

tempestuous waves, and retained during
the storm in a place where he was able to

breathe the atmospheric air. Tlius knov,--

ledge sweeps before it all the dark exhala-

tions of scepticism, and irradiates the means
used by an all-wise and all-merciful God,
in his method of ruling and instructing his

creatures.

In future editions of this work, ^^hich is

a very useful one, and should be in the
hands of ever}' young person, and in every
ftimily librar}-, we trust that the article on
the whnle will be re-written ; and we;
assure the writer, that tiie article which w«'

2 Q
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have on that subject will materially assist

him.
The Rival Crusoex.—Amusing and in-

structive tales for children are very scarce :

a considerable number of those published

are either written in an inferior style, or

contain principles which no parent or

teacher would wish to inculcate. This

volume consists of three tales, •' The
Rival CrusoGS ;" " A Voj'age to Nor-

way ;" and " The Fisherman's Cottage:"

the first of them is incomparably the best,

and delineates, with considerable know-
ledge of the operations of the human mind,

the evil effects resultin_g from arrogant and
resentful feehngs, though allied to a kind

disposition. The heroes are Lord Robert
Summers, and Philip Harley, a villager,

who was pressed, at the instigation of Lord
Robert's father, on a false representation

of his son's. 'This villager is drafted on
board the Diomede, in which ship Lord
Robert is a lieutenant. The tyranny of

the officer, and the high spu'it of the op-

pressed villager, afford an opportunity for a

disjilay of character, by no means common,
and wliich is veiy well portrayed. The
villager suffers the most humiliating punish-

ments, and is once so exasperated as to

strike his ojipressor, and is consequently

put into irons to take his trial. The sliip

falls in with two of the enemy's sliips of

equal force, and, though victorious, was so

roughly handled as to become a perfect

wreck. When near an island in the Pa-

cific, Lord Robert goes in a boat, in which

Harley pulled an oar, to try and reach the

island and obtain some fresh water. The
boat is lost and all hands drowned, except-

ing Lord Robert and Harley : they meet
on the following day. The whole of this

scene is so well narrated, that it belongs to

a class beyond that in which this volume is

destined to be placed. The conduct of

these two when left on tlie desert island

is well managed, and must amuse and in-

struct. Their subsequent reconciliation is

also well told, and so wrought up as to be

calculated to make a deep impression on

the youthful reader. The style of this tale

is decidedly superior to that found in most

works of imagination of far higher preten-

sions. The naval part will do well enough

for those unaccustomed to nautical affairs,

but is sadly defective where it attempts the

most. The ship, when near the island,

should have been described to windward,

and just escaping from being wrecked on

a lee-shore ; then the hoisting out of the

other boats, &c., would have been probable

;

and the captain (who should have had any
other epithet than " noble"—Jack adrift,

and without a shot in the locker, always

addresses one with " noble captain") might

have attempted to lay to under the lee of

the island. Swift has been tenfold more
ridiculous in his attempts at nautical de-

scription, and tells us of a ship, commanded

by Captain Lemuel Guiliver, gouig about

" on the lanyard of the whipstaff," which
means as much as if he had assin-ed us that

she went about in his grandmother's stays.

Tlie other tales are far more common-
place, and yet instructive, and possessing

some amusement.
The name is a dangerous one—who has

ever rivalled Robinson Crusoe? It does
not even now read like a fiction. No one
should call their books Rival Crusoes— or
Bunyans, or Farmers (on the learning

of Siiakspeare), or Dunning's (on the
Rights of Juries), or Jonathan Edwardses
(on Free Will), or Burtons; because
these, and one or two more, have either

settled the subjects on which they wrote,
or have so completely maintained their

pre-eminence over all competitors, as to

leave successful rivalrj' a forlorn hope. We
earnestly recommend the book as a useful

and instructive addition to the juvenile

library.

The Mayic Bing, by Fuedf.rick Baron"
De La Motte Fouque.—The rights of

kings, the degree of freedom which com-
munities of men should enjoy and main-
tain, the improvement of laws, the diffu-

sion of knowledge, and all the high and
spirit-stirring intellectual inquiries the vas-

sals of the house of Hapsburgh may not
enjoy. What is the consequence ? In-

stead of looking forward— instead of en-

deavouring to keep pace with the mighty
progress of knowledge, and to work their

literature up to a i)arallel with it, they

dive into musty records, gloiy in forming

their taste on the models of the Edda and
^^olllspa, and all the northern tribe of

romancers and chroniclers that followed that

barbaric train.

The work before us is of that family.

The general characteristic of these writers

were inexliaustible changes of the same
fanciful or traditional ideas of magic ; an
imceasing repetition of ktiights, armour,

toui.'ays, battles, bniises, and brutality

:

accoimts of castles, forests, and beautiful

damsels. To vary these accounts, certainly,

requires a great deal of fancy, but no pow-
erful efforts of imagination. To narrate

short stories of enchanted castles, or for-

lorn damsels rescued from oppressors—to

describe mirrors which reflect the future,

and beings who command the world of

spirits, does not require much intellect,

and but little knowledge. These were the

efforts of men when information was in

embiyo. Of what earthly use can it be to

string volumes of such baby-stuff together ?

Though we do not think very highly of the

current literature of the day, and still less

of the style in which it is written, we do
think, that even our misses, just returned

from Teleraaque, and the art of japanning

the lids of work-boxes, require literary

amusement of a higher stamp than the

works of this German Baron. If the Ger-
mans admire such narratives, well and
good ; let them continue to write and ad-
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iiiiie tliprii ; but wo enter our jjrotest

afdinst any man of talent—the translator

of this romance must be one—wasting his

hours ill translating works of this character.

It is ))intcd, that this book is an alle-

gory ; it is just as much an alligator.

We defy any one while reading it to dis-

cover, that they are reading abotit one thing

ivhicli means anollicr. Write and talk for

a month, and no dc/iiiition more according
with common sense will be rea<lily given
of allegory. The parables are perfect alle-

gories; the most beautifid and the only
perfect ones extant. Bunyan is the greatest

allegorist in our language.—" Theodore,
the Hermit of Teneritfc," by Johnson, is a

,' beautiful allegory on the " force of habit
;"

' and should be put into the hands of chil-

dren, for it conveys an admirable and use-

ful moral.

Notwithstanding all that has been writ-

f J
ten, it is but an individual opinion, so

it may be said : there may be some who
are so romantic as to doat on knights

and fights, horses and forces, tournays and
forays, loves and gro\'cs, things magic and
things tragic, improbabilities and impos-
sibilities, prancings and dancings, sleej)ings

and weepings, and think that high allegorical

instruction and a great knowledge of ancient

habits and manners, and a deep insight into

the obscurities of history is thus opened to

them ; all so disposed will find a choice col-

lection in the Magic Ring, well told, and
ingeniously varied.

Ohl Friends in a New Dress, or Select

Fables of^sop.—It is unnecessary to quote

any single fable as a specimen of this little

book, as the whole constitutes an amusing
volume for the instruction of children.

The morals to the fables are concisely

written, and calculated to make impres-

sions on the youthful mind not very readily

obliterated.

Naval Sketch-Book, or the Service Afloiit

and Ashore, S^c. <Jc. 2 lols., by an Officer of
Rank.—It is reported that a naval com-
mander, by the name of Glasscock, is the

author of this work. The title-page led

us to expect much more than we have dis-

covered after a careful perusal. We have
too much regard for the feelings of others

to condemn with severity ; or to use the
formidable weapons, sarcasm and ridicule,

unless the evident intention of a writer is

to do public injury. If we were, and we
have ample scope, to use this author, who-
ever he may be, with these weapons, we
should only do by liim as he has done by
others.

We do not wish the guilty to escape

from deserved censiu-e ; in ever}' profes-

sion they should be held forth as exam-
ples : but we cannot approve of men being

lightly spoken of, who have done all that

men could do in the ser\'ice of their coun-
try. This author entitles Captain Lyon's
•la-st account of his Northern voyage a
..Jeremiad." Captain Lyon, eveiy naval

man acknowledges, in u ship the very woret
that ever sailed on such an expedition, con-

ducted himself in a persevering and most
seaman-like manner, and has written liis

account like a man of sense and feeling.

Men, imdcr the impression of dreadful

events, write more forcibly than when
merely amusing themselves with stories

and compilations like the author of Naval
Sketches. Captain Lyon's account of the

conduct of his crew, when in momentary
ex])ectation of death, is botli manly and
deeply interesting. Major McGregor's
narrative of the loss of the Kent East-
Indiaman, is one of the same class, only
far more harrowing and honible. Some
persons think that it savours a little too

much of inethodism. If it had been the

work of a i)erson who was not a witness

and a sufferer, we should rather lean to

that 0]>inion ; but it was the work of a
brave and cool-headed othcer, who relates

what he saw and what lie felt ; which ren-

ders that little volume a ver}' curious and
valuable dnciinieiit to the student of the

liuinan mind; as well as a most descrip-

tive narrative of an event, which the moot
heartless must read with excited feelings.

Every English chieftain is wise, if he
fights, though the chances of ultimate suc-

cess are fifteen to twenty against liini.

Therefore we, in common witli most men,
regret that Sir R. Calder did not renew
his action with the enemy, though a fleet

might have come out from Ferrol, and
torn his laurels from his brow. He is

gone to his gnive broken-liearted, and his

consort suffered from mental delusion at

her husband's incomplete success ; and so
we are sorry that a higher sentiment did not
induce this author to let the matter sleep.

The tactique of the action may be dis-

cussed without reference to tlie unfortunate

brave.

This author appears to us to write in a
tone savouring somewliat of the quarter-

deck : it is too positive, too arrogant in its

style, for us quiet civilians to admire, and,

after all, gives us but little information, and
not much amusement.

His account of the victory on the 1st of

June 179-1, is very meagre, and in some
points incorrect; and his critical remarks
not such as might have been expected.

We have neither Admiral Sir Charles

Ekins' valuable work in our librarj', nor
even Mr. James's liistory, and so are com-
pelled to write from what we have learnt

among the best-informed naval men.
Lord Howe commanded a fleet officered

by men who had been growing rusty on
shore for years ; the ships composing
the fleet were many of them out of

trim, and not in that state of discipline

which was calculated to excite the entire

confidence of a commander. Tlie fleet of

the enemy was in a state of fanatical ex-

citement, and very finely manned. No
French ship on the 1st of June struck her

2 Q •>
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colours. The tlien existing government of

France had sent out not only an order,

menacing the commander with death who
struck, but aiso a small white silk ensign

to each ship, with " Vive la Repiihli(/ue"

inwrought on it. The French ships when
beaten ceased firing, and allowed us to

take possession of tliem, and haul down
their colours. The Vengeur, which sunk
after a terrible conflict with the Bnms-
wick, wliose captain fell rather early in

the action, and Miiich was then com-
manded by Lieutenant Cracraft, was fouglit

by desperate men. The officers of tliat

tliip were seen walking the stern gallery,

and in conversation when she was settling

by tlie head. We believe, that it is ge-

nerally tliought by naval men, that the

bold attack made by the orders of Lord
Howe, might, against a more skilful enemy,
liave exposed our fleet to uncommon
peril. The English fleet bore down in a
line abreast. The enemy were superior in

point of sailing, and might have received

this long line with a raking fire, and then

bore away for a while, then again haided up,

and renewed this raking fire, and so con-

tinued the battle until the masts and rig-

ging of oiu' fleet had materially suffered, if

they had continued such an attack. After

the battle, six disabled ships of the enemy
were to windward of our fleet—in other

words, our fleet was between them and
the beaten enemy : these disabled ships

were permitted to rejoin their beaten con-

sorts ; there is no doubt they might liave

been taken and added to the splendour of

the victory. This victory was of vital im-

jjortance, considering the state of Europe,
and tliat it was the commencement of a

war.

How could a naval officer make so egre-

gious a blunder as the following ? It is a

blunder, too, of some consequence : he
tays that :

—
" On Uie 1st of June, the Marlborough behig dis-

- masted and disabled, and her Captahi, the Hon. G.

Berkeley, and licr first Lieutenant, Sir Michael Sc.u-

nidur, being both severely wounded, the remaining

officers were deliberating on the proi)riety of striking

to the enemy, when a cuck, having escaped from his

coop, suddenly perclied on the stump of the main-

mast, and crowed sufficiently loud to produce an

instantaneous cheer fore and aft."

This is a cock and a bull story: Sir

Michael Seymour was the third lieutenant

of that ship. The present Admiral Monck-
ton was the first lieutenant.

We cannot learn that any intention ever

existed, on board the Marlborough, of strik-

ing to the enemy.
We have neither limits, nor information

sufficient, to say more of the critiques on
the naval battles. It has been, we know,
considered by great officers, a question,

whether the lines of Nelson's fleet at Tra-
falgar were too long, because in light

winds and a swell, the leading ships woiUd
be in action, at least, three-quarters of an

hour before the rear ones could engage
with effect. It must too be remembered,
that firing lulls the wind, and so renders the

arrival of the sternmost ships more tardy.

The best written tale in the volume
is called the "Coast Blockade." It is

interesting, circumstantial, and dramatic.

The account of the naval captain, acting as

a civil judge, at Newfoundland, is amushig

;

and the following scene characteristic and
comic :

—
" The witness appearing resolutely determined

to be dull of comprehension, the judge forgot all

his assumed ofiicial dignity, and with great warmth
exclaimed, ' I tell you what it is, young fellow

—

I'll bring you up with a round turn directly"— (not,

of course, that he meant to hang him). ' Answer

me directly, sir,' adding in an under tone, ' damn
the fellow ! he claps a stopper on all our proceed-

ings.' The witness still continuing to prevaricate,

the judge rose in a menacing attitude, and said,

" I have had enough of your traverse sailing, and

if you don't answer that plain question, by G—d I'll

give you three dozen directly :' all necessity for an

interpreter now vanished ; the witness answered ex-

plicitly—truth was elicited, and justice administered.

Our author has entered on the subject

of punishment, in the same dashing man-
ner as thoughtless people usually do on
subjects of great importance, and attacks,

right and left, all those who have raised

their voices on this subject. Whenever
men are placed in authority, and with
power over others, they require restraints

of the strongest order to prevent any abuse

of that power. Will the author of these

volumes say, that there was no general

abuse of the power of inflicting punishment,
before tlie regulations which now restrain

them were issued by the Admiralty? No
naval man would dare to say, that the abuse
was not general, though not universal.

A short time after the promulgation of

these restricting regulations, which com-
pelled the captains to send a regular re-

turn of the men punished, the crime,

and number of lashes, the punishment
decreased more than one-half. It follows,

as clear as light follows darkness, that

there previously existed one-half the quan-
tity of punishment more than was neces-

sary. Let it be clearly understood, that

we are not whimpering advocates for the

abolition of the power of flogging : such
power is necessary ; but the power is so

great, that it requires the strictest re-

straints. Some men are passionate, some
unfeeling, some savage, and some fools

;

all these, and more even—for we must in-

clude the capricious—are all likely, nay,

almost certain, to ahuse their power—the

timid and effeminate are usually martinets :

indeed, it may be said, that there are

scarcely two instances of tyrants and mar-
tinets being gallant officers. Trace our
great and victorious naval chieftains from
Howard to Nelson—examine the chai-ac-

ters of our celebrated and successfid cap-

tains, and how many of these gallant spirits

will be foimd to have been severe in their
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discipline ? Very, very lew, if any. True
bravery is sedate and kind-liearted. For-
merly, men were started whb terrible seve-

rity—that is, were beaten with a rope's

end, by one, sometimes two boatswain's

mates—fjften the rope was lieavy, and
shockingly bruised the man ; if a rope was
i\ot used, a twisted bull's-hide siip])lied tlie

])liu:e. Does this system now exist ? Ury
swipes were often served to men— that is,

were riov'gcd witii a cat o'niiie tails without
being lashed u|>, or made to strip. Is this

now practised ? We believe that some
tiiousiinds of such lashes as these last,

given on board a frigate, caused the restrict-

ing regulations : men cannot now be pu-
nished witli sucli wanton cruelty for trifles.

Allow the captains to retain the power of

punisliing, but keep a tiglit and watchful
restraint on tliem.

. We are higlily pleased with the praise so

justly bestowed on the cor])s of marines,

and heartily agree in the author's proposi-

tion of giving them the motto, " Sans petir

vt sans reprochc," only let it be in Eng-
lish, without fear and witliout reproach.

If any body of troops in the «'orld merit
this motto, the marines do. The account
of tlie frigate filled with religious fanatics is

not over-charged : it is a melancholy pic-

ture ; but sucli an excess of folly, to use
the mildest term, is not likely to be often

repeated. The account of the attention

to religious duties is rather exaggei-ated.

Ships in harbour are filled with prostitutes

of tlie lowest description ; to muster them,
and the men keeping them, to prayers, is

a i)erfect farce. At sea, the service ap-
pointed is seldom performed ; indeed, not
one ship in ten had a chaplain. Fanati-
cism, as well as total neglect, should be
equally deprecated. A clieei'ful, consis-

tent, and noble piety, might be more gene-
rally incidcated than it is in the mwy. This
is a vei-y diriicult and delicate subject to

handle, and requires more room than we
can bestow on it. It may be justly re-

marked, that sincere and clieeifid piety are

not inconsistent with valour, activity, and
enterprize, and would certainly be attended
with obedience, respect, and temperance.
Blany of the subjects touched on in these
volumes are so important, that to discuss
them would require all our pages ; we
must, therefore, briefly remark on one or
two more of them. The discussion on
naval promotion is not good ; the scale of
merit at the Admiralty must necessarily be
imperfect, as the information must come
from variously disposed men, and some de-

plorably deficient in discrimination. The
patronage should, in some measure, belong
to the active members of the profession :

it gives them, politically speaking, impor-
tance and connexion with the people, and
enables them to push fonvard indigenous

merit. The navy has ever been 01-treated,

and always will be, because its members
constitute a rope of sand. Even if they

could pull more together, their constant
separations and changes would prevent
tJieir acting with mucli efficacy. It i«

clear to common observers, that the pro-

portion of i)atricians employed is too great,

and far too great a proportion of the same
class promoted. This «as the ca.se in

France prior to the revolution. liefore

the 12th of Apiil, a French captahi and
his next in command were seen by an
English officer, a prisoner, working in the

cabin at a tambour !

—

-fas est ub lioste

tloceri. This book we caimot sincerely

commend : it falls several degrees below
what it should be. Some of the stories

are vulgar and without point : we refer

])articularly to that of Sir Edmund Nngle.
In otiiers, the language is unnecessarily

coarse. There are too many sesquipe-
dalian expressions, and the Latin quo-
tations are in bad taste and out of ))laee.

The criticisms on others unmercifully

severe. There are, however, some quaint,

and some amusing anecdotes, which tend
to illustrate the character of a certain stamp
of seamen and officers.

/setters to a Friend on the State of Ire-

land, tite lioinan Catholic Question, inul the

Merits of Constitutional Reliifious Distinc-
tions, \»j E. A.Kenju.\ll, ii«(/., r.s.A. 3 vols.

8w(. Part I.— It would be a pentct farce,

a mere imposition on the public, to i)re-

tend to review three large volumes, on the
most intricate and difficult subjects, within
the limits of so confined a review as tJiat

of the Monthly Magazine. We shall only
offer that general opinion which, with jus-

tice to the able writer a cursory perusal

will permit us. These volumes are clearly

written and well-arranged : tlie general line of
argument is clo!5e, and there exists through-
out a boldness of opinion, which, even in an
adversary, must command respect. Mr.
Kendall is a stem and able supporter of the
laws which restrict the Roman Catholics from
partici])ating in the legislation of the coun-
try, or in holding high and official situations.

Mr. Kendall takes up his main position

on very defensible ground—namely, poli-

tical and religious zeal produce similar

effects. The democratic Revolution of

France tolerated neither person, nor thing,

which did not accord with the sanguinary
intolerance of the leaders and their ad-

herents. The Roman Catholic religion,

Mr. Kendall attempts to prove, from the
numerous formidse of prayers, from public
declarations, from ack^lowledged tenets,

and fair deductions, to be equally intolerant,

and considers every other sect of Chris-
tians as infidels and heretics. The various

formulse of prayers justify him in the use
of the words in which he has expressed his

opinions ; the public declarations are nearly

as strong as words can make them : the
tenets, the symbols of Pius IV. (which
Mr. Kendall has not, we believe, referred

to), leave no unbiassed man the power of

contradicting him - and, without a doubt,
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till' iiiK'nliglitcned Roman Catliolic con-

siders Protestants as infidels and heretics.

The oath administered to the Roman
Catholic Bishops contained the celebrated

clause, " pro posse persequar et impug-
nabo," &c. ; in our tongue, " I will to the

uttermost ofmy ability persecute and exter-

minate" ficretics : this clause is not ex-

punged from the oath, but merely sus-

pended. It was ordered to be disused in

1791 (we are not quite certain of the date,

and write currente calamo), on account

of the disordered state of Ireland: it may
be re-inserted when the Pojje directs it to

be. The Catholic Question is a difficult

one to write on with clearness and con-

ciseness : ^ve will, however, try and say a

few words on the subject, though the topic

is so worn.
We impute no evil intention to any

Roman Catholic ; we consider them as

Christians and brethren -. for our faiths

originate at the same source. The Roman
Catholic has, in addition to the source

common to both, another source, from

which all that we Protestants object to

flows, and which has been the cause of all

the persecutions and dissentions between
the Papists and Protestants. This source,

which the Roman Catholic has exdimvely,

is an unwritten tradition—a tradition of

doctrines received from mouth to mouth
from the days of the apostles—miraculously

preserved from any mixture of error : the

source common to both is the Bible. The
Roman Catholic professes all those tenets

which a Protestant deems necessary to

salvation ; to these the Romanist adds many
which he deems necessaiy to salvation, and
which we do not. The Romanist declares,

that unless we believe in all his tenets, over

and above those common to the creed of

both, we must be damned everlastingly

—

that we are infidels and heretics, to be per-

secuted and destroyed. He, moreover, con-

sistently says, that it is his duty to endea-

vour to convert us. This we affirm is a candid

and true statement of the positions of both.

Tlie question is now, whether the Protest-

ants, bearing the rule, shall give tlie profes-

sors of these opinions equal privileges with

themselves.

The experience of past ages imperatively

commands us not to give power to them,
because they have always used their spiri-

tual power to obtain temporal aggrandize-

ment. No Roman Catholic power ever

gave such privileges to Protestants : they

have, with very few exceptions, persecuted

them. The horrid persecutions of the Wal-
denses prove that spunt ot intolerance to

exist even now.*

• We do not refer to more recent events in France,

since tlie Government possesses a most able docu-

ment, written by an officer of liigli ranli, talent, and
estimation, sent on purpose to examine into the

state of the Protestant Church in France, tracing

the state of the Protestant Church, from the

revocation of the edict of Nantz to that period,

Every government has found it neces-
sary to impose restrictions on the Roman
Catholics. Even Catharine, the despot of

Russia, erected a Popedom in her domi-
nions—expelled the foreign Roman Ca-
tholic Priests—and prohibited any inter-

course, excepting through the cabinet. No
nation can, politically, give power and equal
privileges to any sect professing the same
intolerant tenets against their faith, which
tlie Romanists do. In short, before a Pro-
testant government can place such persons
on the same footing as the people who en-

trust themselves to their guidance, they
must have—every opprobrious epithet ex-

punged for ever : no designations, directly

or indirectly, of our being heretics and infi-

dels, or that such are to be persecuted or

destroyed : they must take an oath of alle-

giance, so guarded, as not to be capable of

dispensation : they must hold no inter-

course with a foreign power, on things spiri-

tual or temporal, excejjting through the

cabinet. Our monarch must have the

posver of a]5pointing the Roman Catholic

Bishops : he does appoint the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Canada : the Czar
appoints the Roman Catholic Bishops in

his empire. AVhen these points are ceded
by the Roman Catholics (and every point

is just and reasonable), then, but not until,

we can consistently grant their claims : if

they refuse these concessions, they'cannot
intend good.

Tlie part of Mr. Kendall's work to which
we particularly refer, shews much reseai'ch

and calm investigation of the subject, but a,

very unceremonious manner of speaking of

others. Mr. Kendall imputes the worst
of motives to Mr. Canning for his conduct
on the Catholic Question, previous to liis

expected departure as Governor General of

India. We deprecate such an unwar-
ranted attack on the most able and straight-

forward minister England has been blessed

with for years. To suppose that a liigh-

minded statesman woidd cast a fire-brand

amid the ministry he left, which might
have ignited a discontented and miserable

people, is attributing to him the feelings

and conduct of a demon. We believe him
to be not only an able minister, but an
estimable man, and therefore regret that

Mr. Kendall should have soiled his book
with such unjustifiable personalities. Tliere

is no doubt but that this book will gain a

more than common reputation, as every

party is attacked, and so will be spurred on

to resent it. We shall resume our remarks
on his other volumes in our next number.
A Picturesque and Topographical Ac-

count of Cheltenham and its Viciniti/, hy the

Rev. T. D. FosBROKE, m.a. f.s.a.—This

is certainly one of the best books of its

class extant. The historical and philoso-

and which shows that the late contest arose as much
tmmpoUtical and mercantile circumstances as from

religious dili'ercnccs, which, uulced, were very su-

condaiv.
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pliiral references are numerous and accu-

rate, and the details minute ; consequently

it foruis an excellent manual for travellers

and visitants. Accounts of the waters,

&c. are added, hy John Fosbroke, Sur-

geon of Cheltenliam, whicli are succinct

and satisfactory. Both portions of the

book shew considerable research, which is,

(in the whole, pleasingly conveyed to the

reader.

FOREIGN LITERATURE, &c.

Industry and Afuraliti/ considered in their

Affinities with Libert;/, hi/ Chakles Bar-
THOr.EMF.w DuNOVKK.—Tliis work dis-

cusses, in a profound and original manner,
questions relatini? to the social order of

mankind. It admits of no analysis, but

U requires more than one very attentive road-

P ing. Such discussions cannot be too often

nuide public, since, however abstruse the

reasoning, the result will gradually obtain

proselytes, who will extend the knowledge
of them

.

The Histnr;/ of Sardinia ; or Ancient
and Modern Sardinia, by M. Mi.MAUT.
We have no groimds for complaining any
longer of a want of correct information

relating to this large and imjwrtant island.

It is curious that tlu-ee authors should
publish accounts of this territory at once.

M. Mimaut was formerly the French
Sardinian Consul. Tlie historical portion of

his work is executed with tidelity and accu-

racy. It does not appear, on comparing
his work with those of D. Giuseppe
Blanno, and the Ciievalier Albert de la

Marmora, whicli latter was the author of a
geological memoir of Sardinia, tliat he is

always accurate in his accounts of the an-

cient monuments, or even in his statistical

details.

The first volume only of Sig. IManno's

work has appeared. He being the private

secretary of the King of Sardinia, may ob-

tain access to documents which no one
else could, and so render his work veiy

valuablei Tlie character of the present

volume is very high, as far as relates to

impartiality, method, and careful rension.

We look with some anxiety for the re-

maining vohmies, and sincerely hope that

they may sustain the character of the first.

The Chevalier Albert de la Marmora
has lived six years in the island, and wholly

occupied himself in collecting materials for

his work. Tiie divisions of this work are

admirable : the first is confined to the an-

cient and modern historj' ; another to the

natural or scientific historj' and its produc-

tions ; the third to the civil polity ; the

fourth to the manners and state of the

inhabitants. The work is illustrated by
maps, and adorned with engravings. From
these three M'orks a very complete and in-

_

teresting account of this island is to be de-
duced.

Congress of Cha'.illon : an Extract from
an Historical Essay, on the Reit/n of Na-
poleon, by M. Pons.—This author, from
his ability and clear manner of writing, is

eminently qualified for the task he lias un-
dertaken. The Napoleon dynasty is one
fraught witli instruction, not only for
France, but for the \vorld. The veil of
mystery yet floats before the tragic and
spirit-stirring scene. M. Pons possesses
some great sources of information, and ap-
pears determined to use them as a high-
minded man should, for the benefit of his

country. His account of the Congress at
Chatillon is very curious. He atiirms,

that tlie enemies of France never had any
intention of concluding a peace ; that Napo-
leon suspected their intention, and desiring

it, ordered his minister to insure peace by
a sudden and unqualifii-d acceptance of the

conditions proposed by the ministers there

assembled—or, at least, to place them in

the dilemma of refusing jieace at the mo-
ment that the French minister acceded to
their demands, and thus expose to France
and all Europe the insidious diplomacy
which masqued their intentions. These
points he has supported with a mass of
evidence not easily controverted. England
is called on to refute tliis foul charge if she
can : if she cannot, then we must deplore
that she ever consented to such duplicity.

Tins work will, it is said, display the

cliaracter of Najjoleon with more correct-

ness than any other has done. The character
of this great captain has not been yet deve-
loped : one party elevates him as a being
possessing all the great and good qualities

of human nature ; anotlier set of men cry

liim down as a monster, and a man with
only military genius and despotic nature.

We were attacked in a weekly paper,

for having appended a note to " Austrians
in Italy," saying that we did not accord
in opinion with the writer of that article,

on his estimate of Napoleon's character.

Tlie writer of the paragraph, as is usual,

attributed dissent on our part to all the

opinions in that article. We beg to say,

that we only meant the note to refer to the

character of Napoleon. Indeed, the note

was ordered to be deleted, but the printer

neglected to erase it.

Commentaire Litteraire, <Jc., hy Mr. D.
Embden.—This is a well-selected volume
of anecdotes, in verse and prose, to each
of which is added, an analysis of every
difficult word, with short notes containing

the synonimes, and here and there brief

biographical notices. It is well calculated

for the use of those who have made some
progress in the French language, and also,

for any one who is fond of French anec-

dotes, and wishes to revive their knowledge
of the language.
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FINE ARTS' EXHIBITIONS.

[Mauch,

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The gallery of the British Institution

opened, (February 2,) this season with

more than usual eclat ,- and, in proof of the

increasing patronage with which the fine

arts in this country are now lionoured,

notwithstanding the pressure of the times,

a large number of the pictures have already

been sold.

Our circumscribed limits preclude us

from all attempts to play the critic ; there-

fore, we content ourselves with little more
than a brief mention of the more attractive

objects in this national gallery.

Amongst numerous pieces which have
been seen .nnd admired at Somerset House,
are— Hayter's Trial of Lord Russel

—

Etty's Woman pleading for the Vanquished
—Hilton's Christ cro\\Tied with Thorns—
Mulready's Convalescent Soldier, very ef-

fectively retouched—Westall's Mary Jlag-

dalen, &c.
Haydon again steps forward in his own

branch of art—histon.'. His Pharaoh's
Submission (117) affords abundant proof

that the fire of his genius is not extinct.

There is much good painting in this pic-

ture ; but the figures of Pharaoh, Moses,
^c.., possess not tlie characteristic dignity

required.

Martin's Deluge (63), noticed at length

in our Number for last month (page 159),

as it is the most striking, will probably

prove the most attractive picture in the

rooms. If we mistake not, Martin has

made himself better acquainted with the

proportions of the human form, and with

the power of anatomical expression, than

formerly. It is not, however, in this that

the chief merits of his sublime effort con-

sist.

The veteran Korthcote has olie piece

(19), Christ falling under the Weight of his

C>oss. The later attempts of this artist

arc not calculated to increase his fame.

Young Ho'ward, the son of the academi-
cian, has produced a work of considenble

merit, and still greater promise, in The Last

Day (24). It is original in conception,

spirited, but somewhat hard in outline, and
deficient in harmony of colour. He has

another verv clever piece of a different cha-

racter. The Quintin (."97). It is well

painted, and forcible in effect-

Leahy's Mary Stuart's Farewell to

France (76) strikes us as tame and cold.

Fradelle is, this year, far less successful

than usual. We like net the spirit of his

Ivanhoe (382) ; and his Susanna, in the

Marriage of Figaro (11) is not a very happy
effort.

Danby lias a poetic subject (129), very

effectively treated—Solitude, the Moment
of Sunset, with the Moon rising over a

ruined City. Its beauties " will not \xr.-

sought be won."—G. Haytcr has four

pieces, exclusively of his Trial of Lord
Russel, amongst which we particularly

notice, as an original, bold, atid successful

effort, his Alashtar (161), from Lord
Byron's Lara.—Pack's Shakspeare recit-

ing Su- John Falstaff to his Father ami

]\Iother (298) is hard in manner, but humo-
rous and characteristic.—John Hayter's

picture of Joseph inteq)reting the Butler

and Baker's dream, is fine in drawing, ex-

])ression and colour, and ranks him with

his elder brother.

Holland has four pieces in his customary

meritorious style.—R. H. Hilditch has six :

his Richmond Bridge, Evening, (121) is in

charming repose.

Pity the Sorrows of a Poor Old Man
(183) by Witherington, is one of the hap-

piest efforts of this artist.—Bonnington has

two pieces (242 and 256) of French Coast

Scenery,—the latter with fishermen—of ex-

traordinary merit.— Stanfield's Market Boat
on the Sciieldt (14-2) is also entitled to high

praise.— Eraser has two most promising

pictures. " The successful Fisherman " is

beautiful.

A Head (139) by Mrs. W. Carpenter,

and a Study of a Head (89) by Bradley,

are both fine.—Edmonstone has two pieces;

Italian Boy (72) and Group of Italian Boys

(194), veiyclearlypainted. — Good has two
pieces: a Study of an Old Woman (15)

and a Fisherman (216), in his usual inge-

nious but very mannered style.—Sharp has

a delightfully humorous morceau — The
Bottle of Champaigne (.384) : this is the

hero of the Bco's Wing, drunk.—In spirit,

humour of character, and grouping. Farrier

advances in his profession. His Sini])L'

Simon (10) desei-ves'great praise.— Clover's

Portrait Approved (403) is a veiy sweetly

painted pictiu-e. So also is Newton's Deep
Study (116). The same remark applies to

Mather Brown's Fair (355) ; with the

addition that the story is well told, the

piece full of detail, the grouping excellent,

and the individual figures in character.

—

Stewardson's Boy running away with a

Puppy (23) is well painted, bold, and ex-

pressive.—Edwin Landseer's Interior of

a Highland Cottage (113) has considerable

merit. His Dog and Shadow (182) and
the Widow (203) are eicellent.—Stevens

has several paintings of Dead Game, all

more or less successful.—Lance's Larder

(135) contains some beautiful fniit, and
the plumage of his birds is very rich.—Ro-
berts's Chapel of the Church of St. Jacques,

at Dieppe (26!) cannot be seen without

being admired.—Barney, always successful

in flowers, has only one piece (.306).

Miss Gouldsmith, whose industry walks
hand-in-hand with her genius, ha.s contri-

buted three pieces. Here we are compelled
to close.
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THE DIOIIAMA.
Tlie Diorama, in the llegcnt's Park,

opened on the 'iOth of I'eliruary with two
new views ; the Interior of the Cliai)cl of

RoMlyn, by Monsieur Dajjuerre ; and the

City of Uouen, liy Monsieur lioiiton. The
latter commands not only the city, liut tiie

river Seine and the .surroundiii<,' country to

a Viust extent. It forms a grand and beaii-

tifid landscape, the water in wliich, from its

trutli to nature, merits tJie warmest praise.

Ml wiio have ever visited tliis dehghtful
I \hibition are aware tliftt it depends, for

much of its effect, upon mechanism. 'I'hus,

in the present instance, we have at times
tlic appearance of full sUnlif^ht—then a par-

tial obscurity—then the rayless gloom of a
storm—the gleams of returning sunshine,

a rainbow, 8:c. .Some of these elfcct.s of

light and shadow are very correct, and
altogether the skill and ingenuity displayed
i,re wonderful.

We, however, have always given a de-
cided preference to the architectural paint-

ings at the Diorama. Depending less upon
meciianical device, they are complete
triumphs of art. All who recollect the

lovely moon-Iiglit view of Holyrood Chapel,
with which tlie exhibition closed a few
weeks ago, will be anxious to contrast it in

their memories with Roslyn Chapel, the
object of which, next to its grand architec-

tufid illusion, is to disjjiay the varieties of

atmosplieric effect ui)on llie interior of the

time-honoured structure, on a summer's
bright, but not cloudless day. Nothing can
be finer—nothing can be more complete,
than the artist's success.

•rilF. I'CECILORAMA.

A new exhibition, under this title, com-
bining in some measure the i)riiicii)les of
the Diorama with those of the C 'sraorama,

was opened at the Egyptian Hall, Picca-
dill)', on the 1 1th of February. The artist,

we believe, is Jlr. Stanfield, the celebrated

scene-painter. The seven views here dis-

]dayed are in succession as follow :—The
City of Turin ;—Holy Island, or Lindcs-

fame, with a shipwreck ;—the Exterior of

the Castle of Chilton;—London, in I50fl;

—the Interior of the Castle of (!hillon ;

—

Netley Abbey ;—and the City of llouen.—

:

We cannot dwell ujion the respective merits

of these ])ioces ; but we must be allowed to

observe that the subjects are well chosen,

and that, generally speaking, the )mintii(gs

are, as works of art, sujjcrior to those wtf

have been accustomfd to witness at the

Cosraorama. It is, however, we conceive,

upon Netley Abbey, and the City of

Uouen, that the celebrity of the exiiibition

will chiefly depend- These, by the ado])tion

of similar nuchanicU contrivances, will,

though upon a small scale, boldly com))Cte

with some of the pictures at the Diorama.
It is not unworthy of remark, that the view

of the City of Houun ajipears to have been

taken from nearly the same spot us that at

the Diiirania. The different effects of sun-

shine, clouds, a storm, and a rainbow, with

a beautiful refleetion of the heaverdy arch

upon the water, are, we consider, more
varied, aiul with a fidelity at least equal to

that which is achieved in the larger |>icture.

—In Netley Abbey, the effects of lirelight

and moonlight arc contrasted. Of the sort,

we have never seen any thing finer tlian

the sky and the stars. From a dilapidated

window of the abbey, the lull moon is seen

gradually rising aljove the hoii/.on, and
attaining her meridian height in the firma-

ment ; displaying, as she advances, the

varying effects of her rays on the extended

laniUcape, and on the walls and tlooring of

the consecrated jjilc. It is not possible,

wc think, for a spectiitor to be otherwise

than delighted with this view.

THE MrSICAI. SISTERS.

In another room of the Egyptian Hall,

two little girls, the one four and tlic other

seven years of age, have been for some
weeks exhibiting extraordinary skill in their

Iierformances on the harp and piauolortc

Not confined to simple airs, they ]>lHy

many of the more elalwrate pieces of the

first composers of the day.

MONTHLY THEATRICAL REVIEW.

king's theatre.
A want I'f novelty has bi^en severely felt

at the Italian Opera since our last publica-

tion. The Donna del Lnrjo was revived,

and made a diversion for two or three

nights to the Crociato in Eqith), which has

lost nearly all its popularity from too fre-

quent repetitions. But the Donna, who,
when represented by Signora de Begnis,

was full of activity and vigour, seems now
to have lost all her powers and her dignity

;

and Madame Caradori, in spite of all her ex-

ertions and musical ability, is very little

more fit to perform the jiart than Signora

M.M. Ncio Scries.—Vol. I. No. 3.

Cornega is to act or sing that of Mulcolm.

Curioni resumed his former character in

that opera, and his spirited action finely

contrasted with the frigidity of those who
were to support him.

Agreeably to the wishes of the subscri-

bers, who were beginning to express their

dissatisfaction, a new opera, " Teoholdo

e Isoiina," has been got up with great haste ;

and to accelerate its performance, the house
was not open to the public for a week.
Signora Bonini and Velluti perform the

principal characters in this^pera, the music
of which is bv Morlachi. It is s-iid that

•2 R
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several pieces, taken fiom the works of se-

veral celebrated authors, will be introduced

in it ; first, to supply to thy shortness of its

score, and secondly, to replace some of its

weakest parts. The jircijarations for the

mythological ballet, " La Nnhsance de

Venus," have been interrupted by some

local causes, and it cannot be produced till

next month. In the mean time, the fecund

ingenuity of M. D'Egville has quickly

devised two novel divertissements ; the first

of which is entitled " Le Temple de la Con-

corde," and the second " Le Bal Cham-

petre." The success of both was com-

plete, and the peculiar talent of the choro-

grapher in placing all and each of his subjects

to their very best advantage, was, even in

these bhietles, eminently conspicuous ; they

had all a share in the plaudits, and some

even had a larger one than they could rea-

sonably expect.

DRL-RY I.ANE.

When the qui.biuncs among Frencli po-

liticians mean to account for some sudden

change in public affriirs, the cause of which

is a mystery to them and nine-tenths of the

world beside, they have a very convenient

word for the purpose—they call it a reaction-

We suppose it is something like what is

denoted by this word, that has occasioned

the transition from the elaborate diablerie of

tlie German melo-drame and music—tlie

Faust ard the Freischntz—to the simple

meloflies of a new national ballad opera,

called "Maldna." Of this, at least, we

are pretty sure, tliat to its national ballads

and national scenery the new opera owes

mucli of the favour which it seems to ha\e

received from the same audience that was

so long enraptured witli the very opposite

style, both of the drama and of the music.

The heroes and heroines (for there are

many) of Mahina are some of the best

kno^vn personages of Ossian. The scene

is laid in the time of" Fingal {Kin<i of Scot-

land/' and at and near tlie " castle of Tos-

car," who we suppose must have been one

of the Scotch nobility of tiiose days ; for we
know that, some centuries after the songs of

Ossian were first sung, castles became the

usual residences of the nobles, and \\e do

not at all mean to insinuate that a " watch

tower, drawbridge, &c." may not have

been in vogue among these early genera-

tions, although no traces of their architec-

ture have ever been found by their posterity.

The piece opens with preparations made for

the imion of Oscar, son of Fingal, witli

Malvina, daughter of Toscar. Tlie festivi-

ties are somewhat disturbed by the appear-

ance of Cuthidlin, Lord nf Vhtcr, who
"hath long beenenamoaed of Malvina's

peerless charms." He comes ijito the

banquet hall disguised as a harper, and in a

lew minutes, aided by Conlath and Morven,

two Irish chieftains, his friends or vassals,

who had gained entrance before him, is in an

attitude of defiance to all the rest of the

coHipany. Peace, however, is for a time

[March,

restored, by means of a cup presented and

a song sung by INIalvina ; but Cuthullin,

according to a custom which is said still to

prevail in iiis country, is resolved to run

away with the lady, and with the assistance

of Conlath succeeds in carrying her otT to a

neighbouring cavern. Here, while Cuthul-

lin is engaged with his jnirsuers, who have

discovered his retreat, and while Malvina

is in the custody of Conlath (whose con-

science makes the office of a gaoler sit very

uneasily on him), Morna, Conlath's wife,

who had been many years before carried off

from Ireland by a son of Toscar's, and had

been made a maniac by her misfortunes,

suddenly apj)ears, as if flying from the com-
bat, and descends by a secret passage to a

lower cavern. The sight of his wife and the

intreaties of Malvina completely soften

Conlath's heart, and he determines to

effect the deliverance of his fair prisoner.

How this is achieved, and how actively

Moma assists in it, we fear it would take

np too much paper to relate, and we are

not sure that we could relate it clearly ;

sufl!ice it to say, that Cuthullin is hurried in

a boat over a most appalling cataract, that

Malvina is verj' happily restored to the arms

of her lover, and that Morna (in a scene

which is made really pathetic by ]Miss

Kelly's performance) recovers at once her

liusband and her senses.

The less that is said, in the way of criti-

cism on this opera, the better—certainly

for the piece, and tlie better too, perhaps,

for our readers. To the beauty of the na-

tional airs introduced into it, to the charms

of Miss Stephens' execution of them (sup-

ported as she was by such assistants as

3Ir. Sinclair and Mr. Horn), and to the

acting of Miss Kelly and I\Ir. Wallack, the

author is quite as much indebted as to tlie

novelty of his subject, or the manner in

which he has worked up his materials. We
must not omit to observe, that some of the

songs are rather prettily written, and that

much of the scenery (especially a view of

Loch Lomond) is admirably executed.

Mr. Pclby, an American, appeared for

the first time before a London audience in

the character of Hamlet. His i)erform-

ance, though not equal to what a London
audience has often seen, was eminently

successful ; and we must say, that if (as is

supposed by some) tliis gentleman has omit-

ted to make a second appearance to gratify

some wishes not liis own, it does little

credit to the liberality of those who ride

behind the scenes, and shews no small care-

lessness of the opinion of the public, warmly
and unequivocally expressed.

There have been no Oratorios at this

Theatre.
COVENT GARDEN.

The licenser and the manager of Covent
Garden have had, it is said, some smart dis-

cussions lately. The former, it seems, was
inclined to jirohibit the representation of a
new play, called " Tfie French Libertine,"
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one of the reasons Iioing (as the rumour
goes), tliat tlie nainef^iven by tlie author to

his liero happens to l)e borne by a certiiin

noble family in France. Whatever may
have been the causes wliich occasioned the

i
• censor's doubts, the manager, much to his

credit, has contrived to remove or overcome
them, and the play lias been |)crforinc(l.

It is French all over—French in its cha-

racters— French in the larji^e proi>ortion

which dialogue bears to incident— French
in the length of some of the speeches, and
in the minute descriptions which they give

of the speaker's feelings—and French, too,

in a very anxious regard to the unity of

l)lace, and in certain little awkwardnesses
which thisdeference to French rules usually

gives rise to. It has been rather hardly

dealt with by the critics ; and yet, notwitli-

standing some obvious blcuiisiies, wc do not

hesitate to say, that it is a drama of very

considerable power. The tribunal to which

I

managers and authors look most anxiously,

I has jjronounced favourably on its merits,

for it has brought, during "a pretty fair

run," which still continues, a succession of

crowded houses.

The plot may be shortly told. The Duke
lie Rouyemont (called, originally, it is said,

the Duke de Riche'ieuJ, combining two
characters which not unfrequently keep
company in France, those of an intriguer

in love and an intriguer in politics,—suc-

ceeds in winning the alfeccions of tlie

youthfid wife of Dorival, a Pari.-ian citizen

rather beyond her in years. But, though
Madame Dori\al is captivated by the graces

of the Duke (who first makes his approaches
in the character of Lamutte, his own ser-

vant), her virtue is proof against all his

arts; and he at length employs violence to

gratify his infamous passion. Hence arise

the sufferings of this wretched lady, upon
whose fate and misfortunes the interest of

the play chiefly turns. She fears to disclose

to her husband the som'ce of an anguish

that rapidly undermines her health ; the

Duke, having been absent on a military

exi)edition, returns and renews his perse-

cutions ; he manages, by the agency of his

valet and pander, the real Lamotte, to have
her conveyed to his palace—from which,
however, she escapes : he follows her to

her husband's house, where she appears to

him sinking under accumulated distresses
;

and the Libertine is at last brought to a
dreadfid sense of his crimes, by witnessing

the death of his victim.

Tiie character of the Duke is boldly

drawn : he is represented as a man of great

talents and accomplishments (of whicli, by
the way, he talks a little too largely), not
naturally quite destitute of feeling, but ren-

dered habitually reckless, and it would
appear rather sceptical of the miscliief he
occasions in the prosecution of his intrigues.

For the purpose of exliibiting these quali-

ties, the author employs a CounL-ss de

Henri/, enamoured of the Duke, whom she
vainly hopes to wheedle into matrimony

;

a certain cynical secretary to his Grace,

named Dubois, a very honest person, mucii
given to pithy moral speeches ; and a cox-

comb of a servant, the aforesaid Lamotte,
well-dressed, impertinent, and for the most
part rather vapid. Some of the dialogues

between the Duke and the Countess, and
the Duke and Dubois, are well executed;
and. if a little more strength had Iteen in-

fused into the part of the wretched IMadamc
Dorival, the play might have ranked pretty

high among modern dramas. As It is, the
part of the Duke gives considerable scope
for the actor's powers, and to Mr. C. Kein-
ble's performance of it, chiefly, must be

asciibed the popularity which the play ha.s

certainly gained.

We must be excused for not saying much
of Nurah, or the Girl of Erin. So many
have already tried their hands at the plot,

that an author must be very inattentive to

the numerous afterpieces which are the

models of excellence in this department,
if he failed in an attempt to work with the

commonest and best known materials. A
female child (the fruit of a clandestine mar-
riage), lost or abandoned in consequence of

its grandpapa's cruelty, growing up in due
time to woman's estate— inspiring a cousin,

w hose relationship is unknown, with a vio-

lent passion—ultimately recognized by re-

lations of all degrees, and married to the

devoted cousin,—must surely be capable of

becoming the heroine of a very pathetical

and comical comedy in two acts, and be
well received upon the stage, even though
she did not appear in the person of Miss
Goward.
The Oratorios (on Wednesdays and Fri-

days since Lent began) have been, as usual,

well got up at this theatre : a great part of

the vocal strength of the metropolis has been
collected. There have been some debuts,

and Miss Stephens, Miss Paton, Mr. Bra-
ham, and Mr. Phillips are among the old

favourites engaged. The \i'liole is undei
the direction of Sir George Smart.

NEAV MUSIC.

The Seauties of H Crociato in Egitto,

with English and lialinn Words, composed bi/

Maycrhesr. \os. Willis and Co. — This
beautiful opera has already passed the or-

deal of criticism triumphantly ; therefore
our notice will extend to little more than
the edition and translation. We perfectly

coincide in the general opinion, as to the
2 R 2
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tflste and feeling manifested by this com-
poser, l)nt can scarce give liini the meed of

originality which many of his ])artizan.s are

so anxious to bestow on him. Some of the

pieces possess more of this merit than

others, and the selection plihhshcd by Mr.

Willis is excellently adapted to shew off the

composition to advantai^e. Besides those

airs which are established fa-vonrites, as
" Giovinetto," " Idoni d'Elmireno," &c.,

this collection contains the most beautiful

concerted pieces, as the canon, " Sogni

r'denti," "Oh! cielo demente," thechorus,
'' Nel silenzio," &c.— Of the translation we
scarcely know how to give an opinion : it

is certainly more literal than any we have
previously met with, and in some instances

well adapted to the musical expression ; but

there are two or three instances which woe-
fully annoy us—for instance, in the cavatina

"Cara Mano," or "This dear hand," at

the top of the second page ; the words ac-

cording to the musical notation throw the

accent invariably on the unaccented sylla-

ble, occasionally giving a rest between
two syllables of one word. This is certainly

the most glaring instance in the work, and

even minor defects are not of very constant

occurrence : but we regret to see a publi-

cation, so well selected and got up, dis-

figured by a flaw of this sort, which a little

attention, and a trifling degree of manage-
ment, might so easily have avoided.
" Of Woman''s Smile," siiiif/hi/ Mr. Horn

ill the Opera of^^Malciiia," aminfjed bi/ T.

Cooke. Is. &d. " When Sorrow's deep

Gloom," by Sinchir. Is. 6(/. '' Love fell

Asleep," sung hi; Miss Ponc^- Is. 6d." Wa/ie,

?ni/ Harp," sung hij j1/r. Horn. Is. Qd.

"'Take thou this Cup," Trio sung, by Miss
S'ep'ieni, Sinclnir, and Horn. 2s. Gout-

din;/, Dabnaine, and Co.— This piece, as we
may premise from tiie title, " A National

Ballad Opera," is a collection of popular

airs, either simply adapted to the poetry of

the opera, or arranged as concerted pieces.

From tlie well-established connexion be-

tween the Scotch and Irish mnsic, Mr.
Cooke has considered himself authorized

to draw largely from the stores of the latter

nation ; and appears to have given the pre-

ference to them : for out of the six principal

songs, five together with a trio are Irish me-
lodies." The Cooluu," "the MinstrelBoy,"

and two of the others, are already well

known to the public througft the medium
of Mr. Moore's elegant selection ; we be-

lieve the two others are given in the same
work, but have not acquired such general

celebrity. Tlie accompaniments are chaste

and simple, and sustain the voice without

interfering with it, and on the whole, both
selection and arrangement do infinite

credit to Mr. C.'s judgment. It may be a

temptation to some of our readers to know,
that the piece does not average above half

of that of the Irish melodies (par dminencej.
" .See the Sun li brightly Glowinri," Quar-

tette in " Malvina," arranged by T. Cooke.

2s. Gd. " O'er Heath-covered Mountains,"
GL-e. 2s. Gd. " Oh, strike the Harp,"
Glee. 2s. Goulding and Co. — The first of

these pieces we do rot recognize as a

Scotch air : it approaches very nearly to the

old ditty of Ducandarte and Balerma—it is

well harmonized, and the effect is pleasing.
" O'er Heath-covered Mountains" is a
hunting glee, arranged for alto, tenor, and
bass. We do not recollect the name of the

air, but it is well adapted to the subject

;

the symphonies are spirited and character-

istic, and an original tenor solo and cada
which occur are well suited to the style of

the melody. 'ITie third glee is the old air

of "The Boatie Rows," which is not so
well adapted to the festive strain of the

words as the other two ; but as it is ar-

ranged for two female voices with a brilliant

harp-accompaniment, it will probably be

more popular than either.

Sportive Smiles and Mirthful Measurrs,"
sung by Miss Stephens in "Malvina." Ditto.

Is. 6(/. Ditto.—The air is " Saw ye my
Father /' the second and third verses are bril-

liant variations on the subject ; the passages

are completely vocal, and easy of execution

though shewy. No more of the rnusic has

been yet published. We hope Mr. Cooke
will make the opera' complete, for in our

opinion tiic mclo-dramatic music is not the

least estimable part of the work.
" Wandering Willie," composgd by W.

Smith. Is. Preston.—Devotional Hymn,
Ditto. Is. Ditto.—This beaiitiful little song

lias been already so sweetly arrai ged t j a

plaintive old Scotcli air, published in

Thomson's collection, that it was, to say

the least, a bold attempt to assay the same
words. Mr. Smith has, however, no occa-

sion to regi'et ha^ing ventured : the ballad

though of the very simplest class, is iiaifsmd

pleasing, and harmonizes well with the feel-

ing of the words. The Devotional Hymn is

a good specimen of psalm tunes, with a sim-

ple organ accompaniment. We were rather

surprised to see the words flauti, corni,

tutti, in the symphony, as there is not

otherwise the slightest indication of orches-

ti'al effect, nor indeed is it in the least ap-

propriate to the style of the music.
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PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS.

Patents granted.

To Robert lUgg, of Bowstcad Hill,

Cumberland, for a conden.-iiig apparatus

fur making vinegar— Sealed 4tli February
— 6 months.
To Josias Christopher Gamble, of Lif-

foybank, chemist, for an apparatus for the

concentration and crystalUzation of alumi-

nous and other saline and erystallizable

solutions, part of wliicii ai)paratus may be

applied to the general purposes of evapora-

tion, distillation, insj)issation, desiccation,

and especially to the generation of steam

—

7tli February

—

I months.

To William Mayhew, of Southwark, and
William White, of Chcapside, for an im-

provement hi tiie manul'actui'e of hats

—

7tli February—6 months.

To Hugh Evans, liarbour-mastcr of the

port of Holyhead, for certain metliods of

rendering ships and otlier vessels, wliether

sailing or propelled by steam, more safe

in cases of danger Ijy leakage, bilging, or

letting in water than at jirescnt constructed

—7th February— 2 months.

To William Chapman, of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, civil engineer, for a machinery

for loading or unloading of ships, vessels, or

crafts—7th February—2 niontlis.

To Benjamin Cook, of Birmingham,
brass-founder, for improvements in making

files of various descrii)tions—7th February
—6 montlis.

To William AVarrcn, of Crown-street,

Finsbur)--s(]uare, for improvements in the

process of extracting from the Peruvian

bark medicinal substances or properties,

known by the name of quinine and cu>-

chonine, and preparing the various salts to

which these substances may serve as a

basis—11th February—6 months.

To John Lane Higgins, of Oxford-street,

Esq. for improvements in tlie construction

of the masts, yards, sails, rigging of ships

and smaller vessels, and in the tackle used

for working or navigating the same— 1 1th

February— 6 montiis.

To Benjamin Newmarcli, of Chelten-
' ham, and Charles Bonner, of Gloucester,

brazier, for their mechanical invention to be

applied for the purpose of suspending and
securing windows, gates, doors, shutters,

blinds, and other apparatus—18th February
—6 months.

To Thomas Walter, of Luton, Bedford,

for iin[)roveraents in the manufacture of

straw jilat, for the purpose of making bon-

nets, hats, and otlier articles— 18th Fe-

bruary—6 months.
To Charles Wliklaw, Paddington, medi-

cinal botanist, for improvements in admi-

nistering medicines by the agency of steam

or vapour— 18th Februar}-—6 months.

To Arnold Buffum, of United States of

America, but now of Bridge-street (a

Quaker), hat-manufacturer, for improve-

ments in the process of making or manu-
facturing and dyeing hats—18th Febniary

—G months.

A Lint of Patents, u'liich, tiaving been

granted in February 1812, u-ill crpire in

tlw present Month af February, viz.

4. Joseph C. Dyer, of Gray's- Inn,

London, for machinery for cutting ami head-

ing of nails from sliips or plates of any
melal capable ofbeinu rolled into phtes.

5. Samuel Bentilam, of Ilampstead, for

a new mode ofexcluding the water of the sea,

of rivers, or (f lihcs, temporarily during the

execution of umler water-works of masonry

or other materials, or permanenlly for the

security of foundations.

5. Charles Augustus Schamalkalder, of

London, for certain improvements in nuithe-

matical instruments.

5, Falton Mathew, of London, for cer-

tain improvements in the nmnufacturing of
yeast.

14. Areliibald, Earl of Dundonald, for

his method of preparing and manufacturing

alcaline salts from vegetables, the growth of
the United Kingdoms.

14. John Loach, of Birmingham, for

an improved method of manufacturing claw,

racket, and otlier kinds of castors, and also

knobs andfurniturefor hcks.

14. Sarah Guppy, of Bristol, for certain

improvements in tea and coffee urns.

24. William Henry Hart, of London,
for a new method or niachi7ie for cutting,

cropping, or shearing woollen or other cloths,

and the furfrom peltry.

28. William Francis Snowden, of Lon-
don, for his mangle on an improved con-

struction.

WORKS IN THE PRESS, AND NEW PUBLICATIONS.

WOr.KS IX THE IT.KSS.

Dr. Andrew L're announces a System of

Natural Philosoph5% comprehending IMe-

chanics in theory and practice ; to be pub-

lished in monthly parts (the first will be

ready in March), and completed in two

volumes 8\o. ; illusUuted with thirty en-

gravings.

The Ciril and Ecclesiastical History of

Jreland, comprizing an ample historical

account of its Roman Catholic Church
and the introduction of the Prgte.'tant
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Establixliment, will speedily be published,
in two vols. Bvo.
Dr Sandfbrd, one of the Bishops of the

Scotch Episcopal cliureli, Mill shortly bring

out a new edition of liis Lectures on the

History of the Week of the Passion of our
blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

The Labours of Idleness, or Seven
Nights' Entertainments, by Guy Perse-
val, are in the press.

The Memoirs of Napoleon Bonaparte,

with a preliminary View of the French
Revolution, will speedily be published, in

five small 8vo. vols.

Anew edition of Debrett's Peerage will

be published in a few days.

A volume of Sermons by the Hon. and
Rev. Gerard Noel will shortly a])i)car.

Mr. John Cole, of Scarborough, an-

nounces for publication the Fugitive Pieces

of the late Thomas Hindewell, esq., with

a Memoir of the Author.

Morus ; or a Layman's View of the chief

Objections which have been brought agaiiii-t

Religion, as it existed in Eurojje during

the licroic age of Christianity, is announced
for publication, in one vol. 8vo.

Mr. T. K. Hervey, author of Australia

nnd other ])oems, basin the ])ress. Sketches

from the Note-book of the late Chas. Ha-
milton, esq.

A new edition of the works of Dr.

Lardner is printing in ten vols. 8vo.

The Rev. Francis Clore, of Cheltenham,

has in the press a series of Historical

Discourses illustratnig the Book of Ge-
nesis.

Proposals have been issued for piiljlishing

by subscription, Lancastrenses lUustrcs

;

or Historical and Biograj)hical Memoirs
of Illustrious Natives of the Palatine

County of Lancaster, with Genealogical

and Heraldic Observations. By William

Robert Whatton, F.A.S. Illustrated by

numerous portraits and armorial engravings.

Mr. Sumner will speedily publish a second

and corrected edition of bis work on the

Evidences of Christianity.

The Miscellanist of Literature, contain-

ing the quintessence of the books of the

past year, will be ready for publication

•within the month.
The Dwarf of VVesterbourg, translated

from the German, is nearly ready for pub-

lication.

Mr. Bowdler's expurgated edition of

Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire will shortly be published.

Mr. Watts's Lyrics of the Heart will

speedily be published.

A new edition of Jerei jy Taylor's works,

edited by Reginald Heber, Bishop of Cal-

cutta, is in the press.

Mrs. C. B. Wilson, author of Astarte,

has in the press a volume entitled " At
Home."
The Ecclesiastical History of the Second

and Third Centuries, illustrated from the

writings of TertuUian, by John, Lord

Bishop of Bristol, will speedily be ready
for publication.

A volimin of Sermons, by the late Rev.
James Fordyce, is announced for publica-

tion from the original MSS.
The Rev. W. Bullock, Missionary of

Trinity, Newfoundland, has in the press

a Series of Lectures upon the storj' of

Joseph and his Brethren.
Major Denham's Travels in Africa will

be ready in a few days.

A third part of Points of Humour, with
Cruickshank's illustrations, is preparing for

the press.

Mr. I. Skelton, editor of the Antiquities

of Oxfordshire, announces for publication,

iipv.ards of fifty etchings of Antiquities in

Bristol, illustrative of the Rev. S. Seyer's

history of that city, or in a separate vo-
lume.
A narrative and descriptive Tour in the

Upper Pyrenees, with a Lithographic

Atlas, ivc, is announced for publication.

A volume of Lectures on Astronomj',

adapted for schools, is announced for speedy
j)ubIication.

New editions of Dr. Watkins' Biogra-

phical Dictionary, and of Mrs. Sophia Lee's
Canterbury Tales, will shortly be ready.

Dr. Henderson, author of a Residence
in Iceland, has in the press. Biblical Re-
searches and Travels in Russia, including

a Tour in the Crimea, and the passage of

the Caucasus.

Mr. .lohn II. Brady is preparing for the

press a work on the Derivation of the

Names of the princijial Market Towns and
Remarkable Villages in England, with
Anecdotes, &c.

In the press, and speedily will be pub-
lished, in three volumes, the Memoirs of

Casanova de Seingath, from the author's

MS. ; first published by Schiitz, and now
trarslated into English. This work is one
of the most extraordinary and interesting

memoirs ever committed to paper, com-
prizing characters and anecdotes of the

most distinguished personages in politics,

literatiu-e and rank, in Spain, Italy, France,

England and Germany, from the author's

personal communications with, and actual

observations of them.

Mr. Curtis is preparing for the press

a fourth and enlarged edition of his Treatise

on the Physiology and Diseases of the Ear.

In this edition niudi useful information is

collated on what regards that obscure part

of acoustic surgery, nervous deafness, and
cases of deaf and dumb.
The Narrative of a Tour around Hawaii

(or Owhyhee), by the Rev. W. Ellis, mis-

sionary from the Society and Sandvinch

Islands, in one vol. 8vo., is nearly ready,

with several illustrative engravings and a
map of Hawaii.

Pait V. of Sermons and Plans of Ser-

mons on many of the most important Texts
of Holy Scripture, by the late Rev. Joseph
Benson, are in the press.
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LIST OF NEW WORKS.

BIOGIIAPHT.

Iraditions and Uecollections, Domestic,

Clerical, aiui Literary. By the llev. II.

rohvlielc. 2 vols. 8vo. '2os.

Memoirs and Poetical Remains of tlic

late Jane Taylor. By Isaac Taylor, jun.

2 vols. 12mo. 1 2s.

The Life of John Sharp, d.d.. Lord
Archbishoj) of York, collected from his

Diary, Letters, &c. Edited liy Thomas
Neweome, m.a. 2 vols. 8vo. 21s.

Alexander I., Emperor of Russia; oru
Sketcli of his Life, and of tlie most impor-

tant Events of his Reign. 8vo. 15s.

Memoirs of a French Sergeant, written

by himself, conii)rizing Adventures in Ger-
many, S))ain, Russia, Siberia, &e. Post

8vo. 9s. Cd.

Adventures of a Young Rifleman in the

French and English Armies, during tiie

War in Sjjain and Portugal, from IbOG to

1815. Written by himself. 8vo. 9s. Gd.

Confessions of an O.xonian. 3 vols. 30s.

CLASSICS.

The letters of Marcus TuUius Cicero to

Titus Pompronius Atticus. Translated

into English, with notes, he. By William
Heberden, M. D. 2 vols. 8vo. 26s.

A Translation of the First Book of tlie

Georgics of Virgil, in blank verse, with
notes. By Robert Iloblyn, m. a. 8vo.

1 2s. Gd.

A new Greek and English Lexicon

;

principally on the plan of the Greek and
German Lexicon of Schneider. By James
Donnegan, M. d. ]\Iedium Svo., three co-

lumns, .£1. lis. Gd.

DRAMA.
Mahina, a ballad opera. By Josepli

Macfarren. Svo. 3s.

Tlie Dramatic Works of William Shak-
speare, with notes, original and selected.

By S. W. Singer, f. s. a. , and the Life of

tlie Poet, by C. Symmons, d. n. 10 vols,

roj'al 18mo. witii engranngs, £^.

EDUCATION.

Mary and her Jlother, a sequel to

Sciptural Stories for Young Children. 3s.

Sandford's Introduction to the Writing
of Greek. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

Alexander's Specimens of Penmanship.
4to. 3s.

Botanical Sketclies; or the twenty-four
classes of the Liimaean system, with fifty

specimens of English Plants. Svo. los.

Infantine Knowledge. Square ISmo. 3s.

Rival Crusoes. 12mo. 4-5. 6d.

True Stories from English History.
12mo. 7s. Gd.

Keeper's Travels in Search of his Mas-
ter. Fourteenth edition, enlarged. I2mo.

GEOGRAPHY.
A System of Geography for the use of

Schools. By Thomas Keith. 12mo. 6s.

A New Maj) of the Burmese Empire,

constructed from a Drawing in the Sur\-eyor-

General's oftice, Calcutta, and from otiicr

authentic Documents, with a Glossaiy of
Native Geographical Terms, and a Table
of estimated Road-distances between the
])rinci])al places in the Empire, S:c. &c.
By James Wyld, Geographer to the Kuig,
&;c.

Parts 11 and 12 of a new Geographical
Dictionary, enriched with views of the

))rincipal cities and towns in the world. By
J. W. Clarke, Esq. -Ito. 5s. each part.

IIISTOKV.

A Chronology of Ancient History, illus-

trated by I'arallel Streams of Time. By
IMrs. Sherwood. 12iiio. Gs.

A History of the United States of Ame-
rica, from their first Settlement as Colonies

to 1815. 8vo. 12s.

IA\V.

A Collection of the most interesting

Trials prior to the Revolution of 1688. Re-
viewed and illustrated by Samuel March
Phillips, Esq. 2 vols. Svo. .i'l.Ss.

Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws
of England. With practical notes, and a
copious index. By J. Chitty, Esq. 4 vols,

royal 8vo. i,"3. 13s. Gd.

MISCELLANIES.

Lessons in Criticism, to William Roscoe,
Esq., F.R.S., and to a Quarterly Reviewer.
By the Rev. W. L. Bowles, m. a., Svo. 7s.

A. Comparative View of the different

Institutions for the Assurance of Lives.

By C. Babbage, Esq. Svo. 10s. Cd.

An Inquiry into the Moral Character of

Lord Byron. By J. W. Simmons, Esq.
Svo. -Is.

Tilt Omen. In a pocket vol. 4-s. Cd.

Laconics, Part \., with Portraits of Sir

W. Raleigh, Sir P. Sidney, Sir W. Tern-
pie. Lord Clarendon, and Buike, 18me.
2s. Gd.

Letter from a Spaniard (author of Don
Esteban) to the Editor of the Quarterly
Review. Svo. 2s. Gd.

NOVELS.

The Dutch Salmagundi of M. Paul Van
Hemert, translated by Lewis Jackson.
Post Svo. 4s.

The Storj- of Isabel. By the author of

The Favoiuite of Nature. 3 vols. 24s.

Gertrude de Wart, or Fidelity until

Death. Translated from the German. Svo.
King Henry the Fourth, being a speci-

men of Shakspeare's Plays, furnished in

imitation of the Waverley Novels, with the
manners and customs of the age in which
the drama's plot is laid. 2 vols. ICs.

Brambletye House; or Cavaliers and
Roundheads. By one of the authors of
Tlie Rejected Addresses. 3 vols. Post
Svo. ^1. lis. Gd.

The Last Man, a Romance. By the
author of Fi-ankenstein. 3 vols. Post
Svo. £1. 7s.

The English Baronet. By Leonora des
Straella. 3 vols. 12nio. 16s. 6d.
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POETRY.

Devotional Verses, founded on aiwl il-

lustrative of Select Texts of Scripture. By
Bernard Burton. 12mo. Gs. lid.

Ulric of Aymer, and other Poems.
8vo. 2s.

Epistles to a Friend in Town, and other

I'oenis. By Charles Leigh, Esq. Fcp. 78.

POLITICS.

Ohservations on the Procccdins^s of

Countiy Bankers, during tlie last Thirty

Years, and on their Communications with

Government, &c , in a letter addressed to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer. I?y John
Mitford, Jun. 8vo. 2s.

Considerations on the State of the Cur-
rency. By Thomas Tooke, Esq., f.r.s.

8vo. 6s.

Forwood on the Poor Laws. 6vo.
2s. Gd.

Inquiry into the Paper Currency. 8vo. Is.

Golden Rnles for a Banker. By Sir R.
Phillips. 8\o. 2s. Cd
An Historical Outline of the Greek Re-

volution. By W. JI. Leake. 8vo. 7s. Cd.

Junius proved to he Burke, with an
Outline of his Biography, 8vo. 5s.

A Letter to the Duke of Norfolk on
the Catholic QuestioJi- By R. W. Hor-
ton, Esq. 8vo.

Statistical Illustrations of the Territorial

E.xtent and Population, Commerce, Tax-
ation, Consumption, Insolvency, Pau-
perism, and Crime of the British Em-
l)ire. 8vo. 7s. Gd.

The Bank of England Defended ; or the

principal Causes of the High Prices de-

monstrated. 8vo.

Letters of Daniel Ilardcastle to the

Editor of the Times on the Bank of

England, Currency. &c. 8vo. 3s.

Reports of the Parliamentary Proceed-

ings of the last Session, systematically

arranged, with Critical Essays, &:c. 8vo.

^1. 10s.

New Tables of Life Contingencies;

containing the Rate of Mortality among
the Members of the Ecjuitable Society,

ajid the Values of Life Annuities, Rever-
sions, &c. computed therefrom. By GriBith

Davies. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

RELIGION AND MORALS.

Essays on the Universal Analogy between

the Natin-al and Spiritual Worlds. 8vo. 8s.

The Papal Power; or an Historical

Essay on the Temporal Power of the

Pope, &c. Translated from the French.

2 vols. 8vo. 20s.

Remarks on certain parts of Mr. Gran-
vSle Penn's Comparative Estimate of the

jMineral and Mosaical Geologies, and en
other Geological Writings, which affect the

right Interpretation of the Text of Scrip-

.iture. 8vo. 3s.

The Works of James Arminius, d. d.

•formerly Professor of Divinity in the Uni-

iversity of Leyden, translated from the

Latin, with Brandt's Life of the Author
and Notes. By James Nichols. 8 vols,

vol. i., 8vo.

Viirdicjition of the Book of the Rorann
Catholic Church. By Charles Butler, Esq.
8vo. 9s. Gd.

Golden Rule.? of Social Pliilosopliy ; or
a New System of Practical Ethics. By
Sir R. Phillijis. 8vo. lOs. Gd.

Is this Religion? or a Page from tlie

Book of the World. By the autlior of

May you Like it. Fcp. 8vo. 7s.

Sabbath Muse. 12mo. 2s. 6d

The United States of America com-
pared with some European Countries,

particularly Enghmd, in a Discourse deli-

vered in Trinity Church, New York. By
the Rt. Rev. J. 11. Hobart, d. d. 2s.

Christian Devotedncss ; or the Consi-

deration of our Saviour's Precept, " Lay
not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth." 8vo. 2s.

Fuller's Hints to Ministers and Churches.
12mo. 4s 6d.

Thompson on the Psalms. 2 vols.

12mo. 10s.

Pridham's Family Lectures. 2 vols.

I2mo. 12s.

Philosophy of Religion. 12mo. 9s.

Bishop Butler's Works. 2 vols. 8vo. 15s.

Burder's Lectures on Religion. 8vo. 12s.

Helps to Devotion ; or Morning and
Evening Prayers for every Day in the

Week. By the Rev. H. Tattam, M.A., &c.

8vo. 2s.

A second edition of Part II. of Ben-
son's Sermons and Plans of Sermons.

SCItNCE.

Nicholson's Carpenter's, Joiner's and
Builder's Companion and Book of Lines.

Parts I. .Jid 11. of an entirely new edition

of this popTdar and useful Work are now
published in 8vo. 3s. eacli, illustrated by
numerous Diagrams.

Parts IV. and V. of Dr. Jamieson's New
Dictionary of Mechanical Science, illus-

trated by numerous Engravings, have been

lately published, ^to. 5s.

TOPOGRAPHY.
The Tourist's Grammar; or Rides re-

lating to the Sceneiy and Antiquities inci-

dent to Tiavellers. By the Rev. T. D.
Fosbrooke. 12mo. 7s.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

Six Months in the West-Indies, in 1825.

Post 8vo 9s. Gd.

A Winter's Journey through Lapland and
Sweden, with Observations relating to

Finmark. By Arthur de Capel Brooke,
M.A., &c. 4to.

Letters from the East. Written during

a recent Tow through Turkey, Egypt,
Arabia, Palatine, Syria, and Greece. By
John Caniie, Esq. 8vo. 18s.

Annual Cabinet of Voyages. 18mo. 14s.

Cramer's Antient Italy. 2 vols. 8vo.

With a Map. ^1. 12s.
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VARIETIES, LITERAIIV AND MISCELLANEOIS.

F O R K I G N.

Growth of the Biissi'm Empire.— Under
Ivan I, in 1462, the Uussian Empire con-

tained 18,491 square miles; at li is decease

in 1505, 37,137: at the death of Ivan II,

in 1584, 125,465; at the death of Michel

I, in IGk'j, 254,361 ; on the accession of

Peter I, in 1089, 263,900 square miles,

and 16,000,000 inhabitants ; at liis (h-ath in

1725, 273,815 square miles, and 20,(MX»,(KX»

inhabitants; on the accession of Catherine

II. in 1763, 319,538 s()uare miles, and
25,000,000 inhabitants ; at her (h^ath in

1796, 331,830 square miles, and 33,(HtO,000

inhabitjmts ; at tlie |)rcsent day, 367,494

square miles, and 50,0()0,0(XJ inhabitants.

The occurreiiees whicli liavo recently

taken place in Russia, the extent of her

territory, the able, but insidious policy

which for some years jiast lias swayed her

councils, her great weiglit in tht; scale of

European power, the questionable dcj<ree

of civilization of her subjects, on which that

weight must partially depend, have rendered

all information regardiucr that vast emi)ire

of considerable importance. From a gen-

tleman wlio has lately returned from St.

Petersburg, we have received some valuable

communications, which may appear in a

future number of tiiis magazine : in the in-

terim, to complete the list of Russian news-
papers inserted in one of our numbers for

1823, we present onr readers with the fol-

lowing account, obtained from a different

source, of the eigliteen new journals pub-
lished in the two capitals of the Russian

dominions : five of these are jirinted at

Moscow, the rest at St. Petersburg.

Those published at Moscow since 1823,

are— 1. Weekly Papfr for Amateurs of
Horsea (Jcjenedelnik, &c. &c. ) This

journal, edited by Lieutenant General

Tzom, a])peared every Monday throughout

the year 1823 : since that time it has been

publislied monthly, under the title of Me-,

moirs for Amateurs for Horses (Zapiski,

i-c.)

2. T/te Russian Courier (Rouskoi Vest-

nik), conducted by Serge Glinka, com-
menced in 1818, and continued for a period

of thirteen years, till 1820, when it \\as

given up, but re-appeared in January 1824.

After the publication of six numbers it was
again relinquished; but recommenced in

the month of May 1825. This, whicli

embraces subjects of history, both ancient

and modern, poetry, and extracts from

foreign journals, is a very interesting publi-

cation, and would be still more so, were it

not for its dominant spirit of national

prejudice.

3. TTie Moscow Telegraph (^foskovskoi

Telegraplie). This journal of literature,

criticism, the arts and sciences, edited by
Nicolos Polevoi, appears every fortnight,

M.M. New Series.—\0L. 1. No. 3.

and is accompanied by a supplement em-
bracing every subject connected witli the
fashions and usiiges of socict)'.

4. The English Literary Journal (f Mos-
cow. Tliis paper, in Euglisli and French,
was begun in January 1823, by \V. Wens,
who tauglit tlie English language at Mos-
cow. After struggling for five months, this

journal died a natural death.

5. The I.ddi's' Journal, (Uamskni
JoMrH«/), which appears twice in the month,
was undertaken in March 1823, by Prince
Chalikof, and professes to be little more
than a list of the fashions, on the plan of the

Frencii Journal dcs .Modes and I'etit Cou-
rier des IJames : it fre(iuently, liowever,

forgets its destination to enter into hostili-

ties against the other Rus>ian journals,

whose indignation it has provoked by the

spirit of injustice and malevolence wbich
pervades its columns.

Journals published at St. Pctcrsburgh.

I. The Register of Discoveries in Natural
Phihisophy, Natural History, and the Arts,

(Orelearatele Othriti, &c. ', edited hince

the month of January 1821', by Professor
Nicolas Stekeglof, is an excellent paper,

which, conjointly with the Magazine of Na-
tural History, published at iSIoscow, by
Doigoubski, fills up a vacancy which has
long been regretted in Russia, where a taste

for useful knowledge has of late years been
much diffused.

2. The Mineralogical Journal (Crovnoi

Journal), established by order of the late

Emperor Alexander, on the recommenda-
tion of the Minister of France, is edited by
a committee of scientific members attached

to the mines and saltworks. Tlie first

number of this imj)ortant collection, dedi-

cated to the new discoveries in chemistry,

and mineralogy, appeared last July.

3. The Journal of Military Medicine
( VAenno Meditsinskoi JournalJ, published
since the commencement of 1823, by the

medical branch of the war department,
is perfectly adapted to the end in view,

and should be in the hands of all medical
men.

4. The Accounts of the Proceedings and
Success of the Bible Societies, both Russian
and Foreign {Isreetia, Sfc. iS"c. cfc.), were
published in Russian and German, during

the first ten months of 1824, but relinquish-

ed in October of that year, at which time
the Russian Bible Societies were inter-

dicted by the government—the title of these

papers explain the nature of their con-
tents.

5. The Gazette of Commerce (Komert-
cheskaia Gazetta), conducted by Valesian

Oline, who belongs to the department of

foreign commerce, has appeared on every

Wednesday and Friday since January 182.5.

This paper is indispensable to all mercan-
2 S
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tile people who wish to learn the commer-
cial regulations of the empire, the prices

current, and the proceedings of the ex-

change. It contains, besides, interesting

papers on subjects connected with foreign

and domestic industry.

6. There is an edition of this last Gazette

published in the German language, by ano-

ther member of the department of foreign

commerce.
7. The Journal of Manufactures and

Commerce (Journal ManufactourJ , pub-

lished by the department of internal manu-
factures and commerce, has appeared

monthly since January 1825. This excel-

lent work, besides very interesting articles

on foreign and Russian manufactures,

gives a complete enumeration of the recent

discoveiies in natural philosophy and che-

mistry, and their application to the manu-
factures of the different counties of Eu-
rope.

8. 77(6 Political and Literary Journal of
St. Petersburgh.—This is a continuation of

the conservatcm impartial, which was pub-
lished for twelve years by the Abbe Man-
guin, and, like its predecessor, contains

nothing, or very little, but extracts from

the three French papers— the Journal des

Debats, the Journal de Paris, and the Ga-
zette de France. It appears every Tue-s-

day, Thursday, and Saturday, and contains

but little information relative to Russia.

9. The Asiatic Courier (Asiatsltoi Ves-

trick), is a continuation of the Siberian

Courier, publislied during seven years,

from 1818 to January 18:^5, by M. Sparky,

who, at the last-mentioned time, changed

the title of his paper ; when, in addition to

what regarded Siberia, he introduced sta-

tistical, historical, and literary notices, re-

lative to the whole ot Asia.

10. The Northern Bee (Seremoi

Ptchria), published every Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday, since January

1825, by INIessrs. Gretch and Boroulgarine,

is devoted to domestic intelligence, to fo-

reign politics, to Uterature, and the fine arts

;
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advertisements, publications, fashions, &c.
&c.

1 1. Literary Leaves {Litteratomnie Ltet-

tei). From the month of July 1824', to the end
of tliat year, these were published as a sup-
plement to the Archieves ofthe North ; since

then they have been incorporated into the

Northern Bee. This last journal is for lite-

rature ; what the journals entitled " The
Love of the Counir\j, and the Archives of
the North" are for politics, the arts, and
history ; they are in the hands of the above-
named editors, and present a perfect view
of Russia in each of the departments which
they embrace. The annual subscription

to these papers is 140 roubles. .

The Bibliographical Leaves were under-
taken in January 1825, by Mr; Peter
Koeppen, and are published thrice ui a
month. This journal is particularly de-
signed to announce all new works pub-
lished in Russia ; it also contains notices

on the publication of ancient authors,

Russian, and Sclavonian, on Polish, Bo-
hemian, and Persian literature, and on that

of other nations of Sclavonian origin ; arti-

cles on the scientific and literary societies

of Russia, and short biographical notices

of the deceased artists and literati of Rus-
sia, and the otlier Sclavonian nations.

13. The Journal of the Fine Arts (Jour-
nal Jziastchnikh JskoustvJ, published since

the month of April 182-3, by Mr. Basil

Grizovovitch, is divided into seven parts

—history of the fine arts, customs, usages

and manners of ancient and modem na-

tions ; literature, biography, arts in Russia,

criticism and miscellanies. The late pro-

fessor Boulz, of the University of Moscow,
undertook in 1807 a similar journal, which
was relinquished after the three first num-
bers had appeared ; indeed, the present one
was given up after the first six numbers had
been issued ; but the munificence of the

late Emperor Alexander enabled the editor

to recommence it in 1825, and, at present,

it is one of the most usefid journals that is

circulated in the Russian empire.

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS OF EMINENT PERSONS.

THE DUKE OF ALBUFERA.
Jan. 3.—Louis Gabriel Suchet, the son

of a silk manufacturer at Lyons, was born

in the year 1772. In 1792, having received

a good education, he entered into the army
as a volunteer. At Toulon, he was an

officer in the battalion by which General

O'Hara was taken prisoner. He was in

neariy all the battles fought in Italy during

the campaigns of 1794, 1795, and 1797,

and was thrice wounded, once dangerously.

In the last of these campaigns, Buonaparte

made him Chef de Brigade on the field of

battle. In 1798, having borne a distin-

guished part in the campaign against the

Swiss, he was sent to Paris with twenty-
three standards taken from the enemy.
He was then made General of Brigade.

He .was on the point of proceeding with
the expedition to Egypt, when he was sud-
denl)' retained to restore discipline and
confidence in the army of Italy. In con-
sequence of a quarrel with the commis-
sioners of the Director)', Suchet was com-
pelled to return hastily to France to vindi-

cate his conduct. He was aftenvards sent

to the army of the Danube, at the head of
which he exerted himself in defending the
country of the Grisons. Joubert, his

friend, having been entnisted with the com-
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mand of the army of Italy, Siichet joined

him as General of Division and chief of

hisstatf; appointments which he continued

to liold under Moreau and Championnet,

after the death of Joubert. Massena, who
succeeded Championnet, made him second

in command. At the head of a feeble

division of not 7,000 men lie long held at

bay five times the number of Austrian

forces under Melas, contested the Genoese
territory inch by inch, retired unbroken
behind the Var, set the enemy at defiance,

saved the soutli of France from invasion,

and facilitated the operations of the army
of reserve, advancing from Dijon to cross

the Alps. When, in consequence of the

march of Buonaparte, the Austrians com-
menced their retreat, he followed in their

track, harassed them incessantly, took

13,000 prisoners, and, by compelling Melas

to weaken his army to oppose him, con-

tributed powerfully to the victory of 3Ia-

rengo. In the short campaign subsefpiently

to the armistice, lie took 4-,000 piisoners

at Pozzolo, and shared in all the battles

that were fought. In 1803, he commanded
a division at the camp at Boulogne. He
was named a member of the Legion of

Honour on the lllb of December 1803,

grand officer of that body in 1804. ; and
governor of the imperial j)alace at Lacken
in 1805. At Ulm, HoUabrun, and Aus-
terlitz, in 1805—at Siuilfeld and Jena, in

1806—at Pultusk, in 1B07—he greatly con-

tributed to the success of the French arms.

In 1806 Buonaparte gave him the grand

i^ordon of the Legion of Honour, with an
.endowment of 20,000 francs ; and in 1808,

he raised him to the dignity of a count of

the empire. The King of Saxony also

nominated him a commander of the mill-

tary order of St. Henry.
Suchet was now sent to Spain, and

placed at the head of the army of Arragon.

In 1809 he defeated Blake at Belcbite ; in

1810 he reduced Lerida, Mequincnza, Tor-

toza, Fort San Felipe, Montserrat, Tarra-

.gona, and Saguntum— routed O'Donnel at

Margalef, and Blake before Saguntum

—

and formed the siege of Valencia. The
fall of that fortress crowned the labours of

this campaign, and obtained for him the

title of Duke of Albufera, and possession

of the estate of that name. He had pre-

viously, at the capture of Tarragona, re-

ceived the marshal's staff. In 1813, the

command of the luiited armies of Arragon

and Catalonia having been confided to him,

he compelled Sir John Murray to raise the

siege of Tarragona. In November, he was
named Colonel General of the Imperial

Guards, in the room of the Duke of Istria.

Notwithstanding the progress of Lord Wel-
lington in France, Suchet kept his ground

in Catalonia for the purpose of collecting

the 18,000 men who garrisoned the for-

tresses, and also for retarding the progress

of the allies.

Receiving intelligence of the abdication

of Buonaparte, he acknowledged Louis

XVIII. as his sovereign. Several ho(iour!>,

amongst which was that of his being named
one of the peers of France, were conferred

on him by the restored monarch. On the

return of Buonaparte, he accepted a com-
mand under his old master to repel the

allies. At the head of the army of the

Alps, consisting of only 10,0(X) men, he

beat the Piedmontese, and shortly after

the Austrians. The advance of the grand

Austrian army, however, 100,000 strong,

compelled him to fall back on Lyons ; but

he saved that city from plunder by capitu-

lation, and with it artillery stores to the

value of half a million sterling. On the

same day that the capitulation was signed,

he again submitted to Louis XVIII. He
received the Grand Cross of the Legion of

Honour in 1816; and, in 1819, his name
was replaced on tlie list of peers.

For some time previous to his decease

the Duke of Albufeni had been principally

at Marseilles. He had been afflicted nearly

two years with a severe and painful disoixler.

In the few moments during the bust four

days of his life in wliich he was sensible,

he made his will, in full possession of his

faculties. In the evening of the 2d of

Januar)', having recovered from a state of

delirium, lie confessed and received tlie

extreme unction. The remainder of the

night he was calm and composed ; but,

after seven in the moniiiig of the 3d, he did

not again become sensible. The Duchess
left Marseilles for Paris, with her children,

two or three days after his decease.

LIXDLEY SIURRAY, ESQ.

February 16.—Mr. Murray M-as a native

of Pennsylvania, in North America, but

he resided for a great part of his life at New
York : his father was a distinguished mer-
chant in that city. He was carefully and
regularly educated, and made a rapid pro-

giess in learning. At the age of nineteen

he commenced the study of law : and he

had the pleasure of ha\nng for his fellow

student the celebrated Mr. Jay. At the

exi>iraticn of four years jMr. jlurray was
admitted to the bar, and received a license

to practise, both as counsel and attorney,

in all the courts of the state of New York.

In this profession he continued with in-

creasing reputation and success, till the

troubles in America interrupted all busi-

ness of this nature. He then engaged in

the mercantile line ; in which, by his dili-

gence, abilities, and respectable connexions,

he soon acquired a handsome competency.
Having been afflicted with a fever which

left a great weakness in his limbs, and his

general health being much impaired, he was
advised, in the year 178i, to remove into a
more temperate climate He accordingly

came to this country, and received so much
benefit as induced him to remain. Ha set-

tled at Holdgate, in Yorkshire. The
weakness of his limbs gradually increased,

S2
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I) lit ho was able to ride in his carriage an

hour or two every day : lie regularly at-

tended public worsliip, and in summer he

was frequently drawn about his garden in a

chaise made for tliat ijurposc. For many
years previous to his decease, however, he
was wholly confined to his house. Con-
finement was at first a severe trial ; but

time and religions considerations perfectly

reconciled him to his situation. He turned

hisattejition to compose literary works, for

the benefit, chiefly, of the rishig generation.

His English Grammar, with the Exercises

and the Key, have been adopted in most of

tlic principal seminaries in Great Britiiin

and in America. His French and English

Readers; his Abridgment of his Grammar;
and his Spelling Book, have also received

high encomiums. Having begun his literary

career from disinterested motives, he con-

stantly devoted all tlie profits of his publi-

cations to charitable and benevolent pur-

poses : the work which he first published

was " The Power of Religion on the

Mind." Mr. IMurray was a member of the

Society of Friends ; but in his general

writings he scrupulously avoided intro-

ducing the peculiar tenets of the sect.

Mr. Murray married, early in life, a very

amiable woman, about tlu-cc years younger
than himself. They had no children ; but

they lived together in uninterrupted har-

mony nearly sixty years. Mr. Murray's
last illness was of short duration, scarcely

exceeding two days -. but almost his whole
life had been so constant a preparation for

his final change, that death could scarcely

at any time have come upon him unawares.
We understand that authentic " Memoirs
of his Life and Writings" will shortly be

published.

COUNT llOSTOPCHIN.

This nobleman, who died at Moscow in

the month of January, was descended from
an ancient Russian family. Entering the

army very young, he was a lieutenant in

the Imperial Guards at the age of twenty-

one, when he left Russia to make the tour

of Europe. At Berlin he was distinguished

by Count Michael de Romanzow, the Rus-
sian Ambassador fit the Prussian Court.

During the early part of the reign of the

Emperor Paul, his advancement was rapid

and brilliant. He was decorated with the

Grand Order of Russia ; and, with his

father, (living, at the age of eighty-one, on
his own estate, at the time of the memo-
rable compaign of 1812), raised to the dig-

nity of Coimt. Soon afterwards, however,
from some unknown cause, both father and
son fell into disgrace, and received an order

to retire to their estates, on which they

lived, as cultivators of the soil, till the

death of Paul. The young Count obtained

the favour of the Emperor Alexander, and
was appointed to the govenunent of Mos-
cow. On the Mth of September 1812 the

French entered that city ; and on the same
day the Russians, according to the 20th

French bulletin of the campaign, set fire

to various public edifices of that ancient
capital. Buonaparte accused Count Ros-
topchin of the act. Certain it is tliat the

Count had set fire to his fine country -

house at Voronozof, leaving the following •*

placard conspicuously posted near the
mansion :

—

" During eight years I have sought to
embellish this country residence, where I

have lived happily with my family. The
inhabitants of this estate, to the number of

1720, abandon it at your approach ; and I

destroy my house that it may not be sullied

by your presence. Frenchmen! I abandon
to you my two houses at Moscow. Here,
you shall find nothing but ashes."

The Count remained governor of Mos-
cow till tlie month of September 1814,

when he resigned the command, and ac-

companied his sovereign to Vienna. In
the year 1817 he went to Pari.s, and
during his stay in that capital he gave the

hand of his daughter to the grandson of the

Count de Segur. His manners and "con-

versation were as polished as those of the

most accomplished courtier in Europe.

COUNT KICHOI.AS ROMANZOW.
This nobleman, the great patron and

encourager of science and literature in

Russia, where he very recently died, was
a son of the celebrated Field-Marshal

Peter Romanzow, whose high military

talents and important victories gave splen-

dour to the reign of the Empress
Catherine II. He was bom at St. Peters-

burgh. Meeting the views of the Em-
peror Alexander, he contributed greatly

to the raising of Odessa into importance,

and to the improvement and enriching of

its neighbouring coasts. Under him, the

administration of the public concerns of

that country were confided to the Duke
de Riclilieu, afterwards Prime Minister of

France.

The Count Romanzow successively rose

to the rank of Privy Counsellor, Senator,

Chamberlain to the Emperor, and Chan-
cellor of the Russian Empire. Favouring ''

the continental system of Buonaparte, he
received from that ruler the decoration of

the grand eagle of the legion of honour,

and several other tokens of distinction. In

September 1807, on the retirement from
office of the Count de Kotschubey, Mons.
de Romanzow was at once made minister

of foreign affairs and minister of war.

The union of these important offices was
thought to have been obtained through the

influence of Buonaparte. On the return

of the Emperor Alexander to Russia, the

Count, after repeated and earnest solici-

tations, obtained leave, in the month of

August 181 1, to resign his ministerial func-

tions. On this occasion he received a

most kind and flattering letter from his

sovereign, expressing a hope that his love

for his country would not permit him,

when his health should he restored, to
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witlihold from it the services of his talents dinary zeal and success,

and experience.

In the years 1817 and 1818 Count Ilo-

inanzow made several jonrnies to collect

manuscripts and other documents con-

nected with the liistory of his country —
a history which he studied with extraor-
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Most of the ex-

l)editions and voyajjcs of discovery which
have beeji undertaken by the Russian
Government were inilehted to him for their

origin. Altogether, he was a man of emi-

nent talents, and liis loss will not soon bo

repaired.

POLITICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Field-Marshal his Grace the Duke of Wellington,

to bear His Majesty's congratulations to the Em-
peror of Russia, on his linperial Majesty's accession

to the throne ; dated 28 Jan.
The Hon. R. Gordon, to be His Majesty's Knvoy

Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the
Emperor of Brazil ; dated ;tl Jan.
Arthur Aston, Esq., to be Secretary to Mis Ma-

jesty's Legation to the Emperor of BraiU ; dated 31
Jan.

E. M. Ward, Esq., to be Secretary to His Majes-
ty's Embassy at the Court of Vienna : dated .31 Jan.
W. T. Money, Esq., to be His Majesly's Consul

General at Vienna, and in the Austrian "Territotle*

on the .\driatic !^ea ; dated 18 Feb.

ARMY PROMOTIONS.
Hone Gu Ens. J. Lord Elphinstone, from U F..

Corn, by purch., v. Lord A. Conyiigham prom., M
Jan. As. Surg. A. Hair, from 43 F., surg., v. D.
Slow, who rets, on h. p., 12 Jan. Lt. G. S. Hill,

ailj., V. Hirst, who res. adjtcy. only, 2 Feb.
2 Life G« Capt. F. G. D'Arcey, Marq. of Car-

marthen, from 17 L. Dr., Capt., v. Lord G. Ben-
tinck, app. to 73 F., 7 Jan.

1 Dr. Gil Com. G. Tcesdale, Lt. by purch., v.

Smith prom., and C. S. Smith, Com. by purch., v.

Teesdale, both 12 Jan. Corn. J. B. Morris, Lt. by
purch., V. Reed prom., and — Hawkcs, Com. by
purch., V. Alorris, both !l Feb.

.'> Dr. Gu Vet. Surg. J. Ryding, superseded, hav-
ing been absent without leave, !) Feb.

7 Dn Gu Cora, and Riding mast. C. Hickman,
rank of Lt., 12 Jan.

1 Dj-.—Capt. E. Clive, from h. p., Capt., v. T. R.
Keily, who exch., rec. dif., Ill Jan. Capt. B. Eve-
rard, from h. p., Capt., v. .S. VVyndowe, who exch.,

rec. dif., !1 Feb.
6 Dr.—Cora. H. F. Mackay, Lt. by purch., v.

Barry prom., and J. Waddington, Corn, by purch.,

V. Mackav, both 12 Jan.

7 L. Dr'.—ht. J. W. Phillips, Capt. by purch., v.

Wildman prom., 11 Feb. Cora. A. W. Biggs, Lt.

by purch., v. Phillips, 11 Feb. E. Bryan, Corn, by
purch., V. Biggs, prom., 11 Feb. '

10 L. Dr Lt. C. H. Nicholson, from h. p., Lt.

paying dif., v. S. Wells, who exch., and Lt. Lord
J. Fitzroy, Adj., v. S. Wells, who res. adjtcy. only,

both 19 Jan.
U L. Dr Com. C. Johnson, Lt. by purch., v.

Davis prom, in 38 F. ; and H. A. Reynolds, Corn, by
purch., V. Johnson, both Ifl Jan.

13 L. Dr Cora. J. G. Ogilvie, Lt. by purch., v.

Cunynghame prom., 18 Feb. T. Benson, Com. by

Eurch., V. Alexander prom., 2 Feb. H. Elton, Com.
y purch., v. Ogilvie, 18 Feb.
14 L. Dr Cora, and Riding mast. J. Griffis, rank

of Lt., and W. B. Alexander, Cora, by purch., v.

Rooke prom., both 12 Jan.

15 L. Dr Cora. R. Gill, Lt. by purch., v. Phil-

lips prom., and A. Blythe, Com. by purch., v. Gill,

both 19 Jan.
16 L. Dr Com. G. S. Brown, from Cape Corps

of Cav., Corn, by purch., v. Jillard. prom., 19 Jan.
Lt. W. Williams, from h. p. I Dr., Paym., v. Ney-
land dec, 2 Sept. 1825.

17 L. Dr Capt. A. Chambre, from 75 F., Capt.,
V. Lord Carmarthen, app. to 2 Life Gu., 7 Jan.

1 F. Gu Ens. E. Jeykell, from 86 F., Ens. and
Lt. by purch., v. St. Clair prom., 18 Feb.

1 F.—Lt. J. Cross, Capt. by purcfi., v. Macdougall
who rets., 12 Jan. Surg. A. Armstrong, from Ceyl.
Regt., Surg., v. Sandford dec, 19 Jan.
3 F.—W. G. Beare, Ens. by purch., v. Gordon

prom., 28 Jan.
4 F.—Lt. G. Ma«on, from h. p., Lt. paying dif., v.

R. N. Shea, who exch., 26 Jan.
5 F.—Capt. W. Smith, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Capt.,

8 .4pr. 25.

6 F.—Maj. J. Algeo, from 67 F., Maj., v. Taylor
who exch., 23 .\ug. 25.

7 F.—Lt. H. B. Hall, from 39 F., Lt., v. Chambre
prom., 26 Jan.

12 F.—Hosp. As. C. Dick, As. Surg., 12 Jan.
14 F.—Ens. R. Daly, Lt.. v. Homer dec, 26 Jan.

J. B. Maxwell, Ens., v. Daly, 26 Jan.
15 F.—Lt. T. Moore, from 20 F., Lt., v. Farmer,

whose app. has not taken place, 2 Feb.

16 F.—Ens. G. Myliuj, Lt. by purch., v. Henley
f)rom., 38 Jan. J. Cassidy, Ens. by purch., v. My-
ius, 29 Jan. A. C. Sterling, Ens. by purch., v. De-
lancy prom., 29 Jan. W. Ashmore, Ens. by purch.,
V. Sterling app. to 24 F., 1!1 Feb.

18 F.—Lt. R. La Touche, (,'apt. by purch., v.

Doran prom., 14 Jan. Ens. T. C. liraves, Lt. by
purch., V. La Touche, 14 Jan. Ens. A. Botldam,
trom 2<l F., Kns., v. Graves, 26 Jan.
20 F.—Lt. Col. H. Thomas, from h. p., Lt. Col.,

V. J. Ogilvie, who exch., rec. dif., 12 Jan. F. Horn,
Ens. by purch., v. Boddam app. to 18 F., 26 Jan.
Hosp. As. J. Forrest, As. Surg., v. Rutledge prom,
in 55 F., 9 Feb.

21 F.—J. Macdonald, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Eve-
leigh prom., 28 Jan. Lt. M. T. O'Reilly, from 3 R.
Vet. Bat., Lt., v. George prom, in R. Afr. Col. Corps,
8 Apr. 23. Ens. A. Stewart, from 2 R. Vet. Bat.,
Ens., 7 .Vpr. 25. 2il Lt. and Adj. A. Young, rank of
1st Lt., 2 Feb.
22 i''.—Ens. C. J. Goulden, from 2 W. I. Regt,

Ens., V. St. Quinten prom., 28 Jan. Maj. W. R.
Clayton, from h. p. 40 F., Maj., v. B. llolgate, who
excfi., rec. dif., 9 Feb.

24 F.—Ens. F. T. Maitland, Lt. by purch., v.
Campbell prom., 18 Feb. Ens. A. C. Sterling, from
16 F., Ens., V. Maitland, 18 Feb.
25 F.—J. J. Grove, Ens. by purch., v. Griffiths

prom., 12 Jaa. Hos. As. J. Sidey, As. Surg., 12 Jan.
26 F,—Lt. H. Babiugton, Capt. by purch., t.

Brooksbank prom. Ens. G. Pigott, Lt. by purch.,
V. Babington. — Colley, Ens. by purch., v. Pigott,
all U Feb.

27 F.—J. N. Eraser, Ens., v. Whalley superseded,
12 Jan.
29 F.—Ens. G. Congreve, Lt. by purch., v,

Deedes prom., 12 Jan. C. Humfrey, Ens. by purch.,
v. Congreve prom., 19 Jan.
30 F.—Ens. H. M. Dixon, Lt. by nurch., v,

Cheape prom. J. M. T. Boston, Ens. uy purch.,
v. Dixon, prom., both 19 Jan.

31 F.—Lt. Col. J. G. Baumgardt, from h. p., Lt.
Col., paying dif., v. Fearon app. to 64 F., 12 Jan.
32 F.—Ens. E. Ross, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Ens.,

7 Apr. 25.

33 F Ens. D. H. M'Kay, from 1 R. Vet. Bat.,
Ens., 7 Apr. 25. Hosp. .\s. W. Murray, As. Surg.,
12 Jan. Lt. W. Thain, Capt., v. Tench prom., 2G
Jan. Ens. D. H. Mackav, Lt., v. Gibson dec, 2
Feb. Lt. E. F. Elliot, from R. Engineers, Lt.,

9 Feb. G. Talbot, Ens., v. Mackay, 2 Feb. Lt. T.
J. Galloway, .\dj., v. Thain, prom., 9 Feb.

34 F.—Lt. J. Lynam, from 54 F., Lt., v. Stod-
dart, who exch., 19 Jan.

33 F.—Br. Maj. J. B. Lynch, from 3 R. Vet. Bat,
Capt., 7 Apr. 25. Ens. W. Walsh, from ditto. Ens.,

7 Apr. 25.

3(i F.—Lt. W. J. Cross, from 49 F., Lt., v. C.
Stewart, who rets, on h. p. 74 F., 12 Jan. H. W. E.
Waiburton, Ens. by purch., v. Barley prom., in

87 F., 19 Jan.
38 F.—Lt. J. F. Woodward, from 71 F., Capt. by

purch., v. Matthews, who rets., 12 Jan. Lt. A. Da-
vis, from 11 L. Dr., Capt. by purch., v. Magil, who
rets., 19 Jin. Lt. G. Mackay, Capt., v. Hardman
dec, 1 Aug. 23. Ens. H. F. Stokes, Lt., v. Mackay,
1 Aug. 25. T. Maclean, Ens., v. Stokes, 26 Jan.

39. F.—Lt. H. C. Seannan, from 3 R. Vet. Bat,,

Lt., 8 Apr. 25.
41 F.—Ens. W. Childers, Lt., v. Russell dec., 18

May 25.
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43 F.—Hosrp. As. G. Brown, As. Surg., v. Hair
prom., in Horse Cu., 12 Jan.

46 F.—Ens. G. Varlo, Lt., v. Duke dec, 1 Sept. 25.

As. Surg. J. M. Malloch, from 16 L. Dr.. Surg., v.

O'Flaherty dec., -2 Feb.
47 F.—Lt. J. HiU, CapU, v. Parsons dec, 17 July

2.5. Ens.J. R.Scott, Lt.,v. Hill, ditto. T. Wyatt,
Ens., V. Scott, 26 Jan.
49F.—Lt. T. H. Grubbe, from h. p. 74 F., Lt.,

V. Cross app. to 36 F., 12 Jan.
51) F.—Ens. W. Hartley, Lt. by purch., v. Briggs

prom, in 63 F., 10 Jan. T. W. Edwards, Ens. by
purch., V. Hartley, 1!) Jan.

51 F.—Ens. P. II. F. Phelps, Lt. by purch., v.

Meade prom., 4 Feb. A. C. Errington, Ens. by
purch., V. Phelps, 4 Feb.

53 F.—Lt. J. Lang, from h. p. 37 F., Lt., v. W.
Warren, who exch., 26 Jan.

54 F.—Lt. J. Stoddart, from 34 F., Lt., v. Lynam
who exch., 19 Jan. Hosp. As. J. Macdonald, As.

Surg., V. Leich dec, 12 Jan. Lt. J. Crofton, from
3 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v. FothergiU app. to 64 F., 9
Apr. 25.

55 F.—Lt. J. Brockman, Capt. by purch., v. Lum-
ley prom., 28 Jan. Ens. H. Higgius, Lt., v. Ralston
dec, 15 Dec Ens., C. Mills, Lt. by purch., v. Ri-
chardson ptom., 12 Jan. P. R. Peck, Ens. by
purch., V. Higgins, 15 Dec. Ens. F. R. Cary, Lt.

by purch., v. Brockman prom., 28 Jan. As. Surg.
G. H. Rutledge, from 20 F., Surg., v. O'Reilly dec,
26 Jan.
57 F.—C. M. Caldwell, Ens., v. Gore dec, 12 Jan.

59 F.—Lt. R. Sweeny, from h. p. 62 F., Lt., v.

W. M'D. Matthews, who exch., 26 Jan.

CO F.—J. Greetham, 2d Lt. by ))urch., v. Vande-
leur prom, in 12 L. Dr., 5 Jan. Hosp. As. W. S.

M'Credie, As. Surg., 12 Jan. 2d Lt. D. Fitzgerald,

Lt. by purch., v. Temple prom., 28 Jan. Capt.
Hon. H. M. Upton, from h. p., Capt., v. A. Stamjia,
who exch., rec. dif., 2 Veb. E. W. Eversley, 2d Lt.

by purch., v. Vandeleur prom., 2 Feb. Capt. V..

Coxen, from h. p., Paym., v. M'Laurin app. to 1

Dr. Gu., 9 Feb.
61 F.—Capt. D. Durroch, from h. p., Capt., v.

H. Straith, who exch., 12 Jan. Ens. T. B. Bower,
Lt. by purch., v. O'Neill prom., 4 Feb. Ens. E. Ir-

ving, from 25 F., Ens., v. Bower, 4 Feb.
63 F As. Surg. J. Riach, from h. p. 19 L. Dr.,

As. Surg., V. H. Fisher, who exch., 19 Jan.
64 F.—Lt. Col. L. B. Fearon, from 31 F., Lt. Col.,

V. F. Battersby, who rets, on h. p., rec. dif., 12 Jan.

G. Duberley, Ens. by purch., v. Lechmere prom.,
28 Jan.

65 F.—Ens. J. Young, from 95 F., Lt. by purch.,

V. Snow prom., 28 Jan.—En^. S. Y. Martin, Lt. by
purch., V. Dundas prom., 28 Jan. Ens. W. J.

Crom.pton, from 4<) F., Ens., v. Martin, 28 Jan.

67 F.—Maj. S. B. Taylor, from 6 F., Maj., V.

Algeo, who exch., 23 Aug. 25.

68 F.—Ens. W. Smith, Lt. by purch., v. Maitland
prom. ; and R. Walwyn, Ens. by purch., v. Smith,
both 28 Jan. Ens. P. Bernard, Lt. by purch., v.

Hunter prom. ; and L. Bayly, Ens. by purch., v.

Bernard, both 11 Feb.
70 F Hosp. As. P. Robertson, As. Surg., 12 Jan.

73 F.—Ens. H.H.Williamson, Lt. by purch., v.

Townshend prom. , 18 Feb.
75 F.—Ens. J. H. H. Boyes, Lt. by purch., v. Ver-

non prom., 28 Jan. F. H. A. Forth, Ens., v. Boyes,

28 Jan. P. Delancey, Ens. by purch., v. Champain
£rom., 29 Jan. Capt. Lord G. Bentinck, from 2

ifeGu., Capt., v. Chambre app. to 17 L. Dr., 7 Jan.

Lt. E. Daniell, Adj., v. Hutcheon, who res. adjtcy.

only, 2 Feb.
77 F.—Lt. W. N. Persse, from h. p. 58 F., Lt., v.

W. H. Freame, wlio exch., 2 Feb.
80 F.—Lt. W. Moore, from h. p. 17 L. Dr., Lt., v.

Ellis prom., 19 Jan.
82 F.—Lt. C. O'Beime, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Lt.,

V. Starkie prom., 8 Apr. 25.

83 F.—Hosp. As. A. Callander, As. Surg., v. Mac-
Queen prom, m Ceyl. Regt., 19 Jan.
85 F.—Ens. G. Brockman, Lt. by purch., v. Byng

prom. ; and G. B. Belcher, Ens. by purch., v. Brock-
man, tx)th 28 Jan.

87 F.—Ens. Hon. A. Harley, from 36 F., Lt. by
purch., V. Sarjeant, who rets., 19 Jan. Lt. and Adj.

J. Bowes, Capt., v. Mountgarrett, dec, 23 Aug. 25.

Lt. J. Sweeny, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v. Chris-

tian, app. to 27 F., 8 Apr. 25. Ens. E. De L'Etang,
Lt., V. Bowes, 12 Nov. 25. P. F. Blake, Ens., v.

De L'Etang, 26 Jan. Lt. J. Hassard, Adj., v.

Bowes, 23 Aug. 25. Lt. J. R. Heyland, from h. p.,

Lt., V. H. W. Desbarras, who exch.. 2 Feb.

88 F.—W. Knox, Ens. by purch., v. Fletcher

prom., 12 Jan. Hosp. As. D. Dumbreck, JVs. Surg.,

12 Jan.

89 F.—Lt. J. H. Palmer, from h. p. 23 L. Dr., Lt.,
V. S. G. Bagshaw, who exch., 12 Jan. Lt. J. M'Caus-
land, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v. Harris app. to 24
F., 8 Apr. 25.

91 F.—Capt. L. Grsme, from h. p., Capt., v. R.
Steuart, who exch., 19 Jan. Lt. G. Ferguson, from
h. p. 97 F., Quart.mast., v. A. Maclean, who rets, on
h. p., 19 Jan. Hosp. As. W. C. Eddie, As. Sure.,
12 Jan.

92 F.—Brev. Maj. W. Pilkuigton, from 3 R. Vet.
Bat., Capt., 8 Apr. 25. Capt. Hon. J. Sinclair, from
h. p., Capt., V. M. M. Madden, who exch., 2 Feb.

93 F.—As. Surg. J. Brady, from 1 W. \. Regt.,
As. Surg., V. Raleigh dec, 12 Jan.

94 F.—As. Surg. R. Renwick, superseded, 12 Jan.
Ens. M. Cassan, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., Ens., 7 Apr.
25. S. Mils, Ens. by purch., v. Osborne prom., 4
Feb.

95 F.—Maj. P. Taylor, from h. p., Maj., v. Sir
Dudley St. L. Hill, who exch., rec. dif., 19 Jan.
H. E. Beville, Ens. by purch., v. Young prom, in
65 F., 28 Jan. ^r

97 F.—Ens. E. Cheney, Lt. by purch., v. Prior, '
who rets., 19 Jan. Lt. W. Kelly, from 33 F., Capt. .-'

by purch., v. Forster prom., 18 Feb. T. B. Hunt,
Ens. by purch., v. Cheney prom., 19 Feb. '•

98 F.— Lt. T. Moore, from 18 F., Capt. by purch.,
V. Wilson prom., 18 Feb.

. 99 F.—Lt. C. Pearson, from Roy. Staff Cor., Lt.,
12 Jan.

Rifle Brig—2d Lt. J. St. V. Saumarez, 1st Lt.
by purch., v. Gascoyne prom. ; and J. B. Williams,
2d Lt. by purch., v. Ainslie prom., 28 Jan.

R'tt/al Stajr Corps.—2d Lt. F. Shearman, 1st Lt.,
V. Smith app. to 24 F., 19 Jan. W. O'Brien, 2d Lt.,
V. Wcstmacott prom., 18 Jan. R. Pitcaim, 2d Lt.,
V. Shearman, 19 Jan. Quartm.-serj. R. Kelly,
Quartm., v. Gott dec, 26 Jan. 2d Lt. C. Stoddart,
1st Lt., V. Pearson app. to 99 F., 9 Feb.

Ceiilon Regt,—As. Surg. A. Maciiueen, from 83 F.,
Surg., V. Armstrong prom, in 1 F., 19 Jan. 2d Lt.
D. Meaden, 1st. Lt., v. De Chair dec, 2 Feb. Lt.
R. F. Fellows, from h. p. 2 Ceyl. Regt., 1st. Lt.,

3 Feb. Lt. Lord W. F. Montagu, from h. p. 90 F.,
1st Lt., 4 Feb. A. Grant, 2d Lt. by purch., r. Hey-
Lind, prom., 2 Feb. C. White, 2a Lt., v. Meaden,
2 Feb.

Oirps nf Engineers.—R. J. Nelson and R. Fen-
wick, 2d Lts., both 7 Jan. 2d Capt. R. S. Pijier,

Capt., V. Booth. 1st Lt. J. P. Catty, 2d Capt., v.

Piper. 2d Lt. G. W. Dixon, 1st Lt., v. Catty, all

15 Jan.
R. Regt. Artil—2d Capt. G. W. Baker, from h. p.,

2d C.-ipt., V. Patten ret. on h. p., 1 Feb. 2d Lt. J.
HoUingworth, 1st Lt., v. Townsend ret. on h, p.,
6 Feb.

Brevet—J. F. de Burgh, rank of Lt. Col. upon
Continent of Europe only, 12 Jan. Capt. W.
Locker, 34 F., Maj. m army, 19 July 1821.

Garrisuiis—Brev. Lt. Col. F. II. Uoyle, on h. p.
54 F. Dep. Lt. of Tower of London, v. Vorke dec,
12 Jan. Maj. Gen. Sir J. EUey, Governor of Gal-
way, V. Lt. Col. Daley dec, 19 Jan.

Hospital Sti}Jf.—To be P/ii/sician to forces. Dr. T.
Carton, from K F., 2 Feb To be Assist. . Surgs. tn

forces. Hosp. As. R. M'Math, v. Simpson prom. 12
Jan. Hosp. As. P. M. Benza, v. Sweeny prom., 26
Jan.

—

Til be Hosp. Assists, to forces. S. Dickson, v.

Jemmett app. to 12 L. Dr., 22 Dec. J. Robertson,
v. Bell app. to 34 F., 29 Dec. M. Stewart, v. John-
ston app. to 80 F., 3 Jan. W. C. Humfrey, v.

Graves, who res., 10 Jan. T. F. Downing, v. Gib-
son prom., 26 Jan. W. T. Rankin, v. Macleod,
who res., 25 Jan. J. Mackenzie, v. Sinclair, app. to
86 F., 2 Feb.

Unattached. — To be Majors of Inf. by purch.
Capt. H. Lumley, from 55 F., J28 Jan. Capt. J.
Wildman, from 7 L. Dr., 11 Feb. Capt. W. F.
Forster, from 97 F. Capt. J. Wilson, from 98 F.,

both 18 Feb.—To be Capts. of Inf. by purch. Lt.
D. T. Cunynghame, from 13 L. Dr. Lt. J. Temple,
from 60 F. Lt. H. Gascoyne, from Rifle Brigade.
Lt. H. Semple, from 35 F. Lt. P. Maitland, from
68 F. Lt. B. H. Vemon, from 75 F. Lt. W. S.

Moorsom, from 7 F. Lt. R. Dundas, from 65 F.
Lt. G. S. Byng, from 85 F. Lt. M. Henly, from
16 F., all 28 Jan. Lt. J. Meade, from 51 F. Lt. K.
A. O'Neill, from 61 F. Lt. J. Hunter, from 68 F.
Lt. M. Richardson, from 4 L. Dr., all 4 Feb. Lt.

P. Sydney, from 1 Life Gu. Lt. C. T. Bird, from
Cape Corps Cav. Lt. D. Campbell, from 24 F. Lt.
Hon. J. St. Clair, from 1 F. Gu. Lt. John Earl of
Hopetown, from 7 L. Dr. Lt. T. R. Baker, from
14 L. Dr. Lt. E. Townshend, from 73 F., all 18
Feb.—To be Lieats. of Inf. by purch. 2d Lt. C. P.
Ainslie, from Rifle Brigade. Ens. G. Champain,
from 75 F. Ens. O. Delancey, from 16 F. Ens. J.
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Gordon, from 3 F. 2(1 Lt. J. H. Evelegh, from 21

F. Ens. R. Lechmere, from C4 F. Com. Lord A.
Conyngham, from Horse Gu. Ens. F. J. St. (Juin-

tin, from 22 F., nil 2« Jan. Ens. F. Price, from
71) F., IB Feb.— 'i'u l»- Ens. o'j purrh. W. Dawson.
C. Thompson. W. Cooper, all 2il Jan.
Aiiuwrd to dUpfifie nf thrir hatf-iiuy.—Maj. G. R.

Mathews (Lt. Col.) independ. and unattached olH-

cer.s. Capt A. R. Dottm, ditto. Capt. H. Goldi-
cutt, 2 Ceyl. R. Capt. T. D'Arcy, 4 Irish Brig.

Capt. Hon. H. Tufton, KXI F. Capt. G. W. Rids-
dale, Independ. Comps. Capt. W. Pickering, late

It R. Vet. Bat. Capt. H. R. Duff, llifl F. Capt. E.
.Sterling, 1« F. Capt. G. Byng, 91 F. Capt. J.

Tobin, 127 F. Lt. W . Lyster, IIKI F. Lt. B. Wyatt,
35 F. Lt. S. Goodwin, 1(« F. Lt. II. Lewis, .5(1 F.

Lt. T. J. Robinson, 2.'". F. Lt. VV. Hunt, Roy.
S'ork Rangers. Lt. R. Hughes, 3(! F. Lt. VV.

Place, 4.1 F. Corn. A. Douglas, J 4 L. Dr. En.s. \V.

Burnett, 37 F. Ens. J. Dillon, 47 F., all 28 Jan

—

Capt. W. B. Fairman, 4 CeyL Regt. Capt. A.M'Ar-
thur, 94 F. Capt. J. Salvin, 4 F. Capt. J. Walsh,
2 Irish Brig., all 4 Feb.—Maj. C. Bird ( Lt. Col.), !»
F. Maj. M. Lcggatt (Lt. Col.), KlI F. Capt. W.
Coffin, 15 F. Capt. J. Dyas, 2 Ceyl. Regt. Capt.
C. Brown (Col.), 'X, F. Capt. R. N. C.amplK-11, 94

F. Capt. G. Burrowes, 3rt F. Capt. N. Blake, In-

depend. Com|)S. Capt. H. Pigott, 82 F. Lt. T.
Lutrell, 51F., all 18 Feb.

Memoranda*
Maj. P. O'K. Boulgar, upon ret. list of 2 R. Vet.

Bat., has been permitted to sell out of service ; dated
Uth Feb. 1«2«.

The Commission of Lt. Col. H. Fitzgerald, of
&) F., has been antedated to 2d .SepU 1825.

The Commission of Maj. M. Pearsc, of 60 F., has
been antedated to .3iith Aug. IK25.
The app. of Lt. Kent, from h. p. €» F., to be

PajTn. of 1 \V. I. Regt., stated to have takca place
on 3 Nov. 1825, has not taken place.

SHERIFFS APPOINTED BY HIS MAJESTY IN COUNCIL,
For the Year 1826.

Bedfordshire—R. Elliott, Esq., GoldinrtorL
Berkshire—W. Mount, Esq , Wasing-puce.
Buckinghamsh.—CJ. Morgan, Esq., Biddlesden-park.
Cambridgeshire and Huntmgdonshire—T. S. Frj-er,

Esq., Chatteris.
Cheshire—W. Turner, Esq., Pott-shrigley.
Cumberland—H. Senhouse, E»q., Nether-hall.
Cornwall—T. Daniell, Esq., Trelissick
Derbyshire—Sir R. Grcsley, Bart., Drakelow.
Devonshire—L. W. Buck, Esq., Daddon
Dorsetshire—C. Buxton, Esq., VV'yke Regis.
Essex—F. Nassau, Esq., St. Osyth-priory.
Gloucestershire—R. H. 13. Hale, Esii., Alderley.
Herefordshire—F. H. Thomas, Esq., Much-cowam.
Hertfordshire—Sir G. Duckett, Bart., Roydon.
Kent—Sir J. Fagg, Bart., Mystole.
Lancaster (County Palatine of )—J. P.Mackell, Esq.,
Pennybridge.

Leicestershire— T. W. Oldham, Esq., Leicester
Frith-liouse.

Lincolnshire—G. Manners, Esq., Bloxholm.
Monmouthshire—B. Hall, Esq., Abercam.
Norfolk—Sir E. Bacon, Bart., Ravengliam.
Northamptonshire—G. Payne, Esq., Sulby.
Northumberland—W. Pawson, Esq., Shawdon.
Nottinghamshire—G. S. Foljambc, Esq., Osberton.
Oxfordshire—W. P. W. Freeman, Esq., Ilenley-
upon-Thames.

Rutlan<lshire—T. Hill, Esq., Uppingham.
.Shropshire—T. Cotes. Esq., Woodcote.
Somersetshire—W. Helyar, Esq., East-Coker.
Staffordshire—J. B. Philips, Esq., Heath-house.
Southampton (County of)—Sir C. H. Rich, Bart>t

Shirley-house.
Suffolk—J. P. Elwes, Esq., Stoke-next-Clare.
-Surrey—H. Drummond, Lscj., Albury-park.
Sussex—J. Hawkins, Esq., Bignor-park.
Warwickshire—L. Place, Esq., Weddington-hall.
Wiltshire—T. Cluttcrbuck, Esq., Hardcnhuish.
Worcestershire—J. Taylor, Esq., Moor-green.
Yorkshire—The Hon. M. Langley, Wykeham-abbey.

Sotlth Wales.
Carmarthenshire—W. Du Buisson, Esq., Glyohir.
Pembrokeshire—J. H. Peel, Esq., Cotts.
Cardiganshire—T. Davies, Esq., Cardigan.
Glamorganshire—T. E. Thomas, Esq., Swansea.
Breconsnire—E. W. Seymour, Esq., Portlimawr.
Radnorshire—J. Watt, Esq., Old Radnor.

North Wales.
Anglesey—H. D. Griffith, Esq., Caerhun.
Carnarvonshire—K. J. W. Lenthall, Esq., Maeiian«
Merionethshire—W. Casson, Esq., Cynfel.
Denbighshire—T. Fitzhugh, Esq., Plaspower.
Flintshire—J. Price, Esq., Hope-hall.

POLITICAL OCCURRENCES, &c.

Lettebs from Java of the 10th of Sep-
tember bring intelligence of an action hav-
ing been fought on the 2d bet\veen the

Dutch and the native forces, near Sama-
rang, in which the latter were successful

;

they had an immense superiority of num-
bers, the accounts estimating the native

army at 10,000 men, and the Dutch force

at not more than 300. As all residents

were compelled by the Dutch authorities

to bear arms, there were among the force

opposed to the insurgents a considerable

number of English merchants, several of

whom, we regret to state, have been killed.

The unpopularity of the Dutch Govern-
ment in Java is said to be so great, that

the native Princes are determined, if pos-

sible, to emancipate themselves from it-

Later intelligence from Batavia, to the

27th September, describe the public mind
to have been much tranquillized on the sub-

ject of the fatal action near Samarang : a

force which had been collected in the neigh-
bourhood had gone out to fight the na-
tives, who had fired without coming to an
engagement. Several of the native Piinces
are said to have offered their assistance to

the Dutch Government.
Letters and papers from Rio de Janeiro

to the 14th November, brought by the
Hero, contain two documents of great in-

terest and importance, viz. a treaty for

regulating the commerce between Great
Britain and Brazil, combined with a full

recognition of the independence of Brazil

;

and a treaty for the abolition of the traffic

in slaves, wliich is to take place within
four years, or sooner, if possible.

It appears by a declaration addressed by
the new Emperor of Russia, Nicholas,

that he attributes the opposition to him-
self, evinced by the refusal of one of the

regiments to take the oath of allegiance to

him, to revolutionary principles, rather
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than to any respect on their piirt to the
oath they had previously taken to Constan-
tine.

We are still in the dark on the subject
of the late mysterious occurrences in Rus-
sia. Some extraordinary facts are begin-
ning to transpire, through the medium of

the French journals, the only source from
which information can at present be de-
rived ; from these, it would seem that an
extraordinary jealousy is observed on the
part of the authorities at St. Petersburg!),

respecting all communication with the rest

of Europe. It will be long before details

to be relied upon can be obtained, but it

has been ascertained tliat several persons
of distinction liave been arrested, and it is

asserted that some of the insurgents de-
manded, not the proclamation of Constan-
tine, but guarantees from the new Em-
peror : in fact, the Etoile explicitly states,

that a plan was formed to revolutionize

Russia, Among those arrested is the

Prince Troubetzkoi, who is said to be
a man of fortune and intelligence : he is

brotlier to M. de Lebzeltern, formerly am-
bassador of Austria at Madrid. A private

letter mentions, among the persons of note
compromised in this affair. General Yet-
moloff, who had long the command upon
the frontiers of Persia. Prince Troubetz-
koi, after his arrest, had an interview \\ith

the Emperor Nicliolas, who spared his life,

but exiled him to Siberia.

It seems that the British cabinet have
claimed the execution of the decree of the

Cortes of 1823, relative to the indemnity
due from Spain to the English merchants
whose property had been seized by pirates

from the Havaimah. Tlie Spanish govern-
ment persisting in not giving any answer,

Mr. Canning sent instructions to Mr.
Lamb, to require a decision in twenty-four

hours, and in case of a refusal, to declare

that England would take jiossession of the

Havannah and Porto Rico. The Spanish

ministers at length answered that every

thing should be settled to Mr. Canning's
satisfaction.

The speech of the King of France, on
opening the Session of the French Cham-
bers, has been received ; it contains a refe-

rence to the convention concluded with
^England, on the subject of reciprocal na-

vigation, and alludes to the intention of

altering the law regarding the disposition

of property, and establishing the law of

primogeniture ; it also pi'omises a reduc-
tion of 19,000,000 in the direct taxes.

His Grace the Duke of Wellington has
left town as ambassador to the Court of

Petersburgh, to congratulate the Emperor
on his accession. It is understood that t

the task of the Duke will not be confined

to mere congratulation, and that his Grace
is provided with ample powers to protest,

in the name of the British Government,
against any Russian protectorate for the

Greeks, and against any attack upon the

Turkish Empire.
Accounts from the Island of Tobago re-

present, that an open rupture exists be-

tween the House of Assembly and Sir F. /
P. Robinson the Governor : resolutions'

'

were passed on the 21st October, import-
ing that the house had lost all confidence

in his Excellency's government, and that a
select committee should be appointed to

petition his Majesty for his removal.

We understand that a gentleman has

been appointed to proceed to Madrid, as

Commissioner on the part of the English

Government, on some business connected
with the liquidation of the claims of British

subjects on Spain. Of those claims, which
amount to nearly 3,000,000, not one has

been disposed of, though a commission,
consisting of two English and two Spanish

commissioners, has been sitting nearly

three years on the business.

News has been received at Semlin, that

the Ottoman troops assembled in the plain

of Adrianople, which were to march, to

Western Greece to reinforce the army of

Redachid Pacha, have tumultuously re-

fused, declaring that they would not make
a campaign in winter.

The Seditious Meeting Act, being one of

the " Six Acts," expired with the Ses-

sion of Parliament of 1823. The Insur-

rection Act also expired on the first of

August 1825.

Accounts from Rio Janeiro to the I8th

of December iiave been received : a formal

declaration of war was issued on the 10th,

by the Brazil Government, against the

United Provinces of La Plata. The
British residents were aliirmed for their

properly, on account of the measure antici-

pated on the part of the Buenos Ayres
armies, of declaring the slaves free as soon

as they arrived on the banks of the Rio
Grande, which had been formally threats

ened.

DIGEST OF BRITISH LEGISLATION.

Protection of Property in Orchards,

Gardens, and Nursery Grounds. — The
127th chapter of the sixth year of George
IV. enacts, that if any person shall enter

into any orchard, garden, or nursery-groimd,

or into any hothouse, greenhouse, or con-

servatory, and remove or carry away any

trees, plants, shrubs, at the time gi'ovving

in the soil, or any fruit or vegetable pro-

ductions growing on the trees or plants,

he shall be punished as guilty of having

feloniously stolen the same, m case be took

the same with such intent.

Assimilation of tl}e British and Irish
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Currenci/.—The 79tli chapter of the same
sessions enacts, tliat after the commence-
ment of this act (namely from and after

January 3th 1826) the lawful current money
of Great Britain shall be the currency of

the whole United Kingdom of Great I3ri-

tiiin and Ireland, and tliat all receipts and
payments, contracts, sales, and securities

f<iT money, and all transactions relating to

money, had and made in any part of the

United Kingdom, shall he had and made
according to the cuiTcncy of Great Britain.

But all gifts, grants, contracts, and secu-

rities for money entered into, with refe-

rence to the currency of Ireland, at any
time before the commencement of this act,

are to be paid and accounted for by a sura

of such currency of the United Kingdom,
less by one thirteenth jiart than the amount
of sucii expressed according to the currency
(if Ireland. And a subsequent section of

1 lie act enacts that, after a day to be named
by proclamation, the la^^ful current British

silver and pold coins are to be current in

Ireland at the same rate as they are at pre-

sent in Great Britain.

Prevention offrivolous Writs ofError.—
The 96th chapter of the same sessions

provides that executions shall not be stayed

or delayed on judgments to be given after

the passing of this act in any of the courts

of record at Westminster, and in the coun-
ties Palatine, and in the courts of great

session in Wales, without the special order

of the court or of some judge thereof, unless

a recognizance with condition according

to the Stat. 3 James I. (entitled An Act to

avoid unnecessary Delays of Execution) be
first acknowledged in the same court.

Encouragement oflinhble Schemes.—The
91st chai)ter of the same sessions un-
happily and imijoliticly (as ])rol>ably many
of our readers have found to their .«erious

loss and disappointment) repeals the whole-
some statute, 6 Geo. I. chap. 18, empliati-

cally styled the Bubble Act, and which, for

the protection of the public from the designs

and contrivances of cunning and unprinci-

pled speculators, enacted that all persons
presuming or pretending to act as a corpo-

rate body, or to raise a transferable stock

or stocks, or to make transfers or agree-

ments of any share or shares therein,

without legal authority, should on cQjivic-

tion, be liable to such fines, penalties, and
pimishments whereunto persons convicted
of connnon and ijublic nuisances were
subject, besides such further pains, penal-

ties, and forfeitures as were ordained and
provided by tlie statute of provision and
pnemuiiire of the I6th Richard II.; andtlie

statute further enacted tliat any i)erson wlio

suffered any particular dajnage in his

lawful affairs, by occasion or means of any
such unlawful undertaking, should recover

by action commenced against the pubhc
peculators, treble damages and fidl costs of

suit ; and that all brokers selling or pur-

chasing'any share or interest In any such un-

lawful and dishonest undertakings, should

forfeit £M0. But the moral and provi-

dent provisions of this beneficial statute

have l>een repealed, as we have just stated,

by the above-mentioned chapter of the sixth

year of the present king and thus a full

swing has been freely granted to tlie frauds

and depredations of rogues and swindlers

of every description and dimension : so

much for the foresight of the " collective

wisdom of the nation !"

MONTHLY MEDICAL REPORT.

The weather during the last month has been, for the most part, unusuall)- mild and
uniform, notwithstanding which, die extent of sickness throughout the town has been
great, and the mortality not less than that of former and harder seasons. There is every

reason, however, to believe, that in almost all of tliese eases, the seeds of disease had
been sown during the eailier part of the winter, wlien the variations of atmospheric tem-
perature were considerable, and when coldness and dampness were the predominant
characters of the weather. The reporter has seen several cases of inflammation of the

lungs, contracted at that inclement period of the year, prove fatal during the last fort-

night, and he is convinced that it may be laid down as a general rule, that the effects of

a severe season are not perceptible in the bills of mortidity until the character of that

season has changed.

Consumptive patients have generally great reason to dread tliis month ; and the re-

porter regrets to say, that the remark has received but too many confirmations in the

events of that which has just passed. It is certainly a melancholy reflection, that after

centuries of patient investigation, with all the aids of modem improvement, and all the

advantages of past experience, this disease, consumption, still continues to baffle the skill

of the physician, and to consign to a jiremature grave, many of the fairest of the one sex

and of the most accomplished of the other. Consumption has this rciriarkable feature about

it, that it is the only chronic disorder which preys upon tiiat interesting period of life

when the faculties of the body and mind are first fully developed, and when the pro-

mises of youth are about to be realized. Infants are carried off by affections of the head,

and of the Imigs, and of the bowels. Tlie middle period of life is open to the attacks of
M.M. New Se7-ies—VoL. I. No. 3 2 T
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inflammation, palsy, dropsy, &c. ; but between the ages of fifteen and five-and-twenty, it is

very rare to find deatli occasioned by any other cause than fever and consumption. It has

been supposed by some, that cousuniption is actually inorc frequent at this than at other

periods of life, and even the great Dr. CuUen will be found to advocate sucli a doctrine ;

but the fact is not so, as the records of any of our large Life Insurance Offices amjily

testify. Consumption is more noticed at that age, because there is then none otlier to

compete with it, but it is equally common up to the seventieth year of life : but at that age

is overlooked, from the comparatively greater number who then perisli from the natural

decay of the frame, from apoplexy, dropsy, and the like.

Measles, as the reporter ventured to predict in his last communication, has been very

prevalent during the month just elapsed. It has, in general, been light and mild, to M'hich

the openness of the weather has, no doubt, most materially contributed. The reporter

has met with no case in which the disease proved fatal during its height or crisis ; but,

it has occurred to him to witness one or two cases in wliich the inflammatory sequclic,

or drec/s of the measles (as they are popularly but most expressively called), have beeit

sufficiently urgent to carry off children of an originally delicate frame of body. Measles -

is still to be met with, and is perhaps the only disorder now prevailing, to which the

term epidemic can with any degree of propriety be applied. Small-jjox has almost

entirely ceased, in accordance with the maxim of the old school—that these two diseases

follow each other, but seldom, if ever, occur together. The reason is obvious :— That
condition of atmosphere which if favourable to the dilfusion of small-pox contagion (viz.

lieat and moisture), is adverse to the dissemination of measly contagion, and vice versa.

The inflammatory dregs of the measles are always, in the eyes of the reporter, more to be

dreaded than the violence of the crisis. Against the one the practitioner is better on

his guard, but the insidious advance, and the dogged obstinacy of the other mislead him in

the first instance, and weary him out in the second. In the management of these cases

great caution is as requisite as constant ngilance. Antiphlogistic measures are of course

indispensable, but the reporter, from vei-y ample experience, would wish to put all his

younger professional brethren on their guard with respect to blisters. Tliere seems to be

something in their action wliich is peculiarly unfavourable under such a state of disease.

They create great uneasiness, much local irritation, often going on to inflammation and

suppuration, and not unfrequcntly in weakened habits of body, to consequences yet even

more alarming. The circumstance was well known to the old authors, especially to

Baglin, and was by him attributed to the acrimony of the cantharides.

That great benefit must accrue to Medical science, from the examination of tliose wlio

have died from well-marked disease, must be obvious to every thinking mind ; and it is

very gratifying to the reporter to perceive, that this feeling is now verj- general among
the lower orders in the metropolis. With very few exceptions, they afford every facility

to medical men to make the necessary imspection of the bodies of those who have died

under their care. In the practice of the reporter, it is not uncommon to find the friends

of the deceased actually requesting such an examination, as a matter of favour. The
reflection is suggested by the opportunity lately offered to him, in this very manner,

of observing the appearances of the body under very unusual circumstances. The patient,

was twenty-eight years of age, and had laboured under jaundice for twenty-eight days,

when suddenly and unexpectedly the brain became affected, and coma supervened

which in two days afterwards proved fatal. Permission being given to open the body,

the following circumstances, among others, attracted attention. The bile did not pene-

trate all parts of the body with equal facility. The substance of the brain was of the

purest white colour, while the coverings of the brain were deeply tinged with the yellow

livery of jaundice. No obvious impediment existed to the free passage of tlie bile in its

usual channels. There were no gallstones, no inspissation of the bile, no obstruction of

the principal ducts. The fiicts are curious and instructive, and may be made indeed

conducive to a clearer understanding of the nature of jaundice ; or, at any rate, to

.

the avoiding of certain errors in the theory of jaundice which physicians have often fallen

into.

It would appear, then, that the worst kinds of jaundice are those_ which are purely

functional diseases of the liver, and where no mechanical impediment exists to the

passage of the bile. Most of these cases will be found in practice, dependent upon
anxiety of mind, the influence of which in the production, in the propagation, in the con-

tinuance, and lastly in the cure of diseases, is far, very far, from being fully appreciated

eitlier by physicians or by patients. Of the influence of mind, generally, in producing

and keeping up indigestion in all its more severe and obstinate forms, the reporter will

hereafter take occasion to offer his opinion. At present he confines himself to a notice

of the effects of mental anxiety (particularly of that incessant and irremediable anxiety

which arises from domestic affliction) in disturbing the functions of the liver, and above
all in occasioning jaundice. Tliat such was the origin of the complaint in the present

instance, the reporter had strong grounds for believing ; and he thinks there can be

little doubt, that to a continuance of the same cause is to be ascribed that deep implica-

I
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tton of tlie whole biuiii and nervous system, which cliaracteri/icd the latter periods of

this jjcrson's life, assuming the form of coma.

It is also worthy of note, though the same observation has frequently been made, that

the milk of a jaundiced nurse is unaffected. It proved so in this case :—up to a very

late period of the complaint, the woman, whose case has been just described, continued

to suckle her ort'sprin;,', which throve perfectly well.

Tlic re|)orter ought perhaps to offer, in conclusion, some apology for the gloomy cha-

racter of his present re|)ort. It shall be his study to compensate for this on a future

occasion, by laying before the reader an account of some complaints in which the skill

and resources of the ])hysician are unequivocally manifested, and which afflict the human

mce without swelling the bills of mortality. Gkokge GRtGOiiv, M. D.

8, Upper John Street, Golden Square, February 22, 1826.

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

It is again our most grateful task to report the univci-sally prosiierous state of the

agriculture of our country, so far as relates to the season, the condition of the soil, of the

crops upon the ground, the forwardness of the relative operations, the abundant supplies

of com and cattle, and of all the necessaries of life. If these immense natural advanta-

ges are not made the most of, if we are in a state of artificial distress, of turmoil and

trouble, of even woeful want to thousands of those whose indis|)ensable labours have

operated this overflow ing abundance, tlie blame is to be cast elsewhere than on fate or

fortune.

The frost continued a sufficient length to pulverize the stubborn clays, and to check

the wheats, which, upon warm and good soils, had become too luxuriant. That interval

was employed in carting manure upon tlic spring fallows, in road-mending, and tending

live stock. In the southern counties, beans and pciis have been generally got into the

earth, with scarcely any impediment, and sowing the Lent corn has commenced and is

jiroceeding with the utmost diligence. In fact, should a favourable spring ensue, we
can scarcely fail of another season universally abounding in all the most material of the

earth's products.

Wheats are a \ast breadth, and look as well as vrc have at any time witnessed, and the

same may be affirmed of tares, rj'e, and all the winter crops, common turniiis excepted,

which, as is their nature, were generally destroyed by the frost. The Swecdish tuniips,

on good soils and well cultivated, have stood sound, and will be invaluable in tlie lambing

season to those provident farmers who have a sufficient number of acres. If we did not

know, from long experience, tliat it is the nature of farmers in general to avoid present

trouble and expense, whatever may be tlie prospect or the risk, we should really wonder
at the neglect of the good old practice of storiny turnips. There has been alreatly great

difficulty in stock feeding, from the failure of the turnips, and much damage done to the

shee]), both before the frost, when the animals were kept upon lands in a state of bog,

to feed upon roots sodden with moisture and devoid of nourisl)ment j and afterwai'ds,

when frozen too hard for their teeth. Should the spring prove backward, the expense of

feeding will indeed be heavy. Stall-feeding of cattle has not been successful, excepting,

])erhaps, with the extensive growers of mangel wurtzel. All kinds of live stock, and
both meat and corn markets, are gradually declining in price ; and horses cannot be sold

at such prices as were readily obtained a twelvemonth since.

Our Autumnal Reports controverted the notion, that the quantity of wheat on hand
was barely sufficient for the expenditure of the coming year. It appears now imquestion-

able, that the fanners are considerable liolders of wheat, and that the stock in the

country is lai-ger than has been known during a number of years. Tliere is also a con-

siderable stock of old malt and of hops, w-hich certain speculators in the last article have
found to their cost. Tlie quantity of barley, however short, will yet, with the aid of

that which has been importwl, prove sufficient until the new crop be ready, without any
probable rise of price. Wool seems almost a defunct trade, and the present embarrass-

ments will certainly not contribute to its speedy rewval. Good potatoes will be in request

both for cidinary use and for seed. Milch cows, a species of stock seldom out of request,

still fetch a good price.

Amidst general and overflowing plenty, it is heart-breaking to have to report, from
so many quarters, the recurring distress, through want of emplopnent, of our agricultural

laboui'ers ; a class which, from their periodical miseries, relieved only at intenals and
that by degrading charity, has long appeared too numerous for tlieir occupation. We
can descry no prospective remedy for this, unless in the extension of manufactures and
commerce. The subject of a free trade in corn is deferred to the consideration of the new
Parliament, of the probability, or rather necessity of which, we were fully aware. With
respect to the present commercial distress and embarrassment, it is obviously the distress

2 T 2
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of classes and of individuals, not of the nation at large, which, at this moment, and
subject to its immense burden of debt, and consequent taxation, stands at the summit
of plenty, opulence and prosperity. The erroneous views and rash condnct of tlid

principal sufferers themselves have induced the present unfortunate reaction, which
might well have happened, independently of the various and opposite causes assignee

for it by political declaimers. Thus, too much stress has been laid on the issue of

small notes—for how are trading transa(,'tions to be carried on, in a commercial country,

with an insufhcient currency? How, again, are we to be convinced that a metallic and a

pa|)er currency cannot exist together, when the fact stands in actual proof, during such

a length of years past ?

The late communication of C W., of the vicinity of Chipping Norton, having been
accidentally lost, we request that he will favour us with the number and names of those

apples, v'ithin his knowledge, which may be propagated by layers.

SinitJtfield.—Beef, 3s. 8d. to 4s. 8c?.— iMutton, 3s. 6s. to 5t/.—Veal, 4s. 8rf. to 6s. 6rf.

— Pork,' 4s. to 6s.—Raw Fat, 2s. 2d.

Corn Exchanf/e.—Whcut, 50s. to 70s.—Barley, 28s. to 40s.— Oats, 24s. to 34s.— 1

London loaf of fine Bread, 41b. , 10d.—Ha.y, 63s. to 105s.— Clover ditto, 70s. to 1 15s.

—

M
Straw, 33s. to 42s. *^

Coals in the pool, 31s. to 40s. per chaldron.

Middlesex, 20th February, 1826.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

Cotton Tlie markets at London and Liverpool are quite dull in the sale of this article

occasioned by the distressed state of the Manchester manufacturers, and of all the sur-

roimding districts of Lancashire. Tlie late decree from France was favourable for East-
India cottons, as they will be prohibited for home consumption in that country after the

5th April ; yet, such is the depressed state of trade, that few purchases have been re-

ported. Tlie prices of Cotton are nominal, from the want of confidence between the

seller and purchaser.

Sugar.—The Sugar market for Muscavados has lowered since our last report full

3s. per cwt., and continues very dull. In the refined market a considerable sensation

has been produced by the forced sale of a thousand lumps at 7.34\, and the market is in

a most depressed state. East-India Sugars have fallen full 3s. per cwt. since the last

sale.

Coffee.—The Coffee market is in a most languid state, scarcely any purchases reported

this week; St. Domingo is stated to have been sold at 54.'!.—but a late sale only pro-

duced 50s. ; Mocha, but not real IMocha, sold at the high duty, at 66s.

Indigo —Notwithstanding the French decree, prohibiting Indigo for home consump-
tion after the 5th April, yet such is the depressed state of trade, that no purchases

whatever are reported.

Rum, Brandi/, and Hollands.—Jamaica and Leeward Island Rums are offered on
lower terms, without facilitating sales to any extent. Proof Leewards, 2s. 3d. to 2s. id.

per gallon. Brandy and Geneva are entirely nominal.

South American Trade.—The declaration of war by the Brazil Government against

Buenos Ayres, on the 10th December, will have a serious eflfect on the valuable trade in

that quarter.

Course ofForeign Exchange.—Amsterdam, 12.13.—Rotterdam, 12. 14.— Antwerp, 12.

13.—Hamburg, 37. 10.— Altona, .37. 11.— Paris, 25. 65.— Bonrdeaux, 25. 95.—Berlin,

7. 0.—Madrid, 36j.— Cadiz, 36^.—Barcelona, 36.—Seville, 36.— Gibraltar, 31.— Frank-
fort, 156.— Petersburg, 9i—Vienna, 10. 22.—Trieste, 10. 20.—Leghorn, 48.~Genoa,
43|—Naples 39|.—Palermo, 119.—Lisbon, 50f.— Oporto, 51.—Rio Janario, 45i.—
Bahia, 48.—Buenos Ayres, 43,§.— Dublin, H per cent.—Cork, 1§ per cent.

Bullion per oz.—Foreign Gold, £3. 17s. Qd,— Silver in bars, standard, 5s. \d.—New
Dollars, 4s. Urf.

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe,
Brothers.—Barnsley Canal, 280/.—Birmingham, 320/.— Derby, 0.—Ellesmere and
Chester, 120/.—Erewash, 0.—Forth and Clyde, 550/.—Grand Junction, 265/.—Leeds
and Liverpool, 420/.—Mersey and Irwell, 1,100/.—Neath, 360/.-Oxford, 750/.—Staf-
ford and Worcester, 800/.—Trent and Mersey, 2,000/.— Alliance British and Foreign, 1^/.—Guardian, 17i/.—Hope, 4/. 15s.— Sun Fire, 0.

—

Gas-Light Chartered Company,52/.
City Gas-LightCompany, 158/.—Leeds, 240/.—Liverpool, 318/.
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t

AlphaiilticalList oi- Bankiiuptcies, announced between tlie 2llh of Jimiuiry iiint the

/Hat of I'Anunrij IHiG; extracted from the London Gazettes.

nANKnUl'TCIKS SUI'KltSKDKl).
Baker, J. junior, Cannon-street, wholesale grocer

Crook, J. H. Watling-slrcet, cotton-yam-manufac-
turer

Johnson, E. senior, E. Johnson, junior, and T.
Manley, Whitehaven, sucar-refiners

Sltclton, E. H., M. M. Skelton, anil J. Skelton,

Southampton, stationers

Turner, R. Basing-lane, wine and spirit-merchant

BANKRUPTCIES. [Tliis Month 295.]
Solicitors' Nftmf.'i are in Parentheses,

Abbott, J. Conduit-street, Hanover-square, auc-
tioneer. [Gatty, Haddon, and Co., Angel-court,
Throgmorton-street

Abott, S. Kent-road, Surrey, coach-maker. [White-
house, Thavies-imi, llolbom

Ainsworth, C. Church, Lancashire, ironmonger.
[Mibie and Co., Temjile

.\iiisworth, C, R. Holden, J.Catlow, Ann Crawshaw,
and T. Lonsdale, Barrow, Lancashire, calico-

printers. [Milne and Co., Temple
Ambler, C. Preston, Lancashire, iim-keeper. [EUis
and Co.. Chancery-lane

Archer, W. Maidstone, corn-merchant. [Wildes,
Maidstone; and Wildes, Lincoln's-inn-fiekls

Arkinstall, II. Tunst.ill mill, Salop, miller. [Roser
and Son, Gray'i-inn-place

.\rnold, G. St. John-street, West Smithfield, sta-

tioner. [Watson and Co., Kalconsquare
.\tkinson, J. jimior, and J. /\tkinson, >>tockton,

Durham, worstcil-spinners. [Perkins and Kramp-
ton, Gray's-inn-square ; and Raisbeck, Wilson, and
Faher, Stockton

Baker, J. West-street, St. Philip and Jacob, Glou-
cestershire, grocer. [Bigg, Bristol; and Bigg,
Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane

Baker, G. F. MacclesfieUl, silk-manufacturer.
[Grimsditch and Co., Macclesfield; and Bell and
Brodick, Bow-church-yard

Barlow, J. Heaton-Norris, Lancashire, currier.

[Chetham, Stockport ; and John, Palsgrave-
place

Barlow, J. and J. Doering, New-road, St. George's-
in-the-East, sugarrcfiners. [Ashlield, Lawrence-la.

Bamett, G. Haymarket, Westminster, book-keeper.
[Fisher and Co., Biiry-street, St. James's.

Barney, R. Wolverhampton, Staftbrdshire, rope-

maker. [Hemming and Baxter, Gray's-inn-place

;

and Bird and Co., Birmingham
Barter W. Frome Selwood, Somersetshire, common-
brewer. [Ellis and Co., Gray's-imi ; and Rotton
and Co., Frome Selwood

Bashforth, M. G. Huddersfield, innkeeper. [Walker,
Lincoln's-inn-Fields

Baskerville, J. Lambeth-walk, Surrey, victualler.

[Wigley, Essex-street
Bassett, J. c:ircus-street, Marylebone, glass and

Staftbrdshire warehouseman. [Price, St. John's-
square

Beaumont, T. Keighly, Yorkshire, spirit-merchant.
[Constable and Co., Symond's-inn

Bensley', B. late of JBolt-court, printer, but now
of Throgmorton-street, stock-broker. [Bostock,
George-street, Mansion-house

Berresford, W. Heaton-Norris, Lancashire, roller-

maker. [Tyler, Pump-court, Temple; and Lin-
gard and Co., Heaton-Norris

Berry, J. Hans-place, wine-merchant
Billing, J. Oxford-street, livery-stable-keeper. [Ste-

vens and Wood, Little St. Thomas Apostle
Bingley, G. late of New York, United States of

.Vmerica. [Norton and Chaplin, Gray's-iim-
square; and Spurrier, Ingleby, and Spurrier,
Birmingham.

Bird, J. and W. Bird, AVatling-strect, merchants^
[Bousfield, Chatham-place, Blackfriars

Bishop, J. Eastham-park. Worcestershire, taimer.
[Hammond, Furaival's-iim

Blofield, T. G. Middle-row, Holborn, perfumer.
[Frazer, Symond's-inn

Bint, D. H. Manchester, merchant. [Hampson,
Marsden-street, Manchester; and Ellis, Sons,
Walmsley. and Gorton, Chancery-lane

Bond, E. Wallingford, Berkshire, linen-draper.
[Jones, Size-lane

Bond, S. and R. Hornbuckle, Beaumont-street, St.

Marylebone, wine and spirit-merchants. [Monk-
house, Craven-street, Strand

Boothrovd, J. Almondburj', Yorkshire, fancy cloth-
manufacturer. [Battye, Fisher, and Co., Chan-
cery-lane ; and Cloughs, Brooks, and Co., Hud-
dersfield

Bowring, H. Miucing-lane, broker. [Fowcll and
Partridge, Nichola.s-lane

Boucher, R. George-street, diamond-merchant.
[Willis, Watson, and Co., Tokcnhnuse-yard

Boultlx?e, J. Wisbech, Cambridgeshire, merchant.
r.Mkinson, Peterborough; andUremridgeaudCleo-
bury, Chancery-lane

Bousfield, R. White-horse-yard, Drury-lane, wool-
len-draper. [Thomas and Co., New Basinghall-
street

Bourne, J. Agnes-place, Waterloo-road, picture-

dealer. [Hodgson and Co., Salisbury-street

Boyd, M. Union-tavern, Worcester, victualler.

t'Holdsworth and Co., Worcester ; and White,
.incoln's-inn

Boys, T. R. Nicholas-lane, broker. [Young, Char-
lotte-row

Bramwell, S. Peter-street, Guildford-strect, South-
wark, leather-hat-manufaclurer. [Shirreff, Sali«-

burv-street. Strand
Brandon, H. Gray's-inn-square, bill-broker. [Ford,
Great Queen-street, Westmitister

Bray, T. Queen-street, Chelsea, carpenter. [Scarth,
Lyon's-iim

Braithwaite, — ,' Russia-row, Milk-street, wholesale
woollen-draper. [Jay and Byles, Gray's-inn-place

Breeds, W. and W. Troutbeck, Hastings, Sussex,
grocers. [Amory and I'oles, Throgmorton-street

Brown, J. Godmanchester, corn-dealer. [Clemiet,
Staple's-inn.

Brown, T. Bollington, Chester, cotton-spinner.
[Hurd and Co., Temple

Brown, J. Loughborough, Leicestershire, lace-manu-
facturer. [Hushbury, Carthusian-street

Bruce, J. H. Cambridge, cabinet-maker. [Farlow
and Abbott, Pall-Mafi East

Brunet, P. Quadrant, Regent-street, wine-mer-
chant. [Clare and Co., Frederick's-place, Old
Jewry

Bryan, W. L. Peterborough-court, Flect-street-

[Hodgson and Burton, Salisbury-street

Buck, G. Regent-street, tailor. [Blacklow and
Jones, Frith-street, Soho

Bumnus, J. Newgate-street, bookseller. [Davie»
and Co., King's-arms-yard

Burrows, J. Bond-street, Vauxhall, house-builder.
[Croft and Johnson, Bedford-row, Holborn

Burden, T. and E. Burden, Stourbridge, wool-
dealers. [Roberts and Son, Stourbridge ; and Still

and Raymond, Lincoln's-inn
Burlett, D, I. New-street, Bishopsgate-street. mer.
chant. [Waldon and Gliddon, Basinghall-street

Butterworth, J., J. H. Butterworth, and S. A. But-
terworth, Lawrence-lane, merchants. [Pullen and
Son, Fore-street

Butler, J., R. Butler, and R. Butler, Austin-friars,

merchants. [Blunt and Co.', Liverpool-street
Calver, R. Norwich, miller. [Poole and Co., Gray's-

inn
Campbell, C. Bishopsgate-street, merchant. [Swain
and Co., Frederick's -place. Old JewTy

Christopherson, E. Liverpool, ironmonger. [Fin-
low, Harrington-street, Liverpool ; and Chester,
Staple's-inn

Clay, T. K., Coleman-street, warehouseman. [Car-
low, High-street, Marylebone

Clare, R. S. Harrington, near Liverpool, tar-distil-

ler. [Battye and Co., Chancery-lane
Clarke, P. Manchester, grocer. [Hurd and Johnson,
Temple ; and Seddon, Manchester

Clarke, W. and A. Dinsdale, Frederick's-place, Old
Jewry, yam-merchants. [Kearsey and Spurr,
Lothbury

Clarage, J. Great Bell-alley, Coleman-street, ware-
houseman. [Thomas and Atkinson, New Basing-
hall-street

Clerming. G. Stockport, druggist [EUis and Co.,
Chancery-lane

Comfort, E. Hosier-lane, coffin-fumiture-manufac-
turer. [Westlake, Clifford's-inn

Cooke, S. Beresford-place, Dublin, coal-merchant.
[Edwards, Old South-Sea-house

Cox, R. Bridge-row, Lambeth, cheesemonger. [Sel-
by, John-street-road

Cox, W. and T. Cox, Playhouse-yard, WTiite Cross-
street, paper-stainers. [Bolton, Austin-friars

Cordingly, E. Cheltenham, builder. [Straford and
Prince, Cheltenham; and Kings, Serjeant's-inn

Cording, J. Strand, jeweller and silversmith.
[Webb, Dyers-buildings, Holbom

Crickmer, J. D. Bedford-place, Lower Deptford-
road, flour-factor. [Poole and Co., Gray's-inn-
square
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Cross, \\. Birminghaiti, dealer in hide-f. [Mole,
lilrniiiigham; ami Ednmnds, Exchequer-office,

Lmcoln's-iiin
Crowther. J. Deighton, Yorkshire, clothier. [Wal-

ker, Lincoln's-inn-ficlds

Crowther, J. and J. Ilelliwell, Bower in Chaddcrton,
Lancashire, woollen-cord-manufacturers. [Milne

and Co., Temple
Cundey, W. and J. Cundey, Holyraoorside, Derby-

shire, cotton -twist -manufacturers. [Thomas,
Chesterfield, and Lowe, Tanfield-court, Temple

Dallman, T. Old Bond-street, tailor. [Taimer, New
Basinghall-street

Davis, C. High-street, Kensington, corn-dealer.

[Rice, Jermyn street

Davis, S. Gloucester, builder. [Bousfieldjand Co.,

Chatham-place
Delisle, A. Regent-street, Pall-mall, broker. [Hodg-

son and Co., Salisbury-street

Delafons, J. and M. Delafons, Sackville-street, Pic-

cadilly, jewellers. [Hertslet, Northumberland-
street, Strand

Devereux, V. Brabant-court, Philpot-lane, provision

agent. [Downs and Co., St. James's-street

Dickens, W. Coventry, chemist. [Edmunds, Ex-
chequer-office, Lincoln'sinn ; and Carter and
Davy, Coventry

Dixon, A. Huddersfield, and W. Tavlor, Great Vim-
chester-street. City, merchants. [Bolton, Austin-

friars

Dolan, R. Frith-street, Soho, tailor. [Plat, New
Boswell-court, Lincoln's-inn-fields

Domford, T. Philpot-lane, wine-merchant. [Wil-

liams, Broad-court, Walbrook
Dring. B. Hammersmith, tallow-chandler. [Lorane,

Worship-square, Finsbury
Duff, W. and S. Browne, Liver|iool, merchants.

[Adlington, Gregory, and Faulkner, Bedford-row ;

.ind Thompson and Son, Liverpool

Evans, H. Lamb's-Couduit-street, linen-draper.

[Jones, Size-lane

Farrar, J. High-street, Shadwell, slopseller. [Bad-

deley, Leman-street, Cioodman's-fields

Keatherstone, F. W. and H. Nevell, Adam's-court

,

Broad-street, merchants. [Sweet and Co., Basing-

hall-street

Fenwicke, W. Little Queen-street, Lincoln's-inn-

fields, furniture-broker. [Miller, Gray's-inn

square
Forster, D. Otley. Yorkshire, leather-dresser.

[Storkerand Co.. New Bosweil-court

Forster. T. Newington-causewav, builder. [Bur-

foots and Co., King's Bench-walV, Tem^lle

Freeman, J. Bristol, silk-mercer. [Ilardwicke, Law-
rence-lane

Frost, T. and E. Sheffield, tailors. [Rogers, Shef-

field ; and Rogers, Bucklersbury
Furber, E. Liverpool, timber-merchant. [Roarke,

Fumival's-inn
Furley, F.Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire, cooper.

[Williams and Co., Lincoln's-inn

Gale, J. Burton-street, Berkley-square, bookseller.

[Tottle and Co., Poultry
Gale, T. Bradford, Wiltshire, clothier. [Stone and
Housman, Tetbury ; and Dax and Co., Gray's-

inn
Garnet, J. J. and T. N?ntwich, cheese-factor.

[Wildes, Lincoln's-inn-fields

Gathard, W. Cheajiside, tailor and draper. [Hum-
phreys, Broadway, Ludgate-hiU

Cedge, E. Lower Thames-street, fishmonger. [Har-

ris and Co., Norfolk-street, Strand

Gibbs, J. Wardour-street, linen-draper. [Gates,

Cateaton-street
Gibbs, T. Devonport, tallow-chandler. [Gilbard,

Devonport ; and Sole, Aldermanbury
Gittoe, G. R. Bristol, snuff-manufacturer. [Poole

and Co., Gray's-inn-square
Glover, J. Huddersfield, Yorkshire, woolstanler.

[Lever, Gray's-inn-square; and Brown, Hudders-

field

Craves, J. and W. Edwards, Chiswell-street, Fins-

bury-square, auctioneers. [Hodgson and Co.,

Salisbury-street
Cray, E. Harboone, Staffordshire, nailfactor. [Hem-
ingand Co., Gray's-imi-square

Gray, J. junior, Birmingham, dealer. [Clarke and
Co., Chancery-lane

Greaves, J. R. and T. M. Prescott, Liverpool, bro-

kers. [Blackstock and Co., Temple
Greasley, F. Maiden-lane, City, hosier. [Hurd and

Co., Temple
Green, B. H. Bristol, haberdasher. [Hurd and Co.,

Temple
Griffith, P.M., Birmingham, jeweller. [Long and

Co., Gray's inn; and Arnold and Co., Birming-

ham

Hadwen, J. Livcri)OoI, banker. [Lace, Miller, and
Lace, and Ratcliffe and Uimcan, Liverj>ool ; and
Adlington, Gregory, and Faulkner, Bedford-
row

Haddon, J. Castle-street, Finsbury-square, printer.
[Wilks, Finsbury-place, Finsbury-square

Hamilton, J. Q. Fenchurch-street, cotton-merchant.
[Pearce and Co., St. Swithin's-lane

Hart, .1. Norwich, grocer. [Daveney, Norwich

;

and Browne, Welbeck-street
Hart, S. Wiltshire, clothier. [Stone, Bradford ; and
Dax and Co., (iray's-inn

Harrison, G. Woburn-mills, Buckinghamshire, pa-
per-manufacturer. [Watson and Broughton, Fal-
con-square

Harrison, J. and J. Green, Scnton, Nottingham-
shire, lace-manufacturer. [Taylor and Co., Fca-
therstone-buildings, Holbom

Haviside, A. Bucklersbury, linen-manufacturer.
[James, Bucklersbury

Haynes G. senior, G. t)ay, G. Haynes, junior, and
W. Lawrence, Swansea, Glamorganshire, bankers.
[Holme and Co., New-inn

Heads, J. Skinner-street, Clerkeiiwell, builder.
[Selby, St. John-street-road

Heath, C. H. Seymour-street, Euston-square. [Bous-
field, Chatham-place, Blackfriars

Hepper, W.and J. Armley, \'orkshiie, cloth-manu-
facturers. [Foden, Leeds; and Makinson, Middle
Temjjle

Hibbert, W. Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, but-
cher. [Stephens, Hatton-garden

Higgins, E. B. and R. Theobald, Norwich, wool-
staplers. [Barker, Norwich ; and Lythgoe, Es-
sex-street

Hill, T. Bromley and Queensborough, Kent, manu-
facturing chemist. [Bolton, Austin-d^iars

Hill, R. Norwich, dealer. [Taylor and Co., King's
Bench walk

Hillman, J. Bath, ironmonger. [Adlington and Co.,
Beilford-row

Hills, E. Feversham, Kent, grocer. [Jeffreys and
Morgan, Feversham ; and Bower, Ch^ncery'-lanc

Hird, R. Wakefield, bone and cake-crusher. [Ad-
lington and Co., Bedford-row

Hincnliff, J. llolmferth, Yorkshire, dry-salter. [Van
Sandan and Co., Dowgate-hill ; and Jacomb, Hud-
dersfield

Hine, R. Sutton, Cheshire, grocer. [Lucas and Par-
kinson, Argyll-street

Holxlay, S. Aston, Birmingham, snuff-maker. [Hem-
ing and Co. . Gray's inn

Hobbs, F. Barking, Essex, com-dcaler. [Wettig,
Duke-street, Portland-place

Holliday, J. Rochd.ile, Lancashire, victualler. [Ba-
ker, Rochdale; and Hurd and Johnson, King's
Bench-walk

Hopkins, G. Ovcrsley-mill, Warwickshire, miller.
[Dax and Co., Bedford-row

Home, R. Hollwm-hill, shoe-manufacturer. [Clarke,
Bishopsgate Church-yard

How, W. F. Thre.idneedle-street, insurance-broker.
[Brough, Shoreditch

Hudson, R. and W. T. Korff, Blackwall, rope-
makers. [Dawes and Chetfield, Angel-court,
Throgmorton-strect

Hudson, T. High-street, St. Giles's, grocer. [Cole,
Serjeant's-inn

Hughes, W. Liverpool, coal-merchant. [Hill, Wor-
cester ; and Becke, Devonshire-street, Queen-
square

Hutchison, J. Lime-street, wine and general mer-
chant. [Wilkinson and Lawrence, Bucklersbury

Hyams, M. Regent's-street, jeweller. [Roche,
Charles-street, Covent-garden

Jarvis, P. T. Sly, and S. Sly, Aylsham, Norfolk,
grocers and drapers. [Lythgoe, Essex-street,

Strand ; and De France Barker, Norwich
Jar\is, T. Hungerford-street, Strand, wine-cooper.
[Rushbury, Carthusian-street, Charter-house-
square

Jeffery, J. Edward-street, Woolwich, tailor. [Fisher
and Spencer, Walbrook-buildings

Jennings, R. Poultry, bookseller. [Gale, Basing-
hall-street

Jenner, W. Bloomsbury-place, Bloomsbury-square,
victualler. [Taylor, Clement's-iim

Johnson, R. Broad-street, City- merchant. [Pearce
and Co., St. Swithin's-lane

Jones, W. R. and G. Davis, Lower-wharf, Surrey,
wharfinger. [Nov and Co., Great Tower-street

Jones, O. Liverpool, linen-draper. [Finlow, Liver-

pool ; and E. Chester, Staple's-inn

Joseph, M. J. Cheltenham New Circus, horse-
dealer. [Dignam, Newman-street, Oxford-street

Joseph, M. A. ^iansell-s(reet, Goodman's-fields,
coal-merchant. [Isaacs, Bury-strect
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Kelly. J. ami J. Bnnlfaie, Brightlielmstone, Sussex,

builders, [lirooker ami Colbatch. Brighton; and
Holme and Co.. New-inn

Kirkbriilgc. I. Wmxl-strcet, Cheapside, lace-mer-

cliant. [Hodgson and Ogdon, St. Mildred's-courf,

Poultry
L'Anpe, A. Sherbourne-lane, merchant. [Bignold

anoCo., New Bridge-street

Lawrence. W. H. Bath, draper. [Pearson, Pump-
court, Temple

Lawson, K. Brown's-lanc, Spitalfields, currier. [Bos-

tock, fieorge-strect. Mansion-house
l.each, J. H. Leeds, printer, [t'arr and Barker,
Wakefield : and Ilurd and Johnson, Temple

Lee, O. and .1. Sutton, St. James's street, Piccadilly,

tailors. [Tanner, New Basinghall-strect

Litllewood, J. W. Oxford-street, linen-draper.

[Uardwickc, Lawronce-lane
Lloyd, D. and N. Lloyd, Uley, Gloucestershire,

clothiers. [Vizard and Buchanan, Hursley ; and
Vixard and Blower, Lincoln's-irn-ficlds

Lowe, J. L. Vork-pLice, Camberwell New-road,
s'ock-broker. [Score, Tokenhouse-yard

Lucv, C Bristol, cbmfactor. [Vizard and Co., Lin-

coin's-inn-fieWs

LufV, O. Bristol, timl>er-factor. [Ilinton, Bristol;

and Hicks and Brackenrldge, Bartlet's-build-

ings
Lyne, O. Cecil-street, Strand, tailor. [Richard»on,
Walbrook

Lyon, L. Goswell-street, tailor. [Fawcett, Jewin-
street

Manton, J. Hanover-square, gunmaker. [Cookney,
Staple's-inn

Mardon. H. Tooley-strcet. Borough, baker. [Chu-
ter. Water-lane, lilarkfriars

Mardn, J. and D. M.Japha. Vork-street, Borough,
mustard-manufacturers. [Shcppardand Co. Cloak-
lane

Marshall. J. Forster-lane, Cheapside, warehouse-
man. [Fisher and Spencer, Walbrook-buildings,
Walbrook

Martin, J. senior, Cresccut-mews, North Burton-
crescent, and Bidborough-street, Burton-crescent,
riding-master. [Dyer, Took's-court , Cursitor-

strect. Chancery-lane
Mead, T. Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, linen-draper.

[Jones, Size-line
Meredith, A. V. Portsmouth, tailor. [Clowes and

Co.. King's Bench-w.ilk, Temple
Middleton, J. B. Aldgate, City, feather-bed-manu-

facturer. [Goddard. Basinghall-street

Miles, H. H. Miles, and E. P. Miles, Rock-mill,
Gloucestershire, clothiers. [Nethersoles and Co.,
Essex-street

Miles, J. High Holbom, victualler. [Harris and
("o. Norfolk-street, .strand

Miles, T. Stockton-upon-Tces, Durham, corn-mer-
chant. [Garbutt, \ arm ; and Bell and Brodrick,
Bow Church-yard

Mills, T. Bromley, manufacturing chemist. [Bol-
ton, Austin-friars

Nisbett, T. New-street, Marylebonc, draper. [Dods,
Northmnbcrland-street, Strand

Norris, B. J. Manchester, warehouseman. [Bever-
ley, Garilen-court, Temiile

Norton, J. High-street, Borough, cheesemoi^ger.
[Hutchinson, Crown-court, Thteadneedle-street

Ogle, K. L. Clement's-lane, brickmaker. [Clarke
and Co., Frederick's-place, Old Jewry

Oliver, S. Manchester, paper-maker. [Hampson,
M.inchester ; and Ellis, Sons, Walmsley, and Gor-
ton, l^hancery-lane

Osborne, J. Leigh, Essex, mariner and merchant.
[Stevens and Co., St. Thomas Apostle

Page, T, Hoxton-towu, grocer. [Ashley and Good-
man, Tokenliouse-yard

Palmer, W. Goodge-street, Tottenham-court-road,
wine-merchant. [Burton, Queen-square

Paul, C. Blandforn-mews, Blandford-street, ^lan-
chester-square, cabinet-maker. [Pasmore, Iron-
monger-lane

Payn, W. Northleach, Gloucestershire, innkeeper.
[King, Serjeant's-inn

Pearce, J. and J. Perrv, Nottingham, lace-manu-
facturers. [Fernhead, Nottingham ; aiid Ilurd and
C'o., Temple

Pearson, R. Rotherham, grocer. [Rogers, Shef-
field: and Rrgn-s Bucklersbury

Penman, T. Great Shire-lane, Temple-bar, victualler.

[Taylor, Clement's-lane
Peppin, R. Greville-strtet, Hatton-garden, silver-

smith. [.-VUingham, Hatton-garden
Perkins, J. Bull Wharf-lane, Upper Thames-street,

wholesale stationer. [Carter, Lord Mayor's court
olfice. Royal Exchange

Peters, G. Regency-plaee, Surrey, baker. [Smith
and (.'o., Dorset-street

Philli|>s, N. Haverfordwest, banker. fSlade and
Jones, Bedford-row ; and Mathias, Haverford-
west

Plunkett, W. and J. Batkin, Old-strcet-road, tim-
ber-merchants. [Keeling and Knock, Tokenhouse-
yard

PoUitt, J. Manchester, grocer. [Norris, Bedford-
row

Pomares, J. Freeman's-court Comhill. insurance-

broker. [Olwerson and Denby, Frederick's-place.

Old Jewry
Porter, W. J. Great Driffield, Yorkshire, merchant.

[Ellis, Son, and Co., Chancery-lane
Powell, J. Wind.sor, tailor and draper. [McDuff,

Castle-street, Holbom
Prince, D. Basinghall-street, merchant. [Kearsey
and Spurr. I.othbury

Pritchaid, J. Portwood, Cheshire, and Heaton-Nor-
ris, Lancashire, plunibtr. [Rymcr and Co.. Man-
chester; and Norris, John-street, Bc<lford-row

Purden, J. Birmingham, merchant. [Whately,
Binningham ; and Swain and Co., Frederick's-

place, Old Jewry
Rangelcy, A. Hayfield, Derbyshire, cotton-Bpinner.
[Tyler, Pump court. Temple

Revnolds M. Biston, Stafl'ordshire, innkeeper.
[Wheeler, John-street, I)e<lford-row

Reynolds, W. Shail Thames, rope-maker. [Patter-

son and Co., Old Broad-street
Riant. J. Gracerhurch-street, cheesemonger. [Ro-

nalds, King's .\nns-yard
Richards J.Warwick-court, Holbom, furrier. [Pon-

tifex. St. Andrew's court HollKirn

Rier, J. and T. Travis Manchester, machine-ma-
kers. [Willis. Wation and Co.. London

Righy, J., J. Marriner. and T. Wright Liverpool,
hide-merch.inls. [.slade and Co., John-street,

Bedford-row
Ritchings, T. Thavies-inn. scrivener. [Peachey,

Salisbur\'-square.
Roharts VV. Shoe-lane, printer. [Rhode and Co.,
New-inn

Robinson, P. Claypole. Lincolnshire, maltster. [Ca-
pain. Newark-iipon-Trent ; and Capes, llolborn-
court

Rogers, D. Upper North-place, Gray's-inn-road,

grocer. [Hindmarsh and Co., Crescent. Jewin-
street, Cripplcgate

Ryland, S. H. and J. Knight, Horslevdown, Surrey,
lightermen. [Drureand .Sons, Biliiter-square

.Sadler, W. Walworth, grocer. [Osl)aldeston and
Murrey, Lon<lon-street, Fenchurch.street

Sage. W. jim., Pristol grocer and tea-dealer. [Bayn-
ton and Co., Bristol ; and Dax an<l Co.,"'Holborn-

court
Salt, J. Birmingham, cutler, [.\lexander and Co.,
Carey-street

Sharp, A.. S. and J. Birkenshaw. Bottoms, York-
shire, cotton-spinners. [Lawler, Manchester; and
Hurd and Co. Kind's Bench walk

Scott. J. and H. Bragg, Walbrook. commission-
merchants. [Richardson, Walbrook

Sherley, E. Park-terrace, St. Marvlebone, butcher.
[.\hraham. Great Marlborough-street

Shepherd, W. Basinglane, wholesale-stationer.
[Watson and Co.. Falcon-stiuare

Shepherd. T. and J. Haworth, Bury, Lancashire,
machine-makers. [Adlington and Co., Bedford-
row ; and Thorley, Fountain-street, ^lanchester

Simkin, T. .\. Ross, Herefordshire, wine-merchant.
[King. Serjeant's-inn

Skinner, W. Wissendine, Rutlandshire, cattle-seetls-

man. [Harrison, Oakham; and Taylor and Co.,
Featherstone-buildine:s, Holbom

Slack R. High Holbom, woollen-draper. [Kearsey
and .Spurr. Lothbury

Smith, W. Uxbridge, Middlesex, mealman. [Dimes,
Bread-street Cheapside

Spooner, W. Chiswell-street, linen-draper. [James,
Bucklersbury

Sprang, J. Borough-road, Surrey, victualler. [Ap-
pleby and Chamock, Gray's-inii-square

.Staveley, C. jun. Leicester, stationer. [Briggs and
Mould, Lincolu's-inn-fields; and Acicock, Lei-
cester

Stanley. G. Upper Ground-street, Surrey, iron-
monger. [Jessopp and Jordan Thavies-inn

Steed, W. R. Caroline-street, Bedfbrd-square. sur-
geon. [Minchin, Verulam-buildipgs Gray's-inn

Still, S. Bond-street Lambeth, lighterman. [Gatty
and Co.. Angel-court, Throgmorton-strc-et

Stillm,in, J.St. James's, Bath, ironmonger. [Gaby,
St. James's-parade, Bath : and .Adlington, Gregorv,
and Faulkner, Redford-row
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Stinton, J. Cbleman-street, bootmaker. fWigley,
Essex-street, Strand

Storkley, M. Wolverhampton, Stafionl, grocer.

[Williams and Co., Lincoln's-inn

Stroud, T. Union-street, Bath, linen-draper. [Cook,

Bath; and Fislier, Featlierstone-buildings, Hol-

bom
Strugnell, R. B. Threadneedle-street. bootmaker.

[I-fodgson and Burton, Salisbury-street. Strand

Such, J. Blackman-strei.'t, Southwark, bootmaker.

[Bean, Took's-court
Sutclifie, B. Manchester, commission-agent. [Ap-

pleby and C'haniock, Gray's-inn-s<iuare ; and
Whitehead, Manchester

Tabberer, W. Aston-juxta, Birmingham, miller.

[Chilton, Ghancery-lane
Taylor, J. Gomersal, \'orksliire, merchant and
banker. [Carr, Gomersal; and Evans and Shear-

man, Hatton-garden
Teulon, J. H.and E. Brichta, Finch-lane, Cornhill,

merchants. [Lane. Lawrence Pountney-place
Thomson. M. Minorics, wine-merch.ant and colour-

man. \ Pope and Brewer, Bloomfield-street, Lon-
don-wall

Thornton, H. Upper Russell-street, Bermondscy,
tanner. [Sutcliffe, New Bridge-street

Thornber, R. and J. Bilsborough, Yate and Pick\ip

Bank. Lancashire, calico-printers \
Neville and

Ecdes, Blackburn ; and Milne and Parry, Temple
Todd, H. Commercial-road, builder. [Gattie and

Co., Angel-court, Throgmorton-street
Torr, J. Nottingham, victualler. [Holme and Co.,

New-inn
Townley. W. High-street, Southwark, woollen-dra-

per and tailor. [Freeman, Colcman-street

Tuck, W. Elsing, Norfolk, miller. [Keith, Nor-
wich ; and Tilbury, Falcon-street

Tuckett W. Bath, grocer. (Makinson, TempJe
Turner, P. Liverpool, merchant. [Ovred, Lowe,
and Hurrey, Lireriiool; and Lowe, Southampton-
buildings

Tyrrell. W. Eastlev, Berkshire, draper and tailor.

(Ford. Great Queen-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields

;

and Franklin, Abingdon
Waliluck R., W. Walduck, and W. Hancock, Rus-

sell-street, Bermondsey, skinners. [Green and
Ashurst, Sambrook-coiirt, Basinghall-street

Walton, R. Wood-street, hosier. [Pearce and Co.,

Frcderick's-place, Old Jewry
Wallack, J. W. Hadlow-street, Burton-crescent,

lodging-house-keeper. [Young, Poland-street,

Oxford-street
Ward, M. Warren-street, coach-builder. [Hawdon,

Gray's-inn-square
Warren, J. Clipstone-street, Marylebone, chandler-

shopkeeper. ( Rice, Germyn-stfcet, Piccadilly

Watts, .1. Cheltenham, painter. [Vizard and Co.,
Lincoln's-inn-ficlds

Watson, J. Bristol, inn-holder. [Frankis, Bristol

;

and Dix, Symond's-inn
Weatherald, 11. and J. Mickliy-mill, Yorkshire,

tlax-spinners. [Hall, Serjeant's-inn

Webb, W. Cooper-bridge, Bradley, Yorkshire,
victualler. [Fuljambe and Dixon, Wakefield

;

and Hcming and Co. Gray'6-hm-place

Wells, J. Kenninghall. gener.nl shopkeeper. [Calver
Long-stratton ; and NetlUsfold, Clement's-inn

West, W. Trowbridge, Wiltshire, clothier. [Berke-
ley, Lincoln's-inn

Wesson, J. Birmingham, currier. [Edmunds. Lin-

coln's-inn
Wetman, J. Great Surrey-street, Blackfriar's-road,

hat-manufacturer. [VViUiams, Bond-court, Wal-
brook

Widgen, W. Whitmore-road, Hoxton. coal-mer-
chant. [Robinson and Burrows, Austin-friars

Wittieh, J. F. W. Manchester, grocer and tea-dealer.

[Dougan, Clifford's-inn, Fleet-street

Whayman. F. Amelia-road. Spa-road, Bermondsey,
currier. ( Watts, Dean-strest, Canterbury-square

Wharton, J. Manchester factor. | Morris and Gool-
den, Manchester; and Arlington and Co., Bed-
ford-row

White, W. King-street, Soho, baker. [Tomes,
Lincoln's-inn-fields

White. J. Fleet-street, flour-factor. [Baddely, 5
Leman-street %

Whittle, C. Hastings, Sussex, draper. fCregsonand
Co., Angel court, 'Throgmorton-street

Whiston, F. Cnitched-friars, merchant and insu-

rance-broker. (Constable and Kirk, Symond's-
inn, Chancevy-lanc

Whitehall, J. <). Nottingham, plumber and glazier.

[Holme and Co., New-inn
Wilkinson, .1. Kcighly. Yorkshire, worsted-spinner.

(Netherwood, Keighly: and Still and Raymond,
Lincoln's-inn-new-square

Wilkinson, J. Castle-stieet, Holborn, working-
jeweller. [Henson, Bouverie-street

Williamson, T. W. and E. Jones, Packei's-court.

Coleman-street, merchants. [Bolton, Austin-
friars

Williamson, S. T. Southampton, wine-merchant.
[Smith, Dorset-street, Salisbury-square

Wilson, E. L^nnington, Southampton, linen-draper.

[Jones, Size-lane
Windsor, J., M. Hyde, and J. Windsor, Manchester,
machine-mp.kers. (Appleby and Co., Gray's-inn

Wood, T. New Church-court, Strand, printer.

[Huvd and Co., King's Bench-walk
Wood, J. Monlague-dosp, Southwark, and Upper

Ranelagh-street, Pimlico, carman. [Hayward,
Essex-court, Temple

Wolf, B. Pvincess-sireet, tailor. [Atkinson, Token-
house-yard

Workman, T. W. Redborough, Gloucestershire,

clothier. [Fisher and Co., Walbrook-lruildings

Wroots, R.andJ. Goldie, Great Titchfield-street,

linen-drapers. [Jones, Size-Lane

Wroots, U. Great Titclificld-street, draper. [Cook
and Co., Fumival's-inn

Wright, J. Honley, Yorkshire, dyer. [Vansaudan
and Co., Dowgate-hill

Wryghte, G. White-lion-strect, Norton-falgate,
Leghorn-hat-merchant. [Alexander, Clement's-

inn
Wyatt, T. Oxford, stone-mason. [Evans, Gray's-

inn-square
Yeldham, T. Tottenham-court-road, linen-draper.

[Robins, Queen's-square, Bloomsbury

Bailie, R. and E. Nicholas-lane,
Lombard-street, Feb. 25

Baker, T. Cannon-street, Feb. 28
Ball, P. Mcvagissey, March !)

Bate, T. Hastings, Sussex, Feb. IB
Benelli, J. B. Quadrant, Regent-

street, Feb. 21—25
Binns, A. E. Bath, March 4
Bird, J. and H. Bartlett's-build-

ings, March 4
Bishop, G. Great Eastcheap, Feb.

18
Blenkinsop, J.Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Feb. 20
Eromfield, C. Liverpool, Feb. 16
Brooke, J. Liverpool, Feb. i<o ,

Broughall, R. Little Ness, Shrop-
shire, Feb. 27

Biyan, W. Camberwell, Feb. 14
Burge, J. Bristol, March 4
Cadogan, J. Water-street, Arun-
dd-street, Strand, Feb. 25

Colbeck, T. and Cp., York, March
II

Collins, J. and F. Nicholas-lane,
Feb. 25

Compton, P. A. Cmnpton, Feb. 25

DIVIDENDS.
Corrie, W. C. Wellingborough,
March 9

Cuthhert, A., T. Brooke, and G.
R.Cuthbert, Gutter-lane, March
14

Dent, T. and J. Mannet, South-
ampton, March 4

East, S. Stratford, Feb. 25
Elen, P. Wobum, Bedfordshire,
Feb. 25

Evani, G. Hastings, Feb. 21

Farmer, S. Birmingham, March
11

Fasana, D. Bath, Feb. 21

Fauntleroy, H. Berner's-street,

Jan. 28
Few, J. Little Downham, Cam-

bridgeshire, Feb. 24
Fidkin, T. Teddington, Feb. 18

Firth, G. Boston, Lincolnshue,
Feb. 20

Flanders, J. Athcrstone, March 15

Foulertcn, J. Upper Bedford-place,
Blocmsbury-square, Feb. 10

Freelove, W. Brightelmstone, Feb.
22

Frost, L. Macclefcfield, March 7

Fuller, J. Bedford-place, Commer-
cial road, Feb. 18

Fuller, R. Reigate, Feb. U
Gardiiicr,G.St.John's-street,Feb.21
Gascovne, R. Richmond, March 4
Gilbert, J. A. George-lane, Bo-

tolph lane, Jan. 31

Goodwin, J. Holt, Worcestershire,
Feb. 18

Grange, J. Piccadilly, March 11

Grant, J. Hatton garden, Feb. 25
Greg, W. City-road, Feb. 14

Griiton, P. R. Doucaster, Feb. 27
Hamlyn, R. and J. Ch.anter, Bide-

ford, Devonshire, March (j

Hart, G. Dentford, and W. Pit-

tock, Dartford, Feb. 18
Harvey, M. B. Witham, and J.W.
Harvey, Hadleigh-hall, Essex,
Feb. 25

Hatfield, H. Abingdon row, Gos-
v,'ell street ro,-.d, Feb. 25

Henley, G. Strand, March 4
Herbert, W. jun. Goldsmith street.

Wood street, Cheapside, Feb. 21

Hcywood, W. and R, S. Man-
chester, March 2
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IlolUnii, J. Ardwick, Maiiclicster,

March 2(1

Howard, J. T. and N. Haughton,
. Dentuii, March 22
(lunsdon, J. BuUtrode street,

Marylebone, Feb. 20
Jabet, R. Uirmincham, Feb. 21

Jefferys, W. Quadrant, M«rch 4

Jones, J. and D. Mallwyd, Merio-
nethshire, Feb. 22

Jones, A. W. New Brentford,
Feb. 2B

Kcnninfjton C. filamford Briggs,

Lincolashire, Feb. 21

Lawton, J. Dalph, Yorkshire,
Feb. 18

Levoi. M. Cheltenh,im, March 17
Lloyd. 1'. Great Surrey-street,
Blackfriar's-road, Feb. 2.'>

Lush, J. and W. High Holbom,
March 4

Marl.cod, J. ('onihill. Feb. 7
Marsh, W.. J. H. .Straccy, and G.
E. Graliam, Bcrncr's - street,

March U
Mathews, E, College hill, March

11

Menet, J. Finsburv-square.Feb.
2r.

Milne, A. G. Mitre-court, Fen-
church street, Feb. 28

Moore, J. .Manchester. March 8
Nickels, J. Hunter street, Bruns-
wick square, March 14

Norton. O. S. Uxbridge. Feb. 14
O'Shaughnessy, H. P. and G. Shcr-
born, Pall- Mall, Feb. 21

Dividends.

Owen, J. O. and II. D. Great St.

Helen's, March 7
Pain, 11. (i. Lloyd's coifec-housc,
March 11

Parkes, T. Fenchurch street, Feb.
25

Pavey. J. .Staines March 14

Pearson, C. Grosvenor jilace, Feb.
lU

Phillips, W. n. Boreham wood,
F.lstree. March 1

1

Poole, n. Leeds, March 8
Porter, H. Taunton March 11

Prentice, A. and T. tiheUy, Man-
chester. Feb. 24

Prat, J. Hatton wall, March 11

Rackham J. .strand, Feb. 13

Kainv. R. and Co., Size-lane,

March 21
Read. J. Love lane. Lower
Thames street. March 4

Reynolds. W. Livc-rpool. Feb. 24
Ridley, W. and D. VVilson, White-
haven, March (i

Robinson, J. Manchester, March I

Rosse, R. Harp lane. Tower-
street, FeK 2.'<

Sanderson, W. W. and J. Nicho-
las lane, Feb. 18

Shaw, W. Thornhill, Lees, York-
shire, Feb. 2.'1

Sandwell, J. Pitfield street, Hox-
ton, March 11

Shelles J. Merthyr Tydvil, Gla-
morganshire, Feb 14

Smith, P. Mevagissey, Cornwall,
March U
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Smith, J. Bradninch, Devonshire,
March 6

Ste|>henson, C. V. Liverpool; Feb.
22

Stevens. J. Norwich, Feb. 24

Summcrfield, T. B., New^rane-
wharf, VVappinn, Fet). 2.1

Thompson, J and \V. Walker,
Wolverhampton, Fil). 25

Tidy, M. Southgate, Feb. 23

Toinscy, J. Beaumont-street, St.

Marylebone, Feb. 25
Townsend, D. and T. Wilton,

Wiltshire, March
Tuck, J. L. Havmarket, March 7
TurnbuU, J. arid Co. Bread-street,

Feb. 2«
Van Uyck, P. D., A. J. Gevers
Leuven. and W. A. Dc Gruiter
Vink, Circus, Minories, Feb. 21

Walker, W. andT. Baker, Cannon-
street, March 11

Westron, M. Wellington, Feb. 14
Whitakcr, J. St. Paul's Church-

yard, Marrh 4
Wilson, T.Edgeware-road, Feb. 15
Wilson, P. Ui))6on-stre«t, Lain-

l>eth marsh, Feb. 25
Wildnian, J. Fen court, Fen-
church street, Feb. 25

Wood, T. Birchin lane, Feb. 10
Woo<l, J. and H. Williams, Hast-

ings, March 11

Worihington, J. Manchester,
March 4

Wylic, H. and W. J. Richardson,
Abchuich lane, Feb. 25

ECCLESI.^STICVL PROMOTIONS.

The Rev. W. R. Blair, B.A., to the Vicar.igc of

Great Bentar, Suffolk.

The Rev. E. Vincent, Clerk, M..\., to the Vicar-

age of Chirkton, Wilts.

The Rev. C. Arnold, to the Rectory of Wakerley,

Northamptonshire.

The Rev. Dr. Bull, to the Archdeaconry of Corn-

wall.

The Rev. W. R. Blake, to the Vicarage of Great

Barton, .Suflblk.

The Rev. T. S.inders, to the Vicar^e of Towces-
ter, Northamptonshire.

The Rev. J. Bonar, to the united churches and
parishes of Larbert and Dunipace, in the Presbytery

of .Stirling,

The Rev. H. Atlay, SLA., to the Rectory of Tin-

well, near Stamford.

The Rev. W. Flemhig, to the church and parish

of Westruthu, in the Presbytery of Lawder.

The Rev. E. B. Bagshave, B..\., to the Rectory

of Egam Derby.

The Rev. E. Beans, A.M., to the Rectory of

Llanderfel, near Bala, Merionethshire.

The Rev. J. Wynne, A.B„ to the Vicarage of

Llandrillo, Merionethshire.

The Rev. T. Surridge, to be chaplain to His Ma-
jesty's ship Ganges.

The Rev. R. C. Phelips, M.A., to the Vicarage of

Montacute, Somerset.

The Rev. H. O'Cleaver, M.A., to the Perpetual

Curacy of Hawkhurst, Kent.

The Rev. J. Percival, M..\., to the Ministry of

Oxford Chapel, in the parish of St. Mary-le-bone.

The Rev. W. Fawcett, to the Ministry of Bruns-

wick Chapel, Marj'lebone.

The very Rev. .Archdeacon Moysey, D.D., tothd

Prebend of Coombe.
The Rev. H. Pepys, B.D., to the Prebend or Ca-

nonry of Barton David, in the Cathedral Church of

Wells.

The Rev. W. Thresher, M.A., to the Vicarage of

Titchfield.
'"

The Rev. C. J. Rid'.ey, >LA., to the Rectories of

Larling and West H arling, Norfolk.

The Rev. T. Allies, M.A., to the Rectory of

Wormington, Gloucestershire.

The Rev Dr. Coppard, to the Rectory of Fambo-
rough, Hants.

The Rev. W. Carter, to the Rectory of Quarring-

ton, Lincolnshire.

The Rev. W. Birch, M.A., to the Vicarage of
Burford.

The Rev. S. Foster, D.D., to the Vicarage of

Rushmere, near Ipswich.

The Rev. A. Foster, B.A. to the Vicarage of

Winscombe.
The Rev. G. Johnson, M.A., to the Rectory of

Hinton Bluet.

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, IN AND NEAR LONDON.

CHRONOLOGY,
Jan. 20.—.\ meeting of the proprietors of the Ken-

nett and Avon canal was held at the City of London
tavern, for the purpose of agreeing to the formation

M.M. New Series.~~yoL.-h No. 3.

of a new canal, which is to connect the Kennett and
Avon with the Basingstoke canal,' which was unani-

mously agreed to.

25 .V deputation of the Spitalfields weaverc

waited on the Board of Trade with a petition.

S U . '
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!7-—At a meeting of the Bank Proprietors, the

majority present agreed to the terms proposed by
Government, to throw open the country banlting

system to any number of partners of linown

responsibility, and to prevent the issue of one and
two pound notes, by country bankers, in tlie course

of two or three years, the bank reserving their ex-

isting privilege withm sixty-five miles of London.
— Considerable alarm was created, between three

and four o'dock in the afternoon, by the falling of

a house in Spread Eagle Court, Gray's-Inn Lane:

four or five persons were dug out from among the

ruins alive, but much bruised and lacerated, and

one unfortunate Irishman, about fifty years of age,

quite dead.

28—The gazette announced the appointment of

the Duke of Wellington to bear his Majesty's con-

gratulations to the Emperor of Russia on his acces-

sion.

31.—His Majesty has been pleased to direct the

application of a sum of ieillOO in aid of the fund for

the relief of the distresses of the journeymen silk-

weavers in Spitalfields.

—7 The Lord Mayor, Mr. Alderman Venables, gave

a splendid dinner to His Royal Higluiess the Duke
of York and a numerous company, among whom
were several of His Majesty's Ministers and other

distinguished personages.

Feb. 2.—Both Houses of Parliament met for the

despatch of business pursuant to the last prorogation:

the Session was opened by commission. His Majes-

ty's speech was read by Lord Gifford, one of the

Lord Commissioners, in thi absence of the Lord
Chancellor from indisposition.

6.—His ISIajesty has given orders, that the rooms
of his palace at Windsor shall be hung round with

Bilk of the Spitalfields manufacture. It is expected

that many of the nobility will testify their compas-

sion for the unfortunate weavers in a similar man-
ner.

— The Lord Mayor received a letter from the

Earl of Darlington enclosing =£500, to be applied for

the relief of the suffering silk weavers in Spital-

fields.

8.—At a special meeting of the Court of Common
Council, the sum of,£500 was voted for the relief

of the Spitalfields weavers.

— A meeting, which had been called by Sir Tho-

Sias Beaver, for the purpose of raising a subscription

to enable Mr. Cobbett to obtain a seat in the

House of Commons, took place at the Free-

Masons' Tavern ; the room being inconvenient-

ly cfi\jvde5l at an early liour, and great num'oers

imable to obtain admission, the meeting was ad-

journed to. the north-west comor of Lincoln's-Inn

Fields, where, after Sir Thomas Beaver had opened

the business, an^ Col. Johnson, M-P-, Mr. P.

Walker, Mr. Cobbett, and others had addressed the

persons assembled, resolutions for entering into a

subscription were adopted, and the meeting dis-

persed.

15.—The Protestant dissenting ministers of the

^ree denominations, residing in and about the cities

of London and Westminster, have unanimously
adopted a petition to the Legislature, praying for

the speedy and total suppression of slavery in the

British Colonies.

21.—Edward Cockerell for forgery, and William
Jones for burglary, were executed this day at the

OU Bailey.

MARRIAGES.
The Rev. A. C. Lawrence, to Emily, daughter of

the late G. F. Hatton, esq., of Eastwell-park, Kent
—The Rev. G. R, Grey, of Woodford, to Eliza,

daughter of W. T. Robinson, esq.—T. FowIqv, esq..

to Lucy, daughter of the late N. Waterhouse, esq.,

Liverpool—T. AL Weston, esq., of Sutton-iilace,

Surrey, to Mary, daughter of the late J. Wright,

esq., of Kilverdon-house, Essex—The Rev. S. Carr,

M.A., to Mrs. C. C. Buxton, of North-end, Hamp-
stead—At Uxbridge, C. T- Claydon, esq., to i\iin,

daughter of the Rev. T. C. Beasley—W. H. Harford,

esq., to Emily, daugliter of J. King, esq.—H. B.

Trevanion, esq., of Caerhays, Cornwall, to Geor-

giana, daughter of G. Leigh, esq.—R. Buston, esq.,

to Patience, daughter of the late P. Bridges, esq., of
Elmswell, Suffolk—C. Stephenson, esq., of Lam- **

beth, to Catherine, daughter of J. Abington, esq.

—

Mr. Paynter, to Mary Ann, daughter of J. Read,
esq., R.N.—J.Brooke, esq.,ofPeckam, to Mary,relict

of J. Dowse, esq.—J. A. Bawerbank, esq., to Miss
Walton, of Wanstead—W. Palfrey, esq., to Frances.^

'

daughter of R. Wood, esq., of Lambeth- |

• DEATHS.
The Countess Dowager of Harcourt—The Rev. J.

Hyatt—Marianna, wife of J. Vivian, esq., of Cla-
|

verton, Somerset—5.1, The Rev. T. Hart, M.A.,
Vicar of Ringwood, Hants—At Ripley, Surrey, 82,

R. Boughton sen. esq.—Hannah, daughter of the
Rev. G. Croft, D.D 74, R. Griffiths, esq Sarah,
daughter of the Rev. D. T. SaUvay, LL.D.—«»,
A. Girard, esq.—79, Mrs. Crawley, relict of the late

J. Crawley, esq., of Stockwood, Bedfordshire—31

,

Ellen, wife of W. M. Simonds, esq., of Whitehall,

Tottenham—71, Sir R. Baker, bart., of Dunstable-
house, Surrey—At Mortlake, Elizabeth, widow of
the late E. Taylor, esq.—5!l, At Kensington, A.

Murray, esq W. Northey, esq., of Box, Wilts,

M.P. for Newport, Cornwall—Mary Ann, daughter

of the late .sir T. Lavie. K.C.B Mrs. Price, widow
of the late T. Price, esq., M.P. for Radnorshire—47,

A, Cameron, esq.—77, W. Coles, esq,, Newington-
green—At Camberwell, 62, A. Pellatt, esq 23, J.

Farrar, esq.—7H, C. Mills, esq., M.P. for Warwick
—J. Wilkinson, esq.—74, Mrs. Hussey, relict of J.

Hussey, esq., of Richmond, Surrey—R. Trower,

esq Robert, son of Maj.-Gen. Dighton—At Bromp-
ton, 76, A. Learmouth, esei—Major W. Collins,

R.M.—78, Catherine, widow of T. Forbes, esq., of

Clifton—Capt. J. White—84, J. Hopre, Esq., of
Lambeth—62, Capt. J. H. Akers—Capt. P. G.

Wolfe, R.N. C.B—70, D. W. Ruddisnan, esq.,—

68, J. Carter, esq Anne, relict of Admiral Sir J.

Wallace—Mrs. Pillar, wife of J. Pillar, esq., of Lam-
beth—At Sunbury, G. Crompe, esq.—At Hammer-
smith, Elizabeth, wife of J. Ramsden, esq.—At
Pimlico, 83, G. Wilde, esq.—At Islington, 'J5, J.

Wilson, esq.

MARRIAGES ABROAD.
At Calcutta, Capt. G. Creville, to Miss Pearson,

daughter of the Advocate-general of Bengal—At St;

Roque, Andalusia, D. A. C. Gen. Spencer, to Faus-

tina Zais, niece of Gen. Zais—At Guernsey, the Rev,

M. Brock, to Catherine, daughter of the late D.
Tupper, esq.—At Stockholm, Mary Ann, daughter

of the Baron de Kantzow, to Baron Skemmelpen-
ninck Vander Orpe, Dutch charge d'affaires at that

court.

DEATHS ABROAD.
At Calcutta, Emma, wife of E. Bird, esq. ; 28,

H. Manning jun., esq. ; 28, H. C. Darwall, esq. ;

.33, J. W. Carroll, esq., M.D. ; J. \V. Boyd, esq

—

On his passage to Madras, Edgar, son of the Rev, J.

.Sieagram—At Prome, in the kingdom of Ava, Capt.

H. Parsons—At Gurrawarah, Ensign T. Irving—At
Mahattee, near Arracan, 23, Capt. Randall—Capt.

J. G. Proby, on his way from Cananore to Matos—
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Killed, in action with tlie Javanese at Deenackee,

V!. S. Ranimond, esq.—At Bawda, Bombay, H. C.

Kcays, esq.—On board liis Majesty's ship Tainar, in

the river IIooRhley, .laines, son of Sir T. Kirlcpa-

trick, bart., of C'loscbuni—.\t Jamaica, "2, J. Wad-
dall, esq. ; 22, Henry William, son of F. G. Smith,

esq. ; Dr. J. B. Watt, M.D. j M. Durke, esq—The
Catholic Bishop of Quebec, the Ilight Rev. Dr.

I'lessis—.\t Nantes, Isabella, daughter of the late

A. Brown, esq., ofGlasi^ow, and Walter, sou of H.
E. Matlae, esq., of Cathkin—At Marseilles, the

noted Marshal Suchet, Duke of .\lbufsra.

MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES;
WITH THE JIARllIAGES AND DEATHS.

NOUTHUMBEULAKD AND DUnHA.M.

Jan. 2<f—A meeting took place at the Town Hall,

burham, at which it was resolved to petition I'ar-

* liament to '* accelerate the emauL-ipation of the

slaves in the British Colonies."

3(1.—.V very numerous meeting of the operative

weavers was he'<l in Mr. Thompson's Church,

<feorge-street,Paisley, atwhich, sub-ccmmittecs were
appointed to make a survey of the to\^ii, ami report

to the general committee the nature and extent

<>f the prevailing distress among the unemployed
weavers.

Married.'] T. Green, esq., to Ann, daughter of
W, Wheatley, esq., of North .Shields.

/Jied.] ,'\t Felton, (17, the Rev. A. Hutton ; the
Yen. R. G. Bouyer, B.t^.L., Archdeacon of Nor-
thumberland—At Northallerton, (i!), if. Jackson, esq.—At Beadnell, Mrs. Urumell— '». Uurli.-.m, "JA. A. \'.

.Skene, B.A., of New York, esq., of llallyards in
Fife and Kiimacoa, in AV'icklow, Ireland, only son
of the late Cnl. P. W. Skene, of SUtnesborough,
North America, and Hackleton, Northamplonshire,
(Sovernor of Crown Point and Ticonderoga,
North America. This gentleman was a descendant
of the famous Sir Wm. Wallace, and traces his de-
iuient from the year 1014 from the first Skene, of
Skene Aberdeen, according to tradition a younger
son of the Donalds, Lords of the Isles; he also held
a military commis.-.ion in Uie British service abo\e
sixty years. His remains were interred in the cathe-
tlial, and were borne to his vault, according to his
request, by eight old soldiers—C. J. Brandling, esq.,
M.P. for Northumberland—lil, the Rev. J. Smith,
A.M., vicar of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND.

Jan. 27-—A meeting was held at the Sessions-room,

Bolton, in pursuance of a requisition, at which it

was unanimously resolved to petition Parliament

for a reitcal or revision of the com laws.

A meeting was lately held at Carlisle, to take into

consideration the expediency of petitioning Parlia-

ment to make nrore effectual provisions for miti-

gating the evils of slavery in the West-Indies, and
for securing, by cautious but decided measures, the

entire abolition of slavery throughout the British

dominions. The resolutions were unanimously car-

ried.

Wilson, esq., toMarried.'] At Kirkby. S. J.
Miss Robinson, ofSkelside.

Died.'] Near Penrith, tlw Rev Thwaites.

YORKSHIRE.

Jan. 21.—A valuable com mill at Topcliife, on the

river Swale, with a large stock of com and flour,

the property of Mr. J. Dresser, were entirely con-

sumed by fire.

The extensive corn mills of Messrs. Watson and
Co., near Sutton on Derwent, were also lately des-

troyed by fire.

Married.] The Rev. W. C. Madden, to Mary,
daughter of the late J. Whitacre, esq., of Wood-
house, near Huddersfield—At Bedale, the Rev. T.
R. Kyder, vicar of Ecclesfield, to Anne, daughter
of H. P. PuUeine, esq., of Crakehall.

Died.] At Campsall Grange, near Doncaster, 57,
J. Foljambe, esq., Jato of Uakefield—At Y'ork, 43,

Margaret, wife of the Rev. S. Hey, of Ockbrook,
Derbyshire—At Wardsend, near Shelfield, 77, T.
Rawson, esq—At Houndbay, near Leeds, (id, 11.

Klaiii, esq—At Haslewood-hall, near Leeds, IK), S.
T. \aversuur, bart.— .\t Leeds, 74, Capt. L. V.
Morgan—At Donc^Mcr, J7, L. W. Childers, esq
-Vt Selby, "iC, B. ClarKson, esq.

LANCASIIIUE.

Jan. 2i—A meeting was held at Manchester, at

which it was resolved to petition Parliament to re-

peal the com laws.

The Board of Surveyors of Highways have granted
permission to the Liverj'ool and Manchester Rail-

Road Company to make the proposeil tunnel under
the town of Liverpool, from the King's Dock to the
eastern boundary, on certain conditions securing

the sewers and streets from damage.
The following facts relative to rail-roads is valua-

ble : goods from Liverpool to London, by waggon,
are charged £\2 per ton, and delivered on the Gth
day. By the canal, £4 per ton, deliVCTed on the
Hth, I2th, and Kith day. By the van, £lGperton,
and delivered on the third day ; and of so much im-
portance is despatch in many commercial transac-
tions, that the vans are often laden almost to breaking
down. By the rail-road, l!^2 miles, calculated at the
.Stocton and Darlington price of two-pence per mile,
a ton would be only £\ I2s., with certain delivery on
the second day. The superiority of rail-way commu-
nication is therefore clearly demonstrated, for it

combines all the requisites—safety, expedition, and
cheapness Carlisle Patriot.

Married.] J. Barrow, esq., of Manchester, to
Eliza, daughter of the Rev. R. Fcsrest, of York

;

J. H. DennesoiJ, esq., of Caincross, to Matilda,
daughter of the late Capt. Ferebee, of Langhlev-hall
—At Blackburn, T. Bur>', esq., of Adelphi,' Sal-
ford, to Elizabeth, daughter of J. Simpson, esq., of
Fox-hill—At LiverjSooT, J. M. Isaacs, esq., of
Stroud, to Esther, daughter of R. Isaacs, esq.

Died.] At Liverijool, 25, Roger, son of the late
R. Swetenham, esq., of Somerford Booths, Che-
shire ; the Rev. E. Radclifle, of Walton Dale : 57,
the Rev. J. Lindow, of Coniston ; B. Mot, esq., of
Oldham.

CHESHIRE.

Mari-ied.] At Stockport, the Rev. J. N. France,
of Stayleybridge, to Elizabeth, daughter of R. Da-
vies, esq., of Belle Vue, near Dukurtield—At War-
rington, S. Gaskell, esq., of Latchford, to Miss
Turner—At Chester, T. Redding, esq., of Beauma-
ris, to Miss Anne Williams.

DERBYSHIRE.
Died.] At Eckington, near Chesterfield, the

Rev. J. Broomhead, M.A. He has left a valuable
collection of critical notes on tire translation from
the Greek of the New Testament—Near Derby, 00,
B. Heathcote, esq.—At Chesterfield, ai, Mrs. Gra-
ham—At Ashover, fJO, Mrs. D. Oldfield—^t Works-
worth, 33, Mary, daughter of the late T. Marshall,
esq. ; 39, Martha relict of the late J. Hulse. esq., of
ber Mills, near Afreton; the Rev. P.Wilson, rector
of Pinxton.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
Pursuant to public requisition, a meeting was

held lately at the Exchange Room, Nottingham, to

2 U2
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take into consideration the propriety ofpetitioning

ParHamcnt upon the subject of negro slavery in tlie

British West-India Colonies, when several resolu-

tions werejiut and carried, and a petition drawn up
for the mitigation and eventual extinction of colo-

nial slavery.

A petition ha? liliewise been drawn up to be pre-

sented to Parliament for the repeal of the corn laws,

which has been signed by 19,0INI persons ; and tliat

for the abolition oh the negro slavery, by about
6,ono.

Mnrrieil.'] At Nottingham, TTob:rt, son of R.
Padley, esq., of Burton Joyce, to Catherine, daugh-
ter of the late T. Roberts, esq.—At Ciamston, near
Bast Retford, W. G. Allison, esq., of Louth, to
Susanna, ilaughter of the late T. Falkner, esq.,
M.D., of Lound-hall.

Dletl.'] At Warsop, Miss Newton ; 55, J. Bow-
den, esq., of Radford.

LINCOLNSHIKE.

The parishioners of Spalding have presented tlie

Rev. M. Johnson, D.D., with a splendid tureen and
stand, of massive silver, as a token of respect and
esteem.

LEICESTER AND RUTLANDSHinE.
. Jan. 20.—A numerous and most respectable meet-

ing was held at the County Hall, Leicester, at which
it was resolved to petition Parliament to emanci-

pate the slaves in the West-India Colonies, and to

remove the bounties and protecting duties in favour

of the produce of slave-labour in the British Colo-

nies.

30—In pursuance of a requisition, a meeting was
held at Leicester, and a petition drawn up and una-

nimously adopted,, to petition Parliament to repeal

the corn laws.

. Marrhd.'] At Leicester, Francis, son of T. Teb-
butt, esq., of Clapton, to Eliza Sarah, daughter of
the Rev. E. Davies—At Branston, the Rev. G. E.
Gillett, M.A., to Elizalieth, daughter of J. Wood-
Jiall, jun., esq., of Scarborough.

Died.'^ At Keyworth, 87, Mr. R. Crane—At
firoughton Astlcy, «3, the Rev. T. Adnutt, M.A.,
rector of Croft—At GopsiU, the Countess of Cardi-
{;an: 74, .Sophia, wife J. Gamble, esq., of Wil-
oughby. Waterless ; J. Sodcn, esq., of Hinckley.

STAFFORDSHIRE.

Jan. 31 A meeting was held at Wolverhampton,
to consider of, .and adopt the most effectual means
of supporting Govenunent in any measures they

Way take for the ultimate abolition of slavery ua our

West-India Colonies. Several resolutions were una-

nimously adopted, and petitions founded ujion

them drawn up, to be presented to the House of

Lords by Viscount Dudley and Ward, and to the

Commons by Sir J. Wrottesley, bart., and R. J.

Littleton, esq.

. The late Thomas Mottershaw, esq., of Silkmore-

nouse has bequeathed £5,000 exclusively to reli-

gious .and benevolent societies, including a gift of

£l,OIK) to the Bible Society.

A gold cup, beautifully chased and ornamented,

was presented lately to SirG. Chetwynd, by the high

constable of the different hundreds of Staffordshire.

Married.'] At Litchfield, — Oliver, esq., of Wor-
cester, to Harriet, daughter of the late R. Hay-
wood, esq., of Litclifield, V.". Fitchett, esq., of
Clayton, to Sarah, daughter of the late J. Lea, esq.,

of Wolvesacre, Flintshire.

Died.l 19, Miss IVIosley, daughter of Sir Oswald
Mosley, bart., of RoUeston—At Burslem, 64, T.
Wedgewood, esq.—-\t Stafford, T. Mottershaw, esq.

WARWICKSHIRE.

A meeting was held at Birmingham lately, at

which it was resolved to petition Parliament for the

emancipation of the slaves m the British Colonies.

The silk trade of Coventry have sent a petition to

Parliament to continue the prohibition of all manu-
factured silk goods.

Difd.'] At Guv's Cliffe, B. B. fireathped, esq.

;

70, Elizabeth, relict of J. Nt-wdegate Ludford, esq.,

D.C.L. ; 74, C. C. Wade, esq.—At Stratford-upon-
Avon, 70, Sarah, relict of W. Dester, esq., of Ed-
stone At Leek Wootton, 47, T. King, esq.

;

Elizabeth, wife of T. Smith, esq., of Icknield-house,
near Birmingham.

SHROPSHIRE.

A meeting of the Commissioners of the Holyhead,
Shrewsbury and London Road was held (on their

return from opening the Mcnai Bridge) at Shrews-
bury, when among other business, the sum of sixty

pouhds, the surplus of the subscriptions for the im-
provement of Wye Crop, was voted for the improve-

ment of Frankwell. Sir H. Parnell and Mr. Tel-

ford, in the name of the Holyhead Commissioners,

agreed to encourage the spirit of the inhabitants of

Shrewsbury, by giving and paying the expense of

filling carts with the soil which will be cut away in

widening the road near the mount, for the purpose

of raising and culverting Frankwell.

Mr. Rider, a mechanic and small farmer, who re-

sides upon the Wallop estate, in the parish of West-
bui'y, h.is invented a portable thrashing machine,

which, with the power of one man, will make 300

effectual strikes in one minute. It can beremovetl

with as much facility as a winnowing machine ; and
its cost will not exceed eight or ten pounds.

Married.'] At M^ch Wenlock] H. Wellings, esq,,

of Atterley, to .Vnn, daughter of the late S. Gevjii,
esq.—At Kemberton, Mr. S. Thomason, of Shifnul,
to Maricl, daughter of the Rev. J. Williams.

Died.] Kt Oswestry, 70, H. Parry, esq. ; T. Hil-
ditch, esq.

WORCESTER.

A handsome piece of plate, weighing 320 ounces,

was presented lately to Dr. Simpson of Worcester,

by the former pupils of that gentleman, as a tribute

of their affection and esteem.

Feb. 13.—Worcester and Worcestershire Friendly

Institution held their meeting, the benefactions

amounted to upwards of seven hundred pounds, and

the sutecriptions to seventy-three pounds for the

relief of the poor.

Application wiU be made to Parliament, during

the present Session, to authorize the erection of

a bridge over the Severn, at Holt Fleet. It is pro-

posed, that the bridge shall consist of one iron arch

;

the site will be the present ferry, where the river is

170 feet wide.

Mnrj-ied.] R. Jones, esq., of Leamington, to Ma-
ry, daughter of T. Hardman. esq., of Worcester; T.
Baynton, esq., to Jane, daughter of J. Williams,
of Pittmarston.

Died.] 78, the Rev. R. E. Baines, rector of Up-
ton-upon-Sevem, &c. ; 7o, R. Jones, esq. ; 76, Mrs.
Haynes—At Great Malvern, H. T. White, esq.;
Mrs. Goode, of Dudley—At Chaddesley Corbett, S.

Mitchell, esq. ; 70, J. Bradstock, esq.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
Jan. 27. A very respectable and numerous meeting

was held at Hereford, when a petition to Parliament

was drawn up, and signed by nearly all who were

present, for the repeal of the bounties on colonial

produce, and the gradual emancipation of the slaves.

Feb. C. The Herefordshire Agricultural Society

held their Candlemas meeting, when the usual pre-

miums were awarded.

Married.] At Leominster, M. ^Joxham, esq., of
JHighgate, to Eliza, daughter of the late S. Nicholas,
esq.

Disil.] At Eign Gate, the Rev. T. Williams—70,
At'Belmont, 70, J. Matthews, esq.—1.5,Emilv, daugh-
ter of Dr. C. Whitfield, of Hereford—At Hereford,
83, W. Johnson, esq.—i)4, R. Hill, esq., of Ledbury
—near Ross, G. Little, esq.
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CI.OUCKSTF.n AND MONMOITH.
Feb. 5. The Chamber of Commerce held its An-

nual Meeting at the Commercial Sale (looms, Bristol

;

the secretary reail the corresjiondencc of the Chamber

with the Common Council and the Society of Mer-

chants, respecting the objects and winlicsof theCom-

-miiKioners of Revenue lu(iuiry, includin,-; Mr. Wal-

lace's expressed desire of adjusting dlfl'erences. The
various resolutions were passed urT.inimousIy. and

the state of the account being read, the company
proceeded to ballot for new directors in place of those

who retired.

A meeting of the inhabitants of Bristol was held

lately for the purpose of considerhig the expediency

of petitioning both Houses of Parliament " for the

mitigation and gradual .ibolition of negro slavery in

every part of his Majesty's dominions, with a due

regard to the interests of all parties concerned in

colonial property." The different resolutions and

petitions founded thereon were agreed to unani-

mously.

A new bridge is to lie erected over the Severn, In

lieu of the present dilapidated and inconvenient

structure at Over, near Gloucester.

Marrieit.] At Cheltenham, Major W. Pearce, to
Rhoda, daughter of the late T. I'rothero, esi)., of
Usk—At Salperton, Lieut. Cul. H. Beach, to Jane,
daughter of J. Browne, esq.—At Abergavenny, I. J.

h. Prichard, esq., to Miss N. James, of Buiith,
Brecon.

DiVrf.] At Bristol, 8", Mrs. Cockin—13, Mary,
daughter of J. Lean, esq.—Man', daughter of G.
Reed, esq., of New Court, Newent—At Chenham,
Sarah, wife of S. Smith, esq—At St. Avon's, J.
Earls, esq At Willcrsev, (ji), Jane, relict of the Uev.
\V. Scott—At Bristol, '77, Lieut. Col. W. Booth-
Mrs. M. Bridges—At Chepstow, Miss Bowsher—At
Bristol llotwells, Anna Sojihia, wife of J. G. Lloyd,
of Christ's College, Cambridge, B.A.—Emma, daugh-
ter of S. Brice, esq., of Frinchay, near Bristol—At
Clifton, J. Macnamara, esc]., senior Admiral of the
Red, who killed Col. Montgomery in a duel at

Chalk Farm in UtiO—J. L Rowlan<l. son of the late

Rev. E. R. Litchford, rector of Boothby Pagnal,
Lincoln—Elizabeth, daughter of J. Wheble, esq., of
Woodley Lodge, Berks—At Anchor Hill, J. Evans,
esq.—7H, J. Hurst, esq., of Fairford—At I'rossford,

Gil, R. Vary, esq.—At Gloucester, 72, H. Taylor, esq.

—Mary, daughter of T. Commeline, esq.

OXFORDSHIRE.
Jan. 2.5. The dwelling-house, two bams, all the

outbuildings, with a quantity of com, &c. &c., at

Henley on Thames, belonging to Mr. Allnatt, were

totally destroyed by fire.

AfajviVrf.] At Oxford.Miss Elizabeth Marchman, to
Thomas Alexander, alias Chontliongaboo (a black
man), eldest son of Cronthomaboo, chief of a nume-
rous tribe on the coast of Coromande! When a boy,
he was taken prisoner, and sold to the slave trader,
who conveyed him to the West-Indies ; thence he
came to England with his master, and of course be-
came free. Since his arrival in Oxford, whether in-

spired by a literary' atmosphere, or impelled by innate
genius, he has assisted in sending forth to the public
several works, religious, moral, scientific, and senti-
mental, in the capacity of paper warehouse .and
foundry assistant, at one of the printing establish-
ments m Oxford.

Died.l At Burford, the Hon. and Rev. F. Knollis
—Jane Catherine, daughter of the late Rev. T.
Evans, vicar of Chipping Norton—8ti, Mary, relict of
the late R. Appleton, esq., of Henley on Thames—
At Lowbury House, the Rev. L. Ton, rector of In-
gram, Northumberland.

BUCKS AND BERKS.
The general annual meeting of the subscribers to

the national schools of Windsor and the neighbour-

hood, was held at the Town-Hall, on Wednesday the

25th of JanUarj'. The report presented a favourable

statement of the progress and utility of this excellent

institution.

The general annual meeting of the subscribers to

the dispensary, was held at the town-hall on the

sane day.

A meeting was held lately at Buckingham, Lord
Nugent in the chair, at which it wa< unBDirootuly
resolved to petition I'arliament to emancipate the
slaves throughout tlic British dominions.

Mtirned.'] At Wallln^ford, H. Hopkins, jun. e»(|,,

o Caroline, daughter ol C. Miirrell, esq.
Uinl.'] At BiiiCeld, the ladj of L. A. Davidson,

to Caroline, daughter ol C. Murrell, esq.
' lady of L. A.

esq.—R. Mathews, esq—54, _E. Wells, esq., of Wal-

,

lingford—At Heading, Mrs. Traiit—7S, At Newport
Pagnell, T. Ode, esq.

HERTFORD AND BEDFORD.
Jan. 18. .M a meeting of the inhabit,ints of Hitch-

in, resolutions were unanimously adopted, and a i)e-

titinn drawn uji tol)e presented to Parliament for the
mitigation and final abolition of slavery tluroughuut

the British dominions.

A petition to Parliament has been drawn up and
numerously signed by the inlmbitants of Hertford in

support of the above resolutions.

^f|lrnl•<l.2 At Great Amwell, H. H. Peard, esq., to
Elizabeth, daughter of T. Cuthrow, esq., of Hod.
desdon.

NORTHA.MPTOV.
DiVJ.] G. S. Marten, esq. of Sandriilgc-lodge, near

St. Allmns—At Chcshunt, Frances, wile of S. Key,
esq.

—

ri'>, G. W. Monk, esq., of St. John's, near
Biggleswade—(il. At Lyons-hall, J. Cheese, esq.

.Mnr/i'-rf.] At IrchcstcT, C. Barnelt, esq., of Shat-
fon-[)ark, to Kliutbeth, daughter of P. Payne, esq.,
of Knaston-hall.

iticrf.] 7;), At Watford, W. GUbert, esq.—70, At
Spratton, T. Chapman, esq.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
A very respectable meeting of the commissioners

of the Eau Brink Drainage was held lately, when re-

solutions were passed for entering into contract with
Messrs. JollifTe and Bankes, for widening the Cut, and
a meeting of the county proposed to consider the
alarming condition of the Ouze banks.

3fari-ifrf.] At Upwoo<I, J. Ilcnckley, esq., ofGuild-
ford, to Jane, daughter of J. Pixjlcy, esq.—At Chat-
teris, the Rev. B. G. Blackdcn, of Thoqi, Derby-
shire, to Mary, daughter of the late U. Denny, esc].,

of St. Ives.

Dierf.] (H, S. Allvey, M. D., of St. Neots—67, The
Rev. J. B. Isaacson, vicar of Islehara.

NORFOLK.
A petition is now in course of s'lgnature by the

trade and inhabitants of Lynn, addressed to the
mayor and burgesses, to request the removal of the
beast-market from its present inconvenient site to A
part of the town near the com-market.

At the first annual meeting of the female servants^

institution, the report of the proceedings of the year
was read by J. J. Guraey, esq., which wa» very satis,

factory ; the number of subscribers amounted to 83,

and 4(1 servants had been supplied with places.

The subscription for the distressed weaversat Nor-
wich amounts to nearly i£4(«i0.

Married.'] At Bexwell, R.Hunter, esq., of Margate,
to Mary, daughter of R. Muskett, esq.—At ^'ar-
mouth, C. Delves, esq., of Tunbridge Wells, to EUza,
daughter of J. Perkins, esq—At Wood Norton, the
Rev. J. Norris, to Lucv, daughter of the Rev. F.
Howes—The Rev. T. D'Eye Betts, of Wortham, to
Harriett, daughter of the' Rev. G. C. Doughty.

Died.] 53, At Catton, W. Vachell, esq.—74,At Yar-
paoulh, Mrs. Costerton—Lucv, daughter of H. H.
Henley, esq., of Sandringham-hall—At Thetford, R.
Chambers, esq.

STFFOLK.
A meeting of Agriculturists within the Hundred of

Cosford was held on Monday the SOth of January,
in the Council Chamber at Hadleigh, for the purpose
Of petitioning Parliament against the free importa-

tion of foreign grain.

A meeting of the o^Tiers and occupiers of land in

the Hundred of Risbridge and the vicinity was held

at Clare, when it was unanimously resolved to peti-

tion Parliament against a free trade m foreign com.
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Dierf.] 89, T. Hayward, esq., of Necdham Market
50, J. Kindred, esq.—A. Runnacles, esci-, of Har-

wich.

ESSEX.

A very respectabie meeting was held at the Moot

Hall, Colchester, on Weilnesday the 25th of January,

to consider the propriety of petitioning Parliament

for the mitigation of slavery, and its abolition at the

earliest safe and practicable period ; when a petition

to both Houses of Parliament was unanimously

agreed upon.

Married.^ At Great .Saling. C.apt. G. Haniage.
'

R. N. to CaroUne, daughter of tlie late B. Goodnck,

^Died.'] At Belchamp-hali, the Rev. .S. Raymond,

LL.B At Coggcshall, the Rev. J. Duddell, rector

of Wormington, Gloucestershire—IG, W. Preston,

esq., of Savardstone.

KENT.

Two pernios of Ethclred the 1st were discovered a

•short time since among the ruins of Ethelbert's

Tower, near t•anterbur^^. most likely deposited there

at its foundation.

Maryieri.'i At Canterbury, H. Bedford, esq., to

Eliza, daughter of Capl. H. W. Hore, R.N., of

Cioulbore, Wexford.
niefUl At Ramsgate, Mrs. W. Chaplm—<iO, At

Leyboura Grar,ge, Sir H. Hawk-y, Bart.-M, At

RaVnsgate, tl»e Rev. \V. Abbot, h. D.-At Combe
Bank, Miss E., youngest daughter of W • Ma™]ii^LV

aq., m. P.— 'VtCaiUerburv. the Kuv. \S . ( hatt,

M. A. rector of Swalclia'e, and vicar of Slurry, Kent

—At Chatham Barracks, Major C:. CarlSiew—At

Woohvicii, Lieut. Gen. Rimington, R. A.

SUSSF.X.

Jan. 31. At a meeting convened by public adver-

tisement and held at the Council Chtrabcr, CWchcs-

ler, bi» Grace the Duke of Richmond in the chair;

it was resolved to petition Parliament to adopt such

measures as may best ameliorate the actual condition,

end jircpaie for the ultimate emancipation of the

-n^ioes in the British West-ImUa colonies.

The Duke of Norfolk has employed Mr. Wilson,

of Lincobi, to prepare a plan for the restoration of

the sepulchral, diapel at Arundel to its ancient state

of splendour.

Mnrried.-i At Petworth, R. C. Willis, M. A., to

Frances, daughter of W. Hall, esq.

D;cr(.] At Brighton, Elizabeth, widow of Major

Cen. J. Smith—51, At Newhaven, Lieut. G. Hams,
n. N At HoUington, W. Farncomb, es'l.—At Hast-

ings, Harriet, wile of Vice Admiral G. Parker.

HANTS.

The first meeting of the Southampton Clerical

Society for this year took place on Thursday, the

26th of January. A similar society is about to be

established at Alton.
.

Great quantities of wild-fowl have visited Christ-

church harbour. A duck was shot lately, in the giz-

zard of which were several pieces of metal that on

trial proved to be gold.

Mn.-,-;«(.] At Southampton, Capt. Williams, to

Augusta, daughter of W. Tmlmg, esq—At ^ ately,

Capt. F. Glover, to Mary, daughter of Capt. Brough-

ton, R. N., of Blackvrater.

Died.-] 77, At Portsmouth, the Rev. G. Cuthbert,

A. M.-At Otterbournc, the Rev. J. Scott-zb, At

Lymington, C. S. Barbe, esq.—Elizabeth, wife of R.

Bird, esq. of Winchester.

. WILTS.

A numerous and respectable raciling of the inha-

bitants of Warminster and its vicinity was held in

the Town-hall, on Wednesday the 2d February, at

which a petition to both Houses was unanimously

adopted, regretting the rejection by the colonial

assemblies of the orders in council, praying the abo-

lition of bounties and protecting duties, and such en-

actments as may ameliorate without delay the condi-

tion of the slaves with a view to the ultimate aboli-

tion of slavery throughout his Majesty's dominions.

Married.] At Alderston, Major N. Pringle, tolAnn,
daughter of R. Stuart, esq.—At Marlborough. J.M.
Blagg, esq. , of Cheadle, Stallbrdshire, to Ann, daugh-
ter of J. Ilalcomb, esq.—At Swindon, W. Jessop, of
Cheltenham, to Ann, daughter of jlr. W. Dancer
—Tlie Rev. J. Grooby, vicar of Swindon, to Cathe-
rine, daughter of the late Rev. Dr. Villett—At Marl-
borough, J. Ryder, esq., to Miss L. Wentworth.

Died.'} At Maddington, Catherme, wifeof the Rev.
J. Legge—At Calne, Charlotte, wife of— Atherton,
esq—32, Jane,, daughter of the Rev. C. Dewell, of
Malmesbury—Mrs. Pocock, of Salisbury.

SO.MERSET.
A meetuig was held at Bath, on Friday the 10th

February, the Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells in the

chair, at which it was resolved to petition Parliament

for the emancipation of the negroes in the British

colonies.

A meeting of the Somerset and Dorset Canal and

Rail-Road Company was held lately at Frome, when
various resolutions were adopted for reviving the

company by the creation of new shares at a reduced

price of £-2'>, and a committee and public officers

a:ppointed.
Marridd.l At Bath, Tliomas, son of W. H. Hag-

gart," esq., of Rradenham-hall, to Maria, daughter of
the late W. Ticktll, esq., of Queen-square, Bath

—

Lieut. Barker, to Marianne, daughter of J. Dawbin,
esq., of Stowell—At Ruishton, J. Ilcui-.sell, esq., of
Bridport, to Miss E. Treble, daughter of the late

Rev. T. Strangeways, of Hatch Beauchamp—J.
Joyce, esq., to Caroline, dr.ugiiter ofJ. B.-utlett, esq.,

of Shapwiik—M.E. Nicholetts, esq., of Bridport, to

Miss Wood, of Bath.

Died.'} (v5. At llminster, the Rev. R. Preston—.TO,

At Wincanton, Lucy, wife ofG.Mcssiter, esq.—Mary,
relict of F. Skurray, esq., of Beckington—<i2. At
Bath, the lady of Sir T. Whithcote, Bart, of Ash-
warby-house, Lmcoln—71;, Mrs. Kingston—The Rev.
J. S. Crosse, of Lyons-hall, Herefordshire—The Hon.
Mrs. Longworth—Mrs. Hodge—At Laik-Iiall, De-
borah, daughter of the late S. Watson, esq., of So-

mervUle, near Clonmcll, Tipperarj-—At Mucholney,
Sarah, widow of the late R. W. Gray, M. A—HI, At
Camerton-house, Mrs. Jarritt, relict of the late J.

Jarritt, esq., of Freemantle, near Southampton—At
Lambridge, Ann, relict of the Rev. P. Gunning, of
Farmborough—fi;!, J. Richards, esq., of AUac-faim

—

(ill, At Cannington, R. Symes, esq.

DORSET.
A numerous meetmg of owners and occupiers of

landin this county, was held lately at the Town-Hall,

Blandford, wlien it was resolved to petition both

Houses of Parliament against the free importation of

foreign grain.

A meeting was held lately, at the Bridge-hall,

Bidcford, for the purpose of making anangements

for lighting the quay, and it was resolved that eight

lamps should be fixed on the quay forthwith.

Married.'] R. D'Oyley, esq. of Painswick, to Ann,
daughter of the Rev. W. James, rector of Pinchcomb.

Died.] At Weymouth, Louisa, daughter of the late

Sir J. Cox Hippesley, bart.—At Burton Bradstock,

Rear Admiral Ingrain.

DEVONSHIKE.
Jan. 21. At a meeting of agriculturists held at

Totness, resolutions were entered; into Lto prepare a

Iietition against any improvident alteration in the

com la'.vs.

Jan. 24. The foundation stone was laid of the sea-

w.all connected with the intended new victualling es-

tablishment at Devil's Point. The wall will stretch,

when finished, from Devil's Point to the new slaugh-

ter-house, and thence in the N. E. direction to the

new military-road, leading to the marine-barracks, a

length of about 2,(K10 feet.

Jan. 30. In pursuance of a requisition a numerous

meeting of the silk-trade was held at' Taunton, at

which a petition was unanimously agreed to, praying

that the prohibition on the importation of foreign

silks should be contmued.

Jan. 31. A meeting was held at the assembly-

rooms, Taunton, at which it was unanimously re-
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solveil to iir-tiliiHi Parliament to adopt measures for

the mitigation anil ultimateabulition of slavery in the

British colonies.

A new peal of bells cast at Bucklanil Hrcwer, wa«
ojieneil in that phue lately by the Roborough ringers.

M(trrii'il.'] B. Giirney, e«(|., to Harriet, daughter of
Mr. shilcs, of Exeter—At Axminstcr, the \\e\. Mr.

L Hyatt, of Wilton, to Miss Kdwards, daughter of
I .1. Kdwards. cs(i.—At Hidcford, the Rev. .J. Arthur,
\ of North Iluish, to M.iry, daughter of the late T.

Barnard, esq—At Northum, <-'apt. IJmbry, of Ap-

I,
pledore, to Miss Vernon—At Ennington, — Harrison,
esq., to Mrs. (Judridge, of Ivy-bridge—At Paignton,
Lieut. R. Coinpton, U. N., to Miss C. Distin.

/)!>'.] At .Stonehouse, M. McNamara, es(i., R.N.
—At Colytnn, J. Baker, esq—«!), J. Dennis, esq., of
Barnstable—At Daventry, U. Jones, esq.,—At Teign-
mouth, — Brock, esq.—(2, J. N. .Salt, esq 72, .At

Topsham, Mary, wife of ('apt. Fox, R. N.—32, The
willow of C'apt. It. Fennel—7il, At Exeter, Mrs. M.

,Dunsford—At Chndleigh, W. Pedsley, esq., B. A.

—

C. Pinsent, esq., of Pitt-house—(ID, At .Sidmouth,
Mrs. Jenkins—At Stake, Elizabeth, daughter of the
late C'apt, Blake, R.N.—At Plymouth, Mrs.Bayley

—

G. Herbert, e^q 7(i, G. Cleathu, esq.—"H, At New-
port, G. Williams, esq.—J. Roger, esq., of Smythain
—81, At Exmouth, Mrs. Drewe—ill. At Barnstaple,
H. Beavis, esq.—At Tavistock, Mary, relict of the
late W. t'roker, esq.—72, At .South MoUon, Mary,
relict of the late W. Benford, csc|.—The Rev. W.
Forster, rector of South Pole—At I-ulworth, Lieut.

Prior, R.N.—Capt. G. Wolfe, C.B. R.N.

CORNWALL.
Jan. 25. A meeting was held at St. Ives for the

purpose of drawing up a petition to Parliament for

the abolition of slavery throughout the British do-

minions; the several resolutions were unanimously

carried. Five poor negroes lately rescued from a

French slave ship, now at St. Ives, were present.

A highly respectable meeting was held at the

Town-hall, Falmouth, at which petitions to the same
purpose were drawn up and agreed to.

Married.'] -\t St. Iveverne, P. Melville, esq., of
Walthamstow, to Eliza, daughter of Col. Sandys, of
Lanarth—E. Shearni, esq., of Stratton, to Jane,
daughter of the Rev. J. Kingdon.

Died] At Heavitree, Mary, relict of the Rev. C.
Mason, D. D The Rev. T. Carlyon, rector of St.

Mary's , Truro—C. Carpenter, esq—At Loo, C. El-
liott, esq—At Torpoiut, ilary, wife of C'apt.

Caerdn, R. N.

WALES.
.\n anti-slavery meeting of the county of Pem-

broke, was held lately at Haverfordwest, when peti-

tions to both Houses of Parliament were drawn up
and signed.

Meetings for the same purpose were held at Meath
on the 21st January, and at Carmarthen on the 2jth

January, and similar petitions adopted.

The annual meeting of the Cambrian Literary So-

ciety of Llanfyllin was held lately, when the prizes

were distributed to the successful competitors, who
had written on properties of the Welsh language.

The second anniversary of the Cardigan Cymrec-
gyddion Society was held on the 25th January, when
the successful competitors for the second and third

prizes were invested by the president with their

medals ; but it was amiounced that the first medal of

the society should be reser\'ed for another period,

owing to the inferiority of the composition.

That stupendous structure the Menai suspension

bridge was opened for general intercourse on Mon-
day, the 30th January.

Married. The Rev. D. Thomas, of Chepstow,
to Miss E. J. Nicholls, of Carmarthen—.\t Llanbed-
rog. Col. Parry, to Miss E. Caldecot—The Rev. E.
Thomas, of Brittpn Ferry, to Elizabeth, daughter of
the late L. Thomas, esq., of Baglan, Carmarthen-
shire—At Llaiifairurybrvn, Llandover)', Mr. J. Da-
vies, to Elizabeth, daughter of the Rev. J. Morgan

—

W. Morgan, esq., of Neath, to Sarah, daughter of
the late T. Brown, esq.

Died. At Ty, Gwyn, Margaretta, relict of Gen.
A. Campbell—Mrs. Jones, reiirt of the late T.

Jones, esq., of Wavngron—.\t Fishguard, J. W.
Lloyd, esq., R. .\—^The Hev. J. Mason, vicar of
Bettws .\bergele—Alicia, daughter of tlic late T.
Howell, esq., of Carmarthen— n. Morgan, csi|., of
Uevynnock—J.Jones, esq., of Skithrog-housc, Bre-
ronshire—37, Elizal)cth, wife of J. Williams, esq., of
Pant-lodge, Anglesea—W. Davies, esq., of Llwyny-
gorrus, Cardigan.

SCOTLAND.
Mr. Sinclair.of Ulbster, M.P., lately transmitted

to Professor Jameson, for the College Museum, a
collection of petrified fishes, found by him in the
old red sand stone formation in the neighboorhood
of Thurso.

Married.] At Edinburgh, J. Fothcringham, esq.,
to Marian, daughter ofthe late P. Scrvmsoure, esii.,

of Tealing; Dr. D. ( halmers, to Miss B. Bcil,
daughter of the late T. Bell, esq., of Nether Hoes-
buigh; A. Douglas, esq., to Ellen, daughter of H.
Marder, esq.; the Rev..\. Livingston, of C'ambu.s-
nethan, to Jesse, daughter of the late A. shirrcfr,
esq., Leith—.Vt Inverness, J. Eraser, esq., Criiyard,
to Eliza, daughter of the late J. Rose, esq., ofArd-
nagrask—At Craghousc, Argylcshirc, 11. .Macavan,
esq., Lochgilphead, to .\nn, daughter of P. Flet-
cher, esq.-.\t Glasgow, J. Scott, esq., to Jane.
daughter of A. Thomson, esq.—At Dungourney, G.
W. Robertson, esq., to Arabella, daughter of B.
Hall, cs!)., of Roxbourgh-house; Ch.-irles, son of
B. Kenrick, esq., to Bella, daughter of M. B. Lon-
sada, esq., of Finsbury-square, London.

Died.] .\t Montrose, 2H, Lieut. H- Bertram—At
Glasgow, Mrs. Ferrier, widow of the late .\. Ferrier,
esq., of Edinburgh—At Mount Stuart, Isle of Bute,
21. Gertrude, daughter of the late Lord Stuart—At
Portobcllo, Maria, relict of the late Mmj'.r H. Max-
well, of.\rdwe!l—At Selkirk, IS, Marg.Aret, daagh-
ter of the late .v. Henderson, esq., of Midgchope

—

.\t Southfielil, by Auchlennuchty, 7'', G. Keltic,
esq.; 70, Ci. Waldie. esq., of Enilersyde-park, Rox-
burghshire; Catherine, daughter of tlic late Sir A.
IIoi)e, bart. of Craigh-liall— .\t Roddjngliead, G.
Douglas, esq At Gla.sgow, J. Dick, esq., son of
the Rev. Dr. Dick; J. W. Ilozier, esq., of New-
lands—At Dundee, Jane, relict of D. Walker, esq.,
of Falfield; Jane, relict of A. Cunninghame, esq.,
of Bonnington—.\t Fjlinburgh, Isabella, daughter
of the late Rev. G. Shepherd, of Newbattle ; Mary,
wife of the Rev. Dr. .\. Brown ; Mary, daughter of
R. Stewart, esq., of Binny ; Ann, daughter of the
late R. B. Ramsay, esq., of Balbcmy ; W. Brodie,
esq., of MiltOD.

IRELAND.

The provincial bank of Ireland has already formed
branches of its establishment in the following places

in Ireland : Armagh, .\thlone, Ballina, Belfast, < 'as-

tlebar, Clonmel, Cork, oalway, Kilkenny, Limerick,

Londcmderry, Newry, Sligo, Waterford, Westport,

and Wexford.

Portumna Castle, the magnificent residence of the
Earl Clam-icarde, was lately consumed by fire ; the

loss is estimated at £oti,lM)0.

The Marquis of Sligo has also recently sustained an
irreparable loss by the destruction of his library.

The Irish Revenue account for the last year pre-

sents, notwithstanding the repeal of taxes, a consi-

derable increase upon the regular revenue of 1824.

The Catholic Association, now sitting in Dublin,

have agreed to entrust their petition to the House of

Commons for emancipation to Shr Francis But-
dett.

Married.] The Right Hon. Lord Dunally, of
Kil'Doy, Tipperarj', to thehon. Miss Maude, daugh-
ter oi Lord Hay^varden—-It Kilruth, Lieut. Pack,
to Sarah, daughter of J. Patterson, esq At Kilfe-
rah. County Clare, T. L. Cox, esq., of Mount-
pleasant, to Catherine, daughter of the late J. Mois-
ny, esq., of Dunaha-house, same county—The
Right Hon. the Earl of Clare, to the hon. MissBur-
rell, daughter of Lord Gwydir.

Died.] At Dublin, -\nn, wife of R. Kelsall, est}.

;

R. Martin, esq., M.D—-\t Belle Vue, near Dublin,
the Right Hon. the Countess of Egmont ; Emelia,
daughter of M. D. -\lton, esq., of Ross Castle,

County Clare—At Sudbury, near Abbeyliex, Queen's
County, A. Pigot, esq.
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ABSENTEEISM, AND THE EDINBUUGH REVIEW.

Of 0,11 su])jects or sciences, ancient or modern, which an essayist by
trade now-a-days can take up for discussion, political economy deci-

dedly is one of the most profitable. There is an opinion abroad, that

it is a very important science, and that is one advantage ; and then all

the world agrees that it is a science we know very little about, and that

is another. It does not much matter which side a man takes, upon any
question connected with it, for he may easily be paradoxical upon all,

and there is no danger of his being conclusive upon any ; moreover, he

may ^vi-ite as lengthily as he pleases, and as dully—^both invaluable pri-

vileges, and very rare ones ; for to be long is necessary to pcrspicuous-

ness, and to be dry is the very nature of the subject;—then, when he
bewilders himself twenty times in a page, it does no harm—for it will

be hard if he does not bewilder his readers at the same moment, who
owe it to their own understandings to conclude him profound when they

cannot find out what he means ;—and, more particularly, as the very
foundation of political economj', and the groundwork of all that can be
said upon it, may be taken to lie in the simple fact—that every thing

in nature is not as it seems to be, the essayist has this peculiar good
fortune, that the accustomed course of judgment, in his case, is

reversed ; and that the reader is never so fully convinced that he is

transparently and unanswerably right, as when reason and perception

seem to be defied in every sentence that he utters.

• Now, under this last advantage, it is not very surprising (as human
nature, proverbially, can seldom " enjoy a courtesj', without riding

on the back of it") that political economists, habitually convincing

the world by patent, that it understands absolutely nothing of its own
affairs or of what is passing within it, should now and then be
seduced, step by step, into conclusions, the magnificence of which their

premises had not exactly contemplated. It is a difficulty in the science,

and one at which unpractised artists have been startled, when they
found that they had accidentally proved—not black to be white, because
that would be legitimate and quite maintainable—but black to be white
and also black, within the limits of the same page. And, perhaps, one
M. M. Nexv Series,—YoL. I. No. 4. 2 X
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of the most pleasant specimens of this kind of intolerant demonstration

—

curious, as exhibiting the length to which a man may dance after the jack-

lantern of his own absurditj^, as well as entice his fellow-creatures after

it—is the article headed " Absenteeism," in the last number of the Edin-

burgh Review.

The Reviewer sets out—as, in fact, most philosophical disputants do
—by paying his own wisdom the tacit compliment of treating the errors

of those who have gone before him leniently ; he admits that,—" with

few exceptions," all those who have " turned their attention to the state

of Ireland, have ascribed " a very large share of its poverty and tur-

bulence to " non-residence ;" and moreover agrees that, " at first sight,"

this opinion does seem to be " as well founded, as it has been universal."

Now, in this " first sight " lies the fatal temptation which lures every poli-

tical economist to his ruin. " At first sight," such a thing appears—that is, a
" vulgar observer" (a man who knew nothing of political economy) " would
so conclude "—of course, let such a person conclude what he will, the

very existence of science hangs upon shewing that the fact is otherwise.

It " does seem " (" at first sight ") that " the wealth sent abroad from
a country to support absentee landlords and capitalists," must occasion
" a proportional diminution of the means of supporting and employing
the people who remain ;"—then, wherefore do we MTite in the Edinburgh
Review, but to shew that all this is delusion and mistake ?

For which purpose, the general subject of Absenteeism is divided into

two heads : first, the loss sustained of home trade and employment in a
country by the absence of wealthy proprietors ; and, second, the loss of

the moral benefits and example which would have resulted from the resi-

dence of such persons ; and the first of these supposed grievances—to

wit, the expenditure of wealth abroad, which might have enriched

labourers and tradesmen if employed at home—" it will not be difficult

to shew " (says our Scotch friend) " is altogether imaginary."
" The rents of the Irish absentee landlords are said to amount (annu-

ally) to three or three and a half millions ;" and these, no matter to

what place they are sent, " can be remitted only in one way "—" in the

raw produce, or in the manufactures, of the country." That these rents

must arise out of the produce or manufactures of the country from which
they come, is perfectly true ; and that they are likely to be remitted in

the form of produce or manufactures, is perhaps, up to a certain point,

also true ; but the manner in which the Reviewer shews that they "must"

be so remitted, is a little whimsical. " The agent of an absentee land-

lord," he says, " after receiving the rents of the tenants, say £10,000"

(which £10,000, see page 63 of the Review, is paid by the tenant

in specie), " purchases a bill of exchange from the Irish merchant upon
London or Amsterdam for £10,000;—the merchant, in order to supply

his correspondents in London or Amsterdam, on whom the bill is drawn,

with funds to pay it, must," (in italics) "Jbr it is not in any respect op-

tional xvith him, go into the Irish market and buy £10,000 worth of the

raw products of the country, or manufactured goods, and send them abroad

to his correspondeni ." Now how the agent, who has received £10,000
in money, " must," without option, send that £10,000 into the Irish market

to purchase commodities, when, directly, and only enclosed in a paper

or a box, he can send it, in its own proper shape, at once to his em-
ployer, is not very distinctly made out ? and certainly, that—specie—is

the form in which the rent would be remitted, whenever the demand for
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Irish " raw products," or " manufactured goods," at London or Amster-

dam, was low. Excepting, however, that this power of remitting, when
convenient, directly in specie, must have a tendency to keep the amount

of floating capital in a country lower than it would be, the point, in

one way or the other, is of very little importance. Men are not, in the

abstract, made entirely content to pay all that may be demanded from

them, even although it be demonstrated that nothing is taken away
but their goods and their labour (because they have nothing else to

give). And the argument of the Edinburgh Reviewer, if it be good for

any thing, would go to shew that Ireland could have no reasonable

cause of complaint, if her whole population were employed in raising

potatoes, the insides of which were sent to England, and the skins only

—provided they woiUd support existence—relinquished for the growers

to feed upon.

Theoretical reasoning gains far more than practical truth on the ex-

plosion of the " ridiculous opinion," that " the poverty of Ireland is

owing to the circumstimce of Irish beef being eaten, and Irish linen

worn, in London or Paris, rather than in Dublin or Cork." Of the beef

so exported, and eaten abroad, to pay the rent of the landlord, what
portion returns— unless under the doctrines of political economy— to aid

or advantage the original producer ? At farthest, he has, under the

existing regime, but his potatoe, his mud cottage, and the rag that

does (not) cover his nakedness ; it is difficult to believe that, under the

blindest conduct of human aftairs, he could have less than this, and the

lights of pohtical economy have furnished him with no more. But, leav-

hig questionable points, we come now to the assertion—that there is,

in fact, no difterence, as regards advantiige to Ireland, between the

conduct of the resident proprietor and the absentee ; because the for-

mer receives his £10,000 of rent in specie, and lays it out in the Irish

market for commodities which he consumes in Ireland ; and the latter

receives the rent by his agent, who buys in the Irish market commodi-
es, not to consume, but for exportation. This " laying out "—or

the necessity for it—is asserted ; but it is not all shewn ; nor, in

fiict, is it true. Because he who has received the money for an em-
ployer abroad, is bound by no necessity, or " micst," to buy commodi-
ties ; while he who has to pay the money is bound to sell them—and

at what price he can, which is likely to make some difference in the terms

of the bargain. But, take the case to be even as the writer puts it, and
how does it touch the merits of the question ? The resident proprietor

receives £10,000 from his tenants, and he will go into the Irish market

and buy an equal amount of Irish corn, beef, hats, or shoes."—" When
he is not resident, a merchant gets the £10,000, and lays out erery six-

pence of it" (for the export) " in Irish commodities, just as the landlord

did when he was at home."—" The resident landlord exchanges his re-

venue for commodities (Irish), which he imports into his house in Dublin,

and consumes there;" the absentee "exchanges his revenue for Irish

commodities, which he imports into, and consumes in his house in

London or Paris." This is the doctrine of the gentleman in Edin-

burgh Now this is very wretched stuff, taken in the most in-

dulgent view ; because, to make any thing like truth come out of the

fairest interpretation of it, we must declare that " London or Paris"

just produces, to an ounce, as much of commodity as its natural in-

habitants may live upon, and no more. " If the rents of the absentees

2X2
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are remitted in specie" (here the writer himself assists us), still it is to

make no difference : for the demand in the Irish export market for commo-
dities, y}-o»z<^eco?/Hin/^o xvhichthis specie is sent, \\n\\ be so much increas-

ed." Why then it is clear thatneither " Paris" nor "London "can maintain

an Irish absentee beyond a second meal, without sending an express

for beef—and for beef, particularly too, from Ireland. Perhaps, in the

event of a steam packet sinking, it might be possible to save the man
from starving by getting a iew cheeses over from Holland : though that

could only be if any Dutchman happened himself to be an " absentee,"

for, or else, there could be none to spare I " Suppose," continues our

Reviewer, however, " that Lord Hertford's Irish property amounts to

£100,000 a year, is it not a matter of consummate indifference to

Ireland whether his Lordship consumes annually £100,000 worth of Irish

commodities in his seat in Ireland, or has an equivalent amount of them

sent to a London merchant on his account?" Or, " suppose that the

Duke of Leinster does not consume the identical beef and bread in

Grosvenor Square which he would use at Carlow, is not the difference

perfectly immaterial, inasmuch as he must still purchase an equiva-

lent amount of Irish commodities of some kind or other ?" Why
no; we think not. We do not think that this is "perfectly imma-

terial;" nor does it well appear w/ij/ England should want £100,000

worth a )fear more of Irish produce because the Marquess of Hertford

happens to live in London. If the noble INIarquess were in the habit of

eating, in his own person, £100,000 worth of bread and beef every year,

it might be something. Even if, with his fifty servants, he ate and drank

to this amount in beef and whiskey (including the consumption of new
shirts and potatoe bacon), he would be bestowing abundance upon fifty

persons (and perhaps their families) in England, while as many in

Ireland remained in want. But, in plain truth, as regards the real

disposal of this £100,000 of annual Irish income, what is the fact ?

what does become of it ? Is it, or is one-tenth of it, or one-hundredth

of it, expended in buying beef and corn ? Through how many hands

does it travel (melting and diminishing by so much as it leaves succes-

sively upon every one), before the smallest portion, even under that

limitation, which a conveyancer would characterize as too remote, reaches

the purchase of commodities supplied by Ireland? Is not the great

mass of a man of fortune's income laid out in luxuries—in waste ?—for

ministry and indulgence, which, wherever he is, must be purveyed to

him upon the spot, and of which the provision is not merely labour, but

profitable labour, to those who furnish it ? " How idle," says our political

economist (page 60), " to accuse absenteeism of lessening the demand for

labour I"—all that he (the economist) has done towards shewing the

absentee in the situation of furnishing labour, being, that he has shewn

him demanding that tribute which cannot be paid without it; upon which

principle, coming again to the skins of the potatoes, the most beneficial

absentee would be he who could exact most money from his tenants, and,

without entirely destroying, make them work the most incessantly.

This above doctrine is one which the body of absentees ought at least

to vote the inventor a handsome gratuity for. But how long has labour,

per se, been all that men are entitled to hope for or demand? Because, if

the fact be so, our Reviewer would have no right to complain of any

political arrangement, which, instead of writing papers at great length,

to discuss what should be the subsistence of other people, should compel
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all the inhabitants of Scotland, in future, to break stones upon the
highway for tlieir own. This very labour—sheer labour—is the very

grievance of whicli the Irish complain. They say that they are the

hewers of wood and the drawers of water, while all the prryfilable employ
is carried to England or elsewhere. How is it, we ask again, that the

Irish landowner in England expends the £50,000 revenue—no matter

in what shape it comes to him—which he draws from Ireland? lie

maintains fifty English domestics ; every one in ease and comfort far

beyond that of the best of his own farmers. He gives (for he must do
so) in English charities ; while the poor who hang about the domain
which he plunders maj' rob (if they can find any thing to steal) or starve.

He buys carriages—horses—jewels—fine clothes—splendid furniture

—

rich wine—every single commodity of which enables the dealers (two
deep) concerned in providing it to buy more carriages, wear more fine

clothes, keep more horses and servants, and drink more wines ; indepen-

dent of paying high wages, and affording wealth and leisure to the

working artisans engaged in producing it.

What is it that crowds the skirts of our metropolis with villas, covers

our roads with carriages and gigs, fills our theatres every night with

well-dressed people, and makes our streets of shops and exhibition worth

travelling two thousand miles to look at ? How much of this is done
exclusively by the home trade, the mere retail trade, the hnberdashert/,

and sale of articles of luxury, independent of their manufacture ?

Take away the expenders of large incomes, and what becomes of all

this? What is it that pays the high wages of our journejTnen artisans of

London, Brighton or Bath—our host of " town" tailors, shoemakers,

jewellers, upholsterers, feather-dressers ; what makes these all prover-

bially rich, extravagant, and insolent? It is not merely labour which
gains this, for the ploughman labours and he does not get it ; it is labour

to which a particular advantage is attached. Is there no difference, in

the mind of an Edinburgh Reviewer—no choice between the[condition of

the journeyman gun-maker at Manton's, at three guineas a week wages,

and the serf who raises the corn which comes to England (when the

ports are open) through the Baltic ? This writer speaks of " labour" as

though it were only needful that a man should have means to exert his

sinews, and that were enough : as though the labouring smith and the

blower of his bellows were, in advantages, upon a par ! the journeyman
bricklayer at thirty shillings a week wages, and the Irish labourer who
carries his hod at fourteen ! Large incomes are spent in luxuries : the

provision of these furnishes profitable labour ; and to its proportion of that

profitable labour, the means of paying which its own severer exertions

must originally furnish, every country is entitled.

On the subjects of employment, home trade, and profit, however specifi-

cally, the doctrines of this paper which we are discussing are worth)'^ ofre-

cord. The writer complains deeply of the error of those who Imagine, that
" retail dealers, tradesmen, and manufacturers, live at the expense of those

who employ them." We don't well understand what is meant by this " at

the expense," and rather suspect that the economist himself did not stay

to consider ; but let us take his own example :—" The boot-maker who sells

boots at 30s. which cost him only 40s. of outlay, does not make his profit at

the expense of his customers."—" He produces in a given time the quantity

oihoo\.i,equivalent to, or worth in silver, 50s., while the various expenses of

their manufacture only amount, when rated in the same medium, to 40s»"
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Now, what itis that must determine this " equivalent," or " worth in silver,"

we are not informed. Nor does the writer explain to us, since the man's
profit who sells 40s. boots for 50s. silver, is not made " at the expense" of
his customer—what is that other trader's profit, and where it comes from,

who, having made boots equivalent to 50s. in silver if sold in Holborn,
carries them to a window in Bond Street, and there sells them for 65s.

or 70s. ? What does this profound person mean when he says that the

boot-maker does not thrive at the expense ofhis customer,—" becaicsehis

customers are all doing the same thing, making the same profit in their

respective businesses ?"' Does he mean to say, then, that the profit of all

trades is the " same"—that the gain of writing dying speeches and
Scottish novels would be alike ? And yet the best is to come, for it

appears that our very primary notion of a state of things necessary to

profit tradesmen is founded in mistake—that those who raise an outcry
against absenteeism, take for granted that all tradesmen live at the

expense of their customers ;—that this is wholly an error, for that such
persons " live by means of their own capital and industry ;"—and that
" these would support them, though their customers tvere annihilated /!"

As the price of the Edinburgh Review is six shillings, a fact like this

(being ascertained) ought certainly to have been printed upon a fly-leaf

and circulated gratis ; or at least published in a cheap tract separately,

or sent as a communication to tlie Mechanics' Magazine, that shop-

keepers might become aware of the gross mistake which we have no
doubt nineteen-twentieths of them are labouring under. But, with all

reasonable deference, is it not very sad trash to argue upon principles,

which might be applicable if we were legislating for time eternal and for

the whole creation, in a state of things which allows us but a very limited

sort of attention to futurity, and makes us the directors of a handful of

people in a corner, whose grand object is to shift poverty and incon-

veniences as far from their own shoulders as possible ? One moment, we
think good to define, and a very pleasant definition we have (and given

in italics too) of profit.—" Profit is, in every case, the result ofmore being

produced in a given period than is consumed in that period :" which, if it

were true, independent of the quality and character of the " production,"

then a man might be said to make " profit " who bred snakes in his

garden, or increased the amount ofsmall-pox in a country by privately in-

oculating people as he met them in the street. Directly after this, we are

orientally grand : " All that total cessation of the demand for a particular

class of commodities can do, is to force those who produce them to

employ their capital and industry in some other way,"—which is a mere
trifle obviously ! " The shoemaker, if the demand for shoes were to cease,

would apply himself to the production of other commodities." To the

sweeping of chimnejs, for instance ? though that, tve should say, he
would find a less profitable employment. But what visionary nonsense

—

what hallucination,—is it to talk of these changes, without even' naming
the misery—the ruin—the famine, and the bloodshed with which, in

practice, they must be attended !

The second branch of this inquiry upon absenteeism—to wit, the loss

which Ireland sustains in the failure of that moral influence and example
which might be expected from a resident proprietary—this branch of the

inquiry is disposed of very shortly ; but the writer felt, perhaps,—that

which his readers certainly will feel—that what he had said already ren-

dered any notice of it entirely unnecessary. The short argument (andra-
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ther sweeping) used upon the question, comes, as nearly as we can un-

derstand, to this—that the Irish proprietors, in the mass, are such rascals,

that the country is better ofF witli their room than with their company.

—

" An extensive landed proprietor," says the Reviewer, " has undoubtedly

the means, if he has the inclination, to do a great deal of good ; we have

now however to deal, not with landlords as they ought to be, but with those

of Ireland as they really are ;"—and then follows a long body of evidence

to shew that the estates worst managed in Ireland are those of resident

proprietors. Without setting any very high estimate upon the Samari-

tanship of Irish landlords, we should rather doubt whether they arc not

more likely to consider the welfare of those who are constantly before

them, than that of the people whose misery they may hear of, but with

whom they never come into contact; but, as we have already observed,

inquiry on this head is altogether a work of supererogation—because, if

absenteeism in itself be no evil, the character of the Irish absentees

becomes of no consequence, one way or the other.

Now, our object has been very little to prove that which the great mass
of people are quite satisfied of,—that absenteeism is injurious to the inte-

rests of Ireland ; we wish merely to expose the sort of arguments by
which " political economy" demonstrates that it is not. And, with a very

few more examples of this pleasant sophistry, we must conclude—fortu-

nately they will be of such a character as to render comment unnecessary.

Thus, in page 65, we find that the only advantage gained by this

countrj', from the annual expenditure (in England) of three millions and

a half of Irish revenue ;—the profit upon that expenditure, lookingto the

way in which the mone}' is disposed of, being upon the average' fully

thirty per cent, to those who receive it, or one million sterling upon the

whole—the only profit England gains (according to the Edinburgh Re-
view) by the receipt of this large sum of revenue, is—" that there will be
a somewhat greater demand in the markets of England for certain species

of manufactured goods ; and, more of them being in consequence pro-

duced, the labour required for their production will be better divided,

and they will, in consequence, be produced a little more cheaply and ex-

peditiously" !

Again : " A village in the immediate neighbourhood of a gentleman's
seat" (in Ireland) " generally declines" (tumbles down, probably) " when
he becomes an absentee."—" This however, in most cases, is any
thing but an injury^—" The inhabitants of such villages are generally

poor, needy dependants, destitute of all invention, and without any
wish to distinguish themselves. But when the proprietor becomes an
absentee, they then betake themselves to those manufacturing and com-
mercial cities where there is always a ready demand for labour," &c. In-
deed I And is our friend sure this is so ? that there is " always" a
ready demand for labour ? But we mend it.—" Stock and labour," says
Dr. Smith, " naturally seek the most advantageous employment ; they
naturally therefore resort as much as they can to the town, and desert
the country."—Then, if this be true, and " Dr. Smith" be orthodox,
why is it that these villagers remain " poor and needy," until compelled,
by famine, to grow rich, and to " distinguish" themselves?

" Atoms, or systems " !—The desires and operations of a Political

Economist are too vast, and too much in the theoretical spirit

of universal charity (which is apt to become in practice universal
regardlessness), to be relied on. Nations, like individuals, must move
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in their own little limit, and upon their own narrow path ; to accompany
these grander intellects in their soarings (with the weight of earth

hanging about us) is impossible. As it might seem trifling and pitifiii,

in proving that the world had made a mistake, not to prove that the

mistake was a very sad mistake indeed, our Reviewer, after shewing
through his whole paper that " absenteeism cannot be in the least degree
injurious to the wealth of a country," absolutely throws a kind of double-

somerset of triumph at the conclusion, and declares that, so far from
being hurtful, it is a state of things, " in the great majority of cases,

decidedly advantageous /" And, as his demonstration of this " advantage"
is rather better than any point we have given yet ; and also because we
have no more room left, we shall make use of it to take our leave of
him with.—" It is certain, too," says the writer (speaking of English

absentees at Paris or Brussels), " that many of these have gone abroad,

in order, by living in a more frugal manner than they could have done
at home, to repair shattered fortunes, and to make a provision for

younger children." Now, according to this argument, the reason why
England is not hurt by absenteeism is, because her absentees do not spend
their wealth out of the kingdom ; while Ireland is held to sustain no
injury, because her absentees rfo spend in foreign countries (so increasing

Irish exports) every shilling of it. But the next is the crowning para-

graph—because we had been accustomed to believe that two and two
made four, and that even Edinburgh could not make five of them :—" As
the savings," our friend goes on, " of all these persons" (the English

absentees, who are living frugally,) " will ultimately centre in England,
it is plain that, while the wealth of the country sustains no diminutio7i

in the mean time, it will ultimately be augmented by their non-residence."

Then, as England must retain the xvhole wealth of these persons, whether
they hoarded or expended it, if they were present—and, by the way,
this Reviewer is at least one of the first who have declared the hoarder
of wealth to be more beneficial to a country than the dispenser of it

—

as England must have the xvhole wealth of these proprietors, saved, or

spent, within herself, if they were resident, how she is to get more than

the whole by their absence ?—this is a point which, freely avowing our

own incapacity, we must leave the Edinburgh Review, in some future

Number, to explain.

SONG FROM ESTELLE.

FAREwni.L, sweet idol of m)' heart !

Stem fate compels to sever

;

Again farewell, though thus we part,

Yet will I love thee ever.

For ever banish'd from the plain.

Where thou wilt lonely stray,

Th( u ne'er can'st hear my voice complain,

Or heed my plaintive lay.

Weep not for me, beloved friend,

I have not long to sigh.

For with my life all grief mnst end,

And far from thee I die.
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THE BATTLE OF THE NILE.
Fought August 1, ITM.

Wriltcn by ALFRED S. POWELL, while a Shepherd's-Boy among l/ie Alcndip llUlt .'

At noon the Zealous signal made,
' The foe in battle-line array'd.'

Gaily the signal flew,

And proudly floated on the wind.

As swelling breezes blew

;

While stronger in each ardent mind,

The thirst of glory grew :

It seem'd, while waving in the sky,

To flash on ev'ry British eye,

Hail ! Nelson, Nile, and Victory !

While high cmploy'd upon the mast,

Around my eager eyes I cast j

And, charm'd with naval pomp, I viewed

A scene, I ne'er shall see renewed.

So splendid and so grand !

Ahead of Albion's gallant fleet

Four vessels plied, brace, tack and sheet.

For Alexandria's Bay,

Eager to search the lurking foe,

And proud to give the onset blow,

Stood on in fair array.*

But think, then, how our pride must gall,

To see our slii|)s to windward haul.

And signal flying for recall.

With hostile fleet in view !

Thus leeward thrown, far in the rear.

While they their course pursue.

Eager to gain deep Aboukir,

While we, to shun the shoals and shore.

Against the adverse breezes bore, ,

To weather starboard land.f

Sweeping along before the galo.

Beneath a swelling press of sail,

' In battle pride, and trim array.

Towards the entrance of the bay

Stood Albion's squadron right

;

Whose silver sails in crescents gay.

Gave back in lustre bright.

The sunbeams of declining day.

From off their bosoms white :

The red-cross floating o'er the wave.

Emblem of Him who came to save

Sad sinners from an endless grave.

And Satan's realm defaced,

That cross which Cceur-de-Lion bore

In triumph to the Holy Shore,

Amid the warlike bands of yore,

• Each gallant vessel graced :

It proudly seem'd on high to flow.

Above the vassal waves below

;

And augur'd to the couchant foe,

His vaunting was misplaced.

Leander, Swiftsurc, Alexander, and CuUodeu. f Referring to the advanced squadron.

M. M. Nexv Series. Vol. I.—No. 4. 2 Y
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Close moor'd athwart the narrow ba}-.

The hostile fleet in silence lay.

In line from shore to shore

;

Their sails were in trim order furled,

And lightly on the breezes curled.

Their boasted tri-color.

The British van the Zealous led

—

In silent pride advanced

;

And when the hostile line she near'd.

The dreadful work commenced !

Methinks I hear the crashing peal

Which first the silence broke.

And see in graceful eddies wheel
The volley's rolling smoke.
That high its forehead tost.

And mounted on the startled wind.

But thicken'd as the peals combined.

Against fair Albion's host;

Which, steady and unmov'd the while,

Sail'd onward with complacent smile.

Remindful of the coast.

But, when at length the fight they join.

And double on the hostile line,

The British thunder join'd the roar,

That frighten'd Egypt's peaceful shore.

And flash'd amid the smoking crowd,

Jjike lightning gleam from thunder-cloud, '

Or sunbeams on the frost.

But now, low in the western sky.

The sun, in splendid majesty,

Glanc'd eastward back again,

Upon those lofty Pyramids
That mock their desart plain ;

Whom hoary Time himself forbids

To VoUow in his train;

But leaves them on his way.

As relics of those ancient days.

When men such mighty works could raise.

Such massy stones convey.

And feebler now his last ray falls

On Aboukir's defenceless walls.

And smiling, seems to say,
" Come on, ye sable shades of night,

" To grace the glories of the fight,

" More splendid without me.
" To you, ye sons of Britain's pride,

" Is due the homage of the tide,

" O'er all the wat'ry oceans wide,
" And ev'ry hostile sea !

" Speed on your course—to-morrow morn
" I'll rise your conquest to adorn

;

" For ne'er such laurel wreath was won,
*' By Fortune's yet most favour'd son,

" With cannon, spear, or sliield,

" On ocean, or in field,

" As that, this night she dooms shall be
*' In honour duly placed on thee,

*' Brave Nelson of the Nile I"
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Ere we the harbour entrance made,
The night had wrapt the world in shade,

And nought around was heard or seen.

But cannon-blaze, and battle din,

That swell'd each bosom with delight

;

And as yet darker grew the night,

Still more heart-stirring was the sight,

The more we long'd to share the fight.

Eager the envied scene to reach,

Culloden bore away :

But grounded on the shelvy beach.

When entering the bay.

The Alexander, and Swiftsure,

Made somewhat more leeway.

And gained their stations, both secure.

Amid the battle fray.

And now the hostile squadrons wage
The battle with determined rage ;

As Marlstroom tempest raves.

Upheaving, with tremendous sweep.
The boiling waters of the deep

Off frozen Norway's craggy steep,

And thunders in her caves.

But, mark, amidst the wild uproar.

Three lights each British vessel bore

Upon the mizen peak.

Awhile in hopes to give her aid

Leander with CtUloden staid ;

But every effort proving vain,

She hasten'd onward once again.

And 'thwart the Franklins hawse she moored.

And each tremendous broadside poured

Full on her lofty prow

:

The Swiftsure holding on her way.

Full on the starboard quarter lay.

And UOrienVs tow'ring bow.

Now, in the zenith of its might.

Raged the wild fury of the fight,

With still increasing ire

:

\^^en, loud amid the battle yell,

A sudden cry was heard to swell.

The Orient is on fire !

Bursting aloft, the living flame /

With wild resistless fury came !

Sweeps through the decks, ascends the mast,

And high its ragged pennons cast,

Amid the sable smoke

;

Which mounted on the breeze the while.

And roll'd along the distant Nile

;

Whose fertile waves ere wont to glide,

In solitude to ocean's tide,

Wonder'd what fiend had 'woke !

Meanwhile the flames shot fast on high,

Like wintry lights in northern sky

;

They towered a column o'er the fight.

Like beacon blaze in stormy night,

On some bleak promontory's height.

2 Y 2
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Tlie pallid beams around were thrown,

And pale on Ocean's bosom shone.

Amid the dreadful fray :

The awful blaze in splendid light

Chased far away the shades of Night,

And gave a transient day.

The conflict in the van grew slack.

And as the smoke decay'd,

The proud old Britisb Union-Jack

Aloft was seen display'd.

In graceful eddies unconfined,

Floating, triumphant on the wind.

Above the Gallic flag.

While scatter'd on the sea-beat strand.

With pensive look and mien,

Astounded stood the martial band,

To view the rueful scene :

That fleet, which late in vaunting pride,

Convey'd them o'er the faithless tide,

They saw, was now no more !

But while, amid contending strife.

The whirling blaze in sport grew rife.

The hostile chiefs with care await

The coming of her awful fate.

Her crew, on whom the wan beams glowed.

Seemed spectres haunting fiends abode,

Or ghosts from hell broke loose !

To shun worse doom, from stern and prow.

They plunged among the waves below, •

And trusted to their gen'rous foe.

From death their last resource.

When suddenly a crashing sound

Burst forth, that deafened all around

—

As Satan, with some daran'd intent.

With steam o'ercharging hell's deep cave.

Had burst through Ocean's troubled wave.

And high the shivcr'd U Orient sent,

In fragments through the air !

Terrific darkness veil'd th' event.

Death-silence reign'd##****
It seem'd, the change from light to gloom,

As earth had sunk within her tomb

—

The battle's rage was heard no more

—

The light was gone—the thunder o'er.

It was so dark, so still, so dead.

You might have heard the lightest tread

;

It seem'd as though that blast from hell

Had usher'd in a magic spell,

And Silence' self stood sentinel.
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Some minutes past, ere fragments driv'ii

Aloft in air, midway to heav'n,

First broke the awful pause :

These fell with a tremendous splash,

As dreadful as the flaming crash

That burst tiu-ough Nature's laws,

And slill'd the roaring cannon's jaws.

When lo ! from Ocean's eastern verge.

Bathed in the dews of Neptune's surge.

The Queen of Night awoke.

Like some fair maid at midnight hour,

She started from her lowly bow'r.

With silver veil and mantle gray.

As one who mourned her love away

;

She gazed upon the dreadful scene.

And wondcr'd what such deeds could monn,

What could such wrath provoke.

Short the suspense—revenge, despair.

Aroused the startled Gaul;

He saw Britannia's triumph there,

He saw his fatal fall

;

And prompt at passion's vengeful call,

Broke through the silent magic spell.

With cannon blaze, and battle yell.

When, as if startled at their spleen,

The starry hosts' enamell'd queen.

Willing her vestal form to shroud.

Retired behind a passing cloud.

As if she wish'd, in secrecy,

Unnoticed and alone.

To climb her pathway through the sky.

And mount her silver throne.

But soon the frantic foe, that dar'd

First vengeance to requite,

Like others, met her due reward,

And own'd Britannia's might.

By this the battle's heat was o'er.

And Gallia bow'd to Albion's pow'r;

The cannon lost their awful roar.

Which echoed fainter from the shore.

As waned the deadly fight

;

And just an hour ere rose the sun.

The great, the glorious deed was done
That hailed the coming light

!

And when bright Sol, dispelling shade.

Half round the world his tour had made.

And glanced once more his golden beams
On sluggish Nile's prolific streams,

Then, of all Gallia's naval host.

That guarded Egypt's banner'd coast

In pomp but yesterday

;

The Gallic ensign—red, white, blue

—

In vauntless folds supine.

In humbled pride, adorn'd but two
French vessels of the Line

—

The GuilUaume Tell, and Genereux ;

Save where 'neath Albion's flag it flew,

Which hail'd the morning ray.
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Now Victory paused, to rouse no more
Death's iron engines' thund'ring roar

In Aboukir's lone bay

;

While wond'ring natives throng'd the shore,

The shatter'd squadrons to explore
Of this unrivall'd day.

Here, wrapt in fancy's brightest dreams.
What glory on a Briton beams !

When, with proud step, and high command,
From ancient Egypt's trophicd strand

He turns towards his native land
;

Or views the scene with rapture's'eyes,

'Till Ocean's wild creations rise :

—

Sees nymphs, that deep in caverns dwell,

Elated, leave their crystal cell,

And deckt with shells, and coral flow'rs.

And gems that grow in sea-pearl bow'rs,

Sport blythc away their morning hours ;

To victory their harps they string,

And Nelson is the theme they sing

;

I'hcir chorus, his transcendant deeds

—

GIpry and love for him who bleeds;

And for the' slain, deep Ocean's weeds.
While on the margin of the main.
Surrounded by his jovial train.

The God of Oceans stood ;

AV'ho saw Britannia gladden'd smile.

And deck the laurel-wreath the while.

To grace the Hero of the Nile !

The Guardian of fair Freedom's Isle ! «
And Champion of the Flood !

hor.t: polonicj:.

No. I.

PoLANU, it is said, has a chance of again making its appearance on the map of

Europe. We shall not stop to discuss the probability of the rumour, far less to

enter into disquisitions on the political consequences deducible from such an
event, if it were to occur. Our business is with its literature; and it is not
hazarding much to say that, in a literary point of view, the removal of foreign

dominion would be a benefit to its language and its intellectual productions.

With respect to its language, those who are unacquainted with its structure

form very erroneous ideas of it, from the uncouth-looking words which figure in

its maps, and in the catalogues of its names. In reality it is, when spoken,

almost as musical as Italian, for the consonants that appear so thickly bestrewn

in its words, convey with them vowel sounds, which of course give them grace

and harmony. It is a fact that it is, in point of pronunciation, the most regular

of the European languages, there being no exception whatever, as the Poles

themselves assert, to the general rules laid down on that subject. If so, it is more
than any other language, even the Italian itself, can boast. It must not be conceal-

ed, however, that the pronunciation is very difficult of attainment, and as a neces-

sary consequence, a Pole, who of course can speak his own language, finds not

the slightest difficulty in obtaining the exact accent of any other. In point

of fact, they are the greatest linguists in Europe, every Polish gentleman

speaking Russian, French, and German, many speaking Turkish and the cognate

Oriental tongues, together with the Sclavonic dialects, and a great number
English. In all these languages, they pronounce with almost the purity of a

native. Its literature, it may be easily conjectured, is more worthy of being con-

sidered as an object of curiosity than in any other point of view. Poland has
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been alwaysopen to the incursions ofvarious barbaroushordes of the Tartar btock,

besides being, from its unhappy form of government, more exposed than any
other nation to domestic dissentions. Its history presents an unvarying scene of

turbulence and riot, arising from foreign or domestic disputes : and such is not the

state to encourage a literary spirit. And besides, from the Polish constitution,

that kingdom more frequently than any other was ruled over by foreigners, a cir-

cumstance peculiarly unfavourable to a young literature. To the country of Shaks-

pear, Milton and Dryden, of Bacon and Hooker, it svas no consequence that for

a space of seventy-two years the sceptre was held but for twelve by the hand of

a Briton. Had such a state of things existed at the close of the fifteenth

century, when our literature was weak and lisping, it might have done mischief.

On the Polish drama these circumstances had the most calamitous effect.

The drama everywhere must depend for support on the high and middle classes of

a country: and in Poland, war was exclusively the occupation of the gentry, and
a middle-class could be scarcely said to exist. The cities were not large, and the

population of the country miserable serfs, bound to the soil, and with ideas as

confined. Their existence was seldom recognised, except when they rose in

desperate Jacqueries, to which they were driven by the intolerable oppression of

their masters, and which were usually followed by years of plague and famine.

The language of the court was very often foreign ; and even the Polish princes,

as John Casimir, encouraged Italian companies in preference to the native drama.

The Jesuits, who possessed a great deal of the literature of the country, did not

in Poland exert themselves (from causes which would be too long to enumerate)

to diffuse education there, as they did elsewhere; and, although some dramatic

pieces were written by members of the society, the ecclesiastics of the church

of Rome have always been, as a body, opposed to the theatre. Yet, discourag-

ing as this detail is, we shall commence our sketches of its literature by its

theatrical compositions, because, such as they arc, they give always the best

,'view of the society, manners, and mode of thinking of the country. As we
have already ^d, wc lay them before our readers more as matter of curiosity

than objects of admiration. We shall analyse one of their most favourite

comedies, prefixing a short sketch of the history of their drama.

The first efforts in this, in Poland, were, as every where else in modern Europe,
moralities or stories drawn from the Bible, or the lives of saints, unskilfully put

into dialogues and rudely performed. In the sixteenth century (one of the most
remarkable ages in the history of the human mind) other efforts began to be made

:

but they were not very striking or successful. With singular ingratitude, one of

the first productions of the Polish stage was a dialogue, wretched enough in

every respect, turning into ridicule her greatest boast, Copernicus. A play

called Pamela, which we have not seen, but which is said to be very dull, was
acted in the reign of Sigismund the First, some time before 1548. A lyric sketch

called Penthesilea; a scripture piece, Joseph the Patriarch, merely a dialogue; and
The Dismissal of the Greek Ambassadors, by John Kochanowski, formed the

remainder of the dramatic productions of the sixteenth century. The last,

which appeared in 1550, would bear comparison with what had appeared on
any other stage in Europe at the same period. It is one of the thousand pieces

derived from " The Tale of Troy Divine," a tale which appears to have captivated

in a wonderful degree the mind of the middle ages. It consists of detached

scenes, developing character rather than incident, and is a dramatic poem
rather than a play. Kochanowski was a scholar, and has drawn his characters

from Homer; not, as usual in his time, from the later fabulists, Dictys Cretensis,

and Dares Phrygius, who generally formed the text-books from whence ideas

of the Trojan affairs were taken, even by Shakspeare.* He is also the greatest

lyric poet of Poland, and the chorusses of his play breathe the ancient spirit.

We may perhaps hereafter give a sketch of this production,

• Shakspear, who knew nothing of Greek, and little more of Latin, in all probability

derived his knowledge of the " Tale of Trgy Divine" from the " Recuyel of the Histories of

Troy," printed bv Caxton 1171. It was translated from the work of Raoul le Feure.
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The next century is not much more productive. In a couple of comedies,

one against pretenders to bravery, and another which is an extravaganza des-

criptive of a drunken fellow, who imagines himself a king, there are some
touches of broad humour. Twardoiiski, a poet of some name in Poland, wrote
a lyric scene on the old story of Daphne ; and the Andromaque of Racine, and
the Cid of Corneille, very excellently translated by Moriztyn, were acted before

John Casimir in his own palace. The tragedies attributed to Seneca found
translators, but as they are not worth much in the original Latin, they did not
tend to augment the dramatic wealth of Poland. If we add to these a sort of

serious opera, or rather a w^/^/eri,', interspersed with music, on the Life of Saint

Cecilia, performed in honour of the marriage of Wladislaus IV. with Cecilia

of Ragusa, we shall have completed the list of all afforded to us by the

seventeenth century : a pitiful contrast, when compared with what the same
century produced in England, France, and Spain, from the immortal talents of
Shakspear, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher (to ])ass by the great though
inferior names of Lee, Otway, Dryden, Farquiiar, and others), among ourselves

:

of Corneille, Racine, Moliere, among the French ; and of Calderon, with many
others, among the Spaniards ! In justice to Poland, however, we must remark,

that during the same century she was kept in countenance, as fai- as the dearth of

dramatic composition is concerned, by Italy, which was slumbering'; and Ger-
many, which had not as yet awakened.

The times which immediately followed the reign of John Casimir were
marked by every misfortune, internal and external, that could deaden the energies

of a country, and the muses were wholly silent for seventy or eighty years.

Stanislaus Konarski at last, after a long interval, revived the drama of his country.

He was the youngest of six sons of George, Castellan of Zaurichost, and at an '

early age entered into a religious order. He sojourned for four years at Rome,
and afterwards at Paris, where he formed a great intimacy with Fontenelle,

He espoused, on his return to Poland, the party of Stanislaus Leczinski, and had
the magnanimity to refuse the offer of a bishopric from thalf prince's rival,

Augustus, preferring to follow the defeated king into Lorraine. In 1746,

however, he revisited his native countrj', where he occupied himself entirely in

the education of youth, having again refused a bishopric offered him by Pope
Benedict XIV. He founded the College of Nobles at Warsaw, and composed
several valuable works, among which was the immense collection of the

Voluviina Legum. He wrote for the stage the plays of Epaminondas, St.

Casimir, and Vitenes de Zatouski, besides translations from the French. He
was a man of considerable talent in every thing he undertook, but his plays are

cramped by the school which he made his model.

The in)pulse which he gave was soon felt. Even the Jesuits became play-

wrights ; but they in general drew from Scripture, translating the French dialogues

of Le Jay, or composing original pieces in the same style, such as Jonathan,

Tiliio, Zedekial.', &c. ; none of which possessed much merit. People of high

rank caught the passion. A princess of the great house of Radzivil, the richest

subjects of Europe, wrote several comedies and tragedies, acted at her own
theatre, which she printed in 1754. We are sorry to say that she deserves more
credit for the attempt than the execution. Wenceslaus Bornouski, however,

show ed that some among the nobility could w-rite plays ; he vv^s the palatine of

Podolia, great general of the crown, and castellan of Cracow—all offices of

the highest rank and importance. One of his tragedies, Wladislaus at Varna,

displays much genius, and we shall probably give a notice of it hereafter. He
also wrote some comedies which possess a share of merit.

These were written before the days of Stanislaus Poniatowski, the last king of

Poland, who ascended the throne in 1764. He was an accomplished, although

a weak prince, and did every thing in his power to advance the literature of his

kingdom. In Archdeacon Coxe's travels will be found so»ne very interesting

conversations which he held with that w^ell-informed traveller on the subject,

and to them we beg leave to refer the reader. Before his time there was no

regular theatre in Poland, and dramatists wrote, either to amuse themselves.
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or for the theatres establiblied by great nobles, as was the case in a ^'reat

measure among ourselves before tlie era of the Restoration. He, however, reme-
died this want, by establishing a handsome theatre at Warsaw, and the produc-

tions of the Polish stage thenceforward would bear comparison with the average

run of the contemporary pieces of other countries. Poland did not indeed

give birth to an Alfieri, a Goethe, a Schiller, or a Sheridan ; but her dramatists

were at least respectable : and the tragedies of Gut/ Earl of Blo'u, Bu/cs/aus HI.
and some others, are worthy of attention. In comedy, Prince Adam Czartoriski,

and Zabtocki have succeeded in giving an agreeable spirit of nationality to their

compositions. The Polish literature of these times affords the singular pheno-
menon of comedies without female characters—the production of Francis Boho-
molec, a Jesuit, whose religious scruples occasioned this odd deviation from
general custom j there is, nevertheless, a good deal of gaiety in them. Foreign
literature was, of course, laid tmder contribution, anil we may notice a very

respectable translation of Hamh't, by Bogurtauki, the manager of the Warsaw
theatre, where we understand it was acted with a great deal of talent and
enthusiasm.

The above is, we own, but a meagre sketch of a meagre department of litera-

ture, and we believe it is the only one in our language. A person of the name
of Burnet, who was a private tutor or secretary in a noble family in Poland,
published, some years ago, some observations on the country ; but, contrary to

what might be expected from a professed author (by the way, he died in that

unfortunate trade in great distress), he gives very little account of the literatiu'e

of the country, and we do not know any other book to which we could refer.

We now proceed to the play which vse have selected, and which we owe to the

pen of A. Mowinsky, who is a great favourite in Poland : Mowinsky is but an
assumed name, the real name of the author being Ignatius Kvasielki.

The Turns of Chance (a translation which conveys as clear an idea of the

title as we can give) was written in 1781, and was highly applauded by the

critics of Poland. It is in prose. It opens by a scene of a village bordering on
a forest, with a public-house on one side, and in the back-ground a house of^

some rank. From this house issue its mistress, Mrs. Kriwdine, and Drcwinsky
the ranger of the forest, disputing the price of a hare which he offers for sale ;

she proposes what he thinks a miserable price, and leaves him very angry, in

which mood his daughter finds him.

Annette. What ails you, father ?

Drewinsky. A florin for such a hare !

An. Who offered you that ?
,

Dr. A hare fit for the table of a prince I look there, what a beauty !

An. But who was it, father, that offered you so little ?

Dr. Oh ! Mrs. Kriwdine, the widow of the late hitendant of the ca.stle.

An. A florin for a hare ? what a conscience ! she is as stingy as she is rich ! How
different is Mr. Loupandin the notary !

Dr. Ay, that's a fair man indeed !

An, He never grudges poor people their money !

Dr. Quite the contrary : he pays generously every body whom he employs, as I

ought to know after furnishing him with game ever since he came into the village three

years ago.

All. Apropos of Mr. Loupandin, a traveller has just left a large sum in his hands,

and gone off immediately. It is for some one of this country, they say ; do you
know for whom, father?

Dr. No : what sort of a man was the traveller ?

An. I saw him passing ; he was mounted on a very rean horse, had on a shabby

black coat, and looked mean enough.

Dr. So poor, and yet pay faitlifully a large sum ! he must be a very honest man.
An. Are you coming in, father?

Dr. No, I pass the night in the forest.

An. You never give yourself any rest, father, and that grieves me ; you ought to

take better care of yoiuself.

Dr. I must do my dutj', daughter -. I am keeper of the forest, and for some days

past there have been many robberies and other villanies committed ; I must therefore

redouble my vigilance, and hang, if possibje, all those scoundrels who will not let

honest people travel in safety.

M.M. Nexu Series.—Vol. I. No. 4. 2 Z
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An. It is not yet night : come at all events, and sup at home.
Dr. I am not hungiy. I'll go drink a cup in the public-house ; to-morrow at day-

break you will bring me my breakfast under the large tree. Do you hear me, girl ?

All. Yes, father.

Dr. Why are you running away so fast ?

An. Because I hear the voice of Mr. John !

Dr, What ! are you afraid of your sweetheart ?

An. Listen, father, I will never be Mr. John's wife !

Dr. Hear me, Annette, liear me—speak to me sincerely. Have you any fancy for

him?
An. Can't you read my heart as well as myself?
Dr. I'll not force your inclinations ! I have not a mercenary mind, as every one

knows, but I have not a penny to give you, and Mr. John is said to have something.
Think on it, and say yes or no.

An. He is coming—I must run away ! there's my answer ! [She runs off.

The conversation of Mr. John, who now enters, turns on his pretensions to

the hand of Annette. Drewinsky asks :

—

Have you spoken to her on the subject?

Mr. J. Yes, I have.

Dr. And wliat did she say to you ?

Mr. J. Every tiling very flattering : Mr. Jolm, said she, with her most agreeable

little voice, I am very much obliged to you for your attentions, but I have no inclina-.

tion whatever for you.

Dr. Very flattering indeed '

Mr. John presses for the father's interference, but he declares he will leave it

entirely to the girl, and turns the conversation to a more interesting subject

—

the importation of a fresh batch of tokay, lately made by Mr. John, which the

latter proceeds to fetch.

A stranger—Vincent—now makes his appearance, asking the way to the house
of Mrs. Kriwdine, of whom it seems he was an accepted lover. It appears

that he left her to make his fortune, and now returns without a farthing; on
which, Drewinsky, to whom he tells his story, laughs at his chance of success

from so sordid a woman.
This making a confidant of a stranger at the first interview is an old piece of

stage tactics, but it is not so uncommon in thinly peopled countries as it would
be in London. All travellers in the north of Europe are exposed to be ques-

tioned by every one they meet, and the same practice annoys us in the United

States of America. The next scene is between Vincent and Mrs. K., who
conies on the stage as the forester leaves it.

Vin. Such is the way people judge of the most estimable sentiments. AHiat do I

see? I cannot be mistaken ! itishornir—her figure; it |s herself! (with emotion) Tjdrs,

Kriwdine

!

Mrs. K. Who calls me?
Vin. She is more beautifid than ever !

Mrs. K. Who are you ?

Vin. The most attached and faithful of lovers.

Mrs. K. (astonished) A lover ! what can the man mean ?

Vin. Y'our own Vincent is before you, and your heart does not acknowledge it,

Mrs. K. Vincent!

Vin. The same.

Mrs. K. After eight years' absence, Vincent here ! It is impossible I

Vin. Do you think it is my ghost?

Mrs. K. I thought you were dead.

Vin. A cool reception !

Mrs- K. I can scarce^ believe it. Is it then you that I see again? Is it Vincent?

Seriously ?—Y'ou are sadly altered !

Vin. Tempests, shipwrecks, all the evils of long voyages, may easily alter the

appearance.

Mrs. K. You have, tlien, travelled much ?

Vin. All over the world ! But in all the changes of country and climate, I have

pever changed my heart.

Mrs. K. You must have seen wonderful things, which would no doubt be very

interesting to hear ; but tell me, «!iere did you go first after leaving this

?
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Vin. To Trieste, where I met a savant, who travelled lor the f»oo<l of liis fellow-

rreatiires, just u fortnight before he omburkeil. He perceived that I hiid some inclina-

tion for srientifif ^nnsuits. I liad the good fortune to please him, and I became tlie

companion of his journey.

Mrs. K. In wliat capacity ?

Fin. I wius ilia secretary ; and my mind profited not a little by what my hand copied

from his lips.

Mrs. K. (nside) I wonder has he made any thing ! (
To him) I am impatient to know

every thing that ha;ipencd to you since we parted.

Vin. A week would not siilhce for the relation of my adventures. I have been a

slave at Morocco ; I was once cast away on a desart island ; twice was I lost in the

sands of Tartary ; I have had to fight for my life with the elements, with wild beasts,

with nature !

Mrs. K. You make me shudder ! And where was your savant all this time?

Vin. Exposed to the same dangers. We lost one another, and met again. In short,

1 left him in a town in Asia to return to my own country.

Mrs. K. Why did you leave him ?

Vin. Do you ask? Do you not know, Mrs. Kriwdine, that there existed here an

object whose recollection was dear to me, and that I had no happiness where I did

not see her? Any one else in my jilace would have died a hundred times from the

evils which I suffered ; but I, thanks to heaven ! have survived, and here I am !

Mrs. K. You afflict me. I hope such voyages were not unattended with profit
; you

have of course brought with you the recompense of your cruel toils ?

Vin. Yes, I can recompense your constancy in a worthy manner—for I have kept

my faith.

Mrs. K. I never ceased thinking of you

!

Vin. I bring witli me possessions of inestimable value— a real trcasurC!

Mrs. K. A treasure ! Poor Vincent, I am enchanted to sec you. Vthy do you

not come into the house ? The day is closing—come in I beg.

Vin. Let us remain for a while where we are—the weather is delightful

!

Mrs. K. A treasure ! You must come and take up your abode in my house.

Vin. So I intend.

Mrs. K. My worthy friend, who has returned from such a distance -. you must be

overwhelmed with fatigue

!

Vin- On the contrary, exercise is my element ; the more I travel the better I am.

Mrs. K. (aside) He never looked so handsjme ! (
To him) You have then amassed

a great deal of money ?

Vin. I ! I have no money !

Mrs. K. It is in bills then, I suppose ?

Fin. No, faith !

Mrs. K. Oh, I see, it is in goods, jewels, &e.

Fin. I have neither bill, nor money, nor jewels ; but if to carry about you all

you possess is a proof of being a philosopher, I am the greatest philosopher in the

world.

Mrs. K. {cooUy) Where then is the treasure of which you were speaking ?

Vin. (puts his hand to his forehead) There.

Mrs. K. I don't imderstand you!
Fin. Your lover returns with a head furnished with useful truths and philosophical

knowledge. ( The stage darkens.)

Mrs. K. These then are all your riches?

Vin. What riches can be more real, less perishable, than these !

Mrs. K. (aside) I see he is a beggarman, I must get rid of him before he grows

troublesome. ( To him) It is getting late, Mr. Vincent

!

Fin. True ! the night is drawing in ; come into your house. My appetite is getting

ravenous. At table I shall tell you surprising adventures. ( Goes towards the house.

)

Mrs. K. (catches him by the coat) Mr. Vincent

!

Vi7i. (going fonvard) With what joy I re\'isit this dwelling, where my first trans-

ports

—

Mrs. K. (puUs him hack) Don't think of it, Mr. Vincent, you can't go in !

Fin. (stops) I can't go in !

Mrs. K. At my house

—

Vin. Well ! at your house ?

Mrs. K. Yes—at my house—there's a sort of confusion—the furniture is not in

order

!

FjVi. Wiiat do I care for the order or disorder of furniture ? Can I see any thing

2 Z 2
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there but tlie object whose presence makes every thing look handsome in my eyes ?

( Goes towards the house.)

Mrs. K. {eagerly) Stop one moment, I request

!

Vin. {knocking at the door) Why, what ceremony is this ? Surely you jest

!

Mrs, K. {pulls him hy the arm and gets before him) Don't go in, I beg !

Vin. Why, madam, what is this? just this moment you were in a hurry to offer

—

Mr.<!. K. I did not think of what I was saying. In fact, I'm all in confusion within,

and for a long time I have not received any body.

Vin. Not even your fiiends.

Mrs. K. Not even my friends !

Vin. Not even him who has come on the faith of your oaths to consecrate to you
the remainder of his life ?

Mrs. K. My oaths, sir !

Vin. You do not recollect them it appears.

Mrs. K. Why, in truth my memory is so bad that I do not remember in the evening
what 1 say in the morning.

Vin. What a disappointment

!

Mrs- K. You are right ; I am wrong to be entering into such details. Tlie night

darkens— I hinder you from continuing on your way !

Vin. {astonished) What do you say, madam ?

Mrs. K. I thank you for your visit, and cannot think of detaining you any longer.

Good night ! {She slaps tlie door in his face.)

Although Mrs. Kriwdine's character is not very cleverly managed, it will be
owned that there is some humour in this scene. Poor Vincent, left alone, mora-
lizes in the usual style on such occasions, on the ingratitude, frivolity and fickle-

ness of womaft, until hunger reminds him that he should look out somewhere for

supper. He knocks accordingly at the house of Mr. John, who appears with a

candle in his hand at his door.
Mr. J. What do you want?
Vin. Supper and bed.

Mr. J. Supper you may have—bed you cannot ; the house is full.

Vin. What ! have not you any little chamber at all ?

Mr. J. None.
Vin, Any comer where I could he do^vn ?

Mr, J. Oh ! if you only want shelter, there's the barn.

Vin. The barn ! excellent.

Mr. J. You shall have clean straw— I can't promise any thing else.

Vin. Clean straw ! capital- Come, let me have supper as soon as you can.

Mr. J. You are hungry then ?

Vin. Hungry as a traveller.

Mr. J- What do you wish, sir, for supper—venison or partridge?

Vin. Very well.

Mr. J. Which will you have—one or both ?

Vin. Ay ! one and both.

Mr. J. I must tell you game is dear,

Vin. I leave it to your honesty : fix the price yourself, and I shall pay you some
day or a nother.

Mr. J. {astonished) What ?

Vin. W^herever chance conducts me, my dear landlord, I shall send you the money
by the speediest way.
Mr, J. You wish to sup on credit ?

Vin. In fact, I have no money about me now, but as soon as

—

Mr. J. Aye, aye, I see ! you have no money and want a supper.

Vin. I say notliing of the gratification you will give me, for the gratification must
be greater to him who confers a benefit.

Mr. J. {whistles) May be so !

Vin. I know I must give you great satisfaction by offering you an opportunity of

serving your fellow-man.

Mr, J. I feel infinitely obliged.

Vin. I might have gone to the other public-house.

Mr. J. There is still time enough— I do not wish to hinder any body from doing

hat they please.

Vin. No ! I had rather that you should enjoy the pleasure of assisting me.

Mr. ./. The man's mad !
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Veil- Well, suppose we go in ! {Goingfuncard.)

Mr. J. (pulls him back) Stop, sir, stop ! I am a man of generosity, and I cannot

think of depriving my brethren in trade of the plcupure of lodging a gentleman wlio can

go well paint the pleasure of beneficence. Good night, sir ! (Shuts the door.)

There is something infinitely cool in the regular Jeremy Diddler way in which
Vincent here tries to raise a supper, and the pleasant style in which he wished

to reconcile iheaubergiste. Yet the Polish author thinks he has made Mr. John
very contemptible, and Vincent very philosophic. The fact is, that in Poland,

as in all partially civilized countries, hospitality is claimed as a right, not asked

as a favour. Vincent is very indignant in soliloquy on the ill-nature of John,

and goes to sleep in the forest. While he is asleep two robbers pass hastily

across the stage, one carrying a valise. A shot is directed after them, and the

valise is dropped among the trees to enable its bearer to escape : Drcwinsky and
other forest-keepers scour across the stage in pursuit : the day breaks. This

is the first scene of the second act, which passes in dumb show.

In the second scene Vincent wakes, feverish and oppressed with cold and
hunger, lamenting his lot, when Annette appears with her father's breakfast.

She pities his misfortunes, and ventures to give him what was intended for her

father. Sine Ccrere ct Baccho, says the oKI T,atin adage, /rigct Venus. The
converse is equally true it appears; Cum Cererc et Bacchu vigct Venus, Love
fills Vincent's soul as the provision fills his stomach, and he loses his heart and
appetite together. She departs, and he rises to proceed on his journey, when
as he goes along he finds the valise. After a short internal struggle between

poverty and honestj", he determines to carry it back to the village, but from

ignorance of the forest unfortunately takes the wrong way. In the mean time,

the gentleman who had lost the valise, and who happens to be a scientific

traveller, has roused the country, and he appears with officers of justice. In a

rather amusing scene, he describes, to the great amazement of these gentry, the

valuable contents of his treasure beyond price—crocodiles' eggs—the sword of

a sword-fish—the beak of an onocrotalus, &-c. &c. &c., \\ hen poor Vincent is

brought in, taken in the maner, as the lawyers say, with the stolen properly in

his hand. It is in vain that he denies the charge, and says that he was going to

return with it to the village, for it is proved that he was walking directly the

contrary way. The man of science gets into a passion with his obstinacy, and
says, "There's no more need of talking : you are a notorious highwayman.
Besides committing so desperate a robbery, you have added to it the unheard-of

atrocity of threatening the precious life of a man, known all over the world for

his philosophical labours."

Vincent. Spite of these philosophical labours, I can see that you are no philosopher.

Traveller, (angry) Wretch that you are ! I no philosopher !

Vin, If you deserved that title. Sir, you would not charge me with a crime without

being quite sure that you are not making a false accusation.

Trav. I no philosopher ! The scoundrel deserves no mercy.

Officer. Jlake yourself easy. He sliall be treated as he deserves.

Trav. I cannot stop any longer. I am in haste to the capital. Gentlemen,
receive my thanks. I no philosopher ! Gentlemen, I leave the business in your hands.

No philosopher, indeed ! \,Exit.

Officer. Who are you? (To Vincent.)

Vin. My name is Francis Vincent Girkins.

Officer. Your abode ?

Vin. Wherever necessity, fatigue, or pleasure makes me remain.

Officer. You confess, therefore, that you have no fixed dwelling? Without re-

ference ?

Vin. No, not without reference (points to his heart). I can always refer here.

[Pretty nonsense this, by-the-bye, but such fine speeches are clap-traps in other

countries besides Poland.]

Officer. O, the honest man ! What are you ?

Vin. A Cosmopolite.

Officer. A Moscopolete ! A grand title.
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As may be easily guessed, all Vincent's superfine speeches will not do—and
after being assured bv the officer that he has the look of an inveterate thief, he

is carried oET. Lucki'ly for hira, the real robbers have been caught by Drewinsky,

and confessed the crime : he is consequently discharged. Drewinsky behaves

most kindly to him, and presses on him a small sum of money. Poor Annette

falls in love with him, and the mutual confession is made in a scene of consi-

derable tenderness and naivete. A scene between her and Mr. John is written

with some comic power—his boldness to Annette, and his cowardice when

Vincent takes him in hand, have an excellent effect in acting. Meanwhile, the

name of the supposed robber—no very romantic one—is buzzed about the

village, and of course reaches the ears of Mr. Loupandin the notary, vvho

immediately seeks him. As this scene is the nodus of the play, we translate it.

Enter Loupandin anrfi^e Officers 0/ Justice.

Officer. Yes, Sir, there lie is, the very man ; T assure you, Mr. Notary, he is tlie

man.
Loup. That will do. {To Vincent) You are the person. Sir, who liave been

brought before the judge, where an unlucky mistake put you under the necessity of de-

claring your name.
Vm. Yes, Sir. (Aside) Some new misfortune !

Loup. I have been looking for you all the morning.

Vin. Yet I have not left this spot.

Loup. I am the village attorney ;
yesterday evening a stranger meanly dressed

came to my house ; "Sir," said he in a blunt manner, putting into my hand a little casket,

" having been informed you are an honest man, I place in your charge this casket, whicli

contains 600,000 florins; it was given'to me at Trieste, for the son of a labourer lately

returned from a long voyage. His name is Francis Vincent Girkins, bom in the

village of near this
—

"

Vin. That is my name—and my birth-place.

Loup. "Sir," said I to the stranger, "fromwhom hare you this money?" "That is a

secret !" he replied ;
" give me your acknowledgment, and cpiirkly send to its destination

the casket which I gave to you." Hardly had I done what he required than he mounted
his horse and galloped away.

Fin. Well, Sir I

Loup. This morning I went to the village, and the result of my inquiries was, that

a young man of tliat name once lived there, but for many years there had been no

account of him.
Vin. It was of me they spoke, Sir.

Loup. I know it, and in this nqanner, not wishing to keep a deposit of such impor-

tance, I went to the justice to consult with him what I should do with it. He was

the person before whom you were brouglit up. Struck with the name, he examined

your papers, found you were Francis Vincent Girkins—therefore, it is to you I am to

give 500,000 florins.

Vin. 500,000 florins to me?
Loup. Yes, Sir, they are at my house.

Vin. But, Sir, what kind of man was the stranger from whom you liad the money?
Loup. According to the report of the officer, he was the same person tliat suspected

you of stealing his portmanteau.

Vin. It was this man who gave you 500,000 florins for me ?

Loup. The same—do you know him ?

Vin. I should think not ; if he did he would not have taken rac for a thief!

Loup. Every day we are entrusted with a deposit for persons whom we have never

seen. The justice desires me to give you the casket : I live not far from this ; come
with me and I will give it you If I may judge from appearances, it could not have

fallen in better hands. Come, Sir, why hesitate ?

Vin. But really can I credit this excessive kindness of fortune ?

Loup. Sir, fortune often comes when we least expect her ; she overwhelms you with

favours, do not refuse them. Come, come. [Exit.

Enter Two Officf.rs.

First Officer. What a lucky man !

Second Officer. I saw at once that this was not an cverj--day robber.

First Officer. Fortune would not be so kind to us.
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Second Officer. I agree with you ; but Jiere comes the young man.
First Ojficer. He lias an lionest face ; I ttiiiik he will make a good use of his wealth

.

f Taking off' liis hat to Vincent with avert/ polite bowJ Pardon me, Sir, if we this

morning
Vin. You did your duty. You did not know me, &c. &c.

The alteration of fortune makes a great change in Vincent's station. It is

first rendered visible in a droll scene between him and the innkeeper, who changes
his tone most amusingly when he finds that the poor fellow, who had made a vain

effort to diddle him out of a supper, had become a rich man. Drewinsky,
however, who has heard nothing of it, has discovered his daughter's affection for

the pennyless stranger, and with a great degree of kindness comes to offer him
her hand, adding, that he thinks he will be able to procure for him a situation in

the forest which will support the yoang couple. Vincent of course thanks him,

asks time to consider, and invites him to su[) with a great friend of his, intending

to surprise him by meeting him himself as the entertainer at a banquet he has

ordered at Mr. John's. But he is not able to keep his secret long, for Mrs.
Kriwdine now appears, and in his joy and triumph he cannot help taunting her
with his unex|)ected success. She, who thinks that he had brought the money
with him, and only wislied to try her affection by counterfeiting poverty, is very

much mortified at her mistake, and makes an effort (a clumsily executed one, it

must be confessed) to persuade him that it was only in jest that she had assumed
the coolness she displayed the night before. It will not do. Vincent offers

himself to Annette, who had not known her father's proceedings, and is accept-

ed, rather more easily than would be allowed in comedies of more fashionable

life. All is going on very well, therefore, when another turn of chance occurs.

Mr. John enters, arguing loudly with Mr. Loupandin, and proving incontestably

that the 500,000 florins belonged to him.

The case is, however, referred to the judge, contrary to Vincent's desire,

who thinks it so clear against himself that he wishes to give it up; and the

fifth act opens with the outrageous joy of John, who has been declared the

true owner of the money by llie judge, to whose decision the cause had
been left. He tears down his sign, curses the trade of innkeeper, and deter-

mines to live a gentleman all the rest of his life. He insults Vincent very loudly,

and demands the hand of Annette, who firmly refuses him. Out of mere spite

he offers himself to Mrs. Kriwdine, who after a very little reluctance is urged by

his wealth and her anger against Vincent to consent, and after some insulting

speeches they quit the stage to have their marriage contract drawn up by the

notary, who has borne so conspicuous a part in the whole business. While
they are absent, Vincent declares that though when rich he would have made
Annette sharer of his prosperity, he could not think of making her a partner of

his poverty, and after bidding her a solemn adieu he prepares to depart. Drew-
insky catches him by the arm to detain him, when the scientific traveller who
had left the money with the notary, ajjpears. His horse had died on the journey,

and he was delayed in consequence. He had known nothing of Vincent's

acquittal of the charge of robbery which he had brought against him, and seeing

Prewinsky seizing the supposed culprit, he calls loudly for assistance to detain

him. When the officers appear he is, however, informed of his error, and
makes an ample apology.

His arrival, like most theatrical arrivals, was in good time, for while he is apo-

logizing, the notary—who has been struck with Vincent's disinterested conduct,

in giving up the money which he might have so easily contested, if not retained

—

comes forward to ask the young man to offer him a share in his house until he
was settled. He of course sees the man of science, and asks him what kept

him so long in the village. This, being explained, the notary is asked in his turn—

Trav. Well, Mr. Notaiy, have you found the man for the 500,000 florins ?

Loup. Yes, Sir, he has it now in his possession

!

Trav. So miich the better, I am perfectly delighted.

J.oup. I was very near making a sad mistake, for this gentleman has the same name.
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Trav. What, is this young man's name Francis Vincent Girkins?

Vin. Yes, Sir.

Loup. I gave the casket first to this young man, but the innkeeper, brother to his

father, gave such proofs that the money belonged to him that the casket was returned.

Trav. What, Sir ! The man to vv^hom I brought the money is not an innkeeper, he

is a young pliilosopher.

Loup. A philosopher ! I do not know one in this district.

Trav. He was returning from Ispahan, capital of Persia, when he came to Poland.

Vin. Well, Sir, I have just returned from that place.

Trav. From Ispahan?
Vin. Yes, it was at Ispahan I left Mr. Brinsky, a very learned man with whom I

travelled.

Trav. Mr. Brinsky ! Why this is the man, Mr. Notary, to whom you must give tlie

500,000 florins !—Read.
Loup. " I charge Mr. Ambrosia"

—

Trav. That is my name.
Loup, {continuing to read) "Whose honesty is well k-no\vnto me, to deposit with the

notary of the village of D , or the next village, 500,000 florins ; to be delivered to

Francis Vincent Girkins, aged thirty years, who travelled with me through Asia,

Africa, &c. &c. (Signed) " Brinsky."

AU. Good heavens

!

Loup. But, Sir, why did you not tell me that before ?

Trav. Why? why, because it is not in the display of liis benevolence thata maji such

as Mr. Brinsky seeks his reward ; when he enriched this young man he did not wish his

name to be known. By this trait, Mr. Notary, you may know a true philosopher

!

Vin. But, Sir, this worthy man had lost all when I parted with him.

Trav- I know that, but when he arrived at Trieste his brother, a rich merchant, died,

and left him three million florins. Mr. Innkeeper, you must return the money.
Loup. This very moment he is at my house with my clerk, who is drawing out his

marriage settlement.

This alters the appearance of affairs marvellously. Mr. John and hisaffianced

bride now return from the notary, who persuades John to give him back the

casket, and which John, seeing the officers ofjustice present, who had remained

since they had been called for by the naturalist, does rather more unhesitatingly

than would occur anywhere else than on the stage. Loupandin at once hands

It to its true owner, Vincent, to the great consternation of John : proof,

however, is strong against him, and he is obliged to resign it. But while he had

possession of the property, Mrs. Kriwdine had been so anxious to secure it to

herself, that she had made the notary bind down the parties to the marriage

settlement in a penalty of 50,000 florins, to be paid by whichever party should

refuse to fulfil their promise. This penalty John now claims or her hand : and

they leave the stage quarrelling about it. Vincent makes the bearer of his good
fortune a handsome present, and the play concludes as in duty bound with his

marriage with Annette.

It would be ridiculous to class this piece with the great productions of the

drama, but still there is a good deal of life and freshness about it. The Polish

style is considered very pure, and it is highly popular. The author has shown
much more talent in the scenes of a farcical kind, than in those which more
properly belong to genuine comedy. John, the innkeeper, is a well managed
character, as are some of the subordinate parts ; while Annette, the heroine, is

scarcely sketched, and the hero, Vincent, very often touches on the ridiculous.

Such, however, is the fate of almost all writers of early, or, what is the same
thing, uncultivated comedy. K would not be hard to bring proofs of this

critical assertion from quarters less remote and more classical than Poland.

Coventry, March 131,1826. R.M.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ANECDOTES OF DR. PARR.

My first visit to Hatton was, if my recollection does not fail me, in

1812. Dr. Parr Iiad been on a visit at my father's, and in company with

one of my sisters and myself, left my father's for Hatton in a post-chaise.

When we were within about a mile or so of Warwick, there was a

heavy fall of rain ; the Doctor hailed a butcher-like looking man who was
walking on the road-side drenched with rain, and offered him shelter

in the chaise ; but as my sister and I vehemently objected to the

arrangement, and the man himf?elf did not shew any inclination to avail

himself of the offer, the Doctor acquiesced, at the same time taxing my
sister and myself with an utter want of common humanity. We dined at

a lady's in Warwick, and it was mentioned, in the course of conversation

after dinner, that there was going to be a duty upon leather ; we
arrived at Hatton-parsonage in the evening, and the pastor's return

home was celebrated by ringing the church-bells. The first order he gave
was, that the shoemaker might come to him next morning at eight

or nine—the shoemaker came at the time appointed. " Now, Mr.
," said the Doctor, " I have a request to make of you ; I have heard

that there is going to be a new duty upon leather—will you measure me
for half a dozen pairs of shoes, and let me have them at the price I now
pay for them ?"—" Certainly, sir," said the man, " and shall be much
obliged to you." During my stay at Hatton the assizes happened, and
Dr. Parr had to preach at Warwick, but not before the judge ; many of
die barristers, however, thronged to hear him ; and he gave them an out-

of-the-way, but argumentative and striking sermon ; his text was, " His
delight was in cursing, and it shall happen unto him ; he loved not

blessing, therefore shall it be far from him." The drift of his sermon
was to shew, that the horrid imprecations in the 109th Psalm are not to

be attributed to David, but to his enemies ; he brought oceans of learn-

ing to prove his point. He wrote the sermon in a little smoking, I mean
tobacco-smoking, room at the bottom of his garden, and made me his

amanuensis ; I had to trot backwards and foi^nards to his library to fetch

books, till the little room was nearly full of them. He dictated in a firm,

dear manner, and I do not think he had to recall a word ; he rounded
his sentences with as much certainty and precision as you could mould
bullets. In preaching the sermon, he astonished his hearers not a little,

by quothig a translation of an excommunication which is to be found at

Rochester Cathedral ; Sterne, if I recollect, quotes the same ; it ends
with, '• and from the sole of his foot to the crown of his head let there be
no sound part about him." The Doctor delivered the whole apparently

con amove, with as much energ)' and heartiness as we could imagine the

original author of it to have uttered it ; the people stared, and appeared
perplexed to think what he was about.

Once, at my father's, a lady was holding forth with great loquacity,

and not permitting the Doctor to wedge in a word, till he fairly said to

her, " Madam, allow me to have my share in the conversation."—" Why,
you know. Dr. Parr," she replied, " it is the privilege of ladies to talk."

" No, madam," said he, " it is not their privilege, but their infimnity

!

Ladies are privileged to talk, because they cannot help it ; as ducks are

privileged to waddle, because they can't walk straight."

I was told at Hatton, that he was once playing at whist with a very
unskilful partner, whose mistakes he bore with great good-humour, but

M. M. New Series.—Yoh. I. No. 4. 3 A
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upon a lady's stepping to the table and saying, " Well, Dr. Parr, how do

you get on ?"—" Pretty well, madam," said he, " considering I have

three adversaries."

I was told that he was once disputing with a gentleman, who had

evidently the worst of the argument, but who was unwilling to give it

up though he had nothing more to say. " Well, Dr. Parr, after all,"

said he, " I will still maintain my opinion."—" No," was the reply,

" you may retain it, but you cannot maintain it."

I was told that he once said to the late Lord Tamworth, " Come, my
Lord, button my gaiters for me."—" With the greatest pleasure," said

his lordship, and stooped to do so. Upon which the Doctor waved his

hand over him with mock solemnity, and said, " There nobility is where

it ought to be, at the foot of learning."

I was told that the rector of Hatton, Dr. Brydges of Bristol,

used, at certain times of the year, to come over to Hatton to preach ;

his doctrine was as opposite as could be to the vicar's, or perpetual cu-

rate's, for I forget which Dr. Parr was called. One Sunday, he had left

his gown at Warwick, and came to ask the Doctor to lend him his : " No,

sir," said he, " when you come to dispense your quack medicines,

take care to bring your mountebank dress with you." This I have no

doubt he said jocosely, and that it was followed immediately by com-

pliance with Dr. Brydges' request ; good-humour made so inseparable a

part of Dr. Parr's disposition, that I had rather believe he did not say it

at all, than that he did not say it good-hurtiouredly. I never met with a

man of a more kind and obliging temper, or who would take more trouble

in the service of others; he often said sharp things, for he had an un-

governable wit, and was as devoted to repartee as Shakspeare was to pun-

ning ; but his manner was so droll, and exquisitely comic, that things

which, when reported, seemed harsh, did not seem so when uttered ; be-

sides, I cannot vouch for the authenticity of any of these repartees

except that about the ducks waddling.

I once heard somebody say, hi the Doctor's presence, that Lord Byron

was a malignant being, for that nobody ))leased him. " Malignum

esse tu dicas," said Dr. Parr, " ego autem miserum, cui nemo placet."

Whether this was a quotation or not I don't know, nor whether I have

given it correctly, for I never was in the habit of writing things down,

iand therefore have to depend entirely upon my recollection.

SONNET.

IVie Maniac.

Sweet summer flowers were braided in her hair,

As if in mockery of the burning brow
Round which they droopM and witberM : singing now
Strains of wild mjith, and now of vain despair,

Came the poor wreck of all that once was iair,

And rich in high endowments, ere deep woe
Like a dark cloud came o'er her, and laid low
Reason's ,jroud fane, and left no brightness there

;

Yet you might deem that grief was with the rest

Of all her cares forgotten, save when songs

And tales she heard of faithful love nnblest,

Of man's deceit, and trusting maidens' wrongs,

Then, and then only in her lifted eyes,

Remembrance beam'd, and tears would slowlj rise. A. S.
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LECTURE ON VERBICIDE—BY A MAN ' OF THE LAW.

Young Gentlemen:— Verbicide, from verbum a word, and coed*

I kill—the kilting of a word, anglice, panning—is of three kinds : to wit,

1. justifiable; 2. excusable; and 3. felonious, or wilful and malicious.

Justifiable verbicide, as the definition would appear to imply, is without

blame, and, of course, without guilt :* excusable verbicide is not alto-

gether free from guilt ; and felonious, or wilful and malicious verbicide,

is of a nature so entirely without justification or excuse, that, compared
with it, all other sins against language, are looked upon as trivial.

Like homicide, a well understood offence, I hope, with all who now
hear me, verbicide is justifiable, when it occurs under authority of law:

excusable, when it occurs in the lawful pursuit of a lawful occupation,

either per infortuniam, i. e. by misadventure, or se dcfendendo, that is,

in the lawful exercise of the right of self-defence, or self-preservation :

but felonious, whenever it is neither justifiable nor excusable ; or, in

other words, whenever it is wilful and malicious hy interpretation of

law.f

Felonious verbicide is of two kinds. It is either a killing of our own
word (fclodese?), or the killing of another's word, which is again

divided into verb-slaughter and murder ; properly, murther, from the

Saxon word mnrth, death.

The law, which we all know to be the perfection of reason, declares

that every sort of deliberate verbicide or punning, perpetrated or com-

mitted, not by authority of law, nor by permission of law, is a mali-

cious punning ; deliberation itself being evidence of a bad or mischievous

temper, although it may be attended with every symptom of good fel-

lowship and good humour (as in the case of a preconcerted toss-up for

love—vide note f ).

Malice may be either express or implied : express, where one with a

deliberate design, which design is to be inferred or implied, from parti-

cular circumstances, doth commit a pun ; implied, when, without any

such deliberation, it is inferred from other particular circumstances. To
make this beautiful distinction yet more clear to those who may not be

altogether acquainted with our legal metaphysics, I will add, that malice

may be either express or implied by law ; express, where it cannot be

implied—and implied, where it cannot be express ; implied, where it

may be inferred by law from a particular class of circumstances—and

express, where it may be inferred by law, from another particular class

of circumstances.

There may be a punning, which is neither justifiable, nor excusable,

nor yet malicious, in the eye of the law, though done without necessity,

not in self-defence, but under great provocation, with a feeling of hatred

or revenge—as where a pun is perpetrated, on the spot, after some
outrage offered to the party punning, mediately or immediately, and per-

* Vide Blackstone, Hale, Foster, East, &c. &c.

+ Malice may be implied, where it is not ; and where it is, it may be implied not to

be ! It may be implied from deliberation, which deliberation itself may be implied,

by law ; as where two Irishman, prize-fighters or sailors, meet, and knock each other's

heads about, for love. After a sudden provocation, if either die thereof, the law im-

plies not only malice, but express malice : it may therefore be implied, wiiere it is not.

And where it is, it may be implied not to be, as where an executioner declares a par-,

ficiilar spite or grudge toward one, whom he kills under authority of law.

3 A •?
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petrated without malice either legal or constructive, express or implied,

and also witliout either actual or constructive deliberation. This part

of ray subject, I hope is now made sufficiently clear to the dullest com-
prehension.

—

{Hear, hear, hear/)*

A multitude of cases have been agreed upon, or ruled, after solemn

argument, by the sages of the law; but I shall content myself with

citing a few only, for the purpose of illustration, respecting what may be
regarded as the leading features in that august and superb system of
right (so called) which I hope to make familiar, as I said before, to the

meanest capacity.

—

{Hear, hear, hear !)-\

Suppose that a provocation were sought for, as a pretence for commit-
ting a pun, that a scuffle ensue, and a pun take place. The law would
imply malice in the party seeking such provocation, if the pun were per-

petrated by him. As where A. B. offered C. D. a pot of beer| to say

a few words to him before a third party, and then taking advantage of

what C. D. said, fell upon a part of speech, and abused it so, that a pun
followed, within a year and a day Ruled murder.

Sed nota.—It would appear that, in the above case, if the pun had
been committed, not by A. B. but by C. D., the party speaking the

speech, and without malice of any sort, either implied or express, and

after retreating as far as he could with safety, from the attack of tlwi

said A. B., the said C. D. exercising a reasonable discretion, or what the

law calls ordinary care,§ it would have been either verb-slaughter in

C D., or excusable, if not justifiable verbicide ; great allowance being

made, by law, for the infirmity of man's nature, and for the difficulty

of apportioning every sort of defence, so as exactly to meet the peril,

in which he may be suddenly put, and overcome it, by the least possible

degree of counterbalancing power.

And so, too, if a pun should occur in the pursuit of some' unlawful

game or occupation, or in the unlawful pursuit of some lawful pur-

suit or occupation, it may be either verb-slaughter, as above ; or ver-

bicide, with malice aforethought, by construction of law. Generally,

however, to constitute verbicide of the latter sort, the pun must have

occurred in the practice of that which is not only malum prohibitrim, but

malum in se : as where John Stokes and Robert Stiles went out to pun
together, and after knocking each other's words about for a long while,

J. S. one of the two was dreadfully beaten, so that a mortification took

place, whereof he died.|| Ruled a punning with premeditation.

N.B.—The student will observe that, in this and every such case, all

parties are principals in the eye of the law ; that is, all aiders and abettei's

before the fact ;^ and that, in every verbicide with premeditation, the

great maxim of our law, quijacitper aliumjacit per se, applies.**

• Intending to have tliis lecture woitliily reported, I have taken care to indicate a
few of tlie passages, where, in my humble opinion, the language or sentiment of the

speaker cannot fail to meet with a good sliare of applause : the reporter may go
further perhaps, than I have ; but I leave that, altogether to his better judgment.

t Query to the orthography of this word. The sense, to be sure, is well enough.

^ Vide V. Sheridan (R. B. not B. R. ) 1. T. Moore's Reports, where it appears

to have been a "bottle of wine." Vide Foster P. C. 1. Hale P. C. 4-9*.

§ Jones (Sir Wni.) Bailmevt. xvi. Millar (Joe) c. .31. see. 3.

|l Re.r \'. Blackwood. Hunt's MS. Reports. Vide also Keats' case, and the great

Rule in Shclki/'s case, H.

<f
Qiiare de hoc—the usage being tolerated, like prize-fighting ; and every lawyer

knows, or should know that, rommunis errorJ'ucitjui : lilackstone, pass him ( Q,u. passivi ?)

* * Ladij Anne '.« case, 2 Cof,i'\t Rep.
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So, where one 8. R. went into another's enclosure, and taking aim at

certain words, he not being duly qualified, intending to convert the same
to his own proper use and behoof, they, the said certain words, not

being lawful game, nor ferce naturce, nor vermin by law, nor partially

set apart and reclaimed, but altogether reclaimed, appropriated, and
marked by the proprietor, like his barn-yard poetry,* missed the object,

and brought down, killed, maimed, murdered, mutilated, disfigured, and
jOtlierwise destro3fed, with sticks, staves, guns, bullets and powder (value

,two-pence), another innocent word, which he did not perceive at the time,

against the peace of our Lord the King, &c.—Ruled verbicide, with

nsalice aibrethought, or prepense ; or, in other words, a wilful punning,
without either justification or excuse.f

N.B.—Hiul these words been destructive, dangerous, and wild, by
nature, they might have been lawfully pursued and quelled by anybody,
over anybody's ground ; or if partially reclaimed imd subdued, like swans,

cockne3'isms, Greek epigrams, rabbits in a warren, beasts of venery, pro-

vincialisms, or unpublished circulating jokes, and the very same accident

had occurred to the pursuer, he being duly qualified for the chacc or

pursuit, and making use withal of a reasonable discretion (together, if

you please, witli his powder, ball and fire-arms), the above offence would
Jbave been ruled of a " much inferior degree'—that is, " of a different

nature"

And so too, if a man let off a pistol or a joke at a multitude, without

any particular aim ; or if he let go a vicious animal, as a furious buUJ
among a crowd, so that a mischief occur, although it occur to a stranger,

the law will charge the said letter-go of the said pistol, joke, or vicious

animal or furious bull, with all and every consequence of the said letting-

go aforesaid, whatever such all and every circumstance may be ; infer-

ring express, deliberate malice, if a pun occur thereby, without excuse,

or permission, or authority, or justification of law, as much as if that

particular pun were particularly intended to be brought about by a man
so letting-off at a multitude, or so letting-go in a crowd.§
And so too, where, in the doing of that which is enjoined or permitted

by law, as where punishment is allowed for a wife, with a particular in-

strument, not thicker tlian your thumb, if such punishment be too
severely administered, as it may be, either because of its duration, or

because of the size or shape of the instrument ; and if a pun follow, the
offender will be adjudged, as above :|| as where one A. B. desiring to

achieve a pun, at a public meeting, where he was permitted by law to

joke with a reasonable care, at the expense of the public, personated a
Jew, for the particular purpose of the moment, while heaving at a

• Qxi&ry poukn/ F Rex v. Rogers- 3- Crabbe.— N.B. It is not generally knoMii, per-
liaps, that one of the parties here was recommended to .mercy, and that the other
was re-^pited.

f Rex V. MUar (Joe), and Httghes (B).

t O'ConneWs Affair. 1 . Irish State Trials.

§ It would be no answer for die accused, in such a case, to aver, that he had no
knowledge of that individual sufferer, and tliat, therefore, the presumption
of malice aforethought was capable of being " negatived," so far, at least, as one
degree of legal certainty, certainty to a reasonable degree, will go ; because the law,
in its humanity, implies a general, although not a special malice to suit the occasion.
Vide Hale. P. C.

II
Query as Above, or as Below ? <js Above, would imply great presumption ; as-

Below, greater profligacy. Bidl, N. P.
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wretched pun, which required a sort of Jewish pronunciation, to be per-

ceived, wretched as it was, and waxing wratli, so as to give up or lose

all command of a weapon, which every body knew to be ungovernable,

attacked a brother of his, and said, " a pun-ish-meant, brother so-and-

so," instead of saying, a pun-is-meant, brother so-and-so.—Adjudged a

clear case of deliberate and wilful verbicide.

From these, which may be regarded as the leading or chief cases,

upon this particular department of our law, you may extract a variety

of principles, which, if they are assiduously applied, with a careful eye
and a steady hand, will go far toward guiding you out of, or into, as may
suit your purpose, what is profanely enough called the labyrinth of

the law.

And here, if I were not afraid of taking up too much of your time

(hear, hear, hear I) I should endeavour to—(Great applause ; I take out

my watch. I bow three several times. Hear, hear, hear ! They persist

—

I am overwhelmed with confusion, &c. &c.)—I should endeavour to add

a few brief remarks, for the benefit of such as feel a proud and praise-

worthy ambition, to excel in this or that high department of the law ;

and for the better understanding thereof, I would have undertaken to

a—a—allow me, therefore, young gentlemen, to finish my lecture, with

a few brief rules, and a few, may I venture to call them, rather happy

illustrations, by way of authority.

Rule I.—Wliether your pun, joke or impromptu, be or be it not, un-

premeditated, contrive it so, if you wish to escape the law, that, when-

ever or wherever it occurs, it may appear to be altogether unpremeditated

;

for if any, the smallest possible doubt should arise, a shade or the

shadow of a shade, you are ex necessitate rei, without justification or

excuse. Foote's Maxims. 4. fol. 361. Ex. of Millar (Joe) vs. Hughes,

for piracy. MS.
Cases.—Not long ago, there were two men by the name of Carew,

in the House of Commons. Great confusion prevailed in consequence ;

every body was inquiring what Carew ? and which Carew ? when either

Carew was named. At last, a member proposed that the names of the

two should be differently j)ronounced—as Carey and Carew, for example.
" Right," whispered our friend X. Y. Z. to the celebrated Mr. &c. <S:c.

" Right, I like the idea—we shall hear no more now, of what care I?

and what care you ?"

Now, suppose that, in this very case, the same individual who pro-

posed the change of pronunciation, were the verj' individual who per-

petrated the pun,* what would follow, on hearing such a proposal,

accompanied with such a joke ? Any thing but a laugh, I dare say.

Who, in such a case, woidd believe the pun to be, what in truth it

might be nevertheless, unpremeditated ? Who would not believe that,

however plausible it might appear, the pun had been prepared for the

occasion, or the occasion for the pun ? Vide MS. Reports, unpub.

Again. About five years ago. Lady C. D. was curvetting through Hyde
Park, with Col. F. G. ; her ladj'ship on a beautiful jade, about half Ara-

bian, he on a great roan charger. " Your ladyship, excuse me," said

the colonel, " the creature is getting restive ; a little more rein, your

ladyship—but your ladyship's 7-eign, will be too short, however much
you may lengthen it." Her ladyship was going to be married within a

* See Rule II.
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week, and what is more, to that very Col. F. G. ; of course, therefore,

the joke was equivocal. "But," he continued, " Your ladyship, I beg

your pardon—but if you persevere, I shall have a bride-ill." " You

naughty man !" said her ladyship; whereupon her ladyship smiled, shook

up her feathers, and showed her fine teeth, but all to no purpose—nobody

laughed. She even stopped a party on the road, blushed, smiled, and

vowed, with tears in her beautiful eyes, that she would never, no never,

pardon such a spiteful joke—it was quite entirely too bad, so it was.

But nobody laughed. And why ? Because, although, the pun was

pretty well got up, it was not so well got up, as to hinder the idea of

collusion. Suppose now, that some third party had been employed to

meet the said C. D. and the said F. (i. at a place where they would be

certain of being overheard by other people of high fashion, such other

people being there, bona Jide. Suppose that, in reply to the colonel's

remark, which, of course would be whispered in such a way as to attract

especial notice, that " her ladyship's rein was too short," such third

party should say—" the fault is your own. Sir ; it is you that have

shortened her ladyship's reign."—" 1
1"—" Yes, you, and I desire to know

the reason."—" Oh," retorts the brave soldier, unwilling to quarrel

before the star of his idolatry, " oh, merely because I should not like

to have a bride-ill." Every body would laugh in such a case, and every

body would swallow the joke. Such is the advantage of playing into

each other's hands. The rule might, perhaps, be extended to cases of

a more serious nature. To give the matter an air of authenticity, cards

might be interchanged, or, if the principals knew each other, and agreed

not to hit, or, which is the same thing,* if they would agree to aim at

each other, even a shot or two might be interchanged without mischief,

whatever might be the wish of the seconds, who, under every such pre-

concerted affair, would know nothing of that which, in every similar

case, men have agreed to call the understanding of the parties. 4. MS.
Reports, 325.

Rule II.—Show colour, when you give a joke, in black and white;

lay a good foundation. Remember that a story is not an epigram. It

may be ever so long, if it be clear ; and if the knob is, where it seldom

is, at the further end of the story. In telling a joke on paper, men use

fewer words than they do in relating it ; and why ? can it be, because

more words are necessary—more written words, to explain what, when
the story is told, a tone or a look, a shrug, or a gesture may explain

better than a score of words ?

Case—Vide the Carew story (Rule I.) as reported in the Morning
Chronicle, about November 24th or 25th, 1825. In reading the joke

there, it has a very stupid, forced, unnatural aspect. , It is, indeed,

anything but a joke. And why ? partly because no colour is given, or

in other words, no gravamen is laid. Not a syllable is uttered concern-

ing the previous inquiry of vohat Carew, and which Carew, as provided

for, in our account of the case ; and partly, nay chiefly, because, by the

report in the M. C, the individual, who proposes the change of pro-

nunciation, appears to be the very individual who commits the pun.

Was ever such atrocity I Was ever such stupidity heard of ! I need

not say more. I hope you will avoid such fatal errors, in reporting

a joke.

• See th? Poor Gendemai).
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Rule III.

—

Nbvct do a joke at. second-hand; or never without re-

hearsal. Be sure that you understand it. For lack of this rule, which
may appear to you of no great price, one Oliver Goldsmith played the

dev—deuce with his reputation tbrVit. Everybody knows the mistake,

which he made of some other village, for Turn'em Green, after buying
a joke, which related in some way or other, to green peas, that were no
longer so. Everybody has heard of the lapsus lingua: story, which was
played off, not with a neat's tongue, but with a calf's head. So, too,

most people have heard of the unhappy G. P. who, seeing a man in the

gutter, asked him how he came there ; to which the man replied not-

mth-standing ; a joke that so delighted poor G. P. that he went a little

way off, and lay down in another gutter, and waited, until somebody
asked him how the d—1 he came there, upon which he replied (with a

laugh loud enough to bring the watch about him) ; never-the-less.

Rule IV.—If you prepare most of your unprepared speeches, leave

no records behind you. Vide Posterity- v. R. B. Sheridan, lately con-

victed of uttering several counterfeit spurious impromptus, well knowing
them to be such ; and of putting off, before the majesty of Parliament,

a fictitious " Good God !" 1. T. Moore's Rep.
Rule V.—Never step aside for the purpose of letting off a pun ;'dr,''.

as we have it now, for the purpose of letting a pun. Smother it frrsf.

Autliorities below.

Rule VI.—Never lay a pun-trap. For the learning on this head,

vide the celebrated gun case, 1. Joe Millar, 1690, p. 1., §. 1. " Didn't

I hear a gun ? Speaking of guns though, may be you never heard a capital

story about," &c. &c. &c. So, where A. B., being an evil disposed per-

son, kept a large nutmeg grater upon the table at which he always

wrote, and if anybody happened to speak of any thing great, as a great

man, a gi'eat picture, a great beauty, he would point to his pun-trap,

and say, with a quiet look, there's a greater. Adjudged a felonj'- : party

transported, nevertheless. So, where C. D. and E. F. plotted and con-

spired together ; and C. D. watching his opportunity, spoke of Buona-
parte, and of his avowed design to sacrifice the British advance at

Waterloo, whatever it should cost, and swore that he had never heard

of se rash a thing ; at which E. F. taking up C. D. swore, with a laugh,

that C. D. had seen a rasher thing, that very day ; whereupon a bet

being made (a very innocent by-stander going halves with C. D.) E. F.

pointed, with a chuckle, to a thin slice of bacon, which stood before

C. D. and which the company decided, on appeal, to be a rasher thing.

Ruled a pmining, with malice aforethought. N.B.—It appeared on trial,

that the aforesaid thin slice of bacon was prepared for the occasion, by
a, party, who afterwards acknowledged that he had been the secret ac-

complice of C. D. and E. F. Our MS. Reports. And so, where B. and
C. met by invitation at the house of A. ; and A., throwing himself back
in his chair, under pretence of laughing at a joke of B.'s, upset a small

wooden tub, or pail, in which the wine was kept. Whereupon C. tapping

B.'s elbow, to call his attention, said, in a smothered whisper, " What

!

my dear A., kickinfr the bucket !" At which A. replied with a careless

air, " Oh, no, my dear C, oh, no ; I only turned a little pail." It appear-

ing to be altogether a preconcerted affair, between a poor poet and a

rich patron, to impose upon a third party, it was ruled as above.

The student will remark, that a pun-trap is forbidden by law ; and
that a stratagem, such as that recommended by Rule I. is jjermitted.
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Of course, he would wish to know the real difference : he shall be
gratified. A stratagem is a pun-trap, if it fail ; a pun is a stratagem if

it succeed. Treason, you know, never prospers—^why ? Because if it

prosper, it is no longer treason. So with pun-traps ; they never prosper,

for, when they have prospered, they are no longer pun-traps. Stealing

is not legal, because, when legal, it is not stewing ; so with pun-traps.

Vide the Laws of Sparta ; by which it appears that boys were encou-
raged to steal, and punished when they were found out. Query, the

difference between tiie laws of Sparta and—the laws of the rest of the

world.* So, here, we encourage lawful stratagem, that is, every sort of
successful stratagem ; but we punish that which fails, under the name
of a trick, fraud, or pun-traj).

Rule VII.—There should be a visible preparation, before a joke is let

off, a significance of attitude, a laugh, a look, a change of the voice,

or gesture, when it is let off, and if possible a look of temperate, cheer-

ful satisfaction afterwards.—N.B. This requires great dexterity. I lay

down the rule without qualification, having assured myself that sixteen

out of thirty-one judges have so decided.

Rule VIII.—If the people about you do not happen to see your joke,

at once, do not be discouraged—try it again. Avoid what are called by
the sages of the law, jokes latent, or jokes which do not appear on the

very face of a proceeding. Jokes patent, or visible, open jokes, are to

be preferred in every case. In a word

—

Rules IX, X, XI. and XII.—If you write a joke, underscore it.

Show it up in capitals, or subdivide the syllables, or words, in such a
way that nobody can pass it over ; and if you utter a joke, which appears
to go off, not like a two-and-forty pounder, but like a flash in the pan,

watch your opportunity, and hitch in a sort of explanation ; try it in every
possible shape—never despair : you will most assuredly succeed ifyou run
through a series of approximating variations, till your auditors are awake,
or, what is much the same thing for you, asleep. Authorities hereafter.

A2ml thefirst, 1826. Fiedrich Nichter.

TO
Yon bid me take my harp again

—

Alas ! 'tis tuneless now ;

I cannot raise the long-hush'd strain,

Though she who bids is thou!

The high-toned chords of youthful gladness

—

The softer notes which breathed of sadness

—

And e'en those harsh and jarring strings

Which spoke severer visitings

—

All, all are mute, disused, unstrung;
And long the rusting lyre has hung
Unheeded on the mouldering wall.

Until the very spiders crawl,

And weave their unbrush'd webs among
Those silent, frozen strings of song!
Sad and true emblem 'tis of all

Neglect, uncleanness, and decay

:

How soon oblivion's shadows fall

!

How soon e'en mem'ry fades away

!

* A part of this capital idea is borrowed.—F. N.

M. M. Ncm Serm.—Vol. I. No. 4.. 3 B
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SILKS.

Silks and Free Trade—these, next to Credit and Currency, are the

topics which occupy all talkers and debaters : every body discusses

them—some absurdly, some selfishly, all partially. We, too, must talk

about them, and, like the Laureate, we cast our " say " upon the

waters, and bid it God speed. We are no manufacturers, and there-

fore have no immediate interests to warp our sentiments ; nor are we
in office—no, nor in expectancy, and therefore need not mask our

purposes ; and, above all, to quiet our readers' rising apprehensions,

we are no political economists, and therefore are under no irresistible

temptations to confound truth and falsehood, and move heaven and
earth to support a favourite and bewildering hypothesis. We are mere
spectators of the wild and busy scene before us ; but possibly we may,

if not according to the proverb, see more, yet as much of the game as

the great gamesters themselves. It is simply our purpose to strip off

disguises, to speak of things by their right names, to refer effects to

their real causes, and motives to their true sources. We are bound to

none but the community ; and our sole object is the detection of fallacies

and the presentation of reahties.

We profess ouTselves at once the advocates of Free Trade, and we
rest the cause on this strong and intelligible ground. The advantage

of a whole community is indisputably of superior importance to the

advantage of any part of that community. Now, every member of a

community desires to purchase at the lowest possible I'ate, and this

general desire marks and measures the interest of the whole nation.

But that general desire can be gratified only where the field of compe-
tition is left completely free. Wlieresoever such freedom exists, the

manufacturer must, first or last, sell at the lowest rate, because if he

do not, others will quickly step in, and, by under-selling him, force him
down to that point. If, on the other hand, the manufacturer possess

the monopoly of an article, or any thing like exclusive privilege, he

will be able to control the supply, and thus obtain higher prices, which
higher prices must of course be obtained at the expense of the com-
munity.

Interpose in what way a government will, by restrictions or protec-

tions, the interpositions prove detrimental to one or the other, or to

both. Restrictions injure the manufacturer by curtailing his market,

and the community by contracting the supply. Protections, indeed,

advantage the manufacturer, but that advantage must again be acquired

at the cost of the public. A government, then, never interferes com-
mercially, without inflicting mischief—always on the commimity, and
sometimes on the manufacturer. Now, a government confessedly exists

solely for the security of the general good ; but to confer favours, to

grant indulgences, to sell monopolies, is plainly to sacrifice the general

good to particular persons and parties, and thus to violate the very

sanctions of legitmiate authority. The duty of a government then,

with respect to commercial matters, must be absolutely to do nothing.

We make no distinctions between domestic and foreign trade. If a

foreigner can bring into tlie country an article at a cheaper rate than

the same can be manufactured at home, it is equally acceptable and
advantageous for the public to purchase that article ; and the office of
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the government will be, not to invent impediments, but to afford the

fullest facilities to its admittance.

We arc not, by these remarks, reflecting particularly on any govern-

ment ; nor do we charge our own with wilfully wronging the state by its

system of commercial regulations. That system was generated in

ignorance. The original object was revenue, without any thought of

the public, or any perception of evil consequences. The enormous
error is only beginning to be detected ; and happily the present

ministry are, perhaps, somewhat disposed to arrest its progress, or

rather to trace back the ruinous course. They have only to undo what
has been donc> and commit as little mischief in this backward career

as the unhappy nature of the case will allow. They have only to com-
bine speed and caution as wisely as they can ; let them seek the fullest

information, resolve deliberatel}', act resolutely, and persevere till the

object be finally accomplished.

Precisely, then, because it operates to the advantage of the commu-
nity, do we support the principle of Free Trade. The argument on
which that principle is usually advocated, is to our minds unintelligible.

On all sides the economists and the government, who are pupils of the

same school, ring in our ears the mutual benefit of all parties—not only

of the seller, but the buyer, not only of the individuals but the nation,

not onlj' of one but of all nations. This is incomprehensible. If two
individuals make a bargain, what one gains the other loses ; where is the

mutual gain ? It is the same with two nations—the whole gain of the

one must be at the expense of the other ; the gain alone is not mutual

;

it is the gain and loss that is reciprocal, which will amount to no gain at

all. If we take three individuals, the first may sell to the second and
gain—the second, in like manner, may sell to the third and gain ; but
the gain of both the first and the second will be at the expense of the

third if he be the consumer. Take the three together, and there is no
gain at all ; things are differently distributed among them, but the loss

of the third is equivalent to the gain of the other two. In the com-
mercial intercourse of nations there is nothing to parallel this case.

To talk then of two nations freely trading with each other, and both
mutually and equally gaining, is sheer nonsense. If one nation consent

to bring its goods and pay an import duty, without charging that duty
upon the goods, the nation receiving the duty evidently has an advan-

tage. It is equivalent to the receipt of a tribute. If two nations again

trade with each other, and each pays the other import duties, but one
at a higher rate than the other, the nation receiving the higher rate will

benefit by the amount of the difference ; but wliere two nations are

trading perfectly free, or on equal duties, where the mutual gain is to

come from is past our comprehension. Money's worth, as we say, is

given, and no more. Let us be distinctly understood : by Free Trade
the community benefits, because then the public buys at the cheapest

rate, and the manufacturer sells at the lov/est. WHiere monopolies

exist, the manufacturer does not sell at this, the lowest remunerating

price, and of course the community suffers. Now, the result must, no
doubt, be the same with two countries as with one, under the same
circumstances of absolute freedom ; but is this what is meant by their

mutually benefiting each other ? No. The true statement is this—of

two countries, thus freely trading with each other, each will benefit ; but

each will benefit not at the other's cost, nor by the other's gain—a posi-

3 B 2
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tion perfectly unintelligible—but each will benefit at the expense of its

own monopolizers, whose privileges are broken down.

But no matter on what motive the principles of Free Trade are carried

into execution, the community will have the advantage ; and on that

groimd we advocate them. It is then the interest of the country to

urge the adoption of these principles, but that the manufacturer should

do so is inconceivable : his interest is directly opposed to that of the

public ; he must naturally desire to augment his advantages ; for what

other purpose does he labour ? Is it to be supposed that any body ma-
nufactures philanthropically for the good of his fellow-creatures ? No I

Gain, gain, is the one great stinudus to all commercial exertion, and

we only blind ourselves by looking for other motives. But do not we
find the manufacturers themselves soliciting for Free Trade ? Yes, when
their interest prompts them ; the merchant clamours for Free Trade,

because all restrictions narrow the range of his business, and import

duties absorb capital, which he would be glad to have at his own com-

mand ; occasionally, too, these restrictions press close upon the manu-
facturer, and then he also joins the general cry for Free Trade. The
public, the manufacturer, and the merchant are then all demanding the

same thing ; but their interests are not the same, nor do they always

mean the same thing, though their demands be expressed by the same

phrase. All ask for Free Trade ; but the community and the raerclmnt

mean the removal of restrictions and protections—the manufacturer

thinks of nothing but the relaxation of restrictions. So long as the

government, in its desire to give effect to the principles of Free Trade,

confines its efforts to the removal of restrictions, the manufacturer is as

much delighted with the principles as any body ; but the moment the

government entrenches upon his protections, the manufacturing spirit

bursts forth in bitterness and detestation against the oppressive working

of these new-fangled notions.

Was ever anything more illustrative of these matters than the present

case of the Silk Trade ? It is worth a little consideration : silk is not the

natural product of the country, and therefore, at a glance, it might

pretty safely be concluded, we could not compete with the country

where it was produced. The material indeed, it will be said, must be

imported, but that disadvantage may surely be counterbalanced by

superior skill and activity : to a certain extent, no doubt ; but we
are too much disposed to over-rate these qualities in ourselves. For some

reason or other, however, perhaps the deficiency of supply, or more

likely some political fancy, silks must be manufactured at home : what

is to be done ? Protect the home-manufacture, and as soon as you can

thus produce what you conceive an adequate supply, prohibit the intro-

duction of foreign goods altogether : this is done ; the exclusive mono-

poly is given to the home-manufacturer ; competition is shut out ; the

market is all his own : what are the consequences ? He fixes his own
price ; his gains are great ; the article deteriorates ; foreign goods are in

greater demand—partly from fashion, partly from prejudice, but chiefly

from the sounder reason ; and in spite of all prohibition, into the country

they clandestinely come. Tire manufacturer has access to the minister

;

he complains of the inefliciency of his protection ; the audacity of the

smuggler defeats the kind intention of the legislature—something further

must be done. What does the government ? Augments the police ot"

the customs, institutes the preventive-service, and thus saddles the
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country with a fresh and enormous expense, naainly to enforce the pro-
tection of the manufacture. All however fails ; the additional expense
is incurred, but the smuggler is not deterred ; his caution is sharpened,
but the silks find their way more than ever ; we do not say, in proportion

to the augmented police, but to the increasing desire for foreign goods.
In the meanwhile, the importance of the principles of Free Trade to the
interests of the commmiity spread far and wide ; the people murmur
louder and louder against monopolies, and the expenses entailed upon
the nation for their protection : the government finds itself compelled to

give way ; it must do something, or appear to be doing something.
Among the first steps to the approach of a political millenium, the
minister announces, as best calculated to tickle the ears of the ground-
lings, the abolition of the prohibitory laws,—this is charming. But,
growls the manufacturer—who believes, or affects to beheve, the minister
really intends his ruin—this is gross injustice; we have vested rights;

we have embarked our property under the faith of acts of parliament.
Then take, says the minister, a reduction of the duties on the raw
material. That is not enough. Then take, besides, a protecting duty
of 30 per cent, on the manufactured goods. Nor is that enough. Then
you can have no more, says the minister, and plumes himself on his

steadiness, and on his thus bravely and thus firmly supporting the prin-

ciples of Free Trade.

The truth is, the minister, be his wishes what they may, cannot
do as he will. The manufacturing interest is too strong for him, or
rather, the embarrassments and complexities of our finances, He is

compelled to make a sort of delusive compromise. He repeals, there-
fore, the prohibitory laws, and in the same breath covers the trade with
a protecting duty. Do we mean then to say, that 30 per cent, will

really prove a protecting duty ? Yes, if that sum were really paid, we
verily think the protection and the prohibition would have precisely the
same effect. The trade would be in the same state as before ; foreign
silks would scaicely be seen in the open market, and smuggling woidd
thrive as before. But then, why, it may be asked, is all tSis alarm on
the part of the manufacturers ? Because, so far as this alarm is real,

they apprehend this 30 per cent, may partly be evaded ; and because
they are yet in the dark as to the rate at which the foreign manufacturer
can imderwork them. The statements vary from 10 to 50 per cent.
While this uncertainty exists, some apprehension will prevail ; if foreign
goods can be produced 40 or 50 per cent, lower than English, 30 per
cent, is no protection : if, however, the diflPerence be not more than
15 or 20 per cent., then 30 per cent, may seem amply sufficient for that
purpose ; for, what mean we by a protectmg duty ? One that will place
imported goods precisely on a level with our home-manufactures ? That
is the legal sense of the expression ; but such a protection would, in the
case of silks, be a mockery. WTiat woman, of any fashion, or preten-
sion to fashion, would purchase English silks, when she could get
foreign at the very same price ? Not that we suppose the quality of the
one must necessarily be inferior to the other. There can be no doubt,
whatever might be the fact at first, when the two came into open com-
petition, the difference would soon cease to be perceptible. But take
the worst supposition : when once every body coidd readily purchase
the foreign at a comparatively slight augmentation of price, the
sense of superiority arising from distinction would speedily vanish ; the
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prepossession would quickly wane. It would soon become a matter of

indifference with the fashionable, we mean with the dressing world,

whether silks were English or foreign ; or rather, if silks were not alto-

gether abandoned, which is not so very improbable, the foreign itself

would sink in the scale, and the English in its turn gain the ascendancy.

No, we must believe, the minister expects virtually to protect. He
proceeds on the supposition, that the foreign manufacturer can work up
his goods at about 15 or 20 per cent, below our own ; and that the dif-

ference of 10 or perhaps 13 per cent, will constitute an adequate pro-

tection—that is, it will pretty fairly countei'balance the prejudices in favour

of the foreign.

And that it perhaps might, were it not for the tricks of the trade.

These tricks however will be sure to be played, and against them the

minister has not provided. By one of the commonest collusions of trade,

the warehouseman will be able to cut off at least 10 per cent. He will

purchase in France and Switzerland, for instance, at 5s. a yard ; the

invoice will exhibit 4s. 6d. ; and the duty will be paid on the 4s. 6d., and
not the 5s., thus reducing the amount 10 per cent. Now if this sort of

manoeuvre were generally practised, the duty would in effect fall to 20
per cent. That sum would place the home and foreign articles only on

a level in price, which, as we have said, is certainly no protecting price ;

and in proportion to the extent of this evasion will be the paralyzing

effect upon the English manufacture. On such evasions, the minister

has apparently not calculated ; and yet, however revolting it may be to

men of high feeling and integrity, or however beneath them they maj''

think it to ferret into the filthy recesses of trade

—

we say, if they will

meddle with such matters, they must not stick at soiling their fingers,

and, as far as is practicable, counterworking them.

But ascribing to the merchant and warehouseman more credit for fair-

dealing than we are inclined to do ; and supposing the 30 per cent, to

raise the price of foreign silks 10 or 15 per cent, above that of our own,

and nothing short of such advantage will enable the home manufactiu^er

to compete with the foreign ; will not this again be to encourage smug-

gling ? Not to encourage it—if we mean by encouraging, augmenting

it : but certainly, to keep it up to the same point it stands at present.

Silks can be smuggled at 15 or 20 per cent. ; and therefore the foreign

trade will probably continue to run in the old channels. No stimulus

exists strong enough to change the course of it ; the short of it is, if

30 per cent, be adequate to protect the silks in the open trade, it is suf-

ficient to repay the labours and hazards of the smuggling trade. The
home-market therefore will remain as before ; the foreign goods will be

smuggled as before ; and the minister's measures, lauded on the one hand

and execrated on the other, as they are, will eventually prove simple

nullities.

Is it not then, after all, the purpose of the government to realize the

principles of Free Trade ? Why, the substitution of protecting duties for

prohibitory laws is no proof of it. Is it then their intention to keep up

tlie Silk Trade monopoly ? We think so ; though we by no means believe

that object to be the preponderating motive. No, w^ believe them

governed by financial reasons. Their object is the improvement of the

revenue ;* and the means of accompUshing that object—highly com-

* We use tlic customary language ; but, of course, every body uow-a-d.iys knows

tljat the phrase, improvancnl of (he revenue, means increase of taxation. All revenue
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mendable ones—defeating the smuggler, l)ringing to the Exchequer the

duty, and reducing the cost of the pieventive-service. The preventive-

service is very expensive, very unpopular, very inefficient ; and the re-

duction, or even the extinction of it not undesirable. It is of no real

service to the revenue : it costs at least as much as it saves. Now, by

throwing open the trade, as it is termed, that is by admitting silks,

hitherto absolutely prohibited, on a duty of 30 per cent., it seems to

be supposed silks would prefer coming boldly and safely up the river to

running the risk of encountering the preventive-service ; the government

would thus secure the benefit, first of the duty, then a second advantage

in being enabled to reduce the coast-blockade, and besides these bles-

sings, the credit of ruining the smuggling trade. They will be disap-

pointed, but apparently such are their views ; and surely more justifiable

than the questionable purpose of protecting a monopoly. The chances

are, that smuggling can be effected at 13 or 20 per cent., and if so, of

course very little silk will visit the ports to pay 30.

We have said we think the minister's measures will eventually turn

out mere nullities. Then how shall we account for the alarm, the dis-

tress, the suspension of the Silk-Trade ? Is it to be supposed, that

alarm is fictitious, that distress mireal, that suspension unimperative, or

that the manufacturers cannot understand their own interests, and are

unable to trace the effects of these measures, as well as we scribblers in

Monthly Magazines ? No, no ; we believe the distress real enough, and

the necessity for suspension imperative enough ; but as for the alarm, we
are inclined to attribute but little of it, and none of the distress, to their

apprehensions of these formidable measures. The very period of oc-

currence is enough to start the doubt. It is synchronous neither with the

origin nor with the natural operation of these measures, but with the great

and general distress arising from the tremendous shock that has struck

credit to the earth. We do not say that, because events happen at the

same time, they must have the same cause ; but this we say, that if tlie

same cause be competent to the effect, and be at the same time indis-

putably productive of similar effects, it is no improbable inference to

ascribe them to that same cause, particularly if we can point to facts,

which corroborate the same conclusion. Now it is notorious, that the

last year's imports of raw and throwTi silk were nearly double those of

the preceding year, though in both those years the intentions of the

government were distinctly avowed. Does this augmentation of the raw
materials—does the redoubling of the manufacture, look like apprehen-

sion of the direful effects now attributed to the abrogation of the pro-

hibitory laws ? No : the fact is, the manufacturers opposed the minister

in the outset, because they liked the prohibition ; but by degrees they
became reconciled to the protection, because they soon discerned it

would come to the same thing, and proceeded with fresh vigour. Nay,
not content with the prudent employment of their tangible capital, they
strain their credit to the very utmost, and work up goods to the fullest

extent of their power. They overdo the matter ; they make more than
is wanted, till suddenly comes a check upon credit—an appalling anni-

is taxation. Tliere is but one source—the pockets of the community. If the word
revenue is to be confined, as it sometimes seems to be, to the customs, then tlie im-
provement of the revenue is susceptible of a^ less invidious construction, as enabling

the government to relieve tlie public of more obnoxious burdens.
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tiilation rather, and the silk folks, like others, are unable to find a

market for their excessive productions, or to renew their discounts, and
are sucked up in the vortex of general destruction. Manufacturers of
all kinds generally have as madly employed their credit, as injudiciously

overshot the mark, and are as fatally feeling the effects ; but unluckily

they can conjure up no plausible pretence to taunt the government with

the mischief, and are forced to be silent. But the silk-men eagerly seize

upon the well-timed excuse ; they dismiss their workmen at the ver)'^

moment when they have no longer occasion for them, and when their

resources utterly fail them, and fling the cause and the blame in the teeth

of the government ; while the country—forgetting that the very same
cause, which weighs down others, is pressing equally and justly upon
them—listen to the clamorous Imputation, and though little inclined to

sympathize with their misery, are yet ready to join in ascribing their

distress to the minister's adventurous innovations.

To hear these silk-men, we must conclude that, had it not been for

these fatal measures of the government, their trade would have gone
successfully onward ; that the general destruction of credit would
kindly have spared them ; that they would still have found money to pay
their men, a market for all their goods ; and proved the only people who
had traded on available and actual capital.

We must stop. Our opinion is briefly this : if the ministers were really

resolved on attempting to carry into execution the principles of Free
Trade, they should have ventured on throwing the trade fairlj' open at

once ; or if that were not, with any justice, practicable, as we believe it

was not, they should have waited for more propitious times, till in short

they were strong enough to renovate the decrepit condition of the times,

that is, to reduce the amount of taxation at least two-thirds ; throw open
the ports generally, free for exports and imports ; abolish the customs,

the excise, and all petty vexatious imposts ; levy but one general tax for

the whole expenses of the state, and that one upon property. If, on the

other hand, revenue was the object, by augmenting the Custom-house
receipts, and withdrawing some pai"t or all of the preventive-service,

then they should have admitted foreign silks at a duty of 10 or 15 per

cent. They would thus have secured the full amount of that duty, and
annihilated smuggling, so far at least as it depended upon silks.

As it is, they do neither one thing nor the other : they neither stir an

inch in the track of Free Trade, nor will they augment the revenue. It

is one of the half-measures that pass with some under the names of

sound policy, statesman-like conduct, practical wisdom, and so on ; and,

like half-measures in moral matters, will come to nothing, or make
bad worse.

EXTEMPORE ON THE LATE "WAR.

Whene'er contending Princes fight.

For private pique or public right,

Armies are raised—the fleets are mann'd

—

The)' combat both by sea and land.

When after many battles past.

Both, tir'd with blows, make peace at last.

What is it, after all, the people get ?

Why

—

ividows, taxes, wooden-leg/:, end debt.
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OLD NEIGHBOURS.
No. I.

An Admiral on Shore.

I DO not know any moment in which the two undelightful truisms

which we are all so ready to admit and to run away from, tlie quick pro-

gress of time and the instability of human events, are brought before us

with a more uncomfortable consciousness than that of visiting, after a long

absence, a house with whose former inhabitants we had been on terms
of intimacy. The feeling is still more unpleasant when it comes to us

unexpectedly and finds us unprepared, as has happened to me to-day.

A friend requested me this morning to accompany her to call on her
little girl, whom she had recently placed at the Belvidere, a new and
celebrated boarding-school—I beg pardon I—establishment for young
ladies, about ten miles off. We set out accordingly, and, mj' friend

being a sort of person in whose company one is apt to think little of any
thing but herself, had proceeded to the very gate of the Belvidere

before I had at all recollected the road we were travelling, when in one
momentary stop at the entrance of the lawn, I at once recognized the
large substantial mansion, surrounded by magnificent oaks and elms,

whose shadow lay broad and heavy on the grass in the bright sun of
August ; the copse-like shrubbery, which sunk with a pretty natural

wildness to a dark clear pool, the ha ha which parted the pleasure-ground
from the open common, and the beautiful country which lay like a
panorama beyond—in a word, I knew at a glance, in spite of the dis-

guise of its new appellation, the White House at Hannonby, where ten

years ago I had so often visited my good old friend Admiral Floyd.

The place had undergone other transmogrifications besides its change
of name ; in particular, it had gained a few prettinesses and had lost

much tidiness. A new rustic bench, a green-house, and a verandah,
may be laid to the former score ; a torn book left littering on the seat, a
broken swing dangling from the trees, a skipping-rope on the grass, and
a straw bonnet on a rose bush, to the latter ; besides which, the lawn
which, under the naval reign, had been kept almost as smooth as water,

was now in complete neglect, the turf in some places growing into grass,

in others trodden quite bare by the continual movement of little rapid

feet ; leaves lay under the trees ; weeds were on the gravel ; and dust

upon the steps. And in two or three chosen spots small fairy gardens
had been cribbed from the shrubberies, where seedy mignionette and
languishing sweet peas and myrtles over-watered, and geraniums, trained
as never geraniums were trained before, gave manifest tokens of youthful
gardening. None of the inhabitants were visible, but it was evidently a
place gay and busy with children, devoted to their sports and their

exercise. As we neared the mansion, the sounds and sights of school-

keeping became more obvious. Two or three pianos were jingling in

different rooms, a guitar tinkling, and a harp twanging ; a din of childish

voices, partly French partly English, issued from one end of the house,
and a foreign looking figure from the other, whom, from his silk stockings,

his upright carriage, and the bo)^ who fdllmved him carrying his kit,

I set down for the dancing-master ;, whilst in An upstair apartment were
two or three, rosy laughing faces, enjoying the pleasure of disobedience
in peeping out of window, one of which faces disappeared the moment
M.M. NexA, Series.—YoL. I, No. 4. 3 C
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it caught sight of the carriage, and was in another instant hanging

round its mother's neck in the hall. I could not help observing to the

governess, who also met us there, that it was quite shocking to think

how often disobedience answers amongst these little people. If Miss
Emily had not been peeping out of the window when we drove up to the

door, she would have heex\ at least two minutes later in kissing her

dear mamma—a remark to which the little girl assented very heartily,

and at which her accomplished preceptress tried to look grave.

Leaving Emily with her mother, I sallied forth on the lawn to

reconnoitre old scenes and recollect old times. My first visit especially

forced itself on my remembrance. It had been made, like this, under the

sultry August sun. We then lived within walking distance, and I had
been proceeding hither to call on our new neighbours, Admiral and Mrs.
Floyd, when a very unaccountable noise on the lawn induced me to

pause at the entrance ; a moment's observation explained the nature of

the sounds. The admiral was shooting wasps with a pocket pistol ; a

most villanous amusement, as it seemed to me, who am by nature and
habit a hater of such poppery, and indeed of all noises which are at

once sudden and expected. My first impulse was to run away, and I

had actually made some motions towards a retreat, when, struck with the

ludicrous nature of the sport, and the folly of being frightened at a sort

of squibbery, which even the unusual game (though the admiral was
a capital marksman, and seldom failed to knock down his insect) did not

seem to regard ; I faced about manfully, and contenting myself with

putting my hands to my ears to keep out the sound, remained at a very
safe distance to survey the scene. There, under the shade of the tall

elms, sate the veteran, a little old withered man, very like a pocket
pistol himself, brown, succinct, grave, and fiery. He wore an old-

fashioned naval uniform of blue faced with white, which set off his

mahogany countenance, drawn into a thousand deep wrinkles, so that

his face was as full of lines as if it had been tattooed, with the full force

ofcontrast. At his side stood a very tall, masculine, large-boned middle-

aged woman, something like a man in petticoats, whose face, in spite of

a quantity of rouge and a small portion of modest assurance, might
still be called handsome, and could never be mistaken for belonging to

other than an Irish woman. There was a touch of the brogue in her
very look. She, evidently his wife, stood by marking the covles, and
enjoying, as it seemed to me, the smell of gunpowder, to which she had
the air of being quite as well accustomed as the admiral. A younger
lady was watching them at a little distance, apparently as much amused
as myself, and far less frightened ; on her advancing to meet me the

pistol was put down, and the admiral joined us. 'fhis was my first

introduction : we were acquainted in a moment ; and before the end of

my visit he had shown me all over his house, and told me the whole his-

tory of his life and adventures.

In these there was nothing remai'kable, excepting their being so

entirely of the sea. Some sixty-five years before he had come into the

world, in the middle of the British channel, while his mother was taking

a little trip from Portsmouth to Plymouth on board her husband's flag-

ship (for he, too, had been an admiral), when, rather before he was
expected, our admiral was born. This debid fixed his destin)^ At
twelve years old he went to sea, and had remained there ever since, till

now, when an unlucky promotion sent him ashore, and seemed likely to
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keep him there. I never saw a man so unaffectedly displeased with his

own title. He forbade any one in his own house from calling him by it,

and took it as a sort of affront from strangers.

Being, however, on land, his first object was to make his residence as

much like a man-of-war as possible, or rather as much like that beau-ideal

of a habitation his last frigate the Mermaiden, in which he had by dif-

ferent prizes made above sixty thousand pounds. By that standard his

calculations were regulated ; all the furniture of the White House at

Hannonby was adapted to the proportions of His Majesty's ship the

Mermaiden. The great drawing-room was fitted up exactly on the

model of her cabin, and the whole of that spacious and commodious

mansion made to resemble, as much as possible, that wonderfully incon-

venient abode, the inside of a ship; every thing crammed into the

smallest possible compass ; space most unnecessarily economized, and

contrivances devised for all those matters which need no contriving at

all. He victualled the house as for an East-India voyage, served out

the provisions in rations, and swung the whole family in hammocks.

It will easily be believed that these innovations, in a small village

in a midland county, where nineteen-twentieths of the inhabitants had

never seen a piece of water larger than Hannonby great pond, occasioned

no small commotion. The poor admiral had his own troubles ; at first

every living thing about the place rebelled—there was a general mutiny

;

the very cocks and hens whom he had crammed up in coops in the

poultry-yard screamed aloud for liberty ; and the pigs, ducks, and geese,

equally prisoners, squeaked and gabbled for water ; the cows lowed

in their stall—the sheep bleated in their pens—the whole live stock of

Hannonby was in durance.

The most mimanageable of these complainers were of course the

servants—with the men, after a little while he got on tolerably—stern-

ness and grog (the wind and sun of the table) conquered them—his

staunchest opponents were of the other sex—the whole tribe of house-

maids and kitchenmaids abhorred him to a woman, and plagued and

thwarted him every hour of the day. He, on his part, returned their

aversion with interest ; talked of female stupidity, female awkwardness,

and female diet, and threatened to compound an household of the crew

of the Mermaiden, that should shame all the twirlers of mops and bran-

dishers of brooms in the county. Especially, he used to vaunt the

abilities of a certain Bill Jones, as the best laundress, sempstress, cook,

and housemaid in the navy ; him he was determined to procure, to keep

his refractory household in some order ; accordingly, he wrote to desire

his presence ; and Bill, unable to resist the summons of his old com-
mander, arrived accordingly.

This Avatar, which had been anticipated by the revolted damsels with

no small dismay, tended considerably to ameliorate matters. The dreaded

major domo turned out to be a smart young sailor, of four or five-and-

twenty, with an arch smile, a bright merry eye, and a most knowing

nod, by no means insensible to female objurgation or indifferent to female

charms. The women of the house, particularly the pretty ones, soon

perceived their power ; and as this Admirable Crichton of his Majesty's

ship the Mermaiden had, amongst his other accomplishments, the address

completely to govern his master, all was soon in the smoothest track

possible. Neither, universal genius though he were, was Bill Jones at

all disdainful of female assistance, or averse to the theory of a division

3C2
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of labour. Under his wise direction and discreet patronage, a peacs
was patched up between the admiral and his rebelHous handmaids. A
general amnesty was proclaimed, with the solitary exception of an old

crone of a she-cook, who had, on some occasion of culinary interference,

turned her master out of his own kitchen, and gai-nished Bill Jones's

jacket with an unseemly rag yclept a dishclout. She was dismissed by
mutual consent ; and Sally the kitchen maid, a pretty black-eyed girl,

promoted to the vacant post^ which she filled with eminent ability.

Soothed, guided, and humoured by his trusty adherent, and influenced

perhaps a little by the force of example and the effect of the land breeze,

which he had never breathed so long before, our worthy veteran soon

began to shew symptoms of a man of this world. The earth became, so

to say, his native element. He took to gardening, to farming, for which
Bill Jones had also a taste ; set free his prisoners in the basse-cour, to

the unutterable glorification of crowing of cock and hen, cackling and
gabbling goose and turkey, and enlarged his own walk from pacing

backwards and forwards in the dining-room, followed by his old ship-

mates, a Newfoundland dog and a tame goat, into a stroll round his

own grounds, to the great delight of those faithful attendants. He even

talked of going pheasant shooting, bought a hunter, and was only saved

from following the fox-hounds by accidentally taking up Peregrine Pickle,

which, by a kind of Sortes Virgilianai, opened on the mischances of

lieutenant Hatchway and Commodore Trunnion in a similar expedition.

After this warning, which he considered as nothing less than provi-

dential, he relinquished any attempt at mounting that formidable animal,

a horse, but having found his land legs, he was afoot all day long in his

farm or his garden, setting people to rights in all quarters, and keeping up
the place with the same scrupulous nicety that he was wont to bestow on

the planks and rigging of his dear Mermaiden. Amongst the country

people, he soon became^popular. They liked the testy little gentleman,

who dispensed his beer and grog so bountifully, and talked to them so

freely. He would have his own way, to be sure, but then he paid for

it ; besides, he entered into their tastes and amusements, promoted May
games, revels, and other country sports, patronized dancing-dogs and
monkies, and bespoke plays in barns. Above all, he had an exceeding

partiality to vagrants, strollers, gipse) s and such like persons ; listened

to their tales with a delightful simplicity of belief; pitied them ; relieved

them ; fought their battles at the bench and the vestry, and got into

two or three scrapes with constables and magistrates, by the activity of

his protection. Only one counterfeit sailor with a sham wooden-leg

he found out at a question, and by aid of Bill Jones ducked in the horse-

pond, for an impostor, till the unlucky wretch, who was, as the worthy
seaman suspected, totally unused to the water, a thorough land lubber,

was nearly drowned ; an adventure which turned out the luckiest of his

life, he having carried his case to an attorney, who forced the admiral

to pay fifty pounds for the exploit.

Our good veteran was equally popular amongst the gentry of the

neighboui-hood. His own hospitality was irresistible, and his frankness

and simplicity, mixed with a sort of petulant vivacity, combined to

make him a most welcome relief to the dulness of a country dinner

party. He enjoyedsociety extremely, and even had a spare bed erected

for company; moved thereunto by an accident which befel the fat Rec-
tor of KintoD, who having unfortunately consented to sleep at Hannonby
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one wet night, had alarmed the whole house, and nearly broken his own
neck, by a fall from his hammock. The admiral would have put up
twenty spare beds, if he could have been sure of filling them, for

besides his natural sociability, he was, it must be confessed, in spite of
his farming, and gardening, and keeping a log-book, a good deal at a loss

how to fill up his time. His reading was none of the most extensive

:

Robinson Crusoe, the Naval Chronicle, Southey's admirable Life of
Nelson, and Smollett's Novels, formed the greater part of his library ; and
lor other books he cared little ; though he liked well enough to pore over
maps and charts, and to look at modern voyages, especially if written

by landsmen or ladies ; and his remarks on those occasions often dis-

played a talent for criticism, which under different circumstances might
have ripened into a very considerable reviewer.

For the rest, he was a most kind and excellent person, although a
little testy and not a little absolute; and a capital disciplinarian, although
addicted to the reverse sins of making other people tipsy wliilst he kept
himself sober, and of sending forth oaths in vollies whilst he suffered

none other to swear. He had besides a few prejudices incident to his

condition—loved his country to the point of hating all the rest of the
world, especially the French ; and regarded his own profession with a
pride which made him intolerant of every other. To the army he had
an intense and growing hatred, much augmented since victory upon vic-

tory had deprived him of the comfortable feeling of scorn. The battle

of Waterloo fairly posed him. " To be sure to have drubbed the French
was a fine thing—a very fine thing—no denying that ! but why not have
fought out the quarrel by sea ?

"

I made no mention of Mrs. Floyd in enumerating the admiral's do-
mestic arrangements, because, sooth to say, no one could have less

concern in them than that good lady. She had not been Mrs. Floyd for

five-and-twenty years without thoroughly understanding her husband'g
despotic humour, and her own light and happy temper enabled her to

conform to it without the slightest appearance of reluctance or discon-

tent. She liked to be managed—it saved her trouble. She turned out
to be Irish, as I had suspected. The admiral, who had reached the age
of forty without betraying the slightest symptom of matrimony, had,

during a sojourn in Cork Harbour, fallen in love with her, then a buxom
widow, and married her in something less than three weeks after their

acquaintance began, chiefly moved to that unexpected proceeding by
the firmness with which she bore a salute to the Lord Lieutenant which
threw half the ladies on board into hysterics.

Mrs. Floyd was indeed as gallant a woman as ever stood fire. Her
first husband had been an officer in the army, and she had followed the

camp during two campaigns ; had been in one battle and several skir-

mishes, and had been taken and retaken with the carriages and baggage
without betraying the slightest symptom of fear. Her naval career did

not shame her military reputation. She lived chiefly on board, adopted
sea phrases and sea customs, and but for the petticoat might have passed
for a sailor herself.

And of all the sailors that ever lived, she was the merriest, the most
generous, the most unselfish ; the very kindest of that kindest race

!

There was no getting away from her hearty hospitality, no escaping her
prodigality of presents. It was dangerous to praise or even to approve
of any thing belonging to herself in her hearing; if it had been the
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carpet under her feet or tlie shawl on her shoulders, either would instantly

have been stripped off to offer. Then her exquisite good humour I

Coarse and boisterous she certainly was, and terribly Irish ; but the

severest stickler for female decorum, the nicest critic of female manners,
would have been disarmed by the contagion of Mrs. Floyd's good-
humour.

This person, whom every body loved so much, and whom I loved also

with all my heart, had however one failing which annoyed me not a
little—she was an authoress, had written a comedy which she frequently

promised, or rather threatened to read to me ; a comedy in five acts, and
in prose, as tlie French title-pages say. Ah me ! During one or two
years' acquaintance, my principal business was to evade the hearing of
that lecture. I pique myself on my management in that particular ; on
the certainty which from long practice I felt when the topic was
coming on, and the address with which I contrived to turn it oflF—some-
times by dexterous stupidity, sometimes by a lucky manoeuvre ; some-
times by sheer out-talking ; sometimes by running away. It was her
favourite topic ; even at times when she could hardly design to treat me
with it entire, in a walk for instance, or between the courses at dinner,

she was always talking of this play—telling of the friends who had
praised and the managers who had rejected—threatening to " print it

and shame the rogues," quoting the principal points, whether of wit
or of sentiment, and illusti'ating her criticisms on other productions by
references to parallel passages in her own drama.

I believe tliat I may have heard the whole play piecemeal ; but still I

congratulated myself on having escaped the threatened infliction in the

lump—partly because I had determined in my own mind not to hear it,

so that the avoidal was a sort of triumph of which all obstinate people
know the value ; partly because I had a very sincere dread of giving

offence, and a well-grounded diffidence of my own politeness. The manu-
script (for it had actually been produced one night, and nothing saved
me from being obliged to listen but the good luck of Bill Jones and
Sally's having contrived to set fire to the kitchen chimney—happy con-

flagration I) the manuscript was in size portentous. Every act looked

as long as two. I never could have set it out with the right sort of at-

tention, laughing and crying at the proper places—I know that I could

not ; and although, from my experience of Mrs. Floyd's delightful good-
humour, I might have relied on her for forgiving as much as authoress

could forgive any untimely symptom of weariness during the recital of her
piece, yet I had an internal feeling that it would be better not to try.

So we fenced it oft". The very last words that she spoke to me, when
calling to take leave on her departure from Hannonby, were " well, you
must come and stay with us as soon as we are settled, and then you shall

hear my comedy."—N.B. The title of the play is the Jovial Sailors ; the

scene on board a man-of-war ; and the species what the authoress calls

nutico sentimental. It is still unacted— I had like to have said und—d.

If any one wants the plot, I think I can help him to it.

My chief friend and favourite of the family was one who had hardly

seemed to belong to it—Anne, sister Anne, the eldest daughter. I

liked her even better than I did her father and mother, although for

very different qualities. She was " inland bred," and combined in her-

self sufficient selfpossession and knowledge of the world, of literature,

and of society, to have set up the whole house, provided it had been
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possible to supply their deficiency from her supcr-abundaiicc ; she was
three or four-and-twenty, too, past the age of mere young-ladyism, and
entirely unaccomplished, if she could be called so, who joined to the

most elegant manners a highly cultivated understanding and a remark-

able talent for conversation. Nothing could exceed the fascination of her

delicate and poignant raillery, her voice and smile were so sweet, and
her wit so light and glancmg. A poet might have said of her, that her

shafts were planted with dove's feathers. She had the still rare merit

of being either entirely free from vanity, or of keeping it in such good
order, that it never appeared in look or word. Conversation, much as

she excelled in it, was not necessary to her, as it is to most eminent

talkers. I think she enjoyed quiet observation, full as much, if not

more ; and at such times, there was something of good-humoured malice

in her bright hazel eye, that spoke more than she ever allowed her

tongue to utter. Her father's odd ways, for instance, and her motlicr's

authorship, and her sister's lack-a-daisicalness, amused her rather more
than they ought to have done; but she had never lived with them,

having been brought up by an aunt who had recently died leaving her a

splendid fortune ; and even now that she had come to reside at home,
was treated by her parents, although very kindly, rather as an honoured

guest than a cherished daughter.

Anne Floyd was a sweet creature in spite of a little over-acuteness.

I used to think she wanted nothing but a little falling in Jove to soften

her proud spirit, and tame her bright eye ; but falling in love was quite

out of her way—she had the unfortunate distrust of an heiress satiated

with professions of attachment, and suspecting every man of wooing her

fortune rather than herself. By dint of hearing exaggerated praise of

her beauty, she had even come to think herself plain ; perhaps another

circumstance a little contributed to this persuasion—she was said to be,

and undoubtedly was, remarkably like her father. There is no account-

ing for the strange freaks that nature plays in the matter of family like-

ness. The admiral was certainly as ugly a little man as one should see

in a summer day, and Anne was as certainly a very pretty young woman

:

yet it was quite impossible to see them together and not be struck with

the extreme and even absurd resemblance between Lis old battered face

and her bright and sparkling countenance. To have been so like my
good friend the admiral might have cured a lighter spirit of vanity.

Julia, the j^ounger and favourite daughter, was a fine tall handsome
girl of nineteen, just what her mother must have been at the same age

;

she had been entirely brought up by Mrs. Floyd, except when deposited

from time to time in various country boarding schools, whilst that good
lady enjoyed the pleasure of a cruise. Miss Julia exhibited the not

uncommon phenomenon of having imbibed the opposite faults to those

of her instructress, and was soft, mincing, languid, affected, and full of

airs and graces of the very worst sort ; but I don't Icnow that she was
much more ignorant and silly than a girl of nineteen, with a neglected

education, must needs be ; and she had the farther excuse of being a
spoiled child. Her father doated upon her, and thought her the most
accomplished young woman of the age ; for certain, she could play a
little, and sing a little, and paint a little, and talk a little very bad
French, and dance and dress a great deal. She had also cultivated her

mind by reading all the love-stories and small poetry that came in her

way ; corresponded largely with half-a-dozen bosom friends picked up at
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her different seminaries ; and even aspired, in imitation of her mamma,
to the character of authoress, having actually perpetrated a sonnet to

the moon, which sonnet, contrary to the well-known recipe of Boileau

and the ordinary practice of all nations, contained eighteen lines, four

quatrians, and a couplet ; a prodigality of words which the fair poetess

endeavoured to counterbalance by a corresponding sparingness of idea.

There was no harm in Julia, poor thing, with all her affectation. She
was really warm-hearted and well-tempered, and might have improved

under her sister's kind and judicious management, but for a small acci-

dent which interrupted the family harmony, and eventually occasioned

their removal from Hannonby.
The admiral, always addicted to favoritism, had had under his pro-

tection, from boyhood to manhood, one youth of remarkable promise.

He had been his first lieutenant on board the Mermaiden, and was now,

at three-and-twenty, a master and commander ; which promotion,

although it ejected him from that paragon of frigates, the young captain

did not seem to think so great an evil as the admiral had found his ad-

vancement. He was invited to the White House forthwith ; and the

gallant veteran, who seldom took the trouble to conceal any of his pur-

poses, soon announced that Captain Claremont was his Intended son-in-

law, and that Miss Julia was the destined bride.

The gentleman arrived, and did as much honour to the admiral's taste

as his other favourite Bill Jones. Captain Claremont was really a very

fine young man, with the best part of beauty, figure, and countenance,

and a delightful mixture of frankness and feeling, of spirit and gaiety, in

his open and gentlemanly manners ; he was, at a word, just the image

that one conjures up when thinking of a naval officer. His presence

added greatly to the enjoyment of the family ; the admiral " fought his

battles over again," and so did his lady ; she also threatened to get up
her comedy (in which case I could not have escaped hearing it), and
talked and laughed all day long ; Anne watched the proceedings with evi-

dent amusement, and looked even archer than usual ; whilst Julia, the

heroine of the scene, behaved as is customary in such cases, walked

about, exquisitely dressed, with a book in her hand, or reclined in a

picturesque attitude expecting to be made love to ; and Captain Clare-

mont, who had never seen either sister before, pleased with Julia's

beauty and a little alarmed at Anne's wit, appeared in a fair way of losing

his heart in the proper quarter. In short, the flirtation seemed going

on very prosperously ; and the admiral, in high glee, vented divers sea

jokes on the supposed lovers, and chuckled over the matter to Bill Jones,

who winked and grinned and nodded responsively.

After a few weeks that sagacious adherent began to demur—" Things
seemed," as he observed, " rather at a stand-still—the courtship was a

deal slacker, and his honour, the captain, had talked of heaving anchor,

and sailing off for Lincolnshire." To this the admiral answered nothing

but " tush !" and " pshaw !" and as the captain actually relinquished,

with very little pressing, his design of leaving Hannonby, Bill Jones's

suspicions did seem .i little super-subtle. Bill, however, at the end of

ten days, retained his opinion. " For certain," he said, " Miss Julia

had all the signs of liking upon her, and moped and hung her head and
talked to herself like the negro who drowned himself for love on board

the Mermaiden ; and the captain, he could not say but he might
be in love—he was very much fallen away since he had been in that
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latitude—had lost his spunk, and was become extraordinarily forgetsome,

—he might be in love, likely enougli, but not with Miss Julia—he was
sure to sheer away from her ; never spoke to her at breakfast or dinner,

and would tack a hundred ways not to meet her, whilst lie was always

following in the wake of Miss Anne ; and she (Miss Julia) liad taken to

writing long letters again, and to walking the terrace between the

Avatches, and did not seem to care for the captain. He could not make
the matter out. Miss Anne, indeed."—Here the admiral, to whom the

possibility of a failure in his favourite scheme had never occurred, inter-

rupted his confidant by a thousand exclamations of " ass ! blockhead 1

lubber I" to which tender appellations, that faithful satellite made no other

reply than a shake of the head as comprehensive as Lord Burleigh's.

The next morning vindicated Bill's sagacity. Anne, who, for obvious

reasons, had taken the task upon herself, communicated to her father

that Captain Claremont had proposed to her and that she had accepted
his offer. The admiral was furious, but Anne, though very mild, was
very firm ; she would not give up her lover, nor would her lover relin-

quish her ; and Julia, when appealed to, asserted her female privilege

of white-lying, and declared, that if there was not another man in the

world, she would never have married Captain Claremont. The admiral,

thwarted by every body, and compelled to submit for the first time in

his life (except in the affair of his promotion and that of the ducked
sailor), stormed, and swore, and scolded all round, and refused to be
pacified ; Mrs. Floyd, to whom his fiat had seemed like fate, was
frightened at the general temerity, and vented her unusual discomfort

in scolding too ; Anne took refuge in the house of a friend ; and
poor Julia, rejected by one party and lectured by the other, com-
forted herself by running away, one fine night, with a young officer

of dragoons, with whom she had had an off-and-on correspondence
for a twelvemonth. This elopement was the cope stone of the

admiral's misfortunes ; he took a hatred to Hannonby, and left it

forthwith ; and it seemed as if he had left his anger behind him, for the

next tidings we heard of the Floyds, Julia and her spouse were forgiven

in spite of his soldiership, and the match had turned out far better than
might have been expected ; and Anne and her captain were in high
favour, and the admiral gaily anticipating a flag-ship and a war, and the

delight of bringing up his grandsons to be the future ornaments of the

British navy. M.

IMPROMFTU ON THE SLEEPING ENDYMION OF GUERCINO.
Written in the Tribune at Florence.

The lovely shepherd sleeps ; the moon
Pours down on him her shinhig kisses.

And gently sinks to earth—full soon
To waken him to closer blisses.

And yet she has the fairest fame »

Of all the nymphs of old m3-thology,

Herself and symbol still the same

—

Cold both in blood and meteorology.

Hence do our best and chilliest fair,

Who cry all naughty doings fie on !

In truth and modesty compare
Their chastity to that of Dian !

**
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the song of the curfew.

Hark ! 'tis the curfew's knell !—the stars may shine.

But of the lights that cherish household cares

And festive gladness, burns not one that dares

'To twinkle after that dull stroke of thine.

Emblem and Instrument, from Thames to Tyne,
Of force that daunts, and cunning that ensnares. Wurdtuoith.

Hark ! from the dim church-tower.

The deep slow curfew's chime !

A heavy sound, unto hall and bower.

In England's olden time !

Sadly 'twas heard by him who came
Fi-om the fields of his toil at night,

And who might not see his own hearth's flame

In his children's eyes make light.

Sadly and sternly heard,

As it quench'd the wood-fire's glow.

Which had cheer'd the board with the mirthful word,

And the red wine's foaming flow ;

Until that sullen-booming knell.

Flung out from every fane,

On harp, and lip, and spirit fell,^

With a weight and with a chain.

Woe for the wanderer then.

In the wild deer's forests far

!

No cottage-lamp, to the haunts of men.

Might guide him as a star.

And woe for him, whose wakeful soul

With lone aspirings fiU'd,

Would have lived o'er some immortal scroll.

While the sounds of earth were still'd !

And yet a deeper woe
For the watchers by the bed,

Where the fondly lov'd in pain lay low,

And rest forsook the head ! -

For the mother, doom'd unseen to keep

By the dying babe her place,

And to feel its throbbing breast, and weep,

Yet not behold its face 1

Darkness, in chieftain's hall !

Darkness, in peasant's cot !

While Freedom, under that shadowy pall.

Sate mourning o'er her lot.

Oh ! the fire-side's peace we well may prize.

For blood hath flow'd like rain,

Pour'd forth to make sweet sanctuaries

Of England's homes again !

Heap the yule-faggots high.

Till the red light fills the room !

It is home's own hour, when the stormy sky

Grows thick with evening gloom.

Gather ye round the holy hearth,

And by its brightening blaze.

Unto thankful bliss we will change our mirth.

With a thought of the olden days !

F. H.
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IS THE WHALE A FISH, AND ARE LAND BEAKS OF WATER
ORIGINAL?

A QUESTION, as to the really genuine pretension of the Whule to the

name o^Jish, has recently been raised and tried, as appears by the

public papers, in New York, upon occasion of the attempt, upon tlie

part of certain dealers in Jisji-oil, to escape payment of the duty
imposed upon that article of commerce, in respect of the oil of the

W^ale, upon the ground. That the Whale is not ajish.

Of the legal acceptation of the term ^fish, as including the animals

called Whales, there could be little occasion to doubt ; and, in this view

alone, it might seem that a court of law must necessarily hold the

affirmative. The point was disputed, however, upon the basis of phy-
siology and natural history ; and an eminent naturalist of New York
(probably Dr. Mitchell) was called to support the defendant's case under
that aspect. Not content with this, however, a scriptural ground was
taken by the same party in the suit. It was said, that the creation of

Jtshes was spoken of, in Genesis, in addition to the creation of Whales ;

and that, consequently, in the view of the sacred writer, Whales are not

Jlskes. Both natural history and scripture history appear to have
been listened to by the court; but, in the appeal to the latter, the

defendant was unfortunate. A more precise elucidation of the scrip-

tural arrangement of Whales was referred to ; the animal, which
the Old Testament describes as swallowing Jonah, is, in that book,

called a Whale ; and, in the New Testament, the same animal, in re-

ference to the same history, is called a fish. The decision, therefore,

was in favour of the Collector of the Customs !

That a Whale is a fish, is certainly the understanding of the law, of

scripture, of the world at large ; insomuch, that there will probably be
no need of an Act of Parliament to constitute and declare the Whale,
as for the purposes of the revenue, a Jish, all natural history to the

contrary notwithstanding; similarly to the Act which, for certain national

purposes, makes Malta an island of Europe, in the teeth of every

geographical dictum ! " All the beasts in the field, all the birds in the

air, aiid all the Jishes in the sea," are three popular and universal prin-

cipal subdivisions of the animal kingdom, in which the reference is

rather made to the element inhabited, than to the particular structure

of the animal; and, if this sentence were once set aside, we should

probably tind, that beside having no JVhale-oil for Jish-oil, we should

have no Jish-oil whatever ; the animals which are called ^\^lales being

nearly those alone which nature has supplied with oil, to the real ex-

clusion of t\\e fishes ; and our situation being not at all mended if we take

in Seal-oil, the claim of the seal, to the name ofJish, being even still

less supportable than that of the Whale I

But, this question, at once scientific, legal, and commercial, as to the

piscine character of Wliale-oil, having once been raised, and its repeti-

tion in a court of law in England, and still more, its discussion as a

matter of argument and curiosity, being possible and probable—it may
amuse some readers, and instruct others, to draw together a few of

those particulars which render certain the physiological or natural history

a separation of the Whale from the kingdom of fishes ; since, as under

every other aspect, it certainly belongs to it.

3 D 2
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And first, in point of authority, we have Linnaeus, Fabricius, Pallas,
Schreber, John Hunter, Shaw, and other modern naturahsts and phy-
siologists, who uniformly exclude the Whale from the list of fishes

;

while Willoughby, Pennant, and Bloch are to be cited upon the other
side. " The cetaceous animals, or Whales," says Dr. Shaw^ however
nearly approximated tofishes by external form, and residence in the ivaiers,

are in reality to be considered as aquatic mammalia ; for though, from
their general shape, and seeming want of feet, they appear, at first

view, widely removed from that class, yet we find, on examination, that
their whole internal structure resembles that of other mammalia, and
that their skeleton is formed on the same plan." "Their lungs, intestines,
&c." continues the same writer, " are formed on the same plan as in
quadrupeds. They have also ivarm blood, and, like other mammalia,
suckle their young. It is therefore unnecessary to add, that their true
arrangenient must be in the same class ; but, so strongly is the vulgar or
popular idea, respecting these animals, impressed on the mind, that, to this

hour, they are consideredfish by the mass of mankind ; who, not havino-
either time or inclination to become scientifically acquainted xvith the objeets

of creation, find some difficulty in conceiving hoxv a Whale can be any
thing but a fish !"

Mr. Hunter's physiological account of the Whale, printed in the
Philosophical Transactions, enters into a variety and minuteness of de-
tail which goes far beyond the present purpose ; and here, therefore, the
object will be, to select and abridge such passages only as may carry with
them the opinion of the author, and satisfy the mind of the readerj
that the Whale is 7iot, as to natural history, afish.

" This order of animals," says Mr. Hunter, " has nothing peculiar to

fish, except living in the same element, and being endowed with the
same powers of progressive motion as thosefish which are intended to
move with a considerable velocity. Although inhabitants of the waters,
they belong to the same class as quadrupeds ; breathing air, being fur-
nished with lungs, and all other parts peculiar to the economy of that
class, and having warm blood ;—for, we may make this general remark,
that, in the diiferent classes of animals, there never is any mixture of
those parts which are essential to life, nor in the different modes of
sensation."

On account of its inhabiting the luater, the "WTiale's external form is

more uniform than that of animals of the same class which live upon
land. The surface of the earth, on which the progressive motion of the
quadruped is to be performed, being various and irregular ; while the
mass of water is always the same.
Mr. Hunter thinks, that the head of the Whale exceeds the proportion

0^ quadrupeds m size, in order the better to enable it to overcome the re-
sistance of the water. With a view to the mode of its progressive mo-
tion, the Whale is without tliat indented connection between the head
and body, called the 'neck; such a form producing an inequality which
would have been inconvenient.

The body, behind the fins or shoulders, diminishes gradually to the
spreading of the tail ; out the part beyond the vent is to be considered as
tail, although, to appearance, it is a continuation of the body. The
projecting pati, or tail, contains the power that produces progres-
sive motion, and moves the broad termination, the motion of vs^hich

is similar to that of an oar in sculling a boat ; it supersedes the ne-
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oesslty of posterior extremities, and allows of the proper shape for

swimming.
The two lateral fins, which are analagous to the anterior extremities

in the quadruped, are commonly small—varying, however, in size, and

seem to serve as a kind of oars.

The element in which they live renders some parts, which are of im-

portance to other animals, useless to them ; gives to some parts a dif-

ferent action ; and renders others of less account.

The tongue is flat, and but little projecting, as they neither have

voice, nor require much action of this part in placing the food between

the teeth ; being nearly similar toJish in this respect, as well as in their

progressive motion.

The bones alone, in many animals, when properly united into what ia

called the skeleton, give the general shape and character of the animal.

Thus, a quadruped is distinguished from a bird, and even one quadruped

from another ; it only requiring a skin to be thrown over the skeleton,

to make the species known : but this is not so decidedly the case in this

order of animals ; for the skeleton, in them, does not give us the true

shape. An immense head, a small neck, few ribs, and, in many, a short

sternum, and no pelvis, with along spine, terminating in a point, require

more than a skin laid over them, in order to give the regular and charac-

teristic form of the animal. The bones of the anterior extremity give

no idea of the shape of the fins, the form of which wholly depends

upon its covering. The different parts of the skeleton are so inclosed,

and the spaces between the projecting parts are so filled up, as to bei

altogether concealed; giving the animal externally an uniform and

elegant form, resembling an insect enveloped in its coat.

The composition of the bones is similar to that of the bones of qua-

drupeds. They consist in an animal substance, and an earth that is not

animal ; and which two substances seem to be only mechanically mixed ;

or rather, the earth thrown into the interstices of the mechanical part.

In the bones ofjis/ies this does not seem to be the case ; the earth, in

many instances, being so chemically united with the animal part, that the

whole, while undecomposed, is transparent.

The two fins are analogous to the anterior extremities of the quadruped,

and are also somewhat similar in construction. A fin is composed of a

scapula, OS humeri, ulna, radius, carpus, and metacarpus ; in which last

may be included theJingers—they have nothing analogous to the thumb.

From all these observations we may infer, that the structure, arrange-

ment, and the union of the bones, which compose the forms or parts

in this order of animals, are much upon the same principle as in qua-

drupeds.

The flesh, or muscles, of this order of animals is red, resembUng that

of quadrupeds; perhaps more like that of the bull, or of the horse, than

of any other animal.
" The blood," says Mr. Hunter, " of the animals of this order is, I

believe, similar to that of quadrupeds ; but I have an idea that the red

globules are in larger proportion. I will not pretend to determine how far

this may assist in keeping up the animal heat ; but, as these animals may
be said to live in a very cold climate or atmosphere, and such as readily

carries off heat from the body, they may want some help of this kind."

" This tribe differs from Jish in ha\nng the red blood carried to the

extreme |>arts of the body, similar to that of the quadruped."
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The cavity of the thorax is composed of nearly the same parts as in

the quadruped.

In all the WJmles which Mr. Hunter examined, there were several

stomachs. In the Porpoise, Grampus, and Piked Whale, Jive.

" Although," says Mr. Hunter, " this tribe cannot be said to rumi-

nate, yet, in the number of their stomachs, they come nearest to that

order."

With respect to the kidney of the WTiale, Mr. Hunter makes a very

remarkable observation. After pointing out its peculiar structure, and

suggesting that it seems to be necessary for an animal of the mammalia
class inhabiting the water, the same being found in the Manatee Seal,

and White Bear; he adds, that among land mammalia, it is found in the

Black Bear ;
" which," says he, " I believe, never inhabits the water :"

and then further adds, " This, perhaps, should be considered in another

light, as Nature keeping up, to a certain degree, its uniformity in the struc-

ture of similar animals ; for, the Black Bear, in construction of parts, is,

in every other respect, as well as this, like the White Bear."

The suggestion, in the mean time, that the land Bear has a similar

structure of kidney with the ivater Bear, merely because " Nature keeps

up to a certain degree of uniformity in the structure of similar animals,"

is surely unphilosophical, or inconsistent with just ideas of the principles

of the operations of Nature ? Passing over the fact here discovered, that

the structure of kidney, almost exclusively found in the aquatic mam-
malia, and, after them, in the White Bear, an occasional frequenter of

the water, is not incompatible with the physiology of the Black Bear

;

nor, it may be presumed, -nith that of the great Grisley Bear—a fre-

quenter (by the way) of rivers ; and supposing that aquatic habits are

really the object provided for by this structure of kidney (or, if the sug-

gestion may be allowed, possibly the producing cause of that construc-

tion), is the inquiry next admissible, whether or not the land Bears,

carrying with them this mark of water origin, derive their species from

the ivater species ; and whether the phenomenon affords any support to

the theory of those who would bring the tjqpes of the whole organic

world from the ocean ? If the structure of kidney is essential to aquatic

habits specifically, we ought to find it in the Beaver, Water Rat, &c.

The several species of land Bears, in this view, would present them-

selves as varieties and degenerate species of a tvafer animal ; in the same
manner that we have mountain animals upon the plains, and northern

animals in the south. The reader, at the worst, will forgive the sugges-

tion of this new subject of inquiry !

The ear and eye of the Whale are said by Mr. Hunter to bear a general

resemblance to those of the land mammalia ; and the same is affirmed of

the nerves going off from the brain, except that the olfactory nerves

are wanting to the Porpoise genus. And thus much for, at least, a part

of tlie data upon which we are to pronounce, that, as to natural history,

the Whale is not ajish.

AJish, then, is a cold and tvhite blooded, and oviparous animal, living

wholly in the water ; and a Wliale is a ieasi having ivarm and red blood,

bringing forth its young alive, and suckling them ; and, though living

and swimming in the water, and without the use of feet, yet very much
dependant upon the atmospheric air for its existence. It has eyes

which, according to Martens, are not much bigger than those of a bul-

lock, with eyelids and hair like human eyes. " The crystalline humour,"
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says Mr. Hunter, " resembles that of a quadruped." " The heart is

inclosed in the pericardium, &c. as in the human body." " The breasts

of the female resemble those of a cow, having similar nipples."

In reality, the Whale may be regarded as a sea bull, and the female

may be added to the long catalogue of sea cotvs, already in the possession

of the naturalist. The flesh of the Whale is not to be eaten for Jish,

unless by the aid of that Jiction of the table, an example of which is

given in the anecdote of the feasting of an eminent Italian ecclesiastic,

upon a maigre day, when the generous host announced every viand as

fish, and the uninquisitive guest ate it as Jish accordingly ! The
flesh of the Whale, the Swan, the Peacock, and some others, now
rejected for their coarseness, and also of the Sturgeon at this day, were

formerly esteemed luxuries for the table; and hence the Whale is

esteemed a royal fish, or royal prize if found upon the coast of England.

The law gives to the king the anterior part of the body, and to his

queen consort the tail ; and the strange mistake wliich is continually re-

peated in our books, respecting the signification of this division, is to be

accounted for, perhaps, only by the great lapse of years since, through

a squeamish alteration in the royal palate, Whale-flesh has been dressed

in the royal kitchen I Even with this apology, in the mean time, except

by recurring to that complacency in which books so continually suppose

in our ancestors the most egregious and consummate ignorance (and that,

too, upon subjects with respect to which, as in the present instance,

those ancestors are always likely to have been better informed than our-

selves), and to that other propensity, so frequently manifest in the

learned, to choose uniformly (where there is a good explanation and a

bad one) the bad in preference to the good ; consistently with what
Seneca tells us of mankind, whose lot, according to him, it is, not only

to wander in error, but to love error better than truth : without some or

all of these apologies, it is difficult to explain the grave comment which
is made and echoed upon the legal adjudication of the tail of the WTiale

to the queen-consorts of England! It is gravely inferred, upon this

matter, that the tail of the Whale was given to the queen, as containing

the bone which would be useful for her stay-making, and that our ances-

tors were unhappily ignorant of the fact, that this bone lay precisely in

the head of the Whale, and not in the opposite extremity ! But why
has it not been recollected that eating is older than stay-making ; that

there were stomachs before stomachers ; that " lips, though blooming,

must still be fed ;" and that queen-consorts had need of slices of Wliale's-

flesh, before they wanted laminae of WTialebone ! The truth, undenia-

bly, is, that the monarch, both in his gallantry and in his robustness,

was content with any of the parts of the WTiale which reached his plate,

or at least his fingers ; that he had " stomach for them all ;" while,

like the cock purveying for his hens in the barn-yard, or like what
every "Whale-eating gentleman should show an equal example of, the

tail was picked out as a tit-bit for the royal lady I The tail of the

Whale is decidedly the greatest delicacy in the whole dish, unless a word
were to be put in for the " white sinews" that connect the plates of

Whalebone in the mouth, which, says Martens, "are of an agreeable

smell, break very easily, and may be boiled and eaten." As to the rest,

the following particulars, from the same author, will show, at once, that

Whale's flesh is not Jish, and the Queens of England and of all Europe
ought to be helped to the tail, in preference to any other selection.
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« The flesh of the Whale is coarse and hard, like that of a bull : it is

intermixed with many sinews, and is very dry and lean when boiled,

because the fat is only between the lean and skin. If suffered to lie a

little, it soon becomes black and tainted. That of the tail boils the ten-

derest, and is not quite so dry as that of the body. ^Mien we have a mind

to eat of a Whale, we cut great pieces off before the tail, where it is

found square, and boil it like other meat. Good beef I prefer far before

it ; yet, rather than be starved, I advise to eat Whale's-flesh ; for none

of our men died of it, and the French did eat it almost daily ; flinging

it on the tops of their tubs, and letting it lie till it was black, and yet

eating it in that condition. The flesh of the Whale, like that of Seals,

is alone, or by itself; and the fat at the top thereof, between the flesh

and the skin." The tongue of the common Whale, which all authorities

concur in likening, for size and shape, to a " great feather-bed," is not

particularly prized for its eating ! The Belluga, or White Porpoise, which

is reckoned among the Whales, and of which a specimen was lately killed

on the coast of Scotland, where, from its usual residence in colder cli-

mates, it appears to be locally unknown, is reckoned by the Samoiedes

a kind of aquatic quadruped; that is, as, in its animal economy, to

suckling land animals, or mammalia.

Other authorities than those hitherto examined, conflicting upon the

point of the fish or no fish of the Whale, might yet be mentioned, and

either reconciled or confuted; but sufficient, perhaps, is already ad-

vanced, to satisfy the reader, that this marine animal is an undoubted^^A,

in the common estimation of all mankind, and yet no fish at all, in the

more exact eye of scientific natural history. K.

PROGRESS or CONTINENTAL MANUFACTURE OF CONGREVE ROCKETS.

In the " Journal des Sciences Militaires " for this month, is an ingenious

paper, by Mens. Montgery, a naval officer in the service of France, on the sub-

ject of rockets, and, in addition to what was communicated in our last number,

see p. 290, we shall lay before our readers such of its contents as we think are

not generally known in this country.

After describing, as far as his information permitted him, the processes of

Sir William Congreve, he proceeds to what has been attempted in other coun-

tries. With respect to the English experiments, he communicates nothing

new. That they are objects of extreme attention in France, is proved by the

article itself, and by the reports which it contains of the curious inquiries made
by French travellers. Baron Makan, whose name is familiar to the public for

the share he took in the recognition of Haytian independence, and who enjoys

the reputation of being one of the cleverest men in the French navy, informed

the writer of the article, that Sir William was continually making great improve-

ments in the rockets, but keeping them a profound secret, " ayant I'intention

de surprendre, et d'accabler les ennemis, que son pays pourrait avoir a com-
battre." A traveller whose observations are contained in the " Bibliotheque

Universelle " of Geneva, describes with much astonishment the experiments he

had seen in June 1821 at Woolwich, the effect of which he declares prodigious.

In September last. Count Loewenhielm was an attentive spectator of similar

experiments at Woolwich, and was particularly struck with the justness of the

aim, and the celerity of the movements. He also expresses himself much sur-

prised at the brilliancy of the rockets, which he says was as vivid as that of a

fine full moon : and within a very short period, Montgery informs us, a dis-
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tinguished officer of French artillery, whose name he does not {;ive, made parti,

cular inquiries, but unsuccessfully, into their composition. Jjike Baron Uiipir,

he guesses that they are in part composed of chlorate of potash. Under these

circumstances, we think that Sir William will have every need of circumspec-
tion to keep his secret undiscovered.

M. Montgery passes next to the attempts made in France. In 1813, in con-
sequence of the dangerous situation in which France at that time was, a com-
mittee of men of science and engineers was formed to consult on every ()03sil)le

means of defence, and Garnerin the aeronaut laid before them a rocket of bis

construction, to which in place of a stick he attacheil a weinhtas a counter])oii5e,

in the expectation that this would cause it to describe in its fliifht a true |)arul)olic

course; the horizontal range being estiuiated at about 4,.'> tO toises, or 9,500 yards.

The experiment, however, was not made. For the idea of substituting a weight for

a stick, this gentleman was indebted to a German military engineer of the name of
Shelvoek, who, in a volume upon artillery and fire-works, which he published

more than a century ago, states that he had employed this invention witii

success. Another of Mr. Garnerin's missiles, which he called i\\c court e-a-tcrre,

the intention of which was to run along the ground, was also rejected, as

being calculated to do as nuich injury from its recoil to the party that launched it,

as to the party against which it was discharged. Montgery says, that the only

merit Garnerin's rockets had was, that they were thicker and shorter than any
before made, a merit since recognized by the English experiments.

Denmark next occupies his attention. Copenhagen having been partly con-
sumed by our besiegers with rockets, the Danes sensibly felt the necessity of
thinking seriously of these implements. Schumachker, captain aide-de-camp of

tile King of Denmark, a man of great skill and information, in ISlI, established

a manufacture of rockets in the citadel of a little island in the Cattegat. Part
of his workmen were convicts destined to that emj)loyment, a part free

labourers. Schumachker never confided entirely, to any of them, the processes

by which he wrought: each had his appointed task, and knew nothing of the

labour of his fellow-workmen. The more delicate part of the work he exe-

cuted himself, and so determined was he to keep secresy, that he never wrote
down any of his receipts or propositions, imposing on himself the. task of keep-
ing them all in his memory. A French artillery officer, named Brulard, was
permitted, by a convention made in 1813, to visit Schumachker, who at that

time commanded a flotilla about the island of Zealand. Brulard received from
him, viva voce, all the instruction possible, but the ministry would not consent
that he should be conducted to the manufactory of the rockets. He obtained

some of the models, and had some experiments made before him ; the exactness

of their aim particularly surprised him. In Denmark, Schumachker is gene-

rally considered as the inventor of rockets, which they call Brand-raketen. It

is certain that he never had any means of imitating Sir William Congreve, and
in that sense may be called an inventor; but he had seen the Congreve rockets

in action, and set his very ingenious mind to work to produce something oi" the

saine kind. He died about two years ago.

While Brulard was with him, he heard of the affair (so M. Montgery calls

it) of Leipsic, and he at once hastened off to the army. On his return to

Hamburgh, he was ordered by Davoust to make rockets, and on the 10th of

.January 1814 those of his making were tried before Davoust and his staff

The first was, in spite of his remonstrances, pointed too low, and plunged into

a branch of the Elbe, through which it dashed, and, on gaining the opposite

bank, cut many ver}- whimsical-looking capers ; the others succeeded, and
carried about 950 toises. At this Davoust ordered rockets to be manufactured

at once, and of course employed Brulard as their maker : but the dynasty of

Buonaparte had reached its last days, and there was scarcely an opportunitj' of

trying the success of the new operation. They have been in abeyance ever

since : the French had them not at Waterloo, nor are they making any at prr-

seut. Schumachker to his death continued to employ himself in perfecting !iis

rockets.' In 1819, he discharged some in the little island of Hielm iu the

M. M. Neiv Series—Yoj.. I. No. 4. 3 E
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Cattegat, which his brother with the aid of a telescope saw in Copenhagen,

thirty leagues distant—at least, so say the Danish papers.

In Austria, rockets have been adopted since 1815. They had a battery at

the siege of Huningen, but did not make use of it ; Montgery says, they got

it from the English. Shortly after, however, Colonel Augustine was charged

by the Austrian government to establish a manufactory. The Danes assert

that he learnt the art from Schumachker ; the Austrians loudly assert the claim

of invention for Augustine : non nobis, ^-c. In 1820 Augustine made some
successful experiments in presence of the court of Vienna, at Raketendorf

(Rocket-town); and in 1821 his signal-rockets were seen, it is said, at the

distance of forty leagues. They employed them in 1821 against the Neapoli-

tans at Antrodoses, Monte Cassino, and San Germano, with success : that is,

the Neapolitans ran away, but, as Montgery justly remarks, as they did the

same every where else, it is not possible to assign the rockets as the reason

decidedly on this occasion. Every body, however, who served in Italy, knows
that the Austrians placed a great reliance on these new arms, but the pains they

take to prevent the public from examining them hinder us from having an exact

idea of their composition. A French captain of the name of Gautier de Rigny,

who commanded the French station in the Levant in 1823, was told, on visiting

an Austrian armed sloop from Trieste, that they had rockets on board

which they could affix to the cannons. Particular orders, he was told, prevented

further information from being given : their composition, however, has been
published in Prussia and in Paris.

The establishment at which they are made is called Raketendorf, near

Neastad, about six miles from Vienna. The public are kept, not only from

the manufactories and workshops, but even from the vast enclosed field in

which four companies of artificers, appointed for this new service, are exercised.

In 1816, the Saxons, who, at Leipsic and other places in their territory,

have no small opportunity of knowing the value of rockets, began to set

about making them. What progress they have made in the art cannot be as-

certained, as they have made no public experiments, and keep the manufacture

a profound secret.

They, however, have lent an officer to Prussia for the purpose of rocket-

making, and the manufactory is established at Spandau. An odd claim has

been set up for Prussia, as being the original place of invention of rockets.

In 17I8, Colonel Geissler, a Saxon, published a work in Germany on artillery,

entitled " Neue Curieuse und Bolkommene Artillerie;" in page 173 of which,

he says that, in 1688, he saw rockets at Berlin which held a large grenade.

They weighed from 50 to 120 pounds, and were contained in wood covered

with cauvas, and were filled with an explosive mixture. He also proposes

rockets armed with a dart, which were intended to set fire to houses at a little

distance. These inventions were, however, far inferior to what had been in

use before his time, and were soon forgotten. The engineer will readily perceive

they have nothing to do with Congreve rockets, either in principle or effect.

At Leipsic, the English supplied the Prussian or Swedish army with a battery,

which compelled four of the enemy's battalions to surrender : at Wittenberg

the same battery set the town on fire. Count Loewenhielm, who was present

at Leipsic, says, that the rockets horribly mangled the bodies of all that they

struck, and that on riding over the field the next day, he was amazed with the

heaps so mutilated.

In Sweden, the rocket-manufactory is under the care of Colonel Schroders-

tierna, who is said to have brought them to no great degree of exactness.

In Russia and Poland ilso they are made, but not very successfully. Accord-

ing to some accounts, Rostopchin employed Congreve rockets in setting fire

to Moscow, but this is not very probable. Some experiments on a small scale

are making towards perfecting their manufacture in the United States ; and

we hear that Major Parlby has been very successful in his attempts in India.

Such is the present state of the rocket-manufacture all over the world. We
liope that it will be a long time before any opportunity will be afforded of proving

their efficacy iu war. W.C.
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AN APRIL FOOL.
The First of April's All-fools' Day,
Vou'U grant me this fact ?—nay, sir, nay.
The first of every month's the same,
Ditto the last—the mere's the ihame.
Each year, past or to come's fools' year

—

Folly ne'er halts in her career;
When time is o'er ami worlds have fled.

Then—only then, is folly dead. Tom Brown

Go look for truth in deism, or sense in absenteeism.

Or discouragement to theism, in a Cambridge school,

Court an author for his pence, read Shelley for his sense,

And dub yourself from hence—forth an April fool.

Believe that rebel Brougham, with Bennet and with Hume,
Hath caused our present gloom, like an envious goule.

Or that Canning in his station has delivered to the nation

An exceeding ilull oration—oh, you April fool

!

Believe that Irving preaches in a pair of shooting breeches.

And that Mrs. Coutts enriches each aspiring tool.

Or that holy Theodore Hook (who will soon be made a duke)
Hath writ a pious book—oh, you April fool

!

Believe that the Lord Mayor (oh wondrous !) had a share

In tlie writing of that ere " Paul Pry " witli Poole,

And that Alderman Sir Billy, most shamefully called silly,

Composed " Sir Andrew Willy"—oh, you April fool

!

Believe that of Blackwood the editor is Packwood,
Whose razors will hack wood, and by the same rule

That our very famous hero Duke Wellington, like Nero,*
Danced in Berlin a bolero— oh, you April fool

!

Believe, sir, moreover, that Coleridge sailed over

From Calais to Dover on a witch's stool.

Believe, too, which is oddest, (or in Latin mirum quod est)

That Cobbett has turned modest—oh, you April fool

!

Believe, if you please, that the moon is made of cheese

And that lawyers pocket fees as a novel rule
;

That Billingsgate's fair frys no longer d—n your eyes,

But are elegant and wise—oh, you April fool !

Believe all this, I pray, set forth in my lay,

(Dont you think it witty, eh ?) and you'll need no school-

ing to tell you that this song is as humorous as long.

And as sensible as strong—oh, you April fool !

AN ACCOUNT OF THE MINES AND THE PROVINCE OF MINAS GERAES,
IN THE EMPIRE OF BRAZIL, INCLUDING A VIEW OF THE MANNER
OF MINING METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES : BY A MINE PRO-
PRIETOR.

(Concluded from page 2oS.J

The province is throughout mountainous, and a plain of two leagues in

extent is scarcely to be found in it.

There is a Cordilheira, or chain of mountains, which cuts the province from
the south to the north. It is found in some parts of granite, in others of iron

mine, and then again of flint. It is more apparent in Mantiqueira, in Abacthe,

Andaya grande, Tejuco, Serra do St. Antonio, do gram Mogol, Morro da

gar9a, and in several other places. It is ramified into many branches, and the

chain of Oiro branco (near Oiro preto) is supposed to be a link of this Cor-
dilheira, not only from its configuration and productions, but because there

* The rhyme obliges me to this—sometimes
Kings are not more inaperative than rhymes. Byron.

3 E 2
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are traditions of some small diamonds having been found there ; and as almost

the whole of the Cordilheira in question produces diamonds, it may rightly

be presumed to form the same system with the other ; moreover, as this chain

and those of Ita-bira do Campo, Serra do Curral, Piedade, Solledade, Morro
grande, Itambe, Gasjiar Soares, and Itapanhuacanga follow a similar direction,

it appears by their parallelism that they are the same Cordiliieua, which takes

a colossid body in Serrofrio.

Serro frio is an agglomeration of several chains of rocky mountains in

various directions ; it is entirely formed of granite mixed with sand : its com-
pass is more than fifty leagues (at 18 to the degree); its height is so considerable

that it gives origin to many large rivers, such as the Toquitinhonha, Preto

do Inferno, Parauna, Vermelho, Milho verde, St. Antonia, and Arasuahy,

which when they issue from the heath run so formidably as not to be fordable.

The highest parts of Minas Geraes are the mountains of Ita-auibi, of Ita-

bira, of Ita-cambira, the Monterorigo do Serro, and the mountain Villa-rica.

There are a great many of a second order, and many of the third, which still

are considerable, though small in comparison with the others. All these

mountains are rocky, though seVeiral are covered with a thick crust of earth;

every kind of known stone enters into their composition, but in divers orders.

The stones are commonly found in strata of various thicknesses, running from

south to north, making with the horizon an angle of 45°, which may occasion-

ally vary, but is generally regular. Between those strata there exist veins

of different thickness, some forty some sixty feet in diameter, and less; the

Pisarra* is generally the matrice of those veins of metals orfions, in which
gold is more frequently found than in any other part of the mountains ; its

richness and its hardness increase from the superficies to the centre.

Tiie mountains produce gold, platina, copper, tin, lead, iron, quicksilver,

antimony, silver, and several other metals. There are likewise many other

minerals, such as sulphur, nitre, mineral salt, &c., and precious stones of every

description. Gold is found in veins (filons) or in cascalho, in formations, in

sands, or in batatas.

Among all those matrix the most preferable are the filons, for their constancy

in producing, and the facility they offer for mining and forming an establishment,

which may continue and be dug for several generations, being the only ones

that present these advantages, tliough it requires the reduction of the stone

into grit to extract tlie gold, which is found so cohesive, that this grit reduced

to the minutest particles gives as much gold as the stone itself in the previous

washiuij, which from its hardness renders the process more difficult.

The minhig of formations is likewise very productive; it is generally a sort

of cilicious chalk, always brittle, which varies in its richness and thickness,

—

so much so, that the veins of formations sometimes entirely disappeai-, but

followed in their direction a[)pear again, and very often in brexexas or ancieris-

jjiiis,—terms applied to them by the miners when they enlarge, and on such occa-

sions they often produce wonderful riches.

There are strata of cascalho extremely rich and thick, and others very thin,

since these circumstances depend on the declivity of rivers, the height of

mountains where they originate, and on the overflowing of their waters.

Moreover, there are many sands or earths which, being washed, produce a

great quantity of gold in spangles, which manner of mining is called Gropcar ;

the wide territory of Minas Novas is the richest in this sort of mining, where

the admiration is excited by the quantities of spangles promiscuously scattered on

the earth. In the year 1815, a miner named O Seiscenlos, an inhabitant of

Chapada de Minas Novas, found amongst others a spangle, in the form of a

calf's liver, that weighed eleven pounds and a half; it was melted at Villa do

Principe by order of the director.

This territory is rich, abounding in many formations, in cascalho, and filons.

Nobody mines there, because the country producing much and very good cotton,

* Pisarra is the denomination of a filamenteous and brittle stone, which is frequently

assimilated to amianthus ; it surrounds the other stones, and growing deeper takes more

consistency, then it is called Pissarao.
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nnd husbandry being more suitable to small capitaU than mining, the inhabitants

naturally choose the former.

It ha[)pens in all the mines, that in washing the eartli or piercing a mountain,

large parcels of filons are found, which are also termed batata from their

existing singly.

They seem to be parts of large filons, and to have been separated by some
revolution of the globe, such revolutions being still evident in the internal

arrangement of some mountains of the third order.

TJie methods employed for the extraction of gold are the offspring of necessity

and experience : some of the negroes put in practice the rude manner of

mining followed at Rio de Pernio. The crooked policy of Portugal never

permitted the introduction of scientific and learned persons into Brazil, and
least of all such as were foreigners, none of whom could enter into the province

of Minas Geraes except by an express decree, which usually accorded the

permission only to ignorant people, and to these merely for a limited period.

No other means are employed in the mines for extracting gold but the humid
way.*
When it is intended to extract gold from filons or batatas, it is always

necessary to reduce the stone to powder ; this is invariably produced by means
of a pestle-engine put into motion by water, and the stone-powder is treated as

the cascalho of the preceding note, except that at the end of the little channel

or canoa, they apply pieces of woollen-cloth, for the purpose of receiving in its

nap the fine gold which the water brings off with it.

In no part of the province is quicksilver used for mining gold, not only

because the advantage it possesses over water is unknown there, but because it

is very dear, owing to the duty it pays and the carriage. There are, however,

many places producing bituminous mercury, in which the petrol does not
prevent the action of quicksilver on gold.

All the arts of mining different from those above-mentioned are unknown in

the province of Minas Geraes—so much so, that there are lavras extremely

rich which are reputed impossible to work, because they filter a great deal of

water. The knowledge of pumps has not jet reached there, nor the method
of stopping the earth when it has not consistency enough to support the mine.

Motives of this kind have caused very extensive lavras to be abandoned.
It is, indeed, impossible to determine the places in Minas Geraes that are

richest in gold, but they present themselves very distinctly to the traveller
;

being the highest and bulkiest mountains, and all the rivers.

In short, the diamond district is pretty well furnished with gold ; but it has
very few filons and formations ; however, in all the rivers and brooks, which are

very numerous, it abounds in cascalho. The sands of Scrro contain much gold,

whilst the granite mountains have none, unless they have some stratum of

other stone. Experience has proved that granite is not a mineralization

of gold.

* The cascalho is dissolved in water, and they let it flow through wide canals which
have very little declivity. AVater impels all substances lighter than gold, which gravitates

to the bed of the canal, aided by tlie agitation the negroes give to it in turning those

substances which lodge at the bottom of the channel ; when, during upwards of twelve

hours, they have stirred a considerable quantity of cascalho, they cease throwing fresh

cascalho in the channel, and begin to move what is deposited, and take oflf tlie stones

;

they then wash the lightest matters and reduce it to gold mixed with emery of iron.

This is brought to a smaller channel called canoa, and is there treated with pure waters

till it is reduced to the least quantity of emery possible, and when in this state, they
jjcrform the operation of the batea—that is, a cone of wood, having a basis of three feet

and an axis of three inches, and hollow in the interior, is employed in the following

manner :

—

A man puts a portion of the residue of the muiing into the cone equal to the foiurth

part of its capacity, and fills it with water ; he shakes his emery, giving a composed
motion to the batea, in such'a manner that gold gravitates to the summit of the cone, or

bottom of the batea. The earth is taken off by the upper part, he continumg the
motion till he has thoroughly purified it from dross ; the particles of iron are then taken
off by a loadstone, and gold is gathered.
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It had always been forbidden to extract gold from those places exclusively

allotted to the royal company for that ])urpose. The company itself did not

extract gold, but merely diamonds ; however, the Tntendente* Camera deter-

mined, that not solely the Extracaof should extract gold together with the

diamonds, but granted permission to the inhabitants to draw gold from the

cascalho whence the Adminislracao da Exlracao Diamantin (administration for

the extraction of diamonds) had taken diamonds, with the condition that they

should give notice of all the diamonds they might find there.

He distributed, by letters patent, most of the lavras of the diamond district;

but these allotments are not after the same model as those made by the Gnardas
Mores, which pass to the heirs as proprietors, while the others devolve to the

crown when abandoned by the master. This act of the Intendente was very

important for the province, not only because many persons drew profits from

the gold they extracted, but, moreover, because the undertakings for diamonds
began to be insured by those for gold, the latter being frequently found where no
diamonds existed.

It is not possible to fix the relative richness, but Felix Pereire, in 1781, drew
from his lavra thirty-six arrobas (1 170 lbs.) of gold in three months, and the

number of jjeoplc who came to him for the precious metal was so great, that

he asked and obtained of the governor a company of soldiers for his security,

whom he paid at his own expense, (The mania of keeping many slaves has

reduced his heirs to poverty.) P. Monica Joaquimea, with 100 slaves, ex-

tracted from his lavra in Macaoas more than forty arrobas (1300 pounds) in

three years, but the richness disappeared or was not followed. In 180:3,

Joaquin Jose d'Almeida drew from a mine in Morro da Cavaca more than

twenty arrobas (650 pounds) in two years ; his mine then began to be difficult

to extract from, owing to a great overflow of water, and from his being liti-

gious with respect to its limits. The Captain Major Baptista has drawn and
continues to draw many arrobas (32| pounds each) every year ; he is the only

miner of consequence in the province.

It is not necessary to extract arrobas such as those tp make large profits in

mining ; a lavra which produces at the rate of l-5000th is very rich ; and of this

kind there are a great number, which respectively can give 300 per cent, benefit,

when well mined, and when every thing is managed with economy.
Platina has been found in several parts of the mountains of Mendanhn Dis-

tricto Diamantino ; two ounces were extracted by order of the intendant

Camara, which he presented to the King of Portugal in 1813; that wise ma-
gistrate thought such sort of mining ought to be encouraged. In Ita-bira of

Matto-dentro, it is extracted jointly .with gold, in the valley of the tract of

Oiro branco ; spangles of this precious metal gave the name of oiro branco,

(white gold) to the place, as the miners do not distinguish gold from platina.

There is much silver in the province—it is already known in three p! ices :

in Rio da Praia, iu Serro do frio, where it was discovered by the Doctor Vierra

Coito, and in the tract of Andaya, where it is mixed with lead and tin. The
Baron of Echeweg, a German, formerly charged by the government to explore

these mines, has ascertained, that from two arrobas (65 pounds) of galena

(sulphurated lead) of Aadaya, there cm be extracted four drachms of silver,

three pounds of tin, and twelve of lead. This chain is extremely wide, and
spread into the forest called Da Corda in an indefinite tract.

In 1812, his Portuguese Majesty ordered the extraction of galena, wishing

to coin silver money ; but the events consequent on the occupation of Por-

tugal by the French paralyzed many useful institutions.

There are houses and a road finished, a good deal of galena drawn, a con-

siderable quantity of charcoal—but all is deserted.

The sands of the river Paraybeba, which runs near Oiro preto, abound in tin

of a very good quality ; we are indebted to Francisco Barboza for this dis-

covery, who, wishing to ascertain the cause of these sands being so heavy,

* The chief director of the imperial administration.

f Extracao means the administration of the companies on the government's account.
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submitted them to the operation of melting, and obtained tin at the rate of l-8th.
The Count of Pahiia, at that time, viz. 1813, governor and captain-general of
the province, forbade the extraction till it should be declared free by the court
of Rio, on which all the affair depended, but the court never came to a decision
on the subject; however, whoever chose melted the sands with impunity. The
emperor has now declared every manner of mining to be free, which his father
had already done in 1808, when he then permitted the unrestrained exertion of
all species of industry in Brazil,

Quicksilver is in such great quantities, that it often appears combined in

amalgama with gold, especially in Villa Rica, Trypuhy, and Hocolomi, where
there is much cinnabar. From indolence this branch is abandoned in those
auriferous parts, though alone it is capable of enriching many persons.*

There is not much copper; but in Sto. Vincente-Ferrer, oxid of that metal has
been found.

Antimony is very common in the Camarca of Sahara, but nobody extracts it.

Arsenic is frequently found in the /aura* of Villa Rica; it has been fatal to
many miners.

Iron is so abundant, that it is not necessary to speak of it particularly : it is

found and melted every where, but nowhere with method.
I shall not occupy myself with other metals, beint; of less interest. Cinna-

bar and pyrites are very pientiliil, and inexhaustible mines of sulphur are
anticipated.

There is a considerable cordilhera of lime-stone, which has the same di-

rection (from South to North) |as the great cordilheira previously mentioned.
It commences in the arrail of Mucaubas, runs more than fifty leagues through
the province, and divides it in Geraes and Certaons.f In this region there are
large natural mines, and those magnificent subterraneous excavations are
sometimes very profitable, as the earth, which exists or is deposited there being
washed every year, produces an abundant quantity of nitre.J This region runs
also through Alagoa Santa, Guinta du Sumiclsiro,§ Serra do Baldivi, Trayras
Barra, as far as Forvtigas, Gold is very rare at the foot of this mountainous
tract.

Mining of Precious Stones.

Serro do frio is not the only place abounding in diamonds, which are also

found at Serra do Gram Mogol, in the river Ita-Cambi/rosu, in that Joqitistinha,

which last forms the limits of the Villa do Portoseguro, at Serra do Andaya,
Rio Abaithe, &c. and in a great part of Rio de Sto. Francisco ; the amount of
the superficies declared to produce diamonds is 35 quadratic leagues. As the
extraction of diamonds belongs exclusively to the government, I shall dwell

but a short time on the subject.

The mountain of Oiro branco, rich in every thing, is so also in topazes of all

colours, except green and blue. They exist in strata, pursuing the same direc-

tion as the layers of stone ; they are intermingled with strata of Pisarra thick

and brittle.

The place called Capamdolana, on the east of the mountain, is the richest

;

nevertheless the master of that mine is poor from the bad method he employs
in mining.

The river Ita-marandimba, which flows principally in the territory of Minas
Novas, is very rich in gold and emeralds. Its springs ai'e judged to be still

richer, but being in the forest of the Botecudos anthropophagi, they are un-

• This advantage is unknown, because they are unable to distil it from the want of
retorts, which cannot be conveyed from Rio in consequence of the badness of the
roads, and there is no glass manufactory in the Brazils except that at Babya.

(• Certao is the denomination for the west part of that tract, where the province is less

mountainous ; and Gerves for the eastern part where it is more so.

\ Marine salt is extracted also with nitre, though in small quantities ; however, in

the Certao, there are very extensive places where the soil of the fields being washed
produces mineral salt, which is used by the midland inhabitants.

§ A river runs there at the foot of the tract to the extent of five leagues ; its waters
are meilicina!, as well as those of Alagoa Santa.
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known. The extraction of those minerals would be very easy if ably under-

taken, since the river can be turned with facility from its bed, having many
falls and very deep wells, from which the riches it contains could be brought to

light.*

The river of Ita-ingaf has inexhaustible mines of white topazes, of various-

coloured crystals, aigue-marina, and very rare sapphire. In this river, which

runs in the district of Minas Novas, some hyacinths and crysolites have been

found. Being in the unexplored forest in the northern part of the river Joqui-

tinhanha, its source is unknown.
The savages of that quarter, although Botecudos,J are not anthropophagi, like

those of the other parts ; and would soon have familiarized themselves with the

Brazilians if a better and more politic conduct had been pursued towards

them. J. J. da Fonceca, as the chief of a Bandeira of thirty-five men,

penetrated into this forest in the year 1811; they did not enter more than

thirty or thirty-two leagues, and at that distance found a stream tolerably rich

in precious stones, from which in eight days they drew more than an arrobe

(32 pounds) of aigues-marina of divers sizes, one of them weighing 2 pounds.

They likewise obtained many crysolites, amethysts, and tourmalines ; having

at length exhausted their stock of provisions, they quitted the forest. A few

days after they re-entered with additional numbers, and at the end of five days'

travel, they discovered a horde of aborigines, who voluntarily approached them,

presenting their wives and children with all the signs of satisfaction ;^ these

savages pryed into every thing appertaining to the Bandeira, eagerly ap|M-o-

priating to themselves whatever they could lay hold of made of iron,
||
and then

marched off. As the Bandeira could not work without iron, they went out of

the forest to replace what they had been deprived of, and on their return pre-

sented some trifling knives to the savages, which highly delighted them ; and

in this way a familiar intercourse might soon have been established. But being

unable to continue their labours, as the rainy weather began -to set in (in the

forest the rains commence much earlier than in the open fields), and the mos-

quitos and motiicos^i always swarming at this period, added to which the fcbris

quartana attaching them, they necessarily waited till the next season. The good
success of this expedition excited other Bandeiras to enter the forest the en-

suing season before Fonceca, but as their behaviour to the Indians was quite

the reverse of what his had been, the exasperated savages drove them out of

their woody domain, and then proceeded into the fields** and assaulted the

little Povoacao called Guarda Mor J. dos Passos.ff

* Tlie poor peoi)le have an iron pole to which they fix a leatlier bag; this they

plunge into the ri\'ers, and draw it up full of the substances deposited in the bed,

which they wash. In this way tliey obtain diamonds in the forbidden waters unknown
to the guards.

f Here they can only be worked in the rainy season, because the soil is so sandy it

absorbs the river, which only appears when it meets with a stratum of stones that

causes the water to overflow; and as without water their operations cannot go on, they,

of course, select wet weather for them.

\ There are several distinct tribes of savages in Brazil ; they cfill Botecudus, those

who bore their ears [Europe also can boast of her Jiuleaidos, with this slight

difference; that, instead of boring their own ears, they bore those of ofliers.

—

Trans-

lator.] and lips, and stick slight pieces of wood in thom ; this they consider a

great embellishment, as it gives them an aspect of wildiiess and ferocity, the chief

quality according to their " untutor'd minds."

§ The most expressive sign of peace these savages can gi\'e is to present tlu'ir

families.

II
They like no metal but iron, for pointing their arrows ; when that is wanting they

sharpen pieces of crystal in lieu of it. In some parts of the province spangles of guUl

are occasionally found on the necks of the sick savages.

f A species of venomous flj'.

•* It is very seldom that the savages arc seen out of the forests, as, being quite naked,

the sun inflames their skin, and, moreover, because the trees serve them for a re-

trenchineiit in time of w-ar, a security which they do not find in the fields.

ff This is the forest where an aigue-marina w'as found weighing loilhs., which
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Througliout the whole province there ure crystals of all qualities.

In the Arrail dos Poreos, in Sahara, there are very fine niarhlc quarries,

which are made no use of.

In the Certoens, and even in Sahara, is found a sort of soapy stone, that

serves for pots, kettles, and vases, which are fire-proof. In Rio tie Cantos there

is a large quarry of this stone, which is worked like jasper, and has nearly the

same consistency ; its colour is white and diaphanous—some have blue, green,

fleshcolour, and red veins.

It cannot he said that Minas Geraes is mined, since the want of method,
knowledge and means has annihilated mining. The mountains may be called

still virgins ; and if sometimes there is an excavation, it only evidences the su-

perficial skill of the miners, who, in fact, merely extract what nature mani-
fests to them.*
The Portuguese domination was the cause of arresting this important bx'anch

of human industry, from an apprehension that Brazil, fruitful in materials for

exciting the active energies of man, might at length employ those energies in a

still more golden cause—to shake off the iron yoke that had too long and too

blightingly oppressed her; but, in spite of all the steps taken by the late«^p-
mother country, to undermine ciUCTprizc and check the slow but sure progression
of human knowledge, Brazil is now independent, and, like the precious dia-

monds of her loo long neglected soil, freed from base dross and unnatural alloy,

begins to shine forth in her native and unsullied splendour. The system of
the defunct government was entirely a system of prohibition j a capitalist of
400,000,000 rees could not, in consequence, find employment for such a sum,
or any thing near it, in Brazil.

Moreover, it was not permitted to form companies for any purpose whatever.
The melting of iron was forbidden that the miners might be compelled to buy
it of the government at the rate of 300 rees per pound. Gunpowder, salt,

and, in short, every thing arrived at Minas so overcharged with duties, that it

was impossil)le to form large establishments. Add to this that the Portuguese
did not excite any improvement whatsoever, their whole and sole aim being
to procure gold and then to return to Portugal ; and they looked upon it as be-

neath them to form a matrimonial connexion with a Brazilian woman, however
superior to them she might be in birth and fortune. The degrading system of
slavery, dreadful for its victims is, as it were by retriLiitive justice, equally

ruinous for their masters. Slaves are a bad race and growing worse every dayj-f-

Manoel Vierra gave to the King Don Jolm VI. in 1811. It was registered for .

16,000,000 rees, the sum offered for it by some Englishmen at Rio.
• In the year 1789, when P. . F. . V. . was Intendenle do Oi-o do Sahara, a miner

appeared in that intendancy witii a large chest full of a white mineral, who addressed
lumseif to a gentleman, stating that he had discovered a mine of the same metal, and
not knowing what to make of it, had brought it to be examined. " If it should prove

to be silver," said he, " my fortune is made, for there is a great quantity in my fields
;

but if it turns out to be only tin, why then I shall be less rich." Tlie founder took a
parcel of it, and perceiving that it had no ductility, told him it was a metal bravo (base

metal). The man retired leawng the metal, and they had not the precaution to take

his name. It is said that though he came afterwards to inquire whether any trial had
been made of it, nobody had thought proper to take the trouble of ascertaining its

quality ! In 1802 or 1803, the founder, being dead, was succeeded m hLs place by
Antonio dos Santas Pereira, who deemed it his duty to examine this same melal bravo ,-

Lhe accordingly submitted it to the ordeal of the coppel, and extracted gold at the rate

M)f 24-32, iron 3-32, and platina 3-32. The great quantity of metal it contained being
Tms proved, it was melted on accomit of him who could show the place whence it had
een extracted, and the fact was made as public as possible. The owmer, however, did

ot appear, and the bar is still existing. The founder supposed it to be a mixture of

letals produced by some volcanic convulsion, since it seemed to him to have undeigone

|« fusion. It is of an ash-colour, and exhaled some sulphur when melting. This trea-

sure must, doubtless, have been found in the Camarca of Sahara.

f ^But they who degrade their fellow-men to slaves, are more detestable.

—

Trans.
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the benefit accruing from the unwilling labour of one of those poor wretches is

frequently so trifling, us not to furnish the means of supplying his successor.

After all I have shewn of its natural wealth, is it not matter of admiration

that in the province of Minas Geraes, where so much gold is extracted, there

should be found so few rich families and good houses ? But the prosperity of

families decays with the industry that raised and sustained it.

It may be truly said that Portugal has been the butcher of the coast of

Africa by her iniquitous practice of exporting its inhabitants as slaves, and of

Brazil by bestowing on it the system known under the name of the System of
the Mother Country.

The justice of Providence has ordained that Portugal should herself make an

ample atonement to Brazil, by giving her an emperor who seems destined to

pay her for the long series of extortions and oppressions she had endured.

This young prince, in the midst of revolutions that disturbed Brazil, has

excited improvements which present his adopted country, to the civilized world,

in a new and promising aspect. The army, navy, commerce, literature, arts,

roads, &c., have all received great improvements during the three years he has

governed. The establishment of the English mining associations is amongst

the most brilliant measures taken by his government for the advance and

encouragement of industi-y ; without them it would be impossible to undertake

any thing of importance—and the following statement verifies my assertion

from experience.

The king, Don John the Sixth, had sent Baron Echweg, the German before

quoted, to Minas Geraes, to investigate the state of mining in the country,

and to propose the necessary improvements, but especially to make an analysis

of the galena of Andaya. He began his investigations in the year 1812, and,

wishing to avail himself of the liberty granted by the king to all foreigners to

mine, as well as the natives under the same laws, he erected an engine on the

banks of the river that flows by the city of Giro preto, a work which, to use a

homely phrase, was " much better for show than for service;" however he put

it in action, and, having no Invra of his own, employed his engine to cleanse the

grit of stones, that had escaped the miners of the mountain where the river took

its course.

This badly calculated speculation failed for want of a mine, and it is said he

did not gather a single ounce of gold ; at length the engine stopt, and the wood
which entered into its composition not having been properly chosen, began to

decay. The Baron, disquieted for the 3,000,000 rees which he had expended

for the engine, endeavoured to sell it, but nobody would buy a machine without

lavi-a, and so complicated, and containing such a great quantity of wood, as to be

almost useless. He therefore contrived and executed the following ruse.

He proposed to the king to form a mining company under his direction, which

his Majesty granted ; but his ministers, always Portuguese, were fearful to

behold Brazil flourishing : they foresaw the good which would result to the

country if the king's concession for large capitals was decreed, and wishing, in

the event of the monarch's return to Lisbon, to prevent Brazil, in a prosperous

state, from assuming the attitude she since has so nobly done, and which they

always predicted she would attempt to do—in short anxious that Portugal

might not lose those colonies, they managed so ministerially as to have the

royal permission dwindled to a decree for a fund of 13,000,000 rees only.

The Baron, who had not the prosperity of the province in view, but merely the

sale of his engine, made no remonstrance to the king, who, in that case,

would certainly have revised the decree, but proceeded to Minas to form the

company, having found some shareholders in Rio de Janeiro—each share being

400,000 rees.

Thus placed at the " head and front " of the association, the Barorr com-

menced by shearing the shareholders of his promised " golden fleece"—in other

words, he collected the share-money, and the first thing he bought for the use

of the society was his own already rotten engine, for the sura of 2,400,000 rees.

When the worthy Baron had so adroitly indemnified himself, and had purchased

some slaves for mining, also two lavras, he again put his wits in requisition to
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shew how very useful the engine was for the company ; he accordingly procured
stones for the service of this marvellous macliine, which were brought from the
distance of half a league on the heads of negroes and on the backs of four-
footed beasts of burden : this uiiexecutable mode of mining lasted some fifteen

or twenty days, at the expiration of which he was obliged to let out the negroes
for their living.

The governor of the province, seeing that the scheme was about to be
abandoned, and that the Baron was preparing to return to Germany, ordered
other administrators and share-holders to be named, the negroes to be sent
back to ihelavras, and the engine to be given up. In 1823 the association
began to revive under the direction of Colonel Fernando de Magalhaes.

In 1824 the administrator. Colonel Joaquin Ferreira, had the following
statement published in the Diario Fluminensedo Rio de Janeiro of the 25th of
February.

Receipts. Expenses.
£• s. d. £ s. d.

Received from the Treasurer Four new slaves 191 14 7
of the year 182+ 46 15 Expenses ordered and

Received m gold 6,824 charges for the slaves
drachms, converted into during a year 390 4 10
corned moneyaccordmg to Expenses of mining 11.3 17
the law, at 750 rees Premium of 5 per cent 83 15 4
(*. Hrf.)-- 1.324 9 7 Dividend for the share-

Moreover, and coined ac- holders 827 4 4
cording to the same law, Cash in hand..." ....".'.'.'."..".'.' 115 17 6
.1,808diachmsat 750rees 351 9

<£1,722 13 7 ^1,722 13 7

Actual Fund.
Tliirty slaves worth, by

valuation made in 1824.... 1,417 18 10
The Baron's engine esti-

mated at 25
Fund of the Company token created. Buildings,Iavras, waters,&c, 724 19 2

12,000,000 rees £3,105 £2,167 18

By this exposition it will be seen that as soon as a better administration
directed the company's affairs, the fund of £2,167 1 Si. produced a profit of
£827 4.?. 4rf. From the price fixed for the Baron's engine, its advantage and
quality may be estimated.

The above exposition will also show to England the benefits of mining in

Brazil, now that the old impolitic precautions no longer exist, and are
replaced by a good administration, in which lies all the secret of the machinery.

I will here offer a few observations on the grant made to Mr. Oxenfort.
This gentleman has caused to depend upon imperial concession things which
had been long since accorded. Having once obtained permission to form his

company, it was not necessary to limit the ground he pretended to mine j

and, as each miner is free to sell his lavras to any person or society of
persons, why thus restrict himself, by submitting the matter to his Imperial
Majesty ?

The concession by which the company were allowed to buy two abandoned
lavras was granted with a complete ignorance of what a lavra signifies*. It is

* A Lavra is a portion of land granted by a Goardo Mor for mining. They are
generally of one, two, or more dattas, each datta comprizing above three hundred
quadratic cubicks. There are some persons who have ten or twenty dattas, and these
are the largest in all the province. Does Mr- Oxenfort, on two of those superficies,

intend to employ the whole capital of the company? Assuredly in two /ai-ras be
3 F 2
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indispensable that the directors of this company should apply to the Emperor
to enlarge the grant, by permitting them the faculty of purchasing the lavras

they might find suitable to their object, as, without employing all their capital,

the association cannot become of consequence, except, indeed, they found
manchos doiro (gold in grain) every day. This concession is, at present, become
of the first importance.

There is no doubt that his Imperial Majesty will accord any thing asked by
the companies, that is not in controvention to the law enacted for his own
subjects, which law includes permission to buy, farm, and mine all the lavras

suited to the companies, by making arrangements with the masters, and in pay-
ing a duty of 10 per cent, according to the statute.

Tills permission obtained, the company should proceed to buy lavras, or

make agreements for mining those of others ;
preferring such as are in filons

rind formations to the rest, from their long duration and constant produce,
and farming those which are covered with water, or which can be so.

A central house of administration in Minas is indispensable (the best place for

which is at Villa do Sahara, because it can be the centre of mining), which
should have ramifications with six or seven others, that would direct the mining

in the most extreme points of the province.

The wants of the mining companies from abroad are, persons skilful in

mechanics, hydraulics, geology, and chemistry. People of this kind would find

their account in making what was required of the materials produced by the

country, which would often prove much cheaper than procuring them from
England.*
Above all, labourers are wanted. Six thousand men would scarcely corres-

pond with the present capitals. Europeans are much better than negroes

;

the work of the latter is at least one-third less than that of the former.

Moreover it requires two years to make the slaves capable of working properly :

if old, they soon die; their labour is not voluntary, and their great deficiency

of intellect considerably diminishes their utility.

The climate of the province is always fresh and salubrious ; endemical

diseases are unknown ; there arc many persons of a hundred years old. The
water is excellent, and there is an extraordinary abundance of various kinds

of cattle, fish, and game for hunting and shooting. Besides the fruits of the

country, there are several congenial to those of Europe and Asia, &c. The
orange-tree and banana are in continual production. Living is very cheap—

a

workman is well fed at the rate of 100 rees {Id.) per day.

Brandy from the sugar cane, wine from oranges, and other liquors are very

plentiful. Grapes are abundant, but the Portuguese government allowed no
wine to be made from them.

Finally, the companies might enlarge their views to many objects besides

mining, and which would prove very profitable ; for instance, a foundry, or

more, for iron engines—the distillation of quicksilver—a glass manufactory for

all the undertakings, &c. ; and they might assure themselves that the wise and
enlightened policy of the Emperor would grant them every thing requisite for

furthering the success of their speculations.

cannot profitably employ more than 100,000,000 rees. Will be be so fortunate in his

mining as to find the interest of all the capital advanced ? No, it is impossible !

—

Besides all the lands are not equally auriferous ; it sometimes happens that many dattas

are obliged to be united in order to encompass a single^/o« .• hence it is that there are

persons who have many in a single direction ; they are teimeddattas no do i;iero—dattas

on the ridge of filons. It is evident that the lands granted at the rate of two miners

cannot correspond to the capital of the company, when it is acknowledged that the

richest miners are not wortli a hundred thousand crusadas.

• The road made by Garcia Rodriques has been very little improved—consequently

carriage is very dear to and from the interior of Minas ; eveiy thing is carried on the

backs of beasts of burthen, as carts cannot travel tlirough the comitry, the roads being

extremely mountainous. The Emperor, it is true, has already improved them, but

not in proportion to his wishes and their want of improvement.
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PHILOSOPHICAL, CHEMICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANIES.

Logarithms.—Extreme accuracy in ma-
thematical tables being indispensable, we
have seen with regret that the later editions

of those by Hiitton have uniformly been in-

ferior to all which preceded them. The
reverse is the case with the tables by Callet,

published in France ; any errors, as soon as

discovered, being eflfaced from the stereo-

tyiie plates, and the correct figures inserted,

have rendered the last impressions almost

peiiect ; still, unfortunately, eleven new
errata have been recently met with. We
regret that these have not as yet been ge-

n- nerally communicated to the public ; and
^ to contribute as far as in us lies to the cause

of science, we avail ourselves of this oppor-

tunity to mention the following erratii

which have been found very lately in Tay-
lor's Tables :

Cot 32-59 for 10-178 read 10187.
Sin 84° 42' is printed 84° 1-2'.

Sin 6-45-52—11001.

Tan 23° 48' 19" 9 6445987.
Cot 23-48 19 10-3554013.

Cos37-29-2-5603.

The four last have been already specified

in one of the scientific journals, but deserve

to be more extensively known. While on
the subject of logarithms we may add, that

much inconvenience has arisen from the use

of tables in \vhich the change of the first

tliree figures is not pointed out by a break

in the line ; and it has been discovered

within a short time, that ]M. Delaplace,

from having thus inadvertently been misled,

has vitiated calculations which pervade an
elaborate ^vork.

Lauf/ufu/e.—The facility with which the

inhabitants of Russia acquire a knowledge
of foreign languages has been frequently re-

marked; and we think it worthy ofobser-

\ation that, of all strangers who visit Russia,

the English cultivate the language of that

country ^^ith the greatest success, which
has occasioned the publication at St. Pe-
tersburg of " A Manual of an English and
Russian Grammar,"—a work extremely
useful to all travellers in the North, enabling

them to acquire a practical knowledge of a

tongue s]ioken or understood over a wider
extent of territory than any of those on
vsliich greater attention is bestowed.

Radesyge.—A disease which bears this

title, and which is unknown except in Nor-
way, where its ravages are most destmc-
tive, has lately engaged the attention of the

medical profession abroad. Tliis malady
it is said never extends beyond the coasts,

and there is almost exclusively confined to

the most barren districts, the inhabitants of

which subsist entirely upon fish, and a sort

of very thin gruel made from oatmeal, which
is substituted for bread, a luxury that is

almost unknown. As in these places the

cattle are obliged to be supported during the
winter season upon the offal of fish mace-
rated over the fire, it is probable that the
milk is of a bad quality, and this milk form-
ing part of the food of the inhabitants, seems
necessarily to contribute towards diffusing

this horrible species of leprosy ; to this dis-

ease at least it seems to bear affinity.

Cicero de Repuhlicd Professor Mun-
nich, of Cracow, has been endeavouring to
restore this valuable work, and has commu-
nicated the following interesting informa-
tion. That in the time of Gerbert, in the

tenth century, this precious treatise was
in existence, and, in the twelfth century,

John of Salisbury made several extracts

from it ; but, from this period to the revival

of letters, every tiling is obscure. Petrarca,

the most enthusiastic admirer of Cicero,

sought for it in vain ; had it been in any
private library, who could liave refused it to

the admirer of Laura ? Poggius, by whom
Quintilian was recovered, made various en-

deavours, but without effect, to regain this

treasure. He mentions however in a letter,

that a credible person had informed him
where the Republic "might be found."

He adds, that he shall immediately go in

pursuit of this object -. but, from that time

nothing more has been heard of it. This
a])pears strange, and M. Munnich concludes

that some rich man wished to be the sole

possessor of this literary treasure; and as a
Polish manuscript has been mentioned, he
inquires what celebrated Poles visited Italy.

Among many others he names Zamosk-y, the

person who came to offer Henry of Valois

the crown of Poland. Proceeding still fur-

ther, he discovers that it was precisely at

the period that one of them, Goslicius, was
on a mission to the Prince of Brunswick,
that a report was in circulation, both in Ger-
many and England, of a manuscript of Ci-

cero de Republica being in existence ; it

also appears that in 1.557 one was seen in a
convent in Poland, but that it suddenly dis-

appeared. Mr. M. likewise shows that

Petrus Blesensis and Petrus Pictaviensis

had read, one the fourth, the other the fifth

book. It is then proved that the manu-
script was carried into Turkey, then brought

back and given to Vo'inusk-y, so that a hope
may be entertained of its future recovery.

At all events, the work of Goslicius de per-

fecto senatore, is so exact an imitation of the

Republic of Cicero, that at least it may
serve to point out his ideas. Goslicius was
a native of Posen, and distinguished him-
self in 1561 in the university of Cracow ; he
was afterwards raised to the prelacy. His
work was published in Italy, with a view, as

Mr. Munnich believes, of more effectually

concealing his plagiarism.

Astronomy.—While the labours of the

continental astronomers arc every day re-
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ceiving gi'eater attention, it is a subject of

<leep regret to the friends of science, that

while some of tlie best instruments in the

world are in the possession of amateurs in

this country, so little is done, or, if done,

so little is communicated to the public.

With the exception of the invaluable labours

of Messrs. Herschell and South, which in-

deed, it may justly be urged, are sutficient

to redeem the character of the nation, and

an occasional notice from Colonel Beaufoy,

we are not aware of any obsenations ema-
nating from the regal and numerous private

observatories erected in England. One ob-

ject, we believe, in the establishment of

the Astronoraica! Society was to collect all

detached observations, which, nearly useless

by themselves, when incoqjorated together

might acquire some importance—the result

we think has proved that persons who will

incur the expense of purchasing instiii-

ments will rarely encounter the labour of

using them. To practical men we submit

the following equations, ananged by the late

Dr. Ilutton ; wt are not certain if they ap-

pear in any of his works.

Let a= the right ascension, d = the de-

clination, 1 = latitude, m = longitude, p =
angle of position, i = obliquity of the eclip-

tic,—then, for all the stars and heavenly

bodies,

tan a= tan m, cos i— tan 1, sec 1, sin i.

sin d = sin m, cos 1, sin i -|- sin 1, cos i.

sin 1 = sin d, cos i— sin a, cos d, sin i.

cos a, cos d= cos 1, cos m.

tan m = sin i, tan d, sec a -\- tan a, cos i.

sin p, cos d= shi i, cos m, sin p, cos m
= sin i, cos a.

cotan p = cos d, sec a, cot i -f- sin d, tan

a= cos 1, sec ra, cot i — sin 1, tan m.

tan a =tan m, cos i, ) ^^^^^^ i= o, as is
cos m ^cos a, cos d, )

always the case with the sun.

Medals.—In the month of September

182'i, a collection of coins, apparently con-

cealed by design, was found under a flat

stone at the foot of the great ridge of rocks

which lies to the north of the village of

Dombresson, in the principality of Neuf-

chatel in Switzerland. They are Roman,
and nearly all of the consular families ; the

rest are of the first emperors, down to Nero

;

with tlie exception of one of Tiberius, which

is of gold, these coins are of silver, but none

of them are considered rare.

Chess.—The astronomical origin of this

game, established by the Egyptian Ca-

lendar, is a discovery which its most zea-

lous votaries could scarcely have anticipated,

and which is announced ^a ith great confi-

dence by a French gentleman of the name
of Tissot. In a series of researches in

which he has been engaged concerning the

Egyptian astronomy, he has perceived that

calendars or astronomical tables are to be

found on numerous monuments, and that

they are denoted by chequered squares

;

a>jd has observed an extraordinary coinci-

dence existing between the game of chess

and the laws to which the different com-
birfations of the hoiu-s, days, months and

years are subject, in the triple calendars of

the Egyptians—a very singular circum-

stiince, and which, by incontestable affini-

ties that can scarcely be attributed to

chance, seems to prove that this form of

the calendar was known to the ancients.

Statistics-—The revenue of the following

departments of France is estimated at—
For that of the Seine 4.9,921,466 francs—of
the Norths?,431,192—Calvados 33,54.3,307
—Gironde 32,111,111. Among the less

wealthy departments—theZa/!des4,842,767

—Lower Alps 3,498,205—High Alps
2,963,491.

Rousseau.—A posthumous work of

Rousseau, entitled " Thoughts ofan Honest
Mind, and Sentiments of a Virtuous

Heart," has just been published at Paris.

Had the original of this, in the hand-writ-

ing of Rousseau not been left for inspec-

tion, internal e^^dence in the work itself

would point out the author. The manu-
script, among other papers left witli the

Marshal de Luxembourg, was lost when
the philosopher made his precipitate flight

into Switzerland, and in its present form is

accompanied by what appears to have been
the first sketch of the " Confessions."

Mechanics.—A French engineer of the

name of Poidebard, in the Russian service,

enjoyed a patent which has recently ex-

pired, for a machine by which vessels could

be towed against the «tream of a river.

By this invention, v.hich is of incalculable

advantage to the prosperity of the Russian

empire, the labour of no less than 160,000

men is saved annually in the navigation of

the Volga alone.

—

Eevue Enct/c.

Lonfieviti/.— Jn addition to the instances

of longevity recorded in our last number,

we may mention that there is now living

at Moscow a man 126 years of age—his

name is Serge Borodovkine. He served as a

soldier in the seven-years' war ; but having

retired in consequence of a wound, he com-
menced the trade of shoe-making, which he

still continues, in the full enjojinent of his

faculties.

—

Rev. Encyc.

Statistics.— From authentic documents

the population of Sweden amounted, at the

end of 1823, to 2,687,457 souls—giving an

excess of 102,767 above that of 1820. In

1823, 98,259 children, of whom 7,210 were

natural ones, were bom in Sweden, and

42,192 deaths took place. In the same

year the population of Stockholm was

73,210 persons, that is 2,359 less than in

1820.

—

Mcssag. Franc, du Nord.

Steam Boats—A company has been

formed in the Grand Duchy of Baden for

the navigation of the Rhine by steam boats,

from the place where it leaves the Canton

of Basle to the northern- frontier of the

Grand Duchy ; the first vessel it is stipw-

lated shall be ready in nine months.

SiereotypePrinting.—Senefelder to whom
the worid is indebted for the invention of
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lithogi-aphy, has discovered a new method
of stereotypinj*, which is thus effected. A
sheet of common printing paper is covered

with a coat of stony earth half a line

in thickness, which is moistened with a

sufficient quantity of water; at the end of

half an hour this assumes the consistency

of paste, and is then sjjrcad ir\ tiic frames

over the characters, which are arranfjed as

usual, but not blackened, and whicii are

thus impressed upon the paste. The sheets

are then dried upon a stone slab and co-

vered with meltod metal ; the writing then

appears in relief upon a thin plate of metal,

and exactly formed upon the original letters.

The copies taken from these stercotyijed

characters do not differ from what are ob-

tained by the ordinary process. The inven-

tion will not be made public till the author

has obtained a subscription of 100 florins

each from tliirty subscribers. The expense

of the apparatus necessary for the casting, he
estimates at 100 florins, or £1 1. 3s. TS^W.
and that of the paper, covered with the

stony paste, at six kreutzers, or 2,676 pence
per sheet

—

Gaz. ofMunich.
Hieroglyphics.—The jjropcnsity of the

French literati to a])proi)riate to them-
selves, or rather to claim as their own, the

discoveries of others, has excited against

them generally the suspicion of philoso-

phers, and in particular instances contempt
or indignation. In science, as in love, ac-

cording to the observation of Moliere, ce

n'est que le premier pas qui route, and of the

honour of having made that first step on
which the whole depended, in decyphering

the hieroglyphics, M. ChampoUion en-

deavoured to deprive our countryman Dr.

Young; how satisfactorily the plagiarism

was brought home, it is needless to point

out, nor should we now have reverted to tlie

subject had not the same line of conduct
been pursued, by the younger ChampoUion
towards S. di S. Quintino, and very pro-

perly exposed by the latter, who has dis-

covered that the ancient Egyptians wrote
the numerical fractions, nearly in the manner
which is at present adopted in Europe.

Netherlands.—The kingdom of the Ne-
therlands contains six universities ; three in

the northern, three in the southern pro-

vinces : at Leyden, Utrecht, Groningen,
Gand, Louvain and Liege. Each univer-

sity is divided into fom' faculties, 1. law,

2. medicine, 3. science, 4. philosophy and
letters. In the northern provinces a fifth

faculty is added for Protestant theology

;

and in opposition to these, six seminaries

offer to the poi)ish subjects theological in-

struction adapted to the principles of their

religion.

—

Rev. Encyc.

Strength of Men.—The strength of sa-

vages has frequently been represented as

far superior to that of men in a state of

civilization : towards the end of the last

century an ingenious instrument, to which
he gave the name of dynamometer, was in-

vented by M. Regnier of Semur, for de-

*07

termining with precision both human poVver

and tliat of macliinery. This was employed
by Pcron in his voyage to New Holland,
and this able navigator has shown that the

strength of savages is uniformly less than

that of civilized men.
Mineralogist.—The imanimous opinion

of well informed persons respecting Dr.
Macculloch's mineralogical account of the

western highlands of Scotland, is well

known, and has been decidedly exjiressed.

The following anecdote, of which we
pledge ourselves for the authenticity, may
show the light in which this sad slanderer

is seen by the lower classes. During the

coiu'se of last Summer, two young gentle-

men were shooting in the island of Skye :

on visiting the house of a clergj'raan where
he was known, one of them, anticipating

a scene, told the servant in Gaelic to an-
nounce himself or his companion as Dr.
llacculloch. The news were rapidly dif-

fused over the parish, and while the sports-

men and tlieir host \\'ere still engaged at

their luncheon, an immense mob, armed
with every weapon tliat chance supplied,

had surrounded the house, and to the inqui-

ries of the astonished pastor replied, that

they came for, and would insist upon having
delivered to them the traducer of their

country, that, according to ancient usage,

they might hurl him into the ocean from
the loftiest cliff in the island. An expla-

nation then ensued, but it was only by the

greatest exertions of the worthy pastor, and
the personal influence of the son of the pro-

prietor of Skye, whose frolic had occasioned
the disturbance, that the irritated multitude
could be induced to depart.

Rotatory Oars.—Sir. Perkins, whose
improved steam engine has excited so much
attention, and whose abilities as an engineer
have been so generally acknowledged, Jias

recently obtained a patent for a method of

propelling vessels by means of rotatory oars,

attached to the sterns of vessels, and acting

against the water, in a manner analagous

to the tail of a fish.

Magnetism.—Professor Hansteen, who
has paid much attention to the phenomena
of magnetism, having observed that there

are natural magnets having four poles, two
and two of the same denomination, inquires

if the earth itself be not such an anomalous
magnet ; and proposes the two following

questions :
" Are two magnetic poles suffi-

cient to explain all the phenomena of the
declination, or must we assume several of

them ?—What is the position and motion
of these poles?" To the former he is dis-

posed to answer in the negative ; and then
from combining many observations he is led

to conclude, that one of these poles is situ-

ated in North America ; that in 1769 it

was distant from the pole of the earth
19° 4v3', and that its longitude was
259. 58 East, and that it has a perceptible

motion towards the east, amounting to

about 10' or 12'. Another of the mae:-
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netic poles he conjectures, from similar

data, is in the Nortliern Ocean, and that

its position, in 1770, was 4° 11' from tiie

pole of the earth, and in longitude
101° 29' 30" E. ; and that it has a mo-
tion from west to east, amounting to about
25' per annum.

—

Philosophical Journal.

While on this subject, we may add that

the explanation which was given by Mr.
Babbage of the magnetical phenomena de-
scribed by M. Arrago, has received the

strongest confirmation ; as in numerous ex-

periments recently instituted by the first

of these gentlemen, it has been found that

the same appearances take place from
electricity which he was led to point out as
probable, if the cause which he assigned for

the magnetical jihenomena were correct.

Electro- Chemical Metal Preservers.— In
a paper by Sir H Davy in the last part of

the Philosophical Transactions, it is men-
tioned that, independently of the chemical,
there is a mechanical wear of the copper in

sailing, which on tlie most exi)osed part of

the ship, and in the most rapid coiu'se,

bears a relationtoit, ofiiearly2 to 4.55. As
the result of actual experiment, as to the
electro-chemical means of preserring the
copper sheathing of vessels, the President
is led to conchide, that the proportion of
protecting metal should be from l-90th to

l-70th ; that the most advantageous way
of applying protection, will be under and
not over the copper : the electrical circuit

being made in the sea-water passing tlirough

the places of junction in the sheets; and

in this way, every sheet of copper may be

provided with nails of iron or zinc for pro-

tecting them to any extent required. By
driving the nail into the wood, tlirough

paper wetted with brine above the tarred

paper or felt, or any other substance that

may be employed, the incipient action will

be diminished ; and there is this great ad-

vantage, that a considerable part of the

metal will, if the protectors be placed in the

centre of the sheet, be deposited and re-

dissolved : so there is reason to believe,

that small masses of metal will act for a

great length of time. Zinc, in consequence
of its forming little or no insoluble com-
pound in brine or sea-water, will be prefer-

able to iron for tliis purpose ; and whether
this metal or iron be used, the waste will

be much less than if the metal were exposed
on the outside, and all difficulties with

respect to a proper situation in this last

case are avoided. The copper used for

sheathing should be the purest that can

be obtained, and in being applied to the

ship, its surface should be preserved as

smooth and equable as possible ; and the

nails used for fastening should likewise be

of pure copper, and a little ditference in

their thickness and shape will easily com-
pensate their want of hardness. In vessels

employed for steam navigation the pro-

tecting metal can scarcely be in excess,

as the rapid motiop of these ships prevents

the chance of any adhesions ; and the wear
of the copper by proper protection is

diminished more than two-thirds.

PROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.
ROYAL SOCIETV.

The following papers were read on the

2d of February ;
" Observations on the

magnetizing power of the more refrangible

rays of light," by Mrs. Mary Somerville,

communicated by William Somerville, m.d.,

r.R.s. ;
" Commencement ofa jiaper, on the

action of Sulphuric Acid upon Napthaline,"

by M. Faraday, Esq., f.r.s.

Feb. 9th.—The reading of Mr. Faraday's

paper was continued.

16th.—Mr. Faraday's paper was con-

cluded ; and a paper was also read, " On
the circle of nerves which connects the

voluntary muscles with the brain," by
Charles Bell, Esq., f.r.s.e.

LINN^AN SOCIETV.

Feb. 6tb.
—" A paper was read on the

Plectrophanes Lapiwnica, a species lately,

discovered in the British Islands," by Pri-

deaux John Selby, Esq., f.l.s., m.w.s.

Ed. &c. Read also, " Some account of a

collection of Cryptogamie Plants formed in

the Ionian islands, and brought to this

country by Lord G\iiIdfor(l," by Robert

Kaye Grerille, li.-d., f.r.s.e., &c. Among
the species described in this paper the

followmg are new : Byssoideae, Gastromyci,
Algse, Fucoideae, Musci.

21st.— The reading of Dr. F. Hamil-
ton's " Commentary on the Hortus Ma-
labaricus. Partiv," was begun.

HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY IN JAMAICA.

On January 10th, 1825, a society wa.s

established in Jamaica for the encourage-
ment of Horticulture and of Agriculture,

and of the Arts connected with them ; the

first, we imderstand, that has yet been
formed in the British West-Indies. The
following is a list of the officers and council

of this society -.

Patron ; His Grace William, Duke of

Manchester, &c. &c.— President, Edward
Nathaniel Bancroft, m.d.. Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians, &c-— Vice-

Presidents, Honourable John Mais, and
Samuel Murphy, Esq.—Treasurer, Robert
Smith, Esq.—Secretary, John Miller, m.d.

—Honorary IMembers of the Council, The
Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Ja-
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inaira; the Honoui-able William Anglin
Sairlet, Chief Justice ; tlie Honourable
William Burge, Attorney- General.— Coun-
cil, Honourable Joseph Barnes ; Honour-
able Francis Smith ; William Shand, Esq.

;

George Mills, Esq ; Edward Tichbone,
Esq. ; George Atkinson, Esq. ; William
Brooks King, Esq. ; SVilliam Lambie,
Esq. ; Charles Mackgla.shan, jun., m. d. ;

James Wier, M.d. ; Jacob Adolphus, m.d. ;

James Simpson, Esq. ; Honourable James
Laing ; Sir M. B. Clare ; John Lunan,
Esq. ; Stewart West, m.d. ; William Gor-
don, M.D. ; John Ferguson, .m.d.; J. R.
Philips, Esq. ; Thomas Higson, E.sq. ;

C. S. Cockburn, Esq. ; Rev. W. T. Pater-
son ; Alexander Mackintosh, Esq. ; Ro-
bert Gray, Esq.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETV.

February 3d.—A paj)er was read,entitled
" Remarks on some parts of the Taunus
Mountains, in the Duchy of Nassau," by
Sir A. Crichton, v.p.g.s., &c.

February 17.—At the anniversary meet-
ing of this society, the following gentle-

men were elected officers and council for

the ensuing year:—President, .John Bos-
tock, M.D., F.R.s.—Vice-President, Sir

Alexander Crichton, m.d., f.r. and l.s.

Hon. Memb. Imp. Acad. St. Petersburgh
;

Rev. W. D. Conybeare, f.r.s.; Wm. Henry
Fitton, M.D., F.u.s. ; Charles .Stokes, Esqrs.

F.u.A. and L.s. Secretaries, W. J. Bro-
derip, Esq., f.l.s. ; R. J. :\Iurcheson,Esq.;

Thomas Webster, Esq. Foreign Secretary,

Henry Heuland, Esq. Treasurer, John
Taylor, Esq., f.r.s. Council : Arthur
Aiicin, Esq., f.l.s. ; Henry Thomas De-
la-Beche, Esq., r.B.s. and L.s. ; J. E.
Bicheno, Esq., Sec. L.s. ; Henry Thomas
Colebrooke, Esq., f.r.s.l. and e.f.l., and
Asiat. Soc. ; Sir Charles Henry Colvil

;

George Bellas Greenough, Esq., f.r. and
L.s. ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., f.r.s. ;

Armand Levy, Esq. ; Charles Lyell, Esq.

,

F.R., and L.s. ; William Hasledine Pep5-s,

Esq., F.R.S., L.S., and H.s. ; George Pou-
lett Sci'ope, Esq. ; J. F. Vandercom, Esq.

;

Henry Warburton, Esq., f.r.s.

ASTROXOJnCAL SCtlEXY.

January 13.—A paper was read " On
the co-latitude of his Observatory at Black-
heath, as determined by his own observa-

tions," by Stephen Groombridge, Esq.,

f.r.s. a communication was next read

from Sir Thomas Brisbane, dated Para-

matta, 2d July 1825. The contents of this

communication were, 1st. Observations

with a repeating circle for the winter sol-

stice, 1825, extending from June 12th to

July 1, inclusive. These are not yet re-

duced. 2. Observations on the inferior

conjunction of Venus and the Sun, May,
1825, with the mural circle, from May 1,

to the 25th, inclusive. 3. Observations on
the dip of the magnetic needle, March 1825.

The mean of the whole wa* G2^ 41' 35".

M."M. Ne-r Srries.—Vox.. I. No. 4.

i. Observations on the declination of the
needle in March, April, and May, 1825.
The mean of the whole is 8° 59' 48".

.5. An abstract of the meteorological jour-
nal kept in Paramatta, from April 1824 to
April 1825.

February 10.—The sixth annual general
meeting of the Society was this day held
at the .Society's rooms in Lincoln's-Inn
Fields, for the purpose of receiving the re-

port of the council upon the state of the
Society's affairs, electing officers for the
ensuing year, &c. After the report and
treasurer's accounts had been read, the
members proceeded to ballot for the officers

of tlie ensuing year, when the following

were declared to have been duly elected :

President, Francis Baily, Esq., f.r.s.,

I..S. and G.s. Vice-Presidents, Rev. John
Brinklcy, d.d., f.r.s., Pres. r.f.a. Und.
Prof. Astr. Univ. of Dublin; Captain F.
Beaufort, r.n., f.r.s. ; Henry Thomas
Colebrooke, Esq., f.r.s.l., e.f.l.s., and
G.s. and R..\.s. ; Davies Gilbert, Esq., M.P.,

V.P.R.S., F.I..S., and G.s. Treasurer, Rev. W.
Pearson, ll.d., f.r.s. Secretaries, Olin-

thus G. Gregorv', ll.d. Prof. Math.
Royal Mil. Acad., Woolwich ; Lieutenant
William S. Stratford, r.n. Foreign Sec.,

J. E. W. Herechell, Esq., M.A., sec. R.S.,

Lond., and F.R.S. Edin. Council; Colonel
Mark Beaufoy, f.r.s. and l.s.; Benjamin
Gompertz, Esq., F.K.s. ; Stephen Groom-
bridge, E.sq., F.n.s. ; James Horsburgh,
Esq., F.R.S. ; Daniel Moore, E.sq., f.R-s.

S.A., L.S., and G.s. ; Jolin Pond, Esq.,
F.R.S. Astr. Royal; Ed. Riddle, Esq.;
Richard .Sheepshanks, Esq., ji.a. ; W.
H. Fox Talbott, E.sq., b.a. ; Edward
Troughton, Esq., f.r.s.l., and E. The So-
ciety afterwards dined together at tlie Free-
masons' Tavern, to celebrate their sixth

anniversan,-.

F O R E I G X.

FRANCK.

Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris.

Sept. 5th Doctors Sarmetaine, Floiy,

and Remonet, of IMarseilles, announced in

a letter to the Academy their intention of

joining Da Costa and others in s'jbmitting

to all the experiments necessary to deter-

mine the question of the non-contagious or
contagious natiu-e of yellow fever. Captain

Vane communicated a memoir on circular

functions. M. Majendie presented some
notes on the history of goitres, by Dr.
Poulin, of Santa Fe-de-Bogota. MM.
Legendre and Cauchy made a report on
M. Berard's memoir, in which he proposes
to prove the sole theorem of Fermet tliat

has not yet been proved.

12th—M. Durville presented a MS.
memoir on"'the flora of the Malouine isles.

M. Ampere communicated some new
electro -dynamic experiments. MM. Des-
fontaines and Labillardiere made a report on
M. A. de Jussieu's memoir on the family

3 G
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of the RutacecE. M. Geoffrey St. Hilaire

commenced the reading of a memoir en-

titled, " On the beings of tlie intermediate

degrees of tlie animal scale which respire

both in the air and iinder water, and \^'hich

possess respiratory organs of two kinds,

developed to a certain extent." He pre-

sented a specimen of the Birgiis Latro,

in which, besides branchiae, there are organs

which M. Geofltoy regards as lungs.

19th.—M. Geoffroy read another me-
moir in continuation, on the above subject.

M. Foulhious read a memoir on a law by
which the arteries and nerves are governed

in their respective relations. M. Costa

read a memoir on the epidemic typhus

which ravaged the commune of St. Laurent-

des-Ardens and its environs, during six

months of 1823. A memoir on the com-
position of new hydraulic mortars, by M.
Girard, was referred to a committee.

26th.—M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire exliibited

several living specimens of the common
crab, C. mcenas, and detailed verbally the^

results of his researches on the respiration*

of the Crustacea.

Oct. 3d.—M. F^burier read an account

of his experiments on the electricity of

oxygen gas. M. Ch. Gemellaro commu-
nicated a memoir, in Italian, on the soil of

Mount ^tna, with illustrative specimens.

MM. Q.uuy and Gaymard read some
zoological observations on the corals made
in the bay of Coujjang, at Timor, and in

the isle of Guan, in the Mariannes.

10th.—M. Dulong read a paper entitled
" Researches on the Refractive Powers of

elastic Fluids." M. Lenoir, jun. read a

memoir, by his father and himself, on the

new instruments called levelling circles,

which they have constructed.

i7tli.—M. Damorseau read a paper on

the comet, with a short period. M. Diipetit

Thonars read a report on M. Gaudichaud's

memoir respecting cycas circinalis. jM.

Geoffroy St. Hilaire read a memoir on a

foetal monster.

21th.—MM. Vauquelin and Thenard
made a report on M. Langier's paper on
the Fer resinite of IHaiiy, from Freyburg.

M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire read a paper on the

olfactory organs of fishes. M. de Grandpre

read a paper on the means of sounding the

ocean in order to discover the vallies which
give rise to currents.

An interesting communication has been
presented to the academy since our last

number, by M. Chomercau of Rennes, re-

specting an impermeable and incombustible

cement, wliich, applied cold, serves for

iniiting marbles, earthenware, glass, &c.,

and which he, the inventor, had used with
success,—byM. Boryde St. Vincent, who
informed the academy of his having suc-

ceeded in the work which had engaged him
during the j'ear, the object of v^hich was
the classification and history of microscopic

animals.

PRUSSIA.

Berlin.—The Academy of Sciences of

Berlin has proposed, as the subject of the

prize which is to be decided July 31, 1827,

an important question " On the instinct of

animals." Since the time of Descartes,

Leibnitz, and Locke, nothhig has been at-

tempted on this subject especially, and as

no particular line of investigation is pointed

out, and no sort of opinion is prescribed,

much \aluable information will probably be
throvni on the subject.

ITALY.
Lucca.— At the last meeting for 1825 of

the academy of sciences, literature, and arts

of this city, among numerous communica-
tions which were made, was one from S.

Giulio di S. Quintino, conservator of the

Museum of Egyptian Monuments to the

king of Sardinia. This learned member
detailed the progress which had recently

been made in the art of decyphering Egyp-
tian manuscripts, and exhibiting the facsi-

mile of a very valuable papyrus, he shewed
that the Egj^Jtians of the remote period to

which it belonged, ^rote the fractional

numbers nearly in the manner at present
employed. This discovery will be inserted

among the other works of the same gentle-

man, on the system of numeration of the

Egyptians. At the conclusion of his dis-

course M. S. Q. complained of the in-

exact and falsified account of his labours

which had been given at Paris. " I have
been accused," he said, " of appropriating

to myself the labours of the yoimger Cham-
])ollion. Up to the present time I left to

my writings to refute this accusation, but
as it has been spread over the whole of

Italy, while my writings are but little

known, I have yielded to the advice of my
friends in insuring the triumph of tnith—
such is my aim in the observations which
I submit to your impartial judgment."

MONTHLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN.

AiESANDPM I. Emperor of Russia, or a

SJietch of Ilia Life, and the most important

Events ofhis Reign, hy H. E. Li.oyd, Esq.

—The rapidity with which this book must

have been written and printed excites oiu-

iistonishment, and would, if we were in-

clined t« play the censor, completely disarm
us. The author, with becoming modesty,
entitles it a Sketch : he is right in giving

his work that appellation. It is the sketch
of no mean hand, since the outline is com-
prehensive and firm, and the i)arts so dis-
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posed as to convey a powerful effect, and
leave an im])ressi(jn on 'the mind which a

more elaborutc production might fail to

produce.

We may be delighted with eloquent and
splendid delineations of character ; with the

masterly development of great and com-
))licated events, and the reflections on their

future effects ; but we question if truth is a

gainer by tliis style of histor)', and after tlie

excitement arising from the charms of style

and the vigorous display of intellect has

subsided, we doubt if we do not prefer, for

real use, the sirajile and manly details of

incidents.

Tliose who prefer this latter style of his-

tory will be pleased with Mr. Lloyd's work.
It is by no means badly arninged, and ap-

pears to be compiled with great impartiality

from authentic documents, and, witiiout any
pretensions to information from secret

sources, details tlie leading events of the

reigiiof Alexander, gives a clear and exten-

siveTOtion of the state and jjower of the

Russian empire, and contains a fine sum-
mary of the mighty arrangements by which
the millions of people of various nations

were being gradually raised to civilization,

and urged on the road which leiids to moral
and intellectual refinement.

We have heard much said of tlie genius of

thisdictatorand of that usurper—of Scylla, of

.Mahomet, Hyder Ali, Napoleon, and others,

—and have somewhat wondered why the

world was determined to lavish unbounded
praise on such a race. Genius is a dirticult

word to define : therefore we will try and
give its meaning. lie is a genius who does
with facility what another could not accom-
j)lish with labour—whose combinations of

ideas are made with rapidity and embrace
extended views of his subject, and \\lio

conveys them to others in language po\Aer-

I'ul, correct, and clegiint—or whose combi-
nations of thought arc acted on with deci-

sion, skill, perseverance, and prudence.

The evil genius uses his means and supe-
rior power of mind for the gratification of

those blasting passions which spread deso-

lation aiul degradation around, and only
aggrandize himself in the eyes of his sub-

dued or fascinated minions : the good genius

uses his means and intellectual endowments
for the benefit of mankind, and pursues
with ardom- and diligence that course, from
which will result honour to his God, happi-

ness to his people, and glory to himself.

If there is any truth in these remarks, let

them be applied to any one called a genius

by the world—and let the test be applied,

among the number, to Alexander the Em-
peror of Russia. If using unlimited power
with moderation— if diligently establishing

tiiose institutions which would gradually

raise his various nations to freedom from
vassalage, and to superiority in general at

tainments ; if upholding justice and mercy
by the ))romulgation and enforcement of

laws ; if increasing the ])Ower, resources.

and means of defence of his emiiire ; if

j)ractising and enforcing economy in tlie

])ublic expenditure ; if protecting talent and
worth ; if rewarding patriotism and valour;

and if evincing increasing courage and
ability as dangers and difficulties increased,

are proofs of genius, Alexander may justly

claim that title; for he did all this and
more, and triumphed over every enemy.
No mortal can be perfect : but on calmly

considering the conduct of this ruler, his

mighty power and difficnll profession (for

as a monarch's is the highest, so it is the

most difficult profession), and all the circum-

stances of his reign, where shall we find

one who has acted as nobly, as mercifully,

as vigorously, as prudently, and witli as

much forethought?

Before an answer is given, let the histori-

cal detail of his reignbe readand reflected on.

Whatever our inclination may be, we can-

not indulge in pursuing our remarks, and

shall therefore content ourselves by quoting

some incidents from the book before us,

which will illustrate the character of Alex-

ander, and give some idea of the condition

of that emjiire to which the thoughts of

considerate men must be often turned.

Of his love of justice, the following is related.

It once happened, at the very moment when the

Emperor had given the word of command, and the

guard on the parade was just on the point of paying

him the usual military honours, that a fellow ap-

proached him in ragge<l garments, with his hair in

<lisorder, and a look of wildness, and gave him a

slap on the shoulder. The monarch, who was

standing at the time with his face to the militarj-

front, turned round instantly, and beholding the

wretched object before him, started back at the

sight ; and then inquired, with a look of astonish-

ment, what he wanted ?—" I have something to

say to you, Alexander Pawlowitch," said the stran-

ger, in the Russian language. " Say on then," said

the emperor, with a smile of encouragement, clap-

ping him on the shoulder. A long solemn pause fol-

lowed; the military guard stood still, and none

ventured, either by word or motion, to disturb the

Emperor in this singular interview. The Grand

Duke Constantine alone, whose attention had been

excited by this unusual interruption, advanced

somewhat nearer to his brother. The stranger then

related, that he had been a captain in the Russian

service, and had been present at the campaigns

both in Italy and Switzerland ; but that he had been

persecuted by his commanding officer, and so mis-

represented to Suwarrow, that the latter had turned

him out of the army, without money and without

friends, in a foreign country. He had afterwards

served as a private soldier in the Russian army ; and

beifig severely woimded at Zurich (and here he

pulled his rags asunder, and shewed several gun-shot

wounds), he had closed his campaign in a French

prison. He had now begged all the way to Peters-

burgh, to apply to the Emperor himself for justice,

and to intreat an inquiry into the reason why he had

been degraded from his rank in the army. The
Emperor listened with great patience, and then

asked, in a significant tone, " If there was no exag-

geration in the story he had told?"—" Let me die

under the knout," said the officer, " if I shall be

found to have uttered one word of falsehood." The

Emperor then beckoueil to his brother, and charged

him to conduct the strauger to the palace, while he

3 G2
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turned round to the expecting crowd. The com-
manding officer who had behaved so harshly,

though of a good family, and a prince in rank, was
»£ty severely reprunanded ; while the brave warrior,

whom he had unjustly persecuted, was reinstated in

his former post, and, besides, had a considerable

present from his Emperor.

The ensuing anecdote has in point of

taste no parallel in history with wliich we
are acquainted. The nearest story in taste

is one told by ililian, and is nearly as fol-

lows :—Artaxerxes IMnemon was travelling

attended by his court, and unexpectedly ap-
peared near a Persian traveller called Siiiwtes,

who was far from home, and wholly unpro-
vided with gifts, which, according to the

custom of the east, should be presented to

his king. Respect for the laws, and love

for his king, filled him with anxiety : he
however hastened to the river Cyrus,
filled tiie hollow made by his hands with
water, and thus addressed the king :

" Ar-
taxerxes, reign for ever ! that thou mayest
not pass by ungifted, I pay my duty with
sucli materials, and hi such a manner, as my
case admits : I pay my duty with water
from the Cyrus. Should your majesty
deign to approach my dwelling, 1 hope to

offer the best and ricliest gifts in my posses-

sion." Artaxerxes, filled with delight, an-
swered Sinaetes thus :

" I accept your gift

with pleasure ; I prize it more than the

most splendid offerings : first, because
water is, in itself, the most excellent of all

things ; and then because this water bears

the name of Cyius." The monarch or-

dered his attendants to receive the water in

a golden cup ; sent Sinffites a robe of honom-
and a thousand darics, and ordered his

messenger to say, " The king commands
thee from this cup to recreate thine own
soul, as thou didst recreate his, nor didst

suffer him to pass ungifted and unlionoured,
but honouredst him as place luid time per-
mitted."

Nothing in point of refinement can exceed
that tale. The following equals it, an^ is

more impressive, because the subject if of

greater importance.

No one ever understood better than he did, how
to confer a favour in a graceful manner, and to

double the value of a gift, by the manner in which
Jt was bestowed.

When he announced to the brave Kutusoff his

ele\'ation to the rank of Prince of Sraolensko, for

his services during the campaign of 1812, against

the French, he sent with his letter a most valuable
jewel, taken from the Imperial Crown, as a tri\jute

to the valour of a man by whom it had been so ably
defended. He directed the vacancy thus occasioned

to be filled up with a small goU plate, on which was
inscribed the name of Kutusoff

!

The following will convey some idea, not
only of the increasing importance of Odessa,
but also of the activity pervading the Rus-
sian empire ; and may lead us to reflect to
what the power might have risen, under so
diligent and capable a ruler as Alexander.
" Odessa continued to improve rapidly, and had

(Iiexdy above two thousand stone housei, and about

fifteen thousand inhabitants, and on the 7th of June,
four hundred merchantmen were in the roads. In
the Baltic a beginning was made to form a spacious
harbour near Reval, calculated to contain thirty

ships of the line. Large sums were employed oh
the foundation of schools in all parts of the empire,

and wealthy subjects followed the example of the

government. The number of military schools was
fixed to ten, in which three thousand young noble-

men were to be educated for officers. They were
divided into fifteen companies, of two hundred each.

The new imiversity of Charkow was opened on the
2'.Uh of Jan\iary, and a revenue of 130,000 rubles

assigned to it."

Mr. Lloyd, in his account of the invasion

of Russia by Napoleon, does not enter into

the details of the miserable destruction of

Napoleon's army, but itgives afine andrapid
accoiuit of the preparations of a great king-
dom, of tl;e enthusiasm of whole nations, of
the patriotic disinterestedness of individuals,

and at the same time pourtrays the leading

characteristics of the Russian people. The
conduct of the Emperor surpasses all pi'aise,

whether we consider his prudential mea-
sures, his firmness in the choice of ministers

and chieftains, his moderation and pacific

inclination, and lastly liis inugnanimity and
valour. Napoleon entered Russia uttering

the following nonsense :
" Fatality hurries

on the Russians— let the destinies be ac-

complished."
Belshazzar could not have made a more

empty and impious vaunt. Alexander, on
hearing that his invader had reached Smo-
lensk, is related to have thus spoken. The
reader may compare the two speeches.

It was at this interview with the Crown Prince

that the news of the entrance of the French into

Smolensk arrived, on receiving which Alexander

pledged himself, never to sign a treaty of peace with

Napoleon while he was on Russian ground. " Should

St. Petersburg be taken," said he, " I will retire into

Siberia. I will then resume our ancient customs,

and like our long-bearded ancestors, will return

anew, to conquer the empire."—" This resolution,"

exclaimed the Crown Prince, " will liberate Eu-
rope."

The following is a sensible remark on the

biuning of Moscow :

—

Whatever may have been the origin of the con-

flagr:ition, it destroyed all the splendid expectations

which had been founded on the possession of Moscow

;

it filled the French and their adherents with dismay,

nor did. they ever after recover from the shock.

What could induce Napoleon to remain six weeks

in a place, which, as he himself afterwards declared,

had now neither political nor military importance,

has never been explained, nor, as far as I know, at-

tempted to be so. His conduct, in this respect,

seemed so extraordinary, that it was even pretended

the shock had affected his understanding.

The weakest known trait in the public

character of Alexander was his admiration

and declared friendsliii)for Napoleon. That
Napoleon had the power of winning the

affections of men no one can doubt ; neither

can there be a doubt of its being the French
Emperor's interest to win Alexander. It

is said, that gratitude excited in Alexander
those feelings whicli injured Europe, and
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have cast a shadow on his own cliaracter

—

even gratitude, misplaced, miglit have ttiat

effect. It is said, that Napoleon secretly

warned him of a great conspiracy against his

life and the constitution of his kingdom,
the conspirators of which treason have only
been very lately made known. Our au-

thor's account of this curious profession of

attachment is well worthy of perusal

:

Perhaps there is no instance in history of such

a sudilen change, not only in the councils, but ap-

parently in the personal sentiments of a great sove-

reign, as was inanifesteil in those of Alexander, at

the ronclusiou of the treaty of Tilsit, and in his

subsequent conduct. From being the most deter-

mined enemy of Napoleon, he became at ouce his

greatest admirer, and his warmest friend ; ready, as

it afterwards appeared, to second the plans of the

French Emperor against his own allies. By the

treaty which compelled Prussia to give up Poland,

the province of Bialystock, with ia-),iji)0 inhabitants,

was ceded to Russia; which, on the other hand,

gave up Jever to tlolland. In a secret article,

Russia promised to join France against England, to

maintain the independence of the neutral Hags, and
to induce Sweden, Deiunark, and Portugal to

adopt the same system; it likewise engaged to with-

draw its troops from Moldavia and Wallachia ; and
to make peace with Turkey, through the mediation

of Napoleon.

At Tilsit, Alexander appeared desirous of pub-
licly appearing as the friend of Napoleon, of which

some remarkable instances have lieen recorded

;

though, as they chiefly rest upon French authority,

implicit credit ought perhaps not to be given to

them. On one occasion he is reporteil to liave

addressed Napoleon with the following verse

:

" L'arailie d'un grand homme est un present dcs

Dieux."

The two sovereigns conversed with the greatest

familiarity on the organization of the administration

of their dominons. Alexander explained to Napo-
leon the nature of the Russian government. He
spoke of his senate, and of the resistance which he
experienced in his attempts to do good. Napoleon,
grasping liis hand, immediately replied, " However
large an empire may be, it is always too little for

.two masters." The head and the heart of Napoleon
are seen at once in these words, which are impressed

with the stamp of despotism ;—Machiavel himself

could not have said better. We relate this fact

because we have very good reason to believe that

it is authentic.

At the interview of the two monarchs, before the

final conclusion of the peace at Tilsit, Napoleon,

wishing to say somethmg mortifying to the Em-
peror Alexander, saidtohun, " Your majesty is the

handsomest man I have ever seen." Alexander an-

swered, " I am sorry that I cannot say, que votre

majesty soit le plus grand homme que j'ai vu."

Another time, when Napoleon repeated the same
thing, for he was accustomed to repetition, the

Emperor said to him, " Sire, Suwarroff was the

handsomest man of my army at Zurich.

"

Nap')leon was known to be jealous of

Alexander, and to have cherished against

him a deep dislike, which he vented in

sneers and acts of pettiness, and sometimes
in attempts at sarcasm ; at which latter

Alexander was more than a match for him.

The subjoined is characteristic and curious.

The following circumstance shews that, there

was a secret grudge in the breast of Napoleon to-

ward Alexander, before the public siupected any
misunderstanding. Towards the end of the year

1811, the Emperor Napoleon made a journey to Hol-

land, and Maria Louisa accompanied him thither.

It was during his visit to Amsterdam that he first

betrayed a mark of animosity to the Emperor Alex-

ander, a sentiment which the public by no meant
supposed him to entertain, for nothing had yet

transpired that could disturb the good understanding

between the two sovereigns. In a cabinet of the

apartments of the Empress, there stood, on a piano,

a small bust of the Emperor Alexander, which wai

a remarkable likeness. Wherever Na]iolcon reside<l,

it was his custom to examine all the rooms allotted

to himself and the Empress. On this occasion, per-

ceiving the bust in question, he took it up, placed it

under his arm, and continued to converse with the

ladies present. Meantime he forgot the bust, and
raising his arm, let it fall. One of the ladies caught
it before it reached the ground, and asked Napoleon
what she should do with it. " What you please,"

said he ;
" but never let me see it again."

Among the numerous repartees of Alex-
ander to the s!u-castic attacks of Napoleon,
we select the following as being particu-
larly hai)py, and very s-evere :

—
When Napoleon was at Erfurth, he affected,

one evening at a ball, to converse with the literati,

particularly with Goethe; and, to make a contrast
with the Emperor Alexander, who was dancing, he
said to Goethe, loud enough for Alexander to hear,
" how well the Emjieror Alexander dances." Alex-
ander took his revenge by turning to Najioleon, who
had a habit of beating time with his foot, and saying,
" how ill your Majesty beats time." Napoleon
retired with Goethe into a corner of the room.

Alexander, when a conqueror and the
master of Napoleon's capital, behaved with
heroic moderation, and set an example
which can never be forgotten. In this he
was not singular ; but as lie and his people
were deemed semi- barbarians, it deserves '

attention. During the first time he was at
Paris, his affability gained the adnnration
and wonder of the people— during his se-

cond sojouni there, his manner was more
reserved and severe. The remark he made
on the statue of Napoleon is very good

:

As he passed the famous column in the place
Vendome on which a statue of Buonaparte stood, he
said, smilmg, " It is no wonder a man's head should
become giddy, when he stands at such a height." ;

The following has the air of romance^
though we have every reason to believe that
it is true :

—

Another circumstance which gratified the Pari-
sians, was the attention that jUexander paid to the
Empress Josephine. He had a great esteem for her,

and did her the honour of dining with her more than
once at the palace of Malmaisoii.

When he learned that she was on the point of
sinking under the rapid and cruel disease of which
he saw the sjtnptoms some days before, he repaired

immediately to Malmaison, and asked to see her.

She seemed to recover a little when she saw him.
Deeply affected by the scene before her, she looked
at him with an air of gratitude ; Prince Eugene, on
his knees, was receiving the benediction of his

mother, as well as Queen Hortensia, who was in a
situation which it is impossible to describe. " At
least," said Josephine, with a voice almost expiring,
" I shall die regretted. I have always desired the
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welfare of France ; I have ilone all iu my power to

contribute to it, and I can say with truth to you,

who are present at my last moments, that the first

wife of Napoleon Buonaparte never caused a tear

to be shed." These were her last words. Alexander

shewed the most sincere sorrow ; his eyes remained

fix«<l on the mortal remains of the wife of a man
ivlio was proscribed and unfortunate; the young

hero honoured by his presence the last moments

of a woman so universally regretted. He withdrew

much .ifFected, and returned some horns after ; ap-

proachuig the coffin, he lifted up the shroud, which

already covered her, and with his eyes bathed in

tears, took a final leave of her, saying, " She is dead,

and leaves an eternal regret in the heart of her friends,

and of all those who have knosn her."

His people wished to bestow on him tlie

title of " The Blessed;" his answer is

stril<ing, noble, and worthy of being re-

corded.

When this deputation was presented to him at

Weunar, and begged him to accept the honorary

title, and to allow a monument to be erected to him,

Alexander replied, with that genuine modesty which

can confer more honour than all titles, " I have

always endeavoured to give the nation the example

of simplicity and modesty; I cannot accept the title

offered to me, without deviating from my principles ;

and as for the monument, it is for posterity to erect

one to me, if they think me worthy of it.

The accounts of his last jounic)', of his

illness .ind death, are without doubt the

best yet extant. We should quote them
for the amusement and information of our

readers if onr limits would permit us ; but

we must conclude with recommending this

sketch as a useful compendium of the

events of a momentous reign, anda.-? an im-

partial outline of the character of Alex-

ander, and of the state of Russia under his

dominion.
- An Answer to the Rev. John Davison's

Inquiry info the Origin and Intent of Pri-

mitive Sacrifice. By the Rev. John Nas-
sau IMoi.EswoiiTH.— Few subjects of late

years have roused the attentioit of theolo-

gians as much as that which the volume
before us so ably discusses. Indeed so

great has been the interest excited by Mr.
Da\ison's book, that we cor.sider it a para-

moimt duty to give the matter our imme-
diate attention. JMr. Davison has, with great

acumen and cousiderdble learning, endea-

voured to prove, that sacrifice is of liiiman

invention, and that the Deitj' adopted this

human invention, and directed it to form

one of the leading rites of the Jewish wor-
ship. We shall refrain from otfering any
remarks, until we have made these cham-
j)ions speak for themselves in the listed

iield. Mr. Molesworth takes the opposite

side, and, with dignity becoming his profes-

sion ;ind the subject, states his adversary's

arguments with the greatest perspicuity,

generally quoting his own words ; and then,

«iili a force of reasoning and clearness of

conception not often to be met witli, re-

futes them, and, in trutii, scatters them
like clialV before the wind.

Mr. Davison's positions are :
—

1st. Th'.t a di I'i lie appointment ot saa'tficccamwt

be maintr.incd, as the more probable account of the

origin of that mode of worship.

2d. Thatitshunia7iinstitntion, if that be admitted,
does not intrench in any manner upon the honour
and sanctity of the Mosiac Law; nor invade, much
less invalidate, the essential doctrine of the Chris-

tian atonement.

3d. That if any person shall still prefer to ascribe

the first sacrifices to a divine appointment, there is

yet no tenable ground for the belief that any revela-

tion of their intent, in reference to the future sacri-

fice and atonement of the gospel, was joined with

them."

Mr. Molesworth's positions are these :

I. There is sufficient evidence of the divine insti-

tution of sacrifice.

H. Sacrifice was used, and appointed by God to

be useil from the beginning as an expiatory rite.

III. The patriarchs and other holy men had some
revelation of the Redceiiier as the antitype of sacri-

fice.

Thus these polemical champions join

issue. Mr. Molesworth, with great acumen,
" declines entering into a close examination
of Mr. Davison'ss^coJir/position"— because,

if he couhl establish his first, the second
would follow— tlierefore the whole force of

the argument is concentrated into the

question, " Is sacrifice of Divine Institu-

tion?" Mr. Davison su])i)orts his opinions

with these arguments, whicii, if not the

\\'hole, are the leading ones, in favour of

his first pro])Osition
—" Sacrifice was a

confession of guilt— as death was known to

be the wages of sin, it was natural for the

first worshi)ipcrs, the family of Adam, to

present an innocent victim to be slain for

him, and j)ay for him his transgression."

These, as far as viC caji comj)rchend them,
are Mr. Davidson's points. It matters not

how ornamented or fine-drawn tliey may
be in his work ; these are the points, and
to us they appear deplorably inadequate

for the purpose lie wished. Mr. Moles-
worth, evidently a close and powerful rea-

soner, has used the inductive argument
from cfllct to cause, which is equally cer-

tain, when well managed, with the argu-

meiit froin cause to effect—and in the

present instance more applicable to the

sid)iect.

We will quote the following passage

from Mr. Molesworth s book, as at once
carrying conviction with it and overthrow-

ing Mr. Davison's theory.

Animal sacrifices were confessedly not only pro-

mment and principal parts of God's worship under

the law, but also both crpiator;/, and ti/pical of

the great atonement made by Jesus Christ. Is it

a probable inference, that God left the rite, which

so aptly, so circumstanti.tlly, so wonderfully adum-
brated the mysterious peculiarities of this great

event, to be groped for, and stumbled upon by the

dim-sighted and unccrtaiji efforts of human reason ?

The eircttntstaiifes and effects of Chnsfs death and

suffering were vndouhtcdly not ordained to corres-

pimd wiOi the eircumstanees of the saerijice ; but

sacri&ce prejifftired the circumstances and effects of

Christ's death. Now, is it a reasonable supposition,

that God did not ordain a rite so singularly repre-

senting events, which nothing but Revelation could
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suggest to the human mhiJ ? Is it probable tliat tlie

simplicity of the primeval race should have inventea

it ? Or is it in any greater degree probable, that

God having pre-ordained the i'/-«a< sacrifice, should

have omittetl to institute that, which was so espe-

cially and admirably to adumbrate its mysteries?

These are questions which may be put to common

sense for decision ; no learning or depth of thought

is requisite for their consideration.

Tlicre is such irresistible straight- forward

force in the above, that in our opinion, no

learning, no sophistry, no line spun theories

' could overcome it. We will, however,

quote one more short passage. The posi-

tion is, " Christ is the Lamb slain from the

foundation of the world."—On this Mr.

Molesworth thus conclusively observes -.

—

If, then, God had his sacrifice in view, if sacri-

fice did afterwards unquestionably typify his atone-

ment, if God did give that promi.ve of the seed, and

if sacrifice be among the earliest recortli, why should

it be supposed to be divested of its typical character ?

why should express prophecy point out the med ; and

why should God aci.«/)f the sacrifice, and not give it

, to the s.icrificer as a type and pleilge of that He-

^ deeraer, which it aftei-wards adumbrated. Why in

short, if ALL men were interested in the one Media-

tor and Saviour, why should there be any psnorf at

which, or any justijieii man, to whose faith, sacrifice

should not present a sacramental type of the Re-

deemer.

If these arguments are not satisfactory,

we know not what would be.

The sixth chapter, whicli discusses " in

what sense would the general tenor of the

law predisjjose the Jews to interpret those

])assages of the primeval and patriarchal

history in which no mention was made of

the origi^i of sacrifice ?" is asliort and very

masterly piece of argument. The chapter

allotted to the examhiation of the " proofs

that Sacrificial Atonement was not peculiar

to the Mosaic law, but the charter of the

primeval and patriarchal dispensations,"

is as magnificent and clear an argument as

we ever met with, and should be diligently

read by ever}' divine.

Mr. JMolesworth some time back pub-
lished a dissertation on the Exodus, shew-
ing, that all previous commentators had
erred in their statement of the time it took
place. He now comes for^vard, and, with
equal originality and power, thus explains

the Abrahamic sacrifice—so fine, so clear,

and so new an illustration must strike even
-the careless reader : we give it, because we
feel assured that every reader of taste must
enjoy it.

I affirm, then, that the received opinion, that

Isaac in this transaction, was a type of Christ's

SACRIFICE !i erroneous;—that neither the circum-

stances of the narrative, nor the allusion to it by
St. Paul, warrant any such inference ; and that by

a departure from the simple outlines traced in

Scripture, much of the force and beauty of this

magnificent type has been overloolced, or has been .

obscured, by various unauthorized conceits. The
real type of Christ, on this, as well as on other im-
portant occasions, was the Ram or Male Lamb
caught in the thicket, and provided by God. Isaac
was the type of the Faithful Children of
Abhaka.ii,

This ex|)osition of that wonderful type
carries conviction with it ; but our author
has supported his ex|>lanutiun in a manner
which reflects honour on him and on hi>i

profession, and must gain for him the meed
of praise. Our limits will not allow us to
say more, than that this book classes with
the few which settles for ever the subject of
which it treats. On the question of sacrifice

it must become a text book ; and will, we
hope, be read in our iniivcrsities. The
style is pure English, well collocated and
forcible, and reminds us of the writings of
Bishop Bull. Mr. Davidson, though com-
pletely beaten from the field, must feel that

lie has met with at once a gentlemanly and
powerful op])oncnt.

Ti'ie Rebel, a Tak. 2 vols. 8t'o.—Tliese

volumes are ushered into the world with
all the mystery in which it is the fashion of
the present day to shroud sucli productions.
Although this novel lias no ])retensions to

a high rank, and does not contain one new
incident or character, we were interested in

the ciitastrojiho. The component parts

are, as usual—old maids, fortune-hunters,

lords and valets either knaves or fools,

quantiries of love-sick damsels and ena-

moured swains ; Sir William Sherburne
the hero, his friend Kenard Lutterworth ;

crosses in love, infidelities, friendships,

hopes and fears, and a gipsy, who is a
beautiful and very well bred desccnilant of
our old friend INIeg Merrilies, and whose^
death we transcribe as a specimen of the
writer's powers and style.

Nevertheless unbounded love for him had In-

fluenced her actions. It was love for Aim that had
caused her to leave Wentbridge : it was love for him
(love as pure and unbounded as ever filled the heart

of woman) that had driven her to shun his presence,

and never to appear before him, but where his iier-

sonal safety seemed to require her assistance. These
truths flashed on the mind of Sir William, as he
gazed on the suppliant and beautiful figure before

him. " Alas !" said the baronet to himself, "how
would such a heart as her's be able to bear the intel-

ligence of my death, when the mere idea drives her

almost to distraction !"

An expression of pity, of kindness, of softness, I

may add of affection, was visible in Sir William's

face, as he looked on Helen ; whose dark, but small

and well-formed hands were clasped, and raised in

the attitude of intreaty ; wliilst her slight and ele-

gant figure was lowly bending at his feet. Helen
caught the expression of his countenance, and augur-

ing well to her cause from his silence, she again be-

sought him, in a voice of the deepest feeling, to

escape.

" No, Helen—I have passed my word of honour
and nothing earthly shall tempt me to break it,'?

replied Sir William, endeavouring at the same time

to raise her from her supplicating posture; but she

shnmk from his touch as though it had been pollu-

tion ; and rising hastily she said, in a low suppressed

voice, "I have now but one more question to ask,

William Sherboume, and answer it trtilt/, and as you
hope to be happy hereafter .' Do you mean to abide

your trial?"

" I do"—replied Sir William, in a voice so firm as

convinced Helen that all further intreaty would be

vain.
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" Vou have signed," she replied, in a low but
Arm tone, " you liave signed my death-warrant and
your otvn. William Slierbume, farewell—farewell

for ever!" She then backed several paces, and
putting her right hand under her cloak, she

drew forth a dagger, and in one moment plunged it

In her side.—Sir William darted forward, and caught

her in his arms.

•'My dear Helen!" he exclaimed in a voice of
horror, " what have you done ?"

" .Spilt my heart's blood !" replied Helen in a

trembling, dying voice. " Lay me on the floor," she

continued, whilst the line of death crept over her fine

countenance; " lay me on tlie floor and leave me!
leave me to make my peace with my God, eve my
life's blood is spent—ere the gates of mercy are

closed !"

" Oh Helen! my dear Helen ;" said the Baronet,

tearing at the same moment the fatal instrument

from the wound, " oh Helen, what an accursed deed

you have done !"

Sir William immediately threw aside Helen's

cloak, and was proceeding to undo the dimity bed-

gown in wlijch she was dressed, when she gently

pushed away his hand.
" No ! no ! in God's name leave me ! Death is

before my sight !" Sir William seized one of his

towels and applied it to the wound to staunch the

blood, and tlien gently laid her on his Ijed. Helen

cast on him a look of deep, though chaste affection

;

then turning liur head from liim, and raising lier beau-

tiful and expressive eyes to heaven, she exclaimed,

"Almighty Father! thou Gol of mercy! pardon

thy erring, sinful, but repentant servant! and oh

defend,"—she could say no more—the cold hand of

death was upon her. Sir William flew to the bell

and rung it violently, and returning instantly to

Helen, he jiassed his hand under her waist, in order

to place her, if possible, in an easier position; she

moved her lips as though she wished to speak, gave

him a look of unutterable thankfulness, and closed

her eyes for ever.

An Account of the Circinnstances at.tcnd-

inq the Imprisonment and Deatli of llic late

William Millard, tjc

—

Abuses of Public

Charities —Plunder of Dead Bodies, &;c.

^c.—If we were to r|uote the whole title-

page of this pam])hlct, it would occupy
one-half the .space allotted to our notice of

it. If one-tenth part of the contents of this

pamphlet is true, it calls for immediate puh-

lie attention, and at least magisterial inter-

ference. How far it may he necessary for

students in anatomy to have hundreds of

bodies diu'ing tlie year to dissect, is more
than we can tell. We have heard that it

is necessary for them to 0])erate on the hu-

man frame, and to examine tlie condition of

certain diseases after death ; we have also

heard that the beautiful models in wax su-

persede the use of the body in attaining the

first outlines of the science : if so, much of

the disgusting plunder of our public ceme-
teries may be avoided. None are exempt

;

not even the iron portals of the vaults be-

neath chapels at the western side of Lon-
don can preserve the dead from the des-

peradoes who purvey for the schools of ana-

tomy. One of the greatest ciimes that can

be committed is the plunder of the funds of

a public chirity, we therefore quote the fol-

lowing statement, which, if true, should sub-

ject the guilty to judicial inquiry :

—

In the first place, then, it will be our duty to call

the reader's attention to the arrangements made in

St. Thomas's Hospital for the convenience of tike

professors and students of medicine. Of tliat part

of the hospital appropriated exclusively to the use

of these gentlemen, the theatre for anatomical and
surgical lectures is tlie most considerable. This
edifice, we are informed by the author of the His-

torical Account of St. Thomas's Hospital before

referred to, " was erected during the year 1814, at a

reciprocal e.ipense between the Funds of the Hospital

and thecostn of thonc ivhose interests rvere mork im-

MKDIATKLV Concerned in its completion."—" The
entrance hall, which is ascended by a flight of steps,

is spacious, and leads to a circular and commodious
room, having a gallery, numerous seats ranged above
each other, a handsome sky-light, several ventilators,

a table with a revolvmg axis for anatomical demon-
strations, and a chair for the lecturer. This room
will contain with ease/oro* hundred pirsons. On the

left side of the hall is a museum, containing a variety

of preparations and specimens of physiological and
pathological phenomena. On the right side of the

hall is a commodious dissecting room, which for

size, convenience, and comfort is said to be un-

equalled. This room has several sky-lights and ven-

tilators, and is sufficiently capacious to admit of
from one to two-buudred stud nts dissectin^at a t me*
without any inconvenience to each other." From this

account we learn, among other things, that this

, theatre, museum, and dissecting room, so remark-
able for its comfort, were erected " at a reciprocal

expense between the funds of the hospital and the

costs of those whose interests were more immediately

concerned in its completion."

The details of the thefts, cold-blooded
exactions, and ruffian-like conduct to the
unprotected, and those about to perish, are

enough to rouse the anger and indignation

of a stoic, and should, for the sake of justice

and mercy, be put an end to by the strong
hand of the law.

Sir Astley Cooper, Sir William Blizard,

Mr. Green, Jlr. Webbe, surgeon to the

Middlesex county jail, Mr. Waklej', and
others, are all called on to refute, if they
can, the charges ))rufened against them in

this pamphlet. We have no means of con-
futing one word ; and, indeed, the details

are so minute and circumstantial, and the

cliarges corroborated by so many letters and
documents, that the effect on our minds is

very strongly in favour of their veracity.

The treatment which the unfortunate

Millard met with from almost all con-
cerned, particularly from Mr. Webbe, fills

us with horror—he was traduced, way-laid,

seized, falsely accused, committed to pri-

son under the influence of his persecutors,

harassed by the iniquity of the law, brought

down to his death-bed, neglected in his last

extremity, prevented from receiving the

attentions of his wife, or of seeing liis

child ! ! After his death, the blood-hounds

of the law fastened on his helpless widow,
and continued to persecute her, until the

sheriff's officer was softened at her misery,

and refused her fees. The treatment she

endured from the persecutors of her hus-
band, if true—and the internal evidence very

strongly supports it—places these men on a
lower footing than any savages now dwell-
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t

ing on the earth, and condemns them to

inibllc abhorrence. Such subjects iis these

are worthy tlie attention of the immortalized

Peel—not on account of the individual in-

stances enumerated in the book before us,

but because they are the ramifications of

great abuses in institutions for tlie benefit

of the poor—the existence of which excites

discontent and mistrust of the governraentj

from a belief thatjustice is withheld.

We trust that tills pamphlet will be widely

circulated, since too much publicity cannot

be given to such proceedings ; at tlie same
time we must say, that we have selilom

mud of such a horde of disgusting barba-

rians as form (with scarcely an exception)

the diumatis personse of this book. The
details of dead-houses, hosi)itals, dissecting-

rooms, and the deeds of resurrection- men,
are too honid to insert^ we therefore refer

the reader, who wishes for such informa-

tion, to the pamphlet.

Songs of a Stranger, fry Louisa Stuaut
CosTELLO.—This volume reflects uncom-
mon praise on the taste, talents, and infor-

mation of the writer. The subjects chosen

by her are not common-place, nor treated

in a common-place manner. The feeling

displayed throughout the work is tender

without being weak, such as we delight to

find in woman, and which would Confer

honour on our o^vn sex.

The true poetical feeling displayed in tlie

following song will fully justify the enco-

mium we have sincerely paid her as her due.

SONG
Thy form was fair, thine eye was bright,

Thy voice was melody

;

Around thee beamed the purest light,

Of Love's own sky.

Each word that trembled on thy tongue.

Was sweet, was dear to me

;

A spell in those soft numbers hung,

That drew i^ soul to thee.

Thy form, thy voice, thine eyes are now
As beauteous and as fair

;

But though still blooming is thy brow.

Love is not there.

And though as sweet thy voice be yet,

I treasure not the tone

:

It cannot bid my heart forget

—

Its tenderness is gone !

The stanzas. To my Mother, are touch-

ing and very natural. The Song to the

Crew ofDiaz, on the Discovert/ of the Cape

of Good Hope, or the Cape of Storms, is

worthy of any poet of the day, and is a spe-

cimen of simple poetic power, which would
have been quoted and more known if it had
been written by Byron or Campbell, in-

stead of being composed by a young wo-
man. We cannot quote the whole, but the

following stanzas, not superior to the others,

are very unlike the stamp of poetry too

often lauded.

Whore no sail has ever wandered.

Beneath that troubled sky.

Frowns the stalely Cape of Storms,

O'er the drear immensity !

M.M. New Series—Vol. I. No. 4.

AlKive whose hoary summit.

Where ciptive thunders sleeps

Three huge black clouds for ever

Their dreadful station keep.

We Iiave gaied on what no other

Has ever gazed upon

—

We have braved the angry spirits.

And our victory is won.

The Si/lph's Song wc must, in duty,

quote, since it upholds our high estimation

of these poems, and proves Miss Costcllo

to possess a fine and poetical imagination,

which only requires the fostering approba-

tion of others to soar yet higher, and gain

for herself honour, while slie bestows plea-

sure 00 others.

SYLPH'S SONG.

Fly with me, my mortal love

!

Oil ! haste to realms of purer day,

Where we form the morning dew.

And the rainbow's varied hue

;

And give the sun each golden ray '

Oh ! stay no more

On this earthly shore,

Where joy it sick of the senseless crew;

But t.Tste the bliss we prove.

In the starry plains above.

Queens of the meads of ether blue.

When the moon is riding high.

And trembles in the lake below,—

Then wc hover in its ray.

And amid tl>e sparkles play.

While rippling waves of silver (low.

As pure and bright

As that gleaming light

:

We watch the cddyuig circle's bound.

And within those lucid rings

We dip our shining wings.

And scatter showers of radiance round.

When softly falls the summer Aower,

Fresh'ning all the earth with green.

From the cup of many a flower.

While the purple shadows lour.

We drink the crystal tears unseen.

Then come away

!

No more delay,

—

' Our joys and our revels haste to share.

Behold, where near thee wait.

As subjects of our stale.

The shadowy spirits of the air.

It has been lately said, that since the

death of Byron our poetry is at a lo^v ebb.

It is an error. Let us look at the band of

women who still live, and write, and reflect

honour on our age, and prove its intellec-

tual refinement. Their names must grace

our pages : Joanna Baillie — Dacre —
Fanshawe — Hemans — Mitford — Cos-

tello. The authoress of" The Veils," and
that splendid epic " Coeur de Lion," has

only lately winged her way to a liigher

world. Miss Porden's epic has been neg-

lected. Every noble whose ancestors

fought in the Holy Land is bound in ho-

nour to see their deeds recorded ; and when
they have been nobly sung by a woman, let

chivalry save her poetry from perishing un-

noticed and unknown. There are more,

and among our poets, Montgomery—Camp-
bell— Rogers — Maiden— Crabbe— and
3H
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iniiiiy besides, yet live, and will support
tlieir fame.

A Chronology of Ancient History, ifc. S(C.

from the Deluge to tlie Birth of Christ, by
Mrs. Sherwood.—This is without doubt a
very useful book for the young, and will

also afford instruction to those more ad-

vanced in life. The whole is arranged in

question and answer, and is intended, we
conjecture, to form a series of exercises, to

be committed, in substance at least, to

memory, (fter the student has read with
care that portion of history to which the

chapter refers.

Mrs. Sherwood could not, either in a
preface or any other part of an initiatory

work, enter on the discussion relatiUj,' to

the five great varieties of the human spe-

cies (a subject which has puzzled the great-

est physiologists), and therefore has de-
duced them from the sons of Noah, taking

the Scripture for her guide. A more cer-

tain one she could not have ; and, after all,

as neither the Ethiopian nor American, or

any other species of mankind, differ more
from each other than an Arabian barb and
a Shetland pone)', or a pug dog and a grey-

hound, both of whicli species are deduced
from their respective genus, we may sit

down in our ignorance of how the Ethiopian
obtained his skin, facial angle, cranium,

woolly hair, &c., or why the Mongolian
variety should have eyes running upwards

;

or the American a copper-coloured skin,

and take the Scripture for a surer text-book
than the mere wit of man.

There is one point far more questionable
w'hich the writer has touched on, and on
which we differ with her. She thinks that

none of the great monarcliies of the earth
" arose to any eminence'^ much earlier than
a thousand yeai's before Christ. Let us
ask her in what state she thinks Egypt was
in the tim« of Joseph? Itcontained cities,

had a systematic form of government, a
priesthood, and such internal regulations,

that Joseph was able to collect the produce
of the country, and retain possession of it

for years. A short period after we find

hundreds of thousands of men kept in sub-

jection, and compelled to labour. All these

circumstances lead us to conclude, that

Egypt at that period must have attained

soiiie eminence. The arguments produced
by Dr. Ciarke, in favour of the great pyra-
mid being the tomb of Joseph, are very

powerful. If he is correct, the matter is

put at rest for ever, as the great pyramid is

so constraicted as to demonstrate a degree
of astronomical knowledge equal to what
we possessed one hundred years ago ! We
close our remarks with recommending the
book to all connected with the education
of children, whether at scjjools or pri-

vately.

Statements respecting the profts of Mining
in England considered in relation to the

ps-ospects of Mining in Mexico. In a Letier

to Thomas Fdwell Burton, Esq., M.P.
i?f/JOHN Taylor.'— .\ sensible pamphlet
written evidently by a man of experience,

who gives authentic data on which to

found his analogical reasoning and con-
clusions. All men connected with the
Mexican mines should read this well-

written production.

The connection between Doctrines and
Duties, or the Sin and Danger of Dis-
sention. A Sermon, by a Country Clergy-

man.—An orthodox essay, which we hope
may prove useful to the writer and his

readers.

An Inquiry into the nature and effects of
Flogging, the manner of inflicting it at Sea,

and the alleged necessity for allowing Sea-
men to be flogged at disa-etion in the Royal
Navy and the Merchant Service, Sfc. Sfc.—
The statements in this pamphlet are not
exaggerated—we mean those relating to

the manner and instruments of punish-

ment, &c. The individuals attacked in

this tract are numerous, and may be justly

or unjustly accused—we have no means of

deciding ; and of course decline offering an
opinion on an ex parte statement. Much
acumen is displayed in tlie criticisms on
Lord Stowel's decision in favour of masters

of merchant ships being accusers, judges,

and executioners : in other words, on their

liaving the power of flogging the seamen in

their ships, with a degree of severity ap-
portioned to their estimate of the offence.

This pamphlet will not be of use, since the

manner in which it is written is not likely

to attract much attention. The best mode
of s\ipporting a high and effective condition

of the Navy is a very difficult subject to

write on ; there is a manner, a knowledge,

a look of command, which subordinate

spirits obey without thought and without

hesitation. Few men possess it in a high

degree— the less possessed by a commander,
the more likely he is to use brute force.

Our opinion on this subject was cursorily

given in our last number; and to it we
refer our readers vvho wish to know it.

England Enslaved by her own Colonies.—
A foolish title given to a tract containing

much information, but written so unphi-

losophically as to half destroy its effect.

Third Report of Vie Committee of the

Socicti/ for the Mitigatioti and gradual

Abolition of Slavery.—This Society has

done nothing but write and talk. Let
them subscribe and purchase an estate, or

three or four, and try their experiments. '

They cannot have a better time—but gab-

bling and scribbling are beneath contempt,

when people have the means of acting.

An Essay on the manner of Teaching

Languages, "tjc. By C. Lr. Vert.—A sen-

sible well-written essay, worthy of the

attention of all persons occupied in the

instruction of young persons. If Mr. Le '

Vert only does one half what he says
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should be done, wo ^should like to receive

lessons from liiin, and to find classes of

students at No. 31<, St. Martin's Street.

A jA'llcr to H Friend, touclum/ the (jiirs-

tion " Whn ipas the author of EIKf2N
BASIAIKH ?" By WiM.iAM GiiANT

BiiouciiToN,M.A.—TliisLctterjust touches

the question, and tliat is all. ]\Ir. 15rou>;li-

ton should liave rememebred in his state-

ment of Lieutenant- General Ilammon's
evidence, that the General aftinns, he

found " many slicets of Ei«av Ba:<r(>i(x^,

in the king's own liand, wliicli lie at that

time po.«sessed ; and, tliat the nionarcli liad

nothing but pen, ink and liiblv." lie often

Faw parts of the book, still wet witli ink,

when the king left his room. If Mr.
Bronghton had considered this, lie would
not have endeavoured to have ovcrtlirown a

positive statement, and that of a Raumlhead,

by saying that it is obvious, that tlic Ge-
neral's statement will not prove more than

he co|)ied it from a manuscript. Tliis is

reasoning with a vengeance. To put sup-

position, or any argument, against the

evidence of tlic senses, is to i)ut the w#al<er

argument against the stronger. Let Mr.
Brougliton look to Tillotsou's argument on
experience iigainst the testimony of the

senses. We will not offer a decided opi-

nion on this controversy, but merely re-

mark, that if Gauden or any other man
wrote tliat book, it is without any paralh;!.

Tlie internal evidence—that part wliich

relates to the association of ideas and
combination of thoughts, appears to us to

weigh greatly in favour of its aulhenlicity

and genuineness. General Hammon's direct

testimony cannot, by the laws of evidence,

be overtlu-own by any hypothetical rea-

soning.

JBramblelye House, or Cavaliers and
Roundhea/ls, a Novel, by one of the Authors

of Rejected Addresses.—Before we com-
mence our notice of tliis work, we ha\'e to

regret both want of time and want of room
to review it with tiie minutiie it desei^ves,

or to indulge in extracts which are well

wortliy of quotation.

The period chosen by the wrlter^the lat-

ter part of Cromwell's reign, and the re-

storation of the Stuarts—is admirably
adapted for a work of this nature. It is

hardly possible, in our confined notices, to

give a syllabus or analysis of the work ; we
shall therefore give a brief and general no-
tion of it :—Sir John Compton, a staunch
cavalier, whose character is well supjiorted

throughout, is detected, tlirough the infor-

mation of an infuriated and injured papist,

Mary I^aurence, in preparing arms and
ammimition to aid the cavaliers in an insur-

rection in favour of their exiled prince—he
escapes—liis son Jocelyn, the liero of the

tale, is captured, and carried to the Gate-
house prison, by the order of Cromwell—he
escapes, finds his father, becomes known
to the exiled king

;
goes to Paris, performs

a most knightly deed before Louis XIV-
and his court—sees eyes, whose impression

never wanes from his memoiy—retimis,

becomes a favourite at court, fights a

court pander, flies liis country for Holland,

and there again sees the eyes which beamcil

on liis chivalry at Paris—he leaves his do-

micile for one more secluded, but which
contains the heroine of the dramiu Para-

sites, panders, tniitore, courtiers, and
knaves, at various times, threaten his de-

struction ; but he escapes, .and the catas-

trophe is what our readers will not readily

suspect, and what we, in justice to tlie

autiior, <lo not intend to tell them. In the

course of the narrative we are made ac-

quainted with the prevailing feelings of these

troul)led times, and find the dramatis per-

son;e arniyed, not only in the garb, but in

the manners of the day. \Vc are intro-

duced to Cromwell in liis palace, and asso-

ciate for a short time with the immortal
Milton. Tlic dissolute and vagabond court

of Charles lK.'comes a place of refuge for our
hero, and is spiritedly pourtrayed. 'Ilie

licentious crew, with their merry monarcli,

his queen, his mistresses, his flatterers, and
fools, form a splendid and instructive

pageant, subservient to the main design.

This, of course, includes Rochester, Buck-
ingham, Killigrew, Lady Castelmaine, Cla-

rendon, and a host of courtiers, now only

known by the curious reader. In addition

to these, the characters of Izaak Walton
and other worthies pass under review, as

actors, and even the wealthy biirgoni.uster

is minutely delineated. The plague and
the fire of I>ondon occurring during the

period, are described ; and the liero, with
dramatic truth, introduced in both these

scenes. The heroines are neither of them
common-place, nor drawn by an ordinary

writer ; Constantia is a perfect model of a
noble enthusiast, such as is yet to be found

among her sex ; Julia is a masterly and
beautiful character. The subordinate agents,

with scarcely an exception, are well con-

ceived and supported. From such mate-
rials, with no common talent possessed by
the autlior, it would be cxtraordinaiy if an
interesting novel had not been produced.

It is now our duty, after rather a hunied
perusal, to offer our opinion on tlie dramatic

structure of the work, the composition of

the various parts, the style in which it is

written, and the tendency of it as a work to

be generally read by the community.
It does not appear to us that the dramatic

structure was clearlyandfirmlyoutlhied, and
afterwards filled in, harmonized, and finished

with a bold and masterly hand, obejnng the

regulated imagination of a mind, conscious

of being able to mould his subject and his

characters to his Avill, and to make them
all perform their parts, as if compelled by-

destiny, to produce the climax he intended.

The dramatic texture is in some parts im-
perfect, in others dependent for its con-

catenation on improbable and insignificant

3 H 2
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circumstances, imwoithy the writer or the

subject. The composition of the parts,

talcen separately, confers no common ho-

nour on the author, since not one is affected

or overcharged, and several touched witli

sucli spirit as to compete with any corres-

ponding actors in tlie first novels of the day.

Rochester, Buckingham, Charles, Lady
Castelniaine, the Burgomaster, and Winky
Boss, are in our opinion the superior charac-

ters of their class. Jocelyn, the hero, is

verynaturallypoiu'trayed, and skill is shewii

in displaying the weak points of his charac-

ter ; they seem, for the most part, meta-

physically correct. Constantia, though not

a difficult character to conceive, is finely

coloured, while the depth of tone is irra-

diated by almost superhuman gleams of

brightness. Stricklaml is another, not ori-

ginal, character ; but handled with so much
dexterity, as to give it the appearance of

greater value than it deserves. Julia has

greater claims to originality; and, unless

the writer delineated her C07i amore, must
have given him more labour tlian many of

the others. Rochester shines wherever he

api)ears ; the scene between him and the

drunken mountebank, in the second vo-

lume, is replete with Cervantean humour ;

his freaks and frolics before his king are

touched with a similar comic power. The
Burgomaster is a well-drawn picture,

richly coloured; his exit from tlie drama
appears to us a fault, arising from negli-

gence, and not a want of ability to have

made it less commonly place ; we speak as

to the incident, not as to the description.

Winky Boss has n© superior in his line.

Constantia is always attractive, and in some
instances, strikingly eloquent. Julia has

more variety of character than she has been

given scope to display with that effect,which
she might have done without becoming too

prominent. The style is well collocated,

and, on the whole, pure in diction ; excepting

in the part of Constantia, it never rises to

that height wliich may be termed eloquent,

and seldom sinks below the proper stan-

dard. The tendency of the work is de-

cidedly good, and is thickly interspersed

with sentiments highly creditable to the

writer. It strikes us that the autlior was
afraid of using the means within his grasp ;

or he would not have merely shewn us

Cromwell at his levee, and given us a mere
glimpse of the mighty Milton ; he would not

have shewn us only the roue in Charles,

nor passed over the cavaliers and round-

heads with a superficial glance of their cha-

racters. In a word, he would not have

used these principal ingredients as the mere
pageants to adorn his story. There are no
descriptions of scenery above mediocrity,

and the account of the Plague and the Fire

of London, are not a degree above that

mark, and, of course, without claim to ori-

ginality. »

We have been thus apparently captious,

because the work is superior to nine-tenths

of tlie novels published, and must have

been written by a man capable of placing

himself on an equal footing witli any living

writer in that line.

MONTFILY THEATRICAL REVIEW.

king's theatre.
MORLACCHi's opera, entitled Tehaldo e

Isolina, which was rather injudiciously pro-

duced immediately after the Crociato, suf-

fered much from comparison, and did

by no means answer the expectations of

the managers or of the public. It contains

undoubtedly some few pieces of great merit,

which have been duly appreciated : such as

a beautiful air sung by Curioni, which was
always encored ; and a romance introduced

by Velluti ; but they were not sufficient to

compensate for the lamentable heaviness of

the opera. After three or four represen-

tations, a wish for some relief was loudly

manifested by the public, whose taste for

serious music and crying scenes had been

during several months put to too severe a

trial. Their impatience was besides in-

creased by some awkward incidents : De-
ville and Signora Cornega could not, fi-om

indisposition, perform the parts allotted to

them, which therefore woe first acted

without singing, and the words wholly

omitted.

Under these ciicumstances, recourse was

had to the lively Barhiere di Seviglia, and
for three successive nights this chef-d'amre

of Rossini dispelled the gloom which had
overshaded the temple of the Muses. A
celebrated artist of the Parisian Theatre

Italien, Signor Pellegrini, happened to be

in London, and he was prevailed iijon to

perform the part of Figaro, in which he

has acquired a great celebrity on the Con-
tinent. His voice is a barritone, partaking

of the tenor and the bass ; not very power-
ful, but flexible and melodious. His taste

and method are above all praise. In the

character of the Spanisli barber he shows
himself a consummate actor, and lie is

always comical witliout ever degenerating

into vulgarity. His duet with Rosina was
encored each night -. it is a beautiful per-

formance.

We understand that before the holidays

Signor Pellegrini was not yet engaged; but

he was so well received by the public, that

slioiUd the manager be able to make so

valuable an acquisition, he will not, we
presume, let tlie opportunity escape.
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NEW MUSIC.

" Blue lionnt'ts are Over (fie Border," sutuj

by Mr. Draltam, nrranged and partly com-
posed by A. Lee. 2s. WUlis and Co.
" Woman" a favourile song sung by Mr.
J3r<i/iam, conijiused by Allen Lee. 2s. Willis

and Co. Our prince of song has regularly

of late years introduceil some simple

Scottish balled every season ; such i»s

" Scots wha hae," " Kilvin Grove," &c.

which have attained great poj)ularity from

their being intelligible to the understiindings,

and j)ractical)le to the vocal abilities of

almost every hearer. Of this class are the

two songs before us ; the first, an old

border ditty, has made a decided hit. Mr.
Lee's alterations, though trifling, are highly

judicious, and tlie air is of that animated
cast in which Mr. IJraham always shines

pre-eminent. From the title of the second

ballad, Mr. L. appears to claim it as an
original composition, which we caimot by
any means admit. As an adaptation, how-
ever, we are ready to give ever)' credit to it

;

the alterations and embellishments are

tasteful and appropriate. As works of

science they have of course no pretensions

;

but as we previously obser\'ed, their exces-

sive simplicity will render them highly

popular.
" 77(6 Gondola Glides," Ballad, composed

hyB. G.H. Gibsone. U.&d. Willis andCo.
We have generally, in noticing this gentle-

man's compositions, had to complain of his

propensity for chromatics. We are happy
to see he had taken our hint : he has dis-

covered at last that fugue points and scien-

tific modulations are not compatible with
English songs, at least in the present day.

No one is more willing than ourselves to

allow the skill in orchestral arrangement he
has manifested in his bass song, " Child of

the Sun ;" but what amateur will attempt

it, or wliat band except the pliilharmonic

venture on the accompaniment. " The
Gondola," is a simple, swimming, melotly,

highly appropriate to the amatory character

of the poetry. The aceompaiiiments are

chaste and pleasing. The introductory

symphony is dramatic, expressing (as we
should imagine) the approach of music on

• the water. There is a true, though hack-

neyed proverb respecting tlie building of

Rome which we might apply without ill-

nature. Mr Gibsone cannot at once di-

vest himself of his favourite hobby; the

giving the subject in the last symphony,
first syncopated in the upper part, and then

in the middle, is we allow ingenious ; but

five young ladies out of six will omit it, and
the sixtli most probably spoil it.

" The Lord's Prayer,", as .sung by Mr.
Braham ul llie Oratorios, composed by W/u.

Kitchener, M.D. \s. (id. irillis anul Co.—
This is evidently intended in some respects

as an imitation of " Lntlier's Hymn," but
wants the majestic simphcity of the original.

The music is correct, and the adaptation of

the words well managed as far as the quan-
tities are concerned, but the style is common
place, and unworthy the sublimity of the

subject. 'Die learned Doctor is determined

to shew us in the last page that lie can write

scores as well as receipts—^ve had no idea

his musical science extended so far.

" She Smiled and I could not hut Love-'

'

Ballad .tuny by Sapio, composed by G. F.
atansbury. 2s. WillLi and Co—This song
is ostensibly composed in imitation of tlie

favourite Spanish air Isabel, and is perhaps

as successful a parody, if it may so be

culled, as we have ever heard ; the time and
style of accompaniment are of course the

same as the original melody. The air is

perhaps not quite so nationally character-

istic, but affords a greater variety and more
scope to the singer. We may highly re-

coinmeiid it.

HAXO-rORTi:.
Grand Military Diccrtimcnto, dedicated to

t/ic Dulie of York ; composed by Ferd. liies.

Gd. Willis and Co. This veiy brilliant and
beautiful lesson is founded on tlie well-
known air of the Duke of York's Marcli.

The composer had always a particularly

happy manner of treating and working up
a subject, and we recollect no instiincc in

which he has been more felicitous than the

present. The introduction is of a military

character, and like the principal movement
in Tempo di 3Iarcia, about the bottom
of the second page the leading plirase of
the march is introduced and repeated

through various modulations, the imitations

become closer and closer, till the complete
grand march bursts upon us. The sudden
transition fi-om the key of G to that of B
flat, page eight, tliough not of uncommon
occurrence, is so managed as to produce a
novel and striking effect ; the trio is intro-

duced in the next page, but is not long

dwelt upon, and the first two bars of tlie

theme worked up and interspersed with
some brilUant passages for the right hand
constitutes the remainder of the movement.
This is followed by a brilUant Koiulo alia

Tedesca ; 3-8 in the key of D major, a
passage of three quavers in a bar, in a
simple staccato style is extremely elegant

and effective. Towards the conclusion of

the Rondo, the original theme is again in-

troduced, and the whole lesson is womid
up by a dozen bars of the march by way of

coda.

Brilliant Hondo on the favourite Chorus
Sel Silnzio in the Croriato, composed by

Francis Hiinten. .3.9. 6f/. Willis and Cp.

—We are not at present familiar with the

name of this composer ; but to judge by
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this example, there is every probability of

his becoming a favourite in this country;

the introduction is well adapted to the

subject, k evidently forms i)art of the piece,

which is not always the case with modern

introductions. Tlie Rondo is brilliant and

elegant, and never loses sight of the original

subject, which is treated with great skill.

The little attempt at Stretto di Fuga, page

7, is excellent in effect.

Fanlasietla, fur tfie Piano Forte, on the

popular airs, " No FLwer can Compare,"

and " Awai/ when we Jlce, Love,'" hi/ A.

Bennett, Mus. Bac. 2s. 6<l- Gonlding and

Dalmain.—The name of Mr. Bennett is

new to us, as well as that of the composer

of the last article, and as in the last in-

stance, (from so favourable a specimen of

the gentlemans abilities) we regret that

such is the case. Tlie two airs which form

tlie subjects of this piece are well chosen

and excellently arranged, and altogether

constitute a very pleasing and modemtely

difficult lesson.

Divaiimcnto Eossiniano. Subjects ar-

ranged for the Piano Forte from his most

favourite Operas- Nos. 1, 2, 3. 3s. each.

Eavestaff' and Lindsay.—The first of tliese

numbers arranged by Challoner, consists of

a selection from the " Donna del Lago."

The first movement, march and chorus,

" Aurora che Sorijerai," and march. The

second number also by Challoner from /'

Barbiere de Seviglia, we distinguisli it in

the airs " Dunque Jo son," " Al Idea,"
" Buma Nvtte," &c. Tlie third is arranged

by Etherington from II Tancredi, contain-

ing part of the overture " Ditanto Palpiti,"

" M'abbraccioArgircio," and PolaecaFinale.

AVe. do not on the whole know a more
pleasing piano forte arrangement of the

Beauties of Rossini than this ; the different

movements are so well diversified, and at

the same time so amalgamated together,

that they give more the idea of one com-
plete composition than a number of de-

tiiched pieces.

Sacred Melange,from the Works ofHaydn,
Handel and Mozart, by C Dumon. 3s.

Goulding, D'Almaine, and Co. —This Me-
lange comprises a kyi'ie by Haydn,

—

" Total Eclypse," Handle—" Benedictus,"

Mozart—" Disdainful of Danger," Handel,

and a movement by Ilaydn, of which we
do not recollect the title. A lesson of this

sort is a novelty and one that we ajiprove :

there are many lovely moreeaux in the

works of Jlozart, Ilaydn, Winter, Nau-
man, ^c, and we see no reason why tlie

enjoyment of these beauties should be con-

fined to vocalists. Mr. Dumon has done

justice to these pieces by his excellent ar-

rangcinent, and we trust he will continue

his labours.

PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS.

Patents granted.

To Jas. Fraser, Houndsditcli, engineer,

for an improved method of capstans and

windlasses—Sealed 25tli Feb.—2 months.

To Benj. Newmarch, Cheltenham, for

certain inventions to preserve vessels and

other bodies from the dangerous effects of

external or internal violence on land or

water, and other improvements connected

with the same—25th Feb.—6 months.

To Benj. Newmarch, Cheltenham, for

a prei>aration for jireventing decay in tim-

ber or other substances, arising from dry

rot, &c.—25th Feb—6 months.

To Jas. Fraser, Houiulsditch, engineer,

for an improved method of distilling and

rectifying spirits, &e.—4th March—

2

months.
To Rob. Midgley, Horsforth, near Leeds,

York, for machinery or apparatus for con-

veying persons and goods across rivers, &c.,

and over valleys or other places—4th

IMarcIi—6 months.

To Geo. Anderton, Chickheaton, York,

worsted spinner, for certain improvements

in the combing or dressing of wool and

waste silk—4.th Maich—2 months.

To Jas. Neville, New AValk, Shad

Thames, Surrej-, engineer, for an improved

boiler or apparatus for generating steam,

with less expcnditui-e of fuel—Jith March

—6 months.

To Niclinlas H. INIaniclor, Great Guild-

ford-st., Soutliwark, chemist, for a prepara-

tion of fatty substances, and application

tiiercof to the purposes of affording light

—

20th ISIarch—6 months.

A lAst of Patents, which, having been

grunted in April 1812, will expire in the

present Month of April, viz.

8. James Lawrence Darke, London,
for his method ofpreparing the various sorts

of isin^la.isfrom river and marine fish.

15. John Ashley, of Homerton, for

his horizontal and vertical moving roaster.

— John Leigh Bradbury and Charles

Weaver, of Gloucester, for their machine for

heading pins.

21. Charles Henry Blunt, London, for

improved arrangements of machineryfor the

improvement of ships' fire-hearths, and an

extaision ofthe same to other useful purposes.

28. Graham Chappell, of Arnold, Notts,

for a new lamp.

30. Joseph INIanton, London, for i»i-

provcmcnts in guns arid pistols.

— Edward Massey, of Cross Heath,

Stafford, for improvements in the construction

of chronometers.
— John Thomas Thompson, London,

for improvements in the making of iron bed-

steads and testers.
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POLITICAL OCCURRENCES, &c.

This Ims been a busy month. The
stogns tlmt agitated tlie Exchange have

found tlieir way to St. Stei)hen's, and
though their violence is now soniewliat

abated, the roar may be yet heard. On
the 8th an animated debate took place in

the Upper House respecting the slave trade,

the principal speakers in whicli were Lords
Bathurst, Calthorpo, Liverpool, Dudley
and Ward, and the Marquis of Lansdowne

;

the result was precisely the same as it has

ever been, with the exception, tliat the

upholders of slavery seem gradually declin-

ing in power and popularity. On the Ilth

the Chancellor of the Exchequer made his

financial statement, which, from the effect

it produced on the House, seems to have
been every way satisfactory. It was gene-

rally believed that when the statement was
laid before Parliament, very serious de-

ficiencies would appear in more than one
branch of the revenue : this, however, is

entirely disproved, since, according to Mr.
Robinson's statement, the surplus of 1826
was ^e7M,579, being nearly six times tlic

amount of the preceding year. Messrs.

Hume and Maberly followed on the oppo-

site side ; while Mr. Baring, who usually

we believe ranks among the opponents of

ministers, expressed himself highly gratified

with the Cliancellor's statement. It is the

intention of Government (as Mr. Robinson
informed the House) to fund eiglit or nine

millions of Exchequer bills, by way of ac-

commodation, until the present public dis-

tress is somewhat alleviated. On the 17th

Mr. Hume brought forward his motion re-

specting the charges for admissions to view
the public monuments in Westminster
Abbey. He observed, tliat the revenues

arising from the abbey, exclusive of the sums
paid for admission, amounted to .£20,000,

and drew from this fact an inference, that

as the house was at the expense of the

establishment, it should of course be open
to public inspection. Mr. Peel in reply,

proved that the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster claimed the by-law, the usual fees

of admission ; but conceded to IMr. Hume,
that it would perhaps be as w^ell that the

fees were considerably reduced. Upon
this point, indeed, there can be but one
opinion. The abbey is peculiar in the

character of its establishment—it is the

repository of the illustrious dead : the only

temple of fame in England ; and every

feeling of delicacy and propriety is outraged

when the public, mixed up and linked so

intimately with their noble forefathers, are

compelled to pay a certain sum for the

liberty of offering u\) their tribute of respect

at 'their graves. The vei-y idea, that the

tombs of such men as Shakspeare, Ben
Jonson, Dryden, and others of more or

less note, should be shown to their own

countrymen at a shilling a tomb, is mon-
strous, and well worthy of Holland in the
sixteenth century ! ! On the same niglit

Mr. C. Wynn brought for^vard his long-

promised motion re.spccting the ap|)oint-

ments of East-India writers ; which Mr.
Hume minutely commented upon, and
obsen'ed that the college establislied for

their use at Ilaileybury was superfluous,
not to say injurious, both to the interest of
the writers themselves and to the Company
that employed them. He obser\'ed, that
they were sent there at an early age

—

taught knowledge by theory instead of prac-
tice ; and when sufficiently grounded in the
usual rudiments of school education, were
sent inexperienced, unobser\-ant, and use-
less, to fill appointments in India, wlios«

imijortant nature required an intimate ac-
quaintance with the world, together with
a ripened and unerring judgment. Mr. C.
Grant rebutted these charges, and proved,
to the satisfaction of the House, that they
originated either in wilful or mistaken
ignorance ; that men best acquainted with
the character and pecularities of Indian
life and appointments had spoken in the
highest terms of the utility of such an
establishment. Lord Minto and the Marquis
of Hastings in particular. On the 18tli, iu

consequence of the motion of Mr. Herries
in the committee of supply for a grant of
i'200,000 for the civil contingencies, an
animated debated arose. Mr. Hume ob-
jected to the present expenses of our
diplomatic corps as excessive ; anil Mr.
Canning, in a speech of unusual lengtb. and
eloquence, defended them. Tlie honour-
able secretary entered into a minute detail

of the subject, especially the foreign con-
sulates, and asserted that every paiiis had
been taken to reduce the expense as low
as possible. In defending the exjjenditurc

of the French embassy, he observed, that

the Duke of Northumberland had actually

spent nearly double his salary out of his

own private fortune. Mr. Hume in reply

objected to the expense occasioned by the

dress of the trumpeters in the king's house-
hold, as a novelty : but he was answered,
that the novellij was as old as the time of
Henry VIII. On tlie 21st, on a motion
for the House to resolve itself into a com-
mittee of supply on the Irish miscellaneous
estimates, Mr. Spring Rice objected to two
votes in the estimates, viz. that to the
association for discountenancing vice, and
the Kildare-place Society : to the former, be-
cause it was not approved by the commis-
sion for inquiry into the state of education
in Ireland ; and to the latter, chiefly by
reason of its internal disci])Iine, its schools

not being alike open to Protestants and
Catholics. A long debate ensued, iu

the course of \vhich Mr. Goulburno and
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Mr. Peel defended those societies, as doing
great though not perfect good, and on the

ground that the amendment threw an indi-

rect and undeserved censure upon those in-

stitutions. On the 22d, Mr. Arbuthnot
rose to move for leave to bring in a bill for

the improvement of Charing Cross and its

vicinity, and in consequence went into a
detail of the projected alterations. Having
obtained permission, the bill was read a first

time. The improvements, it is understood,
will embrace a gallery for national pictures

and statues ; and it is yet a matter of consi-

deration whether a building should not be
erected in the centre of the quadrangle for

the Royal Academy. It is also proposed
to widen the Strand as far as Bedford
Street. Exeter Change being private pro-
perty cannot be touched, but it is intended
to make great improvements in the vicinity.

The same night the report of the Com-
mittee of Supply was brought up, and
agreed to, after some strong terms of disap-

probation expressed by Mr. Hume. On
the 2.3d, in the Committee of Supply,

.£9,000 was voted for the purcliase of

three pictures of extraordinary merit, for the

collection of paintings intended to form a

National Gallery. The vote appeared to

gi\'C universal satisfaction. On the same
night the Silk Duties' Bill was committed,
and the report ordered to be taken into

consideration on the 17th of April. Mr.
Bright said, that its object was to limit the

importation of silk to the port of London,
and was confined to a duration of two years,

but postponed any further explanation.

On the 24th an animated debate took
place, on the motion of Mr. P- Moore,
relative to the Welch Coal and Iron Com-
pany. Mr. Stewart Wortlcy and Mr. Ca!-

craft opposed the motion. Mr. Baring con-
ceived that the privilege of suing and being

sued by the secretary of the company was

for the public benefit. The Cliancellor of

the Exchequer replied, that the King was
vested with a power to grant limited char-

ters, and that the company should have
adopted that course. The motion, though
negatived, seems likely to ])rove benefitual.

With respect to foreign affairs, the poli-

tics seem to be calm and pacific. The Em-
peror Nicholas has announced his intention

of treading in the steps of Ins deceased
brother ; and the Duke of Wellington, in-

vested with almost unlimited powers, has
gone to congratulate him on his accession

to the empire. One of the principal ob-

jects of his mission is, we understand, to

insist on a strict neutrality with respect to

the war between the Greeks and Ottomans,
a point which the Emperor intends (or at

least it is repoited so) to concede. Let-
ters from Syria state that Mr. Stratford

Canning is on his road to Constantinople,

with an object of like import; so that the

unfortunate Greeks, although direct assist-

ance may be denied to them by the otlier

great European powers, have at least the

consolation of reflecting, that their chains,

if ri vetted, will be rivetted solely by their

own languid listlessness, or despair, in the

cause of ft-eedom.

Portugal.—On the 4)th inst. his Majesty,

John VI., was attacked with epilepsy,

which on the evefiing of the 10th, terminated

fatally. The succession at present remains
doubtful. If Don Pedro assume the vacant

sceptre of Portugal, he must either jirovide

for the future government of Brazil, or

leave that empire to the probable establish-

ment of a republic. On the other hand,

Don Miguel is kept as a sort of drawing-

room prisoner at Vienna, by which means
the Emj)eror Francis has politely but inge-

niously neutralized the jiersonal machina-

tions of Miguel, at the outset of the new
regency.

ARMY PROMOTIONS.
4 L. Dr Lt. C. P. Ainslie, from h. p., Lt., v,

R. Lewis, who exch., rec. ilif., 2!) Jan.
f) L. Dy Corn. B. Wodcliouse, Lt. by purch., v.

M.nlet prom., and F. MacNamara, Com. by purch.
V. Woilehouse, both ai Feb.

i4 L. Dr Com. W. Maxwell, Lt. by purch., v.

Baker prom., and C. Abbott, Corn, by purch.. v.

Maxwell, both 18 Feb.
22 F.—Lt. Col. R. Place, from h. p., Lt. Col., v.

J. Rolt, who exch., !l Feb.
29 F.—W. W. Drake, Ens. by purch., v. May

prom., 23 Feb.
.31 F.—Ens. H. Evans, Lt. by purch., v. Campbell

prom., and T. Pearson, Ens. by purch., v. Evans,
both 25 Feb,

53 F.—Lt. H. W. Burn, froni 2 Vet. Comp., Lt.,

8 April, 25.

55 F.—S. P. Bonnes', Ens. by purch., v. Mills
prom., 19 Jan. R. Allen, Ens. by purch., v. Carey
prom., 4 March.

71 F.—Ens. W. S. Dalton, Lt. bv purch., v.

WoCKlwarrt prom, in .Tli F., and H. 1". Bercsford,
Ens. by nurcli., v. Dalton, both 9 Feb.

7!! r\—G. Thompson, Ens. by purch., v. Price
prom., 18 Feb.

Cf»vw of Englliners. 2d Lt. T. A. Larcom, 1st Lt.,

V. Elliot, rem. to a regt. of line, 9 Feb. G. Burg-
man, E. Aldrich, and R. N. Bull, 2d Lts., 15 March.

Unattached.—Tn he Lt. Oil. nf Inf. hy piircli. Mai.
W. W. Higgins, from 1,3 L. Dr., v. Lt. Col. Stanser
who rets., 25 Feb.—To '>« Mnj. nf Inf. by purch.
Capt. Lord. G. Bentinck, from 75 F., 25 Feb.— 'i'o ftc

Capts. of Inf. bi/ pun-h. Lt. C. .S. Malet, from i! L.
Dr. 25 Feb. Lt. C. A. Campbell, from 31 F., 25 Feb.
Lt. W. Moore, from 80 F. Lt W. C. Langmeail,
from 44 F. Lt. G. Ruxton, from ni F., alt 4 March.

.

—To ()'• Lieuts. of Inf. by purch. Ens. C. May, from
29 F, 25 Feb

—

To be Em. by purch. W. O. Atkin-
son, R. Bolton, and J. H. Mathews, all i March.
Allowed to dispose of their halfpy.—Capt. M. O'Sul-

livan, 4 Irish Brig. Maj. R. Gore (Lt. Col.), York
Fuzileers. Capt. J. P. Milbanke, 47 F. Lt. W. Hart-
ford, 6(i F., all 25 Feb. ICiis. R. Murphy, 4 Irish Brig.
Ens. T. Gordon, 25 F. Ens. A. J. Biggar, )5 F.
Capt. E. Lombard, 94 F. Capt. A. M'Gregor, Por-
tuguese OfBcer. Capt. G. Marquess of Westmeath,
3 F., all 4 March.

Memoranda.
The commissions of the under-mentioned Offi-

cers have been antedated to the dates stated .igaiiist

their names, but they liave not been alloweil any
back pay

:

41 F. Lt. Tathwell to 20 Aug. 1824.

87 F. Lt. .Smyth tofi June, Lt. Thomas to 23 Aug.
and Ens. Dudley to 9 Nov., all 1825.
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VAllIETIES, LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The young Russian Count Scherem^tieif,

who lias been arrested under a suspicion of

having been concerned in the conspiracy

against the reigning laniily, and wliom
the Emjieror Niciiolas, alter interrogat-

ing him Iiiinself, has declared to be inno-

cent, is a personage of impoitance, both

as respects his name and liis imniciiHe

niches. He is an officer in tlie regiment of

horse guards, wliich on tlie day of revolt

was commanded by General Alexis Orloff,

a regiment which holds the first rank on
account of the great privileges it enjoys,

its rich and magnificent appointments, and
more especially from the ciicunistunce of

the sons of the noblest families being am-
bitious of serving in it.

This young man has been an or])han

from his infancy. His mother was origi-

nally a slave, but luiving been Hiarricd by
her master, was raised to the rank of her

husband. His father at his death left the

administration of his jiroperty to the em-
peror, whom he appointed bis heir in ea.se

«f the death of his son. His will in other

respects was equally singular. He ordered

that his son should liave only Russians

for tutors and governors ; lie establishe<l

some curious and peremptory rides for his

studies and mode of life ; and in compliance

with liis wishes, his son occupied for a
considerable period a \'ast number of sleep-

ing rooms, in order that he might breathe

a i)urer air, and have the advantage ofchang-

ing it every night.

Count Schorcmeticff is lord of 150,000
peasants, and of immense estates and mag-
nificent pafaces in several cities or lordships

which belong to him. Each peasant pays
him annually an abroch, "or a ta.\ of twenty
roubles, which is the minimum of taxation

exacted by a Russian noble, and which
he can at j)Ieasure raise to 100 roubles, the

usual sum, a)id thus quintuple his revenue.

Amongst his slaves are some rich mer-
chants, one of whom, it is said, has offered

300,000 rubles for his enfranchisement,

which has been refused, it being the gloiy

of a Russian nobleman to reckon amongst
his slaves merchants of wealth and con-

sequence.
This young nobleman is of a mild and

amiable dis])osition. His education has

not been so carefully suiieiintended as it

might have been had bis health been less

delicate. He is very charitable, and sup-

ports at a great expense the magnificent

hospital which his ,'aiher has erected at

Moscow. A gi-eat jiortion of his fortune,

to the amount of 15,000,00(3 roubles, is

placed in the Imperial bank. The reader

may judge how unlikely it was for a young
man, under such circumstances, to have
compromised the safety of a government to

which EG immense a portion of his fortune

M.M. New Series.—Vol. I. No. -i.

was confided, and who would have lost all

had anarchy or disorder reached his estates,

the richest and mo.st prosjierous in Russia.

AVe understand tliat Capt. King, who
not long since returned from a survey of the

coasts of New Holland, &c., is about to .sail

on another expedition, which is cslciilated

to l;i.st five years. His first opcuitions will

be to jiroceed along the South American
coast, from the Rio de la Plata to Cape
Hon), and to endeavour to open an inter,

course with the natives of this va.st penin-
sula, of whom so little is known. Captain
AVeddell's recent voyages in the Antarctic,

and intercourse with tiie people of Terra
del Fuego, seems to have awakened tlie

attention of our naval government to the
profound ignorance in which we are steeped
with regard, to the southern hemisphere,
and promi)ted it to order this laudable un-
dertaking, which we doubt not is only part

ofan extensive system of inquirv', to be car-

ried on in the sjime quarter—every year be-

coming more and more important. Cap-
tain Lord Byron's voyage wc take to be
connected v.ilh the same object, and we
should be glad to see the scamanlike intel-

ligence and experience of the enlerprizing

Captain Weddell again employed in the

same service. It is strange, that while .so

much of effort has been directed towards
the North Pole, hardly any investigation

has been directed towards the South since

the time of Cook : yet as far as regards the
latter regions, the science of geogi-aphy is

miserably deficient ; and there is another
great inducement for a commercial country
to explore them, viz. the abundance of ani-

mal furs, oils, and other lu-ticles of trade,

which they furnish. Returning to Captain
King's late survey, we are informed that he
has found the eastern and northern shores

of New Holland to be extremely desert,

and the inhabitants in the most savage

state. He failed to discover any great

river flowing into the sea, as it was sup-
posed might be the case, and only one great

inlet was left unexplored, where it was pos-
sible such a*river might e.xist. All hopes,

therefore, of this coast being aught but bar-

ren and inhospitable seems to have va-

nished. An account of the voyage is pre-

paring for publication.

The project of making Paris a port,

by means of a canal, to be fed principally by
the Seine, is still in agitation, and some of

the French journals are discussing the best

method of effecting so desirable an object.

A salmon of uncommon size, perhaps the

largest ever taken in that river, has been
lately caught in the Tweed near Kelso,

being in length three feet eleven inches and
three quarters, in extreme girth two feet

four inches and a haltj and in weight fifty-

eight pounds.

3 I
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POPULATION ABSTRACT, IWl.

Countiet where the firentcr pait uf the ropulalioii It

einpi'tffeJ in Handicrafts.

Lancashire li"i2,2"l families employed in traile—

22,723 families employed in agriculture — Total
amount of charge £'Mi>A77 ; of which £ 157,780 charg-

ed on land—£40,375 trade.

H'l-xt RUH/i!( of Yhrkshh-c—10f5.a41 families em-
ployed in tra're—:il,(il.') in agriculture—Total amount
of charge £iHi,9(>«—£1H5,G58 charged on land—
£il,(K;j on trade.

fi!'iff"r'!i,liirr.—i-2A2!J famil'.cs ctnployed in trade

—

IH.ilTp in agriculture— Total charge £140,237—
£ii!t,71j charged on land—i'l;,!!:!! on trade.

Wnrwi'-kshir 3il,Ui!» families employed in trade
— Ii),77ri in agriculture—Total charge £l30,<i'(;(;—

£!!!>,725 charge<l on land—£!t,()18 on trade.

Drji'-iihirK,—2(),jilj families en^ployed in trade

—

J4,.",il2 in agriculture—Total charge £'.)ll,3y(i—£7P,l)()a

chirged on land—£l, 72/ on trade.

^vttiiti^iuirtshirc.— 21,8.32 families employetl ia

trnde—l.i,()(M in agriculture—Total charge £81,321—
£.i7,ljl3 charged on land—£2,352 on tratle.

Cheshire.—27,l<i5 families—tr.ade. It), 1211 agricul-

ture—Total charge £117,212—£aii,79l) land—£j^lU
trade.

Counties where the icreater part nf the Population is

anpl'iyed in Agriculture—Populatiun A'tatmct, 1H21.

KxseT 33.2n() families employed in agriculture ;

17.KW families in trade.—Total charge £277,«13—
£225,4!)3 in agriculture—£h,2I)4 in trade.

Kent 3{i,8.'i;l families employed in agriculture—
W,\m families in trade.—Total charge £373,7«r)—
£2J7,!>17 in agriculture—£8,2oli in trade.

Linixlnshire 20,!;!il families employed in agrinil-

ture—13,1114 families in trade.—Total charge £l!)3,U

7

—£l8(),7(i(i in agriculture—£4,(1.5/ in trade.

. SnitW/;.— 2(J,4<»i families employed in agriculture

;

I3,lt«l families in trade.—Total charge £259 747—
£214,r,(iii in agriculture—£5,2a''i in trade.

Sorfi.lk 31,451 families employeil in agriculture

:

2fl,0.'l2' families in trade.—Total charge £282,158—
£224,!)77 in agricultur{^£4,2ii5 in trade.

SiiHCMcfuAire.-27,472 families employed in agri-

culture; 23,7.32 families in trade.—Tot.al charge

,£174,582-£130,841 in agriculture—£1,1)03. 14s. m
trade.
Sorthnmptonshire.—15,235 families employed in

agriculture: 12,Km families in trade.-Total charge

£145,510—£l.32,IH)2 in agriculture—£5811 in trade.

CurnwaU 10,3II2 families employed iu agricul-

ture ; 15,543 families in trade—Total charge £112,537
—£fl7,2:C> in agiiculture—£2,101; in trade.

U:-um 37,037 fanulies employed in agriculture ;

33.9H5 families in trade—Total charge £227,424—
£175,412 in agriculture—£2,(i23 in trade.

N.B. Amoimt of Property—Lancashire, £s,n(Ki,0(>(1;

Essex, £l,(Kiii,(»in; West Riding of Vorkshire the

lame as compared with Kent or any other.

A miiseuin of national antiquities and a

cabinet of natural liistory are about to be

established at Bergen. Tliey \\\\\ be formed

on the model of other establishments of a

similar nature in the various countries of

Europe, and Avill no doubt prove very inte-

n.'sting, not only to tlie Xorwcgians, but to

tiie learned and scientific of all nations.

Sjiai-facus.—M.Koler, the keeper of the

Imperial Cabinet of Antiquities of St. Pc-

tsvsbur;,'!!, has lately published a descrip-

tion of a number of vei-y curious ancient

medals and coins collected by Count Ro-
inanzoft', during his residence in the Crimea.

Ainong thorn is a remarkably fine one of

Sjwrtaeus, the king of Cimmerian Bos-

phorus.

Death of Mr. Tyrwhitt.—A letter hUs

lately been received from the Sheikh of Bor-

nou, feelingly announcing the death of Mr.

'[yrwliitt, who was left there in the cajia-

city of Vicc-Consid in 18^1-; and giving an

account of the property he possessed, with

scrupulous accuracy, even to the most in-

significant article. Thus, out of the five

members of the mission, two otily survive.

Hindoo Skull.'!.—Doctor Paterson of Cal-

cutta, has examined the skulls of a great

majiy Hindoos, and has ascertained that the

head of that race of men bears the propor-

tion of two to three to the head of a Euro-
pean ; or, in other words, that the head of

a young Ein-opean fifteen years of age, is

as large as that of an East- Indian of thirty.

If, as has been maiiitained, the largenes.s of

the head indicates a correspomlent intel-

lectual capacity, it may be understood how
some thirty or forty thousand Euiojieans

can keep in subjection a miHiou of Hin-
doos.

Mufdc in Bohemia.— As 3 new proof of

the extraordinary pitcli to which the culti-

vation of music has reached in Bohetniii,

we state the substance of an article whicli

appeared a few weeks ago in the Prague
Gazette. A miller, of the name of Pot-

stobry, who lived in the small village of Be-
raun, bequeathed, shortly before his death,

his whole fortune of 17,tX1U florins to tlie

foundation ofa Constnvatory uf ilusic in tJie

place where be had acquired it. On the

day when this conservatory was opened
there was a grand musical festival, tlie per-

formers consisting principally of the villagers

from the iiciglibourhood ; and the Ilc-

quiem of Mozart, together with the Mi-
serere of Pallestrius, were executed by-

eighty country musicians, in a style (as

that Gazette says) that woiUd have done
credit to the first orchestra in Europe.

Prince Abbas-Mirza has issued a firman,

authorizing Mr. ^^'olfe, an English mis-

sionary, to open a school in tlie city of

Tauris.

The Ycllmo Fever.— By calculations of

the effect which the yellow fever, at various

periods, has produced at Charlestown in

America, it appears that it is not equally

fatal to all classes of the inhabitants. The
deaths of the blacks (who form a third part

of the population) have been only at the

rate ofa half per cent., while tlie French liave

lost at the rate of one, the Germans one
and a half, the Dutch two, the Americans
three, and the English four per cent. Ge-
nerally speaking, ])ersons of a sanguine

temperament have been most in danger,

for tlic mortality among them has amounted
to a tenth, while among bilious peopk; it

has been only a fiftieth. Females liave suf-

feretl much less than males.

Huiiuin Bodi/found in a Baij in a singular

Dress.—The body of a man was found in a

hog on the lands of Gablah, near Nevvton-

Bellew, the seat of C. D. Bellew, Esq., in-

the cotmty of Galway. The bog was about

ten feet and a half deep, and the bo<ly lay

about nine feet below its surface. It bad

all the appearance of a recent death when
first discovered, excepting that the abdomen
was quite collapsed ; but, on exposure to

the atmosphere, it decayed rapidlj'. The
face was that of a young man, of handsome
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features and foreign aspect ; and lils hair,

which was long and black, hung loosely

over liis shoulders. The head, legs, and
feet were without covering, but the boily

was clothed in a tight dress, covering also

the limbs as far as the knees and elbows.

This dress w;us composed of the skin of

some animal, laced in front with thongs of

the same material, and having the hairy

side inwards; and it is not improbable that

it might have been that of the Moose-deer.

Jle hiui no weapon, but near him, at each

side of the body, Wius found a long statf or

pole, which it was snp])oscd he h;i<l used

for the purpose of bounding over streams

;

and as the body was found near a rivulet, it

was further conjectured by the peasantry,

that the man had met his death accidentally

in crossing this stream, or some such man-
ner. The antiseptic power of bogs is well

known, and the frequent discovery of human
liodies in a high degree of jircservation in

those of Ireland has been already recorded
;

the finding of this body would not therefore

deserve particular notice, nor would it, ))ro-

bably, have e-xcitcd much attcjition at the

time, but for the singularity of the costume.

And this iiotice is tlie more necessary, as the

dress no longer exists, having been buried

witli the body ; an instance of thoughtless-

ness of which the better informed in Ireland

are ashamed. Their antiquity is shown by
the great depth of bog under which they

lay ; but as the growth of bog must dcjjcnd

oil various circumstances, as situation, hu-
midity, soil, &c.,that fact alone can give us

no certain criterion of its age. On this j)oint,

jierhaps, the rude dress in whicli the body
was clothed is likely to afford more satis-

factory ground for accurate eonjectiu'e.

That it belonged to a jicriod antecedent to

the an-ival of the Engli.-<h, may be con-
*'luded from the evidence of Girald Barry,

who says, the Irish were but lightly clad in

woollen garments, barbarously shaped, and
for the most part black, because the sheep
of the country were usually of that colour :

and from the spirit of that author's work,
we liavc little reason to suppose, that if any
portioh of the Irish, in his time, had been
clothed in skins, he would have failed to

have noticed it. From this it is conjectured
that the body was that of one of the Belgic
inhabitants of Ireland, as it was in a district

tmquestionably inhabited by them, and the

close skin dress seems to have been used
by them.

Africa.—The newspapers afford late ac-

eoimts relative to our African travellers.

On the 2oth Nov., Mr. Dickson was at

Whydah, proceeding towards Dahomey,
with a Portuguese who had lived at that

court for many years. Captains Cla])perton

and I'earce, and Mr. Morrison, were at

Yalto, where poor Belzoni died. Thence
they purposed going to a place called OhiOj

where they expected nn escort from the

king Bello to convey them to his Cripital,

Saceatoo.

Meridians.— Tlie suggestions of M. do \ix

Place on this i<ubje(t is well worthy of

attention. *' It is very desirable," he ob-

serves, " that all the nations of Knrope,
instead of referring their calculations of lor-

gitude to the nieriilian of their )>rincipal

obseivatory, should tave some common
meiidian, which nature seems to have
l)oiiiti<l out for tJmt purjiose. That agree-

ment would intro<lnco into the geography
of the wrtrld the same imiformity that exists

in its almanacks and in its arithmetic, a
unifonnitywliich, extending to Iheninnerous
objects of ihi'ir nuitual relations, forms
various countries into an immense family."

M. de la I'lace reconnnends the Peak of

Teneritfe, or Mont Blanc, a.s the point

through which this common meridian should
jiass-

Uiflunce to ultich minutely diriled matter

mail he carri-d !»/ irind.— On the morning;

of the lyth of January last, Mr. Forbes., Ort

board the Clyde, East-Indiaman, bound to

London, in lat. 10° -W N., and long. 27°
'11' W., and about COO miles from the coast

of Africa, was astonished to find the sails

covered with a browniinh sand, the |)ai tides

of which being examined by a mif roscope,

appeared exceedingly minute. During the

night the wind had blowed fresh N. E. by
E , and ilie African c<inst, lying between
Cape de \'erd and the river Gambia, was
the nearest land to windward. I\Iay not
the seeds of many plants found in remote
and newly formed islands, have been thus
conveyed ?

Sleam I'essels.—There is now a contri-

vance employed on boai-d a Scottish steam
boat, which might be generally adopted
with great advantage in other vessels of a
similar kind. By ihe simple motion of a
small handle or index placed on a table

upon deck, in view of the man at the helm
a7id of the master of tho vessel, every move-
ment which the engine is capable of giving

to the i^addle-wheel may be at once com-
mamled. The vessel may be moved for-

wards or backwards, or may be retarded or
entirely stopped at any given moment, by
merely turning the liandle to the places

denoted by the graduations of a dial-plate.

No skill is required for this purpose ; the
master himself, or a sailor under his direc-

tion, can perform the office as well as the
ablest engineer. Thus the conft^ion which
frequently arises at night in calling to the
engineer below is avoided, and any ambi-
guity arising from the word of command
being transmitted through several persons
entirely avoided (circuuistandes which may
lead to the most serious accidents). The
engine is by this contrivance as much
under command as the rudder.

•i I 2
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BIOGUAPIIICAL MEMOIRS OF EMINENT PERSONS.

SIR THOMAS VAVASOUR, DART.

JanuaryZO.—This gentlemiin, born about

tlie year 17t6, was the second sou of Sir

"Walter and his lady, Dorothy, eldest

daii.^hter of the I^ord Ij-.ingdalc, of the

Holme, and succeeded his brother. Sir

Walter, in tlie title and estates in 1802.

He was originally intended for the Leeds
business, and was apprenticed with one of

the nios.t respectable houses in that town ;

but family circumstances prevented tlie in-

tention from being carried into cllect, and
lie lived, previously to the death of his bro-

ther, on the Coutiiiciit. The title, which
was granted on the 21-th of October, 1628,

is now extinct, and we believe the only male
branch of this family is William Vavasour,

Esq., of Wistow-hall, in Wharfedale, wlio

is descended from a younger brother of Sir

Mauger le Vavasour, living in the begin-

ning ofthe ll'th century. Sir Thomas died

at iiis seat at Ilaslewood-hall, near Leeds.

to one of the co-heiresses of Sir John Cole- '**

brook, with whom he received a large ad-

dition to his ample paternal fortune ; and,

secondly, to the heiress of G. R. Carter,
j

Esq. Besides Lantrithydd Park, he had 1

tliiee seats in Buckinghamshire : Dorton 1
House (where he died), which Iiad been in 3
the female part of the family from the Con-
quest ; Chilton ; and Boarstal. Sir John
was in possession of the celebrated Boar-
stal liorn.

THE REV. .TOH\ TOWNSEND.
Fehriiart/ 7.—Tliis gentleman, the bene-

volent founder, and the zenlous and success-

ful advocate of the Asylum for the Deaf
and Diunb children of the jjoor, was born

about the year 17o8. As a public character,

of the most exemplary conduct and the

most amiable disposition, his loss will be

deplored by a numerous and respectable

class of society ; and as one of the philan-

thropists of his day his memory will long be

revered. He expired at his house, in Ja-

maiea^row, Bermondsey.

SIR .TOHV AUBREY, BART., B.C.E. AND M.P.

March-— Sir John Aubrey, Bart., of

Dorton House, Buekiughamrhire, and Lan-
trithydd Park, Glamorganshire, \va% born

about the year niO. He was educated

at Westminster School, and Christ Church
College, O.vford. On his return from his

travels, he was, in 1768, elected M. P. for

the borough of Wallingford ; fjr which place

he was returned four times, once for Ayles-

bury, once for the ^'ounty of Buckingham,
once for Clitheroe. four times for Aldbo-
rough, twice for Steyning, aiid once for

Horsham, for which borougli he was a

Member at the time of his decease. He
was the father of the House of Commons

;

and, notwithstanding his advanced age,

whenever a division was expected, he was
accustomed to remain U- any hour. In
the year 1782, Sir John was a Lord of

the AdiBiralty, and in 1783 a Lord of the

Treasury; but, independent in circum-
stances as well as in mind, he held those

offices only a very short time. His name
is to be found in most of the jjroceedings of

the House of Commons, on what is termed
the popular side of the question.

Sir John had been tuice married ; first,

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHNSTONE.
Decemhcr. At Edinburgh, Major-Genera!

George Jolmstone ; he was the only sur-

ving son of Major William Johnstone, de-

scended from the ancient and honourable

family of that name, Marquess of Annan-
dale. He commenced his career as an en-

sign in the 29th regt. of foot, in 1780, which
he then joined in Canada, In that distin-

guished corps lie remained upv/ards of twen-
ty-three years, arriving, progressively, at

the rank of major. He sei'vcd in various

parts of America ; on the most desperate

service in the AVest-Indies
;
particularly at

Gran.ida, in 1 79j, when the regiment was
nearly annihilated by sword and disease :

at that time he acted in the capacity of Ma-
jor of Brigade to the late Brigadier- General
Campbell. Subsequently he served on the

Continent, and diu-ing the whole of the re-

bellion in Ireland. In 181.3, on the raising

of the New Brunswick P'encibles, he was
promoted to the Lieutenant-colonelcy of

that regiment, wliich in a short period he
brought into an admirable state of dis-

cipline. He acted as civil and military

governor of the province of New Bruns-
wick for a considerable time ; and the esti-

mation in which his eminent services were
lield will be appreciated by the gratifyinaf 1

addresses presented to him by tlie Council,

Houses of Assembly, JMayors of Corpora-
tions, &c. on his leaving the colony. He
returned to England, with a view of being
more actively employed in the Peninsula ;

but a judicious and experienced officer being
required at the Cape of Good Hope, he
was selected, and in May 1810, appointed
to the Lieutenant-colonelcy of tlie 93d regt.,

which he immediately joined.
On the 4th of June, 1814, he was pro-

moted to the rank of Major- General, and
appointed to the command of abrigade, des-

tined to serve in America. He accordingly

repaired to Cork ; but the escape of Buo-
najjarte from Elba occasioned a change of

destination, and he was ordered to proceed
with his regiment, and place himself under
the orders of the Duke of Wellington. He
had, in consequence, the honour of serving

at the memorable battle of Waterloo, and
on various other occasions, till the Army of
Occupation quitted France.
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This gallant officer and accomplisliod

gentleman was no less distinguished by his

private virtues than by his long iiiul eminent

services to his country. Endowed with

every estimable quality of the human heart,

his memory \\ill ever be held dear l)y those

who had the honour and happinass of his

acquaintance.

JIR. KNIOHT.
Februari/.—Mr. Edward Knight, come-

dian, late of Drui-y-Lane Theatre, was

born at Birmingham in the year 1774. He
was intended, by his friends, as an artist

;

but at a very early period of life he had

evinced a fondness for theatrical pursuits ;

and, indulging that propensity, he, on the

death of the person to whom he had been

articled, made a public attempt upon the

stage, in the character of Hob, at the town
of Newcastle-under-Linc, in Statfordshire.

Such, however, was his timidity, that he

fled from the st.ige in terror. He resumed

the pencil for another year ; but the ruling

passion w-as sti'ong—his love of the theatre

prevailed—he again played Hob— and was
successful. Afterwards he performed in

Wales, and at Stafford. In that town he

married the daughter of I\Ir. Clewes, a

wine-merchant. Obtaining an engagement

from Tate Wilkinson, the manager of tlie

York theatre, he continued to play at York,

Leeds, &c.

Mr. Knight's first wife having died, he

married, in the year 1807, Miss Susan Smith,

sister of Mrs. Bartley. When he liad been

with Tate Wilkinson about seven years,

Wroughton, at that time manager of Drury-

Lane theatre, saw him, and invited him to

London Accordingly, on the 14th of Octo-

ber 1809, he made his first appearance on
the Drury-Lane boards as the successor of

Collins, in the character of Timothy Quaint,

in The Soldier's Daughter. He was equally

successful in the parts of Robin lloiigh-

head, in Fortune's Frolic ; Jen-y Blossom,

Sim, Spado, Trip, &c. Tate Wilkinson,

when he first entered into an engagement
with him, augured most favourably of his

success, in the event of his appearing on
the London boards. The veteran's antici-

pations were more-than realized. There
was a freshness—a raciness—an originality

about his acting which never failed to de-

light, and which soon rendered him, in

country boys, and other parts in low co-

medy, a first-rate favourite. Latterly, he is

said to ha^e paid great attention to the parts

of old men. In private life, Mr. Knight's
manners were somewhat methodical. He
disliked convivial parties ; his habits were
decidedly domestic ; and, with a kindness
and benevolence of heart, which reflect ho-
nour upon human nature, he was univer-

sally respected.

In the exercise of his professional duties,

Mr. Knight once had a very narror/ escape
with his life. On the evening of February
17th, 1816, when performing with Miss
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Kelly in the farce of Modem Antiques, a
maniiic, named Barnett, fired a pistol at tlie

lady, which liad nearly given the gentleman
his quietus.

After an illness of several months, Mr.
Knight died at his house in Great Queen
Street, Lincoln's-Inn Fields ; whence, on
the 27th of February, his remains were
removed to a vault in Pancras New Church.
Amongst the mourners who attended upon
that occasion, were Mr. Elliston, Dr. Pear-
son, ]Mr. Carpue, Mr. George Soane, Mr.
Grimaldi, sen., &c.

CHARI.es INCI.KnON'.

Fchruanj 4—Mr. Incledon, who pos-
sessed at once the most powerful and most
melodious voice of mo<lern times, and who
stood unrivalled in his style of singing such
songs as The Slvnn,lituch-Eiied Susan, cjc,

was the son of a respectable physjician in

Cornwall. His voice, at a very early

jicriod, excited admiration ; wlien only
eight years old he was articled to the cele-

brated Jackson, of Exeter ; and, under liis

tuition, he became a little idol in all the
concerts and mu?ical ]>arties about the

neighbouriiood. At the expiration of six or
seven years ( 1 779), a tniant disjiosition in-

duced him to enter as midshipman on
board the Formidable. He went to the
West-Indies, and, in the course of the two
years that he continued in tlie navy, he w'as

in several engagements. Under the patro-

nage of Lord Mulgrave, Admiral Pigot,
and other naval officers, who gave liim lt>t-

ters of introduction to Mr. Colman, he,

after his return to England, in 1792, en-
deavoured, but without success, to obtain

an engagement for the Haymarket Theatre.
Disappointed there, he joined CoUins's
Company at Southampton ; came out as

Ali)honso, in tlie Castle of Andalusia, and
was received with the most flattering ad-
miration. About a year afterwards, the
fame of his abilities having reached Batli, he
was engaged by the managers of tliat city.

There, however, he was for some time re-

garded as little better than a chorus singer
;

but, fortunately, the penetration of the mu-
sical amateurs soon discovered his value.

Rauzzini, the conductor of the concerts,

took him under his care, and gave him tliei

best instructions a pupil could receive. He
sang at the conceits at Bath and Bristol

with great applause ; was engaged at ^^aux-
hall in the summer, where his success w-as

still more flattering ; and Rauzzini's pa-
tronage speedily raised him from obscurity

into imiversal estimation. He was a great
favoiu^te at the noblemen's Catch Club in

Bath, which he assisted in establishing;

and Dr. Harrington, the most eminent
physician there, was his particular friend.

Remaining mider Rauzzini si.x or seven
years, he received a complete musical edu-
cation, and became the fii'st English singer

on the stage.

As a tenor, Mr. Incledon's voice was not
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always agreeable to the ear ; but, in com-
pass, it was equal to any piece of music ;

the falsetto part was extensive and sweet

beyond conception ; and the bass was better

than could be reasonably expected in one
gifted so liberally in other respects. In the

song of " ^V.y hnnm;, bonny Bet, sweet bl>s-

som," he particularly charmed with his

falsetto ; and he was frctjuently obliged to

sing that air three times—never less than

twice—in the course of an evening. After

a few years, however, he practised more in

the tenor or middle part of his voice, and
used the falsetto less than in the earlier

part of his career.

Mr. Incledon made his debut as Dermot,
in Tlie Poor Soldier, at Covent Garden
Theatre, in October 1790. He had for

some time to labour iigainst the prejudice

of having been a Vauxhall singer; and, as

liis histrionic talents were of a very humble
stamp, it was long before he could obtain

possession of any first-rate characters. His
occasional performance, however, of Cap-
tain Macheath, Young Meadows, &;c. was
so masterly, as proved him to be fully com,
petent to take the lead in all operas. Ulti-

mately, his powers were duly aj)preciated

by the managers and by the public.

For many seasons Mr. Incledon sang

with great eclat at tlie Oratorios in Lent

;

frequently he visited Ireland, where no
singer, not even Mrs. 15illington, was ever

more caressed. Of late years—somewhat
neglected, perhaps, for newer favourites in

the metropolis—his engagements were
chiefly of a provincial nature. Styling liim-

self " The Wandering Melodist," he was
accustomed to give a vocal entertainment

of his own, whicli was generally received

with great favour. He was, we believe,

in the arrangement of one of these plans at

Worcester, when, about the commence-
ment of the present year, he was suddenly

seized with a paralytic affection, -which, in

the course of a few weeks, led on the ter-

mination of his existence. He had been
married three times ; and he has a son en-

gaged in agricultui-al pursuits, now, or re-

cently, living in the neighbourhood of Bury
St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

We should have mentioned that, subse-

quently to the termination of his regular

engagements at the London tlicatres, Mr.
Incledon crossed the Atlantic, and made a

vocal tour through great ])art of the United

States ; but, we are appreliensive, without

any solid pecuniaiy advantage.

DR. N0EHDE^.
March 14.—This gentleman, well known

as the assistant-keeper of antiquities at the

British Museum, died at his residence

imder that establishment. He was much
attached to the study of botany and natural

liistory. In conjunction with Dr. Stod-

dart, he, many years ago, translated " Don
Carlos," a tragedy, from the German of

Schiller ; and during the last quarter of a

century, he has published numerous works

on the German language—grammars, dic-

tionaries, &c. and several on horticulture,

the improvement of fruit trees, &c.

VISCOUNT NETTERVILLE.

March 15.—.Tohn Netterville, Viscount

Netterville, of Douth, in the county of

Meath, was born in the year ITii, and he
succeeded his father, the late viscount, in

17o0. His lordship was the descendant of

Sir Formal de Netterville, an Anglo-Nor-
man knight, who settled in Ireland in the

reign of Henry II. Sir Formal married

Philadelphia, daughter of William de Vesey,

by Isabel, daughter of William, Earl of Sa-

lisbury, son of Henry II. by Kosamond,
daughter of Walter, Lord Clifford, and was
ancestor of Nicholas, created Viscount Net-
terville, in 1662. By his lordship's death (at

his seat near Dubhn), the title is extinct.

I.OUD DOWXES.
March.—Wm. Do^vnes, Baron Downes

of Aghenville, in the King's County, Ire-

land, descended from a family seated at

Debenham, in Suffolk, as early as the 1 4111

century. His grandfather, the Right Rev.

Dive Downes, was Archdeacon of Dublin

in 1690, and Bishop of Cork and Ross, in

1699. His Lordship was the younger son

of Robert Downes, of Donnybrook, Esq.,

M.P. for the county of Kildare. He was
born about the year 17ol : brought up to

the study of the law ; called to the Bar iu

June 1776; raised to the Bench, in March
1792; and in 1803, on the death of Lord
Kilwarden, appointed Lord Chief Justice

of the Court of King's Bench, and sworn

in one of his Majesty's Most Honourable

Pri\')' Council of Ireland. In 180G, on the

resignation of I^ord Redesdale, he was,

by his Royal Highness the Duke of Cum-
berland, Chancellor of the University of

Dublin, nominated \ice-chancellor of that

University. On the 21 st of February 1822,

his Lordship resigned the office of Chief

Justice ; and in compensation of his ser-

vices, he was, by patent, dated December
10th, in that year, created Baron Downes,
with remainder, on failure of issue male, to

Sir Ulysses Burgh, K.C.B., K. T. S. &c.

Captain and Lieutenant- General in the

Grenadier Guardsj and his heirs male.

From the time of his elevation to the peer-

age his Lordship enjoyed a pension of

.£4,000 a year. He died at his seat at

Merville, in Ireland.

MR. JOHN FAREY.
Jan. 6.—This gentleman. Who was for

many years a most valuable contributor to

this magazine, was bom at Wobnrn, in

Bedfordshire, in 1766, and received a

common school education there. He
gave early indications of a studious dispo-

sition, and at the age of sixteen he waa
sent to school at Halifax, in Yorkshire.

The master being a studious man and a

good mathematician, was so pleased with

his scholar that he gave him gratuitous in-

r
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Kti'uction in mathematics and philosopliy.

Mr. Farey also studied drawing and survey-
ing, and ^vas recommended to the notice of

the celebrated Mr. Smeaton.
Mr. Farey had the j^ood fortune to become

known to tlie late Duke of Bedford, and to

acquire the confidence of that nobleman.
In 1792 his Grace ajjpointcd Mr. Farcy
to the agency of liis Bcdfordsliire estates.

In consequence, he went to reside at Wo-
burn, and continued there till the lamented
death of his patron in 1802.

In the conduct of the Duke's affairs, Mr.
Farey had a wide field for the exercise of

his talents, and he prosecuted the ideas of

his noble employer with so much assiduity,

that he succeeded fully in establishing a
veiy improved system of a^Miculture, of

wliich tlie Duke had sketched the outlines

with great judgment, from a mature con-
sideration of ail the observations he had
made, during his tour through Europe, as

f well as in Britain.

In 1809 and 1810, Mr. Farey made a
survey of Derbyshire for the Board of
Agriculture, and his report contains a
statement of the principles which he follow-

ed in mineral surveying. lie availed liim-

self of every opportunity of augmenting his

stock of knowledge on the nature and

order of the strata throughout Britain, and

collected innuraomljle specimens to esta-

blish their identity in different places. A
great part of his time was spent in collect-

ing his observations and in forming maps
and sections from them to determine the

order and position (if the strata in every

place which he had visited. He intended

to publish the results, but their completion

was ])rcvented by an attack of apoplexy,

which terminated his useful life, at his

house in llowland-street. He married

early in life, and had a numerous family.

I\Ir. Faiey was a man of most laborious

research, and of very retired habits ; rarely

mixing in society, but ])ursuing his studies

with incessant application, impelled by a

thirst for knowledge rather than by the

desire of wealth or fame. The manuscripts

to which he devoted so many years, con-

tain a mass of information which would
afford materials for some valuable publica-

tions.

WORKS IN THE PRESS, AND NEW PUBLICATION.S.

WORKS IN THE PRESS.

A new and improved edition of Morris's

Life of the Rev. Andrew Fuller, with an

Appendix, containing some pieces, never

before printed.

A brief descriptive History of Holland

is preparing for the press, in letters from

Grandfather to Marianne, during an e.wur-

sion in the summer of 1819.

It may be recollected by our readers, that

the late Mr. Sharp announced a line en-

graving of Dr. Edward Jenner, as a com-
panion to his celebrated ))ortniit of Dr.

John Hunter.. After Mr. Sharp's decease,

this plate was placed in the hands of Mr.
Shelton, by whom it has been completed,

and impressions from it are now ready for

ilelivery.

Mr. Ackermaim has also in readiness for

publication a portrait of Sir Humphry Davy,
engraved by Worthington.

M. C'lmel, byokseller of Paris, has an-

nounced his intention of publishing a collec-

tion of engravings, from the full-length por-

traits of celebrated personages of the present

time, painted by Gerard, first painter to the

King of France.

Mr. Alexander Barclay is printing a

Practical View of the Present State of

Slavery in the West- Indies ; or, an Esami-
j nation of Mr. Stephen's " Slaverj' of the
I British West- India Colonies."

i Sir W. Scott's Life of Dryden is among
the. last translations into French. Moore's
Life of Sheridan is announced.

A complete edition of Chateaubriand's

Works, in 2j vols., including much new
matter, is talked of in Paris.

A manuscript has, it is stated, been re-

cently found in the castle of Peguct, Canton
dc Vaud, which contains a particular account

of the wars between the Swiss and Savoy-

ards, and the campaigns of Henry IV. of

Savoy.
Anna Boleyn, a dramatic poem, by tlie

Rev. H. H. Milman, is nearly ready.

Capt. King announces for publication,

Voyages of Discoveiy, undertaken to com-
plete the Siu-vey of the Western Coast of

New Holland, between the years 1817 and

1822. In two vols. 8vo.

There is announced, a Short Sketch of

the Province of Upper Canada, for the in-

formation of the labouring poor through-

out England. To wliich is prefixed.

Thoughts on Colonization, addressed to

the labouring poor, the clergy, the se-

lect vestries, and overseers of the poor,

and other persons interested in the

administration of parish relief, in the

different parishes in England. By Henry
John Boulton, Esq., his Majesty's solici-

tor-general of the province of Upper Ca-

nada.

A German account of the works of the

brothers Van Eyck has been translated by

M. de Bast, the secretary of the Society of

Fine Arts at Ghent, and published with

notes. It relates principally to their master-

piece (from the Apocalypse) in the cathe-
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dral churcli of St Bavon, in Ghent. Seve-

ral years ago, parts of" tliis great work were
surreptitiously carried off. Some of the

pannels were sold, in the first instance, for

6,000 francs, then for 100,000, and even-

tually to the King of Prussia for 410,900.

The first part of the work some time

since announced as preparing for publica-

tion, by Mr. Dawson Turner, on British

Autogi'aphs, will soon appear. This por-

tion will consist of specimens of the hand-

writing of the Kings and Queens of Eng-
land, and of the different branches of the

Royal Family, from the reign of Richard II.

until the present time. Collections of a

similar nature have usually been confined to

mere signatures ; but Mr. Turner has been
enabled to bring together a great luunber of

autograph documents, hitherto unpublished,

which will afford much valuable information,

both to the historian and the antiquary.

A Greek and English Dictionary, by the

Rev. John Groves, is just ready.

There are preparing for publication, as

early as the nature of the work will admit,

the History, Antiquities, and Topography

of the Town and liorough of Southwark
and Liberties ; including the whole of the

I'arish of St. Saviour, and the adjacent

Parish of Christcliurch, with Notices of

Eminent or Remarkable Persons, Local

Anecdotes, Genealogical and Heraldic In-

quiries, &c. &c. Illustrated by numerous
Engravings of Rare Plans,Views, and exist-

ing Buildings, &c.

Mr. William Rae Wilson has in the

press. Travels in Norway, Sweden, Den-
mark, Hanover, Germany, the Nether-

lands, and Fmiice, with several engravings.

Mr. James Jennings has circulated pro-

posals for publishing by subscrijition, in

one volume, Ornithologia, or the Birds :

a Poem, in t\\o parts, with an introduc-

tion to their natural history, and copiotis

notes. The first part treats chiefiy of

British and European birds. The second

part relates principally to foreign birds.

A History of the Revolution in Ireland,

in 1688-9; partly from materials hitherto

unpublished, and with an introductory

chapter, is announced, by John O'Driscol,

Esq.
A work entitled Wisdom and Happiness;

containing Selections from the Bible, from

Bishops Patrick, Taylor, &c., is printing,

by the Rev. H. Watkins, A.M.

The Rev. J. G. Foystcr, a.m.. Minister

of Trinity Chapel, has a volume of Sermons

in the press.

Dr. Graham, of Croydon, has in the

press, A Medical Guide for the use of

Clerg)mnen and Families, wnich embraces

the characters, symptoms, causes, dis-

tinctions, and treatment of all diseases

incident to the human frame ; witli a Do-
mestic Materia Medica.

There are announced. Annals of the

House of Brunswick, by Sir Andrew Halli-

day, M.D., in two volumes 8vo-, illubtraled

with an engraving from Mr. Cliantrey's bust
of his present Majesty, by Reynolds, and
thirteen beautifully engraved Portraits of

the most distinguished Heroes oftheBnms-
wick race, from effigies and paintings by
some of the great masters of the early ages.

Richelieu, or the Broken Heart, an
historical tale, is just ready, in one 8vo.
volume.

Spirits of the Olden Times, their Sayings
and Doings, are preparing for the press.

Dr. E. J. Burrov,' has translated from
the German,' Hours of Devotion, which
are expected in a few days.

The Rev. A. S. Burgess has in the press,

a volume entitled Worthies of Christ's

Hospital, or Memoirs of Eminent Blues.

A Translation of Sumner's E'\'idence of

Christianity is now printing in France.

Ihe Memoirs of the Court of Henry the

Eighth are now just ready.

Recollections of a Pedestrian will be
published in a few days.

LIST OF NEW WORKS.
BIOOaAPHY.

Part I. of the Life of Benjamin Franklin,

original, and offered as a medium between
the diffuse and cxi)ensive Memoirs of Frank-
lin, and the brief thougli delightful sketch

written by himself. To be completed in

one thick volume, ]2mo. Is.

A brief Memoir of the late Mr. William
Butler, of Hackney, 2s.

EnuCATION.

A new and complete Grammar of the

French Language, with Exercises : for the

use of schools and private students. By
M. De La Claverie. ISmb. 7s.

The Eton Latin Grammar, with the ad-

dition of many useful notes and observa-

tions; and also of the accents and quantity.

By T. W. C. Edwards, m.a. 12mo. 2s. 6d.

bound.

Herme's Philologist ; or an Inquiry into

the causes of Difference between the Greek
and Latin Syntax. By F. Adams, a.m.
Surgeon. 3s. 6d.

HISTORY.

Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire ; adapted to the use

of families and young persons ; from which
the mdecent expressions and all the allu-

sions of an imjjroper tendency have been
erased. By Tiiomas Bowdlei', r.B.s. &:c.

5 vols. 8vo., £3 iJs.

MISCELLANIES.

A General and Heraldic Dictionai-y of

the Peerage and Baronetage of the United

Kingdom, for 1826. By John Burke, Esq.
Crown 8vo. IBs.

Historyof Pontefract, in Yorkshire. By
Georare Fox. With embellishments. Parts

1 and"2, Is.

The Phrenological Journal and Miscel-

lany. No. 9. is.

EniTA$L'i, or a Collection of Me-
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morials, inscribed to the Memory of Good
and Faithful Servants. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Two Letters on Scottish Affairs, from

Edward Bradwardine Waverley, Esq., to

Malachi Malaijrowtlier, Esq. 8vo. 3s.

lleid on Clock and Watch-making.

Royal 8vo. £\. Us. 6d.

Laconics ; or the Best Words of the Best

Authors, with Portraits of Spenser, Milton
Marvell, Young, and Churchill. 18mo.

2s. 6d.

NOVr.LS, TALES, &C.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Tale, by

the Author of the Spy. 3 vols. 12mo. 21s.

Diary of an Ennuyue. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Progress of Fashion, from our First

Parents, through all Nations, to our present

Times. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Miscellaneous Collections : alphabetically

arranged after the manner of, and forming a

Fourth Volume to the " Lounger's Com-
mon-Place Book," containing One Hun-
dred Articles. By the Compiler of the
" Lounger's Common- Place Book." Price

9s. 6d.

The Baths of Bagnole ; or, the Juvenile

Miscellany. 18mo. half-bound, .3s.

The Heroine of the Peninsula ; or,

Clara Matilda of Seville. By the Author
of the Hermit in London. 2 vols. 12rao.

12s.

Sheridaniana : Anecdotes of the Life of

Richard Brinsley Sheridan ; his Table-

Talk and Bons-IMots. Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.

The Plain Speaker : Opinions on Books,

Men, and Things. 2 vols. 8vo. £\. 4s.

New Arabian Nights* Entertainments ;

selected from the Original Oriental M.S.
By Jos. Von Hammer, and now first trans-

lated into English, by the Rev. George
Lamb. 3 vols. fcap. 8vo. 18s.

Literary Gems. In two parts. Post Svo.

18s.

Labourer of Idleness ; or. Seven Nights'

Entertainment. By Guy Penseval, 8vo.

9s. 6d.

Obstinacy, a Tale. ByMrs.Hall. 12mo.6s.

Mr. Blount's MSS. or Papers from the

Book of a Man of the World. By the

Author of Gilbert Earle. 2 vols. 8vo. 14s

De Foix ; or. Sketches of the Manners
and Customs of the Fourteenth Century.

By H. E. Bray. 3 vols, post 8vo. 27s.

Shakspeare's Romances. 2 vols. 12mo.
16s.

POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Rev. Sydney Smith's Letter to the Elec-
tors upon the Catholic Question. 8vo.

Is. Gd.

POETJly.

Leisure Moments. By Barnard Trol-

lope, Esq. fcap. Svo. 5s. 6d. boards.

Grafenstein. A Poem. Svo. 12s.

Chamber's Rhymes of Scotland. Royal
18mo. 6s.

An Essay on Mind, and other Poems
12mo. 3s.

M.M. New Series—Vox.. I. No. 4.

HELICIOK AKD MORAU.
The complete Works of Dr. J. Owen.

21 vols. Svo.

History of Methodism in the Town and
Neighbourhood of Great Yarmouth. By
A. Whatmough. ISmo. 2s. 6d.

The Labyrinth, or Popish Circle : being
a Confutation of the assumed Infallibility of

the Churcli of Rome. Translated from the

Latin of Simon Episcopius. By Uichard
Watson, Author of " Theological Insti-

tutes," &c. Svo. 6d.

A Digest of the Evidence taken before.

Select Committees of the two Houses of

Parliament, ai)pointed to inquire into the
State of Ireland, 1824, 1825. By the Rev.
William Phelan, b.d., and the Rev. Mor-
timer O'Sullivan, a.m. 2 vols. 8vo. 18s.

Practical Sermons, chiefly designed for

Family Reading. By the Rev. Thomas
Blackley, a.m. 3 vols. 12mo. I6s. 6d.

The Philosophy of Religion ; or, an illus-

tration of the Moral Laws of the Universe.
By Thomas Dick. 12mo. 9s.

Origines Ecclesiastic* ; or, the Anti-

quities of the Cliristian Church; and other
Works of the Rev. Joseph Bingham, m.a.
With Additions and Biographical Account
of the Author, by the Rev. Richard Bing-
Iiam, B.c.L. 8 vols. Vol. 5, 12s.

The Book of Genesis Considered and
Illustrated, in a series of Historical Dis-
courses preached in the Holy Trinity

Church, Clieltenliam. By the Rev. Fran-
cis Close, a.m. Svo. 12s.

The Ecclesiastical History of the Second
and Third Centuries, illustrated from the

Writings of Tertullian. By John, Bishop
of Bristol. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Cole, on the Prophecies. 2 vols. 8vo.
21s.

Taylor's Parlour Commentaries. 12mo.
5s.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

Visit to the Falls of Niagara, in 1800. By
John Maude, Esq. RoyalSvo. £1. lis. 6d.

Sketches in Wales, or a Diary of TTiree

Walking Excursions in that Principality, in

the Years 1823-24-25. By the Rev. G. J.

Freeman, ll.b. Svo. ^£1. Is.

Humboldt's Personal Travels in Colom-
bia. Translated by Helen Maria Williams.

Vol. 6 (2 Parts), 8vo. 25s.

William's Tour in Jamaica. Svo. 15s.

Conversations on some Leading Points in

Natural Philosojihy, designed for Schools

and Families. By the Rev. B. H. Draper.

18mo. half bound 2s.

The Baptist Family : translated from the

French. By Charlotte Southwood. 18mo.
8d.

Select Orations of Cicero, with English

Notes and a Vocabulary of the Roman
Magistrates and Laws, &c. For the use

of students. By Richard Garde, A. B. of

tlie Middle Temple.
The Ninth Part of Cuvier's Animal King-

dom, is nearly ready.
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Continental Adventures, from the Pen toms, &c. with Twenty coloured engra-

of a Lady, are nearly ready. vings, are in the press.

The Second Volume of Mr. Southey's Tales from the German, by George

History of the War in Spahi wifl certainly Soane, A.B., and tlie Secret Correspon-

be ready for publication in May. dcnce of Madame de Maintenon and the

Mr. Hallam's Constitutional History of Princess des Ursins ; from the original

England will not be ready for publication MSS. in the possession of the Duke de

before the close of the year. Choiseul, may shortly be expected.

Mrs. Joanna Baillie will shortly publish T)ie twenty-first volume of the Ency-

a Drama, in three acts, called •' The clopaedia Loiidinensis will be ready for de-

Martyr." lively early in April. This work, nearly

The Gipsy, a Tale of Romance ; from the largest in point of size, and by far the

the German of Laune, by the Translator most comprehensive in matter ever pub-

of " Popular Stories of Northern Nations," lished, will shortly be concluded. At its

is in a state of forwardness, and will shortly completion it will consist of 24 closely

appear. printed 4to volumes.

Sketches of Portuguese Manners, Cus-

MONTHLY MEDICAL REPORT.

Tht; prevailing character of the complaints of the last month has been decidedly inflam-

matory. In the htngiiage of the old school, the blood has been heated. The lancet has

been in requisition—tliat little instrument of mighty power. Nitre and salts Iiave taken

the place of opiates and demulcents ; and in .short, the whole character of disease has

undergone a change. The inflammatory disposition of vernal disorders has been remarked

from the earliest periods of medical science, and is, indeed, as well known to the public as

to the professional man. The genial warmth of the season doubtless contributes to its

production, and never, perhaps, was a month of finer weather experienced in this country

than has elapsed since the date of the last report. But there is sometliing more than this

required for the development of a principle of such general application, and the patholo-

gist will at once refer it to that nisus naturce,- so conspicuously manifested at this period

of the year in all her great operations. The sap now begins to rise, and the vegetable

kingdom puts forth its buds and its beauties. Tlie whole animal creation acknowledges

the stimulus of returning spring, and the same energy of action which is thus apparent in

the healthy operations of nature is no less observable in the phenomena of disease. In-

flammation, of the active or entonic kind, characterizes the great bulk of the disorders of

the season. The heart and arteries beat with unusual force, and the blood is rich and
buffy.

Tlie reporter has met with inflammatory affections of all parts—of the head, chest, and

bowels; he has seen them in all degrees of severity, from the boil and bunnion to the

most acute form of phrenzy ; be has witnessed them in all ages, from infancy to decre-

pitude. There lias been, however, nothing pectdiar in the aspect of such complaints
;

when taken in time, they have yielded to the usual depleting measures, viz. general and

local blood-letting, free evacuations by the bowels, salisie and cooling diaphoretics. There

is certainly no class of disorders in wliich the skill and resources of physic are more
strikingly exemplified than in the vernal inflammations. It will generally be found, that at

this period there is sufficient energy in the system to bear up against the requisite drain-

age—an advantage which often fails the physician at a more advanced season of the year,

when the constitution has been exhausted by long continued heat and profuse perspi-

rations.

Among the cases that have lately fallen under the Reporter's notice, he selects for spe-

cial consideration one, which, while it illustrates the position already laid down, will serve

to extend the inquiry to a subject at least equally deserving of attention: it was that of a

child, five years of age, who, with few or no marks of previous illness, was suddenly at-

tacked, about a fortnight ago, with all the symptoms of acute (or what writers seem now
disposed to call peracutej inflammation of the bowels. For three days the child was in

tlie most imminent danger, but active measures and incessant attention at length hap-

pily prevailed. The urgent symptoms were subdued, but no effect was produced upon
the pulse. It retained all its frequency, and a great portion of its hardness—the skin con-

tinued obstinately dry an(; rough— the child was oppressed with a feverish Languor. In

short, it turned out, that this severe attack of peritonseal inflammation was only the pre-

lude to a tedious infantilefevcr. In that state of fever the child is now lying; and, as far

as reasonably can be judged, will continue to lie for many weeks.

It is certainly a very singular circnmstance that this form of hectic fever, viz. the infan-

tile, or, as it is more commonly called, the irifaniile remitting, shovliX never liave acquired

a popular denomination among us, considering how frequent the complaint is, how well

marked its course and character are, and that it prevails exclusively at that period of life,
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when the solicitude of parents is at its height. To almoBt all other disorders, prevalent

at tlmt age, the anxieties of friends have attached some familiar appellation—as for example,

niumps, chiekeii-pox, wcaniiic^-hrash, thrush ; but to this disease, quite as common, and

infinitely more imjiortant (because more tedious and more fatal) than any of those now
mentioned, no name I)as ever been given which conveys to the mind of the parent what

the practitioner wishes to express by the scientific term— infantile remittent. The phnise,

worm fever, is occasionally made use of, but it is incorrect, and liable to mislead, and the

medical attendant, therefore, very properly discards it. The Reporter has frequently found

the disadvantage of this /((«/«« in the medical dictionary of the nursery ; and he doubts not

but that others have experienced the same tiling, with as little power of remedying the

deficiency.

It has certainly been too much the fashion among medical men to ascribe this com-

plaint, the infantile fever, to irregularities in the stomach and bowels, to accuse the parents

of having brought it on by indidgence and over-feeding, and consequently to trust its cure

too miicli to ajicrient remedies. That such remedies are occasionally useful, nay actually

indispensable, is perfectly true ; and this fact may be construed, by a superficial obser>-er,

into a proof of the soundness of the whole doctrine ; but it is not so. The use ofevacuant,

and especially of aperient remedies, is an established mo<le of practice in all forms of

feverish excitement, but they are not more requisite in the infantile than in the tyjihord, or

the inflammatory fevers of adult life. That the practitioner, tiien, may know his own
strength in the treatment of this curious variety of infantile ailment—that he may have a

sure guide in the choice and extent of his evacuant remedies, and be able to give a clear

opinion regarding its probable duration and termination— he should feel and know that

this fever is closely allied to other kinds of fever ; that it is, in fact, the most i)erfcct form

of idiopathic hectic which is known, and that it has, like all other fevers, its natural i>criod

of decline and crisis. Its violence may often be moderated by judicious evacuations ; but

it should be thoroughly understood, that infantile fever cainiot be purged into submission,

nor starved into cure. It is often as necessary to soothe and comfort the bowels as to

irritate and unload them ; but neither tlie one class of medicines nor the other can effect

the desired purpose without time. Lei not, then, the practitioner be too rigorous in his

remedies, nor the j)arent too anxious in her expectations ; let the one have a good under-

standing of his subject, let the other have faith, and both pa/jencc', and the anxious wishes

of all may ultimately be realized.

An unusual number of droj)sical cases (especially of anasarca and ascites) have fallen

under the Reporter's observation during the last month—sufficient to convince him that

some general cause has been operating in their production ; he is unable, however, to oflfer

any satisfactoi-y hypothesis on this subject. The cases, upon the whole, have not been

particularly imtractable : mercury and squills have generally succeeded in affording re-

lief—in one case, the foxglove was of the most decided benefit. .Several severe cases of

cutaneous disease have also been under treatment, but these subjects must be reserved

for future discussion.

8, Upper John-street, Golden-square, March 21, 1826. GEORGE GaEGoay, m.d.

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

AxL our agricultural operations have proceeded thus far in the season, with a full tide

of activity and success, and equal promise of future prosperity ; indeed, a fairer prospect

of universal plenty of all the first necessaries has not been witnessed. The severity of

the frost in the late season lasted just long enough to reduce the glebe to the most
friable and advantageous state and to destroy the insectite ova ,- the happy consequence

of which has been, early sj)ring culture and exemption generally from the injuries other-

wise to be expected from vermineous insects to the roots and vegetation of the growing com.
Some complaints, indeed, we have of the grub and mreworm, but far more of damage
from the superabundance of ^ame. So early has been the season and so laudably ex-

peditious the cultivators, that, on the most forward soils, all the spring crops were
in the ground, and in the best possible state, within the first week of the present month

;

nor has any material impediment since occurred to affect the most backward, on which
doubtless sowing the Lent corn will be finished equally early, as in the most favourable

seasons : the rains, however, in the early part of the month, have retarded business in

some of the western counties. The present rough and old styled " IMarch many wea-
thers," with a portion of easterly winds, seems to argue well for a mild and genial spring

and warm summer.
Wheat, on good and well manured soils, is a thick and luxuriant plant ; most encou-

raging indeed, proportionally, on all soils. In some counties, Kent particularly, they
" sheep" their wheats ; that is, feed them down with sheep, in order to check their too

3 K 2
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gi«at forwardness, whicii they suppose detractire from semination, aiul aiso to destroy

the weeds. We hare, indeed, formerly seen in Kent a piece of wheat covered witli

both sheep and bullocks witli this intent. In other districts the practice is higlily con-
demned, and we think, on practical gi-ounds, with sufticient reason. It is at any rate a
most slovenly and unworkmanlike custom. We have seen however, in a former report,

a condemnation of this practice, and the substitute proposed of harrowing and drilling

at nine inches, vvith the view of destroying weeds ; a drill by which we should suppose
the weeds not likely to experience much disturbance, one in fact standing in very close

relationship to broad casting. In certain districts, at this very late date, the introduction

is noted of setting and drilling pease and beans ; but the drilling of wheat and other com
seems not yet within contemplation.

The early sown barleys have sprung up with remarkable vigour, covering the land very

thickly. Same of the beans and pease ; the former, however, were not so early ))lanted

as in some seasons. Oats may be considered as the latest sown spring crop, being in

hand in this vicinity at the present time. Should genial weather succeed the present

chills, grass will be fonvard and abundant. Seeds and young clovers are good, but a
considerable part of the wnter tares were damaged by the frost. The early fruit

blossoms have suffered in some degree from the rude visitings of the east wind, which
have also slightly affected the colour of the wheat in high and exposed situations. The very

necessary branch of planting forest trees has been attended to during the last winter in

several counties, wliere coppices have been stubbed up or worn out. Yet timber and
bark are a dull trade. The stock of wheat in the country is very considerable, notwith-

standing it holds price more firmly than any other article of produce. Farming leases are

reported to have been taken last Michaelmas at a considerable advance of rent} the

prudence or the reverse of wliich adventure may be shortly apparent.

Winter grazing and feeding is said generally to have been a loosing concern, which
must then have chiefly originated in the liigh price of the stores, since the meat markets

have surely, until of late, maintained a most respectable price. Stores have been yet

held back for an advance, which obviously the times will not support. The loss of

turnips in consequence of the frost has been borne without any very heavy incon-

venience, our other resources having been so ample. Lambing has commenced with
general success, subject as usual to partial detractions. The country is full of a healthy

live stock, with the most ample means for its support. The price of fat stock has suf-

fered a considerable decline, particularly of bacon hogs. Horses, perhaps, of all de-

scriptions, since our last, are dearer. Com has declined gradually and slowly, and will,

in all probability, continue to do so, from causes independent of the late commercial

embarrasment. The manufacturing labourers throughout the country are in circum-

stances of far greater distress than those engaged in agriculture. The wool-trade re-

mains in a most inauspicious statu quo, both here and upon the continent ; in both parts

vast stocks remaining on hand.

However ungracious the attempt, it cannot be unmete or improper to counsel the

farming interest against the probable ill effects of that despondence, which seems to

prevail amongst them, on the prospect of a free trade in corn, the immediate disadvan-

tages of which will be best met aiid counteracted by far other dispositions. That the

tlye is cast, there can be little doubt ; not the ministiy merely, or the class of political

economists, but the people of England have resolved on free trade : they will consent

no longer to purchase the staff of life at a monopoly price, for the support of a particular

class. A commercial and manufacturing counti-y naturally aims at purchasing com
where it can be had at the cheapest rate. The effects of the late pressures seem gradually

wearing away ; reasoners on that gloomy subject seem to have made great use of the

figure hysteron proteron, or setting the cart before the horse. Not currenaj but speculation

>vas the prime delinquent ; for liad speculation remained under the guidance of common-
sense, and had not those numerous companies started from New Bedlam, and the native

region of farce and burlesque, currency, gold or paper, would have remained in a mighty

harmless state of quiescence, as they are probable now to continue, after the Westminster
Milk Company and their 640 odd cows hiive flitted off the scene ! ! ! When are we to be

satisfied? Formerly, or latterly, gold was fiercely demanded and paper decried. Now
paper is to save the state, or the country, by supporting the price of com. There is

much delusion in all this—a sufficiency of gold, as formerly, may be easily pro^^ded to

answer the amount of small notes, and supply the demand of the country. Not that

there can be any rational objection to good notes, whether large or small ; a paper currency

}S of the first importance, e .'en absolutely necessary to a great commercial nation.

Smithfield.—Beef, is. to 5s.— ::\Iutton, .3s. 6d. to 5s. 2d.—Veal, 5s. to 6s. 8d.—Pork,

4«. to 6s.—Lamb, 5s. to 7s. 6d—Raw Fat, 2s. 2d.

Corn ExeJiange,—Wheat, 44s. to 70s.— Barley, 26s. to 40s.—Oats, 23s. to 33s.—
London loaf of fine Bread, 41b. , 9i</.— Hay, 62s. to 100s.— Clover ditto, 65s. to 1 I2s.—
Straw, 36s. to 45s.

Coals in the pool, 28s. 6d to 37s. 6d. per chaldron.

Middlesex, March 20th, 1826.
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

• Cotton.—There has been a good demand for Cotton since our last rejjort for
Exportation, and prices rather advanced, but the Krcat scarcity of money, and the want
of confidence that exists between man and man, cause tlie Kreate.-»t i)o>sible stagnation

in the market ; the same may be said of the Liverpool and Manciiesler markets. Our
quotations are at the highest prices for apjnoved bills or cash, deducting discount.

3,495 bags sold as tmder, viz.

6()0 Bags bowed (in Bond) Ikd. to 7|</. per lb.

450 Pernams do lO.W. — 10|(/.

80 Paras do 8.j(/. —
25 Bourbons do y.',</. —

1,800 Surats do 4*</. — 53rf.

500 Bengals do b<l. — C)\d.

40 Malta do 9J. —
3,495 Bags

Sugar.— Raw Sugar has been in' brisk demand, and prices advanced full I*, per c\vt.,

particularly in strong qualities for refining. Refined Sugar Sales have been made at

advanced prices ; small lumps are in demand for Hamburg ; the grocers have purchased

freely at an advance of full 2s. per cwt. In l-'oreign Sugars, nothing has been done iu

Havannah, excepting a parcel of Yellow, which sold at 3lis. per cwt. Ordinary

Brazils are inquired for.

Coffee.— SL Domingo sells at 55*— Brazil, 53s. to 54s—Pine Jamaica, 75*. to 95*.,

and but few Sales have l)een effected, the market being dull and very iieavy at present.

Rum.—In no demand : it is now sold by the Imperial Gallon ,- Jamaira 14 to <!0 gallons

over-proof, from 3s. 3d. to 3s. 4<f. per gallon

—

22 to 30 gallons, from 3s. Id. to 4*.

—

30 gallons and upwards, 4s. 3d.—Leeward Island, from 2s. id. to 2s. Id.

Spices.—Little has been done, at our last quotations.

Tea.—The remainder of the East-India Company's Sale consisted of Congous,

Souchongs, and Twankays, which sold at a reduction of 2rf. to 2Ul. per lb., and all other

qualities in proportion. The great scarcity of money has caused the East-India

Company to put off the prompt that stood for the 3d 3Iarcli to the 23d of same month.

Course ofForeign Exchange.—Amsterdam, 12.8.—Rotterdam, 12. 9.— Antwerp, 12. 9.

—Hambiu-g, 37. 4.— Altona, 37. 10.— Paris, 25. G5.— Bourdeaux, 25. 65.— Berlin,

7. 0.—Madrid, 36i.— Cadiz, 3Gi.—Barcelona, 35.— Seville, 35.— Gibraltar, 31.— Frank-

fort, 155.— Petersburg, 9J.—Vienna, 10. 17.—Trieste, 10. 17.—Leghorn, 48i.—Genoa,
43 Naples 39^.—Palermo, 120.—Lisbon, 51.— Oporto, 51^.— Rio Janario, 45^.

—

Baliia, 48.—Dublin, H per cent.—Cork, I* per cent.

Bullion per oz.—Foreign Gold in bars, .£3. 17s. 6t/.—New Doubloons, ^3. 14s. dd.—
New Dollars, 4s. \\d.— Silver in bars, standard, 5s. Jd.

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe,
Brothers, 23, Change Alley, Comhill.—Barnsley Canal, 270/.—Birmingham, 320/.—

Derby, 0.—Ellesmere and Chester, 115/.—Erewash, 0.— Forth and Clyde, 550/.

—

Grand Junction, 261/.—Leeds and Liverjiool, 400/.— Mersey and Irwell, 1,000/.

—

Neath, 360/.— Oxford, 700/.—Stafford and Worcester, 800/.—Trent and Mersey,.2,000/.

— Alliance British and Foreign, 1/.— Guardian, 17/.—Hope, 4/. 15i-.— Sun Fire, 0.

—

Gas-Light Chartered Company, 54/.—City Gas-Light Company, 155^/.—Leeds, 0.

—

Liverpool, 0.

Alphabetical List or Bankruptcies, announced bettveen the 2ith of February and the

2lst of March 1826; extracted from the London Gazettes.

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED. Waller, M. Northampton-square, wareliouscman

CHILDRENS, C. C. Brighton, biiUder Wood, J. Manchester

Constantine, A. Bolton, Lancashire, shopkeeper Ty a -ktv nrTnTrtfca rTu:„ T»r,.„*I. OQ^ i
Hippisley, H. Shepton Mallet, Somersetshirl, com- BANKRUPTCIES. [This Montll 28o.]

men brewer , .,. t. j c „ Sulicitor^ yames are in Parentheses.
Nicholas, J. sen. and J. jun. Leathernead, Surrey,
common brewer ADCOCK, W. and T. Birmingham, grocers.

Skelton, E. B., M. M. and E. Southampton, sta- rHohne and Co., New-inn! and Porker, Dirming-

tlcmen nam
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Addis. J. Abergavenny, taUor. [Gregory, Cleraent'a-

inn
Addison, G. W. Dalton, Yorkshire, worsted-spinner.

[Van Sandau and Co., Dowgate Hill

Airey, J., and N. Aspinall, Liverpool, soap-boilers,

rciiester. Staple inn ; and Davenport, Lord-street,

Liverpool
, , . . .

Albany, J. Ware, Hertfordshire, barge-master.

[Bond, Ware
.

Angelby, A. Devonport, victualler. [Sole, Alder-

manbury ; and Devonport
.

Arrowsmith, J. .'alford, cumcr. [Norris, John-

street , . , J, ,

Arscott, S. Buckfastleigh, Devonshne, wool-dealer.

[Fairbank, Staple-inn ; and Mirhaelmore, Totness

Arthington, R. M. and R. Birkett, Lancaster, ban-

kers. [Rawsthome, Lancaster ; and Norris, John-

street, Bedford-row
Ashcroft, J. Altringcham, Cheshire, grocer. [Brun-

drett and Spinks, Temple; and Poss, Altring-

cham , , J ,

Askey, T. College-house, Hackney-road, dealer.

[Rushby, Carthusian-street

Austen, J. Brightholmstone, Sussex, builder.

[Brooker and Cokb tih. Brighthelmstone; and
Holme, Frarapton and Loftus, New-inn, London

Ballin, S. Wotton Underedge, silversmith. [Downes
and Co., Bedford-row

Bankard, C. and W. Benson, Bowling, Yorkshire,

worsted-spinners. [Evans and Co., Hatton-gar-

den ; and Carr, Leeds
Barber, J. and Co. Comhill, stock-broker. [Catty

and Co., Angel-court
Bardon, W. York, draper. [Green and Co., Sam-
brook-court

Barfoot, W. sen., and W. Barfoot, jun. Winbome
Minster, Dorsetshire, timber-merchants. [Castle-

man, Wimbome; and Holme and Co., New-inn
Barnard, T. Strand, silversmith and wine-merchant.
[Hamilton and Co., Tavistock-row

Barry, W. Bruton, Somersetshire, dealer. [Dyne,
Bruton, and Linccln's-inn-fields

Bassano, C. Jermyn-street, oilman. [Lord, Man-
chester-street

Bates, W. Halifax, Yorkshire, woolstapler. [Ro-
binson and Son, Essex-street, Strand; and Ward,

Bates, H. Sowerby, Yorkshire, tanner. [Storks,

Halifax ; and Battve and Co., Chancery-lane
Baxter, J. Darlington, Durham, banker. [Mew-
bum, Darlington ; and Wolston, Funiivars-inn

Beale, W. Union-street, Southwark, hat-manufac-
turer. [Fawcett, Jewin-street

Beaumont, H. Liven'ool, merchant. [Forrest and
Co., Liverpool ; and Perkins and Co., Gray's-iim

Becley J. E. and Co. Birmingham, druggists. [Swain
and Co., Old Jewry

Bennett, B. Brighton, builder. [Bennett, Brighton

;

and Bennett, Token-house-yard
Benson, J. York, merchant. [Lever, Gray's-inn-

square
Benham, W. and P. Spanier, Old Trinity-house,
Water-lane, ship-agents. [Lowe and Co., South-
ampton-buildings

Blaber, H. Brighthelmstone, Sussex, merchant.
[Crosweller, Brighthelmstone; and Palmer an<l Co.,

Bedford-row
Blyth, M. Usk, Monmouthsliire, shop-keeper.

[Bush and Co.. Bristol ; Holme and Co., New-inn
Bonsall, R. Liverpool, timlier-merchant. [Lace and

Co., Livei-pool; and Taylor and Co., Temple
Boucher, W. Birmingham, jeweller. [Parkes, Bir-

mingham ; and Amory and Coles, Throgmorton-
street

Bradley, J. Liverpool, bookseller. [Chester, Staples-

iim
Braddock, J. and J. Jackson, Macclesfield, silk-

manufacturers. [Reeves, Ely-place, Holbom
Brenchley, J. and J. Milton, distillers. [Clare and

Co., Frederick's-place
Brktow, J. and Co. Worcester, nirriers. [White,
Old-square t

Briddow, S. Manchester, provision-broker. [Mac-
kinson. Middle Temple; and Hadfield, St. Ann's-
street, Manchester

Brine, T. Southampton, common brewer. [Cottle,
Aldermanbury ; and Taylor, Poitsea, Hants

Brine, T. and Vv. Cheeseman, Southampton, com-
mon-brewers. [Cottle, Aldermanbury ; and Tay-
lor, Portsea, Hants

Bruidley, J. and T. Funsbury, Kent, ship-builders.

[Henning and Baxter, Gray's-inn-place ; and Sim-
mons, Rochester

Brown, W. and Co. Liverjiool, morcliants. [Chester,
Staples-ion
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Brown, J. Liverpool, cabinet-maker. [Chester,

Staples-inn
Brooksbank, W. North Blerly, corn-merchant. [E.
Walker, Lincoln's-inn-fields

Broughton, C. D. and Co. Nantwich, bankers.

[VVildcs, Lincoln's-inn-fields
Brown, T Mile-end-road, picture-frame-maker.
[Amory and Coles, Throgmorton-street

Cannan, D. Lothbury, merchant. [Kcarsey and Ca,
Lothbury

Capel, W. Mark-lane, merchant. [Thomson, George-
street, ^linories

Carter, J. Oxford street, furrier. [Lawrence, Deans-
court

Challenor, J. Stones-end, grocer. [Lindsay, South-
wark

Chesney, E. Liverpool, tailor and draper. [More-
croft and Fowler, Liverpool ; and Chester, Staples-
inn

Cheesman, W. Portsea. Southampton, common-
brewer. [Cottle, Aldermanbury; and Taylor,
Portsea, Hants

Chesterton, J. Warwick-street, Cockspur-street,
Charing-cross, tailor. [Carlow, High-street, Mary-
le-bonne

Clay, T. Macclesfield, silk-throwster. [James,
Bucklersbury; and Grimsditch and Co., Maccles-
field

Cockle, J. Ashton, Birmingham, leather-dresser.

[Edmunds, Exchequer-office, Lincoln's-inn ; and
Mole, Moor-street, Birmingham

Cooper, S. jun.. Bury St. Edmunds, hatter. [Silver
and Co., Lambs-conduit-street

Cooper, J. sen., and J. jun. Trowbridge, Wilts, clo-
thiers. [Timbrel!, Trowbridge; and Egan and
Waterman, Essex-street, Strand

Cooper. J. Moorside, Oldham, Lancashire, cotton-
spinner. [Whitehead, Oldham; and Milne and
Parry, Temple

Coojier, E. Kingsland-road, cheesemonger. [Luckett,
Wilson-street, Finsbury-square

Connah, W. Chester, wine-merchant. [EUis and Co.,
Chancery-lane

Copeland, J. Burslem, Staffordshire, grocer. [Tate
and Johnston, Copthall-buUdings

Corbet, J. Birmingham, currier. [Tooke and Carr,
Holl»m-court, Gray's-inn ; and Unett and Son,
Birmingham

Coward, W. Southampton, dyer. [Bryant, South-
ampton ; and Slade and Co., John-street

Craig, G. Allerton-street, Hoxton New Town, oil-

man. [Knight and Co., Basinghall-street
Crosthwaite, J. Fenchurch-street, wine-mercliant.

[.Sandys and Co., Crane-court
Crook, W. Liverpool, bleacher. [RavenhiU, Poultry
Crossley, J. Union-court, Old Broad-street, mer-

chant. [Bolton, Austin-friars
Cullingford, J. Parliament-street, Westminster, wine-

mercliant. [Passmorc, Ironmonger-lane
Curtis, S. AdcUe-strcet, warehouseman. [Courteen,
Lothbury

Curtis, T. Barnes, malster. [Popkin. Dean-street
Cussoiis, G. Manchester, cotton-spinner. [Hurd
and Johnson, Temple ; and Wood, Manchester

Dandy. C. and M. A. Hackney-road, dealers. [Eicke,
Broad-street

Day, H. Speldhurst-street, Burton-crescent, linen-
draper. (jCourteen, Lothbury

Day, W. F. Hammersmith, saddler. [Lonsdale,
Law-chambers, Chancer^'-lane

Dawson, R. Norwich, linen-draper. [Phipps, Wea-
vers-hall

Dawson, .\. Huddersfield, fancy cloth-manufacturer.
[Fenton, Austin-friars; and Fenton, Huddersfield

Deudney, J. St. Mary-at-hill, cheesemonger. [Rixon,
Jewry-street

Dilworth, J. and Co., Lancaster, bankers. [Norris,
John-street, Bedford-row

Dilworth, J. Lancaster, banker. [Rawsthome, I^-
caster ; and Norris, John-street, Bedford-row

Dodson, N. Nottingham, lace-raanufacturer. [Mac-
Dougal, .Son, and Bainbridge, Cannon-row, Par-
liament-street ; and Daft, Nottingham

Dodsworth, T. Knaresborough, York, linen-manu-
facturer. [Stocker and Co., New BosweU-court,
Carey-street; and Gill, Knaresborough

Donkin, B. Dock Head. Surrey, tanner. [Dicken-
son, New Broad-street

Drake, J. Walworth, hop-merchant. [Lindsay,
Southwark

Drimock, J. Bridgend, clothier. [Vizard and Co.,
Lincoln's-inn-fields

Eaton, R. Swansea, Glamorganshire, banker.
[Holme, Frampton, and Loftus, New-inn; and
Berrington and Jenkins, Swansea
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Edmunds, J. Worcester, leather-cutter. [Smith,
Baeinghall-strect

Elvidge. W. Nottingham, lace-manufacturer.

[Hurst, Nottingham ; and Knowlcs, New-Inn
Evans, W. Basinghall-street, factor. [Hoes and
Cooke, New-inn

Falrbaim, J. F. Uedford-street, auctioneer. [Hush-
bury, l^anhusian-street

Fielden. J. I-. B., Manchester, victualler. [Richard-

son, Manchester ; and Rodgcvs, Bucklersbury

Fisher, J. Deiitford, tailor. [Walker and Co., Ba-

singhall-stret't

Fleming, H. Fleet-street, printer. [Amott, West-
street, Finslmiv-place

Forbes. J. (Jxl'oid-street, druggist. [Reeves, Ely-

place, HollKirn
Forster S. Manchester, tailor and draper. [Lawler,

Manchester; and HurdandCo., Temple
Fountain, J. Norwich, manufacturer. [Thomas

Brightwell, Norwich; and Taylor and Roscoe,

King's-Bench-walk, Temple
Frecse, I'. (,'. Winchester-street, insurance-broker.

[Tomlinson and Co., Copthall-court

Fricker, C. Staines, broker. [Chester, Ncwmgton
Butts

, ,

Fulton, T. Change-alley, lasurancc-broker. [Ro-
binson, Walbrook

Gammon, J. Elder-street, silk-manufacturer.

[Brough, .Shore<litch

Garrett, T. Nantwich, cheese-factor. [Wildes, Lin-

coln's-inn-ficlds

George, S. sen., and S. George, jun., Bristol, sugar-

refiners. rBourdillon and Co., Bread-street ; and
Bevan and Co., Bristol

Gentle, II. W'alcof, Somersetshire builder. [Mackey,
I'aragon-huildings, Bath; and Fisher, Queen-
street, Cheapside

Gethin", J. Wellington, tailor. [Tate and Co.,

Copthal-buildings
Godifard, J. Bristow, Norfolk, inn-keeper.

[Withers, Holt, Norfolk; and Bridger, Angel-

court, Throgmorton-street
Gold, J. Brunswick-row, Hackney-road, tea-dealer.

[Rushburj', Carthusian-street

Condey, J. M. Liverpool, cabinet-maker. [Steele

and Nicol, Queen-street, Cheapside; and Atkin-

son, School-lane, Liverpool
Graham, J. Waterloo-place, upholder. [Stephenson

and Co., Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane

Graham, J. Gloucester-street, Queen-square, tailor.

[Chester, Staple-inn
Granger, C. Ca.seley, Staffordshire, coal-master.

QHall, Great James-street, Bctlford-row ; and
Shutt, Walsall

Gregory, J. Manchester, cotton-spinner. [Makcnson,
Manchester; and Makenson, Middle Temple.

Greenshields, J. Oxford, builder. [Robmson and

Co., Charter-house-scpiare

Greener, W. Newcastle-upon-Tj-nc, ship-broker.

[Constable and Co., Symond's-inn ; and Arm-
strong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Gregory, J. Manchester, cotton-spinner. [Grocott,

Liverpool ; and John, Temple
Green, J. Leicester-street, printer. [Roche and Co.,

Charles-street, Covent Garden
Greenwell, J. R. Sherburn-mill, Sherbum, Durham,

millers. [Clennel, Staple-inn; and F. and H.

Smales, Durham
Greenhow, W. Manchester, cotton-manufacturer.

[Greenhaigh, Slanchester; and Willet, Essex-

street
Grisdale, T. Whitehaven, timber-merchant. [Clen-

nel, Staple-inn
Grueber, S. H. and H., Hope-mills, Denbigh,

spinners. [Hindmarsh and Son, Crescent, Crip-

plegate
Harvey, W. Belper, Derbyshire, rope-maker.

[Wolston, Fumival's-inn; and Ingle, Belper

Harvey, W. Launceston, Cornwall, banker. [Darke,

Launceston ; and Luxmore, Red-lion-square

Hart, W. Aldgate, jeweller. [Farring, Surr\'-strcet

Harrison, J. Woodchester, Gloucestershire, clothier.

[Evans and Shearman, Hatton-garden ; and
Wyatt, Stroud

Harsrave, J. Mirfield, Yorkshire, corn-miUer.

[Taylor, Wakefield, and Lake, Cateaton-street

Hastings R. Great Sutton-street, silversmith.

[Richardson, Cheapside
Haynes W. W. Neath, Glamorganshire, hanker.

[Holme and Co., New-inn; and Berrmgton and
Jenkins, Swansea

Havwood, M. Wood-street, Cheapside, warehouse-

nian. [Birkctt and Co., Cloak-lane
Heaton, ^L Royas-house, Hawarth, Yorkshire,

worsted-spinner.' [Preston and Brown, Skipton;
and Jones, Siise-lane

Htfnesey, 11. Drury-lnne, timber-merchant. [Brook-
ing, Lombard-street

Heron, J. and T. Manchester, cabinet-makenk
[Long and Austin, Holborn-court, Gray's-inn;

and Palmer and Son, Birmingham
Hiwit, N. R. llurkinKham-iilacc, FitCToy-square,

eiigr.iver. [Turner, Blnoinslmry square
Higginbottom, S. Maccksfield, theshlre, silk-manu-

facturer. [Smith. Basinghall-strcet

Hill, H. and T. Tickell, Watling street. Iron-mer-

chants. [Spyer, Broad-street-buildiiigs

Hill, W. Old Ford-mill, Bow, miller. [Baddeley,
Lcman-street, Cioodman's-flclds

Hi-(l(;sf)n, W. Ingrow-bridge, \'oTkshire, worsted

and stuiT-manufaclurer. [Willis and Co., Token-
house-yard ; and Metcalf, KeighliT, ^orkshire.

Hoey. M. Livcrixxil, victualler. fl*rest and Keye,
Liverpool ; and Taylor and Rosioe, Temple.

HogsHesh, J. 'J'otteiiham-court-ro.-ul, grocer. [May-
hew, Chancerv-lane.

Holland, E. Cheltenham, grocer. [Bridges and
Mason, Rcdlion-soiiare; and Hare and Little,

Small-street, Bristol

Hood, B. Trafalgar-street, Walworth-road, baker.

[Davidson, Breiiid-street, Cheajiside

Home, E. and ('. Wcllan, Jennyn-strect, St.

James's, dress-makers. [Goddard, Ba-singhall-strcct

Howell, n. Alhampton-mill, miller. [Burfoot and
Co., Kilig's-Bcnch-walk

Hawcs, G. H. City-road, linen-draper. [Taylor,
Clement's- inn

Hudson, T. Vork, cabinet-maker. [Grace and Stcd-

man, Birihin-l;uic

Hunt, J., W. w:mh,and W. Hunt, jun., Stewart's-

buildinps, Baltersea-ficlds, engineers. [Argell and
Co., Whltcihapcl-road

Hurt, G. King-street, Cheapside, furrier. [Fisher

and Spenser, Walbro'ik-buildings

Husband, J. (5roat Pultciiev street. Golden-square,
cabinet-maker. [Miller, New-inn.

Hutchinson, (;. Bordcsley, Birmingham, dealer.

[Holme and Co., New-inn; and Slater, Bir-

mingham
Isaac, J. and Co., Gray's-inn-Ianc, carpenters.

[Hadwen, Pancras-larie

Jacklin, T. Nottingham, machine-maker. [PavTie,

Nottingh.-un ; and G. T. and R. Taylor, I eathcr-

stone-buildings
Jackson, T. Hare-lodge, Essex, livery-stiible-keeper.

[Stephens, Bedford-row
Jenkins, T. Cirencester, Gloucestershire, cheese-

monger. [Hunter, Clement's-inn ; and Bevir

and Son, Cirencester
Johnson, G. King Stanley, Gloucestershire, wool-

broker. [Poole and Co., Grav's-inn-square

Johnson, J. Smithliuld-market, victualler. [Taylor,

Clement's-inn
Johnson, A. and G. \'ork, merch.-mls. [Capes,

Holbom-court, Gray's-tnn; and Hindsley, jun.

York
Jones, J. L. Foley-place, medicine-vender. [Har-

nct, Northumlierland-street
Jones, R. Cateaton-street, warehouseman. [Young,

Charlotte-row, Mansion-house
Joyner, J. and Co., Romford, bankers. [Walker
and Co.. B.-'singhall-street

Keel, T. Bristol, grocer. [Hicks and Co., Bartlett's-

buddings
King, S. \V. !md J. Bonsor, Maiden-lane, Wood-

street, laceman. [Ailingham, Hatton-garden

King, W. J. Battersca, tiirpentinc-merchant. [Cot-

ton, BasinghaU-street
Kingsland, J. and G. Portsea, slopsellers. [Noy and

Co., Tower-street
King, S. Poplar, boat-builder. [Birkett and Co.,

C^ 1oilc -1 finG

Kingsford, J. Fenchurch-strcet, corn-factor. [Lloyd,

Gray's-inn-square
Kings, R. Ledbury, Herefordshire, inn-keeper.

[Clarke and Co., Chancery-lane; and Higgins,

Ledbury
Lafone, S. Toxteth-park, Liverpool, tanner.

[Kcightley, Inner Temple; and Keightley, L:ver-

Iiool

Langdon, J. H. Lambeth, grocer. [Hinlinch and Co.,

Buckingham-street
Lca.-h, S. T. and Co., Charles-street, music-sellers.

[Shfpherd and Co., Cloak-Ian.?

Leadley, J. Fetter-lane, wholesale stationer, fAdam-
son, Elv-place

Leech, j'. Hurstbourne-priors, corn-dealer. [Gar-

rad, Suffolk-street

Leech, J. Salford, Lancashire, dyer. [Norris, Kings-

street, Manchester
Lloyd, J. Commercial-road, linen-draper. [Gates,

Cateaton-street
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Lorektn. P. Kenshigton, buUiier. [Carlow, Mary-
Ic-bone

Lowe, G. Manchester, elzer. [Hitchcock, Mai»-

Chester ; and Hurd and Johnson, Temple
Lucas, C. London, merchant. [Arundell and Co.,

Bridge-street

Luff, J. Tintern, timber-merchant. [Poole and Co.,

Gray's-inn
Lunt, J. B. and R. Liverpool, soap-boilers. [Arred

and Co., Liverpool ; and Lowe and Co., South-
ampton-buildings

Mac Casliery, B. Manchester, draper. [Chester,

Staple-inn
Maine, W. Clifton-street, Finsbury. Currier.

[Thomas and Atkinson, New Basinghall-street

Manger, J. Great .Surrey-street, Blackfriars-road,

wadding-manufacturer. [Evans, Tooks-court
Martin, T. Liverpool, merchant. [.Vdlington and

Co., Bedford-row
Mare, J. Shelton, china-manufacturers. [Wheeler,

John-street
Marshall, W. St. Mary-at-hill, coffee-house-keeper.

[Overton and C;o., Token-house-yard
Ma^Tiard, J. Southwark, wine-merchant. [Bishop,
Gough-square

Mrsrs, W. Berkenhead, Chester, hotel-keeper.

Chester, Staple-inn; and Pennington, Liveriwol

Mead, M. and C. E. M.acomb, Battcrsea, colour-

makers. [Messrs. Drew, Bermondsey-street
Mercer, J. and J. Eccleston, Lancashire, paper-

makers. [Chester, Staple-inn ; and Rowson,
Prescot

Merryweather, S. Longham, Dorsetshire, miller.

[Holme and Co., New-imi; and Durant and Co.,

Poole
Herryweather, VI.' Long-acre, coach-maker. [Ben-

nett, Verulam-buildings, Gray's-inn-snuare

Milner, G. Derby, silk-riianufacturer. [Whittington,
Dean-street, Finsburv-square

Mitchell, R. Birmingham, jeweller. [Norton and
Co., Gray's-inns(i\iarp

Moore, J. Clerkenwell, boot-maker. [Brough,
Shore<litch

Moreton, R. Derby, builder. [Simpson and Frear,

Derby ; and Taylor, John-street, Bedford-row
Mott, B. Liverpool, corn-dealer. [Adlington and

Co., Bedford-row
Murton, J. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, shoe-maker.
[Swain and Co., F"rederick"s-place, Old Jewry

Newton, S. Manchester, plumber. [Norris, John-st.
Newmarch, J. Manchester, warehouseman. [Ellis

and Co., Chancery-lane
Norwood, J. Swine-fleet, Yorkshire, linen-draper.

[Haire and Holden, Hull; and Uosser and Son,
Gray's-inn-place

Noyes, R. Great .Andrew-street, Sei'en Dials, tallow-
chandler. [Thompson. Chancery-lane

Oliver, W. sen. Manchester, dyer. [Ellis and Co.,
Chancery-lane

O'Neile, A. F. and. T. Martin, Liverpool, mer-
chants. [Adlington and Co., Bedford-row; and
Phillips, Liveqjm)!

Ormond, J. Clayton-heights, Yorkshire, calico-

manufacturer. [Walter, Symond's-inn ; and
Tolson, Bradford, Yorkshire

Palmer, R. Coleshill, Warwickshire, malster.
[Meyrick and Co., Red-lion square

Partridge, T. Forebridge, Stafford, malster. [White,
Lincoln's-inn Old-square

Pearce, S. Brighthelmstone, Sussex, stone-mason.
[Attrce and Coope, Brighthelmstone ; and Sowton,
Great James-street, Bedford-row

Penny, W. F.ireham, Hampshire, common brewer.
[Holme, Framjiton, and Co., New-inn

Perring, R. Modburv", Devonshire, bankers. [Lux-
more, Re<l-lion-sq«are; and Andrews, Modbury

Petty, A. Manchester, merchant. [Ellis and Co.,
Chancerv-lane

Petty, G. bawtry, Yorkshire, malster, and spirit-

merchant. [CartWTight, Bawtry ; and Capes,
Holbom-court

Philps, J. West Wycome, Bucks, paper-manufac-
turer. [M'.itson arid Broughton, Falcon-square

Pigot, J. Norwich, srrocer. [Tay and Co., King's-
bench-walk Ttmple; and Parkinson and Co.,
Norwich

Pollard, J. Guiseley, Yorkshire, cloth-maker.
[Clayton and Singleton, New-inn ; and Barret
Otley

Potts, J. Dcnton-hall, Netber-Denton, Cumberland.
[Clennell, Staple's-inn ; and S. and G. Saul, Car-
lisle

Pott P. White-street. Pornugh, dealer. [Rushbury,
Carthusian-street, Charter-^use-square

Powell, R. Rr'Stol, mason. [Hicks and Co., Bart-
leHVbuildings

Powell, T. Mary-le-bonB^treet, Piccadilly, tailor.

[Upstone, Carlow, and Upstone, Charles-street,

Middlesex Hospital
Pratt, H. J. Bombroff, and G. B. Goodwin, Leicester,

bobbin-maker. [Pavne and Co., Nottingham:
and Taylor and Co., Featherstone-buildings,

Holbom
Radlay, J. Liverpool, tavern-keeper. [Chester,

Staple's-inn ; and Morecroft, Liverpool
Riches, J. East-street, Manchester-square, boot-
maker. [Bright, Burton-street, Burton Crescent

Rice, J. and T. Travis, Manchester, machine-
makers. [Willis, Watson, and Co., London ; and
Badford, Manchester

Robinson, Moses, and W. Partridge, Birmingham-
wharfingers. [Amory and Coles, Throgmorton-
street

Rodgers, J. and T. Parker, Oldham, Lancashire,
iron-founders. [Adlington and Co., Bedford-row;
and Clave and Co., Manchester

Rolls. S. P. Old Fish-street, iron-monger. [Long
and Co., Gray's-inn

Roscoe, R. Liverpool, merchant. [Chester, Staple's-

inn
Rowlinson. R. and J. M'Cnlloch, Jan., Liverpool,

merchants. [Willis and Co., Token-house-yatd ;

and Mason, Liverpool
Russell, W. Syndhurst, Southampton, malster.

[Barney, Southampton; and Roe, Temple-Cham-
bers, Fleet-street

Rutherford, R. P. Shadwell, High-street, London,
druggist. [Taylor, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street

Rutland, J. Oxford-street, silversmith. [Hill,

Welbeck-street
Sadler, H. and T. Oxford, grocers. [Philpot and

Stone, Southampton-street, Bloomsbury ; and
Hester, Bicester

Samuels, E. J. Great Prescott-street, Goodman's-
field.i, jeweller. [Spyer, Broad-street-buildings

Samuel, C. Mile End, cow-dealer. [Baker, Nicholas-
lane

Sarson, H. J. St. Swithen's-lane, dry-salter. [Woolly,
Hoxton-square

Schwieger, G. E. F. Modeford-court, Fenchurch-
street, merchant. [Toralinson and Co., Copthall-
court

Scott. J. Birmingham, iron-monger. [Edmunds,
Exchequer-office, Lincohi's-inn ; and Mole, Bir-

mingham
Scholfield, J. Rochdale, Lancashire, brick-maker.

[Norris, John-street, Bedford-row; and Heaton,
Rochdale

Scott, G. Ratcliffe Highway, Middlesex, eating-

house-keeper. [Luckett, Wilson-street, Finsbury-
square

Self, S. Norwich, grocer. [Fenton, Austin Friars
Shaw, J. and Co., Mole-green, cloth-manufacturers.
[Fenton, Austin Friars

Shillito, M. jun., Purston-Jacklin, Yorkshire, corn-

merchant. [Taylor, Wakefield ; and Adlington
and Co., Bedford-row

Shite, T. and S. Crediton, Devon, woollen-manu-
facturers. [John, Crediton, and Adlington,
Bedford-row.

Shuttleworth, T. and Samuel Warren, Stockport,
Cheshire coach proprietors. [Tyler, Pump-court,
Temple ; and Harrop, Stockport

Simpkin, C. and T. Leek, Staftbrdshire, merc«s..
[Adlington and Co., Bedford-row

Sisson, H. Carlton, Codling, Nottinghamshire,
miller. [Forster, Lime-street ; and Nuttall, Not-
tingham

Slater, J. R. B. Wylde, and J. Slater, Bradshaw,
Lancashire, calicoprinters. TKnowles, Bolton-
le-Moors; and Milne and Co., Temple

.Smith, T. Pennington, Lancashire, cotton-manu-
facturer. [Kay and Co., Bolton-le-Moors ; and
Milne and Co., Temple

Smith, D. Regent-street, and King-street, Golden-
square, coach and harness-maker. [Burgojne and
Thrupp, Duke-street, Manchester-square

Smith, T. Congleton, Cheshire, leather seller.

[Norris, John-street; and Richardson, Man-
chester

Smith, J. G. High-street, Borough, cheesemonger
[Hutchinson, Crown-court, Threadneedlestreet

Solomon, H. TSIarine Parade, Brighthelmstone,
boarding house-keeper. [Lewis, Charlotte-street

Stnier, W. Buckfastlcigh, Devonshire, serge- maker.
['Alexander and Son, Carey-street, Lincobi's-inn-

rields ; and Prideaux and Farwell, Totness
Splatt, F. T. Exeter, cabinet-maker. [Clowes,
Orme, and Wedlake, King's-bench-walk, 'Temple

;

and Furlong, Exeter
Stammers, J. Jermyn-street, .St. James's, uphol-

sterer. [Cockney, Staple-inn
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Sweetman, S. B. PentonvUle, Itock-broker. [Thorn-
bury. C'hanccry-lane

Swindles, J. Hycle, Cheshire, grocer. [Potter, I'rln-

ccss-street, Manchester; and Milne and I'arry,

Temple
Taylor, J. and T. Collenge, Castlcton, Rochdale,
Lancashire, roller-makers. [Taylor and Son,
Manchester; and Ellis, Sons, Walmsley, and
tJorton, ChancerVlane

Thompson, O. Wells-row, Islington, plumber.
[Grace and Stetiman. Birrhin-lane

Tnonias, T. Osnaburgh street, New-Road, builder.

[Taylor, Clemenfs-inn
Tonge, T. Manchester, malt and hop-dealer. [Ma-
kinson, Middle Temple

Twemlow, J. Uldham, cotton-spinner. [Milne and
Co., Temple

Wainhouse, J. Halifax, Yorkshire, dyer. [Thomp-
son and Co., Halifax ; and Wigglesworth and Rids-

dale, Gray's-inn-siiuare
Walker, T. Northshields, butcher. [^Francis, Grace-

church-street ; and Lowrey and Co., North
.Shields

Walker, R. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, grocer. [Levar,

Gray's-inn-square ; and Baker, Northshields

Warland, H. Lad-lane, silk-warehouseman. [Walker
and Co., Basingliall-street

Watson, R. Birmingham, chandler. [Jennings and
Co., Elm-court

Webb, J. Romsey, Southampton, tanner. [Roe,
Temple-Chambers

Wells, J. jun., Reading, mealman. [Holmes and
Co., Great James-street

Whiteley, R. Salford, Lancashire, grocer, [llurd

and Johnson, Temple ; and Scddon, Manchester
Whitehead, R. Norwich, dyer. [Poole and Co.,

Gray's-inn-square
Whitehead, W. Saddleworth, Yorkshire, wollen-

manufactnrer. [Brundrctt and Co., Temple;
and Brown, Saddleworth

Williams, O. Jun., Bromsgrove, Woree«tenhire,
tanner. rBenbow, Alban, and Benbow, Lincoln'*-
inn ; ana Vernon, Bromsgruve

Wilkinson, W, Keighley, Yorkihire, worsted-
spinner. [Still and Co., Lincoln's-inn .\ew-squate

;

and Netherwood, Keighley
Williams, W. KenchurcD-street, merchant. [Norton,
Old Broad-street

Williams, W. L. Fleet-street, tavern-keeper. [Clark-
sons and Co., Essex street. Strand

Wilson, T. E. Frith-street, Soho, auctioneer. [Prit-
chard, Howland-street, Fitzroy-square

Williams, J. jun., Penge-place, Surry, coflcebroker.
[Veal, Abincdon-street, Westminster

Wlkinson, VV. and J. Mitchell, Keighly, Yorkshire,
cotton-spinners. [Willis and Co., Token-houae-
yard ; and Metcalt, Keighley

Wilkinson, W. Broad Carr, in Elland, Yorkshire,
merchant

Winpfield, T. Bolton-le-Moors, Lanca.ster, cotton-
spmner. [Briggs and Co., Bolton-le-Moors; and
Milne and Parry, Temple

Winsor, W. Ivy-bridge, Devonshire, victualler.

J^Kelly, Plymouth; and Blake, Great Surrey-street
W oolcombe, H. Duke-street, Aldgate, stock-broker.
[Westlake, Clifford's-inn

Woo<l, W. Gray's-buildings, St. Mary-le-bone,
carpenter- [Green and Price, Orchard-street,
Portman-square

Woalls, J. and C. Winchester, linen-draper. [Ralfe,
Winchester ; Hicks and Co., Bartlett's-buildings.

Wtide, S. Kingston-upon-Hull, merchant. [Alder-
son, Chancerv-Iane

Young, E. Wakefield, Yorkshire, woolstapler.
[Lake, Cateaton-street ; and Barker, Wakefield

Young J. Manchester, warehouseman, [llurd and
Johnson, Temple: and Buckley, Manchester

Youngman, P. Witham, Essex, bookseller. [Patti-

son, Witham; and Brooksbank and Farre, Gray's-
inn-square

ADAMS, J. Bristol, .\pril 14

Adams, W. Wallingford, Berks,
April 3

Ansley, J. Star-court, Bread-street,
March 13

Ashton, J. and M. Liverpool,
April 7

Bales, W. Newmarket, .^ril 14

Barker, J. Sedgley, Staffordshire,
April «

Bamett, F. G. St. Mary-hill,
April 8

Bignold, T. sen., Norwich, Mar. 18
Bowles, W. T. Ogden, and G.
Windham, New Sarum, and J.

Barrow, Shaftsbury, April 10
Bradfield, J. London-wall, April 8
Brewster, and Wadesmill, Hert-

fordshire, March 25
Broadman, R. Liverpool, March 22
Burlington, T. Worcester, .\pril 7
Buchanan, C. Woolwich, .'\pril 1

Cather, W. Liverpool, March 29
Clarke, S. Castle-street, HollMm,

April 4
Coates, S. Sunderland near the

sea, Durham. March 28
Cooke, C. and J. Booth, Man-

chester. April 4
Crowther, T. and H. T. Perfect,

Liverpool, March 31
Croose, J. Cheltenham, April 6
Dent, F. and J. Munnett, South-
ampton, March 14

Dickenson W. sen. T. Goodall,
and W. Dickenson, Poultry,
May, 27

Dowding, T. Paternoster-row,
April 8

Dubois, J. F. and J. Aldermans-
walk, March 28 and 25

Elmore, R. Birmingham, April 17
Eiwell, E. West Broomwich, Staf-

fordshire, April 8
Evans, J. J. Jones, and W. Davies,
Abcrystwitn, Cardiganshire,
March 3<>

Evill, L. Walcot, Somersetshire,
March 24

Few, J. Little Downham, Cam.
bridge, March 2!)

M.M. yr.w Sziir,s.—Vou

DIVIDENDS.
Franklin, R. Wilmot-street,
Brunswick-square, March 8

Freame T. Worcester, March 29
Frost, G. Sheffield, Aug. Ill

Frost, L. Macclesfield, April 7
Fuller, W. Boston, March 25
Gilbert, C. S. Davenport, March

27
Glasier, W. R. Park-street, West-

minster, March 21
Godber.G. Red-Lion-street, April 1

Godwine, W. Strand, March 25
Goldscheider, J. London-walk,
March 18

Goodwin, W. H Liverpool,
March 27

Graham, G. Sunderland near the
sea, April 10

Greening, W. Hampstead, April 1

Hadley, T. Birmingham, .\pril 4
Harrison, J. Kirby Lonsdale,
April 15

Haines, H. J. Jermyn-stieet, St.

James's, March 21

HamcUn, P. Belmont-place,
.\pril 8

Harris, G. W. and C. Evans,
Southampton, March 21

Harrison, H. -\. Liverpool, April 1

Harding, R. Chapel-street, New-
road, Somers Town, March 21

Hartsinich, J. E., J. Hutchinson,
and W. Playfair, Cornhill,
Aprill

Hatton, R. and J. Jackson, sen.

Poulton within Femhead, Lan-
cashire, April 5

Herbert G. Sibbertoft, Northamp-
tonshire, April 18

Holson, J. Old City Chambers,
April 8

Holt, H. F. Cannon-row, West-
minster, April 4

Humi)hreys, J. Harlow, Essex
Hunt, T. Heaton Norris, Lan-

cashire, and Stockport, Che-
shire, March 28

Huntington, J. Skinner-street,
Snow-hill, March 25

Hutchinson, J. Little St.

Thomas Apostle, .\pril 4

I. Xo. 3 L

Jennings J. Liverpool, March 31

Johns, H. J. Davenport, March 28
Keeling,
Kilby, J. York, April 10
Kincaid, J. Spital-square, AprU4
Kirte, E. Manchester, .'Vpril 6
Laing, C. Wapping, Aprd 13

Lavers. J. Kingsbridge, Devon-
shire

Law, W. Wood-street, April 15
Marfitt, R. Pickering, Yorkshire,

April 4
Masscr, J. York, April 10
Mayor, E. and J. Keeling, Shefton,

Staffordshire, April 5
Norland, H. Dean-street, Soho,
Aprils

Morris, D. F. Robinson, and E.
Watson, Liverpool, April 6

Money, D. Cockspur-street,
April 1

Munk, E. and J. Hodgskin,^ Maid-
stone, April 1

Nicklin, E. Hulme, Manchester,
-\pril 4

Norton, D. S. Uxbridge, March U
Paine, T. Coventry, March 25
Penaluna, W. Helston, Cornwall,

April 13
Penfold, E. J. Spunget, and W.M.

Penfold, Maidstone, April 29
Phillips, il. and H. Devonshire-

street, Bishopsgate-street, Mar.
28

Phillips, F. and W. Cutforth,
Goldsmith-street, Cheapside,
April 1

Pine, T. and E. Davis, Maidstone,
March 25

Powell, T. Old Forge, Hertford-
shire, April 10

Read, J. Gospel Oak, Stafford-
shire, April 8

Richardson, Vr. Homcastle, Lin-
colnshire, April 6

Roberts W, Oswestry, April 8,
and March 24

Roebuck, J. Huddersfield, April 11

Russel, W. Fleet-street, Leigh-
ttreet. Burton-crescent, aHd,
Lcng Acre, April 1
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RyUnd, R. afid W. Savage-gar-
dens, March 13

Seldon, D. and W. Hynde. Liver-
pool, Alarch 30, and April 4

Shuttleworth, A. and G. Robinson,
Lincoln, April 3

Smith, G. Manchester, April 1

Smyth, H. Piccadilly. Mardi 10

Stilbom, J. sen. Bishop Wilton,
Yorkshire, April 10

, J. Norwich, April G
G. W. B. East-lndia-

Leadenhall-street,

Stevens.
Tonge,
chambers,
March IH

Tuck, E.
April a

Varley, J. Houndsditch, April 1

Vile, W. Deal, April S
Walker, F. Ripon, Yorkshire,

April 18

G. W. Edmonton,

[April,

Warwick, R. Warwick-hall, Cum-
berland, March 31

Watkins, R. Mount-street, Gro«-
venor-square, March 25

Williams, M. Old Bailey, Mar. 21

Williams, D. Deptford, April 1

AVisdom, J. Uckfield, Sussex,
March 21

Woods, .1. and H. Williams, Hast-
ings, March 21

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS.

The Rev. T. Singleton, to the Archdeaconry of

Northumberland.—-The Rev. H. Anson, A. M., to

the Perjietual Curacy of Bylaugh, Norfolk.—-The

Rev. C. C. Crump, M.A., to the Rectory of Halford,

Warwick The Rev. J. Davison Clerk, M.A., to

the Rectory of Upton-upon-Sevem—The Rev. J.

R. Deverell, LL.B., to the Rectory of Careby, Lin-

colnshire The Rev. J. Poore, D.D., to the Vicar-

ape of Rainham, Kent.—The Rev. J. Hallway, to

the Rectory of East Thorp, Essex—The Rev. T.

Allies, M.A., to the Rectory of Wonuington, Glou-

cestershire.—The Rev. E. Bouverie, M.A., to the

Prebendary of Preston, (n the Cathedral of Salis-

Ijury.—The Rev. H. Dashwood, M..\., to the Rec-

tory of Halton The Rev. J. M. Parr\', to the

Vicarage of North Maskhara, Notts—The Rev. J.

C. Helen, M.A., to be domestic Chaplain to the

Earl of Stirling.—The Rev. R. F. Laurence is ap-

pointed Precentor of Cashel The Rev. J. Williams,

B.D., to the Vicarage of St. Probus, ComwalL

—

The Rev. G. Chisholm, M.A., to the Rectory of

Ashmore, Dorset—The Rev. J. Bond, to the Vicar-

age of Weston, near Bath.—The Rev. W. Cowlard,

B.A., to the Perpetual Curacy of Laneaste, Corn-

wall.—The Rev. H. Taylor, M.A., to the Rectory

of South Pool, Devon.—The Rev. J. Pyke, M.A.,

to the Rectory of Parracombe, Devon.—The Rev.

J. Dodd, to the Vicarage of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

—The Rev. C. R. Handley, to the Vicarage of

Slurry.—The Rev. Fr. Winstanley, to the Vicarage

of Isleham The Rev. B. Baker, to the Rectory

of Shipham, Norfolk.—The Rev. J. Bowman, to the

office of first minister of St. Peter's, Moncroft, Nor-

wich.—Th» Rev. J. Allen, to be domestic Chaplain

to the Right. Hon. the Earl of Mountnorris—The
Rev. G. Whiteford, B.A., to the Vicarage of Dilham
with Honing, Norfolk The Rev. C. J. Yorke, to

the Vicarage of Latton, with the Vicarage of Eisey

united and annexed.—The Rev. — Port, to the

Curacy of the Island of Portland.—The Rev. G.
Taylor, to be domestic Chaplain to her Grace the

Dowager Duchess of Richmond.

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, IN AND NEAR LONDON.

CHRONOLOGY,
feb. 23. A meeting of the Merchants, Bankers,

Traders and others of the City of London was held

at the JIansion House, at which a memorial to Go-
vernment, praying for an issue, by way of loan, of

not less than five millions in excl>equer bills, upon
goods and merchandize, was agreed to, and a depu-

tation appointed to present it.

'— The Old Bailey Sessions closed, when the Re-
corder passed sentence on those convicted : fourteen

were sentenced to death ; three to be transported for

life ; seven to be transported for fourteen years

;

fifty-one to be transported for seven years ; one to

be imprisoned in the Haftse of Correction for three

years ; two for two years ; seven for one year ; and
forty-six to be imprisoned for various periods.

26 A dreadful explosion took pkice at the Im-
perial Gas Company's Works in Maiden-lane, Battle

Bridge, by which several persons were very seriously

injured.

March 1—The neighbourhood of Exeter 'Change

was much alarmed by the symptoms of violence

which the stupendous elephant had recently shown

;

when Mr. Cross, the proprietor, determined to have
him destroyed ; upwards of 200 balls were fired into

hishead and neck before hereceived his mortal wound.

His height was eleven feet, his weight four tons, his

age upwards of twenty-one years, fifteen of which he

had passed in the menagerie. This elephant per-

formed at Covent-Garden Theatre.

6.—The Gazette contained despatches from the

East-Indies, detailing successful operations against

the enemy, and a copy of the armistice concluded

with the Burmese.

6. The Committee of Supply granted £59,835

Is. Id. for recruiting the regiments employed in the

B^ast-lndies; £13,135 lis. lOd. for the pay and allow-

ance of the Royal Military College; and ^£35,480 for

garrisons at home and abroad.

8—Mr. Huskisson brought a bill into the House
of Commons, to enable the Bank to advance money
on goods previous to the 1st of October, when the

altered law of Merchant and Factor comes into ope-

ration.

—-Mr. Peel obtained leave to bring in a bill for

consolidating the law as relating to larceny.^

— The Rqxjrt of the Chancery Commission was
laid before the House.

— Mr. S. Rice obtained leave to bring in a bill

" for ;the more efTectual execution of the law in

cities and towns corporate, and other local jurisdic-

tions in Ireland."

10—The largest steam vessel ever built in this

country was launched from the yard of Messrs.

Fletcher and Fensnall, at Limehouse. She is called

the Shamion, of 550 tons burden, and is intended to

convey passengers and goods direct from London to

Dublin. The engine is 160 horse power, and she is

constructed to convey 260 tons of goods, and 200
passengers, independent of carriages and horses.

The passage is expected to be made in sevei)ty-two
hours, calling in her way .it Margate, Dover, Ports-
mouth, and Falmouth, for passengers.

By a return made to Parliament, it appe-irs that
the total number of acres appropriated for the culti-

vation of hops in Great Britain,last year was 46,718;
of this amount, 12,244 belonged to the Rochester
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rnllection, 7,940 to the Canterbury, and 12,083 to

the Hereford ; the total duty collected was £42,290.
in—On the motion of tlie Chancellor of the Ex-

the<iuer, the House of Commons resolved itself into

a Committee of Supply, and granted a sum, not ex-

ceeding X"420,()()(i, to defray the army extraordiMa-

ries for the year; £390,7(i5 for the conunUsariat de-

parunent; £!>«,27« for the colonics; £'J,«ilO for

certain deficiencies in the home department ; £20,<KK)

for the Penitentiary ; £l(j,5(w as retired allowances

for persons employed in public offices; .415,121* as

relief to Touloncse and Corsican emigrants, Dutch
naval officers, St. Domingo sufferers, &c. ; je3,000

for the Vaccine Establishment, &c.

Scawby-groTe, Llncohuhlre, to Mary Anne, daugh-
ter of W. Samler, esq.—J. Williamson, esq., to
Jaiinette, daughter of the late A. Mcarus, cw].

DEATHS.
Viscount Carleton—E. Thjiwitt, esq., only

An account of the Gross Receipt of Revenue derived

from Taxati<m in Great Britain (Urawbaclts, and

Payment of Drawbacks, deducted; exclusive of

all Loans, and of Payments received from Ireland

and Austria), in each year since Jan. 5, 1815.

Year



m Marriages and Deaths Abroad. [April,

O.Hamond.rector of Wydford,Herts—J.H.Maclean,
esq., jun., of Ardgour—The Archbishop of Raveima
—At Trelawny, Jamaica, Jamea, son of P.Fry, esq.,

of Compton-hoilse, near Axbridge—At the H6tel dee

Invalides, HP, Pierre Huet, the oldest soliUer in the

French service—At Paris, Miss S. Lewis—At Calais,

J. Petric, esq At Boulogne, H. Kinsell, esq., of

Hcmel Hempstead—At Calcvitta, Robert, son of Sir

J. Chetwode, bart., of Oakley, Suffordshire—At
Deenajpore, N. Macleod, esq At Ncemuch, 36,

Capt. A. Mc Donald—At Ceylon, J. R. Morgan,

esq In Bombay, J. Fox, esq., of Plymouth—57,
Col. G. B. Bellaris—At the Isle of France, J. Fairlie,

esq On his passage home from India, Lieut. E-

Routledgc—AtWarsaw, the Abbi Stanislaus Stalsiic,

Polish Minister of State. He has left his whole for-

tune, amounting tO;£80(1,nOO to public institutions—

At Vienna, Baron J. Fyffe—At Bremen, C. Papen-

dick, esq., of Kew-green.

MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES;
' WITH THE MAItniAGES AND DEATHS.

NOnTHnMBEKLAND AND DURHAM.
R. Ingham, esq., of Westoe, has lately presented

to the South Shields Literary, Scientific, and Me-
chanical Institution, in addition to his former liberal

donation, a very elegant air pump, electrical ma-
chine, and galvanic trough, with a complete appa-

ratus belonging to each. G. Lambton, esq., M.P.,

has given £20 to the same Institution.

Married.'] At Bishop Wearmouth, J. J. Bulman,
esq., of Cox Lodge, to Caroline, daughter of G.
Robinson, esq., of Hendon.

Died.] At Sunderland, 48, Capt. Wilkinson—A.
Gainford, near Darlington, 7", Mrs. Cradock—At
Winlaton, 74, R. Dryiten, esq.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND.
Married.] At Aspatria, M. Smith, esq., of Gil-

crox, to Miss Wilson, of Ellcrby.

Di«d.l At Lazonby, ilL the Rev. T. Myers—J.
Watson, esq.. Low I'lains-At Tiirill, near Pen-
rith, 6G, Mrs. Sice.

yORKSHIRE.
A fire broke out lately in the belfry of Rother-

ham church, owing to the negligence of some work-
men employed in repairing the roof; by the timely

arrival of the engines, and the praiseworthy exer-

tions of the inhabitants, this fine specimen of late

gothic architecture was saved from total destruction

;

the damage sustained is confined to a part of the roof,

where the ancient carved beams are burnt complele-

ly through ; some of the windows, cushions, &c. are

destroyed by the falling timbers and molten lead.

The church was erected during the latter part of the

reign of Edward the Fourth, and is perhaps one of

the last of those sacred edifices which the large re-

venues, and the splendid taste of the Catholic

Church, raised for the celebration of its worship

previous to the Reformation.

Married.'] At Snape, J. Jurrod, esq., to Miss
Nunn.

Died.] At Holdgate, near York, BO, Lindley
Murray, esq., the author of the English Grammar,
and many other highly approved works on educa-
tion—At Leetls, 74, Capt. L. V. Morgan; 60, M.
Murray, esq.—\t Whitby, H. Simpson, esq.; T.
Fisburn, esq.—At Beverley, 77, Mr. Haudcock.

LANCASHIRE.
A superb service of plate, valued at 3, .500 guineas,

has been lately presented to Mr. Huskisson, by his

constituents of Liverpool ; the following is the in-

scription engraved on the centre ornament of the

service.

" The service of plate, of which this candelabrum

s a part, was presented to the Right Hon. W. Hus-

kisson, by a numerous body of the merchants, free-

men, and iRhabitants of Liverpaol, as a testimony

of their senje of the benefits derived to the nation

at large, from the enlightened system of commercial

policy brought forward by him as Presidait of the

Board of Trade, and their gratitude for the zeal and

ability with which, as a Member for Liverpool, he
has watched over the interests of his constituents." •

At a meeting of the Society of Scottish Antiqua-

ries, held at their Museum, on the 27th February,

there was read a communication, accompanied with

a drawing, from Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, relative

to an ancient silver bracelet found at Brugh-head.

An interesting document was laid before the Society

by Mr. Donald Gregory, being the copy of a petition

from the Lairds MacLean and Sleatt, and the Cap-

tain of Clan Ranald, to King James VI., dated A.D.

\C*\S. The Society was also much gratified by the

first part ofa very learned dissertation by Mr. Skene,

of Rubieslaw, explanatory of an ancient planisphere

of the world, in his possession, supposed to be of

the date of the I4th century. That portion of the

paper which was read, chiefly referred to the early

notions which were entertained regarding the coun-

tries of .\frica. A continuation of the subject is pro-

mised on a subsequent evening.

The Deputy Lieutenants of this county have
voted the Earl of Derby a piece of plate, as a testi-

mony of their gratitude and esteem for his zealous

and faithful services during fifty years as Lord Lieu-

tenant of the county.

Married.] At Caton Brookhouse, J. Satterthwate,
esq., of Lancaster, to Miss Hughes—.At Prestwich,
W. Andrew, esq., of Edge-lane, to Sophia, daugh-
ter of H. Becker, esq., of Foxdenton-hall—At Kirk-
ham, the Rev. J. Radcliffe, to Mary, daughter of
the late J. King, esq.

Died.] In Liverpool, 90, R. Carus, esq.

CHESHIRE.
Feb. 27. Soon after the arrival of the London

mail, a mob, of about .5oiXi or 6000 of the woiking

men and boys, assembled in the market-place at Mac-
clesfield, and afterwards paraded the streets : some
lamps and windows were broken ; but the prompt

and decisive measures of the magistrates soon dis-

persed them.

DiVrf.] 105, Mr. T. Dooley, of Butley, near Mac-
clesfield—33, J. Nield, esq., of Stockport Etchells

—At Chester, Elizabeth, wife of P. Kemble, esq

—

Ann, relictof J. Lees, esq., of Castle-hall, Duckin-
field.

DERBYSHIRE.
The operative silk weavers of the town of Derby

have drawn up a petition to Parliament against the

importation of foreign silk manufactured goods ; or

to allow the free importation of foreign grain at an

ad valorum duty of thirty per cent.

Married.] At Sawby, the Rev. E. Stcnson, to
Mary, daughter of Mr. E. Bradshaw.

Died.] Mary, relict of Sir E. Everi', bart., of
Eggigton-hall ;' The Rev. J. Parsons, rector of Car-
sington—In Derbv, 77, Eliza, relictof the late Lieut.-
Col. Bullenkancolirt—Mrs. Walker, of Dale Abbey
—At Stanton, 77, Mrs. Hancock—At Derby, 7fi>

Mr. R. Eaton—fi2> — Manlove, esq., of Scropton.
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
His Grace the Duke of Portland has set to work on

his estate, a great number of the unfortunate, unem-

ployed storkingers, and others of Mansfield Wood-
house, and Sutton in Ashfield. (lis Lordship has

also had oxen slaughtered, and sold below the mar-

ket price to those unfortunate sufferers.

Marriol.'i At Gringly. J. Clarke, esq., of the
Hough, Derbyshire, to Miss Wainwright, of Ever-
ton.

Died.] At Kilham-hall, 74, J. M. .Sutton, esq

—

At VVesthorpe, Juliana, wife of the Rev. W. C'laye

—At East Iletford, 48, Lieut.-Col.- Kirk—At .Not-
tingham, Mrs. Ingar, ofSheerton.

LINCOLNSHIllE.
The Duke of York laid the first stoneof the mau-

soleum about to be erected to the memory of the

late Duchess of Rutland, on Blackbury-hill, near

Belvoir Castle.

Died.] At Allington-house, B3, the Dowager Lady
Welby—At Hanworth, 89, Mrs. Bradford.

LEICESTEH AND RUTLANDSHIRE.
The whole of the old shambles, with the shops in

front, and smiths' workshop Iwhind, are shortly to

be removed for the purpose of enlarging the market-

place, and to aSnrd a more commodious entrance

into the centre of the town of Uppbigham. The
road to the town on the south side is to be improved

by lowering one of the steepest hills which impede
the entrance into Uppingham.

Petitions to Parliament for the abolition of negro

slavery has been numerously signed at Loughbo-
rough, and at Castle Donnington.

Married.'] At Uppingham, the Rev. T. Cox, of
Leamington, to Mary Aime, daughter of Mr. L.
Bell.

Died.] At Leicester, J. Priestman, gent.; Mr.
Hodgkin ; fill, Absalom Smith, better known in the
neighbourhood of Leicester, as King of the Gypsies,
leaving behind him a wife and thirteen children (to

whom he is said to have left i.'l(K) each), and fifty-

four grand-children. He was attended in his last

illness, at his " camp" in Twyford-lane, by Dr. Ar-
nold and two surgeons ; and was followed to his

grave in Twyford church-yard, by a large retinue of
his own tribe, on Friday week. He was interred in

his coat, the buttons on which were silver, and
marked .A.S. Lest this circumstance should be a
temptation to disturb his body, his followers caused
alternate layers of straw and timber to be put into
the grave with the earth—At Ravenstom, Susan,
wife of the Rev. G. Prickett, A.M.—At Market Har-
borough, Ann, relict of T. Gamer, esq.—At Mount
Sorrel, 26, T. Weston, esq.

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Lord Viscount Dudley and Ward, the patron of

Sedgley church, has offered to rebuild that ancient

edifice at his own expense, on the condition that the

persons who had subscribed towards rebuilding the

church, would transfer their subscriptions towards a

chapel of ease about to be erected in another part of

the parish. This munificent offer was gladly ac-

cepted.

Married.'] At Burton-on-Trent, J. Guest, esq., of
Stretton-en-le-Fields, Derbyshire, to Ann, daughter
of C. Hill, esq At Castle Church, W. D. Webb,
esq., to Mary Anne, daughter of H. Webb, esq., of
Forebridge.

WARWICKSHIRE.
DJerf.] At Leamington, tlie lady of E. Graham,

(sq.

SHROI'SHIRE.
A public meeting was held lately at Shrewsbury,

and petitions drawn up to be presented to Parlia-

ment to abolish negro slaverj'.

Afcrrifrf.] AtShetton, the Rev. A. Haden, M.-\.,
to Marianne, daughter of the late Rev. J. Hintin-
stall, of Artbury, Cheshire—At Westbury, R. Law-
rence, esq., .M.D., to Miss Meredith—At Worthen,
.1. Domic, «sq., to Letltia, daughter of J. Edwards,
esq.

WonCESTER.
Married.'] T. Smith, esq., of Pcdmore-park , ne«r

Stourbridge, to Ann, daughter of the late T. Smith,
esq., of Great Willey—At Uromsgrove, the Rev. C.
H. Roper, B.A., to Annette, daughter of the late
W. Bradford, esq., of Jamaica.

DiVrf.] At Fairfleld-house, 82, Mrs. Parker

—

21, Mary, only daughter of W. Acton, esq., of Wol-
verton—85, the Rev. A. Robinson—Mrs. Baker, re-
lict of Capt. Baker, of Kcmpsey—Mrs. Pratt, relict
of B. Pratt, esq., of Great Witley—The celebrated
singer, Mr. C. Incledon—At Kempsey, Llcut.-Col.
Little—84, Elizabeth, relict of J. VVllliams, esq., of
St. John's.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
The Rev. J. Bissett, B.D., of Titley, was pre-

sented lately by the inhabitants of Kington and iti

neighbouring parishes, with an elegant piece of plate
of the value of jei 111, as a tribute of respect for hi*
very useful, upright, and Independent conduct as a
magistrate.

Married.'] At Pembridge, E. Culsha, esq., of
Furnival's-Inn, London, to Mary, daughter of T.
Jeffries, esq., of the Grove.

Died.] The Rev. W. Dowell, vicar of Hom Lacy—At the Hillocks, near Hopton, 7r,, Mr. T. Forres-
ter, who had not been shaved for fifty years—62, J.
Bevan, esq.—At Leominster, Mrs. Meredith.

GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTH.
At a meeting held lately at Tewkesbury, It was

resolved to petition Parliament for leave to bring in

a bill for the improvement of the river Avon, run-
ning through the counties of Gloucester, Worcester,
and Warwick.

A destructive fire broke out lately at Vatch Mills,

near Stroud, .n the clothing manufactory of Messrs.
Wyatt, which destroyed proiierty of the value of
from ^10,0(Hito i,'li>,iKNI.

Water-works have lately been erected at Chelten-
ham, to supply the inhabitants with pure mountain
spring water.

Married.] At Cheltenham, C. Nicholson, esq.,
of Belr.-ith, Ireland, to Anna, daughter of the late
G. Conj-ngham, esq., of Spring-hill, county Derry ;
Capt. C. Paget, to Frances, daughter of the lateW
Edwards, esq.—C. M'Dowall, esq., of Bristol, to
Eliza, relict of N. Thorley, esq., of Bath-^. Tar-
rant, esq., of Rodmarton, to Mary, daughter of R.
Bedwell, esq., of Mulgeyhanipton.

Died.] At Cheltenham, 53, Capt. W. J. Hamil-
ton ; lA, F. Corfield, esq.; 63, C. Laide, esq.; 78
Mrs. Bellinger—At Gloucester, 17, Miss L.S. Barnes
—At Clifton, Miss Wrench, of Camberwell-At
Bristol, 72, Mrs.M.E.Hei!;hinBton; 58, Mary, widow
of D. Wait, esq. ; 61 . Mrs. Toger ; Mrs. Bell ; 78,
Mr. T. Spurrier ; Elizabeth, wife of the Rev. M. R.
Whish ; 511, J. C. Coulson, esq. ; Elizabeth, relict
of T. Major, esq.; Mi&i J. Maggs—At Clifton
Sarah, relict of the Rev. C. Elevcs—At Brentry
near Henbury, 58, R. Perry, esq.—25, T. Griin^'
esq., of Gloucester-AtColneStDennis, 73, W. H.'
Price, esq.

OXFORDSHIRE.
Marri'd.] At Hanwell, the Rev. F. Pott, M.A

to Sarah, daughter of the late Capt. Sills, R.N^. ''

Vied.] At Oxford, 45, Mrs. Smith, wife of the
Dean of Christ's Church—At Blackthorn, 72 R
King, esq.

BUCKS AND BERKS.
An ewe, belonging to Mr. J. Prentice, of Astcott,

near Wing, lately yeaned five lambs, two males and
three females, all of which are alive.

A meeting was held lately at Abngdon, at which
it was unanimouly resolved to petition Parliament
to repeal the assessed taxes.

Married.] At the Royal Lodge, Windsor, Lord
btrathaven, to Lady E. Conyngham.

Died.] At Wallingford, Mrs. Moore, relict of the
late Rev. Dr. Moore—At Dorton-house, Bucks, 8o,
Sir John Aubrey, bart. The venerable baronet was
at the time of his decease, member for the borou 'h

?/ •J^'^ham, and father of the House of Commons.
He had possessed a seat in thirteen Parliaments, and
been a representative for more than half a century-
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Dying without issue, he is succeeded in Iiis title and
hereditary estates by his nephew, Thomas Digby
Aubrey, esq., «f Oving-liouse—At Maidenhead, 61,

V. Lee, esq.—At Longworth, 77, Alice, relict of B.

Smith, esq.—At Tingewick, Elizabeth, relict of the

late Rev. J. Risley—Mrs. Roberts, wife of Lieut.-

Gen. Roberts, of \Vrexhain-lodge.

HEUTFORD AND BEDFORD.
At a meeting of the inhabitants of Heme! Hemp-

sted, Tring, and Betkhempsted, it was unanimously

resolved to petition Parliament to abolish n^ro

slavery.

Feb. 27. A most destructive fire broke out in the

farm-yard of Mr. Saunders, at Kempston, which

comm\niicated to the houses in the.village, eighteen

of which, with twenty barns or out-houses, were en-

tbely destroyed, and many others partially injured.

Married.'] At Watford, R. B. Atkinson, esq., to
Selijia, daughter of J. Burton, esq.

Died.'] 77, At Holly-grove, T. Willett, esq—75,

At Ware, Judith, wife of G. Cass, esq.—11, At Tod-
dington, Mrs. E. Beny—At Hertford, M. Pickford,
esq At Bedford, the Rev. G. Kendall.

NORTHAMPTON.
At a public meeting held lately at Northampton,

il was resolved to petition Parliament for an altera-

tion or amendment in the corn-laws.

nicd.'] At Warkton, the Rev. D. Wauchope, rec-

tor of Warkton and Slipton—S4, At Brackhall, Mrs.
E. Frimeaux—2(1, At Daventry, Mary, daughter of
J. M.Wardle, esq.—Sarah, daughter of— Thompson,
£sq.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
The chancellor's gold medals for the two best pro-

ficients in classical learning among the commencing
Bachelors of Arts were adjudged to Mr. T. Stratton,

and Mr. J. Hodgson, of Trinity College.

Married.] F. Culdecott, esq., of Westley Valley,

to Ellen, daughter of the Rev. F. Fiske—At Wis- -

beach, E. Harvey, esq., of London, to Miss S.

Grounds.

Died.] 7.'>, At Chatteris, J. Fryer, esq—32, At Hun-
tingdon, Samuel, son of the late H. Sweeting, esq.

NORFOLK.
Marrind.] At Quiddenham, H. F. Stephenson,

esq., to Lady MaryiKeppel—At Wereham, Natha-
niel, son of N.Barnardiston, esq., of Fry's-lodijc, near
Sudbury, to Sophia, daughter of G. R. Eyres, esq.,

of Cavenhanihouse, near Stoke Ferry—J. Lee, emj.,

to Miss Hillawson, of Kccles—R. Emerson, C6q.,

to Miss Warden, of Lynn

—

.\M Heighan, Lieut. B.
Muskett, to Miss R. Enfield.

Hind.] (11, At Knapton, near North Walsham, the
Rev. II. Huutcr, vicar of Dilham, and Honing and
Horsey— l(i(), At Norwich, Mrs. M. Seaman—iu, the
Rev. C. J. Chapman, B.D.—73, Mrs. Wynne—C.
Sanders, esq., of Stoke Ferry—36, At Hackford,
P. E. Williams, esq.—At Lakenham, Miss A. H.
Hillier.

SUFFOLK.
Married.] T. Waddelow, es(^., of Lakenhcath, to

Mariaiuie, daughter of S. Robmson, esq., of Fins-
bury-place—The Rev. E. Davis, of Frcmiingham, to
Miss Brady, of HoUcsley—At Shimpling Thorn,
F. C.Uilecott, esq., to Eliza Susan, daughter of the
Rev. T. Fisk—T. Chitty, esq., to Miss E. Cawston
—D. F. Berry, esq., to Miss Filby, both of Thran-
diston.

THed.] 70, At Redgrave-hall, near Botesdale, G.
Wilson, esq.. Admiral of the Red—8ft, At ^'armouth,
Mrs. Peck—At Beccles, Miss Bedingfiekl—At Aid-
borough, Margaret, relict of the late Major Shear-
man—-68, W. Parsons, esq., of Ipswich.

ESSEX.
In widening the road from Colchester to London,

a great number of Roman urns have been found,

most of them in a mutilated state, containing burnt

,
bones and ashes. In twt) of the urns were found two
small but curious gold rings, each bearing a very

minute and irregular device; several other Roman
reliqucs were found, which are now in the possession

of the Rev. G. Preston, of Lexdon.

Mitrritd.] At Chigwell, B. Ilenlngton, esq., to
Harriet, daughter of the late S. Allen, esq., of Bris-
tol Boyer, esq., of Ongar, to Mary Anne, daugh-
ter of Mr. T. Clarence, of Fyficld—B. Gibson, esq.,
ofHalsted, to Miss Oliver—H. .1. Spurling, esq. of
Dynes-hall, to Maria, daughter of H. P. Spurling,
esq., of Norb>iry-park.

Died.] 6.5, R. TufneU, esq., of Great Waltham—
87, At Bishop Stortford, Mrs. Raymond—70, At
Leyton, J. Innes, esq—70, J. James, esq.

'KENT.
Some labourers lately digging a trench in the park

of Lord Sondes, Lees Court, found the remains of
two human skeletons, and close by two urns, which
upon exposure to the air, immeiliately crumbled
into dust.

The singular phsenoraenon of a parhelion, or'mock
sun, was observed at Eythome, on Tuesday, the
28th of February, at about eleven o'clock. In this

instance three suns were clearly visible, and conti-

nued so for a quarter of an hour.

Married.] At Rochester, G. Borradaile, jun., esq.,
to Laura, daughter of G. Herbert, esq., of Clapham
Road.

Died.] At Widmore, Sarah, relict of T. Jukes, esq.—.\t Woolwich, Lieut. L. B. Wilford—At Gravesend,
Mary, wife of J. Dennett, esq.

SUSSEX.
On Wednesday, the 8th March, the second annual

ploughing-match, instituted by the East Grinshead
and Edenbridge Association, was held. The compe-
titors for the prizes were numerous.

Miirried.] At Hastings, Lieut. W. Wheeler, R.N.,
to Martha, daughterof B.Bossum, esq AtBrighton,
J. King, esq., of Seaforth, to Miss E. Hitchins—At
Lewes, R. Fletcher, esq., to Elizabeth, daughter of
the late T. Dicker, esq.

. Died.] At Brighton, the Rev. R. Hole, M.A .

26, Harriet, daughter of J. Morris, esq., of East Hill,

Wandsworth, Surrey—Sarah, relict of Capt. H.
. Shar])—Miss H. E. Broughton—62, Col. W. Bulkeley
—78, W. Roe, esq., Withdean—60, M. R. Osraart,
esq., of the Cliffe, Lewes—79, At Lewes, E. Johnston,
esq—At Chichester, W. Dike, esq.

HANTS.
A public meeting was held lately at Rorascy, and

resolutions passed to petition Parliament for the

gradual abolition of negro slavery.

Mnnicd.] At Newchurch, Isle of Wight, —
Jr.qucs, esq., to a (laughter of the late Capt. <71ay-

ton, R.N.
Died.] At Southampton, the wife of Capt. Hullum

—Arm, daughter of the Rev. M. Maurice—At Cowes,
J. Day, esq 70, At Whitchurch, the Rev. T. Bing-
ham.

WILTS.
An elegant Cambrian vase was lately presented to

the Bishop of Salisbury by the clergy and laity of

his late diocese of St. David's, as a testimony of their

esteem.

Mnrricd.] ."Vt Milton Lilboume, F. Mortimer, esq.,

of Marlborough, to Mary, daughter of the late C.
Butler, esq.

Died.] 17, Jane, daughter of T. Powell, esq., of
Henley-house, near Westbury—At Hildrop, near
Ramsbury, W. Lanfer, esq.—At Salisbury, Mis.
Sleat.

SOMERSET.
A very elegant monument has lately been erected

in the Abbey Church, Bath, by the odicers, non-

cormnissioned officers, dnmrmers, and privates of the

21st or Royal North British regiment of fusileers, to

the memorj' of Lieut. Col. J. M. Nooth, C.B—It

consists of a figure of Fame, holding in the kit hand

the medals of Martinique and Albuera, and leaning

against a sarcophagus, placed on a petlestal, on which

are sculptured the family arms, having the medal of

the order of the Bath suspended from it.

Among the charitablt; bequests of the late Mrs.

Butler, of Bath, is £331) to the Gloucester Infirmary,

and to the Bath Casualty Hospital and Infirmaiy,

£U0 each.
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At Yeovil a public meeting was held lately, and a

petition drawn up to be presented to Parliament for

the abolition of ncRro slavery.

Mnrrml.'\ At Bath, 10. Leaking, esq., to Mary,
daughter of C. T. West, esq., of C'hiiipenham—
N. J. Fuller, esq., to Anne, dauRhter of the Hon. J.

Browne—C. M'DowaH, esq., of Bristol, to Eliza,

relict of N. Thorley. esq.—The Rev. G. A. .Seymour,
to Susan, daughter of the late Rev. C. Birch—At
Olter^', F. A. Cleevc, esq., to Mary Ann, daughter of
W. Chapniiin, esq.—At Ktanton Drew, J. Payne,
esq., to Miss M. Harris—At Wcdmore, J. Carver,
esq., of 'I'heule, to Elizabeth, daughter of E. Too-
good, esq., of Mu'Jaley—At Martoik, T. P. West-
cote, esq., to Eliza, daughter of G. Drew, esq.

Died.'] 72, At Bathwick, J. H. Packenhara, csii

—

At Bath, 5(1, T. Hill, esq 2(1, Miss J. Maggs—85,
Mrs. Primatt— lit, Jane, wife of W. C. Shaw, esq

—

Ann, wife of Major Gen. Dickson, R..\—Aim, wife
of Cant. Peach— :i|l, Mrs. S. Oatway—At Ottery, IKi,

Mrs. Rouse—At ll.ilc-onibe, near Minehead, ."»(), Mrs.
Lock—At Spring Grove, near Milverton, J. C'ridland,

esq At WiIn;^ton, Ann, wife of the Ilev. W. Lecves
—Ne.ar Taunton, E. Thyrwitt, esq.—17, Mary,
daughter of W. Beadon, esq., of Gotten—At llmin-
sier, Mr. Harris.

DORSET.
Feb. 28, Bridport was for the first time lightetl

wilh public lamps ; the lx;lls rang merrily, and a

band paraded the streets to indicate the joy of the

Inhabitants on the occasion.

N. (,'. Daniel, esq., of Westbrook-house, Upway,

has offered to the committee for erecting a bridge at

the ferry in the Island of Portland, to advance

£l,(KIO towards this important and desirable work.

Married.'] At Dorchester, — Reeves, esq., to Mary,
daughter of W. i-'lyfield, esq.

Died.] At Lyme, Mrs. Heron, relict of Major B.

Heron—18, Henry, son of E. Long, esq—At Port-

land-castle, 65, the Rev. J. Manning—Flora, wife of
the Rev. J. Willis, rector of South Porrot—«,
Sarah, wife of A. Vicary, esq—Mrs. Beale, of Wey-
mouth.

DEVONSHIKE.
The proprietors of the Devonport Classical "and

, Mathematical .School have l.itely presented to the

Rev. W. Prowse, A.M., an elegant silver snuff-box,

with an inscription expressive of their sense of bis

urbanity and talent, as examiner at the lialf-yearly

scrutiny of the progress of the pupils of that Insti-

tution.

At a public meeting held lately at Dartmouth, it

was resolved to petition Parliament for the abolition

of negro slavery.

Meetings have also been held at Plymouth, Devon-

port, and Exeter, at which sim.ilar petitions were re-

solved on.

Married.] A. Pinson, esq., of Dartmouth, to Mrs
Tuson, of Ilchester—Mr. Winter, to Miss Welsh, of
Totness—At Stoke Damerel, X. Brandon, esq., to
Miss M. Hender—J. C. Wilcocks, esq., of Exeter, to
TIannah, daughter of the late W. Good, esq., of
London—E. J. Thompson, esq., of Fulham, to Har-
riett, daughter of B. Kenrick, esq., Atwalton, Hun-
tingdonshire—At Stoke Church, — Chasman, to Miss
Ireland—At Klnglon, the Rev. G. Avelme, to Mary,
daughter of Mr. Bebb—The Rev. J. Arthur, of
North Huish, to Mary, daughter of the late T.
Bernard, esq., Bideford—.\t Bramp, J. Mudge, esq.,

to Jane, daughter of the late Capt. Noyce, R.N.

Died.] 75, -Ann, widow of the late W. Sanford.'csq.,

of Exeter—At Exeter, 01, Susanna, widow of the
late Rev. .S. Harness, rector of Stowford—At Daw-
lish, Annette, daughter of J. Harding, esq., of Pad-
dlngtou—At Tiverton, 83, the Rev. J. Powlett—At
Lisbume, South, 'Brent, 80, J. Elliott, esq.—88, F.
Abell, esq., of .\Iphingtoa—At Topsham, Lieut. R.
Hemmer, R.N H. Wynne, esq., of Plymouth

—

Near Stoke, 52, G. Couch, esq., of Rockford, near
Totness—At Totness, 32, J. Pritchett,~ esq.—At Ex-
mouth, Elizabeth, wife of E. W. EdgeU, esq., of
Egham, Surrey—At Ware, Bishopsteington, E. Pids-
ley, esq—79, Sir J. W. Prideaux, bart., of Nether-
stoB-hall—At Plymouth, 82, A. Tracev, esq.—Mrs.
Wilkinson.

c'onNWAi.i..
Married.'] At Kenwyn, W. II. PajMM, esq., Chaie-

water, to Emma, daughter of the late S. Yeoman,
esq., of Tregiswin Ruan Lanyl)onic.

Died,] At Penzance, Mrs. Carthew—7'J' At Lost-
withiel, T. Bennett, esq.—The Rev. J. Oliver, of
Egloskerry, and Treraaine—.\t Pcnr\n, .'12. J. Sladc,
esq—At Falmouth, 21. Henry, son of W. Broad, cscj.

—23. Elizabeth, daughter of Capt. Lawrence—20,
Ellen, daughter of Capt. Cotesworth.

WALES.
Married.'] At Newport, Pembroke, R. J. Thomai,

esq., to Miss J. Nicholas—J. E. WiIllaiiL«, esq., of
Britton Ferry, Glamorgan, to Sarah, daughter of
W. Bryant, esq., of Merlhvr Tvdvil— D. Prytherch,
esq., to Carclme, d.iughter of the hte J. Dalton,
M.D., both of Carmarthen—G. M. Powell, ewi., of
Brecon, to Elizabeth, ilaughter of the late W. Wyn-
tcr, esq.

Died.] At Merthyr, Tydvll, Mr. T. Morgan, of
the Rhuc, descende<l from the valiant Welsh war-
rior, " Cohiiiy Garth,"—At Maesderwen, 52, Mrs.
Wilkins—At Puckland, Breconshirc, 7;i, T. H.
Gwynne, esq.—At Tenby, Mrs. Peach, wlilow of
Caiit. H. Ptach.'of Leicester—At Bromvvlfa, 25, Mrs.
Browne, -wife of Lieut, t'ol. Browne, k. C. B At
Craubrogan, T. Evans, esq.

SCOTLAND.
The tenants on the Earl of Errol's estate in Aber-

deenshire, have recently presented a piece of plate

to the Countess of Errol, as a tribute of respect for

the many acts of humanity and Ijencvolence of hex

Ladyship since her residence among them.

A very numerous and highly respectable meeting

was held lately at Edinburgh, pursuant to requisition,

at which it was resolved to petition Parliament

against any alteration of the Scotch banking system'.

The guild of Merchants of Glasgow, at a late

meeting, also passed a series of resolutions against

the abolition of small notes in Scotland.

A meeting of the bridge commissioners was held

lately in the town-hall, Montrose, when it was rcsolv-

e<l that ^li,0(lll should be borrowed, to be applied to

the erection of the chain bridge, and that the work
should be conmienccd without delay.

Married.'] At Glasgow, G. S. Bruce, esq., to Chris-
tiana, daughter of W. Shortridgc, es<i—At Leith, W.
Wardlaw, esq., to Mary Ann, daughter of R. Doug-
las, esq., of Preston—At Oaksliaw^ouse, T. Dykes,
esq., to Marion, daughter of T. Leeshman, esq.—At
Eleri", Appin, Argylcshire, G. Ferguson, esq., to
Isabella, daughter of Mr. D. Sinclair—At Edinburgh,
A. Pearson, esq., to Catherine, daughter oi D. Pat-
terson, esq A. Kedslic, esq., to Margaret, daughter
of the late .\. Fyfe, esq.—R. Fairbum, esq., to Jean,
daughter of I. Kay, esq.—.\t Alloa, J. M'R. Hague,
esq. to Jannetie, daughter of J. M'Gowan, esq.

D'led.] At Peebles, J. Ker, esq.—At Dubbyside,
Fifeshire, J. Fulton, esq.—At Craigie Manse, Isa-

bella, daughter of the Rev. Dr. Stirling—At Kirk-
maiden, the Rev. J. French—At Edinburgh, Mrs.
Oliphant—Margaret, daughter of Capt. D. Campbell
—Miss I. Stivens—Ul, Mary, wife of R. Treasurer,
esq.—Jannette, daughter of W. Baird, esq—At
Greycraig. Miss J. Bethune—At Greenock, Rosina,
relict of the late J. Hunter, esq—At Paisley, H.
Sutherland, esq.—At Falkirk, 87, the Rev. W. Bums.
—Mr. Galdie, aged 28, editor of the Paisley Adver-
tizer About four years back he published a volume
of poetry of considerable merit ; also a neat collec-

tion, in 2 vols., entitled "The Spirit of British Song."

IRELAND.
The extensive cotton-mills of Mr. Grimsheaw, at

Whitehouse, near Belfast, were entirely destroyed by
fire on Wednesday the 8th of March.

The Marquis of Waterfordhas established plough-

ing matches among his tenantry in the coimty of
Londonderry.

MaiTied.] At HoUymount, E. S. Ward, esq., of
Castle Ward, Down, to Harriet, daughter of the
Rev. H. Maxwell, of Temple Michael—At Galway,
the very Rev. J. Daly, to Jemima, daughter of the
late T. Brown, esq.,

Dieji.'] At Merville, 7-1, Lord Downes—At Dublin,
Viscount Ardee—Margaret, wife of 11. O'Riley, esq.,

of New Groves, oountv of Mcath.
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CHANCERY REPORT.*

This long looked for communication has been expected witli extreme
impatience, not for any alleviation it was likely to bring with it, but as

the signal for resuming and prosecuting such measures as must eventually
enforce amendment. The Commission itself Mas appointed, we will not
say merely to stay the public clamour, or elude the public ^indignation,

but, we may safely affirm, in consequence of the growing dissatisfaction

excited by the pertinacity of the court ; and so long as the Commission
was sitting, and known to be actively, however impotently, pursuing its

vocation, with no propriety could any farther steps be taken by those
whom nothing but thorough reformation will silence. Never for a mo-
ment has the hope been indulged by the prejudiced or the unprejudiced
part of the country, that the labours of the Commission would supersede
the efforts of men who are resolved to persevere till they bring about a
beneficial change. The general impression, too, undoubtedly is, that

nothing short of a complete re-creation—the abandonment of the present
practice, and the adoption of a new one, not merely in form but in

principle, can work any satisfactory result ; and the members of the
Commission, however able and honourable, are too notoriously and
professionally bound to the support of the existing system to hope for

their hearty concurrence. Nothing but palliatives could be expected
from them. They will, of course, take shelter in the terms of their

instructions, which limit their inquiries, first, to the means of shortening
the duration and lessening the expense of equity suits ; and next, to the
consideration of what may be usefully withdrawn from the jurisdiction

of the court. These instructions will be interpreted even to preclude
any bolder attempt; but had the members been of a different—of a more
unfettered cast, those terms might have admitted an ampler latitude of
construction, and doubtless would have been construed more fearlessly

and liberally; for it is by withdrawing, that much of the mischief mani-
festly may best be checked ; but of this license ofconstruction so little

use have the Commissioners made, that they have almost declared
nothing can be safely withdrawn.

" Voluminous and vast " as is the Report—enough almost to smother
the subject, and more than enough to daunt many a gallant inquirer—it

is a good Report, communicative, thougn not complete ;—it is, moreover,
an honest Report. In every stage of a Chancery suit, abuses are pointed

* Report made to His Majesty by the Commission appointed to inquire into the
Practice of Chancery, printed by order of die House of Commons, 9th March 1326-

M. M. New Series.—Vol. I. No. 5. S M
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out, and remedies suggested, accompanied all the while with exculpa-

tory phrases, but still furnishing evidence to repletion of the reality, the

intensity, and the interminableness of those abuses, and of the general

inefficiency of the system. Every syllable tells against the principles

and practice of the court, but the Commissioners carefully shun all

expression of such conviction, however that conviction must have per-

petually pressed upon their minds ; and go on apparently as confidently

as if palliatives were all that was expected, or could possibly be applied.

It brings a welcome accession to our information, and must be productive

of good. The court is laid bare—she proves full of sores—corruption

has laid hold upon her—rottenness is in her bones, and the accumulation

of nostrums and prescriptions serve only to shew the desperate condi-

tion of the patient. The discovery will do more to open the eyes of the

country than a thousand speeches got up in the House of Commons,
and backed by cases of immeasurable duration and intolerable oppression,

but which may be alleged to be of questionable or of rare occurrence.

Here we see distinctly how cases are habitually protracted, and may
craftily be still further protracted, to the embarrassment of the court, the

luxury of its officers, the emolument of lawyers, and the misery and
exhaustion of its suitors ; how it has come about that matters of every

sort are swept within its merciless net ; and moreover with what facilities

the more ponderous and potent break their way through, whilst the

smaller fry, the more they struggle, the more inextricably they get
entangled.

The great value of the Report, however, will be, the enabling our
reformers to work with more effect. They may now take authority with

them, and defy the charge of calumny. Tliey may take their stand upon
the Report, and, from its contents, justify the severity of their bitterest

vituperations. To them we leave the charge of accusation, and assign

to ourselves the task of tracking the course of the Commission, aiming
only at stripping the communication of some of its obscuring techni-

calities, convinced as we are, that it is these verj^ technicalities quite as

much as the complexities of the subject, that deter the public from
inquiry. We know no better method than to give our readers a sketch

of a Chancery-suit, both to put them in possession of the subject, and
to convey to them some notion of the labours, or at least of the sug-

gestions of the Commission. Though no lawyers, we have taken pains to

get some knowledge of the matter ; and recalling our own perplexities,

we have a good hope of being able to remove the difficulties and discou-

ragements of our readers, better than many a member of the court, who
will not, or perhaps cannot, discourse upon them intelligibly and col-

loquially.

But first we must preface a few words upon Law and Equity, just to

mark the leading distinction between them. From our very childhood
we have all of us had it rung into our ears, that the laws of England
were the best of all possible laws—were, indeed, the perfection of
reason—nothing could be added, nothing removed, without danger of
deterioration. It is the common boast with us that no man is bound to

criminate himself; he must be proved guilty on the evidence of others

before he can be condemned. For every wrong the law has provided a
remedy. Every offence, therefore, seems fixed and explicit, every
sentence appropriate and equitable. Ever3' man, before he has occasion

to put the matter to the proof, believes that all violations of person and
property are classed and labelled—written down in black and white
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with the penalties annexed. He has nothing to do but to prove his
wrong, tliat is, advance competent evidence, and receive satisfaction.

By and bye, however, he hears of distinctions between statute and
common law, which, by degrees, he discovers to mean written and
unwritten law—a discovery which staggers his confidence a little, till the
lawyers endeavour to steady it again by the assurance that, though un-
written, the common law is yet well defined and engraven—in the breast
of the judges ; and besides, what seems to approximate to the stability of
the statute-book, tliat the decisions of the judges, built on the faith ofthe
common law, are carefully recorded, and now serve as ever-burning
lights to secure the courts against all possible deviations. With these
assurances his confidence becomes firm again, till unluckily, as his

experience advances, he learns that different judges have given different

and even contradictory dicta—that in criminal cases, the same offence
is punished sometimes with one sort of penalty and sometimes with
another ; in one court a man is sentenced to be hanged—in another, to

be transported ; in one to be transported—and in anotlier, to be imprisoned
a few months, or whipped, or discharged on paying a fine of a shilling

or two. In civil causes he finds the fact to be ten times worse: justice
is a conflict and war of precedents, and the result depends more on the
research, readiness, and quibble of counsel, than on any known and
established rules of court. His sense of justice is shocked, and his

confidence in these best of all possible laws gradually fails him. But to

complete his distrust, he learns at last there exists such a thing as
Equity—a most exhilarating conmiunication to one who has just been
defeated by the treacherous unsteadiness of the law—Equity I it is the
very thing he is in search of. It is an appeal from injustice to justice
herself. He consults his lawyers—they advise Equity; he has lost his

cause, they tell him, solely from want of that evidence which lurks in

the bosom of his opponent, and which may be pressed out of him by the
thumb-screw of a court of Equity. \Vliat, can a man after all, be made
to criminate himself? Not criminate himself, but merely to supply you
with the testimony your cause requires. Why that's the same thing. It

may be so, but it has not the same name, and, in many things, names
are all in all. And thus is the conviction finally forced upon us, that
the laws of our native country—of happy England, are not what we had
so long believed them, the very perfection of reason ; that they do not
supply a remedy for every wrong, and that their deficiencies must be
supplied by a court, under the auspicious and attractive name of Equity,
which compels a man to give evidence against himself through the
' medium of his conscience.'

We trust our country readers will give us credit for the accuracy of
this statement. We assure them it is strictly a correct representation
of the principle of forensic equity. Their honest hearts, we know, will

swell with indignation at the palpable oppression ; and, for our own parts,

old and worn as we are in the world, we incline to think that if redress
cannot be obtained without breaking into the sanctuaries of the
' conscience,' and wrenching away those last securities, it is better to go
without it. We see hands and eyes lifted up at the audacity of the
declaration, but we are prepared, at a proper time, to defend it. Our
present object, however, is the Report ; and we proceed with our pro-
posed description of a Chancery-suit, gathered chiefly from the Report
itself, to afford our readers some notion of what is technically called the
practice of the court.
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The first step is to address the court by petition, in which you state

your grievance, coloured to your fancy, or rather to that of your sohci-

tor, who may be supposed to know what best harmonizes with the taste

of the court. This is called, filing your bill. Your complaints, thus

exhibited by yourself—completely an ex-parte statement—will of course

appear perfectly reasonable and entitled to redress. The court under-

takes to afford that redress ; and forthwith issues an order, under the

name of a subpcena, to the party complained of, commanding him to

make his appearance, and answer to the complaint. What does this

mean—that the defendant is to present himself in the floor of the court,

and give the account demanded, face to face,' in the presence of the

judge, on a given day ? Oh no ; unless he live in London, or within

ten miles of London, in which case the practice varies a little, the de-

fendant neither takes nor is expected to take any notice of the order

till the next term ; and when the next term arrives, his solicitor enters

the appearance, and then, by the custom of the court, eight days are

allowed the defendant to give in his answer. At the end of these eight

days, then, he gives his answer ? No ; he petitions for time—till the

first day of the next term following the appearance. Then he puts it

in ? No ; when that period expires, he requests a further delay of six

weeks ; and tlien ?—another of four weeks ; and then ?—a third of three

weeks. Impossible ! It is true—literally true. Upon extraordinary oc-

casions you must mean. No, habitually, and as a matter of course.

Then why not petition for the whole five periods at once ? Your lawyer

dares not. Then why does not the court voluntarily grant it ? It is not

the custom. But perhaps these several forms may only occasion super-

fluous trouble, the time allowed by them may be no more than is

necessary ? No, that is not all ; each of the five processes is accompanied

with the demand of fees ; and no one pretends that a period of six months

(for the delay amounts to that, and sometimes more) is at all necessary

for the purpose. Nay, the commissioners themselves propose to assign

ten weeks as the limit, and, very properly, without any order at all

being applied for by the defendant.

Well, the answer is at last presented. W^iat follows ? Wliy ; it is

manifest, the answer may be evasive, or insufficient ; or it may disclose

new matter ; or it may be convenient for the plaintiff to consider it in

either of these views. In the one case exceptions must be taken, that

is, objections are to be made ; and in the other, the original bill must be

amended. We suppose the case of insufficiency ; exceptions therefore

must be taken, and eight days are allowed for this purpose, if the answer

be filed in term—and if in vacation, the remainder of the vacation goes

for nothing, and eight days of the next term are taken. To these eight

days the plaintiff is entitled, by the custom of the court, without order

;

but after the expiration of these eight days, he obtains, by order, grantr

ed as matter of course, and attended of course by fees, in succession,

two terms and the vacations, amounting sometimes almost to a twelver

month. Tlie commissioners propose two months.

The exceptions we suppose to be now filed ; the defendant is then

allowed eight days to decide whether he ' submits to these exceptions,'

and wjll put in a more satisfactory answer. But, observe, though these

exceptions are filed, as it is termed, the plaintiff is not compelled, till

these eight days have expired, to ' refer' them to the original bill : that

is, whether these exceptions be made peremptoiy or not, depends upon

the plaintiff, who in fact may, at this point, suspend the cause as long as
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he chooses. The oommissioners propose to make tliis reference impera-

tive within a Hmited time.

Well, it' the defendant, at the end of these eight days, submit to

satisfy the exceptions, he in his turn is entitled, in succession, to two
orders for time to enable him to do so. The commissioners again pro-

pose to get rid of one order, and give the time, obtained by tlie other,

without compelling him to incur the expense. But this second an-

swer ; if it be still unsatisfactory—what then ? Exceptions may again

be taken ; the same course may again be travelled over ; the exceptions

and the answers may be repeated again and again ; the same renewal of

orders, and the same repetition of fees—differing only in a small abridg-

ment of time, and perhaps of expense. The commissioners reform this

—

not altogether. Let it be remembered, by the way, that none of these

delays at present are brought about by contumacy. The parties are pro-

ceeding equitably ; they are doing nothing, but what is habitually done
in all cases, not professedly amicable.

The defendant's answer at last, thank God, is complete. The cause,

of course, now comes to a hearing ? No, no ; the plaintiff, though he
have no further objections to make, may not wish to proceed, or at least,

not to precipitate ; and he may do as he pleases. Be the defendant ever

so impatient, he cannot call for the dismissal of the plaintiffs bill, on the

ground of non-prosecution, till ihe expiration, on the average, of about

three quarters of a year—depending on tlie length of the terms. But
the defendant, at the end of that period, we hope, can force him to

proceed ? No ; the plaintiff can then file a replication, by which in general

terms, we may understand, is meant, shaping his original bill afresh, or

putting in a supplementary bill, and by which he gains another three

quarters of a year ; and the defendant, all the while, is just where he
was. Nor is this all ; for if, at the end of these second three quar-

ters, the plaintiff will give an undertaking to speed his cause, which of

course, if delay be desirable, he will, the defendant may even again be
defeated. Nay—once more, to wind through this wearisome course, if

after this undertaking he does not proceed before the end of another

term, he may still keep his suit alive, by giving a 5eco?irf undertaking to pro-

ceed. Then at last, but not before, if he still delay, he loses the benefit of

his suit. But, observe again, after all this loss of time, and expense of

anxiety, on the part of the defendant, let us not forget that the dismissal

of the bill is only equivalent to a non-suit at common-law. The dismis-

sal is no impediment to the renewal of the suit, if the plaintiff choose

to renew. The Commissioners frankly expose these enormities, and sug-

gest numerous regulations to mitigate them.
The cause may now proceed. It is at issue. The parties have settled

their pleadings, and of course we come to an immediate decision. Stop

;

remember, we have not yet an atom of evidence. If the cause turn

upon disputed facts, both parties perhaps, or at all events one, desires

to produce his witnesses. Well, bring them forward ; let the court see

them, and hear what they have to say. No, no ; the court does not

wish to see them—it has something else to do ; and desires to see nothing

but their written depositions. But who does see them, then ? Many
persons. First, if the witness be a town witness, he is taken to the Six-

Clerks' office—to be examined by the six-clerks? Not at all ; but to be
presented to the seat of one of those sixty persons called clerks in court,

and one of whom is always fastened on the back of each plaintiff ancl

defendant by order of court : the witness, we say, is presented to
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the seat of the clerk m court attached to the adverse party—to be seen

by him ;—whether he be ahvays present does not appear, nor is his pre-

sence at all material.* From this office the wondering witness is paraded
to a master in Chancery—to be examined by him ? No, to be sworn
only ; and finally he is conveyed to the Examiner's office, where at last

he gets examined. But how is this examination conducted ? Entirely

by a list of interrogations, delivered to the examiner, who is in fact

merely the agent of the court, to record the replies of the witness. He
has no latitude whatever allowed him. The second question is not put in

consequence of the reply to the first ; no unsatisfactory reply can be
pressed or pursued ; no attempt can be made to track the windings of an
evasive witness ; but all is made to depend on the ingenuity, or the crafty

wiliness of those who draw up the questions—which questions, it is ob-

vious, may or may not be pertinent, and capable of eliciting the facts.

Notxvithstanding, the Commissioners, it seems, are * not prepared to

recommend any very considerable changes in the present mode of taking

evidence.'

But there are country witnesses, whom the court, out of special regard
for the purses of the parties, will not allow to be brought up to town.

What is to be done with them, then ? Has the court any circuit-going

examiners ? No. Has it agents then in every part of the country, to

examine witnesses on the spot ? Yes, the court has agents, called mas-
ters-extraordinary, in all parts of the country, who might very well be
supposed precisely the persons proper to be employed as examiners ; but
who, it seems, are personages too grave to do more than administer the

oath. The consideration and indulgence of the court is here unparallelefd

;

it gives the parties themselves power to nominate their own commissioners,

contenting itself with furnishing the interrogations, and sanctioning the

expense ; and how cheap and desirable a process this must be, may be
remotely guessed at from the language of the Report, which suggests a
reduction in the number of commissioners, and limits to a certain sum
per diem, the allowance to every person in attendance, for his subsis-

tence and time, instead of the daily entertainments, which now take place

upon the execution of these commissions at the expense of the suitors.

The proposed reform limits the number to two, and the allowance to

five guineas a day, and one shilling a mile for travelling.

Now then we have the evidence. \Vliat is the next step ? Publica-

tion of this evidence by the Master. What does this mean ? Delivering

to each of the parties copies of the depositions of the several witnesses.

But will it be believed, after all the delays we have enumerated, that

opportunities of procrastinating are still afforded ? Aye ; if either of

the parties have an interest in checking the progress of the suit, and of

course there are few cases where one or other has not, he may still

apply to enlarge publication, that is to extend the time, within which it

is imperative upon the parties finally to close the examination of wit-

nesses ; and these applications are again granted as matter of course.

The Commissioners recommend the refusal of such applications, except

* It is siiggested by some one, in the mass of useful evidence published by the Com-
missioners, that this presentation to the clerk in court was originally meant to enable

him to identify the witness. But this was in days of yore, when these clerks in court

were of some utility ; now that their ancient " occupation's gone," this object is no
longer of any importance ; and we may pretty safely conclude, analogically, the clerk is

more likely to be absent than present, unless he have no other chance of getting his fee.
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on special grounds supported by affidavit. Final publication is, however,
at last accomplished ; and now the cause conies to be set down for

hearing. But even in this stage, the Commissioners discover the neces-

sity of" fixing limitations ;—without dwelling on particulars, it is sufficient

to mention their vigorous resolution of making the setting down peremp-
tory, in the very next term following the final publication.

But setting down the cause, and actually hearing the cause, are quite

different things. Long lapses of time may intervene. Though the

cause be ready to be heard, the court may not be ready to hear. Actual
hearing, it is plain, must depend upon the business before the court, and
that is always greatly in arrear. Besides, many preliminaries are

perhaps yet to be settled ; appeals from masters and inferior judges of

the court, on matters of reference in all the previous stages of the cause;

and silk-gowns, bending under the burden of distended bags, must
exhaust their briefs before your unprivileged counsel can gain the

opportunity of even mentioning your cause. But still the cause, when it

is once set down to be heard, will take its course, and be heard in its

turn ; there is no irregularity or interruption allowed. Oh, we mistake

the matter greatly. The court is perpetually interrupted. There is a
multiplicity of business, which, come when it will, breaks in upon the

regular routine of causes—bankruptcies, lunacies, injunctions, wardships.

These are of constant recurrence ; and no man can be sure, though his

cause be at the head of the paper this morning, that some pressing and
irresistible subject will not be introduced, by some imperious or persuasive

counsel, and put him off indefinitely, days, weeks, months. Think of

Howard and Gibbs' bankruptcy—think again of Sir Gregory Page
Turner's and Lord Portsmouth's lunacies. All regular business sus-

pended whilst these were before the court. Think, again, upon the

sudden and imperative calls upon the Chancellor's time—fits of the gout,

too—how often he is obliged to break in upon counsel in the middle of a
speech, to attend the Cabinet, or the House of Lords, or the Recorder's

Report, or finally, to make room for the cloth to be laid. But even these

are not the only possible interruptions to the progress of your hearing.

Wlien the court opens, and nothing appears to arrest the Chancellor's

attention, and you are called upon to proceed—lo, your solicitor, oi the

defendant's, is not to be found, or one of the counsel is in another court

;

or, ifhe be at hand, his brief may not have been delivered in time, or at

all. What is the consequence? You are actually driven down to the

bottom of the list ; and, Sisyphus-like, must work your weary way up
again, perhaps only to experience the same fate, and be rolled down
again.—The wonder is, a cause ever gets heard at all ; and with the

present practice of the court, we may well conceive such an increase and
press of imperative business—such a flow and augmentation of occasional

matter, demanding immediate attention—such neglects on the part of

counsel and solicitors—such consuming procrastinations, that all chance
of getting a hearing, or eluding the gripe of the court, seems hopeless.

Li despair, you withdraw, or abandon, or accommodate as you can, and
thus at last dispose of the relics of contested property without its final

assistance.

But, as causes sometimes are heard to an end, we will suppose the cause

to be heard and adjudged. Remains any thing still to be done ? Yes ; to

take down the minutes and draw up the decree. Decree ?—why is not

that done already by the judge ? No ; he pronounces judgment, and
gives the reasons on which his judgment is founded at fullest, and verj'
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fullest length ; but that judgment must be reduced into writing.

—

dissected, splitted, and particularized by the registrar of the court.

The judgment is not, be it remembered (we use the language of the

Report), simply a decision upon a definite point ; but in almost all cases,

the decree embraces several points, finally disposes of some, and directs

various inquiries with a view to the determination of others ; and it is

not easy, nor always possible, for the registrars to write down at once

full minutes of such a decree as ought to follow the judgment which
the court has given. Easy or not, possible or not, it is not done ; and
hence arise disputes, and difficulties, and delays interminable. Hence
come applications to the court to vary the minutes, at indefinite, and
sometimes, as the report states, very distant periods after the judgment
has been pronounced, and when the cause itself is perhaps forgotten

both by court and counsel. The custom was, formerly, to settle the

decree at once; but that, like many other of the better customs of the

court, has long since vanished—owing, according to the Report, to the

great and augmenting pressure of business; and the remedies suggested

by the Commissioners are, some limitations as to time, and the appoint-

ment of additional registrars, with some better securities for efficient

ones. Additional registrars, however, even the ablest, will not meet the

exigency of the case, which is, that the minutes be settled on the spot,

in the presence of the judge and counsel.

We have thus waded through the chief stages of equity suits, very

imperfectly, we are aware. Great particularity was incompatible with

our object, which was to furnish a general and intelligible view of the

actual practice of the court ; and at the same time, to give some notion

of the reforms proposed by the Commission. This we have done freely,

but fairly ; for we have set down nothing but what the Report itself

entirely warrants. Our omissions are innumerable. In our hasty sketch,

the reader will perceive we have taken little direct notice of the Master's

office. This, however, is a most conspicuous one ; both before and after

hearing, references are made to him—at every stage, more or less, he is

concerned ; but though the business of this office occupies a large share

of the Report, the information communicated is the least distinct and
satisfactory of any part of it. The truth is, the office itself is so ill con-

structed for despatch—the power of the masters is so limited—they are

so exclusively ministerial in their operations—so overborne by the grow-
ing strength of solicitors—so bound up are their direct interests with the

existing system—their number so considerable—their practice so variable,

with so little union and intelligence between them, that the Commission-
ers seem to have despaired of effecting any reformation, though the

number of their propositions for the regulation of this office amount to

nearly one fourth of the whole.

So much for the practice of the court, and the propositions of the

Commissioners usefully and beneficially to abridge time and expense.

Turn we now, a little space to the other and still more important object

of the commission, to consider what could be usefully and beneficially

tviihdrawn from the jurisdiction of the court. On this head, let the

country expect no satisfaction. If the Commissioners had apprehended
that any attempt to withdraw a particle of business, would have been
visited hy committal to the Fleet for contempt of court, if the conviction

had pressed upon them, that they were inflicting positive injury and
insult upon the noble head of the court, then we could well account for

the marked reluctance and visible impotency of their suggestions. Of
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all the mass and multitude of distinct, dissimilar, discordant business'

what think we is to be withdrawn ? 1. Api)lications for commissions to

examine evidence in foreign countries, if intended to be used in actions

at law—one might wonder, by the way, how they got within the jurisdic-

tion of an equity-court at all—but where a discovert/ is intended, as

exclusively matter of equity, the right is of course still reserved. 2.

Benefit or Friendly Societies assigned to the Chancery by Acts of Par-

liament—of course with the concurrence of Chancellors themselves—to

be transferred to the Exchequer. But further, 3. the Chancellor is

to be empowered, in times of great pressure of business, to make writs of

Habeas, awarded by him, returnable before a judge at common-law.

Why should an Equitj^-court have any thing to do with Habeas es ? The
grand measures, 4 and 5, however, for cutting away business, is the

empowering the Chancellor to appoint a Commission of Appeal to sit

weekly, and hear appeals from commissioners of bankruptcy acting on

the execution of commissions in London ; and placing the Vice-Chan-

cellor on the same independent footing as the Master of the Rolls ;

reserving, of course, appeals to the Chancellor himself.

And this is the sum! This is all the Commissioners could muster
resolution to suggest; and even this is done with manifest struggle; and
doubt and distrust of any ultimate advantage. As if conscious of the

complete mibeclllty of this part of their labours, the title of the Refwrt
itself is very properly confined to the practice of Chancery. . These
suggestions, we affirm, will do little or nothing towards removing the

incumbrances of the court ; the causes and facilities of delay in the

practice of the court, innumeraT3i«, and almost ])ast finding out as they

are, are yet far inferior to the delays arising from the nmltiplicity and
clashing of business—these are more indefinite, and more out of the

control of suitors ; and, therefore, surely were the subject of paramount
importance. Little of the time of the court is taken up with granting

commissions for taking evidence abroad ; and not much with Friendly

Societies. The Commission of Appeal will be again appealed from,

except on the point of costs, and that, before, was essentially the Master's

business. Appeals will still be made from the Vice-Chancellor ; and the

court, we suspect, will generally be at leisure, not only to receive appli-

cations for writs of Habeas, but to make them returnable at home.
Nothing, except the Friendly Societies, is really and truly withdrawn.

Were the Commissioners awed by the frown of their chief, or restrained

by the curb of interest, or dazzled by their admiration for the apparent
wisdom of ages, and the real corruption of time ? There is no principle

in the suggestions ; no comprehensive view of the subject seems to have
struck their minds. Here is a quantity of business to be done by
a particular court. This business is not only ill done, but constantly in

arrear. The question then is, can this business be better—can it be
fully accomplished by this same court, under a different arrangement ?

Few will hesitate to say, it can, if the officers of the court are not
distracted with other occupations, and can devote the whole of their

time to the duties of the office. But the head of this jurisdiction has a
multitude of occupations, not at all connected with the appropriate

business of his court. Why, then the remedy is obvious. Let another
be appointed to the woolsack ; let that elevated personage attend to
' affairs of state, and to matters referred to him by the Secretary of State,

and be the supreme legal adviser of the Cabinet; let him carefully

examine treaties, conventions, charters, commissions, letters-patent,

M.M. Neu) Series.—Vol. 1. No. 2. 3 N
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grants, and all the numerous instruments which pass the great seal

;

let him attend to the much that relates to the administration ofjustice by
others ; and such judicial business, and other business of the present
office of Chancellor, as is transacted by him, but not in court' ; and let

him, above all, attend to the business of appeals before the Lords, and
thus remove, also, the existing absurdity of appeals from self to self.

Surely here is enough, coupled with his share of patronage in church and
state, to occupy the time, to satisfy the ambition, and to engross the
faculties of any mortal man. Well, by this new appointment, we shall

have three judges, whose time and attention may be wholly dedicated to

the jurisdiction of the court. Let us make good use of them. Already
these officers sit in different courts, and in some respects are independent
of each other, and in some cases have appropriate business ; but why, as

they never sit together, should they not be completely independent of
each other, and each have his particular business allotted him—with

an appeal, not from one to the other, but from each equally to the Peers
alone. Matters of equity—or, to speak more correctly. Chancery
business—is divisible with the greatest facility. Bankruptcies, lunacies,

wardships, injunctions, trusts—let these be assigned, one, two, or more,
to separate courts ; or, the principle of separation might be this : let the
Chancellor, the head of the Court (not to invent new names, our new
officer, by the way, might be styled Lord Keeper), take the regular

Equity causes, and refer to the courts of his two coadjutors whatever
demands immediate attention, and is now perpetually annoying and
interrupting the natural course of business.

Tliese arrangements suppose nothing of Chancery business to be
withdrawn ; but they will obviously save time to the suitors, and the

saving of time involves the saving of expense. Besides, without these

arrangements, and much more with them, there are numerous officers

whose services may very well be dispensed with, and the fewer officers

to be paid, the greater saving again to the suitors. The Six Clerks' office,

it seems pretty well agreed, may very safely be reduced to one, or two

at the most ; and difficult then will it be to find employment for them,

unless they are called upon to relieve the Master in taxing costs : and
not only may this office be thus reduced, or even dismissed, but the

whole establishment of the sixty clerks in court, which seems to be
nothing but an incumbrance—a mere piece of machinery to turn term-

fees. All that can be alleged for their continuance, by the warmest
admirers of the existing system, is, that by their acquaintance with the

forms of the court, they are able to keep things in order; that they are

necessary to instruct solicitors, and that without them solicitors would be

perpetually blundering ; but the truth is, solicitors, left to themselves,

must and would speedily learn their duty, without requiring the expen-

sive promptings of this sexagenarian institution. The Report presents

us with no means of averaging their incomes—probably not less than

£500 each, and 300 x 60= £30,000, all to be drawn from the pockets of

the suitors. The interests of suitors again might be usefully considered by
checking the worthless verbiage of the whole proceedings of the court.

Solicitors, draftsmen, masters, all have a direct interest in expanding

;

stop that source of interest, and they will quickly abridge their phrases.

But here we are not inclined to stop. The very business of the court

may and ought to be reduced. It might be so, in a variety of ways,

still allowing the principle of Equity to operate. A multitude ofmatters,

now regarded as equity, may, by legislative measures, be converted into

statute-law, and of course transferred to the common courts. The law
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of Bankruptcy may be revised with a special reference to that object,

and reduce the business of the court very considerably. The Report

itself hints at a revision of the law and practice of conveyancing, with a

view to this very object—affirming, and very justly, that many suits owe
their origin to, and many others are greatly protracted by questions arising

from the niceties and subtleties of the law, and practice of conveyancing.

The Report attributes much of the multiplicity of the business of the

court to the 'invention of new modes of disposing of property, particularly

in the form of trusts, and the ingenuity of fraudulent contrivances ; to

the power of disposition of all property by will ; the vast increase of

personal property which may be disposed of by deed or by will, or

distributable according to law, upon intestacy ; the difficulty of obtaining

complete justice, under the forms of the common-law, against persons

accountable for property to others as executors or administrators, or as

trustees or agents, or as partners in trade, or joint owners of property ;

or in a vast variety of other ways, in which parties may become so ac-

countable ; the demand of justice, for the specific execution of contracts

of various descriptions ; and the complication of interests arising from
intricate transactions, for which the course of the common-law, in the

simplicity of its proceedings, can give no adequate remedy'. Are we to

believe, then, that by the ingenuity of lawyers and lawgivers, legal

remedies may not be found for these evasions ? Doubtless much may
be done, by a little zeal and activity, to narrow the business of the court,

and facilitate redress of grievance.

In the case of trusts and executorships especially, the court itself may
do much. Applications are repeatedly made to the court to obtain its

opinion upon some one doubtful point. What is the consequence ? The
court forthwith assumes the management and execution of the whole
concern, inflicting thus loss of time and a mass of expense, which might
be wholly saved if the trustee or executor were left, as he ought to be,

to execute the trust on his own discretion, after obtaining the single

judgment. In a multitude of instances, too, trustees and executors
voluntarily throw the whole concern—always welcome—into court, to

get rid themselves of the burden and responsibility.

Some regulations, also, might be made with respect to wards. The
rage for making wards in Chancery is become quite ridiculous. It is the

mere offspring of vanity and folly. A ward in Chancery sounds almost

as magnificent as wealthy heiress. The court, like the kingdom of

Heaven, suffereth violence, and the violent take it by force. To make
children, who have parents and near connexions, wards of the court

—

the destined protection of orphans solely—is truly absurd.

Injunctions again—why should these applications be encouraged to

the extent that has of late grown up ? If wrong be likely to be com-
mitted, let the parties commit it on their pei'il; and if we have not
statute-law enough to encounter wrong and robbery, in God's name let

us have moi'e.

By a course of this kind would the business of the court be quickly
brought within very reasonable limits ; and the three judges would be
well able to get through their labours, without a mass of causes perpetu-
ally hanging on their rear ; nay, the Lord of the Woolsack might even be
replaced, and no harm done.

But for our parts—and if we are to speak out—we should say, sweep
away these courts, as mere courts of Equity. The very principle of

3 N2
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Equity, however startling the phrase may sound—is revolting ; we
mean of course forensic equit}^ We read Mr. Peel's speech, the other

day, on the Criminal Laws, and observed these expressions : " There
are provisions in the criminal law of France, calculated no doubt in

individual instances to elicit truth, but which I should never wish to see

engrafted on the practice of this country." What does he mean ? The
examination of the criminal himself—the forcing him to betray himself?

But what propriety or consistency is there in applying this reprobated

principle to civil causes, and even criminal ones—essentially so—because

they are brought before an Equity, and not a law court. Let us open
our eyes, and look the fact in the face.

We have still much—very much to say ; but we must stop somewhere.
We cannot, however, conclude without again acknowledging our obliga-

tions to the industry and frankness of the Commission. They have

taken unwearied pains ; and, in unfolding the practice of the court,

have not flinched from the disgusting task, nor blinked the corruptions.

But why have we not one single allusion to offices strictly sinecure ?

The report, we observe, professes to be examined with the record in the

Petty Bag, by the clerk of that office. We venture to say that officer

never saw the Report, or affixed his signature, or even knew any
thing of the matter, till he saw his name in print. His is a perfect

sinecm-e of £300 a year—and how many others are there ?

FAMILIARITIES.—NO. II.

Quotations.

" Drawn from the stars, and pliiltered through the skies."

—

Byron.

Of all the many, and (thanks to a free-press) the ever-multiplying

blessings attendant upon the " glorious constitution" of literature, not

the least precious and profitable to a modern cultivator of s)^stems and
syllables, in pamphlets, magazines and folios, is the right of Quotation.

This is indeed a privilege so inestimable in itself, and so happily illus-

trative of the liberty of the literary subject, that we who live in the

nineteenth century (and have seen strange things !) may be allowed a

special note of admiration and marvel, that no prime-minister in the

parliament of letters has, at any time, ventured to introduce a bill for the

•apprehension of all vagrant inverted commas that xway be found trespass-

ing in the sunn)^ places of argument ; and to restrain the poaching pro-

pensities of authors in general, who are apt to stroll without a license

into the manors of other men's genius. All is still, however, free and
open ground, and the merest pretender that ever " thought" for a

breakfast, may quote Homer with impunity. Quotation is then a kind of

fairy-land estate, of which every man who can muster some half-dozen

volumes (besides a Shakspeare, which comes as it were of course) has

the title-deeds in his possession. In it, as in an ark, are the chosen of

many cantos congregated. Here shall we meet, in promiscuous commu-
nion, a type of all that can grace and diversify the physical and moral vrorld.

Here shall we find the cunning children of fiction nestling in the furrows

of matter-of-fact : sylphids nodcUng from the crest of Alexander ; grass-

hoppers and great men; the "green and golden basilisk" with the

" white and winged dove." Here " dolphins gambol in the lion's den ;"

while the lion himself is stretched
" Beside the lamb as though he were his brother."
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Genii and gallant knights pass to battle in an armour of rose-Ieavea,

riveted with dew-dro|)s; while the ladye for whose love they combat, and
whom we carr}' about with us in some miniature quotation, can boast a

foot that would fail to crush the thistledown, though trampling upon the

domestic associations of readers, and (save us, ye bishops and curates!)

upon human creeds and divine commandments. It is a garden of the

Hesperides, without a dragon to watch over it—an Eden of liberty,

having no forbidden tree ; the apples we pluck in quotation are propitious

as that which Acontius threw into the bosom of Cydippe.*

Shall we not rejoice then and revel in the glorious liberty of extract,

and quote to the thousandth line ? Shall we not have ^ages like the

Pyramids ? Who ever skipped a quotation, though it made against the

interest of the story? Besides, how manj' books might be numbered
that are valuable only in a solitary quotation I—as the oyster is esteemed

for the pearl it may sometimes contain. How often does it happen that

an obscure line finds its way into a periodical—causes an inquiry or two

concerning its author—is requoted in every book that comes out during the

next three months, and " sleeps again I" Lastly, how many pages have

been preserved from portmanteaus, by a timely flag of truce in the shape

of some well-remembered and often-uttered line !—some reciprocitj'

of taste and sympathy, for the first time discovered, between the author

and his reader ! An appropriate title-page quotation, for instance, is

more necessary to the salvation of a book than some people imagine : it is

the " picture in little" of all that follows. It may be made to say more for

the quality and nature of a volume than the preface and advertisement

combined (which is usually not a little). We read certain books that

bear a favourite line ui)on the title-page, as we should be tempted

to accept a pinch of snuft", when assured that the box was carved from

Shakspeare's mulberry-tree. Again, the heads of chapters offer an

inviting niche for the depository of some relic of a grandeur " untalked of

and unseen," which we have snatched from the open pathway of time,

ere its wheel had crushed it to common dust. There is a vacant dreari-

ness in entering upon the confines of a chapter, where no eventful

sentence stands like a spirit to point the way, and supply a stepping-

stone to adventure. We travel from chapter to chapter, and think " all

is barren." But when a fond and powerful name, such as we could wish

to hear taught in society as a spell to open hearts with, and kindle imagi-

nation among men—« hen the glory of a poet's verse pours its strength

into the soul ere we plunge from the shore of mystery—we receive and

retain an inward light that will guide us along the heights of hyperbole,

and through the shadowy recesses of metaphor. Moreover, we are

sometimes spared the trouble of plunging at all ; for the poets express

things so pithily, that we may gather the business and substance of a

chapter from the line and a half at the head of it. To confess a truth,

this has been our method of late years in much of romance-reading : we
can illustrate the fact, that he who simply runs through the heads of

chapters, together with the last three lines of every volume, will know
as much at the end of the twenty-seventh (should the work so far

• Acontius, it will be remembered, fell in love \vith the high-born Cytlippe at the

sacrifices in the Temple of Diana, an oath uttered in which, was, by a law in Cea,

irrevocable. The youth, having procured an apple, ^^TOte upon it to this effect :

—

" By Dian, I will marry Acontius." He then watched his opportunity, and flung it

into Cydippe's bosom. The virgin read it—thus inadvertently pronouncing the oath

;

and Acontius gained by his apple almost as much as Adam lost by his.
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emtilate " Sir Charles Grandison"), as will qualify him to give an opinion

in any coterie where inquiry is disciplined by a due politeness.

But, whatever may be their use or ornament to chapters and title-

pages, the chief art as well as elegance of poetical quotations consists in

leading their quick and tender branches, like a Tuscan vine, over the

nakedness of prose, and clothing it in the blossoms and the fruit of

an inspired eloquence. It is in the world of words, amid the dull but

perhaps necessary detail of every-day events—that quotations come
with a warmth and a welcome upon memory, and, like Milton's fish,

" Show to the sun their wav'd coats dropt with gold."

They shine ujyn us like "new snow on a raven's back :" they bring us a

season of flowers in the killing frost ; and whether strewn on the grave of

common-sense, or twined into a birth-day garland for the temples of

romance, the fragrance and the colours are the same, and are such

as spring only from the stem of poetry. History herself should not

disdain a snatch of fine verse; it wouLl shew on her like " a dew-drop on

a lion's mane." In the dry and labouring essay, amid the windings of

many words and the accumulation of antecedents, we hail their sudden
and familiar appearances as patches of Nature's gi-een to repose on by
the way ; their " dulcet and harmonious breath" animates a train of

associations that dwell in the most sylvan haunts of emotion and senti-

ment ; to their fountains of "loosened silver" we turn for a refreshing

and a pleasant abstraction. Perhaps the author cited is one of those, who,
shunning the practice of the world, have taught the world to shun in

return ! whose poetry is too finely spun, whose philosophy is too quaint

and mystified for popular demand : perhaps we have experienced the

feeling which Mr. Wordsworth alludes to, in a poem worthy of the

simplicity and loneliness of the sentiment

—

" Oflen have I sighed to measure
By myself a lonely pleasure;

Sighed to think I read a book
Onlj/ read per/mps hy me /"

Two words of such a book, though possessing no peculiar signification,

if met with in the dullest sentence, are enough : they call up, what has

been finely termed, the " lightning of the mind." We feel an instan-

taneous kindness and reverence towards an author (together with a high

opinion of his discrimination) who cites as it were the very language of

our dreams—the secret converse of our own invisible spirit. We are

almost startled at its being made public, and fancy that we have been at

some time ovei-heard reading. He is forthwith admitted a member of

our heart's privy council. His hard words and bad reasoning are forgiven :

we shut our ears to his angular periods—remembering only that his

habits and desires, his sympathies, perceptions and enjoyments, are

under the same master-key as our own—that he has struck into the same
path, drank at the same brook, mused upon the same bank, and plucked

almost the same leaf with ourselves.

These are some of the virtues, some of the advantages of quotations.

I have said nothing of the scarcely less important points of displaying

a various reading, filling up a voracious page, or helping out some idea,

" Pawing to get free
" Its hinder parts."

Think of it, gentlemen who write I Cultivate the art—for an art it is.

It is not enough to set a high-sounding line on commas, or as it were on
crutches, and leave it to its own strength. It should be introduced
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at least with something like the pomp due to a foreign ambassador.

Addison, where he quotes, is very felicitous. The bank should slope

gently down into the water, and the water break with a regular music
on the bank. Nor is every indiscriminate passage, however beautiful in

the main, successful in quotation. A vein of exquisite meaning may run
through an entire page, of which, if broken into sentences, no six words
will be found with more than common terseness or melody. In other in-

stances, an expression, highly fanciful and perspicuous in its proper place,

is meagre or ridiculous in another application. We eye it, if quoted, as

through a cloud of translation ; its music—nay, its very meaning, is lost

in the element of prose. This is not without its analogy :*that which is

honey to us, in our own language, is, by a ludicrous contrariety, known
in one of the Oriental tongues by the designation of mud.

If, however, some skill and care should be observed in the selection

and setting of the gem, as much more is required in guarding it from a

flaw. It offends me to the soul to see a noble figure " cabin'd, cribb'd,

confined"—despoiled by a dash of the pen of its native proportion and
symmetry : in other words, to sec a splendid passage quoted incorrectly.

This not unfrequently occurs in works of established merit : it is an

offence against the illustrious living, or dead, not to be lightly dealt with.

An author may have so ransacked the vocabulary ofhis mind for a certain

term, that no other can well embody his idea : no man, therefore, should

presume to substitute a single word in any doubtful passage, or alter it

to suit his argument ; it is an abuse of the invaluable right of appropri-

ating to our own use the matured conceptions of another. Even the

author's name is, in some cases, given erroneously : an intelligent au-

tlioress of rank has alluded, in a celebrated work, to " what Shakspeare

calls, ' a fine, gay, bold-faced villain.' " It should be remembered,
moreover, that he who can say (as all ought to say) witli the gentle-

minded old poet :-;-

" On bookes for to read I me delight.

And to hem give I faith and full credence,

And in my heart have hem in reverence,"

—

such a reader will not pervert any noble and incautious ebullition of

feeling he may have discovered in them, into an authority for the support

of harsh and uncharitable doctrines—he will never lead their profound,

and yet verj^ simple m5^steries through a channel of false interpretation.

Neither is it quite well to rush at once into the enchanted circle of

poetry, as though Apollo had said with a loud voice, " let us quote."

The illustration should grow out of the occasion, or it becomes pedantic

and affected, and savours too much of having been " at a feast of

learning, and stolen the scraps." A v/ell-woven sentence will " turn

forth its silver lining" as gracefully as the cloud in " Comus."—There

is a species of quotation, too, v/hich has been and continues much in

fashion among men of great and little genius, but on which I forbear in

this place to dwell. It consists in omitting the inverted commas. Speci-

mens of this sin of omission (to take no mean illustration) may be
remembered, by the readers of Middleton, in the witch-scenes of " Mac-
beth ;" or, by those of the " Sospetto dHerode" in the inspired pages of
" Paradise Lost." To adduce minor instances would be to reprint

one-half the books that have ever been written.

To public speakers quotations are of incalculable importance ; they

are as pillows of down to the overspvu-red and fainting faculties ; they add

a fluency to the most polished expression ; they rush upon the ear like
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the eloquent arguments of old and beloved friende. Danger is, however,

sometimes mixed up with the delight. I remember having once half

mistaken a very specious doctrine for sound theology, simply because

the accomplished divine recited a passage in Milton, which I had made

as it were my own by frequent repetition.

A notice of the authors most eligible for quotation must be reserved

for another opportunity. All writers are by no means alike in this re-

spect. Pope (it may be remarked by the vvay) abounds in quotable

things, chiefly from his habit of making every line rest on its own merits—

a circumstance that accounts, in its turn, for the strong resemblance his

couplets bear to each other. Of Shakspeare, not a line but has been

repeatedly, and will continue to be cited, as a commentary on the great

and various volume of human nature. In this spirit, the unannounced

author (not Sir Walter) of a fashionable, but acute and intellectual novel,

with an extensive and available reading, selects from this one grand

authority the mottoes for every chapter of his work. It is a compliment

to the divine poet, worthy of the writer in question.—And here I must

stop to lament, that we cannot evince an admiring gratitude towards

other excellent things by a like readiness of quotation : that we cannot,

for instance, quote a star that we have been watching ; or a hue of

sunset ; or a friend's voice, and his shake of the hand (I had almost said

heart) ; or a beautiful picture—a Claude or Titian, for example.

Hogarth must be singularly tempting : he is full of little bits that would

quote with a tickling effect. In music Ave are somewhat more fortunate,

when the ear and throat happen to go (if I may so say) hand in hand.

But let us be thankful that with books we can always make retirement,

and produce and replant in the world the golden fruit of adventure.

We can, besides^, introduce ourselves, material and immaterial, to an

imaginative reader, in a scrap of antique verse : it is the most philo-

sophic, as well as cheapest of portraitures—it saves one a fortune in

drawings from busts and engravings upon steel. Such is m)f regard for

these scraps (which are what the Biographer of Sheridan would desig-

nate as " fossils of thought"), that I had meditated an article of rather

than on quotations—one composed purely of isolated lines, wherein the

sound and sense should blend with each other as colours meet in a

rainbow. Something of the kind remains to be tried ; but the experi-

ment is a delicate one. It is to construct a cabinet of inlaid and curious

workmanship—the forming a multitude of precious links into one

matchless chain. Delight would, however, more than recompense the

labour ; we should gather the richest images from a hundi-ed different

points, and with conscious fingers,

" Feel music's pulse in all her arteries."

At all events, the pleasure of simply quoting woidd be something, while

the beauty of the links themselves would atone for an occasional

deficiency of connexion. For, as I have remarked, the lustre of quo-

tations gives a clearness and a colour to the blankest page ; or to use a

figure of Cowley's

—

" So lilies in a glass inclose,

The glass will seem as white as those."

In a well-penned essay, they are as " sweets to the sweet"—to an

inelegant one they will lend a grace, though the)-^ cannot animate it into

beauty. They may, in this respect, be likened to the dolphins that are

said to have brought to shore the dead body of Hesiod : they saved from
tlie deep what, after all, was only lifeless clay.

B.
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PUBLICATION OF " POLICE riEPOUTS."

The Morninj^ Herald Newspaper, and one or two of the j)eriodical

publications, have been squabbling upon the subject of Police Reports :

the newspaper, of course, maintaining the advantage and utility of such

narratives—in the publication of which it has an interest ; and the

magazines—which have no particular interest in the publication of reports

at all—taking high ground about " the violence" done to the feelings

and characters of individuals. For ourselves, we think it quite obvious

that the newspapers have all the best of the argument. The opinions of

our lawyers, it will be recollected, have varied a good deal as to the

legalit}' or illegality of these police publications ; and even their opinions,

now-a-days, are far from being conclusive upon questions of the kind.

Thfit cannot now (be it what it may) continue to be law, which, prac-

tically, is opposed to convnon convenience and expediency. And, for

the equity of the matter, Uxken up by the London jNIagazine, and
elsewhere—how far is it justifiable to publish such accounts of examipa-
tions at police offices, as may tend to bring persons who happen to

appear at them into ridicule ?—the evil, even supposing it now and then

to go to this length, is not a very killing one ; it is but the sort of

conmient to which all persons who place themselves in a situation of

publicity become more or less exposed ; and a sort of comment which,

while it often does a great deal of good, can hardly, by any possibilitj-,

ever do much mischief. For the public, with all the gullibility it has

credit for, adopts very little, either in the way of ridicule or abuse,

unless some tolerably obvious foundation be laid, and made apparent, for

such abuse. All the wit resident in all the body of reporters, can scarcely,

of itself, do any man mischief: it must be by some act of vice or folly

of his own, if he really is rendered contemptible. Then, for the general

custom, it is not pretended that there is any mis-statement of fact given

in jwlice reports, or in any other reports. If any such does appear, the

remedy at law is obvious and certain; and the judges are always

(as perhaps it is best they should be) far from disinclined to give effect

to it. Our business, therefore, with the subject, is, less to contend for

the advantage of publishing police reports—a fact which already may be
taken to stand prett)^ well established—than to say a few words upon the

very peculiar absurdity of some of the grounds upon which that descrip-

tion of publication has been objected to.

In the beginning, however—just shortly to state what our opinion upon
the general question is—we take the practice of police reporting, so far

from being dangerous or unjustifiable, to form incomparably, the most
valuable and admirable adjunct—the most powerful—the most constitu-

tional—and the least subject to misapplication—that ever was afforded to

the police administration of this or any other country. The great

objects of police in every state are twofold ; first, the detection of

offenders ; and second, the prevention of offence : and in every populous,

and especially in every commercial country, where nine-tenths of the

crime committed consists always of attack on propert}', what course can

be so well calculated to attain both these objects, as a general knowledge
of all offence the moment it appears on foot—such a knowledge as puts

B upon his guard against the fraud which has been practised upon A,
and makes the career of C (the felon) necessarily short, by preparing all

men to defeat, and, not only to defeat but, to secure him? The thief who

M.M. A'ew.Sm>.5.—Voi,.I. No.5. .SO
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ai'ises in a thickly-peopled country like France or England, differs

essentially, it should be observed, from the freebooter who harasses an

open territory like that of Spain or Italy. The first is a felonious

house-cur, or cat, who steals at opportunity, but remains upon the spot

always afterwards to escape suspicion ; the last is a wolf or fox who
snatches his prey by stealth or violence ; but goes aivaij alwaj'S—his

trust is in the distance—to devour it. The desideratum, as regards

dealing with each of these characters, is materially different. The
Italian robber combats and flies ; the objects are two, to subdue and
to overtake him. The English rogue merely retreats into the densest

part of the crowd which he has plundered : when detected, he bows
and submits ; the object is to Icnoxi} him. In the first case, what
we want is hands ; in the last, nothing needs assistance but our eyes.

Let the speculator once be known, and he has no ground letl to ti;ead

upon : he can cheat no one (for all are prepared) ; and the first upon
whom he tries the experiment calls a constable, and cuts short his reign

for ever. '

Then, assuming that this knowledge, as to what has been committed,

or may be expected, is the thing that we want—(and, either for the

discovery of criminals or the pi-evention of crime, in a country like this,

there can be no other engine ever half so powerful) ; if it be this infor-

mation which M'c want, and we had to choose the means from out of

a thousand projects, which should most certainly, and most speedily,

convey it to all society ; ifwe had to provide a scheme without regard to

expense, which should put every man upon his guard as if by telegraph ;

which within thirty hours after the commission of any offence in London
should make that offence public, with all its details (probably with a

full description of the culprit, his quality, name, and person), all oyer

the kingdom ; if we had to establish a system of this description without

any regard to the greatness of public expense, could ^ve hit upon

any scheme so effective as that of the daily police report, which is got

Avithout any expense to the public at all ?

For when we speak of transmitting this intelligence within the

space of thirty hours, it must be remembered that, over more than

one half of England, it is conveyed now in less than half the time.

At two o'clock in the afternoon on one day, a swindler, or a

forger, or an embezzler, is carried to a London police office, or in-

formation is given of such a personage by some one whom he has

defrauded : by five o'clock on that same day an account of the whole

case, full and in print, is in the hands of every man who reads a

newspaper, throughout the metropolis ; and by eleven on the next

morning, that account is in Bath, Bristol, Birmingham, Norwich, in half

of the great commercial cities, and at two-thirds of the sea-port towns

in the kingdom. Let tlie offender escape at the very instant his

examination is over ; and, unless he can travel with four horses, in eight

hours, let him take v.hat direction he will, the account of his offence

passes him on the road, and goes before him. Let him take what con-

veyance he will ; go into what house of public entertainment, how
or where he will ; ten to one but the virtual warrant for his apprehension,

the eternal newspaper, with his story and description in it, stares him in

the face. Here is the identical proclamation given generally, ivhich

Government affords upon very pressing occasions. Here is all the

advantage secured, which (as regards police) can be derived from the

French system of surveillance and espionage, without any of that dan-
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gcrous pi-inciplc, or undue limitation of the subject's liberty which
Englishmen find so detestable. Mere is the strongest of all possible

protections against the extension (and for the detection) of offence—an

advertisement in the most certain and ])opuIar shape, of every offence as

soon as it is committed. This is an extent of advertisement, to furnish

which in the most ordinary way, if it had to be purchased, must cost

the public aimually an enormous sum of money. Fifty thousand pounds

a year would not pay for doing the thing in a manner comparatively very

limited and inefficient, and twice that sum would not pay for doing it in

the way in which it is done at present : we have it done in the best way
—and done at no cost at all to the country—and yet it is objected to.

Now, the main objection (as we understand the dicta of the Judges)
taken to the publication of police reports, is that these reports convey
unfair impressions into the public mind, by describing proceedings which
take place ex parte. The futility and short-sightedness of this allega-

tion, are such as deserve very particular notice and exposure. Of all

the tribunals in the kingdom, the proceedings of which are capable of

being reported, a police office—to say nothing at all of what claims to

particular forbearance the people may have whose affairs are taken into

consideration there—is just that in which, from the nature of its consti-

tution, ex parte proceedings can the least frequently occur. Four-fifths

of the cases that come there are discussed in one hearing ; and the

judgments are summary. In nine-tenths of the cases, it rests within

the choice of the accused party that the disclosure should be complete.

At a given hour an offender, or supposed offender, is placed at the bar

;

the complaint against him is stated in his presence, and—there are no
nice points to attend to of form or restriction—there is not one word
uttered to his prejudice, which he may not fully and instantly reply to.

Of late, indeed, since the fashion has crept in for attornies to appear

more frequently at police offices, we find cases now and then reported

ex parte, where gentlemen who are charged with felonies, take tlic

" advice of their solicitors " (and the chance of an insufficient case

against them), and say nothing. But surely it would be too much to

contend that the silence (on deliberation) of an individual, under such

circumstances, should, or could, prevent the free discussion of his caoe by
the public at large, to whom it is entitled to be known ? The charge is

clear, definite, and public ; the accused ma)^ answer if he will, and he
refuses to do so. He elects to go to trial upon his defence at law ; to see

the case (as he is entitled to do) made out against him ; and to take the

chance, which in the clearest cases constantly occurs, of insufficient

proof or formal error. But surelj^, because the humanity of the law

is most cautious, and wisely so, in all that concerns the interests of a
prisoner, still we should not make a business of affectation, a mere toy,

a plaything, of our delicacy. The object is to do justice; neither to

expose the accused to the slightest undue danger, nor yet to go out o.

our way to find some flaw or quirk on which we may acquit him. If the

man is properly brought to trial, we ought to convict him ifwe can. The
true anxiety should be to let in all safe light upon the case in its progress,

not to hush it up in darkness and mystery until after it is concluded.

Publicity can, by no moral possibility, produce injustice. It may hang
a man who without it would have escaped ; but if he would only have

escaped for want of that testimony which a knowledge of his case brings

forward, it is due to the country that he should be convicted. Besides
3 2
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the verjr same tendency which publicity has to bring out evidence
against a culprit, it has also (and perhaps in a greater degree) to elicit

evidence in his favour. The best possible mode by which we can pro-

ceed to ascertain the truth of any statement, must be to expose it to

challenge from all who may have information applying to it, as freely as

possible. In all the country, there are but twelve men—the twelve who
are to sit upon his particular trial—as to whom it can be of the slightest

consequence to the prisoner what charges they may have heard against
him. These men try him upon an oath (of which more in a moment)
to take no heed of his guilt, though it should be obvious (by documents
out of doors) a thousand times ; but to look only how far it is proved by
the evidence produced to them in court. Wlien a statement is made
against any individual, and sworn to, which he denies generally, but has
not evidence (as he alleges) to prove to be untrue, is it not the greatest
favour that can be done to that man to publish the ex parte statement
against him as widely as possible, in order to take the chance that those
charges, which he denies, but wants the power to disprove, some third
person may know to be unfounded, and come forward and disprove for

him ?

But the unfrequent occurrence, or comparative harmlessness of exparte
statements, as they are now published from police offices, forms the
least part of the answer to those persons who use the possibihty of such
statement as an objection to the practice. The curiosity lies in the cir-

cumstance, that any one should name ex parte statement as objectionable,
looking to the whole arrangement of judicial proceedings, as they are
conducted before all the tribunals in the country. For if the publica-
tion of ex parte proceedings be of itself a fault, why is it that we are
talking peculiarly about police reports ? If it be a fault—assume that it

is one—to publish abroad any facts or statement in a case, the general
circumstances of that case, or, at least, the full answer to the particular
fact or statement in question, not being promulgated : if this be so,

what then is to be said of the piecemeal proceedings of the court of
Chancery, which go on for five, ten, twenty, fifty years together ? in

speeches commenced in one week and concluded in the next—Plaintiffs'

cases heard in the year 1825, and defendants' answers coming in 1827

—

facts (fresh ones) stated every day, and sworn to ; and time, almost
endless, regularly given to reply to them—judgments (old ones) prayed
for (and with swearing enough, too !) and time, quite endless, insuffi-

cient to obtain them I—and all this in cases of the most peculiar delicacy
—questions of bankruptcy—lunacy—fraud—perjury—validity of mar-
riage—legitimacy of birth—and, not untrequently, virtual forgery,

—

questions not merely affecting the rights and personal property, but most
deeply, and \itally, the honour and moral character, of the parties who
are concerned in them.
And—the blindness of this objection against ex parte statements seems

perfectly extraordinary ! this state of things is notconfined to the court of
Chancery ; the same course prevails precisely in the courts of common
law.| What is every motion for a criminal information, every common
motion upon affidavit for a new trial, but an ex parte accusation—some-
times a very libellous one?—Wliat is the firsthalf of a trial at Nisi Prius,
when the court adjourns over to a second day, but an ex parte state-

ment ? Wliat is the speech for the defendant in a trial at Nisi Prius,
where he docs not call witnesses, but a tissue, nineteen times in
twenty, of ex parte abuse, to which there never is to be any answer ?
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And yet the main point is still to come. Thus far we have taken the

persons appearing in a court of law and at a police office—as persons, in

each case claiming or defending their supposed rights—to be persons, in

all worthiness of protection from annoyance, to be upon a par. But, if

the parties who are carried to police offices (and who elect to hold their

tongues there), if these persons are to be watched over so sedulously,

lest any statement should go forth to the world to their prejudice, when
it does not suit their convenience to answer it, how happens it that the

Judges who maintain this doctrine, never advert to the predicament of

the crowds of persons who stand before them, neither for fault committed
or advantage sought, every year in their own courts ; the persons who
are summoned and compelled to appear as witnesses upon trials in which
they have no interest ; and who, for this very service, are permitted to

be exposed, systematically, to the most gross and libellous imputations,

no one of which they have, or can have, even the common satisfaction

of replj'ing to ? '

The law of the country, for the benefit of witnesses, stands thus. A
man happens to have the knowledge of a particular fact. Tliat fact is

material upon a trial in which he has no interest ; and he is compelled,

under heavy penalties, and without receiving any compensation, to quit

his home and business to give evidence of it. He does this for the

public good ; and how is it that the public good rewards him ?—He may
be wholly uninterested in the evidence which he gives ; that evidence
may be true to the letter, and the very party who disputes it may
know it to be so ; he may be a man, in the fair sense of the term, of
entire respectability : and yet, the very moment this man has given his

evidence—which he gives, let it be remembered, upon compulsion,

and in which he has no interest—up rises a gentleman whose brief is

marked " three guineas," whose sole and particular business is to insult

him into an abandonment of every thing that he has stated. Every
circumstance of poverty or discomfort about his condition ; every mis-
fortune that ever befel himself or any of his family, is vigilantly

gathered up and stated. His calling; his appearance; his -religious

belief; all these are commented upon, not merely with freedom, but
with insolence. In default of facts elicited which may be galling, im-
putations are constantly conveyed in the shape of questions—questions

for which no foundation is ever supposed by the inquirer to exist, and
which are, generally indeed, suggested extemporally by the attorney's

clerk ; but which mere denial, it is well known, does not take the sting

out of. The avowed object of the counsel, constantly stated in terms,

and admitted by tlie court, is to '' discredit " this witness, of whom he
knows nothing. All this passes in the presence of a crowd of persons,

and concludes with an address from the " leai-ned gentleman " in which
he is " compelled to insist " that for every word the witness has spoken
he deserves the pillory ; and, for the whole of his evidence, at least to

go to Botany Bay. The whole trial, with the jokes of the excellent

counsel (seldom more delicate tl^an those of the police reporters), is

published in the papers of next day. The nuisance of this whole pro-

ceeding is so notorious, especially where females are concerned, that

many persons had rather resign a trifling right, than be compelled to put

a woman of any delicacy into the witness box. Yet, while we endure all

this abomination without complaint, because it is compensated, and
compensated ten times over, by the immeasurable advantage of pro-

ceeding always upon viva voce evidence, and or' sustaining the right of
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cross-examination in its fullest force, we are to be told truly—that we .

must be careful how we circulate any accusations that may be made
against wholesale swindlei-s, horse chaunters, or gentlemen who have

been intemperate in their wine, until it is placed beyond all doubt, by
the final conviction and transportation of these persons, that they will

not be able to contradict (or to buy off) the evidence that appears against

them.
For we scarcely ever find any man who has a ha'porth of title to be

held fairly acquitted of a chai-ge, complaining of the statements of his

case. The " injured people " are among those who get off by errors in

the pleadings ; proof just short of the fact ; or by that sort of compovnd
which the law declares to be in itself an offence ; and who are afterwards

found setting up their characters by " voluntary affidavits " (sometimes so

impudent that magistrates refuse to receive them) ; witnesses, vouching

for their respectability, who have no witnesses to vouch for their own ;

and letters of " confession" from real offenders, A. B., or W. Z. ; who are

suddenly " desirous of doing justice," and have " sailed for Calcutta the

very day before the acknowledgment is delivered." A far more consi-

derable objection to police reporting than the complaints of such people

as these, lies in the somewhat offensivenessof the thrusting a daily record

of their vice or stupidity before the eyes of society ; and still more,

perhaps, in the gratification which such publicity affords to that desire of

distinction, which is a known feature in the minds of professional thieves,

and exists among the lower classes generally, as well as among their

superiors. Mr. Thurtell was very nearly consoled, under the ne-

cessity of being hanged, by the knowledge that the newspapers had
commended the absurd tirade which some lawyer's clerk wrote for him to

pronounce upon his trial. This is a dangerous passion to administer to,

and the satisfying it should, as far as possible, be avoided. Picking

pockets, indeed, is scarcely a matter to be entertained about ; nor does

the passing of bad money (of itself) constitute a joke. The carpenters

and blacksmiths, generally, should not be led to imagine, that by being

simply carried to Bow Street twice a week, and eventually sent on

board the hulks at Woolwich, they emerge from unmerited obscurity,

and become very facetious and entertaining persons in the eyes of their

betters. But these, at worst, are slight inconveniences in the practice,

scarcely worth dwelling upon ; capable of being wholly removed from it

by the exercise of a reasonable discretion ; and quite unworthy to stand

for a moment in competition with its immense general advantage.

For, perhaps, the greatest of all the advantages attendant upon the

publication of legal proceedings, generally—and that very effect which

we are afraid has led some legal authorities to discommend them—is a

fact to which we have yet not adverted—to wit, that the mere pub-

lication of these law proceedings creates a power, which is always aiding

and assisting, but which sometimes surpasses even the power of the law

itself.

Public opinion, in the present day punishes that offender who can

be punished by no other weapon; and hundreds of persons who would

not hesitate at a shameful defence, or an oppi'essive prosecution, in

a private court, dare not hazard the consequences of the blazon-

ment of that proceeding, with the canvas of it in every company
in the kingdom, on the next day. With all the excellence of our

English law, it is impossible to reach the man who possesses large

means, by law alone. Say that you wrestle with all the difficulties which
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his carelessness of costs will fling in your way; and that you have liim at

last in the hands of a jury—what can you get for the most irremediable

injury, but such a sum taken in damages, or such a fine levied for the

king, as will scarcely be missed in the account of the ))ayer'8 yearly

income ? It is seldom, unless in cases of most extraordinary aggrava-

tion, that a man of fortune, upon criminal indictment, is sentenced

to any penalty beyond a fine, if he be imprisoned for a limited period,

he enjoys all convenience in that confinement, excepting the possession

of his liberty; there is no ruin of his affairs or starvation of his family (as

would be the case during the imprisonment of his footman), going on
around him. Men of large wealth, in fact, as far as the mere law is

concerned, can always make their crimes a good deal ad placitum.

The same misdemeanor (civil)—assault—seduction—or adultery, for

which a jury would give £500 damages against a man with an

income of £300 a-year, will be charged to a man who has a properly of

£20,000 a-year, say at five thousand. This sounds like a reasonable

consideration of what a Judge calls the "circumstances of the parties,"

in the verdict ; but, in effect, it amounts to a very little consideration

indeed. The verdict for £500, against the man who earns £300 a-year

by his exertions, costs him two years' income, if he can pay it. But,

five to one he cannot pay it ; it locks him up in a gaol, and so, probably,

fixes him for life, b}' destroying the source from which he draws his

means of payment and of existence. But the gentleman who forfeits

the £5,000, how does he stand? He ia mulcted in just one-fourth of his

yearly receipt (which no verdict can affect or take from him) ; he pays
the damage before the court rises ; buys a race horse the less (it is only

a different way of getting rid of so much money) ; and the matter, as

regards his feeling of it, is at an end altogether.

Now the most glorious attribute of our freedom of the press is, that it

has a tendency to correct this particular evil ; that it does that which
the law cannot do—furnishes a counterpoise to that weight of wealth in

the country, which would otherwise be almost overpowering—and, if

there be one situation in which, more than in another, its assistance

becomes desirable, that place is the very place where it is now objected

to, at the bar of a police office. At these tribunals it is that all criminal

proceedings have their inception. Here it is that an offender comes
before he has time to invent, and well digest a lie ; and, in spite of all

the advantage which we are assured would arise if we could suspend our
consideration until the proceeding is over, it is astonishing how apt,

especially where what is called a "person of respectability" is concerned,

the truth is to come out at tlie very first investigation. The necessitous

are, of necessity, easily tampered with. Cases of the most infamous

character, in spite even of all the existing checks, are frequently " made
up." The most careless reader must have observed in how extraordinary

a manner witnesses fail sometimes at a second hearing, and even deny their

former statements, when a prisoner (ofmoney) has been remanded, or libe-

rated upon bail. If it be beneficial sometimes to the poor to compound
with the rich for their injuries, 'it is an insult to the law (in cases of

importance) thej' should be permitted to do so. It is an insult to justice

that a miscreant, because he happens to be wealthy, after committing, say

some villanoiis attack upon an unfoii'tunate female, should escape by the

payment of forty or fifty pounds to herself, or to her distressed relations

—that very pa3^ment too, perhaps (to aid the cause of morality) given

upon coadition that the accusing party shall declare the charge to
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have been a false one ! How is a disgraceful, impudent^ and fil^hv riot,

which half a dozen labourers would be sent to Bridewell ficM''X)'cing

concerned in, made satisftiction for, where the offenders happen t6, be
" gentlemen," by the hush money of a few pounds given to miserable

prostitutes or nial-treatcd watchmen ? How arc, among the inferior, but
still not needy traders, a multitude of petty frauds and basenesses
repi'cssed every day, which the magistrate, confessedly, has tio power to

check or prevent, but which, nevertheless, he recommends should be
abandoned, and when the misdoer stands at Bow Street, the recommen-
dation is attended to, and.they are abandoned.

It is the publication—the Hue and Crj/, that works all this wonder

:

it is the ADVERTISEMENT whicli awes those aggressors who would make
a stand against the laws. The detestable paragraph—to be read by e\-ery

body in I>ondon—" Yesterday, Alfred"—whatever his name may be

—

" a ridiculously dressed person, Sec. &c.—was brought to this office"

—

they quail, even in cloth of scarlet, befoi-e the man who knoxvs them,
though he walk in rags. The " paper" is a tell-tale that cannot be bribed.

There is no buying silence from it. A man's whole famil}', his friends,

his neighbours, his tradesmen, his very servants, the very drayman
who passes him in the street (thanks to the Charity School !) can read,

and he sits in judgment upon him. And there is no point of retreat on
any side ; for vice is not a social quality. He who the most freely gives

loose to his own knaveries in secret, has very little charity or countenance
for those of his neighbour, after they are discovered. There are ten

thousand meft in every society, and in eveiy country, who can afford to

be villains, for a hundred who can bear the disgrace of being known for

such. *

To say nothing as to the advantage of the system of reporting

generally—although an abandonment of it we should look at, were it to

take place to-morrow, as the abandonment of one of the strongest

bulwarks to the moral order of the country—shut out its operation only

from the police offices, and half their power of doing justice, and of

giving relief, is at an end. A police office is the peculiar and especial

court of the lower orders : almost the only court to which they resort

;

and which, from its cheapness and summary process, places substantial

redress within their reach. It is the constant point of appeal for the

settlement of their private disputes ; their I'eady shelter against the

strength and oppression of their superiors ; and it is of the very last im-

portance that the conduct and decisions of such a tribunal should be free

from the possibility of abuse, or even of suspicion. Once close the

doors against the reporters, and the voice of the magistrate loses two-

thirds of its efficacy. But the time for doing this is gone by, and the

necessity urged for it is contemptible—ridiculous. It is perfectly extra-,

vagant to talk of a prisoner's being likely to be damnified upon his trial,

by statements which may have been published previou's to it, when we
see verdicts of acquittal given by juries every day, in cases where there

can be no doubt of the criminal's guilt, but where the evidence does not

distinctly reach it. Is it reasonable to say that twelve men, upon oath,

cannot try an offender by evidence brought before them, because it has

been stated that there was evidence against him, which there appears

upon inquiry 7iot to be ? In reality, as far as any feeling is ever excited

by the fact of a prisoner's case having been overstated, the effect

commonly is, as it naturally would be, a most powerful reaction imme-
diately in his favour, It would be easy to quote instances, over and over
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again, where the fact ofproof upon a trial falling short of the stateiDent

originally given, has so decidedly influenced the jury In favour of the
culprit, that the Judge has found it absolutely necessarj' to call their

attention to the case which was remaining.

We can have no system that will be perfect—none which will not be
subject to occasional miscarriage and abuse ; but upon the value of
Reporting as a sj'stem generallj', it would be superfluous even to argue ;

and it is in vain to attempt to draw a distinction between the publication

of police reports and the publication of the proceedingsof any-other open
court. For any systematic mis-statement—there can be no temptation to

it. For any occasional impropriety, juries will always be ready and
competent to give damages: but the newspapers (in point of fact),

seldom publish any circumstance which does not take place. It is really

too weak even to talk, for the sake of occasionally protecting the
delicacy of a kvr laughed-at loungers or escapado swindlers, of abandon-
ing, or even limiting, a system, in which all society has an advantage : of
shutting the doors, as regards public information, of that particular

tribunal, before which the most inmiediate and important domestic busi-

ness of the country—the business most necessary to be known and
communicated to the public—is every hour in the day being transacted.

TO GEORGIANA.*

On her Departurefrom Englandfor the Jfest Indies, Fetn-uart/ 17, 1S84.

Oh, snatrhwl away in beauty's bloom !

On thee shall press no i>onderou» tomb.—BjA-«n.

Oh, she's gone to the home of her native isle,

And left us to gloom and to sorrow.

Like the sun when he sets ; but her beaming smile,

Like his—will it cheer us to-morrow ?

Vain hope ! When the laughing morn appears,
Full many a heart will be bleeding.

While the sun, which had dried Affection's tears.

On its course to the west will be speeding.

And that voice which we loved so fondly well.

Each syren note inhaling

—

It is past for us as a dying knell,

One last plaintive adieu exhaling.

Soon its silver tone will plead with the billow

Which foams o'er the angry main

;

Nor till hushed to rest on the soft sweet pillow

Of home,—will it cease to complain.

But for us—we shall hear that lov'd music no more.
And the soul of its melody's fled.

Save when Fancy its echo may sometimes restore.

Like Memory's dream of the dead.

And oft shall that syren of deathless power, ^,
As distant—dead—yet still the nearest.

Pencil her image at eve'^ meek hour.

When those we mourn and love are dearest. C. S. B.

• These lines were written under the influence of melancholy forebodings, which have been moumfully
>nd mysteriously realized by the event. The ship was lost on her passage, and ail on board perished.

M. M. AVwSmV.?.—Vol. L No. .5. 3P
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journal of two missionaries,

despatched by a committee of fashion to civilize the barba-
rous tribes of walworth and newington butts.

Mr. Secretary :—Pursuant to your directions of July 28th 1826,we

set out on our perilous expedition towards the remote countries lying

east of Westminster Bridge. As the party who, under the guidance of

Messieurs Barrow and Croker of the Admiralty (see London Magazine),

lately explored Russell Squai-e, had partially failed in consequence of the

difficulty of procuring an adequate intei'preter, we resolved to supply

ourselves with that article, and accordingly engaged a native who had

quitted his country some years since, and spoke west-end English with

very respectable facility. Nothing of moment occurred till we reached

Westminster Bridge, where we found the symptoms of civilization

growing more and more rare ; and though now and then we fell in with

an inhabitant shapeless, and consequently fashionable, yet he was

evidently a mere passing traveller homeward or outward bomid, as

business or curiosity might lead. On crossing the river which divides

the two countries, we found ourselves enveloped in fog, through which

every now and then glimmered a small scant light, which, our interpreter

assured us, proceeded from a custom which the bai-barians have for years

adopted of pipe-smoking. As we advanced on our journey the fog

turned to a drizzling rain, brought on by a strong wind from the south-

west, which, combined with the successive volumes of vulgar clouds that

hovered about three feet above our heads (collected from the Lambeth
lowlands or marshes), made us somewhat regret our expedition, more

especially when our interpreter informed us that the barbarians, at all

times bigotted, were jealous of the intrusion of a stranger, and were

even reported to be cannibals. This, however, we afterwards found to

be false.

On our arrival at an uncouth sf)ot called the Obelisk, we discovered

(not without alarm) that we were fast approaching the borders of the

most barbarous of all the tribes, viz. the Wahvorthians. Here we were

assailed by a novel variety of screams, somewhat resembling our own
vernacular tongue. Struck by so unusual a circumstance as the sounds

of our beloved language in countries so far removed, we applied to our

interpreter for information, and were told that a few years since some

adventurous mechanics from Bond Street had formed a colony there,

and that it was most probably their descendants whom we now listened to.

At two o'clock p. m., we came in sight of a savage-looking temple

dedicated to Bacchus, the tutelary deity of the place, and whom the

pagan tribes worship with sincerest veneration. This we were told was

called " The Elephant and Castle ;" but on referring to our charts we
found it laid down considerably to the southward : a clear proof how-

little the accounts of preceding travellers through these unexplored

regions are to be relied on. As we entered the temple we were half-

sutftji'ated by the smells (burnt-oiferings, we suppose) that proceeded

from it. The barbarians were all seated in their respective pews, which,

by the bye, bear some slight resemblance to the partitions at Stephens'

Hotel, busily engaged in blowing certain clouds from their mouths,

intended to be offered up as incense to heaven. One barbarian with a

dimpled nose, was exceedingly intent on swallowing something which
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looked like hot wine, with a yellow piece of fruit and two white pips

floating in it. This creature, from his importance, we took to be the

high-priest : his inspired appearance confirmed it, for after he had
praj'ed (in the fasliion of his tribe) through three glasses of hot wine,

he fell on the floor overcome by the excess of his devotion. To what
strange extremities will not superstition drive even the best of us !

The day was far advanced before we quitted this heathen temple, an
engraving of which will be given in our forthcoming travels, to be
published in quarto, by Messieurs Longman and Co. We were received

in it with much more hospitality than we expected, chiefly through the

influence of our interpreter, who explained all our wants to a savage

with a piece of white linen tucked up under his arm, and baptized a
waiter. On resuming our journey, we were much shocked by the

inconceivable barbarism that every where surrounded us : we resolved,

however, come what might, to persevere, and soon reached the dwelling

of the barbarian to whom your credentials, Mr. Secretary, had made us

known, and who having been formerly a traveller in the west-end, had
returned with a more enlarged mind than is usually to be met with

among the Wahvorthians. To this half-enlightened savage (through the

medium of our interpreter) we explained the objects of our mission,

and received in return a correct estimate of its difficulties. He told us,

among other equally curious customs, that the Indigetes were desperately

bigotted to their own habits, dined at two o'clock, devoured plates of
roast flesh for supper, and persevered in taking what he called " a glass

of sumniat comfortable," before they went to bed. Such confirmed

symptoms of barbarism greatly depressed our enthusiasm, and we felt

half afraid to proceed : but when we reflected with Captain Parry, that it

might be in our power to do good, and that even if we fell victims, like

Captain Cook, on the coast of this worse than Owhyhee, the committee
would provide for our children, we determined, Mr. Secretary, to run
all risks. \Mien, accordingly, we had acquainted our host with our
intentions, he promised to further them with all the influence he could
command; and that same evening summoned an assemblage of chiefs, to

whom it was his intention to introduce us, in order that we might at

least attempt their conversion. He then rang for one of his vassals,

a duck-legged little fellow, tricked out in all the usual finery of savage
life, and ordered him to bring in " a snack" (we quote the chief's own
words as our interpreter explained them to us). In a {^iw minutes the

slave reappeared, bearing in his hand a large circular board covered with
cold roasted flesh, chiefl}^ of domestic animals found in a wild country
to the south of Walworth, called Peckham Rye. We had the curiosity

to taste this flesh, finding that our politeness was estimated by our
appetites ; and it was really not unpalatable.

It was at this period of our travels that a circumstance occurred which
for some time dreadfully alarmed us. We had observed, while eating,

that our barbarian host eyed us with no little attention ; and well knowing
the proverbial treachery of all savages, we became apprehensive that he
might cause us to be scalped and served up for supper. His subsequent
conduct in part confirmed this suspicion, for he not only pressed us to

drink of an unknown beverage, called in the language of the country
" half and half," but literally forced it down our throats—an achievement
which convinced us that he had a design to poison us. Our interpreter

laughed at what he called such weakness, assuring us that the liquor in

3 P 2
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question was harmless, but when, on drinking it, we found an unnatural

drowsiness steal over us, we gave ourselves up for lost, and only regretted

dying in a distant country so far from our beloved wives and children.

In a short time, however, these sleepy effects went off, and our host

was then restored to his usual place in our good opinion.

It was now half-past five o'clock; in two hours the assembly was

to meet, so we employed the intervening time in rambling about

the country, and entering in our journals as many remarks as possible

;

which being concluded for the day, we returned, accompanied by our

interpreter, to the dwelling of our friend the chief. Here we partook of

a second repast, consisting of thick slices of a species of bread toasted

on one side, and spotted with dabs of a powerfully odoriferous oil, which,

as our interpreter whispered us, was called " buttered toast." A kind

of fluid, too, was handed about, brought in parcels from a distant

country called the Borough ; it was, however, so nauseous and innocent of

strength, that at first we mistook it for ditch-water. During this strange

repast, the chieftain's wife accompanied by three young savages entered

the room, bedizened, like all barbarous tribes, in the most gorgeous

colours. On her appearance we were formally introduced to her—a cere-

mony which takes place as follows. The woman advances towards you

holding her husband's hand, and on reaching within a yard of your

person, makes a sudden brisk duck or bob towards the ground, upon

which you are expected to rise and do the same. Unfortunately, from

ignorance of the custom, I advanced too close towards my hostess, and

bending my head forward, as I had observed the interpreter to do, I

came in contact with liers, and such was the concussion that I knocked

hei- three paces backwards. The young savages, her oft'spring, instantly

Bet up a shout, for which the father very properly rebuked them,

repeating to himself certain condemnatory epithets applied to his own
eyes—which, according to our interpreter, indicated exceeding wrath.

By this time it was near seven o'clock (the hour appointed for the

synod or convocation of barbarians), so that the room in which we sate,

called a drawing-room from the circumstance of its being filled with

rude daubs or drawings, began to be lit up ; and in a few minutes the

furniture, consisting for the most part of curiously carved pieces of wood
called chairs, with black bottoms and brass tacks, were all removed, and

every one anxiously awaited the approach of company. Presently,

*' a double knock"—so called because it consists of three small taps

—

was heard, and the slave or servant whom we have before described,

rushed head-foremost into the room—bawling at the top of a voice (by

no means musical) " Mister Muggins." He then ushered into the

room a smart squat little savage with a jolly red face, shaped like the

stern of a Dutch man-of-war, that is to say, narrow at top and broad at

bottom. The ornaments of this creature were curious. He wore a

prodigious thick white thing, fastened round what little neck it had

pleased God to give him, and adorned with a sparkling piece of metal

called " a coach," or, as our interpreter afterwards informed us, " a

broach." Half-way down his person there seemed to be a division of

garments, distinguished by immense pieces of gold or brass ; at his knees

were four large knots or bunches of black strings ; silk, curiously

tapestried with clocks and similar hieroglyphics, encircled his calves

;

-while his feet (vast masses of unshaped flesh) were clad in a black

leathern drapery called " bumps," or, as I afterwards learned, *' pumps."
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Tliis barbarian had scarcely taken his seat, when two other saiall

taps were heard, and presently, in sidled an enormous she savaKC

of a circumference not to be mentioned witliout awe, accompanied

by her spouse, a mild-looking native with liis hands stuck fast in his

breeches " sockets," or as our interpreter corrected us, his " pockets."

These two had scarcely seated themselves, and answered sundry

domestic interrogatories from our host, when about half-a-dozen

more taps were heard, and in rushed a possee of savages male and
female, young and old, but all stamped with the same characteristic

vulgarity. About this time some quaintly dressed barbarians made
their appearance, bearing in tiieir hands certain musical instruments,

resembling (although on u coarse scale) what are made in our own
country, which proved, to the satisfaction of my friend and myself, tliat

the colony above-mentioned must have had greater influence on the

Indigetes than is usually supposed by travellers. On the first entrance of

these animal pha^nomena, I was so thoroughly ignorant of their intentions

as to turn for information to a savage, wlio chanced to be standing beside

me, and who, staring at me for some time in wonder, archly replied,

through the medium of our interpreter, " Them, sir ! oh, tliem's the

musicians." This, as I judge from the grin that accompanied it, was
an excellent joke : I cannot say myself I saw much in it, but all wit

loses in translation, you know.

While these eccentric musicians were tuning their instruments, and

the savages were preparing for what they call a " dance," two slaves or

servants came in, with a dish of biscuits, we believe, in one hand, and
of Port wine negus, or some such liquid atrocity, in the other. The
instant Muggins beheld them, he rushed ravenously up, with " I'll have

a bit of summat before I begins, because, you see, I'm peckish ;" and
forthwith commenced a vigorous attaclv on the two dishes, kept in

countenance by the fat she savage above-mentioned, who chanced to be

standing next him, and who exclaimed between whiles (with her mouth
ftill), " Well said. Muggins ; but lawk, you're sich a wag I" (our inter-

preter, it must be remembered, repeated the substance of all these

conversations to us). Meanwhile the rest of the barbaiians got them-

selves into action, and stood up in two parallel lines, for what they call

" a country dance." This saltatory abomination is perpetrated as foUows:

the man who stands at the head of one line, looks at the woman wlio

stands at the head of the other, upon which they both twirl round like

whipping-tops, and then run down between the two lines, preserving

during the whole operation as much gravit)^ as if they were on the eve

of being hanged. The rest do the same, but being usuall}'^ as indepen-

dent of ear as the music of harmony, a most diverting confusion takes

place, of which the following is an exemplary instance. The savage who
led off at the end of one line, happening to wheel the wrong way, came
in contact with a barbarian in black breeches behind him, and so severe

was the shock, that he pitched back upon the foremost musician; who in

return fell with his fiddle into the arms of the next in advance, and he

again upon his rearward man, which last, being seated on a level with tJie

window (on a raised platform), plumped head-foremost through three

panes of glass, into a luxuriant horse-pond beneath him.

When order was somewhat restored, the savages had leisure to

examine the personal peculiarities of us (the intruders) ; and finding

our dress, manners, conversation, and especial!}' our whiskers, which
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were marvellously admired by the females, of so different a nature from

their own, they raised among each other a sort of yell or l^ugh, a
mixed breed between the bray of the donkey and the accomplished

melody of the goose. The juniors, however, seemed more inclined to

admire and imitate, than to ridicule or condemn, at least so we thought,

and if so, they are not altogether without taste you'll observe. Be this

as it may, we determined to lose no time in attempting their conversion

;

and, singling out the two prettiest, and consequently the most important

she savages in the synod, we began to initiate them in the voluptuous

evolutions of the Spanish waltz, as practised with such effect at Almack's.

Never were more promising pupils ; it was really beautiful to see the

instinct with which they comprehended each manoeuvre ; such twirling

and twisting, now right now left, to quick time, to slow time, and to no

time at all
;
you would have given your ears, Mr. Secretary, to have

seen them. The elders, however, endeavoured to put a stop to these

innovations, and it shocked us exceedingly to see Muggins—the young,

the susceptible Muggins—foremost in ridiculing our waltzes, and insisting

(in a speech eloquently independent of all syntactical and etymological

propriety) on another country-dance. Meanwhile, finding that we were

likely to make but few proselytes in the Saint Vitus line, we had recourse

to betting, as indispensable to fashion and civilization, and turning our

eyes towards the windows, luckily beheld two spiders crawling up the

shutters (on their return home from an evening party, it should seem).

The instant we discovered them, we advanced towards a junior savage

in blue pantaloons, and offered a wager of twenty guineas that the black

spider, at the same time pointing to them both, would reach the ceiling

before the brown one. Strange to say, he mistook us for madmen, and

bursting into a most villainous cachination, ran away to inform his

kinsfolk and acquaintance of our folly. Thus it is with human nature :

genius in one country is insanity in another, the virtues of the West are

the vices of the East, and so vice versa throughout the world.

Scarcely had we recovered our disgust at this grossness, when the

mother of the she-savages whom we had taught with such felicitous

effect, came to thank us for our politeness, and to request that we would

honour her -with our company at a small " hop " on the ensuing night.

At first, despairing of success as missionaries, we refused this invitation,

but on second thoughts resolved to accept it ; which acquiescence on our

part being duly and gratefully acknowledged, supper was announced,

and down stairs we all rushed pell-mell to the banquet. But oh, Mr.

Secretary, what words can express our increased astonishment at the

scene which now surrounded us ! You, who have been used to the

light, polished, and picturesque refections of the West End, may partly

conceive our horror at the sight of mountains of meat, moistened by
rivulets of gravy ;

pork-pies, sausages, inconceivable sausages, reposing

on their feather-bed of mashed potatoes ;^together with custards, porter,

brown stout, and divers bottles of that African nastiness, Cape wine.

The convei'sation was equally characteristic. Muggins, the vivacious

but barbarous Muggins, addressed a fat savage on the merits of some

performance which he had witnessed at a place called the Coburg, and

the fet savage rejoined with a dissertation upon the horses at Astley's.

This, of course, was all Greek to us, having never before heard of

either place ; but our interpreter was luckily by our side, so that we
contrived to glean some little information respecting them. The next
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subject was entirely commercial, being on the prices of linen, leather,
gill, tobacco, and similar phenomena : which proves that even among the
savage hordes the science of " political economy " has made no slight
advances. When supper was ended, Muggins, the corpulent but elo-
quent Muggins, was called on for a song, and accordingly yelled out,
in the key of a park gun, " Rule Britannia," which, as we were informed,
is the national war-whoop of the savages. The company then called
aloud for pipes and gin-and-water* (only conceive I), after which, the hour
being late, they all separated, not a little satistied with the refined
entei-tainments of the evening.

The next day, while rambling through the neighbourhood, we were
agreeably surprised by the sight of three pairs of whiskers, with a man
attached to each pair, advancing towards us. This convinced us that
our idea of conversion was not quite so Utopian as we had imagined,
since it was quite clear that these whiskers (clumsy, but laudable iniita-

^ tions of our West End ones) nmst have been the artificial growth of the

J

morning. On approaching us, the whiskers—their proprietors rather

—

addressed us pretty much after our own off-hand fashion, as displayed
on the preceding night, and even solicited the honour of walking with
us. This, in pity to their blindness, we agreed to, and during our
ramble entertained them with an account of the manners, anmsements,
and appearance of the West End, such as their betting, waltzing,

:, dining, dressing, &c., until we excited in their barbarous bosoms a most
outrageous desire of imitation. We then quitted them, but not without
extorting a promise that they would use their utmost endeavours to

convert their kinsfolk and acquaintance. On returning to the abode of
- our friend the chief, we received, Mr. Secretary, j-our despatches of
August 1st, in which you exhorted us to persevere, and informed U3
of several important events that had occurred since our departure, viz.,

the bet between Lord G— and Sir T— D— ; the interesting affair

between the Earl of C— and Miss Amelia O— ; and other such momen-
tous matters. None, but those who have travelled, can conceive the
transport with which, in so distant a land, we read these delightful com-
munications ; they brought home to us the amusements of our beloved
West End, and even filled our eyes with tears as we reflected that,

however desirous, we might never again behold it.

After an hour thus devoted to affliction, we brushed the dew-drops
from our optics, and were just preparing for an excursion towards the
country of Camberwell, when three small taps were heard, and in

waddled the corpulent she-savage whom we had seen the preceding
evening. The conversation of this gentlewoman turned upon a peculiar
national amusement called " a fair," which was then being held at
Camberwell, and which our hostess no sooner learned, than she instantly

set out with her children, and invited us to follow. Of course we
would not neglect so glorious an opportunity of acquainting ourselves
with the amusements of the savages, so hastened to the scene of action,

* Of the nature of these articles we are yet ignorant, but our interpreter is busy with
a dissertation upon them, in which he endeavours to prove, from the similar natiu-e of
their amusements, tliat the Walworthian savages originally sprung from the same
tribe as the Holhtndeis, a colony of whom settled in tliese parts many ages back. This
fact, if authenticated, will make a curious addition to our stores of the natm-al history

of man.
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accompanied by our interpreter and host, where we found an acre of

ground, with a horse-pond in the middle, literally covered with all sorts

of curious huts, houses, horses, caravans, and shows. While sauntering

through this novel scene, my friend felt a mysterious twitch at his coat,

in front, and endeavouring to ascertain the cause of it, discovered,

to his infinite chagrin, that his watch, like a phantom, had vanished

—

a symptom of civilization which, we must confess, not a little surprised

us.

After accurately acquainting ourselves with the nature and origin of

this strange festival, we returned home, accompanied by our friend the

chief, his squaw, and her three young savages. We then put on our

full ball-room dress, as West-End Missionaries of Fashion, and soon

afterwards set out for the habitation of the. she-barbarian who had so hos-

pitably invited us. This assembly was the precise counterpart of the

preceding one, except that among the junior savages, of either sex, our

manners and appearance seemed to have been more admired, and, as far

as they could be, adopted. We were even requested to call a Spanish

waltz, which we gladly obeyed, and were not a little proud to find that

it was generally imitated, especially by the she-savages. To be sure

the evolutions were somewhat clumsily executed—but what of that ? we
must all have a beginning.

The following week was spent pretty much in the same manner ; our

company was universally courted ; and although many of the elder

savages, bigotted to their own prejudices, would have driven us with scorn

from their country, yet the young ones (all but Muggins) befriended us :

the men adopting our dress, whiskero and nonchalance ; the women, our

languishing and effeminate elegance, and sighing Tor the charms of a

country where such young men, to use their own choice expression,

" were as thick as hops." The first steps towards civilization have in all

ages been the same. It was by degrees only that Lycurgus modelled

Sparta, that Romulus improved Rome, that Confucius refined China (if

it be refined), and that we civilized Walworth. We began by gentle

alteratives—to borrow a phrase from the faculty; and when we had
sufficiently prepared, without nauseating the system, we adopted bolder

purgatives ; the consequence of which was, that the national constitution

of the savages received a fashionable tonic, which has set it all to^rights.

It rejoices us to state that among the Walworthians alone, without

enumerating the adjacent tribes of Camberwell, Kennington, and New-
ington, through whom the blessed example we have set will no doubt be
soon disseminated, that there are no less than two professed hells, one

French hotel, together with a variety of promising young gamblers,

under whose auspices the barbarians are rapidly advancing towards

civilization. Nay, their very hours are altered ; they no longer dine at

two o'clock, or indulge in the dietetic enormity of suppers—all these

atrocious habits are eradicated ; and we are not wholly without hopes of

finding the wives become as indifferent to their husbands as they are at

the West-End. But such a desirable consummation cannot be expected

to take place all at once, you'll allow.

Thus, Mr. Secretary, have we partially succeeded in civilizing that

savage tract of country (extending from 50 to 51 degrees north latitude,

and longitude 120), and introducing to our West-End readers a tribe of

barbarians, whose very existence, except among our more adventurous

travellers, has been hitherto disputed. Before, however, we close this
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sketch, we shall add a few particulars respecting the literature and lan-

.guage of the savages. Many of their words—originally derived, no

doubt, from the colony above-mentioned—bear a strong resemblance to

our own, so that by a little judicious attention we may almost contrive

to understand them. For our " after" they substitute the dissyllable

" a'ter" with a broad inflection on the letter A. Where we say " as,"

they use the poetical pleonasm " as how," and our word " such" they

pronounce " sich." The preterperfect tense of tlie verb " to fight," which

we have always been Tn the habit of calling " fought," they convert into

" fit," so that in speaking of two boxers wlio fought for an liour they

would say " a kipple on 'em fit for an hour." With respect to similes and

metaphors, it is curious to observe how such verbal peculiarities are

always derived from, and modelled on, tlie peculiar habits of a nation.

The Walworthians, being to a man skilled in the more mechanical arts

of savage life, draw all their proverbs and expressions from that

familiar source. Thus in speaking of an affectionate husband and wife,

they will appropriately observe, that they " stick like pitch to each
other ;" and in stamping any thing as a certainty, remark that it is as sure
" as eggs is eggs." The letters most in use among them are H, N and
R : an apple, for instance, they call " a happle," a liorse " a norse," an

idea " a hidear," which we take to be manifest improvements on our

own vernacular dialect. Their favourite books seem to be " Cocker's

Arithmetic"—which they consider as the finest poem in*the language,

and " Euclid's Elements"—a sort of fairy tale, we believe. They have

also some indistinct idea of one Shakspeare (the more enlightened par-

ticularly), but what gave us a still higher idea of their intellects was our

observing a number of the Monthly Magazine lying upon the table of

one of the chiefs—a striking proof of the wide circulation of that

respected periodical.

With regard to their females they are wondrously prolific, and much
given to loving their husbands. It is, however, illiberal in us to charge

them at present with this amiable weakness, for since our attempts at con-

version they have done wonders in thcM-ay of eradicating it. Their chil-

dren are prodigiously fat and red-faced, but exceedingly good-natured ;

particularly the females, one ofwhom, I am grieved to state, conceived

such a strong partiality for me as almost to be persuaded to accompany
me to the lands of civilization. At first I thought of bringing her with

me to Exeter 'Change and exhibiting her at a shilling a head ; but soon

my heart (formed only for the gentler affections) relented, and wiping

a tear from my left eye, " amiable young savage," I exclaimed, " I

go, and for ever, from your country, but oh ! let not the remembrance
of the M'hite man (meaning me, for the Walworthians, you must know,

are all red-faced) be banished from that susceptible but barbarous bosom ;

morning and night let thine orisons be offered up to the Great Spirit in

this"—at this precise moment my voice was so choked with emotion

that I was forced to hide my agony in the cabriolet which stood

for me at the door of my host's habitation ; the whip then cracked, the

horse took to his heels, the street-door closed on my susceptible she-

savage, jamming her youthful digits in the process, and away I was
bowled, ever and for ever, from the interesting barbarians of Walworth.

NOCAED.
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remarks on friendly soc1etie8.

The erroneous principles on which the statesmen of former days

acted, are now, in many instances, fully admitted ; and while we feel the

corrosive effects, wonder at the ignorance "of the sages of their day.

When one portion of the labour entailed on a generation, is to remove

or mitigate the evils caused by the race which preceded it ; we have a

humiliating proof of the imperfection of human reason, which should

curb all inclination to positiveness of opinion, and excite sentiments of

cautious liberality on declarations of error, and propositions for the

removal of evil.

No kingdom ever has been so well governed as England : the regulated

action of its laws and institutions ensures security and freedom. Among
these laws and institutions, are many to which the circumstances of

former days gave rise, but, which the circumstances of this age

require to be altered or repealed. Much has been done by our present

enlightened legislators, on the duties levied on commerce. The appli-

cation of revenue is improved, and some laws enacted, and others

expunged. The act of Mr. Peel, relating to the statutes of the king-

dom, immortalises his name, and has procured for him the praise and
esteem of all good men.

There is one law in England which cannot now be repealed, but

which is a cancer eating into the very vitals of the constitution, and
"which, even now, requires consummate skill and indefatigable perseve-

rance to check its insinuating progress and demoralising effects. This

law is, in common parlance. The Poor-Rate. When, in the sixteenth

century, it was first enacted, our rulers did not foresee the extent of the

evils their charitable intentions would produce. Were they now to rise

from their graves, they might wonder how so much evil could be
derived from such a virtuous source. The universal laws which operate

with unvarying effect on all things, have only had their due influence on
this one. To enumerate all the causes which have combined to produce
the present condition of that festering gangrene, Avould require a
volume. Among them are a great increase of the numbers of labourers

in every art ; the sudden depression of some branches of trade, which
deprives bodies of improvident people of the means of support, and who
have consequently availed themselves of the law which permits them
to demand assistance from the parish. These examples becoming
numerous, weakened the sense of shame which prevented the poor from
eating the bread of humiliation; with it waned the spirit of independence^

(a frightfid and demoralizing evil) and now pay from the parish, instead

of being looked on as a disgrace, is contemplated as a right. What are

the evils produced by this state of feeling among the lower classes ? In

addition to that dreadful one, a weak and waning spirit of independence,

is improvideyice during the days of youth and prosperity, and its

attendant intemperance, with its many injurious consequences : the

declining sentiments of esteem and respect §3r those above them, and in

constant intercourse with them, which weakens the chain by which a
free people should be united, and which is a surer defenc* than mere
military legions. It has also the power of diminishing acts of individual

charity among the middle orders of the people, who often refuse their

aid, under an impression that they pay a considerable annual stipend as

a poor-rate. These effects the philosopher and statesman know how to
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appreciate. To these effects let the inequality of the tax be added,
the great increase of it within twenty years, and the general opinion
of its injurious tendency, its inefficacy, and the frequent misapplication

of the money raised—yet this tax cannot be repealed. An attempt
to repeal it might produce insurrection. If it cannot be rei)ealed,

what can be done ? The greatest statesmen have declared their in-

ability to devise any method by which it could be even ameliorated.
TJiis appears to be the existing opinion : but that is no proof of its being
a correct one.

A scheme has been devised—founded on the surest of all reasoning,
arithmetical calculation—by which, not only the injurious effects on the
poorer classes will be stopped, but their return to a higher sense of
independence ensured; by which their comfort and resources will

be greatly augmented, and provision during the decHning yeara of life

guaranteed, while the poor-rate will, as a consequence, gradually decrease,

until it becomes almost nominal, and so little esteemed by the people, as
to permit of its repeal without apprehension, and leave the Legislature at
liberty to substitute some general means, equally pressing on all the
community, and adapted to the circumstances of the times.

We shall speak, hereafter, more particularly of the want of system
of the limited friendly societies in this country, and their inadequacy to

fulfil their declared objects, and now refer to the main point of our
article.

Mr. John Fleming, the'present member for Hampshire, having deep*
ly studied the subject, and availed himself of every source of information,
with the forethought of a statesman and the feelmgs of a philanthropist,

saw, that if the plans were extended, and the calculations correct, a
system for mutual support in sickness and old age might be made
a great national concern ; and while the poor man was rendered inde-
pendent, assisted during the affliction of sickness with money, medicine,
and medical attendance, and ensured an annuity during the declining
years of life, that the poor-rate must gradually diminish, and the
mental condition of the poor be thus improved. No sooner was this

estimable man convinced of the correctness of this enlightened view of
the important subject, and extended application of the system, than
he commenced his operations for the purpose of founding, in the county
he represents in Parliament, one great society. With acknowledged
talent and indefatigable industry he roused the attention of the people, and
succeeded in establishing that great societ}' for mutual support, which
sooner or later will become general, and produce the consequences above
stated. We are not enthusiasts and are not actuated by any personal
considerations—but after calm reflection believe, that Mr. Fleming
has gained immortal honour for himself, and ensured the gi-ateful

remembrance of future generations, and will be placed among the true
benefactors of his countrj^

The subject is of such importance, and so exciting, that we shall now
enter on rather a detailed history of these associations in England, and
their present condition ; and m our next number give some account of
those established in foreign countries.

In every age and comitry man has known the utility of associating

for mutual support, whether for the purposes of defence, attack, com-
merce, or labour. If the records of the eastern countries were ex-
amined, traces raisht be discovered of societies of men whose labours

3 Q 2
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and properties formed one common stock for the benefit of the whole.

Among the Jews was the sect of the Essenes (from whom the Mora-

vians are derived), who dwelt together, all labouring for the common
good of the society to which they immediately belonged, _and-'always

receiving and assisting the members of the same commmiity. ')"

The castes among the Hindoos have some affinity to them in that

particular point. Among the Athenians and other Grecian States,

associations were instituted having a common chest, into which a certain

monthly contribution, paid by each individual, was deposited ; that a

fund might be raised for relieving such members of that society, as

might in any manner have experienced adverse fortune.*

Sir Frederick Eden in his " History of the Poor" has traced tlie

existence of societies or fraternities to a very early period, and quotes

from Hickes's Thesaurus, the ordinances of two Saxon gilds ; and points

out their coincidence with some of the modern Friendly Societies. The
first of these was established by noblemen at Cambridge : the other was
at Exeter, and appears to have embraced other orders of the community.
The Gild of St. Catherine, founded in the reign of Edward HI, at

Coventry, has some wholesome rules, which the modern societies would
do well to imitate. The Earl and Countess of Northumberland and
their eldest son were members of St. Christopher's Gild at York. Next
to these, we have the Free-Masons, an old and valuable fraternity, who
supply, from a fund, or donations, their indigent brethren, and aid those

of their brotherhood in danger and adversity. Much curious informa-

tion on the subject of Friendly Societies, is to be gleaned from Hickes,

Dugdale, Bloomfield's, History of Norfolk, and Eden. These fraternities

apjiear to have existed, without the permission of the Legislature,

though sometimes licenses were obtained to enable them to purchase and

iiold lands. For a series of centuries their rules and regulations were
drawn up without reference to any general standard ; and it does not

seem that they had any knowledge of proportional payments and benefits.

In 1719, a Society of Shoemakers was founded at NeAvcastle on TjTie,

which we believe still exists.

Associations for mutual support during sickness appear to have been
in existence as early as the middle of the last century. Mr. Mazeres,

the cursitor baron of the Exchequer, called the attention of the public

in 1772, to " a proposal for establishing life annuities in parishes, for

the benefit of the industrious poor." The celebrated Dr. Price assisted

Baron Mazeres, not only in calculating the tables, but in drawing up
the plans. In the following year 3Ir. Dowdswell, a chancellor of the

Exchequer, brought a bill before Parliament, to enable parishes to grant

to the poor, annuities for life, upon purchase, and under certain

restrictions. It passed the House of Commons without much opposition;

but was rejected in the House of Lords, as it was thought likely to

impose an unequal and unjust tax on the landed property.

This bill was sanctioned and supported by Mr. Burke, Mr. Dunning,

Sir George Saville, Mr. Thomas Townsend, Mr. Rice, Sir Richard Sut-

ton, Lord John Cavendish, and others. In the year 1789, the same bill,

with amendments, was again brought forward, and passed the House of

Commons, and was again rejected by the House of Peers. The utility

• Vide Becher's Observations, &c.—we have inserted the instance of the Athenians

since the Essay was composed, not being before aware of the existence of Mr.

Becher's last work.
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it would prove in improving the moral habits of the people was seen,

and fully admitted ; but the bill required that the annuities should be
paid for out of the produce of the parochial assessments. This was
making a general benefit dependant on divided means, which were not

of certain continued operation—the means and the ends were not

commensurate ; neither was it consistent with the national dignity to

secure a national good by less than the national revenue. The people

became better informed on the subject by these repeated discussions, and

the publication of the tables of calculation ; and, aware that no legislative

permission was requisite, many societies were formed, and these at

length attracted more attention.

In 1793, the Legislature first interfered, and an act was passed, now
known by the name of its author, Mr. G. Rose. There are some curious

points in this act not unworthy of notice, as they prove the inefficiency

of the persons who drew it up, and the want of vigilance in the men who
permitted it to pass into a law. This act, after reciting that it was for

" the protection and encouragement of friendly societies in this king-

dom," continues, " that it shall be lawful for any number of persons in

Great Britain to form themselves into, and to establish one, or more,

society, &c."

Was the Legislature called on to declare it lawful for the people to

associate themselves for mutual support in the time of sickness and old

age? The people associated themselves for innocent and lawful purposes,

and therefore required no permission. The restrictions inqiosed on

these societies were calculated for the security and benefit of individuals

:

but the ancient law against fraud and embezzlement, would have

afforded equal protection. The leading points in this act are, 1st. No
society is deemed lawfully established until their rules have been
" exhibited to the justices in quarter sessions," and confirmed by them
according to act of Parliament. 2dly. It requires that five-sixths

of the members of a society shall consent before the society can be
dissolved. The privileges are more numerous ; among those deserving

attention are : 1st, The bonds required from treasurers and other

officers are free of stamp-duty, and given without fee or reward, to the

clerk of the peace ; and in case of forfeiture, it was lawful to sue on this

bond. 2dly. In case the treasurer or others neglect their duty, a

petition of the society to the Court of Chancery, the Court of Exche-
quer in England, the Court of Session in Scotland, and the Court of

Great Sessions in Wales, Js imperative on them to proceed in a summary
Kay, and to decide as shall seem just, without fee or reward to any officer

or minister of the court ; the court is required to assign counsel, and
appoint a clerk, who are to do their duty gratuitously : no proceedings

are chargeable with stamp-duty. 3dl)', The money of a society in the

hands of a treasurer or other person, has a preference over all the debts

of such person. 4thly, The officers can sue and be sued. 5thly,

A member considering himself aggrieved, is allowed summary redress

by tvfo justices. There were other privileges granted by this act, but
which are not necessary to be mentioned here. In 1817, a great

additional privilege was conferred on them ; ^hey were allowed to

deposit their funds in any Saving Bank, thus deriving the high interest

secured by the Government debentures, received by the saving banks

for all money deposited in the Bank of England, and bearing an interest

of three pence per day.
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The utility of these associations was quickly perceived by the people

(indigence, and the anticipations of want, are powerful stimuli to grasp

at benefits which will diminish such impending evils). In 1802, the

number returned to Parliament was 9,672; in 1815, the number of

members embodied was enumerated at 925,429 ! So great a body of

people having united to mutually support each other, and this by the

savings of their industry, called for greater attention. There was a

glaring defect in the law—a defect which placed nearly a million of the

industrious jwor in a condition which threatened them with the loss of

all that they had saved from the hard earnings of years I This was,

the want of sufficient security against eiTor in the calculations, which

determined the sum that should be paid by each individual for a

specified benefit. The intention of Mr. Rose was good—the privileges

granted were important: but with this defect, they were only glittering

lures, which led the poor to the brink of danger so great, that no reflect-

ing man can think of it without feeling it a duty to use exertion to prevent

those around him, who constitute a society, from suffering, by warning

them of the threatened ruin, and pointing out the means of avoiding it.

The calculations required for these purposes are profound, and can

only be made by those who are deeply skilled in calculation, and have ob-

tained data from observation and experience. Few clerks of the peace or

justices are capable of deciding on the accuracy of the calculations,

brought to them by a society consisting of labourers and mechanics.

The tables of Dr. Price, though calculated at the desire of Parliament,

never received parliamentary sanction, and do not extend to the cases of

widows or childi'en of deceased members, and could not embrace the

consideration of sums lavished by the members in feasting and other

ways ; and to these only were the justices in the habit of referring, if

they referred to any.

The next defect, though not fraught with the same extent of evil,

equally proves the ignorance and inefficiency of the persons who enacted

it. On the dissolution of a society, the act required the consent of a

great proportion of the members : but this majority was only numerical.

Thus those members who had, for a series of years, subscribed their

savings, might be outvoted by the younger members whose expectations

of reliefand support were more distant! Tlie old and infirm so treated,

were not likely to obtain redress, though the law was inexpensive, as

the money might have been divided and spent before they could avail

themselves of legal protection. Even if they had received their

share, and then discovered the error, their case would be equally hope-

less.

Among the many abuses to which the friendly societies are liable is

one, the full effects of which persons unskilled in calculation cannot ap-

preciate

—

tHe contributionsfrom fhejundjbrjeasting : this abuse, with the

original insufficiency of the sum paid by each member, have placed at

least five-sixths ofthese societies in a condition xvJiich must end in insolvency.

Let tlie younger members of them, who are looking forward to contribute

fijr j-ears to come, consider this ; let tln.se who are verging to old age,

and its attendant, sickness, think that their hard earnings may be of no
avail, and that in the days of pain and weakness the}"^ will have the

galling remembrance tliat their contributions have been consumed, and
that they have thrown their means to the winds. Lest any of our readers

should suppose that the associations of individuals for mutual support,
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are likely to militate against the good produced by the Saving Banks>

we will, before we proceed, prove that they mutually co-operate

in support of each other, and thus both become a powerful means of
increasing the comfort, happiness, and moral condition of the people.

Suppose a labouring man, not a member of a friendly society, has
placed five pounds in the Savings Bank, and then falls sick : having no
other resource, he gradually diminishes this sum to procure medical
advice and medicine, and to support his family during the period he is

prevented from pursuing his daily labour, till at last it is all exhausted

;

he is then compelled to apply for relief to his parish, and on his recovery

has to labour hard to make good his loss, and provide for the future con-

tingency of sickness. How different would have been this man's condi-

tion if he had only subscribed, at stated periods, a few shillings to a
County Benefit Society. On his becoming unable to work, these few
shillings would have secured to him medical advice, medicine, and
several shillings a-week, until he was able to resume his daily labour ;

his savings in the bank would not have been exhausted, and he would
go again to his work, thankful that he had been provident enough to

secure his earnings, and also comfort, advice, medicine, and money.
He would see from personal experience, that these institutions, being

used by him at the same time, secured to him advantages which neither

could do singly, and thus they are shewn to mutually support each
other, and in so doing increase the advantages to the poor and to the

kingdom.
The report from the Select Committee on the Laws respecting Friendly

Societies reflects the highest honour on the members who composed it^

for they have elicited an immense mass of evidence on a very abstruse

and complicated subject, and stated it with great perspicuity, though

in so great detail as to be of little use to the general reader, but invalu-

able as a work of reference.

We must now enter more generally on this part of our subject, since

our limits forbid us to yield to the wish tfl proceed more at length.

It appears that the justices are by law required to satisfy themselves

that the formation of a friendly society in a district will be really benefi-

cial, " regard being had to the existence of any other society already

formed, under wholesome rulea^ within the same district, for the like

purposes." This is a necessary enactment, but which has not been
attended to. From the opinions of the greatest calculators who have

made these subjects their principal stud)', it is admitted that tlie Icixv of
average will not operate among a £ew individuals. It is deemed unsafe

for less than tzoo hundred to associate, even if the calculations for their

contributions are not erroneous.

In the year 1819, the importance of the associations for niutua!

support again attracted the attention of the Government, which had
then been fully convinced of the necessity of trying to avert the mis-

chief which was becoming apparent from the defects in Mr. Rose's act ;

and provided that, justices were not to confirm any tables of payments
or benefits, or any rules dependant on or connected with the calculation

thereof, until they were satisfied that these tables and rules had been
ajjproved of by actuaries, and persons skilled in calculation. The Com-
mittee admitted the utility of the provision, and were of opinion that it

had been productive ofgood : but very wisely ask, " Who are professional

actuaries or persons skilled in calculation? In what way are the justices
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to satisfy themselves that the persons by whom the tables are signed

really answer to the description of skilful calculators ?" These are very

pertinent questions. As more than a million of the people have entered

into these associations, we presume, with diffidence, to say, that a

board should be appointed, composed of at least three such men as Mr.
Finlaison, the actuary of the National Debt Office, the Rev. Mr. Becher,

Mr. George Glenny, Mr. Frend, Mr. Morgan, or Mr. Dean, under the

supervisorship of the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; who should be

bound to examine, and approve or reject, all tables remitted to them from

justices in quarter session, and who should each receive a remunerating

salary. Tliey should also be bound to examine all tables of existing

societies remitted to them, and give a written opinion on them,

duly signed, and which should be recorded, with such particulars as

might be deemed necessary. The societies should each pay three pounds,

or even five pounds, which should go towards liquidating the expense

of their salaries. We do not apprehend that the people would object to

such a board ; and we do not think that the most penurious statesman in

the kingdom would have the cold-heartedness to oppose so beneficial

an institution, more particularly when the great future good is pro-

perly considered.

There is much difficulty in reducing information on such complicated

subjects within the number of pages that can consistently be granted

to one article in a Magazine ; we will, however, try to make the

snbject intelligible to our readers, because we feel its importance,

and are well aware of the degree of excitement the matter has caused

among the people.

Legislators have, from time to time, indistinctly hinted at the

great results which some system, wisely and extensively adopted, would
produce : but it was left for Mr. Fleming to adopt this scheme of great

friendly societies, and to found with skill and diligence that society,

which will be the parent of others throughout the empire. The act of

Parliament before referred to contains these memorable words : " The
habitual reliance of poor persons upon parochial relief rather than upon
their own industry, tends to the moral deterioration of the people, and
to the accumulation of heavy burthens upon parishes ; and it is desira-

ble, as well with a view to the reduction of the assessments made for

the relief of the poor, as to the improvement of the habits of the people,

that encouragement should be afforded to persons desirous of making
provisions for themselves or their families out of the fruits of their own
industry, and that by the contribution of the savings ofmany persons to one

common fund, the most effectual provision may be made for the casual-

ties affecting all contributors ; and it is therefore desirable to afford

further facilities and additional security to persons who may be willing

to unite in appropriating small sums, from time to time, to the formation

of a common fund for the purposes aforesaid ; and it is desirable to

protect such persons against the effects of fraud or miscalculation."

It is, without doubt, impolitic to trj^ and force individuals to become
members of any great society ; the attempt would be properly resisted,

and would not expend the great association, but only prevent the

formation of smaller ones. The best method of establishing the County
Societies is to follow the example of Mr. Fleming. He had tracts

published and distributed, stating the objects and the superiority of the

great associations. He called meetings in all the principal towns, and
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tliere, with dignity, energy, precision, and uncommon clearness, recapi-

tulated the benefits which would ensue, and pointed out the errors and

»buses prevailing among the common societies. By pursuing this en-

Ughtened course, he awakened the attention of the higher order of the

cppmunity, and considerably weakened the prejudices of the working clas-

ses, and at length triumphantly founded the society, in which he was nobly

Seconded by the Duke of Wellington, Lord Palmerston, and other spirited

ii^dividuals, who perceived the truth of his reasoning, and the nobleness

of his views, and subscribed -nearly^ie thousand pounds to put this great

machine in motion.

We have stated some of the abuses prevailing in the common societies,

aild which are all verified by the evidence of the actuaries, and other

persons examined by the connnittee. These abuses we must now enu-

merate, that the necessity of the establishment of the great associations

may be more apparent. The calculations on which the contributions and

benefits depend, are erroneous, and must inevitably end in ruin. The
security of the money is not, in many instances, sound, since treasurers

may abscond, and other officers neglect their duty. Much money is'

irrecoverably squandered in feasting, and encroachments on the capital

are too often made, particularly when publicans are connected with the

society, and at whose inns they assemble. The medical attendance is not

always what it should be ; and the sick, after a time, have a diminished

allowance. To these may be added the anguish which nmst be endured

by the members of these societies, when they find the certain results of

their errors. All these evils the great County Society is guarded against

;

the security is much greater, and under the observation of those who
can and will guard against robbery, or peculation, or misapplication. The
security is greatly increased by the numbers which such society %vould

consist of, and, by the accuracy of the calculations which regulate the

contributions and the payments in sickness and old age. As the whole

would be under one great system of management, there would be no

unnecessary expenditure for feasts, and no encroachment on the funds

by the instigation of publicans. If any member wished to retire he

would have the power of doing so : not with loss, not subject to the

over-reaching of others, but on a just calculation of his rights. The
medical attendance and the medicine would be as good as could be pro-

cured, and without limitation, and the regularity and simple manner of

obtaining it, and the weekly allowance, would do away with all bickering

and ill-will.

Who cannot see that when this system is general, every poor man will

be independent in the time of sickness ; that his former earnings will not

be reduced or spent in procuring medicine for himself and food for his

family, that the spirit of independence will no longer be a waning fire in

his bosom, but a leading feature of his character ; and that when the

hoary crown of age is upon his brow, that he will no longer be a parish

pauper, receiving the wages of humiliation, but a man conscious of

possessing an honourable support, earned in his youthful strength, and of

being a joint-stock proprietor of the great fund of his society—Where,

then, will be the poor rate ? This cancer will no longer exist.

We must stop here. In our next number we shall continue the sub-

ject, and give all that has been brought to light on the duration of human
life, and the other points referred to in the commencement of thts

imppr^^., f, ., ,^ .i-
N. O.
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DETUn AMANTIOIII.

It is useless to argue about the matter—the Athenians were a very

charming people, that's the truth on't. There was a grace, a fascination

in their very faults, which, as in those of a beauty, made them almost

as delightful, certainly almost as winning, as their qualities of less dis-

puted merit. But in these last, also, they were not to be approached by
any other people. Their patriotism had all the elevation of public vir-

tue, without in the least impairing the tenderness and beauty of private

affection. The state was to them a benevolent parent which fostered

and showered benefits upon them—not, as in Sparta, which demanded
sacrifices from them at every turn. The faults of the Athenians were
those of the heart's luxuriance—those of the Spartans, of the heart's

sterility. The Athenians considered the disgrace to lie in committing

n crime—the Spartans, in its discovery. Sparta inculcated and exacted

a continual war against all the kindlier and more spontaneous feelings of

our nature ; Athens encouraged their growth, and rewarded their per-

fection.

After this, we need not wonder that Athens was the first to invent, or

at least to cultivate, the liberal arts. Poetry and painting ; sculpture

and music ; the refinement of the sweetest sounds ; the rendering the

human form more than human in its divine perfection ; the embodying

and embellishing the most remarkable moments of time, by all the

magic of the painter's art—these things the modern world owes to

Athens. Is it not an incalculable debt ?

Poetry, painting, music—the Athenians possessed these : they were

not long before they united all their fascinations in the Tlieatre. It must
not, however, be supposed that their drama, like their tutelary goddess,

was born in full maturity of beauty and of power. No ; the theatre, at

first, served only for public games, for religious festivals—by degrees

for recitations in verse, first of fact, then of fiction ; till the genius

of jTischylus arose, and appropriated to compositions of the same nature

with his own the very name of theatre, for ever.

Among other prizes which were yearly distributed on this favoured

spot, was one " To him who loved the best." He who, during the year,

had shewn the greatest devotion to his mistress, had made for her sake

the greatest sacrifices, or had performed the most notable exploits in

her cause, was crowned before the whole assembly, with a wreath of

roses and of flowering myrtle interwined,—those flowers having been

always deemed sacred to the Queen of Love; being, at once, the sweetest

and the most beautiful. But what rendered this prize still more eagerly

sought after was that the advocates, who both proposed and pleaded for

the various candidates, were those in whose behalf the deeds, which

were their qualifications, had been done. Each fair one pleaded for her

lover's pre-eminence in love ; rightly judging that she who had excited

the strongest and the best affection had good reason to be proud of the

actions to which it had led. It was, as it were, only a reflected vanity,

for the eulogy was all of her lover—it was only incidentally that the ex-

citing cause was alluded to. The fair advocate gave all the direct

praise to her client, leaving it to the judges and the audience to see

what degree of the merit was, in fact, due to herself.*

* This pleading is preserved in the works of the learned and ingenious GuiUaume

VtttU ; to which I am indebted for the substance of the speeches of tlie three candi-

dates, which the reader will find hereafter.
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One of these pleadings has come down to us ; it would seem tliat the

advocates were bound by an oath not to mistate or exaggerate any fact

—

a vow whicli, as it is hinted, was kept cliiefly from its penalties having

reference to the lover for whom they were about to plead. As the

action which thoy were to bring forward in his behalf was, necessarily, to

have taken place during the preceding year, it was thought that this oath

would be likely to be binding.

There was a very large concourse of people assembled: the judges
were seated on an elevated throne at the upper end of the theatre, and
consisted of six persons, three male, three female, who had pleaded
for, and had obtained, the same prize in preceding years. Those who
had loved the best, and who had best pleaded the cause of love, were
considered to be the best qualified to judge upon the merits of lovers.

It was necessary that a certain number of years should intervene between
that of their obtaining the prizie, and of adjudging it. They were,
therefore, usually of about that age when manl}' beauty is becoming
more stamped with manliness, and when, in woman, the loss of the first

freshness of youth is almost more than compensated by the full lux-

uriance of mature loveliness. What this age may be, I leave to each of
my readers individually to decide.

On this occasion, there were three candidates—whose advocates
now appeared—all of them young, and all of them more than com-
monly beautiful. The Greeks were not a people to be excited to

great deeds for the love of ordinary beauties. All and each of
these were pre-eminently lovely, each in her different style. Ao-lac

appeared to be perhaps a little, a very little younger than the
other two ; a year or so, at their age, may sometimes be very
observable. At all events, the air of extreme simplicity and freshness,

both of person and mind, might be sufficient to convey this impression.

She seemed more affected by the agitation natural in appearing and
speaking before so large an assembly, than her competitors; it appeared
also that she was to speak first ; for silence being this time obtained
in earnest, and its very completeness adding to her confusion, she
advanced alone. There is perhaps nothing more trying to self-possession

than this breathless silence and fixed attention ; and that, too, at a
moment when we most need all our resources—the concentration and
ready mastery of all our powers. Aglae accordingly began in a low
and hesitating voice ; but, warming by degrees as she went on, and
seeing that her youth and timidity caused her to be looked upon with a
friendly eye, she grew firmer and more collected with every line she spoke.

She began by setting forth that her father's whole life had been de-
voted to the arts—that, in a word, he was what in these day? would be
called a dilettante. So wrapped up was he in matters of this nature, that

he determined his daughter should marry no one who was not emi-
nently skilled in music, poetry, and painting ; to effect which he pro-

posed her hand as the prize for the best ode to her beauty, best sung

—

and the best portrait of the fair prize. Unfortunately, however, Aglae
loved already one to whom the arts were unknown. Her father was
inexorable ; she and her lover seemed parted for ever. Such was the
opening of her pleading : its conclusion was as follows :

The Pleading of Aglae for Eumolpus.

The time came, and a dozen appear'-d for the prize

:

Thev gave in their pictures : I saw not—my eyes

3 R 2
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Were blinded with weeping. My father, he gave

His decision of Harpagon—" Oh, that my grave,"

I exclaimed in my heart, " would now yawn to receive me !

Nothing can evermore pleasure or grieve me 1"

Thus I thought ; when o' th' sudden, as if to belie me.
Aloud knocking was heard—a slave hastened by me.
And gave in a picture ; all hurried to see.

They tore off its covering—lo ! it was me !

I was breathing—was speaking ; my features, my air,

The tears as they moistened my eye-lids, were there 1

My soul seemed exhaling in long-drawn sighs.

To which not sorrow, but love, gave rise
;

The eyes and the sighing lips seem'd to tell

What sighs and gentle tears speak so well

;

'Twas love shone radiant in ev'ry feature;

'Twas no art did this I 'twas the hand of Nature !

'Twas Nature embellish'd ; the soul had its place

On the canvas, as though 'twere a living face;

A soft light mingled with softer shade.

Like the beam which breaks thro' the forest glade.

And sheds its gold o'er the turfen lawn.

As the sun first peeps o'er the brink of dawn 1

My father—the artists—all stood in surprise

;

All gaz'd on the picture with wond'ring eyes

:

Applauses follow'd th' admiring gaze

;

Harpagon, only, refused to praise.

But my father, at length finding words to speak

That pleasure for which all words were weak,
" Where's the mortal," he cried, " to whom 'tis given

(Or rather the god, for 'tis worthy heaven !)

Thus to add life to th' inanimate form

Which his pencil draws ? 'Tis living, 'tis warm !

To whom is my daughter's troth-plight to be ?"

Eumolpus stepped forward, and said
—

" To me !

Yet 'twas not / painted this picture
—

'twas Love !

'Tis his work alone I 'twas his torch from above

Shed its light on the painting I he deign'd to confer

On my heart the reflection, the image of her !

And made my untutor'd hand skilful to trace,

From my heart, on the canvas, her exquisite face !

Yes 1 surely there's nothing, save only Love's art.

Could suffice thus to paint her so true to the heart

!

Yes ! all arts are his, in his are united

All others in one !" As he spake, the delighted

Expression of happy love beamed o'er his face 1

He took up a lute ; and his voice seem'd to trace

His heart's hist'ry to me, in music so sweet.

That Love seem'd resolv'd all talents should meet
In this favour'd one's person—at ev'ry tone

Of the voice and the lute, you could swear " 'twas Love's own !"

'
Eumolpus thus won me ; my father dismiss'd

The other pretenders : with fondness he kiss'd

My brow as h<; bless'd me—the joyous bride

Of him whom I'd choose from the world beside

!

Now, ye judges, according to whose behest

The prize is given " To him who loves best,"

Say where can you find, have you ever found, one

Who loves like Eumolpus ? My heart declares " None !*
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Aglae ceased; and loud applauses rang throughout the assembly.
She had been, as it were, quite lost in the fervour of her pleading; and,
as, by degrees, she recovered her full consciousness and self-possession,

the blood rose in increased volume to her cheek, and she modestly slunk
aside. It was not a little remarkable to observe how that cheek had
become flushed, and how her eye had glistened with accumulating fire

as she proceeded in her discourse ; till at last, when she concluded, it

would almost have been difficult to recognize the calm, simple, and
somewhat timid beauty who had entered the hall, in the fine, fervent,

radiant creature, who seemed to pour forth the whole of her energetic
soul in her concluding exclamation. By degrees, however, this unusual
excitement subsided ; she re-entered into herself, and stepped aside to

make way for her who was to speak next.

This was a young girl of very different appearance. She was of
shorter stature than Aglae, and of a less calm and regular style of
beauty. But her form was exquisitely cast, combining lightness and
delicacy of outline with the richest and most fascinating filiing-up. To
the gay and brilliant liveliness of youth, she joined an archness and
espieglerie, of glance and of lip, which seemed to indicate talents seldom
so much developed in such early youth. Yet he who would have de-
duced from this, that Zoe (such was her name) allowed the deeper and
stronger feelings to be destroyed by the bright sparkling of wit and
gaiety, would have been far wrong indeed in the estimate he would have
formed of the aggregate of her character. On the contrary, she was
one of that class of persons who, being naturally of joyous and elastic

temperaments, give their apparent energies of mind to light surfaces
of things ; yet who possess the fire of strong feeling always burning
beneath. Such a one was Zoe ; one who would indeed make the hap-
piness of a faithful lover, but whom I would by no means recommend
to the attention of the wavering and fickle.

As Aglae retreated to her friends, Zoe stepped into the open space.

For a moment the flush of her rich blood crowded to lier brow ; and, as

she looked downward, her full love-laden eyes seemed almost as it were
struggling against the expression of the lower part of her countenance,
as an arch, bright, dimpling smile, dawned, and by degress mantled
over her face. After a short space she raised her beaming eyes, and,
with an air irresistibly naif and fascinating, T)egan ; she used a different

measure from what Aglae had done,—less lengthened and more irre-

gular :

—

The Pleading of Zoefor Proclus,

You all know Proclus ! once he's seen
You cannot easily forget him :

His youthful beautj', and his mien
Of love—like that the Paphian queen
Saw in young Adon, when she let him

Tempt her to leave the lofty skies,

And all th' admii-ing deities

—

Might well seduce her down again,

For charms she seeks in heuv'n in vain,

Wer't not that now the gods no longer

Rove upon earth, nor suffer roving.

Lest mortal wooing should prove stronger

Than all their practised arts of loving

!
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And I'm glad of it ; for I'm dear,

If Venus now descended here,

To bask in beauties which the earth

Has shower'd on those of mortal birth.

The radiant daughter of the billow,

Without a moment's pause, would fly

To woo my Proclus, and poor I

Might {i/ / would) go wear the willow !

His cheek is like the ripened peach,

The down just veiling the rich red ;

His ivory neck, his god-like head,

With hair of Phoebus-gold are spread :

Love tempers pride within his eyes,

Whicli seem the fittest books to teach

The lessons of Love's mysteries !

And yet, there is a beam of fire

Flashing at times, which seems to prove

That, roused by war, or stung with ire,

The glance, which is so soft in love,

Would burn like the flame upon Etna's pyre.

And strike like the lightning bolts of Jove !

His voice is soft as a maiden's breath

—

His white skin is unseamed with scars

—

But his war-cry foreruns the stroke of deatii,

Which he deals with a blow like Mars !

One evening—when the evening closes,

Deck'd with its blushing tint of roses

—

I sail'd upon the gentle seas,

Studded with gem-like Cyclades,

Round which the peaceful winds of even

Seemed like the brcatii of sighs from heaven !

I was on board a toy-like boat.

Just formed deliciously to float

With that full, soft, voluptuous motion,

Unknown save on the slumb'ring ocean :

Think what a charming hour to be

Alone upon the twilight sea

With one, one only !—that soft season

When love succeeds in lulling reason.

And ev'ry word which lips express

Comes fraught with double raovingness !

I doubt not you'll expect to hear

All that was whispered in my ear

—

The soft things my companion said
' To win my heart, and turn my head :

But I'll not tell them— no, I can't

!

My comrade was—my maiden aunt

!

Yes, it is true !—one ancient slave

Guided our shallop o'er the wave.

But, except him, as I'm alive.

There only were my aunt and me ;

I was not quite sev'nteen, and she

Was something more than fifty-five.

I see you wonder why I state,

With such exactitude, the date

Of both our ages; if you'll wait
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A pair of minutes, you will know
The stiiteineiit is most « propos.

For, while along the tide we floated,

Enjoying the fresh fragrant air,

I " only wishing Proclus there !"

A vessel, which we had not noted.

Well armed, well manned, with sail and oar.

Bore right down from the Lydian shore
;

And, almost ere I could look round,

To my no small dismay, I found

Myself on board the pirate's bark.

He was a corsair, used to cruise

For an old satrap ; and my spark

Thought fit, in his bad taste, to choose
Me for his lord ; who did not want
Ladies so old as was my aunt

!

He said (th' unmanner'd knave !) that I

Might chance to please his master's eye.

Which he pronounced an honour'd fate

—

" But old ones were not worth their freight
!"

Away we scud ; and I am sold

By the sea-captain to the old

And ugly Persian

;

Body, and soul, and heart, a Greek,
'Twere vain to try in words to speak

Th' extent of my aversion !

In the mean time, my aunt arrived

On shore ; and to her friends had told

How I had been kidnapp'd and sold.

To be by the old Persian hived

Within his harem; where his money
Bought, for the drone, of other bees the honey !

And think you that my lover then

Sat in a corner down to cry ?

Or that, instead, he took his pen
To write an ode despairingly ?

And sing it to a twangling lyre ?

Or drew me, when the prototype
Was trembling in another's gripe ?

No ! like a man of sense and fire.

He took up arms to set me free

—

He did not pine and pipe—not he !

Nor was he a hot-headed fool.

Who, like a moth, would headlong fly

Straight to attack the flame, and die !

Not only brave, but clever, cool.

And skilful too, he donned disguise

To hide him from the Persian's eyes.

And yet to me be known :

He took a woman's garb ; a zone
Of gems and gold confined his waist

;

Flowers and jewels decked the wreath

—

But death was there— for he had placed

His trusty steel beneath !

He passes to the Lydian coast

—

They seize him ; and as all the most
Beautiful maids who thither strayed

Were tribute to the Persian paid,
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As he was fair be3'ond all measure, he

Was paid into the satrap's treasur}'

;

For,—which to us appears an oddity,

—

Beauty is there a saleable commodity !

• In harems all's conducted with precision

;

The last new-comers 'habit one division :

Proclus came next to me ; and so he

Was register'd as chum to Zoe !

I shall not strive
—

'twere vain—to paint

The tide of feelings, fast and faint,

Which flow'd and ebb'd within my breast

!

He—he was with me ; all the rest

Was nothing ; he had come to free

His bride betroth'd from slavery !

Where is the heart, whose pulses beat.

Which cannot guess the throng of sweet

And strong tumultuous thoughts, which rush'd

Back to the heart, as though they gush'd

Along with, in the blood ! Oh, no !

Athenians ! I'll not strive to shew
In words, what words were always weak,

And always will be so, to speak !

I now felt courage rise within me

;

For I will now confess it, spite

Of my light tone, I did not quite

Like the old satrap's wish to win me

;

For when such swains are our pursuers.

They are not very gentle wooers.

Day waned apace—a moonless night,

Calm, but without a ray of light.

Set in : the satrap came alone

;

He thought to find a tender chicken

Just waiting for his highness' picking.

But the old lord was quickly shewn
That he was like to prove the martyr

—

He found that he had caught—a Tartar !

For Proclus seized him by the hair.

And, drawing forth his dagger, said,

" Now, Persian villain, if you dare

To breathe a single word, you're dead !

Open for us the harem door

—

Shew us the passage to the shore

—

Conduct us to a boat

—

Ijcad on—and if you dare to speak,

Or utter sound, as I'm a Greek,

You dog ! I'll cut your throat
!"

The lamp flash'd on the naked blade;

The Persian lord was sore afraid

;

He saw he'd one to deal with, who
Wouldn't only threat, but do it too

!

Slowly he moved ; the poniard goad
Made him more quickly shew the road

:

'Tis strange how soon the taste of steel

Can make the most unfeeling feel !

And when the red and waning moon
At midnight rose above the sea,

Its earliest beam beheld us free.

And the old lord in slavery !

Tiie breeze blew merrily, ami soon
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We landed on the Grecian shore

;

And ere tlie Persian lord went o'er

That sea again, he paid a ransom
In good hard gold, tlie sum was handsome ;

And Procliis gave it, ev'ry cowrie.
To his bride Zoe, for her dowry !

And now I ask of you what must
Have been my fate, had Proclus thought
He had done all a lover's duty.

When he iiad made a pretty bust,

A picture with fair colours fraught.

And sung a sonnet to my beauty ?

With these words, spoken with a quiet archness of look and tone,

Zoe, as advocates of the present time would say, ' closed her case.'

The Athenians were a people who understood, and excelled in, graceful

and delicate humour as much as any, ancient or modern, which ever
existed ; and the manner, more perhaps than the words, of Zoe had
won them to regard her with favour, and even fondness. Her quips and
(juillets had been delivered with .such a winning and fascinating air and
voice, as to redeem them completely from any thing which might have
occasionally smacked too much, perhaps, of levity ; shewing them to

arise from the overflowingness of a happy heart, and not from the
bitterness of a sarcastic one. Her little raps of comparison between
the deeds of .her lover, and that of the former candidate, were delivered

with such good-humour, that I question whether any one, unless it

were Aglae herself, could feel even for a moment angry at them—

I

am sure Eumolpus, their object, did not. In the delivery of this can-
didate also, Love had reason to triumph in his power. When she spoke
of her relief on her lover's arrival, of his exertions for her sake, the
arch look and ambushed smire, which at other times peeped forth from
her eye and lip, were changed into the full and undoubting expression

of praise of a loved object, and of glory in being loved by one who
called forth and deserved it. There are few things more striking, more
fascinating, I might say, more impressive, than the blaze of enthusiasm
bursting over a beautiful face, of which it is not the usual expression.

The third candidate now stepped forth. The first thing which struck

every one, was the singular inappositeness of her dress to the occasion

on which she appeared. She was in a robe of the deepest mourning;
and grief, rather than love, was the predominant expression of her face.

She was taller than either of the others, and of more majestic feature

;

chastened and subdued, indeed, by the impress of sorrow which her
countenance bore, but majestic still. Her cheek was deadly pale, and
seemed still more so by the jet-black hair simply parted upon her brow%
and the eyes and long lashes of the same colour, which formed to the

marble whiteness of her whole face the most strong and singular relief.

She advanced without much apparent emotion ; bowed slightly and
coldly to the assembly before which she stood, and, after being silent

for a few moments, burst forth as follows. At first she scarcely appeared
to address the judges or the assembly. By Love she seemed to have
suffered, and to the Mother of Love she complained. She used the
regular and sounding measure of the heroic verse :

—

M.M. New Series.—Vol. L No. 3. 3 S
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The Pleading of Eucharis for Bathi/llus.

Oh ! Queen of Beauty and of Love ! whose birth

From the bright billow scatter'd o'er the earth

Life, joy, and gladness, unto all that lives !

As Phoebus, rising from the like wave, gives

Brilliance, and light, and beauty to the world,

Yet leaves, o'er some unfavoured spot, unfuiled

The curtain of mirk night,—so to j?ij/ heart,

That unillumin'd and o'ershadowed part,

Thy gifts, for life, is death—for gladness, care

—

For young, elastic, buoyant joy—despair !

Or rather, like th' unmitigated power
Of Sol, when smiling on his own bright flower.

Which causes the poor vot'ry to decline

And droop in the excessive beams, which shine

In fatal love upon it, till it dies,

Scorch'd by the brightness of those worshipp'd eyes,

—

So is the sweetness of the cup, which thou,

Goddess of love ! didst mingle for me, now
Turned into bitter too intense to bear;

Like the bright fruit of pleasure, the more fair

Its outward hue, the fouler are the ashes

On which th' unwary tooth inwardly gnashes !

The ruddiest morns the stormiest evenings bring;

The brightest serpents have the deadliest sting.

Thy gifts, oh Goddess ! are the sweetest given

To us below, 'mongst all the boons of heaven :

So do the curses of all else seem mild

To thine, and those of thy unpitying child

!

Athenians ! listen to the claim I make

:

" He loved the best," for whose beloved sake

I come, though shrouded in this mourning weed.

To prove, to him the honour-giving jneed

Of love is due. Attend : my tale is brief;

And ill this gay crowd fits my heart of grief.

Though 'mongst the sacred guardians of the sky

Pallas is our peculiar deity,

We also kneel at Cytherea's shrine,

And own the influence of that divine

And searching essence, which to ev'ry soul

Adds that ennobling drop which vivifies the whole !

Oh, Love ! omnipotent in good and ill I

Noblest and meanest ! first to save or kill

!

Source of the foulest treasons—the most great

And glorious actions on the roll of fate

—

Of all that raises and defiles the mind !

LjTix-eyed to fancies, to the real blind

!

Through thee, the man beneath the brute is driven !

Through thee, he almost merits rank in heaven !

Faithful to death, yet changing in an hour

—

Firm as the oak, and fragile as the flower—

Thy smile a blessing is, thy frown a curse

—

Thy good excels the best, thy bad than worst is worse

!

Your laws judge thus, Athenians ; they decree
" Death to the faithless !" lest the crime should b

If left unpunish'd, reason why the gods

Should wield in anger their avenging rods
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O'er Athens : they demand a life to pay
The penalty—to wash the stain away !

But if another, from Leucadia's steep

(The fame is deathless of " the Lover's Leap"),
Plunge headlong down, and for the false one give

A life for life, the faithless one may live

!

Bathyllus loved me—was by me adored
;

On him I lavish'd, without stint, the hoard
Of love which time had gathered in my breast.

Which, like an altar-pile, there lay at rest.

Till the bright torch of Eros gave the flame

To light that altar—then Bathyllus came.
We were betroth'd—and I adored him ! Well
Might love's full passion in my bosom swell

;

For none or ever did, or ever can,

So well deserve woman's whole love to man.

And was I faithless then to him ? was I,

To whom he seemed almost divinity.

False to the love I gave, the troth I plighted?

No ! may the worst of all the ills which lighted

On fated Troy, on my head be united.

If ever e'en my heart possessed a thought
With change or falsehood to Bathyllus fraught

!

I loved him—as my sex can love in youth

—

I loved, with ardent, undivided truth !

I loved, as no one but himself, alas !

Could equal—I should say with him surpass !

Tin then I ne'er knew shade or sadness ; now
Sorrow has stamp'd his cold seal on my brow.
Daily my blood grows cold—my eyes grow dim

—

I soon shall be at rest, and sleep by him I

Yes I he is laid in the Leucadian sea.

The bright Bathyllus died—and 'twas for me !

False heart, false oaths— the offspring of foul hate,

For slighted vows, thus drove us to our fate.

Crito arraign'd me as a false one, swore
My plighted faith was forfeited—nay more,
He meanly stole (the grov'lling wretch!) a token

Of plighted troth, to prove my troth-plight broken !

I was condemn'd, on the most perjur'd breath

Of that base villain's oath—condemn'd to death !

Bathyllus paused not—madly to the steep

O'er Leucas' wave he rush'd—he took the Lover's Leap

!

These words were brought to me ; " I die for j'ou,

Even if false—oh ! how much more, if true !"

I thus was spared ; and soon the subtle train

Of perjur'd falsehood, woven now in vain.

Was traced and proved—the villain Crito fled

To hide in exile his dishonour'd head.

Now, judges, give the prize ! the wreath of love
Should crown Bathyllus' urn ; far, far above
All others he has loved—those who have vied

Must yield them now ; for me my lover died I

Yes ! when his bride is gather'd to his breast,

May she not say you deem'd " He loved the best ?"

3 S 2
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Eucharis here ceased. Her voice, which through all the latter part of

her speech had been struggling with her tears, was completely choked
with sobs, and she concluded abruptly. Tliis certainly diminished the

effect of her oration in the common acceptation of the word, but I

question much whether her tears, and voice broken with emotion, had
not more real effect upon the judges, than the most regular and euphonic
delivery could have produced.

As it %vas known that there were no more candidates, the conclusion

of the pleading of Eucharis was the signal for the recommencement of

that buzz of individual conversation of which I have already spoken. It

was now more animated and universal than before ; both from long

restraint, and from the multiplicity of opinions which prevailed as to

who ought to have the prize. Bathyllus' claim excited the least envy

—

for he was dead, and his wearing it would eclipse no one. Between the

other two, it is reported that, among the women, many of those whom
the beaut}'^ of Proclus would have attracted, were detached from sup-

porting his claims by observing the great fascination which Zoe seemed
to have exercised upon a great proportion of the men ; a circumstance

for which the ladies aforesaid declared themselves to be utterly unable

to account. They were less jealous of Aglae, though strictly she was
more handsome ; and seemed to think that one who could paint such

beautiful portraits, and write such flattering verses as Eumolpus, was a
sort of lover by no manner of means to be despised.

But what did the judges think ?—for that is much more germane to the

matter. I hope (though the wish is a cruel one) that my fair readers,

if any such readers have deigned to follow me thus far, are on tenter-

hooks to know to whom the prize was adjudged. My hope is a cruel

one ; for if they should be on tenterhooks, there they must stay ; for I

have no means of information on this most interesting point. The
ancient manuscript contains the pleadings only. It apparently, as the

antiquarians report, originally consisted of four leaves ; one to each

oration, and one for the judgment—the latter, however, has never, in

modern times, formed part of this venerable relic ; and far be it from
me, by any interpolation, to falsify the integrity of so important a frag-

ment of antiquity. Perhaps it may serve to while away a vacant

hour, if each circle in which this story is read, should debate and de-

cide for themselves, the question

CONSOLATORY REFLECTIONS UPON TIME,

BY A RETAIL POET.

Since beauty passes, youth decays

;

Since cities rise and fall

;

Since days successive roll on daj's.

While ruin waits on all

;

Since Time puts nations e'en to rout.

Though stately once and vain
;

When my plush smallclothes are worn out.

Oh, why should I complain ?
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lii;i7;5^8,^ROM THE UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA.
'

NO. iir.

New-Yorh, Jan. 4, 1826.

I HAVE been all along the sea-l)oard, my dear P, since I wrote you
last, from the prerty villages on the Kennebee River (Bath, Hallowell,

and Augusta, wliich are nigh the Canada frontier, in the new state of
Maine) to Norfolk, in Virginia ; from within a few leagues of Quebec,
therefore, to the heart of the slave country ; and the result of my obser-

vation, to say all in a word, is, that the people of these United Republics

do not know how to prize the advantages tliey enjoy, nor, indeed, a
fortieth part of those which naturally grow out of their safe and happy
situation ; that they are much too careless in their security ; and that,

after all—much as they have done for the world every where, and much
as they have done for that particular part of the world which they inhabit,

by their long course, of experimental philosophy in the science of poli-

tics—they have not done a fortieth part so much as they might have
done, with comparative ease ; nor a thousandth ])art so much as they

will do, if I may judge from what I now see, before this age has gone

^y-
. . .

They require a better knowledge of other countries : they require to

know the truth, and the whole truth too, of themselves. They are now
vain to absurdity about things, which they have little enough cause to be
vain of, God knows ; and yet, so far as I can see, though their papers do
brag so much of what they are now, and of what they arc to be, here-

after, in the course of another generation or two, positively without a

fair and proper pride in those very matters, which are, to my view, most
worthy of praise ; nay, full of absurd veneration, or a sort of sneaking

partiality for things which are directly in the teeth of whatever is of

great value, or, in my opinion, worth bragging of, in their whole history

and character. Take one brief example—I have spoken of it before.

They profess to have done with titles ; and yet, if you take up a news-

paper—if you open a book—if j^ou go to hear a speech, you are sure to

meet with some of j'our British titles ; titles given without authority

here, and, in almost every case, in the teeth of a positive declaration by
law. A day or two ago, I saw a book lying on our table—" Holmes'
Annals" (a book of great worth, and re-published witji you, some years

ago, Ibelieve). I opened it, and the first thingi saw was a paragraph about

the " Hon. John Quincy Adams,* Professor of Oratory, &c. at Harvard
College," Sec. &c. The president you know is hardly ever spoken of or

alluded to by certian people but as His Excellency—so with all the

ambassadors, and so with all the secretaries ; and, ifyou look into the 4th

of July Orations for this year (aword or two ofwhich, by the way, and of

tlieir growth and cause, before we part), you will find that the " Honour-
able Edward Everett" (as they call the orator in the outset of one of

the books), and that Professor Edward Everett, as they call him in the

outset of another speech of his, delivered someMhere—at Concord, if

I do not mistake (the place where the revolutionary war broke out some
fifty years ago), in giving a particular account of the individuals who

* Now president of the United States. The b ok which he wTote while professor,

maybe regarded as one of the-two or three best native productions of this people ; and
quite a prize for tlie rhetorician of our age—whoever he may fee.
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were engaged in the fight of Lexington (fight, I say, for it was nothing

ofa battle ; though we do hear so much of it in the new story, by Cooper,

the " Walter Scott of America" as they have it here), that he hardly

ever speaks ofa man but by the title of Doctor, or Captain, or Deacon, or

Reverend Mister, or something else—faith ! one would be ready to be-

lieve that he had a job in view from the posterity of these warlike no-

bodies, or that he had a widow or two of each to soothe ; and so too, in

the oration ofa Mister Sprague—I beg pardon—by Charles Sprague, Esq.

(a merchant's clerk, and a very good maker of poetry*) ; a speech made
up in part of generous and bold, pure poetry, and in part of what I take

to be the bad passages of some rejected newspaper article, about, nobody
knows what, and I dare say nobody cares : well, in that speech the orator

has occasion to say (it would bother a stranger to guess why—I guess),

that a particular somebody is the son ofsomebody else—which said some-
body else, being the Ma_j/or of Boston, where the title of mayor was new,
is accounted for in a grave note, to a fourth of July oration I Did you
ever hear a better joke ? If you did not, I'll give you one. They
hardly ever speak of George Washington here, but as General Wash-
ington—as if that were a title to distinguish that man by.

Stop !—I must pursue a different method, or I shall forget more than

half I was going to say. I alluded, a page or two ago, to the efforts

which are now making here, in every quarter, on a prodigious scale, for

the improvement of the people. They are wide awake now from Georgia
to Maine—state striving with state ; and the whole, as it should be,

striving with the federal government, for the bettering of education.

There is to be—and will be, before many years, I dare say—a national

University at Washington, very much like your London University ; and
you are aware that already every state, or every large one, has a college

or two of its own, a host of academies, and schools without number. This

looks well : but this is not half. They are now attending here to phy-

sical education. They perceive that most of their superior young men,
tliose at any rate who cut a figure at college, are quite sure to be good
for nothing after they have done with college. And why ? Because
their health is no more. They perceive that—God forgive them and
our fathers for not perceiving it before,—that intellectual education is

not a third part of true education ; that true education should be moral,

physical, and intellectual ; that, hitherto, every thing has been sacrificed

to brief intellectual improvement ; and that, to say all in a word, so inti-

mate is the sympathy between the mind and the body, that neither can

be well if the other be unwell. Having perceived these truths, they are

introducing gymnastics into the schools of the country ; have already

one professor in the neighbourhood of New York, and are now preparing

to order a supply—I hope for every state, and for every school in the

country ; and I have no doubt, for old Harvard, where hundreds and
hundreds of youth have studied themselves to death—laid a sure foun-

dation, that is, for perpetual incapacity in the great business of life, by
their neglect of proper corporeal exercise.

Yet more—a journal of education is to be established; a journal

*I remember two words—two little words, to be found in a late poem of his

—

which of themselves are enough to prove him a poet (whether he stole them or not—
and 1 believe he did not)

—

" Young love with eye of tender gloom,"—lie says.
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devoted exclusively to detailed reports on the subject of education every-

where, not only in America but \n Europe, though chiefly in America.
From what I know of the publishers, and from what I hear of the editor,

I am led to believe that this work will be of great use in our day.

Hitherto, every teacher of youth has had to begin where his grandfather

perhaps—or his great, great grandfather began ; whatever he has learnt

has been by good luck, or a course of perpetual experiment ; and when
he died, his knowledge died with him. It need not be so—nor will it be

so, much longer ; for, if this journal succeed—and it will succeed, I am
sure, if it be conducted with such views, and by such talent as I hear of

—

others will be set on foot ; and schoolmasters will be the better and the

wiser for it all over the world—and, of course, the generations that have
to go through their hands will be so too.* I hear, moreover, that your
celebrated school at Hazlewood is beginning to be thought of as the

model for many to be established here, and that nmch inquiry is directed

now to your new variety of infant schools—and, by the way, this brings

to my mind a thought which I do believe worthy of serious attention.

People are afraid of correcting children while they are yet young, or, to

speak, as the fashion is, before the little creatures are able to reason, or

to understand why they are corrected. There appears to me to be a
radical error in this, an error too, which prevails in every work that

I have ever met with, on education. If you ever correct a child, so as

to cause bodily pain, it should be not after, but before it is able to

reason—for being able to reason, or to feel other pain, there is little need
of that, for guiding it. Before it is able to reason, however, there may
be need of another course—of an appeal to the body. And why not ?

Have we not a principle of truth before us, a sure guide in the education

of babes, on such a theory ; a principle which does in fact guide us with

creatures that cannot reason ? A child burns its finger in the candle

—

it will not soon be persuaded to trust the candle again, we know. There-
fore, say I—if it were desirable to break a baby, a mere baby, of any
such habit, we should only have to inflict as much pain, no matter how,
by a pinch or a blow if you like, as it would feel by thrusting its finger

into the candle ; and if the pain followed immediately and certainly, the

baby would not repeat the act, any more than it would put its finger into

the candle a second time, if it were burnt the first timt. It is not neces-

sary that the little creature should reason ; it is only necessary that it

shouldJeel: and ifwe were to profit by the knowledge thus afforded us,

by every act of a baby, when it refuses to touch a candle after it has

been burnt by a candle, or to suck its own finger, after that finger has

been hurt by its new tooth, we should have the power of educating babes
in the lap ; the power of preventing a multitude of pernicious habits of

temper, which are often rooted in a child before they are capable of being

assailed through the understanding, or the pride, or the affection. We
do this with a puppy, or a kitten : we break both of bad habits before

either is able to reason : are they more intelligent, or much more tract-

able than our own offspring ? But enough—I see no reason why the

proper education of a child should not commence a great while before it

does now, even at these infant schools.

• This journal is now here. I have met with a copy. It is published by T. B. Wait
and Son, Boston, Mass. and may be had, perhaps, of Miller, Bridge Street, Blackfriars.
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A word or two now of the literature of this people—a subject I see of

much interest with you, if I may judge by what your magazine people

say.

There is no want of material here for any sort of books ; nor, would
you believe it, for any sort of literary workman. If great things have

not been done hitherto, it is not so much because of the dearth of mate-
rial, or of workmen, as, to my view, because of the law, which regulates

the property in literature. There is much trouble and not much safety

in the copyright of a native work here. It should be altered ; and I have
an idea that one alteration which I could now suggest, and which has

never been thought of, so far as I know, by any creature alive (or dead, if

you will), might be of itself enough to secure a sudden growth, and a

prodigious growth too, of native American literature—a body of new
and brave literature worth having, before a dozen years were well over.

British books are now published in America, without any expense for

authorship to the American publisher—that is, without profit, pay, or

reward, to the British writer or publisher, and without any cost for the

copyright to the American publisher. Of course the American writer,

to be on a par with the British writers who supply America, must be
able to write for nothing ; and able to strive, at the same time, against

a body of British writers, who have nothing else to do but make
books, and are paid generously for making them. Now, our idea is (or

mine rather, for we are one here) that, if what are called protecting

duties were ever justifiable, they would be here, in this particular case,

for the encouragement of native literature in America. And why ?

Because, I hold, tiiat a native literature must be had, for a time of peace,

for the very reason that a native militia must be had, for a time of war.

It may be cheaper to employ foreign writers ; and so it may be cheaper
to employ foreign troops—cheaper for a while ; but is it so safe ? is it

so cheap in the long run ? A people require to be defended, whatever
may be the cost, by native troops. Your writers in a time of peace, and
your militia in a time of war, have a like duty to perform. The character

of a people, in a period of peace, can be elevated much by their literature,

and by their negotiation—little, by any thing else : for, do what they
may, and be what they may, there is no proof like their own books of

their own state and ability. If the Americans would have a literature

of their own—a literature of advantage to their character as a people (for

whatever may be their knowledge of the literature of another people,

that knowledge is of little worth to their character), they must enable

their own writei-s to strive side by side, in their own market, for a

while, if not for ever, with British writers. I am thoroughly opposed

to the practice of restrictioh, as a general practice. I deny the advan^

tage of a protecting duty, where the chief interest or whole interest of

a people is to have, whatever they have at all, cheap ; I deny the advan-

tage of a protecting duty in almost every other case, therefore ; but in this

jjarticular case, which I regard as a sort of anomaly, I contend that, to

get the thing cheap, however good it may be, is not the chief object.

I contend that it is of more value to a country, for its character and
safety, that this particular thing should be native—than that it should

be cheap ; just as I say that, even though it be cheaper to defend your
state by mercenaries from abroad, it is better to defend it by natives.

But how are the Americans to protect this manufacture ? By a very

simple and a very sure way. Let them pass a law permitting a British
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author to take out a copyright in America, without going there for tiie

purpose (a publislier the same) ; or, if they dare not be so liberal to

British authors and publishers, let them pass a law, perniittinf!^ American
citizens, or native-born American citizens, if they prefer the latter, td

take out copyrights for British books. What if the British writers and
publishers did gain by such a law ? The American Writers, publishers,

and people, would gam more, after a time : they would have writers of

their own—such writers, too, as they will not have, perhaps, for a cen-

tury, if they receive British books as they do now—that is, without any
advantage to British writers and British publishers. By confining the

privilege to native-born American citizens, a large part of the gain

—

the prodigious gain to be made by the republication of British books in

America, would go to the American citizen of course ; while, whatever
the British author got, would be so much clear gain, of course, to him. I

see much to be hoped for, from such a law—every thing, I might say, to

the literature of the new world—nothing to be hoped for, to the literature

of the old world, by not passing such a law. N.B. If you are bothered
by my new doctrine, away with all that you know about other manufac-
tures, and think only of what I have said above, about a native militia.

Authors are the native militia of a country, for peace. Wherever a
country has any peculiarity of habits or faith, religious or political, to

justify, or a character to establish, the safety and the character of that

country, except in a period of war, will depend upon its writers. If so,

they must be had ; and there is no other way to have them in America.
Literature, j'ou will observe—else you may apply a bad illustration to

the case—literature is the only thing made by the people of Great
Britain for the peoi)le of America for nothing ; the people of Great
Britain keep the market in America, and will kesp it, for ever and ever t

to the great advantage, I admit, on several accounts—to the great dis-

advantage, I believe, on other accounts—of the people of America, who,
with their peculiar form of government, require a peculiar literature.

In addition to this, if they, the people of America, would alter the
law of copyright, give protection to the play-writer as well as to the
novel-writer (as they do in France, though not in Great Britain) ; if

they would look out here and there for a native writer to go abroad in

his youth or to stay at home, with a fair salary, for a part of his time

—

such time being employed in this or that public duty ; and if, in addition

to all this, they would now behave to their men of literature a fortieth

part as well as they behaved a few years ago (in the war of 1812) to

their naval men, there would be a steady and sure supply of new
recruits, and a new staff, to the great commonwealth of literature, from
the new world, before this generation was fairly out of the way. There
may not be much of that stuff here which is required for the manufacture
poetry and eloquence ; but if I do not much deceive myself, there is

enough and to spare of solid and valuable stuff—a material for sober
enjoyment; enough, I venture to say, for a complete supply of the

demand.
Novels, you see, have succeeded here of late—scores and scores of

novels : and yet he who would undertake to do a great novel here,

be he who he may, or to tell a great story, whoever he may be, and
whatever may have been his preparation, about the people of this country,

should be well aware of two or three things, which no American nove-

list, and I might say, no other novehst ever appeared to me to be aware
M.M. Nevo Series—Vol. 1. No. 5. 3 T
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of. I have an idea that novels are the most influential sort of literature

in the world—and why ? Because they are read, 1st, by people who
never read any thing else : 2d, by people tvhe7i they cannot read any
thing else, and tvhere they cannot read any thing else : 3d, by people

who never go to church, and are never within ear-shot of a sermon,

therefore ; and by people who never go to a theatre ;—at all times, too,

at all places, and, perhaps, to an extent forty times greater than any
other sort of literature in the world. I say further—and such is my
belief—that, to write a novel as good as might be written, requires more
talent, and a greater variety of talent, than is required for the produc-

tion of any other sort of literary ware ; and that, if a man were by nature

fitted to be a great dramatic writer (in tragedy, comedy, and farce), a great

epic poet—or a poet of any other sort or kind—a preacher—a painter—

a

player an orator—or whatever you please more—he might findfull employ-
ment for every faculty, in the production of that much-underrated species

of literature, the novel, or story ; and that he could not find a like field for

such variety of power, in any other sort of literary production. \Vlio

will take up the glove with me ?—and yet, novels are now, and have

been for years, that kind of ware, upon which all the boys and girls, and
whipper-snappers, and beginners in literature, have made their beginning.

But the novel-writers of America have another difficulty in the way,

and are in the habit of disregarding a truth, of quite as much value as

that already spoken of. They will copy, borrow, and steal—and so do
the poets of America. They talk of hedge-rows, peasants, cottagers,

yew-trees, larks, angling (as if a real native—a real American, was ever

yet able to catch a trout, by fair play), hawthorn bushes, nightingales,

&c. Now, such every-day machinery is of no value to a native American
tale ; it is worse—it is a real injury to it ; and so long as the poets,

novel-writers and play-writers of America, continue to clothe their

characters, and to make them talk after the style of characters which
they meet with in your English novels, plays, and poems, so long will

their works be of no value any where ; of no true value, either in

Europe or in America. And why ? Because they will be neither one

thing nor another ; neither American nor English. N.B. A heap of

these that are not American now, are, nevertheless, not English. If a

native writer would undertake to tell an agreeable story about America,

however, he should be put on his guard ; for if he were to tell it like

any body else, in the same trade, being a native, he would be called an

imitator ; and if he were to tell it like nobody else, being a native, they

would call him—God knows what. If he should make his people speak

as they do speak, in a part of his country, few novel readers would be

able to understand a large part of his dialogue ; and the Americans
themselves would deny the truth of the representation—deny it, more-

over, in good faith ; not having met with a page before, pei'haps, in the

whole course of their lives—a page in print ; while if he made them
speak as other people do, they would be no longer, or might be no longer

worth hearing ; for they would have, either no peculiarity, or no truth.

By the way—a word or two before we part, of a custom which you
have heard something of, already—the custom of their fourth of July

speeches. I have heard one, and to tell you the truth, I never desire

to hear another, unless it be more ivorthy of the day and the cause. To
clear the passage, however, let me give you a very brief sketch of the

Yankee people, so that I may not have to run back hereafter, while
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describing what I hare met with el8ewhere> toward the Boutli—in whicJi

part of America it was ray chance to hear the said fourth of July ora-

tory, of which I complain.

You are pretty well aware, my dear P. (I hope), that the revolutionary

war in British America broke out in the colony of Massachusetts Bay ;

the head then, as now, if not also the heart and soul of the New England

confederacy. The New England, or Yankee states were then but four :

they are now augmented to six, by a subdivision of territory. The
people of these New England states are now, and always have been,

called Yankees, to distinguish them (here, in America) from the rest of

the British North Americans—probably, as I hear, from their being the

original settlers of the country; altogether Engliali, and called by the

natives, who could not say English, by another sound, like that of Yingees.

Before the revolutionary war broke out, they were more troublesome,

brave, and loyal than the other colonists ; during that war, more deter-

mined and more unappeasable ; and, after that war was done with, more

kindly disposed, up to the very day when the last war broke out—in

which they were neutral, so far as they could be, even after their terri-

tory was invaded by the British—up to that very day, more kindly dis-

posed than the rest of the American people, toward the people of the

mother country. They are altogether of British, if not altogether of

English blood. It is not so with any other part of America. To this

day (I speak not only from what I have heard, but from what I have

seen) to this day there is hardly a stranger among them—very few

British

—

few of their southern people (for the men of the north-go to the

south by turns, day after day, while the men of the south never go to

the north, except for curiosity)—few other Americans, therefore, and

hardly such a thing as native European, other than British, except in two

or three of the larger towns, where you may meet now and then, perhaps,

but very rarely, with a stray Frenchman, or Italian. Though separated

into six different communities, each under a government peculiar in

some features to itself, though all are essentially democratic, with a dash

of downright aristocracy at bottom—not of hereditar)' aristocracy, how-
ever—they are, in fact, one people ; one family, indeed ; for they are

descended, every man of the whole (save the very few foreigners that

I spoke of) descended from the Pilgrims, or Fathers, who settled at New
Plymouth, two hundred years ago ; or from those who just before the

time of the Protector were driven out of England by rehgious or poli-

tical outlawry—and by the way, the Lord Protector himself, Cromwell,

the chief puritan of his age, with Hampden, were only prevented from

going to New England by Charles I.—who, if he had not stayed them
on their way to the ship, in which they were to embark, might have

escaped the scaffold. They are neither rich nor poor—as a people. I

have never yet met with a native American beggar, and with but very

few foreign beggars here. The few poor that they have are provided

for in a way that—no, I shall not have time to say how that is now ; but,

in my next, I may, if I do not overlook my notes. You will be gratified,

I am sure : for it is a very singular way, and the very perfection of
economy.
Now for the fourth of July and other festivals, which I am to

say something about. In the first place, you are to know that one
day, if no more, is put aside every j^ear, throughout New England,

and occasionally in a period of war, throughout all the United States,

3 T 'Z
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for " public hxxmlWsXion,fasting, and prayer." It seldom happens, how-
ever, though in each of the states, in each of the six, or the twenty-four,

one day is put by, in this way, for the purpose of prayer and fasting,

that any two states agree upon the same day ; so that unless it be by
the special recommendation of the president, whose power goes only to
the issuing of a printed suggestion, which may or may not be followed,

as the people think proper, no such thing as a national or general fast is

known to the Americans. The church has nothing to do with the
affair in any case. It is altogether a matter of civil recommendation
from the governor of the state, or president of the United States.

N. B. I mean that for a pun.
Originally these days were strictly observed : nobody ventured either

to eat or drink, from the rising of the sun, literally until the going down
of the same. The whole time was passed in religious exercises. They
vfere the inventions of a hardy, upright, stern people, to propitiate a
Being, whom they knew chiefly as the God of Battles—the God with a
red right-arm ; and were observed, while their garments were stiffening

Tyith blood, and all the red heathen were about them—observed with
unqualified, unrelenting austerity. Any departure in one jot, or tittle,

under any excuse, by any of these people, would have been regarded as
a forfeiture of God's protection for ever and ever—unless it were
speedily and bitterly atoned for.

Such was the original meaning, and such the observance of the fasting
and prayer-day, among the true Yankees, up to the termination of their
struggle for independence—nay, up to a much later period. It is no
longer so—on the day of public humiliation, fasting, and prayer now, the
people neither humble themselves, nor go without food, nor pray. It is

indeed, a sort of bragging festival—a day set aside by authority for se-
rious and haughty gasconade. The preachers give their flocks a political

speech a piece ; wherein it is lawful for every one to show which side
he is on, to abuse all the governments of the earth, not excepting liis

own, if so it seemeth to him good, and to prove that America is the
'' land of the brave, and the home of the free" after all.

A day being established for adversity, a day of fasting and prayer,
it was thought proper to set aside another day for prosperity, a
d^y of thanksgiving and prayer throughout all the land, after the labours
of the year were over, and the harvest gathered in. So thanksgiving
days followed another sort of strange festival, half serious, half joke,
partly religious, partly political, and partly, I should say, profane. It is

chiefly confined, however, in the celebration, to the New England states
—^and is never heard of elsewhere, I am told, except in the church. It is

another day, on which all the people of the north, afler hearing a poli-

tical sermon, fall to, and eat of the fat of the land, as their brethren of
the south do, at Christmas, until they are hardly able to see out of their

eyes—out of their own eyes, or into the eyes of anybody else. The
New England people, or Yankee people, or thanksgiving people, as they
might be called with much propriety, pay little or no attention to Christ-

mas, except where they happen to be, as a multitude are in the larger
towns, members of the Protestant Episcopal Church ; when they eat as
they would, in yom- country, a better dinner than usual—if they can
get it.

Then they have two political rejoicing days—one of which grew out
of the old notion about fasting and prayer, mixed up with a little rf the
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thanksgiving idea ; one they call election-day, with singular propriety,

because it is the day on which their new governor is not elected, but

that on which, after being elected, he takes the chair. In some parts of

the country, Boston for example, it is a day of prodigious uproar, fuss

and show, marching and countermarching, bells and cannon, ringing and
firing, squibs and egg-pop.

The fourth of July—I have come to it, now, you see ; and shall dove-

tail it into the rest of the job, so that you won't be able to discover the

joint, I guess. The fourth of July, or " Independant Day," is the great

national jubilee of the Americans. It is the anniversary of the day on
which they issued their famous declaration of independence, fifty years

ago. Out of New England it is kept, so far as I can judge, unworthily

enough, to be sure. In the south, where I saw it " celebrated," as the

saying is here, they begin with some childish military parade ; follow

that up with a speech, by some " orator of the day"—an orator, that is,

who never pretends to be an orator except on that particular day, and
for that particular purpose—a trumpery speech delivered in the open air

by some young gentleman, who is chuck-full of patriotic ardor, and
superfluous poetry, both of which are let off by the hour, to prove that

America is—all that he can find words of three or four syllables long to

call it by—that the people of America are—the people of America—and
that all the rest of the world are bursting with envy because they are

so—because they are only—the rest of the world—a speech, to prove that

the speaker has read somewhere of the man George Washington, and of
the overthrow of British power in America—as if he were a man for

boys to talk about ; and that overthrow an event for such boys to under-
stand. After the speech is over, they disperse the militia, who are not
able to endure the heat of such weather as they have there, added to

the heat of a fourth-of-July speech, break up into little snug parties,

push off into the country—roll nine-pins—play billiards—dine together,

pell mell—get very drunk—hourra for liberty,—" damn and set fire to

the niggers ;" and let off a string of paltry, miserable, ready-made sen-

timents—faugh I—sentiments, which never fail to appear in the news-
papers of the day ; and go to bed besotted with vanity, and sick with
bragging over their cups ; not one tittle the wiser, the better, or the
more thankful, God forgive their ingratitude I for all that they have
been told of their fathers—the men of the revolution.

However, this fourth of July festival is carried through, in a much
better way, I am told, wherever the New Englanders have a get-up of
their own. They do the job in a more business-like way. They make
a noise to some purpose. Their stout orations are delivered by their

chief men, where they are sure to be heard, in their churches and meet-
ing-houses—with all the yeomanry of the state under arms—all that

have a rich military dress of their own, I should say—every score with
a great silk banner afloat over them, a banner about five times the usual

size that you see, and as heavy as the standard-bearer can well stagger

under. They begin before day-light, with a ringing of bells and a firing

of cannon all over the country. Then follow processions, public dinners,

toasts—bad enough too ; transparencies, illuminations, fire-works, et

cetera—such as they are, which endure till after midnight.

Farewell ! In my next, I shall give you some idea, perhaps, of—I hardly
know what, perhaps of the authors—perhaps of the orators—perhaps of
the painters of America. A. B. C.
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VULGARISMS ON GIN-PUNCH, BY A PUACTICAL PHILOSOPHER.
ol. ( iT

" Man being reasonable must get drunk

;

.in
The best of life is but intoxication." Lord Byron.

Proem : or Pholkgomena.—The Poet confesses himself somewhat refreshed, and consequently in

a happy state for versifying. The medicinal properties of Gin described ; its power of communicating

sunshine to a gentleman's nose ; with two brief but beautiful illustrations of its mathematical and

algebraic properties. The Bard instances Lord Byron's predilection for gin, and giveth his (the Bard's)

opinion of Messieurs Coleridge and Wordsworth, after a bowl thereof. He falleth foul of Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, and proves his theory of a vacuum in nature to be logically incorrect. Afl'ecting episode

of a young gentleman (a water-drinker) who died in consequence. The Minstrel empties his second

bowl, and fecleth himself " a giantTefreshed :" his state of mind depicted in tliree inspired stanzas.

The Improvisators empties his third bowl, and feels himself quits with Shakspeare : he likeneth his

genius to that of Milton, Pope, Dante, and Cervantes ; to the latter especially, from a corresponding

leanness of purse and person. The Troubadour declares the right owner of Don Juan, Old Mor-

tality, &c., and asserteth that he isL. E. L. The Rh Yiiiester confesses himself the original discoverer

of the " Elixir Vitx," Vaccination, and Steam-boats. He proposeth a plan for draining the English

bogs, fens and lakes, but being interrupted by an ingenious observation of his tea-kettle, maketh a

gobd-natured rejoinder, and concludeth his canticle.

My Friends, I am exceeding fresli—oh shame, that I should say so !

But 'tis a fact, for three years past, I've been both night and clay so ;

Gin-punch is mj' sole tipple, by my soul a divine article.

For all who need a stimulus astringent or cathartical.

Some green-horns ape their Burton ale, and some their runi-and-water,

And some their port wine Bishop, u'/iilf,- I call the devil's daughter;

But I'm for gin, immortal gin, a nectar fit for deities

—

(Now, don't take this for granted, sir, but drink, and then you'll see it is).

I surely need not tell you how this brisk elixir throws, sir.

The jolly light of sunshine o'er the nous, and eke the nose, sir
;

How, touched by its Ithuriel spear, the brain of lord or lout, ma'am.

Like a poet's pantaloons is turned completely inside out, ma'am.

Still less need I enumerate its unassuming jollities.

Its rich and rare lubricity, its scientific qualities ;

For ifby algebraic laws, your two and two make four, sir,

Drink gin in punch, and when you're drunk you'll make a couple more, sir.

For instance, here are two decanters, call them A and B, now ;

Just finish both and tlien despatch two others, C and D, now.

This done, two others, E and F, your eye'll discern at random.

For tipplers all see duplicates

—

Quod crat demonstrandum.

They say that Byron (vide Medwin's Journal) loved a drop, sir,

So devoutly of this nectar that he wist not when to stop, sir
;

I'd swear to this, for clearly through Don Juan you may see, ma'am,

The acid sweet and spirit of gin-punch—so much for he, ma'am.

There's Coleridge, too, as nice a bard as ever stepped in leather.

Both he and poet Wordsworth love a social glass together.

And when they've drained a bowl or two, instead of Muses nine, oh.

They see eighteen ; for ray part, I would sooner see the rhino.

Sir Humphrey Davy tells us that boon nature knows no place, sir,

0( vacuum (aye, that's the word), for matter fills all space, sir:

Oh, monstrous bounce ! you'll surely find, though nature is so full, ma'am,

A vacuum in an empty-headed water-drinker's skull, ma'am.

I never knew but one who called disease and gin synonimous

—

I blush to write his name, so let us dub the wretch " anonymous "

—

And he (the fact is true enough to make our sober youth ache)

Died at the age of twenty-two one morning of the tooth-ache.
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Unhappy man—enough ; my glass is drained, and now, good gracious !

How high my wit exalts itself, how racy, how capacious !

I'm Jove himself, I'm Mars to boot, I'm great Apollo ipse,

I'm Bacchus^too (and strongly like, because you see I'm tipsy).

" Give me another horse," I cry, as Richard cried before me—
Another bowl I should have said, or sure my wits will floor me;
Heav'n opens now, I hear the Muses singing, as their trade is,

" Drink to me only with thine eyes"—with gin, I'd rather, ladies.

Another bowl—andlo ! my brain teems high with inspiration,

I feel myself (and justly too) the Shakspeare of the nation ;

My strength of mind is wonderful ! I'm Milton, Pope, and Dante,
And eke Cervantes—in my purse for ail the world as scanty.

'Twas I that writ Don Juan, Old Mortality, and Lara ;

The minor trophies of my pen are Tales of the O'Hara-
Family and Frankenstein ; for when I once begin, sir,

I ne'er know when to stop, and all this comes of drinking gin, sir.

My name is L. E. L.—I lately wrote the Ghost of Grimm, ma'am.
And whoso dares deny the fact, I'll make a ghost of him, ma'am ;

Nay, e'en as far as ten years back, by wit and want infected,

I paid my" Addresses ' to the world, but oh ! they were " llejected."

'Twas I who proved, an age ago, by genius rare and mighty,

Gin, philosophic gin, to be the grand Elixir Vit^e;
'Twas I who found out vaccination (sure you need not grin, sir).

And first invented steam-boats, all which comes of drinking gin, sir.

If I were King of England, I'd drain each lake as is, sir,

And dry up bog and fen where'er it dared to show its phiz, sir
;

I'd qualify their streams with gin, and in another year, ma'am.
Believe me, not one thimbleful of water should appear, ma'am.

But hark ! methinks my kettle cries in monitory chorus.

While we sit singing here, old boy, the punch grows cold before us;
'Tis well ! I take your hint, and toast aloud with brisk hurray, sir,

God bless the King and this here Gin I—so ends my roundelay, sir.

MILMAN's ANNE BOLEYN.

Mr. Milman has already exerted himself in the composition of a series

of poems in the dramatic form, on subjects of a mixed kind, half religious and
half historical. They have exhibited occasional power, but their popu-
larity has not been extensive ; considerably praised, and deserving of praise,

they have not been embodied into the permanent poetry of Ensland.
This may result equally from the peculiar rank of the poet's ability, and from

the choice of the subject.

We are not now about to discuss Mr. Milman's poetic faculties. They have
been already sufficiently defined by criticism. The nature of his favourite sub-
jects is more to our purpose. The author of a poem founded on history lays

himself under the same difficulties as the author ofa historic romance. His fact

embarrasses his fiction, and his fiction embarrasses his fact. If he adhere to

the authorities, he tells us nothing but what we knew before ; if he wander
from them, he offends our knowle<lge. The difficulty deepens where the sub-

ject is religious. The solemnity of religious things still more forbids the tam-
perlngs of the imagination. How infinitely meagre, unpoetical, and repulsive

is nearly all the religious poetry of England ! Force, beauty, truth, all are lost

the moment we attempt to clothe those lofty and impressive conceptions in

verse. The true language of piety is prose.
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We will admit, however, that religious poems find readers ; and that from

the customary studies of a writer, he may be led to write such poems without a

view to the jjeculiai- productiveness of their compensation, i But Mr. Milman

presses this point upon us rather too ostentatiously His preface is a tissue of

apologies ; and for what ?— for doing what no man needs be ashamed to do ;

or what, if it required so much clearing of the way, no man ought to have done.

But it is too late for the reverend author to plead Profession. He had com-

mitted himself to the full extent already ; he had written a tragedy—he had

had it acted : and if this be guilt, he is guilty beyond redemption by all the

prefaces that will ever flow from his apologetical pen. We shall tell him fur-

ther, that his tragedy is incomparably the best thing that he has ever written.

He may cast it off if he will, but with it he casts off his poetic mantle.

He commences his preface by acknowledging that he had an old intention

to write something upon the story of Anne Boleyn, nay, that he had made a

sketch to the purpose, which, being interpreted, means that he long ago laid

down a tragedy upon the stocks. Fi'om this alarming act of irregularity, how-
ever, he would have refrained finally, but that the " course of pi-ofessional

study, which led him to the early annals of the church," recalled it to his re-

membrance, and, " as it were, forced it on his attention."

We hope that, after the discovery of so much sanctity of motive, no stern

doubter of the words and wajs of mankind will be stern enough to deny, that

Mr. Milman has washed his hands, with the purity of Pilate himself, from the

imputation of intending to write a tragedy, or any thing thereunto tending.

Now, where is the necessity for all this double-tongueing? We see reverend

men, of hoary hair and comfortable stalls, giving versions of Horace in all his

sins ; we see a right reverend man sitting on the episcopal throne of Chester,

by no other discoverable claim, than that he compiled all the notes of all other

men upon a Greek writer of tragedies.

When these horrors pass muster, we think that we may set Mr. Milman's sen-

sitive soul at its ease. Warburton came into notice by writing the very worst

notes that ever were written on Shakspeare. Farmer, a dignitary, did the same,

by writing the next worst notes. What was Hurd, from first to last, if we
forget his Horatian commentary ? Or what would be the national misfortune if

every parson in the land could write as good a tragedy as " The Revenge," or

even as " Douglas ?" We wish that even Mr. Milman would gird up his poetic

loins, and give us, before it be too late, a second " Fazio." He may rely upon it,

that he has never done any thing the hundrcth part as good, and will never do
any thing so popular in any other shape. But can he persuade himself that any

one of the living world will be duped into the impression, that, in writing works

of the present kind, Mr. Milman looks on himself as urged by religious feehng ?

He may have this feeling, but it is in its proper place, his pulpit. At his desk,

with blank verse temptingly before him, he has no more professional feeling

than the rest of the mortal generation of blank-verse makers ; and it would be
as childish in the reader to expect it, as it sounds (a little) hypocritical in the

writer to pretend to it. There is a time for all things. The most pious man

'

alive may write a tragedy (if he have poetry enough abouthim), without expect-

ing to convert a single individual of the unsanctified. And he may do all this

without sinning in the most trifling degree against his profession, aye even, if he
were in the very vision of lawn sleeves.

But, after all, what would be the value or common sense of restricting the

clerical pen? Why should not the poetry of the stage be as much within the

province of the sacred, as any other ? It is no argument that theatrical writing

has been, a century or two since, addicted to immorality. It is not so now ! Its

purity is actunily more vigilantly guarded (we do not say by the invidious

scrutiny of a licensei, but by the good taste of the public), than that of any

other species of popular literature. What grossness of expression would now
be suffered on the stage ! The author who ventured on any thing approaching

to the freedoms of the last century, would unquestionably be extinguished.

But, at once, to sustain the continuance of this delicate sense of propriety
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and to turn it to the highest objects of public feeling .and general improvement
what could be more effectual than to have tiie authorship of the stage still more
extensively in the hiinds of gentlemen, who, iVoni both jiersonal accomplish-

tinent
and professional feclin^is, would be alike able to produce the most impres-

sive performances, and pled|;cd to respect the interests of public morality!
We have no possible doubt, that if Mr. Milman, for instance, were to write

B play every year of his life, he never would introduce a syllable degrading to
||is character. We are fully convinced that his morality would be pure, and^his
general power of influencing the public mind would be exerted in the most
unimpeachable manner. We are not less convinced, that no good which he
may produce in any other form of writing, would bear any conceivable com-
parison with the extent, the importance, and the direct impressiveness, which
might be produiKid by his theatrical writing. Let him lock to this, and neither
waste hii time in fabricating wearisome rclii^ioiis dramatic poems, nor deprecate
with such useless alarm the possibility of his being convicted of having written
them for the stage.

Until theatres can be extinguished, they must be a most powerful, popular
instrument, for good or evil. But no man expects to see their extinction.
The true wisdom then must be, tt) turn them from possible evil to practical good ;

and the one true mode of ertecting this, is the em|)loyment of the highest,
purest, and most accomplished class of writers that can be found. No matter
in what profession they are to be looked for—no profession can be so exalted
as to be above doing this eminent service to the counnunity.
The present poem opens with a dialogue between Mark'Smcalon, one of the

attendants of the Chapel Ro^al, and his sister Magdalene, a nun. She dreads
the influence of the court, and particularly of the (^ueen, on her brother's faith ;

and thus bids him be on his guai'd.

In that loose court, they say, each hard observance,
Fast, penance, all the rites of holy Cinirch,

Are scoffed ; the dainty limbs are all too proud
T' endure the chastening' sackcloth. Sin is still

Contagious. Like hi-rself are those that wait
On that heretical and wicked Queen.

Smeaton, however, who has already something more than respect for the
handsome Queen, vindicates her,

Mark.
" The wicked queen !'' Oh sister, dearest sister.

For the first time I'd see thy pure cheek hum
Witli penitent tears ; go knee), and ask Heaven's rardoti

;

Scourge thy misjudging heart—the wicked queen i

Heaven's living miracle of all its graces !

There's not a breathing being in her presence
But watches the least motion of a look,

Th' tnnittered intimation of desire!

And lives upon the hope of doing service ;

That done, is like the joy blest aiigels feel

In niinist'ring to pray'rs of holiest saints.

Authority she wears as 'twere her birtlu-ight,

And wlien our rooted knees would grow to earth

In adoration, reassuring g-aiety

IMakes the soul smile at its own fears. (P. 10.

)

We douljt alike the historic truth and the poetic merit of this passage.

The unfortunate chorister makes but a tedious panegyrist.

The most active character of the piece is (by but an humble compliment to

the dramatic value of the history) an imaginary one—Angelo, a Jesuit, whose
purpose is to reconvert the nation, through the fall of the Queen, the chief sup-

port of the reformed faith. His soliloquies furnish the best specimens of the

poetry, and occasionally contain passages of considerable vigour, though much
M!M. Nexo Series.—^o. 5. Vol. 1. 3 U
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alloyed by exaggeration and improbable violence. He thus commences : he

has just seen the service of the reformed cathedral.

Angeh.

They crossed me, and I needs must follow—to th' abbey,

T' insult their fathers' graves ! to mock the saints,

That from the liigh empurpled windows glare

On the proud worshipjiers, whose secret hearts

Disdain their intercession ; scarce a lamp
Burnt on the ])rayerless shrines, and here and there

Some wan, sad vot'ress in our Lady's chapel.

Listening in vain for the full antliem, told

Her beads, and shrank from her own lonely voice.

But when I saw the arch-heretic, enrobed

In the cope and pall of mitred Canterbury,

Lift the dread Host with unbelieving hands,

And heard another's voice profane read out,

In their own dissonant and barbarous tongue.

The living Word of God ; the choaking wrath

Convulsed my throat, and hurrying forth, I sought

A secret and uncchoing place, t' unload

My burthened heart. (P. 13.)

The Jesuit now meets Smeaton, whom he discovers to be an iniconscious

lover of the Queen. He urges him to the mention of Norreys, Brereton,

Weston, and Rochford, with whom Anne Boleyn was afterwards charged with

criminality. He finally suggests the possibility of the Queen's taking Sm'eatou

into the number of her favourites; and having sown this dangerous feeling,

leaves him, and thus exults in the approaching success of his scheme

:

Angela.

That warning was a master-stroke ; it brings

Th' impossible within the scope of thought.

We do forbid, but what may come to pass.

And he will brood on it, because forbidden.

Till his whole soul is madness.
Cursed woman !

'Gainst whom remorselessness is loftiest duty,

And mercy, sin beyond Heaven's grace, think'st thou

To be a queen, and dare to be a woman !

—

Play fool upon the dizzy jjrecipice
;

Nor smile, nor word, nor look, nor thought, b>it's noted

In our dark registers : each playful jest

Is chronicled ; and we are ricli in all

That's ocular (.') proof and circumstance of guilt

To jealousy's distemper'd ear

!

(P. 20.)

Angelo now meets Bishop Gardiner, whom he urges to involve himself in the

purposes of Rome. The Bishop is cautious, and shrinks from revealing his

intentions. Tiie Jesuit plies him with alternate flattery and reproof. Gardiner

is at length disposed to listen.

Gardiner.

Good father ! walls have ears—the treacherous air

With terrible delation wanders round

The thrones of kings.

Angelo.

Thou think'st not I or Rome
Would urge a rashness, which might wreck our cause,

Would have thee cast this wise dissembling off,

By which thou hast won the easy confidence

Of foolisli heretics ; be supple still.

And seeming true, thou'rt worthier of our trust

;

We know thy heart our own, and lend awhile

Thy tongue, thy pen, to the proud king, t' abase hiin

To a more abject slave of thee and Rome.
Now hear me, prelate—glut thine ear with tidings.
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For there are durk and deep-delved plots, tliuf 'hciipe

Even Gardiner's lynx-eyed sight ; thy soul shall luugh.

The queen—the Boleyn—the false harlot heretic,

She's in our toils—lost—doomed ! ( P. 46.)

Angelo then gives a sketch of his own story. The character of this Jesuit is

striking and dramatic— it" dramatic effect tan he fairly allowable so far out of

probability. His conduct is a course of the blacke^t perfidy. lie suborns to

perjury and nuirder, and exults in the prospect, not merely of the Queen's blood-

shed, but of her eternal ruin. This is monstrous, and totally incompatible

with even his own conception of virtue.

Yet this outrage to all probability unfortunately procccd.s from Mr. Milnian's

determinate error. He calls it in his j)rclace, " an endeavour to embody the

awful spirit of fanaticism,—the more awful, because strictli/ conscientious
!"

He then tells us, that he means this as " a profitable lesson." It can be

no profitable lesson to any one, to see those things asserted in books

which can never happen in real life; nor to be told that a man may
be conscientious in suborning murder, and crying out for damnation.

So far as the influence of the principle would extend, it nuist help men to

j)alliate every atrocity in themselves. Nothing is more common than the

hazardous belief that sincerity of opinion purifies the action; and nothing can

be more unprofitable than any attempt to give validity to one of the most per-

nicious maxims of the whole code of human error. The author then goes the

length of quoting Robertson, as having " tvilli justice" stated, that mankind had

derived more adi'antages / and sustained more injuries, from the Jesuits, than

from any other of the religious fraternities. It is not worth our while to weigh

the comparative crimes of institutions, all dangerous, superstitious, and un-

scriptural; but if Mr. Milman will persevere in bowing to the more than

dubious authority of Robertson on matters of religion, he should be prepared

to shew what benefits were ever done by the Jesuits to mankind ; or whether

their keeping schools, and giving bad editions of the Classics, were to counter-

balance their perjuries and conspiracies, their ferocious spirit of persecution,

their perpetual hostility to pure religion, their abject and desperate devotedness

to the worst purposes of Rome, their establishment oi an universal espionage,

or the known and unquestionable conspiracy against all governments, which
finally overthrew their order half a century ago.

This " Order" has been again set on its feet, and we shall probably see it the

agent in some great convulsion of the Euroj)ean thrones. But we shall not

take its character from the friend and panegyrist of Hume, nor do we feel gra-

tified by finding his sentiments re-echoed, with however " profitable" an inten-

tion, by a divine of the Church of England.

The poem then proceeds through the history to the death of Anne, who,

after trial, perishes on the scaffold.

As a whole, Mr. Milman's performance will not add to his reputation. It

contains passages of occasional force, and there are one or two touches of

graceful and imaginative beauty. But the construction of its verse is heavy.

His ear has evidently still to learn the true rhythm of blank verse, and until

that is acquired, success in even the " dramatic poem" is oat of the question.

BANK FORGERY.

In the House of Commons an interesting conversation lately took place on

the Prevention of Forgeries. It was stated that the recurrence to paper circu-

lation had already commenced its fatal effects, in the temptation to the issue

of counterfeit notes, and that six miserable beings had been already capitally

convicted at the Lancaster Assizes. To all this, the answer of the Bank people

was, of course, as it has been these twenty years, that they could make no

note which it was not in the power of man to imitate. And what is the actual

consequence of this happy conception ? Why, that they will make no note
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tbat it is not in the power oi every man to imitate. An engraver's six months'
ajjprentice could now forge every note of the Bank of England !

Tliey tell us that they have already had a committee, with Sir William Con-
gieve at its head ; and that they have thrown away some thousand pounds in
trying to make an zwimitable note ! Inimitable fools as they are ;—They might
throw away as many millions before they could make one. But why not do
their best ? Why not try to make a note as difficult of imitation as they could ?
For Sir William Congreve's chairmanship we may have all due respect ; but
he is a gentleman who had a little contrivance of his own to propose (however
even the originality of that may have been disputed with him); and this chair-
man might not be disposed to look with too favourable an eye on the inventions
that came before the committee. Now, the absolute fact is, that inventions of
extreme difficult 1/ of imitation came before the committee ; the printing in double
colours—the printing by a process which repeated the amount of the note
thousands of times over—the printing with a peculiar landscape of the finest

workmanship, or a varying succession of those landscapes; in short, a very
great number of most dexterous and difficult contrivances to render forgery too

expensive to be worth the trial. None of these contrivances could be pro-
nounced inimitable, of course: but any one of them would put forgery beyond
the means of every pauper workman in his garret, with no implements beyond
a plate of copper and a needle. In the unfortunate state in which the paper cir-

culation is at present, the present bank-note could be forged by any man who
can write a decent hand.

But we are told, even put the notes out of the reach of this vulgar forger}^,

and you will have great Birmingham establishments applying their artists and
machinery to the production of the most finished forgeries. We disbelieve

this. We are satisfied, that if honesty did not deter persons of propert}' suffi-

cient for this in Birmingham (and we have no reason to throw any slur of the
kind on the higher order of artists and machinists in that town), the certainty

of detection after a short time, and the certainty of ruin in every shape of detec-
tion, would prevent forgery to any serious extent. Look to experience. In
all the temptations to forgery, has any important house in Birmingham, or
in any of our manfacturing towns, been found guilty? If there had been
guilt, it must have been long ago brought home to them, among the hundreds
of wretched agents of forgery \\\\cr have been convicted. And what they had
not done, when it was a work of extreme cheapness and facility, are they more
likely to do Mhen it shall become a business of extreme intricacy and expense?
But, allowing that forgery should become the business of capital manufacturers,
one great goodwill be done—the traffic will betaken out of the hands ofthe rude
and starving workman; it will not doubly vitiate the unfortunate being, from
whose punishment humanity turns away ; the law will strike none but the wealthy
and voluntary culprit ; and the blow that strikes but one of the gang will dis-

solve the conspiracy. Among the multitude that late years have brought to exe-
cution, the blow fell altogether without use to society. It cut off" a solitary

wretch: a hundred others instantly started into the trade; and this single

source of iniquity loaded our scaffolds, till the proverbial severity of the Cri-

minal Law was wearied out, and even the Bank grew sick of prosecution.

But, to the favom-ite argument of 2«imitability.

Since the cessation of the one-pound notes, executions for forging the circu-

lation have been scarcely heard of. Why ? Because our coin is very finely

wrought. The forgery of our silver and gold might be made profitable enough
for temptation, (though doubtless less profitable than that of paper); and before

the use of the present Mint machinery, the forgery of the coinage was formidably

common. This branch of iniquitous ingenuity has now nearly perished. Not
because M. Pistrucci';, shillings and sovereigns are beyond human imitation; but
because they are beyond easy imitation. Twenty years ago a shilling was like

a button ; and, of course, button-makers supplied the chief part of that worthy
circulation. Let our shillings be like buttons again, and we shall have the

.same artificers stripping our coats to increase our coin.

But are the banks, that have done their best to make the note difficult, dls-
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satisfled with llic experiment ? We have the fullcfst evidence of the direct

contrary. The country hanks are scarcely ever forged on. This Sir M, W.
Ridiey, in Iiis sa.^acity, attributed to the signature of tlie firms l)einjj so well

known in their districts that forgery would be detected ! But what is easier

tiiaii the imitation of hand-writing? or what is less keen on the subject tlian

the eye of a ploughman ? Mr. Peel answered this at once by saying, "that
the National Bank-notes of Ireland are very rarclij forged, though they circu-

late in parts of the country where the written siLMiaturcsare no more known,
than if they were written by the man in the moon."

Yet, let any one compare the English country bank-paper, or the Irish, with

that of almost any of the artists who have sent in their inventions—with Per-

kins's note, for instance—^he will see at once, that if the former are found to pre-

vent forgery in a great degree, the latter woultl be praclicalh/ inimituhlc by the

forger, without instant hazard of detection. Steam-engines and ponderous

machinery cannot work in a corner. First-rate engravers are actually among
the rarest of all artists ; they are proportionably paitl : and the man who
receives from five hundred to filteen hunilred guineas for a plate, will not be
likely to run his neck into the halter, at the discretion of the miserable agent in

whom he must necessarily confide to pass the note.

But there is one important recollection lurking at the bottom of all this

indolence. We shall not dwell upon it now. But ifthe Bank were compellable

to give caah for every note, that, upon a fair com|)arison with tljcir present

clumsy fabrication, would deceive the eye of a jury; we should not belong
without some ettbrt to improve the bank patier. We should rejoice to see

such a law enforced : in a week we should have a note that, to all practical

purposes, would defy imitation.

ON MECHANICAL NOTATION.
By C'las. Balbcip,c, Esq., F.li.S., ahstracled from a Paper read at the Rot/al Sucicty,

March loih 1&2().

In the construction of an engine for calculating and printing mathematical

tables, in which the author of this paper has been for some time occupied, he
has met with considerable difficulty from the want of any method by wliich all

those motions which take place in-every machine at the same instant may be

easily preserved and referred to, and by which the movement of any part might
instantly be traced back through all the intervening stages up to the first mover
of the machinery. The usual modes of mechanical drawing were quite insuf-

ficient for these purposes, except in machines of the simplest construction ; and
even if they had not altogether failed in more complicated cases, the time and
expense required for their execution would have effectuallj' prevented their

eniploj'ment.

The most important question was to contrive some method by which
all the simultaneous movements occurring at any moment should be at once
visible ; and the history of the state of motion or rest of any given part,

should be apparent during the whole cycle of the action ofthe engine.

The author had recourse to a system of signs, which in some manner re-

semble those employed in algebra, while they difier from them by having a
general resemblance to the things they were intended to represent. Having
gradually found that this system, which he calls " Mechanical Notation," was
readily susceptible of affording other information than that for which it was at

first contrived, he gave to it additional extension: and in its present form it

gives, almost at a glance of the eye, information relative to any of the following

points (the name of every part of any engine being written at the top of the

paper):

1. Its representations in all the drawings will be pointed out.

2. The number of teeth in any wheel, pinion, or sector will be seen.

3. The actual angular velocity ofevery moving part will be seen.

4. The mean angular velocity will also appear.

5. The origin of the motion of each part will be seen, and thus the cause of

its motion v/ill be traced up to the first mover.
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6. At each transfer of movement the method by which it was accomplished

will become apparent, whether by wheel and pinion, by a stud, by stiff friction,

or by any other method.

7. All the adjustments which are necessary in order to set the machine in

action will be pointed out, and the order in which they ought to be made will

be indicated.

8. The whole course of action of every part will be visible in every stage of

the progress of the machine. If it be a wheel, the time and direction of its

motions will appear, and also the times at which it rests; if the part examined

be a bolt or click, the times at which it is bolted or locked, and those during

which it is in the reverse state, will be seen. These particulars will be discovered

by casting the eye down the vertical line belonging to each part, which was
named at the top of the drawing.

1). On passing the eye along any of the horizontal lines dividing the cycle of

the engine's movements, every contemporaneous motion, as well as its direc-

tion at that precise time, becomes visible, as also the position of those parts

which are at rest.

Mr. Babbage found much time was gained in the construction of his calcu-

lating engine by employing this mechanical notation; and to convey as accu-

rately as possible a knowledge of this very useful system, we subjoin the two
following examples. The first represents the action of Montgolfier's hydraulic

ram ; the second is a description of a double tumbler lock. The vertical lines

are denominated the lines of indication—a state of motion is denof"d by a

contin;i'jus stroke—a state of rest by a series of dots. When motion takes

place from left to right, the stroke is drawn on the left side of the indicating

line, and vice versa.

In example 1. The first horizontal arrow connects the indicating line of g
and a, denoting that gravity acts upon the descending water. The second

horizontal arrow connects the indicating lines of a and b, shewing that the

descending water raises the great valve. The third arrow connects^ andb, shew-

ing that gravity then acts upon the great valve, and soon for the moving powers.

'J'he cycle of the machine's action is described thus: Looking at the indi-

cating line of rt, the lower line shows that the descending water acts incessantly ;

its gradual reccsiou from the indicating line shows this motion to be gradually

accelerated; when arrived at its maximum it suddenly changes its direction,

as is shown by the curve crpssing the line of direction. During this period b, r,

and/ are at rest, a, d, e, g, and h are in continual action. But it is needless to

proceed with this ex()lanati()n, or with that of the second example. The prin-

ciple being once clearly laid down, the application will be manifest on inspection.

10 > n totO ^

s rt V " a « M s
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Ekctro-chemical means of preserving

Metal.—In addition to tlie use of" proserv-

ing tiie copper sheathing of sliips, Sir II.

Davy suggests the ap|)Iieation of tlie prin-

ciple, in submarine constructions, to protect

wood, as in piles, from tlie action of worms

;

sheathing of copper defended by iron in

excess may be used, when the calcareous

matter deposited will gradually form a coat-

ing of the character and firmness of hard

Btcme.

Logarithms,—We mentioned in our last

number that eleven new errors had been
<li~:covercd in the last edition of Callet's

ibles (Tirage 1823), and expressed a

;.oubt of their having as yet been made
public. We see that they have now been
published in Schumachoi's Astrononiisclie

Nachricten, and copied into tlie Bulletin

des Sciences. In the latter work, how-
ever, they are so incorrectly given, that we
consider the following enumeration of them
will be found extremely useful.

fur read

Sin 2° 10' 35" . . 8-5795294 . . 8-o79o094
Sin 2 39 23 .. 8-CG60184. .. 8-0600134,

Tan 3 12 43
i'an 3 34 20
Sin 3 38 8
Tan 3 37 16

Sin 4, 43 39
Tan 4 51 14
Tan 4 53 55
Cot 13 31 30
TanW 14 50

Maijnetism.-

.. 8-7491027 .. 8-7191007
,. 8 •7953491 .. 8-7953791
.. 8-8020567 .. 8-8021.567

.. 8-8012780 .. 8-801-2980

,. 8-9150100 .. 8-9100100
.. 8-9280079.. 8-9290079
.. 8-9330113.. 8-9330103
,. 0-81881-22.. 0-0188122
. 9 •9885608.. 9-9885808

•We mentioned in our last

number what Professor Ilansteen had been
led to consider as the position of the two
northern magnetic poles of the earth ; from
the conclusion of his paper, inserted in the

lust number of the Philosophical Journal,

we give the position of the two southern
ones in the years 1773 and 1774, one to the

luth of New Holland, distant from the

pule of the earth 20° 33', longitude from
Greenwich 130° 15' E., with a motion to

the westward amounting to about 4' "09 per
annum ; the other to the south of Terra
del Fuego, LK;,tant from the terrestrial pole
1-2° 4.3', longitude from Greenwich 236°
43' E., with an annual motion of 16' "57

westwjird. Whence we see that the two
magnetic poles in the northern hemisphere
move eastward, while those in the southern
hemisphere move west«'ard.

Gigantic Fossil JJones.—In the last num-
ber of the Boston Journal of PhilosopI:y an
account is given of the discovery, in the

low prairie grounds between Placquemire
and the Lakes, of some fossil remains,

which, from their gigantic size, render cre-

dible the extraordinary relations given by
Father Kircher and Bishop Pontojiedon of

the Kraken and Norway sea snake. If the

monster to M-hicli these bones belonged

were of the Balxna species, its length

could not be less than two hundred and
fifty feet. But the information communi-
cated to the public on the subject is as yet

too imperfect for any very probable con-
jecture to be hazarded with regard to it,

and we look forward with much eagerness

to the future reports of the American natu-

ralists.

Atmosjiherical Pressure—From a com-
parison of the various meteorological jour-

nals througJiout the country, it appears that

the mean lieight of the barometer in the

year 1825 was greater than the mean of the

last eleven years.

Improved nwt/iod of blasting Rocks.—The
method of blasting invented by Jessop is

exclusively jiractised in the quarries of So-
leure, and admits of some applications, as

in the lifting of blocks out of their places

after being blasted, of great service—it con-
sists in simply covering the powder with
sand. The greater the diameter of the

hole, the coarser must be the sand. A va-

riation in the nature of the charge has beer»

introduced by M. Varnbegen, of Brazil

;

for example—the hole 3 5 inches in diame-
ter, and thirteen feet deep ; a mixture was
made of five pounds of powder, and twice
its volume of deal wood saw-dust, sli^-^tlf

moist, and sufficiently finar to pass a sieve

having holes two lines in diameter. Thi»
mixture was pressed lightly into the hole,

and filled it to a height of 7-5 feet; after

placing a match, the remaining 55 feet were
filled with sand. According to the report

of the workmen, the explosion produced as
complete and satisfactory an effect as would
have been produced by twelve pounds of
powder applied in the usual manner.

—

Hib.
Univ.

Improved Microscopes.—Compound mi-
croscopes, both refracting and reflecting,

can be placed completely on the same
footing with telescopes, and reduced to the
same accurate discipline in their construc-

tion. Tliey are in fact nothing but tele-

scopes adapted to act with diverging rays

instead of parallel ones ; Dr. Goring sug-
gests in the Quarterly Joiunial of Science,

that the term engiscope would perliaps be
very applicable to them in their pei-fect

form, wliich appears to be an improvement
by Dr. Goring upon the reflecting ones
constructed by Professor Amici of Mo-
dena.

Indian Gun-barrels.— The gun-barrels
made at Bombay in imitation of those of
Damascus, so much valued by the Orien-
tals for the beauty of their twist, are manu-
factured from iron hoops obtained from
European casks, mostly British.

—

Trans.

Soc. Arts.

Suspension Bridge in Russia. — It is

stated iu the Annaies des Mines, that it
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is in contemplation to build an iron sus-

pension bridge across the Neva at St.

Petersluirg. A project suggested in con-

sequence of tlie difficulty or injpossibility

of erecting one of wood or stone. Tlie

bottom of the river is about forty-two feet

beneath the ordinary level of the waters,

and inundations increase this by eighteen

or twenty feet. The proposed bridge is to

have an arch of 1022 feet span. It is to be
composed of three distinct bridges : one
on each side nine feet wide for carts, &.-C.

;

a middle one, with a road twenty-one feet

wide for carriages, and two pathwaj-s of

five feet each for foot passengers. The
suspension chains are to have a total sec-

tion of iOO square inclies.

Preservaiion of Wood from Fire.—Pro-

fessor Fuchs, a Bavarian chemist, has dis-

covered that if ten parts of potash or soda,

fifteen parts of siliceous sand, and one part

of charcoal be melted together, their mass
dissolved in water, and eitlier alone or

mixed with sultry matteis applied to wood,
it will preserve it from fire completely.

—

Edin. P/iil. Jonrn.

Jmprnvpd method of hardeninf} Steel Tools.

—In Gill's Technical Repositorj", itis stated

that the qualities of cutting and boring in-

struments, such as the graver, the scythe,

the points of small drills, and square

broaches or boring-bits, may be improved
by the condensing jirocess of hammer
hardening their edges in the cold ; and also

in those of greater d(!licacy, the pen-knife,

for example, by burnishing their edges.

Rosa.—From a recent enumeration, and
recent discoveries, it appears that the total

number of known species of the genus rosa

amounts to 240.

Mode followed hy the Serpent-Eater,

(Falco SerpentariM) for destroying Ser-

pents.—Profe^^OT .Tameson has inserted in

the last number of liis journal the following

extract of a letter to him from Mr. Tliomas
Smitli. " Museum, Cape Town:—I may

mention a curious circumstance of wiiich I

was informed a few days ago by a gentle-

man, upon \\-li()se veracity I can place the

utmost dependence, and which is a fact, in

as far as I know, not generally known. It

relates to the mode which the Falco Ser-

pentarius of Linnaeus follows in destroying

snakes. Some time ago, when the said

gentleman was out riding, he observed a
bird of the above-mentioned si)ccies, while
on the wing, make two or three circles, at

a little distance from the spot on which he
then was, and after that suddenly descend
to the ground. On observing the l>ird, lie

found it engaged in examining and watch-
ing some object near the spot where it

stood, which it continued to do for some
minutes. After tliat it moved with con-
siderable apparent caution to a little dis-

tiince from the spot where it had alighted,

and then extended one of its wings, which
it kept in continual motion. Soon after

this artifice, the gentleman remarked a
large snake raise its head to a considerable

distance from the ground, wliich seemed to

be wliat the bird was longing for, at the

moment that took place he instantly struck

a blow with the extremity of the wing, by
which he laid his prey flat, on the ground.
The bird, however, did not yet appear con-
fident of victory, but kept eyeing his

enemy for a few seconds, when he found
him again in action, a circumstance that

led exactly to a repetition of the means
already detailed. The result of tlie second
blow apjieared, however, to inspire more
confidence ; for almost the moment it was
inflicted, the bird marched up to the snake,

and commenced kicking it with his feet;

after which he seized it with his bill, and
rose almost perpendicularly to a very con-

siderable height, when he let go the reptile,

which fell with such violence upon the

ground, as seemingly to satisfy him that

he might now indulge himself with the well-

earned meal in perfect safety."

TROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.

IIOYAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 23d. A paper was read entitled

" An account of a new reflecting curve

with its ap]>lication to the construction of

a telescope having only one reflector," hy
Abram Robertson, d.d., f.rs., Savelian

professor of astronomy, Oxford.

Also a paper " On the constitution of the

atmosphere," by J. Dalton, Esq., f. r. s.

March 2d.—Two papers by Sir E.

Home, Bart., v. i.it.s., were read "On
the coagulation of blood by heated iron."

March 9th.—A paper was reail " On oil

of wine" by 3Mr. H. Herrell : communi-
cated by AV. T. Brande, Esq. Sec. r. s.

A paper was also read, " On the mathe-
matical principles of suspension bridges,"

by Davies Gilbert, Esq., M.i>., v.r.R.s.

Tlie reading v.'as commenced of a paper,
" On a new method of determining the

parallax of the fixed stars," by J. F. W.
Hersehel, E^^q., Sec. R.s.

March ICth.-The reading of Mr. Kers-

chel's paper was concluded. And a paper

was read, " On the expression of the parts

of machineiy by signs," hy C.Babbage, Esq.

r R.s. The society then adjourneil till

theGth April.
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I.I>fN.'EAM JOCIirrY.

March 7th.— A further ])orlion of Dr.

Hamilton's " CommiMitary on tlic llortus

Malabarii'iis," was read.

March 21st.—The following coinmniii-

catioii as read, " Description of two new
birds belonging to the family p/iasianidac,"

by Major General Harduicke, r.L.s.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Description of a new genus belonging to

the natural family of plants called " Scro-

phularincc," by Mr. David Don, Libr. L.s.

The genus consists of two species, both of

them natives of Mexico, where they were
discovered by the Spanish botanists Sesse

and Mocinno, and which Mr. Don has

named " Lophospcr mum scandcns" and
" Physalodes."

A review of the genus " Comhre turn,"

by Mr. G. Don, a. l.s. The author here

describes thirty-eight species of this in-

teresting and beautiful genus, exclusive of

six doubtful species ciuiinerated by Dr.
Roxburgh in the llortus Benyalcnsis. In
the Systema Veyelabiliciim of Professor

Sprengei, which is the latest general work,
only six specicsarc enumerated.

March 3d.—The reading of Sir A. Crich-

ton's paper, " On the Tanuus mountains
in Nassau," was concluded.

BOYAL INSTITUTION OF CHEAT BRITAIN.

Feb. .3d.—Tlie history of caoutchouc,

was given in the lecture-room by Mr.
Faraday, and various specimens relating to

ils chemical nature, and its application in

producing watcr-])rooff;il)rics shown. The
latter were j)repared by Mr. Hancock.

Feb. 10th.—The progress made by Mr.
Brunell in his application of the " condensed
carbonic acid to the construction of a me-
chanical engine," was described to the
members by Mr. Faraday ; and stated to

be highly favourable.

Feb. 17th.—Mr. Griffiths' experiment
on the state of alkali in glass ; Mr. Var-
Icy's single adjustable microscope ; Mr.
Bi-mt's large bar of palladium; and a
South American geological series of sjx'ci-

niens, \\cre shewn and explained in the
libraly.

Feb. 24.th—I\Ir. ^'urley explained the

nature of his graphic telescope, intended
for the use of artists. It combines magni-
fying powers, with the properties of Dr.
Wollaston's camera lucida.

March 3d. The art of lithography was
illustrated by numerous operations, and its

minute chemical and mechanical principles

explained by ]\Ir. Faraday and INIr. HuU-
mandel, who furnished the beautiful speci-

mens shown.
March 10.—Mr. Brande entered into

the chemical history of wijics, as respected
the alcoliol contained in them, and showed
the state of combination in which it was
M.M. New S.-7-ies.—Xoi.. I. No. 5.

retained, the consequent loss of part of its

power, and the most perfect modes of

analysis. Some sijccimens of unadulterated

port and very old hock were operated

upon.

raocEEDiNGS OF Tin: royal Asiatic society

OF GUEAT BnlTAIN and IRELAND.

March 4.— II. T. Colebrooke, Esq., Di-

rector, concluded the reatting of the third

part of his " Essay on the jjliilosophy of

the Hindus." The portion wliich was now
read contained an cxjiosition of the doctri-

nal, as the former |)ortion read at tlie last

meeting did of the practical, \n\.xt of the

Miman.sa. As a whole, botli parts form
the most elaborate disquisition on tiie

Hindu faith ever yet otfered to the

world.

Anniversaiy Meeting, March 15th.—
The Uight Hon. C.W.W.Wj-nn, Fresi-

deiit, noticed the princi|)al events tliat had
occurred in the Society's history during the

last year, viz. the ]>ublication of the 2nd
part of the Society's Transactions, and the

institution of tiic Committee of Correspon-
dence, an establishment of great im))ortance

to the society ; and proceeded to mention
the great loss which the society had sus-

tained by the death of Dr. G. H. Noehden,
their late secretary ; and finally, he con-
gratulated tic society on the prosperous
as])ect of their atfuirs. The council rciHjrt

was then read. The council and olheers

for the present year consist of the following

gentlemen : Lord Bexley ; Viscount Kings-
borough ; the Right Hon. J. Sullivan ; Sir

W. Ouseley ; Lieut. Col. W. Blackburne
;

H. Holland, Esq. ; J. Hodgston, Esq.
;

D. Pollock, Esq.
The list of officers remains the same as

before, only that the name of Sir E. H.
East is inserted in the room of Sir J. Mal-
colm, as a Vice-president. The election

of a secretary in the i)lacc of the late Dr.
G. H. Noehden was postponed.
March 18th.—The following donations

were presented :— From the Rev. S. Wes-
ton, a Malabar theological MS., and a
grammar of the Malabar language. From
Ca'sar iMoreau, Esq., his last work on the
British Trade. From IVIajor J. Todd, two
Hindu genealogical trees, and a drawing of
some Hindu columns. From Sir T. S.

Raffles, a drawing of the Rafflesia Arnoltli.

A communication from II. T. J. Glynn,
Esq., entitled " Enumeration of various
classes of the population, and of trades and
liandicrafts in the town of Bareilly in Ro-
hdcund," was read. This is a statistical

paper of great value. The reading of a
" Diary of a journey into the Batak
Coimtry, in the interior of the island of
Sumatra," by Messrs. Burton and Ward,
was then commenced. The Bataks had
not been visited for many years before the
present jouniey v.as undertaken, and this

account furnishes some verv interesting

3 X
' ^
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particulars of a race of men hitherto but

little known.
George Palmer, Jun., Esq., was elected

a member of the Society.

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF PARIS.

Meeting of 2d January—The following

persons were admitted members of the

Society :—M.Adrian Dupre, French Con-

sul at Salonica; M. P. A. Kunkell, of

Aschaffenbourg, in Bavaria ; M. de Torcy,

chief in the office of the minister for foreign

affairs.

Mr. Huttmann transmitted to the So-

ciety six Chinese coins of the reigning dy-

nasty of Tsing. M. Chezy announced that

the transcription of the death of Yadjna-

datta, was completed. M. Jambert com-
municated a letter from M. Fontanier, an-

nouncing that this traveller is employing

himself in the researches pointed out to

him by the council. The same member
likewise communicated some parts of a

letter from M. Desbassyns de Richemont,

which intimate the intentions of the writer

to concur in the execution of the objects of

the Society during his stay in the East.

M. Dureau de la Malle, in the name of M.
Guayraard the naturalist, who is to accom-

pany Captain Durville in his voyage round

the world, proposed to remit to this tra-

veller an intimation of the points on which

the Society may desire to obtain informa-

tion. M. de Comte Lanjuinais, in the

name of the committee nominated at the

last meeting, read a report on the proposal

for printing the text of the Hindu drama of

Sacortala. The conclusions were adopted

by the Society, and the printing of this

work is stopped. The inscription in San-

scrit characters, referred to at the last meet-

ing, was returned by M. Chezy, with a

note pointing out the date. M. Gragerat

de Lagrange read some observations on

Oriental Uterature.

FOREIGN.

FRANCE.

Dijon—The academy of sciences, arts,

and belles-lettres at Dijon, has proposed as

the subject of their prize of eloquence(?) for

the present year, " a comparison between

saint Bernard and Bossuet in respect to

their writings, their character, and the in-

fluence which they respectively exercised

over their contemporaries."

Paris.—Proceedings of the Institute.—
At the meeting of the academy of sciences

in January, favourable reports were made of

the work of M. Moreauc'e Jonne's " Con-

siderations on militaiy proceedings in the

West Indies," and on the memoir of M.
Puissant on the determination of the figure

of the earth by terrestrial and astronomical

measurements. M. Chateauney presented

a memoir on the influence of vaccination

on the population of France. M. Vicet
one entitled " New facts to assist the the-
ory of calcareous cements." Messrs.
Gay Lussac, and Navier, reported that
the invention of M. Andre Neuville for

propelling boats was not superior to any
others where steam was not employed.
M. Geoffrey Saint Hilaire presented a
monster which he had found embalmed
among the mummies which M. Passalaqua
had brought from Egypt, and read a notice
on the subject. Tlie rest of the proceed-
ings were of minor importance. On the
9th of February the French academy met
for the reception of the new member, the
Duke Mathieu de Montmorency, whose
appointment is considered by the nation as
an inexpiable disgrace to this learned body.
The inaugural oration of the duke was, to
the astonishment of his auditors, an eulo-
gium upon de Vincent de Paul and works of
Christian charity. In the course of the pro-
ceedings M. de Chateaubriand followed in

nearly the same strain, and it is now becom-
ing but too apparent that, wherever it can be
effected, every literary institution in France
\\\\\ be perverted from the purpose for

which it was designed, to the dissemina-
tion of the opinions of the dominant Je-
suitical party.

A society of private persons proposed a
prize last year for the best poem hi cele-

bration of the voyage of General La Fayette
to America, on the 14th of January last

:

the gold medal was awarded to M. Eugene
Label, and presented to him by the hand
and at the house of M. Lafltte the presi-

dent.

AMERICA.

New York.—A horticultural society has
recently been established at New York.

—

It is proposed to form a garden containing

from ten to twenty acres, in the neighbour-

hood of this city, dedicated to the ad^'ance-

ment of the science ofbotany in general, and
particularly to experiments upon fruit trees :

a museum, and library and professorship, to

be attached to the institution, is already in

contemplation, and the whole is on a scale

worthy of that free and enlightened people.

ITALY.

Leghorn.—The Academia Labronica is

proceeding with zeal. At the meeting in

February M. Francisco Pistolesi presented

numerous additions to his catalogue of

earthquakes. M. Santoni examined the

opinion of Dr. James Johnson on the vir-

tue denominated probity. On the 19th of

March, professor Palloni, president of the

academy, directed the attention of its mem-
bers to the consideration of the influence

of commerce in increasing the power of

nations. Dr. Vivoli read a fragment on

human destiny.
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Narrative of Travels and Dis'coveries in

Northern and Central Africa, in the years

1822, 18:i3, 1824., by Major Denham,
Capt. Clappf.hton, and the late Dr. Old-
NEY. 1 vol. ito. £i>. 14ns. C<i.— Let iio-

botly imagine tliese sbort notices, which we
undertake to fiimisJi, can give no satisfactory

eonception of a book, or gratify any class of

readers. Books multiply too rapidly all to

be all read ; and many will be thankful to

those who will pick out the two or three grains

of wheat from the bushel of chaff, and save

them the labour of silting. Here is a formi-

dable volume, enough to deter by its size, and

more than enough by its price ; which few can

afford to buy, and still fewer will be disposed

to read ; but about which all have some little

curiosity, and would like to indulge it

—

cheaply and readily. Every body will like

to know at least the route the new travellers

took—the extent to which they have pene-

trated—the ultimate point of their discove-

ries—what reports they gather of circumja-

cent countries, and what here is still left to

explore. This information we can supply

in a page or two ; and it is not every body,

who will require to know more.

The government publish ; indeed no
private person would incur the risk of so

expensive a publication—the sale will never

repay the outlay ; and for our parts we see

no sort of occasion for such magnificence,

except it be an object, in any quarter, to

keep the knowledge of even these matters

within aristocratic bounds. An interest in

the subject of African discoveries has been
excited far beyond any importance which
common sense will attach to them. There
is an ijnmense space of undiscovered coun-

try, about which the public have been for

years hoping and anticipating, and for years

have been baffled. The general rumours
that have been collected «'ith respect to the

interior indicate a much higher degree of

civilization than the state of the coast

population would warrant us in expecting.

Towns are talked of, of 100,000 or 200,000
inhabitants, and of course men cannot
congregate so numerously,—their passions

and faculties conflicting in daily intercourse,

—vi'ithout exciting new wants and vs-ishes,

productive at last of great accommodation
and luxiu-y. These numbers will no doubt
prove to be exaggerated.

Though we hear in the same lofty terms
of Bomou, Houssa, and Soudan, Timbuc-
too and the course of the Niger are the

grand points of African interest. One
European only—we believe by the way he
was an American—has communicated any
personal knowledge of Timbuctoo, and his

scanty communication only whetted the

appetite for more. Many have perished

in the attempt to reach this new El Dora-
do, and many more will perish. Many

have come within a fe\v hundred miles on

the west, and others on the north ; the

expedition before us approached it on the

cast, and perhaps the next attempt from

the south—which is after all the nearest,

and apparently the most accessible—will

finally gratify our longings ; longings which

have perhaps—we affirm it not peremptorily

—something childish about them. What
is the object of the goveniment ? The im-

provement of science, say Mr. Barrow and

his little circle. The promotion of com-
merce, say the Board of 'I'rade. But what

is the point of interest among the many,

the idle, the curious? To relieve sus-

pense, merely to get at that, at which there

seems unusual difficulty in getting. Be
these attempts, however, worth the pains,

the expense, the peril, the sacrifice—to

use the current language—we deteimine

not ; we have only to epitomize the book.

To enter upon any detail is of course

impracticable, and the personal adventures

of the parties after all are matter of little

importance. That they have undergone

great fatigues and privations all can well

imagine ; that they were sometimes without

a bed and a dinner may readily be believed ;

but with these sufferings, however afflict-

ing to humanity suffering of any kind and

in any cause may be, we can sympathize

little—with sufferings incurred voluntarily,

and with full knowledge of the certainty of

their occurrence. People who use the

humdrum language of habit and adulation

will talk of the noble sacrifice, the gene-

rous devotion, the gallant daring of these

spirited travellers ; while the truth is, they

arc simply men of restless and ambirious

spirits with no other career of distinction

open before them— men who, if they

could have better disposed of themselves

would have coiu-se have done so— agents,

resolute and active no doubt, but still

agents and receiving the renumeration of

agents. There is no scarcity of such vo-

lunteers for enterprize ; hundreds will

promptly encounter the same dangers

;

and every year, as it adds to the number
of those, who fly from manual labour,

and conform with reluctance to settled ha-

bits, w ill add to the number of those who
are ready for desperate undertakings.

The present expedition, consisting of

Major Denham, Capt. Clapperton, and Dr.

Oudney, and a carpenter of the name of

Hillman, took a new route, under the aus-

pices of the pacha of Tripoli. They start-

ed from Tripoli and at Mourzuk joined a

company of slave merchants, and crossed

the Great Desert, journeying directly south

1,200 miles to Boniou, a country, the name
of which has long appeared in the map of

Africa, btit which is not known to have

been trodden by any European foot before.

3X2
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Raised as were their expectations, they
were more than realized on a|)proaching

Kouka, to see " a body of several thousand
cavalry drawn up in line, extending right

and left as far as they could see." The
sheikh's staff had all coats of mail com-
posed of iron chain, covering them from the

throat to the knee, opening before and
behind, and helmets of the same metal.

This however proved all shew and prepa-

ration. The charm soon vanished ; no-

thing within the town corresponded with

this display and ap])earance of cultivation.

The town consisted of nothing but mud
and straw huts ; their accommodations
were mean and scanty ; their luxuries, with

the exception of a little finery in their

chiefs, absolutely nothing ; sheep and cat-

tle pretty abundant ; a little rice and mil-

let ; no bread, no fruits, no vegetables,

onions and beans excepted ; with fish in

the near neighbourhood of the Tchad, a

lake of fresh water of considerable extent,

perhaps 150 miles by 80. The sheikh has

a superior—we had almost forgotten him

—

the sultan, who lives in barbaric magnifi-

cence, almost secluded from the sight of

his subjects, and entirely relieved from the

cares of government by the kind activity

of his minister, who ))lays over again the

part of the Pepins of France. This sheikh,

who seems to have been to some extent

capable of estimating European superiority,

took Major Dcnham under his especial pro-

tection, and during the eighteen months the

expedition remained in the country, allow-

ed him to m;ike several excursions, par-

ticularly to the lake, nearly the whole of

which at different times the major coasted.

Endless impediments were however thrown
in his way, under pretence of securing his

safety, but evidently suggested by distrust.

The sheikh was surrounded by enemies,

particularly east and south, and little or no
information could be obtained about them.

Arrivals from Timbuctoo occurred twice

or thrice ; but only with one lad from that

town, was he able to get any conversation.

The attention of the sheikli was perpe-

tually occupied in preparing for incursions

upon the neighbouring territories, and pro-

viding against reciprocal attacks. For
some reason or other the Mourzuk mer-
chant's wishes for a cargo of slaves was
not readily complied with ; but at last, he

prevailed upon the sheikli to furnish him
with the necessary force to make an at-

temi)t upon a town about 200 miles to the

south, and Major Denham had the good
fortune to be allowed *o join the foray,

being particularly anxious to see how they

would manage 3000 men in the field. He
had that satisfaction : they were encounter-

ed without the walls ; a battle was fought

;

a few wretched fire-arms on one side, and
bows and poisoned arrows on the other

;

the sheikh's commander—by the way, a

very gallant fellow—was defeated; the

merchant killed in the fray ; and the major

liimself narrowly escaped, stripped, bruised,

and exhausted.

In the meanwhile Capt. Clapperton and
Dr. Oudney gained permission ' of the
sheikh to go to Saekatoo, distant about
500 miles to the westward, and ajiproaeh-

ing within 300 perhaps of Timbuctoo, and
100 of the river which flows tlirough Tim-
buctoo, and the s])ot where Park is re-

ported to have perished. In this excur-
sion Dr. Oudney died. Clapperton M-as

well received by the chief of Sackatoo,
which may be termed, we sujjpose, the
metropolis of Houssa. This chief, of the
name of Bello, is a man of some cultiva-

tion, and even some acfpiaintance with
European affairs, through his connection
with the powers on the Barbary coast.

He furnished Capt. Clapperton with a rude
map of the country, and a geographical
description of it written by himself in Ara-
bic, a translation of which is given in the

aj)pendix. All attempts to get to Nyffee
and Youri and the coast of Benin, were
successfully resisted by the jealousies and
suggestions of the Arabs, who regarded
their own commercial interests as likely to

be interfered with by communications being
opened with the English by sea.

In the absence of Capt. Clapperton on
this excursion, Mr. Toole, a young oflicer

attached to the expedition, joined M.ijor

Denham at Kouka. He had traversed the

same tract from Tripoli to Bornou, ac-

companied only by a guide, and arrived in

full lu'nlth and vigour : a few weeks, how-
ever, laid him in his grave. On Capt. Clap-

pcrton's arrival, he and Major Denham re-

turned to Trijioli, leaving behind them in

quality of consul at Kouka, Mr. Tyrfrhit,

who had recciitly reached that p]aee with
fre^h presents for tlie shiekh of Bornou ;

but who also, it ajipears, died a few Rionths

afterwards. Capt. Clapperton, in company
with a Cajit. Pearsc, has started afresh, and
their arrival in the Bight of Benin in No-
vember has just been announced ; with the

intelligence of unusual facilities having been
afforded them of jiroceeding to Nyffee.

This Bornou is the centre of the slave

traffic between the merchants of Tripoli

and the country of Soudan, to the west of

Bornou. The Bornouese themselves seem
not to l)e actively engaged in it. The Sou-
dans bring the slaves to the Bornou markets,

where they are bought up for Tripoli.

What chance there exists for establishing

any commercial communication witli this

country, is more than we can see. The
Bornouese may like many Eiu-opean goods,

but they have little to exchange,—ivory,

skins, drugs. The route across the Desert

is tremendous, and will never do for Eu-
ropeans. The readiest course will be by

j

the Bight of Benin, for Timbuctoo, Hous-
sa, and Bornou, the leading powers of

|

central Africa. The exjjedition has done i

little or nothing towards settling the ques-
j

tion of the Niger.
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The present party we were ^;lad to per-

ceive travelled without disguise ; and though

they met oi;casioiiiilly with insult and con-

tempt, yet witii treatment fur better, than

it they had represented themselves sure of

detection, as jNloors and Moslem. Their

superiority and intelligence, in spite of the

higotry engrafted by the Moors on tlie

ehild-likc nature of the negroes, secured

them generally rcs|>ect.

We wore amu.sed with a case of exorcism.

A very hale strong negro woman, the mother of

Mr. Clapperton's servant, had taken the fever from

her son, who had been more than a raomh laid on

his back, and reduced her almost to death's door.

She was a ICoorie from one of the islands to the east

of the Tchad, and had sent for several fighis, who

after writing mysterious words, decide<l on her case

as hopeless. At last an old Hailgi, more than seven-

ty years of age, was requested to come to her ; he

was a miserable old wretch, carrying nothing but

an ink-bottle, made of a small gourd, and a few reed

pens : but he set about hi* business with great

form, and with the air of a master; and, in the

evening, Zerega, my negro's wife, came to me, quite

in raptures at the following wonderful story : he said

the woman was certainly enchanted, probably by the

Jiafficra, meaning the English, but, " by the head of

tlie prophet," he should drive the devil out of her,

and which he called /ihctan (the devil). He wrote a

new ffirlJei- (wooden bowl) all over sentences from

the Koran ; he washe<l it and she drank the water !

he said " BismuHah" forty times, and some other

words, when she screamed out, and he directly pro-

duced two little red and white birds, which he said

had come from her !
" What did you dom that poor

woman ? she is not young," said the fighi ; "why per-

plex her ? why did you not come out of her boforc ?"

" We dill not wish to hurt her much," said the birds

;

" but she has been kaffiring, old as she is, and must

bo punished : there are others in her yet who will not

come out so easily ; but now since you are come she

will not die, but she had better take care for the fu-

ture : we jumped into her when she went to the mar-

ket ; and she knows what she did there." The poor

woman thed an abundance of tears, and acknow-

ledged that she had been a little thoughtless on the

preceding market-day. The figlii was rewarded with

her best Soudan shift, and they were all made happy
at the news of her recovery.

Six Months m the Wcst-Indiex in 182o.

—This volume is said to be the compo-
sition of a Mr. Coleridge, a relation of the

Bishop of Bai'badoes, who accompanied
the prelate in the visitation of his diocese.

This circumstance is highly favourable to

the confidenee with which the public may
receive the contents of the book.

We have heard many and various opi-

nions of the work, but our ])ublic duty has

ever led us to listen to them with caution

;

and our sense of independence tells us to

judge for ourselves.

The volume gives more information on
tlie society, manners, habits, and common
proceedings of the Europeans who in-

habit the islands visited by the author, than

any book we ever read, liowever high its

character. It amused us to repeated

laughter by the acuteness of many re-

marks, by the sly sarcasm infused into it,

by tha wa^ffery continually peeping out,

by the dryness and quaintness of the hu-
mour, and also by the studied afTcctation

and literary dandyism of the style. The
tone of thought in the main is very vigorous

and independent, but tinctured throughout

with the nonchalance and pu|>pyiKni of the

able youths who shine at a college dinner,

who are acceptable every wlicre, because

they keep the ball of conversation flying,

and who are acute without ex|)ericncc, and
who want that degree of circumspection

which the littleness of mind, possessed by
a full third of society, renders necessary to

prevent the wiser and better sort from
being made to believe, tliat the possessor

of these qualities is either an addlcd-pated

noodle or a double sharp, and so to be
frozen into silence, or rather brought Aovra

to a level with the bleating flock around.

We much doubt if the worthy prelate

will be pleased with this book. Younff
men little know, that churchmen of the

present day are quite as alive to the least

doubt of their infallibility as any pope that

ever claimc<l that mortal attribute. Tliere

is not a word wliicli can weigh with the

sensible portion of the readers but in fa-

vour of the deserved estimation of the pre-

late, whose dignity, piety, and judgment
prove the wisdom shewn in selecting him
for the arduous office ; but there are stories

of troops of black girls singing with en-
thusiasm—" De Bissop is coine, de Bissop
is come to marry us all ;" of baptisms and
marriages wholesnle, retail, and for expor-
tation ; all of wliicli ceremonies, though
necessarily performed in this way, sound
verj^ unclerical, and excite some doubts of

the theological information of the sable

converts. The writer never displays his

Bond-street propensities, either in style or
in quizzing, when he describes the scenery
of the tropics : he looks on the luxuriant

or striking views n-ith true feelings, and
makes us think that his organs for the love

of the beauties of nature, animate or inani-

mate, must be very largely developed.

Perhaps the precise Spurzheim, or the

polite Derille, would satisfy him, if he is

curious, on this point. Who would not
wish to sit beneath an awning on board the
Eden, and steal along, under easy sail, the

lovely gulf of Paria ?

We weighed anchor with the morning In-eeze,

and stood down gently before its refreshing breath

to the modem capital of the colony. I shall not

be weak enough to attempt a detailed description

of the enchanting scenery which presented itself

to us ; nothing but painting could hope even faintly

to convey an image of it to the inhabitants of the

Temperate Zone. Its parts may be just mentioned,

and the imaginations of my readers may combine
and colour them as they please, sure that, let them
conceive as deeply and as richly as they may, they

will never attain to adequate notion of the im-
speakable loveliness of the original. The gulf of
the purest ultramarine, just wreathed into a smile

and no more ; on the right hand the mountains of
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Cumana, with their summits lost in the clouds ; on

the left the immense precipices of Trinidad covered

to the extremest height with gigantic trees which

seemed to swim in the middle ether; the margin

fringed with the evergreen mangroves, which were

hanging with their branches bathed in the water,

and they themselves rising out of the midst of

the soft waves ; behind us the four mouths of the

Dragon of Columbus, with the verdant craggy isles

between them ; before us the Port of Spain with its

beautiful churches, the great Savana, and the

closing hills of Montserrat. Meanwhile the Eden

gracefully bent beneath the freshening wind (no

other ship should ever sail on this lake of Paradise)

;

the long dark canoes glanced by us with their white

sails almost kissing the sea ; and enormous whales

ever and anon lifted their monstrous bodies quite

out of the water in strange gambols, aud falling

down created* tempest around them, and shot up

columns of siver foam.

There are some dozens of descriptions

similar, and most of tliem carefully com-

posed ; though we suspect that tlie author

wishes his readers to think tliera written

currents calamo.

Our author left England with the hope

of leaving behind him, in a state of fusion,

" rheumatism proper, rheumatic gout, gout

proper, and (or) an affection of the spinous

process:"—in this he succeeded so com-

pletely, that we seriously recommend a

trip across the Atlantic, and a course of

fusion in the Antilles, for all diseases of a

similar nature. It might certiiinly be " kill

or cure ;" but who wishes to live with the

rheumatics sticking to him as close as the

man of the sea did to poor Sinbad?

The remarks on " planters and slaves"

are very acute, manly, and sensible; and

though the author does not expect by the

remarks to gain the favour of cither party,

we think he will not by any means lose

the esteem of the considerate and liberal

minded.

The following quotation cannot fail to

please.

I would not sell my birthright for a mess of

pottage, yet if my birthright were taken from me,

I would fain have the pottage left. So I scorn with

an English scorn the Creole thought that the West-

Indian slaves are better off than the poor peasantry

of Britain; they are not better off, nothing like it;

an English labourer with one shirt is worth, body

anrl soul, ten negro slaves, choose them where you

will. But it is nevertheless a certain truth that the

slaves in general do labour much less, do eat and

drink much more, have much more ready money,

dress much more gaily, and are treated with more

kindness and attention, when sick, than nine-tenths

of all the people of Great Britain under the con-

dition of tradesmen, farmers, and domestic servants.

It does not enter into my h"Ad to speak of these

things as constituting an eqaivalent, much less a

pomt of superiority, to the hardest shape of English

freedom ; but it seems to me that, where English

freedom is not and cannot be, these things may

amount to a very consolatory substitute for it. I

suspect that if it were generally known that

the slaves ate, drank, and slept well, and were be-

yond all comparison a gayer, smarter, and more

familiar race than the poor of this kmgdom, the

circumstances of their labour being compulsory,

and In some measure of their receiving no wages for

It, would not very painfully affect the sympathies of

the ladies and gentlemen of the African Institution

and the Anti-Slavery Society. I say, in some mea-

sure the slaves receive no wages, because no money
is paid to them on that score, but they possess ad-

vantages which the ordinary wages of labour In

England doubled could not purch.%se. The slaves

are so well aware of the comforts which they enjoy

under a master's purveyance, that they not unfre-

quently forego freedom rather than be deprived of

them. A slave beyond the prime of life will hesitate

to accept manumission. Many negroes in Barba-

does, Grenada, and Antigua have refused freedom

when offered to them ;
" What for me want free i

Me have good massa, good country, plenty to eat,

and when me sick, massa's doctor physic me; me no

want free, no not at all."

The rheumatic irritations which are now
and then very obvious in some of the chap-

ters ; the goutw'ith which the gastronomies are

treated; and the whimsical, but very harm-

less observations on all he meets in so-

cieties—from the able governor of Trinidad

to the owner of the "topsail schooner;"

render this a very amusing publication, ex-

cepting to those who like historical mag-

niloquence in a diary, or expect the gravity

of a bishop in his facetious and youthful

relative.

Miscellaneous Pieces in Rhyme. By Ju-

nius.— Mr. Junius in his advertisement

says

—

Of the opinion of the critic (unless as it may
affect the circulation) I am careless. I once thought

dymg without a name to be indeed " doubly dying."

But I thank God it is now my desire that no human
record should be burthened with mine.

We think the author quite right in being

careless of a critic's opinion, unless he sup-

ports his praise or blame by quotations

whichleave no room for doubt in the reader's

mind. Criticism written with gentlemanly

feelings is always worthy of an author's no-

tice. His friends are seldom candid enough,

if they are capable, to tell him of his errors;

his enemies, or rather those who tlo not

like him, condemn without consideration

;

and the mass of readers are much more
ready to join in the cry of condemnation

than in that of praise ; it is only from the

disinterested and unknowii critic that truth

is likely to be heard—we condemn its being

told in harsh terms when the writer intends

no evil. The remainder of this advertise-

ment is hardly intelligible to us, and seems to

pronounce an anathema on all those who do

not pass a favourable opinion of the work.

We shall be among the latter number, for

we condemn the poetry from the first page

to the last, and are quite certain that the

writer's wish will be fulfilled of " no hu-

man record being burthened with his name,"

if it depends on this production ; he will

never be able to say " Stat nominis um-
bra."

.

- '

Let the reader judge from the following
j

extracts:

—

i
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It Is the noon of day.

And half the sun's declined—

Lo ! where the swdl'n clouds their dark lolUng keep

!

Collected now they low'r ;—
The storm Is loos'd with pow'r

Upon th' Indignant deep,

And with a lurid glare the lightnings play-
Hark ! In horrid fray

The thunder, with the rising depths combln'd.

And the warraying wind.

Shakes the rock ;

Sole in midnight cave.

Under the wave,

The spirit of the centre feels the shock.

Now on mountain clilT sublime

—

While around the thunders roll,

And mounts the soul

On the tempest's wing with her Bery exultation.

All the stem greatness of the scene,

—

There be my station

;

Listening, I ween.

The voicesof the deep in dreadful chime.

Now the wild Wore begins to cease

;

It languishes in sounds of peace;

Low in caverns lay'd

:

It dies away,—
Away:

—

And silence brKiuls upon the wreck it made.

Ode, p. 19, begins with the following

stanza :

—

Hark ! with wild notes the chorist of the grove.

Hymns to the rising morn his Maker's praise

;

And his yon lav'rock, who is soul above.

Pours in the beam th' inspircr of his lays.

There is no inspiration here ; and we
sincerely hope that such poetry will never

again he sent us to review.

A Succinct View and Analysis of Au-
thenticInformation, extant in, Oriijinal Works
on the Practicability of Joining the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, by a Ship Canal across

the Isthmus ofAmerica. By Robeut Birks
Pitman.—The author of this work appears

fully sensible of the magnitude, dithculties,

and utility of the projected scheme, and is

consequently very circumspect in express-

ing his opinion. He has diligently com-
piled materials from Dampier and Wafer,

in 1681 ; Sharp and Funnel, in 1703 ; De
Ulloa, in 1726; Brj-an Edwards, in 1799;

M. De Humboldt, in 1803; Walton, in

1817; Robinson, in 1820; Hall, in 1822;

and Purdy, 1824. The reader must not sup-

pose that this work is a mere compilation.

Mr. Pitman has only used the materials af-

forded by these writers for a well-arranged

and able discussion. He has not confined

himself to the inquiry into the practicability of

uniting the two Oceans, but has entered

fully into the topography of the harboiu's,

nature of the coasts, and their comparative

merits for commercial purposes, and an-

chorage for ships ; and has also given de-

tails of the winds which prevail at certain

seasons, and of the state of the atmosphere,

and the diseases which are frequent. The
latter point is not treated as fully or as

ably as the other portions, but gives as

much general information as illustrates the

subject.
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The idea of uniting the two ooeaas was
entertained as early as Uie year J513; and
has been revived from time to time by
Spaniards, Portuguese, Americans, and
English. Five places have been selected
as ca])able of allowing the union of these
seas, namely, the Isthmus of Darien, the
Isthmus of Panama, the Province of C'hoco,

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the Isthmus
of Nicaragua. Tlie greatest ditficulty is

not in opening a passage between the
oceans, but arises in the nature of the
coasts, wliich are shoal or rocky, or ex-
posed to tempestuous winds, without har-
bours or safe roadsteads. The Isthmus of
Darien is perhaps a partial exception, aa
ships may ride well enough either in Caret
Bay, upon the eastern coast, in the Gulf of
Darien, or within Golden Island. On the
western coast the anchorage would be
within the Bay of St. Michael, into wliich
the river Santa Maria nms, and has, as far

as the tide rises, in it sutficient depth of
water for ships of considerable burtiien

;

farther up the river it is divided and becomes
shoal. The streams in this track are on
different levels, dry, or nearly so, at one
season, and torrents at another, and, not-
withstanding, incapable of supplying a suf-

ficiency of water for a great ship citnal ; so
that the excavations must be made lower
than the level of cither sea, and that through
an arm of the Cordilleras, which renders it

unlikely that this track will be ever chosen.
This district is also very unhealthy.
The Isthmus of Panama is precluded by

incurable defects—a want of ports, particu-

larly on the western shores, and a very
shoal and dangerous coast, lofty mountains,
imcertain supplies of water, and a very un-
healthy climate.

The province of Choco, in the kin!;dom
of New Grenada, contains, in the opinion
of De Humboldt, a line of counti-y of about
eighty leagues, through which a canal could
be cut, but which would not be applicable

to vessels of burden, as the mouth of
the Arato, or river Darien, has only six

feet water over it- This seems the only
part of America in which the chain of
the Andes is entirely broken. The follow-

ing is a curious fact which may interest

some of our readers -.

—

In the interior of the province of Choco, the
small ravine of Ruebrada de la Raspadura imites

the neighbouring sources of the Rio de Noanama,
called also Rio San Juan, and the small river Quito.

The latter, the Rio Andageda, and the Rio Zitara,

form the Riod'Atrato, which discharges itself Into

the Atlantic Ocean, while the Rio San Juan flows

into the South Sea. A monk of great activity, cur6
of the village of Xovita, employed his parishioners

to dig a small canal in the ravine De la Raspa-
dura, by means of which, when the rains are abun-
dant, canoes loaded with cocoa pass from sea to sea.

This interior communication has existed since 1788,

unkno .<n in Europe. The small canal of Raspadura
unites, on the coasts of the two oceans, two points
seventy-five leagues distant from one another."
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It appears also from the report of Mr.
Robinson, that the Spanish government
knew two centuries ago, that during the

rainy seasons, when the valleys of Choco
were overflowed, canoes passed with pro-

duce from one sea to the other.

The Isthmus of Tehuantepec, in the

province of Oaxaca, is connected with the

Mexican Gulf by the river Guasacualco,

and by the river Tehuantepec, whicli flows

into tlie Pacific. This last river has its

source not more tlian thirty miles from tlie

Guasiclcwalp. Tlie continent here is tlie

narrowest, being only forty-five leagues be-

tween the oceans. The contiguity of the

sources of the Huasacualco and Chinialpa

induced the celebrated Count Revillagigedo

to institute inquiries, and order surveys of

this isthmus. Don Antonio Biicarelli sent

Don Augustin Cramer and Don Miguel
del Corral to examine this isthmus ; and
their report was not unfavourable. Tliey

did not sutticiently consider the nature of

the labours, which renders this route not

more feasible for mercantile purposes than

any of the others, as the mouth of the Te-
huantepec, as a port, has been but little

used since the end of the sixteenth century,

on account of its dangerous bar.

If ever a canal should be cut, it will, we
thhik, be through the Isthmus of Nica-

ragua. The river San Juan is said to iiave

at least twenty feet of water over the bar,

and to be navigable to the lake. This is a

very doubtful point ; and the river must be

surveyed before any oiiinion could be given

of its capacities. The space of land be-

tween the lake and the South Sea is nar-

row, being not more tlian twelve or fifteen

miles. It would be determined, after a

careful survey, whether tlie entrance into

the great South Sea should be into the

Gulf of Papagayo, or into that of Nicoya,

or to pass through the Lake Nicaragu.i

into the lake of Leon, and through, in or

by " the aid of its waters," into the port of

Ria Lexa. This part of the country is but

little known ; from all the information

yet gained, this last plan apjiears the most
likely to succeed, tliough all are fraught

with natural obstacles, and even if these

could manifestly be overcome, the political

question of the right would be as ditficult

to settle.

The supposition that the waters of the

Atlantic are higher than those of the Pa-
cific wants confirmation : and even if they

are, the dirterence is so little as to be of

no moment whatever. The author's re-

marks on this ]ioint are very good, and
embrace some informi! tic.i on the measure-
ment made of the height of the waters in

the Red Sea by the French engineers.

The part of this book which relates to the

winds and weather of the Isthmus of

Darien is very \'aluable, and should be read

by every nautical man visiting these distant

regions. But we must conclude with say-

ing that Mr. Pitman has produced ati in-

teresting and useful work, and appears to

feel enthusiastically the results to which
the completion of this vast design would
lead, and to be desirous that England should

have the glory of occupying her money and
her industry in fulfilling a scheme which
would benefit her and the whole world.

Lessons in Criticism to Win. lioscoe,

Esq., ijx. (Jic. ; and with Further Lessons on
Criticism to a Quarterly Bevicwer. By the

Rev. William Lisle Bowles.—Literary

controversy is very seldom carried on be-

tween the combatants according to the
laws of good breeding and common sense.

It is the general opinion that authors belong
to the " irritabile genus"; it is our opinion

that four-fifths of mankind belong to this

genus. In society, oppose, successfully or
not, the opinion of another, and, unless

high breeding jirevents him, he will shew
his teeth, and growl, and bark, and snap

;

and, not being inclined to rate your under-
standing fairly, will not be so ready to
encourage favourable imjiressions of you.
If the reader doubts the truth of this opi-

nion, let him consider what the causes have
been for most of the sanguinary persecu-

tions of whole bodies of men, and they will

be found to be ditferences of opinion ; let

him then remember with what difficulty,

time, and labour, the deeply-rooted opi-

nions, however absurd, of mankind are

overcome. Even the promoters of science

have surtered fantastic cruelties : and in

matters of controversial divinity the cha-
ritable influences of the Christian precepts

have been most eminently displayed by burn-
ings and inquisitions. If the controversies

among the sectarians of the last age were to

be examined with care, we verilybclieve that

a more comj)!ete dictionaiy of the vulgar

tongue could be compiled from them than
the present work of Grose. If an appendix
should be required, the pamphlets connect-

ed with the subject of this notice might be
useil with great benefit to the compilers.

Mr. Bowles has been ill used, and goaded,
and stung, and ridiculed almost jjast bear-

ing ;
yet we regret that he did not follow

the advice of " a friend of most eminent
literary talents, who recommended me (3Ir.

Bowles) to publish only this one instance

of your honourable uealing in the news-
papers, as a reason for declining any con-
test witli a person capable of such de-
ception."

If Mr. Bowles is justified in using this

language to Mr. Roscoe, there can be no
doubt of his having lost himself in con-

descending to refute, in a sarcastic and
abusive volume, all the attacks made on
him as an author and a gentleman. In
society no man calls out a black-leg, or

would think of putting himself on a footing

with a man who had duped him out of

money, or committed any act for which, if

it coiJd be legally brought home foiling, lie
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wouW be deservedly icnt to the hulks or

the coal-river iii New South Wales. Even
» mcaii-spiritcd iiLsiiiuuting whisperer is

njo^'C lit for the cudgel thiin any other no-

tice. We tlier^'fore think tiiat Mr. Bowles
bos not supported iiis dignity while he en-

tertains the opinion he has expressed of

Mr. Iloscoe.
\

'.

.

It never appeared to us that Lord By-
ron's l)itter accusation, that Mr. Bowles
scandalized Pope's moral character, had
one word of truth in it. We think JNIr.

Bowles has not done his duty as an editor

in not boldly and unceremoniously tearing

aside the veil, and siiowing the prurient

fancy and conduct of the man. If Pope
had never published his own folly, and hail

expressed a manly sorrow for what he had
written, no one \vith tlie feelings of a gen-

tleman would have noticed his failings ; but

he did not do so ; he sent before the public

the most impassioned poetry that has ever

been generally read by all ages and both

sexe.^. Who but a puling animal would
deny the ejjistle of Eloisa to Abelard to be

a most wanton production ? Porson strip-

ped the matter of its graceful drapery—and
what remains ? A tissue of ideas, to which
we cannot give a name, mi.ved up with
religion, and such references, that the like

is not to be foimd in Ovid, or any writer

down to Thomas Moore. He did write

a letter to Lady Wortley Montague, for

which he ought to have been whipped.

His letters to the Miss Blounts are equally

inexcusable. His " Double JNIistress,"

" January and May," " Imitations of Chau-
cer," and the " Imitations of Horace,"
place him with Joannes Secundus, Evaristc

Parny, or Meursius in tliis abominable class

of composition. What was this writer of

sucli poetry ? A diminutive creature, says

Johnson.
So weak as to stand in perpetual need of female

attendance; extremely sensible of cold, so that he

wore a kind of fur doublet under a shirt of very

coarse warm linen with fine sleeves. When he rose,

he was invested in a boddice made of stiff cinvas,

being scarcely able to hold himself erect till they
wers laced ; and he then put on a flannel waistcoat.

One side was contracted. His legs were so slender

that he enlarge<l their bulk with three pair of stock-

ings, which were drawn on and off by the maid; for

he was not able to dress or undress himself, and
neither went to bed nor rose without help. His
weakness made it very difficult for hira to be clean.

A very pretty little gentleman to write
flaming iove verses, indecent letters to

young ladies, and to make the most liber-

tine overtures to one married woman. His
misfortimes would excite commiseration
jf he had not made himself ridiculous by
siich depravity : for such it is ; and neither

Mr. Iloscoe nor any other man can make
it any thing but prurient nauseating depra-
vity, exciting just contempt and ridicule.

Pope spared no one. The weakness of
Addison was maliciously exaggerated in

his Prologue to the Satires ; and he clan-

destinely ordered an edition of 1,500 copies
M.M. New Series—\'0L. 1. No. 5.

of the Patriot King " to be printed, when
he had promised his old and faithful friend.

Lord Bolingbroke, that he would only have
a few worked off for private distribution."

After such acts as these, it is quite sicken-
ing to hear the virtue of Pope cried up and
supported by men of sense and learning.

He degraded the dignity of Iiis art, and de-
ceived his friend. He may be forgiven by
the laws of Christian charity, but not set

up as a pattern of virtue and high-minded-
ness, any more than he could be made a
model for a sculptor.

Mr. Bowles has placed him as a poet in

the class to which he belongs. No one
but a weak enthusiast would ever tliiidi of
classing him with Shakspoare and Milton

—

to them he was as a dwarf to giants.

V»'e have not room to dilate on the " In-
variable Principles of Poetry," but we will

offer one or two remarks which are obvious
to common sense. There are subjects in

poetry \vliich will not admit of the least

reference to art witliout injurj' to the de-
scription. A storm amid the Andes or
the Alps. The scenery of a newly. disco-
vered and uninhabited continent- All the
stronger passions ' and atfectiotis are less

effectively pourtraj-ed when any thing but
the mental operations are introduced.

Sometimes art and nature combined are
necessary to produce the fullest effect ; the
finest example of this latter is the Ship-
wreck by Falkener. Taste and judgment
will always point out where they are to be
used separately and wlien together. Har-
mony should be preserved in other in-

stances by only uniting natural objects and
mental feelings ; it would be easy to mtd-
tiply opinions but we have not time. Mr.
Bowles has successfully vindicated himself,

and punished ISIr. Iloscoe and the Quar-
terly Reviewer, but not in a high and taste-

ful manner.
Loilf/e'x Portrnitx nf the Most lUiistrious

Personages of Great Britain ; with Sio-
praphical and Historical Memoirs of their

Lives and Actions. Partxix. Imperial Svo.
and R'yal iio.— There is no pidilication of
the day whose progress we have marked
with more satisfaction, with such entire

approbation as this. Ihe example of such
characters as constitute the essence of this

interesting work, in giving that bias to the
thouglits and conduct of men which leads

to the most important results to a nation,

must be deep and lasting ; and the more
extensively the example is disseminated,
the more extensive and the more impor-
tant will be the advantages derived for stu-

dying the characters, and the secret springs
of action of our greatest statesmen and
warriors. Nor has Mr. Lodge forgotten to
perpetuate the features, or to pourtray the
minds of our male and female nobility, our
historians and poets, our lawyers and di-

rines. We hardly know which is entitled

to the greater praise, his engreved portraits

or their literary illustrationiu The num.
3 Y
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ber before us coutaiiis a curious allegorical

portrait of queen Elizabeth, from a picture

formerly the propeity of the great Lord
Burleigh, and now in the possession of his

descendant, the Marquis of Salisbury ;—

.

The Earl of Essex, favourite of Queen
Elizabeth ;—The Earl of Craven, supposed

to have been privately married to the

daughter of James I. after the death of her

husband, the King of Bohemia ;—Thomas,
first Lord North ;—and Cardinal Allen, a

formidable emissary of the court of Home,
in the reign of Elizabeth.

Mr. Blount's MSS. Being Selections

from the Papers of a Man of the World.

By the Aufhorof" Gilbert Earle." 2 Vols.

l2mo.—The structure of this work does

not bear the impress of originaUty, yet the

manner in which the component parts of

it have been xmited gives to it the next

claim : for they are disposed with skill and
judgment, and produce tlie effect the au-

thor aimed at more powerfully than if the

occuiTcnces of each event had been united,

instead of being narrated with reference to

the mental state of the person whose cha-

racter is intended to be pourtrayed.

The opening chapter of the present work
is inferior to any other in it ; and, whatever
may be the fault in tiie subject of Gilbert

Earl, cannot compete witli the commence-
ment of that tale.

The autlior has spared us the trouble of

sketching the outline of these manuscripts,

by giving it himself in the following words ;

we shall, after quoting it, fill in a few in-

terstices to give a clearer notion of the

whole.

Mr. Blount, I take originally to have been a

man of warm and upright feelings, a8 well as of con-

(iderahle ardour of disposition. But he caused his

own misery, and that of her who loved and trusted

him, by that most pernicious and enervating bent

of mind with regard to women, for which, thank

Heaven ! our language wants an expression ; I mean,

that common to men whom our neighbours term d
bonnes fortune-i. The increasuig action of this cor-

roding influence is, I think, very apparent in the

gradual change of tone, throughout the course of

these papers. He begins by talking of these matters

with gaiety and buoyant animal spirits. He reso-

lutely shuts his eyes against every thing which he

feels it disagreeable to look upon ; he seeks only

present enjoyment, and he finds it. After further

self-indulgence, we find him more difficult to be

excited, and occasionally lookhig back with tender-

ness and regret to the happiness which he has thrown

away. Neither does he any longer possess that flow

of spirits, which is the surest shield against suffering

from the agitations of the stronger passions. Ulti-

mately his heart becomes corrupt, and his life loose,

even to licentiousness. He plunges into dissipation

to shake off the thorns which the flowers of indul-

gence have left within his heart; and he only

doubles their number. He becomes soured in tem-

per, and discontented in his habits of thought.

The present has for him no joys, the future no

hopes; the past he dares not look at. At length,

from fortuitous circumstances, a second dawn breaks

and brightens upon him ; a happiness he has not

deserved, u placed almost within his teach, when a

circumstance, equally fortuitous, snatches it from

him for ever

!

" What store of mental comfort and consolation

lias he then to turn to ? What feelings has he hived

up to support him in sorrow or adversity ? Alas I

none ; his life becomes one dreary gloom ; and there

is no bright spot to alleviate or adorn it.

" Such a man as this cannot bear solitude; he

rushes again into the world, and seeks means of

driving away reflection more desperate even than

those he formerly employed. These ruin his for-

tune, as those had corrupted his heart; and he sells

himself in a mercenary marriage, which completes

the climax of his misfortunes caused by faults. And
what is the result? He drags on two or three

miserable years, and sinks into an early grave, alike

morally and physically worn out. He dies of old

age at nine-and-thirty."

This character, not an uncommon one,

which renders the moral more useful, is

delineated not only by a powerful detail of

his own feelings, but by the effect pro-

duced on him by the conduct of others im-

mediately connected with him, and by

occurrences which he witnesses in his

wanderings.

The opening chapter we have said we
do not think highly of ; but we trust that

the reader will not be deterred from con-

tinuing the pei-usal of the volumes if he

should form the same opinion, for we
assure him that the superstructure is far

superior to the foundation of the story.

This chapter is weakly romantic in concep-

tion though glowingly written, and wanting

both novelty of incident and force of de-

lineation. The imaginary writer of these

MSS. is described as travelling in France

at the breaking out of the llevolution.

The slight sketch of the manners of the

high society of Paris at that period is

clearly pencilled ; and the detailed account

of the siege of the Bastile, the conduct of

the mob, and the bearing of the pri-

soners when at the scaffold are well told.

The story of Blanch Delvyn, a friend

of Mr. Blount's, is the best portion of

the work, and cannot be read without

interest, and, perhaps, without benefit.

Her character, metaphysically speaking, is

correctly drawn, for none of the parts are

incongruous (this is giving it, in our esti-

mation, the highest praise, for such cor-

rectness is seldom to be fouiul in works of

this nature), and under every circumstance

or trial in which she is placed, she acts in

conformity to the principles of her cliarac-

ter, and not as the author seemed to de-

sire for the purpose of producing some
effect, which, liowever strijiing, would have

thrown the whole out of keeping and har-

mony. The history of Blanch Delvyn,

which has not much connection with the

delineation of Mr. Blount's character, has

no greater claims than the other portions

of these volumes to novelty of incident ; the

merit consists in the manner in which the

mental affections are described. Blanch
" was a person formed for enjoyment—of
a gay temper as well as of great capabilities

of happiness.

"
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She was of shorter stature than the most perfect

standard for a woman ; but her form was exqui-

sitely cast, combining lightness, and delicacy of out-

line, with the brightest and richest filling up. To
the gay and buoyant liveliness of youth, she joined

an archness, even an etpii'/^hrie of manner—a smile

lurking in the glance of the eye, and rippling upon
the beautiful 11))—which betrayed a kind and degree

of talent seldom so much developed in such early

youth. Yet he who would, from these indications,

have deduced that she allowed the deeper and
stronger feelings to be drowned beneath the bright

and sparkling spray of wit and gaiety, would have
been far wrong indeed, in his estimate of her cha-

racter. On the contrary, she was one of that class of

persons—a class much more numerous than is gene-

rally supposed—who, being naturally of joyous,

clastic, and lively temperaments, give their apparent
energies to the light surfaces of thmgs ; and yet,

who possess, perhaps even more than, certainly as

much as, any other description of women, the fire

of strong feeling always burning beneath these

bright but less ardent coruscations—awaiting only

object and occasion to rail it into vivid (and to

some unexpected) life. Women of this description

are calculated, in a most eminent degree, to give

and to experience happiness, if united to a man
whom they love, and whom they respect ; but they

are also calculate<l to experience and to cause the

most extreme misery, if they be bound to a hus-

band whom they dislike, and hold in slight esteem.

This attractive woman, at the unremitting
BOlicitions of her needy, worldly, and weak
fatiier, is induced to marry Lord Montore,
a cold, narrow-minded, ill-informed man.

*' The marriage «>«« an ill-assorted one; for the

characters of those who formed it were wholly dis-

similar; their tempers were different ; and the at-

tachment (I can scarcely call it love) on one side was
repaid, not with distaste merely, but with contempt
also on the other. Woe to the marriage in which

a disdainful feeling exists on the woman's side!

—

woe to bun towards whom it is felt !—double, treble,

tenfold woe to her who feels it.

She left her husband for a man site loved

—

who did as too many of his sex have done,

and will do again. She thus describes

some portion of her feelings to Mr. Blount
when resting in a sequestered vale near

Spa.

I paused during the first burst of agony, and
then took her hand, and spoke to her in the voice

of consolation. 'Oh! Mr. Blount I' she exclaimed,
• how I have loved that man it were vain to speak

;

my actions, my actions have shewn it. I gave up
for him my friends—I abandoned for him my home
—I incurred for him guilt— I became for him '

her voice grew deeper and almost hollow as she

spoke, ' the object of scorn and burning shame—and

how am I requited ?' She paused for a moment,

and then continued— ' You cannot know, it is im-

possible for you to conceive what I have suffered,

what I suffer ; fretfulness, and coldness, and indif-

ference, and neglect. He seems, too, as if it were

he who had made the sacrifice, not I—as if it were

to him that it had cost every thing that can give life

a value;—and once,' here again her voice sank,

and her frame shook, ' and once, he almost up-

braided me with being what I have become for

him !'

"

The gradual alienation of Lumley's (the

man with wliom she eloped) feelings to-

wards her is well and progressively de-
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tailed, his desertion of her, and her un-
timely death, are affecting and instnictive.

Antonia, the woman who was deeply loved
by Mr. Blount, is a fine and clearly-coloured

specimen of tliat character and (juality of
mind and beauty even now to be met with
in Italy. The woes of these lovers, arising

from Mr. Blount's want of principle and
decision of character, are highly wrought,
and the climax unlooked for, and dramatic.

His future life accords with the weakness
of his principles, and contains some useful

and forcible advice.

We think tliat this work resembles too
closely, in the structure of many of its

parts, the author's former production. It

is evident that he is a man of very acute
and refined pcrcejitions, and well acquaintod
with the iinnost recesses of tlie heart, and
capable of tracing the labyrinth of feelings,

when the ])assion of love is the exciter,

or when feelings, originating from the
natural current being checked, or turned
from its course to flow into unnatural
channels, is the theme on whidi he writes,

lie depicts every aberration of woman,
from the coiu'te of right, with a minuteness
which looks as if he had studied and watched
the workings of the mind with more than
common interest ; and no woman on the
verge of ruin can do a wiser thing than read
his pages with attention. There are many
beautiful thoughts scattered through the

volumes expressed in poetically combined
diction, and throughout a tender and manly
feeling is inculcated which does credit to

liis head and his heart. Gilbert Earle had,
like all works, faults. Considerate people
thought that the delineations of some of the

feelings were too positi^e. TJie same eiTor

is not so apparent in the present publication,

but it still exists. In the second volume,
page 61, is a description far too \\\iA and
peculiar to escape obser\'ation or censure ;

and we hope to see the colouring subdued
if an opportunit)' occurs.

The style of the present work is the
Siime as that of Gilbert Earle, and ad-

mirably adapted " ad captattdum"—it is

glowing and not forcible—it is catching but
not very impressive—it produces a general

effect, but leaves no definite recollection of

the passages we admire as we read on. It

is a style abo\"e the florid and below the

real ornate, which conveys the ideas with
conciseness, brilliancy, and power, and every
sentence tunied with enough of rhythm to

produce euphony. This latter style the

author might attain with application, and
by corrections, after tlie \ividness of his

feeling, while writing, has subsided ; to ef-

fect this, he must not insert foreign expres-

sions, or permit frequent repetitions of the

same words, which he does often in con-
secutive paragraphs, and must oftener call

to mind Lord Byron's line on the hissing

of the English language. This work has

more fire than Tremaine, and stands In'gher

than Matilda or Granby. The aiithoi-, to

3 Y2
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attain the cleee in wliicli he may stand with

honour, must select some fine dramatic

subject, and weave its texture, wliich he

will find more ditficult tlian he now per-

haps thinks ; his descriptions, too, must be

more lofty, and more firmly outlined, more
correctly classed, and more distinctly co-

loured; and we think that he must have

a new dramatis pcrsoiizc. As it is he has

pnxluced an interesting work, vividly writ-

ten, and, with the exception quoted, likely

to produce more beneficial results than

most works of this class.

NEW MUSIC.

" Songs to Rosa." The Poetry by Thos.

H. Binjky, Esq , with Symphonies and Ac-
companiments hy T. A. Bawlings. 2s.

Gouldinf] and D'Almaine.—Oi the airs in

this very elegant little volume, some are

original, and one or two national. The
selections jiresent no instance of very strik-

ing melody or novel effect, but an air of

simplicity combined with elegance generally

pervades them, and when set off by the

beautiful ritornels and accompaniments of

Mr. Rawlings, wlio is, in our opinion, one

of the most happy in this peculiar line, they

cannot fail of producing a toiu ensemble

highly delightful. No. 1. " When first we
met" is partly from a song of Bishop's, and
partly from an Indian melody— we are

indebted to our countrj'man for the best

part of the melange, but it is by no means
one of the haiipiest efforts in the volume-

—

No. 2. " Jsle of Beauty" if we rightly

understand the editor, is the composition of

an amateur, C. S. Whitmore, Esq. ; it is a

truly elegant strain, and well adapted to

the expression of the poesy. " Yes, we
are met," air from Nina, is s-imiiie, but is

not the most favorable s))ecinieii that opera

could have afforded. To the 4-th, " O
come to me," an original by the author of

the poetic department, we are inclined to

assign the first place in the collection ; it is

highly graceful and energetic. " \Vhen the

Bee from the Roses,'' Spanish air, is plain-

tive and peculiar, and pleases us mightily.
" Oh what a pity," from the French, is

pretty, but scarcely possesses ojie original

point about it. Mr. R. does not appear to

liave exercised his accustomed judgment in

harmonizing this amongst other airs; it

seems to us ])eculiarly ill adapted for such a

vocal arrangement. The 7th air, '' Lilla's

a Lady," is certainly the most original pro-

duction in the collection, but we otherwise

scarcely know wliat degree of merit to

assign it. At a first \'iew (and such we
confess our's to be) it is more peculiar than

beautiful, yet there is something about it

that promises very favou-ablyon a more
mature acquaintance- The 8th professes

to be an Indian air ; it may be an exquisite

morsel when accompanied by the cowhorns
and split gourds of the ^Mandingoes—but

not even BIr. Bayley's verses, or Rawlings'

harmonies, can render it palatable to our

taste. " The Evergreen Leaf," by Mr.
Rawlings, is a leaf plucked from his own
bays ; perhaps we are too severe in our

opinion, but most certainly, if it does not
detract from, it will not add a single sprig

to his coronal.
" Go, Hdsa, go," oripinal air,h}i J.Maz-

zinghi.—The first two bars of this original

are, note for note, the second part of the

Scot's air " Cauld Kail ;" the second like-

wise, note for note, ft-om an old ballad by
the same author, and so we suspect might
we proceed, bar by bar, if we chose to take

the trouble ; the song is, notwitlistanding,

pleasing, and if Mr. M. would confess to its

being a manufacture a la mchgrcphe we
might even admire it ; but as to originality

—proh pudor I

" Til a very merry Thing," a Trio for
tivo Sopranos and Bass, written and com-
poaed by J. A. Wade, Esq. 2.<r. Willis

and Co.— Mr. Wade is certainly now our
best amateiu- composer, not even exccjiting

Moore, though that gentleman's taste in

adaptation is ex((uisite. Mr. W. however
is not content with arrangements, he attacks

original songs, duets, trios, and had even
made a desperate hit at an oratorio, which
if not quite of llandelian .'^chool, is veiy

superior to many of the intercessions, and
that class of things which have really cast

a stigma on the ])ublic taste. The trio

before us is light and j)leasing, simple in its

construction, with a slight tinge of the

ancient style of harmony; it is perfectly

within the cajiabilities of every female

vocalist, and will form a very agreeable

addition to the stock of easy concerted

pieces.
" Tell me no more that Hearts less warwi,"

Ballad, composed and sung by J.Braham.
2s. Willis and Co.—A very elegant,

swimming, and pathetic melody. Perfectly

free from all overstrained efl"ects or theatri-

cal flourishes, we agree with the composer
in considering it one of the most favorable

efforts of his muse. There is a calm repose

about both the air and accompaniments,
which is quite a relief after the fashionable

din of trombones and French-horns of our

favourite composer of the day. The eft'ect

of a chord of A minor, at the words " ruffled

in hours," is particularly striking, when we
consider the simplicity of the medium
through which it is i)roduced. D fiat

ought to be substituted for C sharp in the

chromatic descent at " tranquil sea." The
last two bars of the concluding symphony
are ineflfective and aw kward : a very trifling

alteration would materially improve them.
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riANO-rORTE.
Moznrt't celebrated Concerto in B fiat

fNu- i), arrangedfor the Pimm-forte with

additional keys, and Accompaniments for
Flute, Violin and Violoncello, by ,/. D.
('ramer. 6s- 6d- Cramer and Co.— These
compositions are so well known and appre-

ciateil in the musical world, that any at-

tempt to describe the original matter would
be completely a work of su])ererogation.

The alterations which Mr. Cramer has

made to adapt the passages to our present

extended range of key-boaid are highly

judicious, such indeed ))rccisely as the com-
poser himself would infallibly have made
had he lived. The accompaniments are a

most judicious compression of the original

score—^.judicious both in the execution and
conception. Tlie full orchestra arrange-

ment is perfectly useless to 99 out of 100,

and yet without the accompaniments we
cannot enter fully into the author's con-

ception. The work is very correctly and
plainly printed, and is decidedly the best

edition we recollect.

" Z.<; hon vieux Temx," air varie jwur la

Piano-forte, par Fred. Kalkbrenner. 3s. 6d.

Cramer, Addison and lieale.—The intro-

duction of this very elegant lesson is pre-

cisely what might be expected from the

title, a beautiful specimen of the style of the

last century, with syncopated notes, cliains

of sevenths, a j)rofusion of ninths, and nil

the peculiarities of the Corelli school. The
andante on which the variations are ground-

ed is like\nse a little tinged witli the same
style, but not so much so as to detract from

the grace of the subject. The variations,

four in number, are of the most pleasing

description, and a very brilliant little po-

lacca winds up the lesson in a splendid

manner.
Introduction and Hondo on the air Ahi

Povero Calpige, for the Piano-forte, com-

posed by Fred. Kalkbramer, op. 78. 3s.

Cramer, Addison, and BeaU.—Tills rondo is

brilliant and easy ; the subject is a favourite,

and the short introduction well contrasted

with the principal movement. As a conipo-

.sition, of course it is far beneath the last,

but we think will be deservedly a favourite

as a light piece.

Rondo BriUant pour la Piano-forte, par

J. B. Cramer, op. 72. 4*. Cramer and

Co The title of this rondo describes its

particular style ; the key, E major, is pecu-

liarly well adapted, from its sparkling bril-

liancy, to compositions of this class, and

indeed we do not know one that we have

played with more pleasure. There are a
profusion of elegant little passages scattered

through the lesson, in a manner which none
but this composer can ever effect. The
cantabile in the introduction is particularly

graceful.

A Pastoral Dance, by H- R. Bishop,

arranged with Variations and Coda, by Chat.

Neate. 3s. Goulding and D'Almaine.-^
These variations are brilliant and original,

and prove Mr. Neate to be as excellent a
harmonist as a performer on his instru-

ment. The little prelude is wild and beau-

tiful, and the variations ingenious ; the 6th

particularly so. The imitation is close

canon, is particularly good, and the coda
spirited and effective.

Lindsay's Selection of Rondolettas d la

Mode, Louis CamilL'. No. 1. Is.Gd. Lind-
say.— These, from the specimen before us,

must be a very useful series of little pieces

to teachers, schools, or juvenile performers

generally. They consist of the most popu-
lar subjects of the day, arranged as short

and easy rondos of about three pages in

lengtli, and, to judge from the specimen

before us, are executed in verj' good style.

The subject of the present nimiber is the

Friescluitz Waltz—we confess rather a stale

one ; but the advertisement of the following

number presents more variety.

MONTHLY THEATRICAL REVIEW.

The theatres during this month have

heen in full activity. Of all the histories of

vicissitude, that of the stage is most pregnant

with change. Di'ury-lane had begun the

season in the most disastrous style ; the

manager, " absent in Surrey," as was de-

clared to all inquirers—or, as it was more
facetiously expressed, " never abroad, but

always from home ;" the treasurer, only

second to tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer,

in the ditfieulties of his administration ; the

intellectual affairs in the hands of Mr. Geo.

Robins ; with Mr. Calcraft, supervisor of the

Corps de Theatre ,• all this produced what
every body expected—a desert before the

curtain, and a chaos behind it

!

Mr. Kenney M'as then sent for from Paris,

to introduce a little common-sense into the

management, and on his amval things went

on better for awhile ; but the General en chef
of the dramatic army, Elliston, who calls

himself "the Indescribable," and who pro-

fesses his behef in a protecting Star, now
shook off his fetters of all kinds, and took
the management into his own hands. Ken-
ney, scorning a divided throne, returned to

Paris, and all was left to Elliston and for-

tune. The ballet of Oscar and Malvina
was turned into an opera, and was i)layed

with tolerable success for a month. It was
worn out. The oratorios were to have
been a relief to the melodrame ; but ora-

torios at Drury-laue there were none. The
secret iistory of all this was dexterous

enough. From Elliston's retreat it had been
argued that his return would liave been
among the least rapid things of ithe season.

In the presumption that all was lost, the
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singers all engaged \vith Covent-garden for
the oratorios. Wliether the protecting Star

of Drury-lane cautioned them against thus

rashly pledging themselves, or acquainted

them with the probability that their ser-

vices would be required for the oratorios, is

not stated in any authentic form ; but the

fact is, that when the Drury-lane manager
began to fix his mighty mind upon the pre-

paration for his oratorios, he found every

soul that could turn a tune engaged to Co-
vent-garden. The oratorios were, of course,

indignantly dropped ; but the indignation

has since found its way, if not its revenge.

Benyowski, a drama, founded on the story

of the famous Siberian exile, was now brought
forward ; it was from Mr. Kenney's jien.

This is enough to say that it liad a great

deal of dexterous adaptation, that it was
gracefully written, and that it exhibited

talent. It was all this : but the story is

not powerful enough for the British stage ;

it succeeds in France, where half a dozen
hons-7nots are enough forthe wit of five acts

—

half a dozen sentimental sentences for the

pathos

—

one situation for the incident. Our
continental neighbours totally want nature ;

they have no desire for variety ; and they

have no capability of force on their stage.

The comedies of Delavigne and the Vaude-
villes, of Scribe, which enrapture all Paris,

would net be endured here after the first

act—they utterly want dramatic materiel.

Benyowski relied too much for its success

on Miss Foote's popularity ; but the acci-

dent which had raised that actress into

popularity had already worn out its pun-
gency, in a long country tour ; Miss Foote
was no more the persecuted and the tri-

umphant heroine, and the public had neither

tears nor triiunphs for her now.
Covent-gai'den had begun the season

brilliantly. A succession of full houses was
filling its treasury, and until Christmas it

carried all before it. But the pantomime
was a failure ; the old glorj' of Covent-
garden was shorn of its beams ; and Mr.
Farley, the great magician, was stripped of

half his laurels : he now lies blighted, never
to recover, till next Christmas shall give

him a chance of vegetation again. Easter
passed over his devoted trunk, and produced
no sign of life—neitlier melodrame nor
spectacle ; neither the pleasantries of

Punch, nor the witcheries of the fairy tale.

Is there to be but one Shakspeare and
one Mother Goose ?

The failure of the pantomime was the
beginning of sorrows—Covent-garden from
that hour went down ; empty benches, with
all their desperate consequences, followed

;

and all eyes were turned to the hope of
Oberon, by the celebrated composer of
the Freischutz. A^'on Weber, after long
expectation, at length arrived ; lie was re-
ceived with the homage due to a man of
ability— he was fcied and di?icd out in innu.
merable directions. Under the wing of tlie

Countess St. Antonio, he hovered through

the circles of fashion ; and at the rate of
thirty guineas each, shewed himself at seve-

ral routs a night ! The usual contrivances
for stimulating public curiosity were dex-
terously applied ; but Von Weber's fame
outran all stimulants, and all the world
longed to see what Oberon was to be-

In this breathless interval, a gallant at-

tempt was made by Drury-lane to relieve the
public appetite. The name of Oberon was
a charm which had bound all the theatrical

world to the wheels of Covent-garden : it

was the purpose of the neighbour theatre

to dissolve the charm, and for that bene-
ficent purpose it brought out a little Oberon
of its own. The story was taken from Sothe-
by's translation of Wieland's poem. The
scenery was painted withbecomingpru'crc?/;
the piece was cimningly compiled by one
whom nobody suspected of being a writer,

and whom nobody will ever susjiect on
such subjects ; and by the help of carpen-

ter, painter, and fabricator of music, all

sworn to solemn secresy ! a little half pan- -

tomime, half melodrame, was suddenly
flung out before the public. It was, at all

events, a fortnight before the promise of the

grand Oberon, and a month before its actual

appearance. It would be burlesque to call

this little affair a rival to Von Weber's opera

;

but it was devised, with no very doubtful

ingenuity, to take off the public edge forthe

production. Such are the wars of " genius,"

in our day

!

This ruse was looked on as trenching too {

far upon the legitimate province of rivalry ;

but an attempt has been since made to pal-

liate it, by alleging that it was a mere reta-

liation for the ruse which had plucked
Drury-lane of its oratorio featliers. To us

it is all the same, which is the success-

ful rival. We care not " whether Cas-

sio kill Roderigo, or Roderigo kill Cassioj"
though we should not go to the extent of

the poetic ivsousciance, and care not whe-
ther " each kill the other!"

But the result of this pleasant experiment
has been of actual advantage to both—to

Drury-lane, in the direct way of giving it a
showy entertainment, that still lives ; and
to Covent-garden, of previously putting the

public in possession of the story of its

•' grand opera," which no ear alive could

catch from the " grand opera" itself.

At length the long-promised night drew
on. Miss Paton had gone to the country,

and retunied from the country; had lost

her voice, and recovered it ; and, in short,

had played off all thenecessaiydilhcidties of

a prima donna ! Von Weber had confined

himself to a week's solitary regimen with

Sir George Smart, to prevent any ob-

fuscalion of his faculties by luauriovs living.

Braham had forsworn public festivities, and

the delightful hazards of a turtle and cham-
pagne life; and even Fawcett himself mur-
miued a sullen approbation of tlie state of

things.

The theatre was closed on the previous
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night for a grand rehearsal, and to this a

wjioie multitude of the J^i/ellanti were in-

vited by cards. Nothirg oould be more in-

judicious tlian this aristocratic prei)arative.

All the world knows tluit the sight of a

rehearsal is of all things the most direct

contrivance for destroying all interest in

the true representation : actore and ac-

tresses, in their every-day clothes, moving
about in the strong ligiit of the stage, and
in the strong contrast of tiie high-coloured

stage scenery, alternately giving tlie idea of

corpses and mendicants ; generally forget-

ting their parts (a kind of stage etiquette on
these occasions), and always going through
their recitation without emjihasis or action,

the whole being, intentionally, of the least

impressive nature possible. At this disas-

trous exhibition a number of persons of the

highest rank in society and in literature were
summoned to be present ; the result was,

beyond all question, a feeling of weariness,

discontent, and disajipointment. None of

the music seemed striking; nothing of the

drama seemed eflfective ; the acting, of

course, went for worse than nothing, and
the scene-painter carried off the applause.

The rehearsal, if made public at all, should
have been strictly in full dress. Braham's
diurnal cheeks sliould have been compelled
to wear rouge, and his diurnal limbs should
have been clotlied in the steel pantaloons
which have since made him the most glit-

tering and overloaded of all knights and
lovers.

Miss Paton should have been docked of
her bonnet and petticoat, for their more
superb substitutions, in the shape of turban

aiid trowsers. I'he otiier performers,

Cooper, Miss Lacy, and their subordinates,

should have had a general clotiiing and
washing. Thus the noble Dilettanti would
Lave been won ; Lord Burghersh would
not have triumjihed in his anticipated vic-

tory over Von Weber ; tlie Lord Chamber-
lain would not have spent liis valuable

evening in ya^Tiing; and Lord Mary-
borough would not have defrauded his pil-

low, and gone to sleep instantly after the

overtiu-e.

The opera itself succeeded on the night

of public representation, and has been con-
stantly performed since. It has all that

ability in the performers and pomp in the

scenery can give. The story is but slightly

changed from that of Wieland's poem.
Sir Huon of Bourdeaux, a knight of the

court of Charlemagne, having accidentally

killed the emperor's son, is condemned to

die ; but respited on condition of his per-

forming the presumed impossibility of

bringing back to France three of the Caliph

of Bagdad's teeth, a lock of his beard, and
his daughter ! Sir Huon sets out, encoun-
ters adventures by the way, enters the pa-

lace, is fallen in love with by the princess,

and finally accomplishes all his purposes by
the help of Oberon, the fairy king, who had
given him a magic horn, whose sound sets

every one either asleep or dancing.

The dialogue has been blamed as feeble

and trivial ; but what can be done with dia-

logue which must be modified by tiie music
;

cut up and broken into a thousand frag-

ments, according to the necessities of songs
and scene-shifters. To throw spirit or con-
tinuity into matters of this species, is totally

beyond the power of a «Titer ; Mr. Planche,
if he has gained nothing in his reputation as
an adaptor, has certainly a right to liavc lost

nothing as an author.

The music of Oberon has given no increase

of fame to Von Weber. It has the science,

depth, and variety of the German school;

but it wants the brilliancy and fresh vigour

of the Freyschutz. If it had been Mr. Von
Weber's first work, it would have been de-
clared to show knowledge without genius

;

but the Frcyscliutz has put the genius of its

composer beyond a doubt, and has done
enough to redeem a dozen Oberons. The
present opera lias undoubtedly fallen sliort

of the public expectation.

The sum paid to the composer is said to
have been immense ; the whole expense to
the theatre is probably not much below four

thousand pounds ! It is impossible to avoid

regretting that this enormous risk was not
directed to the encouragement of our na-
tional drama—properly applied, it might
have produced half a dozen comedies, any
one of which would have been more jiro-

fitable than this opera, and might have been
the beginning ofa series ofrenewed triumphs
of the stage.

The King's Theatre has at length com-
menced its real season. Hitherto it had been
retarded by the absence of the chief syren

;

but Pasta has arrived, and all is henceforth

to be profit and popularity. It will require

a vast deal of both to p.iy for the sjTen
;

for she demands thousands of pounds, with
the ease of a financier of the first magni-
tude.

A beautiful ballet. La Naissance de Ve-

nus, has been brought out by D'Eg\Mlle,

after infinite delays. It is popular. The
house is fashionable ; and we hope Mr.
Ebers will be rewarded for his zeal in the

public sernce.

Mathews, at the English Opera, conti-

nues his performance to ftiU audiences. The
actor's personal pleasantry is altogether su-

perior to that of his present entertaintnent,

which is chiefly founded on the feeble idea

of giving an account of the persons and
parties to which he receives invitations. We
do not en\'>' him his acquaintance, if we are

to estimate its animation by that of his de-

tails ; but the actor has admirable powers,

and he wants but an abler author.

Yates, of the Adelphi, collects a crowd

;

his Recitations are delivered with pleasan-

try and truth. Nothing can be less ori-

ginal than the jests, stories, and imitations

of his night ; but he carries on the absurdity

with liveliness. His mimicry of those who
mimic every one else, is at once humour
and retributive justice : he obtains applause,

and applause is the secui-ity for every thing.
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VARIETIES, LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. D. Morrison is appointed IModellist

to the Duke and Ducliess of Gloucester,

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, and the

Princess Augusta, whose portraits by that

clever artist are in the Exhibition at the

Royal Academy, now about to open.

Alum Mine.—From a report made to

the council of mines in France, it appears

that a new alum mine has been discovered

in the valley of Maudaill, at the foot'of the

mountain of Puymary, at the distance of

one league from the valley of Des-Chazes,

and from tiie great road from Murat to

Aurillac, in Auvcrgne. This aluminous

rock, the same as that of Mount d'Or, is

comprized in the basaltic soil of the extinct

volcanos in that country, and may be

worked without any difficulty.

Af/ricuUure.—Agriculture, to which so

mucli attention has Jjoen paid in this

country, is treated, at length, as a science

in France ; and in various parts of that king-

dom farms have been taken solely for the

purpose of experimental agriculture.

improved Bricks.—Mr. Bunidgc, whose
researches on the dry rot have attracted so

much attention in the navy, has recently

obtained a patent for improved bricks, by

which chaiinels of any desired figure may
be constructed through walls, and thus

currents of air be made to pass to the

timbers, by which it is considered that the

dry rot in buildings may be effectually pre-

vented. These improved bricks are to be

made of the same materials ai'.d dimensions

as ordinary bricks, but small portions, at

their angles and elsewhere, are to be re-

moved, that is beveled or rcbuted edges are

to be formed by taking off an inch or an

inch and a half from one or t\yo of the

angles, in an oblique direction or otherwise,

as circumstances may require.

Coal Mines in France. — There are

reckoned in France 236 coal mines, from

which nine or ten millions of quintals arc

annually taken, having a value of from ten

to eleven millions of francs (from 416,666

to 458,333 pounds sterling) on the spot,

a value which rises to forty millions

(3^1,666,666) at least with regard to the

mass of consumers, as the carriage to the

places of consumption amounts to three

times, four times, and even in some cases

to ten times the price of the coal. These
nine millions of quintals are nothing in

comparison of the consumption of England,

which rises to 75,000,000 of quintals an-

nually : the Carron works in Scotland alone

are said to consume 8,000 quintals weekly.—Annales des Mines.

Hail Insurance Societi/.—A society has

been established at Berne with the apjiro-

bation of government, for effecting in-

surances against loss produced by hail ; it

is known that, destructive as are its ravages,

still they are only partial, and as the means
of averting them by means of hail conduc-

tors have been unsuccessful, a society has

been had recourse to to repair the loss.

Gold Mines in Carolina.—A new gold

mine has been discovered in the western

part of Carolina, threo miles above the

place where the channel in which the river

Gatkin flows becomes extremely narrow.

The metallic deposit appears to be very

abundant ; and a company under the direc-

tion of European miners is already esta-

blished for working it on a larger scale.

—

An experienced and able engineer has

reported, that the mines of Carolina are the

richest as yet known in either hemisphere.
—Rev. Encyc.

Statistics. — The following particulars

relative to the colonies of France are con-

tained in a work by M. Morcau de Jonnes,

on the commerce of the nineteenth century.

In the islands of Martinique, Guadeloupe,

Bourbon, and in the settlements of Guyana,

there are 38,500 whites, 23,000 enfran-

chised slaves, 247,500 slaVes; total 309,000

persons. And at the same places the total

amount of exports is 70,000,000 of francs,
\

of imports 64,000,000 ditto.

Egypt.—The population of Egypt is

estimated at 2,514,400 persons, of whom
about 200,000 are Copts, or descendants

of the ancient Egyptians : 2,300,000 are

Tellahs, a mixed race of Arabs, Persians,

Syrians and Egj'ptians, and 14,000 are

foreigners. The number of villages in the

country is 3,475, about one-half of wliich

are in Lower Egypt. M. Langles esti-

mated the population of Cairo in 1810, at

263,700 : M. Mengin considers that of

Alexandria as between 12 and 13,000 souls.

—Rev. Encijc.

Aywient MSS.—Two remarkable manu-
scripts have been found in the libraries of

Kirg in Russia ; the first is " a complete

Translation of the Gospel" into the dialect

of AVIiite Russia, and is preserved in the

library belonging to the monastery of Spass

Mikhailovsko'i. The second is Coptic,

and belongs to the seminary to which it was
presented by the late Count Potocky. On
the first leaf is written—" Manuscriptum

quod mihi Cahistte dono dedet patriarclm

Cophtorum ; ego autem offerebam acade-

mic Kiorensi, Joannes Potocki, hitimis a

ccnsiliis."

In tlie last volume of tiie

Arcadian Journal it is stated, that Pro-

fessor Rezzi, the curator of the Barberini

libraiy, has recently discovered a MS. of

the Dinna Comraedia of Dante, with the

commentaiy of Landino, with numerous
notes by Tasso. These notes display great

learning and taste, and prove with what
attention the illustrious author of the

Jerusalem Delivered had studied the poem
of Dante. It is reported that M. Rezzi

will present tliis valuable MS. to Professor

Rosini of Pisa, to enrich his edition of the

complete works of Tasso.
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French Erpedition of Ditcovery.—Tlie

Frencli Minister of Marine has reqnested

the committei! of tiie French Academy
oppointcd to draw up a statement of the

various subjects to whicli, in their opinion,

tlie attention of the expedition under Cap-
tain Durville (whicii has for some time

heen in preparation at Toulon) should be

directed, to hasten the com])lction of their

labours, us the vessels are nearly etjuipped.

Longeviti/. —'Vhcre is now living at Mos-
cow an old man l"2fi years of age. Enter-
ing into the military service towards the

end of the reign of Peter I., he was at tlie

siege of Hotine, and took a part in the

Seven Years' «'ar, at tlie end of whicli a

severe wound in the foot compelled him
to retire. He then turned shoemaker and
married. His wife died in 1812. His
memory is very tenacious. His narratives,

and the accounts whicli he gives of the

celebrated ])ersons whom lie lias known,
correspond closely with historical state-

ments ; and although he is destitute of the

elements of knowledge, he is seldom in

error as to the chronology of the various

epochs and events about which he is ques-

tioned.

New Method of Roa»l\ntf Coffae—Mr,
Clarke, of Apothecaries' Hall, has given us

the following account of the jirocess of

roasting coflFee by the new patent apparatus

of Messrs. Evans and Co. " The roasting-

still by whicli the process is effected is

new in chemical science ; and by it we
have the power of subjecting any dry sub-

stance to the action of fire, without injuring

those qualities we wish to preserve, and
cx))clling other properties we wish to get

rid of A considerable quantity of acetic

acid, »vhich is injurious to the stomach, is

fonrjd during the process of roasting ; this

acid dissolves a large proportion of tlie

iron vessel used for roasting the coffee,

and destroys its most valuable qualities.

By the new method the acid and other

impurities are separated, and by a very in-

genious contrivance the aroma and fine

flavour of the coffee is preserved and the

deleterious qualities are destroyed. The
jiatent roasted coffee is not only rendered

wholesome by the superior process, but

will be found an agreeable and nutritious

beverage. Tlie patentee is entitled to

universal patronage, as the discovery is

most important to the public in general."

PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS.

Patents granted.

To John Bellin^ham, of Norfolk-st,

Strand, for improvements in the construc-

tion of cooking apparatus— 18th April—

2

months.
To James Rowbotham, of Blackfriars-

road, and Robert Lloyd, of No. 71, Strand,

Middlesex, for preparing a certain material,

for the purpose of being made into hats,

caps, bonnets, cloaks, coats, trowsers, and
for wearing apparel in general, and va-

rious other purposes — 18th April — C
months.

A List of Patents, which, having been

granted in May 1812, will expire in the

present Month of Ma;/, viz.

5- Thomas Francis Dollman, of West-
minster, hatter, for his elastic round hat of
beaver, silk, or other materials-

— George Smart, of Westminster, for

an improved method of preparing timber,

whereby the same is prevented from shrink-

ing.

— Bassett Burrows, of Birmingham,
for his method ofmnnufacturing waterproof
hata.

9. Henry Higginson, of London, for

(I new method of propelling boats or vessels

with tlw aid ofstenm or any other power.

11. Colonel William Congreve, of Lon-
don, for his improved system of gun and
carronnade carriages.

16. Henry Errington, of Bath, for the
" navigator's secior," by which any person
is enabled to ascertain the difference of lati-

tude, depart lirefropi the meridian, and distance

sailed with the course ; also to solve imy pro-
blem geometrically that may be required to

show the angles, hypotenuse, perpendicular

and base.

18- Edward Shorter, of London, for his

improvements in the construction of tunnels

and subterraneous places.

26- Jeremiah Dimmocle, of Bilstoo,

Staffordshire, for his new method of manu-
facturiny iron.

— Soger Didot, of Two-Waters, Hert-
fordshire, for his improvement t;j machines

for making wove ami laid paper.

— William Hardcastle, cf Derby, for

hit improvem'nt on cranes, to prevent acci-

dentsfrom the rapid descent qfheavy bodies..

ARMY PROMOTIONS.
Dr. Gu Lt. Hon. R. Howard, from h. p., LL, v.

W. Stewart, who exch., rec. diif., 8 Apr. Com. F.
C. Griffiths, adj., v. Collins, who res. adjtcy. only,

IC Feb.
3 Dr. Gk.—Lt. E. Bamaby, Capt. by piirch., v.

Abercromby prom. ; Com.A.Shewell, Lt. by iiurih.,

T. Bamaby! and J. T. G. Taubtnan, Com. by
purch., V. Shewell, all 8 Apr.

M.M. New Series.—Vql. L No. 5.

4 Dt: Gm.—Com. E. F. Dayrell, Lt. by purch.,
V. Brooke prom., 9 Mar.

5 Dr. Gu—Com. Sir W. HvSt. L. Clarke, Lt., .
Kennedy prom. ; and T. M. Goodlii: Cora, by
purch., V. Clarke, both 8 Apr. Vete- £ vT J. Con-
stant, from 3 L. Dr., Vetei. Suig ij diii£ •«.«

perseded, SO Mar.

3 Z
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fl Dr. G«.--Com. and Riding m. W. S. rhlUliw,

tank of Lt., 16 Feb.
7 Dr. Gm.—Com. J. Bolton. Lt. by putch.. v.

Cockran prom., 8 Apr, J. Cronyn, Corn, by purch.,

V. Osbom prom., 9 Mar.
I Dr Com. W. Hibbert, Lt. by purch., v. Eccles

from. ; and J. Yates, Com. by purch., v. Hibbert,

both !! Apr.
(• Dr Capt. H. W. B. Portman, from h. p.,

Ca|it., V. R. Down, who cxch., rec. diff., 7 Apr.

Capt. G. N. Ramsay, from h. p., Capt., v. iS. Black,

who exch., rec. diff., 8 Apr. Com. Hon. J. Arbuth-

nott, Lt. by purch., v. Mitchell prom., 8 Apr.

3 L. Dr.—Com. T. Richardson, Lt. by puich., v.

Flover who rets., 8 Apr. W. .Scott. Vcter; Surg., v.

Constant, app. to.'i Dr. Gu., M Mar.
4 L. Dr Lt. Cr. Parlby, Capt., v. Burrows dec.,

SO Sept. 25. Com. A. E. Bromwich, Lt., v. Mur-
ray dec, 12 Aug. 23. G. A. Brownlow, Com., v.

Bromwich, ditto.

7 L. Br.—Lt. R. Pringle, Capt. by purch., v.

Cathcart prom, in 22 F., 8 Apr. Com. F. Hall, Lt.

by purch., v. Lord Hopetoun prom., 7 Apr. Com.
C. C. Vivian, Lt. by purch., v. Priiigle, 8 Apr.

10 L. Dr Capt. W. Drummond, Maj. by purch.,

V. .Arnold prom.; Lt. W. H. Wood, Capt. by
purch., V. Dmmraond ; and Com. S. Ljnie, Lt. by
purch., V. Wood, all S Apr.

II L. Dr.—Capt. J. Tomlinson, from 13 L. Dr.,

Capt. V. Wetherall, who exch., 17 Oct. Corn. W.
Haudley, Lt. by purch., v. Stewart prom., 8 Apr.

C. R. Hyndman, Cora, by purch., v. Haudley,

8 Apr.
12 L. Dr.—Com. F. W. Hamilton, Lt. by purch.,

V. England prom., 8 Apr. Com. G. Dewes, Lt. by
imrch., V. Stewart prom., 9 Apr. F. H. Vane, Com.
by purch., v. Dewes, .Apr.

13 L. Dr.—Capt. R. Br\niton, Maj. by purch., v.

Higgins prom., 2 Mar. Capt. C. Wetherall, from
11 L. Dr., Capt., v. Tomlinson, who exch., 17 Oct.

Lt. J. H. Maitland, Capt., v. Bmnton, 2 Mar.

Com. J. G. Evered, Lt. by purch., v. Lang prom.
In 8 F., 17 Feb. Corn. T. F. Hart, Lt. by purch.,

V. Brown prom., 8 Apr. R. Gethin, Corn, by purch.,

V. Hart, 8 Apr.
15 L. Dr Lt. G. Call.ighan, from h. p., Lt., v.

W. Gamier, who exch., rec. diff., 7 Apr. Cora. J.

Riatt, Lt by purch., v. Dundas prom., 8 Apr.

Com. C. J. Berguer, from h. p. 22 L. Dr. Com., v.

J. Shelly who exch., 7 Apr. G. P. Bushe, Com. by
purch., V. Riatt, 8 .\pr.

IG L. Dr Com. E. Guest, Lt. by purch., v.

Armstrong, prom. 8 Apr. B. Norris. Corn, by
purch., V. Guest, 8 ."Vpr. As. Surg. J. Mouatt, from
13 F., As. Surg., v. Malloch prom, in 46 F., 13 Mar.

17 L. Dr.—Maj. A. Bacon, from h. p., Maj., v.

G. Luard, who exch., rec. difl., 8 Apr. Lt. W. T.

H. Fisk, Capt. by purch., v. Johnston prom., 8 Apr.

Com. R. S. Elton, Lt. by purch., v. Fisk, 8 Apr.

Corn. J. Barron, Lt. by purch., v. Loftus prom., 9

Apr. N. B. F. Shawe, Com. by purch., v. Ellor,

8 Apr. W.Parker, Com. by purch., v. Barron, 9

Apr. Lt. J. Barron, Adj., v. Fisk prom., 9 Apr.

1 F. Gm.—Capt. Hon. J. St. Clair, from h. p., Lt.

and Capt., V. G. A. Allen, whocxch., rec. diff., 7 -^pr.

Ens. and Lt. J. T. Perceval, Lt. and Capt. by purch.,

V. Dawkins prom., 8 Apr. W. Thornton, Ens. and

Lt., V. Perceval, 8 Apr.
3 F. Gii.—G. Moncrieffe, Ens. and Lt. by purch.,

•V. Dixon prom., 8 Apr.

1 F.—Capt. D. Deuchar, Mai. bv purch., v. Gra-

ham, who rets., 6 Apr. Lt. J. bland, Capt., 2 Mar.

Lt. J. V. Fletcher, Capt. by purch., v. Deuchar,

S Apr. Ens. J. W. Butts, Lt., 2 Mar. Ens. and

Adj., J. Mullen, rank of Lt., 3 Mar. Lt. A. L. Mac-

lead, from h. p., Lt., v. S. Sergeant, whose app. has

not taken place, 9 Mar. Ens. A. H. Ormsby, Lt., v,

Williamson dec, 22 Mar. Ens. T. M. Byme, Lt..

V. Bichner dec, 23 Mar. Lt. W. M'Pherson, from

S W. 1. Regt., Lt., V. Bland, 24 Mar. Ens. A. Mac-
kenzie, Lt. by purch., v. Fletche ', 6 Apr. Ens. J.

Ritchie, from 1 R. Vet. Bat., Ens., 7 Apr. Ens. F.

Carr, from h. p. 3 W. I. Regt., Ens., v. Ormsby,

22 Mar. W. D. Bedford, Ens. by purch., v. Mac-

kenzie prom., 6Apr. A. M.Wilmot, Ens. by purch.,

V. Campbell app. to 4 F., 7 Apr. F. Hoskins, Ens.,

\. Butt, 8 .A.pr. R. Going, Ens., v. Byrne, 9 Apr.

3 jr.—Maj. C. W. Wall, Lt. Col.. 25 Mar. Br. Lt.

Col. C. Cameron, Maj., v. Wall, 25 Mar. Br. Maj.

A. Bomen, from h. p., 81 F., Capt., 16 Mar. Lt. Vv'.

Woods, Capt., V. Cameron, 25 Mar. Capt. J. Daniel

,

from Riding Est.ib., (apt., 26 Mar. Ens. G. L.

Cliristie, Lt., 25 Mar. Ens. D. Stewart, Lt., 26 Mar.

Lt. H. C. Amiel, from h. p. 17 L. Dr., Lt., 27 Mar.

l,t. N. Ashhurt, from 46 F. Lt., 87 Mar. Lt. P.

Mackle, from 89 F., Lt., 27 Mar. Lt. W. Cata, •

from 14 F., Lt., 27 Mar. Lt. P. Dors, from h. p. 24

¥., Lt., 27 Mar. Lt. H. A. !MoTshe;id, from .52 F.,

Lt., 27 M.nr. Ens. G. II. Moore, from 94 i'., Lt.,

21! Mar. Ens. J. Cair, from r>2 I'., Lt., 29 Mar.
Ens. W. Walsh, from .35 F., Lt., 30 Mar. Ens. J.

B. Wheatstoiie, from 53 F., Lt., 31 Mar. T. Sliiel

(late Lt. 7 F.), Lt., v. Woods, 1 Apr. Ens. M. Barr,

Lt. by purch., v. Croasdaile prom., 8 Apr. Ens. J.

Hanna, from 1 R. Vet. Bat., Ens., 7 Apr. R. Tur-
ton. Ens. by purch., v. Cristie, 25 Mar. \V. Rainey,
En,s., V. Stewart, 2fi Mar. P. de Blaquiere, Ens. by
purch., V. Barr 8 Apr.

4 F.—Capt. W. H. Scott, from 1 R. Vet. Bat,
Capt., 1 Apr. Lt. G. D.Griffith, from h. p., Lt., v.

F. Rawstome, who exch., rec diff., 8 Apr. Ens. W.
H. Campbell, from 1 F., Ens., v. Clarke prom.,
28 Mar.

5 F.—Lt. W. Gray, from 2 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v.

Galbraith prom., 8 .\pr. Lt. J. Spence, from 2 W.
I. Regt., Lt., V. W. R. Derinzy, who rets, on h. p.
York L. Inf. Vol., 23 Feb. Ens. C. Phibbs, from
1 R. Vet. Bat. Ens., 7 Apr.
6 F.—Lt. T. Duke, Capt, v. Cox dec ; and Ent.

W. Warrington, from 67 F., Lt, v. Duke, both
28 .\ug.

8 F.—Ens. W. Stenhouse, from 3 R. Vet. Bat,
Eds., 7 Apr. Surg. H. T. Mostyn, from 81 F., Surg.,

V, Cartan prom., 23 Feb.
9 F.—Lt W. H. HiU, from 1 R. Vet. Bat Lt.,

8 Apr.
10 F.—Lt P. Johnson, from 1 R. Vet Bat, Lt.,

V. Leard prom., 7 Apr. Ens. C. L. Strickland, Lt.

by purch., v. Halifax prom., 8 Apr. Ens. H. A. C.
Pilkington, from 1 R. Vet. Bat, Ens., 7 Apr.

11 F.—Capt. C. B. Turner, Maj. by purch., v.

Ogilvie, who rets. 8 Apr. Capt W. Willshire, from
1 R. Vet. Bat., Capt., 8 Apr. Lt. M. Richmond,
Capt. by purch., v. Turner, 8 Apr. Ens. W. Dol-
phin, Lt. by purch., v. Richmond, 8 .\pr. — Cook,
Ens. by purch., v. Dolphin, 8 Apr.

12 F.—Ens. J. Tedlie, from h. p.. Ens., v. Russell

prom, in 89 F., 27 Mar.
13 F.—Lt. Hon. F. Howard, from h. p., Lt, v.

Wilson app. to 52 P., 3(1 Mar. Serj. Maj. W. Hut-
chins, Adj., with rank of Ens., v. Fenton prom..
It Sept 25. Hosp. .\s. J. Robertson, As. Surg., v.

Mouat app. to 16 L. Dr., 13 Mar.
14 F.—Ens. R. Budd, Lt. by purch., v. White

app. to 32 F., 16 Mar. Lt. W. Moir, from h. p. 37
F., Lt., V. Cain app. to 3 F., 2/ Mar.

15 F.—Lt. J. W. Dewson, from 3 R. Vet. Bat,
Lt., V. Humphry prom., 9 .\pr. Ens. R. Elliott,

from 1 R. Vet. Bat, Ens., 7 Apr. J. Hay, Adj.,

with rank of Ens., v. Bannister prom., 16 Feb.
16 F.—Ens. R. J. N. Kellett, from h. p. 24 F.,

Ens., V. Prettyjohn app. to 53 F., 31 Mar.
17 F.—Ens. E. C. Hudson, from 2 R. Vet. Bat.,

Ens., 7 Apr.
18 F.—Capt A. O. Dalgleish, from 28 F., Capt,

V. French, who exch., 2 Mar. Ens. R. Dunne, Lt.

by purch., v. Moore prom, hi 98 F., 2 Mar. F.

Wigston, Ens. by purch., v. Dunne, 16 Mar. As.

Surg. T. Lewis, from 3 R. Vet. Bat., As. Surg., 25
Mar.

19 F Lt. S. Vignoles, Capt by purch., v. Far-
quharson prom., 8 Apr. Ens. P. H. Michell, Lt by
purch., V. Vignoles, 8 Apr. Lt F. Price, from h. p.,

paying diff. to h. p. fund, Lt., v. R. T. Fletcher,

who exch., 9 Apr. Ens. J. P Elliott, from 2 R.
Vet Bat., Ens.. 7 Apr. S. R. Delme, Ens. by purch.,

V. Michell, 2 Apr.
20 F.—Ens. R. M'Dermott, Lt., v. Moore app. to

15 F., and F. H. Stephens, Ens. by purch., v. M'Der-
mott, both 23 Feb.

21 F.—2d Lt. J. Pentland, 1st Lt by purch., v.

Bigge prom., 8 Apr. Lt. H. Evelegh, from h. p.,

1st Lt., V. M. T. O'Reillv, who exch., rec. diff., 9
Apr. Hon. J. Sinclair, 2d Lt. by purch,, v. Pent-

land, 8 Apr.
22 F.—rapt Hon. G. Cathcart, from 7 L. Dr.,

Maj. by purch., v. Clayton prom., 8 Apr. Capt J.

L. Penefather, from h. p., Capt., v. E. F. French,

who exch., rec. diff., 8 April. Ens. S. B. Boileau,

from 2 R. Vet Bat, Ens., 7 .Vpr.

23 F.—Lt. W. M. Sloane, Capt by purch.. v. St.

George, who rets., 8 Apr. Capt J. Bro^vn, from h.

p., Capt., V. 1. W. Harris, who exch., rec. diff., 9

Apr. 2d Lt B. Losh, 1st Lt., v. Sloane, 8 Apr. C.

Crutchley, 2d Lt. by purch.. v. Losh, 8 Apr.

24 F.—Capt. R. Smith, from h. p., Capt., v. T.
Miller, who exch.. rec diff., 8 Apr. Ens. F. T.
Cunynghaine, Lt. by purch., v. Smyth prom., 3 Apr.

Ens. Alcock, Ens. by purch., v. Cnuynghanrcj 8

Apr.
25 F.—Ens. J. Spalding, Lt., tv. Paschal prom, in
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77 F., »l Mnr. Ene. S. Ilderton, Lt. bv purch., v.

Pounden prom., 8 Apr. J. O'Donnell, Ens. by

purch.. V. Irving app. to (!1 F., 10 Mar. M. C. Se-

ton, Em.. V. Spalrtine, 3t\ Mar.

3fi F—Lt. C. r. Bowles, from Z2 F., Capt. by

pucch., V. Bcetham prom., (t Apr. Lt. J. Praser,

rrom 1 R. Vet. Bat., Lt. 8 Apr. „ „ , ^, , .
,

27 F.—Lt. H. Dutloii, iroiti R. Vet. fomp. for

service in N. S. Wales, Lt., v. North, who eicch.,

1(> Mar. Kns. J. Maclean, Lt. by purch.. v. Dutton,

who rets., 30 Mar. Ens. S. E. Goodman, Lt. by

purch., V. D'Urban prom., 8 Apr. Ens. R. Bolton,

from h. p.. Ens., v. Tew, prom, in 2 W. L Rep*.,

24 Mar. Capt. V. Raymond, from h. p. 4<l !•.,

navm., v. O. W. Crowe placed upon h. p. , !» Mar.

W F—Capt. C. French, from 18 F., Capt., v. Dal-

gleish, who exch., 2 Mar.
"

2!) K—Capt. G. G0!»elin, from h. p., Capt., v. H.

S.Stephens, who exch.. rec. dift"., 10 Apr. Lt.Z.

Thatcher, from 37 P., Lt., v. Browne, who exch.,

J)(fj,'._T. R. Burrowes, Ens., v. Wilson dec, 18

Au**. 2.*t. .

31 F.—Ens. W. M. Wetenhnll, Lt. by purch. v.

[irom.. II) Mar. J. C. Stock, Ens., v. Mm-

Lt.

Ruxton prom,
chin prom., 23 Mar.

.12 F.—Lt. Hon. A. Harlcy, from 87 E-

Bowles prom, in 2r> F., 8 Apr.
-, „ .

33 F.—VV. S. Norton, Ens. by purch., v. Talbot

ano. to 43 F., 8 .\pr. „
U F.—Lt. J. T. Weyland, from 1 R. Vjt. Bat.,

Lt., 8 Apr. S. R. Strcatfleld, Ens. by purch., v.

Hughes prom., 8 Apr.
-,, , rv,

,3.? F.—Com. J. G. Hall, from h. p. 21 L. Dr.,

Ens., paying diff., v. Walsh prom, in 3 F., .30 Mar.

T. Faris, Ens. bv purch.. v. Hall prom., 8 Apr.

3(> F.— Lt. B. \V. Cocker. Cn.pt. by purch., v. Gil-

bert, who rets., 8 Apr. Ens. Hon. F. Petre, Lt. by

purch., V. Cocker, 8 Apr. J. 1>. Taylor Ei.s. by

purch., v. Petre, 8 Apr. Lt. G. H. .Shenley, Adj., v.

hoberu, who res. adjtcy only, !J Mar.

37 F.—Lt. N. CusUance, from h. p. 2:> L. Dr., Lt.,

V. W. H. Waters, who exch., rec. dllf., 8 .\pr. Lt.

G. Browne, from 29 F., Lt., v. Thatcher, who
exch *) \pr.

38 F—Lt. J. H. Law, Capt., v. Birch dec, 9 Sept.

2.1. Br. Maj. W. K. Rains, from .M F., C^JPt-, v.

Woodward who exch., 8 Ai>r. Ens. W. H. .\Im-

chin. from 31 F.. Lt., v. Law, i) Sei)t. 2.'!. Ens. J. J.

Lowth, Lt., V. Torrens dec, U -Sept. 25. f. Jen-

kins, Ens., V. Maclean, whose app. has not taken

place, 2 Mar. A. Whittle, Ens., v. Lowth, 23 Mar.

39 F.—Ens. W. Loraine, Lt. by purch.. v. Hall

app. to 7 F. 8 Apr. Ens. R. Douglas, from 3 R.

Vet. Bat.. Ens., 7 Apr- C. B. Lloyd, Ens. by purch.,

V. Loraine, 8 Apr. . „ ^ .

41 F.—Capt. J. Corfield, from 77 F., Capt., v.

Borrowes dec, 23 Mar. 2d Lt. L. Hay, from GO F.,

Lt. by pin-ch., v. Versturme prom., 8 .Vpr.

42 F.—Capt. J. Brauder, Maj. by purch.. v. Cowell

who rets., Lt. P. Campbell, Capt. by purch., v.

Brander, Ens. H. Hill, Lt. by purch., v. t'ampbell:

and C. Campbell, Ens. by purch., v. HUl, all 8

' '"'43 F.—Ens. D. G. Freer, Lt. by purch., v. Gos-

selin prom. ; and Ens. G. Talbot, from 33 F., Ens.,

V. Freer ; both 8 Apr.

44 F.—Ens. E. C. Mathias, Lt., v. Gledstanes dec,

16 Aug. 23. Ens. E. H. Clarke, from 4 F., Lt. by

purch., V. Langmead prom., 4 Mar. J. D. Young,

Ens., V. Mathias, l(i Aug. 25.

45 F.—Ens. J. Du Vernet, Lt. bv purch., v. Ged-

des prom., 8 Apr. G. H. Clarke, Ens. by purch., v.

Du Vernet, 8 Apr. A. M. TuUoch, Ens. by purch.,

V. Lewis, prom, in 89 F., 9 Apr.

4(i F.—Capt. R. Martin, from 3 R. Vet. Bat.,

Capt., V. Miller app. to 24 F.. 8 Apr. Lt. E. J.

Bruce, from 1 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v. Gleeson app. to

90 F., 8 Apr. Lt. E. W. R. iVntrobus, from h. p.

13 F., Lt.. V. Ashhurst app. to 24 F., 27 Mar. C.

W. St. J. Wall, Ens. by pmch., v. Legh prom., 8

47'F.—Lt. A. Campbell, prom. h. p. 77 F., Lt.,

V. -3. O'D. Bennett, who exch., 30 Alar.

4,S F.— M.ij. J. Taylor, Lt. Col., v. Erskine dec,

Br. Maj. J. T. Moriset, Maj., v. Taylor; and Lt.

W. Reed, C.-.pt., v. Moriset; oJ/ 8 June 25. Lt. E.

Grilliths, from 2 R. Vet. Bat., Lt., v. Smith app.

to m F., 10 Apr. 25. Ens. W. A. M'Cleverty, Lt.,

V. Reed, 20 Aug. 25. Ens. W. Bell, Lt., v. Vin-

cent dec, 23 Mar. 2(i. J. A. Erskine, Ens., v. Bell,

23 Mar.
, „ , ^

49 i.'.—Ens. B.- Vincent, Lt. by purch., v. Grubbe
prom., 8 Apr.
50 F.—Capt. J. Anderson, Maj. by purch., v.

Campbell, who rets. ; Lt. J. Greenwood, Capt. by

purch., V. Anderwn; and Ens. B. Uaxter, Lt. l>y

purch., V. GreonwiKvl, nil 8 Apr. „ . ,,

51 F.—Capt. W. Timson, from h. p., Capt., v. B.

Fre<lprick, who ex<h.. rec. dlH'.. 7 Apr. CapL J.

F. Woodwanl, from 38 F., Capt.. v. Rams, who
exch., 8 Apr. , . _ ,

.^> F.—f'apt. W. S. Moorsom, from h. p., t aiit.,

payin" dift\, v. Monins app. to (19 F., 8 Apr. U.
H. Wilson, from 13 F., Lt., v. Morshead, app. U>

3 F., 27 Mar. Ens. VV. J. M. Hughes, from h- p..

Ens., v. Carr. prom, in 3 F., 23 >rar.

53 F.—Ens. J. W. F. I'rettyjohn, from 16 F.,

Ens., v. Whe.atstono prom, in 3 F., 31 Mar.

54 F.-Lt. E. Wells, from 2 R. Vet. Bat., Lt.. T.

Dalgety, app. to 70 F., 9 Apr. Ens. H. R. Clarke,

Lt., V. Fenton dec, 16 .\ug. 25. — Bayley, Ens.,

V. Cl.irke, Hi Aug. , ,,
."Mi F.—Ens. J. P. Hunt, Lt. by purch., -v. Mur-

ray prom., 8 Apr. W. Croke, Ens. by purch., v.

Hunt, 8 Apr. , .. ,.

57. F—Ens. J. Mac M. Kidd, from h. p., En»., v.

E. T. Abliott. who exch., rec diff., 23 Feb.

59 F.—Lt. J. H. Amolil, from 2 R- Vet. Bat., Lt.,

V. Leslie app. to 72 F., 8 Ajir. Ens. W. Fuller, Lu
by purch., v. .\mherst prom., 8 Apr. R. B. Vatea,

Ens. by purch.. 8 Apr.
, „ „_m F.—\\r. M.ij. D. K. FawccU. from 1 R. Vet.

Bat., Capt., 9 -Vpr. 2d Lt. R. Gibbons, 1st Lt. by
purch., V. Smith prom., 8 Apr. G. Bulmer, 2d Lt.

by purch., v. Gibbons, 8 Apr. J. R. Peyton, 2d

lyt. by purch., v. Mason prom., 9 Apr. W. R-

Fabcr, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Brown app. to 85 F.,

KtApr. W. F. H.irvey, 2d Lt., v. OMtara urom.

in '' W. 1. Ilegt., 11 Apr. C. O. Lcmao, 2d Lt. by

purch.. V. Bellapn. to W F., 12 Apr.

(il F.—Ens. F. Barlow. Lt. by purch., v. Coghlan

prom., 8 Apr. G. Ruddle, Ens. by purch., v. Bar-

low, 8 .\pr. „ „ „
62 F.—Ca t. D. Stewart; from 2 R. Vet. Bat.,

"S F.—L^D. AUt. from 3 R. Vet. Bat, Lt, T.

•Penefather prom., 8 Apr. 25. Ens. J. Ward, Lt by
purch., v. boyle prom.. 8 .Vpr. 26. J. L. bmith>

Ens. by purch.. v. Ward, 8 Apr.

(i4 F.—Ens. F. Murray, Lt. by purch., v. Boate*

nrom.. 8 Apr. 2d Lt W. Bell, from 60 F., Ens., v.

Slurray, 8 Apr. „ „ . „ » , ..

(15 F.—Lt G. Cochrane, from 1 R. Vet Bat, Lt.,

(i(j F._.Serj. Maj. R. Steele, from 1 or Gr. F. Gu.,

Adj., with rank of Ens., v. Nowlan app. to CeyU
Regt., 23 Mar. „, .

6/ F.—R. ;V. Gos.set, Ens., v. Warrmgton nrom.
in 6 F., 2 Mar. Qu. Mast Serj. VV. Mew, Qu. Mast,

V. Johnstone dec. 16 Feb.

69 F.—Capt. E. Monins, from 52 F.. Capt, v. J.

Silver, who rets, on h. p., rec. din'., U Apr. H. B.

Bennett, Ens., v. Ford dec. 2 Mar.

70 F.—Lt. J. Fleeson. from 1 R. Vet Bat, Lt,

73 F.—Br. Maj. L. Owen. Maj. by purch.. v. Barn-

ford, who rets., 8 Apr. Lt G. H. Smith, Capt by
purch.. v. Owen 8 Apr. Ens. F. G. A. Pmcluiey,

Lt. by purch., v. Smith, 8 .\pr. D Daly. Ens. by
purch., V. Williamson prom.. 7 -Vpr- C. H. Colston,

Ens. by purch.. v. Pinckney. 8 Apr.

74 F.—Capt. J. C. Harold, from 2 R. Vet. Bat,

Capt.. 8 Apr. Ens. A. M'Nabb, from h. p. 49 F.,

Ens., v. Keames prom, in 2 VV. I. Regt.. 3 Mar.

75 F.—Lt. H. Salmon, Capt by [.urch., v. Lord
G. Bentinck prom., 9 Mar. Capt. J. Stevenson,

from h. p., Capt., v. D. M'Lachlan. who exch.,

rec diff., 6 Apr. Ens. G. Davison, Lt by purch.,

V. Browne prom.. 9 .'Vpr. G. VV. D. O'Hara, E^ns.

by purch.. v. Davison, 9 Mar. E. C. Ansell, Ens.,

v. Ferguson dec, 10 Mar. H. Boys, Ens. by purch..

V. Gra!\am, 8 Apr.
77. F.—Lt. G. F. Paschal, from 25 F., Capt, v.

Corfield app. to 41 F., 23 Mar. Lt. T. L. Butler,

from 2 R. Vet Bat., Lt., 8 .Vpr.

78 F Capt. J. Hill, Maj. by purch.. v. Macphcr-
son, who rets., 8 Apr. Lt. T. H. Hemmans, Capt
by purch., v. MiU. 8 Apr. Ens. H. Holyoake, Lt
by purch.. v. Hemraans. 8 .Vpr. .'Vs. Surg. D. Hen-
derson, Surg., V. R. Bolton, who rets, on h. p., 23

Mar. Hosp. .\s. X. Duncan. As. Surg., 23 Feb.

79 F.—Ens. T. Crombie, Lt by purch., v. Maule
prom.. 8 Apr. Ens. R. Fulton. Lt. by purch.. v.

Townshend prom., 9 Apr. R. Biimey, Ens. by
purch , v. Crombie, 8 .Vpr. C. Cameron, Ens. by
purch., v. Fulton, 9 Apr.
80 F.—Ens. J. West, Lt by purch., v. Moore

prom. ; and R. Scheberras, Ens. by purch., v. West,

both ) 6 M.ir.

81 F.—Ens. G. Reeves, Lt. by purch., v. Hamil-
ton prom.. 8 Apr. Lt R. U. Howe, from h. p;

3 Z2
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NovB Scotia Fenc, Lt, t. W. MacrionaUl. wIk)

exch., !) Apr. As. Surg. S. Holmes, from 17 L. Dr.,

Sure., V. Mostyn, app. to I! F., 23 Feb,

(12 F.—Lt J. T. Quill, from 1 R. Vet. Bat., Lt.,

8 Apr. Lt.W. Ashe, from h. p. 101 F., Lt., v. H.

Hewetson, who exch., 23 Mar.

84 F.—Ens. C. Franklyi). Lt. by purch., v. Clarke

prom. ; and C. A. Dean, Ens. by purch., v. Franklyn,

both 8 Apr.
. , , . ,. •., j

85 F.—Ens. W. Harris, Lt. by purch., v. Maitland

prom. ; and 2d Lt. H. S. Browne, from (» F., Ens. by

purch,, V. Harris, both 8 Apr.
^
86 F.—Ens. F. Dalgety, Lt., v. Close dec, 23 Mar.

Lt. H. E. De B. Sidley, from h. p., Lt., v. C. Mac-

donald, who exch., rec. dif., 8 Apr. J. Gallevey,

Ens. by purch., v. Jekyll, prom, in 1 or Gr. F. Gu.,

18 Feb. J. J. Grant, Ens., v. Usher prom. 9 Mar.

B. J. Selway, Ens., v. Dalgety, 23 Mar. Serj. J.

Jerome, Qu. Mast., v. R. Gill, who rets., 23 Mar.

87 F.—Ens. P. Ramsay, Lt. by purch., v. llarley

app. to 32 F., 8 Apr.

)j9 K._Ens. R. Lewis, from 4,5 F., Lt. by purch.,

V. Macdonald, app. to 80 F., 2 Mar. Ens. J. M. Rus-

sell, from 12 F., Lt.. v. Mackie app. to3 F., 2? M.ir.

91 F.—Lt. T. Sheddon, from 1 R. Vet. Bat., Lt.,

V. Lamont prom., 8 Apr. B. Duff, Ens. by purch.,

V. Kane app. to C2 F., Hi Feb.

22 F.—Ens. J. Bates, from h. p., Qu. Mast., v. D.

Callagy, who rets., .30 Mar. ,,„ ,

93 F.— Lt. Col. D. M Gregor, from h. p., Lt. Col.,

V. Sir C. Gordon, who exch., 23 Mar.

94 F R. Keating, Ens., v. Moore prom m 3 F., 28

9r> F.'—Capt. E. E. HUl, from 1 R. Vet. Bat. C.ipt.

gf F._Lt. V. H. Mairis, from h. p. 6 Dr. Gu., Lt.,

16 Mar. Ens. W. T. Stannus, Lt. by purch., v. Mac-

donald prom., 8 Apr. E. Barton, Ens. by purch., v.

Stannus, 8 Apr.
!(U F.—Lt. J. Douglas, Capt. by purch., v. Camp-

bell, who rets,, 8 Apr. ,.,.1,
7j;/i BWtoWs.—2d Lt. H. F. Beckwith, 1st Lt. by

purch., V. Power prom., 8 Apr. 2d Lt. J. S. Cameron,

1st Lt. by purch., v. Ramsden prom., 9 Apr. J. Roo-

iwT, 2d Lt. by purch., v. Saumerez prom., 7 Apr.

W. Cumine. 2d Lt. by purch., v. Beckwith, Apr.

J. Martin, 2d Lt. v. Cameron. 9 Apr.

Rni/al HtiLjfCorps.—'E,. R. King 2d Lt., v. Stoddart

prom., ir> Feb. ,. , ,

iW. 1. Re.gt Lt. W. Gordon, from h. p. V ork U
Inf. Vol., Lti, V. J. .Spence. .app. to 5 F., 23 Feb. Ens.

R. Gray, Lt., v. Clarke prom., 1 Mar. 2dLt. J. O'Mea-

ra, from 60 F., Lt., v. Hughes dec, 2 Mar. Ens. T.

G. Kearnes, from 74 F., Lt., v. Stewaril app. to <):i F.,

3 Mar. Ens. J. M'L.Tew, from 27 F., Lt., v. M'Pher-

son, aiip. to 1. F., 24 Mar. G. Macwell, Ens. by purch.,

V. Goulden, app. to 22 F., 23 Feb. H. Spence, Ens.,

V. Gray, 2 Mar. Lt. W. A. Conran, Lt., v. W. Spence

Ce.i/lnn Regt.—U. T. Nowlan, from 66 F., 4st Lt.,

Ifi Feb. Lt. H. Nasan, from h, p. 8 W. I. Regl., 1st

Lt., 2 Mar. A. Irvine, 2d Lt., v. T. Mihus prom..

Cave Cm-p" (Can.)—Com J. Sargeaunt, Lt. by
purch., V. Bird prom., 30 Mar. W. Van, Corn, by
purch,, V. Brown app. to 16 L. Dr., 29 Mar.

R. Vet. Comps., for j\. S. Wales—Lt. S. North,

from 27 F.. Lr., v. Dutton, who exch., 16 Mar.

Staff As. Surg. A. Gibson, As. Surg., \r, Feb.

Corps of E>igiKeers.—CA\it. J. Hobhs, Lt. Col., v.

Gravatt ret. ; 2d Capt. G. Gipps Capt., v. Hobbs
prom.; Ist Lt. J. W. Worsley, 2d Capt., v. Gipps

prom.; 2d Lt. E. Vicars, M Lt., v. Worsley prom.,

all 8 Apr. ; J. Chaytor, 2d Lt., 15 Mar. (Lt. Chaytor

to be placed between 2d Lts, Aldrich and Bull.)

Hegt. of Artillvn/.—'2'i I'apt. L. S. B. Robertson,

from h. p., 2d Capt., v. Festing, ret. on h. p. ; and

2d Lt. C. VV. Wingfield, 1st Lt., v. Acherley, ret. on

h. p., both 1 Apr.
Breivt Capt. W. Burke, 6R F., M.aj. m aimy 12

Aug. 19. T. C. Graham, late Maj. 1 F., local r.-mk

of Mil], upon Continent only, 8 Apr

—

Cadets of Hon.

East-India Comps. se-viceto have temp, runic as id Lt.

during their stau at Chatham. H. B. Turner, 1 . T.

Pears, .\. de Butts, E. Buckle, A. Dodglas, E. Law-
ford, S. Best, R. Henderson, G. B. Tremenhere, F.

Pelly, F. C. Cotton, W. II. Graham, G. Patrickson.

M. Smyth, and T. M. B. Turner, 8 Mar.

Hospital Stnfr.—To be Surg, to forces : Surg. C. Al-

len, from 6 Dr., v. W. Stewart who rets, on h. p., 25

Mar.—To be As. Surgs. tofvecs: As. Surg, A. Smith,

V. Pinck prom,, 26 Feb. Hosp. As. J. Portelli, v.

Morgan dec. . 2 Mar.—To he Hosp. Assists : W. J. Bres-

lin, V. Hcnnen app. to .'>7 P., 9 Feb. W. M. Ford, v

.

Essou app. to 43 P., 16 Feb. J. S.Graves, v. Bramley

flPp. to Rifle biig., 22 Feb. J. Stuart, v. BaiUie app.

to 99 F., Mar. W. Smith, v. Wabh prom., 9 Mar. ^
A. Smith, V. Campbell prom., 21 Mar. H. W. R. "

Davey, v. Macdonald app, to 64 F., 21 Mar. P. J.

Meade, v. M'Credie app. to 60 F., 23 Mar. L. Leslie,

V. Eildie app, to 91 K., 23 Mar. A. Urguhart, v. Ro-
bertson api>. to 70 F.. 23 Mar.

Unn.ttaclied.~To he U.-CaiIs. of Inf. hi/ purch. Lt.
and Capt. F. Uawkins, from 1 or Gr. F. (Ju., v. Col.

W. Gravatt, who rets. : Maj. W. R. Clayton from
22 F. ; Maj. R. Arnold, from 10 L. Drs.. v. Maj. Gen.
P. Ross, who rets., all 8 Apr.

—

To be Majs. of Inf. by
purch. Capt, W. Beetham, from 26 F. ; Capt. H. H.
Farquharson, from 19 F. : Capt, Hon. G. R. Aber-
crombie, from 3 Dr. Gu ; Bapt. VV. Bush, from Cape
Corps; Capt. F. John, from 17 L. Dr.. alt 8 Apr.

—

To be Cttpts. of Inf. bu piirih. Lts. A. Macdonald,
tmm 97 F. ; R. C. Smytli, from 28 F. ; C. Corkran,
from 7 Dr. Gu. ; G. Croasdaile, from 3F.; J.K.
Stewart, from 11 L. Dr. ; G. Gossclin, from 43 F.

;

E. C. Smith, from 50 F. ; W. Eccles, from 1 Dr.

;

J. J. H.imilton, from 81 F. ; F. Loftus, from 17 L.
Dr. ; W. V. Stewart, from 12 L. Dr. ; R. E. Coghlan,
from 61 F. ; C. R. Murray, from 56 F. ; L. Vers-
turme, from 41 F. ; J. G. Geddes. from 45 F. ; B.
Brown, from 13 L. Dr. ; J. S. Keating, from 56 F.

;

G. P. Clarke, from (14 F. ; G. Bentinck, from Cold-
stream F. Gu. ; G. Power, from Rifle Brig. ; J. J.

Pounden, from 25 F. : G. Dixon, from 3 F. Gu.

;

Hon. J. Kennedy, from 5. Dr. Gu. ; F. Maule, from
79 F. ; Hon. J, Amherst, from ,W F. ; R. D. Halifax,
from 10 F. ; W. S. S. Doyle, from 63 F. ; W. J^oates,

from 64 F. ; C. R.imsilen, from Rifle Brig.; L. P.
Townshend, from 79 F. ; R.Williams, from 44 )•'.

lion, C. D. BUivnev, from 7 F. : J. H. Dundas, from
l.')L, Dr.; P. Maitland, from 85 F. ; T. Armstrong,
from Hi L. Dr. ; E. S. Butler, from IF.; C. Agnew,
from 4 L. Dr. ; T. E. Bigge, from 21 F. ; T. Millard,
from 1 Ijife Gu. ; Hon. A. C. J. Browne, from 75 F.

;

VV. J. D'Urban, from 27 F.; and W. Mitchell, from
6 Dr. ; all 8 .\pr.—To bo Lts. of Inf. b.v purch. Com.
J. A. M'Dowall, from 3 L. Dr. ; Ens. W. Sullivan,
from 23 F. ; Com. J. G. Skipwith, from 1 Dr.; Ens.
W. G. Schneider, from 12 F. ; Ens. J. G. Hall, from
h. p. 35 F. ; Ens. VV. G. Hughes, from 34 F. ; Ens.
A. F. VVainwright, from 99 F. ; nil 3 Apr

—

To be
Kns. hff purch. P. Grehan: L. C. Bayntum: J.Ar-
nold ; J. A. Moreau ; R. Donaldson ; O. B. D'Arey

;

W. O. Broadhurst ; G. Denshire ; C. Knox ; M. V.
Abbott; and F.Q. Turner; «i/ 8 .^pr.

Allowed to dis]>ose of theii lialf-pat/.— Lt. Col. J.
Castle (Col.), 6 F. 8 Apr.—Majors J. II. Fitz Simon
(Lt. Col.), York Chasseurs; M, Scott, 26 F ; P.

Warburton, 96 F.; Hon. G. Carnegie (Lt. Col.),

110 F.: C.J.Barrow (Lt. Col.), n« 8 Apr—Capls.
J.Colville, 15 F.; R. T. North, Hompc^ich's mounted
Riflem, ; J. Duff, !'.l F. ; W. O'Hara, Portug. Off. ;

C. Power, 5 F. ; W. Elwyn, Warde's Rgt. ; W. W.
Algeo, 8 Gar. Bat. ; J. C. Smith (Lt. Col.), 19 F. ;

W. De Liustow, Portug. off. ; P. Denniss, 41 F.

;

C. Huxley, i;2 F. ; D. Carnegie, 102 F. ; W. Gordon,
114 F. ; VVm,, Karl of Mansfield, 44 F. ; G. Shore,
104 F. ; S. Manson, 15 F ; J. S. Christie, 42 F ; G.
Chambers, 40 F. ; D. M'Innes, 42 F. ; E. Cartwright,
Canadian Fenc ; H. J. Henley, 14 F. ; Lord Dun-
wich. Nova Scotia Fenc. ; W. Murray, ret. list, 3 R.
Vet. Bat. ; Earl of Cassells Indep. Comps. ; A. Mac-
neill, 91 F. ; R. Fulton, 12 L. Dr. ; A. W. Rainsford,
104 F. ; G. Stirling, 88 F. ; J. J. Durbin, 3(i F. ; J.

Ciardiner, 3 F. ; J. Dickins, 90 F. ; G. J. Tappenden,
56 F. ; R, (J. Bankes, paym. 24 L. Dr. ; H. Cornalet,

7 W. I. Regt. ; P. M'Cummen, 79 F. ; G. H. Dun-
das, 26 F. ; H. Maxwell, 42 F. ; T. G. Coppinger,
96 F. ; C. Jenkinson, 3 F. Gu. ; F. Edwards, 81 F ;

G. Williamson (maj.), 28 F. ; R. Le Bovd, 82 F.

;

W. Ho.ar, 10 F. ; B. A. Watson, 4 W. I. Regt. ; and
S. Zobell, 38 F. ; all 8 Apr Lts. B. Harvey, 2? F. ;

S. D. Grinsell, 38 F. ; J. Kendall. 48 F. ; E. T. Gre-
gory, 38 F. ; E. R.Otecr, Rifle Brig. ; B. Fox, 4 F.

;

J. B.TOd, 31 F.; and H. J. Pemberton, 23 F. : all

n Apr Ens. R. .Mrd, 111 F . G. Booth, ,37 F. ; B. T.
Carey, 3 Provis. Bat. of Militia ; W. M. Twiss, Nu-
gent's Levy ; F. F. Vane, 83 F. ; S. Plimpton, 25 F.;

W. Lynliam, 10 F. ; A. J. L. Cavie, 14 F.; J. R.
Cruess, 37 F. ; and M. Hairis. 99 F. ; all 8 Apr.

Memorand/l.
The Christian nanws of Com. Reynolds, 11 L. Dr.,

are R. .\., and not H. A, as formerly stated.

The Christian names of Ens. Cassan, 94 F., are

M. S.
The api)ointment of As. Surg- S. Hood, from h. p.

86 F. to 6 F., stated to have taken place on 23 Dec,
1824, has not talven place.

The removal of As. Surg. Dillon, from 3 R. Vet.

Bat., to 7 F. has not taken pl.ace.

The Christian names of Ens. Collev, 26 F., are

A. D.
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POLITICAL OCCURRENCES, &c.

OtTE political (lif^est is tliis month un-

usually biief, moro CRpecially the earlier

part of It ; no circiimstaiirx's of any leading

public interest having occurred until the

10th, when, on tlie motion of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, the llei)orts of the Board

of Trade and the Treasurer of the Navy
were brought uj). Mr. Ilohliouse, in a

speech ofsome length, protested vehemently
against them, and regretted that ISIinisters

had chosen that period for adding to the

numerous items of expense. Mr. Cainiing

in reply observed, that not one single item

of wanton expense had been incurred, but

that in fact every possible reduction, as the

reports themselves would testify, had been

made. On the 12th, Mr. Abercromby made
a motion for a bill to amend the representa-

tion of Edinburgl), and observed, that al-

though its population amounted to 100,000,

yet the freemen of the corporation amounted
only to thirty-three. If an amendment
were made in the representation of the

capital, he would extend it gradually to all

the other burghs. Sir I-Vancis lUirdett

seconded the motion, and called on Mr. Can-
ning to come forward and do that service to

the country at large which the Op])0»ition,

throughout tiie session, bad done to Minis-

ters, by giving them the benefit of their

votes and influence. He alluded more ])ar-

ticularly to this individual motion of the

representation of Edinburgh, which he said

W'as intimately connected with the great

question of Parliamentary Reform. Mr.
Canning in reply observed, that any amend-
ment in the representation of Edinburgh
appeared to him i)erfectly unnecessary ; that

the counti-y at large, and in the ca))ital es|)e-

cially, seemed i)erfectly contented with the

mode of election in its present state, and
that it would be worse than madness to

disturb the harmony of Scotland by any
attempt, however plausible, at iimovation.

After a short rcjily from Mr. Abercromby
the Mouse divided, and the motion was
negatived by a majority of 122 to 97.

On the 14th, Mr. Hume, after some pre-

liminary remarks, again reverted to the

subject of M'estrainster Abbey, and called

for a copy of the charter or letters-patent

granted by Queen Elizabeth in the second

year of her reign, by which, of her free

bounty, she conferred the church or abbey

of Westminster on the Dean and Chapter

for ever, and subjected it to their sole and
lawful management. Mr. Peel in i-eply,

contended that he was justified in resisting

the documents, for that the Dean and
Chajiter had already made considerable re-

ductions in the prices of admission ; and
that the sums thus obtained went to the

support of the minor canons ; as also to

the occasional repairs of the Abbey. On
the 17th Mr. Abercromby rose to present

a petition from G. Farquharson, a Chancery
reporter. The petition stated that he had

been a reporter in Chancery for twenty
years ; that, on applying for admission

on Friday and Saturday lust, he was in-

formed by tlie ofticers that they had orders

to exclude all reporters. The Solicitor

General said that such a ])etition was super-

fluous, for that no such order had been
given. i\Ir. Scarlett in the course of the

debate expressed liis contempt for the new
law courts, and observed that they were as

confi^ned as inelegant, without affording the

slightest convenieiicics eitli»r to practi-

tioners or to the public. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer said that the architect had
gi'cat dithciiltics to contend with, and that,

considering he was circumsc-ribed in space,

he had done very well. On the 19th a
stormy debate took ]ilace on the subject of

the Court of Chancery, in which Mr. Hume
described it as being, " together with the

Chancellor, a cuive to the country." This
called up Mr. Peel, who rejjlied in no very

gentle terms to Mr. Hume's anathema

;

but witlunit much effect on the mind of

that gentleman, as he ob.served in bis re-

joinder, that, " on mature consideration, he
found himself justified in repeating his

opinion that the Court of Chancery was a
curse to the country." ^Mr. Williams made
a severe att<ick on the Chancellor for his

alleged tenacity of place, which, as he
ol)ser\'ed, he would quit only with with life.

Mr. Canning defended Lord Kldon, after

which the House divided on the question.

On the 20th Mr. W. Whitmore brought
forward a motion relative to the Com
Laws, and moved " that the House do
resolve itself into a committee of the vhole
House, on the view of taking into conside-

ration tiic state of the Corn Laws." The
motion was negatived by a majority of 2.50

to 81. These are the principal political

events that have taken place in the British

Parliament during the last, comparatively

speaking, pacific month.
With respect to the Continent : Spain it

seems has been again thrown into a state

of anarcliy; so much so that the a,ssistance

of the French has been found necessary to

repel them. Greece is in a deplorable con-
dition ; it has all the anarchy and more tliaii

the poverty of Spain, without its ultimate

and redeeming chance of emancipation.

Missolonghi, by some papers, is described

as having fallen into the possession of the

Turks, which others strenuously contradict;

we are afraid that the former report is the

true one, as well as the frightful massacres

which are reported to have taken place

there.

Private accounts from Calcutta, dated

December 1825, state that the Burmese
war is still being carried on, and that the

King's fine regiment, the 31st, is under
orders for Rangoon. The "lith returned

from Arraean ten days since, dreadfully re-

duced by famine, sickness, and decay.
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NOTICES CONNECTED WITH LITERATURE AND THE ARTS.

WOIIKS IN THE PRESS.

Mr. Charles Mills' Histoid of the Crusades la

among the last Translations in French. .Similar ver-

sions of his History of Chivalry, and his other worlts,

are announced.

The Rev. Russell Scott, author of an Analytical

Investigation of the Scriptural Claims of the Devil,

has nearly ready for publication, a Discourse on the

Scriptural Humanity of Christ, and its corruption

traced during the times of the Apostles, and until the

completion of the Nicene and Coiistantinopolitan

creed, by Pope Nicholas I., about the year SOIJ.

An illustrative work is announced for publication,

entitled. Ports of^England—No. 1 contains two plates,

Whitby and Scarborough, engraved in highly finished

mezzo-tinto, by Thomas Lupton, from drawings by

J. W. W. Turner, esq., R.A., made expressly for the

work. This work will contain all the licensed and

chartered ports of England.

Mr. Ebers announces his intention of producing a

splendid AnnualMiscellany, to be entitled the Aurora.

" Words," a series of Essays on things imaginative

and philosophical, in post 8vo., will be ready in a few

days.

A Popular Introduction to the Study of the Holy

Scriptures, designed for the use of mere English

readers, is prepaiing for publication, in two jiarts.

By W. Carpenter, Editor of the Critica liiblica, &c.

Mr. Frere has nearly ready for publication, a

conected edition of " A Combined View of the

Prophecies," in which he has availed himself of the

advantages for perfecting this subject, which have

been afforded by the late expiration of another grand

prophetic period ; the 1200 years of Daniel.

Speedily will be published, the Missionary's Me-

morial, or verses on the death of John Lawson, late

Missionary at Calcutta. By Bernard Barton.

Flowers gathered in Exile, by the late Rev. John

Lawson, Missionary at Calcutta, arc printmg.

A Sweedish Translation of Tasso's Jerusalem

Delivered, has just appeared in Stoikholm.

The second edition of Landor's Imaginary Conver-

sations, is nearly ready.

A 4to. volume of Biographical Sketches of recently

Living British Characters, is printing ; commencing

with the Reign of George IV., and with a list of

their engraved Portraits.

Sir Andrew Halliday's Annals of the House of

Hanover, are just ready for publication.

The History of the Inquisition : a Translation of

the celebrated work of Llorente, the Secretary of

the Inquisition in Spain, is printing in 2 vols. Uvo.

A Translation of the " Tre Giuli," the most popu-

lar of the Poems of G. B. Casti, with a Memoir of

the Author, and some Account of his other Works,

are in the press.

In a few days will be published, "A Mission to the

East Coast of Sumatra, in U^2.^, with a Visit to the

Batta Cannibal States in the interior. By John An-

derson, esq.

Shortly will be published, Part I in 3 large vols.

(Ivo , containing the Four Gospels (to be succeeded

in the course of the year by Part II, in 2 vols., con-

taining the Acts and the Epistles), of " Recensio

Synoptica Annotationis Sjicra?, being a Critical

Digest and Synoptical Arrangement of the most

important Annotations, Exegetical, Philological, and

Theological, on the -New Testament. By the Rev.

S T. Bloomfield, M.A.
A periodical work is just commenced, entitled

" the Brazen Head."

The Table Talk and Bons-Mots of R. B. Sheridan

have been coUectctl under the title of " Sherl"

daniana."

Talcs round a Winter Hearth, by Jane and Aima
Maria Porter ; and Memoirs of the Court of Henry
VIII. By Mrs A.T.Thomson, are just ready.

A volume of " Rejected Articles," is in the press.

A History of the Mahrattas, with Plates, and a

Map of the Mahratta Country, chiefly from original

and recent Surveys, is preparing for publication.

By Capt. J. G. Duff, of Bombay Native Infantry,

and late Political Resident at Sattara, in 3 vols., 8vo.

Reynolds's (the dramatist) Memoirs, and the third

series of Sayings and Doings, will shortly appear.

The Mysterious Monk. By C. A. Bolen ; Geral-

dine Murray, a Tale, by Miss M'Leod ; ThcMoss-
Troopers, a Border Tale, by the Author of " Ban-
nockbum ;" Henry the Fourth, of France, an his-

torical Tale, by Alicia Lefanu; and Highland Mary,
by the Author of the " Farmer's Three Daughters,"
will be published during the next month.

Tlie Rev. Joseph Hunter, of Bath, has issued

Proposals for publishing " The History and Topo-
graphy of the Deanery of Doncastcr," in the West
Riding of the County of York. The Work will form
Two folio Volumes, to correspond witli his History

of Hallamshire.

M. Deccon's Cabinet of Curiosities has recently

been sold at Paris. The Catalogue of this Collection,

which is now in the press, will form 3 vols. 8vo., and
each volume is printed under the superiutendence of

a committee of Literati and Collectors.

Illustrations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry. By the late

Rev. 1. 1. Conybeare, Professor of Anglo-Saxon and
of Poetry in the University of Oxford, will be pub-
lished in the ensuing month, in I vol. Uvo.

A Russian peasant has recently written a volume
of poems, entitled " Leisure Hours of a Villager,"

which has been publishetl, and obtained liiin the

notice of the Emperor.
There is announced for early publication " the

Journal of a Voyage up the Mediterranean, princi-

pally among the Islands of the Archipelago, and in

Asia IMinor, together with an Essay on the Fana-

riotes (translated from the French), by the Rev.

Charles Swaa."

The second volume of Mr. Godwin's H.story of
the Commonwealth is nearly ready.

Mr. Thomas Fawdington, of Manchester, has in

the pres?, a t:ase of Melanosis, with some Observa-

tions on the Pathology of this Disease. Illustrated

by engravings.

A series of stories, original and select, imder the

title of " Stanley Tales," will shortly appear in

monthly parts.

Dr. Faber's " Difficulties of Romanism" will be
published in a few days.

The Rev. T. T. James, author of Travels iji

Sweden, &c. has nearly ready for publication a Se-

ries of Views in Russia, Poland, Germany, and
Sweden, from drawings made during his travels.

" The Martyrs," a Drama, in three acts, by
Joanna Baillic, will be published in a few days.

Debates of the British Parliament during the In-

terregnum, are printing from the original MSS.
Loudon's Gardener's Magazine will be published

quarterly.

Notes, critical and explanatory, of the Gospels

and .'Vets of the Apostles. By WiUiara Wass, M.A.

F.S.A. &c. In 4 vols. (ivo.

An Inquiry concerning that disturbed state of the

Vital Functions, usually denominated Constitutional

Initation, by Benjamin Travers, F.R.S. senior

surgeon to St. Tliomas's Hospital, iScc. i.s nearly

ready for publieation.
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The " Biographic Malenie,' edited by M. M
Jouay, Amiult, &r. !s just completed In 20 vols.,

and a second edition is preparing.

The Rev. W. Field announces " Memoirs of the

Life and Writings of the late Dr. Parr."

The Military Skctch-Book Is printing in 2 vols,

post nvo.

The Memoirs of J. J. Casanova de Seingalt, from

the author's MS., now, for the flrst time, translated

Into the English Language, are nearly ready.

The Duke of Buckingham is printing, at his own
private expense, the whole of the Ancient Irish

Chronicles (with Latin translations). Two volumes

ftre already finished.

Prospectuses of a new work entitled " the Practi-

cal Philosopher," have recently been circulated; and

the printing will shortly be commenced.

Miss CartttTight Is editing the Life and Corres-

pondence of Major C. her uncle.

Travels of the Russian Mission through Mongolia

to China, and Residence in Pekin, in the years lOJO,

21, by George Timkowski, with corrections and

notes, Iiy M. J Klaproth. are nearly ready.

Tlunights on Domestic Education, by a Mother,

arc nearly ready for publication.

G.Tston de Blondcville, the new romance by Mrs.

Radclifle, will be preceded by a Memoir of the .Au-

thor, and extracts from her diarj'.

Travels in the Provinces on the South-West Bank
of the Caspian Sea, with some account of the trade,

commerce, and resources of those countries, are

annoimced by James B, Fraser, esq , author of a
" Narrative of a Journey into Khorasan," &c.

A Sujiplemcnt to Rivington's catalogue of old

books is in the press.

A Genealogical Chart (on a new principle) of all

the Sovereign Houses of Europe, for the space of

the last eight centuries, to IH3(i, adapteil c<iually to

all modern histories, and exhibiting at one view,

not only the direct line of Succession, but also the

family alliances and collateral branches of each

House, with marginal explanations, is announced.

General Gourgaud has in the press an essay, said

to be writfen by Napoleon Bonaparte at the age
of 2().

A Chronological History of the West Indies Is

nearly ready for publication.

A beautiful edition of Sir Walter Scott's Works is

now printing at Paris, in royal I8mo.

A novel, entitled " Cioniata ; or. To the Day,"
said to be from the pen of a noble author, is nearly

ready for publication.

The chaplain of his Majest>'s ship the Blonde,

announces for publication the Narrative of a Voyage
to the Sandwich Islands

Recollections of the Life of the late Lindley Mur-
ray (which he ^vrote in consequence of repeated soli-

citations) , together with an Appendix, containing a

memoir of the concluding years of his life, his cha-

racter, and some critical remarks on his writings,

are announced as preparing for publication.

The Odes of Horace, in the order of the metres,

from the text of Mitscherlich, are announced. By
the Rev. W. J. Aislabie, A.M.

An extensive Autobiographical Work is announced

for publication in parts ; the first of which will con-

tain the Memoirs of Colley Cibber.

Miimoires du Prince de Montbarey, Ministre Se-

cretaire d'Etat au Diipartement de la Guerre sous

Louis XVI., Grande d'Espagne de la premiere classe.

Prince du Saint Empire, &c. &c., 4 lorn, in 8vo.,

avec un Portrait de I'Autcur, et le Fac-simile de soa

Ecriture, are in the press.

The Charities of the City of London, selected and

arranged from the reports of his Majesty's Commis-

sioners, are printing In 1 vol. royal Bvc, unlfomUy
with the parliamentary debates and state trials.

Spanish .Synonyms illustrated by copious extracts

from the best Spanish Poets, by L. J. .\. Mac
Henry, arc announced.

Selections from the Works of Dr. John Ewcn,

by the Rev. W. Welsou, 2 vols. l8mo., with a me-

moir, &c.

Dr. Paris's new work on Diet, with a view to cs-

t.iblish a .system of rules, for the prevention and

cure of the various diseases incident to a disordered

state of the digestive functions, will be publishctl in

May.
Dr. Barry of Paris lias nearly ready. Experimental

Researches on the influence of atmospheric pressure

upon the venous circulation, absorption, and the

prevention aud cure of hydrophobia, dec

LIST OF NEW WORKS-
BIOGRArHV,

Lives ofcelcbratctl Architects, ancient and modem,
with 01)ser\'atlons on their Works, and the l*rlnci-

plesof theArt. By Francesco Miliiia. Translatetl

ft'om the Italian by Mrs. Cresy. 2 vols. 8^•o. 2fls

1)I(AM.\.

Benyowsky ; or the Exiles of Kamskatclia. By
James Kenney, esq. 8vo. ;is. (id.

Oberon ; or the Elf King's Oath, a Romance. By
J. R. Planchd, esq. 18mo. Is.

EDUCATION'.

Gleanings of Chemistry ; illustrating the nature of
Air, Water, Light, Heat, &c. 8vo. Ks. (id.

Petronj and Davenport's Italian, French, and
English Dictionary. 3 vols, in 2. 0\'o. ^62 I<)s.

-\ Greek and English Dictionary. By the Rev.
John Groves, (tvo.

English Ssmonj-mes Enlarged ; with copious Illus-

trations and Examples drawn from the best Writers.

By George Crabb, ,\.M. Jn 4to. Parts lands 9s.

To be completed in Six Parts, Monthly.

LAW.
Roberts on Wills. 2 vols, royal 8vo. £2. 2s.

Hook's Chart of Proceedings in the Courts of King's
Bench and Common Pleas. 5s.

Chancery Commission : Copy of the Report made
to His Majesty by the Commissioners ap)>ointed to

inquire into the Practice of Chancery. 8^•o. 5s.

MEDICINE.
A Practical Treatise on the Means of obviating and

treating the varieties of Costivencss, at diiTercnt

Periods of Life, and in Cases of Predisposition ta

various Constitutional Maladies, and of Disorders of

the Lungs, Stomach, Liver, Rectum, &c. Ac, by
Medicine, Diet, &c. By Richard Reece M D.
8vo. 9s.

Spurzheim on the Anatomy of the Brain. Sva.

14s.

A New Supplement to the Pharmac.opecias of
London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and Paris : forming a
complete Dispensatory and Conspectus, being a
General Receipt-Book for Daily Experience in the
Laboratory and at the Counter By James Reimie,
A M. 8vo. 12s.

MISCELLANIES.

Remarks on the Cultivation of the Silk-Worm.
With additional observations, made in Italy during
the Summer of 1825. By J. Murray, F. s. a. Is fid.

The Miscellanist of Literature for 1826. Thick
post 8vo. 8s 6A.

The Calcutta Annual Register for 1^2. 8vo. 21s.

Crosby's Builder's Price-Book for 182G 4s.

A Third Letter from Maiachi Malagrowther, esq.,

on Scottish .affairs Is

.
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The Oxford Unlvertlty Calendar, fbr the Year

182G. 12nio. Cs.

The Cambridge University Calendar for the Year

1826. 12mo. 5s. 6d.

Letters of the Author of Don Esteban to the

Editor of the Quarterly Review Bvo 2s

Hoylc's Games, Improved, Revised, and Corrected,

by Charles Jones, esq A New Edition, considerably

enlarged. Iftano. Cs.

Coleman's Commercial Assistant. 8vo. 7s 6d.

The Conduct of the Twelve Nations ; or a View of

the different Cases of Human Character and Talent.

Bvo. 18s.

The Cook and Housewife's Manual; containing

the most approved Modem Receipts. Illustrated by

numerous Notes, and practical Observations on all

the various Branches of Domestic Economy. By
Mrs. Margaret Dods, of the Cleikum Inn, St.

Ronan's. 12mo. 7s.

The Practical Cabinet-maker, Upholsterer, and

complete Decorator. By Peter and M. A. Nicholson.

Quarto, Ss.

NOVELS, TALES, ROMANCES, &C.

Sandoval ; or the Spanish Freemason. 3 vols,

post 8vo. 28s. 6d.

The Young Artist. By the author of Arthur

Monteith. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Allan M'Leod. 18mo. Is. 6d.

Grandfather's Tales. ISmo. Is. 6d.

Talcs of Chivalry and Romance. Small Bvo.

10s 6d.

Constancy, a moral Tale. 12mo. 4s.

Richelieu ; or the Broken Heart. 12mo. 5s. 6d.

A Visit to the Rectory of Passy. Crown Bvo. 7s.

Emily ; or Traits of Principle. Post 8vo Cs.

Miriam, a Jewish Tale. Post Bvo. 10s. Cd.

Fancy's Sketch ; or Gems of Poetry and Wit.

l«mo. 3s,

Tales from the German of Hoffman, Schiller,

Uichter, Langbein, La Fontaine, and Komer. 12mo.

78.

Chinese Courtship . With the Chinese Text. By
Peter Perring Thoms. 8\'o. 12s.

POF.TRV.

Dartmoor, s poera. By N. T. Carrington. 8vo,

Poems By Vmcent Bourne Crown 8vo 9s

The First Seven Cantos of KlopstocU's Messiah,

translated into English Verse. 8vo.

Molech ; or the Approach of the Deluge. By the

Rev. W. Bassett. 8vo. 5s. Cd.

Anne Boleyn, a Dramatic Poom. By the Rev.

H H. Milman. 8s. fid.

The Lusiad of Camoens ; an Epic Poem in Ten
Cantos. Translated into English Verse ; with Notes.

By Thomas Moore Musgrave. 8vo. £1. Is.

rOLlTtCS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
An Inquiry into the Origin of the Laws and Poli-

tical Institutions of Modem Europe, and in particu-

lar those of England. By R. Silencer, ofLlncoln's-

Inn, esq. 8vo, 15s.

A Practical View of the present State of Slavery In

the West-Indies ; or an Examination of Mr. Ste-

phen's " Slavery of the British West-India Colonies "

By Alexander Barclay, esq. 8vo Us
A Short Sketch of the Province of Upper Canada,

for the Information of tlie Lalx>uring Poor througli-

out England. To which is prefixed. Thoughts on
Colonization. By Henry John Boulton, esq. fcap.

8vo 2s fid.

P.irliamentary Abstracts; containing the Substance

of all important Papers laid before the Two Houses

of Parliament during the Session of 1825. Royal
8\'o. £l 10.

An Essay on Mon^ Lending . By F. Nieale, esq.

8to. at. fid.

RELiaiO!< AND MORALS.

Prayers of Eminent Persona, selected, arranged,

and generally adapted to the Purposes of Family

Worship and Private Devotion. By the Rev. Henry

Clissold, A. M. 8vo. Kl.f. Cd.

Rational Religion Examined ; or Remarks on the

Pretensions of Unitarianism ; especially as compared

with those Systems which professedly discard Reason.

By the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A.F.R.S. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Antistites Religionis. Observations upon certain

Statements made before the House of Parliament,

in the late Sessions, affecting the Right of the Clergy

to oppose, and the Duty of the King under the

Coronation Oath to refuse the Admission of the

Papists to further Political Power. By the Rev.

Geo. Stonestreet Griffln Stonestreet, LL.B. Bvo. 6s.

Conversations on the Evidences of Christianity ;

in which the leading Arguments of the best Authors

are arranged, developed, and connected with each

other. 12mo. 8s.

The History, Design, and Present State of the

Religious, Benevolent and Charitable Institutions

founded by the British in Calcutta. By Charles

Lushington, esq 8vo. 14s.

Appendix to Mr. Butler's Vindication of the

" Book of the Roman Catholic Church," in reply

to Dr. Southey's Preface to his " Vindiciae , Ecclesise

Anglicanas." Bvo. Is.

The Transactions of the Medical and Physical

Society of CalcutU. Vol 1. 8vo. 15s

Two Sermons on the State of the Jews. By the

Rev. John Stewart. 3s. 6d,

On Cruelty to Animals A Sermon, preached in

Edinburgh, on the 5th of March, 1826 By Thomas
Chalmers, D.D. Bvo. Is. Cd.

Remarks on the Horx Sabbatlcae of Godfrey Hlg-

glns, esq. By H. Standish. 2s. 6d.

Parochial Sermons. By the Rev. W. Wilson, DD.
Bvo. 10s. 6d.

Pearson's Discourses on Christ Crucified. ISmo.

Ss. fid.

Taylor's Book of Martyrs for the Young. 12mo.

4s. 6d.

The Expectations formed by the Assyrians, that a

Great Deliverer would appear at the end of our

Lord's advent, demonstrated. Bvo. U)s.

Sermons, doctrinal, practical, and occasional. By

the Rev. W. Snowden. Vol. 2. Bvo. 10s. Cd.

Penrose; or the Evidence of the Christian Mi-

racles. Bvo. 10s. Cd.

Essays, Moral, Religious, and Practical. By
Samuel Hopkinson. 4s.

An Inquiry into the Religious Obligation of keep-

ing holy one day in seven. By the Rev. G. Holden,

A.M. 8vo. 12s.

Dedicated to the Bishop of Chester. The whole

Works of Bishop Reynolds. Now first collected in

6 vols. Bvo. price £3. With a Portrait, ifec.

Christian Memorials of the Nineteenth Century

jjy the Rev. Alfred Bishop. 12mo. 6s.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

Narrative of Travels and Discoveries in Northern

and Central Africa, in the Years 1822, 1823, and 1824.

By Major Dixon Denham ; and Captain Hugh Clap-

perton. 4to. £-i. 14s. 6d.

The Eccentric Traveller. 4 vols. 12mo. With
plates. 3Cs.

Travels in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Hanover,

Germany, &c. By William Rae Wilson, esq. B\o.

21s.

Recollections of a Pedestrian. By the Author of

the Journal of an Exile. 3 vol. 27s.

Narrative of a Tour through Hawaii, or Owyhee.

By the Rev. W. Ellis, Missionary. Ovo. 12«.
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BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS OF EMINENT PERSONS.

I

THE KINO OF^FOnTDOAL.

BLirch 10.—John VI. (John Maria I-OU13

Joseph), Kinc; of Portugal, was born oa tlic

I3th of May 17fi7; and he married on tlie

9th of January 1790, the Infanta, Charlotte

Joachiina, daughter of Charles IV. of Spain.

His mother labouring under merjtal aliena-

tion, he was declared Regent of the King-
dom in 1792.* The life of this prince is

indissolubly connected with the history of

Portugal ; and, consequently, to enter upon
its multitudinous details, would demand at

least a volume of no ordinary size : we
must, therefore, content ourselves with a

few dates and facts. At the commencement
of the revolutionary war, he endeavoured to

remain neutral between France and Spain.

By this conduct he offended both i)0wers ;

and, when Spain became an ally of Ilepub-

lican France, they combined to manifest

their dissatisfaction. By the treaty of Ba-
dajoz, he was compelled to cede Olivcnza

nnd a portion of Portuguese Guyana. After

the rupture of the treaty of Amiens, he

endeavoured, ineffectually, to purchase neu-

trality. It was the intention of Buonaparte

to attack Portugal in 1805 and 1806 ; but

the attack was then prevented by his wars
with Austria and Prussia. Having brought

the Prussian war to a close, he insisted that

the Regent of Portugal should shut his

ports against the English, detain, as pri-

soners, all Englishmen resident in his do-

minions, and confiscate all English property.

The first of these demands the Regent
granted, the two others he refused. Buona-
parte then declared that the House of

Braganza had ceased to reign ; sent an army
under Junot to carry his decree into effect;

and, by the treaty of Fontainbleau, in 1807,

it was settled that Portugal should be di-

vided between France and Spain— t];e

Spanish portion, embracing the southern

provinces of the kingdom, to be conferred

as an independent sovereignty on Godoy,
the minion of the Queen of Spain. In this

emergency, the Regent resolved to remove
the seat of empire to Brazil ; and, embark-
ing with his family and chief ministers of

state on board an English squadron, com-
manded by Sir Sidney Smith, he sailed for

Rio de Janiero. Scarcely had he quitted

the Tagus before Junot arrived at Lisbon.

One of the Regent's first acts at Rio de

Janeiro, vras that of issuing an edict, annul-

• At a somewhat early period of the Queen of

Portugal's malady, application was made to the

celebrated Dr. Willis who attended our late Sovee

reign, to undertake her cure. Dr. Willis accordingly

repaired to Lisbon, saw the royal sufferer, and offer

ed to take her under his care upon certain conditions.

These conditions were, that her Majesty should bb
placed on board a British man-of-war. moored in the

Tagus, and that she should be. in every- respect under
the Doctor's exclusive control. The Government
of Portugal not complyijig with his proposal, Dr.

Willis returned to Epgland.

M.M. Ntw Series.—Vox.. I. No. 5.

ling all treaties with France, declaring that

he would never lay down his arm.s but in

concert with Britain, aifd that lie would
never ron.sent to the cession of Portugal.
In Brazil, he established religious toleration,

meliorated the slavery of the negroes, and
granted lands and privileges to such of the
useful clas.ses as would settle in his domi-
nions. Towards the end of 1815, he ef-

fected the marrisige of two of his daughters,

the one with Ferdinand VII. of Spain, the

other with that monarch's brother.

On the death of his mother, in March
1816, the Regent succeeded to the throno
of Portugal. In 1817, his son, Don Pedro
D' Alcantara, prince of Beira (born in Oc-
tober, 1798), married the Austrian Arch-
Duchess Leopoldine Caroline. Notwith-
standing the exertions of the king in pro-
moting tlie happiness of his subjects, insur-

rectional movements, to an alarming extent,

prevailed in Brazil and also in Portugal.

The conspirators were defeated, and the
leaders punished

; yet designs, hostile to

the government, continued to be pursued ,

and in the month of August 1820, a revo-
lution broke out in Portugal, and was
speedily consummated without bloodshed.
The Cortes were immediately summoned,
and a free constitution was established.

Finding that his Brazilian subjects were in

concert with those of Portugal, the King
voluntarily took the oath as Constitutional

Sovereign.

In the month of July 1821, his Majesty
returned (o Portugal, leaving his son, Don
Pedro, Regent of Brazil. That prince was,
however, soon elevated to a higher rank.

Irritated by the Portuguese cortes assuming
a right to legislate for them, his council

conferred on him the title of Perpetual
Defender ; and the breach having been sub-
sequently further widened, they renounced
all dependance on the mother country, and
jilaced him on the throne of Brazil. In
that high station, he has continued to be
eminently popular.

Since his return to Europe, the King of
Portugal has been on the best terms wth
his peoi)le ; but he lias had to contend w-ith

a hostile faction in his court, headed by the
Queen, and his son, Don Miguel. In the
month of August last, his Majesty, by a
treaty effected under the auspices of Sir

Charles Stuart, the British Ambassador at

Rio de Janiero, recognized Brazil as an
empire independent of and separate from,
the kingdoms of Portugal and Algarve, and
his son, Don Pedro, as Emperor— reserving

for his own person the honorary title of
Emperor. It is imderstood, that by a
secret article of the treaty, the Emperor
Pedro renounces for himself and liis suc-
cessors, the rights which his birth gave him
over Portugal ; thus, restricting himself
and his posterity to the Brazilian empire,
and leaving the throne of Portugal to his

younger brother, the infant Don Miguel.
4 A
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On the 4th of March, in the present

year, his Majesty was seized with nervous,

or, according to some accounts, apoplectic

attacks. On the 6th he received extreme

unction ; on the 9th his malady returned

with augmented violence ; and, at six in

the evening of the 10th he expired. Antici-

pating this event, a royal decree had been

published on the 7th, placing the govern-

ment in the hands of the King's daughter,

tlie Infanta, Donna Isabella Maria (bom
July 4, 1801), assisted by a council : and

directing that, in case of his Majesty's de-

cease, the edict should remain in force, till

the legitimate heir and successor to the

throne should give his orders on the sub-

ject. At the time of the King's death, his

son, Don Miguel, was at Vienna. It is

believed, that in consideration of the delicate

circumstances in which the ki.-gdom and

royal family of Portugal are placed, by the

demise of the crown, and by the complex

entanglements of Don Pedro, the existing

regency will be supported by the indueiice

of the British and French governments.

To overawe, if requisite, the faction of the

Queen and the Monks, a strong squadron

of English men-of-war has been gradually

assembling in the Tagus.

ADMIRAL WILSOX.

March 6.—At his seat, Redgrave-hall,

Suffolk, having just completed his 70th

year, George Wilson, Esq. Admiral of the

Red. He was a nephew of the late Row-
land Holt, Esq., M.P. for the county of

Suffolk, and of Thomas Holt, Esq., at

whose decease he succeeded to the estate.

Admiral Wilson was brought up in the

Royal Navy by the famous Caiitain Sir

John Jarvis, K.u. (afterwards Earl St.

Vincent) in the Foudroyant of seventy guns,

for seven years. He was made a posV

captain 1st of February 1780; a rear-ad-

miral 14th February 1799 ; a vice-admiral

23d April 1804; "and an admiral 23th

October 1809. He was generally beloved

in the Navy, and by all who knew him.

His lady survives him, with four sons and

two daughters, all young.

MR, PISKERTO.V.

March 10.—John Pinkerton, Esq., well

known as the author of " Modern Geo-

graphy," and many other works, appears to

have been a descendant of an ancient Scotch

family. Nicol de Pinkerton paid homage

to Edward I. for his lands (probably the

village still called Pinkerton, in the neigh-

bourhood of Dunbar). The most nume-

rous branches of the family are in the west

of Scotland, particularly about Dalseif and

Rutherglen, in Clydesdale : the name fre-

quently appears in tiie list of magistrates

of the latter town. In a pamphlet pub-

lished in 1651, this item occurs :—" To
Robert Pinkerton, falconer to the king,

J8d. per diem, and ;f'13 13s. 9d. per an-

num, for his living." There was also a Cap-
tain Pinkerton, who conducted part of the

unfortunate expeitition to Darien. The
grandfather of John, the subject of this

sketch, was Walter, a yeoman of Dalserf,

who had a numerous family. James, one
of his sons, settled in Somersetshire, where
lie acquired considerable property as a
dealer in hair ; an article which, as wigs

were then much worn, v.as greatly in re-

quest. About the year 1755, he returned

to Scotland, and married Mrs. Bowie,
(whose maiden name was Heron), the wi-

dow of a merchant in Edinburgh. By this

man'iage liis fortune was increased.

John Pinkerton, his son, was born at

Edinburgh, on the 17th of February 1758.

Having been some time at a day-school,

kept by an old woman, he was sent, when
between six and seven years old, to the

grammar-school of Lanark, kept by Mr.
Thomson, who had married the sister of

Thomson, the poet. Though always a shy

boy, he was generally the second or third of

his class. After a stay of six years at La-
nark, the last year of whica only was dedi-

cated to the Greek, he returned home,
where he received instructions from a

French teacher, and made considerable pro-

gress in the mathematics. Intended for

the law, he was placed in the office of Mr.
Aytoun, a writer to the signet at Edin-

burgh, with whom he served a clerkship of

five years.

After he had passed his twelfth year,

young Pinkerton became enamoured of the

Muse ; and as he often visited Craigmillar

Castle, once the residence of the unfortu-

nate Mary, he, about 1776, published an

elegy called " Craigmillar Castle," dedicated

to Dr. Beattie, who had favoured him with

his criticism and advice. Delighted with

the pathetic old Scotch ballads, he, about

the same time, wrote the second part of
" Hardyknute," and some other pieces of

similar diaracter. He also wrote two tra-

gedies which have not been published.

In 1780, soon after the expiration of his

clerkship, his father died ; and having expe-

rienced much difficulty in procuring scarce

books at Edinburgh, he removed to London,

where, with some intervals, he continued

to reside till 1804. In 1782, he published

a volume of poems, entitled " Rh>-mes,"

too much after the manner of the Spense-

rian and Italian school of allegory and

affected refinement. His next publications

were, " Tales in Verse," and " Dithyram-

bic Odes on Enthusiasm and Laughter."

Attached to the study of medals, he had

drawn up a manual and tables for liis own
use, which afterwards grew to a complete

and useful essay on the subject, in two vo-

lumes octavo, published by Dodsley, in

1784. In the succeeding year he published,

under the fictitious name of Robert Heron,

his " Letters of Literature," in which,

with little power, but much dogmatism and

ill-nature, he attempted to depreciate the
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ancient, and to criticise some of the best of

our modern writers. In tliis work lie ulso

recoinineiided a new system of orthography,

more ridiculous even tlian tliat of his coun-

tryman, Elpliinstone. Unfortunately, too,

it happened that the odium of the perform-

ance actually alighted upon a countryman

of his, whose name was, in reality, llohert

Heron, and who was just then coming be-

fore the public as an author.* However,
this book obtained for him an introduction

to Horace Walpole, through \\hom he be-

came acquainted with Gibbon the histo-

rian, who recommended him to the book-

sellers as a fit person to translate the " Eng-
lish Monkish Historians," a work which,

had the proposal been approved, would have

formed a valuable acquisition to our know-
ledge of tlie middle ages. On the death of

his father, Horace Walpole, who died Earl

of Orford, Mr. Pinkerton sold to the pro-

prietors of this Magazine a collection of his

lordship's remarks, witticisms, and letters,

afterwards published under the title of

"Walpoliana."
Mr. Pinkerton subsequently published,

in succession, " Ancient Scottish Poems,
from the [pretended] MS. of Sir Richard
Maitland," two vols. 8vo., 1786 ;

" The
Bruce ; or, the History of llobert. King of
Scotland," in verse, by John Barbour

;

" Dissertation on the Origin and Progress
of the Scythians and Goths," 8vo. 1789;
" Vitae Antique Sanctorum," 1789; " The
Medallic History of England to the Revo-
lution," 4to. 1790; " Scottish Poems,"
reprinted from scarce editions, 17<)2, tliree

vols., 8vo. ; " An Inquiry into the History
of Scotland, preceding the Reign of Mal-
colm," 1789; " The History of Scotland,

from the Accession of the House of Stuart,"

two vols, ito., 1797; " Ichnographia Sco-

tia," two vols. ; and " The Scottish Gal-

lery of Portraits, witli Characters," 1789.

For some time Mr. Pinkerton was the

unsuccessful editor of that unsuccessful

and talentless publication, the Critical

Review. In 1806, he made a journey

to the French capital, and on his re-

turn published his observations, under the

title of " Recollections of Paris," in two
vols. 8vo. Subsequently he was employed
to compile "Modern Geography," three

vols. 4to., 1809—a most ponderous and ill-

arranged production; and a " General Col-

lection of Voyages and Travels," which
he extended to nineteen volumes quarto

;

he also superintended the pubUcation of an
Atlas ; his last work was " Petralogy ; or,

a Treatise on Rocks.*

Mr. Pinkerton married, many years ago,

a sister of Dr. Burgess, Bishop of St. Da-
vid's ; but the parties separated, and the

lady is since dead. Mr. Pinkerton died at

• Poor Heron was a man of extensive information,
but little judgment ; a respectable parliamentary re-
porter, but a bad writer. He was reduced, chiefly by
improvidence, to great distress, and closed Iiis life,

about fifteen or sixteen years ago, within the walls of
th» Fever Institution.

Parjj, where he bad been a resident for

some years.

BEAR- ADMIRAL .MACNAMARA.
January 15.— .\t Clifton, James Macna-

mara, Esq., senior Rear-admirul of the

Red, a distinguished oflicerinhis Majesty's

naval service, which he entered 44 years

ago. He was made Post-captain into his

Majesty's ship Southampton, in 1795, in

which he frequently signalized himself,

under the orders of the then Sir John Jervis,

and Commodore Nelson. In the memo-
rable battle of Cape St. Vincent, February

14, 1797, the Southampton was one of the

repeating frigates to the centre division of

Sir John Jervis's fleet. He was afterwards

appointed to the Cerberus, and served in the

West-Indies. On the 6th of April, 1803,

Captain Macnamara being in Hyde-park
with his Newfoundland dog, the latter be-

gan to fight with one belonging to a Colonel

Montgomery, who alighted from his horse

to separate them. High words ensued

between their respective owners, which led

to a duel the same evening, at Chalk-farm.

The parties were both wounded, the colonel

mortally. A verdict of manslaughter hav-

ing been returned by the coroner's inqui-

sition. Captain Macnamara was taken into

custody, and on the 22d of the same month
tried at the Old Bailey. His defence,

which be read himself to the Court, formed

an eloquent appeal to the feelings and pas-

sions of a jury.
" Gentlemen," said he, in one part, " I

am a captain of the British VAvy. My cha-

racter you can only hear from others ; but

to maintain any character in tliat station I

must be respected. When called upon to

lead others into honourable dangers, I must
not be supposed to be a man who had

sought safety by submitting to what custom

has taught others to consider as a disgrace*

I am not presuming to urge anything against

the laws of God, or of this land. I know
that, in the eye of religion and reason, obe-

dience to the law, though against the gene-

ral feelings of the world, is the first duty,

end ought to the rule of action; but in put-

ting a construction upon my motives, so as

to ascertain the quality of my actions, you
will make allowances for my situation. It

is impossible to define in terms the proper

feelings of a gentleman ; but their existence

has supported this happy country for many
ages, and she might perish if they were

lost. Gentlemen, I will detain you no

longer ; I hope to obtain my liberty through

your verdict, and to employ it with honour

in defence of the liberties of my country."

The Jury, after retiring for about ten mi-

nutes, returned a verdict of not guilty.

—

Captain Macnamara subsequently obtained

the command of the Dictator and Berwick.

He was advanced to the rank of Admiral

June 14, 1814. He married Jan. 26, 1818,

the widow of the Hon. Lieut- Col. Carleton.

4 A 2
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MONTHLY aMEDICAL REPORT.
The causes of disease are so infinitely yaiied, that under whatever circumstances we

may imagine mankind to be placed, there will always be found abundant employment for

the thoughts of the speculative, and the pen of the practical physician. The soil that we
tread on, the air that we breathe, the diet that supports us, the clothing that covers us,

the employments that occupy us, are all calculated, in different ways, to become the
sources of disorder. And when, setting aside these direct causes of ill health, we further
reflect upon the great variety in those more remote and indirect, but not less important
causes of disease wliich exist in hereditary disposition, in original u;eaine.sj of constitution,
in the diversities of bodily structure, in the temperament of mind, and even in the simple
influence of time, we shall have no difficulty in perceiving why the cup of human dis-

order is always full, and so often overflowing. We might even push the inquiry further,
and shew how, in different situations, these different causes of disease operate, and liow
curiously the best gifts of nature are blended v/ith the sources of sickness and death.
Where the atmosphere is pure and uniform, we often find the soil swampy, and preg-
nant with the seeds of ague. Here in London, where, thanks to the commissioners of
eewers, the earth itself offers no germ of disease, the climate is constantly rarying, both
in regard to heat and moisture, and exposing us at all times to the risk of coughs, colds,
hoarsenesses, rheumatisms, and that long train in " tlie painful family of death," which
have their origin in obstructed perspiration. A sect of physicians once existed, who be-
lieved that all diseases were traceable to obstructions in the ;)ores,- and if they could
reasonably maintain such a doctrine in Greece and Italy, how much more strenuous
would they liave been in its support, had they lived in our climate !

The last month has afforded its fair proportion of this class of complaints. It is true
that the weather has been for the greatest part fine and mild ; but every now and then
a sharp northerly wind would interpose, and suddenly constringe those pores, which the
mildness of the preceding day had greatly relaxed. Il is generally remarked, that there
is a greater variety of disease in cold than in hot countries, though of course in a less
degi-ee of intensity. This observation applies more especially to variable climates, such
BS that of England ; and the reporter has never witnessed the effects of cold in a
greater diversity of aspects than during the past month. Next to coughs and hoarseness
(which latter have been peculiarly troublesome and obstinate), rheiunatic affections have
certainly predominated. Rheumatism is always to be met with at this season of the
year : but one principal source of it is doubtless to be found in thee hange of dress which
it is usual to adopt in " the sweet spring time." Lambs-wool and flannel, by tlie encou-
ragement they afford to the functions of the skin, are the true antidotes to rheumatism ; and
when the period arrives for their being discarded, that foe to comfort and repose resumes
his reign. Fortunate is he who escapes with a crick in the neck, a lumbago, or a
swelled face and tooth-ache. It would be well for individuals were it better known that
this last but most distressing ailment is, in nine cases out of ten, nothing more than a
form of rheumatism,—one of the many shapes which that protean disorder occasionally
assumes. Like every other variety of rheumatic inflammation, it has its period of crisis

and decline ; and if the patient in name could but be persuaded to be patient in deed, he
would in most instances triumph over the disease, and the radical practice of the dentist
would be most materially abridged.

Rheumatism, in its second degree of severity, (called by physicians suhacate,) has been
also very generally noticed. The reporter has met with it affecting several of the joints,
either together or in succession ; and also fixing itself with obstinacy upon one ,- and the
hip joint appears to be its favourite citadel. To dislodge it from this requires all the
skill, and the most powerful resources of tlie experienced physician, and a long siege
besides. The intensity of the pain in this severe disease (sciatica) cannot be adequately
judged of, except by those who have suffered from tooth-ache. In both, the nerve itself

appears to be the actual seat of disorder, with tliis disadvantage on the part of sciatica,
that the nerve there affected is above twenty times as large, and no summary process can
be practised for its removal. In the treatment of this disease, the reporter has derived
great benefit from the application of cupping glasses to the outside of the hip, taking
away from ten to twelve ounces of blood ;—also from the steady emploj'ment of the
meadow saffron, combined with active asperients. In very confirmed cases, wliere the
heavier artillery must be brought into play, mercury is to be administered constitutionally,
and repeated blisters locally. Under this system of discipline, the most obstinate cases
may ultimately be made to yield.

The third grade, or species of rheumatism, is that which is known to the uninitiated
under the term of rheumatic fever, and to the medical world under that of acute rheumatism.
It is the most severe and formidable of all the varieties of this disorder, for, in addition to
the pain wliich characterizes the former, this species of the disease is attended by complete
loss of niotion in the limbs, and by a smart, and even at times a dangerous degree of
constitutional fever. lu all other kinds of rheumatism, the sufterer has at least the
comfort of an uninjured stomach ; his appetite is good, and his digestion perfect

j

here however, in the acute rheumatism, fever rages through the blood ajid humours, the
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appetite fails, and tlie tone of the stomach is for n time ruined. It has not this

season occurred to the reporter to meet wth any Instance of rheumatism asuuming
this highest degree of intensity. Nor indeed could it be reasonably ox|)ected : the

liprhter varieties of rheumatism require only wliat may 1)e called rfn/ ctjld for their produc-

tion ; the acute rheumatism, on the other hand, is never developed without the con-

currence of cold and moitture. Moist cold always operates more prejudicially on the

human body than dry cold ; its agency is much more complete and permanent, and
its deleterious effects therefore cannot be obviated except by a greater exertion on the

part of the constitution. In other words fever is then excited, which at the end of a certain

time succeeds in restoring the functions of the body to their natural and healthy state.

The only other disease which has been very general during the last month is indiyestion.

Whenever there is no particular or reipnintf epidemic, stomach complaints are sure to be met
with ; not that tliey are then more frequent, but they become more prominent from the

absence of graver maladies. From what cause it may have arisen the reporter knows not,

but during the last month stomach complaints have been peculiarly severe, and have been
attended with a degree of depression of spirits which he seldom remembers to have seen

exceeded. Languor and lowness of spirits have constituted indeed the urgent or pre-

dominant symptom, and it required the sagacity of the practised physician to detect the

latent cause, and to refer the complaint toils true source. The inlluence which stomach
complaints exert upon the mind is so great, so infinitely beyond what could reasonably be
expected, that persons, unacqusiinteij with the nympatliies of the system, liesitjite in giving^

full credence to the opinions of medical men regarding the effects of indigestion. In all

those cases where the nervous system has been much impaired, the reporter has found

decided advantage from the administration of calomel. Mischief has undoubtedly arisen

from the too free employment of this powerful medicine in the indigestion conse-

quent upon confinement and sedentary habits, and in that which results from mental

anxiety, and caution is therefore necessary in the selection of cases for its use ; but the

reporter is satisfied, from very ample experience, that in those acMe cases which occur

at this season of the year, and which are attended with great and otherwise ottustteas

depression of spirits, calomel has the strongest claims upon the confidence of medical

practitioners. Georgi: Gregoiiy, m.d. .

8, Upper John-slreet, GoULn-squure, April 22, 1826.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.
Cotton Wool.—The market both here and at Liverpool continues very dull, and a

decline of prices from ^. to Id. per -lb. has taken place, with little or no prospect of

amendment. Sales have been attempted, but to no effect.

Sugar.—A very material decline has taken place in the Sugar market; low browns
having sold from 30s. to 52s. jier cwt., and the refined in no demand for exportation.—

Good strong lumps have been sold for 78s., and now offered for 77s., without purchasers,

for home consumption.

Coffee—continues very depressed, and prices have again declined Is. to 2s. per cnvt.

Domingos are offered at 50s , and Brazils at 48s. to 50s per cwt.

Indigo.—The East-India Company's Sale, of upwards of 4,000 chests, consisted mostly

of ordinary qualities, which sold at Is. to 2s. 6d. per lb. under the prices of January Sale ;

only about 770 chc'^ts were actually sold, the remainder being either taxed too high or

taken in. Such a sale has not occurred for many years, and accords with the depressed

state of trade and manufactures.

Spirits.—Rum, Brandy,and Hollands—the prices are nominal, and little or no demand.
Hemp, Flax, and Tallow.—The market dull and prices lower : 500 Casks of old Yellow

Candle Tallow were sold at 28s. 6d. to 29s. 6d., and one lot at 30s. 3d. per cwt.

Spices—Are nominal and in no demand.

Course of Foreign Exchange.—Amsterdam, 12. 10.— Rotterdam, 12. II.— Antwerp,
12. 11.—Hamburg, .37. 11.— Paris, 26. 10.—^ourdeaux, 26. 10—Vienna, 10. 28

Madrid, 35i— Cadiz, 33^.—Bilboa, 35^^.—Frankfort, 156^.— Se^alle, 35.— Barcelona,

33.— Gibraltar, 31.—Leghorn, 47.—Genoa, 43.—Venice, 25.—Palermo, 114.—Lisbon,

50|.—Oporto, 31.—Rio Janerio, 44.—Bahia, 47.—Dublin, IJ —Cork, IJ per cent.

Bullion peroz.—Foreign Gold in bars, £3. lis. 6tf.—New Dollars, 4s. 9*?^.—Silver in

bars, 4ss. lid.

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfk,
Brothers, 23, Change Alley, Cornhill.—Barnsley Canal, 270/.—Birmingham, .300/.

—

Derby, 0.—EUesmere and Chester, llOZ.—Erevvash, 0.—Forth and Clyde, 0.

—

Grand Junction, 259/.—Leeds and Liverpool, 390/.—Mersey and Irwell, 850/.

—

Neath, 360/.—Oxford, 700/.—Stafford and Worcester, 80W.— Trent and Mersey, 2,000/.

—Alliance British and Foreign, par.—Guardian, 16j/.—Hope, 4/. 13^.—Sun Fire, 0.

—

Gas-Light Chartered Company, 37/.—City Gas-Light Company, 15^/.—Leeds, 0.—
Liverpool, 0.
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MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.
A dry March (for the few showers were inconsequential exceptions), has forwarded and

benefited the agriculture of the country to the utmost limit of the old rule ; but warm
April showers are now in request, to complete the prosjiect. The weather indeed,

during both months, has been remarkably variable, with high winds, occasional frosts,

and the general temperature has been low or cool. Never however did the productions

of the earth receive less damage from atmospheric influence ; and if the leaves of the

wheat in exposed situations have lost colour, our most important crop has received a
salutary check to that over luxuriance, which tends more to the production of straw

than corn. A great and commendable activity has pervaded the whole country ; the

utmost advantage has been taken of a most favourable spring, and it has liad its

reward, for never did the fields of Britain afford a fairer prospect of a generally plentiful

harvest. A fiivourable blooming season for the wheats and moderate rains, during the

reign of Saint Swithin, unattended by cold easterly winds, now form the chief object of

our solicitude. The clays, particularly in this county, never worked better, or turned

up a finer moidd to the harrow, promising a famous crop of beans. All the spring crops

«re finished, and indeed above ground, on forward soils. The barley on light soils,

-universally, is perhaps as thick-set, luxuriant and healthy a crop, as has been seen for

many years. The high wiiKls proved some impediment to sowing the small seeds, but

on the whole that brancii of culture has been got through successfully. Grasses both

natural and artificial have retained a fine healthy colour, though they are not very for-

ward. The blossom on fruit trees is remarkably plentiful, strong, and fixed ; wall

fruit, as occurs in most seasons, has sustained partial injury. The hop vine shoots \igo-

rously. The lands are in fine order for potatoe planting ; and doubtless will be equally

so for sowing turnips. We have had most favourable weather for carrying manure upon
the land. The writer cannot help smiling at being compelled by strict verity, through

almost every report, to make a display of overflowing plenty in all productions : as

though he had a retainer, influencing him to give a flattering state of the country.

Wheat, the governing article, bears a considerable price, and prime samples are always

ready sale, which, considering the late crisis, seems to indicate that the stock in the

country cannot be so large as some speculators have judged : there need, however, be no

doubt that it is equal to our consumption until late in autumn, with some probable sur-

plus. The meat markets also, favoured by the weather—have been high, though in the

country fat stock has occasionally been reduced in price. Lean stores, perhaps with the

exception of pigs, have sold dear. The lambing season lias been most favourable—at-

tributable, in a great degree, to the dry vvcatlier, and tlie fall of lambs is beyond what we
have known for some years. IMilch cows somewhat reduced in price—barrcners in

demand. Butter in great plentj', and considerably cheaper than in our last. First-rate

cart and coach horses hold price ; all others, comparatively with last spring, considerably

reduced. English mules and asses in great demand for the Continent. The hop trade,

until last week a mere name, has suddenly revived ; a considerable demand is made ^nd

prices are much improved. The blighting whids and dry weather have occasioned this

change. The shortness of kst crop had not the usual effect, and speculators in that arti-

cle, perhaps, did not sufficiently attend to the stocks in hand, and probably an extended

culture: They have not been so fortunate as an Essex husbandman in the olden time,

who having a good crop in his little hop-garden, but being unable to turn them into money,

his neighbours being equally fortunate, he filled a bed-tick with hops instead of feathers,

and after sleeping upon them comfortably with his wife, during a couple of years, sold

them at a comfortable price. Wool is a mere drug, and the holders now find that they

had better have accepted last year's price. Timber and bark lower. Growth of silk at-

tempting in this country and Ireland ; this experiment has been made before and failed.

Farmers have suffered severe losses in feeding cattle and sheep, during the p.-^st sea-

son, on account of the almost total tkilure of the turnip crop, the expensive substitutes

of hay and corn being of necessity resorted to. It lias even occurred that large fat

sheep have lost 20s. a head. A great number of labourers are still unemployed and

supported by their parishes : an extension of the regular drill husbandry, vltimafcli/ the

cheapest, would be, in some degree, remedial in this sad case. Population ' has in-

creased, is increasing, and ought not to be diminished,' but to be well and heartily fed;

to achieve which will reqniie our utmost agricultural exertions. As we conjectured in

a former report. Ministers have declined entering into the corn question, until' the

meeting of the new Parliament, a wise and politic determination in more senses than

one. Sheep-stealing has been added to horse-stealing !—originating in unrequited labour

and starvation ; a too general corruption of morals m the lower classes
;

poacliing

;

and that national disgrace and infamy, the antiquated Game-I-aws, of which there ought

to be a thorough and drastic purge in the statute-books, to be followed by modern, just,

and expedient regulations.

Stnithfidd.—VeeU is. to 5.V.— Mutton, 4*. 6d. to 5s. 6i.—Veal, 5s. id. to 6s. Sd.—

Pork, 5s. to 6«. D.iiry Fed, 6s. to 6s. 6rf.—Lamb, 6s. 2d. to 7s. 6a'—Raw Fat, 2«.—

Bacon (Wilts), 45. ICW. to Ss.— Irish, 4s. Id. per stone.
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Corn Exchange.— Vf\\ea.t, 44s. to 75s.— Barley, 24*. to 36*.— Oats, 2\t. to 34*,—

London lonf of ftiie Bread, 4lb. , 9i<i.— Hay, 65s. to 96*.— Clover ditto, 80*. to 112*.—

Straw, 3Cs. tot6*.
Middlesex, ApriliUh, 1826.

Alphabetical List ok Bankruptcies, announced between the 24./A of March and the

2]st (f April 18-26; extracted from the London GazelU-s.

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEOED.

BAYLISS, J. and J. Thompson, Piccadilly, London,
ironmongers

Cox, W. and T. Play-house-yard, Whitccioss, Lon-

don, paper-stainers
Howes, C. H. City-road, linendraper

Martin, T. Liverpool, merchant
Mott, B. Liverpool, corn-dealer

Walker, S. Ashton-undcr-I.vnc, Lancashire, grocer

Yates, I. City-road, timber and coal-merchant.

Yeoman. J. Holmes, St. Commercial-road, oilman.

Yewen, W. Sherlwrne-lanc, Lombard-st,mine-agent

Young, J. Newport, Monmouthshire, merchant

BANKRUPTCIES. [Tliis Month 2C4..]

Solicitors' Names are in Brackets.

ABBOTT, R. S. I. Skinner-street, Snow-hill, boot-

maker. [Harmer, Hatton-garden
.

Andrews, R. Kingsbury-green, Middlesex, victuallei.

f VUen, fiylby and Allen, Carlisle-street, boho

Anslev, J. Little nistafT-lanc, London, merchant.

rVaiidercom and Co., Bush-lane, Cannon-street

Archer, W. Hertford, oilman. L^arken, New Bos-

well-court, Carey-street
.. . , .

Ashton, E. Ashill, Somersetshire, butter-factor.

rWebb, Winton, St. George, Somersetshire

Aston, W. Toll-end, Tipton, Staffordshire, iron-

master. [Holme, Frampton and Co., New-mn;
and Meredith, Old-square, Birmingham

Bache, C. West, Bromwich, Staffordshire, Iron-

bedstead-raakcr. [Mole, Birmingham
Backer, H. Walworth, and T. W. Blyth, Cromer-

street, Gray's-inn-lane, builders „, ^ „
Backler, H. Walworth, and T. W. Blyth, Cromer-

street, Gray's-inn-lane, builders. [Wilks, Fmsbury

Barrett, W. L. Shepherd's-bush, Middlesex, house-

Eainter. [Harrison and Coulthard. Southamptou-

uiklings . ^ ,.„

Barter, J. and H. Poole, timber-merchants. [Cas-

tleman, Wimbome; and Holme and Co., New-mn
Barns, C. T.C. Brightelmstone,Sussex,stable-keeper.

[Taylor, Bartholomew-close
Barns, J. R. Bristol, wheelwright. [Poole and Co.,

Grav's-inn-square ; and Davis, Bristol

Bath, "J. Cheltenham, silversmith. [King, Serjeants -

inn ; and Prince, Cheltenham
Baxter, R. Hoghton, Lancashire, cotton-spinner.

[Neville and Co., Blackburn
Bayley, W. Macclesfield, Cheshire, silk-throwster.

[James, Bucklersbuty „ . v „
Bell, S. and W. Davis, Sambrook-court, Basmghall-

strect, factors. [PuUen and Co., Fore-street

Bell, W. Fenchurch-street, London, merchant.

[Gregg and Co., Skiimer's-hall, Dowgate-hill

Bently, H. and J. Fogg, Eccles, Lancash^e, blea-

chers. [Ainsworth and Co., Manchester

Birch, J. junior, Manchester, merchant. [Buckley,

Manchester
Blagg, E. Yarmouth, grocer. [Watson and Co.,

Bouverie-street. ttt j j
Blanshard, G. Manchester, corn-factor. [Hurd and

Johnson, Temple ; and Baker, Rochdale

Black, J. Chapel-place, Oxford-street, London, mer-

chant. [Wadeson. Austin-friars

Bloor, J. Wheelock, Cheshire, silk-throwster. [^Hicks

and Braikenridge, Bartletfs-buildmgs ; and Gaunt,

Leek
Booth, J. Manchester, dealer. [Mihie and Parry,

Temple ; and Smith, Manchester

Booker, T. Warrington, Lancashire, tunber-mei-

chant. [Bover and Co., Warrington

Borrocks, W. Liverpool, corn-dealer. [Finlow, Har-

riniiton-street, Liverpool : and Chester, Staple-mn

Bowley, J. Bridges-street, Covent-garden, auctioneer

[Giles, Clement's-inn, btrand

Boys, T. Ludgate-hill, bookseller

Boyson, A. Nelson-square, coromission-agent. [Jones,

Size-lane. ,. . . ._.
Bradbury, J. L. Manchester, cilico-prmter. [Dig-

narn, Newman-street, Oxford-street

Brawley, T. Bristo), baker. [Williams, Bristol

Bremner, J. W. Yates and A. Smith, Manchester.
merchants. [Kay, Manchester

Briggs, T. A. Bloomsgrove, Radford, Nottingham,
shire, lace-manufacturers, [llopkinson. Netting'
ham; anil Hurd and Jolmson, Temple

Brown, J. Liverpool, merchant. [W illctt, Essex<
street, Strand; and P<-ukinson and Co. , Lirerpool

Browne, O. E. Nailsworth, Gloucestershire, cloth-
manufacturer. [Stone and Co., Tetbury ; and
Day and Co., Grv's-inn, London

Bro\TO, J. and C. Bilson, High Wycombe, Buck*,
drapers. [Comerford, Copthal-court, Throgmor.
ton-street

Broughton, F. W. Be<lford-row, London, money,
scrivener. [Long and Co., Holbom-ct., Gray't-ina

Brown, 11. H. Wuichestir-lioiisc, Old Broad-street,
merchant. [Bolton, Austin friars

Buckley, B. R. and J. Manchester, cotton-spinnen.
[Ellis .and Co., Chancery-lane j and Duckworth and
Co., Manchester

Burwash, T. BLshonsgate-street-without, pawnbro-
ker. [Young, Poland street, Oxford-street

Burton, J. and M. Charlcsworth, Derbyshire, cotton-

spinners. [EllisandCo., Chanccrj-lanc ; Lonsdale,
Manclicster

Burdwood, J. and W. H. Coltman, Oevonport,
linen-drapers. [Sole, Aldermanbury

Caffall, T. Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, mcalman-
[Ryce, Jermjni-street, Piccadilly

Cafe, J. Ledbury, Herefordshire, grazier. [Gregg,
Ledbury; and Beverley, Garden-court, Tcmvle

Call, G. J. Bognor, Sussex, banker. [Durm and
Wordsworth, Threadneedle-street

Calvert, M. and G. Milner, Knaresborough, flax.

spinners. [Richardson, Knareslxjrough
Camp, G. Watlinp street, Cheapside, warehouxemao.
[Bourdillon and Co., Bread-street

Capp, R. T. St. Dunstan's-hill, London, ship-broker.

[Uagster, Walbrook-buildings
Carrington, J. Ludgate-street, linen-draper. [Bay-

ley, Addle-street, .Mdermanbury
Carroll, O. Bristol, provision-merchant. [Bourdil-

lon and Co., Bread-street ; Sevan and Co., Bristol

Carr, R. Preston, Lancashire, corn-dealer. [Norris,

John-street, Bc<lford-row ; and Woodbum, Preston
CasUm, W. Rugely, Staffordshire, chemical-manu-

facturer. [Dove, Carey-street, Lincohi's-iim ; and
Smith, Rugeley

Chapman, C. G. Torquay, Devonshire, linen-dra-

per. [Pearce, Newton Bushell, and Pinner's-hall,

Old Broad-street
Clarke, W. Y. Whistone, Worcestershire, glove-
manufacturer

Cleverley, C. and J. Hutcheson, Chiswell-street,

linen-drapers. [Green, Basinghall-street

Close, J. senior, T. Close and S. Reinhold, Man-
chester, merchants. [EllisandCo., Clianccry-lane

j

and Duckworth and Co., Manchester
Coleman, T. J. Morris, J. B. Morris, and T. Morris,

Leominster, bankers. [Lloyd, Fumival's-irm; and
Preece, Leominster

Coleman, T. Highwood, Herefordshire, and E. Wil-
liams, Ludlow, Shropshire, bankers. [Lloyd,
Ludlow

Colledge, T. KiUesby, Northamptonshire, cattle,

dealer. [Hall, Serjeani's-inn-square

Cook, C. junior, Wootton-under -edge, Gloucester-
shire, victualler. [Poole and Co., Gray's-inn

Cook, W. Huddersfield, Yorkshire, merchant. [Alli-

son, Huddersfield; and Battye and Co., Chancery-
lane

Cook, J. Sheffield, victualler. [Rogers, Sheffield

Congreve, H. and R. Hill, jun.,>Vood-street. Cheap,.

side, silk-manufacturei-s. [James, Bucklersbury

Correy. J. S. Fletcher, and P. Correy, Leeds, com-
millers. [Lee, Leeds

Corrie, W. and E. Liverpool, brokers. [Orred and
Co., Liveri>ool

Cox, E. H. J. Downes, and B. Thorpe, Kingston-

upon-HuU, merchants. [Swan and Ayre, Hull; and
Butterfield, Gray's-imi-square

Cruickshanks, J. Fleet-street, London, commission-

agent. [Haverfleld, Hart-street, Bloon»sbury
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CiiUhnore, J. Csistle-court, Budge-row, Irish pro-
vision-agent

Curtoys, C. L. Braxboume-mlUs, Hertfordshire,
miller. [Druce and Co., Billiter-square

Curwen, JT J. Great Eastcheap, tea-broker. [Blake-
lock, Serjeant's-inn

Curtis, J. Birmingham, chandler, [Richards and
Medcalfe, Chancery-lane; and Tyndall and Raw-
lins, Birmingham

Curtis, J. Hounslow, Middlesex, dealer and chap-
man. [Reilly, New-inn

Dale, G. and R. Walton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
ship-broker. [Leadbitter, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and Bucklersbury,

Dalyriraple, C. Old Broad-street, merchant. [Nor-
ton, Bi-oadstreet, Chambers, Broad-slreet

Davis, M. Nichol.i.'i-passage, Nicholas-lane, Lom-
bard-street, merchant. [Isaac, Bury-street, St.
Mary Axe

Darby, T. and J. Birmingham, dry-salters. [Bennett,
Featherstone buildings ; [Loosemore, Tiverton; or
Tyndall and Co., Birmingham

Dealey, C. Dursley, CJloucesteishiro, pa])er-maker.
[Bevanand Co., Bristol

Desanges, C. .S. Queen Charlotte-row, New-road,
London bill-broker. [Hodgson and Co., Salisbury-
street, Strand

Dix, S. Cheltenham, grocer. [Croad, Cheltenham
Drew, T. Exeter, linen-draper. [Jones, Sise-Iane
Easterley, J. Fenchurch street, ship-owner. [Oliver-
son and Co., Frederick's-place

Edmonson, J. Keighly, Yorkshire, worsted-manufac-
turer. [Willis and Co., Tokenliouseyard ; and
Metcalfe, Keighly

Edwards, J. Brightelmstone, Sussex, boot-maker.
[Jayer, King's-place, Commercial-road

Ellis, T. and J. Blackman street, Southwark. [God-
dard, Thavies-inn, Holborn

Enibden, H. D. Park-lane, Islington, dealer
Escolt, J. M. Liverpool, merchant. [Williams, Liver-
pool

Evans, S. Ryeford-mill, Glos'tershire, clothier. [Ellis
and Co., Gray's inn; and Rotton and Co., Frome

Ewl ank, J. Loughborough, Leicestershire, linen-
draper. [Cheslynand Co., Loughborough

Fanner, J. Brampton, Bryan, Herefordshire, dealer
in cattle. [Downs, Austin-friars ; and Anderson,
Ludlow

Farror, J. Birmmgham, wine-merchant. [Parkes,
Birmingham

Fisher, T. Leeds, factor. [Carr and Co., Leeds
Foster, T. Maidenhead, Berkshire, draper. [Clowe*
and Co., Temple

Francis, A. High holborn, linen-draper
French, R. Cromer-slreet, Gray's-lnn-lane-road, ba-

ker. [Dougan, Cliftbrd's-inn
Fnrar, H. SunderLind, near the sea, Durham, coal-

fitter. [Bell and Brodrick, Bow-chtirch-yard ; and
Seymour, Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Gclson, T. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, victualler. [Grace
and Co., Rirchin-lane; and Wilson, Newcastle

Gleadhill, J. Oldham, cotton-spinner. [Harapson,
Manchester

Goodwin, J. Bristol, coal-merchant. [Warrand, Ad-
dle-hill, Doctors'-rommons

Goodeve, J. senior, Devonport, Devon, grocer
Graham, W. Angel-court, Throgmorton street, up-

holsterer. [Vandercom and Co., Bush-lane
Grenup, W. senior, Eccleston, Lancashire, coal-pro-

prietor. [Gandy, Liverpool ; and Chester, Staple's-
inn

Greenwood, R. Dewsbury, Yorkshire, and J. Ha-
merton, Wakefield, linen-drapers. [Carr and Barker,
Wakefield

Gresham, G. Kingston-upon-Hull, cloth-merchant.
[Hicks and Co., Gray's-innsquare ; and Haireand
C'o., Hull

Hall, Tyrel, and W. P. Hallows, Bashighall-street,
Blackwell-haU, factors. [Humphreys, Broad-way,
Ludgate-hill

Mamer, H. Liver]iool, wine-merchant [Orred, Lowe
and Co., Liverpool.; and Lowe, Southamiiton-
buildings

Hankinson, C. Hale, Cheshire, tanner
Harper, T. and E. Ystradgunlais, Brecon, dealers.
[Goren and Co., Orchard-st. ; and Price, Swansea

Harrison, J. Woodchester, Gloucestershire, clothier.
[Stone and Co., Tetbury

Harries, J. Narberth, Pembrokeshire, draper. [Phil-
lips, Narberth ; and Clarke and Co., Chancery-
lane

Haskins, S. Bristol, grocer and builder. [Heaven,
Bristol

H.iworth, J. Manchester, glue and varnish-manufac-
turer [Ellis and Co., CTiancery-lane ; and Hyson
and Bagshaw, Manchester

Hendricks, H. ThrogmortoiMtreet, merchant. [Hmd
and Cotteril, Throgmorton-street

Henderson, W. Warwick-row, Blackfrlarg, oilman.
Cook and Co., Clemcnt's-inn, New-chambers

Henry, A. Haydon-square, Minories, merchant.
[Isaacs, Bury Street, St. Mary-axe

Hewson, .1. and J. Stewart, Manchester, silk-manu-
facturers. [Hadfield, Manchester ; and Makinson,
Middle Temple

Hickson, C. Addle-street, Mood-street, woollen-dra-
per. [Hinrick and Co., Buckingh.im-strcet, Strand

Hill, W. Worcester, bootmaker. [Brompton, Wor-
cester

Holl, T. Manchester, grocer. [Hurd and Johnson,
Temple ; and Kershaw, Manchester

Holyer, W. G. Woodchurch, Kent, butcher. [Yates,
Hart-street, Bloomsbury

Hooper, J. Leigh, Worcestershire, carpenter. [Holdft-
worth and Co., Worcester

Horder, T. W. New Bridge street, Blackfriars, dealer
in lace. [Lewis, Crutched-friars

Horrocks, W. Liverpool, corn-dealer. [Finlow, Liver-
pool

Hunt, J. Oxford, chemist. [Taunton, Oxford
Hutchins, N. B. St. Jaraes's-street, china and gla-ss-

warehouseraan. [Fuller and Co., Carlton-chambers,
Regent-street

Ingham, J. BraTlford, Yorkshire, silk-mercer. [Wal-
ker and Coulthurst, New-inn ; and Walker, Col-
lier-gate, York

Jackson, J. Derby, lace-raanufacturcr
Jackson, T. and R. Shaw, Kings Lynn, Norfolk,
corn-merchants

Jackson, W. Deighton, Yorkshire, woollen-cord-
cutter. [Claike and Co., Chancery-lane; and White-
head and Robinson, Huddersfield

Jackson, M. Cheltenham, dealer. [Croad, Chelten-
ham

Jenkins, T. Castle-street, Finsbury, timber-mer-
chant. [Hodson, Broad-street-buildings

Johnson, S. Watling-street. London, painter and
glazier. [Smith, Wardrobe-place, Doctor's-com-
mons

Jones, J. Liverpool, h.itter. [Robinson, Liverpool
Jones, W. New Bond-street, linen-draper. [Law-

rence. Dean's-court, Doctors'-commons
Kay, R. Bury, Lancashire, cotton-spiimer. [Seddon,
Manchester

Kamp,C. Stoke-Newington, builder. [Rush, Thread-
needlc-strcet

Kent, J. K. Chelmsford, Essex, 'surveyor. [Browne
and Co., Fumival's-inn

King.W. and E. Lower Thames-street, cheesemonger.
[Noy, Temple; and Roy, Great Tower-street

King, C. Lewisham, Kent, miller. [White, Great St.
Helens ; and Kingsbury and Co., Bungay

Kinnear, J. City, merchant. - [Partington, Change-
alley

Land, T. Leeds, flax-spinner. [Kenyn, Leeds
Lankester, R. Cheapside, warehouseman. [Walker
and Co., Basinghall-street

Largo, J. Cheltenham, builder. [Packwood and Co.,
Cheltenham

Lees, G. Heb<len-bridge, Yorkshire, cotton-manufac-
turer. [Whitehead, Oldham

Leeming, R, and T. Tatlock, T. Great Winchester-
street, silk-brokers, [Ronalds, Coleman-street

Lee. J. Leeds, brewer. [Ray, Briggate, Yorkshire
Leigh, J, Pinner's-hall-court, Loudon, merchant.
[Mercer, Basinghall-street

Lewis, W. Finch-lane, Con
Throgmorton-street

Little, J. Trowbridge, Wiltshire, linen-draper.
[Hartley, New Bridge-street ; and Miller, Frome
Selwood

Lowe, W. Aylsham, Norfolk, builder. [Parkinson
and Co., Norivich

M'Beath, A. Rydcv's-court, Leicester-square, jewel-
ler. [Shureff, Salisbury-street

McDowall, J. Regent-street, Piccadilly, boot-maker.
[Dods, Northumberland street, Strand

Macfarlan, J. George-street, Hanover-square, dress-
maker. [Foss and Son, Essex-street, Strand

Manton, J. Hanover-square, gun-maker. [Van San-
dau and Co., Dowgate-hill

Man, J, Overbury, Worcestershire, silk-throwster.
[Lavender and Co., Evesham

MarriUier, T. J. junior, Adam's-court, Broad-street,
merchant. [Freeman and Co., Coleman-street

Marsden, W. Salford, Manchester, machine maker
Marshall, J. Brightelmstone, Sussex, builder
Maskall, R, S. Basinghall-street, builder and plas-

terer. [Tanner, New Basinghall-street
Mearmain, J. B. Newport, Isle of White, mercer.
[Cassins, Newport ; and Holme and Co., New-inn,

Miller, John. Liverpool, cotton and canvas agent.

Cornhill, printer. [Dacie,
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[Ilrabner, Fenwlck-strcet, Liverpool i and Bburk-

stock ;ui(l Uuncu, King's Ileiich-walk, Temple
Miller, T. Liverijool, provklondcaler. [Ilougliton

Liverpool; and Ailllngton and Co., Dedford-row
Mills, T. and C. Spencer-street, North;inipton-

squarc, carpenters. [Chester, Harsonagc-row, New-
Ingtou

Mills, a. A.EvcrcU-street, grocer. [Walton and Co.,

lia,siiighal!-strcot

Mills, 1. Speiutr-strcet, Nortliarapton, carpenter.

[I'aterson, Chancery-lane
Mmett, W. London-road, brewer
Moodv, J. Trowbridge, Wiltshire, cheesefactor.

[Miller, Fromc .Sclwood
Moricc, R. Great Trinity-lane, baker. [Ilcnrick and

Co.. Basinffhall -street

Morgan, .1. Norwich, linen-draper. [Keith, Norwich;
and Tilbnry, Kalcon sciuare, Aldersgate street

Mowatt, T. Thornbury, (ilouccstershire, grocer,

rfiaxtcr, Thornbury ; and llolme, Framptou and
Loftus, New-inn

Murphv, P. Yon"hal, Ireland, corn-merchant. [Noy,
Temple; and Floy, Great Tower-street

Nanfai), J. .St. John, Bedwardinc, Worcestershire,

maltster. [White, Gold-s<iuarc, Lincobi's-inn

;

Holdsworth and Co., Worcester
Neal, T. E. and T. junior, Uasinphall-street, cloth-

factors. [Wyatt, Stroud ; and Evans and Co.,

Ilatton-gardcn
Neestrip, T. Cateaton-strect. Cheapside, warehouse-
man. [Tanner, New liasinghall-strcet

Nelson, W. Manchester, tiniljer-inerchant. [Adling-

ton and Co., Hedford-row ; and Morri* and Gool-
deii, Manchester

Owen, 11. Warrington, L-oncashire, rorn-dealer.

rraylor and lloscoc. Temple; and Lowndes and
Robinson, Druiiswick-street, Liverpool

Page, J. Chatham, grocer
Parens, R. Hatton-wall, llatton-garden, cabinet-

maker. [Watson and Co., Bouvcrie-strcet

Pearse, W. H. Basinnhall-street, London, cloth-fac-

tor. [Carlon, High-street, Mary-le-bone
Pearson, W.,- W. H. and .1. London, ironmongers.
[Constable and Co., Symond's-inn ; and Kirkley
and Co., Newcastle

Penswick, R. Ashton-within, Mackerfield ; and W,
Bone, Wuistanley, Lancashire, cotton-manufac-
turers

Pittis, F. Newport, Isle of Wight, auctioneer. [Carr
and Forsters, John-street, Bedford-row ; and
Sewcll and Hearn, Newport, Isle of Wight

Phillip.i, G. Portsmouth, merchant
Pike, J., W. Horwill, and T. Pike, Lombard-Street,

bankers. [Van Sandau and Tiusdale, Dowgate-hill
Pool, J. Brent Eleigh, Suftolk, brewer. [Oftard,

Hadleigh
Prat, J. R. Wellclose-square, miller. [Bostock,

George-street, Mansion-house
Prin, W. Spangle-place, Kent-road, carpenter. [Poy-

kin. Dean-street, Soho
Radclitfe, W., J. and S. Stockport, Cheshire, cot-

ton manufacturers. [Back, Venilum-buildings,
Gray's-inn, London ; and Linyardaud Co., Heaton
Noiris, Stockport

Ratclifi'e, S. Mellor, Derbyshire, cotton-spinner.
[Wood, Bullock Smithy, Stockport ; and Milne
and Parry, Temple

Rigby, J. Charing-cross, clock and watch-maker
Roach, J. Fordingbridge, Southampton, linen-dra-

per. [Castleman, Wiinborne-minster ; and Ste-
phens, Carey-street, Lincoln's-inn

Robinson, P. Littledean, Gloucestershire, maltster,
[Tovey and Co., Newnham, Gloucestershire

Rogers, H. King-street, West-Smithfield, twine-ma-
nufacturer, • [Woolmer, Princess-st., Bedford-row

Roy, F.Von, Kmgston-upon-HuU, merchant. [Hick*
and Dean, Gray's-inn-square ; and Haireand Hol-
den, Hull

Samuda, B. Stockwell, Surrey, coal-merchant. [Car-
dale and Co., Gray's-inn

Sanderson, J. and J. Walker, Lancaster, merchants.
[Norris, John-street j or Rawsthorne, Lancaster

Santer, J. Benenden, Kent, miller. [Hagere, Cran-
brook

Schofield, J. Barnsley, Yorkshire, linen-cloth ma-
nufacturer. [U'alker, Lincoln's-inn-fields ; and
Cloughs, Brook and Norton, Barnsley

Schwieger, G. E. , F. and J. Buchanan of Modiford-
court, Fenchurch-street, merchants. [Amory and
Coles, Throgmorton-street

Scowcroft, W. Haverford-west, shopkeeper, [Scow-
croft, Haverford-west

Shaw, S. junior, Manchester small-ware manufac-
turer

Shaw, S. senior, Manchester, merchant
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.Shaw, B. Junior, and T. Bateman, .Maml»f«ter, small

ware-manufacturers. [Duckworth and Co., Man-
chester

Shottcr, J. 8. Shorcdltch, cheesemonger. [Dodd,
Northumberland-street, Strand

Silvey, R., and G. Sanderson of Norwich, bomba-
zine-manufacturers. [Poole, Greenfield and Co.,

Gray's- inn-stjuare

Smith, T. W histon, Eaves, and J. Locker, llanlcy,

.Staffordshire, bankers
Smith, R. Kashing, Surrey, paiier-maker. [Richard-

son, Cheapside
Smith, R. St. Mary-at-Hill, tallow-broker. [Bour-
dillon and Hewitt, Bread-street, Cheapside; aud
Heywood, Bristol

Sprinks, T. Mcrton, Surrey, builder. [Brooking,
Lombard-street

Stafford, J. Bingham, Nottinghamshire, machine-
maker

Starling. S. Poole, hatter. [Holme, Frampton and
Co., New-inn : and II. H. and R. W. Parr, Poole

Stehi, R., and .\. H. Sim, Tower-Brewer, Tower-
hill, brewers. [Lane, Lawrence Pounlney-place

Stephens, A. G. Wandsworth, baker. [Maisonand
Co., Church-row, Newington

Stoddard, R., R. and H. Nash, Broadway, \ye«t-

minster, ironmongers. [Gresham, Uamard's-irui

Stonard, J. Millbr(X)k, Southampton, florisu [Cle-

ment, .Southan)i)ton
Stockham, W. Bristol, baker. [Tilby, Devizes,

Wilts
Stock, J. Bristol, coal-merchant. [Bourdillon and
Hewitt, Bread-street, Cheapside; and Uevan and
Britton, Bristol

Taylor, C. Fleet-street, Bookseller. [Curtis, Bridge-
street, Blackfriars

Taylor, J. N. Cateaton-strect, dealer

Tavlor, T. Marple Bridge, Derbyshire, victualler.

[Wood, Manchester
Taylor, J. Nottingham, boot-maker. [Carter, Lord

Mayor's-court-oifice, Royal-Exchange
Terry, W. Brighton, Sussex, builder. [Bennett,
Brighton, and Token house-yard

Thomas, J. Huddersfield, grocer. [Pickard, Wake-
field

Treble, J. Pembroke, wine-merchant [Bowling,
Pembroke

Triquet, E. G. Birchin-lane, printer. [Swaine and
Co., Old Jewry

Trollop, H. Whitechapel, sugar-refiner. [Florence,
Finsbury-square

Trout, T. Kingsland-road, Middlesex, Roman ce-

ment-manufacturer. [Lewis, Charlotte street, Fil»-

roy-square
Turner, M. T. London Wall, merchant
Tyas, J. Huddersfield, grocer. [Clarke and Co.,
Chancery-lane; and W'hitehead and Co., Hudder»-
field

Underdown, J. Ramsgate, Kent, blacksmith. [Ri-
chardson and Pike, Golden-s<|uare

Wodsworth, J. Macclesfield ; silk-manufacturer.
[Lucas and Co., .\rgyU-street ; or Beresford, Mac-
clesfield

Wakeford, J , W. and R. Andover, Southampton,
bankers. [Mann, Andover

Walker, B. York, earthenware-manufacturer. [Ma-
kinson, Middle-Temple ; and Foden, Leeds

Walker, I. Hounslow-barracks, dealer. [Reilly, Cle-
men t's-inn

Walters, J. Holme, Herefordshire, drover
Wallington, J. New-road, St. Pancras, dealer
Watts, Wood-street, warehouseman. [Partington,
Change-alley

Waugh, T. C. Tumwheel-lane, Cannon-street, Lon-
don, merchant. [Freshfield and Co., New Bank-
buildings

Webb, J. and E. Beckinsale, Copthall-buildings,
merchants. [Courteen, Lothbury

Webster, G. Liverpool, merchant. [Keightley and
Co., Liverpool

Westbrook, J. Frome Selwood. Somerset, sack-
manufacturer. [Hartley, New Bridge-street, Black-
friars ; and Miller, Frome Selwoocl

Weston, R. Fore-street, Cripplegate, warehouseman
and draper. [Wade, Polygon, Somers-Tomn

Wetherell. J. Litchfield-street, St. Anne, Westmin-
ster, bricklayer. [Carlisle, Soho-square

Wheatley, J. Moorcroft, Staffordshire, dealer.
[Willim and Co., Bilston

Whitehead, J. Denshaw, Saddleworth, Yorkshire,
woollen-manufacturer. [Bower, Chancery-lane;
arKl Ovven. Manchester

White, E. Birmingham, grocer. [Chester, Staple-inn
Whitworth, F. M. Derby, milliner. [Adjington and
Co., Bedford-row; or "Moss, Derby

i B
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Wilks, J. and J. Wilks, junior, Sowerby, Yorkshire,
flax-splnnera

Williams, T. W. Northwich, Cheshire, banker.
[Roarke, Furnival's-inn ; and Barker, Northwich

Willis, R. Kiddersminster, Worcestershire, grocer.

[Coates, Pump-court, Temple; and Brinton, Kid-
dersminster

Wilde, J. Hustead's-mills, Yorkshire, woollen-cloth-

manufacturer. [Brown, Saddleworth
Williams, W. H. Bernard-street, Russell-square.

Lawrence, Dean's-court, Doctor's Commons
Wilson, J. Thorney-street, Bloomsbury, coach-ma-
nufacturer. [Dawson, Symond's- inn, Chancery-lane

Wilson, J. Cock-brook-mill, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancashire. [Hurd and Johnson, Temple; and
.Seddon, Manchester

Winser, E. Tentenlen, Kent, procer. [Highraoor,
Walbrook and Munn, Tenterden

Wood, J. Manchester, general-dealer. [Capper,
Birmingham

Vl'ood, J. Nelson-square, Blackfriars-road, jeweller

AVood, T. Georj,'e-street, Mansion-house, cloth-factor

Wood, T. Horiica.stlc, Lincolnshire, tailor and dra-

l>cr. [Selwood, Homcaslle; and Eyre and Cover-
dale, nray's-inn

Wood, W. Botolph-lane, fruit-hroker. [Steel and
Nichcl, Queen-street, Cheapside

Wood, D. H. Dean street, London, coach-maker.
[Saunders and Bailey, Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-
square

Woodfall, J. junior, Liverpool, grocer. [Finlow,
Liverpool

Woodcock, W. Hyde, Cheshire, shopkeeper. [Ellis

and Co., Chancery-lane; or Lonsdale, Manchester
Wrigley, J. and Newlin, W. Brick-lane, Spital-fields,

London, brewers. [Twynham, Regent-street

ARROW.SMITH,S.Salford, Lan-
cashire, May ;)

Bannester, B. Southend, Essex,
April i-2

Banattar, H. Howford-buildings,
Fcnchurch-street, April 2!)

Beart, J. Limehouse, London,
April 18

Bingley, W. and T. Tavistock-
street, Covent-garden, April 29

Bland, J. and J. Satterthwaite,
Fen-court, London, May (J

Brettell, T. Summer-hill, Kings-
winford, Staffordshire, April 12

Butt, W. P. Wimborne Minster,
Dorsetshire, May 2

Capon, G. Oxford-street, London,
May G

Caton, R. Preston, Lancashire,
April 2.)

Conway, J. and T. Davidson,
Liverpool, Sept. ID

Copp, W. and A. Exeter, April 20
Cowper, J. Copthall-court, Lon-

don, May l.'J

Crauzaz, J. Sloanc-street, London,
April 2fl

Dawes, J. Oxford-street, London,
April ir>

Dicks, London-street, Tottenham-
court-road, London, April 22

Dicken, J. St. Stephen's-hill, Blith-
field, StatTordshire, April l.'t

Dixon, T. junior, Clilheroe, April
21

. Dixon, G. Chiswell-street, Fms-
bury-square, Anril 15

Evans, \V. P. PwlVielli, Camarvon-
' shire, April 22 '

Finch, W. Lakenham, Norwich,
May 5

Fowle, R. Blandford, Dorsetshire,
April 2.'!

Gamer, W. Margate. April 2!)

Gigney, S. Latchington, Essex,
May 2

Grant, J. Hatton-garden, London,
April 11

Gunntll, J. Platt-terrace, Battle-
bridge, April 29

Hamelin, P. Behnont-place, Sur-
rey, April 15

Hart, G. and W. Pittock, Church-
street, Deptford, April 15

DIVIDENDS.
Harvey, M.B.and J. W.Whitham
Essex, April 2fl

Harvey, W. Highgate, April 13
Harrison, J. .Sandwich, Kent,
May 1

Hawkes, J. Old-Jewry. London,
April 15

Higson, J. Frodshara, Cheshire,
April 18

Hobson, S. and O. Marshall, Cres-
cent, Minorics, London, May 6

Horn, J. Liverpool, April IK
Howell, J. Cheltenham, April 8
Inkersole, J. St. Neots, Hunting-
donshire, May 2

Inkersole, T. St. Neots, Hunting-
donshire, May 2

Jackson, J. Dover, April 25
Johnston, J. Manchester, May 1

Johns, H. J. Davenport, April 10
Jones, J. .ind J. Leominster, Here-

fordshire, May 6
Jones, S. King's-arms-buildings,

Wood-street, Cheapside, April
15

Kent, J. Abingdon, Berkshire, May
17

Kinnear, J. Brighton, April 22
LeCointe, J. R. St. Helen's-place,

April 22
Maggs, G. Bristol, April 22
Mann, A. Mark-lane, .\pril 22
Mansfield, W. senior, Bristol, April

20
Mills, J. Old-street, London, April

22
Moore, J. U. City-road, London,

April 29
Orton, S. Atherstone, Yorkshire,
April 2(1

Parker, W. Oxford-street
Parkin, T. and T. Scobell, Broad-

street, London, April 29
Parminter, G. Earl-street, Black-

friars, April )5
Philips, T. Narberth, Pembroke-

shire, May 1

Read, J. and J. Hellygar, St. Mary
Hill, April 29

Ridley, W. Castle-street, Holbom,
April 22

Rix, P., G. J. Gorham and W. In-
kersole, St. Neots, Huntmgdon-
shire. May 3

Robinson, E. Braraley, Yorkshire,
Mays

Robson, W. J. Oxford-street, .Vpril

22
Rood, J. Portsmouth, April 20
Rutter, J. Whitechapel-road, April
U

Sager, E. senior, Chadderton, Lan-
cashire, April 18

Sager, E. junior, Chadderton, Lan-
cashire, April 18

Sager, W. Chadderton, Lancashire>
.\pril 18

Shaw, J. W. and A. W. Elmslie,
Fenchurch-buildings

Sikes, W. and H., and T. Wilkin-
son, London, May 3

Sparkes, J. and A. Coles, Portland-
street, St. Mary-le-bone, April 29

Squire, M. and H. Edwards, Nor-
wich, May 1

Stafford, S. Mettingham, Suffolk,
Aprd 12

Sykes, T. Bath Easton, Somerset-
shire, -Miril 22

Tamser, D. Monmouth, April 18
Tarlton, J. Liveqiool, Slay 4
Thompson, J. Carlisle, May 10
Thompson, L. Birmingham, April

19
Thomthwaite, W. C, W. Ryland
and J. Wills, Fleet-street, April
1«

Tnnbrell, A. Old South-sea-house,
and South.impton-place, Russel-
square, London, AprU 18

Tucker, J. H. Jermyn-street, St.

James's, April 25
Warden, J. New Sarum, Wiltshire,

April 15

Watson. E. Liverpool, May 4
Webster, R. and W. Bishopwear-
mouth, Durham, May 12

Webb, TV. Salisbury-street, Strand
Wehnert, H. Leicester-square,

April 20
Wharton, R. and H. Little, Crosby,

Lanca.shire, April 28
Whittenbury, E. W. Leeds, May 3
Wilkinson, R., G. Snowdenand J.

F. Luinley, Stockton, Durham,
April 20

Wright, G. St. Martin's-lane, West-
minster, April 29

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS.

The Rev. H. W. Barnard, to the Vicarage of

Compton Bishop, Somerset.—The Rev. C. .S. Has-

sels, to he domestic Chaplain to Lord St. Vincent.

—

The Rev. S. S. Wood, to be one of the Domestic
Chaplains to His Royal Highness the Duke of York.

—The Rev. F. W. Patteson, to be Under Minister of

St. Peter's Mancroft, Norwich—The Rev. A. Foster,

to be Chaplain to His Royal Highness the Duke of

Cambridge.—The Hon. and Rev. S. Keppell, M.A.,

to the Rectory'of Tittleshall with Godwick and Wel-
lingham annexed, Norfolk The Rev. W. Rees, to

the Vicarage of Horsey, Norfolk.—The Rev. H.

Evans, B.A., to the Rectory of Swanton Abbots,

Norfolk The Rev. C. Rice, kM., to be Alternate

Morning Preacher at the Philanthropic Society's

Chapel.—The Rev. J. Bligh, M.A., to the Vicarage

of Easton, and the Perpetual Curacies of Long.

Stowe and Barham, Huntingdonshire.—The Rev, F-
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niackbum, M.A., to the Rectory of Weston-super-

Mare.—The Rev. R. Wanier, to the Rectory of

Croscoml)e The Re\'. W. l>avy, to the Vicirage of

Winkleigh, Devon The Rev. R. W. RichartUoii,

to the Vicarage of Jetfreyson, Pembrokeshire.—The
\ Rev. J. Harris, to the Vicarage of Llanwiida and

the .Succentor's Stall in St. David's Cathedral.—Tlie

Rev. G. II. Webber, to the Vicarage of Great Bod-

worth, Cheshire The Rev. T. Plunkett, to tlic

living of Dromore, Ireland—The Rev. H. Marriott,

to the Curacy of St Margaret's, Walcot—The Rev.

G. Day, M.A. to the Peri)etual Curacy of Hera-

blingtOD, Norfolk—The Rev. A. Dashwood, to the

Rectory of Bintry, witli the Rectory of Thimel-

thorpe annexed, Norfolk.—The Rev. G.Wodsworth,
1A.A.., to the Rectory of Ingolthorpe, Norfolk—The
Rev. I. T. Lys,M.A. to the Vicarage of Mertou, Oxon
—The Rev. E. G. A. Beckwith, M.A., to the Minor
Canonry in St. Paul's The Rev. T. Spencer, M.A,.

to the Perpetual Curacy of Charter-house, Ilinton,

near Bath The Rev. C. H.Pulsford, to be Canon Re-

sidentiary of Wells—The Rev. B.Cook, to the Perpe-

tual Curacy of St-Paul's & St. James's annexed, Nor-

wich The Rev. F. F. Howes, to the Rectory of .VI-

derfordand .\ttlebr)dge annexed, Norfolk—The Rev.

M. Bland, B.D. F.R.S., to the Prebendary of Wells—
The Rev. F. Gierke, M.A., to the Rectory of Eydon,
Northampton.—The Rev. T. Worsley, M.A., to the

Rectory of Seawton, Yorkshire—The Rev. R. Co-

nlngton, B.C.L., by dispenmtion, to hold the Rectory
of Fishtoft, with the Chapel of Ease In Boston
The Rev. T. Methold, to the Rectory of Kilverstonc,

Norfolk—The Rev. W. B. L. Hawkins, B.A., to be
one of the domestic Chaplains to 1 1 is Royal HiglmefS

the Duke of York The Rev. — Williams, to the
Curacy of Coombe Bisset, Wilts The Rev. C.

Marsham, M.A.,tothe Vicarage of Islington, Devon.
—The Rev. T. R. Gledow, to the Rectory of Krodes-

Icy, Glocestershire—The Ven. Archdeacon Owen,_

to the Living of St. Mary's Shrewsbury The Rev
C. Girdlestone, M.A.. to the Vicarage of Sedgcliy'

—The Rev. G. E. Banken, B.A., to the Cure of St.

Michael's, Bath The Rev. P. Williams, to the

Living of Llangar.—The Rev. R. Phillips, to the

Parish of Bettws The Rev. J. Lloyd, to the Rec-

tory of Llanycil.—The Rev. T. \. Browne, to the

Vicarage of Bilton, York The Rev. A. Davidson,

to the Parish of .Slamancan, otherwise St. Lawrence,

Stirlingshire.—The Rev. J. G. Jones, to the Rectory

of Saintbury—The Rev. G. Townsend, to the Living

of Northallerton.—The Rev. S. Phillips, to the

Rectory of Puildington, Devon.—The Rev. W. H.
Mogridge, M.A., to the Per|)etual Curacy of W ick

,

near Pcrshore—The Rev. S. SloccKk, LL.B., to the

Curacy of Portsmouth.—The Hon. and Rev. J. S.

Cocks, M.A. to the Perpetual Curacy of StoultOD,

Worcestershire.

MARRIAGES AND DE.ITIIS, IN AND NEAR LONDON.

MARRIAGES.
J. C. Tyler, esq., to Miss Henley—The Rev. H.

Higginson, to Harriet, daughter of the late J. Il.Cas-

samajor, escj.—AtMickleham, H. Boulton.jun. esc|.,

to Cecilia, daughter of the late J. Worrell, esq.—G.

Dillon, esq., to Miss M.A. Collinson.—H. Rutt, esq.,

to Miss M. A. Levitt The Rev. C. J. F. Clinton, to

Caroline, daughter of the late J. Clay, esq., of

Burton on Trent—Sir Montague Cholmelcy, hart.,

M.P., to Catherine, daughter of B. Way, esq., of

Denham-place, Bucks—At Hackney, S. Baylee, esq.

to Miss S. Hepburn—E. Chitty, esq., of Lincoln's-

Inn, to Elizabeth, daughter of the late R. Batchelder,

esq The Rev. H. L. Adams, of Bumham Market,

Norfolk, to Mary, daughter of \y. Plumbridge,

esq., of Southover, Sussex—Lieut. J. Smith, R.N.,

to Anna, daughter of the late-Capt. T. Miles, R.N.

—G. Edwards, esq., to Miss Haworth—T. B. Raim,

esq., to Catherine, daughter of R. Nichols, esq., of

Greenhill Grove, Herts—The Rev. E. N. Deaue, of

Weston, Hereford, to Emma, daughter of W. Tho-

mas, esq.—Capt. F. Grove, to Sclma, daughter of

F. Gregory, esq., of Stoic-hall, Coventiy—W. O.

Tucker, esq., to Miss M. E. Malpas—The Rev. H.

Perceval, to Catherine Isabella, daughter of A. B.

Drurmnond, esq.—M. Tweedle, esq. R.A., to Miss

Forbes—N. R. Calvert, esq., to Elizabeth, daughter

of Dr. Blacker, of Tj-nan, Ireland—The Rev. S.

Best, to Charlotte, daughter of the Hon. Mr. Justice

Burrough—W. S. Warrick, esq., to Eliza, daughter

of the late F. R. Holds.vorlh, esq—O. T. J. Stooken,

esq., to .Miss Wallace—At Merton, the Rev. J. W.

H. Marshall, to Miss J. Smith—A. M. Randall, esq.,

to Miss S. H. Claydon—F. Langley, esq., to Mrs.

Curtis, of Park-Lane.

DEATHS.
General Stapleton—G. H. Noehden, LL.D. F.R.S.

AssisUnt Keeper of the Antiquities of the British

Museum—Maty, daughter of V\'. Turton, esci., of

East-Sheen—82, J. Maund, esq .\t Camberwell, 78,

R. Roleston, esq At Croydon, W. Toulmin, esq.

—

CO, R. Garden, esq., of Islington—R. Clark, esq.—
Capt. W. Bisscil, R. N.—Mary, wife of W. Parsons,

esq.—Frances, relict of F. Constable, esq.—At Bat-

tersea, W. Elliot, esq.—R. L. Willoughby, esq.

—

Elizabeth, wife of W. F. Fetherstone, esq.—The son

of Viscount Barrington—18, R. Edward, son of R.
Syinpson, esq. of York—27, J. C. Hopkins esq.—Sir

G. Alderson, Knt.—The Hon. G. de Blaquiere—73,
Rear Admiral Prouse—58, Dr. J. Gray—At Tilling-

bourne. Col. D. Barrlay, C.B.—Sir J. W. Prideaux,

hart C. Stutfield, esq.—Licut.-Gen. P. K. Skinner

—40, Ann, wife of the Rev. .1. Buckland—At Ba{;-

shot, the Rev. T. Pettingal—.\t Dalston, Mrsi Astle

—69, J. Echalas, esq. of Clapton—Louisa, daughter

of the late Capt. Mitford, R.N—Mrs. Fauntleroy

—

7.'), J. Leigh, esci 12, Mrs. Morant—(HI, W. David-

son, esq At Little Chelsea, 'i, Mrs. Shuter—Ma-
rianne, wife of Maj.-Gen. Mosheim—W. Mickelfield,

esq.—Richard, scm of Lieut-Col. Sir H. Ross, K.C.B.

—At Honisey, H. S. King, esq—2.i, Mrs. S. Poig-

nard—52, Mrs. E. Stephens—ti5, Mrs. C. Godfrey.

MARRIAGES ABROAD.
At Paris, — Wakefield, esq., to Miss Sidney—F.

G. Harrison, esq., to Jane, daughter of J. G. Spar-

row, esq.—At Jersey, J. Hammond, esii., toMiss J.

P. Le Breton—At Van Dieraan's Land, Lieut.-Gen.

T.H. Tod, to Miss M. Grimmist.

DEATHS ABROAD.
At Toulouse, 8(1, Madame La Pcrouse, relict of

the celebrated naturalist—(i7> At Paris, Air. Pinker-

ton, the distinguished writer on Geography—The
Duke de Montmorency, Preceptor to the young Duke
of Bordeaux; 5(j, Mr. St. Just, the author of several

dramatic works, which have been played with

great success at the Theatre Framjais—.\t Boulogne,

II. Russel, esq., Uileof Ilemel Hempstead-At Paris,

4 B2
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the Right Hon. Lady Suaan Dougla»—At Home, 22,

E. Harkness, esq At Petersburgh, 59, W. Doughty,

e«q.—75, At Heidelberg, Johann Helnvlck Vosa, one

of the most worthy veterans in the German Literary

world—At Guernsey, J. O. Griihths, esq.—At Paler-

mo, Mary, wife of J. Grey, esq—At Jersey, J.

Lutman, esq., R.N.—At Jamaica, the Rev. W. Pui-

nock—102, In Montego Bay, Miss H. FuUerton—At

Halle, Professor Vatei, th? cdebrated Orientalist^

At Maghera, 123, Mrs. A. MulhoUand—114, A.

Berkeley of Scotland, in Virginia—At Calcutta,

Capt. P. Dudgeon ; The Rev. J. Lawson—At Kur-

naul, Lieut. W. Heysham—At Prome, Lieut. J. S.

Torrens—At Van Dieman's Land, Mrs. Balfour—At
Penang, J. Trotter, esq.—At Canton, 18, J. T-

Parslee, esq.

MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES;*
WITH THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS.

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM.
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland has pre-

sented the sum of £rtO to the Trustees for erecting

the new Chapel in Blackett Street, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
Died.'] At Earsdon, the wife of W. Chapman, esq.,

of North Shields—At Bishop Middleham, Jemuna,
daughter of the late Maj. Gen. Napier.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND.
Married.] At Whitehaven, Capt. J. Piader, to

Miss H. Kendall.

Died.] At Whitehaven, 32, Elizabeth, daughter
of H. Jefferson, esq.; 8(t, Mrs. Ritson; 18, Miss

Ann Hardic! 40, Mrs. Knials—At Petterel Crook,
62, Miss A. Parkins—At Kirklington, D. Niven, esq.

—At Kendal, Mrs Tesenian ; Mr. J. Dodgson ; Mr.
Davise—At Penrith, 39, Mrs. Hebson—At Stone-
house, John Richard, son of Sir H. Ross, K.C.B.
—At Wigton, 24, J. Dodd, esq—At Workington,
88, R. Jackson, esq.

YORKSHIRE.
A boy, ploughing lately In a field near Swine,

found upwards of 1,400 coins of the Emperor Con-

stantine, who governed from the year 306 to 337, and

was born at York.

Mar. 24. The ceremony of laying the first stone

for the proposed extensive additions to York Castle,

was performed by the High Sheriff.

At a meeting of the Yorkshire Festival Committee,

It was resolved to divide the surplus receipts of

£1,900, among the four Infirmaries of York, Hull,

Leeds, and Sheffield, being £475 to each.

Married.] At Woodhouse, near Huddcrsfield, the

Rev. H.J.Hastings, M.A., of Martley, Worcester,

to Elizabeth, ilaughter of J. Whil.^cre, esq—At
Doncaster, the Rev. J, T. Bennet, B.A., to Miss H.
E. Jackson—At York, J. T. Mitchell, esq., of Lon-
don, to Miss H. Brearey-At Leeds, E. J. Scule,

esq., to Miss Clayton, of New Laiths.

Died.] At Market Weighton, 117, Mrs. Ann
Holmes—fi9. The Rev. W. Bainos, of West Stanfield

^The Rev. — Dawson, of West Boulton—The Rev.

H. J. Maddocks, of Huddersfield—41, F. Coupland,

esq., of Hunslet, Leeds—At York, 69, T. Walsh,

esq,

LANCASHIRE.
A meeting was held at Manchester, March 22, and

resolutions were adopted to petition Parliament to

ameliorate the condition of the slave population.

Married.] At Manchester, T. Audson, esq., to

Miss Tavlor—At Oldham, C. Todd, esii-, of Ard-
wick, to' Mary, daughter of T. Barker, esq.—At
Warrington, T. Lee, esq., to Mis^ De Jough.

Died.] At Manchester, 101, Mrs. S. Richardson;
Miss iVntrobus—At Horwick, the Rev. S. Johnson,

JVI.A J. Duncuft.esq., of Ilollinwood—At Middle-

ton, 87, Mrs. M. Radcliffe—At Liverpotil, E. Airey,

esq., of Whitehaven; 56, the Rev. P. S. Charrier;

(;2, B. Buxton, esq At Rochdale, J. Ormerod, esq.,

third and last surviving son of the late P. Ormerod,
esq., of Ormond, near Burnley.

CHESHIRE,
The royal assent has been given to the Macclesfield

and London Road bill ; the trustees, in conjunction

livith the Leek Commissioners, have decided on

making considerable improvements between Mac-
clesfield and Leek. A bill is now in progress to

enable the Asborne Commissioners to make va-

rious alterations and improvements in their dis-

trict, thereby avoiding nearly all the hills on that

part of the road, including the dangerous declivity

of Low Hill.

The new Macclesfield canal, to which the royal

assent has just been given, will uiute the Peak

Forest canal at Marple, with the Trent and Mersey

canal at Talk-o-th-hill, Staffordshire, which will

shorten thedistance twelve miles between Manchester

and London, and twenty-five miles to the manufac-

turing districts of Yorkshire.

Married.] The Rev. W. Harrison, M.A., of
Chester, to Miss A. C. Waters, of Bath—At Cheadle,
G. Peel, esq., to Frances, daughter of J. Chatfield,

esq.

Died.] 42, At Wellock House, Licut.-Col. Tre-
vQr—Mary Anne, wife of F. P. Mudd, esq.—.\t

Chester, 8.3, Mrs. Foulkes—Ann, Wife of T. Fern-
ley, esq., of Portwood, near Stockport.

DERBYSHIRE.
Married.] At Matlock, the Rev. T. C. Holdsworth,

to Miss Leader,

Died.] In Derby, 28, Mrs. Wright, of Notting-
ham ; Lieut. G. Castle, R.N.—At Great Longstonc,
103, Ann Harrison—.\t Worksworth, 79, J. Toplis,
esq.—At Hulland, (i4, Mrs. Wharton—Mrs. Hall, of
AU'rehon—At Aston on Trent, J. Garner, esq—G.
R. Whenficld, esq. of Heauor—At Ilkeston, 38, Mrs.
M. Gent.

NOTTINGHAJISHIRE.
Married.] At Stanton on the Wolds, the Rev. T.

Smith, to Miss S. Oliver, of Muston—At Worksop,
S. Huthwaite, esq., of Newton, to Miss Lee.

Died.] At Averham HaU, 52, Ann, wife of the
Rev. R. Chaplin—At WoUaton Rectorj', Miss F.
Sanders—At Nottingham, 45, the Rev. J. H. Mad-
dock, M.A 76, Mrs. Pritt ; 95, F. Hart, esq.

;

Eliz.abeth, daughter of the Rev. W. Aver—Levett,
son of the Rev. L. Thornton, of Colwick Rectory—
At Newark, 42, Mrs. Hole; 42, Mrs. E. Ives—At
West Retford, 71, M. Bower, esq.; 22, Mrs. S. J.
Brown—At Southwell, Mrs. Lowe.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Died.] 52, Ann, wife of the Rev. R. Chaplin, of

Kelk and Haverham—The Rev. W. Brown, of
Stamford—T. Smith, esq., of Liricoln—At Kirkby,
Laythorpe, 107, Mrs. Gumiis.

LEICESTER AND RUTLANDSHIRE.
A ball was lately given at Leicester, for the benefit

of the Fever Institution of that town, and the sum
of £lI6 43. paid into the hands of the treasurer,

and the further sum of £20, being a donation from

Sir J. H. Palmer, bart.

Married.] At Woodhouse, the Rev. J. H. Has-
tings, A.M. of Matley, near Worcester, to Elizabeth,

daughter of the late J. Whiteacre, esq—At Leicester,

the Rev. E. Margetson, of Northampton, to Miss
Sykes.

Died.] J. Ducker, esq., of Market Harborough—
M Bushby, G. Bramley, esq.—At Leicester, 88, Mrs.
Heyrick; 79. J. Needham, gent.—At Countesthorpe,

B. Christian, gent.
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STAFFORDSniRE.
A large brown eagle In flnc plumage, and mco-

Buring eight feet from tip to tip when the wings were

expanded, was caught lately In the garden of T
Swengwood, a labouring man, rcsi<ling at Lapley

Heath, near Cheswardlne, by means of a large rat-

trap.

Married.'] At Burton on Trent, W. Tarratt, esq.,

of New Bridge, to Harriet, daughter of W. Wor-
thincton, £S(i.—At Trentham, 1). James, esq., of
Mandchurch, to Miss Ford, ofCocknage; C. Mort,
esq., to Miss Bailey—At Tixall, M. J. Wright, esq.,

of .Stafford, to Miss Princei>—P. Lardner, esq., to
Sophia, daughter of the late J. Dyott, esq., of
Litchfield.

Oierf.] At Newcastle, J. Smith, esq.—CO, Ann,
Wife of T. Price, esq., of Harborne.

WARWICKSHIUE.
A meeting has been held at Uinningham for the

purpose of establishing a " Joint Stock Banking

Company," with a capital of £300,0(10, in shares of

f100 each ; a very considerable amount is already

subscribed for. The object of the company is to

discount tradesmen's bills. They do not intend to

Issue any local paper.

Mnrrial.'] T. B. Rann, esq., of Coventry, to

Kaiherine, daughter of 11. Nicholl, esti., of (Jreen-

hill house, Herts—At Warwick, W. M. Taylor, esq.,

to Miss H. Biggs.—At btivichall, Capt. F. Grove, to

Miss F. S. Gregory.
DtVrf.] At Edg'baston, T. Geast, esq.—At Kenil-

worth, (>1, N. Pilkington, escj., of Leicester—79,
At Elmdon-House, Mrs. Spoouer.

SHROPSHIRE.
Died.] The Rev. J. B. Blakcway, M.A. F.R.S., of

St. Mary's, .Shrewsbury—(jl, W. Adams, esq., of
the Sheet—27, Near Shrewsbury, W. Kvans, esq
At Wooilgate, near Loppington, Ann, relict of T.
Wingfield, esq—At Alscott, J. Browne, esq.

WORCESTER.
A new bridge, consisting of one iron arch of 140

feet span, is to be throAvn over the Severn, at Holt

Fleet.

All the principal streets in Worcester are shortly to

be Macadamize<l.

The parishioners and visitors of Great Malvern

have subscribed 200 guineas for a handsome piece

of plate, to be presented to the Rev. H. Card, D.D.

F.R.S. F.A.S. M.R.S.L.

Married.] At Bellbroughton, R. Baker, esq., of
Bristol, to Dorothea, daughter of the Rev. J. ^Vilde

At Malvern, G. M. Benson, esq., of Lutwyche-Hall,
Shropshire, to Miss Bro^vn.

Dind.] At Stoulton, 59, the Rev. W. Hutchinson
—At Pershore, Mrs. Baker, relict of J. Baker, esq.,

of Highfields, Cheshire—At Redhill, 72, Mrs. Clif-

ton—At .\bberley, Jane, wife of the Rev. F. Seveme
—2a, Harriet, wife of J. H. Lethbridge, esq.—til,
Mrs. Onley, relict of J. Onley, esq., of Branstord—
At Rose Hill Place, near Worcester, the Rev. J.

Owen ; 72, Mrs. Nash ; J. H. Martin, esq.—76, Mrs,
Baldwin, of Bretforten.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
The Rev. E. N. Dean, M.A., of Weston, to

Emma, daughter of W. Thomas, esq., of London—
At Linton, S. Higgins, esq., to Miss E. Matthews, of

Burton. „ , „ ^^
Died.] At Hereford, 40, Lieut. J. Bolter, R.N.

;

44, Mrs. Downes; Jane, daughter, of the late Rev.

T. Lloyd ; IK), Mrs. Moore—At Rotherwas, liH, C. S.

Bodenham,esq.—W\South, esq., of Stoke Prior—At
Ross, 24, Mrs. C. Love—At Lower Moor, Ann, wife

of the Rev. F. Coke.

GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTH.
The Bristol Corporation has issued an order for

licensing four wheeled carriages, drawn by one

horse. The number is limited to forty, and the

fares to be two-thirds of the present hackney-coach

fares.

The first stone of a new pier was laid lately on

the Beachley side of the old passage ferry, across the

Severn.

A steam-packet of twenty-horse power has lately

commenced to ply from Bristol between llfracombe,

Bideford, and Barnstaple.

The anniversary meeting of the Gloucester, ^^or-

cester, and Hereford choirs, will be held atGluucester

on the iruh, 14th, and 15th of SepUinber.

Married.] At Clifton, Sir W. F. Elliott, bart., to
Miss Boswell, daughter of the late Sir A. Boswell,
bart—The Uev. R. Bateman, of Silton, Dorset, to
MissF. C. Mitford—.\t Cam, the llcv. W. Fryer, to
Ann, daughter of G. Harris, esci., of Uaklands, near
Dursley—At Stroud, F. Thisllethayte, esq., to .Miss
S. Denyer—.\t Bristol, J. L. Furselon, esq. to M iss

E. Fryer.

Died.] At Nailsworth, J. V. Day, esq.—a5, Mrs.
Sommers, of Chipping, Sodbury—65, J. Bowen, esq.,
of Monnionth—T. Perry, esq., of Woottcn-undet-
Etlge-The Rev. J. 1. Roberts, Rector of Saintbury—Charlotte, dauphter, and Mary, the wife of the
Rev. R. Hepwortn, of Tewkesbury—At Cheltenham,
4M, Mrs. Venour; OH, Mrs. S. llannan—Eliialxrth,
daughter of J. Macben, esq., of Eiu.tbach Court

—

At Clifton, Mrs. A. Muq'hy—48, Mrs. Gardner, of
Bristol.

OXFORDSHIRE.
Died.] At Somerton, S. Baker, aged infi, who

ofBciatetl for many years a-s parish clerk in .Siimerton—-At Witney, Mary, daughter of the Rev. U. Wright,
Rector of Itchen .\bbas, Hants, 15, Miss F. Price

—

At 0.\ford, A. Barber, esq., M.A., of Wadhain Col-
lege.

BUCKS AND BERKS.
A piece of plate has been presented to the Rev. S.

Slocock, on his leaving Newbury, as a testimony
of esteem for his character and ser\ices during
twenty-two years that he has officiated in the parish

church as afternoon lecturer.

Married.] .M Compton, F. Lauga, esq., of Bath,
to Harriet, daughter of the late T. Pottmger, escj.,

of Brockenhurst Lodge, near Lymhigton—J. Rown-
son, esq., to Kliza, daughter of 11. Smith, esi)., of
Potten—.\t Windsor, W. Cioodmaii, esq., of Louth,
to Maria, daughter of J. Caley, esq., of Frograore—At Wantage, J. Pepper, esq., of Southampton, to
Miss M. Hayward.
Died.] At Reading, the Rev. W. Romaine, D.D.

—At Eton College, 15, Launcelot, son of L. Rolles-
ton, esq., of Watnall, Notts—At Aylesbury, /(J, Mrs.
Hayward; Mary Ann, wife of T. Tindall, esq
At Thateham. 41, T. Hedges, esq—At Windsor, 01,
J. Rarasbottom—61, J. Hetlges, esq., of Wallingfoni
—J. Collins, esq., of Stre<itley—Elizabeth, <laughter
of the late Rev. J. Risley, of Tingewick and
Thornton.

HERTFORD AND BEDFORD.
Mr. Freeling has orderetl an auxiliary post to Wal-

ton, which affords great accommodation to the

neighbourhood.

The Verulam new road into St. Alban's is now
opened, avoiding the dangerous declivities and short

turnings of the old road, and saving a distance of
half a mile.

There was not a single prisoner for trial at the

last Sessions for the County and Town of Bedford.

Married.] At Bushey, T. W. Willett, esq., to
Miss A. M. Green—At I'otton, J. Rownson, esq., to
Eliza, daughter of H. Smith, esq.—.Vt Toddington,
Mr. S. Cooper, to Miss Stapleton

—

Xt Itchin, G.
Rayner, esq., to AmeUa, daughter of F. Fisher,
esq., of Boat's hall, Suffolk.

Died.] At Ware, 63, W. Mur\'ell, esq.—At Bar-
net, Sophia, daughter of S. Ruraball, esq—At
Porthill, 59, — Stoddart, esq.; Miss Flack—At
Hoddesdon, 60, the Rev. W. T. Say—At Harpenden
Common, 40, J. Boys, esq.

NORTHAMPTON.
Died.] 63, Mrs. StUgoe, of Maidford Grange

—

23, Miss Ann Marsh, of Moulton—79, Mrs Treslove,
of Northampton—At Northampton, Miss Lumley
—.Vt Wellingsborough, Mrs. 'Tompson—50, J. P.
Clarke, esq., of Daventry.

CA.MBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
Capt. Coe, late Commander of the squadron in

the East-Indies, has presented to the UnlverMty of
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Cambridge, an alabaster statue of a Burmese Idol,

taken from the sacred grove near Ava; and two

religious books, beautifully executed on the Palmyra

leaf, to which none but the Burmese priests are

permitted to have access.

By the new turnpike road from Wimpole, the

distance from Cambridge to Pottonwil! be shortened

two miles; to Biggleswade, upwards of four ; and

to Oxford, upwards of eight miles. This road to Ox-

ford will join the present lineof road at Ampthill.

The subject of the Seatonian prize poem for the

present year is " The Transfiguration."

Members' Prizes. — For the Senior Bachelors :

" Quales fuerunt antiquorum philosophorum de

animi immortalitate opiniones, etex quanam origine

ductae !"—Middle Bachelors: " Quibusnam pra;cipue

artibus recentiores antiquos ex superunt ?"

Died.^ Mrs. Dobson, of Swansey—At Cambridge,
Harriet, wife of Professor Woodhouse.

NORFOLK.
On Monday, the 27th March, the new theatre was

opened to the public at Norwich, with the School

for Scandal, and the farce of Youth, Love, and

Folly.

Married.'] At Ormesby, K. Harvey, esq., to Eliza,

daughter of Sir E. K. Lacon, bart.—Lieut. St.

Ouintin, R.N., to Miss Chapman—At Norwich, J.

Pearse, jun.,esq.,of Darlington, to Emma, daughter
of J. Gurney, esq., of Lakenham Grove; D. Judson,
esq., of London, to Miss E. Davie; T. Bullock, esq.,

to Miss E. Bamsdale.

Died.'] At East Dereham, 60, J. Beckham, esq

—

At Lynn, 21, Maria, daughter of E. Everard, esq.,

—.52, Elizabeth, relict of the late C'apt. Marston, of
Yarmouth—lil, J.P.Clarke, esq., of Wilton place,

Daventry—At Norwich, 62, the Rev. W. Carter—J7,— Adams, esq.

SUFFOLK.
Married.] R. N. Cartwright, esq., of Ixworth

Abbey, to Frances, daughter of B. Cobb, esq., of
Lydd, Kent—At Ijiswich, M. Myers, esq., of Maiden,
to Miss Levi—At Fleinpton, W. Bearblock, esq., to

Miss S. Andrews.

Died.] At Ipswich, 73, E. Tovell, esq—Mrs.
Elvin, of Hoxnc—5.5, >Irs. Stanford, of Ashbock-
ing Hall—(ill, Diana, wife of L. Thornley, esq., of
Melles Hill—78 At Benacre Hall, Sir T. Gooch, bart.

—82, At Beccles, B2, Mrs. E. Kent—73, J. Silver-

stone, gent, of Depdcn.

ESSEX.
Some interesting remains of antiquity have been

dug up lately near Wivenhoe Park, the seat of

General Rebow, consisting of several earthen jars

and a Roman lamp in complete preservation.

MatTied.] At Great Dunmow, C. F. Chawner,
esq., to Mariaimc, daughter of the Rev. A. Richard-
son, D.D.—W. Lukin, est)., of Felsted, to Julia,

daughter of J. Vaux, esq., of Ryde, Isle of Wight.

Died.] 73, J. Grimwood, esq., of Witham—At
Borrham, Charlotte, wife of R. C. Haselfoot, esq.

—At Romford, 59, Mary, wife of W. Sterry esq.

—

77, S. N. Owen, esq., of Woodhouse, Little Waltham
—At Great Henuey, J. Finch, esq —81, J. O Parker,
esq. of Chelmsford—20, At West Tilbury, Miss A. C.
Champion.

KENT.
The inhabitants of St. Margaret's, Rochester,

have presented the Rev. J. Griffiths, D.D., with a

handsome piece of plate, as a " token of their high

respect and regard."

Married.] The Rev. H Perciv.al, Rector of
Charlton, to Catherine, daughter of A. B. Dmm-
mond, esq.

Died.] At Hayle Place, 62, T. R. I-Iollingworth,

esq At Blackheath, J. Allen, esq —At Canterbury,
Lieut. -Col. James—6!), the Rev J. Lough, Vicar of
Sittingboume—At Ramsgate, Mrs. Moon : Liexit.

Reay, R.N —The Rev J Varenne, Vicar of Staple-
hurst—At Hull place, 74, T. Wyburne, esq.

SUSSEX.
A rare coin has lately been found on the grounds of

Mr. Drewitt, of Peppering, near .\rundel, of Ed-
ward I. as Duke of Aquitaine, having on the reverse

E. Dux. This coin is not given in the tables either

of Reading, Lake, or Snelling.

Very extensive works are now carrying on at the
mouth of .Arundel river, extending from the piers of
Little Hampton, OOll feet into the sea, for the purpose
of creating a greater depth of water in the harbour.

The Earl of Egremont has presented the New
Church of St. Peter, Brighton, with a new service of
communion plate.

The foundation stone of the New County Hospital
was laid on Wednesday the 22dof March, at Brighton,
by the Earl of Egremont.
The foundation of a New Market, to be called

Bnmswick Market, has been commenced between
Brunswick Square and Waterloo Street, Brighton.

Died.] .\t Brighton, Miss H. A. Haven—13, Caro-
line, daughter of the Rev. R. Walpole.

HANTS.
Married.] The Rev. S. H. Harrison, to Harriet,

daughter of the Rev. J. Hubbard, of Little Horsted,
Sussex—At Famham, T. Pearse, esq., of Highway-
house, Froyle, to the Hon. Caroline Kerr—.\t Ando-
ver, W. B. Cox, esi]., of Tainiton, to Maria, daughter
of J. Sweetapple, esq., of Foxcott—The Rev. F. C.
Blackstone, to Elizabeth, daughter of the late C.
Rauken, esq At .Uton, G. Small, esq., to Miss
S. A. Scott.

Died.] At Ryde, 87, Jane, relict of W. Plager,
esq—Mrs. Gale, of Prior's Dean—At Southampton,
76, Mrs. Baker— At Lymiugton, the lady of W.
Yeats, esq.

WILTS.
Married.] At Mere, —Newman, esq., to Mary,

daughter of J. Midlane,esq.

Died.] At Salisbury, the Rev. N. Begin—At Trow-
bridge, 45, the Rev. P. Macfarlane —Mrs. Bush—At
Upton-house, near Stratton, R. B. Bruy, esq.—Near
Chippenham, 62, Sarah, wife of Major Godfrey.

SOMERSET.
At a meeting held lately at Shepton Miillet, peti-

tions to both Houses of Parliament were adopted,

praying the abolition of slavery in the colonies.

Mar. 31. The ceremony of consecrating and open-

ing the chapel of Partis' College, near Bath, took
place.

A new iron-bridge is to be erected across the Avon,

at the bottom of Bathwick-street, Bath, embracing

a space of KMI feet; the width of the carriage and
foot-way will be together 40 feet.

At a public vestry held lately, at Widcombe, a

letter was read from the Lord Bishop of the diocese,

accompanied by an official document from the par-

liamentary commissioners, promising a contribution

of two-thirds of the sumlrequired for building a new
church in that parish, capable of containing twelve

hundixd persons.

A fine vein of coal has been found at an easy

depth on Chard Common.
A sea-bathing infirmary is about to be established

at Weston-upon-Mare, under the auspices of the

Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Married.] At Bath, the Rev. S. H. Harrison, to
Harriet, daughter of the Rev. J. Hubbard, rector of
Little Horsted, Sussex— The Rev. D. Rees, of
Wickwar, to Miss Randolph—Sir R. Hardinge, bart.,

to Caroline, daughter of Maj. Gen. Wulf—The Rev.
H. Rogers, to Sarah, daughter of the late W. Phelps,
esq Mr. W. Furlong, to Miss B. Cooper—M.ijor
Northcote, to Harriet, daughter of W. C. TreviUian,
esq., of Midway—W. S. Richardson, esq., of Dnmi,
Co. Tvrone, Ireland, to Caroline, d.aughter of J. La-
vicount, esq.—The Rev.^E. Sherran, of Marshficld,

Gloucestershire, to Miss M. .\. Wallinger—C. Keat-
ing, esq., to MissE. Hall—At Wells, J. Lovell, esq.,

of Watton, to Kitty, daughter of W. Lax, esq.

Died.] At Hinton St. George, T. Beagley, esq

—

.^t .Sparrow-grove, \V. Hayward,'esq Binicnrabe,

esq., of nishops-hull—At Castle Cary, Mary, wife of
tiie late D. Besant, esq At Atovil, Mrs. Mayo—At
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Taunton, OH, Mrs. Kymons—Frances, daushter of
T. M. Charter, esq Mrs. Langwortliy, of llmlnster

—At Timsbury, Grace, relict of the late W. B. Bar-
l)cr, es(i At Weston-super-Mare, T. Bowcn, <sq.

—

At Bath, 74, the Hev. J. Collins, of Betterton, Berks
—75, The Uev. T. Leman—T. Whittaker, esq

—

Mrs. M. Jackson—Mrs. E. Hich—(14, Lucy, relict of
J. NuRent, esq.—Miss Harris—(>.), The Kev. R.
Frankland Moyes, esq.—71> Mrs. .S.Jones—Miir-

garet, wife of II. Elvin, esq.—7"> Mrs. I.angham

—

T. Fortye, esci fi. S. Tolfrev, es<i.—Miss Fraickis,

of Bristol—The Ven. C. San'dcford, Archdeacon of
Wells. W. Gunthorpe, es(i.—ai, Mrs. Doughty—
77. T. Blake, esn—74, Mrs. Ann Cruttwell-R. B.
Newland, esq., of Chichester.

DORSET.
Three pieces of ancient silver coin, bearing the

dates of 73.1, and 737, being nearly IKH) years old,

were dug up lately on the beach between Abbotsbury

and riiickerell.

Miirried.'] .\t Melcornhe Regis, G. Meek, esq., of
London, to Amelia, dau,;hter of the late S. Weston,
esq., of Weymouth—U. .Storey, esq., of Shaftesbury,
to Caroline, daughter of E. Kiugford, esq., of Little-

house, Kent—At I'oole, R. Davy, esq., of Rinpw<x)d,
to Miss M. Manning—Capt. Walker, to Mrs. Meper
—Mr. W. Waterman, to Mrs. Dempster.

Died.'] Mrs. Besant of Yetminstcr.

DEVONSHIRE.
Messrs. Heathcote, of Tiverton, lace manufactu-

rers, have planted several thousand mulberry-trees

in that neighbourhood, for the purpose of raising

silk-worms.

A fine-toned organ erected in the church of King's

Teignton, was opened on Sunday, the yth of April,

with a grand selection of sacre<l music.

April 6. The foundation stone of the intended

new bridge over the Dart at Totness, was laid by
R. W. Newman, esq., M. P.

Married.'] At Pljmpton St. Mary's, W. J. Clarke,
esq., to ifiss M. Treby—At Braunton, W. Ham-
mond,- esq., of Heanton, to Miss M. A. Irwin

—

.\t

Bideford, A. Hughes, esq., to Miss E. Bernard—At
Exeter, G. E. Cox, esq., to Miss Cross—W. Hinges-
ton, esq., of Lyme Regis, to Harriet, daughter of the
late L. Jouenne , esq.—At Plymouth, F. P. Wingate,
esq., of Stonehouse, to Maiy, daughter of the late

W. Davy, esq The Rev. R. Greenwood, of Colla-

ton Rawleigh, to Matilda, dauj»hter of the late T.
Vincent, esq., of Calne—At Alphington, P. Lardner,
esq., to Jane, daughter of the late J. Dyott, esq., of
Litchfield—Mr. J. Quick, of Tiverton, to Miss
Havill, of Exeter—At Stonehouse, G. E. Blcwett,
esq., to Jane, daughter of S. Brokensha, esq., R. N.
—At Plj-mouth, J. Roach, esq., to Susan, daughter
of the Rev. C. Yonge—At Stoodleigh, the Rev. T.
W. Barlow, to Miss J. Heathfield—At Honiton, J.

Daw, gent., of Exeter, to Miss M. A. Lewis.

Died.] .At Ringmore Cottage, near Modbury, 75,

H. Legassicke, esq.—At Chudleigh, J. M. Seppings,
esq—At Barnstaple, 5.3, Mrs. S. Peard—71, W. Slo-

combe—.\t Tiverton, 81, Mrs. Webber—72, Mrs. M.
R. Harrison, of Alphington—.\t Plymouth, Thomas,
son of Major Adair, C.B. R. M.—W. R. Smith, esq.

R.N.
CORNWALL.

His Majesty's Commissioners for building churches

and chapels have made a further grant of £2,0(10,

towards the erection of churches at St Day and

Chasewater, in addition to their former grant of

£4,000.

Married.] At St. Ives, E. A. Crouch, esq., of

Penzance, to Lydia, davighter of T. Seekings, esq.

Died.] At St. Colombe, Catherine, daughter of the

late Rev. J. Cory—Near Falmouth, Capt. Proctor,

R.N Frances, daughter of the late Rev. E. Baynes,

of Week St. Mary—At Bottersfieming, 59, the Rev.
W. Batt—At Ludgvan, 81, J. Pascoe, esq.—At St.

Ives, Mrs. Roberts.

WALES,
Married.] At Llanidan, Viscount Kirkwall, to

Charlotte Isabella Irthy, daughter of Lord Boston—
At Gildsfield, E. Ellis, esq., of Myfod, to Miss M.
SimimerfieUl—VV. Westrup, esq., to Miss R. Lloyd
—At Llanfyllin, E. Owen, esq., to Ann, daughter of

the late J. Owen, esq., of Ffynnon—The Rev. J.

Williams, to Ann, daughter of the Rev. R. Morgan,
of Aberystwith.

Died.] Margaret, daughter of the late J. Knight,
t«q., of Llanblethian—J. Thomas, oiq., of AlMrilaur—15, R.WithecomlHr, es<|., ot Swiuisea—7(J. The Kev.
R. Llewellyn, vicar of Tolleslniry, Essex—At M.ies
Ucha, 70, Mrs. Williams—At Gellyglud, (Ifi, Mrs.
Bloomc—At AVenove, J. Davis, esq—At llamptoa,
the Rev. Mr. Walking.

SCOTLAND.
Some labourers employed lately in levelling a piece

of ground on the farm of East Wormistone, discover-

ed a trench containing twenty-five rude stone coflins,

with skeletons in them. The spot where they were

found is within view of the place where the bnttic

between the Scots, imder King Cortstantine II., and
the Danes, is said to have been fought in 847, and
from its being without the " Danes' Dyke" or en-

trenchment (which is still standing and almost entire),

it is believed they are the graves of some of the

Scottish chieftains slain in the battle.

The foundation stone of the new parish church at

Muthill was laid lately, with masonic ceremonies.

The workmen employed at the .Archmead quarry,

on the Inner Rip roail, dug out of a petrefaction of
wood imbedded five feet and a half deep in the solid

rock, a horse shoe, apparently of silver, or an alloy

of precious metal, it appears to have been well exe-

cuted.

A me<lal has been struck in honour of Sir Walter

Scot, by Messrs. Forrest and .Sons, in Edinburgh—
on one side is the head of Sir Walter, from a draw-

ing by Rain. On the reverse, a scene illustrative of
the Lady of the Lake is beautifully executed.

" In listening mood she seems to stand.

The guardian Naiad of the strand."

The figure of Ellen, as well as the landscape, the

water, the rocks, &c., are finely brought out in dead

silver.

Married.] At Blair Vadock, W. Tritton, esa., to
Jane, Dennistown, daughter of Mr. and Lady J.

Buch.inan—At Dumfries, J.E. Gibson, esij., to Sarah,
daughter of A. Rankin, esq.—.At Newliston-housc,
P. F. Tytler, esq., to Miss R. E. Hog—At Mollance,
-A. B. Blackee, esq., to Miss I. Napier—At Edin-
burgh, the Rev. J. Henderson, to Eleanor, daughter
of Professor Russell—.A. Buchanan, esq., to Miss B.
H. Ramsay—The Rev. R. Carr, to Miss G. Hender-
son—M. AV. Mitchell, esq., to Miss L. Cross—.A.

Craigie, esq., to-Miss S. Ireland—Capt. Cumming,
to Jliss Lane—J. Dinwoodie, esq., to Miss W. J.

McMurdo, of Dumfries—Dr. W. Cullen, to Henri-
etta, daughter of Sir H. Jardine—At Stirling, J.
Murray, esq., to Miss Ann MacGregor—At Glasgow,
J. Home, esq., to Miss M. F. MacNaught—.At

Aberdeen, A. McNeil, esq., to Miss .A. M. Turner.

Died.] At ilonkwood mill, 100, Mrs. Curry—Anne,
daughter of the late Rev. J. Milne, Rhvnie, Aber-
deen—At Douglas, Isle of Man, 40, Lieut. Col. Ni-
chols—.At Slananan, the Rev. J. Robertson—At
Knockando, (i8, the Rev. J. McPherson—At Aber-
deen, (i. Kerr, esq.,—At Edinburgh, Miss P. Dur-
ham—>Irs. C. Napier—Miss A. Tweedle—Jno.Usher,
esq Mrs. Inglis—Mrs. Guy—Miss M. Ogilvie—C.
Joseph, esq.—Isle of Man, Capt. J. QuUlam, R.N
At Kelso, 4fi, R. Turner, esq.—.At Dumfries, G4, Mrs.
Crosbie—Mrs. H. Jlaxwell—At Cove, J. Irvine, esq.

—At Annan, 52, Lieut. H. Stanley, R.N—At Cor-
tachv, 69, the Rev. J. Gourlay—.At Forres, Mrs.
Grant—At Leith, C. J. Smith, esq.

IRELAND.
A man named Ewiy, whilst digging mould lately

near AVexford, discovered a vessel containing a quan-.

tity of ancient coins, both gold and silver.

Married.] Lieut. Col. F. H. Phillips, to Margaret,
daughter of J. Pallister, esq., of Darryluskan, coun-
ty Tipperar\'—At AVaterford, the ftev. R. FIcury,
rector of KUleah, to Marv', daughter of Sir S. New-
port—R. Benson, esq., of Latham Park, Co. Ar-
m.igh, to Miss A. Gray.

Died.] Near Dublin, 82, Lord Viscount N. Netter-
ville—Lieut. Col. G. O. Bingham—Miss S. Warbur-
ton, daughter of the Lord Bishop of Cloyne—W.
Murphy, esq., of Waterford.
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MACIIINERY-DISTESSRES.

If the deepest misery will not touch our hearts, a very slight alarm,

it seems, can rouse our fears. If the softer sympathies of nature be
too feeble to impel us to fly to the succoivr of perishint^ thousands, we
are prompt enough to emulate the splendors of fashionable munificence.

We will not be out-stript in any career of ostentation, though we care

little about being distanced in the race of benevolence. Is there undue
asperity in these conclusions? Let us glance at the facts. A growing and
grinding distress among 150,000 labourers was notorious for months
and months, without a soul stirring to alleviate its rigour. Suddenly
comes an accession to this distress by the general suspension of credit

;

and 50,000 are thrown completely out of employment, and are thus
plunged into absolute and immediate misery. What follows ? Instant

relief? No ; the public interest is all, for the moment, absorbed in

the more striking ruin of the imprudent masters. But soon the

very numbers of vagrant and starving labourers force attention on
them ; parochial funds become unequal to meet the accumulating
demands ; and local contributions are at length tardilj' made by the few
who have any thing left to give. No general aid, however, is given ;

no spontaneous effort springs up, nor are any vigorous appeals made to

other parts of the country. The local contributions, in the meanwhile,
are fast exhausting ; and, with them, the exemplary patience of the
weavers. Their hopes, fed day by day with assurances of the quick
recovery of trade, and the certainty of aid from other quarters—from
the good, the generous—from opulent London—our paternal govern-
ment—all are disappointed, and the consequence is speedily despair,

desperation, violence. The effect is electric ; alarm spreads ; urgent
representations are made to the government, and a parliamentary grant
is suggested as a measure at once the most immediate, fair, and effective.

No ; there is no precedent. An occasion so imperative requires none.
But it will itself prove a precedent, and a very bad one. Why no pre-
cedent is blindly binding ; you must be guided by existing circumstances

;

and posterity must do the same, and take care of themselves. Still we
cannot propose it ; the clamour about voting away money is irresistible;

Mr. Huskisson—the pictures—we would countenance a private subscrip-

tion ; to be sure, we have great demands upon us ; but we will do what
we can—Will you attend a public meeting ? Yes. Then follows

a prodigious bustle ; letters are despatched here and despatched
M.M. NexjoSeries.—Vo^. I. No. 6. 4 C
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there ; one busy-body undertakes for the attendance of some important

personage, a second for the presence of a bishop or two, and a third

will canvass the whole peerage. A snug little committee is formed

;

resolutions are framed ; the. duke—no, the archbishop himself is to take

the cliair, and make the opening speech, deprecating discussion,

and backed by faithful supporters ; the sums of contribution are

fixed, and a secretary named to announce them—to glad the hearts

of all beholders and strike' their honest souls M'ith admiration. The
meeting takes place ; bishops, lords, ministers, throng the hustings ;

the speeches are made ; interruptions are checked, and impertinence

silenced; the contributions agreed upon are declared; his Majesty's

£2000 is received with astounding and rending applause ; £1000, £500,

£300, the hall rings again ; then come the ministers, the hundred or

two of one is met with a cheer, of a second with a hiss, and of a third

with a dead silence of wonder and a^'nazement ; and ten or twelve thou-

sands are collected on the spot. Then follow, day after day, in a suc-

cession of advertisements, emulously and carefully, all of certain stations

and pretensions, who can, and cannot afford to present a sum of the

proper amount to blazon in the public prints, till the thousands grow up

to £40—50—G0,000, and finally the clergy, in the establishment and out

of it, piquing themselves on this species of influence, will probably, if

not by the pathos of their eloquence, by the activity of their tongues,

bring up the swelling sum to £100,000.

To all this labour and effort, set in motion, observe, by the ministers

—

though still resolutely resisting the aid of a grant, they have since come
forward, quite unexpectedly, with a very ingenious device, calculated

at once to display their own financial dexterity, and to prove their deep

and public concern for those distresses which they have already so

materially alleviated in their private capacities. Why, what are they

going to do ? There is a considerable quantity of corn in the ports.

' Well. They are going to throw that—into the mouths of tlie famine-

struck wretches? No, into the market. What good will that do?
Augment the supply, to be sure, and thus reduce the price. Admira-

ble ; all, the fruits of political economy. But will not the farmers keep

back their stores in proportion ? They will never have the heart to do

so. Not the heart ? Why, can you expect them to bring into the

market more than can be sold but at a great depreciation ? But some

will be forced, by the want of money, to do so. Yes, but only some

;

and therefore, looking also at the inconsiderable quantity of liberated

corn, and the certainty that speculators will lay their gripe upon it,

the clear probability is, that no change, worth a word, will be effected.

The most sanguine, surely, cannot expect that the ninepenny loaf will

be brought down even to eight-pence ; and of what advantage is this to

those who have not a sixpence ? Yes, yes, but this foreign supply will

check the rise, which the general apprehension of an inadequate stock

is likely to bring about. Again, we ask, what immediate benefit will

you bring the man who has not a six-pence, by preventing the loaf from

rising above nine-pence ? and immediate aid is what the case of the

destitute requires.

The truth is, and it stares us in the face, the ministers know all this

perfectly well, they are as fully convinced as ourselves, that the measure

is itself calculated to produce no mitigation whatever of the present

distress. No, they have another object in view, and it has long been
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out of fashion, for men in public life, and almost now-a-days in private

life, to state roundly and plainly the real grounds of their conduct. The
measure is neither more nor less than a manojuvre to bcnoodle the

country gentlemen, or rather, without particular reference to them, an

expedient for pursuing a project, which the ministers every day give

fresU and fresh indications of a desire really and trul}' to accomplish

—

free-trade by degrees—the most insane project that any set of statesmen

ever undertook. Free-trade, to be just, must be complete. Every step

towards it, is inflicting underservcd ruin or damage upon one part of

the community, and undeserved advantage upon another. The instinct

of the country-gentleman kindles his alarm ; but the foreign secretary

smothers the rising flame with a pile of splendid i)hrases. Through the

whole session there has been a deliberate intention to lay the rustics

asleep. First, it would be best to avoid discussing the question ; then,

no conceivable circumstances should induce them, this session, to stir

so im))ortant a subject. Mr. Whitmore fillips in vain. All the while

the resolution is taken, if not to annihilate the corn-laws, at least to get

the command of them into their own hands. They lie in wait—Grimal-

kin-like—for a favourable moment to pounce upon the precious spoil.

They have been in a desperate fright, lest no plausible pretence should

present itself; the session was gliding rapidly by, themselves desiring

to cut it short, and they were driven to seize the very first occasion

that could b}' possibility be wrested to their purpose—to relieve dis-

tress sounded nobly. Never was any measure so flimsily disguised. Tlie

ingenuity of the foreign secretary was sharply taxed to tack the two
things together, the measure, we mean, with its professed object. Not
every one would have been able to tie them together. The ministers are

said to have managed the whole question of relief miserably ; and on the

supposition that their measures were really intended to alleviate the

existing sufferings, we grant them bunglers ; but keeping our e^'e fixed

on the true object, we are compelled to vindicate the dexterity of their

management, and to allow that fi^w could have shewn equal address,

though all others we trust would have scorned to stoop to such con-
temptible manoeuvring.

But to return to the ministers' evasive expedient : why could they

not have coupled this favourite measure of their own with the popular

one of relief? Why, when the exchequer was to receive two hundred
thousands by the duties, could they not have granted one of them to the

miserable weavers ? Why should they hesitate to face even Mr. Hume
with a proposal^ that would pay its own expenses, with a measure so

productive as to furnish the required relief, and still add to the

revenue ? We do not know ; perhaps the two objects were too much for

the grasp of their intellects ; or they have no talent for combinations
;

with many, one thing at a time is as much as they can well master.

For our own parts, we would have had the whole subject brought fairly

before the House, have inquired honestly into the causes ; and had they
appeared to be of a temporary cast, we would have given the necessary
relief promptly, and dismissed the matter—conscious we had done our
duty ; and, on the other hand, had they proved of a permanent kind, as

we have no doubt they are, we would have looked the difficulty in the

face, and searched for adequate remedies. The question must still come
before them sooner or later—not now ; all myst give way to other busi-

ness, and they have enough upon their hands ; but we shall not be awrn

4C2
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prised if, in spite of all their disclaimers, they do not find out the neces-

sity still of proposing a grant ; if not before the session closes, at least

before the misery ends.

But, turn we our consideration to the causes of this distress. No two

persons agree about them. Every one has his omti theory. It is exces-

sive taxation ; it is high prices ; it is overtrading • it is credit ; it is the

want of credit, &c. We will not puzzle ourselves or our readers. The
labourers themselves have instinctively discovered the only cause worth

considering, excess of machinery. All others are of inferior importance,

one involving the other, or such as will sooner or later work their cure.

The laboui-ers, we say, have themselves discovered the true cause, and,

we may add, the real—the effective remedy—however we may depre-

cate the employment of it in their hands—the destruction of this ruinous

machinery.
The arguments and appeals that are made to the understandings of

the miserable loom-breakers, are of the most idle and irritating descrip-

tion. First, the machinery is not at all the cause. They know better

;

the conviction is brought home to them in the progressive reduction of

their wages, or in the diminution, or the entire loss of employment.

Then they are told, the power-loom weavers get higher wages than the

hand-loom : why, that is one of the grounds of complaint ; all cannot

obtiiin this power-loom work, which the employer can afford to pay better

than the other. Then again, they are told, the manufacturer cannot

compete with the foreign markets, without the aid of this macliinery.

What is that to them ? The less the better, they may say ; for some
time past, in proportion as the powers of machinery have been magni-

fied, our wages have fallen. The times were better for us, when you had
little or nothing to do with foreign competition. Are you to fatten, and
consumers to be accommodated, at the expence of the sufferings of our-

selves and families ?

In the nature of things, machinery cannot be usefully carried beyond
a certain point ; and we are convinced it has long since, in almost every

manufacture, passed that useful point. There is a limit to demand, as

there is a limit to the globe. Our economists have done infinite mischief

by the absurd application of mathematics to probabilities as well as pos-

sibilities. There are no limits to the powers of the golden rule of three

—

on paper. If double the power give double the result, of course any
multiple whatever of that power, will produce a proportionate effect. It

is with them, as it has long been at the Exchequer : double the tax,

double the revenue. Experience has worked conviction of the blunder

there ; but not yet among the manufacturers, and still 'less among the

economists. A thorough-going economist is perfectly impenetrable

—

cased in the hide of a rhinoceros. We saw an absurd paper—we cannot,

on these occasions, mince our phrases—on the subject of machinery, in

the Westminster Review, very recently, where the author is attempting

to prove the indefinite extension of machineiy an advantage, by reducing

his opponents to an absurdity. ' If,' says he—at least to the same purpose,

we have not the nmnber at hand— ' if the extension be not an improve-

ment, then the less machinery we have the better ; and of course, the

complete extinction of all machinerj^, till we come to the scratching of

the soil with our fingers, must be the very acme of improvement.' Here
is a specimen of the precious folly of the economists. They are always

in extremes. They can see no limits. Though their business is with
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man and the earth he lives upon, they regard neitlier man, nor his

wants, nor his powers ; nor the globe, nor its size, nor its capacities.

Cannot they see that they may themselves, with the same facility, be
brought to a similar absurdity ? Go on extending your machinery, till

manual labour is absolutely superseded ; and then tell us what is to

become of" the unemployed hands, or rather of the unsupplied mouths ?

No doubt, machinery, by extending human power, adds greatly to the

conveniences and luxuries of life ; but there is a point, where it takes as

much as it gives, and that is its natural limit. One step beyond this

limit is misery ; when it takes employment from those, who—to ea^—

»

must labour, or renders their condition one jot worse than it was before.

If you employ a hundred labourers, and invent a piece of machinery
that will work up the same produce with the aid of fifty, and enable you
to sell that produce at half the price of hand-labour, you are in the same
state, and the purchaser gains an advantage of two to one ; but fifty of
your labourers are for the present utterly ruined. But then, if by tliis

reduction in the price of your goods, you bring them within the reach of

a new class of purchasers, and the demand be doubled, and you, in

consequence, double the number of your machines, and re-employ your
discharged fifty labourers, all is then right again : that is, your profits

remain the same, your labourers are all employed, and at the former rate ;

and the conmiunity get the article at half the former price. Here, then,

the advantage of jnachinery is manifest ; and this advantage to the

community it is which constitutes the ground of the approbation of
machinery generally. But who but an economist can fail to see tliat

this process has its limits, and that the instant you step beyond those

limits, and in proportion as you advance beyond them, you deteriorate

the condition of the labourer ? These limits are clearl}' definable. If

by the introduction of machinery you can so multiply the demand, as to

employ the same number of hands, and at a living rate of wages, yoa
are conerring a b enefit on the community—we are not ascribing any
merit to you—you are pursuing your own advantage ; but the effect,

produced by your machinery adds to the general accommodation, and
so is beneficial. But if that machinery, on the contrary, throw j'our

labourers out of employ, and permanently keep them out of employ, or

depreciate their wages, or in any way deteriorate their circumstances;

then we maintain it is mischievous, and mischievous in proportion to

the numbers so displaced, and the circumstances so deteriorated—be the

advantage to the manufacturer or the community what it will. Now it

is notorious beyond the possibility of contradiction, that the condition of
the labourer—of thousands and tens of thousands—is no longer what
it was, and for a very considerable period has grown Morse and worse,

and that, too, in a very intelligible proportion to the growth of machinery.
And shall a system, then, producing such disastrous residts, be extolled

and magnified, and lauded to the skies ? Shall we, as a nation, exult in

the amount of our exports, the extent of our commerce, the enormous
masses of wealth accumulated in the hands of the few, when we know
that all these shows of prosperity are at the expence of the suffering

labourer ? Wondrous, no doubt, are the effects brought about by the

dexterous application of labour ; but to whose advantage ? To the whole
community, say you. What, are the labourers themselves no part of that

community ? The manufacturer gains—thousands perhaps ; the com-
munity, as purchasers, a few shillings, and a little finery ; while the
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labourer suffers, and has long suffered, precisely in proportion to what
are blindly, if not perversely, called innprovements. Are we then of
so anti-social—of so barbaric a cast, as to throw obstructions in the way
of improvements ? Boldly we say, yes, the moment those improvements
begin to infringe upon the comforts of the labourer. Go on and prosper,

say we, so long as the labour of the workman will keep him well, in a
state to support his family, with clothes on their backs, and food in their

bellies ; and the instant your improvements are beginning to crib and
cramp that condition, arrest 3rour course. The prudent wiJl do so, and
the imprudent should be made to do so.

But what is to be done ? Can you expect the manufacturer, if he
have the opportunity, be that opportunity what it may, of extending the
rate of his profits, not to seize it, though it be to the ruin of some of
his labourei-s? Why, judging from experience, no; something to be
sure might be expected from humanity, and even something from the
profession of Christianity. Accumulation is not to be pursued through
right and wrong, through thick and thin, surely. Something too might
be looked for from calculation ; for, the more he multiplies goods beyond
the fair demand of the market, the more his profits must sink ; hitherto
he has lowered the wages of his labourers in proportion, and beyond
perhaps ; but there he can go no furtlicr, though his profits may and will

sink lower and lower still. The evil must finally recoil upon his own
liead, and he be left without the possibility of casting it upon others. If,

therefore, the manufacturer will not stop short, but still pursue his reck-
less course, he must take the consequence ; hunger and desperation will

prompt the destruction of his ruinous machinery, and he must thank his

own grasping pertinacity for the mischief that ensues.

But if he will do nothing, the responsibility must be taken out of his

hands ; and truly, if ever there was a case for legislative interfer-
!ence, machinery is one, tending, as it so manifestly does, beyond a certain

point, to bring misery and destruction upon the labourer. Is not he
who cannot help himself, at least without a breach of the laws, is not he
a proper object for the protection of the legislature ? Is a government
established solely for the advantage and security of the rich and of the
master ? Is this to be the result of all our empty boastings of equality

of rights ? Shall we watch over the rights of the commanding part of
the nation, and yield no protection to the helots of society ? But if you
interfere to check the employment of capital in whatever way the owner
pleases, do you not clip the wings of his liberty ? No, not his social

liberty, only the liberty, or rather the license of injuring and depressing
his poorer fellow-citizens.

But then, if the manufacturers are to be checked in the use of machi-
nery, we cannot compete with our continental neighbours. No ? then
leave the competition alone. But we do not like to abandon our profits.

What right, moral, or rational, or intelligible, have you to insist upon
seeking those profits at the expense of your fellow subjects ? Are others
to starve that you maj thrive ? Is it any advantage to society that you
make half a million and a thousand labourers are, in consequence, actually

starving, or, what is next to it, living upon potatoes and water ? Is it any
advantage to society, does it strike us as a superiority for England to

exult in, that though the Leicestershire frame-work knitter and his

family be pining on a miserable pittance, we get stockings at two shillings

and sixpence M'hich could not have been had under three shillings and
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sixpence, when he and his children were allowed wherewithal to satisfy

tile cravings of nature? Is it so great a blessing—one for which the

weaver and his ordinary comforts arc well worth sacrificing—that tl>e

passion for slicwy and tawdry Hncry, from the duchess to the scullion,

can be gratified full one hundred per cent, cheaper than it was wont to

be ? Oh, but all this would go to the ruin of commerce. Perisli com-
merce, say we, if the result must be the impoverishment of the whole
labouring classes of the country. But the revenue will sufler if we do
not manufacture for the foreign markets. Do you manufacture for the

sake of that revenue ? and if you do, are you content to be the base in-

strument of oppressing and crushing your fellow-citizens, that the revenue
may augment? But you have no such regards—the consideration does
not weigh a feather in the scale against your personal advantages. Per-
sonal gain, is your object, and you care not at whose expence. Therefore
we say again the case is one for legislative interference ; it is better the

government should interpose, than that the labourer take the cure into

his own hands : he nmst be restrained, and, at all risks, should be pro-

tected. Revenue ! what, is that to be kept up to the existing amount,
though really and truly so much of it be raised at the expence of the poor-

est orders of the state? No, let us go the right way to work, and instead

of taking any thing from them, either lessen the necessity for so enormous
a revenue, or confine our taxations to the real wealth and property of the

country. What glory is it that the government of England is the most
costly and grinding under the sun ? Nobody will question the propriety

of the word costli/, and we use the term grinding deliberately ; for see we
not, that full one-third of this stupendous revenue is raised upon articles

of common consumption—of real and indispensable necessity, to which
the poor as well as the rich, to the amount of their consumption, propor-

tionately must contribute ; and how many expences are there, on the other

hand sanctioned for the exclusive convenience of the rich, in which the

poor have no participation whatever !

Will we then join the ignorant clamour of the labourer and the mob,
and impute all the distresses to machinery ? Distinctly do we impute
his distress to the excess of machinery, with satisfactory proof of the
justice of our imputation. To talk of other causes is beside the purpose,

because it is machinery that has been subsidiary to them all. If the
manufacturer have glutted the market, was it not by the employment of
steam-machinery ? could he have done the mischief by the hand-loom ?

We say confidently, no—not for years and years to come ; and coming
more slowly, the evil might have been cahnly contemplated, and perhaps
effectually prevented. If, again, you ascribe the effect to the manufac-
turers, who have traded upon credit—if you say week after week, and
month after month, they raised the wages of their men by discounts,

and the sudden interruption of this accommodating process compelled
them to throw the labourers out of employ—we say again, as confidently

as before, machinery is at the root of it. The rapid working up, and conse-

quent quick returns, have seduced into the business hundreds whom the

more tardy effects of the hand-loom would never have tempted.
Machinery then, v/e insist, is the sole source of the existing distresses;

and we say that that distress has for some time increased, and will still

increase, in the very ratio of the, improvement of that machinery, unless

you can extend your market proportionally. And what prospect have
you of any such extension ? Are not the manufactures of almost every
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country in Europe daily augmenting, and so narrowing your market ?

Is not the demand in America decreasing more and more, without

exhibiting the least tendency of its ever increasing again ? And think

we not that South America will not soon be manufacturing eft'ectually

for herself? Is she not already doing so pretty extensively ? Is it not

also an indisputable fact that the progress of civilization is leading all

nations to supply their own wants, as far as their own industry can effect

it—notwithstanding our political economists and the wonders to be

accomplished by their Quixotic anticipations of Free-Trade? There

are, in short, no indications of this country becoming, in a higher

degree than it is, the workshop of the world, but many symptoms of

our being soon driven back to ourselves and our colonies. For what new
resources are there ? The interior of Africa, the populous and wealthy

realms of Bornou, and Soudan, and Timbuctoo; get at them if you can,

or if they be worth the labour.

In the existing state of machinery and the market, the labourer can-

not live, as he should live, by his labour ; but even this ratio cannot be

maintained, and his condition must, if possible, be still worse, in pro-

portion as the adoption of steam machinery advances in other quarters of

the world. To keep up the possibility of continued competition, the

' genius of mechanical invention ' must still be racked for engines of

more power, and the labourers must be driven still closer to the earth.

Is it not time, then, for interference? The manufacturer will exclaim,

not yet, give us cheaper provisions ;—what will cheaper provisions

effect ? Enable us more successfulljr to compete with foreigners, and

shut them out of their own markets ; we should be able to take in our

unemployed labourers, and then their murmurs will cease. They will

not cease—at the very utmost cheap p.ovisions will only place you on a

level with foreigners, who will not oblige you by taking your articles,

unless you undersell their own countrymen, and underselling can only

be brought about by still farther grinding down the wages ofyour already

perishing labourers.

What then are our conclusions? That our manufactures are extended

beyond the point of general utility; that the check of authority is impe-

riously demanded ; that the master cannot be left to himself, because he

will think only of himself; and that the labourer requires protecting,

because none will, and none but the Government can, effectually protect

him.

Would we check the natural course of industry then, stop the sources

of private wealth and of public distinction, and annihilate the prosperity of

the nation? Nonsense: we should have more general prosperity by draw-

ing in our horns a little. How can we thus harden ourselves into the talk of

prosperity, with millions in the lowest state of degradation and destitu-

tion ? Prosperit)'^ I how much of it is hollow and delusive ? It is almost

wholly dependent on a system of credit. I am in your debt, you are in

your neighbour's, and he in another's If all claims were arranged, not

one in four would be left with the means of pursuing business, or of pre-

serving existence ; and this precarious and unsteady state it is that sub-

jects the trading part of the world to sudden shocks, and gives birth to

desperate speculations. The prosperity of every rank and station, in like

manner, is equally delusive. What class of life can we select, where

the majority are not living beyond their incomes, or are not harassed by

embarrassments ? All are striving to imitate and vie with their betters.
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No room is left for consideration of those below us ; all our efforts are
spent in lifting up ourselves among those above us—displaying a cheer-
ful and glittering outside with misery in our chambers and desperation
in our hearts. In the country and in the manufactory it is the same.
The landlord grinds his tenant, the tenant his labourer, and the labourer
descends from his bacon and his beer to bread, potatoes, and water.
The manufacturer must and will live like a gentleman ; competition
lowers his profits but he will not lower his style of living ; the labourer
gets less and less, sinking gradually from comfort to starvation—till, at

last, we have come to be a nation, consisting of a few hundreds of
Leviathans, wallowing in enormous wealth; a few thousands striving and
struggling to ape the wealthy ; obliged to spend all upon themselves,
and make little go far ; and the millions in misery.

STANZAS.

Bahny Zephyr ! should my Love
Feel midst her locks thy soft breath rove,

As she with roses wreathes them :

Tell her, the breezes as they rise

Are all composed of amorous sighs;

But tell her jiot who breathes them.

Limpid River ! should she pace

Thy banks, let wild flowers spring t'embracc

The gentle foot that treads them

;

And tell her that the waves she hears,

Soft murm'ring, are a lover's tears;

But tell her not who sheds them.*

Mournful Cypress ! should the maid
Seek shelter in thy cooling shade.

Say (and mark how she bears it !)

That he whose brows thy dark wreaths wear.

Once hoped to bind the myrtle there j

But tell her not who wears it.

Sweet Philomela ! in her ear

Warble thy tale of love and fear.

Till her cold bosom feel it

;

And say for her one feels the same.
As true, and constant—and his name.

Say the grave will reveal it.

Thou grass-green Sod ! when thou art prest

Upon this now uneasy breast.

Then my sad tale discover
;

And should she to thy mound repair.

Tell her, her own true love lies there,

And name that hapless lover !

• The two first stanzas are imitated from the Italian.
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F/XMII-IARITIES. NO. 111.

£. s. d.

"These three.
Three thousand confident, in act as many." Shakspeare.

Let not the reader anticipate a bill of parcels, or an article on the

Currency Question,—things which will be herein treated with a philo-

sophic indifference bordering on the magnanimous. I should as soon
think of sitting down to get the Laureat's " Vision " by heart, or to turn

an act of parliament into Anacreontics, as of seeking to obtain the coun-

tenance of the King's lieges by apostrophizing that ofhis Majesty, of the

dispantalooned St. George, of his steed or of the dragon, as they appear
(or disappear) on certain pieces of gold, of which Mr. Cobbett and his

readers only know the exact importance and appropriation. Yet pro-

fessing an enthusiastic and enlightened ignorance of all figures (those of

rhetoric, the amount of the national debt, and the number of years

necessary to the elucidation of a suit in Chancery, excepted)—I never-

theless proceed to celebrate the various and wonder-working merits of

the celebrated trio above, with an intensity of veneration that would do
honour to a loan-contractor. Nor, it must be premised, is a perception

of the sublime and beautiful in their composition and arrangement
necessarily based on a ready-reckoner. Let us, for a moment, rise

superior to the omnipotency of ruled account-books, and tables of multi-

plication : or rather let us make ourselves wings of bonds and of bank-
notes, flying to the uttermost treasuries of metaphor, and bidding defi-

to vulgar-fractions in the very security of our paper pinions.

If all the languages of this glorified and gossiping world were
condensed into one little lexicon, and all its word-makers and philologists

jumbled into one mountainous Samuel Johnson, it would still be difficult

to point out any three letters so mysteriously imbued with the qualities

of good and evil—so pregnant with matter-of-fact and metaphysics, with

fortunes and misfortunes, as the golden text above-written. The " milk
of human kindness," and the hemlock draught of discord and passion,

are by turns distilled into the bosom of society, through the fine but
indestructible filaments of these simple initials. What, in art or nature,

in history rational or romantic, may be likened unto them ! We may
search the map of magic, and the tables of science,—the lines of a

philosopher's face, and those of a poet's volume—but we shall scrutinize

in vain ; we shall find no indication of a spirit so full of vital breath and
meaning—so visible, so potent, and so instantaneously familiar to the

business and bosoms of all. The three heads of Cerberus hang abashed
and impotent before this more terrible triumvirate : on the other hand,
the Graces themselves appear heavy and misshapen, compared with the

gentle aspects and fairy-like proportions of these little alphabetical

creatures. They are the only genuine " vehi, vidi, vici" of human
action and triumph : all others are counterfeit. Had Cassar dated his

despatches from Lombard-street, he would have seen and done honour
to the distinguishing force of sentiment that characterizes the greatest

and most convincing relics of his land and language. As evidence of the

eloquent- harmony that naturally belongs to them, it should not be
forgotten that they are indebted for their untranslated beauty to the

same tongue in which Cicero pleaded and Maro sung. It may on the
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other gide be argued, that they form a sort of Holy Alliance tn k-tttrs,

to the exclusion and debasement of many honorable conjunctions and
virtuous words in full ;—that they look like the basis of a system for

cutting sliort our venerable and voluminous mode of speech, and making
telegraphs of human tongues,—in short, to make us talk and write in

initials (heavy days for orators and editors I) to depopulate our fruitful

polysyllables and establish a race of interjections,—and all this, to afford

free scope for the despotic and despicable vanity of a few legitimate

head-letters— super-royal fingerposts to the science and syntax of the

alphabet. They would, however, be more properly compared to a King,
Lords and Commons, pouring a profusion of splendid images ai>d noble
impressions into the emjity pockets of mankind, and having each its

period to mark the abbreviation of absolute power. But saj' they arc a

monstrous combination of enigmas,—an hieroglyphical epitaph on the

tomb of social intercourse and natural simplicity of mind and manners,
—the death-warrant of fliith, and of that commerce between heart and
heart that interchanges the sj)icy luxuries of a dream-like existence for

the refined and durable merchandize of intellect—flowers for fruits—

a

handful of water for an eyefull of sunshine ;—denounce them as the

mystic writing on the wall, of which Time, the interpreter, has already

disclosed the frightful and immitigable meaning :—still it may be asked,

have they not introduced something into society to fill up the gap in our
enjoyments ? Have they not brought us intellectual tea-cups from China,
and imaginative shawls from Persia and the Indies ?—kangaroos from
Africa, well-bred skeletons from France, and clergymen quite irresistible

from the wilds of Caledonia? Are these nothing? Have they not
procured for us a poet-laureat, cigars from the Ilavannah, and a dramatic
licenser that baptizes our milk-white melodramas in a Red Sea of ink,

and sends them back shorn of their ohs ! and alts ! and blushing for

their innocent enormities ? Have they done these things—-besides

purchasing for us a view of the tombs in Westminster Abbey, and pre-

vailing on very moderate-minded people to sing and dance to us at the

rate of a fc\v thousands of pounds for a season—and is there no faith in

the necromancies of £. .v. d. 9 Yet these are but a small portion of the
blessings conferred on us by this triangular anomaly—this joint-stock

company of markets and miracles— these weird sisters, the ominous
three, whose spells are on the M'hirlwind, on the thunder, and the

strength of the human heart. They entertain us with "prophetic
greeting" in the desert places of society; and suddenly irradiate the

stern, repulsive scenery of life with a simple " I promise to pay." They
let loose, to blow where it listcth, the wind of independence—that " lord

of the lion-heart." They stand at once as the motto and the index to

the world's volume ; which, though it contains but few transcripts from
" The leaves of the Spring's sweetest book, the rose,"

or any of those of which nature itself is at once the author and publisher,

may boast after all its sweetnesses and its ornaments : but even these

acknowledge the instrumentality of £. s. d. Nor is that the only book to

whose alternate common-place and mystification they supply an ex-

planatory note. Perhaps some of our politicians and novelists would find

them not unserviceable in depicting, far better than any set of words
could do it, their several ideas of pathos and patriotism. \Miat says the
" Author of Waverley ? ' It would look well and honest, if men who
enter into a contract to write a hundred pages for thrice as many pounds,

4 D 2
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could incorporate these three letters with the title ; they would help the

reader over a great many unprovoked episodes and expensive digressions,

and explain to him besides why the Jinis could not appear upon the

second page- How would tliey show at the end of a man's name ! An
F.L.S. comes near to them—an LL.D. nearer; but what charm of

letters can compai-e with the inward dignity and outward fascination of

the following— A'^. M. Rothschild, Esq., L.S.D. f There is a simple

grandeur in this that approaches nearer to the sublime than any title

(short of Right Reverend) that has hitherto been propagated—some-

thing that thrills us to the very purse-strings. M.P., K.G. and all other

consonantal honours—even G.R. themselves hide their diminished heads

before these rulers of all the countries and capitals of the earth, from

Alpha to Omega, from Arcady to Zealand.

To that facetious class of persons who occasionally divulge thee«nMtof
" single blessedness " by advertising their inclinations as " not averse to

the holy state," and, with a truly Adamite rusticity, announce the

possession of a temporal and spiritual Elysium, in their own proper

persons, that requires only the hand of an Eve to assist its cultivation,

these letters would be found of singular utility. They would prevent all

that prolixity ofmetaphor, about "congeniality ofminds" and "domestic

beatitude," that renders our advertising columns more valuable than

those of the Greeks and Romans. Instead of an A B, or Y Z (a thing,

as punsters would say, scarcely to be expected in such a quarter), the

delicate point and expression of "letters addressed to £. s. d." &c. could

not fail of provoking a host of epistles, the value of which, viewing

them as waste-paper only, would purchase for their possessor an actress

or a dowager. People who visit church or chapel to " form connections

in life
" might be startled at hearing them delivered as a text ; but it is

to be feared (not to speak it either uncharitably or profanely) that the

initials I am treating of constitute too often their amplest notions of a

tria in uno. I have heard of an instance where they composed the sole

contents of an eloquent letter of condolence, addressed to a widow "well

provided for." In literature their effect must be instantaneous. As initials

are now so fashionable, " Poems by L.S.D." would leave nothing of the

rainbow of L.E.L.'s reputation, but a " green and yellow melancholy"

Although it is clear, therefore, that man may have more estimable

companions in life than £. s. d., yet it is also clear that, without their

co-operation, he is not likely to have any. With them, as with the three

men ofold, he may walk unslnged through a burning fiery furnace : with-

out them—but my pen, as we modems phrase it, refuses to write ; and,

like Sterne, I am " forced to go on with another part of the picture."

They are with us (or should be) in all seasons. At once the tree of

knowledge and of life, we find under their shadow the hope and misery

of things human and inhuman. If we are born to a slip as an inheritance,

or obtain one by chance or ambition, it will grow, if cultured, in the

very hand—a switch to brush the flies off in youth, a gold-headed cane

in maturity, and a crutch to the lameness of age. We notch our days

in it, and die when it gives way. It is, however, too often employed,

not so much as a stay and succour to its possessor, as to goad the weary

laden, and lacerate the afflicted. It is sometimes used, not only to strike

down the sacred altars of nature, but as a barrier to noble emulation ;

not merely to brush the nettles from the path of pride and arrogance^

but to turn aside the woodbine and honeysuckle from the cottage-window
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of a quiet and graceful retirement. Thus we are compelled to recognize
in f . s. d. at once the alphabet of Judas, and the ritual of worldly exal-

tation ; the written law of the profits, by which we stand or fall ; a tra-

gical tale in three volumes, a farcical absurdity in three acts ; a three-

cocked-hat, endowed with the gold lace of " a little brief autliority"

—

whoso puts it on, claims consideration as an official from the court of
Plutus. They may be compared to the three sole faults that Scaliger found
in Terence. They are connecting links from the statesman to the shop-
keeper : we calculate and accunmlate, disperse what we have gained,
and make a death-bed of empty money-bags. One half of life is occu-
pied in expending what the other has amassed : we breathe an atmosphere
of gain and loss : one by one we pluck from our wings, whether for pens
or shuttlecocks, the feathers that are to support our flight ; as the thirsty

Scythians in the desert are said to have drunk blood drawn from the
horses on whose vigour they depended for relief.

But are these symbols, so universally known and understood, exclu-
sively the insignia of arithmetic ? Is there but one picture behind the
narrow curtain of abbreviation ? Are there no earthly angels but those
that figure in collections of coins ? Let the usurer build him a sarcopha-
gus of guineas, and bury his living pleasures within it. Let him find

poetry in his ledger and sentiment in a sum-total. I regard it only in

the spirit of the innocent being, who, on begging the loan of a book to

vary his amusements, received a Directory from a wag ; and on being
asked his opinion of it, remarked that it seemed very well put together,

but that he could not discover the^;/o^ If he can see but one meaning
at a time, let him blame not his spectacles, but his eyes : if his heart
be not quite in the right place, let him heap the censure on his own
pocket for keeping it buttoned up. We will put Cocker on the top-shelf,

and select an unsophisticated £. s. d. from the ranks. We will view it

through a microscope, and let every eye be its own interpreter, " after

its kind." Lo I a philosopher comes to look ; he analyzes it in the
apparatus of his profession, and discovers its signification

—
^Life, Shadows,

Death. A scholar appears, a worshipper of great names ; he discovers

in it a Lycurgus, a Solon, and a Demosthenes : another, whose sympa-
thies or studies are not carried so far back—Locke, Shakspeare, and
Descartes. Wliat may be its import in the eyes of a ruling libel on the
race of princes—a maker of swords and fetters to a nation ? Legitimacy,
Suspicion, and Dungeons. The enthusiast pronounces an animated and
luxuriant translation of Leisure, Sunshine, and Dreams of lovely and
admired objects ; the fanatic shrieks out a phrenzied denunciation of
Lucifer, Sin, and

—

its consequence. But beyond all these—beyond the

raptured hope of the visionary, and the healthful consciousness of the

philosopher—there is a fullness, an intensity of meaning growing out of
these pigmy characters (as though the Kile were to come gushing
through the tube of a straw), which is seen and felt only by the lover of
nature and the friend and enlightener of man. To his view they epitomize

the great mysteries of the mind : they embody a power no less capacious

than the universe itself—whose breath is like the air of heaven, and
whose torch is burning far over palace-tops, and shines upon the high
mountains; it is the spirit of Liberty, of Science, and intellectual

Dominion. The terms may be contracted, as the body may endure bonds
and the mind become enfeebled ; but the sense is without a limit, and
goes forth " trimipet-tongiied " to plead the cause of mankind. It is in
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this sense that £. s. d. should be inscribed on tlie huts of savages and
stamped upon the diadem. They should be the first letters taught in

schools, that the earlier and better interpretation might counteract the

deadening effects of that which inflillibly results from a collision with

worldly interests. It would be well if they were engiaven on the plough-

share ; that the spirit which is now alive only to the labour and thank-

lessness of its lot, might tiirn an eye of research into the by-paths of

nature, and find a relief in simple and neglected sources which tlie

mercenary hope of profit can rarely inspire : in short, that the spindle

and yarn, like those of Alcithoe, might be transformed in the hours of

rest into a vine and ivy. It might be a measure not unworthy the

advocates of moral and religious emancipation, to check the deadly pre-

judice which has sprung up wherever these insignia of civilization have
appeared, by unveiling the happier and more honorable meaning to the

common eye. Lectures may be delivered, and volumes written, to

prove the excellence of one axiom and the absurdity of another ; but the

entire history of social kindliness and mutual distrust is open to the

understandings of all in the little compass of £. s. d. The fertility and
barrenness of that " three-nook'd world" can be seen only by contrast

;

and human nature will continue to ransack the caverns of earth and
ocean, until it be taught the intrinsic value of a flower, and be made to

feel the beauty of a blade of grass. Prejudice now runs in favour of

gold—another century may see our merchants bartering their manufac-
tures for roses and daffodils. Those will be days indeed when the
" blue-vein'd violet" passes current througli the kingdom,—when man
may grow his own money at his own window ; and instead of objecting

to the sound or impression, he may approve the odours and colours as

they issue from nature's mint. Thus the £. s. d. which the present ge-

neration is so earnest in the study of, may prove only a dull riddle to the

next : it will be a wise precaution, then, to attach to them an import

which no time can render obsolete. Let us look to the great and
paramount objects they may be made to indicate ; or we may find them
like the bird described by Spenser, that turned to a hedgehog in the

grasp of its pursuer. Finally, considering them in this their grandest

signification, it would liardly be a matter of surprise, if, as ccrtiiin signs

and letters have been found or fancied in the cups of flowers, some
future anatomist, with a little aid from imagination, should trace in

the veins of the human heart a resemblance to these alphabetic phe-

nomena.
B.

E r 1 G R AM

On a Gentleman who ran his Head against a Bed-post.

" Deuce take the post, I've broke my head !"

Roais vehemently Dick.
" I give you joy," cries simpering Ned,

" I thought it was too thick

;

" You've made an opening, do not grieve,
" Although your skull be sore;

" For nothing ever, I believe,
" Has entered it before."
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VILLAGE SKETCHES.— NO. III.

The Seventh Son (>f a Sevenlh Son.

Superstition has fallen so deplorably into decay in our enliglitencd

country, tliut the mysterious and significant title which heads this

article, would hardly, now-a-days, conniiand respect in a quack doctor's

bills. I doubt, indeed, whetlier any (juack-doctor would think it worth
while to assume such a distinction. Sunday-schools and s[)inning-

jennies—steam-engines and MacAdam roads—to say nothing of that

mightiest and most diffusive of" all powers, the Press—have chased away
the spirit of credulity, as gliosts are said to be scared by the dawn ;

so that if a second Sir Thomas Browne were to appear amongst us, we
should be forced to send him to Germany to seek that class of vulgar
errors, the old saws and nursery legends, which once formed a sort of
supplement to the national faith, an apocrypha as ancient and as general
as our language. Not only have we discarded the more gross and
gloomy creations of an ignorant fear—the wizards, witches, and demons
of the middle ages—but we have also divested ourselves of the more
genial and every-day phantasies, the venerable and conventional errors

—pleasant mistakes at least, if mistakes they v.-ere—which succeeded to

them. Who now hails his good fortune if he meet two magpies, or
bewails his evil destiny if he see but one ? who is in or out of spirits

according as the concave cinder which does him the honour to jump
from the fire on his foot, be oblong or circular—a coffin or a purse ? Who
looks in the candles for expected letters, or searches the tea-cups for

coming visitors ? Who shrinks from being helped to salt, as if one
were offering him arsenic, or is wretched if a knife and fork be laid

across his plate ? Who, if his neighbour chance to sneeze, thinks it a
bounden duty to cry " God bless him ?" Who tells his dreams o'niornings,

and observes that they come true by contraries ? Who, except perhaps
the Great Unknown

—

" Prevailing poet, whose unJoubting mind
Believes the magic wonders that he .sings;"

who, except Sir Walter, has faith in the stars?—Nobody.
And yet sometimes, although very rarely, one does meet with some

tattered remnant of the old picturesque faith amongst our country-
people, and hails it accordingly. An adventure that befel me last INIa}'

is one of the most notable instances that has come under my observa-
tion. I shall relate it literally as it occurred.

I was on a visit at a considerable distance from home, in one of the
most retired parts of B***shire. Nothing could be more beautiful than
the situation, or less accessible; shut in amongst woody hills, remote
from great towns, with deep chalky roads, almost impassable, and a
broad bridgeless river, '• coming cranking in" to intercept your steps
whenever j-ou did seem to have fallen into a beaten track. It was
exactly the country and the season in which to wander about all day
long.

One fair morning I sat out on my accustomed ramble. The sun was
intensely hot ; the sky almost cloudless ; I had climbed a long abrupt
ascent, to enjoy the sight of the magnificent river, winding like a snake
amidst the richly clothed hills ; the pretty village with its tapering spire,

and the universal freshness and brilliancy of the gay and smiling

prospect—too gay perhaps ! I gazed till I became dazzled with the
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glare of the sunshine, oppressed by the very brightness, and turned into a

beech-wood by the side of the road, to seek relief from the overpower-

ing radiance. These beech-woods should rather be called coppices.

They are cut down occasionally, and consist of long flexible stems,

growing out of the old roots. But they are like no other coppices, or

rather none other can be compared with them. The young beechen

stems, perfectly free from underwood, go arching and intertwining

over head, forming a thousand mazy paths, covered by a natural trellis ;

the shining green leaves, just bursting from their golden sheaths, con-

trasting with the smooth silvery bark, shedding a cool green light

around, and casting a thousand dancing shadows on the mossy flowery

path, pleasant to the eye and to the tread, a fit haunt for wood nympl\,

or fairy. There is always much of interest in the mystery of a wood

;

the uncertainty produced by the confined boundary of the objects which

crowd together and prevent the eye fi'om penetrating to distance ; the

strange flickering mixture of shadow and sunshine, the sudden flight of

birds—oh, it was enchanting I I wandered on, quite regardless of time

or distance, now admiring the beautiful wood-sorrel which sprang up

amongst the old roots—now, plucking the fragrant wood-roof—now,

trying to count the countless varieties of woodland moss, till, at length,

roused by my foot's catching in a rich trail of the white-veined ivy,

which crept, wreathing and interlaced, over the ground, I became

aware that I was completely lost, had entirely forsaken all track, and

out-travelled all landmarks. The wood was, I knew, extensive, and

the ground so tumbled about, that every hundred yards presented some

flowery slope or broken dell, which added greatly to the picturesqueness

of the scenery, but very much diminished my chance of discovery or

extrication.

In this emergency, I determined to proceed straight onward, trusting

in this way to reach at last one side of the wood, although I could not

at all guess which ; and I was greatly solaced, after having walked about

a quarter of a mile, to find myself crossed by a rude cart track; and still

more delighted, on proceeding a short distance farther, to hear sounds

of merriment and business ; none of the softest, certainly, but Avhich

gave token of rustic habitation, and to emerge suddenly from the close

wood, amongst an open grove of huge old trees, oaks, with their brown

plaited leaves, chenies, covered with snowy garlands, and beeches,

almost as gigantic as those of Windsor Park, contrasting, with their

enormous trunks and majestic spread of bough, the light and flexible

stems of the coppice I had left.

I had come out at one of the highest points of the wood, and now
stood on a platform overlooking a scene of extraordinary beauty. A
little to the right, in a very narrow valley, stood an old farm-house,

with pointed roofs and porch and pinnacles, backed by a splendid

orchard, which lay bathed in the sunshine, exhaling its fresh aromatic

fragrance, all one flower ; just under me was a strip of rich meadow land,

through which a stream ran sparkling, and directly opposite a ridge of

hanging coppices, surrounding and crowning, as it were, an immense

old chalk-pit, which, overhung by bramble, ivy, and a hundred pendent

weeds, irregular and weather-stained, had an air as venerable and ro-

mantic as some gray ruin. Seen in the gloom and stillness of evening,

or by the pale glimpses of the moon, it would have required but little

aid from the fancy, to picture out the broken shafts and mouldering arches
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of Bome antique abbey. But, besides that daylight Is the gworn enemy
of such illusions, my attention was imperiously claimed by a reality of a

very different kind. One of the gayest and noisiest operations of rural

life—sheep-washing, was going on in the valley below

—

" the turmoil that unites

Clamour of boys with innocent despites

Of barking dogs and bleatings from strange fear."

Wordsworth.

All the inhabitants of the farm seemed assembled in the meadow. I

counted a dozen at least of men and boys of all ages, from the stout,

sunburnt, vigorous farmer of fifty, who presided over the operation,

down to the eight year old urchin, who, screaming, running, and
shaking his ineffectual stick after an eloped sheep, served as a sort of aide-

de-camp to the sheep-dog. What a glorious scene of confusion it was

!

what shouting I what scuffling I what glee I Four or five young men
and one amazon of a barefooted girl, with her petticoats tucked up to

her knees, stood in the water where it was pent between two hurdles,

ducking, sousing and holding down by main force, the poor, frightened,

struggling sheep, who kicked, and plunged, and bleated and butted,

and in spite of their imputed innocence, would certainly, in the ardour

of self-defence, have committed half a dozen homicides, if their power
had equalled their inclination. The rest of the party were fully occu-

pied ; some in conducting the purified sheep, who showed a strong

disposition to go the wrong way, back to their quarters ; others in

leading the uncleansed part of the flock to their destined ablution,

from which they also testified a very ardent and active desire to

escape. Dogs, men, boys, and girls were engaged in marshalling

these double processions, the order of which was constantly interrupted

by the outbreaking of some runaway sheep, who turned the march into

a pursuit, to the momentary increase of the din which seemed already

to have reached the highest possible pitch.

The only quiet persons in the field were a heavy looking lad, with a
broad face, red cheeks, round stupid black eyes, and large white teeth,

who lay idly under a hedge, and a middle aged woman standing at his

side ; who, with exactly the same features and complexion, had an
expression as different as possible, frank, quick, and lively. She was
evidently the mother not only of the young gentleman under the hedge,

but of half the laxls and lasses in the melee—I never met with a stronger

instance of family likeness. On considering where I had seen such a
good-humoured countenance, I had the pleasure to recognize a certain

Mrs. Martin, whose butter and poultry were in great request at my
friend's house, and whose simplicity and honesty rendered her conver-

sation almost as popular there as her commodities. I had also the

comfort of knowing myself to be much nearer home than I had expected,

although still ignorant of the exact road, and, resolving to make myself
and my difficulties known to Mrs. Martin, I scrambled down no very
smooth or convenient path, and keeping a gate between me and the

scene of action, contrived, after sundry efforts, to attract her attention.

She was as kind as possible, and promised to shew me the way herself,

but insisted on my previously resting at her house. Accordingly we sat

down in the shady porch, covered with early honeysuckles, and warm
from the fond mother's heart came the whole history of her family, espe-

cially of her seventh and favourite son, " Seppy," the saunterer of the

M, M. Neui Series.—Vol. I. No. 6. 4 E
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hedge, wlio had dawdled after us, and was now lying at his length on the

broad turf walk of the garden.

Septimus, being the seventh son of Richard, the seventh son of John
Martin, was of course, his mother said, a genius born, and was origi-

nally intended for a doctor—Medicine being, since astrology has been
out of fashion, the turn which this peculiar gift is assumed to take.

But poor Seppy, when sent at some cost to a grammar school, proved
unluckily, to use her own phrase, too clever to learn, and was dismissed

at the end of the half-year, as an incorrigible dunce. In consequence

of this misfortune the apothecary had refused to take him as an ap-

prentice, and he had remained at home ever since, giving most satisfactory

proofs of his genius by wandering about the fields in utter idleness all

the day Ion* ; avoiding his brothers and sisters, occasionally muttering

to himself, and reading all the penny ballads that fell in his way.

Wiser people than Mrs. Martin might have found the harmless, lazy,

mother-spoilt boy guilty of genius on no better proof than this poetical

love of the delicious Jcir niente. Latterly, however, he had manifested

a decided vocation for the fine arts, and the present difficulty lay in the

choice, Seppy having shewn an equal taste for music and painting

—

" Go and fetch your music, Seppy," said Mrs. Martin, and Seppy
obeyed.

During his absence his mother recounted the rise and progress of his

musical talent. She had been once gi'eatly afraid that Seppy's disposi-

tion was warlike. He had cheapened an image of Buonaparte which

he preferred to a white horse and even to a green parrot which adorned

the same board ; he had nearly lost his thumb in attempting, during

a frost, to fire off the old blunderbuss which her husband kept to scare

thieves from the house and birds from the chimnies ; and, on the arrival

of a recruiting party at the next village, he had gone every evening to

hear the drum and fife, and had formed an intimacy with the drummer.
She had been sadly afraid that he would enlist, but she had been mis-

taken ; it was only his great turn for music. Now that he could play all

their marches he never went near the soldiers. Indeed the drummer
was nothing of a musician compared with Seppy ; for Samuel Stave,

the bassoon player, had taught him all manner of church tunes, and he

had learnt several country-dances from Dick the fiddler. At this point

of her narration Seppy reappeared with a flageolet in one hand and a

tambourine in the other, and seizing the latter instrument, Mrs. Martin

exhibited it triumphantly as a visible and tangible proof of her son's

genius.

The history of this tambourine was curious. It had originally belonged

to the young lady of the manor, a child of eight j^ears old, who had

soon become weary of her toy, and after cutting the parchment to pieces

and breaking two of the bells, had given it to the nursery maid. The
nursery maid had, in her turn, transferred the useless instrument to her

little brother Jem Willis of the lodge, " a hoarding boy," observed Mrs.

Martin, " who is alvays thinking of his pocket. Of him Seppy bought

it for two-pence," continued she, " and a poor thing it was when he

brought it home, and would have been to this day but for Seppy's

genius. First he took two of our sheep bells and filled up the holes.

Then he begged a piece of parchment of his cousin Tom who writes for

a lawyer. Tom very civilly gave him an old mortgage, as may plainly be

seen." [Indeed I could easily distinguish fragments of upright clerk-
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like writing, by whicli Simon Hackland, Esq. assigned over to Daniel
Holdfast, gent., the manor and demesnes, woods and fisheries, park,

lands, and pigsties of Flyaway, in consideration and so forth] " Tom,"
pursued Mrs. Martin, " gave Seppy the mortgage, for which I sent him
a fat goose last Michaelmas, and little Bill, the drummer, helped to

fasten it on—no very easy job, the parchvnent being creased and folded,

and a little mouldy here and there. However all came right at last,"

continued the fond mother, " and you shall hear how Seppy plays."

Accordingly Seppy struck up a march, which he thumped in very
decent time, and with divers most original flourishes, his attitudes, in

particular, being unconscious caricatures of those usually exhibited.

He then performed the air of-' Nid, nid, nodding,' on the flageolet, with-

out any remarkable mistake, and I, having done my part as auditress,

by bestowing as much praise as I conscientiously could, perhaps rather

more, we adjourned into the house to judge of his progress in the sister

art of painting.

Mrs. Martin led me through a large lightsome bricked apartment, the

common room of the family, where the ample hearth, the great chairs

in the chimney corner, defended from draughts by gi-een stuff curtains,

the massive oak tables, the tall japan clock, and the huge dresser, laden

with pewter dishes as bright as silver, gave token of rustic comfort and
opulence. Ornaments were not wanting : the dresser was adorned with
the remains of a long hoarded -set of tea china, of a light rambling
pattern, consisting of five cups and seven saucers, a tea-pot, neatly

mended, a pitcher-like cream-jug, cracked down the middle, and a
sugar-basin wanting a handle. There were also sundry odd plates of
delf and Wedgewood, blue and white, brown-edged and green-edged,

scalloped and plain. Lastly, there was a choice collection of mugs

—

always the favourite object of housewifery vanity in every rank of rural

life, from Mrs. Martin, of Lovet Farm, down to her servant-maid

Debby.
The collection in question was of a particularly ambitious nature. It

filled a row and a half of the long dresser, graduated, according to size,

like books in a library, the gallons ranking as folios, the half pints

ranging as duodecimos. It was quite clear that they were kept for shew
and not for use, and never profaned by any liquid of any sort whatsoever.

Half a dozen cups, of a plain white ware, rather out of condition, were
evidently the drudges, the ivorking mugs of the family. The ornamen-
tal species, the drone 7migs, hung on nails by their handles, and were
of every variety of shape, colour, and pattern. Four of the larger ones
were adorned with portraits in medallions—Mr. Wilberforce, Lord
Nelson, the Duke of Wellington, and Charles Fox. Some were gay
with flowers, not very like nature—Some had landscapes in red, and
one a group of figures in j^ellow. Others, again, and these were chiefly

the blues, had patterns of all sorts of intricacy and involution, without

any visible meaning. Some had borders of many colours ; and some,
which looked far too classical for their company, had white cameos
relieved on a brown ground. These drinking vessels were full of an
antique elegance and grace. I stood admiring them whilst Mrs. Martin
held loud colloquy with a deaf charwoman, a parley which had given me
the opportunity of taking this survej' ; but which she at length inter-

rupted witli a profusion of apologies, and led me Into the parlour to

examine Scppy's performances.
4' E 2
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The parlour—oh, how incomparably inferior to the kitchen 1—was a

little, low, square, dark box, into which we were shut by a door, painted

black, dimly lighted by a small casement window, that was overhung

by a dingy-looking laurastinus, still frost-bitten, and rendered even

more gloomy by a dark paper of reds and greens with an orange border.

A piece of furniture called a beaufet stood open, and displayed a col-

lection of glass-ware, almost equal to the pewter for age and bi'ightness,

to the mugs for variety, and to the china for joinery ; this, together

with a shining round mahogany table, and half a dozen hai^bottomed
chairs, really seemed to crowd the little apartment. On the wall, to

which I looked for the specimens of Seppy's art, I saw only—first, a
map of England, worked, sampler-fashion in marking stitch, on so large

a scale that it almost reached from the ceiling to the floor, with the

name of Susan Plot in great letters, and the date 1793. Secondly,

a piece of embroidery, in coloured silks, on satin once white, now que-

rulously yellow, representing Queen Dido about to ascend the funer^
pyre, and signed, in a dark corner, Susanna Martin, 1817. N.B. Dido's

robe rather the worse foe wear—woefully faded. Thirdly, a print of

Louis XVI. in a full-dress court suit, the night before his execution.

Fourthly, a portrait of Dr. Doddridge, apparently cut out of some cheap
religious book, and framed in black, to match the French monarcli.

Fifthly, a dish of fruit in cloth-M'ork, anonymous.
As these were the sole decorations of the walls, I was rather puzzled

to conceive which could be the chef-d'oeuvre of Seppy, and had begun
to suspect the cloth cherries and strawberries, when his mother called

my attention to the mantle-piece, on which I descried two flaming match
figures, a Highlander and a gipsey, rather worse executed than common,
which, as all the world knows, need not be. Never did boarding-school

miss put out of hand more hopeless daubs. There was not an idea of

form, or colour, or proportion. The gipsey woman was half as tall again

as the Highlandman, who, indeed, by the help of his tartan petticoat,

might have passed for a woman himself. Poor Mrs. Martin hung over

them in extacy, and, not content with extorting all she could of com-
mendation, seriously requested my advice and opinion as to which of

the two arts Seppy should follow as a profession.

I was so much struck with the harmlessness of the lad, who followed

us like a spaniel, and with the delightful frankness and simplicity of the

mother, that I could not resist the impulse of bestowing that most un-

profitable of all things to the giver and receiver—good advice ; and con-

cluded a vehement tirade against the fine arts with the following ex-

hortation. " Make Septimus a farmer, Mrs. Martin, a good, honest,

thriving farmer, like his father ! treat him as if he were your sixth son

or your eighth ! forget his genius, make a farmer of him !" and she said

she would ; and the next day, painting having been the rock against

which I particularly cautioned lier, Seppy was articled to a drawing-

master, and is to this hour, perpetrating such caricatures of the " human
face divine," as would set at defiance the efforts of any genius, except

that of the seventh son of a seventh son.

M
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THE FOREST SANCTUAUY, AND OTHER POEJIS,

BY MRS. HEMANS.

It is now too late to discuss Mrs. Hemans' claims to poetical distinction.

She has already displayed her powers under all the forms of poetry, and under
them all, with very striking success. To feminine grace of language she has
united masculine vigour of conception ; she has had the taste to adopt subjects

honourable to her delicacy, and the fortunate power to do justice to them, and
to the opinion which had been long since excited by her rising genius.

We feel peculiar pleasure in being able to express those sentunents of a
female writer; and even our natural deference for the sex is less interested

in this language than our anxiety, that Woman should be found at all times sus-

taining the rank which she was by nature entitled to hold, as at once the best

example and the most impressive teacher of virtue.

It is yet remarkable with what fatal facility this high distinction is sometimes
cast away by our female writers. At this moment, some of the most unguarded
(to use the gentlest term) of our writers are females. Love, in all its extrava-

gancies, is the favourite topic, and the most fatiguing common-places are

inflicted upon the world, in the shape of the most hazardous principles. We
thus have " Passion" Orientalized, Italianized, Grecianized, forcing itself in all

shapes and colours upon the general eye, and in all misleading and debasing

;

ludicrously untrue to nature, but, it is to be feared, often calamitously injurious

to rectitude of understanding and purity of mind.

Nor vvould we, on the other hand, have poetry, what Paine said a Quaker
would have made the world, a " drab-coloured creation ;" we would have the

palpable indications of the Supreme will, that we should be as happy as our
state will allow, acknowledged, in all our pursuits. We should no more lay an
interdict on the grace and animation of poetry, than we should on the grace of

the human form or the smiles of the human countenance. Let the sullen

Sectary mortify his visage, and mould his language into perpetual moroseness

—

let the dreaming Mystic abhor the bright realities of life, and wander away into

his region of chilling clouds and darkness—let the grim piety of the worshipper

of Knox, or the world-loving spirituality of the Quaker abjure the brilliant,

the lovely, and the ornamental parts of life. But the same Will that covered

the flowers with beauty beyond all art, and crowned the peacock with a diadem,

and plumed him with purple and gold—that made the breeze musical, and the

simple waving of the woods, and the fall of waters, full o^'rich contemplation

;

the very hand that inlaid the morning and sunset sky with the splendours of

all gems, and has stamped upon the heai't the faculty of being delighted,

cheered, and softened by all these dazzling, and joyous, and solemn things, has

declared that, in its highest and holiest sense, to enjoy is to obey.

We would thus throw open to our poetry the gates of every avenue to

the treasures of the palace of imagination ; the ancient and magnificent memo-
rials of the heroic times ; the romantic and elevating reliques of the later age

;

and the strong-featured, bold, and highwrought groupings of our own stirring

time of realities.

We look upon this volume as a striking exemplification of the fine variety

that thus lies before the poet, without the necessity of seeking for subjects

in paths humiliating to true talent. We shall now give a few extracts of

Mrs. Hemans' work, as altogether the best mode of substantiating the praise

which we are so gratified to give.
" T7ie Forest Sanctumy " the principal poem, is a description of the mental

struggles and actual sufferings of a Spaniard, in the time of that reformation

which in the sixteenth century dawned on Spain with, unhappily, so brief a

splendour.

After a few stanzas addressed to his boy, who is supposed to be with him

tin his South American place of refuge, the Spaniard describes the Aitlo da Fein
which his friends were sacrificed.
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XII.

Yet art thou lovely !—Song is on thy hills—

Oh sweet and mournful melodies of Spain,

That hdl'd my boyhood, how your memory thrills

The exile's heart with sudden-wakening pain !

—

Your sounds are on the rocks—that I might hear

Once more the music of the mountaineer !
—

And from the sunny vales the shepherd's strain

Floats out, and fills the solitary place

With the old tuneful names of Spain's heroic race.

XIII.
But there was silence one bright, golden day,

Through my OAvn pine-hung mountains. Clear, yet lone

In the rich autumn light the vineyards lay.

And from the fields the peasant's voice was gone

;

And the red grapes untrodden strew'd the ground,

And the free flocks untended roam'd aiound :

Where was the pastor ?—where the pipe's wild tone ?

Music and mirth were hush'd the hills among.

While to the city's gates each hamlet pour'd its tlurong.

XIV.
Silence upon the mountains !— But within

The city's gates a rush—a press

—

v- sw-ell

Of multitudes their torrent way to win ;

And heavy boomings of a dull deep bell,

A dead pause following each—like that which parts

The dash of billows, holding breathless hearts

Fast in the hush of fear—knell after knell

;

And sounds of thickening steps, like thundev-rain,

That plashes on the roof of some vast echoing fane

!

XV.
What pageant's hour approach'd ?—The sul'en gate

Of a strong ancient prison-house Avas thrown
Back to the day. And who, in mournful state.

Came forth, led slowly o'er its threshold-stone?

They that had learn'd, in cells of secret gloom,

How sunshine is forgotten !—They, to whom
The very features of maiikijid were grown
Tilings that bewilder'd !—O'er their dazzled sight

They lifted their wan hands, and cower'd before the light

!

With the martyr Alvar, come his two sisters—Inez the younger, a creature of

tenderness and fragile beauty ; and Theresa, of a loftier and graver mould.

XXXV.
But the dark hours wring forth the hidden might

Which hath lain bedded in the silent soul,

A treasure all undreamt of;—as the night

Calls out the harmonies of streams that roll

Unheard by day. It seem'd as if her breast

Had hoarded energies, till then supprcss'd

Almost with pain, and bursting from control.

And finding first that hour their pathway free :

— Could a rose brave the storm, such might her emblem be

'

XXXVI.
For the soft gloom whose shadow still had hung
On her fair brow, beneath its garlands worn.

Was fled ; and fire, like prophecy's, had sprung

Clear to her kindled eye. It might be scorn

—

Pride—sense of wrong—ay, the frail heart is bound
By these at times, ev'n as with adamant round.

Kept so'from breaking !—yet not thus upborne

She mov'd, though some sustaining passion's wave
Lifted her fervent soul— a sister for the brave

!
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Inez, the second sister, is thus captivatingly described.

XLII.
And she to die !—she lov'd tlic laughing earth

With such deep joy in its frcsli leaves and flowers

!

—Was not her smile even as the sudden birth

Of a young rainbow, colouring vernal showers ?

Yes ! but to meet her fawn- like step, to hear
The gushes of wild song, so silvery clear,

Whicli, oft unconsciously, in liappier hours
Flow'd fi'om her lijjs, was to forget the sway

Of Time and Death below,—blight, shadow, dull decay

!

XLiir.
Could this eliange be ?—the hour, the scene, where last

I saw that form, came floating o'er my mind ;

—A golden vintage-eve ;— the heats were pass'd,

And, in the freshness of the fanning wind.

Her father sat, where gleam'd the first faint star

Through the lime-boughs ; and with lier light guitar.

She, on the greensward at his feet reclin'd,

In his calm face laugh'd up ; some shepherd-lay

Singing, as childhood sings on the lone hills at play.

XLIV.
And now—oh God !—the bitter fear of death.

The sore ainaze, the faint o'erehadowing dread.

Had gnisp'd her !—panting in her quick-drawn breath,

And in her white lijjs quivering;—onward led.

She look'd up with her dim bcwilder'd eyes,

And there smil'd out her own soft brilliant skies.

Far in their sultry southern azure spread.

Glowing with joy, but silent !—still they smil'd.

Yet sent down no reprieve for earth's poor trembling child.

One of the refinements of barbarism, in those hideous sacrifices, was the

delay of death. The previous ceremonies were, according to tiie genius of the

church, the time, and the nation, so numerous, and so formally gone through,

that the victims of the inquisition were often ive{)t in that worse agony than

death, for many hours together. The whole preparation for their torture was
before their eyes, and they were exposed to the bowlings of the multitude, the

more afflicting exhortations of the monks, and the obvious misery of their

relatives and friends among the spectators, frequently till the day had gone
down, and the execution was left> to be finished in darkness. This scene, and its

contrast with the landscape, are powerfully marked in the following description.

The Auto da Fe was sometimes held outside the cities.

L.

It died away;—the incense-cloud was driven

Before tlie breeze—the words of doom were said

;

And the sun faded mournfully from Heaven,
—He faded moiu-nfully ! and dimly red.

Parting in clouds from those that look'd their last.

And sigh'd— " farewell, thou sun !"—Eve glow'd and pass'd

—

Night—midnight and the moon—came forth and shed

Sleep, even as dew, on glen, wood, peopled spot

—

Save one—a place of death—and there men slumber'd not.

LI.
'Twas not within the city—but in sight

Of the snow-crown'd sierras, freely sweeping.

With many an eagle's ejTie on the height.

And hunter's cabin, by the torrent peeping
Far off : and vales between, and vineyards lay,

With sound and gleam of waters on their way,
And chestnut-woods, that girt the happy sleoping,
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In many a peasant-home !—the midnight sky
Brought softly that I'ich world round those who came to die.

LII.
The darkly-glorious midnight sky of Spain,

Burning with stars !—What had the torches' glare

To do beneath that Temjjle, and profane
Its holy radiance ?—By their wavering flare,

I saw beside the pyres— I see thee 7iow,

O bright Theresa ! with thy lifted brow,
And thy cUisp'd hands, and dark eyes fill'd with prayer !

And thee, sad Inez ! bowing thy fair head,
And mantling up thy face, all colourless with dread !

The martyrs sometimes showed a serenity and courage almost inconceivable.
There have been instances of their delivering the noblest addresses to the mul-
titudewhile theflame was gathering round them—of praying with unchanged coun-
tenances while their limbs were actually consuming—of parting with life in the
midst of exclamations, and hymns of holy and invincible rejoicing. From witness-
ing this scene of horror, and yet of lofty and generous emotion, the Spaniard flies,

and finds himself in a lonely cathedral. He spends the night in meditation, and
feels a new influence on his spirit; he speaks of his faith, and is tin-own into a
dungeon: where he is tortured, but after a long confinement is set at liberty.

In the mountains he finds his wife and son, and with them passes the Atlantic.
His wife dies at sea—he arrives in the New World, and there prepares him for an
old age of faith and prayer, his thoughts still reverting to the rich recollections
of the sights and sounds of Spain.
We have now given the beauties of this fine poem, and have left ourselves no

room for even the few strictures that we might feel compelled to make. The story
is not sufficiently marked by incident. It is much more a narrative of others
than of the intended hero. The Spaniard's conversion is not distinctly marked,
nor does he appear to have been converted on much stronger grounds than
those of hatred for the inquisition, and admiration of a picture in a cathedral
window. The Bii)le is an after-instrument, and altogether too faintly introduced.
The author has here flung away a most noble, yet natural opportunity of
sustaining the moral purpose of her poem. It also disappoints us unnecessarily
to know, that the Spaniard was unable to lead his beloved wife to the Truth, and
that she perished in darkness ; for those vague and shadowy hues of the truth
which the poet talks of as dawning on her mind, could not satisfy her belief,

more than they can satisfy our interest in her conversion. The Spaniard's
confinement in the Inquisition is touched in colours that almost elude the eye

;

facts ought always to be stated, at least, with distinctness.

Some of the descriptions are beautiful. But it must be acknowledged, that
we are at last growing a little weary of description. Goats, and guitars; blue
mountains, and olive groves; moorish castles and castanets, have had their day,
and are now fallen into disuse by the higher classes of literary taste. We will

venture to say, that nine out often of the very worst writers of the time cannot
talk of Switzerland without bringing in Mount Blanc and the Banz des Vachcs ;

nor of Germany, without "The Rhine, the Riiine, be blessings on the Rhine;"
and the " winecup ;" and the " warhorn ;" and the " minnesinger;" Szc. Sec;
but these things have lost their merit by their merciless use, and we nuist not
see Mrs. Ilemans, who ought to rank with the highest, condescending to adopt
the means of the most desperate of the dabblers in Helicon.
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REMAKKS ON FKIENDLY SOCIETIES.— Con(ifl»€(l.

Who are the persons that receive relief under the poor laws ? The
agriculturists, mechanics, reduced tradesmen, fishermen, and labourers

in various vocations, form by far the greatest numbers. It has been

affirmed, and with some truth, that the agriculturist's wages are insuf-

ficient to supply a family with food and raiment, and therefore that he

cannot become a subscriber to a society for mutual support. In some
districts the wages of labour are disgracefully low, and as the deficiency

is too often made up by overseers from the parish-rates, the magistrates are

called on to increase their vigilance and bring the delinquents to merit-

ed punishment. Every agricultural labourer who is, as he should be,

fairly remunerated for his work, is able to take one 'penny from his daily

pittance to accumulate as a resource against dependence and poverty in

the days of adversity and sickness. Suppose this man to be twenty years

of age, one penny a-day would ensure him in the County Benefit Society— Twelve shillingx a-voeck during sickness, with medicine and medical at-

tendance, six shillings a-tvee/c during the period that he is progressively

advancing to health ; a weekly allowance of seven shillings after the age of
sixty-five, and the power oj' leaving twelve pounds by his will to be paid
by the Society to the person to whom he devises it. The mechanic is better

able to secure these great advantages than the agriculturist, because the

average amount of wages to this class is greater. There are too often

instances of bitter distress among the manufacturers, to permit as positive

an observation on their capability ; at the same time, it must be owned,
that the manufacturers are known to be improvident in the times of pros-

perity ; and it is ascertained that very few accumulate a sufficient sum
during their youth to support them after they are too infirm to labour.

The earnings of fishermen are precarious ; yet, unless we are mis-

taken, their profits are much greater than those of the agriculturists.

Small traders, servants, and general labourers, are all, for the most part,

able to ensure their comfort and independence by entering these societies,

and therefore should be urged to do so, not only from motives of bene-

volence, but on the principle of public good. The agriculturist is, on

the whole, less able to diminish his weekly pittance for this purpose than

any other labourer ; yet we find, from the evidence of the Reverend
Thomas Becher, who, like Mr. Fleming, has nobly wrought in this ex-

tensive field for the exercise of philanthropy, that this class, the least

able to spare anything from their earnings, constitutes a great proportion

of the members of the society founded bj^ that exemplary divine aided

by Admiral Southeron. If " chiefly labourers in husbandry " constitute

one of the few sound and best regulated societies in England, every other

class of the working portion of the people is able to secure themselves

against the degradation of parish relief.

We have said that the establishment of these Friendly Societies must
eventually diminish the Poor Rate, and so improve the temporal and
moral condition of the lower classes. If any man is inclined to doubt
that such would be the effect, let the following facts from the evidence

of Mr. Becher for ever remove his doubts. " In reducing the poor-rates

of Southwell, it will be found from the statement presented, that the nett

cost of maintaining the poor in 1821, was £2,010 ; in 1822, £1,421 ; in

1823, £589; and in 1824, £517 ; and I have reason to believe that the

M.M. New Series—Vol. I. No. 6. 4 F
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expences of the current year, ending at Lady Day next, will not exceed,

but rather fall beneath, the last amount. This reduction was effected
PARTLY DURING AN ADVANCED PRICE OF PROVISIONS, AND IN A TOWN
SITUATED IN AN AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT. My observations, however,

do not apply exclusively to Southwell, but, in a certain degree, to forty-

nine parishes constituting the surrounding neighbourhood. The inha-

bitants of this district, perceiving the beneficial effects produced upon
the character and conduct of the poor, as well as the diminution of the

2)arochial expenditure, have incorporated Jbr similar jiurposes ; and J, as

the visitor, am noiv effecting a reduction of their rates upon similar prin-

ciples !"

We have come to the conclusion, not from a hypothetical foundation,

but ^Yomjiicts which admit of no debate, for the poorest class constitutes

a great proportion of the associations which has produced this impor-

tant result.

We are not inclined to say more on the expediency of establishing, in

every part of the empire, these societies. Every man who possesses the

feelings of patriotism and humanitj' must feel his bosom swell with an

ardent desire to become a fellow-labourer with Mr. Fleming and Mr.
Becher in promoting these means for at once securing the poor, the sick,

and the aged from penury and misery, and the kingdom from a demora-

lising and oppressive tax.

The greater number of the opinions entertained even by people in the

superior walks of life, excepting those which relate to mere points of

moral rectitude, when closely examined, have but weak foundations for

their support. Many opinions are adopted from indefinite notions,

many fi-om sheer ignorance, and many fi-om mere opposition. Every day

we hear of the immobility of prejudice, and the violence of fanaticism :

there may be some truth in the assertion, but he who has any knowledge

of human nature knows, that prejudice, fanaticism, and almost every

passion yields to the magic touch of ititerest. Let those capable of com-

prehending the soundness and utility of such societies as those founded

in Hampshire and at Southwell, be assured, that it is to the interest of

the poor to become members of them, and they will no longer oppose

their establishment, and soon teach the poor in their districts to appre-

ciate them. Should they doubt this point, too, they will find Jiict

against them as in the former instance. These are the words of Mr.

Becher.
" The transition from a dependence upon the parish to a reliance upon

their own resources, I have not found so violent as might be expected ;

because, when the poor are compelled to rest upon their personal fore-

thought and exertion, they devise means of support beyond our know-

ledge and almost beyond our comprehension." On Mr. Becher being

asked ;
'' do you mean, by using the expression, compelled to rest upon

their own resources, that you refuse relief to those who do not contribute

to those societies ?" he gave the following reply, which must excite

respect for him wherever it is read.

" We teach the poor, that the only relief to which a pauper is entitled

is bare subsistence. We explain to them the nature of the saving-bank,

and of the friendly institution ; we propose to take a portion of their

children in the first instance, as recommended in the report alluded to,

and to diet them daily at the workhouse, where they are schooled and

employed according to Mr. Locke's system, and allowed to return home
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in the evening ; when the poor are very urgent, and deny the possibility

of procuring employment, we grant thorn piece-work, of which we
always contrive to possess a staple supply ; by these means, and by a

firm, just, and frugal administration of the poor laws, we revive those

virtuous feelings and provident habits which constitute the natural and

legal basis of independence among the laborious members of the com-

munity."

It appears from facts, obtained by experiment, that tlie prejudices of

the lower orders are not insuperable obtacles to the establishment of

societies for their comfort : it now only requires exertion, similar to

that displayed by the great philanthropists who have espoused this sys-

tem, to extend them to every county, and to urge, b^' patient explana-

tion of their uses, the poor to enter into these associations.

In the mining and manufacturing counties, some dislike has been ob-

served to exist to the establishing of great societies from an ill-founded

apprehension that the members will use these associations for the pur-

pose of devising means of combining against their employers. Was this

suspicion well founded, it would be just ground for great vigilance, but

there is no foundation for apprehension. In the first place the regula-

tions of the County Benefit Society do not permit its members to

assemble, to feast, and spend the money in useless profusion, and too

often in riot and drunkenness. In the second place, it is maintained by

the testimony of many witnesses, before the committee, that very few

societies have ever been used to facilitate combinations among the

working classes. The number does not amount to more than three or

four. One society is known to have used between three and four

hundred pounds for such nefarious purposes. One item amounted to

one hundred and twenty pounds, a gift to the Bradford weavers. If any

apprehension existed in a district that a society was formed for such

purposes, the remedy is always at hand : the justices m quarter sessions

can refuse to sanction its establishment. The way, yet more certain, to

allay such apprehensions, is to form Coiuity Societies on the principles

of those of Hampshire and Southwell, ani\ so obtain two great ends,

the amelioration of the condition of the poor, and the seciuity against

combinations through smaller benefit clubs.

It is not to be wondered at in this trafficking, calculating countrjs that

some keen speculations have been entered into by individuals too solici-

tous for gain. A company, who considered their data sufficieutlj' accu-

rate, subscribed a large sum, and undertook, for proportional payments,

to provide the insurer with the same benefits as other Friendly Societies,

but with the intention of sharing the profits among the subscribers. Of
the legality of this proceeding we shall say nothing : we have heard that

they were unwilling to permit a distinguished individual to examine their

books. We have not heard of the existence of any more of these dis-

graceful speculations, but warn our readers, who intend to become
members of Friendly Societies, to be certain that they are not of the

st<imp of that established in Threadneedle Street.

We must now say a little on the nature of the calculations on which
this refined system rests. The great actuaries and others who have

studied this complicated question, consider that data, sufficiently accu-

rate for practical purposes, have been obtained. The Northampton
tables, which form the basis of most of the calculations of this country,

underrate human life to a great degree. The Swedish tables are not
4 F 2
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considered more accurate. The Carlisle tables accord more closely with
the results obtained by Mr. Finlaison, than any other. This gentleman
is the actuary of the National Debt Office, and has been employed for

six years in investigating the true law of mortality, and the difference

of duration of life between the two sexes. One observation was made
on twenty-five thousand people who were either nominees in tontines,

or life annuities ; these were persons in the upper classes of the commu-
nity. Another observation was made on seventy-five thousand men
belonging to Chelsea and Greenwich hospitals. Much valuable informa-

tion on this important subject has been obtained by the " Highland
Society of Scotland," which, with some difficulty, collected returns of

the length of life, and the duration of sickness between given periods

of age, from more than seventy societies.

It is not quite determined that sickness and the duration of life bear
an exact proportion to each other, although the observations have been
pressed very close. It must be remembered that some districts are less

licaltliy than others, some trades productive of sickness, and that crowded
cities subject people to more accidents and causes of ill-health, and are

not favourable to longevity. Perhaps a census of the population, not
only as to numbers and sexes, but to the age of each individual, every
seven years, for three or more periods, would facilitate the arrival

at a more correct result, and so enable the community to reap advan-

tages from the precision of the calculations on such extensive data. It

is the opinion of Mr. Finlaison, that if ten thousand persons are living

at the age of twenty and ten thousand at the age of forty-eight, then the

same number of each will die annually, but the quantity of sickness

among the latter number greatly preponderates, and so renders the pro-

portional payments for relief during sickness much higher at that age.

We subjoin the following tables, which will interest our readers.

A Table exhibiting the law of sickness, with reference to an individual,

from twenty to seventy years of age ; or the average duration of

sickness endured by an individual in each year, from twenty to seventy

years of age, shewn in weeks, and decimals of weeks. This table is

the result of the calculations made on the returns to

Society of Scotland.

the Highland
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The following is the statement, showing the expectation or mean
duration of human life, from and after every age, and for cither sex,

constructed by Mr. l-'inlaison, and before referred to.

Age.

Mean duration of Life to
be expected by

A Male.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

n
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24.

25
26
27
.28
29
30
31

32
33

50,16

50,13
50,04.

49,80
4.9,42

48,93
4S,36

47,71

47,02

46,.30

45,57

44,83
44,07
4'J,31

42,53
41,76
41,01

40,29
39,01

38,98
38,39
37,83
37,34
36,87

36,39
35,90
35,41

34,86
34,31

33,75

33,17
32,59
32,00
31,40

A Female.

55,51

55,59
55,37
50,05
54,65
51,23
53,72

53,15
52,50
51,80

51,05

50,27

49,48
48,70
47,93
47,19
48,51

45,86
45,22

44,60
43,99
4.'3,36

42,73
42,09
41,45

40,81

40,17
39,52
38,87

38,22

37,57
36,91

36,26

35,61

AOE.

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
4.6

47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Mean duration of Life to
be expected by

A Male.

30,79
30,17

29,54
28,91

28,28
27,65

27,02
26,39
2.5,74

25,08
24,42

23,75
2.3,07

22,38
21,68
20,98
20,30

19,62

18,97

18,.34

17,73

17,15

16,57

16,02

15,47

14,93

14,.39

13,84

13,28

12,72

12,17

11,63
11,10

10,61

A Female.

AOB.

Mean duration of Life to

be expected by

A Male. A Female.

34,96

.U31
33,68

33,04
32,40

31,76
31,12

30,46

29,81

29,14
28,48
27,81

27,13
26,44
25,75
25,06
24,35
2.3,65

22,93

22,22
21,50
20,79
20,08
19,38

18,60

18,00
17,-32

16,64
15,96

15,30

14,64

14,00

13,37

12,76

68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
80
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
05
96

- 97
98
99
100

10,14
9,67

9,22

8,70

8,57

7,96

7,54

7,12

6,69

6,23

5,78

5,.35

4,91.

4, .55

4,18

3,82

3,46
3,12

2,81

2,53

2,31

2,12

1,95

1,83

1,65

1,49

1,34

1,18

97
75
50
00

]2,16

11,57

10,99

10,44

9,92

9,41

8,92

8,46
8,00

7,58

7,19

6,83
6,50
6,20

5,89
5,.57

5,22

4,84
4,4*
4,03
.3,63

3,21

2,83

2,49

2,21

1,97

1,75

1,55

1,32

1,12

94>

75
50

From tables, similar to the two above inserted, calculations are made
of the sum to be paid at a specified age, to ensure during sickness

a proportional benefit, or an annuity to be paid to a male or female at

a given age, on payment of a certain sum.
The system may be made clearer to those not accustomed to such

examinations by giving the following passage from Mr. Becher's most
valuable evidence. " The Southwell tables calculate the number of sick

members under _^the age of twentj'-five, at one in forty-six ; from the age

of twenty-five to thirty at one in thirty-seven and a fraction ; from thirty

to forty at one in thirty-two, and from forty to fifty at one in twenty-

seven." It is evident from the first age specified that if forty-six

persons were to agree to pay each sixpence a week, to receive when sick

eight shillings a week, and only one at a time was to be sick all the year

round, that he would take only a portion of the sum paid by the forty-six

each week into the fund, and so the remainder of the sum not given to
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the side would be allowed to accumulate. If the insurers were older, of

course their payments to guarantee them the same sum a week while

sick, would be necessarily larger, because as age advances sickness

increases, and consequently the demands on the fund must be more
frequent.

The calculations of these societies have, in many instances, particularly

in the Hampshire and Southwell, been extended to insurances for sums
to be paid to children on their attaining a certain age, and thus prepar-

ing the means of apprenticing them, &c. It will, therefore, be as well to

oflFer some information relative to the number of b'rrhs, and the mor-
tality among infants, although it is a subject on which liie great actuaries

speak with caution, and on which sufficiently extensive data do not
exist.

Among the poorer classes a greater number ofwomen become pregnant
and a greater number miscarry, than among the higher orders. Tlie

mortality among the children of the poor is much greater than among
those of the rich, so that the numbers of both rich and poor which attain

to maturity are nearly equal in a given number of marriages. The
proportion of infant mortality appears, among the poor, to be as follows :

out of one thousand births five hundred and forty-two are alive at the
time of the mothers' next lying-in. The births average twrf in every
four years, from the time of marriage to the twentieth year of parturition ;

and the number of children alive at the period of the mother's next
lying-in is at the rate of one in every four years. The number of births

is not affected by the age at which marriage is contracted on the part of
the female, but it appears that the births are not so quick when
the woman marries vei^' young, as they are when married at maturer
years. The average number of children is nearly four, and the miscar-

riages one in three. There are no computations of the numbers of
unfruitful marriages.

As the number of births, and the mortality at different periods of
infant life, are points of great importance in political economy, and also

to individuals desirous of ensuring benefits for infants, it is expected
that the legislature will enact some general and efficient methods
by which exact returns may be obtained. Some of the great offices for

insurance attempt to obtain information b}^ giving premiums, but their

means cannot be rendered as generally available as those which the

legislature could adopt.

The chairman, Mr. Peregrine Courtenay, of the Select Committee on
Laws respecting Friendly Societies, communicated with the Baron B.

Delessert, and received some useful information from him, from which
it seems that systematic attention has been paid to the subject of mor-
tality by official persons in France. Mr. Davillard drew up the tables of
mortality generally used in France, from documents collected b}^ the
Minister of the Interior. As was expected, very minute and detailed

replies were given ; some of them approach the computations of our own
actuaries : for example, out of one million of children, supposed to

be born in France at the same period, five hundred and two thousand
two hundred and sixteen, or rather more than half, will be alive in

twenty years. The proportion of births in France has constantly dimi-

nished: from 1670 to 1700 the births were four four-fifths ; from 1710 to

1750 the proportion was four two-fifths ; from 1750 to 1790 it was four

minus one-tenth. These are very curious facts, and it is very difficult to
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suggest any reason for their existence- Our limits will not permit us to

entei- on the subject of Friendly Societies in France, indeed the informa-

tion we have is not sufficient.

We shall now offer a few remarks on the County Friendly Society,

and the meai^s by which it may be promoted to hasten and ensure

the great results which it is calculated to produce, if the exertions

of the community are in proportion to the magnitude of the un-

dertaking.
" Any person, wliether Male or Female, between the ages of ten and fifty, being

of respectable cliaractei- and in good health, may, if residing in the county of Hants,
become a Ciindidate for admission.

" The Honorary Members voluntarily superintend the management of this institu-

tion, and the a])i)lication of the funds, and enrich the establishment with their dona-
tions and subscriptions; but do not receive iiny cmolinnent in return.

" The benefactions already received exceed Four Thousand Founds, and tho
annual subscriptions exceed Two Hundred Pounds.

" The Ordinary Members, as joint pro])rietors, arc, by Act of Parliament and by
llules, entitled to all the advantages arising from the contributions, which are vested

in the trustees, ' to be deposited by them in the Bank of England for the use and
benefit of the institution, and of the several depositors therein, their respective execu-
tors or administrators, according to their respective (claims and interests.'

" Shoidd the Funds accumulate, so as to admit of a Division, the Surplus is to be
apportioned by the trustees among the contributors, under the advice of two profes-

sional actuaries, or persons skilled in calculation, who have been approved by tlie

justices in quarter sessions assembled ; and who are to certify, that the interests of all

the contributors to tlie institution, and of all persons having claims tliereon, eitlier in

possession or expectancy, have been fairly dealt with and secured.
" The superior board of management will hold its meeting at the Grand Jury

Chamber, in Winchester, on the first Monday in every month, at the hour of one in

the afternoon ; and will be atljoumed, from time to time, as business may require.
" Local Committees will be appointed in every considerable town or district for

conducting the concerns of tlie institution. These committees will be fully empowered
to accept proposals of candidates, to contract for assurances, to receive single and
monthly contributions, and to make all pajmcnts and allowances due to the members
resident in their respective districts.

" An Anniversary Meeting of the honorary and the ordinary members will be con-
vened in every district containing fifty members. At tliis meeting a Report shall be
made, exliibiting the state of the funds ; and the ordinaiy members shall recommend
as Stewards, one or more of tlieir number, not exceeding four ; who, when approved
by the Committee, are to transact such business as may occur, and will be entitled

to ten shillmgs each, yearly, for the performance of their duty.
" Auditors are appointed to examine the accounts, and to present, annually, a

Report containing a statement of the funds.
" The Treasurer has given a bond, with sureties, for one thousand pounds, as a

seciu'ity for all money, and other things entrusted to his care or custody. The
Secretary is bound also with sureties in the sum of five hundred pounds, and every
Agent in the sum of two hundred pounds under similar obligations. No balances are

to be retained in their hands, except such as may be deemed necessary to satisfy the
current demands upon the society.

" Honorary Physicians will be nominated, if possible, in every district ; to whom
references may be made in cases of emergency.

" Sitfgeons will be provided to officiate in every district ; and every member,
assuring any allowance in sickness, and residing within five miles of the office of the
Agent, upon whose book the assurer's name is entered, shall, in addition to such
allowance, be entitled at all times to require and receive from the surgeon, at the
expense of the institution, Medical Attendance, Advice, and Medicine.

" Every Payment, due from the institution to the members, will be made by the

agents in the different districts, according to such arrangements, as shall be found best
adapted to promote general accommodation.

" The Members are di\dded into ten classes, as will appear from the rules of classi-

fication, and the tables of calculations.
" The Bed-lying Pay of tlie first class is two shillings per week ; and is due, so long

as a member shall be confined by sickness or infirmity to the bed or bedchamber ; and
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shall continue unable to walk out of the house, to perform any labour, or to execute
any employment. While the member remams in this state, the bed-lying pay will

never be withdrawn.
" The Walking Pay of the first class is one shilling per week ; and is due to every

sick or infirm member, who is able to walk out of the house to perform any labour, or
to execute any employment ; but not so as, during any one M'eek, thereby to earn
any sum, or to acquire any emolument, equal in amount or value to the weekly
walking pay. The walking pay may be demanded without making any previous appli-
cation for the bed-lying pay, which appears to be an important privilege.

" The Allowances in the second class are twice the amount of those in the first

class ; and thus, by similar gradations, do the ten classes advance progressively.
" No person is entitled either to the bed-lying pay or the walking pay, until he or

she shall have been a member for one year ; but every person is entitled to medical
attendance, advice, and medicine, at the expense of the institution, immediately on
admission.

" The Allowances in Sickness will not be granted to any female, during the' first

month next immediately after child-birth.
" The payment on Death is due whenever that event may occur. All allowances

in sickness, on the part of the institution, cease at the age of sixty-five, when the
annuity assured therewith will commence."

The foregoing are the principal regulations, and will afford a fair

criterion by which to form an estimate of its utility.

The last clause we object to—sickness after the age of sixty-five

increases in duration and intensity, and consequently the sufferer requires
greater pecuniary assistance. We are not competent to pass any
opinion on the best mode of ensuring a continuation of a sick allowance,
which with the annuity would amount to the sick allowance to which the
annuitant had been entitled previous to his reaching the age of sixty-

five ; that appears to us to be advisable.

There is one great obstacle to the flourishing of these societies. It is

one which has not been stated, and which is obvious as soon as it is

mentioned. The iniquitous, degrading, demoralising practice of paying to

the agricultural labourer very small ivages, and malting up a sum, deemed
by the parish officers sufficient to support his Jamily ! ! This system we
lightly referred to in the commencement of these remarks under the
terms " misapplication of parochial assessment." Now we will vent our
indignation at this nefarious practice. Magistrates, overseers, yeomen,
tenantry, and others in various parts, have banded together to thus

insult, oppress, and defraud the peasantry of England. We say, that

this accursed practice is almost systematised—that occupiers of land

combine to regulate the price of the peasant's labour, which being too

little to enable him and his family to exist, they make up the deficiency

from the poor-rate. This is a crying sin. The labourer is worthy of his

hire, and has a right to fair remuneration, and not to the wages decreed
by cunning and interested men, who thus compel the clergymen, the

tradesmen, the occupants of houses, and others, to pay a portion of their

labourers' wages. It is passing strange that self-interest has not pointed

out to the people this robbery and misuse of their money. If the

agricultural labourer is not paid his fair wages, but is only allowed to

earn a bare subsistence, hoto is he to find the means of providing against

penury and misery during sickness and old age 9 In the district superin-

tended by Mr. Becher the agriculturists are subscribers to his admirable

institution. There his vigilance and philanthropy are sure guards

against this infamous practice. Mr. Fleming has this one obstacle

opposed to the growth of his great societ}'—It is a subject well worthy
the attention of Parliament, and would confer honour on any man who
could procure the enactment of such law as would for ever shield the
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poor against this demoralizing, and oppressive evil. When the la-

bourer is left to receive from his employer the fair compensation for his

work, he will then be able to secure independence and comfort by
uniting with the Friendly Societies. Now, superior skill and industry

have no excitement by proportional rewards—the wages are fixed, in too

manj' districts, and the deficit made good by the parish—most of whom,
we again repeat, are cheated and gulled, and made to pay for that labour

from which they receive no benefit.

No great good is to be obtained without corresponding exertion. The
future results to the kingdom by the skilful adoption and support of

these great societies would be most beneficial : so the exertions by the

clergy (in particular), by the landholders, by every friend to humanity,

should be commensurate, and we heartily hope that the toils of Becher,

Southeron, and Fleming, will be amply repaid by finding their bright

example followed by their country.

HUMAN LIFE.

A Ballad.

I stood by the towers of Ardenveile

And the bells rang out a jocund peal,

Loudly and merrily rang they then.

O'er field, and valley, and sylvan glen ;

And each cheek look'd bright as the blush of morn,

And each voice sounded gay as the forester's horn,

And each heart was glad, for a heiress was born.

I stood by those time-worn towers again.

And prancing forth came a gallant train ;

There was the priest in his robes of white.

And there was a maiden lovely and bright.

And a gallant knight rode by her side ;

And the shouts of joy sounded far and wide.

For the heiress was Rudolph dc Courcy's bride.

And again by those portals proud did I stand.

And again came forth a gallant band.

And I saw that same priest ; but sad was his face,

And I saw that same knight, but he shrouded his face.

And I saw not that maiden in beauty's bloom.

But a shroud, and a bier, and a sable plume,

For the heiress was borne to her forefathers' tomb.

And such is human life at best,

A mother's—a lover's—the green earth's breast

;

A wreath that is formed of flow'rets three.

Primrose, and myrtle, and rosemary ;

A hopeful, ajoyful, a sorrowful stave,

A launch, a voyage, a whelming wave,

The cradle, the bridal bed, and the grave.

H. N.
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new plan of codification.

In spite of the panegyrics which have been so often pronounced upon our

laws, and their administration, no person who is practically acquainted with our

English system of jurisprudence, and who will speak of it ingenuously, can

deny that it is attended with great and numerous mischiefs, which are every day

becoming more intolerable. The difficulties, the expense, the tedious length

of litigations, the uncertainty of their issue, and, in many cases, the lamentable

delay of decision, are but too well known to the great number to whom all

this is a source of profit, and to the far greater number on whom it brings down
calamity and ruin—the major part of which grievances maj', we think, be

traced to the obscurity and uncertainty of the common law, and to the con-

fused, contradictory, and unintelligible state of the statute books. That the

statute law of this country is in this condition did not escape the vigilance of our

ancestors, and has been heretofore fully and frequently acknowledged by Par-

liament. No steps, however, have until very recently been taken, for the

purpose of providing a remedy for this now almost insupportable evil. The
reverse indeed has been the case : for as population has increased, and
commerce become more extended,— as prosperity has resulted from these,

and vice and depravity have followed,—so have the municipal laws of regulation

and protection been multiplied. Laws have been enacted without reference to

those already extant on the subject of the enactment, and framed in the same
obscure, verbose, and tautological style, which was the origin of that grievance

arising from our statute law, so often acknowledged, and for the removal of

which, now, for the first time some attempts have been made.

An act was passed for the purpose of consolidating and amending the laws

relating to Bankrupts, which being found defective, was in the very same
session of Parliament, introduced for amendment. The jury law, the second

consolidation act, is also about to undergo an emendation.

That the work of amendment has commenced we do most sincerely rejoice ;

but that joy is overshadowed when we perceive that these noble and beneficial

purposes are inadequately attempted. A partial consolidation has been attempted,

from the specimens of which it is very apparent that a consolidation of particular

parts without reference to the whole body of our laws can never thoroughly

succeed. The attempt at improvement has also been made, retaining the

same mysterious style of language, and involved sentences of our old acts of

Parliament. Until attention shall be paid to this, until a total alteration shall

be made in the wording of our statutes, we are convinced that no general and
substantial improvement can take place. To have the desired effi;ct, the statute

law must be attacked in the aggregate; all the scattered laws on each subject

collected, and codified under its own individual title, in language simple and clear.

And thus much, with regard to the statute law, is generally allowed ; but if

perfection be the end desired, the improvement must not rest here. The evils

arising from the state of the common law are more hidden and less understood,

and therefore more fatal in their effects. They can be appreciated by those only

on whom they have fallen.

While the Legislature at St. Stephen's is annually casting forth into the world
a cumbrous collection of new statutes, a different kind of legislation is pro-

ceeding in Westminster-Hall. The law which is every term discovered and
brought to light by the judges, seems to vie in extent with that which is made
by the Parliament. The lex nan scripta, or common law, is collected, not from
the plain text ofa comprehensive ordinance, which is open to all men to consult,

but from the decisions of courts of justice, pronounced in a great variety of

cases, and which have disclosed small portions of it from time to time, as the

miscellaneous transactions of the people may have chanced to require. Of a
statute law we know with some certainty its extent, and we can discover what
it has as well as what it has not provided; but under the common law no case

is unprovided for, though there be many of which it is extremely difficult, and,
indeed, impossible, to say beforehand what the provision is.

In cases which are under the control of no statute, and on which no
decision has yet been pronounced, an unknown law exists, which must be
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brought to light whenever the court is called upon for its decision— is not a law

so unknown the same as a law not in existence? Is not the declaring that law

substantially, to enact it ? Are not the judges, though called only expounders

of the law, in reality legislators? But we are told that the law is legally/ sup-

posed to have had pre-existence; but will this legal fiction, enable men to con-

form to an unknown law as the rule of their conduct ? Thus, by what are clearly

ex post facto enactments, persons are subjected to the penalties of having disre-

garded prohibitions which had no existence—Is this justice ?—It is common law !

In consequence of this great uncertainty of our common law, and of the

confusion and unintelligibility of the statutes, the study of the law has become one
of the most profound to which the human mind can apply itself—So profound,

indeed, that no man exists who can claim a thorough knowledge of the statute

law which is at present in force, and of all that body of the common law from
which the veil of antiquity has been removed. In the profession of the law no
man lays claim to such complete knowledge. One is distinguished as deeply

learned in the law of real property; another in what relates to tythes and the

rights of the church ; a third is famed for his practice in the courts of common
law ; a fourth for his knowledge of the principles of the courts of equity ; a

fifth for criminal law ; and a sixth is skilled in the forms of actions and rules of
procedure ; but no man professes fully to understand the whole of that law by
which his life and his property are governed, and which every individual in the

realm is bound to know at his own peril. If the law be so difficult of comprehension

that none even of those whose lives have been wholly devoted to its study, can

be fully masters of it, what impositions, losses, and disappointments must indi-

viduals, not members of that learned profession, experience from their ignorance

of those laws which were framed for the governance of all.

,In most other departments of a man's affairs, he knows whether his business

be well or ill conducted; he knows whether his accountant or his steward con-

sults his interest, because he knows something of accounts and the management
of an estate; but he neither does nor can understand any thing of English law;

he, consequently, is wholly at the mercy of the lawyer, and in proportion to

the confidence he places in him, is generally a disappointed loser.

Another necessary effect of this doubt and uncertainty in our law is, the

increase of litigation ; for those who are generally learned in the law, with the

intention too of using their knowledge for the benefit of their clients, find, not

unfrequently, after much expense incurred, and time lost, that the law upon a

given point is not as they really conceived it to be ; while, at the same time,

those members of the profession who are mildly designated by the term disre-

putable, find, to their fullest satisfaction, ample means of sustaining that cha-

racter which they have over earned. Thus each, in a different way, misleads

his client under cover of the mystery of our laws.

These are a few of the disadvantages arising from the state of our laws,

particularly, we conceive, from the venerable system of common law, which, as

lawyers tell us, is the perfection of human reason ! In an enlightened age, in

an intellectual age, we think some attention should be paid to this mo»t

important subject, to the bringing to light, purifying, and arranging those laws

v^hich govern, as it is said, the first people of the world. Let this stigma no
longer remain upon the country; let no more bungling disgrace the age—let

proper advantage be taken of that spirit for improvement which has aiisen, and

the whole of our laws undergo a revision. Retaining the "grains of which,"

let us commit the " bushel of chaff" to the gale : digest the common law and

unite the same with the consolidated statute law— so forming a whole, having

but 07ie law.

This is the great secret, which, however unpalatable to some, must, we are

convinced, very soon occupy the attention of Parliament, The country must

be governed by one explicit and comprehensible law.

And here we are bound to take notice of an individual whose labours have

entitled him, not only to the attention, but to the acknowledgments of his

country. Without wishing to deduct from the equal fame of Mr, Bentham, or

from the reputation of the other persons w ho have proposed the broad princi-

4 G 2
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pie of codification ; we may assert that Mr. Uniacke, the late Judge ofthe Vice
Admiralty Court of Novia Scotia, is the first person who boldly came forward
and addressed Government, proposing a specific plan for the codification of our
laws : who has actually executed upon the plan proposed works, shewing its

strength and virtue ; and who has induced others to come forward to assist him
in this great task ; many of which gentlemen we understand are at present
engaged in, and by their unassisted labours effecting, upon the principles pro-
posed, the task proposed.

In the commencement of the year 1825, Mr. Uniake, who was then just
called to the English bar, published a letter to the Lord Chancellor on the
necessity and practicability of forming a code of the laws of England ; wherein,
after shewing the extent of the evil existing in our laws, and proving the neces-
sity of such codification, he sets forth his plan, the outline of which, for the be-
nefit of such of our readers as have not seen the pamphlet, we here transcribe :

—

" Plan.—It is proposed, that the laws of England should consist of five books
or codes, divided into titles, sections, and clauses. The first code to contain
the law of persons, the second the law of property, the third the commercial
law, the fourth the criminal law, and the fifth, the legal proceedings of courts.
" The first code proposed to be undertaken, is the commercial, under the titles,

Shipping, Insurance, Bills of Exchange, Sale—^with all other titles which
properly belong to this part of our law.

These to be arranged in the method of Domat's Civil Law, and each title to
comprehend the whole statute and common law of the realn), connected with
the subject. The most simple language to be used, and the greatest possible

attention given to render it perspicuous. Each title to undergo repeated revi-

sions before it is offered to the public ; and after it has been a sufficient time
under public ecrutiny, and has received such alterations as shall be deemed
essential for the exclusion of incongruities, and contradictions, and for the
insertion of every useful provision, which the most profound attention to the
subject can suggest, that it should be brought into Parliament, and, if approved
of, passed into a law. That the other titles should be published in their order,

and be passed into laws, after the same care and examination, until the whole
code shall be completed. It is intended that all the authorities, whether
statutes, reports, or any work, considered an authority, should be referred to

at the end of each title ; that these should be arranged in tables, with the

most simple and easy mode of reference, which, of course, will be entirely

dispensed with when they are passed into laws."

Of this plan we are inclined highly to approve; having seen its good effects

when reduced to practical purposes. A work combining the whole of the law

on that important subject of our legal proceedings. Evidence, has been executed
by Mr. Harrison in a manner reflecting the highest credit on himself, and in no
small degree illustrating the merit of the plan proposed by Mr. Uniacke. In
this work the whole of the statute and common law upon this subject, which
was scattered through a multitude of books, is digested into a small volume ; the

rules are logically and scientifically laid down in plain language, with the

exceptions imder each rule systematically stated. A reference to any point is

obtained without loss of time or confusion of intellect by reason of its excellent

arrangements, and moreover these advantages (conciseness and clearness) are

obtained by reason of their very existence at a cost unusually small.

No public notice has been taken of this plan by Government, although several

of the individual members of the administration have, we understand, expressed

a very high opinion of Mr. Uniacke's suggestions. In fact, we consider that

his mode of opening the matter to Government was injudicious. His letter was
addressed, certainly, to the highest legal authority in the country

;
yet being to

one who had expressly pledged himself to resist to the utmost innovation of

every kind, we think that some other more advantageous channel might have

been selected, through which to convey his ideas. And even, in this letter, we
find Mr. Uniacke so strongly possessed with the importance of his plan, so

wholly unmindful of tactique, as to pass eulogy on the memory of Napoleon,

and indulge in panegyric on the minister for foreign affairs—two persons
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usually esteemed to be highly unpalatable to the venerable personage addressed.

There are many instances also of bad taste in the composition of the letter,

such as exclaiming, " God bless you, my Lord !" as an introduction to your

humble servant. But, however faulty the vehicle of the plan may be, the plan

itself lays the country under great obligation to its author.

THE SONGS OF OUR FATHERS.
" Sing aloud

Old Songs, the precious Slusic of the Heart." Vyurdttvurth.

Sing them upon the sunny hills.

When days are long and bright.

And the blue gleam of shining hills

Is loveliest to the sight

!

Sing them along the misty moor.
Where ancient hunters rov'd,

And swell them through the torrent's roar.

The songs our fathers lov'd !

The songs their souls rejoiced to hear.

When harps were in the hall.

And each proud note made lance and spear
Thrill on the bannered wall

:

The songs that through our valleys green,

Sent on from age to age,

Like his own river's voice, have been
The peasant's heritage.

The reaper sings them when the vale

Is filled with plumy sheaves

;

The woodman, by the starlight pale.

Cheered homeward through the leaves

:

And unto them the glancing oars

A joyous measure keep,

Where the dark rocks that crest our shores

Dash back the foaming deep.

So let it be !—a light they shed

O'er each old fount and grove ;

A memory of the gentle dead,

A lingering spell of love.

Murmuring the names of mighty men.
They bid our streams roll on,

And link high thoughts to every glen

Where valiant deeds were done.

Teach them your children round the hearth.

When evening-fires burn clear.

And in the fields of harvest mirth.

And on the hills of deer :

So shall each unforgotten word,
When far those lov'd ones roam,

Call back the hearts which once it stirred.

To childhood's holy home.

The green woods of their native land

Shall whisper in the strain.

The voices of their household band.

Shall breathe their names again
;

The heathery heights in vision rise

Where, like the stag, they rov'd

—

Sing to your sons those melodies.

The songs your fathers loved !
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STAUENBACH, THE SHAKPSHOOTER.

After the battle of Austerlitz the Austrian army was virtually dis-

banded. The regiments were left without pay in consequence of the

general breaking up of the Austrian finance ; the public spirit was ex-

tinguished by the result of so many unsuccessful wars ; Napoleon's

genius seemed to have gained the final ascendancy ; and the general

feeling throughout the Continent was, that all efforts for independence

were hopeless.

But in the midst of this national despair there were some gallant

spirits left, as if to keep up the remembrance of the old national glorj^

and be ready for the time of retribution. Among the disbanded troops

was a regiment of sharpshooters, chiefly raised among the range of the

Carinthian Alps. They were ordered home to their native place, and
some French officers, with a commissary-general, were sent to attend

them to Laybach, and see the measure completed.

The country in the neighbourhood of Laybach is remarkably hilly,

and the regiment was compelled to scatter a good deal. The men fell

into groupes, and, as they became less immediately within sight of their

masters, murmurs arose at the journey, and the insult of being thus

driven home by French commissaries. As a party were thus talking at

a turn of the mountain road, where they had halted without much fear

of their officers before their eyes, the rear company of the regiment,

commanded by Lieutenant Stauenbach, overtook them, and the sitters-

down invited the others to drink. Disciphne had been nearly at an end
for some days before, and Stauenbach made no objection. He had
probably been meditating something of what followed, for, on the glass

being presented to him, he drank " the health of our father (the

Emperor), and better days to our country." The toast was received

with shouts. Wiat was subsequently done to rouse the sharpshooters

is not known, but it may be tolerably conceived, from the fact, that the

colonel and staff were the only pait of the regiment that entered Lay-
bach with the Frenchmen : what had become of Stauenbach and the

other officers no one could tell, Inquiry was set on foot by the French
authorities, who were then pervading every corner of the Austrian terri-

tory : but nothing could be ascertained further, than that the whole
regiment had anticipated Napoleon's orders, and had suddenly disap-

peared.

In a few days, however, reports were brought in to Laybach of

occasional fires having been seen in the mountains that edge the valley

of the Saave ; and one moi'ning the despatches, regularly forwarded to

the French commissary-in-chief, did not arrive. This produced some
disturbance in the city, and no slight alarm among the gentlemen of the

French staff, who immediately despatched a courier to Moravia for an
additional force of French troops. The courier set out at night, to

prevent accidents : but his prevention was unlucky, for the next day he
was set down blindfold within a short distance of Laybach, with a note

declaring " war against the French," and informing " the French staff"

that if they chose to stay in Laybach they might, but that not a man of

them should ever retm-n to France. "This formidable document was
signed " the King of the Momitains."

This billet produced singular excitement iu the city. The French
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commandant instantly ordered a meeting of the authorities, and in this

civic and military council his Majesty of the Mountains was declared a
public enemy, and a reward of the adequate number of tlialers was
offered for him, dead or alive. This was probably an unwilling measure
on the part of the grave burghers of Carniola, but they laiew the acti-

vity of Napoleon's vengeance too well to talk of hesitation ; with the
populace it was altogether a different affair, and their rejoicing at the
defiance was all but treason to the supremacy of the conqueror. The
«' King of the Mountains" was an effective name, and the habitual taste

of the German for forest wonders found its supreme indulgence in

inventing attributes and adventures for this mysterious monarch.
War, and of all its kinds insurrectionary war, is fitted to take hold

upon the popular imagination. Its secrecy, its sudden explosions—its

sudden extinctions in one quarter, to spring up like a conflagration in

another^-even the personal intrepidity, intelligence, and dexterity
required in its solitary and hazardous enterprizes, throw a romantic and
superstitious interest about it, that gives a powerful impulse to the
imagination. The " King of the Mountains" had none of the established
indolence of the throne ; he seemed even to have the facultj' of being
every where at once. The arrival of couriers soon ceased totally, or
occurred only by permission of his invisible majesty: and then the letters

were generally open, and accompanied by remarks, sometimes burlesque
and sarcastic, and sometimes conveying intelligence of the most disas-

trous nature from France. The peasants brought provisions to the city

only under the passport of his majesty ; the traders and travellers were
compelled to advertise in the Laybach Zeitung before they set out, their

route, with a declaration that they were not going to France ; in short,

his majesty's determination to extinguish all intercourse with the land
of tyranny, was expressed with the most undiplomatic distinctness and
absence of ceremony.
The French authorities, however, now set themselves actively td

resist the public feeling ; and, as their first step, ordered the printer of
the Zeitung to jail, with a declaration, that the first merchant or
traveller suspected of compromizing with " the banditti," should follow
the printer. This had its effect for a few days, and the advertisements
were stopped. But a Bolognese jeweller who had come to the fair of
Idria, and after lingering impatiently for some weeks in the city, was
anxious to realize his produce on the other side of the Tyrol, had
not left Laybach half a German mile, when he was met by a party of
armed " peasantry," who ordered him back. They took nothing from
him, and when he offered them money, refused it, stating that they
were paid by their own " sovereign ;" and ordered merely to prevent
any man's going through his territory without his passport. Some other
attempts had the same result ; until at length the French commandant
determined to take the field against the unseen usurper. He gathered
about five hundred troops of different arms, and called out the Burgher-
guard to make up his army. But the citizens had long since settled
their minds upon the point, and they, one and all, discovered so many
personal reasons for objecting to a mountain campaign, that M. le

Colonel de Talmont was, at last, with infinite indignation, obliged
to compromise the affair, and leave the whole of the gallant Burgher-
guard for the defence of the gates and ditches.

The Colonel was a bold fellow, a vieux mouttache, who had served from
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the time of Moreau's march into Swabia, and was a soldier all over.

The idea that his communications should be intercepted by a " mountain
thief, a pedlar, a goat-hunter," was at once intolerable and ludicrous

;

and he promised the civic council that, before twelve hours were over,

they should see the " robber" with a rope round his neck. For the

purpose of more complete surprise, the expedition was to wait for

nightfall. About seven in the evening a patrol which had been
ordered to search the market peasants as they passed out of the gates,

(for the honest Carniolans were strongly suspected of carrying on the

correspondence of the disaffected within and without), brought in an old

seller of eggs, in whose basket they had fovind some gunpowder. This

was of course contraband of war, and the peasant was brought to head-

quarters. A further search discovered a letter to the " Mountain King."

He was extremely decrepid, and so deaf, that he could be scarcely made
to understand that a court-martial was about to be held upon him. His
Carniolan jargon was equally lost upon the Colonel To shoot him,

however, required some consideration. Trial was impossible, with a man
destitute of all faculty of explanation or understanding ; his age ren-

dered him harmless ; and cruelty might have irritated the country people,

(who had crowded back on his seizure,^ and deprived the city of its

provisions. Finally, as the best alternative, it was determined to make
use of the old man as a guide to the haunt of the insurgent chief.

This, however, he positively refused to be, under fifty pleas of

ignorance, feeblenes, and fear ; he was, at last induced to give

way, was seated on a baggage mule, and with a bayonet at his back

was marched out with the troops. The peasantry hung their heads,

with no very measured expressions of wrath at the hoary traitor; but as

the French never condescend to know any language but their own, all

this was lost upon them. Night fell—the expedition proceeded—and the

old man and his ass were put in front of the column, watched by half-a-

dozen Chasseurs as the advance of the whole.

The mountain-range that overhangs the Idrian Mine country is, though

not very elevated, remarkably rugged. Short, sharp descents, and heights

where every rock seems pointed for the express purpose of repulsion,

make it an extremely arduous business to work one's way through it in

the day-time—what must it be in the night ! To add to its difficulties,

one of those storms, so common and so violent in the summer of the south

of Germany, came on. The whole expedition, the " general camp,

pioneers and all," were drenched in a moment, and after a faint struggle

to get on, the whole scattered themselves under the pine trees that

cover every spot where a root can cling. The Colonel, fearful of losing

his guide, now ordered him to be doubly watched ; but he was so far

from attempting escape, that, to avoid the storm, he was already making
his way back to the clump where the Colonel had taken his stand.

The storm had now risen to a pitch of fury that made the shelter of

the forest more perilous than even the open air ; the trees were torn up

by the roots—huge; branches were flying about, to the infinite peril of

every one who came in their way—sheets of gravel, and the lighter

stones from the sides of the limestone cliffs, filled the air ; and when to

this were added thunder, that absolutely deafened the ear, and flashes

that burst like shells from rock to rock, splitting whatever they touched,

it may be believed, that the French wished themselves far enough that

night from the mountains of Idria.
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It was now between twelve and one ; the troops had been out four
hours, and as no symptoms of the insurgents had appeared, and every
soul was heartily tired, the order was given to return. The wliole corps
were instantly en route with gladdened hearts ; but even this had now
become no trivial matter. The road, bad enough before, was now
ten-times worse ; the ascents were so slippery as to be almost inacces-
sible ; the descents were but so many precipices—plunging them into so
many torrents, as every rivulet had now swelled into a furious stream.
The Laybach river this night had many a knapsack and pouch carried
down its flood from the tributary streams of the hills.

In two hours more it would be morning, and the storm had at length
begun to subside. But fighting was altogether out of the question, in

the present dilapidated state of tlie " grand army" of Laybacli. They
were now toiling their slow way along the verge of the hollow in whicn
the Quicksilver Mines lie, and which, from its shape and perpetual

vapour, puts the traveller in mind of the boiler of a steam-engine ; but,

however picturesque for the eye of the tourist, a more vexatious route

for a drenched army could not have been found in all Germany.
On a sudden, the old guide pointed to something that through the

fog looked like the light in a cottage window. In a moment it had
disappeared, and was in another followed by successive lights. The
Colonel was an old soldier, and had learned his first lessons in the moun-
tain battles of the Brisgau. Tlie troops were instantly closed up, and
ordered to stand to their arms—but the order had been scarcely given,

before a shower of shot was poured in upon the position. Some men
were J;nocked down close to the Colonel, and among them the old guide.

De Talmont was proverbially brave, and cared nothing about giving

or taking death ; but he had humanity about him still, and he stooped
down to give the dying man a draught of wine out of his canteen. The
peasant swallowed it with diificulty, and dropped back on the ground
with a deep groan. The firing had suddenly ceased, or was kept up
only by the French flankers, who sent out a random shot now and then,

without, however, knowing on which side the assailants were to be found.

The word was again given to move, and the column began to pass down
the sharp declivity above the village of Idria : but this declivity is seven

hundred feet by the plumbline ; and it may be imagined that, in utter

darkness, it was not the easiest path in the world for a drenched and
harassed jiarly of foreigners. They had not descended half a hundred
feet when a rifle flashed full in the Colonel's face ; and this signal was
followed by a rapid running fire, that seemed to circle the whole valley.

The column feebly attempted to recover the high ground, but the balls

came in showers frcm the ridge ; to make their way down to the village

was as much out of the question, unless they rolled themselves down
the scarped precipice, where none but a dead man could ever reach the

bottom ; to stand where they were was impossible, for the bullets were
rakinc their exposed column in all directions.

The Colonel had now foimd out his error, and with a iew desperate

men made a rush to the summit ; the fire gradually paused on both sides

from the excessive darkness, and he made good his footing ; but out of his

five hundred not above fifty could be gathered round him—the rest had
been either shot or scattered through the forest. With that fifty, however,
he made a bold stand, and the firing began to be vivid again, when the felt

himself suddenly grasped by the neck. The grasp was that of a giant

:

M. M. AVu- Serin.—-\o\.. I. No. 6. 4 II
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and he was in a moment dragged away among the rocks, until, between

exhaustion and surprise, he tainted.

When he opened his eyes, he found himself in a hut with two or

three long-bearded wild-looking figures, warming themselves over a

stove. Beside the bed on which he lay, there was sitting a handsome,

athletic young man, in the uniform of a Yager ; the Colonel thought that

he had seen the face before, and inquired into whose hands he had

fallen.

" Better hands than a Frenchman's," was the rough answer ; " for if

we had fallen into theirs, we should have been shot; you are now among
the freehunters df Carniola."

" And who are you ?" said the prisoner.

" Me ! why I am all things in turn," said the Yager, laughing.

" Y'esterday I was a grave citizen of Laybach, attending the order of

Colonel de Talmont to shoulder my musket and mount guard in honour

of Napoleon ; this morning I am the King of the Mountains. I wish

you joy at your arrival in my dominions, Colonel
!"

" So, I am to thank your Majesty for last night's work ; I wonder you
did not shoot me at once—if I had caught you, it would have gone hard

with your Kingship."
" Why, then, to tell you the truth, you were spared for the sake of a

little piece of service that you did to a friend of mine."

The Yager started up, and throwing a cloak over his shoulders, came
forward tottering towards the bed.

" Ah, by Jove, our old guide—that infernal old rogue ; I suspected him

once or twice, but the rascal seemed so decrepid, there was no use in

killing him ; a pistol-shot would scarcely have hurried him out of the

world. Yes, I could have sworn that he was mortally wounded by the

first fire. All a ruse, then ?"

" All," said the Yager, " all was fictitious, but the generosity of Colonel

de Talmont, that would not let even an old peasant go to the other world

without a cup of wine. I was the old peasant—I had gone into the city

to see what you were about. I threw myself in the way of your patrol said

the Colonel, and became your guide. I had intended, as soon as I had

broughtyou thoroughly into mischief, to make myescape,and takethecom-

mand of my mountaineers. But you watched me too well—I had then no-

thing for it, but to pretend to be wounded in the first fire. The manoeuvre

succeeded tolerably, but, upon my honour, when I caught a glimpse of

you, turning round to examine me, I expected to have found the business

settled by the point of your sabre. I was agreeaM}' disappointed by
finding your canteen at my mouth, and from that moment I wished to

be of what sei-vice I could to you. On your advance I was free, and

you know the rest. The flashing of the rifles shewed me where you

stood ; and, as the only chance of saving you, I took the liberty of

making a dash at your neck ; it was no time for ceremony, and I was

lucky enough in carrjing you off without being touched myself. This is

my palace. Colonel, and here you may command."
" And who the devil are you, after all ?" said the Colonel.

*' M3'stery is a source of the sublime," answered the Yager. " That

must remain a secret till better times."

In a few days the Colonel was sent to Laybach. He found the greater

part of his expedition there before him, for the random firing of a night

Altnck had produced little besides terror. The dispersion of the troops,
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however, had been complete ; they had brought home neither arms,

ammunition, nor baggage. But, in default of these, they had brought
abundance of exaggerated stories of the nmltitude and ferocity of the
enemy. De Talmont soon returned with his corps to France. He found
the passes open, and the King of the Mountains true to the laws of hos-

pitality. But it fared ditierently with his successors ; his Majesty con-
tinued the wonder of Carniola, and the horror of the French, for years.

He continually surprised and defeated the corps that attempted to beat
up his quarters, until the idea was utterly abandoned in despair. His
last exploit was cutting off the rear division and the whole of the baggage
of a French Marshal moving on Italy. Who the mountain king was,

nobody knew, he had a hundred histories ; he was alternately supposed
to be Hofer, who had escaped from Mantua ; Steinfort, the famous
Austrian general of Light troops, whose body had not been found after"

the battle of Austerlitz; and a multitude of others. The countrypeople,

however, fairly believed him to be neither Tyrolese nor German, but a

good incarnation of the Devil—a benevolent prince of the power of the

air—to be touched by neither ball nor bayonet, and, in the fitting time,

to lead his mountain spirits to the liberation of the empire.

At length the aggressions of France (Compelled Austria to try the

chances of war again. On the first order to levj' troops. Lieutenant

Stauenbach appeared at the court of Vienna with the offer of a regiment
of three thousand sharpshooters ! A deputation of his companions in their

mountain costume, long-bearded, and with buskins and caps of wolf and
bear-hides, attended him. The offer was gladlj' received. He was
placed at the head of his " Free corps," and distinguished himself by
remarkable gallantry in the campaign of Wagram. At the battle of

Leipsic he was a general officer, with the " Free corps " in his division
;

and the mountaineers of Carniola, and their general Stauenbach, will

be long remembered by Germany, and by her enemies.

LOVE S LIGHT AND SHADE.

Light are the troubles

That sadden Love's mirth.

As the smooth water-bubbles

That break in their birth.

The shade on his temples

His bright locks impart;

The tears in his dimples

Are dews from his heart.

The weight on his wing
Is a world of delight

:

His darts may not sing,

But are ever in flight.

The slightest thing made.

Though fragile and tender,

Hath always a shade

To await on its splendour :

And how should Love's tone

Have exemption from grief.

When a shadow is thrown
From the lily's clear leaf?

As a rose-leaf may tincture

The breast with its hue.

So Love's golden cincture

Shall darken it too ! S. L. B.
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GALILEO AND THE COPERNICAN SYSTEM.

While the clamours of discontented faction are assailing the present age

with every term of reproach, when this country, in jjarticular, is re[)resented as

in more abject slavery than even the iron reign of Bonaparte produced on the

continent it is with no ordinary pride that we can appeal to the arts and to the

present state of literature for a satisfactory refutation of these mercenary

calumnies. That servitude is as prejudicial to the advancement of knowledge as

liberty is favourable to it, may be considered as an axiom : consequently when

we find all the sciences cultivated with ardour and success—when every new
discovery is rapidly followed by another still more brilliant—when governments

vie with each other in promoting the ends of science, and in liberality towards

its professors—it never can be said that the present age is debased or degraded,

that despotism would extinguish the lamp of knowledge, and that the vagrant

liberty of our ancestors is preferable to freedom, regulated and restrained as

prudence may dictate for the welfare of society. Indeed the remarkable, and

to us hiohly flattering, contrast between the state of Europe at the present

time, and in the middle ages, renders the darkness of the latter much more

sensibly felt ; and the foreground being partially obscured by the blackness of

the horizon, a shade is cast over many events that occurred at the revival of

letters, which the romantic interest thence arising seems rather to perpetuate

than to remove. As portrayed by the master hand of La Place, we now behold

science not in the bloom of youth, but in the vigour of maturity; not with the

wild, luxuriant, loveliness of early years, but with the dignified beauty of a

matron, when time has brought her charms to perfection, and experience has

added every grace which tastecan imagine and art can supply. We should regret

to think that she broke from her Gothic tomb without a struggle ; we contem-

plate with lively emotion the contests and triumph of truth, the labours of

those glorious men who, in some degree, laid the foundation on which Newton
has raised his magnificent superstructure. We are moved with indignation at

the pathetic descriptions, the melancholy pictures which represent the venerable

and aged Galileo—the object of admiration and applause throughout Europe of

all who could appreciate his talents—laden with chains, imprisoned, tortured,

from the blind, superstitious bigotry of papal ignorance. But here there is more

of fiction than of reality : the subject is interesting; and, as it is in some degree

obscure, we shall avail ourselves of the light which has been thrown upon it by

two memoirs of Tiraboschi, and by some other writers whose names will appear

in the following pages.

Prior to the age of Galileo, by no persons and in no place were the defenders

of the Copernican system treated with more honour than by the Roman pontiffs

and in Rome ; and although its first advocates were not Italians, yet it was to

Italy they were indebted for their education : and if this system took its rise

in Germany, it was first published in Italy, and there obtained countenance,

favour and support,—facts not generally known, but of which the proofs will

be found in the present memoir. The first to renew the system, of which the

ancient Pythagorean school had given a sketch, namely, that the sun was the

centre of the universe, and that the earth revolved round it, was Nicholas of

Cusa, a man of low extraction in that village of the diocese of Treves, where he

was born in the year 1401. IMoreri. Having in his youth fled from his father's

house, he entered into the service of the Count de Manderscheidt, at whose

expence he was educated, and by whom, after he had studied at the most dis-

tinguished seats of learning in German}, he was sent to the university of Padua

—Italy being then the general place of resort for all men of every nation, who
through their literary attainments aspired to celebrity. About the year 1425,

Nicholas Cusanus obtained the degree of doctor of canon law at Padua. In

this place Biagio Pelacane, who in the records of the university is described as

" famosissimus omnium liberalium artium Doctor et Monarcha," and whom
Francesco Prendilacqua mentions as " quasi solo nella scienza delle Matema-

tiche," having previously occupied a chair at Pavia and Bologna, was Professor
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oC Astronomy from 1405 to 1411, a short time before Ciisa went there; conse-

quently " it is not improbable," saws Tiraboschi, " that the latter received

through him the first ideas of that system which he afterwards eiiibrnced, and

of which he has given a rough draught in his work—" de docta ignorantia."

He there (lib.ii.cap.il, 12) states, that the earth moves and that the sun

remains fixed, and to the popular objection that we see the motion of the latter,

he replies, that it is similar to what happens to a person who, when in a ship

under sail, keeps his eye fixed upon the shore—the land seems to be in motion

and he appears stationary.

Now this book, in which he ventured to support an opin-on at that time so

strange, w-as not concealed in his writing-desk, but laid before the public with a

dedication to one of the most celebrated persons of whom the church could

boast—to Cardinal Giuliano Cesarini, his former master in canon law at Padua,

and with whom Cusa, already Archdeacon of Lieges, assisted at the council of

Basle, over which Pope Eugenius IV. had appointed the former to preside in his

name, in the year 14;51. This book of Cusa, dedicated to a cardinal, must have

fallen into the hands of the learned, and the new opinions which he proposed

must have been the frc(juent subject of their deliberations; more particularly so

when he communicated to the same council his tract, to show the necessity of

reforming the calendar, and the disorders into which it had fallen ; so that the

astronomical learning of the Archdeacon of Lieges must have been made known
to that great assembly, and his fame consequently have been widely spread.

Yet so far was the opinion which he advanced concerning the system of the

world from occasioning him any inconvenience, that, on the contrary, he was

raised by the Roman pontiffs to the highest dignities. He was employed in

some delicate and important missions by Eugenius IV.; was nominated Cardinal

in 1448, and appointed to the see of Brixen in the Tyrol by Nicholas V., who
was never perhaps surpassed by any pope as a patron of learning: and he,

CallistusIII. and Pius II , his successors, availed themselves of the advice and

assistance of the Cardinal de Cusa in the most difficult affairs and most arduous

legations. In 1450 he was despatched into Germany for the purpose of effecting

a league among its princes against the Turks, in which object he failed both at

that time and three years afterwards; he was then employed to maintain the

rights of the holy see against the secular princes of the empire, and was at

length made governor of Rome : nor did these pontiffs cease to honour, esteem,

and love him up to the time of his death, which took place at Todi in Umbria,

in 1464. Nor should it be omitted, which is not generally known, that the

works of the Cardinal de Cusa were first printed in Italy in the year 1502, at

Corte Maggiore, under the patronage of the Marqais Rolando Pallavicino, the

lord of that part of the Duchy of Piacenza, who addressed his epistle dedicatory

to the celebrated Cardinal George d'Amboi^e. And still there was no one

who accused the work ofcontaining heterodox opinions, or suspected the author

of heresy.

Here then is the person who first renewed the system, subsequently denomi-

nated Copernican, received into favour and distinguished by the popes and the

Roman court, honoured by the friendship of one cardinal, and his works
patronised by another. But this is far from all. The system thus roughly

sketched out by Cusa was shortly afterwards brought to greater perfection, and
the evidence in its support more clearly displayed by Nicholas Copernicus, and
he was still countenanced and protected by the popes and the court of Rome,
as will fully appear by considering the principal circumstances in the life of

this great man. Copernic was born at Thorn in the year 1472. He obtained a

degree in medicine at Cracow, where he made great proficiency in the know-
ledge of perspective and in the art of painting : he also studied mathematics

under Albert Brudzevius, and desiring to excel in this science, he, as Cusa had
done before him, proceeded into Italy and completed the usual course of studj'

in the university of Bologna. During the w hole of the fifteenth and part of the

fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, Bologna and Padua were the two most
celebrated universities of Europe ; nor was any person esteemed a man of letters
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who had not attended the schools of one or other of them. While Copernicus

was a student at the former of these, Domenico Maria Novara, of Ferrara, one
of the most learned astronomers which that age produced, was a professor

there. Whether or no he was an advocate for the motion of the earth, it is

impossible to determine; although it is certain he maintained that the pole of

the world had changed its position since the age of Ptolemy, an erroneous

opinion much canvassed about that period. But if Copernicus were indebted to

any one for the idea which first gave rise to his system, it is much more
probable that it was to Novara than to Girolamo Tagliavia of Calabria, who
was then living, and to whom a very dubious report has sometimes assigned an
honour to which he does not appear to have the slightest claim. From the

testimony of George Joachim Rheticus, the scholar and inseparable companion
of Copernicus, we learn that this latter, together with Novara, frequently em-
ployed himself at Bologna in astronomical observations, as in 1497 of the occul-

tation of Aldebaran by the moon; and that thus having made known his

proficiency' in these studies, he was, about the jear 1500, invited to Rome, and
nominated public professor of mathematics. " Bononiae non tarn discipulus quam
adjutor et testis observationum doctissimi viri Dominici Mariae, RomjE autem
circa annum Domini M.D. natus annos plus minus vigintiseptem. Professor

Mathematum, in magna scholasticorum frequentia, et corona niagnorum
virorum et artificum in hoc doctrinae genere."

—

( Geor. J. Rheticus, Narrat. de

Copernic. ^-c.) In this city Copernicus continued his astronomical observations,

and it is not improbable that at Rome he first conceived the idea of the system
which bears his name : but this is merely a conjecture. After some time,

Copernicus left Rome and Italy, where, however, the remembrance of his great

astronomical attainments remained so strong, that a few years afterwards, that

is in 1516, when the reform of the calendar was discussed in the Lateran

council during the pontificate of Leo X., Copernicus was one of the learned

men who were consulted by letter on the occasion. He in the mean time

having been made a canon of Frauenburg, the see of his maternal uncle who
was Bishop of Ermeland, there pursued his studies in peace, and reflecting upon
and bringing to perfection his ingenious system, composad his great work " De
revolutionibus orbium celestium." But he well knew that a system in which he

ventured to contravene an opinion for so many centuries established in the

world, and sanctioned by the authority of such eminent philosophers, must
meet with serious opposition, and have to contend with numerous enemies.

He made interest therefore with persons in authority, who encouraged him not

to be apprehensive of popular prejudices, against which their protection should

render him secure. Now who were they to whom Copernicus was indebted

for the publication of his work, and for security against jealousy, envy, and
ignorance ? A cardinal, a bishop, and a pope.

Cardinal Nicholas Schonberg, bishop of Capua, is the person to whom the

world is indebted for the first edition of the works of Copernicus. This prelate

was born in the same year with Copernicus, and afterwards, at the age of twenty,

entered into the order of Saint Dominic, or of friars predicant ; a circumstance

worthy of remark, and which should lead us to be indulgent to those of the

fraternity who afterwards, in the excess of their zeal, declaimed from the pulpit

against Galileo, who illustrated and completed the system which had been
supported and sanctioned by a former member of the societ}'. It appears that

the Cardinal was never personally acquainted with this distinguished astronomer,

since in a letter dated November 1, 1536, which he addressed to him from
Rome, and which is prefixed to the great work of Copernicus, he only says,

that he has heard his profound learning much celebrated, and the astronomical

system which he had conceived, explained ; and of this he gives a compendium
in the letter itself. He then entreats him earnestly not to suppress any longer

so valuable a work, to transmit to him his book upon the sphere, and whatever
else might have a connexion with the subject; adding, that he had desired a

certain Theodoric of Redek to copy the whole at his expence, and to send the

transcript to him at Rome. Copernicus was perhaps disposed to gratify the
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wish of the Cardinal, but the latter having died in the following year, 1537, it

appears that he could not make up his mind to submit his new opinions to the

public. We know from Copernic himself that he frequently refused the
solicitations made to him for that purpose. Thus, in a letter of dedication, of
which more will be said hiM-eafter, he declares that, besides the Cardinal of
Schoenberg there was another prelate, Tidemann Giese, or Gisius, bishop of
Culm, by whom he wa^ continually urged to publish his book. " My friends

have at length," he says, " after mucli opposition and with great difficulty,

overcome my resolution. Among these the first was Cardinal Nicholas Schdn-
berg, bishop of C^|>'ia» » '"an eminent in every branch of learning ; and next to

him, my most beloved Tidemannus Gisius, bishop of Cuhi), a person most pro-

foundly acquainted with the sacred i^criptures and with literature in general,

who frequently in his letters and sometimes even with reproaches, has exhorted
and urged me to publish this book." Copernicus then at last determined on
the publication of it. He had great patronage to hope for his work from the

bishop and so many other learned men, by whom he was induced to lay it before

the world ; but he wished for a patron of higher authority, and selected the

most exalted member of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Pope Paul III. The letter

of dedication by which it was ofllered to him, turns entirely on the novelty and
difficulties of the argument and on the reasons which had led the author to

conceive this new system. He does not run so mucii at length into the praises

of the Supreme Pontiff as it is now the fushion to do in similar conijiositions,

but gives a short 3et luminous eulogy ; saying, that even in the remote corner of
the world where he resided, it was known that Paul III. was pre-eminent not

only by his sublime dignity, but also by his love for the sciences, the mathe-
matics more especially. History informs us that Paul III., although a perfidious

politician, a compound of dissimulation, ambition, and fraud, and not more
distinguished for his high literary attainments than for his despotism and into-

lerance, charges from which even the ingenuity of Cardinal Qiiirini is unable to

clear him, was one of the most erudite men that ever filled the chair of Saint

Peter: the picture which Ariosto {Orlando Furioso, c. 46, sec. 13) has drawn
of him when cardinal, representing him as surrounded with all the most learned

men of the age, may suffice to prove this.

Ecco Alessandro, il mio Signer, Famese :

O dotta compagnia, che seco mena !

Fedro, Capella, Porzio, il Bolognese
Filippo, il Volterrano, il Madalena,

Blosio, Pierio, il Vida Cremonese
D'alta facondia inessicabil vena,

E Lascari, e IMiisiu'o, e Navagero,
E Andrea Maronc, e'l Monaco Severo.

Celio Calcagnini, who will be mentioned presently, in a Latin letter which
on his return to Ferrara from the court of Rome he addressed to this pontiff^

highly praises the grave and serious studies with which he is occupied, and his

frequent disputations both in the Greek and Latin langufiges on the most
abstruse questions of philosophy. {Epist. 1. xvi. p. 216.) But in astronomy this

po[)e took singular delight; and on this head, beside the testimony which
Copernicus himself affords, there is that of the great Hieronimus Fracastorius,

of Verona; who having conceived another astronomical system, which is

explained in his treatise " Homocentricorum, sive de Stellis," also offered it to

the same pope, he dedicated to him when cardinal his book " De Sympathia et

Antipathia," with a letter, in which he states that, after religion there was
nothing in which he took such great interest as philosophy—astronomy more
particularly. And from hence perhaps arose the accusation which is some-
times brought against him, that he attended even to judicial astrology. It is

impossible to know on what foundation this statement rests : but were it sup-

ported by credible proofs it should not be a matter of astonishment if, in an

age when professors of astrology were maintained in the Italian universities,

and most of the great men had not sufficient courage to oppose the vulgar
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prejudice.^ and themselves believed that the stars could point out future events,

that Pojje Paul III. should have been drawn into the error.

Under the auspices then of this pontiff, the " Astronomia Instaurata" of

Copernicus issued from the press at Marienburg in 1543. He did not live to

see what reception it would meet with from the learned, expirinj^ at Frauenberg

almost as soon as the first copies were delivered to him, May 22, 1543. Nor
was Paul III. able by any act of munificence to show how highly he valued and

approved of the work. It is however certain, that it was not then accused of

containing any error; not but that even at tliat time there was a suspicion that

some persons might be weak enough to charge this system with being contrary

to the Catholic religion ; for before the publication of the work itself, that is

prior to 1540, John Schoner, the professor of mathematics at Nuremberg,
transmitting to a friend of his the letter in which George Joachim Rhelicus

had apprised liim of the astronomical observations and system of Copernicus,

says, that as the latter did not correspond with what had been hitherto taught

in the schools, it might perhaps be imagined that it savoured of heresy.
" Licet consuetudo hactenus docendo methodo," he observes of tiie small work
of Rheticus, " non respondeat, possitque non unico themate usitatis scholarurn

theoricis coutrarius, et, ut monachi dicerenr, hjereticus existimari."

Notwithstanding this, either no outcry was raised against Copernicus, or it

was done without any effect, and his work remained free from all censure in the

hands of the learned for nearly eighty years. It was only in the year 1620,

when the controversy with Galileo, who had been interdicted since 1616 from

advocating tiie system in question, was commenced, that by a decree of the

lioman Inquisition, the work of Copernicus was, not proscribed, but it was

ordered that, to render the perusal of it lawful, certain passages should be

corrected and others expunged. It is needless to demand from what cause this

alteration had not been required for so long a time ; all that was now to be

shown, and it has been done, is, that the Copernican system, at its rise, or

rather when it was renewed, was favoured and protected by the Roman pontiffs.

Some additional proofs of the subject shall now be added. The book of Coper-

nicus was published only in I54.'J, but rumour had previously spread abroad

the astronomical observations he had made, and his theory for explaining the

•motions of the heavenly bodies. About the year 1518, the aged Cardinal Hip-

polito d'Este travelled into Hungary, and took in his suite the celebrated Celio

Calcaguini of Ferrara. B^'om the letters of this last (Ojiera, p. 54,55, t!j-c.),

it appears that the Cardinal cultivated the profound sciences and principally

astronomy, far more than polite literature. Ariosto, among many others,

affords a proof of this when he represents him in the midst of a select and

numerous assemblage of learned men, attentively listening to their disputations.

{Orlando Furioso, c. xlvi. s. 92.)

Di filosofi altrove e di poeti

Si vede in mezzo un' onorata squadra;

Quel gli ilipinge il corso de' pianeti

Quest! la terra quegli il del gli squadra.

And perhaps to this love for grave and serious pursuits, Ariosto was indebted

for the rough compliment, if it were ever paid, which he received from the

cardinal, in other respects his kind benefactor and patron, when he came to

him with the Orlando Furioso. The latter, as archbishop of Milan, had

assigned him an annual pension of one hundred crowns from the chancery of

that cathedral ; but when Ariosto presented him with the poem, the cardinal

having looked at it fo. a short time, inquired either in joke or earnest where he

could have found such trash. " Un tal complimento a un poeta, che di si gran

fatica sperava pure qualche non piccola ricompensa, non dovette riuscir troppo

dolce." It cannot be ascertained if the cardinal in travelling through Germany
saw and conversed with Copernicus ; but it is certain that through the medium of

Calcaguini he became acquainted with James Ziegler, at that period a most
distinguished astronomer, and that on his own return into Italy, by repeated

invitations which were made through Calcaguini, he induced him to visit Ferrara,
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where, although i). is probable that he did not arrive till after the death of the
cardinal, which occurred when he was in his fortieth year, in September 1520,
{Tirahoschi Storia, liv. i. sec. 17,) as afterwards in Venice and at Rome he
passed many years. {Schelhorn. Anicen. Hist. Ecc. vol. ii. p. 210.) It is

probable that from him, if not from John Albert Widmanstadius who will be
mentioned presently, Calcagnini obtained a knowledge of the Copernican
system, which he subsequently explained, though not in the happiest manner,
in his brief tract—" quodccelum stet, terra autem moveatur?"

Calcagnini was the first Italian who ventured to support the system of
Copernicus, even before the work of that great philosopher appeared. Now in

what manner was this man received, who might be considered, in astronomy,
as an impious and dangerous innovator? Not only no outcry was raised

against him, but having been brought to Rome in the time of Paul III., he was
received by that pontiff with so much kindness, that on his return to Ferrara
he addressed to him a letter, referred to above, of the most humble and grateful

acknowledgments, and the pope having honoured him with a courteous reply;

Calcagnini maintained with him an epistolary intercourse. It is not credible

that Paul III. was unacquainted with the opinions of Calcagnini, since the
former in many of his letters expressed great admiration of his vast attainments
in philosophy : whence it is higiily probable, that in the friendly conferences
which they had together, Calcagnini explained his ideas, and that the pontiff

with the same readiness with which, a few years afterwards, he allowed Coper-
nicus to dedicate his large work to him, evincing by that his approval of the
system, also approved the opinions of Calcagnini. And in truth Paul III.,

when Cardinal Alexander Farnese, had before his eyes an example which would
preclude his entertaining any doubt of its being lawful to embrace that opinion.

He had seen his predecessor, Clement VII., receive with kindness in the Vatican
gardens an advocate of the Copernican system, listen to his explanations in

presence of the most distinguished personages, and present him with an honour-
able mark of his favour and approbation. This is a fact not generally known,
but supported by the most incontrovertible documents. John Albert Widman-
stadius, at that time distinguished for his extensive acquaintance with oriental

languages, having gone to Rome in the year 1533 began there to discuss the
opinions of Copernicus, which, although not yet laid before the public in print,

must have been widely spread throughout Germany. ClemcMt, being apprised

of thisj wished himself to hear in what manner this system would account for

the movements of all the celestial bodies, and Widmanstadius being sent for

into the gardens of the Vatican, he heard him explain the Copernican system
in the presence of the two cardinals, Franciotto Orsini and Giovanni Salviati, of
Giampietro Grassi, bishop of Viterbo, and of his own physician, Matteo Cotte.

The philosopher having concluded, the pope presented him with a beautiful

Greek manuscript of Alexander Aphrodisseus " de sensu et sensibili," as a
lasting testimony of the pleasure with which he had listened to his discourse,

and he further honoured him with the titles of his domestic and private

secretary. Of what has now become of this manuscript we are uncertain
;

but prior to the French revolution and the annexation of the small terrttory of

Monaco to France, it was preserved in the ducal library of the Grimaldi, in the

town of Monaco ; and Widmanstadius, to leave a memorial of an event so

highly honourable to himself, had inserted in it the following words, which
appear in the old catalogue of the library, printed at Monaco, and are recorded

by Marini Degli Archiatri, Pontif, toni. ii. p. 351. " Clemens VII., P.M. hunc
codicem mihi donodedit. A. 1533 Roniae, postquam, prtesentibus Franciotto

Ursino, Jo. Salviato Cardinalibus, Jo. Petro Episcopo Viturbiense, et Mattheo
Curtio, Medico Physico in hortis Vaticanis Copernicanam de motu terrae

sententiam explicavi. Johannes Albertus Widmanstadius, cognomento Lucre-
tius, SS. D. N. Secretarius domesticus et familiaris."

The facts which have been hitherto detailed clearly show, that the Copernican
system was sanctioned and applauded by three popes, Nicholas V, Clement VII,

and Paul III; by three cardinals, Cusa, Cesarini, and Schoenberg; that it was,

M.M. New Series.—YoL. I. No. 6. 4 1
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publicly supported in the Vatican gardens without meeting with any opposition

;

and that when it was laid before the public, it was under the patronage of the

sovereign pontiff: so that never was there any philosophical opinion %vhich

received such great marks of approbation from the popes and the court of Rome,
as the Copornican system. But here is another fact still more surprising. In

the year ]G16, the controversy between the Roman Inquisition and Galileo had
conunenced, and he was forbidden to maintain the Copernican system. In the

following year 1617. Giannantonio Magini, an eminent astronomer of that period,

ebbe fama di un de' viig/iuri ash-onomi, chc (dlor vwcsscro, (Tirahuschi), died at

Bologna, and this pontifical university had to elect a new professor of astro-

nomy. Now upon whom did the choice fail, but upon the most determined sup-

porter, or rather the ingenious perfecter of the Copernican system ; upon the

celel)rated John Kepler, who for twenty years—since the first astronomical

work which he published was in l.')96—had openly declared in favour of Coper-
nicus. To him, in a letter written by Giannantonio Roffeno, a scholar of Magini,

and dated March 1, 1617, {Kepler', Epist. p. 642, Ep. 413), the chair of astro-

nomy was offered, in the name of this illustrious university, and if many reasons

which are adduced by Kepler in his reply {Ibid. Ejnst. 414), for not accepting

this honour had not interfered, the second author, if such a phrase may be used,

of the Copernican system would have been seated in the first of the pontifical

universities one year after Galileo had been forbidden to support that identical

system. These facts, which clearly establish what was stated at the conmience-

ment of this paper, naturally lead us to investigate the cause why that which
was not only permitted, but even ap|)roved of in Cusa, Copernicus, Ziegler,

Calcagnini, Widmanstadius, should be censured, punished, and condemned in

Galileo. To this subject we shall now proceed, and it will perhaps appear that,

if Galileo had been more temperate in supporting his opinion, and if various

other circumstances had not concurred to render him an object of suspicion and
hatred to the Roman tribunals, he would not have been subjected to the

troubles which the Copernican system brought upon him ; and that this would
have received the same favour with which at other times it had been honoured,

or at least liave been treated with the same consideration that it was not long

after the condemnation of Galileo.

That Galileo, for having supported the Copernican system, was sunmioned
before the tribunal of the Roman inquisition ; that he was for some time kept a

prisoner; that he was condemned, and the opinion which lie taught proscribed as

heretical—a proscription not reversed at the time of the publication of Newton's
Princi|)ia, by Le Seur and Jaquier, since they thought it right to insert the follow-

ing declaration :
" Newtonus in hoc tertio libro telluris motae hypothesini a^sumit.

Autoris propositlones aliter explicari non poterant, nisi eadem quoquefacta hypo-

thesi. Hinc alienam coacti sunms gerere personam. Cceterum latis u sununis pon-

tificibus contra telluris motuni decretis nos obsequi profitemur"—are transactions

which cannot be doubted. But the preceding and concomitant circumstances

are not equall}' known, and from these alone it can be ascertained whether or

not Galileo was in some degree to blame, and what motives led this tribunal to

pronounce so rigorous a sentence. The first time that Galileo was brouglit to

Rome was in 1611, but in that journey he seems to have taken no steps con-

cerning the Copernican system ; although he had maintained publiclj', to the

great astonishment of all his hearers, some of the opinions for which he is now
so celebrated, in the university of Pisa, to which he had been appointed mathe-

matical professor in 1589, and where he went to reside in 1592. The satellites

of Jupiter which he had discovered in 1610, and called the Medicean planets

—

although the merit of this discovery a year earlier is claimed by Simon Marius,

astronomer to the elector of Brandenburgh—a fact which, from the circumstance

of its not being communicated to the world till 1614, is extremely doubtful

{Bailli/, Histoiie de I'As/ronomie Moderne, torn. ii. p. 102, <S:c.)—constituted at

that time the [)rincipal subject of his discourses with the philosophers and ma-
thematicians of Rome. He himself writes to Vinta, secretary to the Grand
Duke of Tuscany (F«Ziro«8. Letlerc Inedilc d'Uomhti I/hmtri, tom. i. p. 32.), that
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he had found Clavius and two other Jesuits, very good astronomerg, employed
in confirming his discoveries by new observations, and in ridiculing a certain

Francesco Sizi, who had o[)|)osed them. And it is also seen from the documents
which Giovanni Targioni Tozzetti {Aggnimlimciiti, ^c. tom. ii. p. i. p. 18., &c.)
has produced, that Cardinal Bellarmine, who took a part in the first prohibition

of the Copernican system, had himself wished to observe the phenomena which
Galileo had discoveretl in the heavens, and that he had asked the 0|)inion of
some mathematical Jesuits on the subject, and from them had reecived a con-
firmation of the truth. But it was in the Academy dc' Lincei, then recently

instituted by Prince Federigo Cesi, and of which he became a member in April

1011, that most frequently, and with the greatest applause, Galileo spoke in

public of his discoveries {Aliic Mem. de/l' Accademia del Cimcnlo, tom. ii. pt. 1.

p. 13, 20) which were then the subject of the writings and the discussions of all

learned men, particularly in Italy and Germany. This first journey was, then,

productive of nothing but admiration and honour to Galileo. On his returning

into Tuscany, he began to reflect upon the Copernican system, and to com-
municate his ideas to others; and as generall} happens with whatever has the

appearance of novelty, he met with great approbation and numerous followers :

but perhaps with opposition still greater, and with enemies much more numer-
ous ; either because they did not well understand the basis of such a system, or

that the old professors of those sciences felt ashamed to confess that they had
been up to that time in error, or because many entertained an o()inion that the

system of Copernicus could not be reconciled with the sacred Scriptures, which
apparently suppose the motion of the sun and the innnobility of the earth.

This last reason was the one that was urged most loudly against Galileo, since

it was the only one which could be adduced without entering into astronomical

questions, in which the genius of Galileo was too much to be feared. A rumour
then began to circulate unfavourable to this reviver of the Copernican system,

and at length things went so far that it was made a subject of declamation from
the pulpit, and a zealous friar flattered himself with having discovered in the

book of the Acts of the Apostles (cap. i. ii.), a prediction and contemptuous
notice of the opinion of Galileo, in the words, Viri Galilai, quid statis axpicientes

hi ccelum ? The report of these proceedings extended at last to Rome, and
Galileo was informed that to some minds his opinions gave serious offence.

After this, either as he himself states {Fabroni, vol. i. p. 35.) of his own ''ree

choice, or because he was summoned there to answer for his sentiments, as

Antonio Quercnghi mentions in one of his letters, dated January 1, 1616,
" la sua venuta a Roma non e, come si credeva, aftatto voluniaria, ina che si vuole

far'gli render conto, come salvi il movimento circolar della terra, e la dottrina in

tutto contraria della S. Scrittura," he repaired to Rome about the end of the

year 16 1 5. He there began to disseminate, sometimes in one house, sometimes
in another, the system he had embraced ; and in reply to the difficulties which
were frequently objected to him, he came off victorious amid the applause and
admiration of his auditors. In a letter dated January 20, 1616, Querenghi

writes, " Del Galileo havrebbe gran gusto V. S. Illustrissima, se I'udisse discorrere,

come fa spesso in mezzo di XV. e XX. che gli danno assalti crudeli, quando
in una casa et quando in un'altra. Ma egli sta fortificato in maniera, che si

ride di tutti, et se bene non persuade la novita della sua opinione, convince

nondimeno di vanita la maggior parte degli argomenti, coi quali gli oppug-

natori cercano di atteirirlo." But he knew not how to show the mode-
ration and forbearance so much more necessary for great men, as the rest

of their fellow-creatures are apprehensive of being surpassed and oppressed

by them. On the 4th of March 1616, the ambassador, Pietro Guicciardini,

writes thus to the Grand Duke Ferdinand {Faironi, Vol. i. p. 53), " Galileo

has relied more upon his own opinion than upon that of his friends, and both

the Cardinal del Monte and myself, with what little influence I had, and more
particularly the cardinals of the holy office had persuaded him to remain quiet,

and not to take any step in this business; but if he wished to hold this opinion,

lo do so ouictly without making such great endeavours to persuade others and
tI2
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bring them over to his views." And shortly afterwards (p. 54) he adds: " He
maintains his sentiments with tlie greatest vehemence, and his violent passions

he has neither sufficient strength of mind nor prudence to control." Hence it

appears probable that, if Galileo had in some degree moderated his expressions,

he would not have been exposed to what he afterwards suffered, and that the

cardinals to whom Guicciardini alludes would not have given him any molesta-

tion, if he would only have maintained his opinions in private. But before we
advance further we nuist lay down some principles, which are necessary to ex-

plain, and in some degree justify the conduct pursued towards Galileo. All

Catholics believe that the original text of the sacred Scriptures is to be literally

received as true, even in things which do not belong to the faith. It is also cer-

tain that they may not depart from the literal meaning ofthe text, except where
there is some unequivocal proof that the literal sense involves what is false, or

some manifest error. This being premised, it cannot be denied that various

passages of the holy writings seem to intimate that the earth is immovable, and

that the sun revolves round it. These were the passages opposed to Galileo,

and if he had contented hmiself with the rejjly that he spoke only as a philoso-

pher, and that, where the passages of Scripture admitted no other explanation,

it was not his intention to oppose such venerable authority, the question would

most probably have gone no farther. But with this, it appears, that Galileo was

not contented. A letter which he wrote about that period to his scholar Bene-

detto Castelli, of Brescia, which, it is most likely, is the same that was pointed

out in the decree of condemnation which we shall mention presently, and which

has been, though not entirely, made public by Targioni (lib. c, p. 22.) and another

which he wrote to the Grand Duchess of Tuscany—show that Galileo wished to

maintain that no regard was to be evinced for the literal sense of Scripture, ex-

cept on doctrinal points. Now this proposition, although in some degree it may
be received as true, was then considered, and was in fact, dangerous for the

Church of Rome; particularly at that period, when the loss it had sustained, in

consequence of the interpretation of the Scriptures at the Reformation, was an

unceasing source of its regret and anxiety. The Roman theologians were cer-

tainly not ignorant that, in things indifferent to the faith, and besides, if no

evident reason determine our adhering to it, it is permitted and sometimes even

necessary to depart from the literal sense of the holy writings; but. they also

knew that the whole body of former theologians and philosopher."! had believed,

up to that time, that the sacred Scriptures clearly establish the immobility of the

earth ; that those who, prior to Galileo, had advocated the Copernican system,

h;jd spoken only as philosophers, and had not endeavoured to reconcile their

opinion with the sacred text; that Copernicus alone had made some slight men-
tion of it, but this work was known only to a few of the learned. They saw that

Galileo strove with ingenious demonstrations to support the Copernican system,

but they also saw the greatest number of the philosophers of that period did not

acknowledge that they were convinced of its truth; so that the opinion of
Galileo did not appear certain and evident to a degree which would authorize

their allowing, at least publicly, any other meaning to the sacred text than that

which clearly belonged to it. Galileo, on the other hand, gave such notoriety

to his opinion, that it was in every person's mouth, nor could it be concealed

that many of the most learned philosophers and theologians were scandalized

by it, and looked upon Galileo as a dangerous innovator, since he had dared

first, and almost alone, to set himself in so solemn a manner in opposition to

the literal sense of the holy writings. Wherefore they considered that a single

man could never bepjrmitted, of his own authority, to give any other explana-

tion of the sacred text than what, up to that period, had been received as cor-

rect. There was besides another reason which carried great weight, as appears

from another passage of the letter of Guicciardini, to which we have already

alluded. " In questo secolo...il Principe, (the Pope),...aborrisce belle lettere

e questi ingegni, non puo sentire queste novita, ne queste sottigliezze e ognuno

cerca d'accommodareil cervello e la natura a quella del Signore." (p. 55.)

These were the reasons which determined the Roman council to their first
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condemnation of the Copernican system, which is referred to in the second
decree, which was made sixteen years afterwards. On the first occasion no pro-

ceedings were instituted against Galileo, and no punishment was inflicted upon
him. Two of his propositions were prohibited, namely, that in which the sun
was stated to be the centre of the system and to have no local motion, \^hich

was condennied as being heretical, because contrary to the Scriptures; and the

one in which it was asserted that the earth was not the centre of the universe,

and that it had a diurnal motion, as erroneous in regard to the faith. Afterwards

Cardinal Bellarmine exhorted Galileo in a friendly manner, and the commissary
of the Roman Inquisition strictly forbade him to maintain such propositions,

nay, even to discuss them—threatening him with imprisonment if he should dare

to contravene the prohibition : and at the same time he orilered that the work
of Copernicus, and some other books in which that system was adopted, should

be cleared from its errors and corrected, those passages being expunged in which
it was said that the sacred Scriptures were not contrary to that hypothesis.

{Fabroni, T. ii. [). .303.) It cannot here be concealed that, at this time, Galileo

began to act with insincerity. In two letters which he wrote on this occasion

to Curzio Piccheno, secretai}' to the Grand Duke, he makes no mention of the

prohibition he had received, but speaks only of the books which it had been or-

dered to amend. Alluding to the above-mentioned Dominican friar, who, in the
church of Santa Maria Novella at Florence and afterwards at Rome, had de-

nounced from the pulpit the opinion of Galileo as " contro alia fede e eretica,"

he says, " per quello che I'esito ha dimostrato, ii suo parere non ha ritrovalo cor-

rispondenza in S. Chiesa, la quale altro non ha ricevuto, se non che taleopinione

non concordi con le Scritture sacre : onde solo restano proibiti quel libri, i quali

ex professo hanno voluto sostenere, ch'ella non discordi dalla Scrittura, &c.
{Fabroni, T. i., p. 48, 51.) Nor in his works docs he notice the prohibition at

all, except when he w as accused of having transgressed it, and then he wished
to excuse himself by saying, that he was only interdicted from defending and
supporting the Copernican system, and not from treating of it simply, as he
pretended only to have done in his celebrated dialogue. It appears then certain

that he was determined not to obey the command whichhe had received from
the Roman tribunal, and that he flattered himself that, if he were silent on the
subject, no other person would bear it in mind. After his return to Rome, he
occupied himself in composing his dialogue on the system of the world, which
was divided into four parts or days ; and which was finished in 1630. He well

knew that the printing of it would be dangerous after the decree of the Roman
Inquisition, in which the Copernican system was condemred as contrary to the
authority of the Scriptures ; wherefore he repaired to Rome, and presented the

dialogue to the master of the sacred palace, who, perhaps to the astonishment
of Galileo himself, having examined it, found nothing worthy of blame or of cen-
sure, and allowed it to be printed. Galileo returned to Florence to correct his

work, and afterwards to send it to Rome for publication j but on account of the
plague, which then began to rage in Italy, this did not take place. Therefore he
obtained leave from the master of the sacred palace, that after a new revision

of the work by a counsellor of the Inquisition in Florence, it might be printed in

this latter city, and thus it made its appearance in Florence in 1632. This is

the substance of the fact, and from it, it appears that Galileo was not reprehen-
sible. But frequently that which on a simple representation seems to be inno-

cent, when its circumstances are examined bears a very different complexion,
and this is particularly the case with respect to GalOeo.

His preface to the dialogue is what cannot be entirely justified. He thus
begins, in the manner best calculated to impose upon the revisers of his work,
" Some j'ears since a beneficial edict was promulgated at Rome, which, to

obviate the dangerous dissensions of the present age, opportunely imposed
silence on the Pythagorean opinion of the motion of the earth. There were not
wanting those who rashly asserted that that decree did not arise from a skilful

examination, but from unenlightened prejudice; and complaints were heard that

counsellors, altogether ignorant of astronomical observations, ought not to clip
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the wings of epeculative minds by a sudden prohibition. On hearing these re-

monstrances my zeal could not be silent, and as being fully acquainted with that

most prudent resolution, I determined to come forward publicly on the theatre

of the world as a witness of the real truth." Could a declared apologist for the

ancient theories, could even the most zealous inquisitor, have spoken olhersvise

if he had imdertaken to confute the Copernican system ? But still farther,

Galileo not only feigns respect for the decree, but he would almost wish to make
us believe that it was published by his advice. " Being at Rome," he continues,
" at that period, I not only had audiences, but also received applause from the

most eminent prelates of the court, nor was the decree issued without some
previous information of mine." He then, in the following words, gives an idea

of the work to which they are prefixed :
" therefore it is my desire in this pre-

sent undertaking to show to foreign nations that as much is known in Italy,

particularly in liome, of this subject as strangers have ever conceived, and col-

lecting at the same time all the speculations which belong to the Copernican

system, to evince that the Roman court was previously acquainted with

them all; and that not alone the doctrines for the salvation of the soul, but

that also the ingenious discoveries which delight the mind, ])roceed from this

country." And shortly afterwards he adds: " Spero...che il mondo conoscera

che il rimettersi ad asserir la fermezza della terra e prender il contrario sola-

mcnte per capriccio matematico non nasce da non aver contezza di quant'altri

ci abbia pensato, ma, quando altro non fusse da quelle ragioni che la jiieta, la

religione, il conoscimento della divina Onnij)otenza e la coscienza della debolezza

deir ingcgno humano ci sonuuinistrano." After this exordium, who would ever

have thought that the dialogue of Galileo was to be the most ingenious demon-
stration of the Copernican system that coidd at that lime be composed? It is

true that here and there, particularly at the end, he states that this is merely a

simple hypothesis ; but it is also true, that he puts so much nonsense into the

mouth of Simplicius, thecliaractcr to whom he has intrusted the defence of the

ancient system, and makes him support his opinion so weakly as to occasion a

suspicion that, under the name of Simplicius, Galileo wished to point out and

to ridicule some one of his censors; and it was even conceived, apparently

without sufficient foundation, that he applied the denomination to Pope Urban
VIII. It is probably true that the persons to whom the revision of Galileo's

work was confided, reading this modest and religious preface, and not being

well able to comprehend the ingenious arguments contained in the dialogue,

judged of the interior of this edifice by its external appearance, imagining it to

have been raised exactly according to their rules and design. It is in fact known
that Urban VIII. frequently complained that they had not been sufficiently

cautious, but had allowed thenvselves to be deceived by Galileo; and with

Ciampoli, a prelate of great authority in Rome, he was particularly incensed;

since, having frequently questioned him on the subject, he always assured him

of the religious obedience and the sound opinions of Galileo. Francesco

Nicolini, in a letter dated September 5, 1632, giving an account of an interview

he had with the Pope, writes thus to Bali Cioli: " Mi rispose con la medesima

escandescenza, che egli (Galileo) ed il Ciampoli I'avevano aggirata, e ch'il Ciampoli

in particolare aveva ardito di dire, che il Sig. Galilei voleva far tutto quel che

S. S. comandava, e che ogna cosa stava bene, e che questo era quanto si aveva

saputo, senz' aver mai \'isto o letto i'opera, dolendosi del Ciam|)oli e del Maestro

del S. Palazzo, sebben' di quest' ultimo disse ch'era stato aggirato anche lui,

col cavargli di mano con belle parole la sottoscrizione de llibro," &c. {Lett. Ined.

(VUum. Illust. V. ii. p. 276, 286, 295.) Now would the most moderate and just

tribunal in the world, if it saw one of its strict prohibitions publicly contravened,

and that the transgressor, not content with this, had also wished to deride and

artfully circumvent it, and obtain a permission by fraud, which, if all the circum-

stances of the case had been known, it would have been refused—not have been

indignant, and considered the offender as meriting severe punishment? And
could it have been a matter of astonishment, if the Roman Inquisition had pro-

ceeded with no ordinary rigour against Galileo ? Yet such was the respect that,
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by liis profound learning and Btiipenduns discoveries, he had obtained, that by
this severe tribunal he was treated with unaccustomed lenity. The conimence-
nieiit was tlie harshest part of tlic proceedings against him, since a man, who was
already seventy years old, was obliged to re|)air to Rome in the February of

lGli3, (" dove giunto a' 10 di Febbrajo 1633, fui sottoniesso, &c.," says Galileo

himself, in a letter to Vincenzo Renieri;) the solicitations made in the name of

the Grand Duke of Tuscany, that the affair should be put off to a milder season,

not being of any avail. But in every thing else, the conrse pursued with regard

to him was sufficiently different from the usual one. (Targioni Tozzetti, V. i.

p. 113., &C. V. ii. p. 12"2., &c.) At the first he remained for more than two
months in the house of Nicolini, the ambassador of the Grand Duke, "fui arret-

tato ncl dclizioso Palazzo delta Triiiita de' Monti presso fAmbasciator di Tosi~

cana," is the account he himself gives of his detention, without an express
prohibition to hold intercourse with any one; but merely with friendly advice

not to receive frequent visits, and to remain as much as possible in concealment
nnd alone. " II commissario gli ha fatto sapere quel chegli nianilo a dire il Sisr.

Card. Barberino (Francesco Barbcrino, founder of the Barbcrini library and
Nephew of Urban VIII.) cioe che si contenti di starsene ritirata scnza lasciarsi

veder fnora, ne quasi in casa se sia possibiie, dichiarandosi di non glielo coman-
dare, ne di arerne ordine alcuno tlella sacra congregazionc, nia d'avvisario come
aniico per il pregiudizio e danno, che gliene potrebbe risultarc. {Fabroni, Vol. ii.

p. 2i)2.) The time having arrived, when, according to the laws of that tribimal,

he was to be confined in prison and then put upon his trial, he was summoned
before the tribunal itself; but the apartments assigned to him were the rooms
belonging to the Fiscal, from which he could go into the court of the building

whenever he pleased: besides he kept his own servant, and could also admit the

attendants of the ambassador of the Grand Duke who brought him his dinner,

and could also write and receive letters from as many other persons as he chose.

And even before his examinations were concluded, he was sent back, after fifteen

days to the house of the ambassador, and was also permitted to ride in a car-

riage through the neighbouring gardens, {Fabroni, Vol. ii. p. 308.) Finally in

June of the same year, the expected sentence was pronounced : in it, the system
was condemned, the work of Galileo was prohibited, and he himself condemned
to a solemn recantation of it; and since from the year 161C, he had been
threatened with imprisonment if he should again, either in discourse or writing

maintain these opinions; he was ordered into confinement, but before this sen-

tence was carried into execution the Pope changed it into banishment to the

gardens of La Trinita de' Monti, a country seat of the Grand Duke, from which
he was occasionally permitted to visit Castel Gandolfo {Targioni, t. ii. p. 126) :

and in a few days, even this banishment was at an end, and he was allowed to

go to Siena, to his friend the archbishop of that place, from whence, at the end
of the year, he was enabled to return to his own villa of Arcetri. " Finalmeate
fui obbligato," says he himself, '' di ratrattare come vero cattolico questa mia
opinione, e in pena mi fu proibito il dialogo, e dopo cinque mesi licenziato di

Roma, (in tempo che la citta di Firenze era infetta di peste) mi fu destinata

per carcere con generosa pieta I'abitazione del mio piu caro amico, che avessi in

Siena, Monsignor Arcivescovo Piccolomini e dopocinque mesi in cerca

cessata la pestileiiza della mia patriaversoil principio di Dicembre di quest' anno
1633, da sua Santita mi e stata permutata la strettezza di quella casa nella liberta,

della campagna da me tanto gradita, onde me ne tornai alia Villa de Bellos-

guardo, e dopo in Arcetri, dove tuttora mi ritrovo a respirare quest' aria salubre

vicino alia mia cara patria Firenze." That his health had not been impaired

by the confinement he had undergone at Rome, may be fairly inferred from the
following note, dated from Rome July 10, 16G3. II Sig. Galileo parti per Siena
mercolidi mattina con assai buona salute, e da Viterbo ci scrive, che aveva cam-
minato quattro miglia a piedi con un tempo freschissimo.

These facts are not drawn from the works of any pontifical writer, or apologist

for the Roman Inquisition ; but from an account of what took place at Rome,
which was sent by Galileo himself to Vincenzo Renieri, one of the most faithful
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of his scholars ; and from the letters with which NiccoHni, the ambassador of the

Grand Duke, through the Secretary of State, Bali Cioli, apprised his master of

every occurrence that happened daily to Galileo. The conduct pursued towards

this celebrated man was certainly not justifiable throughout. On this occasion

too much reliance was placed on the Peripatetic philosophers, who, unable to

answer the arguments of Galileo, " non ebbi per risposta, che un' alzata di

spalle," says he, " solito rifugio di chi e persuaso per pregiudizio e per antici-

pata opinione," shielded themselves under the authority of Scripture ; sufficient

inquiry was not made whether or not the reasoning of Galileo, was so strong as

to allow of the literal sense being abandoned, and it was assumed that the text

admitted no other interpretation. All thii cannot be denied, any more than that

Galileo was himself highly instrumental in drawing down his own condemnation,

and that if he had been, if not more exact in observing, at least more cautious in

transgressing, the prohibition he had received ; if he had less exasperated his

rivals and his censors, and not shown a disposition to make them appear ridi-

culous, his opinions would have been left in that tranquillity which they had
enjoyed for a long time before.

—

Tiraboschi.

THE JOURNAL OF CHILDHOOD,

" And she would look upon the ocean blue.

With thoughts and feelings known but to the few."

I.

How beautiful is Ocean ! By its tide,

As though my sandals to the beach were grown,
I've staid, when first the Indian was descried,

Till her firm anciior over deck was thrown
;

Her name, her mariners to me unknown
;

Yet, to an ardent gaze, it might appear

As though she felt this kingdom were her own;
And with augmented energies did steer.

Touched by the loadstone home, that lay so near.

II.

Driving impetuous as the mountain bird,

That left her offspring in its lofty crest

;

And when returning near, some sound has heard.

Or sign has noticed of her eyrie's nest.

The natural impulse glowing in her breast

;

Through the blue ether faster on she springs,

Nor turns aside for prey, nor stops to rest.

Till the hard rock has felt her beating wings,

And the young eaglet to her bosom clings.

III.

Blue skies were then above me, and the deep

Seemed hushed and cradled for a summer's rest;

Fixed in its beauty, as a babe asleep.

Who smiles unchanging in its pearly vest.

Or dimples, as the zephyrs fan its breast.

These were bright moments (oh, remembered well !)

When I came thither an enamoured guest,

And almost listened for the sea-maid's shell,

And all the enchanting sounds of which youth's legends tell.
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PHILOSOPHICAL, CHEMICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANIES

Babylonian Characters.—The Babylo-
nian characters, whicli have <livided witli the

hieroglyphics the attention of the learned,

had eluded all satisfactory explanation, for in

that light the attempts of Dr. Grotefend did

not appear,when Mr. Price announced in his

Journal, that a MS. had fallen into his liands

in Persia, containing the alphabetic charac-

ters to which the aiTOw headed ones were
equivalent. Some time has elapsed since

this discovery, and as this learned orien-

talist has continued his researches, the se-

cond edition of his journal contains much
novel information : he has succeeded in

dccyphering several of the Pcrsepolitan in-

scriptions ; and, when it is considered what
rapid changes the European languages un-
dergo in the course of a few centuries, it

will occasion some surprise to find that the

proper names he has met with correspond
very nearly to such as exist in Persia at the

present day ; thus, for example, Kacha has
been modified into Khojrh, Keibed, into Ko-
had, &c. Respecting the clay cylinders, so

much the object of antiquarian research, it is

observed that " impressing them seems to

have been the ancient mode of ])rinting pub-
lic documents that required great numbers
of copies," and the following is a character-

istic extract from the first translation of one
which has appeared in any European lan-

guage. " Happy the man who can show
his heart (literally grape stone) in this inn,

uncorroded with evil : for sins committed
here, must be accounted for at the gi-and

inn (of heaven). Trutli and sincerity are

our support ; and should we, as occupiers

of a state-chamber tliat revolves in death,

not be accused of corruption for the slightest

imprudence? O God, in the time of dis-

solution protect us from thy wrath. As
the supplication of the tyrant avails not in

deatli, will he not be answerable for his

crimes ?" It is to be hoped, that the pro-

secution of researches so interesting [to the

literary world, may not be left to the unas-

sisted exertions of a private individual.

New Island.—Two vessels in the ser-

vice of the King of the Netherlands, dis-

covered, on the 14.th July 1825, in their

voyage to Java, an inhabited island, the

north point of which is in latitude 7° 10' S.

and the centre of it in longitude 177° 3.3' 16"

E. from Greenwich, the variation of the

magnetic needle being 7° to the east. The
island appeared well stocked with cocoa

and other trees; in form it resembles a

horse-shoe, its extent is about eight miles.

In the west side is an indentation closed by

a lagoon ; at a boat's length from the shore

the depth of water was six fathoms, and

rough coral ground ; at a ship's length from

shore there were fifteen fathoms. The

number of natives assembled on shore was

estimated at about three hundred: they

M.M. New Series.—\'Ol: I. No. 6.

were of a dark copper hue, tall, and well

made ; few were less than six feet Rhin-
band measure or 6.166 English. Tlie name
bestowed on the island was Nederlandicli

Island.

—

Bretostfr's Journal.

Southern Frontier of Thibet.—Tliero is

a singidar difference, which has not as yet

been remarked, between the places where
the great rivers of Europe take their rise,

in the Alps, and those where the Asiatic

rivers have their origin in the Himalaya
mountains. The Rhone and the Rhine
rush from glaciers resembling the waves of

the ocean, stirprised by the Polar frost*.

The Ganges, the Jumma, the Sutlej, of

which someof our adventurous countrymen
have recently explored the sources, issue

from beneath vast masses of snow piled up
by successive accumulations bet\\'een the

lofty siunmits of the mountains of Thibet,

to the height of many hundred feet. The
npper part of the last mentioned of these

mighty streams has been visited by two
French officers of the namee of Herbert

and Gerard. The mountains whence it

springs have an elevation of from 19,183 to

21,312 feet above the level of the sea;

tliey skirt the country of the Sikhi and
Chinese Tartary: one of the ridges by

which the channel of the river is formed

rises to the height of 13,853 feet ; the

forests with whicli it is covered, only to the

height of 11,723 feet, abound witU ju-

nipers and hecza pines. At Sliiphi, where

the river is 71 feet broad, it is at an eleva-

tion of 2,2i5 feet above the Indian Ocean

;

its fall is 59 feet per mile. The apples in

this part of the higher Asia are excellent

;

tlie turnips are very good, and the red and
black mulberry is found. The inhabitants

are tall ; their features handsome and ex-

pressive : the generality of the ])eople are

Hindoos, with Brahmins for priests, but

in some ^^llages the religion of Thibet is

followed. The name which in Europe is

bestowed upon this country is altogether

unknown, and its proper denomination,

Bhoutia, does not in the least resemble it.

Lieutenant Gerard speaks in the very high-

est terms of the Tartars who inhabit this

snowy and wild region. Cunning, false-

hood, and robbery are unknown among
them : no apprehension need be felt

when reliance is placed upon them ; they

entertain the nicest sense of honour, and

for the property of others have the most
in\iolable respect. We much doubt if this

patriarchal character were preserved among
those of their countrymen who visited

France under the Russian banner, still less

could there be any suspicion that they had
been corrupted by an excess of civilization.

Akaremeter.—It is generally conceived

that in astronomical observation the ear

will not allwY us to ascertain a less quan-

4 K
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tity than the tenth or twelfth part of a
second of tune. Mr. W. Hardy, whose
ingenious escapement in particular, and
many other improvements in the construc-
tion of chronometers, have frequently at-

tracted the notice and obtained the com-
mendation of scientific men, has recently

brought to perfection an ingenious machine,
on which the name of ' Akaremeter ' has
been bestowed, by which he purposed to

ascertain still smaller portions -of time.

While the second hand of this instrument
describes the fifth part of a second, a smaller

hand attached to the balance axle traverses

an arc divided into 120 parts, each of which
consequently is the six-hundredth part of a
second. The action of the machine com-
mences and ceases by pressure upon a stud.

The degree of accuracy with which any
interval of time might be determined was
now to be ascertained ; and after allowing

for the error in transmitting the will, and
for that arising from the divisions on the

small arc being equal, when the motion of

the hand is alternately accelerated and re-

tarded, it seems probable, from many ex-
periments which liave been made by Mr.
Babbage and the Rev. T. Hussey, that the

instrument may be depended upon to the

thirtieth, or at least to the twentieth part

of a second of time, an approximation
which will scarcely be siu-passed, except by
the introduction of a conical pendulum.

Perkins's Steam Eiii/inc—Mr. Perkins's

system of generating high steam has re-

cently been applied to the Comish single-

stroke pumping engine, and the Messrs.

Hornblower have made the following re-

port on its effects :
" Its great power is

established by the fact of its having lifted a
column of water 40 feet high, and 40 inches

diameter, with a 9'.33-inch piston. As to

the economy of fuel, which is evidently

great, we cannot exactly say, owing to

some parts of the engine being incomplete,

especially the injection pump. The longest

the engine has worked at any one time was
two hours ; at that time it was making
14 strokes per minute, 65 feet strokes,

and lifting a column of water 36 feet high

and 40 inches diameter, consuming not
more than 100 pounds of coal per hour.

We also certify that Mr. Perkins's flexible

steel piston is quite light, although at times

working at a ])ressure of 50 atmospheres."

The highest Mr. Perkins has ever used his

steam for his steam engines, is 800 pounds
to the inch, or about 57 atmospheres.

That the gain goes on in a geometrical ratio,

his experiments on the steam gun have
fully demonstrated : in some of these, a
pressure of 1,000 pounds to the square

inch has been used with perfect safety, and
was found to propel musket-balls of the

same weight and at the same distance, one-

quarter farther into the target than the

strongest gunpowder. In the " Discourse
on the Progress of the Arts, Sciences, and
Literature," which was delivered by the

Institute of France to Napoleon, in Fe-
bruary 1808, very honourable mention is

made of a machine, approved by tlie class

of the sciences, the Pyreolophorus of
Messrs. Lenieps, a new invention, in

which, if we understand the very short no-
tice concerning it which the Dutch editor

of this report has given in a note, the force

of air or vapour suddenly expanded by heat,

is made to raise a weight or overcome a re-

sistance. In an experiment made with
this machine, it is said that a boat, loaded
with five quintals, and presenting to the
water a prow of the area of six square feet

was carried up the Loire with a velocity

double that of the stream. In anotlier

experiment, the pressure exerted on a
piston of three square inches was in equi-
librio with 21 ounces, and the fuel con-
sumed weighed only six grains. We want
here a necessary element, the time in

which these six grains were consumed.
This omission may perhaps be supplied
from another part of the account, where it

appears that each stroke of the piston

takes up five seconds ; the six grains were
the fuel consumed in six seconds. In
comparing the principle of this machine,
imperfect as is the account of it we have
been able to obtain, with that of Mr. Per-
kins's engine, we are tempted to say witli

a very able correspondent of M. Schuma-
cher, " there is notliing new under the sun. " I

Mcastaes.—" La metre est la dix mil-
lioneme partie de la distance du pole a
I'eqiiateur, comptee sur le meridien qui

passe a Paris." La Croix.—The absurdity

of assuming as the basis of all measures of

length a quantity which cannot be assigned
correctly, has long been recognized by
every nation but tha one in which it ori-

ginated. The English have been more
precise in their choice of an unit ; an inch

may be defined the one 39'1384-2d part of the

length of a penduhim vibrating seconds at

the level of tlie sea, in latitude 51° 31' 8-4"

N. and at the temperature of 62° Fahren-
heit. Has Captain Kater, to whose la-

borious ingenuity, displayed at much ex-
pence to himself, this country is indebted,

not for the blundering arrangement of the
new scale of weights and measiu'es, but for

the accurate adjustment of the standard
when selected by others, derived any be-

nefit from his exertions, or even just re-

muneration for his services ; or is it thought
that merit, like virtue, having the privilege

of being its own reward, would be highly

unreasonable in aspiring to any other ?

Ma7i.—M. Bory de Saint Vincent has
published a new arrangement, with a new
nomenclature of the species of the human
race, viz. 1. Japetic; 2, Arabic; 3, Hin-
doo; 4, Scjlhian ; 5, Sinic (Chinese);

6, Hyperborean ; 7, Neptunian ; 8, Aus-
tralasian ; 9, Columbian ; 10, American

;

11, Patagonian ; 12, Ethiopian; 13,

Caffre; 14, Melanienne (Black) ; 15, Hot-
tentot. From these fifteen grand divisions.
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are derived all the 'subdivisions into ruces

and varieties.

Eurthr/iuike.—At the Jiour of seven in

tlie morning of the sevcntli of January,

an earthquake was felt at INIartinique.

There were two shocks, the one weak,
the other violent, wliich produced much
consternation among tiie inhabitants, but

occasioned no mischief.

Improved Shower-lialh.—Mr. Murray,
of Glasgow, has constructed a shower-l)ath,

in whicli the column of water in the vase

above is supported by the resisting atmo-
splicre ; and tlie superiority of Jiis imj)rove-

nient consists in the numerous rejjctitions

which may be made from the same supi)ly

of water. The intervals may be shortened

or prolonged at pleasure, while the duration

of each is under the complete control of

the patient, and the water may be suffered

to fall in a continued shower of any re-

quired division of the streams, attenuating

even to a gentle dew.
Russian Canals.—The Russian govern-

ment has ordered that navigable canals shall

be commenced to unite: 1st, the Moskwa
and the Volga ; 2d, the Scheksma and the

Northern Dwina, by which there will be a

direct communication between the port of

Archangel and that of Petersburg, and a
road will be opened to the Baltic for native

merchandize ; .3d, the Niemen and the

Weichsel across the kingdom of Poland.

—

Revue. Encijc.

Safetji ill Truvellinfj. — A patent lias

been o!)tained for an ingenious contrivance

to prevent carriages from overturning, and
consists in the adaptation of a hanging arm
on each side of the coach, with a small

wheel at bottom, which arm, in the

event of the coach being raised on one
side, is instantly thrown out on the op-
posite one, and forms a prop or support
for the body of the carriage to rest upon,

and which is thereby prevented from falling

over.

Silver Coinage.—The following table is

extracted from the London Journal of the

Arts:—The Tower pound was coined in

tlie year 1066 into 20s. Od.

1.300

134.4

1346
1353
1412
1464
1527
15G0
1601

20
22
22
25
30
37
42.2.5 troy lb. 45s.

56.3 — 60
58.1-5 — 62

Ancient Coins.—A great number of Cu-
phic coins, among which are some ex-

tremely I'are and very valuable, have been
discovered in the government of Mohilef,

in Russia. Their dates are from the years

639 to 815, and consequently anterior to

the reign of Rurik. Most of them were
struck in Spain and in Africa, and it is

conceived were brought into this part of

the world by the Variagucs or Normen,

about the middle of the ninth century.

Many more of these deposits, it is pre-

sumed, might be discovered in Russia, and
would throw much light upon the govern-

ment of the Arabian princes in Mesopo-
tamia, of the Mameluke saltans of Egyjit,

and on the Norman kings of Sicily. 'I'hc

Academy of Sciences of St. I'etcrsbui'g

has obtained this rich collection.

Historical A^otice.— Professor Geycr, of

Upsal, has obtained from the Swedish go-

vernment a pension of 6,000 florins until

his History of Norway shall be finished.

Temperature of Mines.— ]\Ir. Moyle hav-
ing instituted numerous experiments on the

subject, announced some time since tiiat

the earth in general possesses and preserves

the mean annual tcmperatine of the la-

titude. During the last summer and au-

tumn most of his former exjieriments on
the water, in some of the old and relin-

quished mines in Cornwall, were repea'ted

by himself, and the result has confirmed

his former opinion.

A Corkcutter.—h. very simple macliine,

which is attended by a child only, and cuts

four to five hundred bottle-corks per hour,

has lately been invented in France. Ano-
ther machine cuts and prepares the sheets

of cork into ribs, which are made round by
the finishing machine.

Comets.— It is now certain that the.

same comet has appeared in our system
in 1786, 1795, 1801, 1805, 1818, and
1825. It appears never to go beyond
the orbit of Jupiter; its period, which is

the shortest known, scarcely exceeds three

years and a quarter, and its mean distance

from the sun is about twice that of the

earth from the same luminary. It seemg
to be particularly connected witli our sys-

tem, and traverses its orbit more than sixty

times in a century, so that vvlien its nu-
merous revolutions, since the commence-
ment of the world, are considered, it may
readily be conceived to have had some effect

upon the changes oiur globe has undergone.

M. Olbers, the celebrated astronomer of

Bremen, who has been particularly occu-

pied with tlie theory of comets, has been
endeavouring to subject to calculation the

possibility of the interference of one of

these bodies with the destiny of the earth,

and he finds that in 83,000 years a comet
will approach to within the same distance

of the earth as the moon is at present ; in

four millions of years it \\\\\ come within

7,700 geographical miles, and then, if its

' attraction equal that of the earth, the

waters of the Ocean will rise 13,000 feet,

that is abo\e the summit of every Eu-
ropean mountain, with the exception of

Mont Blanc. The inhabitants of the

Andes and those of the Ilimalayah chain,

alone can escape this second deluge ; but

then- safety will last only for 216 millions

of years more ; for it is likely that at the

end of that time, if the return of the comet
take place, our globe being then in its

4 K 3
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patli, will receive such a shock as in all

probability will occasion Its destruction

—

Revue Encyc.
Chronometers.r—Some very singuLir ob-

servations have been made with regard to

the chronometers which are left for trial at

the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. Se-

veral of these machines, whose rate of

going has for many weeks been extremely
regular, have, for a single day only, had
their rates increased by several seconds ; in

one instance, a change was effected of about
twelve seconds ; on another occasion, a
chronometer of the finest construction, and
the performance of which was extremely
correct, suddenly lost eight seconds at

once, and when the artist, by whom it had
been made, sent a person to examine the

cause of the alteration, three seconds were
said to be lost while he was within the

walls of the observatory ; the maker him-
self then went down to inspect it, and, un-
fortunately for science, nothing further was
heard on the subject ; for, although the

fact was a matter of public notoriety, it did

not appear in the official retunis from the

observatory. Many conjectures were ha-
zarded as to the cause of these phaenomena,
when it was discovered that on the same
days when the watches, which vi-ere upon
trial, had changed their rate in so extraor-

dinary a manner, other chronometers,
which were not \ipon trial, but were left at

the observatory to have their rates ascer-

tained, were entered as having been let

down ; it was further remarked, that this

had pretty uniformly occurred on a Sunday,

and that the chronometers which had
changed their rate, and those which had
been let down, were such as required to be
wound up daily. The inference, however,
that the chronometers upon trial had been
let down, was manifestly incorrect, as £\00
per annum is paid by government for wind-
ing up and rating the chronometers. Of
those which are entered for trial, govern-

ment gives cESOO for the best, and £200
for the second best ; and the prize, as it is

erroneously called, usually carries with it

very extensive orders for the navy. Now
the present astronomer royal is universally

acknowledged to be a man of superior ta-

lent and indefatigable diligence ; his assist-

ants are men of the same class, and of

unquestionable integrity—while the remu-

neration these gentlemen reoetve is on the
most liberal scale—the present race of artists

likewise are much too noble to resort to
dishonest means to promote their interest.

But let us suppose the reverse of this—that
the assistants, instead of possessing respects-

able abilities and scientific education, were
purposely selected as mere observing and
calculating machines, while their salary,

such as no gentleman could receive, was
scarcely adequate to the support of life;

and supposing that artists, feelingly alive to
their own interest, would not scorn to offer

a bribe when want might render its accept-
ance necessary ; what security would the
public have that the goodness of a chrono-
meter, as apparent from the official returns
of its performance, would depend on the
intrinsic excellence of the machine, and not
upon the sum paid by its maker to the per-

son who kept the rate ? In other wgrds
given the integrity and necessities of one
man, and the sum that may be gained by a
second through the malpractices of the first,

to determine the probable per-centage that

must be paid upon the profits of the second
to insure the dishonesty of the first.

Montgolficr.—A rude heap of stones,

without any inscription, covered the re-

mains of the celebrated aeronaut Montgol-
ficr in the small chapel belonging to the

town of Balaruc-les-Bains (Herault) in

which place he died in 1810. M. Tou-
vron, who was appointed last year to the

living of Balaruc, has opened a subscription

to repair this discreditable neglect, and in

a short time the traveller who goes to view
the ruins of the ancient city of Thau will

find, on a marble tablet, the following

inscription from the pen of Bf. Touvron :

Art gdnie du c^lihre J. Mongolfier, dont

les cendres reposent dans cette ^glise ; les

atnis des arts et des sciences.— Obiit Anno
1810.

A Canal-digging Machine.— A cansil-

digging machine has recently been intro-

duced at Paris, to be worked, either by

horse, manual, or other moving power. It

is capable of digging ten feet deep, and a

power equal to eight horses is required to

work it. The machine will extract and
carry out of the canal ninety-six cubic feet

per minute. It advances gradually in

working, and digs eight feet in breadth at

one stroke.

—

Neivton's Journal of Arts.

PROCEEDINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

DOMESTIC.

LONDON ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETT.

March 10th—A paper was read by the

Astronomer Royal " On an appearance

hitherto unnoticed in the nebula of Orion,"

who has noticed a similar appearance still

more decidedly, in another part of the same
nebula, at soms minutes' distance from the

trapezium. A communication was i-ead

from Colonel Mark Beaufoy, containing,

1st. Observed transits of the moon, and
of moon culminating stars over the middle

wire of his transit-instrument, at Bushey
Heath in sidereal time. These were ob-

served in the course of 1825, and amount
to 322. 2d. Occultations of stars by the

moon, in number 6. 3d. Observations of
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4rth. Obser-
vations of eclipses of Jupiter's satellites in

1825 at Bushey Heath. These amount
to 25, and the results are given both in

Bushey and Greenwich mean time.

There was also read a communication from
Major J. A. Hodgson of the 61st Bengal
Native Infantry, Revenue Surveyor Gene-
ral, residing at Futty Ghur on the Ganges.
This letter records seventy-five observations

of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, made
at Futty Ghur (latitude 27° 21' 35" N.)
in the autumn of 1824s and spring of 1825.

Some of these observations were made by
Major Hodgson himself, and others under
his superintendence, by young men who
are his apprentices in the Revenue Survey
Department. The names of the several

observers are given,—each observation has

its appropriate meteorological indications

registered, and the natin-es, powers, and
qualities of the telescopes employed are

respectively described. These observations,

compared with corresponding observations

of the same phenomena, in places whose
longitudes have been accurately ascertained,

will serve to determine the longitude of

Major Hodgson's observatory.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

April 6th.—The following papers were
read :

" Observations made with an invari-

able pendulum at Greenwich, and at Port
Bowen," by Lieut. H. Forster, r.n. f.h.s.

April 13th.
—" On the diurnal variation

of the needle at Port Bowen," by Captain

W. E. Pany, r.n. r.R.s., and Lieut. H.
Forster, r.n., r.R.s.

" On the top of the needle at different

latitudes between Woolwich and Port
Bowen," by Lieut. Forster.
" On the magnetism imparted to iron by

rotation, by the same:" with remarks by
S. H. Christie, Esq., m.a., f.r.s.

April 20th.
—" On a formula expressing

the decrement of human life," by Thomas
Young, M.D., For. Sec, r.s.

UNNJEAN SOCIETY.

April 4th.—The following papers were
read,

—" On dichotomous and quinary ar-

rangements in natural history," by Thomas
Colebrooke, Esq., f.r.s., f.l.s., &c.

Also a communication by the same au-

thor on Boswellia, and certain Indian

TereUnthacecB. Mr. Colbrooke is of opinion

that the three genera Amyris, Idea, and
JBursera require to be thro\vn together and
recast the whole group, comprising nearly

forty species, several of which are unpub-
lished. Among those described are Sos-
wellia serrata, BuTsera serrata, Cliakas

nitida, Amyris treptaphylla, A. punctata,

Burgera integerrima, and B. Kanigu.

April 18th.—A large collection of the

plants of Nepaul was presented from the

East- India Company. The papers read

were, a continuation of Mr. Colebrooke's

on Boswellia and certain Indian Terehin-

thacea,—and obserratione on a species of
Simia Linn., now alive in the collection of
Exeter Change, allied to, if not identical
with, the Simia I.agothrix of Baron Hum-
boldt, by Edward Griffiths, Esq., r.L.s.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

March 17th.—"On the strata of the
plastic clay formation exhibited in the cliffs

between Christchurch Head, Hampshire,
and Studland Bay, Dorsetshire," by C.
Lyell, Esq., f.g.s.

April 7th.—A translation of a letter

firom M. de Gimbemat of Geneva, princi-

pally upon sulphate of soda, to G. B.
Greenough, Esq., f.g.s., &c.
" On the geology of the valley of the' St.

Lawrence," by John J. Bigsby, M.G., f.g.s.

was read in part.

April 21st.—The reading of Dr. Bij^s-

by's paper was continued.

ROYAL INSTrrunON OF GREAT BRrTAIN.

April 7th.—Mr. Faraday spoke in the
Lecture Room, on the subject of vapour
of extreme tenuity, opposing tlie general
opinion that vapour may be diminished in

its tension ad infinitum, and stating that

there was reason to believe that a limit

existed, varying with different bodies, but
beneath which they gave off no vapour.

Mr. Cuthbert exhibited his fine American
microscope, and his short reflecting tele-

scope, in the library ; and several specimens
of Mosaic gold were also brought for in-

spection, by Mr. Parker.

April 14th.—Dr. Granville gave a con-
densed account of his researches into the
history and processes of mummification,
and illustrated it by his fine specimens.

April 21st.—Dr. Harwood read an es.say

on the natural history of the Asiatic ele-

phant, including some account of the in-

dividual lately existing at Exeter Change.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A meeting of the friends of the proposed
Zoological Society, which has been for some
time in contemplation, took place at the

rooms of the Horticultural Society in Re-
gent Street, on the 29th April. Upwards
of one hundred Noblemen and Gentlemen
were present, among whom were : The
Marquis of Lansdowne, Lords Darnley,
Egremont, Gage, Auckland, Clinton, Stan-

ley, the President of the Board of Control,

the President of the Royal Society, the

Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas
Dyke Ackland, Sir Robert Inglis, Sir

Everard Home, Sir R. C. Fergusson, Su-

Stamford Raffles, the Hon. Mr. Twisselton
Fiennes, General Thornton, Dr. Good-
enough, Mr. Wm. Hamilton, Mr. H. T.
Colebrooke, Mr. Children, of the British

Museum, Mr. Duncan, of the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, Mr. P. Duncan, ditto,

Mr. Lambert, Mr. Marsden, Mr. Sotheby,

the Rev. Mr. Benson, Mr. Vigors, Dr.
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Harwood, Dr. Horsfleld, Mr. Barnard,

Mr. Clift, Mr. IMurchison, Captain de
Ca])el Brooke, Dr. Waring, Mr. Stephens,

the Rev. Mr. Rackett, Mr. Hawortli, Mr.
Griffitlis, Rev. Mr. Hope, &c. &c. &c.

Sir Stamford Raffles having been called

to the chair, a series of resolutions were
proposed and passed unaninnously for the

organization of the Society ; and a Presi-

dent, Council, and Officers appointed. An
opening address was then read by the

President, explanatory of the past and
present state of Zoology in tliis country,

and of the objects and views of the

society.

In addition to the friends of the .Esta-

blishment present at the meeting, the Socie-

ty already numbers amongst its most zea-

lous supporters—H. R. H. the Duke of

Sussex, theDukes of Somerset, Northum-
berland, and Bedford ; the Marquesses of

Hertford, Salisbury, and Stafford ; Earls

Carnarvon, Caledon, Cower, Hardvvicke,

Lonsdale, Malmsbury, Mountnorris, Min-
to, Spencer, Stanhope, Winchclsea, Or-
ford, iind Grosvenor ; Viscount Dudley and
Ward, Viscount Gage ; the Bishops of

Bath and Wells, London, and Carlisle ;

Lords Calthorpe, Clifton, DoMiies, Ducie,
Ellenborough, Levison Govrer, Holland,
Lovaine, and Selsey ; Rt. Hon. Charles Ar-
buthnot, Rt. Hon. Sir Charles Long, Bt.
Hon. Sir George Rose, Rt. Hon. Robt.
Peel, Rt. Hon. Sir John Leach, Rt. Hon.
the Lord Mayor, Rt. Hon. John Beckett,

Rt. Hon. F. C. Robinson, Hon. Col.

Bligh, Hon. G. Agar Elli.s, Hon. Capt.

Percy, Hon. Wm. S. Ponsonby, Hon. R,
Stopford, Hon. and Rev. Dr. Wellesley,

Sir H. Banbuiy, Sir C. H. Cootc, Sir San-
ford Graham, Sir Robt. Heron, Sir Benj.

Hobhouse, Sir W. Jardine, Sir I. Shelley,

Sir J. T. Staunton, Sir J. Croft, Sir F.

Baker, Sir Thos. Lawrence, Sir W. F.

Middleton, Sir W. Rawson, Sir P. C.

Silvester, Admiral Sir C. Pole, Sir I. E.
Smith, Sir H. Halford, &c. &c. &c.

F O R K I G N.

ASIATIC SOCIETV OF CALCUTTA.

A meeting of the members of the Asiatic

Society was held at Chouringhee, on Wed-
nesday the 2d November, the Hon. J. H.
Harrington, Esq. President, in the chair.

At this meeting the Hon. Sir Charles

Grey, Mr. J. Paxton, Captain T. Macan,
and Mr. Conolly were unanimously elected

members of the Society.

The Secretary read a paper by Lieut.-

Col. V. Blacker, on the geographical

boundaries of India. The Secretary also

read a letter from Mr. Moorcroft, dated
Cashmere, the 8th of February 1S23, but
owing to the difficulties of transmission

from that remote quarter, it was not re-

ceived before the 2d of November 1825.

The letter contains a sketch of the language

of Thibet, illustrated by drawijigs of the

various alphabets employed in that country.

Mr. Moorcroft has sent, at the same time,

some stereoty])e line engravings of mytho-
logical and real personages, and a few pen
drawings executed in a similar style.

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF PARIS.

Meeting of February 6tk.—The following

persons were admitted members.—Messrs.
Biart ; A. H. Brue, geographer; Gros,
professor at the Royal College of St. Louis;
Pacho, a traveller late from Cyrenais, P.
Wynch, in the serv'ice of the English East-
India Company. M. de Hammer com-
municated to the Council certain fragments
relative to Masondi, and the origin of the
Thousand and One Nights.

M. Klaproth communicated the contents

of a work, which he proposes to publish, on
the ancient Turkish dialect, called Coman.
M. Jonannin, of Constantinople, trans-

mitted to the Council a memoir of M.
Ruffin, for insertion in the Journal Asia-
tique ; also the design of an ancient monu^
ment, found in a valley near Nicomedia.
M. Coesar Moreau transmitted from Lon-

don some tables relating to the commerce
of the East-India Company, also a dona-
tion of a Chinese celestial planisphere, of

which M. Abel Remusat will give an ac-

count at the ensuing meeting.

Some passages were communicated of a
letter from Count Rzewouski, of Warsaw,
relative to the labours of M. Majewski on
the Sanscrit language, and announcing the

transmission of a work by the latter.

A passage of a letter from M. L. Van
Alstin, of Ghent, to Messrs. Dondey
and Dupre was communicated, offering

the means of making scientific researches

into different parts of Asia.

The President then delivered a Report
of the Presentation made to the King on
the 31st January, of the first six volumes
of the Jourruil Asialique.

HELVETIC SOCIETY OF PUBLIC UTILITY.

The proceedings of this society have re-

ference to three objects. Public education
andparticularlythatoftlie lower classes—in-
dustry, and improved means of its applica-

tion, more especially in favour of the poorer
classes—public assistance, or the investiga-

tion of means for relieving the sufferings of
our fellow creatures. The meetings of this

society take place in the different cantons
alternately, and occasion a national and
domestic festival. That for the last year
was held in the city of Lucerne ; it was
numerously attended ; and seventy new
members, of whom twenty-four were the

most distinguished inhabitants of Geneva,
were elected. The jiroceedings were open-
ed by the Councillor of State E. Pfyffer ;

and the meeting, which lasted for two days,

and for six hours during each day, was in-

sufficient for the perusal of every communi-
cation. According to ancient usage the

members afterwards diiied togetlier, and
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sucli of tliem as belonged to the same
umtoii tlien I'ormed thuiiisel ves into caiitonul

societies for the advancement of the ob-
jects whicli the piirent institution has in view.

JL>o((ny.—The central society of agri-

culture, sciences, and arts of the de-
partment of the Nortli has pro|)osed the
following prizes. A gold medal of the value
of 2(M) francs to the author of the best

memoir on the improvements of which the

cultivation, management, and carnage of

tite wood and the forests in the department
of the north are .susceijtible. A medal of

the same value to the author of the best

discourse on the question, " What inrtucnce

the study of the economical sciences ex-
ercises upon patriotism ?" and another
medal of the same value for the best poetic

epistle or lyric pocra.

PARIS.—INSTITUTR, ACADEMY OF SCFENCE,

FEB. 6. — The minister of the interior

required the .'Vcademy to examine the

report of the board of health of Marseilles

on the method of disinfection of M. La-
barraque. M. Roziere, attaclied to the

eonnnisslon of Egypt, communicated a
paper in part unpublished on the ph3'sical

constitution of Egypt, and on its relation to

the ancient establishments of that country.

On the report of Messrs. Fouvoire and
Cuvier the academy determined that a
pacquetleft in 178:^ by Dom Gauthey, and
containing a memoir on the means of in-

stantaneous secret communication at all

distances shall be ojieiied and read, whicli

was done. M. Poisson, in the name of the

Commission charged to decide the mathe-

matical prize on the porturhation'of comets,
declared, that there was no room for the

adjudication of any, iind recommended the
same subject to be proposed for IftiH.

February 1.3. M. Peyroimct, Minister of

justice, consulted the academy on the most
proper means of guarding society .igiiinst

the effect of forgery, by discharging, through
chemical agents, the writing in the body of

any deed, &c. and then inserting other
clauses, &c. The consideration of this

subject was referred to the committ<'e of

chemistry, together with Messrs. Gay Lus-
sac and Dulong. Februari/20. M. Adrien
de Jussieu was jjroposcd as candidiite for

the botanicid chair, vacant by the death of
his father. M. Segahis read a memoir on
the question, whether the blood can be the
seat of disease ? Fehrtiari/ 27. M. Bron-
sard read a memoir on the internal naviga-
tion of France, and a particular machine
for conducting vessels against the current
of a river. M. Meirieux presented an in-

strument for the destruction of calculi in

the bladder, and read a memoir on the
subject. Other proceedings took place
which were of minor imjiortance.

Tlie Military and Civil Normal Gymna-
sium had a public meeting inParis on the 4-tli

of March for the performance of g}'mnastic
exercises. Some of tlie ministers, many
generals, several peers of France and de-
puties, together with a large assembly of
scientific persons were present, and were
highly satisfied with the )ierformance and
persuaded of the public utility of the insti-

tution, for which the country is indebted to
M. Amoros.

MONTHLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN.

The Contest of the Twelve Natio7is; or a
View of the different Bases of Human Cha-
racter and Talent.—The notion of equality

among men, with respect to original endow-
ment, is nearly exploded by observant peo-
ple now-a-days. \\'^e see our acquaintance,

from the beginning to the end of life, pur-

suing one fashion or mode of existence

—

one manner of being—feeling—thinking

—

acting—speaking. We detect a principle

of unity running through the conduct of

each individual, amidst the greatest discre-

pancy of circumstances, determining the

manner of his action—modifying and con-

trolling his most violent deviations from
customary conduct, and equally operating

where, to common observation, his beha-
viour seems most systematic, or most irre-

gular.

Every man has his own way of observing

the world's occurrences, the charmcter of

other men, and the qualities of natural ob-

jects—a power of beholding all that exists

and happens, of which no other person
can possibly partake. Just as, strictly

speaking, no two persons can, at the same

moment, behold any external appearance
precisely under the same aspect. In the
latter case, however, the cause of variation,

or ditference in the objects beheld, arises
from circumstances not innate in the be-
holder ; but merely from his bodily occupa-
tion of a spot, which the laws of matter
forbid another material substance to occupy
at the same moment. In the case of indi-
vidual character, on the contrary, there is

presumed to be an essential, original and
inborn dissimilitude between one being and
another, and, even on the supposition of
external circumstances being exempt from
the law of necessity, absolutely and arbitra-
rily governing the mode in which the mind
shall be influenced by those circumstances.
As the bee, whatever climes or fields it

wanders over ; whatever the tincture, form
or fragrance of the flowers it pauses upon,
pursues only the tioney of each, taking no
cognizance of their other properties. The
camelion reflects only the colour of the ob-
jects that lie around him. The bird of prey
throws an abstracted glance on every thing
but the quarry of his search.
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Bat peciiliair and appropiate as are the
qualities of each individual, the author before
lis considers all the possible varieties of hu-
man character as assignable to one or other
of twelve different classes—that is, one
of these characteristics will predominate in

each individual, though still existing under
boundless subordinate shades of difference.

Each individual must be a specimen of

one of these twelve genera. The names
of nations are used, not on the supposi-

tion that every individual of each country-

possesses the qualities, in a higher or
lower degree, assigned to the natives of
that country ; or that even the distinguished

individuals of each country may not in rea-

lity exhibit the peculiarities of a character

allotted to quite a distinct nation ; but sim-
ply, because there appears reason to suppose
it prevails.

As we wish strongly to draw our readers'

attention to this very able but somewhat
mystic performance, we shall furnish them
with an abstract of the writer's system, and
a sketch of his view of the Irish character,

trusting to the interest our specimen will

excite to induce them to turn to the book
itself.

Man presents to the observer three main
points of view—his intellect, his temper,
and his tastes ; and to each of these three

divisions, the author assigns foui- subdi-

visions.

I. Of Intellect, the first subdivision

is the faculty or quality of the mind which
infers, perceives essential dependencies, or
cause and effect, and so turns to science

;

the second, observes, attends to the jjroper-

ties of bodies, matters of fact, producing
learning and statistical knowledge ; the ihird

separates and classes, giving birth to system
and criticism ; and the fourth disposes to

mark and dwell upon impressions and sen-

sations, producing sensuality.

II. Of Temper, Will, or Disposition,

ti\e first subdivision governs the permanent
likes and dislikes of the individual, to which,
however diverted, the mind pertinaciously

returns. To this class belongs the feeling

which arises from the opposite characters of

the sexes ; the second prompts us to con-
trol external objects, and mould them to

our will, the source of industry; the third

disposes us to control our intentions and
likings for the attainment of some more de-
sirable end, constituting courage ; and the

fourth inclines us to sympathj, begetting

consideration, politeness, &c.
III. Of Tastes, the first subdivision

disposes us to contemplate the good and
perfect, and produces the sense oi religion, of

what is worthy of veneration, and worship
;

the second constitutes the power of associa-

tion, of lending beauty and virtue to what-
ever we suppose connected with beauty and
virtue—of uniting casual dependencies dis-

tinct from inherent qualities—operating con-

spicuously in parties, societies— originating

style in literary and musical composition ;

the third incltnes us to regard things as
conducive to our own particular advantage,
and shews itself in the ambition of the in-

dividual ; and the fourth directs us to the
detection of likeness and analogy, and is the
source of poetical genius, the power of en-
hancing effect by accumulating or selecting

correspondencies.

The Intellect, Temper and Taste, the
great divisions of the mind of man, have thus
each four distinct qualities, with reference

to each of vv'hich the author successively
estimates the characters of his twelve
nations.

An attempt is made, at the same time,

to assimilate Gall and Spurzheim's divisions

to his own. These profound personages
assign thirty-three faculties to tlie brain

;

our author, with characteristic fertility,

quickly discovers three more to make up a
multiple of his own twelve. These thirty-

six are then separated into dozens, one
dozen of which he assigns to each of his

own main divisions ; and he is thus enabled
to allot to each of his twelve national cha-
racters an intellectual faculty, a sentiment
and an instinct. This, however, is a mere
fancy-piece of the writer, not essential tc

his own views, and in his discussions indeed
scarcely affecting them.
THE IRISH OR CARTHAGINIAN CHARACTEU.

1. Intellect.— 1. In relation to science.

It is fitted for temporary exigencies, em-
ploying its scientific power upon military

tactics, changing its modes of array or
principles of conduct, in conformity witli

special emergencies, as they may happen to

interfere with its immediate aims. Hanni-
bal, Machiavelli.

2. In relation to Observation—likes na-
tural history— not the classification, but as-

certainment of the habits of animals. Marks
events, as they operate in occasioning new
arrangements and changes of position ; and
from its clear insight into the tendencies of

events great and small, liking minuteness
in detail. Froissart, Sully.—Has a propen-
sity to locomotion for the sake of exciting

wonder, by enjoying or experiencing things

from which others are excluded. Bruce,

Park.— Obliged, in the existing state of

geographical knowledge, to limit the indul-

gence of this propensity to the discovery of

the source of a river, or the site of a town.
Humboldt, Pococke, Belzoni.

3. Relation to System. Leibnitz, the best

specimen of its application to system ; his

tendency being to view every thing in a de-

tached state, and in their capability of operat-

ing and existing individually. Berkeley also,

from his notion of separate ideas. St.

Augustine, from his love of minute anec-

dote, or detail of circumstances. Linna;us,

not by his power of classification, but by
his accurate knowledge of the varieties of

animals as shown in the beginning of his

System a Naturce.

4. Relation to Sensuality. It is addicted

so much to change, and to variety of con-
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tingencics, tlmt it cannot dwell long enough
upon sitip-le imprcs.sioiis, or heap up plea-

sure with heigliteuiiips enough toeouslitutca
thovoiij;hly seiisufil clmracter : yet so inr as

appetite exists, inclined to tumiilUioiis ex-

cess in the enjoymeuts of the nioinent

;

thus rushing into intoxication for the allay

Of fatigue or heat. Likes to pliice the

object of pleasure in new relations to itself;

89, after the delight of hunting an animal,

taking gratification in cutting up tlie carcase,

then in eating it. Cannihulism among tlie

African negroes, who have iniicli of the

Irish dianicter in them, accounted for by

the pleasure they feel in jjiacing things under

new aspects—as the enemy lately seen with

bow and arrow aimed at your heart, now-

boiling in the pot, now upon your trencher.

Irish not capable of being eloquent in the

most potent effect of eloquence, as concen-

trating and keeping the attention of an au-

dience suspended upon one emotion, or one

aspect of circumstances ; but deriving its

sole excellence from the extensive sco])eand

variety of its views and illustrations. Livy's

speeches of this character, since they take

deliberate and varied cognizance of the

relations of specilic circumstances ; and how
and why these should inriucnce immediate

action. Dr. Irving, Irish, by his talent of

showing the di^^ne perfections Ln all sorts of

, lights.

II. WiLi. AXD Disposition'.—h Re-
lation to Love. Since the Irishman is

" every thing by turns, and nothing long,"

we should be mQWneApriimifrrcie to conclude

him an inconstant lover; because the varied

positions which his mind and principles are

continually taking, witlulrawing from his

nature, according to existing circumstances,

certain cliaracteristics, and supplying others

which are again to be removed or modiiied
'

for the reception of fresh qualities, render

his taste, with respect to the 0))]>osing or

dovetailing ingredients of the other sex,

most capricious. Dido, well avenged by

modem Irishmen. The West-Indian ne-

groes changeable in this respect.

2. Relation to Induatry. Iinsh do not

succeed in the slow fabrication of manu-
factures, where permanent industry is re-

quired; but are pleased with sailors' work,
and make good seamen. Like digging in

quarries, because that is a sort of undoing,

rather than creating.

3. With respect to Courage. The Irish

character especially excelling in this parti-

cular, and well illustrated by the knight-

errant, whose jtrogress is on—on—through
all modes of difficulty and forms of danger

;

and whose maimers are characterized by
thoughtlessness and by a lively turn of con-
versation, dealing in detail. Remarkable
for personal prowess, cultivating a sense of

Iionour beyond every other principle. In-
clined to rhodomontade, from their convic-

tion of the high achievements produeeable
by mental energy; and thus, from believing
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no personal exploit imj)0S8ible, demanding

credit for the wonders they detail.

i. With regaid to Morality ,• or desire of

the concurrence of othei-s with our own
inelinalion. Ilobb.s's principles the nearest

to theirs—no other thai) self-interest ; or

always keeping in view final causes. Thus
their princi])les are of course determined

and shaped by their most prominent and

I)ermanent inclinations, the gratification of

whicharesynonimous with duty. The Irish-

man is visible in Gay's " Beggar's Opera,"

where he depicts the life of highwaymen
and thieves ; and thus proves his fondness

for considering critical situations, where all

the energies of a character are violently

claimed for immediate rescue from danger

or difficulty. JEsop the same, as showing

in many of his Fables the necessity for in-

dividual collectedness of mind, in hunted or

persecuted animals, or " Every one for

himself." Bosweil, too, delineating John-
son's peculiarities.

III. TASTKORlMAGrNATIOK.— 1. With
regard to Religion, or qualities which are

esteemed venerable. The Cactliajiiiiian is

inclined to regard the Deity as ivgulutor of

events, or of each specific asjiect of circuni-

stanees which involve himself; thus a Fa-
toUat. Paul Veronese, a Cartiip.fjininn, as

shown by his multitudes of distinct figuies'

in all varicues of situation. The statue of

the " Dancing Fawi," Carthaginian by the

sense of motion it conveys, or change.

2. With regard to Social Life. The
Carthaginian cannot easily adopt foreign

tastes ; but by his rapid estimate of tlic'

peculiarities of those he meets with, is able

to choose topics of conversation suitable

and agreeable to each person ; thus he flat-

ters the pride of others. Able from a

similar cause, to keep Iiimself unenslaved by

tlie manners of any particular cla?s. Ulys-

ses, Irish. Beetiioven, too, on account of

the 'wandering, unsystematic nature of his

music.

3. With regard to Ambition- His aim is

to effect sudden and great changes; and

thus becomes skilled in the necessary degrees'

of progress to any desired end. Burke, a

Carthaginian, evident in his " French Re-
volution." Gibbs tlic architect ; tlie pecu-

liarity of his style is variety, or strange and
grotesque changes in the different por-

tions of the building; laising ex])ectation'.

i: With regard to Poetico.l Composition^

iEschylus a Carthaginian in " Promethe-
us ;" because he regards all arrangements

of events as changeable and temporary, even
as concerns the celestial; Saturn giving

place to Jupiter, and his probable ejection

finally. Catullus, from the extensive variety

of manner and expression in his verses.

Cervantes, Corneille, from " The Cid."

Ben Jonson, from the varieties of his style.

De Foe in his illustration of natural feel-

ings, by means of unusual circumstances.

Cain. Goldsmith's " Deserted Village,"

as denptiug change and dissolution. And
4L
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chief of all, the Great Unknown must be

regarded as Irish or a Carthaginian, because

of his inexhaustible power of delineating

circumstantially.

We have confined our abstract to the

Irish or Carthaginian character, because

the delineation of that seems most distinct

—

the separating lines of the remaining charac-

ters (if we except the Celtic), although

when attentively considered there appear

legitimate grounds of distinction, are too

faint in many cases to be followed without

great mental effort, and cannot be brought

into a narrow compass, certainly with any

chance of accuracy. The nicety of discri-

mination, also, which the subject demands,

often leads the author into obscurity, for the

elucidation of which, as far as concerns the

general reader, his illustrations are most
irritating—being almost always taken from

the higher branches of mathematics. But
this is a trifle. The volume abounds in

interest for us, both from the accurate and

varied remark with which it is filled ; and

the complete freedom from prejudice with

which it begins, continues, and ends.

Woodstock, by the Author of Waverley,

3 vols. \2mo. 1826. Constables, Edinburgh.

— It is too late in the day to criticise the

author of Waverley. His faults and liis

excellencies have been thoroughly discuss-

ed, and in general, are pretty fairly esti-

mated.
The present story is of the flimsiest

possible texture, and manufactured solely

for the purpose of giving the author an op-

portunity of supplying a few scenes where

the characters and manners of Cromwell and

Charles are exhibited with the vigour of

unfettered fancy, and the fidelity of histo-

rical correctness. No single hint, with

respect to these memorable individuals has

been lost, and no license whatever allowed.

The tale opens in Woodstock Church, on

the day of thanksgiving for Cromwell's
' crowning mercy' at Worcester, with a

scuffle between the presbyterian incumbent

of Woodstock and one of Cromwell's fana-

tical troopers for the pulpit. The ' Inde-

pendent' orator of course gets possession,

and in his addi-ess denounces the impending

destruction of the adjoining palace and park ;

and proves indeed to be the precursor of a

Parliamentary Commission, consisting of

Desborough, Harrison, and Bletson, sent

to dismantle Woodstock and its royalties.

The palace is occupied by the ranger, old

Sir Henry Lee, a staunch royalist, and his

daughter Alice, who is all that is lovely,

intelligent, and executive. He has a son

with the royal forces. His brother sides

with the parliament ; and a son of his bro-

ther. Colonel Markham Everard—the hero

of the piece—a very correct, but somewhat
insipid person, like all the author's heroes,

serves with high distinction under Crom-
well. The cousins Markham and Alice

were once betrothed, and are still attached,

but their union of course becomes imprac-

ticable by the political divisions of the family.

On the arrival of the Commissioners, the

Lees are obliged to quit the palace ; and
Warkliain resolves to employ his influence

with Cromwell to supersede the commis-
sion, and replace his uncle in possession.

On this adventurous embassy he despatches,

still more adventurously, but perhaps he
could do no better, one Wildrake, a con-

cealed royalist—a fellow with no virtue

under heaven in his composition but that of

loyalty—drunken, riotous, perpetually on
the eve of doing mischief—an old college

chum of Markham 's, and now under his

protection. Wildrake finds Cromwell in

the guard-room of Windsor Castle himself

drilling a godly recruit, and introduces his

credentials. After some little circumlocu-

tion—a capital specimen of his ambiguities

and confusions, when desiring to hint rather

than announce his purposes—Cromwell
hazards the consequence of an open breach

with the parliament, and complies with

Markham's request—not, however, with-

out turning it to his own advantage, by
coupling with his compliance tlie condition

of surrendering the person of Charles should

he take refuge at Woodstock—no improba-
ble event, as old Su Henry's son was
known to have been one of the last with
him after the battle. This condition, how-
ever, is not communicated to Markham,
and he proceeds, in full confidence of secu-

rity, to avail himself of Cromwell's autho-

rity in expelling the commissioners and
re-establishing his uncle. In tliis matter,

apprehensive as he was of some resistance

on the part of the commissioners, he fortu-

nately meets with httle difficulty. They
had already been frightened out of their

propriety, by apparitions and strange noc-

turnal disturbances, and were glad enough

to leave the place, with some hope, besides,

of being indemnified by sharing the plunder

of Windsor. In the description of these

develries the author revels to his heart's

content. But though old Su- Henry and

his daughter are thus quietly replaced in the

palace, their peace is soon disturbed again.

For Alice going to Rosamond's well for a

pitcher of water for papa—as young ladies

were wont in those days—meets there with

a formidable-lookuig gypsy gul, who ad-

dresses the alarmed Alice with great famili-

arity, and saucily proposes to tell her

fortune. This was Charles in disguise.

Scarcely had Alice recovered from the panic,

when Charles is introduced into the palace,

under another disguise, that ef a peasant-

boy, in company witli Sir Henry's son ; and
finally remains there, as the son of a

Scottish nobleman for some weeks, undis-

covered to the old knight. Young Lee
leaves the King with Dr. Rocheclift'e, w^ho

alone is in the secret, and who is chief-

manoeuvrer for the King s escape, as he

had been of all the appaiition-scenes ; and

goes liimself round the coast to airange and

secure the means of conveying tlie King
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safely out of the country. In the meanwhile,

the King's time hangs heavy on his hands,

and having nothing better to do, he begins

to fall in love with ' pretty mistress Alice,'

and at last discloses himself, and makes a

direct proposal of ' protection.' This of

course is indignantly rejected ; but so true

and exem])lary is the good young lady's

loyalty, that tilings go on pretty much as

before. Her attendant, however, to whom
some how or other the young king had not

made himself agreeable—he was consum-
mately ugly—communicates to Markham,
the very extraordinary assiduities of the

stranger-gentleman to her mistress. Starch

and stiff as he is, Markham has warm blood

in his veins, and can brook no interference

with his affections. He marches straight

towards the palace—be was still quartered

8t the town of Woodstock—and on his

way across the park, he encounters this

same young Scotchman, and presently they

get to tilting ; but are quickly broken in

upon by old Sir Henrj'. A challenge in

form, however, follows, and the next morn-
ing is to decide the mortal arbitrament.

The news gets wind, and Alice and Dr.

Rochecliffe—as in duty bound—of course

take measures to prevent it. On the

perilous edge of battle, Alice—nodus vin-

dice dignus—presents herself to the com-
batants ; and, perplexed between lier loyalty

and her love, she contrives to confirm

~Markham's jealousies, and he takes an

eternal farewell. The result touches at

last the cold feelings of Charles, and to

spare the misery ofboth parties, he abruptly

discloses himself tr> Markham ; and all of

course is set straight again between the

lovers. This generous confidence it will be
supposed embarrasses Markham a good
deal, and at once makes half a royalist of

him.

By this time Cromwell becomes fully ac-

quainted with Charles's presence at Wood-
stock, through Tomkins the preaching

trooper, who had remained it seems at the

palace to settle some affairs left unfinished

by the commissioners on their hasty depar-

ture, and who was playing double—being

at the same time the confidant both of

Cromwell and Dr. Rochecliffe. Every-

thing was thus easily ai'ranged between
' trusty' Tomkins and Cromwell for seizing

Charles. Cromwell arrives ^t Woodstock,
goes straight to the inn, places sentinels at

the door, and presents himself without

ceremony to Markliam and his friends.

Wildrake, who was with Markham, instant-

ly takes alarm at the sudden appearance of

Crqmwell—he knows of Charles's conceal-

ment^slides out of the room, and has just

time to let down a boy by the window and
despatch him with an enigmatical message
to the palace, which is luckily interpreted

correctly by Alice's sagacity. Measures
are instantly taken for removing the king ;

Sir Henry's son at the very moment arrived

with jaded horses—the old man produces a

specific for giving new life in an instant to

the wearied animals—the kuig is smuggled

off, with Alice for his guide, and the son

remains behind to personate Charles,—to

gain time.

Cromwell, in the meanwhile, is waiting

for Tomkins. Tomkins fails him. Un-
luckily, instead of minding his business, he
was in pursuit of Alice's attendant, and

meeting her in a convenient spot was
making somewhat violent love, when he

was surprised by a swain of hers, who with

a stroke of his quarter-staff killed him on
the spot.

Cromwell's patience is at length exhaust-

ed. He sets out himself with a detach-

ment—accompanied by Markham under

aiTest—surrounds the house with a double

circle of guards—breaks down tlie gate-
rushes in with his troops—tracks the laby-

rinths of the palace—blows up the tower

—

gets scent of the knight's son, whom he

supposes to be the kin, seizes him, discovers

too late his mistake, and in an agony of

bitter vexation at the loss of the fugitive,

commands every soul of the party— old Sir

Henrj', his son, Markham, Wildrake, Dr.

Rochecliffe, and we know not how many
more, to be gibbetted forthwith. Of course

they all escape, and Markham and Alice

are reserved for happiness. Cromwell was
no butcher ; though be gave hasty orders,

they were rarely executed, and he himself

was pleased with tlie neglect of them : and
knowing they would not be promptly per-

formed, the more readily suffered himself to

issue them.

The True History of the State Prisoner,

commonly called the Iron Mask, extracted

from Documents in the French Archives; by

tite Hon. Geo. Agar Ellis. May 1826.—
The first who speculated on the identity of

the Iron Mask, we believe was Voltaire.

Keeping in view nothing but the fact of

the extraordinary precaution taken to se-

cure and conceal the person of the prisoner,

and the vague reports of the extreme respect

she\vn by the governor of the state prison,

he concluded the prisoner must be a person

of royal birth, and, with his usual precipi-

tateness hasarded the conjecture of his

being the elder or twin brother of Louis

XIV. The extreme improbability of tliis

guess gave rise to a variety of other conjec-

tures, and a great number of candidates for

the vacant honoiu' have been started, at

different times, by writers of considerable

eminence. The best of them has made but

a plausible story. Louis XV. who pro-

fessed to know all about the matter,—from

what quarter does not appear, seems to

have been amused by the perplexity of the

speculators, and repeatedly declared they

were all in the wrong. Choiseul set Madame
de Pompadour to worm the secret out of

him, but all she could extract was, that he

was the minister of an Italian Prince; and
on Choiseul himself pressing the question,

the King still gave the same answer. Tliat

4L2
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Louis XV. made tliis declaration, we have

living; testimony. The Duke de Bouillon,

who in his youth had been much with the

King, informed one of ourselves, that he

liad himself heard the declaration made by

the King. Madam Campan says, she heard

Louis XVI. tell his wife, tliat Maurepas

informed him, tlie Iron Mask was a priso-

ner dangerous from his intriguing disposi-

tion, and a subject of the Duke of I\rantaa.

The truth has at last been brought to light

by the sagacity and diligence of a M. De-

lort, who, from the hints that had been

dropped of the prisoner's being a foreign-

minister, conjectured, that the records of

the foreign otttoe might ]irobably furnish

some documentary evidence to settle the

question. His researches have been com-

pletely successful, and not a shadow of

doubt any longer clouds the subjecc.

The publication before us is the produc-

tion of Mr. Agar Ellis, who has been in-

duced to present the subject in a new shape,

because, as he says, himself in a very sen-

sible and unpretending preface, the ' book

struck him as being peculiarly ill-arranged

and confused ; besides being unnecessarily

filled with the most fulsome flattery of

Louis XIV, never certainly more inap-

propriately bestowed, than while in the act

of recording one of the most cruel and

oppressive acts of that sovereign's cruel and

oppressive reign. I have also thought that

the subject was one of sufficient historical

curiosity to interest the English public.

'

The History of the Iron Mask seems to

hi briefly this : he was a Bolognese of the

name of Matthioli, professor of civil law in

the university of Bologna, and subsequently

passing into the service of the third Duke

of Mantua, a short time before the duke's

death, beca me secretary of state. On tiie ac-

cession of the fourth duke, the administra-

tion fell into orher hands, and Matthioli

was thrown upon the world again. Not long

after, however, D'Estrades, the French

ambassador at Venice, wishing to pjit Ca-

sale, the capital of the Monferrat, and key

of the !\Iilanese,into his master's possession,

employed Matthioli to conduct the intrigue.

The duke, in want of money, closed witli

the proposal at once, and empowered

IMatthioli, with whom he had formerly been

on terms of intimacy, to negotiate the con-

ditions with the French court. The com-

mission required great caution and secresy,

as the sm-reuder was calculated to interfere

both with the Austrian ard Spanish inter-

ests. Matthioli proceeded to Paris, and

was receive;! with great distinction by Louis

and bribed high ; but for some reason or

another - probably the Spaniards out-bribed

the French monarch—on his return, he

contrived to stop the progress of the treaty.

The disappointment exasperated Louis, and

he resolved upon revenge. Catinat, to his

eternal infamy, undertook to decoy Iiim to

the confines, where he was entrapped, and

eommittcd to the custody of St. Mars at

[June,

Pignerol. This was in 1679. In 1681, St,

Mars was removed to the state prison at

Exiles, and commanded to take with him
Matthioli and one other prisoner, an old

priest. Tlie priest died at Exiles. In 1687,

St. Mars was appointed to the government

of St. Margaret and St. Horonat, on the

coast of Provence, near Antibes, and was
again commanded to take Matthioli with

him, ' the prisoner,' as he wa.s now-termed.

Here he remained till 1698, when St. Mars
wiis finally promoted to the command of

the Bastile, and again directed to bring

Matthioli with him. This was the last re-

moval ; Matthioli died in 1703. A black

velvet mask, not one of iron, fastened with

a padlock behind, was always worn in his

journies, and whenever he was visited by a

physician or liis confessor.

The evidence is given in an appendix,

forming the bulk of the book indeed, and is

quite complete; we have the correspon-

dence between D'Estrades and Louvois, to

prove the first employment of Matthioli,

other letters to prove Matthioli's tergiver-

sation, and Louis's resolution to have him

seized ; with Catinat's reports to the secre-

tary of state, and St. Mars' communication*

from first to last.—In his official correspon-

dence with the secretary of state, while at

St. Margaret's, St. Mars speaks of having

been obliged to punish a prisoner for scratch-

ing his complaints of the King's cruelty on

a pewter plate, and throwing it out of the

window. This will serve for the origin of

the story of the silver plate, picked up by

a fisherman, and taken to the Governor.

Dartmoor : a descriptive Poem, by N. T.

Carrington—Here are some veiy agreeable

lines, but modelled from beginning to end,

unluckily, on the versification of Thomson's

Seasons, with a touch occasionally of Cow-
per. We say unluckily, because the too

well-known t\irns and cadences, perpetually

stirring our recollections, will deprive the

writer of much of the credit, very justly his

due. It is not want of native feeling, nor

lack of power, nor penury of language, that

has driven him to so constant an imitation ;

but sheer habit and admiration. Through

the whole poem, it is plainly his own soul

that prompts, but he borrows another's

tongue to give its promptings utterance.

With a little more tact— not to say cunning

he would studiously have shunned, and not

thus confidingly have adopted a phraseology,

so indelibly mixed up with our earliest

poetical remembrances.

The scene of his poetiy is tlie spot and

sojourn of his childhood— of all his first

and most familiar associations ; and he still

loves to range over its wMs, and recall and

indulge his most endearing enjoyments.

Dartmoor is the whole world to him. It

has an importance that fills his thoughts

and almost his wishes, and which he labours

to communicate in the full glow of genuine

feeling. To the passing observer, Dartmoor

is mere heath and rock and bog, and one
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point its undifitinpuisliable and as uninte-

restinar as another; but the poet has trodden

every foot of it, and marks every angle and
aspect of its varyinfr surface. He has

peopled every spot with abirtiiip; recollec-

tions ; every brook and every tree lias a
distinct existence ; every baliblinpf rill its

own music ; every rock its own echo

;

every oak its own foliape ; every breeze its

own s^'cll ; and every harebell its own
celestial blue—and he has an eye and an
ear to catch and mark them all. To des-

cribe a specimen of these things gives no
relief to the intensity of his sensations—he
has a thousand shades of discrimination,

and no rccordinL,' exhausts the delicate dis-

tinctions of liis long and intimate observa-

tion. And hence, at the first glance, he
will seem to be frequently repeating him-
self, wliere his own fancy presented strong

lines of difference, and which a further

perusal would readily enable ourselves to

detect.

Theopeningaddress"to Devonshire" has
something very sweet and gentle about it,

and as an assemblage of phrases is as per-

fect as laiiguaye can make it.

Thou hast a cloud

For ever in thy sky

—

a breeze, a shower.

For ever on thy meads ;—yet where shall man.
Pursuing Spring around the globe, refresh

His eye with scenes more beauteous than adorn

Thy fieldsof matchless verdure ? Not the south,

—

Tile glowing south—with all its azure skies.

And aromatic groves, and fruits that melt

At the rapt touch, and decp-hucd flowers that light

Their tints at zenith suns—has charms like thine.

Though fresh the gale that ruffles thy wild seas.

And wafts the frequent cloud. I own the power
Of Local Sympathy, that o'er the fair

Throws more divine allurement, and o'er all

The great more grandeur ; and ray kindling muse.
Fired by the universal passion, pours

Haply a partial lay. Forgive the strain

F.namour'd ; for to man, in every clime.

The sweetest, dearest, noblest spot below.

Is that which gives him birth ; and long it wears

.\ charm unbroken, and its honour'd name,
Hallow'd by memory, is fondly breathed

With his last lingering sigh !

There is genuine warmth in the descrip-

tion of a summer's morning.
How beautiful is morning, though it rise

Upon a desert! What though Spring refuse

Her odours to the early gale that sweeps

The highland solitude, yet who can breathe
That fresh, keen gale, nor feel the sanguine tide

Of life flow buoyantly 1 O who can look
Upon the Sun, whose beam indulgent shines

Impartial, or on moor or cultured mead.
And not feel gladness f Hard is that man's lot.

Bleak is his journey throunh this vale of tears.

Whose heart is not made lighter, and whose eye
Is brighten'd not by morning's glorious ray.

Wide glancing round. The meanest thing on earth
Rejoices in the welcome warmth, and owns
Its influence reviving. Hark the hum
Of one who loves the morn,—the bee who cornea
With overflow of happiness, to spend
The sunny hour; and see ! across the waste
The butterfly, his gay companion, floats ;

—

A wanderer, haply, from yon Austral field*.
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Or from tlie bank of moorland ftream th.it flow«
In music through the dee|> and theltet'd vales.

The Logan-stone. »

And near the edjre

Of the loud brawling stream a Logan stands.

Haply self-poised, for Nature loves to work
Such miracles as these amid the depths
Of forest solitudes. Her magic hand
With silent chisel fashion'd the rough rock.
And placed the central icei/dit so tenderl.v.

That filmcist to the passing breeze it yields

Su*)missivc mottMi.

Sunset ; wo know not where this is

6uq)assed.

The zenith spreads

Its canopy of sapphire, but the West
Has a magnificent array of clouds

;

And, as the breeze plays on them, they assume
The forms of mountains, castled rllfls. and hllln,

Deep-rifted glens, ?nd groves, and lieetling rocks

;

And some that seem far off, are voyaging
Their sim-bright path In folds of silver ;—som8
In golden masses float, and others have
Edgings of burning crimson Isles are seen,

All lovely, set within an emerald sea;

And there .ire dyes in the rich heavens,—such
As sparkle in the grand and gorgeous plume
Of Juno's favourite bird, or deck the scaled

And wreathing serpent.

Never, from the birth

Of time, were scatter'd o'er the glowing sky
More splendid colourings. Evcr^- varying hue
Of every beautiful thing on earth,—the tints

Of heaven's own Iris,—all are in the West
On this delicious eve.

But now tha sun
Is veil'd a moment, and the expansive waste
At once is wrapp'd in shade. The song has ceased
Of the rejoicing earth and sky ;—the breeze
Sighs pensively along ; the moorland streams
Appear less lovely, and on Fancy's ear
Complaining flow. Again the shadows fly

Before the glancing beam ;—again the sun—
The conquering sun resumes his state ; and he
That with Elysian foTtis and hues bedecks
So gloriously the skies, cheers thee,—e'en thee,—
Thou solitary one ;—the verv heart

Of the wild Moor is glad ! The eye discerns

The mountain-ridges sweep away in vast

And regular succession :—w.ive on wave
Boiling and glittering in the sun,—uitil

They reach the utmost West. The lark is up
Exulting in the bright blue heav'n :—the streams
Leap wantonly adown the laughing slopes;
And on the ear the poetry of bells.

Far borne by Auster's welcome gale, is heard

;

All else is mute,—silently happy,—Earth
Reposes in the sunset.

Let me gaze
At the great vision ere it pass ; for now
The day-god hovers o'er the western hill.

And sheds his last fond ray. Farewell ! farewell

!

Who givest beauty to the cloud, and light-
Joy, music, to the earth ! And must yon tints
And shapes divine which thou hast form'd, decay
The mountain, and the temple, and the tower.
That float in yonder fields of air ;—the isles

Of all surpassing loveliness ; and seas
Of glorious emerald, that seem to flow
Around the gold-fringetl reefs and rocks :—must all
Vanish, with thee, at the remorseless touch
Of the swift-coming twilight

!

They will fade,—
Those hues and forms enchanting. Sec behind
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The billowy horizon once more sinki

The traveller of six thousand years. With him

Depart the glories of the west. The tints

Elysian change—the fiercely brilliant streaks

Of crimson disappear ; but o'er the hills

A flush of orange hovers, softening up

Into harmonious union with the blue

That comes a sweejiing down ; for Twilight hastes

To dash all other colours from the sky

But this her favourite azure. Even now

The East displays its palely-beaming stan.

With the mild radiating moon ; and thus

There is no end to all thy prodigies.

O Nature

!

The Lives of celebrated Architects, an-

cient and modern, with historical and critical

Observations on their Works, and of the prin-

ciples of the Art, by Fras'CESCO Milizia ;

translatedfrom the Italian by Mrs. Edward
CresV. Willi Notes and additional Lives- 2

vols. 8vo.—We had no book, it seems, exclu-

sively devoted to the lives of architects,

though poets have long since been packed

together,aye,and painters, and engravers,and

musicians. This discovery, some speculating

book-seller makes, and the chasm must of

course be forthwith fiUed-up. He consults a

professional firiend—will he undertake it ?

—

No ; in these budding days every architect is

ill a bustle of biLsiness, or speedily hopes to

be so ; hut then there are scribblers in

abundance ready to encounter any labour

—

no matter how onerous or how foreign from
their particular studies ; and if not, some
wife, or sister, or daughter can be found,

who, though incompetent to collect, com-
1)ine or arrange, can at least translate, if

by good luck any European language will

but furnish the materials ready cut and dried.

Turn to the catalogues, and lo, one Mili-

zia's Lives of the Architects, ready written

in choice Italian. But the author published

sixty years ago.—No matter; add an appen-
dix.—But who knows any thing about fo-

reign architects for the last sixtj' years?—No
matter again ; Mr. So-and-so wtII just give us
the births and deaths of a few English ones

;

or if he be liimself building churches to

tumble down again in half a centurj', you
can pick them out of Watkins. Enough ;

the business is done ; and forthwith appears

a translation of Milizia's work—with letters

of free naturalization, a welcome accession

to the world of English literature. Though
before scarcely known, perhaps, beyond the

narrow precincts of Rome, he proves a
miracle of genius—a man of extraordinary

and imparalleled research, exiiibiting the

soimdest judgment, the most exquisite

taste, sagacit)', knowledge, &c. But who
was this Milizia ?—an Architect ? No ; an
admirer of the fine-arts universally, and of

political economy, mathematics and medi-
cine to boot ; a maker of books, in short,

of the last century, with very much of the

spirit of oiu- own ; a translator and abridger

of all sorts of things—of Buchan's Domestic
Medicine, we believe, somebody's Natural
History, Bailey's History of Astronomy;
with we know not how many treatises on

architecture, design, 8m;. Who shall doubt
his industry ? Of his judgment, connected,
or imconnected with the subject, we will

presently furnish a specimen or two. But
first take his own account of himself.
" It is not uncommon for authors to write elegant

and egotistical effusions on their moral and physical

character, which often excite a smile. I would wil-

lingly delineate my own ; but, as it has nothing in

it singular or extraordinary, I find it diflicult to do.

Thus, I, who have long studied myself, know not

myself, and yet have attempted to describe others,

sometimes from their writings, which, perhaps, con-

tain opinions diametrically opposite to their real

sentiments. I am phlegmatic, choleric, and haughty

;

at the same time modest, kind, and capable of
endurance; courageous, noble in my ideas, and free

from prejudice, open to the reasoning of others, and
fond of novelty. I cannot boast of much penetration

or reflection, yet am desirous of possessing every

thing. I am industrious, compassionate, a sincere

friend, and a good man ; humble without being

abject ; generous and easy, but severe. I hold in

abhorrence every mercenary feeling. I am studious,

and anxious of acquiring knowledge of whatever is

most useful : my works and my discourses have pro-

cured me the reputation of being learned. I know
m>"self to be otherwise, and am a heterogeneous

compound of contradictions."—In this singular and

amusing sketch we have strong evidence (says the

fair translator) of the success usually attendant on a

steady perseverance in the pursuit of knowledge;

and a proof that, although not regularly initiated in

the principles of architecture in the early part of his

life, the subsequent industry of Milizia enabled him
to become the author of many useful works on its

principles and history.

These two extracts wUl, we think, ena-

ble the reader to measure the calibre of

both author and translator—the skilfid and
consistent anatomy of character of the one,

and the admirable logic and phraseology of

the other.

We have first an introduction of about

seventy pages, comprising a sketch of the

origin, progress and purposes of architec-

ture, with reasons for every thing, as abun-

dant as blackberries ; the best part of the

book, imdoubtedly, but of course the least

necessary, with such a profusion of similar

things as are already in the market. Then
follows a list of all the architects discoverable

from the days of Noah—we beg the author's

pardon, Ninus, '2737 anno mundi, it seems

—

classed in periods, successively, from Ninus

to Pericles, to Alexander, to Augustus, to

the fourth century, to Charlemagne, to the

fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth,

and eighteenUi centuries. We have 600
lives in about 800 pages— the reader may
judge of the scanriness of detail. Of two-

thirds of these nobody can care a rush.

Nothing of any interest to any soid breath-

ing is told of them or their works. A few
are given at greater length, such as Buo-
narotti, Beniini, &c. ;

presenting, however,

nothing but what has been repeated a

thousand times. In general, a better ac-

count of Italian architects is given than

those of any other country ; this was to be

expected. Of English architects tlie ac-

coimt is very meagre, eked out as it is by a
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friend of the fair translator. Among others

we find Ben Jonson in this style :
—

BENJAMIN JONSON,
fHrni 1575, rfifd 1(«7;

Was bom at Westminster, and his motlier marry-

ing a second time to a builder [did the reader know
Ben's own father was a builder too ?] obliged her son

to learn the business of his step-father. He worked
from indigence at the buildings in Lincoln's-Inn,

with a trowel in his hand, but a book in his pocket.

His taste for poetry' soon overcame the xjuare, and
he became a celebrated dramatic poet, even rivalling

Shakspeare in tragedy; and if inferior to him in

genius, he certainly surpasseil him in knowledge of

the ancients, which he asserted with great bolilncsa.

His epitaph is,

O, BARB BzN Johnson !

Of course nothing more could well he said

of liis celebrity in brick and mortar ; but
why so much ?

Inigo Jones we have at considerable

length, but with no description of any pe-
culiarities of style, or any enumeration of

Lis leading performances ; Holmliy House,
and Woollaton Hall are mentioned ; the

Banqueting House at Wliitehiill, and
perhaps another or two. The narrative is

of the most rambling sort, blended with a
useless hst of his undistinguished contem-
poraries, and a fair specimen of the writer's

power of extinguishing all interest in his

subject, and of the general flippancy of his

observations. At the top of page IGO

—

James I. took no interest at all in the fine-arf:,

and it was well he did not ; for he who considered

quibbles and formalities as evidences of eloquence,

would have introduced as bad a taste in architecture,

as he did in literature.

But while we were thinking about the

real fact, towards the middle of the same
page, we found he was an " encouniger of

architectiu-e." So wiiether James was or

was not, the reader, if he think it worth
his while to inquire, must look to other

authorities than Milizia, or Mrs. Eliza

Cresy.

Jones designed a royal palace, at Greenwich, for

Charles II.: Webb executed it; and William III.

afterwards appropriated it to a naval hospital,

making many additions [William, or Webb ?1. This

hospital, which is on the banks of the Thames, a

short distance from London, is not to be equalled iu

the whole world for magnificence, beauty, conve-

nience and extent. The apartments are noble, with

a variety of conveniences, the most delightful views,

and a number of pictures by Thomhill, the English

Apelles.* The attic, which is above the grand

Corinthian order, appears too high, though only a

third of the whole order. The rustics (an assem-

blage of rough rude stones, called bugne or bozze,

suitable to some walls—vide Introduction, p. 28)

are conect, the ornaments elegant, the arrangements

well made. It will be observed,—why so much mag-
nificence for an hospital, to be occupied by the poor

and infirm, and which should consequently be sim-

ple, and fitted to the use for which it was destined ?

But, certainly, magnificence is consistent with an

• In the life of Wren, this same Thomhill proves
to be the English Raphael. Was he both ? or was
Raphael the Italian Apelles ? What do we know of
Apelles'to enable us to characterize another by his
style?
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hospital for English tailors, who form the strength! ,

and glory of tlieir nation. \
Conclusive!— But poor Inigo—the reader <

,

remembers he was persecuted by the '

Round-heads of his day, and obliged, like

many other royalists, to compound ; but it

may be news to him that the king's martyr-
dom atfected him so greatly, and so injured
his health, that when replaced in his oftice

by Charles J I., his debilitated frame would
not allow )iim fully to satisfy the magnifi-
cent ideas of that voluptuous monarch.
Of the same unsatisfiictory and inaccu-

rate cast is the life of Wren. After the
fire of London he designed a plan for re-
building the city, wliieh, however, was not
executed :

—

Had this plan been followed, London (says Mali-
lia) might have arisen the finest city In the world :

but, from individual and selfish motives, she li»t

the advantage that might have resulted from this

calamity. The streets were however widened, and
handsome squares were built.

Where are these squares ? is there one in
the city of forty yards ? London, we know,
was quickly rebuilt.

A tax on coals (says Milizia), and above all, the
ardour and zeal of the citizens, were sufficient for
this great work—a fine example [he adds, in his bal-

derdash manner] of the power of man ; an example
which leaves room to creilit all that has been said of
the rapid construction of some of the ancient cities

In Asia and Egypt-

Speaking of St. Paul's, lie says

—

Much as this front has been criticised and con-
demned for the coupling of the columns, ami other
departures from the general application of the orders,

there are few churches of the past or present day
that can vie with it in richness of design.

This is all veiy well ; but tlien he adds

—

And St. Peter's, with its single order and attic,

appearing of much smaller dimensions than it really

is, cannot be put in comparison with it.

We sup])0se this means that St. Peter's is

inferior to St. Paul's.

Of Sir John Vanburgh he says

—

This architect was an agreeable man and a poet

:

and it is said that his writings were as delicate and
elegant as his buildings were clumsy. Sir John,
going a journey to France in I701, was thrown into
the Bastile, and remained there some time, without
ever being able to discover the cause for such treat-

ment. He wrote a comedy while in confinement;
and it is astonishing that fie should have totaUy ab-
stairted from any injurious observation on a country
in which he had suffered such violence. 293.

We suspect this comes within the limits

assigned to the translator's coadjutor,
whose contribv.tions are stated to commence
at 372, a))parently a misprint for 272 ; and
if so, Milizia's spirit is caught witli admira-
ble felicity by his continuator.

It is singular, we think, that the archi-
tects of the old cathedrals, both of this

coimtr)- and the Continent, are entirely un-
known. The priors and bishops, whose
munificence furnished the cost, are comme-
morated, but of the architects and builders

no vestige of a name Is left.
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A very useful index of builJmgs is append-

ed, to enable the reader, by ret'ereiiee to the

body of the work, to ascertair. the builder;

and which inivdit have been miuie more con-

vcnieiit by coupling the building and its

architect in the index itself.

The Ecclesiastical Histon/ of the second

and third Centuries ,- illustrated from the

writings of TertuUian. By John, IBishap of
Bristol. Ivol. Qvo.—As professor of divini-

ty, the Bishop of Bristol has adopted a novel

course, and directed the attention of his

hearers, two or three seasons, to tJie

writings of the Fatliers, principally witli a

view to illustrate the doctrines and disci-

phne of the Chureli of England. The
progress of his undertaking brought him to

TertuUian, when it occnned to him, that

bis labours might advantageously be turned

also to the illustration of ecclesiastical his-

tory generally. The present publication is

tlie result.

The Professor reviews the subject ac-

cording to Moshcim's divisions—not the

best possible, certaiidy. Wosheim is, in-

deed, the text-book, and every statement

of his is closely examined and estimated : we
think, too exclusively on TertuUian's au-

thority. P.Iosheira's general correctness is

indisputable ; but building his opinions as

he did, not on materials furnished by one,

but by several writers, it is obvious, if we
constitute any one of those writers the cri-

terion, those opinions will probably, in

particular instances, appear inaccurate. He
was evidently well acquainted \vith Tertul-

lian, but not disposed to consider his au-

thority as unquestionable ; he mixed uji the

impressions derived from his writings, with

those obtained from others ; and thus Ter-

tuUian's representations, though not reject-

ed, were modilicd. Wc do not say the

Bishop was not aware of this effect, or

that he has not borne it in mind; but we
feel that, by dwelling too intently on Ter-

tuUian, he has been induced to ascribe un-

due authority to hiin, and to judge Mosheim,
not unliiirly—because inadvertently, but

certainly with too much severity—to criticise

that historian, in short, rather than illustrate

the history, and to make exceptions that

are generally minute, rarely of much impor-

tance, and sometimes quite insignificant.

Tlie effect is almost inevitable. The cool

and unbiassed reader sees at a glance the

influence of exclusive examination; but it

is very different with the man who, by
long intercourse with a particular writer,

has insensibly attached himself to him.

He is sure to give him credit beyond his

fair claims.

We regret exceedingly that the Professor,

with his attention thus turned to the His-

tory of the Church—with his learning,

judgment, industrj-, did not give us an
original and general view of the subject,

instead of confining hini.-elf to what ho

terms fiUing-up the outline sketched by Mo-
sheim. If this were his sole object, it has

cert-ainlysometimcfi eRcape<l his recollection

;

and we are quite sure the rigorous, and
almost captious scrutiny to which Mo-
sheim's statemeiits are sul'jocted, will,

to most readers, throw an air of pettyness

over the Bishop's book, which he never con-

templated, and which, when he discovers

it, he will wsh had been avoided.

On what ground, the reader may ask,

is TertuUian entitled to so much considera-

tion ?—His heresy. In liis later days he
adopted the sentiments of Montann*, cf
which sentiments, however, our knowledge
is very scanty. Blontanus is said to have

personated the Paraclete, mcanir.g by that

term, something distinct from the Holy
Spirit ; to have been of a melancholy and
rigid cast, and of course a stern reformer.

Adopting his opinions in all their severity,

TertuUian was ready to express his disap-

probation cf many of the customs and de-

terminations of the church ; and, ardent

as was his African temperament, to exjn-ess

that disapprobation pretty warmly. It is

this separation of his from the bosom of

the church that furnishes materials for

illustrating its doctrine and disciphne. His
representations, made in the spirit of an
opponent, as they evidently are, are of

course to be taken with some allowance

;

we doubt if the Bishop has distrusted suf-

ficiently.

We entertained a very favourable opinion

of the Bishop of Bristol's moderatioii, and
we are delighted to find that opinion justi-

fied and confirmed by the sentiments oc-

casionally interspersed in this volume of his.

Those sentiments are uniformly sound and
liberal—worthy of a Christian prelate, arid

worthy of the important station he fills as

theological lecturer at Cambridge. I'hough

heartily wishing his safe arrival by-and-bye

at Lambeth, we shall be sorry to see him
quitthe divinity-chair, where, dcspisingcant,

and not dreading inqniiy, he is usefully and
honourably employed in diffusing correct

views and kind feelings. To find a prelate

venturing to express opinions, scarcely dif-

fering from Middleton's, on the sidiject of

miraculous power possessed by the early

Christian, is sufficiently remarkable in these

days; but still more so, to find him frankly

expressing his admiration of Dr. Hey—

a

man suspected in certain quarters, we
believe, cf Sociniaiiism, meaning by that

comprehensive term ;dl sorts of latitudina-

rianism; though we verily believe for no
other reason, than that that acute and able

divine delighted to wind along the perilous

edge of discussion— conscious of his own
skill and address to extricate him in the

moment of danger; and because, while he
concurred with the general doctrines, he
refused to adopt the jjeremptory language

of orthodoxy.

Experimental Inquirii into the Laivs of the

Vital Functions.—By A. W. Philits.—
Dr. Wilson Philips, whose works are

already well known in the medical profes-
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5.ion, has lately produced a new Edition of

his Treatise on Uie Vital Funt-lioiis.

To whicli is prefaced an outline of tlie

Ilunuin Anatomy and Physiolofr)', well

worthy the perusal of every nnn-medicnl

reader who may he desirous of under-
standing the principles on which the pre-

servation of his life and hciilth depend.
It is indeed, gratifying to find from such
works as the present, that the science of

medicine is daily assuming a more popular
form ; instead of Ijcing, as formerly, cnami-
bered with technicalities and aflccted gi-a-

vity. And Dr. Philips in our opinion has
the merit of being one of tlio foremost pio-

neers in clearing away tlie monastic rubbish

of the sciiools by treating the subject in the

lucid tliough i)opidai- fonn wliich charac-

terises bis woiks.

A book has appeared in the course of
this month interesting on various accounts.

It is entitled Prat/ers of Imminent Persons
collected and arrangedfur Vrivate and Fami-
ly Dffolion.—Tlie volume contains prayers
by most of the eminent diWnes of the

church of England, anil also of men who
have been ornaments of Christianity in

other couirtries and in other times. Among
the names will be found those of Lord Ka-
con. Lord Clarendon, King William IIL,
Queen Ann, Lady Jane Grey, Pascal Lu-
ther, Dr. Johnt^on, 8:c., &c.

The \vritten j)rayev of a jiei-son deceased,
gives to the possessor the extraordinary

power of recalling as it were the person
ngain to life, and of placing him under ob-
seiTation, in that most awful and interesting

of all situations, when he is -eomnnniing
with his creator. Few persons, whatever
their opinions and habits, could 0|)en a
tiook of such prayers without interest, and
very few without pleasing impressions being
left : but to the pious mind it must be de-
lightfiil to find its aspirations rising as it

were in unison with those of men who have
!)een the glory of human nature, and in

the very words employed by them. It has
often been said even by deists tliiit the

prayer which asks nothing, but whicJi

merely lifts the mind to God in adoration

and thanksgiving is exceedingly profitable,

for although the price of the hirnian heart

rebels at animadversion or censure from
fellow creatures, still ui contemplating in

solitude the perfections of the Creator it

becomes sensible of its own deficiencies

without being wounded or indisposed to

attempt the correction of them.
It is the Rev. Henry Clissold who has

made this interesting collection and judici-

ous an-angemeut.

A Practical Grammar of the French
Language. By J. Rowbotham The
projiriety of grammars being the produc-
tions of individuals who are tliemselves

natives of the countiy whose language they

propose to illustrate, has been questioned

by Johnson in his Rambler, and still more

5LM, New Seiies.—Vot. I. No. 6.

recently by Brougham and Edgeworth in

the pages of tlie Edinburgh Review. For
many years, however, it was the popular
opinion that a good grammar could only be
MTitten by u native, as being one who un-
derstood more minutely than a foreigner

the verbal niceties of his language, nor was
it until long experience liad proved its fal-

lacy that this dogma was exploded. The
fact is, that the very familiarity which a
native necessarily possesses of his own
langufige tends siu'dy, though impercep-
tibly, to cause a negligence in explaining it,

while the foreigner, to whom its idiomatic

peculiarities are matters of research and
consideration, pays the same attention to
elucidating that he bestowed in acquiring

them. These remarks are drawn from us
by the subject of our review, whicli pro-
fesses to be a Grammar of the French
Language, arranged by a gentleman who,
though professedly an Englishman, has
gained no little celebrity by his discoveries

in the intricate paths of science. In addi-

tion to the usual trodden walks of grammar
he has ventured into a lab)Tinth which few
philologists have as yet had either boldness
or intelligence enough to explore : we allude

to his minute exjilanations of the tenses, the
subjunctive mood, and past participles

;

those stumbling-blocks in the roads of

p-ammar, against which so many learned

men have broke their heads. The examples
and illustrations have been selected with a
view to combine amusement with instruc-

tion, for which purpose the choicest

observations of the most approved French
writers have been selected. The arrange-
ment merits especial notice, beginning with
the articles and nouns, and so proceeding
in reguhir succession with the more difficult

points of grammar, the whole being ex-
jiiaiiied with a view to condensation and
accuracy. It was thisl ast feature, so in-

dispensable to a professed philologist, that

we had occasion to commend in the au-

thor's German Grammar; and it gives us
much satisfaction to find that our appro-
bation was sanctioned by the public—

a

sanction which, we have no doubt, wDl be
extended to the work before us.

TTie Original Picture ifLondon, enlarged

and improved : being a correct Guidefor the

Stranger, as u-ell as for the Inhabitant of the

Metropolis of the British Empire ; together

with a Descrijdion of the Environs. The
twenty-fourth Edition, revised and corrected

to the present Time, by J. Britton', f.S.a.,

&c. 1826, 12»io. pp. 495.—A work like the

present should speak for itself; and that

the volume before us does so in clear terms
is ob«ous, from the statement in the title-

page, that this is the twenty-fourth edition

of the Picture of London. The number
of preceding impressions, however, must
have depended much on the general merit
of the plan, and not on any improvements
etfected by the editorial labours of Mr.
Britton ; yet these alone can now be con-

4 M
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sidered as the subject of critical animad-

version,

p' The Picture of London has undei^one

repeated additions and corrections since its

first appearance ; but, notwitlistanding tlie

laudable anxiety thus niiiiiifestcd by the

proprietors to keep i)ace \ntli the progress

of modern improvement, so rapid has been

its march that much of the book had be-

come obsolete or defective. Hence Mr.
Britton, in tlie execution of the task whicli

he had undertaken, " to revise its pages

for reprinting," found it necessary (as he

observes in his Preface) not only to cor-

rect, but also to " rearrange the wliole

work, iind rewrite the greater part of it."

The prominent and more remarkable alte-

rations which liave taken place in the state

of the metropolis, many of them even while

this volume was in the press, are thus no-

ticed in the introduction :

—

The year 1825 will ever be memorable in the annals

of London : for within that period more novel im-

provements, changes, and events have occun'ed in

the metropolis, than during any other corresponding

extent of time. The numerous schemes for the

formation of new Companies—tlie vast speailations

arising out them, tending to the aggrandizement of

a few persons and the ruin of others, with the

utilities of some, and the futilities and imposition

of many, may also be said to belong to this period.

Though tlicy did not precisely commence with the

year, yet they have advanced to maturity, to old age,

and decay, in this time; and have been the chief

occasion of the many failures which are now spread-

ing ruin and dismay througli the commercial world.

The following are among the most recent

improvements in London :

—

A New Palace iot his Majesty, on the site of Buck-

ingham House, from designs by Mr. Nash—The com-

mencement of a Tunnel under the Thames, from

Rotherliithe, on the south side, to a place below

the London Docks, on the north side of the river,

from the plansof Mr. Brunei—The foundation and

commencement of a new London Bridge, from the

designs of the late Mr. neimie.—The commencement
of New Docks at St. Katharine's under the direction

of Mr. Talford, engineer, and Mr. Philip Harwick,

architect—The Bermondsey Collier Dock, by F.

Giles, engineer, and J. Newman, surveyor—A new
Post Office, on a large and grand scale, from the

designs of Mr. Smirke—A suite of new Law Courts,

at Westminster ; a large and magnificent range of
buildings in Parliament Street, for the Council

Office, Board of Trade, and other Government
Offices; and the new central and side fronts lo the

Bank of England; all from the designs of Mr.
Soane—Two or three spacious and handsome Ter-

races in the Regent's Park—More than 2,000 new
houses, connected with, and extending the boun-

daries of London, consisting of detached mansioas

and villas, squares, streets, lanes, terraces, &c.,

among which the spacious and very handsome square

at Knightsbridge, and the terrace and mansions in

the Regent's Park, will form important ornaments

to the metropolis—An immense edifice in the Re-

gent's Park, called the Coliseum, from designs by

Mr. D. Burton, and intended to display Mr. Horner's

novel Panoramic View of London. With the im-

provements of the last year we may likewise class the

almost universal adoption of Gas for lighting the

streets, shops, and public offices, A:c. by which the

safety and comforts of the people are materially in-

creased. Tlie M'Adamizing of some of the square*

and principal streets ranks also among the novelties

and utilities of the times.

As a condensed history and popidar ac-

count of the English metropolis, this small

and cheap volume may be referred to witli

confidence and advantage. That the edi-

tor has discharged his laborious task witli

credit to himself and to the proprietors, is

very evident ; not only by the numerous

corrections and curtailments nia<le, but by

the mass of original and well digested infor-

mation he has introduced. The accounts

of Westminster Abbey and of some other

places, we are informed, were written by

Mr. Brayley.

MONTHLY THEATRICAL REVIEW.

DRUUY LANE.
After a year of puffing, and half the time

of preparation, Aladdin was at last brought

out at Drury Lane. Great expectation had
been excited by its announcement. The
story had been dramatized by Mr. Soane, a

clever writer, who had already succeeded in

several performances of this class
—"The

Inkeepers Daughter," " The Falls of the

Clyde," &c. and who imquestionablyposses-

ses dramatic ability. The : tory in its original

state is, beyond all comparison, the most
beautiful and the most dramatic of all that

have reached us among the fine inventions

of orientalism ; and it had been, besides,

tried frequently upon the stage. There was
thus every right to expect a work, at least

equal to any thing of its kind.

The music was by Bishop. This com-
poser had long held a considerable rank

—

he was at the liead of the British theatrical

composers ; though, from the paucity and
general feebleness of the rivalry, this dis-

tinction was of a sufficiently humble order.

But he had produced some of the most po-
pular airs and glees of his day, and had ob-

vious grounds for, at least, a part of his

reputation. On the present occasion he
might have been presumed peculiarly anx-
ious to excel himself. The Freyschutz had
established VonWeber's reputation through
Europe, and placed him, if not the first, in

the very first line of musical eminence.
The Oberon had however given, what might
have been concluded, a fairer opportunity

of estimating his faculties, from its music
being exclusively the work of the composer

;

and not, as was that of the Freyschutz,

much indebted to popular national airs. The
Oberon, however, had comparatively failed,

for any success short of the liighest was a

failure.
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With all those stimulants exciting him, and
tlie additional consciousness that his opera
would be felt as in some degree a national

test of musical skill, Bishop at length brought

his opera upon the stage. It has been
said that, whether a genius or not, this

composer has the negligence of genius

;

and that he deferred the composition of

a considerable part of the opera, until a

l)eriod when it was ini])ossible to compose
it with care. The third act was delayed

till within the last week of the rehearsals ; or

at least was not delivered to the i)erformers.

The natural result of this must be, the

spreading of that negligence which so easily

becomes an ei)idemic within the walls

of a tlieatre. It must, however, be al-

lowed, that in the performance there aji-

peared no vestige of carelessness.

The important night came on, and, though

a remarkably inclement one, the theatre

was crowded with amateurs. Von Weber
had either invited himself or was invited to

a private box, in which he was to tremble
for bis fame, without exposing his pertur-

bation. Bisliop finally ai)peared in the or-

chestra—was received with ai)plause, took
his seat at tlie i)iano ; and in the rapt si-

lence of the two or three thousand critics

and cognoscenti who filled the house to the

roof, the overture began.

It was perceived, imluckily, from the first

half-dozen bars, tliat the overture was « la

Frci/schutz, and thus the glories of the Briton

at once, by his own act and acknowledg-
ment, vailed themselves to the glories of

the German. This overture was a brief

and ropid work, not repulsive, but pal-

pably an imitation ; and, by the veiy term,

palpably a failure.

The opera proceeded, and captivated

everj' eye by the richness and picturesque

beauty of its efjuipments. The scenery was
of the first order—lake, mountain, forest

and precipice, shifted before the eye in the

noblest forms. The dresses were admirable

for correctness and magnificence. Every
thing, in short, was perfect but those, with-

out whose excellence all other perfection

was only so much cost thrown away—the
drama and the music.

The principal characters were : the Shah,
(Sinclair); Mourad, the Magician, (Home);
the Prinress, (Miss Johnson) ; and Aladdin,

(Miss Stephens). Harley played a Buf-
foon ; Brown, a Jew ; and Mrs. Davison,
(doubtless mal^rc), Aladdin's mother.
The drama followed the tale with con-

siderable closeness. Mourad, returning to

Ispahan from long travel, finds Aladdin.

playing among some groupes of young peo-
ple. He passes himself off for the boy's

uncle, and by the help of a full purse induces

him and his mother to acknowledge the re-

lationship. The scene then shews a ca-

vern, in which Mourad lights a magic fire

;

the rock opens, and Aladdin, after much
alarm, descends. The next scene was the
' Enchanted Garden," which was as su-

perb as the most jirodigal gilding could

make it : but the close of the first act was

absolutely a clie.f-d'auvre. This wa.s tlic

summoning of the " Servants of the Lamp"
to go in procession to the Shah's palace

with Aladdin, as the bridegroom of the

Princess. It was remarkably splendid

—

slaves carrying huge vases of gems—wiu"-

riors in glittering armour—the whole pomp
of orientalism developed ; and to make this

complete, the " March" was the most no-

vel and spirited piece in the entire opera.
.

The second and third acts were tedious,

though full of fine scenery, which, with the

usual fate of this theatre, frequently grew
restive on the first night, and has started

into occasional fits of repugnance ever since.

The music in general has not added to Bi-

shop's reputation— it is pretty and passa-

ble. A song, " Are you angry, Mother,"

in the first act, seems to have become popu-

lar ; but we recollect nothing else that pro-

mises to survive. The opera was played

for a week or ten days to torpid audiences,

and is now brought forward but occasionally.

Miss Ste])hens sang with her usual sweet-

ness, and acted with unusual spirit ; she

makes a better boy than a girl. The debu-

tante Miss Johnson, her cousin, is a tall

and tranquil looking personage ; yet re-

markably alarmed at finding herself alone on

the stage, and requiring an extensive prac-

tice, in both standing still and walking, be-

fore she can be an actress. Asa singer her

voice has some resemblance to that of Miss

Stephens—something of the tone, but

without the skill ; and something of the

feeling without the grace. Time may do
much for her, and she must give diligence,

to enable time to be of service.

Elliston, the boldest of the adventurous

and the most imwearied of the indefati-

gable, has lately appeared in Fahtaff. The
character has yiever found an adequate re-

presentative, and probably never will. The
truth is, that the humour of Falstaff is

scarcely dramatic. It is admirable in the

reading : but the imagination of the reader

is much more fitted to enjoy its richness,

variety, and oddity, than the stage is to re-

present it. Strictly speaking, there is no
wit in Falsiaff's dialogue— it is pun, easy

pleasantry and joyousness of language, aris-

ing from a luxurious, full-fed, joyous tempe-
rament. His adroit retorts, sly evasions,

and gay absurdities, are inca])able of the

effect which we solicit on the stage. Let
his points be compared with those of Con-
greve or Sheridan, and the difference be-

tween pleasantry and brilliancy will be felt

at the instant. Yet, what can be more hu-
morous than the humour of Falstaff? El-

liston played it as well as it is generally

played ; but, on a subsequent night of his

performance, there were some novelties in

the part which caught more than the critical

eye of the spectators : FalstafTs example
as well as his dialogue had ajiparently been
taken to heart by the great Lessee ; the
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'purest Htiinulant of the Boldior's course and
the humorist's pleasantry was supposed to

have been supplied in rash abundance ; and,

after a few exuberant extempore bursts of

merriment, the great leasee fell on the floor.

He was lifted on his legs witli much diffi-

culty, and tried to go on ; bnt thout.;h gra-

vity was not the order of the day, neither on
the stage nor among the audience, its prin-

ciple was predominant with the hero of the

pillows, and Faktaff again came to the

ground. Revival now grew more dithcult,

and the play closed without its hero.

COVENT GARDEN,
Disappointed by the early fate of Oberon,

lias since made a desperate effort by apply-

ing to the exhausted source of the Scotcli

novels. Woodstock, the last and nearly

the most languid of them all, had scarcely

appeared, wlien it v.-as seized for sacrifice

on the altar of the decaying stage. The
previous speculation had been to convert

the Talisman (from'the Tales of the Cru-
saders) into a drama of some kind or other

:

but the rival activity of Drury Lane . had
seized upon the same subject. This com-
petition was to be avoided at all cliances,

and Woodstock, unluckil}-, was the sole

alternative. The novel is heavy, and is

merely a recapitulation of the escape of

Charles the Second, after the battle of

Worcester. The actual adventures wei'e

trifling, and the novel is nearly as trifling.

It is chiefly occupied with Charles Stuart's

reception at the house of an old English
cavalier, and his retreat from Cromwell's
piu^uit. The family of tise old cavalier,

his daughter Alice Lee, l)is son, a loyal

roue of the name of Wildrake, and Crom-
well make up the principal jicrsons of the

play ; the dialogue seems to have been
taken by the summary process of the

scissors from the novel. The whole was
remarkably dull in the re})rescntation ; dia-

logue without point or interest ; characters

either exhausted by perpetual use, or feebly

pourtrayed ; and incidents without spirit

or dramatic excitement. Charles Kemble's
performance of Charles Stuart was much
abler than his lack-lustre part deserved.

Wsrd's Cronncell, though it gave evidence

of the good sense of this intelligent actor,

was yet, through the unequivocal fault of

the original conception, a mere caricature

of the great King of the Commonwealth.
Such are the unliappy and failing resources

to which managers allow themselves to be
driven, through mere negligence ofthe means
within their power. Monstrous abortions

in the shape of " Operas," absorbing the

whole revenue of the house in their pre-

paration, and threatening it with utter ruin

by their failure ; or in default of these costly

fooleries, the fragments of some disem-
boweled novel, that scarcely any ingenuity

can hang together in a tolerable shape, and
that scarcely any ])atience can endure. The
whole of this deplorable system being

attended witli fatal expense, and our chief

theatres at this hour being, we regret to say-

it, among the most hazardous establish-

ments of an age of insecurity.

But what is the remedy ? there is but
ONE,—to liave on the boards of the stage

Tragedy and Comedy ! AH but those are

cx])ensive, to a degree that makes even
success unprofitable. If it be said that the

talent of our writers for both lias expired,

we say, let the managers try. Let them
judge of the ability of English authorship,

not by the bales of absurdity that overload

their desks from anonymous -wTiters, but

by the ]K)wers which the known living

writers display. We are not now talking

of supreme excellence, but would not even
such comedies as Morton's, Reynolds's,

and Colman's, be higlily important acces-

sions to theatrical popularity ; and do they

suppose that the ability of those men can-

not find successors ? If they suppose so,

they know nothing of London society, nor
of London literature. Why, when they

find any dramatic promise about a writer,

do they not excite tliat man to make a
further effoit? W'hy, when they see

Poole adapt ingeniously from the French,

will they not ascertain whether he could

not ])roduco something original ? Why,
when they find I'ocock a clever cutter-up

of a novel, if it be tolerable, will they not
try whether this dramatic second-hand
tailoring is not capable of being led on to

the production of a complete suit ? Is the

author of " Raising the V.'ind" dead out-

right ? or is Dibdin interdicted from the

use of his pen by the severity of the Surrey

climate, and incapable of corresponding

across Blackfriars Bridge? Yet, if these men
could not each overflow the theatres with
" admiring audiences" iit the rate of five

hundred pounds a night, who c;m doubt
that they could more than keep oflF the evil

day ? There are the two Smith?, exliaust-

ing their pun-making souls on epigrams for

Colbum, and songs for the dinner tables of

delighted gastronomes : why not seize on
those waited personages, drag them from
their Magazines, and compel them into the

public service.

But no ! it is safer, pleasanter, and
wiser to do nothing—to complain of public

stupidity—to keep their idle hands in their

empty pockets, and philosophically contem-
plate the Gazette ! It is more provident

to give away two or three thousand pounds
to a composer, or a horse-rider, or a rope-

dancer, or a figurante, than to liazard fifty

pounds on the coats, breeches, and scenery

of a comedy, that may bring back the two
or three thousand pounds that the figurante

has carried away. Let managers seek for

talent, and they will find it ; but the

liigher it is, the less \\il\ it be inclined to

seek them.

king's THEATKIi.
Ar this theatre Pasta is singing away
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Tchemently to the " fashionable world.

"

The " free list" is shut out, and Mr.
libers has thus the double indulgence of

doing the civility of writing the names on
tlie list, at the beginning of the season, and
of preduduig them from the use of the

privilege. It would be much handsomer
to extinguish the i)rivilege altogether, and
not take the credit of acting with the

liberality of his predecessors, until he in-

tends to keep his promise. In many in-

stances tlie privilege is one which no

temporary Leaaee of the theatre ha£ a right I

to withdraw. For the instances in which ,'

he himself has given it, we cannot tnider-

stand how lie can reconcile his sense of

propriety to the idea of giving a privilege

which he determines to retract the first

moment that his theatre is worth visiting.

Better, and more gentlemanlike, to declare

that the List shall be totally and finally

abolished; or, to retract it distinctly and
publicly,—equivocation is contemptible.

FINE ARTS' EXHIBITIONS.

The fifty-eighth exhibition of the British

scliool is now open at Somerset House,

J
abounding in all shapes and shades of hu-
manity and merit, from Sir Thomas Law-
rence and his Hjijantes, down to the hum-
blest labourer on the physiognomies of.the

Minories and Tothill-Fielils. The love of
looking at ourselves must be remarkably
vigorous in Great Britain, if we were to

judge from the deluge of portraits that

annually overflow those walls
; yet it must

be owned that it is like other Joves, sur[)ris-

ingly hable to disappointment ; for not one
in ten of the portraits ever indulge the

original witii the slightest similitude. And
tiiis, if not to the honour of the British

pencil, is to the honour of the nation ; for

we hope nothing is to be found among
us comparable to the puffed and pudding-
featured visages, the leaden animation, and
the rnurky and merciless grimncss of colour

of the infinite majority of the exhibition

faces.

Yet, if we have not portraits, ^vhat have
we ? - A few landscapes from the lakes—

a

few pieces from some passing poem—an
oriental foolery made up of turban, slippers,

and a dying rose—some grave caricature of

Don Quixote, by Leslie ; or some fair

penitent, by his compatriot Newtpn, flung

back in an arm-chair with the sallow

resignation of one waiting for tl;c operation

of an emetic.

Then, let us have portraits. But they
must be something different from the opera-

tives that we have already. The Presi-

dent is an artist of unquestioned dexterity

;

but if the administration of the Laws
were intrusted in our hands for a day,

we should indict him for a multitude of

annual libels on the fair sex of England

;

not on their beauty, for his pencil is redun-
dant with civility to all ages, and bathes
tha most antique cheek m the most liberal

roses ; but on their reputation; his portraits

have that indescribable character which is

known by the delicate but expressive phrase
of "characters of a certain description."

The soliciting lip, the forward attitude,

the arms, whether rounding a lute or
pillowed on a bosom, the hair luxuriating

over the neck, as if it were carrying on a

coqiiettish dialogue with every passing
zephyr ; and above all, the eye, the languid,
dewy, half-sleeping, half-sparkling eye ;

all tell the same story of tlxe President's
determination to libel all the pretty women
of the "fashionable world."
And the misfortune is, that his portraits

are like, fatally like : and that his knowledge
of the whole glittering circle, from the
laughing female roue, just come into fashion,

to the faded and dowager figurante inevi-

tably going out ;from the./eH/ie debutante of
May-fair, dubious which duke or general-
in-chief she shall condescend to accept, to
the ponderous widow fighting her way
through the noble and moneyless, and de-
termining in her desperation lo harpoon the
first half-pay guardsman seizable, renders
mistake next to an impossibility.

The President's two principal porttaits,

smilingat each other from the opposite sides
of the room. Lady Wallscourt, and the Hon.
Mrs. Hope, are fine exemplifications of
both his styles— what he can do and what
he does. Mrs. Hope, the very countenance
of purity, softness, and young raatronage

:

Lady Wallscourt, a very potent expression
of the other powers of this accomplished
painter—beautiful certainly, and with locks,

and brifht eyes, and a lute, and all the
other essentials ; but, in our apprehension,
the very reverse of the sort of portraiture

in which the mother of the Gracchi would
have been pleased to exliibit herself to an
admiring world.

Mr. Canning, another of the President's
pictures, is a much less able display of the
artist's powers. It has been of course
praised ; for where is the minister who will

not find a multitude of otficials and the
cousins of officials, to think that his por-
trait is the finest possible subject for the
pencil? or where is the president of a
royal academy of any thing who will not
find a similar host ready to magnify his

work ? yet, it would not be easy for a man
who is neither looking up to a place in the
foreign office, nor intending to stand for

R. A. on the first possible opportunity, to
ascertain ^vhy Sir Thomas Lawrence has
such a decided hoiTor of the manly form.
On all occasions, he WTops it up in soine
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envelope, and that, always the most un-

couth, shapeless, and enveloping, that the

tailoring of the pencil can fashion. The
Duke of Wellington is his perpetual victim.

Out of the multiplicity of the invincible

Duke's clothings, his uniforms of Russia,

and every other soldier making soil of

Europe, his relics of rank, of diplomacy

and of office, he can select nothing better

than some disbanded blue surtout, or camp-

cloak, or other repellent of a rainy day, in

which the great Duke stands, like a watch-

man buttoned to tlie chin. Mr. Canning

is, in this picture, committed to posterity,

in a costume in which he would not com-

mit himself to anything beyond his own
fireside wth its appropriate easy chair and

slippers. He is supposed to be making a

speech in the House of Commons ; his

speech, however, by a want of compliment

that w^e did not think possible in tliis artist

when painting a great official, is presumed

to be spoken to empty benches. The
countenance is spurited and like, but it is

strangely diminished from the actual size ;

and this extraordinary custom of paring

away the human face divine, pervades the

chief part of the president's portraits in the

exhibition.

Then follow the endless, nameless, and

indescribable products of the manufacturing

pencil, busily at work upon the visages of the

existing generation ; the ])ortraits of a " gen-

tleman of family," of a " noble lord," of a
" gentleman," of a " lady," with specimens

of the more ambitious and sentimental,

lounging at full length, in white satin, on

the side ofa lake, or in full dress countenance

and curls, combing a lap-dog in an arbour

;

or tending sheep, or playing a colossal hai-p

in the centre of a meadow, or waltzing in

a shower bath.

No. 23.

—

Battle of Boston, by Ward,

the horse-painter. Nothing can be more

tremendous, if battles were to be decided by

kicking and biting- Not a man could have

escaped from the desperate gallantry of this

conglomeration of cart-horses.

No. 48.

—

Dorset Fellowes in the costume

of a Knight Templar.— V,'e had t£iken it for

a groom covered with a horse cloth. The
man seems alarmed, as if it was flung on

liim in some frolic of his fellow-grooms,

and the robe fits him as if it liad been made
for a quadruped seventeen hands liigh.

No. 71.

—

His Most Gracious Majesty

George IV,—"We have not heard of any

ex-officio information moved on the ground

of this picture : but indeed, the attorney-

general has been busy in defending the

Chancery report, and we presume, no act

of public justice can be conveniently at-

tempted till next term.

No. 97.

—

Sabrina.—A pretty piece of

varnished ])ottery and poetry by Howard.
The figures and faces all alike atlilctie in

limb, glazed in colour, and babyish in coun-

tenance. We hearil them compared to a

morning group of school gurls, with tlieir

round faces, all fresh and shining from soap
and water. Howard is clever, but he
must be reminded that there is danger in

selecting his model of the human face from
even the most accurately carved turnip.

No. 316.

—

Robert Soullwi/, by Lane. —
The very countenance for a laureate; we
could have pronounced this man worthy of

the laurel, ewnn if we had never read his
" Vision of Judgment."

No. 374.

—

DestrtKtion of a City by a
Volcano, by Pether.—The painter has had
peculiar advantages for his subject among
the Manchester steam-engines. It looks

a prodigious combination of all sorts of

combustibles ; we are convinced that he
must have seen the blowing-up of a gas

manufactory.

No. 't52.

—

Portrait of the Rev. Robert

Morrison, the itinerant, with as many titles

added to him as if he were tlie Great
Mogul—-(holy humility this !). He has a

Chinese look.

No. 323.

—

Canova crowned hy the Genius

of Grecian Sculpture, J. P. Davis.—A fine

picture, hung where all but the " palpable

obscure" hides it from the general eye. If

it had been placed in the great' room, it

woidd have slain the effect of half the

glaring reds and whites, the raw blacks,

and the ochre yellows of even " We the

Royal Academicians."—The likeness of the

famous sculptor is perfect, and the colouring

is rich, deej), and remarkably Venetian.

No. 536

—

The Venetians recapturing their

Women, G. Jones, R.A.—A spirited picture,

full of figures, and well coloured ; but the

story is too remote for interest, and too

obscurely told if it were not.

Pickersgill lias many very effective por-

traits, painted with his usual felicity.

The architecture is of some merit.

J. Gandy, (A)— .A. man of remarkable

genius in design, has a bold idea for a palace

in Hyde park, which the " satirical rogue"
presiunes to be erected about the year 2.300 !

when taste enough, perhaps, will have come
into fiishion, to induce the country to build

palaces any where but in the marshes,

mokes, and common sewers of Pimlico.

This design is entitled " Perspective Sketch

of a Trophal Entrance, tjc."

No. 878.—Is a model of another kind of

monument, by another kind of man, of the

same name, J. P. Gandy, by no means to

be confounded with the fine, but neglected

architect, whom we have just mentioned.

Tills is the " Waterloo Tower, as decided upon

by the Committee of Taste," to be erected

in honour of the army. If this be the actual

model, we wish the Committee of Taste to

be sent home to their night-caps and slippers

without loss of time. It strikes us as ab-

solutely nothing but an overgrown beer-bar-

rel, standing on a multitude of minute props.

It is hooped up to the height of 280 feet,

and woiild probably hold as much beer as

the great tun of Heidelberg held Hock. We
rejoice that the architecture of our steam-
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engine cliimneys nnd shot manufactories

has not been ))ut to pain by the a-isociation

of this monstrous erection. But, as no
ste[)s liave been hitherto taken towards it,

and the Chancellor of the Exchequer will

Iiave other things to do with his purse for

sometime to come ; we are in hopes that

the Committee of Taste will die or come to

their understandings, and that this hazardouR

speeinien of coopcrm/t' will not take rank

among our steam vomitories.

Among the sculptures is a remarkably

licavy statue of Washington, by Chantry.

From the dress and countenance we should

have conceived the great American to have
been a gentleman of reputation, as an Alder-

man of London, or a forty years' clerk in the

Excise.

There are some remarkably tasteful and
elegant busts, by Behnes, whose female

heads are living grace and beauty.

Our medallists and modellers have exhi-

bited a consideraV>le number of effective

works. Among those some that most
struck us were Mcirrisuiis portrait of tlie

Duchess of Cambridge, and several others

by the same artist.

The Suffolk Street Exhibition, for the

sale of the artists' pictures, is a very mis-

cellaneous display; containing a few very

^able and attractive pieces, and a large quan-

tity of various classes of mediocrity.

Martin has one of those extraordinary

mixtures of extravagiinee and beauty, that

so often make us wonder at the artists' vi-

gour of fancy and want ofjudgment ; "Man- \
frcd iitvokimj the Witch of the Alps." A ,*

huge cavern and a torrent make the frame-

work of the figures ; Manfred, a little black

madman in a gown, like a field-preacher iii

full harangue, is throwing himself into at-

titudes on the brink of a precipice. A white

vision is advancing tOM-ards him from the

depths of the cave, and round it is the
" magical rainbow," a most brilliant and

beautiful arch of colour ; the picture is over-

loaded by its rocky acconjpaniments. But
it shews fine ability.

Liiitan's picture of the return of a Gre-

cian fleet after a victory to its harbour, is

one of the finest productions of the pencil

in our day. There are obvious defects in

the colouring and drawing, but those are

completely forgotten in the general grandeur

and interest of the conception. The groupes

sacrificing at the doors of the temples, and
the i)roud and stately aspect of the galleys

and their soldiery, are conceivcdin a most
admirable style.

The water-colour E.^hibition is full of

delicious specimens of the talent of our
artists in this very favourite style. Pruut has

a great deal of his characteristic foreign ar-

chitecture, Rubson has some of the most
magnificent highland lakes conceivable,

Varlei/ hiis one or two of his wild and
melancholy scenes ; and Stepluinoffhas pro-

duced his master piece in a picture of Rubens
shewing to an Alchyraist hiss ecret for mak-
ing gold (his palette).

PATENTS FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL INVENTIONS.

Patents granted.

To William Wood, Esq., of Summer
Hill Grove, Northumberland, for an appa-
ratus for destroying fire-damp in mines

—

Sealed 22d April ; 6 months.
To John Petty Gillespie, Grosvenor

Street, Newington, for a combination of
springs, forming an elastic resisting medium.—25tli April ; 6 months.
To Samuel Brown, Esq., Old Brompton,

for improvements on Iiis engine, or instru-

ment for effecting a vacuum, thus producing
powers by which water may be raised, and
machineiy put in motion—25th April ; 6
months.
To Francis Halliday, Esq., Ham, Surrey,

for a machine for preventing inconvenience
from smoke in chimneys, denominated a
wind-guard—2jth A])ril ; 6 months.
To John WiUiams, Commercial-road, for

improvements on ships' hearths, and appa-
ratus for cooking by steam—27th April ;

2 months,
To William Choice, Strahan-terrace, and

Robert Gibson, White Conduit-teirace,
Islington, for improvements in machinery
to make bricks—27th April ; 2 months.
To Charles Kennedy, Virginia-terrace,

Surrey, for improvements in apparatus for

cupping—29th April; 6 months.
To Jfohn Goukhng, of America, now at

Cornhill, for improvements in the machine
used for carding, stubbing, spinning, &c. of
wool, cotton, and other fibrous articles

—

2d i\Iay ; G months.

To Arnold Bufforn, of Massachusetts,
now at Jewin-street, and John M'Cardy,
Esq., Cecil-street, Strand, for improve-
ments in steam engines—6th May; 6
months.
To Sir Robert Seppings, Surveyor of

the Eoyal Navy, Somerset House, for im-
provements in tlie construction of fids, or
apparatus for striking top-masts, &;c., in

ships—6th May ; 6 months.
To William Fenner, Wapping, for an

apparatus for curing and cleansing sraokey
chimnies—6th May; 6 months.
To Alexander AUard de la Court, Esq.,

Great Winchester-street, for improvements
in instruments applicable to the organ of
sight—6th May ; 6 months.
To Joseph Schaller, Regent-street, for

improvements in the construction of pat-
tens, &c.—6th May ; 6 months.
To Edward Heard, St. Leonard, Shore-
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ditch, for a new composition for the pur-

pose of waBliing iu sea water.

To Levy Zachariah, Juii., Poitsea, for

a new invented combination of materials to

be used for fuel—8th iMay ; 6 months.

A List of Patents, which, having been

granted in June 1812, will expire in the

present Month of June, viz.

2. To John Scambler, of Birmingham,
for an improvement in the manufacture of
needles.

2. Leger Didot, of London, for im-

proved candlesticks and snuffers,

6. To Henry Thomas Hardacre, of
London, for a composition to prevent the

effects offriction.

9. To James Lee, of Enfield, Middle-
sex, for an improved method of preparing

hemp andfax, and by which other vegetabl.'S

may be substitutedfor them.

9. To James Needham, of Islington,

for improvements on his patent portable brew-
ing apparatus.

'

13. To Jofin Webb, of Middlesex, for

an improved method of weaving.

25. To Benjamin Black, of London, for

an improvement in the construction of car-

riage lamps.

25. To William Averill, of London, for

his machinery for extracting corroded iron

from ships' bottoms, ^c.

25. To Anthony Schick, of London, for

an improved method of roasting coffee.

POLITICAL OCCURRENCES, &c.

Though storm and whirh\-ind have been
raging throughout the manufacturing dis-

tricts of England for the greater part of the

last month, yet the political proceedings of

Parliament (with the exception of one im-
portant debate) have been uniformly marked
by temperance and tranquillity. The House
of Lords, in particular, seems to have busied
itself with few important discussions, un-
less, indeed, we except the Corn Laws,
which were brought forward by Lord King,
in a petition signed by the weavers of

Manchester, who attributed their distress

rot so much to machinery as to the spirit

that influenced the Corn Laws. Lord Li-

verpool, in reply, said, that there was no
man, either in that or the lower house, but
must feel dcejjly for the present distress

;

he thought, however, at the same time,

that before Parliament adopted any ])ro-

ceedings for granting money, every other

expedient should be tried. lie looked
forward, he observed, with sanguine con-
fidence to tfie vohmtaiy subscriptions of

individuals, and thought that such exertions

would be far more desirable than any par-

liamentary grant. Yet, notwithstanding.

Parliament ought not to sc])arate without
releasing the bonded corn, that is, without
vesting in the king in council a po\\er to ad-

mit further supplies, if necessary, at a cer-

tain fixed duty. Lord Grey insisted that

ministers ouglit not only to furnish means
of immediate relief, but also a permanent
security against a repetition of such cala-

mities. His Lordship said, that mhiisters

ought to introduce a,rigorous inquiry into

the cause and extent of tiie present dis-

tresses : if, however, they neglected so to

do, he trusted that the house would fulfil

their duties and make every possible rcjia-

ration. A return to metallic currency,

which had been some time in agitation, he
thought unadvisable, and indeed almost im-
possible, in tlie present state of the nation.

Earl Dnrnley said that Lord Liveiyool did

not seem to be aware of the extent of the

public distresses, for that individuals in

many places were actually expiring of hun-
ger. After a few words from Lord King,

the petition was laid upon the table. On
the .3d, Mr. Canning gave notice of his in-

tention to submit a motion (respecting the

Corn Laws) to the consideration of the

house on the morrow. The step, he said,

now ))roposed to be t:iUen was similar to

that which had been adopted the preceding

year, withont in any degree prejudicing the

general merits of the.corn laws. Mr. Janies,

in rejily, made some desultory remarks on
the state of the nation ; -v\ hich were, how-
ever, drowned in the clamour of general

disapprobation. On the 4th Mr. Canning
brought forward his promised motion, and
moved that the house should resolve itself

into a committee of the whole house on the

corn laws. Sir Tliomas Lethbridge vehe-

mently opposed the motion, and trusted

that the house would vote for that which he
should propose—namely, that a select com-
mittee be appointed to inquire into the

causes of the great general distress. After

u few words from Messis. Hobhouse, Whit-
more, and Williams, leave was given to

bring in the bill. On the Gth, occurred the

most imi)ortant debate that has taken place

during the month, namely, Mr. Hume's
motion respecting the state of the nation.

He moved a series of no less than forty-

seven resolutions, the substance of which
went to prove, first, that the great reduction

in the national debt, which the Chancellor

of the Exchequer said had been made
during peace, was a mis-statement ; se-

condly, that the public expenditure infi-

nitely exceeded the revenue ; and that a
sum of .£.36,000,000 sterling remained
wholly unaccounted for by his Majesty's

ministers ; thirdl)', that crimes, pauperism
and punishment were in a state of lament-
able progression ; and, lastly, that for all

these complicated evils an immedia te inA-es-
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tigation ouglit to be entered into by govern-

ment. Mr. Robinson, in reply, observed

> thiit ministers were placed in a state of'

great responsibility, and would abuse their

trust if they did not maintain the country

in a state of confirmed security, which
could only be done by a requisite military

establishment. Mr. Brout,'!iam supported

the motion, and observed that we ought
not to extract from a suffei'ing people one
shilling beyond what was absolutely neces-

sary for carrjnng on the support of govern-

ment. Mr. Hume's motion was lost by a
majority of 132 to ol. On the 8th Mr.
Scarlett presented a petition from the Irish

counsellor, O'Coimel, praying for the re-

moval of Lord Norbury wliom tlie peti-

tioner declared was incompetent to act as a
judge. I\Ir. Peel, in rei)ly, observed that

Lord Norbury would have retired some
time since, but that, on hearing of this in-

tended petition, he felt that resignation

would have appeared like submission to an
undeserved threat. It was ordered to lie

on the table. On the 9th, Mr. Canning
again moved that the House go into a com-
mittee on the corn act, with a view to mi-

nisters' second proposition. Messrs. Cal-

craft and KnatchbuU strongly opposed the

measure, as did likewise Sir Thomas Leth-
bridge, wlio thought that no case had as yet

been made out to justify the apprehension

of a scarcity of corn. On the 17th Lord
Malmsbury presented a petition to the

House of Lords from a hundred in Suffolk

against any alteration in the com laws.

The Earl of Lauderdale presented a peti-

tion to the same effect from Saxrauiidham

and Framlingham, in Suffolk. On the 18th

petitions were presented by !Mr. Hume and
laid on the table, from William Hether,

John Barclay, and W. lloife, of the parish

of St. Olive's, complaining that the conduct

of Dr. Owen, their rector, had become a

regular sj'stem of oppression. A second

petition being presented by Mr. Hume from

a free man of colour in Grenada, complain-

ing of the disabilities under which the peo-

ple of that class laboured. Dr. Lushington

took occasion to express his regret that he

felt obliged to withdraw his motion on this

subject because the lateness of the session

would, he feared, prevent any practical

effect from it, while mere discussion miglit

e.xcite feelings prejudicial to his object.

On the 19th the subject of the Coiu't of

Chancer}- was brought forward, \^hen the

Attorney- General made some remarks upon

the objections that had been made to the

commission of inquiry, and concluded by

moving for leave to bring in a bill to cany
into effect the measures recommended by

the late commission upon tlie practice of

the Court of Chancery. Mr. John Wil-

liams said that the Report was good as far

as it went, but that it did not go far enough.

It was silent on the subject of contempt of

court. He and other members had intro-

duced to the House many instances in

which parties suffered imprisonment for

contempt on account of mere poverty. I\Ir.

Brougham contended, he observed, lor one
most important measure, without which no
possible good could be effected—he meant,

the separation of the political from the ju-

dicial character of the judge presiding in the

High Court of Chancer}-. After some re-

marks from Mr. Denman and other mem-
bers leave was given to bring in the bill.

With respect to the foreign politics, the

summary is easily completed. Greece has,

as usual, been a severe sufferer during the

last month ; and the report, which we last

made on doubtful authority, lias been with-

in the last fortnight confirmed ; namely,

that Missolonghi, the bulwark of Western
Greece, has fallen : its fate being finally de-

cided on the night of tlie 22A and 2:iA ult.

On the 2d of .\pril an offer of terms was
sent to the town, with a promise of life to

its inhabitants on condition that their arms

were surrendered ; the propo.sals liowever

were rejected, and Missolonghi was left to

its fate.

According to intelligence from Peters-

burgh to the JiOth ult., the Archduke Con-

stantine has been nominated Generalissimo

of all the Russian and Polisharmies. Every
thing appears to be peaceable in that city,

throughout which associations in fa^ciu- of

the Greeks are being daily formed, as well

as in all other parts both of old and new
Russia.

Portugal is in a state of the greatest tran-

quillity. An attempt was made a short time

since to make u.se of the Enfant Don Mi-

guel's name as an excuse for revolt ; but he

has disclaimed, by letter, all participation in

the plot, and authorized it to be so pat forth

to the world.

The Congress of the NewUnion in South

America has assembled. INIr. Rivodavia,

so long in this country, has been chosen

President, with a salai-y of twenty thousand

dollars per annum, and five secretanes at the

rate of six thousand dollars per annum,

each.

The Burmese war in India has been

brought to a successful termination, by

which his Majesty's government is to re- ^
ceive a crore of nipees, together «ith the

four provinces of Aracan, and the pro^-inces

Mergui, Tavoy, and Zea. The pio\-inces

or kingdoms of Assam, Cachar, Zeatung,

and Jlannipore, are to be placed under
princes to be named by the English Minis-

try, and residents to be at each court.

The Bombay papers hint at some appear-

ance of activity on the part of Bunjeet
Sing. Intelligence from Bhurtpore to De-
cember 25th, has been received. At that

date the preparations for the attack of that

fortress were completed, anil would cer-

tainly be made in a few days if it did not

previously capitulate.—Later accounts state

its having surrendered.
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MONTHLY MEDICAL REPORT.
The periodical communications to this journal on medical subjects having so frequently

commenced by a notice of the prior state of the weather, and it being very probable
that the same thing may happen hereafter, the reporter is anxious to express his senti-
ments on the subject of the influence of tiie atmosphere on our bodies. Dr. Johnson,
it is well known, held in contempt, at least till very near his death, the notion that the
weather affects the human frame. His impatience, when the conversation turned on
that subject, «-as constantly shewing itself. Such a topic, he used to saj', could be
interesting only to men in a mine or in a dungeon. He advised Boswell to keep a
journal, but not to mention whether the weather was fair or rainy ; and this advice he
gave upon principle, believing that the supposed effect of atmospheric changes was
mere irnagination, encouraged by physicians. He ridiculed his friend for complaining
that moisture in the air depressed the spirits and relaxed the nerves ;—and added, " some
very delicate frames indeed may be affected by wet weather, but not common cojistitu-
tions." Dr. Johnson in these remarks, does not apjiear to his usual advantage. He
might fairly have presumed that an im])ression so general in the world as that of the
morbific influence of atmos])heric variations must have had some foundation in nature

;

and if any one had directed his powerfid mind to the detail of facts, and to the reason-
ableness of the princi])le, it is probable he would have confessed his eiTor. The reporter,
at least, is fain to indulge this hope, while he expresses the firm connction of his own
mind, not only that the world is correct in its commonly received opinions, but that the
principle in nature on which these opinions are founded is one of much more extensive
application in the ])henomena of disease than is generally imagined. He would go so far
as to say, that of all the causes of disease, it is that which operates most widely—that
the permanent character of the air (or climate) is what mainly contributes to produce
in our bodies predisposition to disease;—that sudden changes in the qualities of the air
are among the principal circumstances, which, in a state of predisposition, excite disease

;

and that to the very same princi])le may be traced the acknowledged good effects which
are frequently witnessed from change of air, when the body is labouring under disease,
and the occasional bad effects of change of climate, (in the shape of seasoning fevers)
the system being pre^ously healthy. It is a generally received opinion, and a perfectly
correct one, that a person is never so liable to take small pox as when he first comes
from the country to reside in London. Although physicians are constantly in the habit
of sending consumptive patients to the sea-side, they well know that delicate persons,
not actually labouring under disease, frequently spit blood after a journey.
When from the facts of the case, we turn oiu- attention to the theoretical principle,

little ground will be left for scepticism. We see the air made indispensable to our very
existence. An apparatus is expressly provided by which every particle of blood in the
body is successively ex|)osed to the chemical influence of tlie air many thousand times
in the course of each day. The mechanical qualities of the air must necessarily affect
that important and extensive membrane, the skin, the functions of which are so inti-

mately connected with those of internal organs. Upon the whole, then, it may be
stated, that mankind, and especially the inhabitants of this island, are fully justified,

both by fact and theor)-, in the invariable custom of testifying their friendship by con-
gratulations on the fineness, or condolences on the moisture and closeness of the
atmosphere. With this impression, the reporter proceeds to offer a few remarks on
the state of the weather during the last month, and the degree to which it has influenced
the prevalent diseases of that period.

The last week of April, and the two first weeks of 3Iay in London were particularly

cold and dreary. North and north-easterly winds prevailed almost uniformly. Vegeta-
tion was repressed, and a good deal of rain fell, especially during the night. About the
14th IMay the weather underwent a change. The wuids, indeed, contmued to blo\v from
the same imfavourable quarter, but the sun acquired more jjower, the atmosphere became
heated, and summer to all appearance set in. The influence of all this upon the practice

of the physicians was strongly marked. During the first part of the period referred to, no
peculiar epidemic was to be traced. The weather was not cold enough to engender cough
or thoracic disease to any extent ; but in its stead there was abundance of rheumatism,
indigestion, and of that general loss of tone throughout the whole body, to which the
term yiervoiis debility may Droperly be applied. When the warm weather began, fever
made its appearance, and fever is now decidedly the prevalent disease of the metropolis.

It has been attended for the most part with gastric symptoms, that is to say, nausea,
sickness, extreme irritability of stomach, and in many cases, irritable bowels, and
diarrheea. The attack has been generally very sudden. Sufficient time has not yet
clasped to enable the reporter to speak of the usual duration of the disorder. It appears,

Iiowever, from what he has observed, to be a mild kind of fever, without inflammatory
tendency. Blood letting has not hitherto been required. Calomel and jalap are use-
fully employed where the irritability of the stomach does not forbid a trial of them. A
blister to the pit of the stomach, with the internal administration of chalk and opium,

4 N 2
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should precede tne use of calomel m all cases where great restlessness and disposition to

nausea usher in the attack.

Among the disorders prevalent during the early part of the month, the reporter

alluded to cases of nervous debility, and he takes this opportunity of remarking what
an infinite number of cases daily fall under the observation and care of physicians, to

which no single or well-defined term ever has been, or ever can be applied. With all

their industry, (and of all classes of writers on medical topics, none have ever shewn
more) Nosologists have still left unnamed very many of the most commonly observed

disorders. So fading are their forms, so fleeting are their features, that no language

could afford a term capable of expressing their characteristic signs. A few of these

anomalous affections have been expressly treated of by medical authors, such as the

climacteric disease, which has occuiiied the pen of Sir Henry Halford, and the painful

affection of the side, occurring almost exclusively to unmarried females, which has

received much light from the acute observation of Dr. Bree. Several of the cases

which have fallen under the rejjorter's notice during the last month have been of this

undefinable kind, of which the following may be taken as instances. A case in which
the symptoms resembled those of Anginia Pectoris, preceded by great languor, and
ultimately removed by the breaking out of two or three large carbunculous abscesses.

A case of indolent jagged ulcei-ation of the sides and inferior surface of the tongue,

attended with general weakness, and hitherto not benefited by any kind of treatment

constitutional or local. A case of that gradual failure of all the functions of the body,

vital, natural, and animal, in an elderly man, to which the term decay of nature, is

applied by the vulgar, with a degree of pathological correctness, which might afford a

lesson of instruction to many professional men. Several cases of extreme debility

consequent upon long continued suckling, the prominerit symptoms of which are

faintness, languor, loss of appetite, mistiness, and depression of mind.

The usual mode of reasoning concerning these and similar anomalous cases, is either

to refer them to the general head of disordered stomach and bowels, or to suppose the

existence of some latent organic mischief, the irritation of which occasions the symptoms.

With both of these explanations the reporter has reason to be dissatisfied, and he is

convinced, that any attempt to fix the seats of such disorders either upon the stomach,

the liver, the spleen, or any particular plexus of nerves, is as incorrect in theory, as it

is useless, or mischievous in practice. There was a considerably greater show of reason

in the ancient hyjjothesis of a depraved condition of the blood and humours, because

such a principle involved the notion of some widely operating cause ; but the reflecting

pathologist of modern times will be content with referring them all to a defect of con-

stitutional power; and he will direct his remedies, not to tlie excitement or relief of any

particular viscus, but to the gradual strengthening of the powers of life. He will place

his chief reliance on such modes of treatment as are of general and extended eflScacy

over the bodily functions, viz. : daily exercise in the open air, change of air, good ventila-

tion, regular habits, the warm or cold bath, an allowance of wine, and bv way of internal

medicine, bark, steel, aromatics, and the volatile alkali. The unprejudiced observer

must see and confess, that the pres-ailing error of modern pathology is the limitation of

diseased action to particular structures ; an error arising doubtless from an overweening

fondness for morbid dissections. Duly restricted, such a principle is undoubtedly

admissible, as the reporter will hereafter find an opportunity of shewing ; but in the

mean time he enters his protest against the almost unlimited extent to which, in this

country, and still more in France and Italy, it has of late been the fashion to carry it.

Geoege Gregory, m.d.

8, Upper John-street, Golden-square, May 22, 1826.

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

Conning over gravely our last very sanguine report, we were on the point of atoning

for our too high-wrought prospects, in a lecture on the instability of all human affairs,

when the heavens opened, and a most copious soaking, and we trust universal shower,

descended into the bosom of the thirsty earth, and at once revivified the parched and

drooping vegetation, and relieved us of the chief of our solicitude. The warm April

showers which we invoked had failed to come ; instead of which, a long succession of

chilling easterly and north winds have most unseasonably checked and retarded vegeta-

tion of every species, certainly not without some degree of lasting injur)', as well to the

corn and grasses as to the fruits. These atmospheric changes, however, and their con-

sequences, as they cannot surprize, ought not to dismay : and should warm and genial

winds and weather succeed, we may yet reap and gather in overflowing abundance. During

the prevalence of the westerly winds in early Spring, we spoke of an atmospheric

balance, according to our experience, to be apprehended at an unseasonable period ; it
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tlid imleed occur in a loug succession of north-east winds, which, it may be hoped, is

now exliausted, and about to be balanced in the opposite direction.

Tlie pi-incipal crop, wlieat, has in course suffered least from the drought, scarcely to

any very perceptible degree on the best land ; on inferior, and in exposed situations, it

looks backward, yellow, and streaked with blight. Sliould warm weather ensue, its

advance to ear and blooming \\'ill be rapid. The spring crops never found a finer tilth

or more favourable seed bed, and the first sown are now full as forward as usual ; the

latter seeds remained dormant in the soil from want of moisture, the blades appearing

liitherto veiy scantily, which will occasion a part of the harvest to be late. A con-

siderable breadth of pease and beans are in this predicament. Oats look promising ; and
should the piesent rains continue and penetrate to tlie root, crops of every species, corn,

seeds, grasses or roots, will, in all probability, speedily assume the appearance of the

most favourable year. The apples have >vithstood the attacks of the late rigorous

weathei-, and promise well ; cherries, plums, gooseberries, and part of the wall-fruit,

have been blighted, and in great part destroyed. The hops have suffered universally,

but the present driving showers will have a beneficial effect in cleanshig the vine from

vermin; they cannot however prove a large crop. TJie potatoe culture has been rather

forward, and the present state of the weather is much in favour of the plants ; which

will also bring forward turnip sowing, on the best tilth that has been known for years.

Mangel Wurzel and Swedes follow, the culture of which, ridiculed and rejected by
farmers formerly, is now making its way throughout the country, to an immense public

advantage.

The crops in the famous and fruitful county of Kent, appear to us to have received

less damage, and to have a more luxuriant appearance, than upon any lands which we
have passed over. It has ever struck us forcibly, not indeed as a proof of agricultural

wisdom, that the culture of that most profitable grass lucerne, should be almost con-

fined to Kent, where indeed it seems increasing. Their crops are all forward, and pro-

mise an early harvest, and notwithstanding the consumption of the late rigorous season,

the county is still full of hay and the grasses; and according to report, there is a con-

siderable quantity of wheat and other grain yet remaining on the hands of the farmers.

It is chiefly in the western counties, where the quantity of wheat on hand is short

;

generally, we find our former opinion as to the stock of wheat, confirmed. The same
as to the stock of potatoes, which has proved amply sufficient, though great part of it

deteriorated in quantity.

The fall of lambs has beeji one of the most successful within memory ; sheep, well

fed, will endure cold dn/ weather. The stock of cattle in the country is great, but the

])ast season lias been unsuccessful, generally to the graizer ; nor is the prospect very

inviting, though stores are lower in price, for " down corn down horn," and it is not pro-

bable that the autumnal markets wU prove very remunerative. IMilch cows and heifers

are always wortli money, for should they flag awhile, the price soon recovers. It is now
too late in the season for any advance in the horse market, which is twenty to thirty per

cent, below the rate of last year. The extensive imports from Belgium have greatly

reduced the price of cart hoi'ses ; but yearling cart colts are scarce and dear, which at

once explains the motive for those imports.

The ill blood and mutual recriminations between the agricultural and manufacturing

interests, which we meet with in the public prints, are sufficiently absurd. The former

ought to consider that we are not merely an agricultural, but a great commercial nation,

and that the interests of commerce must not be sacrificed to any partial views. Nor
ought they to com])lain of breach of faith, or of being taken by surprize, on the late

release of the bonded corn, since they have had a long warning of the determination of

both the state and the country, to repeal the existing corn laws. Tiicse heart-burnings

in the country, of use to no party, seem to be fanned and kept alive by certain itinerant

political pedlars, who go about ringing the changes on " gold and paper, and corn and cur-

rency," of which they seem to entertain a jumble of very confused ideas, setting the

heads of that part of the public who are weak enough to attend to them, wool-gathering

on, at last, they know not what. They have not yet told us precisely what they mean
by the catch-word currency. We must at last have both gold and paper ; and in our

view the diatribes on small bank notes, are inconsequential enough; and had our great

commercial and agricultural parties possessed a sufficient fund of moderation and dis-

cretion, whilst a vast tide of prosperity was breaking in upon them, the late distress

would not have occurred, nor would currency have had such a vast load of guUt imposed

upon it.

Smithfield.—Beef, is. to 5s.—Mutton, 4s. to 4s. 8d.—Veal, 4s. 4rf. to 5s. lOd.—
Pork, 3s. 8(1, to 6s.—Lamb, 4,'i. 8rf. to 6^. 2d—Raw Fat, 2s.

—

Corn Exchange.—Whea.t, 46s. to 68s.—Bariey, 30s. to 36s.—Oatr., 22s. to 34s.—
London loaf of fine Bread, 41b. , O^d-Hay, 60s. to 103s.— Clover ditto, 70s. to 1 10s.—
Straw, 36s. to 42s.

Coais in the pool, 27.». to 39.?. per chaldron.

Middlesex, May 2ld, 1826.
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.
Cotton Wool.—At London tJie enquiry for Surat's for exportation was pretty general,

but the holders are not inclined to kcII at tlie present low ])riceH ; 400 bales of ordinaiy,

sold for 4s. 8d. to 4s. |d. per lb. Buyers appear to be waitiiij? the arrival of the ship-

ping, so long detained in the channel by contrary winds. At Liverpool, the demand has

been trifling, owing to the jjrcscnt unhai)))y disturbances in Lancashire ; about 2,(K)0

bags have been bought in upon s])eculation. The late arrivals are 0,024 bags without

purchasere. At Glasgow, tlie total sales have been 1,242 packages; and owing to the

general stagnation in trade, prices are merely nominal.

Sugar.—There is no alteration in our last (juotation of sugars ; the stock in the Docks

is exceedingly small, being only 9,920 hhds. and tierces, or 8,400 less than at this time

last year. Buyers are waiting the arrival of the shipping so long detained by contrary

winds ; and when the market is better sui)plied with good sugars, a brisk demand may
be anticipated. Tlie market for refined goods is exceedingly dull, for the same reason.

Co/fee.—There has been some demand for Foreign Coffee for exportation, but very

dull for home consumption; Ilavanuahs arc selling from 49s. to 3.3s. per cwt., and other

kinds in proportion.

Rum, Brandy and Hollands.—The former in band sells from 2s. 8d. to 3s. 6d. per

Imperial gallon. Brandy, Cogniac 3s. 6d. to 3s. 8d. ; and Hollands, Is. lOd. to Is. lid.

per ditto. The demand exceedingly dull for all kind of Spirits.

Tea is lower since last Sale, except fine Hysons, which maintain last quotations.

Course of Foreign Exchange.—Amsterdam, 12. 8.—Rotterdam, 12. 9.— Antwerp,
12. 9.—Hamburg, .37. 8.—Altona, 37. 8—Paris, 23. 95.— Bourdeaux, 23. 95.—
Berlin, 10.—IMadrid, 35f— Cadiz, 35i.—Barcelona, 35.— Seville, 35.— Gibraltar, 31.

— Frankfort, 136.— Petersburg, 8i.—Vienna, 10. 22.—Trieste, 10. 22.— Leghorn, 47;}.

Genoa, 43:^.—Naples, 38^.—Palermo, 113.—Lisbon, 50^.— Oporto, 30J.— Rio Janeiro,

43.—Bahia, 47 Dublin, 1^—Cork, U per cent.

Btdlion per oz.—¥Qve\gn Gold in bars, .€3. 17«. 6d.—New Dollars, 4s. 9cf.— Silver in

bars, standard 4.v. 1 1 \d.

Premiums on Shares and Consok, and Joint- Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe,
Brothers, 23, Change Alley, Corahill.—Barnsley Canal, 285/.—Birmingham, 280Z.

—

Derby, 0.—Ellesmere and Chester, 100^.—Erewash, 0.— Forth and Clyde, 390.

—

Grand Junction, 260/.—Leeds and Liverpool, 400Z.—Mersey and Irwell, 840/.

—

Neath, 3C0Z.— Oxford, 650/.—Stafford and Worcester, 800/.—Trent and Mersey, 1,900/.

—Alliance British and Foreign, 2Adis.— Guardian, I5i7.—Hope, 4/. lO*-.—Sun Fire, 0.—
Gas-Light f;hartered Company, 30|Z.— City Gas-Light Company, 133^.—Leeds, Ok-
Liverpool, 0.

POLITICAL APPOINTMENTS.
William Stuart Day, Esq., to be Consul at Cowes General and Govemor-in-Chlef of the Colony of

for the Kingdom of Hanover ; dated 21 March. Sierra Leone and its dependencies in Africa ; dated

The Right Hon. James O. Lord Forbes to be his 12 May.
Majesty's High Commissioner to the General As- Approved of b;/ Ms Mr'jf-'t;/-

senibly of the Church of Scotland ; dated 18 April. Mr. H. F. Tiarks, as Consul m London for his

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire to be his Ma- Serene Highness the Duke of Oldcnburgh ; dated

jesty's Ambassador Extraordinary .".nd Plenipoten- 15 April. , . t
tiary to the Emperor of all the Russians ; dated 25 Mr. M. A. de Paiva as Consul-General m London
April. for his Majesty the Emperor of Brazil; dated 22

Maj. Gen. Sir Neil Campbell, Knt., to be Capt^n April.

ARMY PROMOTIONS.
1 Lift; Gm.—Com. and sub.-Lt. H. H. T. Leeson, 1 Dr.—F. Thomas, Com. by purch., v. Skipwlth,

Lt. by purch., v. Sydney, prom., 27 Feb. Cora. prom., 8 Apr. ^ ,, „,. , , , ^, , ,

and Sub.-Lt. Hon. S. Law, cUtto, v. Millard, prom., 6 Dc.—Capt. E. M. Wigley, from h. p., Capt., v.

8 Apr. C. G. Du Pt6, Corn, and Sub.-Lt., bv J. W. Dunn, who exch., rec. diff., 6 Apr. H.

purch., V. Leeson, 27 Feb. Sir E. Blacket, ditto, Creighton, Com. by purch., v. Arbuthnot, prom.,

V Law 8 Apr. 8 Apr. Surg. M. Alexander, from 2 F., Surg., v.

2 Life Gm.—Maj. A. Chichester, from h. p., Maj., AUan, prom., 20 Apr.
. , „ ^ .

V. C. Barton, who exch., rec.difT., 22 Feb. 3 L. Dr.—W. C. Shipley, Com. by purch., v

2 0)-. Gu Com. and Adj. F. C. Griffiths, rank of Richardson, prom., 8 Apr. Ens. H. Cosby, from

Lt 16 Feb 61 F., Com. by purch., v. M'Douall prom., 4 May.

i'Dr. Gm.—H. J.W.CoUlngwood, Com. by purch., 4 L. Dc—Capt. H. Master, from h. p., Capt., v.

V. Davrell, prom., 8 Apr. Surg. F. Mitklam, from T. D. Burr wes, who exch., rec. diff., 27 Apr.

50 F., Surg., V. R. Pyper, who rets, on h. p., Com. E. Harvey, Lt. by purch., v. Richardson

6 Apr Corn. W. Cunninghame, Lt. by purch,, v. prom., 4 May.
Ogle prom. ; and R. Holden, Com. by purch., v. 7 L. Dr.—A. Houston, Cora, by purch., v. HaU
Cunninghame, both 2(1 May. prom., 8 Apr. T. J. Pettat, Com. by purch, v.

S Dr. Gm Capt. N. D. Crichton, Maj. by purch., Vivian prom., 4 May.

V. Walker, who rets., 6 Apr. Lt. J. Gardiner, Capt. 8 L. Di-.—Com. J. Miller, Lt. by purch., v.

by purch., v. Crichton, fi Apr. Capt. Hon. J. Ken- Spooner prom., 22 Apr. S. H. Ball, Cora, by purch.,

nedy, from h. p., Capt., v. G. T. Colomb, who v. MiUcr prom., 4 May. ^ . x
exch., rec. diff., 15 Apr. Com. R. B. Martin, Lt. 10 L. Dr.—J. Musters, Com. by purch., v. Lyiie

by purch., v. Gardiner, 6 Apr. S. M'Call, Corn, by prom., 8 Apr. Corn. D. Heneage, Lt. by purclu,

purch, V. Martin, 6 Apr. Lt. G. A..Lor.aine, from ' v. Lord J. Fitz-Roy, prom. ; Sir St. V. Cotton,

h. p., Lt., V. J. Watson, who exch., rec. diff., Cora, by purch., v. Heiieage; and Lt. G. L. L.

>« Apr Kayc, adj., v. Lord J. FitB-Kov prom., nil 13 M»y.
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Com. L. R. Viscount F. de Montmoraicy, Lt. by
purch., V. Knox prom., 20 May. (

12 L. Dr—Capt. W. Beresford, from h. p., Capt.,
V. R. B. Pallicar, whoexch., rec. dift'., 6 Apr. Capt.
W. V. Stuart, from h. p., Capt., v. H. M. St. V.
Rose, who exch., rec. diff., 20 Apr. J. Pultcney,
Corn, by purch, v. Hamilton prom., 4 May.

l.i L. Dr—Capt. T. P. Lang, from 8 F., Capt.,
V. Maitland, who exch., 2(1 Apr.

la L. Dr.—J. C. Baird, Corn, by purch., v. Ber-
guer prom., 22 Apr. Com. F. Ives, Lt. by purch.,
V. Musgrave prom., 20 May. E. Mortimer, Com.
by purch., v. Ives, 20 May.

IB L. Dr.— ht. J. Douglass, from 81 F.. Lt. by
purch., V. Smyth prom., 22 Apr.

17 L. Dr.—J. Wilkinson, Vet. Surg., v. H. Smith,
placed on h. p., 2? Apr. Com. Hon. R. F. Greville,

Lt. by purch., v. Massey prom. ; and S. W. Need,
Com. by purcli., v. Greville, both 20 May.

1 F. Gu—Lt. and Capt. T. B. B. Barrett, Capt.
and Lt. Col., v. Barclay dec, G Apr. Ens. and Lt.

J. M. Drummond, Lt. and Capt. by purch., v. Ellis
prom., 22 Apr. T. A. Keramis, Ens. and Lt. by
purch., V. Drummond, 22 Apr.

CuMstr. F. Gu.—Capt. G. Bentinck, from h. p.,

Lt. and Capt., v. F. M. Shawe, who exch., rec. diff.,

1.3 Apr. 2d-Lt. J. C. Clitherow, from Rifle Brig.,

Ens. and Lt. by nurch., v. Bentinck prom., 22 Apr.
Lt. and Adj. W. Northey, rank of Lt. and Capt.,
20 Apr.

3 F. Gu Capt. G. Dixon, from 25 F., Lt. and
Capt., V. Northey. who exch., 13 Apr.

2 F Lt. G. C. Mundy, Capt. by purch., v. Ford
prom., 13 May. Ens. S. N. Fisher, Lt. by purch.,
V. Mundy, 18 May. MacMahon, Ens., v. Torrena
dec, 10 Sept. 23. M. W. Lomax, Ens. by purch.,
V.Fisher, 13 May. As. Surg. D. Campbell, Surg.,
V. Alexander, app. to i> Dr., 27 Apr. As. Surg.
W. M. Wilkins, trom Ceyl. Regt., As. Surg., v.

Ralph dec, 20 Apr.
3 F.—Lt. S. Riild, fromh. p. 60 F., Lt., v. VFheat-

stone app. to 53 F., 13th Apr. Lt. E. W. R. An-
trobus, from h. p. 13 F., Lt., v. Ashhurst, whose
app. has not taken place, 27 Mar.

4 F.—A. Lonsdale, Ens. by purch., v. Ruxton
prom., 20 May.

5 F.—Lt. G. Champaln, from h. p., Lt., paying
diff., V. Fleming app. to 49 F., 27 Apr. Ens. IVl.

Collins, from h. p., v. Ens. C. T. Henry, who
exch., 20 Apr. Qu.Mast. T. Simpson, from 7 F.,

Ens. V. French dec, 20 Apr.
<i F.—As. Surg, to forces P. Campbell, As. Surg.,

V. Hood, whose app. has been cancelled, 20 Apr.
7 F.—Serj. Ledsam, Qu.Mast., v. Simpson prom.

inSF., 20 Apr.
8 F.—Capt. J. H. Maitland, from 13 L. Dr., Capt.,

V. Lang, who exch., 20 Apr.
10 F.—Hon. S. White, Ens. by purch., v. Strick-

land prom., 20 Apr.
13 F.—2d-Lieut. C. White, from Ceyl. Regt.,

Ens., V. Pearson dec, 13 Apr. Hosp. Mate P.
Brodje, As. Surg., v. Henderson prora. in 89 F.,
20 Apr.

14 F.—Br. Maj. M. Everard, Maj. v. Tidy prom,
in 44 F. ; Lt. H. B. Amistrong, Capt., v. Everard;
Ens. B. V. Layard, Lt., v. Annstrong; and Lt. J.
Grant, adj., v. Annstrong, all 4 May.

13 F.—Ens. H. Rudyeard, Lt. by purch., v. Bar-
ton prom. ; and C. W. Hird, Ens. by purch., v.

Rudyeard, both 22 Apr.
l(i F T. Dowglass, Ens. by purch., v. Kellett

prom., 22 Apr. Ens. W. F. Hannagan, from h. p.
76 F., Ens., v. J. M'lntosh, who exch., 20 Apr.

17 F.—Ens. H. Des Vccux, Lt. by purch., v.

Clunie prom, iii 53 F., 20 May. W. S. Rawson,
Ens. by purch., v. Des Voeux, 20 May. T. Graham,
Ens., 21 May. Ens. D, Cooper, Adj., v. Clunie
prom., 21 May.

19 F—Lt. J. Sterling, Capt. by purch., v. Taylor
prom., 13 May. Lt. J. J. Sargent, from 58 F., Capt.
by purch, v. IJromhead prom., 13 May.

22 F.—Capt. J. Craster, Maj. by purch., v. Cath-
cart prom. ; Lt. R. Vivian. Capt. by purch., v.

Craster ; Ens. J. F. Mills, Lt. by purch., v. Vivian,
andE. T. Evans, Ens. by purch., v. Mills, 13 May.

24 F.—Lt. C. J. Walsh, from R. Staff Corps, Lt.,

V. J. Robinson, who rets, on h. p., 20 Apr.
25 F.—Lt. G. Dixon, from 3 F. Gu., Capt. by

purch., V. Burgh, who rets., 8 Apr. Capt. E. R.
Northey, from 1 or Gr. F. Gu., Capt., v. Dixon,
who exch., 13 Apr.—Brev. Lt. Col. N. Thom, from
h. p., Capt., V. E. R. Northey, who exch., 13 Apr.

28 F.—Lt. C. W. Thomas, from 54 F., Lt., v.

Pigott app. to 90 F., 13 Apr.
27 F.—T. Grove, Ens. by purch., v. Goodman

piom., 13 Apr. Lt. L. J. Hay, from 41 F., Lt. by

Eurch, V. Young prom., 20 Apr. J. Creagh, Ens.
y purch., v. Maclean prom., 20 Apr.
28 F.—Ens. G. H. Calcraft, Lt. by purch., t.

Berkeley prom., 22 Apr. Lt. A. Grammell from
h. p., Lt, V.J.Campbell, whoexch., rec. diff., 23
Apr. J. Every, Ens. by purch., v. Sullivan prom.,
21 Apr. F.P.Trapaud, Ens. by purch., v. Calcraft,
22 Apr.
29 F.—Lt. R. Lucas, Capt. by purch., v. Deedes

app. to 75 F. ; Ens. W. H. Sheppard, Lt. by purch.,
V. Lucas; and A. Hathorn, Ens. by purch., v.
Sheppard, all 22 Apr. Serj. Maj. M. Morgon, adj.
with rank of Ens., v. Foskey, who res. adjtcy. only,
27 Apr. As. Surg. J. Hawkey, from 4 F., As. Surg.,
27 Apr. Ens. C. Eaton, Lt. by purch., v. Cham-
pain prom. ; and W. G. Alves, Ens. by purch., v.
Eaton, both 20 May.
30 F.—Ens. C. H. Maiechaux, Lt., v. Gregg dec.

,

and E. R. Gregg, Ens., v. Marechaux, lx)th 6 Apr.
.34 F.—W. W. Abney, Ens. by purch., v. Streat-

field app. to 52 F., 22 Apr.
35 F.—Lt. C. Buchanan, from h. p. York Rangers,

Lt., (i Apr.
3(! F.—Lt. F. J. St. Quintin, from h. p., Lt., r.

J. Roberts, who exch., rec. diff. ; and Ens. H. C.
Hay, from 82 F., Ens., v. Wake, prom., both
22 Apr.

40 F.—Hosp. As. J. Mackenzie, As. Surg., 12 Apr.
41 F.—Ens. J. G. Inglis, from 54 F., Lt. by

purch., V. Gray, who rets., 22 Apr.
42 F.—Hosp. As. J. M'Gregor, As. Surg., 12 Apr.
43 F.—Ens. M. Lushingion, Lt by purch., v.

Morris jirom. ; and C. J. Gardiner, Ens. ny purch.,
V. Lushmeton, both 13 May.

44 F.—Ens. A. A. Browne, from 13 F., Lt., by
purch., V. Hawkins, prom, in 89 F., 13 Apr. Br.
Lt. Col. F. S. Tidy, from 14 F., Lt Col., v. Mor-
rison dec, 4 May.

4fi F.—J. Lacy, Ens., v. Cumming dec, 20 Apr.
47 F.—Lt. C. Walker, from h. p. 4 F., Lt, v.

R. Cockrane, who exch. 27th Apr.
49 F.—Lt. K. de Lisle, Capt. by purch., v. Camp-

bell prom., 22 Apr. Ens. H. Keating, Lt., by
purch., V. De Lisle, 22 Apr. C. Ty.ssen, Ens. by
^)urch., V. Vuicent prom., 8 Apr. Lt. J. Flemmg,
trom 5 F., Lt, v. W. II. Barker, who rets, on Ii. p.,
rec. diff. ; and Lord W. Russell, Ens., by purch.,
V. Keating prom., 27 Apr.

50 F.—Lt. J. P. Kennedy, from Engineers, Lt, v.
Crofton prom, in 91 F., 20 Apr. J. B. Rose, Ens. by
purcli., V. Baxter prom., 8 Apr. Lt. H. Gill, Adj.,
V. Crofton prom, in 91 F., 20 Apr. As. Surg. T.
Young, Surg, v. Micklam prom, to 4 Dr. Gu. ; and
Staff As. Surg. J. Young, As. Surg., v. Young, both
4 May.
61 F.—Ens. V. Isham, Lt. by purch., v. Estridge

Fromotcd ; and C. T. Vandeleur, Ens. by purch., v.
sham, both 22 Apr.
52 F.—Ens. W. W. J. Cockcraft, Lt. by purch.,

V. King prom. ; and Ens. S. R. Streatfield, from
34 F., Ens., v. Cockcraft, both 22 Apr. C. F.
Norton, Ens. by purch., v. Campbell prom., 13 May.
53 F.—Lt. J. Wheatstone, from 3 F., Lt., v. T. M.

Bremer, who rets, on h. p. 00 F., 13 Apr. Capt.
R. D. King, from h. p., Capt., v. C. Chepmell, who
exch., rec. diff., 25 Apr.
54 F.—Ens. R. Burton, Lt. by purch., v, Crofton,

who rets., 12 Apr. Lt. F. Tincombe, from h. p.
30 F., Lt, V. Thomas, app. to 2() F., 13 Apr. C.
Daintry, Ens. by purch., v. Inglis prom, in 41 F.,
22 Apr. Lt. J. Gray, Capt, v. Grindlay dec, 20
Apr. Ens. G. Holt, Lt., v. Considine dec, 12 Sept.
25. Ens. R. Dodd, from h. p. 20 F., Ens., v. Holt,
29 Apr.

55 F.—D. L. Fawsett, Ens. by purch., v. Allen,
whose app. has not taken place, G Apr, Lt. J. O.
Clunie, from 17 F., Capt by purch., v. Verity prora.
in 92 F., 20 May.
58 F.—Lt. R. S. Vicars, Capt. by purch., v. Web-

ster, prora. 22 Apr. Ens. B. Keating, Lt. by purch.,
V. Keating prom. 1 Apr. Ens. G. Hogg, ditto, v.

Vicars, 22 Apr. J. F. Ayhner, Ens., by purch.,
V. Keating, 9 Apr. Ens. H. Keating, from 94 F.,
Ens., V. Hogg, 22 Apr.
58 F.—Lt. H. Hebden, Capt. by purch., v. Rowley

prom., 13 May. Ens. H. F. Bell, Lt. by purch., v.

Sargent, prom, in 19 F., 13 May. Ens. Hon. H,
Howard, Lt. by purch., v. Hebden, 14 May.
60 F.—As. Surg. J. Wlnterscale, from 71 F., Surg.,

V. Glasco prom., 20 Apr. Qr. Mast. Serj. J. Booth,
Qr. Mast., v. W. Maxwell, who rets, on ^full-pay,

4 May.
W F.—As. Surg. A. Campbell, from 32 F., As.

Surg., V. Thomson prom., 4 May.
65 F.—Ens. Hon. H. B. Grey, Lt, by purch., v.

Hunt prom., 13 Apr. Ens. C. Wise; Lt. by purch..
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T. Am^lnck prom. 22 Apr. Lt. J. H. Piilmer, from
H9 F., Lt., V. W. Mackay, who reU. on li. p. 3 W.
1. Rest., 22 Apr. E. St. V. Diyby, Ens. by purch.,
V. Grey, i;) Apr. F. P. G'Reilley, Ens. by purch.,
V. Wise, 22 Ajir.

70 F.—Qu. Mast. Serj. J. Wilson, Qu. Mast., v.
Norman dec, J.'i Apr.

71 2''.—F. Dobson, Ens. by purch., v. Strangways
prom, in 7 F., 5 Apr. E. M. Stack, Ens. by purch.,
V. Hay prom, in 7 F., (i Apr.
72 F.—Lt. R. .Schneider, from h. p., Lt., v.

Shuckburgh, who exch., rec. diti'., 27 Apr.
75 >'.—t'apt. T. Alkins, M.ij. by purch., v. Mac-

adam prom. ; Capt. H. Deeds, from 29 F.. Capt.,
V.Atkins; Ens. Hon. R. Preston, Lt. by purch.,
V. Hall prom. ; and A. Jardine, Ens. by purch., v.
Preston, all 22 A))r.

7(i K—Ens. R. Shepperd, Lt. by purch., v.
Grabbe prom. ; and W. Ray, Ens. by purch., v.

Shepperd, both 13 May.
77 F.—Hosp. As. J. J. Russell, As. .Surg., v. J.

O'Donncll, placed on h. p., 25 Apr.
7« V-—F. Montgomery, Ens, by purch., v. Holy-

oake j)rom. ; and Hosp. As. .). Thomson, As. Surg.,
both 13 Apr. Ens. T. M. Wilson, Lt. by purch., v.
Va-ssall prom. ; and T. Wingate, Ens. by purch.,
V. Wilson, both 13 May. Ens. J. E. N. Bull, Adj.,
V. Cooper, who res. adjtcy. only, 4 May.

81 K.—Ens. A. Splaine, Lt., by purcli., v. Douglass
app. to Ki L. Dr., 22 .\\n. L. Heyland, Ens. by
purch., V. Reeves prom., 8 Apr. H. de Visrae,
Ens. by purch., v. Splaine, 22 Apr.
82 K—T. Stopford, Ens. by purch., v. Hay app.

to 30 F., 22 Apr.
83 F.—Qu. Mast. J. Stubbs, Adj., with rank of

Ens., V. Swinburne prom.; and Seij. J. Rusher,
Qu.Mast., V. Stubbs, both 20 Apr.
84 F.— Lt. A. P. P.-ick, Capt. by purch., v. Shee

prom.. Ens. R.J. Bulraan. Lt.by purch., v. Pack;
and C. Hodgson, Ens. by purch., v. Bulman, ail

2t» May.
85 F.—Ens. Hon. A. H. A. Cooper, Lt. by putch.,

V. Wynyard prom., 20 May. Ens. H. Wynyard, Lt.
by purch., v. Lord Crofton prom., 21 May. J. W.
Fitzpatrick, Ens. by purch., v. Cooper, 20 May.

8ti F.—Lt. J. O. H. Nunn, Capt. by purch., v.

Chadwick prom., 22 Apr. Ens. L. Halliday, Lt. by
purch., V. Nmm prom.; and E. Davis, Ens. by
purch., V. Halliday, both 4 May.

87 F.—C. Urquhart, Ens. by purch., v. Ramsay
prom. 13 Apr.

«« F.—Ens. R. Warburton, Lt. by puroh., v.

BuUer prom. ; and G. Acklom, Ens. by purch., v.

Warburton, both 20 May.
89 F.— Lt. W. Gorse, from h. p. 3 W. L Regt.,

Lt., V. Palmer, app. to (j5 F., 22 Apr. Lt. T. W.
Stroud, from h. p., Lt., v. W. Butler, whose app.
has not taken place, 27 Apr. As.Surg. J. Henderson,
from 13 F., Surg., v. R. Daun, who rets, on h. p.,

20 Apr. Ens. J. Cray, Lt., v. Olpherts dec, 4 May.
Ens. J. Dewes, Ens., v. La Roche, whoso app. has
not taken place, 3 May. C. Lee, Ens., v. Gray,
4 May.

90 F.—Lt. J. Pigott, from 26 F., Lt., v. F. H.
Buckeridge, who rets. onh. p. 30F., 13 Apr.

91 F.—Lt. W. E. Crofton, from 50 F., Capt., v.

Murray dec, 13 Apr.
92 F.—Capt. J. A. Forbes, from h. p., Capt., v.

D. Macpherson, who exch., 27 Apr. Capt. 1. L.
Verity, Maj. by purch., v. Spink prom., 20 ilay.

93F.—Lt. H. Cannop, Capt. by purch., v. Fraser
prom. ; Ens. A. R. Evans, Lt. by purch., v. Can-
nop ; and W. Guthrie, Ens. by purch., v. Evans, all

22 Apr.
94 F.—As. Surg., R. J. B. Burkitt, from 36 F.,

As. Surg., V. Renwick superseiled, 4 May.
95 F.—Lt. E. Ma^iie, Capt. by purch., v. Brown-

son, who rets. ; Ens. E. Harrison, Lt. by purch., v.

Mayne; and W. Wood, Ens. by purch., v. Harrison,

all 13 Apr.
'X F.—R. Bush, Ens. by purch., v. Lloyd prom.,

22 Apr.
98 F.—Ens. H. Eyre, Lt. by purch., v. Douglas

prom. ; and Ens. W. Edie, from 1 W. I. Regt,, Ens.,

V. Eyre, both 20 Apr.
90F.—Ens. J. Nicholson, Lt.by purch., v. Pear-

son prom. ; and J. Lecky, Ens. by purch., v. Nichol-
son, 22 Apr. F. Parr, Ens. by purch., v. Wain-
wright prom., 20 Apr.

Rill': Brigade—2i Lt. R. Dering, 1st Lt. by
purch., V. Slade prom., 22 Apr. Lt. W. Sullivan,

from h. p., 1st Lt., v. H. J. Brownrigg, who exch.,

rec. diff., 23 Apr. J. Buckner, 2d Lt. by purch., v.

Dering, 22 Apr. R. S. Smith, 2d Lt. by purch., v.

Clitherow, app. to Coklstr. F. Gu., 27 Apr.

O'vlon Regt.—2A Lt. H. V. Kempen, 1st Lt. by
purch, V. Dempsey, who rets. 2i Apr. W. Hope,

2d Lt., V. tt. H. White doc, 1* Apr. i. Deokai
2d Lt., V. C. White api>. to 13 K., 13th Apr. 2d Lt
T. W. Rogers, 1st Lt. by purch., v. Lord W. Mon-
tagu prom., 4 May. J. Edwards, 2d Lt. by purch.,
V. Rogers, 4 May.

Ruyat ainff Criipa.—H. W. G. Hughes, from h. p.,
Lt., V. Walsh, apii. to 24 F., 20 Apr.

1 W. I. Rpnt.—i. L. Onnsbv, Ens. by purch., v.
Edie, app. to 98 F., 20 Apr.
Cape Con" (Cav.)—i. F. Watson, Com. by purch.,

V. Sargeaunt prom., 4 May.
Ri'gt. iif Artilleri/.—Capt. and Brev. Maj. W. Mor-

rison, Jfaj., V. Hughes, ret. ; 2d Capt. 1». Faddy,
Capt., V. .Morrison ; and 2d Capt. vV. E. Locke,
from h. p., 2d Capt., v. Faddy, all 22 Apr. Serj.
Maj. A. Barker, Qu. Mast., v. VV. Stewart, 27 .\pr.

Coriiiiif Etiffitieers.—S. H. Knocker, J. Cod<ling-
ton, C'. Bailey, C. Ensor, and VV. H. Deimisun, 2d
Lts., till 25 Ai>r.

E'l.-r-Iiiiliu l^uliinteers.—Cajtt. H. Johnson, Adj.,
V. Dickinson, who res., 17 Mar. Lt. W. A. Hunt,
Capt., V.Johnson, app. Adj. ; Ens. E. Parish. Lt.,
V. Hunt ; and G. Trevor, Ens., v. R. C. Codrington,
who res., all 24 Apr.

Iiiavct.~A. W. Voung, late Lt. Col. on h. p.
3 W. 1. Regt., rank of Lt. Col. iu West-Indies only,
4 May. Capt. F. Champagne, of 20 F., Maj. in
Army, 4 May.

Gan-iimns.—Gen. Hon. Sir Edw. Paget, Governor
of Royal Military College, 25 Mar. Gen. Marquess
of Anglesey, Cap;, ot' t:owes CasUe, in Isleof Wight,
V. Sir Kdw. Paget, 25 Mar.

Staff-—Lt. Col. T. W. Taylor, from h. p.. Super-
intend, of Cav. Rid. estab., v. .1. G. Peters, who
rets, on h. p., 22 Apr. Lt. Col. Hon. C. (Jore, Dep.
Qu.Mast. Gen. to iorces serving in Canada, \. Cock-
bum, and Lt. Col. F. Cockburn, Dep.Qu.Miisi.Gcn.
to forces serving in Jamaica, v. Gore, both 20 -Kpr.

Chaiiluin—Rev. B. C. Goodisun, a Chaplain to
Forces, 17 Apr.

Husjrital Staff.—To lie Surf;/!, to forces : Staff As.
Surg. J. W. Watson, v. F. Jebb, who rets, on h. p.,
(jApr. Surg. J. Gteco, from Go F., v. O'Maley
placed on h. p. ; and As. Surg. J. Bell, from Afr.
Col. Corps, V. D. Barry placed on h. ii., bo;h 20
Apr. Staff As. Surg. W. H. Hume, 4 May To he
As. Surg-, to fiKces : As. Surg. W. Thomson, from
t>4 F., V. F. M'Doniigh placed on h. p., 2,5 Mar
To be AfK'th. to forces: Dispens. H. B. Burman, 20
AYiT.—TotieHvsiJ.As.iists. : T. B. Sibbald, v. Bro\fn
app. to 43 F. G. G. Fraser, v. Dick app. to 12 F.
J. II. Sinclair, v. Dunibreck app. to 88 F., all 14
Apr. S. Litjhtfoot, v. M'Math prom., 27 Apr
Hosp. As. r. F. Downing has resigned his com-
mission, 25 Mar.

Unattached—To be Lt.-Cols. of Inf. hij purch.
Maj. W. Macadam, from 75 F. Capt. C. P. Ellis,
from 1 or Or. F. Gu., both 22 .^pr. M.ij. Hon. G.
Cathcart, from 22 F., 13 May. Maj. J. Spink, from
92 F., 20 May

—

To be Majs. of hif. bv purch. CapU.
F. A. M. Fraser, from 93 F., v. P. J. Hughes, of
R. Art., who rets. C. Rowley, from 58 F. H.
Webster, from oK F. ; J. Campbell, from 49 F. ; J.
Chadwick, from 8(1 F., all 22 .\pr. G. Eromhead,
from 19 F. ; G. Ford, from 2 F. ; and A. Taylor,
from 19 F., all 13 May. Capt. C. Shee, from 84 F.,
20 May

—

To ba Capts. of Inf. hi/ purch. Lieuts.
Lord W. F. Montague, from Ceyl. R., v. G. Dixon,
whose app, has not taken place, 8 Apr. M. J. Siade,
from RiHe Brig. J. B. Spooner, from 8 L. Dr. W.
Childers, from 41 F. H. Barton, from 15 F. A. D.
King, from 52 F. G. Berkeley, from 28 F. J. R.
Smyth, from 10 L. Dr. S. M. F. Hall, from 75 F.
C. Estridge, from 51 F. G. Falconar, from Rifle
Brig., 22 Apr. C. Pearson, from 99 F. C. J. Des-
hon, from 33 F. W. AiT^sinck, from (J3 F., all 22
Apr. Lieuts. Lord J. Fitzroy, from 10 L. Dr. ; R.
Ellis, from 13 L. Dr., v. H. D. Carr, whose prom,
has not taken place ; J. H. Grubbe, from 7(j F.

;

G. Musgrave, from 15 I^. Dr. ; G. C. Ogle, from 4
Dr. Gu. ; B. Morris, from 43 F. ; J. R. Young,
from 27 F. ; R. J. P. Vassall, from 78 F., all 13 May.
R. H. Wynyard, from 85 F. ; G. W. BuUer, from
88 F. ; E. Lord Crofton, from 85 F. ; M'Champain,
from 29 F. ; Hon. N. H. C. Massev, from 17 L. Dr.
G. Knox, from 10 L. Dr.; .\. R'. Wellesley, from
R. Horse Gu., all 20 Jlay To be Us. of Inf. by
jiurch. Corn. C. J. Berguer, from 1 J L. Dr. ; Ens.
R. W. Wake, from 3(1 F. ; R. J. N. Kellett, from
Ki F. ; H. J. Lloyd, from 9(1 F., all 22 Apr. Ens.
T.E.Campbell from 52 F.; Corn. O'N. Segrave,
from Cape Corps Cav. ; Corn. G. S. Brown, from
l(i L. Dr., all 13 May. Ens. T. O. Partridge, from
9IJ F., 13 May. C. Ruxton, from 4 F., 20 May.
H. Penleaze, from IC L. Dr., 20 May To be Ens.
by purch. R. P. Lewis, 22 .\pt. F. Bland, and T. S.
Powell, both 13 May. Hon. R. T. Rowley; J;
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QreRory; Vf. Ora<Mun; ^and C. B. CaWwell, all

SUMay.
Allowed tn diirpoiie If theit half-pr.u.—Maj. W. Ssy

(Col.), 0!) F.; Maj. G'. O'llalloran (I.t. Col.). 4 V. i

Maj. J. Orr, 7F; Capt. H. Bagwell (Maj.)> 88 F.

;

Capt. E. S. Kirwan, W. I. Rangers ; Capt. W.
Kelly, 40 F. ; C-ipt. L. Richards, 71 F. ; Capt. B.

Murphy, 7 W. I. Regt. ; Capt. J. Fraser, 8 L. Dr. ;

Capt. Hon. W. Ogilvy, Cape Regt. ; Capt. J. G.
Smythe, 3() F.; Lt. G.*Dowglass, !i8 F. ; Lt. Har-
den, 34 F. ; Ens. N. A. Jagger, R. Staft' Corps ;

Lt. Col. A. Baron Beck. 2(1 Line Bat. King's Germ.
Leg. ; Capt. Vf. Irvine, late R. Gar. Bat. ; Lt. R.
Salmon, 23 L. Dr. ; Lt. Col. A. Tilt, 3? F. ; Maj. E.

Hawkshaw (Lt. Col.) Portug. officers; Capt. N. .S.

Kirkland, =!? F. ; Capt. J. Ormsby (Lt. Col.), 63 F.

;

Capt. W. Serle, 50 F. ; Capt. Campbell, jun., 91 F.

;

Lt. W. R. Knevett, 11 L. Dr., nil 22 Apr. Maj.

Hon. D. G. Hallyburton (Lt. Col.), R. Corsic.in

RanRers ; Capt. T. B. Bower, Independents ; Capt.

C. M'Gregor, I Gar. Bat. ; Capt. R. Chute, .58 F. ;

Lt. G. Massy, 6G F. ; Lt. E. C. Bolton, fl(j F. ; E.

Sneyd, !to F. ; Ens. H. Massingberd, 77 F. ; Lt. H.
Green, (i7F.; Lt. Col. W. Verner, 12 F. ; Maj. C.

de Vigney, UO F. ; Maj. C. Caldwell, late 2 R. Vet.

Bat. ; Capt. G. F. C. Colman, late 3 R. Vet. Bat.

;

Capt. G. Price, 46 F. ; Capt. Sir F. Barton, 101 F.

;

Capt. W. H. Burroughs, 61) F., all Vi May. Lt. Col.

A. VV. Young, 3 V/. I. Regt. j Capt. T. Hunt, 70 F.

;

Maj. R. Armstrong (Lt. Col.), late !l Vet. Bat. ;

Capt. J. Hammond 8 Gar. Bat. ; Capt. D. VV. Ross,

34 F. ; Capt. T. Mackintosh, 92 F. ; Capt. W. H.
Alley, 4 F. ; Capt. N. Greene (Lt. Col.), 35 F.;
Capt. T.Chartrcs, 24 F. ; Lt. B. J. Livius, 15 L.Dr.

;

Lt. W. H. Boys, 21 L. Dr.; Lt. H. Donaldson,
101 F. ; Ens. J. L. Clarke, 44 F. ; Ens. D. Munro,
24 F. ; Ens. T. Gr.aham, 02 F. ! Corn. J. C. Cooper,
22 L.Dr., o«20May.

UnattacheH.—The iu»dern>a»tlo«»ed oSkers having
Drevct Rank superior to their Regimental Com-
missions, have accepted promotion upon h. p., ac-

cording to G. O. of 25 April ll!26.— T/< lie Lieut. Coh.
lit Inf. Brev. Lt. Cols. C. Campbell, from 1 F. ; A.
Peebles, from 9 F.; and R. B. M'Gregor, from m
F., all 4 May.

—

To b-i Majs. of Inf. by purch. Brev.
Lt. Cols. J. M'Ra, from IF.; W. Irving, from
2«F. ; W. Rowan, from 52 F. ; H. G. Macleod,
from 52 F. ; T. H. 'WaAe, from 42 F. ; H. Fainey,
from Afr. Col. Corps ; G. L. Goldic, from 66 F. :

and J. Stewart, from 46 F. Br. Majs. J. Watson,
from 14 F. ; J. M. Belshes, from 29 F. ; J. Crowe,
from ,32 F. ; T. Huxley, from 70 F. ; P. Baird,
from 77 F., Hon. F. C. Stanhope, from 78 F. ; A.
CreiRhton, from 91 F. ; A. Gore, from !)5 F. ; J.
Austen, from 25 F.; D.Wright, from 15 F. ; and
P. Dudgeon, from 58 F., aK4May.

The appointments of Lt. Antrobus, from h. p.
13 F. to 46 F., and Lt. Galloway to be Adj. of 33 F.,
have not taken place.

The name of the gentleman app. to an unattached
Ensigncy on 8th April, is J. A. Thoreau and not
J. A. Moreau.
The Commissions of the undermentioned officers

have been antedated, but they have not been allowed
any back-pay:—Capt. J. Brown, 53 F., to 16 Feb.
Maj. J. Anderson, Capt. J. Greenwood, and Ens.
B. Baxter, 50 F., to 16 Feb. Lt. Col. C. P. Ellis,

unattached, to 16 Feb. Capt. Wigley, 6 Dr., to 9
Apr. Lt. Martin, and Corn. M'Call, 5 Dr. Gu., to

9 Apr. Maj. .Shelton, 44 F., to Feb. 25. Com.
Smith, 13 L. Dr., to 7 Sept. 25.

The exchange between Lt. Haggerston, of Ceyl.
Regt., and Lt. Driberg, of 83 F., has been ante-
dated to 16 March 24.

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS OF EMINENT PERSONS.
TIIE BISHOP OF DURHAM.

March 25.—Shiite Barrington, sixth

and youngest son of the first Viscount Bar-

rington, by Anne, (laughter ami coheiress

of Sir William Daines, knight, was bom
the 26th of May, 1734. After an educa-

tion at Eton, and at Mcrton and Christ

Church Colleges, Oxford, he entered uito

holy orders in 17.5G ; was A.M. in 17a7.,

andLL. D. in 17G2. He was a;)pointed

chaplain to George II. and afterwards to

his late majesty. In 1761, he was made
canon of Christ Church, Oxford; in 1766,

a canon residentiary of St. Pauls ; and, in

1769, he was consecrated Bishop of Llan-

daff. He continued in that see till the year

1783, when he was translated to Salisbury
;

and, in 1721, he succeeded Dr. Thomas
Thurlow, in the opulent see of Durham.
Thus, altogether, he enjoyed the episcopal

dignity fifty-seven years. His first eleva-

tion to the bench was owing to the influ-

ence of his brother, Viscount Barrington,

at that time Secretary of War ; but his

subsequent advancement, was, in each in-

stance, the act of the king himself.

This venerable prelate was twice mar-
ried : first, in 1761, to the Lady Diana
Beauclerc, daughter of Ciiaiies, second

Duke of St. Albans, who died in 1766 ;

secondly, to Jane, only daughter of Sir

Berkeley William Guise, baronet, who died

in 1807. By neither of these ladies had he

any issue. Ilis nephew, the present Vis-

count Barrington, Prebendary of Durham,
and Rector of Sedgefield, succeeds to his

vast fortune, which, however, proves to be

by no means so extensive as was first sus-

pected. Rarely was an ajiplication for

pecuniary assistance made to him unsuc-
cessfully ; and his legacies to public chari-

ties are said to amount to ^20,001).

Amongst his numerous donations were—
to the Church Missionary Society, £ijOO,

and to the Magdalen Hospital, i,'500. It

is related of him, that, when a relation of

his once expressed a wish to amend his

situation by entering into holy orders, he
inquired whatWould satisfy him, and, on
being answered that about A'500. a year

was what he wished, the Bishop replied,
" you shall have it, but not out of the pa.,

trimony of the church ; I will i)ay it you
out of my own pocket."

His Lordship was, by virtue of his

bishoprick, a count palatine, custos rotulo-

nim of the principality of Durham, a mas-
ter of the British Museum, and visitor of

Baliol College, Oxford. In supporting the

state of his princely See, he displayed a

sober magnificence, a decent splendour,

highly honourable to the character of a

Protestant ecclesiastical lord. His man-
ner!, at once dignified and courteous, en-

sured for him universal respect. Eminent-
ly charitable in his judgment of all who
differed from him in religious belief, he
lived on the best terms with pious dissen-

ters ; and, although zealously opposed to

the Roman Catholic claims, his house used

to be always open to the French emigrant

clergy. Mr. Charles Butler, the distin-

guished Roman Catholic barrister, was his

confidential agent in the distribution of his

benevolence amongst them, to the amount,

as Mr. B. states, of more than £'100,000.

In his episcopal capacity his lordship con-

ducted himself with the strictest attention
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to his duty. Tho most opulent preferments

were frequently confcred on persons utterly

unknown to him except by their characters

and their literary lahours. The first com-
munication that Dr. Palcy ever received

from him was the notice of his appoint-

ment to the rich rectory of Bishojis AVear-

mouth. A few weeks before his death,

when one of tlie most valuable of the stalls

of Durham became vacant, he availed liim-

self of the opportunity to advance at once
the three distinguished names of Gisborne,

Sumner, and Gilly. He had been long accus-

tomed to bestow premiums on such candi-

dates as excelled in Greek and Hebrew.
As a speaker in tiie House of Peers, his

lordship was always licard with attention

and respect. While Bishop of Llandaff,

he brought into pcrKamcnt a bill to prevent
the offending parties, in cases of adultery,

from marrying, but it failed.

His lordship's bodily constitution was of

uncommon firmness. He reached the

great age of ninety-two, with rare and
light attacks of sickness ; and he died with
little bodily suffering, sifter a confinement

of five or sL\ weeks, occasioned by a stroke

of paralysis.

His lordship is succeeded in the bishop-

rick of Duiham, by Dr. Van. Mildert, who,
in the year 1820, was elevated to the See of

Llandaff, then vacant by the translation of

the llev. Dr. Herbert March to Peter-

borough. Dr. Sumner, the king's chaplain

at Windsor, has been advanced to the See

of Llandaff.

WORKS IN THE PRESS, AND NEW PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS JN rnEPAllATION.

A Portrait of the Marchioness of Winchester, by

Roliertson, is Ijemg engraved by Thomson. It will be

the twentieth of a series of Portraits of the British

Female Nobility.

F. A. Walter, esq., of the British Museum, is en-

gaged on a translation of Niebuhr's History of Rome.

The Rev. W. Trollop has in the jiress an edition of

Homer, with English Notes.

Dr. Russel, of Leith, is printing a volume on the

.Sacred and Profane History of the World connected,

intended to fill up the interval lietween the works of

Shuckford, and Prideaux.

Sermons chiefly designed to display the connec-

tion between a sound Faith and a holy Life, is print-

ing by the Rev. E. Patteson, of East Sheen.

ftlr. Alexander Matheson, of Glasgow, announced a

History of Hannibal, to be published by subscrip-

tion.

There will shortly be published, the Principles of

Light and Shade, illustrated by Examples; being

the Second Part of Practical Hints upon Painting.

By John Burnet.

Suggestions as to the Management of a contested

County Election, will be published in a few days.

tn a few days will be published, Paulus Parochialis,

a plain and practical view of the object, arguments,

and connexion of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans,

in a set of Sermons to Country Parishioners. By the

Rev. W. L. Bordes.

Com andlCurrency, addressed to the Land-owners,

&c. By Sir James Graham, is just ready for publi-

cation.

Travels in Chile Jtfid La Plata, by John Miers,

are preparing for the press.

A Series of Designs for Farm-Houses is preparing

for publication. By Mr. P. F. Robinson, architect.

Sir W. Betham, Ulster King at Arms, announces

a Work on Irish Antiquities.

A novel entitled Merivale, and a new Work by the

author of " the English in Italy," are in the press.

Mr. J. Watson, editor of Selections from the

Latin Classics, with English Notes, has in the press,

a New Latin Graramar, in two Parts ; with which

will be combined the Elements of English Grammar.

There are preparing for the Press, the Mosaic

Precepts elucidated and defended. By Moses Ben

Mairaon or Mabnonides. Translated from the

" More Nevochim i" and accompanied with Notes

and Dissertations, and a Life of Maimonides. By

M.M. New Series.—Vol, I. No. 6.

James Townley, D. D. Author of lUustrationS of

Biblical Literature, &c.
Mrs. Peck, author of the Bard of the West, has

another Novel in the press, under the title of

Napoleon; or the Mysteries of the Hundred Days.

Hug's Introduction to the New Testament; tian*.

lated from the German, with Notes. By the Rev.

Dr. Wait, of St. John's College, Cambridge. Il

printing in 2 vols. Hvo.

The History of the Crusades against the Albigen-

ses in the Thirteenth Century. Translated from the

French of J. C. Simonde de Sismondi. With an In-

troductory Essay, by the Translator. WUl speedily

be published in 1 vol. 8vo.

A Genealogical Chart is just completed upon a

New Principle; adapted equally to all Modem His-

tory for the space of the last eight Centuries, and

continued doun to the present Year, 1826; combin-

ing, under one general view, the distinct Pedigrees

of the Sovereign Houses of Great Britain, France,

Russia, Austria, Spain, Portugal, &c. &c. Exhibit-

ing, not only the direct Line of Succession in each

House, but also Family Alliances and Collateral

Branches. With Marginal Explanations.—Upon

double elephant-size paper.

The Revolt of the Bees j or Tale in Prose is in the

Press.

The Little World of Knowledge ; arranged nume-

rically, and designed for Exercising the Memory,

and as an Introduction to the Arts and Sciences,

History', Natural PhUosophy, Belles-Lettres, &c.

is printing by C. M. Chasse. 1 vol. 12mo.

An Epitome of Ancient and Modem History. By

John Falloon, Master of an Academy at Newark, is

printing.

In a few days will be published. Mount Calvary ;

or the History of the Passion, Death, and Resurrec-

tion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Written

in Cornish (as it may be conjectured) some Centuries

past. Interpreted in the English Tongxie in the

year 1C82, by John Keigwin, Gent. Edited by Davies

Gilbert, F.R.S.. &c.

A System of Domestic Economy and Cookery, for

Rich and Poor ; together with Estimates and Com-

parisons of Dinners and Dishes, is announced for

publication.

A New Historical Novel entitled William Douglas,

or the Scottish Exiles. Nearly ready in 3 vol. 12mo.

The Pleasiues of Benevolence, with other Poems,

are printing.

A Translation of Ticck's Novel of Stembald ; oi

the Travelling Painter, is in the Press.
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650 List of Works in the Press. [June,

A Treatise on the Divine Sovereignty is printing.

By Robert Wilson, A.M.
Part I. of a Dictionary of Anatomy and Physiolo-

gy, to be dedicated to Joshua Brookes, esq. {".R.S.

F.L.S., &c. By Henry William Dewhurst, Surgeon.

The Work to be completed in three Parts.

The same Author has also in the press. Synoptical

Tables of the Materia Medica, corresponding to the

London Pharmacopoeia of 1824.

Letters from Cockney Lands are now just ready

for publication.

Part II. of Selections from the Latin Classical

Poets will contain Virgil and Claudian. Part III.,

Selections from Ovid, TibuUus, and Propertius.

Part IV., Selections from Lucan, Statius, and Ca-

tullus. Part v., Selections from Lucretius, Mani-

lius, and Martial.

There is nearly ready for the press, a Letter to

Mr. Thomas Browii, Surgeon, Mussleburgh, con-

taining Remarl« on his "Letter to the Right Hon.

the Earl of Liverpool, concerning the present State

of Vaccination." By Henry Edmiindston, A.M.,

Surgeon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

There is in the press, a Treatise on the Nature and

Cure of Rheumatism ; with Practical Remarks on

Neuralgia, or Painful Affection of Nerves. By Dr.

Charles Scudaraore.

The Necessity of a Revelation ; deduced from the

State of the Mental and Moral Powers of Man, and

the Reasonableness of the Present One shewn from

its Adaptation to that Necessity is printing. By the

Rev. A. Norman, A.B. Curate of Brailsford.

There is announced for speedy publication, a His-

tory of the Mahrattas, with Plates, and a Map of

the Mahratta Country, chiefly from original and re-

cent Surveys. By James Grant Duff, esq., Capt.

1st, or Grenadier Regiment of Bombay Native In.

fantry, and late Political resiaent at Satara.

There is in the press, Recensio Synoptica Annota-

tionis Sacra?, being a Critical Digest and Synoptical

Arrangement of the most important Annotations,

Exegetical, Philological, and Theological, on the

New Testament. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield,

M.A. of Cambridge, and Vic.ir of Bisbrook, County
of Rutland. Part I., in three vols. 8vo. (containing

the four Gospels) is nearly ready.

LIST OF NEW WORKS.
BIOGRAPHY.

Autobiography; a Collectionof self-written Lives.

Part I, commenchig Colley Cibber. 18mo. Is.

Life and Times of Frederick Reynolds. Written
by Himself. 2 vols. 8vo.

aiemoirs and Recollections of Count Segur. Vol.

II. 8vo. 12s. French 8s. 6d.

Life and Correspondence of Major Cartwright.

2 vob. 8vo. 28s.

Annals of the House of Hanover. By Sir Andrew
Halliday, M-D- 2 vols. 8vo. £2 2s.

EnuCATION.
AWord in favour of Female Schools, addressed to

Parents and Guardians. By a Lady. Fcap. 8vo.

2e. Gd.

Tytler's Ancient Geography and History. Crown
8vo. 7s.

An Epitome of Universal Chronology, History,

and Biography. From the German of F. Strass,

and continued to 1826. By C. C. Hamilton, 12mo.
5s. 6d.

Mathematical Tracts on Physical Astronomy, the
Figure of the Earth. By G. B. Airy, M.A. 8vo.

6s. Gd.

The Principles of Analytical Geometry. By H.
P. Hamilton, M. A., &c. 8vo. 4s.

Russell's Philosophy of Arithmetic. 12mo. 33.

Williams on Stenography, 8vo. 12s.

Kenrlch's Key to his Exercises on Zenupt's Latin
Grammar, 8vo. Ss.

Young's Instructions for the Deaf and Dumb,
12mo. 33. Gd.

Passatempi Moralis Ossia Scelta di Novella e
Storiae Riaeevoli. 12mo. 6s.

The Chronological Historian; or a Record of
Public Events, &c By W. Toone, esq. 2 voli..

8vo. £l. 123. Cd.

The Prmciples of Arithmetic, explained and illus-

trated. By Alexander Ingram, Is. 6d.

Etymons of English Words. By the late John
Thomson, M.R.I. 4to. IBs.

A concise View of Ancient Geography. With
Notes

; with the Names of Persons and Places care-
fully accented. By W. Bond. I2mo. 4s. 6d.

Martinellis's French and Italian Dictionary, 2 vols,
square lOs.

Selwyn's Ancient Grecian and Persian Biography,
12mo. 4s.

A Metrical Praxis ; being an easy Introduction to
Latin Hexameter and Pentameter Verses, and to the
Lyric Metres most commonly in Use. By the Rev,
J. Simpson, LL.D. 12mo. 2s. Gd.

The Family Catechist; or. Conversations on the
Church Catechism ; consisting of a Brief Explana-
tion, Familiar Illustrations, and Narratives. By
the Widow of a Clergyman. 18mo. 3e.

HISTORY.
Ireland in Past Times: an Historical Retrospect,

Ecclesiastical and Civil, with Illustrative Notes.
2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

A Genealogical Chart upon a new principle, adapt-
ed equally to all Modem History, for the last eight
centuries, and continued to 182G, on a large sheet
14s., or on rollers.

The True History of the State Prisoner, com-
monly called '• the Iron Mask," extracted from
Documents in the French Archives. By the Hon.
G. Agar Ellis. 8vo. 10s. Cd.

Catron's History of the Mogul Dynasty. 8vo. 12s.

Memoirs of the Court of Henry the Eighth. By
Mrs. A. T. Thomson. Vol. II. 8vo. 28s.

History of the Commonwealth of England. By
William Godwin. Vol. H. 8vo. IGs.

Historical Researches on the Wars and Sports of
the Mongols and Romans. By John Ranking. 4to.

£3 3s.

Genealogy of the Ancient Peerage of Great Bri-

tain. 4to. £3. 3s. royal 4to. £5. 5.

The Scot's Compendium; or Pocket Peerage of
Scotland. 2 vols. 18mo. 21s.

An Abridgement of the History of England, from
the Invasion of Caesar to the Death of George H. By
Dr. Goldsmith. Revised, corrected, and improved
with Exercises, and a Continuation of the History

to 182G. By John Dymock. 12mo. 4s.

FINE ARTS.
Portrait of the most noble the Marchioness of Lon-

donderry, from.a'painting,'by Sir Thomas Lawrence.

The 19th of a Series of Portraits of the British Fe-

male Nobility. Proofs on India paper, 5s. ; plain 4s.

Views in Russia, Poland, Germany, and Sweden,
prepared in colours, from Drawings made in 1813,

1814. By the Rev. F. T. James. No. 1. 15s.

I.AW.
Observations on the actual state of the English

Laws of real property, with the outlines of a Code.

By James Humphreys, esq. 8vo. 15s.

Considerations on the Expediency of the Law of

Entail in Scotland. By Pat. Irvine, esq. 8vo.43. Gd.

MEDICINE.
An Inquiry concerning that disturbed State of the

Vital Functions, usually denominated Constitutional

Irritation. By Benjamin Travers, F.R.S., &c.

8vo. 143.
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The 6urga»i-Dent)st'» Manual. 12nx). is. 6<1.

A Catechism of Anatomy, for the Instruction of

Youth, yd.

An ElemcnUry System of Physiology. By John

BoBtock, M.D. Vol. II. 8\o. Ifis.

An Exposition of the SUteof the Metlical Profes-

«ion in the British Dominions, and of the injurious

effects of the Monojwly, by usurpation, of the Royal

College of Physicians in London, Bs.

An Account of the Morbid Apjiearances exhibited

on Dissection, In various Disorders of the Drain.

By Thomas Mills, M.D. (ho. 6s.

Observations on M. Laemec's Method of forming

a Diagnosis of the Diseases of the Chest, by means

of the Stathoscope, and of percussion. By Charles

Scudamore, M.D. 8vo. 8s.

MISCELLANIES.

The Book of Nature ; being a Succession of Lec-

tures in Illustration of the General Laws and Phe-

nomena of Creation. By John Mason Good, M.D.
3 vols. 8vo. 3<!s.

The Scotsman in London; or Northern Messen-

ger. No. 1, to be continued weekly, 6<1.

Old English and Hebrew Proverbs explained and
Illustrated. By William Can'enter. 32mo.

A Review of the Character and Writings of Lord
Byron ; reprinted from the North American Review.

Fcap. 8vo. 3s.

Remarks upon the payment of the expenses of

out-voters at an University Election. 8vo. Is. fid.

Practical Botany ; an improved arrangement of

British Plants. By William Johns, M.D. post

9\'o. 9s.

The Plain Speaker ; or Opinions on Books, Men,
and Things, 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

The Mourner comforted on the loss of a Child.

By the Rev. Luke Booker, LL.D. 18mo. 2s.

A Letter to Thomas Moore, esq., on the Subject

of Sheridan's " School for Scandal." By the Author
of " An Essay on Light Reading," &c. 8vo. Is. (id.

My Early Days. By Walter Ferguson, escj.

18mo. 2s.

Reflections on the Causes of the Rise and Fall of

the Roman Empire. Translated from the French of

M. de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu. 12mo. 4».

POETRY.
The Tre Giuli. Translated from the Italian of G.

B. Casti. post 8vo. 7s. fid.

The Forest Sanctuary, with Lays of many Lands,

and other Poems. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

La Seccha Rassita ; an hero comical Poem. 2

vols, crown Svo. 14s.

De Clifford ; a Romance of the Red Rose. 8vo.

128.

Dryburgh Abbey, and other Poems. By T. A.

Holland. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

Things Invisible, and other Poems. By tlie Rev.

G. Watts. 12mo. 5s. fid.

Tour of the Dove, a Poem. Fcap. 8vo. 3s.

Solitary Hours. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. fid.

The Martyr; a Drama, in 3 Acts. By Joaima

Baillie. 8vo. 3s. fid.

TALES, NOVELS, ROMANCES, &C,
De Vavasour, a Tale of the 14th Century. 3 vols,

post 8vo. ^1 lis. fid.

Tales round a Winter Hearth. By Jane and Anna
Maria Porter. 2 vols. 12mo.

Consistency, a Tale. ISmo. 2s. fid.

The Boyne Water, a Tale. By the O'Hara Fa-

mily. 3 vols, royal 12mo. 31s. 6d.

Highland Mary. By the Author of the " Found-

ling of Glenthorne." 4 vols. I2mo. 22s.

Specimens of German Romance. Selected and

Translated from various Authors, by G. Soanc with

Engr3\'ings. By Cruikshanks. 3 vols. poet 8\o. 24s.

Henry Ok Fourtli of France, a HomaDce. By
Miss Lcfanu. 4 vols. 12mo. 22s.

Vivian Grey, i vols, post 8vo. 18s.

Woodstock; or the Cavalier, a Tale. By the

Author of Wavcrly, &c. crown 8vo. 31s. fid.

The Remainsof Wimbleton. Bvo. 4s.

Love Lost, a Tale. I2mo. Is. fid.

RELIGION AND MORALS.
Sermons, Expositions, and Addresses at the Holy

Communion. By the late A. Waugh, M.A. 8vo.

10s. fid.

An account of the augmentation of small Livings.

By "the Governors of the Bounty of Queen Anne,

for the augmentation of the poor Clergy ;" and of

Benefactions to the end of 1825. Royal 8vo. 12s.

Illustrations to Paley's Natural Theology, consist-

ing of a Series of Plates, with Notes. By James

Paxton. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. ; or the engravings sepa-

rate 15s.

Lectures on the Pliilosophy of the Mosaic Record

of Creation, delivered in the Chapel of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin. By James Donekau, B.D., &c.

Bvo. 8s. fid.

A Third Series of Sermons, Doctrinal and Prac-

tical. By the Rev. James Aspinall. 8vo. 8s.

A Treatise of the Three Evils of the last times;

1, the Sword; 2, the Pestilence; 3, the Famine.

Originally published in 1/71. 8vo. 8s.

Morus; or a Layman's View of the chief objec-

tions which have been brought agauist Religion, as

it existed in Europe during the heroic age of Chris-

tianity. 8vo. tte.

Lectures on portions of the Psalms. By Andrew
Thomson, D.D. Bvo. "s. fid.

A parting Memorial, consisting of Miscellaneous

Discourses preached in China, at the Cape of Good
Hope, and in England. By Robt. Morrison, D.D.
8\'0. ins. fid.

Supplement Letter to Charles Butler, esq., on the

Catholic Question. By the Rev. H. Philpotts, D.D.
Bvo. fis.

.Supplementary Letter to Charles Butler, esq., in

reply to his Vindication of the Book of the Roman
Catholic Church. By the Rev. G. Towushend, M.A.
8vo. 3s.

Sermons. By the Rev. J. G. Foyster, A.M-
8^o. Os.

Elements of Moral Philosophy and Christian

Ethics. By Daniel Dewar, LL.D. 2 vols. Svo. 24s.

Historical View of the Plea of Tradition, as main-

tained in the Church of Rome. By George Miller,

D.D. 8vo. 4s.

The Dean of Oxford. Together with a Reply to

Charges adduced against the Unitarians, in the re-

cent Numbers of the Edinburgh and Westminster

Reviews. By William C. Townsend, B.A. Bvo.

7s. fid.

Reflections on the Doctrines and Duties of Chris-

tian Revelation. 12mo. 3s. fid.

Dixon's Popish Representations. Bvo. 7s. Gd.

A Summary of the New Testament ; designed to

present in a compact form, a Sketch of the New
Testament Writings. IBmo. 2s.

Babylon and Infidelity, Foredoomed of God. A
Discourse on the Prophecies of Daniel and the Apo-
calypse, which relate to these latter times, and until

the Second .\dveut. By the Rev. Edward Irving,

Minister of the Caledonian Church, London. 2 vols.

12mo. 10s. fid.

VOTACES AND TRAVELS.
Journal of a Voyage up the Meditenanean, among

the Islands of the Archipelago, and in Asia Minor.

By the Rev. C. Swan. 2 vols. Bvo. 21s.

Sketches of Portuguese Life, Manners, Costume,

and Character. By A.P.D.G. Bvo. IBs.

Biblical Researches and Travels itv Russia, indud-
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Banhrupts and Dividends.653

li^ a Tow bi Crbnea, and the Passage of the Cau-

casus. By E. HendeTSon. 8vo. 16s,

Travels and Adventures on the Shore of the Cas-

pian Sea. By J. B. Frascr, esq., 4to. £\. Us. fid.

Lion Hunting; or a Summer's Ramble through

parts of Flanders, Gcnnany, and Switzerland, in

1825. 12mo. 6d.

[June,

A Winter In Lapland aad Sweden, with various

Observations on Flnmark and its inhabitants. By

Arthur de Capell Brooke, M.A. 4to. £X 3s.

Voyages of Discovery, undertaken to complete the

Survey of the Western Coast of New Holland, be-

tween 1817 and 1822. By Capt. Parker King, R.N.

2 vols. 8vo. 369.

Alphabetical List of Bankruptcies, announced between the ^ith of April and the

21s< of May 1826 ; extracted from the London Gazettes.

Tottenhara-court-road,

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.

ASHTON, W. ToU-end, Staffordshire, iron-master

Bams, C. F. C. Brigliton, stable-keeper

Breeds, W. and Troulbeck, W. H. Hastings, grocers.

Clapcott, W. Holdenham, and Quartley Arthur,

Christchurch, Twyneham, bankers

Concreve, H. and Hill, R. jun. Bedworth and Co-

ventry, and Wood-street, Cheapside, riband ma-

nufacturers
Crosley, S. Liverpool, slater and plasterer

Drvden, B. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, brewer

Ingram, J. Bradford, Yorkshire, silk-mercer

Jones, J. Liverpool, hatter

Lloyd, J. Commercial-road, Imendraper

Palmer, W. Goodge-street;

wine-merchant
Paul, C. Blandford-mews, cabinet-maker

Payn, W. Northlech, Gloucestershire, innkeeper

Sadler, W. Walworth, grocer „ ,. ,,

Schwieger, G. E. F. Modiford-court, Fenchurch-

street, merchant „ , , . , ^
Smith, J. Whiston, Caves, StafTordehire ; and Coc-

ker, J. Hanley, Stoke-upon-Trent, bankers

Taylor, T. Marple-bridge, Derbyshire, victualler

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 314.]

Solicitors' Names are in Brackets.

AITCHISON, J. Abchurcli-lane, and St. Andrew's-

square, Glasgow, bill-broker and merchant [Score,

Austin-friars _ ^ .„ .

Aldridge, J. W. Penton-street, Pcntonville, apothe-

cary [Lovell, Holbom-court.
Ainsworth, E. Hamer-hall, Lancashire, woollen-

manufacturer [White, Great St. Helens, Bishops-

eate-street
.

Anderson, W. Manchester, dealer [Amsworth and

Co., Manchester ; and Milne and Parry, Temple
Anstice, J. Patten and R. Thomhill, Old South-Sea

House, ship-brokers [Fcnton, Austin-fnars.

Archer, T. Pins-green, Worcestershire, corn-dealer

[Godson, Worcester
Asdell, J. Oxford-street, coach-maker [Saunders and

Co., Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square

Askey, W. Woburn-buildings, Tavistock-square,

tailor [Fawcett, Jewin-street

Aston,W. Toll End, Staffordshire, iron and coal mer-

chant [Spurrier and Co. Birmingham
Baker, W. J. Saint John, St. Clerkenwell, orange

merchant [Hodson and Co. Salisbury St. Strand.

Baker, G. F. and G. K. Pearson, Macclesfield, silk-

manufacturers [Grimsditcli and Co., Macclesfield

Barber, J. T. Reading Berkshire, teaman [Van
Sandan and Tinsdale, Dowgate-hill

Bardsley, E. Nottingham, lace-manufacturer [En-

field and Co., Nottingham
Barton, J. High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, paper-

maker [Fox, Austin-friars

Beane, R. Clements-lane, Strand, victualler [Rich-

ardson and Co., Golden-square
Beaumont, R. Noble-street, London, riband-manu-

facturer [Jones, Size-lane

Beardmore, G. Burslem, Staffordshire, builder [Wol-
ston, Fumivals-irm, and Ward, Burslem

Benham, W. Brighthelmstone, builder [Finch, Cole-

man-street
Best, G. Spring gardens, wine-merchant [Alliston

and Co., Freemans-court.
Billinge, J. Wamford-court, London, broker [James,

Bucklersbury
Bishop, W. jun., Camden-place, Camden-town,
cheesemonger [Benton, Union-street, Southwaric

Bodenham, T. Commercial-road, grocer [Lang, Fen-
church-street

Booth, R. Laund-mill, Lancashire, worsted-spinner
[Clarkson, Rochdale

Bottomley, S. Huddersfield, woolstapler [Cloughs
and Co., Hudersfield ; and Walker, Lincoln's-inn-

fields.

Bramwell, C. Baker-street, Portman-square, wine
merchant [Mayhcw, Chancery-lane

Bramall, J. Ashton-under-Lyne, inkeeper [Gibbon,
Ashton-under-Lyne

Bradley, T. Worcester, chair-maker [France, Wor-
cester

Brearley, J. and J. Brearley, Bolton-le-Moors, Lan-
cashire, iron-founders [Merry, Bolton-Ie-Moors,
Lancashire

Brown, W. C. Coleman-street, London, wool-mer-
chant [Kearsey and Co., Lothbury

Brown, J. Norwicli, boot-maker [Day, Norwich
Brown, G. Bath, haberdasher [Pearson, Cannon.

street
Brown, W. Haberdasher's-walk, Hoxton, linen-

draper [Hartley, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

Brook, J. Honley Wood Bottom, Almondbury,
Yorkshire, clothier [Fenton, Huddersfield

Buckley, J. Manchester, dealer and cliapman'[Hitch-
cock. Manchester

Burbridge, W. and R. Burbridge, Birmingham,
grocers [Parkes, Birmingham

Barrel], J. Homerton, brewer [Birkett and Co.
Cloak-lane

Butler, J. Bloomsgrove, Nottinghamshire, Lace-
manufacturer [Wise and Co., Birmingliam

Butterworth, J. Lad-lane, London, silkman [Bell
and Co., Bow Church-yard, Cheapside

Campbell, D. Copthall-court, London, merchant
[Grimaldi and Co., Copthall-court

Capper, M. Liverpool, victualler [Pennington, Li-
verpool

Cai-ver, J. L. Bristol, uronmonger [Baynton and Co.,
Bristol.

Cattell, J. Wood-street, silkman [Sweet and Co.,
Basinghall-street

Chandler T. Bedminster, Somersetshire and Bristol,
coach-builder [Cary and Co.. Bristol

Chapman, R. Bagnigge-wells, brewer [Smith, 31,
Ba^ingliail-street

Chapman, S. P. King-street, warehouseman [Battye
and Co., Chancery-lane

Chalcroft, J. Brighthelmstone, Sussex, builder
[Greene, Brighthelmstone

Channon, J. Middleton-street, Spa-fields, London,
navy-agent and merchant [Winter, Lincoln's-iim-

fields

Charlesworth, J. A. Fenchurch-buildings, tea-broker
[Atkins and Co., Fox-Ordinary-court, Nicholas-
lane

Charman, P. Piccadilly, jeweller [Young, Poland-
street

Chatterton, R. Southcoates, Yorkshire, merchant
[Haire and Co., Hull

Chesterman, B. Holies-street, carpenter [Cox, Poul-
try

Clare, J. Manchester, innkeeper [Barker, Grays-iim-
square ; and H. Barker, Ma.ichester

Claridge, R. T. Earl St. Paddington, merchant
[Farris, Surry-street, Strand

Clarke, J. Bridgwater-square, and J. Ramsden,
Webber-street, London, coal-merchants [Cook and
Co., Fumival's-inn

Clarke, J. M. Lower Marsh-street, Lambeth, boot
and shoe-maker [Stephenson, Ave-Maria-lane

Clarance, C. Great Pamdon, Essex, farmer [Turner,
Percy-street, Bedford-square

Cook, H. Lancaster-place, Strand, navy-agent [Wil-
liamson, Gray's-inn-square

Cooke, T. jun. Birmingham, brass-founder [Parkes,
Birmingham ; and Amory and Coles, Thogmorton-
street

Copeland, J. Shelton, Staffordshire, grocer [Hide,
Liverpool

Coster, R. Staining-lane, Wood-street, Cheapside,
London, Merchant [Flower, Staple-inn

Coyne, P. Welbeck-street, London, apothecary
[Darke Red-liou-square

Cox, J. and B. Wills, Nottingham, cotton-merchants
[Parsons, Nottingham

Crosland, S. and B. Worth, Engine-bridge, Y'ork-
shire, wooUen-cloth-manufacturers [Peace, Hud-
dersfield
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Crow, M. Little Bolton, Lancashire, tailor [Glover,
Bolton-le-Moors

Crawshaw, T. Leeds, Yorkshire, woolstapler [Gran-
ger, Leeds

Cund, H. Minton, Shropshire, malster [Burley and
Co., Shrewsbury

Dalli.Tiore, G. Devizes, Wiltshire, innkeeper [Hel-
lings, Bath

Darby, T. Critchell-place, New North-road, Hoxton,
plumber and glazier [Ashley and Co., Tokenhouse-
yard

Davies, T. W. Liverpool, apothecary [Pennington,
Liverpool

Davis, J. Chelsea, tallow-chandler, [Carlton, High
St. Mary-le-bone

Day, H. Bristol, dealer and chapman [Haberfield,
Bristol

Deacon, T. Skinner-street, Snowhill, tea-dealer.

[Long and Co., lloltxini-court, Gray's-iun-scpi.-irc

Dean, J. Dean T. and Dean. I). I'onwood, Cheshire,
Iron-founders. [Mr. Tyler, Pump-court, Temple,
and limit, .Stockport

Dewhurst, B. East Ketford, Nottinghamshire, book-
seller. [Sheardown, Doncaster

Dinham, J. Exeter, grocer. [Terrell and Tucker,
Exeter ; and Shaw, Ely-place

Dixon, H. and M. Gunston, St. Jame's-walk, Clerk-
cnwell, chemists. [Dix, Symond's-imi, Chancery-
lane

Dolton, C. Chatham-plp.ce, Hackney, merchant.
[Fyson and Beck, LnUibury \

Downing, F. senior, Iluddcrsfield, Yorkshire, gro-
cer. [Jacomb, Huddcrslicid

Dudley, T. B. W. King-street, Westmiaster, ormolu
manufacturer. [Young, I'oland-streci, 03iford-st

Dunn, W. Louth, Lincolnshire, corn-merchant.
[Parker and Co., Louth

Drews, L. Frorae Selwood, Somersetshire, plumber.
[Messiter, Frome

Enourt, H. A. C. F. Cheltenham, dealer in fancy
goods. [Walter and Co., Cheltenham

Ecclcs, R. Wakefield, Yorkshire, merchant. [Lake,
Cateaton street ; and Beaver, Wakefield

Erskine, J. Talbot-court, and Trigg Wharf, Lon-
don, merchant. [Few and Co., Henrietta-street,
Covent Garden

Evans, T. Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, innkeeper
[Gabb, Abergavenny

Fairbaini, A. King's Arm-yard, Colcman-street,
London, wine-merchant. [Jackson, Gardai-court,
Temple

Farren, J. Great Warner-street, Clerkenwell, bre^ver.

[Young and Co., Fenchurch-street
Fennel, J. Little Kington, Warwickshire, horse-

dealer. [Kitchen, Burford
Fincham, F. Billiter-street, London, merchant.

[Oliverson and Co., Old Jewry
Firth, J. Huddersfield, tailor. [Cloughs and Co.,

Huddersfield ; and Walker, L'ncoln's-inn fields

Fitch, W. Wood-street, Cheapside, grocer. [Horsley,
Nassau-place, Commercial-road

Fisher, J. Llanthavy, Skirrid, Monmouthshire,
malster. [Gabb, .Abergavenny

Fogg, R. Portwood, Cheshire, and G. Fogg, Stem-
dale, Manchester, brewers. [Casson, Manchester

Ford, W. Huddersfield, Yorkshire, grocer. [White-
head and Co., Huddersfield

Foster, J. and T. Clay, Macclesfield, silk-throwsters.
[James, Bucklersbury

Foulger, S. and B. Aavers, Norwich, bombazine-
manufacturers. [Parkinson and Co., Norwich

Fowler, W. Ford's-terrace, Lambeth walk, baker.
[Eicke, Old Broad-street

Foxton, T. Kingston-upon-HuU, merchant. [Hane
and Co., Hull

Frank, F. Old Burlington-street, St. James's, Lon-
don, tailor. [Tanner, New Basinghall -street

Furbor, E. Liverpool, timber-merchant. [Leather,
Liverpool

Gardner, G. J. Oxford, painter. [Cecil, Oxford
Garforth, S. and J. Halifax, merchants. [Holroyde,

Halifax ; and Jaques and Battye, Coleman-street
Gent, P. Congleton, Cheshire, silk-throwster. [Loc-

kett and Co., Congleton
Gerrish, J. Bradford, Wiltshire, Innkeeper. [Mac-

key, Bath
Gibte, E. Brighton, carpenter. [Jager, King's-

place. Commercial-road
Gilbert, H. W. Redbum, Hertfordshire, iimkceper

[Robinson, Duke-street, Grosvenor-square
Cues, J. Cheshire-cheese Public-house, Northamp-

ton-street, Clerkenwell, victualler. [Vandercom
and Co., Bush-lane, Cannon-street

Coulden, J. Methley, Yorkshire, corn-miller. [Up-
ton and Co., Leeds

Govett, E. Bishop's-Hull, Somersetshire, scrivener.
[Lcvilwnd, Bridgcwatcr

Goody, O. Hlgh*treet, Bouthwark, grocer. [Rus-
sell and Co., Lant-street, Southward

Green, C. Devonshire square, liishopsg.ite-street,
London, wine-merchant. [Freeman ami Co., Cole-
man-street

Grier, Jane, Bloomsbury-square, vender of medecine.
[Sickness and Co., Lmcoln's-inn, New-sipiare

Groom, J. Watford, Hertfordshure, tailor. [Hotaie
and Co., New-inn

Groom, T. Brinton, Norfolk, horse-dealer. [Withers,
junior. Holt

Hall, J. P. Liverpool, merchant. [Bardswell, Liver-
pool; and Blacksiock and Bunce, King's-bench-
walk

Hall, J. Cheltenham, plasterer. [Walter and Co..
Cheltenham

Hall, J. and Hall, W. Leeds, brick-makers. [Har-
gieaves

Hall, J. Clifle, Sussex, victualler. [.Squire, Thavie's-
uni, Holborn

Harrnp, J. Grasscroft, Yorkshire, clothier. [Fisher
and Co., Walbrook-buildings

Harden. J. and P. Higginbotham, Macclesfield,
Chesliire, silk-manufacturers. [James, Bucklers-
bury

Harilie, D. Liverpool, merchant. [Hine, Liverpool
Hartley, W. Shttoeld, provision-dealer. [Thomson,
Manchester ; and Perkins and Frampton, Gray's-
inn-squire

Han'ey, W. Bamsley, Yorkshire, linen-manufactu-
rer. [Tottie and Co., Leeds

Headfort, J. and J. Court, Out Parish of St. Philip
and Jacob, Gloucestershire, brick-makers. [Bayn-
ton and Co., Bristol

Heanie, J. Fenchurch-street, London, merchant.
Grace and Co., Birchin-lane

Hedges, G. Wingrave, Buckinghamshire, butcher.
[Rose, Aylesbury

Hembrow. Worcester, tailor. [Robmson and Hine,
Charter-house-square

Hicks, J. Holsworthy, Devonshire, linen-draper.
[Sole and Co., Devonport

Hider, E. W. and J.Goodinge, High-HolIx)m, linen
drapers. [WUIis and Co., Tokenhouse-vard

Hill, J. Manchester, provision-dealer. [Sradshaw,
Manchester

Hilliard, W. E. Reddish, Worcester, chemist
Holmes, W. York, carver and gilder. [Tyler, Pump-
court, Temple ; and Elliston, York

Holt, V. Liverpool, dealer. [Rowson, Prescot; and
Chester, Staple-inn

Holt, T. Manchester, grocer. [Kershaw, Manches.
ter ; Jessopp and Co., Thavie's-inn

Hobson, T. Carlisle, Cumberland, mercer and dra-
per. [Mounsey and Co., Carlisle

Hopkins, R, Bristol, cabinet-maker. [Bevan and
Co., Bristol *

Hoppe, C. King-street, Cheapside, London, -ner*
chant. [Bischoff, Basinghall-street

Hoy, G. Newcastlt-u.non-TjTie, grocer. [Stanton,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Huntor, W. Leeds, Britton, J. and J. Hunter, of Bor-
rowby, Yorkshire, linen-manufacturers. [Messrs.
Battye and Co., Chancery-lane ; and Mr. Har-
greaves, Leeds

Hunt, J. Cholsey, Berkshire, whitesmith. [Hedges,
Wallingford.

Hurst, T. Hurst, J. and J. O. Robinson, Waterloo-
place, Pall-mall, booksellers. [Tottie and Co.,
Poultry

Husbands, S. Bloorasgrove, Nottinghamshire, lace-
manufacturer. [Wise and Co., Nottingham

Irish, M. Lewes, Sussex, lime-burner. [Gwyrme,
Lewes

Isaac, Joel, Preston, Lancashire, jeweller. [Isaacs,
Bur^'-street, St. Mary-ave

Jackman, R. junior, Colford, Gloucestershire, silk-
throwster. [Cook and Co., Gloucester

Jackson, M. C. Leeds, corn-factor. [Smith and Ca,
Leeds

Jackson, W. Holbeck, Yorkshire, com-miller. [Har-
greaves, Leeds

Jackson, Dorothy, Birmingham., button-factor.
[Messrs, Holme, and Co., New-iim ; and Lee and
Hunt, Birmingham

Janes, T. City-road, London, timber-merchant.
[Young and Co., Mark-lane, Fenchurch-street

Jameson, A. Green-street, Bethnal-green, builder.
[Brutton, Old Broad-street

Jeffcoat, W. Kenilworth, Warwickshire, corn-factor.
[Messrs. Wortham and Smith, Castle-street, Hol-
bom ; and Kitchen, Barford near Warwick

Jennings, T. Canterbury, builder. [Jeffrys and Co.,
Faversham

Jenner, W. Liverpool, merchant. [Crump and Co.,
Liverpool

Jenkins, J. and J. W, Cruttendcn, Wapping, High-
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street, lighterman. [Batsford, HorBleydown-lanc,
Southwark

Jellyman, J. andJellyman, T. Downton, Wiltshire,

paper-makers. [Tinney and Co., Salisbury

Jones, H. Fore-street, Bishopsgate-street, London,
merchant. [Kayeand Co., Thavie's-inn, Holboru,

Jones, J. Chester, victualler. [France, Worcester

Jones, G. of Wotton-under-edge, Gloucestershire,

victualler. [Goodwin, Cheltenham; and White,
Lincoln's-inn

Jones, D. Vme-street, Lambeth, milkman [Loney,
Walbrook

Jones, W. Lovell's-court, Patemoster-row, London,
bookseller. [Witherby, Nicholas-lane, Lombard-

Jones, T. Crickhowell, Brecon, 'malster. [Bold and
Co., Brecon

Jone.s, W. Rainham, barge-master. [Acworth, Ro-
chester ; and Aubrey, rook's-court

Jordan, Maria, Birmingham, victualler. [Rusbury,
Carthusian-street, C liarterbouse-square

Judd, R. R Birmmgham, corn-factor. Whately,
Birmingham

Kaye, W. Almonbury, dyer. [Cloughs and Co.,

Huddersfield; and Battye and Co., Chancery-lane

Kelly, P. North-street, Poplar, provision-merchant.

[Loxley and Co., Cheapside
Knapp, W Crawford-street, hatter. [Hallet and
Henderson, Northumberland-street, Mary-le-bone

Knight, W. G. Ivy-lane, London, printer. [Jay,

Gray's-inn-place
Knight, J and H. Lacey, Paternoster-row, London,

booksellers [Ashley and Co., Token-house-yard
Laird, D. Carlisle, Cumberland, draper. [Wannop,

Carlisle

Langwith, J. Longendale, Cheshire, iron-founder.

[Clarke and Co., Chancery-lane ; and Higginbot-

tom, Ashton-under-Lyne
Lawton, W. Brimstage, Cheshire, dealer. [Hinde,
Liverpool

Leader, E. Cloughton, bacon-factor. [Page, Scar-

borough; and Edmonds, Exchequer-office, Lin-
coln's-inrt

Leader, W. Oxford-street, London, coach-maker.
[Mahew, Chancery-lane

Lea, Bilston, miller. [William and Son, Bilston ;

and Hunt, Craven-itreet
Lewis, C. Charlotte street, Fitzroy-square, money-

scrivener. [Norton, White Cross-street

Lewis, H Bridgnorth, Shropshire, innkeeper [Phil-

pot and Stone, Southampton-street, BloomsDury

;

Vickers, Bridgnorth
Lindsey. W. Coleman-street, London, merchant.
[Evans and Co., Hatton-garden

Littlewood, J. and N. Littlewood, Honley-wood,
Nook, Yorkshire, clothiers. [Stephenson and Co.,

Holmfirth, Yorkshire •

Lloyd, J. Norwood, Surry, corn-merchant- [Ri-
chardson, AValbrook

Locking,G. Kingston-upon-Hull, merchant [Schole-

field, Hull
Longbottora, junior, of Bury-street, Bloomsbury,
jobmaster [Taylor, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street

Lowther, J. T. Loman's-pond, Southwark, mer-
chant. [Hewitt, Token-house-yard, Lothbury

Luck, G. Shoreditch, draper. [Wame and Co.,

Leadenhall-street
Lupton, T. Ingram-court, London, underwriter.

[Scotland Co., St. Mildred's-court, Poultry
Maiben, W. Brighton, stable-keeper. [Fomer and

Hill, Brighton ; and Palmer and Co., Bedford-row
Marshall, T. College-hill, Upper Thames-street,

iron and copper merchant. [Tamier. Basinghall-st

Marmion, A. and R. Carr, Preston, Lancashire,

corn-merchants. [Finlow, Liverpool
Marsden, T. Leeds, stuff-manufacturer. [Dunning,
Leeds

Marrison, G. Norwich, dyer. [Jay and Co , Norwich
Marsh, T. Bath, silk-mercer. [Hellings, Bath
Matthias, W Everett-street, Russell-square, che-

mist [Goren and Co , Orchard-street, Portmau-
square

Mayston, W. Lilly-pot-lane, Foster-lane, Cheapside,

dealer in ribands. [Pasmore, Ironmonger-lane,
Cheapside

Medley, S. Watling-street, London, tallow-chandler.

[Larie, Lawrence, Pountley-place
Merry, R. Charmg-cross, London, victualler. [Mar-

tineau and Co., Carey-street
Millington, J. Bloomsbury-square, London, dealer

in philosophical instruments. [Whitton, Great
James-street, Bedford-row

Mills, W. Strand, London, tailor. [Rigby, Golden-
square

Morgan, J. jmiior, and J. Aitchison, junior, Bristol,

jewellers. [Cary, Bristol

Morgan, D. Neath, Glamorganshire, ironmonger.
[Cuthbertson, Neath

Morrison, W.Liverpool ship-chandler. [Mawdsley,
Liverpool

Monroy, J. Leicester-square, London, merchant.
[Bowman, Union-court, Broad-street

Moses, L. and Lewis Levy, Great St. Helens, bro-
kers. [Partington, Change-alley, Conihill

Moses, and L. Moses, Great Prescot-street, mer-
chants. [Isaacs, Bury-street, St. Mary-axe

Mottershead, T Liverpool, commission-agent. [Min-
shull, Liverpool

Mudie, R. Bayswater, coal-merrhant. [Henrickand
Co., Buckingham-street, Strand

Mulcaster, J. Wood-street, Cheapside, London,
warehouseman [James, Bucklersbury

Newman, T. Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, builder.
[Houldsworth and Co., Worcester

North, J. Wrineswould, Leicestershire, butcher.
[Meredith and Co., Leicester

Norrington, J. Doddington, Kent, baker [Bart-
lettandCo.. Nicholas-lane, Lombard-street

Nosworthy, J. Moretonhanipstead, Devonshire,
tanner. [Gribble, .Vshburton, Devon

Noyes, G. Strand, linen-draper. [Rogers and Son,
Manchester buildings

Ogilby, W. L. and Sir David Ogilby, Knight, In-
gram-court, Fenchurch-street, London, mer-
chants. [Gregson and Co., Angel-court, Throg-
morton-street

O'Neil, J. Liverpool, merchant [Messrs Adllng-
ton and Co., Bedford-row ; and Phillips, Liverpool

Ousey, J. Manchester, oil-merchant. [Hulme, Man-
chester; and Hurd and Johnson, Temple

Owen, W Carnarvon, drugfjist. [Evans, Carnarvon
Owen, J. Salford, Lancashire, dyer. [Whitehead
and Co , Manchester

Owen H. Liverpool, corn-dealer. [Hinde, Liver-
Iiool

Paiba, J. Great Russell-street, Covent-garden, Lon-
don, boot-maker. [Popkin, Dean-street, Soho

Parker, T Macclesfield, Cheshire, silk-manufac-
turer. [Webster, Great Queen-street

Parkinson, T Preston, Lancashire, machine-maker.
[Office of Winstanley and Co., Preston

Pearce, W. Chester, dealer. [ Waid, Chester ; and
Ellis and Co., Chancery-lane

Pearce, F H. Fulham, tinman. [Scarth, Lyon's-inn
Pearson, F. Sheffield, edge-tool maker. [Dixon,

Sheffield
Peele, J. senior, and J. Peele, junior, Egremont,
Cumberland, sail-cloth manufacturers. [Adamson,
Whitehaven

Ppnn, T. Brightelmstone, Sussex, cabinet-maker.
[Croswellcr, Brighton

Pennj', G. Rood-lane, Fenchurch-street, London,
coftee-dealer. [Hardwicke, Lawrence-lane

Penner, T. E. Newent, currier [Higgins, Lothbury;
Clarke and Co., Chancery-lane

Perrin. T. Marlborough, Wiltshire. Cheesemonger.
[Goolden, Bristol

Pnilli))s, A. Bristol, mason and bricklayer. [Cary
and Co., Bristol

Phipps, W. High-street, Shoreditch, willow hat ma-
nufacturer. [Birkett and Co., Cloak-lane

Pickrin, J Lydcombe and Wirtcombe, Somerset-
shire, builder. [Wasbrough, Bristol

Pigott, W. Norwich, grocer. [Messrs Jay and Cre-
mer, Norwich ; Fenton, Austin-friars

Pointon, T. Manchester, victualler. [Rymer, Man-
chester

Porter, G. Park-terrace, Regent's-park, London,
linen-draper. [Jones, .Size-lane

Preston, R. of Preston, Lancashire, innkeeper. [Mr.
Blakelock, Sergeant's-imi ; and Messrs. Dewhurst
and Todd. Preston

Price, T. Chertsey, Surry , draper. [Gates, Lombard-
street

Probyn, W. Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, drug-
gist. [Jones, A&rgavenny

Prince, J. Manchester, victualler. [Owen and Co.,
Manchester

Power, J. Colyton, Devonshire, builder. [Kingdon
and Co., Colyton

Ramsden, R. Southend, Essex, coach-master. [Lewis
Temple-chambers, Fleet-street

Rickards, J. Aston, Warwickshire, builder. [Mote,
Birmingham

Richardson, G. and J. Henderson, West Cowes, Isle

of Wight, silk-mercers. [Wilde and Co., CoUege-
hill

Riesenbeck, G. Church-court, Clemenfs-lane, Lon-
don.merchant. [Lowdham and Co., Basinghall-st.

Rivers, G. Orchard-street, Portman-square, uphol-

sterer. [Brill, Lincoln's-inn-fields

Riding, P. Derby, builder. [Moes, Derby
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Kobion, J. Manchester, victualler. [Wilson, Man-
chester

Roberts, I,. CIty-roart Basin, wharfinger. [Wood-
ward, New Broad-street

Robinson, R Ilill-top, A'orUshire, worsted-manu-
facturer [Nctherwood, KciL'hley

Roberts, E. and J. Russell, Old-street, St. Lukes,
London, curriers. [Armstrong, St. John's-square,
Clcrkenwell

Roberts, E. M. Helmet-row, St. Lukes, London,
iron-founder. [Armstrong, .St. John's-square,
C'lerkcnwell

Roberts, W. Nettlebal, Oxfordshire, victualler.

[Newbury, Readine
Rudd, T. Borough, Westmoreland, provision-mer-
chant. [Briggs and Co., Appleby

Russel, J. and J. Robinson, Manchester, merchants.
Brackenbury, M.-inchester

Rutlidge, R. VVeedon, Beck, Northamptonshire,
plumber [Fisher .ind Co., Walbrook-buildings

Salter, R Manchester, grocer. [Tnnperley, Man-
chester

Seeker, J. G. Wardour-street, Soho, London, corn-
dealer [Robinson, Duke-street, Grosvenor-square

Sharp, C. and W.D.Clarke, Bemer's-street, Mary-
le-uone. London, ujiholslerers, [Allen and Co.,

•: Carlisle-street, Soho
Shearn, C Bath, confectioner. [Helllngs, Bath
Sims, J. Nottingham, corn-factor. [Hodskinson,
Newcastle-upon Trent

Slee, S. and J. Woodrow. J. Upper East Smithfield,
brewers. [Hayward, Essex-court, Temple

Smith. J. Homcastle, wine and spirit merchant.
[Paterson and I'eile, Old Broad-street

Smith, T. H. and J. Pembcr, Hatton-garden, Lon-
don, tailors. [Wills, Ely-place, Ilolborn

Smith, F. A. and J. AUingham, New Brentford,
feltmongers. [.Argill and Co., Whitechapel-road

Snell, R. P. EssLX-street, Whitechapel, London,
potatoe-merchant. Weymouth, Chancery-lane

Snewin, C. and P Higgins, Berwick-street, .'^oho,

London, timber-merchants [Smith, Basmghall-
street

Snowball, R. junior, Kirby, Grindalyth, Yorkshire,
sheep-jobber. [Jennings, Great Drifheld

Spencer, J. Red Lion-street, Clerkenwell, London,
jeweller, [.\ppleby and Co., Gray's-inn square

Stokes, J. Bath, poulterer. [Ilellings, Bath
Stansfield, H. H. King-street, Clu-apside, London,
' stuff-manufacturer. [Baxendale and Co., King's-
Arms-yard, Coleman- street

Stansfield, T. W. Leeds; H. Briggs, Blackwood; H.
Stansfield, Burley, and -Stansfield, Hamer, Burley,
merchants. [Bischoff, Basinghall-street, London

Starkey, J. Cand W. Starkey, Little Pulteney-st.,

Golden-square, London, brewers. [Knight and
Co., Basinghall-street

Stelfox, Dobcross, Yorkshire, woollen-cloth manu-
facturers. [Messrs. Brundrett and Spinks, Tem-
ple; and Brown, Saddleworth

Stenson, J Nottingham, commission-agent. [Payne
and Co., Nottingham

Steele, T. Disley, Cheshire, cotton-spinner. [Hal-
stead and Co., Manchester

Stokoe, W. Hexham, Northumberland, tanner.
Ingledew, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Spawton, C. Northampton, tallow-chandler. [Jeyes,
Northampton

Summers, J. Leeds, cloth-dresser- [Duiming, Leeds
Tate, G- New Shoreham, Sussex, timber-merchant.
[Osborne and Co , Brighton

Taylor. T Cleraent's-inn, money-scrivener. [Messrs.
Huxley and Son, Pump-court, Temple

Taylor, J. Strand, London, printer. [Finmore and
Co., Craven-street, Strand

Tetley, J. .Street In Tong, Yorkshire, top-maker.
[Cuttle, Wakefield

Thompson, T Waltham, Holy-cross, Es-sex, coal-
merchant. [Jcssojip, Waltham-abbey, Essex

Thomas, J. and S. T. Gilbert, Exeter, Imen-drapets.
[Green and Co., Basinghall-street

Thomas, J King, .Stanley, Gloucestershire, clothier.

[Fisher and Co , Walbrook
Tnurgarland, G. Huddersfield, corn-dealer. [Pearce,

Huddersfield
Tindall H. Birmingham, wharfinger. Wills, Bir-
minghara

Twentyman, J. senior, and Twent>Tnan, junior,
Crosthwaite, woollen manufacturers. [Fisher and
Son, Cockermouth ; and Fisher, Watling-street

Tronson, R. Liverpool,, merchant. [Hinde, Liver-
pool

Truman, T. Ludgate-hill, London, auctioneer.
[Price, St. John's-square, Clerkenwell

Vanheson, G. Hackney-road, Middlesex, chemist
and druggist. [Gray, Broad-street, Chambers,
Kingslanti-road

Vickers, J . Royalty-theatre, Wells-street, WeUclose-
S(iuare, London, gas-manufacturer. [Evitt, Hay-
don-square, Minories

Varley J. Manchester, machine-maker. [Hurd and
Johnson, Temple; and Hulme, Manchester

Wallwork, I. Manchester, victualler. [Hurd and
Johnsorr, Temple ; and Wood, Manchester

Walmsley, D. Kingston-upon-Hull, grocer. [Frost,
Kingstbn-upon-HuU

Walton, W. Charles-street, Middlesex-hospital,
linen-draper. [Wright, Southampton-row, Edge-
ware-roaa

Ward, H.W.Grenada-place, Old Kent-road, che-
mist. [Rush, Crown-covirt, Threadnee<lle-8treet

Ward, W. Leeds, patten-maker. fLee, Leeds
Ward, R. W. Middlesex-street, \Vhitechapel, and

Star-street, Shadwell, wine-merchant. [Evitt,
Haydon-square, Minories

W'arrmgton, T. senior. Hart-street, Mark-lane, wine
and spirit-merchant [Cook and Hunter, Cle-
ment's-inn, New-chambers

Webb, J. Atford, Wiltshire, farmer. [Watts, Bath
Wells, T Waterhouse, Lincoln, scrivener. [Wil-

liams, Lincoln
Welsh, A. Leeds, common-carrier. [Foden, Leeds
AVere, T Bucklersbury, and Wellington-street,

Strand, London, bill-broker and stationer. [Strang-
ways and Co., Barnard's-inn

Westall, J. Rochdale, Lancashire, bookseller. [Hea-
ton, Rochdale

Wheadon, J. Bath, grocer. [Hellings, Bath
Whitehead, M. Preston, Lancashire, innkeeper.
[Blanchard and Co , Preston

Whitehead, J. and J. Whitehead, Denshaw, York-
shire, merchants. [Atkinson, Manchester

Whitehead, J. Denshaw, Yorkshire, merchant. [At-
kinson, Manchester

Wilkinson, J. Sheffield, wood and ivory turner.
[Swindon, .Sheffield

Willement, W. Colchester, crape and bombazine-
manufacturer. [Barnard, Norwich

Wilde, J. Bowden, J. Gartside, T. and Z. Mavall,
Oldham, Lancashire, cotton-spinners. [Barlow,
Oldham

Winstanley, W. Liverpool, shoemaker. [Avison,
Liverpool

Wood, J. Wakefield, Yorkshire, dyer. fHemingand
Baxter, Gray's-inn-place ; and FoUjambe and
Dixon, Wakefield

Woolston, S. High-street, Bloomsbury, shoemaker.
[Piatt, Clement'i-lane, Lombard-street

Wright, J. Eton, Buckinghamshire, coal-merchant.
[Roche and Co., Charles-street, Covent-garden

ADCOCK, W. and T. Adcock,
Birmingham, June 20

Alderson, J. K. Norwich, June 8
Allen, E. Preston, June 1(1

Ambler, C. Preston, Lancashire,
June 10

Antrobus, J. Liverpool, May 2.3

Ashton, S. Birmingham, May 16
Banks, D Stonehouse, Devon-

shire, May 27
Barnard, W,, Barnard, R., Bar-
nard, T. L. and J. J. Barnard,
Boston and Skurbeck-quarter,
Lincolnshire, May 24 and 25

Barnard, W. and J. J. Barnard,
Boston and Skirbeck-quarter,
Lincolmhiie, May 18 and 19

DIVIDENDS.
Barge, B. Clifford-street, Bond-st.,
London, May 13

Baxter, M. Cambridge, May 17
Biggs, H. and B. Blandford, Fo-
rum, Dorset, May 20

Beverley, B. Barge-yard, Bucklers-
bury and Upper Montague-street
Russel-square, London, May 1.3

Billing, J. Oxford-street, London,
June 10

Blundell, M., Blundell, B. and S.

Blundell, Holbom-bridge, Lon-
don, May 13

Bolt, D. H. Manchester, June 17
Bond, E.Wallingford, Berks, June,

13
Brooks, J. Bath, May 30

Brown, W. Liverpool, May 24
Brunton, J. Southwick, Durham,
June 6

Byrne, P.H.Bucklersbury,June 27
Buchanan, J. and W. R. Ewing,

Liverjiool, May 26
Butt. W. P. Wimbome Minster,

Dorsetshire, May 13
Chase, W. junior, Gosport, South-
ampton, June 7

Chandler, J. Sandwich, Kent, May
29

Charlton, T. Quadrant, London,
May 27

Clark, A. Jermyn-street, June 10
Cooper, G. Tutbury-mill, Staf-

fordshire, June 2
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Corney, J. and R. Comey, Eaet-
India-cliambers, London,May 20

Crooke, C. Burnley, June 16

Ciooke, W. Burnley, June 16

Croose, J. Cheltenham, Glouces'
teishire. May 27

Crown, J. Monkwearmouth-shore,
Durham, June 3

Culyer, J. IsUiigton-green, May 27
IJavies, E.\Valnut-tree-waIk,Lam-
beth, June 6

Dawson, II. Leeds, May 24
Day, J. Fencliurch-buildings, Lon-
don, lilay 27

De Alzedo, J. R. Bank-buildings,
June 24

Delves, C. Broughton and J. J.

Garnet, Nantwirh, June 15

Dicks, J. London-street, Totten-
ham-court-road, London,May 20

Dickenson, W. senior, Goodall, T.
and VV. Dickenson, jxinior, Poul-
try, London, May 13

Dodson, J. andR. Beeston,June 10

Drew, T. Exeter, June lo

Dubois, J. F. and J. Dubois, Al-
dennan's-walk, London, May 27

Dunciimbe, J. junior. Little Queen
street, Holboni, May 23

Dunsrnure, J., and J. Gardner,
Broad-street, London, June 13

Eccleston, R. Bristol, May r,(}

Edmeads, R. Atkins, T., and G.
Tyrrell, Maidstone, Kent, JimeC

Edmond, J. Size-lane, London,
June 6

Elen, P. Wobum, Bedfordshire,

May 27
Elear, W. Castle-street, Holbom,
London, Slay 30

Evans, H. Lamb's Conduit-street,
London, June 13

Ferry, S. High-street, Shoreditch,
London, May 27

Fisher, J. Taunton, June 10

Forster, W. Philpot-lane, London,
May 30

Franklin, R.Wilmot-street, Bruns-
* wick -square, London, April 20
Fuljames, A.V. Judd-strect, Biiins-

wiek-square, London, May 13
Funston, R. Cambridge, May 9
Fyfte, H. M. Holborn, London,
May 23

Gallerand, J. and Ponierard, Fen-
church-strcet, London, May 30

Gardner, B. Worcester, July 17
Gardner.R. M. Deal,Kent,Slay 27
Gibson, W. Liverpool, May 23
Gibbs, T. Devonport, Devonshire,
May 31

Gompertz, A. Great Winchester-
street, London, May 13

Goodwin, J. Sheffield, June 9
Good, W. senior, and W. Good,
junior, Hytlie, county of South-
ampton, Junes

Gregory, T. Ealiiig, Middlesex,
June 3

Grosvenor, W. L. senior, Chater,

E., Grosvenor, W. L. junior, and
C. Rutt, Cornhill, London, June
3

Groves. D. Norton-street, St.

Mary-le-bone, London, May 13
Hadwen, J. Liverpool, June 8
Haldy, J. F. and W. Norcot, Cas-

tle-street, Leicester-square, Lon-
don, May 27

Bankrupts and Dividends.

Hale, C. Epham, June 10
Harrison, J. Portsmouth, June ^
Harvey, H. S. Oxford-street, Lon-
don, May 20

Hawkes, J. Old Jewry, London,
June 10

Hawkes, J. Old Jevfry, London,
May 13

HaVitkins, A. Old London-road,
Jime 10

Hipgs, W. Hodson, G. and R.
Higgs, BrLstol, June 5

Higgs, W. Bristol, May 5
Hiist, G. Manchester, May 13

Hodson. J. Bath, Jiuie 12
Hope, H. A. Mark lane, London
and Canterbury, May 20

Jarrit, C;. Bath, May 25
Jeffrey, W. Cock-y.ard, Davies-st.,

Hanover-square, London, June 6
Kampf, F. High-street, Mary-le-
bone, London, June 6

Keene, S. senior, Long-Ditton,
Surrv, May 30

King, T. Bermondsey, New road,
London, June 3

King, J. Ipswich, May 22
l.amacraft, J. Plymouth, May 30
Leonard, R. Cheapside, London,
June (i

Lewis, D. Lampeter, Pontstephen,
Cardigan, May 20

Lewis, B. Tunbridge-wells, Kent,
May 27

Melangshed, G. Strand, London,
May 27

Miles. J. Old-street-road, London,
May 5

Moberly, W. Old Broad-street,
London, May 2

Morris, J. junior, Oxford-street,
London and Chapel-place, St.

Mary-le-bone, London, May 27
Nunes, .1. and Nunes, A. J. Hack-

ney, May 30
Nutting, J. High Holbom, Lon-
don, June G

Ochscnbien. H. Regent-street,
Loudon, May 13

Ogle, E. L. Clement's-lane, Lon-
don, June 10

Padgett. W. Vauxhall, grocer,
J mie 10

Parkes. J. Parkes J., the younger,
and Parkes J. Warwick, June 3

Pearson, C. Grosvenor-place,
Southwark, May 20

Perkins, T. P.atricroft,Manchester
and Bamford Mill, Derbyshire,
June 19

Phillips, M. Phillips, H. Devon-
street, June 23

Phillips. M. and Phillips H. De-
vonshire-street, Bisliopsgate-

street, and Middlesex-street,
Whitechapel, London, April 25.

Phillips, H. Devonshire-street.
Bishopsgate-street,London,May
9.

Phillips, H. R., Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire, May 2?.

PoweU, T. and Browai W. Liver-
pool. May 29

Powell, T. Liveniool, June 14

Powell, F. Earl-street, June 10

Pullan, R. Leeds, Yorkshire, May
27.

Reynolds, W. Bilston, Stafford-

shire, Jufte 7

[June,

Rlrhar^oD, J. Relgate, June 13
Rickards, J. Newmarket, Suffolk,
May 10

Ridgway, J.Macclesfield, Cheshire,
June 7.

Robinson. E.Brainley, Yorkshire,
May 24.

Robinson, H. T. Gunn-street, Old
Artillery-ground, London, May
27.

Robinson. R. Saracen's-head, Fri-
day-street, London, June 6

Roby T Tamworth, June 10.

Sargent, G. F. Marlborough-place,
Great Peter-street, Westminster,
Mav 20

Seward, R.BuUoPill, Gloucester-
shire, May 30

Sheaf, C. Harvington-mill, Wor-
cestershire, May 19

Sherwin, J. Burslem, Stafford-
shire. May 13.

Shew, J. Theobald's-road, Lon-
don, June 17

Sidwell, S. Shepton Mallett, So-
mersetshire, June 1

Sissons J. Lombard-street, Lon-
don, May 16

Sotheby, S. Wellington-street,
Strand, London, May 16

Stokes G. Oldswinford, Worces-
terslrire. May 27

Stevens. J. Lime-Street, London,
May 23

Sparks. J.M. Mount-street,White-
chapel. London, May 13

Sykes, T. Bath Easton, Somer-
setshire. May 13

Symonds, N. W. Crutched-friars,
London, June 3.

Tanner D. Moranouth. May 13
Thomas J. Leicester, May 23
Thompson L. Birmingham, June

16
Till, C. Taunton, Somersetshire,

May 27
Timbrell. A. Old Souh Sea House,
and Southampton row, Russell-

square, London, May 9
Trail, A. Hanover-street.Hanover-

square. London, May 20
Turin, R. Birmingham, May 31.

Wakeford, J. W. Bolton-le-Moora,
May 26.

Walsh, J. Norwich, May 23.

Warner. W. jun. North Walsham,
Norfolk. June 9.

Watt, G. T. Old-street, St. Luke's,
London. May 23.

Wcissenlxjrn. E. A. and Harriet,

Upper llolloway, June 13

AVells, J. andOnyon, W. Bishopa-
gate-street Witliout, June 10

West, W. Trowbridge, Wiltshire,

May 30
Wliarton, R. Little Crossby, Lan-

cashire, May 24
Wilkins, W. Ashby-de-la-Touch,

Leicestershire, June 7
Wilson, J. Leeds, Jmie 10

Wise, S. and Wise, C. Maidstone
Kent, May 20

Wood, G. Rlanchester
Woods, J. and WiUiams, H. Has-

tings, May 30
Wools, J. and C. Winchester,
June 15

Wroots. R. and Goldie, J. Great
Tichfield-street, London, July I)

ECCLESIASTICAL
Th e Rev. F. W. Blomberg, D.D.,to be Chaplain in

Ordinary' io His Majesty.—The Rev. J. Hook, LL.D.

to the Vicarage of Stone, Worcester, and to the

Vicarage of Broomsgrove—The Rev. J. Davis,LL.B.,

to the perpetual and augmented Curacy of Ashwick

The Rev. J. Randall, B.A., to the Vicarage of Ly-

onshaU, Herefordshire—The Rev. T. R. Gleadon,

to the Rectoi7 of Frodesley, Salop—The Rev. M.

M. Preston, M.A., to the Vicarage of Cheshunt,

Hertfordshke—The Rev. W. Thompson, to the

perpetual Curacy of Halstock, Dorset—The Rev.

PREFERMENTS,
W. Spry, M.A., to the Rectory of Boutsflemlng—

The Rev. W. Williamson, to the Vicarage of Slip-

ton, Northampton—The Rev. T. Gell, to the Rec.

tory of Preston Baggot, Warwickshire—The Rev.

H. S. Plumtree, to the perpetual Curacy of East.

Stonehouse, Devon— The Rev. H. G. Lonsdale,

to the rectory of Bolton-ljy-Rotland, Yorkshire—

The Rev. E. Gray, to the Vicarage of KIrkby Moor-

side, Yorkshire—The Rev. T. Simpson, to the

Living of Walesby, Notts—The Rev. E. T. Richard.',

to the Rectory of Failington, Hants—The Rev. C
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W. Eyre, M..V., to the Rectory of Carlton-ln-Llnd-

lick, near Worksop—The Rev. J. Bull, D.D., to

the Rectory of Lezant, Cornwall—The Rev. O.
Barnes, D.D., to the Rectory of Sewton, Devon—
The Rev. T. L. Cursham, D.C.L., to the Living of
Blackwell, Derby—The H. U. Tighe, M.A., to be
Domestic C'ha{)l;iin to the Marquis of Clanricarde

—

The Rev. Dr. Pott, to the Chancellorship and Ca-
nonry of the Cathedral Church of Canterbur>-—The
Rev. W. Digby, M.A., to the vicarage of Wichenford
—The Rev. T. H. Biggs, to the Rectory of Whit-
bome, Hereford—The Hon. and Rev. F. Powis, to

the Rectory of Achurch, with the Vicarage of Lil-

ford annexed—The Rev. S. G. Comj-n, to the Vicar-

age of Rondltam, Hertfordshire—Tlic Rev. R. W.
Smith to the Rectory of Leonard, Devoiv-The Rev.
W. T. Williams, to the Rectory of Lalnston, Hants.

—The Rev. B. Maddox, to the Benefice of Trinity

Church, Huddersfield—The Rev. I. Thickens, to

the Vicarage of Fillongley, Warwick—The Rev. W.
B. Whitehead, to the Vicarage of Timberscombe,
Somerset—The Rev. J. L. Harris, M.A., to the per-

petual Cure of Plymstock, Devon—The Rev. W. H.
Mogridge, M.A., to the perpetual Curacy of Wick
—The Rev. Dr. Bull, to the Archdeaconry of Barn-
staple—The Rev. J. Sheepshanks, to the .\rchdea-

conry of Cornwall.

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, IN AND NEAR LONDON.

CHRONOLOGY.
April 21. A grand fancy dress ball was given at the

King's Theatre, for the benefit of the Spanish and

Italian refugees, which was most numerously attend-

ed, the sum of 2,5<)0 pounds was netted.

22 A numerous and highly respectable meeting

of the friends and subscril)ers to the Royal West-

minster Infirmary for the cure of diseases of the eye,

took place at the Thatched House. The Report

stated that the increasing application of patients

rendered an increase of the establishment necessary.

Of the 5,(I0() pounds required for the erection of the

edifice, 2,.5(IO pounds had already been subscribed.

The Treasury had expressed their willingness to

grant some of the Crown Lands to make the intended

improvements.

The friends of the Artists' General Benevolent
Institution, dined at Freemasons' Hall ; about 150

gentlemen attended ; the Earl of Liverpool in the
chair ; the subscriptions received in the course of the
evening amounted to nearly fHXl pounds.

29.—The sixteenth anniversary meeting of the

Somersetshire Society was celebrated at the Albion
Tavern, Aldcrsgate Street.

May 1—The exhibition at the Royal Academy
was opened to the public.

2.—A very numerous meeting was held at the City

of London for the purjiose of raising subscriptions to

relieve the distress in Lancashire : a committee was
fonned and most liberal subscriptions made.

3.—The British and Foreign Bible Society held

their twenty-second anniversary meeting at Freema-
sons' Hall.

The annual receipts of the Bible Societies have
fallen oft' during the last year to the extent of 10,000

pounds.

fl The Duke of Devonshire took leave of His
Majesty, previous to hiB departure on his Embassy
to Russia.

6.—The London Hibernian Society held its twen-

tieth anniversary at Freemasons' Hall, Lord Gambier
in the chair.

8.—The Court of Common Council voted 1,000

pounds to the relief of the distressed manufacturers.

The anniversary of the Naval and Military Bible

Society was held at the Freemasons' Tavern.

By ofDcL-il returns we find, that within the last

twelve months there were imported from our North
American Colonies 86,000 qrs. of wheat ; and 11,8(10

cwt. of wheat, meal, and flour. The foreign wheat

now in bond is 2C!),324 qrs. and of wheat-flour C4,5C7

cwt., the great bulk of which was warehoused in the

years 182-1-5.

11—The thirty-seventh anniversary ofthe Literary

Fund Society, was held at Freemasons' Tavern.

From the Report of the Society it appeared that the

afiairs of the institution are in the most prosperous

condilioa; during the last year the sum of 1,6C8
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pounds, nine shillings and six-pence, including stock

purchase<l, had been paid away upon application for

relief. Several additional subscriptions were an-
nounced by the Secretary', among which was a
munificent donation from His Majesty, of 210
pounds.

12—A grand fancy dress ball was given at Covent
Garden Theatre, for the benefit of the Spital Fields

weavers, the net proceeds of which, after paying all

expenccs, amounted to 3,000 pounds.

i;»—The Gazette contains dispatches from Briga-

dier-General Willoughby,with the official details of a
peace concluded with the Burmese, the preliminaries

were signed on the 3d of January.

Notice is given that the London Gazette will be
published on Friday, the 30th of June ensuing, and
will hencefor^va^d be published on Fridays instead of
Satunlays in every week.

The King has already bestowed the following sums
on the distressed workmen in difterent places, viz.

Spitalfields, 2,(KX) pounds; Macclesfield, 1,IH)0

pounds; Blackburn, 1,000 pounds; Rochdale, 5(HI

;

Lower Durwan 100 pounds ; Thornton, 100 pounds

;

and further sums to the amount of 2,500 pounds

;

making in all 7,200 pounds.

The bank of the Paddlngton Canal, under
which a new sewer had been constructed, gave way,

but has since been restored.

The Duke ofNorthumberland has given 500pounds

towards the expense of building a church at Houns-

low.

Intelligence arrived of the total destruction by
fire of the Hon. East-India Company's ship the

Royal George, Capt. Simmins, on the 24th Decem-
ber last, at Ciiina. None of the cargo was saved

;

but no lives were lost. The cause of the fire Is

unknown.
The Royal assent has been given to the bill for

building anew prison instead of the present Bridewell

in TothiU Fields.

19.—The Society of Friends of Foreigners in Dis-

tress celebrated their anniversary meeting at the City

of London Tavern. The Report stated that the

Directors have been enabled to afford temporary

relief to 19,6/3 foreigners of different nations, and

to grant annual pensions to sixty individuals, most

of whom were of the age of eighty and ninety yearb.

The subscription list amounted to 71 1 pounds.

The new avenue, opposite St. Bride's Church, Fleet

Street, is now opened to the public.

MARRIAGES.

Sir Hcdworth Williamson, hart., to the Hon. Ann
Llddell—K. W. Horlock, esq., of Box, Gloucester-

shire, to Mary, daughter of the late Capt. Maxwel

J. PhUlip?, esq., of Bryanwyn, to Lucy, daughter

of Lieut. Gen. Burr, of Portland Place—J. J. Hor-

lock, esq., to Miss Boode, daughter of A. C Boode,

4P
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esq., of nryanston Square—At Marylcbone, the

Rev. J. D. Wingfielil, to Ann, daughter of Sir J.

W. Smith, bart., of Down House, Dorset—AV. H.

Lloyd, esq., to Mary, daughter of G.Whitlocke, esq.,

of Seymour Place, Portman Square—At London, .1.

[June,

of Seymou. .
, ,, t>

Macdonald, M.P., to Anne, daughter of the Kev.

J. S. Ogle, of Kirkley Hall, Northumberland—

C

Peers, esq., of Chiilehanipton Lodge, Oxfordshsre,

to Mary, daughter of the late Rev. R. Lowth, of

Grove House,Chiswick-The Rev. C. H. Townsend,

to Eliza, daughter of Colonel Norcott, K.C.B.—

Robt. Bell, esq., to Miss Elizabeth Raffey—J. Phipps,

esq., of Leamington, to Harriet, daughter to the

late M. Wise, esq—The Rev. C. H. Wybergh, M.A.

to Ann Maria MinshuU-Rev. T. Naylor, to Dora,

daughter of Sir G. Nayler, Garter King of Arms—

W. A. South, esq., to Matilda, daughter of E.

Evans, esq.—At Chelsea, theRev. J.Cotterill, M.A.

to Ann, daughter of the late Rev. E. Hare, B.D., of

Dorking Hall—Capt. Chichester, to Miss Constable,

daughter of Sir T. Constable, bart.—H. Cox, esq..

to Rebecca, daughter of the late Mr. W. Paull, of

Melksham—The Hon. and Uev. E. PeUew, to Mary,

daughter of the late Dr. Wmthrop—A. Copeland,

esq., to Maria, daughter of the late G. Garland, esq.,

of Stone, Wimbome—J. Millar, esq., to Mary,

daughter of S. Smith, esq., of Hitchen, Herts—J.

MuUins, esq., to Elizabeth, daughter of the late C.

Harford, esq.,—At Kensington, W. H. Hull, esq.,

to Jane, daughter of the late Major Torriano—At

Kirkby, Ireleth, J. Escon, esq., to Miss Jane New-

ton—At Richmond, H. C. Amiel, esq., to Elizabeth,

daughter of the late W. Collins, esq.—At Chelsea,

P. C. Shadwell, esq., to Maria, daughter of Capt.

H. Cavendish—J. Stroud, esq., of Denmark Hill,

to Mary, daughter of C. N.ancolas, esq— C.R.'Par-

ker, esq., to Miss Murray—S. H..Williams, esq., of

Woodlands, to Mary Powell—D. Lewis, esq., to

Elizabeth, daughter of T. Woodward, esq.—W.

Hughes, esq., to Matilda, daughter of S. Bennett,

esq.—C. C. Dormer, «sq., to Frances, daughter of

W. Strictland, esq.,ofFlamborough—W. Vale, esq.,

to Hannah, daughter of T. Bond, esq.—J. Doon,

esq., of Norwood, to Margaret, daughter of F. W.

Arkmstall, esq.—J. Penning, esq., to Mrs. Milsted

—At Croydon, J. K. Gilliat, esq., to Mary, daughter

of R. Saunders, esq.—T. R. Williams, esq., of New-

port, North America, to Miss Smith, of London—

B. Pearse, esq., to Harriet, daughter of Sir R.Wil-

liams, bart.—iV. Boetfour, esq., to Mrs. Stephens—

At Kingston, E. Morrison, esq., to Elizabeth, daugh-

ter of R. Carter, esq.—A. Tudor, esq., to Mary,

daughter of the late A. Thynne, esq., M.D—P.

Atkinson, esq., of York, to Miss Goodall, daughter

of the late T. Goodall, esq., of Birmingham—The

Chevalier de Pambour, to Harriet, daughter of I. F.

Atlee, esq., of Wandsworth^. Ram, esq., to Eli-

zabeth, daughter of the late Capt. R. W. Adye—T.

W. Rundall, esq., to Jane, widow of the late Dr.

Haworth—P. Jones, esq., to Sarah, daughter of the

late J. Fergusson, esq.—Capt. F. Langley, to Mrs.

Curtis, widow of the late T. Curtis, esq.—T. NLxon,

esq., to Fanny, co-heiress of the "late Sir J. AlUn

—

G.J.Harris, esq., of Llanunwas, to Cecilia, daugh-

ter of C. Phillips, esq.—J. Pepper, esq., of South-

ampton, to Miss Howard—B. R. Rutland, esq., to

Caroline, daughter of J. Peart, esq.—John, son of

J. Butteel, esq., of Fleet, Devon, to Elizabeth,

daughter of the Earl Grey.

DEATHS.
90, The Dowager Viscountess Sydney—64, The

Hon. Augustus Phipps—78, Mrs. Caroline Hardinge

61 , Mrs. Eliza R. Bisshopp, the widow of the late

H. Bisshopp, esq-,—Lord C. Bentinck—15, H. A-

thelston, ton of the late R. Batcinan, esq., of Wheat
Hill, near Derby—80, Haimah, relict of Viscount

Cremome—75, J. Craig, esq—Hon. Mrs. Boyd—W.
Goodwin, esq.,—1,3, Charles, son of Sir C. Lemon,

bart., of Canclew, Cornwall—74, Sir W. Leighton,

knt.—At Turnhara-Green, T. Stephenson, esq

—

The Rev. C. Dewell, of Mahnsbury—53, J. Cherry,

esq., of Dalston—At Tottenham, Mrs. Aubert, wife

of J.'D. Aubert, esq 35, E. Turner, the celebrated

pugilist—fi7, J. Lance, esq.—54, Mrs. Rowson, of

Camberwell—63, G. Dawne, cs(i.—71, Mrs. Pitt—!t,

Elizabeth, daughter of A. Wigam, esq.—Mrs. Ross,

relict of the late W. Ross, esq—Lieut. R F. Atkins,

R.N 82, T. Hattem, esq.—67, Rev. R. Hardy, D.D.

—The Rev. S. T. Wylde—At Richmond, 63, Mrs.

Doughty—74, Mrs. Dorothy Wood-Jane, the wife

of J. Montgomery, esq J. W. Steers, esq.—35, J.

T. Lloyd, esq.—Hannah, widow of the late W.
Ross, esq.—At Finchley, Mrs. Elizabeth Johnston—

83, G. Barrett, esq 76, Mrs. Ross—Lord M. Drum-
mond—R. D. Roadley, esq—24, A. B.arber, esq.,

M.A 25, Caroline, daughter of R. Keymer, esq.,

—At Camberwell, 83, W. Rough, esq.,—»4, The
Rev. N. Corsellis—7!l, The Right Hon.Sir A. M'Do-
nald, bart The Lady Mary A. Primrose, daughter

of the Earl of Roseberry—"3, Mrs. Nettlethorpe,

relict of the late G. Nettlethorpe, esq.—The Coun-

tess Bentinck—At Abbotsford, Lady Scott— 15,

Louisa, twin daughter of Lady C. Crofton—72, The
Rev. F. Cumming, M.A.

MARRIAGES ABROAD.
In Paris, E. Wakefield, esq., to Frances, daughter

of the Rev. D. Davies, D.D. ; Le Marquis deBla sel.

Chamberlain to the Emperor of Austria, to Maria,

daughter of the Hon. W. Bingham—At Munich, C.

H. Hall, esq., to Maria Leopoldine, Baroness de

WelchsalaGlon—At Naples, Sir C. Barrard, bart.,

to Louisa, daughter of Sir H. Lushington, bart.—At
Bombay, N. Corsellis, esq. to Sarah, daughter of

the Rev. R. Ingram-.\t Zilla Larum, G. Tayler,

esq., to Harriett daughter of H. Hill, esq.-At Coel,

Bengal, D. A. Mackay, esq., to Agnes, daugter of

W. Spottiswoode, esq., of Clayquat, Perthshire

—

At Malta, T. A. Shom, esq., R.A., to Margaret,

daughter of the late General Ross—At Bombay,

Capt. Law, to Fanny, daughter of Maj.-Gen. Wil-

son—At Paris, H. Harvey, esq., of St. .\ndries,

Somersetshire, to .\gnes, daughter of A. Ramsay,

esq.

DEATHS ABROAD.
At Paris, the Right Hon. Lady Susan Douglas

;

Madame de Bardelin; 26, The Hon. H. D. Shore—
At Meerut, East-Indies, 2/, W. Taylor—At Bora-

bay. 22, Lieut. J. Whitaker—At Calcutta, J. R.
Knight, esq.—At Calcutta, Mary, the wife of Capt.

Pickard—At Bombay, 43. Capt. G. Challon— At
Calcutta, 23, Lieut. H. M. Elliott—At Bellary, 18,

Ensign J. O'Halloran—At Rangoon, Capt. Alexan-

der, R. N. ; F. Dillon, esq.. R. N. ; T. Mure, esq

—

At Sumatra, 43. Capt. Bridges—At Hyderab.ad, F.

Kelso, esq. ; 17, J. H. Cooper—At sea, Col. Morrie-

son — At Ahmednagger, Lieut. J. Majoribanks;

Lieut-Col. W. Baker—At Chittagong. Capt. R. B.

Ferguson—At Jamaica, 21, F. G. Downman—At
Sierra Leone, Capt. W. Ross—At the Hague, 23,

S. O. Wood, esq.—At the Hay, S. P. Beavan. esq.

—

At Avignon, 26, The Hen. H. D. Shore—At Sierra

Leone, Maj.-Gen. Sir Charles Turner-At Halifax,

72, the Rev. W. Ackroyd—Vere, son of Lieut.-Gen.

Fane, K.G.C.B., of H.M.'s Ship which was lost off

Hydra—At Hamburgh, 64, A. Schuback. esq—^At

Masulipatam, Ensign J. W. Gordon—At Bologne-

sur-mer, 77, W. Tringham, esq.
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MONTHLY PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES;
WITH THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS.

NOUTHUMBEni.AND AND DURHAM.
The coach, established on tlie Stockton and Dar-

lington railway, carried, lately on oneday, 138 passen-

gers ; the whole of whom were drawn by two horses.

A new coach luis been launched, more comfortably

fltteil up than the former one. The inside fare is

Is. (Jd. in the new coach, or Is. in the other.

A meeting of the inhabitants on Newcastle-uiran-

Tyne, was helil on Friday the 5th of May, to con-

sider " the distressed state of the manufacturing

districts near Manchester, and afford them such

relief as may be considered expedient," at which a

committee was appointed to carry this desirable

object into effect

.

Afurricrf.] At Stockton-on-Tees, the Rev. J. M.
C'olson, of Piddlehinton, to Julia, daughter of the
late A Story, est]., of Newboltle.

DiVrf.] At Alnwick, W, Dorothy, relict of the
late T. Bell, es<i.

CL'MUERLAND AND WESTMORELAND.
The foundation stone of the new Western I'ier at

Whitehaven, was laid on Saturday the fith of May,
with the assistance of a diving bell, in which two or

threegentlemen descended, who, when at the bottom
of the sea, discussed the merits of a bottle of wine in

drinking success to the undertaking.

Murrit'd.'] At Kendal, the Ilev. W. W. Jabctt, to
Mary, daughter of — Talhani, esi].—At Wigton,
J. Nicholson, esq., of Keswick, toKlizalx'th, daugh-
ter of the late J. Westmorland esq.—At Carlisle, Sir
(}. G. Ayhner, bart., to Maria, daughter of the late

Col. J. Hodson.

YORKSHIRE.
The friends of the Leeds Infirmary,;have subscri-

bed in shares of £-25 each, for one fourth of the de-

ficiency of funds for the erection of a concert room
at York, on condition of receiving five per cent,

interest till the principal can l)e paid, and an equal

share of the profits of future perfonncmces at the

musical festival.

Marrh'd.'i At York, the Rev. J. Homer, M.A.,
to Sophia, daughter of J. Hall,;esq., of Farlington

—

At Seaton, E. Price, esq., of NewjPark, near Axmin-
ster, to Elizabeth, daughter of the late R. Michel,
esq., of Sangpor—At Kirk Ella, R. Brandt, esq., to
Margaret, daughter of the late M. Dobson, esq
At Northallerton, Major H. Booth, to Marianne,
daughter of J. Moukhouse, esq., of Romanby—At
Huddersficld, W. Tumbull, esq., M.D., to Eliza-
beth, daughter of the late T. Nelson, esq.

Died-^ At Yoik,(;«, J. Roper, esq. ; 27. Eliza, wife
of S. Atkinson, esq.

LANCASHIRE.
In the House of Commons, on Friday the 5th of

May, the Birmingham and Liverpool Rail Road
bill was, on the motion of Mr. Lawley, withdrawn
for the present session, with an intimation that the
application would certainly be renewed in the next.

The Manchester and Liverpool Railway bill passed

the House of Lords on Monday the 9th, and has

since received the royal assent.

A female ringed snake was killed lately in the gar-

dens at Woodford Park, near Blackburn. It mea-
sured five feet two inches in length; upwards of

forty eggs were extracted from the reptile.

The amount of customs and excise receipts at

Liverpool, in the last quarter, presents a diminution

of o£70,*Nl'l, as compared with the same (piarter last

year, but the loss to the revenue in the reduction of

one shilling per pound duty on tobacco is alone, in

the'i late quarter, very short of this sum, so that

the receipts at this port exhibit a very trifling dimi-

nution of the customs and excise.

The amount of duty paid to government, by five

of the principal calico printers in Lancashire, for the

six weeks ending the 5th of Aptil 1825, wasi.'19,355

;

and for the same perloil in 1028 £i2,(!06, making a

deficiency of £7,25!).

Most alarming riots have taken place among the

weavers at Blackburn, and the neighbouring manu-
facturing towns, occasioned by want of employ.

Mnrriid.'] At Liverpool. T. W. Rathbone, esq., to
Lucv, daughter of E. Pearson, esq.—.\t Ormsklrk,
— F,1lis, esq., to Mary, daughter of II. Wright, esq.

Died.'] Alice, relict of the late R. Alsop, esq., of
Litchfield-hall, BUckley—At Ajdwich, T. Walton,
esq.

CHESHIRE.
His Majc>sty has made a most liberal donation of

£\,m) for the relief of the distressed poor of Mac-
clesfield.

Married.'] At Malpas, R. Harvy, esq., of Ireland,
to Maria, daughter of J. Vaughan, esq.—.\t Stock-
port, J. Peers, esq., of Plasnewydd, to Caroline,
daughter of the late J. Beevor, esq M. Pickford,
esq., of Manchester, to the daughter of E. Johnson,
esq.—.\t('headle, G. Peel, esq., to Frances, daugh-
ter of J. Chapman, esq.

Died.] Mrs. L. W. Boode; — Bevin, esq.; the
Rev. J. Turner, M.A. ; 4fi, J. Baxter, esq.

DERBYSHIRE.
The cattle fairs which have long been held in the

neighbourhood of the Friar Gate, Derby, the best

and most open entrance to the town, are, for the

future, to be held in the Morleilge and Siddals Lane,

which, on account of the roads recently made to

that part of the town, will afford every facility

desired by dealers and farmers.

A meeting of the inhabitants of the town and

neighbourhood of Chesterfield was held on Tuesday

the 2d of May, for the purpose of devising some
mode of co-operating with the benevolent exertions

now making in London and elsewhere for the relief of

the manufacturing districts, and a liberal subscrip-

tion commenced.
On Monday the 1st May two men in the employ-

ment of Messrs. E. Smith and Co., Chesterfield Iron

Works, who had that day completed a service of

fifty years, were treated by their masters with a sub-

stantial supper, along with nine others, who have

all been in the service of the same firm upwards of

forty years. The sum of the ages of these veterans

is 75'J years, being an average of sixty-nine each ;

and the total number of years they have served

Messrs. Smith and Co. is 518, being an average of

forty-seven years for each.

Died.] At Chesterfield, 72, J. Crofts, gent. ; 4.3,

J. Ratcliffe; Eleanora, daughter of the late W.
Turbatt, esq.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
Married.] At Southwell, C. Cooke, esq., of Sal-

ford, to EUzabeth.daughterof thelate — Maltby.esq.

Died.] At Carlton.the Rev. R.P.Goodenough, M. \.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Died.] m. Rev. W. Gray, M.A. ; Rev. R. Wright
—M Belchford, the Rev. F. Bedford.

LEICESTER AND RUTLAND.
A meeting of deputies from the different trades in

Leicester was held lately in Leicester, and addresses

unanimously resolved on to the clergy and landed

proprietors, requesting them to step forward for the

relief of the poor by exerting their interest for the

repeal of the com laws.

A great improvement has lately been made on the

Loughborough canal, which has given employment

to numbers of the labouring class in that neighbour-

hood for some months, and obviated the difficulty of

fachig Kegworth Bridge, which, in time of high

water, was always dangerous, and, to narrow boats,

nearly impassable.

Near 4,(i(H) persons were present at a meeting, held

in the Infirmary Square near Leicester, and a peti-

4P2
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tion to the king, agakist the com laws, unanimously

agreed.

At another meeting, a " Remonstrance" was

agreed to be presented to both'Houses of Parliament,

" on the present critical, desperate, and destitute

state of the country."

Died.2 77, Sarah, relict of the late J. Oarke, esq.

—At Loughborough, G7> R- Hardy, D.D.

STAFFOaDSHIRE.
Jfm'Wei] W. T. Copeland, esq., to Sarah, daneh-

ter of J. vates, esq., of Shelton—At Titall, Miss
Constable, daughter of the late Sir T. Constable,
bart., to Capt. Chichester—W. W. Woodward, esq.,

of Pershore, to Laura, daughter of J. Hawkes, esq.,

of Norton-hall.

Died.'] At AVolverhampton, the Right Rev. Dr.
Mibier; 45, the Rev. C. B. Compson—At Leek,
Elizabeth, the wife of C. Flint, esq.—At Litchfield,

71, W. Mote, esq.

WARWICKSHinE.
MarrlaW] At Birmingham, W. Hanes, esq., to

Jane, daughter of the late J. Bushby, esq.

Dicd.'J At Birmingham, 100, Mrs. Sneath—At
Keuilworth, W. Steele, esq. ; a3, C. B. Adderley,
esq At Stratford-on-Avon, Barbara, daughter of
J. Collet, esq.

SHROPSHIRE.
Married.) At Oswestry, J. Powell, of Preesgwaen,

esq., to Mis3 Faulder.

Died.] At Morton Corbet, 22, J. Hargreaves,

esq. ; Ann, widow of J. Wingfield, esq—At Oswes-
try, Frances, daughter of the late W. Yates, esq.,

M.D. J E, Haslewood, esq.

WORCESTER.
The parishioners and visitors of Great Malvern

have presented the Rev. Dr. Owen with two silver

salvers, weighing nearly 400 ounces, value about

200 guineas.

A short time since, a fox with five cubs were taken

at Abbotts Morton, and confined in a cottage, the

old one escaped ; but such was her affection for her

young ones, that, on the following morning, she

returned, and is pow so tame that she will suffer the

cubs to be handled.

Married.] Rev. T. Warren, to Ann. relict of
Sargeant Hornblower, esq At Stoke Prior, the

Rev. R. George, LL.B., to Miss Elirabeth Milli-

chap—J. Blake, esq., to Lydia, daughter of J.

Howarth, esq., of Kidderminster.

Died.] At Elborey Cottage, the Rev. J. Price;

03, Rev. J. Graham, B.D.—.-Vt Moor Green, 91,

T. Russel, esq.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
A requisition, numerously and respectably signed,

has been addressed to the gentlemen of property in

this county, praying them to take into consideration

the great difficulties to which every branch of its

agriculture and commerce is exposed, from the want

of a banking establishment in the city of Hertford,

and expressing a decided opinion, that a firm, com-

posed of men of known property and respectability,

would command the confidence of the public as well

as insure reasonable profits to the partners.

The Ross Horticultural Society held their first

meeting for the present year on Wednesday the 3il

of May. The show-room was opened a little after

two o'clock, and presented a most magnificent and

pleasing appearance.

Died.] Joanna, daughter of the late Rev. J. Ro-
bavts, D.D. ; 51, Sarah, wife of H. Langley, esq.;

U3, Rev. J. Grah.im, B.D. ; the ladyof J. Mereditli,

esq.—-^t Rothewas-park, 07, C. Bodenham, esq.

GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTH.
A gentleman at Gloucester has tried an experiment

on his trees, which is very liliely to succeed and de-

serves tobe known. Previous to their budding out, the

wood was washed over with linseed oil, applied with

a common painting brush. This appears to have
rendered them completely impervious to frost, and
they seem likely to bear an abundance of fruit.

The Hoi Bridge and Tewkesbury Severn Diidge

Bills passed the House of Commons on Monday
April 24.

A short time since a vault was opened in the Abbey
Church Tewkesbury, supposed to contain the

bodies of the Duke of Clarence (brother of Richard

the Third) and his consort.

The Society of Florists held their anniversary

meeting at the Montague Tavern Bristol, at which

a profusion of beautiful flowers were exhibited, tmd
the usual prizes adjudged.

Land, which was purchased at five pounds an
acre at Cheltenham, in the time of Charles II., is

now selling at the rate of l,fiOO guineas per acre.

The Bristol and Bath Rail-road Company has

been dissolved by mutual consent, and a balance of
£20 remaining, after returning 18s..6d. per share,

voted to be applied in aid of the distressed weavers
in the North of England.

The Tewkesbury and Severn Bridge, and the
roads connected therewith, were opened to the

public on Friday the 6th- May. The upper Lode
Ferry Is, consequently, entirely disused.

At a numerous and respectable meeting held at

Gloucester lately an association was formed as an
auxiliary to the Irish Society of Lomlon, and the
sum of *37 7s. 7d. collected in aid of the funds of
that institution.

Gioucester Magdalen Asi/lum.—The fifth annual
report of this benevolent institution was delivered at

the asylum on Friday. It affords additional proof
that such an institution was much needed, that it

holds out a most desirable temporary refuge for the

wretched victhns of vice and deception, and that it

deserves the continued support and enlarged liberali-

ty of our fellow-citizens and of the country at large.

The funds, we regret to notice, have somewhat de-

clined this year : for this, as well as for every other

charity whose weekly disbursements are considera-

ble, the regular payment of annual sulKcriptions fs

very important. On the return of every anniversary

we shall gladly report the increase of its means of
doing good, and that many more unfortxmate fe-

males will be reclaimed from the path of death, and
restored to those pleasures and privileges of respect-

able society, which they have so awfully forfeited.

Married.] At Panteague, the Rev. D. Jones, to
Anna, daughter of the late W. George, esq.—J. J.
Horlork, esq., to Phcebe, daughter of A. C. Boode,
esq., of London—P. B. Cooke, esq., to Caroline,
daughter of the late W. Bishop, esq.—At Wotton-
under-Edge, J. Lloyd, esq., to Maiy, daughter of
O. Yeates, esq.

Died.] 79, E. Powel, esq At Cheltenham, W.
Nettleship, esq.; Ann, wife of J. K. Hill, esq.; P.
Goodsall, esq. ; Rev. A. Keck—At Chalford, Capt.
Edward—At Clifton, Mary, daughter of G. H. \yol-
laston, esii.

OXFORDSHIRE. V

By the Report of the Deddington and Chipping
Norton District Committee of the Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge, it appears that 128

bibles, 271 testaments, 1,134 prayer-books, 356 bound
books of devotion, &c., besides tracts, were sold

from the depositories of that Committe in the year

11)25 ; and that £l75 were transmitted to the parent

society for books, thirty-four pounds towards the

general designs, and ten guineas to the fund for the

support of native schools in India.

A new peal of eight bells, cast by Mr. Rudhall of
Gloucester, was opened at Chipping Norton on Mon-
day the 9th of May.

BUCKS AND BERKS.
The trustees of Beaconsfield and Stokenchurch

have detennmed to adopt Mr. Mcintosh's plan for

taking do^vn the summit of the hill, and diverting

the road at Wliite-hili, which, when completed,

will afford the public a very great advantage. The
present tunipike-gate is to be removed about half a
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mile lower down, and the road to be kept watered
during (he euinmer.

A Horticultural Society Is forming at Buckingham
and Its vicuiity, to encourage the growth of fruits

and flowers, by granting prizes to the most success-

ful cultivators.

The inhabitants of Windsor and its vicinity have
subscribed most liberally to assist in alleviating tlie

sufferings of the manufacturing classes.

i(iirrled.~\ At Reading, F. H. Buckerldge, esq.,
to Mary, daughter of the late J. Bockett, esq., of
.Southcot-lo<lge—At Reading, R. XI. Deane, esq., to
Harriett, daughter of the Rev. B. Hutchinson, of
Burton Yorkshire—At Newbury, — Carter escj., of
Specnhamlan<l, to Miss Goodwin—Rev. J. Barnwell,
o» Tarring, Sussex, to Amelia, daughter of the
Rev. N. Goodall, of Dintonhall—F. Graham, esq.,
to Harriet, daughter of the late J. Jordan, esq., of
Gosport.

Died.'] At Old Windsor, Capt. A. Edwards—At
Knowlhill, T. Treble, esq.—At Great Marlow,
73, Mary, relict of the late J. Deane, esq.

HERTFORD AND BEDFORD.
May the inth, a meeting of the inhabit-ints of St.

Alban's and its vicinity was held at the Town-hall,

to consider the distressed situation of the manufac-
turers, and to enter Into a subscription for their re-

lief; between sixty and seventy pounds were sub-

subscribed in the room, and a committee appointed

for promoting the objects of the meeting.

Panshager oak is the finest at this time In the

kingdom ; it is growing on Earl Cowper's ground, in

Hertfordshire. Its contents in 1719 were 315 feet, in

180.5 010 feet, in 1814 984 feet, or nineteen loads

thirty-four feet. It is sound in every part, and very

straight.

MnrriFd."] F. -Mien, esq., of LIncoln's-inn Fields,
to Charlotte, daughter of the late B. Mason, esq.

—

At Watford, T. T. Clarke, esq., to Jane, daughter
of the Hon. Rev. W. Capel.

Died.'] At Hertford, the ladv of T. .Spenre, esq.
~.\t Bletsoe, Mrs. Lydiet—At Polten, 04, the Rev.
— Coulthurst—At Henlow, W. H. Still, esq.; the
Rev. F. Cumming, M.A.

NORTHAMPTON.
A respectable meeting of the inhabitants of Peter-

borough was holden on the 4th May, at which the

Lord Bishop of the diocese presided, when a very

liberal subscription was entered into for the relief of

the distressed manufacturers.

A meeting was held in the Townhall, Northamp-
ton, for the purpose of raising subscriptions for the

distressed manufacturers of that town.

Died.] At Fothcringav, Mary, daughter of the
Rev. R. Lenton—At Northampton, 51, W. W. .\n-
drCTvs, esq. ; the lady of the Rev Lajlon.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON.
The Cambridgeshire Horticultural Society held a

shew for cucumbers, strawberries, auriculars, poly-

anthuses, hyacinths, and Narcessuses, at the Town-
hall, on Friday the 21st of April.

At a congregation lately held at the University of

Cambridge, a grace passed the Senate, to grant Mr.

Goussell, French Teacher in that University, the

sum of forty pounds annually, in consideration of

his long and meritorious services.

Married.] At Ely, J. Nipan, esq., to Miss Cole.

Died.] At Mary Cray, T. Morgan, esq.

NORFOLK.
A Savings Bank has lately been established at East

Dereham, and a number of deposits have already

been received.

The bill for constructing the bridge and embank-

ment across Sutton Washway lias been carried with-

out opposition through the House of Commons. It

is intended to apply for another bill for improving

tlie drainage of South Level, and for the extension

of liindctley's Cut to Crab-hall.

The executor of the late Wra. Taykw, e»q., of
Dereham, has paid to the treasurer of the Norwich
hospital and school for Indigent blind the sum of
fifty pounds free of duty, as a legacy to the said
charity.

A handsome painted window, the subject of which
is the transfiguration, from a picture of Julio Roma-
no, was dis]5laycd to public view on Sunday the first

of May in the large east window of Norwich Cathe-
dral. It was executed by Mr. Zobel.

Married.] At Fring, B. Paul, esq., M.R.C.S.,
to Anne, daughter of the Rev. Dr. Bacon—At Yar-
mouth, William, son of J. Hamilton, esq., to Mary,
daughter of the Rev. G. Lucas—At East Dereham,
W. Missen, esq., to Sarah, daughter of Mr. J.Dunn—Rev. J. Cotterill, M.A., to Anne, daughter
of the late Rev. E. Hare, B.D., of Docking-hall.

Died.] At Norwich, 90, Mrs. Scoot, reUctofthe
late Rev. N. Scott—At Downham Market, 74, Mrs.
Martin, relict of the late J. Martin, esq 47, P. Bell,
esq., of Shouldham-thorpe—77, C. Laton, esq., of
Drayton—Mrs. Forster, of North Walsham, relict of
the late C. Forster, esq., of Aylysham.

SCFFOLK.
Mnrried.] At Edwardston, W. Fowke, esq., of

Chelsworth, to Mrs. Waring.
Died.l At Beccles, the lady of G. Berwick, esq

At Buhner, .52, Rebecca, wife of D. Badham, esq.—At Brandon, 70, J. R. Burch, esq.—At Great
Blackenham, J. Bridge, esq —At Ipswich, 'li, D.
Pitcairn, esq—At Whitton, 34, the Rev. J. M.
Bolton—At Brockley, 73, H. Braddock, esq.: —
Smith, esq.

ESSEX.
Mnrri'^d.^ At Leyton, Robt., son of T. Old, esq.,

to M. W., daughter of B. Nind, esq.—At Colchester,
the Rev. T. Newman, to Mar\', daughter of the late
R. Mills, esq.; the Rev. E. Page, to the daughter
of Major Covell ; J. Marsh, esq., of Woodside, to
Elizabeth, daughter of the late .\. M. Barlow, esq.

;

G. D. H. Vaizey, esq., to Mary, daughter of the
Rev. J. Savill.

Dii'd.] At Colchester, Mrs. Round, widow of the
late Rev. J. Round ; «!, J. C. Tabor, esq At Se-
wardstone, Eleanor, wife of W.K. Thomas, esq. ; 83,
W. H. Micklefield, esq., of West Tilbury; S3, the
Rev. N. Corsellis, of Wivenhoe ; 84, E. Betts, esq.,
of Dedham—At Witham, 7«, the Hon. Mrs. Talbot—.\t Bulmer, Rebecca, .vife of D. Badham, esq.

KENT.
A singular circumstance occiured a short time since

at a farm-yard in the vicinity of Ashford. A game
cock took offence at a goose, and, while engaged in

incubation, attacked her with great fury, pecked

out one of her eyes, and destroyed her eggs. The
gander flew to the assistance of his mate, seized the

cock, dragged him into the pond, where he ducked
him repeatedly, and finally drowned him.

Married.] At Chislehurst, R. Norman, esq., to
Emma, daughter of G. Stone, esq.

Died.] At Keranall-house, 74, Sir W. Leighton,
knt At Lewisham, 71, Jane, relict of the late R.
Leach, esq.—.\t Finchcocks, 73, R. Springett, esq.
—At Dartford, W. Bugden, esq.

SUSSEX.

A committee has been appointed, in the town of

Brighton, to collect subscriptions in aid of the dis-

tressed manufacturers in Lancashire, by whose zeal

and exertions a considerable sum has already been

collected, and remitted to the central committee in

London.

Married.] At Torrington, Capt. Colby, R.N., to
Mary, daughter of J. Palmer, esq—At West Tar-
ring, Rev. J. Barnwell, to Emelia, daughter of the
Rev. W. Goodall, of Dinton-h.iU Bucks.

Died.] At Worthing, Julia, daughter of F. Ro-
bertson, esq., of Kingston-upon-Thames—At Rye,
73, D. Slade, esq.—.\t Brighton, Georgiana, wife of
J. Chamier, esq.

HANTS.

The markets of Romsey are for the future to be

held ou Thursdays instead of Saturdays.
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On Friday, April 21, the flret annual meeting of

the Winchester Auxiliary Tract Society was held.

The report stated that this society distributed>

during the last year, 401)5 tracts.

Mr. Fleming, M.P. for the county of Southamp-

ton, has presented the town with a handsome car-

riage for the fine old brass eighteen-pounder cannon,

which was a gift to the town from Henry the Eighth.

On one axletree are the arms of the town in relief,

and on the other a suitable inscription.

A public meeting for promoting a subscription for

the suR'ering manufacturers of Lancashire, took

place at Southampton on Monday the 1st of May,

nearly *2()0 were immediately subscribed.

The bill for making the new road from Famham
to Petersfield has received the royal assent.

Married.) At Niton, Isle of Wight, the Rev. J.

James, to Charlotte, daughter of the late T. Walker,
esq., of Ongar, Essex—At Southampton, Rear Ad-
miral A. P. Hollis, to Harriet, daughter of J Crabb,
esq.—Rev. F. North, to Harriet, daughter of Lieut.

Gen. Sir H. Wade—At Portsea, D. G. Meadows, M.D.
to Eliza, daughter of Capt. Cox.

Died.] At Winchester, B. W. Whitelocke, esq.;

Rev. T. Price—At Southampton, Mary, the wife
of the Rev. T. Lavton—At Bramdean, 77, C. Hodges,
esq At Havant,' J. Casweller, esq.,—At Farehara,
G. Purvis, esq AtWintney, J. Giblett, esq.

WILTS.

At a meeting of the Commissioners under the

Devizes new Paving Act, &c. a second most mu-
nificent donation of £'M) from Mr. W. Taylor,

of Stoke Park was announced.

Married.'] .\t Corsham, J. MuUins, esq., to Eli-

zabeth, daughter of C Harford, cs(i., of Rigeside
—J. S. Burkland, esq., ofChelworth, to Elizabeth,
daughter of the late J. Buckland, esq., of C'rudwell
—Ci. Blandford, esq., of Hindnn, to Mary, daughter
of the late F. Browne, esq., of the Island of Toba-
go.—.'Vt Malmsbury, the Rev. J. Allen, to Miss Mary
Ann Vowles.

Died.'] .W, Rev. C. Dewell, of Malmsbury—At
Bradford Leigh, Elizabeth, relict of 1). Clutter-

buck, esq—74, The Rev. R. Butler, of Inkpen.

SOMERSET.

A very handsome painted window has lately been

put up in the church of St. Mary Magdalen, Taun-
ton : the subjects represented are, " Charity," St.

Simon," and " St. Andrew," with their characteris-

tic symbols. The whole is executed in very good
style by Mr. Ray of Taunton, who has gratuitously

adorned the the church with this exhibition of hia

skill.

A public meeting was held lately at Ilminster,

for the purpose of raising subscriptions to relieve

the present sufferings which exist in the manufactur-
ing districts.

Married.] At Bath, H. C. J. Hamilton, esq., to
M. S., daughter of Lieut -Gen. Sir F. S. Robinson,
K. C. B.—Sir G. S. Gibbons, M.D., to Mari,iiinc,
daughter of the late Capt. T. Chapman—P. Laing,
esq., to Elizabeth, widow of the late J. Dobsou, esq.
—Edward, son of J. H. Pierce, esq., to Elizabeth,
daughter of the late R. Michell, esq.—H. Harvey,
esq., of St. Audries, to Agnes, daughter of Alex.
Ramsey, esq—Capt. Harrington, R.N., to Jane,
daughter of the late Archdeacon Thomas—At Strat-
ton-upon-Foss, W. Nunn, esq., to Jane, daughter of
the late G. Gray, esq.

nied.] At Bath, the Rev. C. Symraons, D D.,
author of the lives of MUton and ^hakspeare; W.
(H, White, esq., Joanna, daughter of the late Rev.
J.Roberts, D.D. ; Mrs. Edgecombe, relict of .T.

Edgecombe, esci-; R. Langford, esq.; 7.'i, Rev R.
Ho-idley Ashe, D.D.—27, Sarah, daughter of the
Rev. Dr. WoUen—At Bath, N. Chivers, esq —71,
D. G. Browne, esq.

—

J. Coone, esq., of Bridgewater—At Pitcombc, 52, N. Jekyll, esq.—At Honiton
Clist, 09, B. Hodge, esq.

DORSET.

-A beautiful fossil fish was lately excavated from a

rock of blue tlas, on the beech between CharmouCli
and Lyme. It Is about fifteen Inches In length, and
eleven Inches broad, and is exceedingly perfect;

even in the most delicate parts of the eyes.

The inhabitants of Milborne Port have presented

the Rev. W. Owen, of Sherborne, with a superb

silver salver, as an acknowledgement of the very

exemplary manner in which he fulfilled the dutiei

of pastor of that parish for upwards of forty years.

The foundation stone of Allington church was
laid on Monday, May the 1st, with full Masonic
honours, by the brethren of the Royal George
Lodge, of the town of Bridport, and the grand

provincial oflicers from other parts of the county.

Married.] Rev. J. D. Wingfield, to Ann, daughter
of Sir J. W. Smith, bart., of the Down House—
At Bridport, the Rev. D.Nantes, to Mary, daugh-
ter of G. Golding, esq.—At Wareham, J. Vipan,
esq., to Miss Cole, daughter of Major Cole.

Died.] At North-hill Cottage, near Frome, Mary,
relict of H. Dawse, esq At Sherborne, 68, G. Bu-
chanan, esq.

DEVONSHIRE.
On removing the pews in St. Andrew's church,,.

Plymouth, for the purpose of reseating and im
proving the interior, some interesting relics of anti-

quity were discovered. A beautifully carved oak
screen was brought to light, extending quite across

the centre, dividing the nave from the chancel, and

forming at the Southern end of the building a small

chapel or retreat ; this is supposed to be a part of the

original building, erected in the twelfth century.

Several ancient coins were likewise found by the

workmen.
Clovelly Pier is about to be rebuilt, and extended

n considerable distance beyond low water, so as

to enable the fishermen anil trading vessels of

almost any size to enter within the pier, and be In

safety.

A short time since a remarkably large wild cat was

shot by the keeper in the pl.intations belonging to

Sir W. Pole, at Shute: it measured from the head

to the tip of the tail, three feet and a half, and
wcigheil nine pounds and three quarters.

The intended enlargement of South Molton

Church, to provide accommodation for the increas-

ing population of that town, was commenced on
Tuesday the 2d of May, when the foundation stone

was laid with the usual ceremonies. The avenues to

the church are also to be widened.

An elegant and fine-toned organ, built by Mr. W.
Thomas, of Exeter, was opened in the new Church,

Exmouth, on Sunday May the 7th.

A considerable sum has been subscribed by the

inhabitants of Stonehouse, and transmitted to the

central committee in London, for the relief of tkc

distressed manufacturing districts in the North of
England.

Married.] At Colyton, T. J. Winter, esq , of
Taunton, to Catherine, daughter of the late S.
Sampson, esq.—At Exeter, Major Ball, to Frances,
daughter of tlie late W. Land, esq —.\t Exeter, the
Rev. G. Kemp. A.B., to Elizabeth, daughter of

—

Froom, esq —At Stonehouse, T. Morton, esq., to
Elizabeth, daughter of the late B. Mann, esq At
Stoke Fleming, H. Nctherton, esq., toMissBridg-
man, daughter of the late J. Bridgman, esq., of
Tavistock—At Stoke, near Plymouth. T L. Rutton,
esq , of London, to Sar.ih, daughter of W. May,
esq.

—

.\t Ro.seash, J. T. Daw, esq , to Miss Eliza-
beth Stabbach—At Totness. the Rev. J D. Parham,
M.A., to Elizabeth, daughter of the Rev. S. Lane
—W. Farrant, esq., of Dartmouth, to Mary, daugh-
ter of — MoitIs, esq.

Died.] AtDawlish, 01, Mrs. -lane Searle—At Ex-
eter, 77, the Rev. T. Johnes, M.A —At Beenligh,
71, Miss Bro\vn—At Brendon, 92, J. Locke, esq —
At Ilcavitree, 57, T. Bremridge, esq.—AtBirideford,
T. Tucker, esq.—4('>, W. Swan, esi|.—69, B. Hodge,
esq —At Biddeford, Lieutenant J. Hogg—At Stone-
house, Eleonora, wife of J. Wilcocks, esq.
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CORNWALL.

Married.] M. S. Basset, esq., of Menwhennlck, to

Eliza, (laughter of the late G. Foorile, esq , of Lis-

bon—At Edloshayle, T. Coode, esq., to Rehtcca,

daiiKhler of the late 1*. Clements, esq., of Wade-
bridge—Ai Madron, Captain \V. Cundy, of Pen-

zance, to Miss Cun<ly—Lydia, daughter of W.
Sloggatt, esq., to — Bastian, esq. of Truro.

lYieil.'] At St. Ives, P. Treraearne, esq—At Caw-
son, J. Perkins, esq.

WALES.

The magistrates of Carmarthenshire, have deter-

mined to present a piece of plate to the worthy

chairman of their quarter sessions, as a testimony of

appropation for his upright conduct during the

period he has filled the situation.

The anniversary of one of the first mechanics'

Bible Associations formed in Wales, was held at the

new school room, at Neath Abbey, on the 2'.lth of

April, which was numerously attended by mechanics,

their wives and children.

Mr. Guest, who has large iron-works, has erected,

at his own expense, a church and also a meeting-

house, for the accommodation of his work-people

and the neighbourhoml.

Rni/iit Cumbrian Stieieti/.—M a general meeting of

this institution, held on Saturday, May the (Jth;

the secretary, Griffith Jones, esq., reported that the

committee appointed to decide on the various com-

positions received on the different subjects proposed

by the society, considered one English essay " On
the ittureral Inva-nonn of Britain" entitled to the

medal and premium ; and that they had selected two
Welsh Essays on" Oilondiil" (courage), written by

Students at the Grammar Schools in Wales, which

were deserving of the medals. Also an English poem
on '

' Owen Clj/ndwr " which is entitled to the same
honour. So that at the Eiiteddvod and grand Cum-
brian Concert, on Wednesday morning, the 2-Jth

inst. there will be no less than eight medals present-

ed, including three to the Pcnmlliun singers, who
are coming expressly from Wales, to give specimens

of the mode of singing with the Welsh harps, by
the ancient Britons, which, with the singing of
Braham, Sapio, Horn, Sinclair, Terrail, Atkins,

Misses Stephens, Povey, Cawse, and H. Cawse, and
the performance of Mori, Lindley, Nicholson, &c.

&c, will render the meeting a most interesting

one.

Married."] At Llangoedmore, Capt. H. Vaughan,
to Sarah, daughter of the Rev. Dr. Millingchamp

—

Rev. J. James, of Penmean, to Charlotte, daughter
of the late T. Walker, esq., of Ongar, Essex—J.
Lloyd, esq , of Dinas, Brecknoslure, to Mary,
daughter of O. Yeats, esq., of Gloucestershire—G.
J. Herries, esq., of Lanunwas, to Cecilia, daughter
of C. Phillips esq , of Glamorganshire.

Died.'] At Breconshire, So, the Rev. J. Davies;
the Rev. R.James; 7(>,, the Rev. O.Owen, M.A
At Glamorgan, Rev. J. Davis—At Laughame, 58, R.
J. Sharke, esq—Sophia, daughter of Major Mack-
worth, of Cefti Ydfd, Glamorganshire—At Pennant,
6(1, Rev. S. Hassall— At Llandovery, Rev. J. Davies—At Pontgarreg, Lieut. H. Nolt.

SCOTLAND.
The Edinburgh Exhibition of Fine Arts netted

about eight hundred pounds for admission during
the six weeks it has been open ; and most of the pic-

tures have been sold.

The twenty ninth annual meeting of the Edin-
burgh Gratis Sabbath School Society was held on
Thursday, the 28th of April, in St. Andrew's
church, Edinburgh, J. Tawse, esq. in the chair.

By the report read, the Society has at present in

its list sixty schools, attended by .3,128 children.

.Warned.] At Edinburgh, Capt. D'Arcy Wentworth,
to Eliza, daughter of the late Major C. Macpherson;
A.Johnston, esq., to Barbara, daughter of David

Pearson, esq ; Capt. W^J. IL Johnstone, to Elea-
nora, ilaughter of Sir T. Kirkpatrirk, bart. ; Mr.
.David Crack, to Anne, daughter of Mr. Gallatley of
Forfair ; the Rev. J. Grant, to Mrs. Jesse A. Camp-
bell, widow of the late Miijor A. Campbell, of Brag-
leen—At Lochmaben, M. Graham, esti., to Robina,
daughter of the Rev. H. Laurie—At Dysart, W.
Hunt, esq., to Mary, only daughter of J. Normand,
esii., of Battilly—At Edinburgh, J. Lawson, esq.,
to Margaret, daughter of the late J. Clarke, esq At
C'rathes, Capt. T. Ramsay, to Margaret, daughter
of Sir R. Burnett, bart., of Leys—At Kircudbright,
T. Buckley, esq., to Miss Rybum.
Dierf.J At Edinburgh, IMiss LN.Scrymgeour, daugh-

ter of H. WiddcTbum, esq.; W. Brodie, esq.; J.
Tawse, esq. ; lU, Mrs. Stewart ; 2,3, Lieut, the Hon*
Fred., son of General Lord Forbes; Miss MaryScott'
d.iughter of the late A. Scott, esq.; H. Graham, esq.'
Miss Janet, daughter of G. Leslie, esq. ; Mrs. S.cl
Campbell, daughter of the late J. Ramsay, esq.
Rev. J. Russell, of the Mause of Muthill—At Dum-
fei line, Helen, relict of Lieut. T. Thomiison; J.
liruce,esq., of Falkland—.\t Pimiefield, J. Rind, esq.
—At Newtendcn, Kir A. Don, bart., M.P. ; Sir H.
Mackenzie, bart., of Conan House; T. Riddell,
esq., of Camiestown ; Mrs. J. F., widow of the late
G. Ireland, esn—At West Laurieston, Elizal)eth,
daughter of the late Capt. Glen—.\t Dundonnel
Mouse, Ross-shire, K. Mackenzie, esq In the Isle
of Man, Capt. Quillam, R.N. ; D. J. Stewart, esq.
At Stirling, l(i, Hugh, son of the late A. Maclean,
esq.—At Glasgow, Major A. Mackay—At Kirkdale,
R. Ilaimay, esq—At Abbotsford, Lady Scott.

IRELAND.

Newly invented' Fluviameter, or Rain Gauge.-"
This very curious instrument, invented by J. Dono-
van, esq., of Ireland, being wound up, and having a
proper paper put into it, will register thereon the
following particulars, at the termination of a certain

peri<xlof time:—(1.) It will shew the number of
cubical and perpendicular inches of rain that fell du-
ring a given period ; the precise hours to the minute,
the day and day of the month when they fell ; and
the interval of time between each ; also whether it

was day or night. (2.) In cases of heavy rains, it

will note down the time of their commencement and
cessation ; and the descent of rain so light as not to

collect into drops, and scarcely to wet, will be mark-
ed. (3.) It keeps the aggregate and separate account
of rain for every hour, day, week, month, or year.

It spontaneously separates the weekly accounts

from each otlier Lvery Saturday night at twelve

o'clock ; and at the same hour on the termination of

every month, of whatever number of days it may
consist. (4.) W'hile it is raining, a bell rings by dis-

tinct strokes, the intervals between which are shorter

in proirortion as the rain is quicker : this is for night

service. (5.) It registers to the one twenty-fifth of a

cubic inch. (6.) It tells the day of the month, the

day of the week, and the hour of the day. (7.) It

will register the intensity of the rain during the

whole year ; that is, by looking at the papers of the

Instrument, it will shew whether it was raining fast

or slow at any required hour of the day, and how
much so.

According to a parliamentary return, the whole

number of schools in Ireland, is 11,843; of scholars

attending them, 509,073, of whom 92,098 belong to

the established church, 44 471 to the Presbyterians,

421,413 to the Roman Catholics, and 11,089 are un-

certain, or belonging to other denominations.

May U. A ball was given in the Rotunda,

Dublin, in aid of the distressed weavers of the

liberty.

Married.] At Cappoquin, T. Geer, esq., of Rhone
Hill, toWilhelmma, daughter of A. Usher, esq.—
i^t Dublin F. Hort, esq., toArme, daughter of the

Rev. A. Collet—the hon. W. Brown, to Anne, daugh-
ter of the late T. Seagrave, esq.

Died.] At Dublin, the Right Hon. L.idy A.

Whally, daughter of the Earl of ClanwiUiam; 24,

Lieut. B. Keating—At Castlebar, 125, Mr. J. Faugh-
ney—At Glenmore, 100, Mrs. Kennedy.
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